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PREFACE.

With this volume, we begin the Works of St. Chrysostom. It contains a sketch of his

life and labors, the book on the priesthood, the letters to Theodore, the catechetical instruc-

tions, and a selection of ascetic treatises, special homilies, letters to Olympias and Innocent,

and the twenty-one Homilies on the Statues.

The translations are entirely new, or thoroughly revised, by the Rev. W. R. W. Stephens,

whose services I was so fortunate as to secure. He has written the best biography of St.

Chrysostom and is thoroughly at home in his writings. He has taken great pains, with the

aid of two friends, the Rev. T. P. Brandram and Rev. R. Blackburn, and is responsible for

the whole volume, with the exception of the Prolegomena, which I wrote myself, to corre-

spond with the Prolegomena to the works of St. Augustin.

The other volumes of St. Chrysostom in this series will be devoted to his exegetical Hom-
ilies on the greater part of the New Testament.

PHILIP SCHAFF.
New York, March, 1889.
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PROLEGOMENA.

THE LIFE AND WORK OF

ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM.
BY PHILIP SCHAFF.;

CHAPTER \.—Literature,

I. EDITIONS OF CHRYSOSTOM's WORKS.

S. JOANNIS Chrysostomi, archiepiscopi Constantinopolitani, Opera omnia quce exstant vet qua: ejus nomine

cifcumferuntur^ ad MSS. codices Gallicos, Vaticanos, Anglicos, Germanicosque castigata^ etc. Opera et studio

D. Bernardi DE Montfaucon, monachi ordinis S. Benedicti e congregatione S. Mauri, opem ferentibus aliis ex

eodem sodalitio, monachis. Greek and Latin, Paris, i7i8-*38, in 13 vols., fol. This is the best edition, and the

result of about twenty years of the patient labor of Montfaucon (d. Dec. 21, 1741, 86 years old), and several

assistants of the brotherhood of St. Maur. More than three hundred mss. were made use of, but the eight

principal mss., as Field has shown, were not very carefully collated. Montfaucon, who at the date of the com-

pletion of his edition was 83 years old, prepared valuable prefaces to every treatise and set of homilies, arranged

the works in chronological order, and added in vol. XIII. learned dissertations on the life, doctrine, discipline

and heresies of the age of Chrysostom.

The Benedictine edition was reprinted at Venice, I734-'4T, in 13 vols, fol.; at Paris, ed. by F. de Sinner

(Gaume), i834-'39, i" ^3 vols, (an elegant edition, with some additions); and, with various improvements and

corrections, by J. P. Migne, Petit-Montrouge, i859-'63, in 13 vols. The last is the most complete edition, but

inferior in paper and type to that of Gaume. Migne uses the critical text of Field in Matthew and the Pauline

Epp. He had previously edited a Latin Version, 1842, in 9 vols.

The edition of Sir Henry Savile (Provost of Eton), Etonae, 1612, in 8 vols, fol., is less complete than

the Benedictine edition, but gives a more correct Greek text (as was shown by F. DUbner from a collation of

manuscripts) and valuable notes. Savile personally examined the libraries of Europe and spent ;,^8,ooo on his

edition. His wife was so jealous of his devotion to Chrysostom that she threatened to burn his manuscripts.

The edition of Fronton le Due, a French Jesuit, and the two brothers, Frederick and Claude Morel,

was published at Paris, 1636, in 12 vols, fol., Greek and Latin.

A selection of Chrysostom's works {Opera prastantissimd) in Greek and Latin, was edited by T. G. LoM-

LER, Rudolphopoli (Rudolstadt), 1840 (unfinished).

The best edition of the Greek text of the Homilies on Matthew, and all the Pauline Epistles is by Dr.

Frederick Field, of the Church of England (d. 1883), in the ** Bibliotheca Patrum Ecclesicz OHentalis qui ante

Orientis et Occidentis schisma Aoruerunt.^'' The Homilies on Matthew appeared at Cambridge, 1839, 3 vols.;

the Homilies on the Epistles of Paul and the Hebrews, Oxford, i839-'62, in 7 vols.

The treatise De Sacerdotio (ne/ji lepoavvTfg) was separately edited by Erasmus in Greek (Basel, 1525, from

the press of Frobenius), by J. Hughes, in Greek and Latin (Cambridge, 17 10), and by J. A. Bengel, the com-
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mentator, in Greek (Stuttgart, 1725, and repeatedly reprinted since at Leipzig, 1825, 1834, 1872, by C. Tauch-

nitz). LoMLER {Chn's. Opera, pp. viii. and ix.) enumerates twenty-three separate editions and translations of

the treatise on the Priesthood.

II. TRANSLATIONS. (o) GERMAN TRANSLATIONS.

The treatise on the Priesthood has been translated by Hasselbach, 1820 ; Ritter, 1821, and others. The
Bibliothek der Kirchmvdter {^om. Cath.), published at Kempten in Bavaria, devotes ten small volumes to St.

Chrj'sostom, including the Priesthood, ascetic Treatises, and Homilies, translated by JoH. Chrysostomus Mit-

terrutzner, i869-''84. German translations of selected Homilies by J. A. Cramer (Leipzig, 1748-51, 10

vols.); Feder (Augsburg, 1786); Ph. Mayer (Nlirnberg, 1830); W. Arnoldi (Trier, 1835); Augusti {Pre-

digten der Kirchenvdter, vols. I. and II., Leipzig, 1839); Jos. Lurz (Tubingen, 2d ed. 1859); Gust. Leon-

HARDI (Leipzig, 1888, selected sermons and orations, in vol I. oi Klassikerbibliothek der Christl. Predigtliteratur).

{d) ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS.

The work on the Priesthood was translated by Hollier (London, 1728); BuNCE (London, 1759); Hohler
(Cambridge, 1837); Marsh (London, 1844); Harris Cowper (London, 1866); and Stephens (N. York, 1888,

prepared for this " Library").

The Homiiies on the Statues and on the New Testament were translated by several scholars for the *' Oxford

Library of the Fathers," 1839-^77, 16 vols. The earlier parts (on the First Epistle to the Corinthians, and on

the Statues) are based on the text of Montfaucon and Savile, the later parts on the improved text of Field. The
Oxford translation has been revised and annotated by American scholars for this " Library,'' and new transla-

tions of other works of St. Chrysostom have been added, namely, the treatise on the Priesthood, the Exhortation

to the fallen Theodore, Letters, Tracts, and Special Homilies (in this first volume).

III. BIOGRAPHIES AND ESSAYS.

Palladius (a friend of Chrysostom and bishop of Helenopolis in Bithynia, author of the Historia Lausiaca;

according to others a different person): Dialogus histoficus de vita et conversatione beati Joannis Chrysostomi cum
Theodoro ecclesia Romana diacono (in the Bened. edition of the Opera, tom. xiii. pp. 1-89; in Migne's ed., tom.

i., Pars prior, 5-84, in Greek and Latin). Hieronymus : De viris illustribus, c. 129 (a very brief notice, men-
tioning only the work De Sacerdotio). SocRATES : Hist. Eccl. VI., 3-21. Sozomen : Hist. Eccl. VIII. 2-23.

Theodoret : Hist. Eccl. V. 27-36. B. de Montfaucon : Vita Joannis Chrysost. (in his edition of the Opera,

tom. xiii. 91-178 ; in Migne, I.I. 84-264): Testimonia Veterum de S. Joann. Chrys. scriptis, ibid. tom. xiii.

256-292. TiLLEMONT : Mimoires, vol. XI. pp. 1-405, 547-626 (exceedingly minute and accurate from the

works of Chrys.). F. Stilting : Acta Sanctofum, Sept. 14 (the day of Chrysostom's death), tom. iv. pp. 401-

709; comp. Stilting's Compendium chronologicum gestorum et scriptorum S. Joh. Chrys. ^ in Migne, tom. i.

264-272. Alban Butler : Lives of Saints, sub. Jan. 27 (the day of the translation of the remains of Chrys.).

W. Cave : Lives of the Fathers, vol. Ill, p. 237 sqq. J. A. Fabricius : Biblioth Gr.^ tom. viii. 454 sqq.

SchroCKH : Kirchengeschichte, vol. X. p. 309 sqq. Gibbon : Decline and Fall, ch. xxxii. (a brilliant and appreci-

ative sketch). Neander: Derheilige Chrysostomus, 1821-22, in 3 vols., seconded. 1832, third ed. Berlin, 1848,

in 2 vols. (English translation of the same by J. C. Stapleton, vol. I., London, 1838, unfinished). The best

monograph in the German language. Neander represents Chrysostom as a type of the Johannean tendency

among the Fathers, as distinct from Augustin, the strongest type of the Pauline tendency. He gives a full

account of the opinions and religious life of Chrysostom, but without a clear picture of his personality. (Hase
says :

" Neander hat uns das Lebensbild des Chrys. aufgestellt als ein Herzensverwandter, doch nicht ohne einige

Abschwdchung seiner Kraft und seines Gegensatzes zur Pegierung."" K. Gesch. I. 511.) J. Pettersson : Chrys.

homiUta, Lund, 1833. C. Datt : S. Jean Chrys. comme pr/dicateur, Strassb., 1837. A. F. Villemain : Tab^
Uau deTEloquence chrtltienne au quatri^me sihle, Paris, 1849, new ed. 1857. Perthes: Life of Chrysostom,

Boston, 1854. P. Albert: St. Jean Chrysostome consid/r/ comme orateur populaire, Paris, 1858. Abbe E. Mar-
tin: Saint Jean Chrysostome, ses auvres et son sikle, Montpellier and Paris, 1861, 3 vols. Abbe RoCHET :

Histoire de S. Jean Chrysostome, Paris, 1866, 2 vols. AM^DfeE Thierry: St. Chrysostome ettimperatrice Eudoxie,

2d ed., Paris, 1874 (originally in the ''Revue des deux Mondes'*). BOhringer: Johann Chrysostomus und Olym-
pias, in ^' Kirchengesch. in Biogr.," vol. IX. new ed. 1876. Th. FOrster: Chrysostomus in seinem Verhdltniss

%ur Antiochenischen Schule, Gotha, 1869. W. Maggilory: John of the Golden Mouth, Lond. 1871. W. R. W.
Stephens : St. John Chrysostom, his Life and Times, London, 1872, 2d ed. 1880, 3rd ed. 1883 (the best biogra-

phy of Chr.). R. W. Bush, Life and Times of Chrysostom, London, Rcl. Tract Soc, 1885.

Canon E. Venables: in " Smith and JVace,'' I. 518-535 (a very good sketch). C. Burk: in Herzog, 2d ed..
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III. 225-231. E. Dandiran: in Lightenberger's '^EncyclopMe'" etc., III. 165-176. Schaff: Church Hist.

III. 702 sqq., 933 sqq., 1036 sq. Hase: Kirchengesch. {Vorlesungen, 1885), I. 510 sqq. F. W. Farrari
Lives of the Fathers, London, 1889. Vol. II. 460-527.

CHAPTER II.

—

Chrysostom's Youth and Trainings A.d. 347-370.

*' Almighty God, who hast given us grace at this time with one accord to make Our common supplications

unto Thee; and doest promise, that when two or three are gathered together in Thy name Thou wilt grant their

requests : fulfil now, O Lord, the desires and petitions of Thy servants, as may be most expedient for them
;

granting us in this world knowledge of Thy truth, and in the world to come life everlasting. Amen." '

This beautiful and comprehensive prayer, which is translated from the Liturgy of St. Chry-

sostom, has made his name a household word wherever the Anglican Liturgy is known and

used.

John, surnamed Chrysostom (Iwdwr)? Xpoffdffrofio^;) \s the greatest pulpit orator and

commentator of the Greek Church, and still deservedly enjoys the highest honor in the whole

Christian world. No one of the Oriental Fathers has left a more spotless reputation ; no one

is so much read and so often quoted by modern preachers and commentators. An admiring

posterity, since the close of the fifth century, has given him the surname Chrysostom (The,

Golden Mouth), which has entirely superseded his personal name John, and which best

expresses the general estimate of his merits.

His life may be divided into five periods: (i) His youth and training till his conversion and

baptism, a.d. 347-370. (2) His ascetic and monastic life, 370-381. (3) His public life as

priest and preacher at Antioch, 381-398. (4) His episcopate at Constantinople, 398-404.

(5) His exile to bis death, 404-407.

John (the name by which alone he is known, among contemporary writers and his first

biographers) was born in 347,^ at Antioch, the capital of Syria, and the home of the mother

church of Gentile Christianity, where the disciples of Jesus were first called " Christians."

His father, Secundus, was a distinguished military officer {magister militum) in the imperial

army of Syria, and died during the infancy of John, without professing Christianity, as far as

we know. His mother, Anthusa, was a rare woman. Left a widow at the age of twenty, she

refused all offers of marriage, and devoted herself exclusively to the education of her only son

and his older sister. She was probably from principle averse to a second marriage, according

to a prevailing view of the Fathers. She shines, with Nonna and Monica, among the most

pious mothers of the fourth century, who prove the ennobling influence of Christianity on the

character of woman, and through her on all the family relations. Anthusa gained general

esteem by her exemplary life. The famous advocate of heathenism, Libanius, on hearing of

her consistency and devotion, felt constrained to exclaim: "Bless me! what wonderful

women there are among the Christians." ^

She gave her son an admirable education, and early planted in his soul the germs of

piety, which afterwards bore the richest fruits for himself and the church. By her admoni-

tions and the teachings of the Bible, he was secured against the seductions of heathenism.

» See the Greek original of this collect in Chrysostom's Liturgy, in Migne's edition, Tom. xii. 908; Daniel's Codex Liturgi-

£us, torn, iv.; Fasc. II. p. 343 (comp. the foot-note in torn. iii. 358); and Fr. Procter's History o/the Book 0/ Common Prayer {nth.

ed. 1874), p. 245 sq. The precise origin of this prayer is uncertain. It does not occur in the oldest mss. of Chrysostom's Liturgy, but

in those of the Liturgy of St. Basil. It precedes the third anthem in the communion service, and was used since the ninth century

or earlier in the exarchate of Caesarea and the patriarchate of Constantinople. In the Oriental churches the prayer is said silently by
the priest. See Bjerring, TAe Offices 0/ the Oriental Churchy p. 43. In the Anglican Church, it was placed at the end of the

Litany (by Cranmer), in 1544, and at the close of the daily Morning and Evening Prayer in 1661. In the English Homilies {Horn. I.),

Chrysostom is called " that godly clerk and great preacher."

» So MoNTFAUCON, TiLLEMONT, Neander, STEPHENS, Venables, and others. Baur {Vorlesungen iiber die Dogmengeschichtey

Bd. I. Abthlg. II., p. 50) and others erroneously state the year 354 or 355, Villemain assigns the year 344 as that of his birth.

3 Ba^ai, oltti irapa xpio-Tiai/ots yvfacKe's ei<ri. Chrysostom himself relates this of his heathen teacher (by whom, undoubtedly, we
are to understand Libanius), though, it is true, with immediate reference only to the twenty years' widowhood of his mother, and

adds :
" Such is the praise and admiration of widowhood not only with us, but even with the heathen." Ad viduam^juniorem {Operay

Bened, ed. Tom, i. 340; in Migne's ed. Tom. i., P. II., 601).
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Yet he was not baptized till he had reached the age of maturity. In that age of transition

from heathenism to Christianity, the number of adult baptisms far exceeded that of infant

baptisms. Hence the large baptisteries for the baptism of crowds of converts; hence

the many sermons and lectures of Chrysostom, Cyril of Jerusalem and other preachers to

catechumens, and their careful instruction before baptism and admission to the Missa

Fidelium or the holy communion. Even Christian parents, as the father and mother of

Gregory Nazianzen, the mother of Chrysostom, and the mother of Augustin, put off the baptism

of their offspring, partly no doubt from a very high conception of baptism as the sacrament

of regeneration, and the superstitious fear that early baptism involved the risk of a forfeiture of

baptismal grace. This was the argument which Tertullian in the second century urged against

infant baptism, and this was the reason why many professing Christians put off their baptism

till the latest hour ; just as now so many from the same motive delay repentance and conver-

sion to their death-bed. Chrysostom often rebukes that custom. The Emperor Constantino

who favored Christianity as early as 312, and convened the Council of Nicaea in 325, post-

poned baptism till 337, shortly before his death. The orthodox Emperor Theodosius the

Great was not baptized till the first year of his reign (380), when attacked by a serious illness.

Chrysostom received his literary training chiefly from Libanius, the admirer and friend of

Julian the Apostate, and the first classical scholar and rhetorician of his age, who after a long

career as public teacher at Athens and Constantinople, returned to his native Antioch and had

the misfortune to outlive the revival of heathenism under Julian and to lament the triumph of

Christianity under his successors. He was introduced by him into a knowledge of the Greek

classics and the arts of rhetoric, which served him a good purpose for his future labors in the

church. He was his best scholar, and when Libanius, shortly before his death (about 393), was

asked whom he wished for his successor, he replied :
" John, if only the Christians had not

stolen him from us." '

After the completion of his studies Chrysostom became a rhetorician, and began the

profitable practice of law, which opened to him a brilliant political career. The amount of

litigation was enormous. The display of talent in the law-courts was the high-road to the

dignities of vice-prefect, prefect, and consul. Some of his speeches at the bar excited admi-

ration and were highly commended by Libanius. For some time, as he says, he was " a never-

failing attendant at the courts of law, and passionately fond of the theatre." But he was not

satisfied. The temptations of a secular profession in a corrupt state of society discouraged

him. To accept a fee for making the worse cause appear the better cause, seemed to him to

be taking Satan's wages.

CHAPTER in.

—

His Conversion and Ascetic Life.

The quiet study of the Scriptures, the example of his pious mother, the acquaintance with

Bishop Meletius, and the influence of his intimateJriend Basil, who was of the same age and

devoted to ascetic life, combined toproduce a gradual change in his character. =*

He entered the class of catechumens, and after the usual period of three years of in-

struction and probation, he was baptized by Meletius in his twenty-third year (369 or 370).

From this time on, says Palladius, " he neither swore, nor defamed any one, nor spoke falsely,

nor cursed, nor even tolerated facetious jokes." His baptism was, as in the case of St. Augus-

tin, the turning point in his 4ife, an entire renunciation of this world and dedication to the

service of Christ. (The change was radical and permanent. " ^^^^^

Meletius, who foresaw the future greatness of the young lawyer, wished to secure him for

I SOZOMEN, Ch. Hist., VIII. 2.

» SocRATKS and Kurtz (in the loth edition of his Kirckengeschickte, I. 223), confound this Basil with Basil the Great of Cappa-

docia.who was eighteen years older than Chrysostom and died in 379. Chrysostom's friend was probably (as Baronius and Montfaucoo

conjecture) identical with Basil, bishop of Raphanea in Syria, near Antioch, who attended the Council of Constantinople in 381,

Comp. Stephens, /. c. p. 14; and Vknables in Smith 6* JVace^ I. 297.
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the active service of the church, and ordained him to the subordinate office of lector

(anagnostes, reader), about a.d. 370. The lectors had to read the Scripture lessons in the

first part of divine service (the " Missa Catechumenorum ^'), and to call upon the people to

pray, but could not preach nor distribute the sacraments.

The first inclination of Chrysostom after baptism was to adopt the monastic Hfe as

the safest mode, according to the prevailing notions of the church in that age, to escape the

temptations and corruptions of the world, to cultivate holiness and to secure the salvation

of the soul. But the earnest entreaties of his mother prevailed on him to delay the gratifica-

tion of his desire. He relates the scene with dramatic power. She took him to her chamber,

and by the bed where she had given him birth, she adjured him with tears not to forsake her.

" My son," she said in substance, " my only comfort in the midst of the miseries of this earthly

life is to see thee constantly, and to behold in thy features the faithful image of my beloved

husband who is no more. This comfort commenced with your infancy before you could speak.

I ask only one favor from you : do not make me a widow a second time ; wait at least till I

die; perhaps I shall soon leave this world. When you have buried me and joined my ashes

with those of your father, nothing will then prevent you from retiring into monastic life.

But as long as I breathe, support me by your presence, and do not draw down upon you the

wrath of God by bringing such evils upon me who have given you no offence." '

These tender, simple and impressive words suggest many heart-rending scenes caused by

the ascetic enthusiasm for separation from the sacred ties of the family. It is honorable to

Chrysostom that he yielded to the reasonable wishes of his devoted mother. He remained

at home, but turned his home into a monastery. He secluded himself from the world and

practised a rigid asceticism. He ate little and seldom, and only the plainest food, slept on

the bare floor and frequently rose to prayer. He kept almost unbroken silence to prevent

a relapse into the habit of slander.

His former associates at the bar called him unsociable and morose. But two of his fel-

low-pupils under Libanius joined him in his ascetic life, Maximus (afterwards bishop of

Seleucia), and Theodore of Mopsuestia. They studied the Scriptures under the direction of

Diodorus (afterwards bishop of Tarsus), the founder of the Antiochian school of theology,

of which Chrysostom and Theodore became the chief ornaments.''

Theodore was warmly attached to a young lady named Hermione, and resolved to marry

and to leave the ascetic brotherhood. This gave rise to the earliest treatise of Chrysostom

—

namely, an exhortation to Theodore, in two letters.^ He plied all his oratorical arts of sad

sympathy, tender entreaty, bitter reproach, and terrible warning, to reclaim his friend to what

he thought the surest and safest way to heaven. To siuj he says, is human, but to persist in

sin is_devilish ; to fall is not ruinous to the soul, but to remain on the ground is. The appeal

IBSdits desired effect ; Theodore resumed his monastic life and became afterwards bishop of

Mopsuestia in Cilicia and one of the first biblical scholars. The arguments which Chrysostom

i^lSd, would condemn all who broke their monastic vows. They retain moral force only if we
substitute apostasy from faith for apostasy from monasticism, which must be regarded as a

temporary and abnormal or exceptional form of Christian life.

CHAPTER IV.— Chrysostom evades Election to a Bishopric^ and writes his Work on the

Priesthood.

About this time several bishoprics were vacant in Syria, and frequent depositions took

^ De Sacerd. I, 5.

2 Socrates and Sozomenus represent Diodor and Karterius as abbots under whom Chrysostom lived as monk, but Nkander (in

the 3d ed. I. 29) thinks it more likely that Chrysostom was previously instructed by Diodor at Antioch.

3 Parcenesis ad Theodorunt Lapsum, in Migne's ed. I., Pars I. 277-319. The second letter is milder than the first, and was
written earlier. It is somewhat doubtful whether the first refers to the same case. Neandhr (I, 38 sq.) conjectures that the second
only is addressed to Theodore.
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place with the changing fortunes of orthodoxy and Arianism, and the interference of the court.

The attention of the clergy and the people turned to Chrysostom and his friend Basil as suita-

ble candidates for the episcopal office, although they had not the canonical age of thirty.

Chrysostom shrunk from the responsibilities and avoided an election by a pious fraud. He
apparently assented to an agreement with Basil that both should either accept, or resist the

burden of the episcopate, but instead of that he concealed himself and put forward his friend

whom he accounted much more worthy of the honor. Basil, under the impression that Chry-

sostom had already been consecrated, reluctantly submitted to the election. When he discov-

ered the cheat, he upbraided his friend with the breach of compact, but Chrysostom laughed

and rejoiced at the success of his plot. This conduct, which every sound Christian conscience

must condemn, caused no offense among the Christians of that age, still less among the hea-

then, and was regarded as good management or " economy." The moral character of the

deception was supposed to depend altogether on the motive, which made it good or bad.

Chr)'sostom appealed in justification of laudable deception to the stratagems of war, the con-

duct of physicians in dealing with refractory patients, to several examples of the Old Testament

(Abraham, Jacob, David), and to the conduct of the Apostle Paul in circumcising Timothy

for the sake of the Jews (Acts xvi. ^\ and in observing the ceremonial law in Jerusalem at

the advice of James (Acts xxi. 26).

The Jesuitical maxim, "the end justifies the means," is much older than Jesuitism,

and runs through the whole apocryphal, pseudo-prophetic, pseudo-apostolic, pseudo-Clemen-

tine and pseudo-Isidorian literature of the early centuries. Several of the best Fathers show a

surprising want of a strict sense of veracity. They introduce a sort of cheat even into their strange

theory of redemption, by supposing that the Devil caused the crucifixion under the delusion

that Christ was a mere man, and thus lost his claim upon the fallen race. Origen, Chrysos-

tom, and Jerome explain the offense of the collision between Paul and Peter at Antioch

(Gal. ii. II sqq.) away by turning it into a theatrical and hypocritical farce, which was shrewdly

arranged by the two apostles for the purpose of convincing the Jewish Christians that circum-

cision was not necessary. Against such wretched exegesis the superior moral sense of Augus-

tin rightly protested, and Jerome changed his view on this particular passage. Here is a point

where the modern standard of ethics is far superior to that of the Fathers, and more fully

accords with the spirit of the New Testament, which inculcates the strictest veracity as a

fundamental virtue.'

The escape from the episcopate was the occasion for one of the best and most popular

works of Chrysostom, the Six Books On the Priesthood^ which he wrote probably before his

ordination (between 375 and 381), or during his diaconate (between 381 and 386). It is

composed in the form of a Platonic dialogue between Chrysostom and Basil. He first vin-

dicates by argument and examples his well-meant but untruthful conduct towards his friend,

and the advantages of timely fraud ; and then describes with youthful fervor and eloquence

the importance, duties and trials of the Christian ministry, without distinguishing between the

priestly and the episcopal office. He elevates it above all other offices. He requires whole-

souled consecration to Christ and love to his flock. He points to the Scriptures (quoting

also from the Apocrypha) as the great weapon of the minister. He assumes, as may be ex-

pected, the then prevailing conception of a real priesthood and sacrifice, baptismal regenera-

tion, the corporal presence, the virtue of absolution, prayers for the dead, but is silent about

pope and councils, the orders of the clergy, prayers to saints, forms of prayer, priestly vest-

ments, incense, crosses and other doctrines and ceremonies of the Greek and Roman churches.

» Comp. on the patristic views of accommodation, Neander, Geschtchte der Christl. Ethik., p. 156 sqq.; and Wuttke, Christl.

Sittenlekre, 3d ed. vol. 11., 325 sq. Canon Venabi.es of Lincoln (in Smith fir' IVace, I. 519 sq.) justly condemns Chrysostom's con-

duct on this occasion " as utterly at variance with the principles of truth and honor."
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He holds up St. Paul as a model for imitation. The sole object of the preacher must be to

please God rather than men (Gal. i. lo). "He must not indeed despise approving demon-
strations, but as little must he court them, nor trouble himself when they are withheld." He
should combine the qualities of dignity and humility, authority and sociability, impartiality

and courtesy, independence and lowliness, strength and gentleness, and keep a single eye to

the glory of Christ and the welfare of the church.

This book is the most useful or at least the best known among the works of Chrysos-

tom, and is well calculated to inspire a profound sense of the tremendous responsibilities of

the ministry. But it has serious defects, besides the objectionable justification of pious

fraud, and cannot satisfy the demands of an evangelical minister. In all that pertains to the

proper care of souls it is inferior to the " Reformed Pastor " of Richard Baxter.

CHAPTER N.— Chrysostom as a Monk. a.d. 374-381.

After the death of his mother, Chrysostom fled from the seductions and tumults of city

life to the monastic solitude of the mountains south of Antioch, and there spent six happy

years in theological study and sacred meditation and prayer. Monasticism was to him (as to

many other great teachers of the church, and even to Luther) a profitable school of spiritual

experience and self-government. He embraced this mode of life as " the true philosophy "

from the purest motives, and brought into it intellect and cultivation enough to make the

seclusion available for moral and spiritual growth.'

He gives us a lively description of the bright side of this monastic life. The monks
jivedjn^^eparatfiL^ells or huts. ..(xaAt^^gt), but according jto a^ommon rule and under the

authority of an abbot. They wore coarse garments of camel's hair or goat's hair over their

linen tunics. They rose before sunrise, and began the day by singing a hymn of praise and

common prayer under the leadership of the abbot. Then they went to thjdr^alloUed task,

some to read, others to write, others to manual labor for the support of the poor. ^Four^hours^

jn_each_day^ were devoted to prayer and sjnging. Their^Qiil5Lfood.wa& bread and.water, except

in case of sickness. They slept on straw couches, free from care and anxiety. There was

no need of bolts and bars. Theyjield all things in common, and the words of " mine and

thine," which cause innumerable strifes in the world, were unknown among the brethren. If

'"one died, he caused no lamentation, but thanksgiving, and was carried to the grave amidst

hymns of praise ; for he was not dead, but " perfected," and permitted to behold the face of

Christ. For them to live was Christ, and to die was gain.

Chrysostom was an admirer of active and useful monasticism, and warns against the dan-

gers of idle contemplation. He shows that the words of our Lord, "One thing is needful; '*

"Take no anxious thought for the morrow;" "Labor not for the meat that perisheth," do

not inculcate total abstinence from work, but only undue anxiety about worldly things, and

must be harmonized with the apostolic exhortation to labor and to do good. He defends

monastic seclusion on account of the prevailing immorality in the cities, which made it almost

impossible to cultivate there a higher Christian life.

In this period, from 374 to 381, Chrysostom composed his earliest writings in praise of

monasticism and celibacy.'' The letters "to the fallen Theodore," have already been men-
tioned. The three books against the Opponents of Monasticism were occasioned by a dgr

cree of the Arian Emperor Valens in 373, which aimed at the destruction of that system and

compelled the monks to discharge their duties to the state by military or civil service. Chry-

sostom regarded this decree as a sacrilege, and the worst kind of persecution.

* On the origin and character of early monasticism, see Schaff, C4. Hist, vol. III., 147 sqq.

s In the first volume, first part, of Migne's edition, col. 277-532.
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CHAPTER VI.— Chrysostom as Deacon^ Priest and Preacher at Antioch. a.d. 381-398.

By excessive self-mortifications John undermined his health, and returned to Antioch,

There he was immediately ordained deacon by Meletius in 380 or 381, and a few years after-

wards presbyter by Flavian (386).

As deacon he had the best opportunity to become acquainted with the practical needs

of the population, the care of the poor and the sick. After his ordination to the priesthood

he preached in the presence of the bishop his first sermon to a vast crowd. It abounds in

flowery Asiatic eloquence, in humble confession of his own unworthiness, and exaggerated

praise of Meletius and Flavian.'

He now entered upon a large field of usefulness, the real work of his life. The pulpit

was his throne, and he adorned it as much as any preacher of ancient or modern times.

Antioch was one of the great capitals of the Roman empire along with Alexandria, Con-

stantinople, and Rome. Nature and art combined to make it a deHghtful residence, though it

was often visited by inundations and earthquakes. An abundance of pure water from the

river Orontes, a large lake and the surrounding hills, fertile plains, the commerce of the sea,

imposing buildings of Asiatic, Greek, and Roman architecture, rich gardens, baths, and col-

onnaded streets, were among its chief attractions. A broad street of four miles, built by An-

tiochus Epiphanes, traversed the city from east to west ; the spacious colonnades on either

side were paved with red granite. Innumerable lanterns illuminated the main thoroughfares

at night. The city was supplied with good schools and several churches ; the greatest of

them, in which Chrysostom preached, was begun by the Emperor Constantine and finished

by Constantius. The inhabitants were Syrians, Greeks, Jews, and Romans. The Asiatic

element prevailed. The whole population amounted, as Chrysostom states, to 200,000, of

whom one half were nominally Christians. Heathenism was therefore still powerful as to

numbers, but as a religion it had lost all vitality. This was shown by the failure of the at-

tempt of the Emperor Julian the Apostate to revive the sacrifices to the gods. When he en-

deavored in 362 to restore the oracle of Apollo Daphneus in the famous cypress grove at

Antioch and arranged for a magnificent procession, with libation, dances, and incense, he

found in the temple one solitary old priest, and this priest ominously offered in sacrifice—

a

goose ! Julian himself relates this ludicrous farce, and vents his anger at the Antiochians for

squandering the rich incomes of the temple upon Christianity and worldly amusements.

Chrysostom gives us in his sermons lively pictures of the character of the people and the

condition of the church. The prevailing vices even among Christians were avarice, luxury,

sensuality, and excessive love of the circus and the theatre. " So great," he says, " is the

depravity of the times, that if a stranger were to compare the precepts of the gospel with the

actual practice of society, he would infer that men were not the disciples, but the enemies of

Christ." Gibbon thus describes the morals of Antioch :^ " The warmth of the climate dis-

posed the natives to the most intemperate enjoyment of tranquility and opulence, and the

lively licentiousness of the Greeks was blended with the hereditary softness of the Syrians.

Fashion was the only law, pleasure the only pursuit, and the splendor of dress and furniture

was the only distinction of the citizens of Antioch. The arts of luxury were honored, the

serious and manly virtues were the subject of ridicule, and the contempt for female modesty

and reverent age announced the universal corruption of the capital of the East. The love of

spectacles was the taste, or rather passion of the Syrians ; the most skilful artists were pro-

cured from the adjacent cities. A considerable share of the revenue was devoted to the pub-

lic amusements, and the magnificence of the games of the theatre and circus was considered

as the happiness and as the glory of Antioch."

s Mir:MR TTT. fini snn » Decline and Fall. ch. xxiv.
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The church of Antioch was rent for eighty-five years (330-415) by heresy and schism.

There were three parties and as many rival bishops. The Meletians, under the lead of Mele-

tius, were the party of moderate orthodoxy holding the Nicene Creed ; the Arians, headed by

Eudoxius, and supported by the Emperor Valens, denied the eternal divinity of Christ ; the

Eustathians, under the venerated priest Paulinus, were in communion with Athanasius, but were

accused of Sabellianism, which maintained the Divine unity and strict deity of Christ and the

Holy Spirit, but denied the tri-personaUty except in the form of three modes of self-revela-

tion. Pope Damasus declared for Paulinus and condemned Meletius as a heretic. Alexan-

dria likewise sided against him. Meletius was more than once banished from his see, and

recalled. He died during the sessions of the Council of Constantinople, 381, over which he

presided for a while. His remains were carried with great solemnities to Antioch and buried

by the side of Babylas the Martyr. Chrysostom reconciled Flavian, the successor of Mele-

tius, with Alexandria and Rome in 398. Alexander, the successor of Flavian, led the Eusta-

thians back into the orthodox church in 415, and thus unity was restored.

Chrysostom preached Sunday after Sunday and during Lent, sometimes twice or oftener

during the week, even five days in succession, on the duties and responsibilities of Christians,

and fearlessly attacked the immoraUty of the city. He declaimed with special severity against

the theatre and the chariot-races ; and yet many of his hearers would run from his sermons ta

the circus to witness those exciting spectacles with the same eagerness as Jews and GentilesJ

He exemplified his preaching by a blameless life, and soon acquired great reputation and won
the love of the whole congregation. Whenever he preached the church was crowded. He
had to warn his hearers against pickpockets, who found an invitiiig harvest in these dense-

audiences.

A serious disturbance which took place during his career at Antioch, called forth a

remarkable effort of his oratorical powers. The populace of the city, provoked by excessive

taxes, rose in revolt against the Emperor Theodosius the Great, broke down his statues and

those of his deceased excellent wife Fbcilla (d. 385) and his son Arcadius, dragged the frag-

ments through the streets, and committed other acts of violence. The Emperor threatened

to destroy the whole city. This caused general consternation and agony, but the city was

saved by the intercession of Bishop Flavian, who in his old age proceeded to Constantinople

and secured free pardon from the Emperor. Although a man of violent temper, Theodosius

had profound reverence for bishops, and on another occasion he submitted to the rebuke of

St. Ambrose for the wholesale massacre of the Thessalonians (390).

In this period of pubHc anxiety, which lasted several months, Chrysostom delivered a,

series of extempore orations, in which he comforted the people and exhorted them to correct

their vices. These are his twenty-one Homilies on the Statues^ so-called from the overthrow

of the imperial statues which gave rise to them. They were preached during Lent 387.' In

the same year St. Augustin submitted to baptism at the hands of St. Ambrose in Milan. One
of the results of those sermons was the conversion of a large number of heathens. Thus the

calamity was turned into a blessing to the church.

During the sixteen or seventeen years of his labors in Antioch Chrysostom wrote the

greater part of his Homilies and Commentaries; a consolatory Epistle to the despondent Sta-

girius ; the excellent book on the martyr Babylas, which illustrates by a striking example the-

divine power of Christianity ; a treatise on Virginity, which he puts above marriage ; and am
admonition to a young widow on the glory of widowhood, and the duty of continuing in it^

* Montfaucon goes with tedious minuteness into the chronology of these sermons.. The twentieth was delivered ten days before

Easter, the twenty-first on Easter, after the return of Flavian from Rome with the Emperor's pardon. The first sermon was preached

shortly before the sedition and has nothing to do with it, but is alluded to in the second. It is a temperance sermon, based on Paul's-

advice to Timothy, i Tim. v. 23, where he emphasizes the word ''little'^ and the "often infirmities.^''
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He disapproved of second marriage, not as sinful or illegal, but as inconsistent with an ideal

conception of marriage and a high order of piety.'

CHAPTER VII.— Chrysostom as Patriarch of Constantinople, a.d. 398-404.

After the death of Nectarius (successor to Gregory Naiianzen), towards the end of the

year 397, Chrysostom was chosen, entirely without his own agency and even against his remon-

strance, archbishop of Constantinople. He was hurried away from Antioch by a military

escort, to avoid a commotion in the congregation and to make resistance useless. He was

consecrated Feb. 26, 398, by his enemy Theophilus, patriarch of Alexandria, who reluctantly

yielded to the command of the Emperor Arcadius or rather his prime minister, the eunuch

Eutropius, and nursed his revenge for a more convenient season.

Constantinople, built by Constantine the Great in 330, on the site of Byzantium, assumed

as the Eastern capital of the Roman empire the first position among the episcopal sees of the

East, and became the centre of court theology, court intrigues, and theological controversies.

The second oecumenical council, which was held there in 381, under Theodosius the Great, the

last Roman emperor worthy of the name (d. 395), decided the victory of Nicene orthodoxy

over the Arian heresy, and gave the bishop of Constantinople a primacy of honor, next in rank

to the bishop of old Rome—a position which was afterwards confirmed by the Council of

Chalcedon in 451, but disputed by Pope Leo and his successors.

Chrysostom soon gained by his eloquent sermons the admiration of the people, of the

weak Emperor Arcadius, and, at first, even of his wife Eudoxia, with whom he afterwards

waged a deadly war. He extended his pastoral care to the Goths who were becoming numer-

ous in Constantinople, had a part of the Bible translated for them, often preached to them

himself through an interpreter, and sent missionaries to the Gothic and Scythian tribes on the

Danube. He continued to direct by correspondence those missionary operations even during

his exile. For a short time he enjoyed the height of power and popularity.

But he also made enemies by his denunciations of the vices and follies of the clergy and

aristocracy. He emptied the episcopal palace of its costly plate and furniture and sold it for

the benefit of the poor and the hospitals. He introduced his strict ascetic habits and reduced

the luxurious household of his predecessors to the strictest simphcity. He devoted his large

income to benevolence. He refused invitations to banquets, gave no dinner parties, and ate

the simplest fare in his solitary chamber.'' He denounced unsparingly luxurious habits in

eating and dressing, and enjoined upon the rich the duty of almsgiving to an extent that

tended to increase rather than diminish the number of beggars who swarmed in the streets

and around the churches and public baths. He disciplined the vicious clergy and opposed

the perilous and immoral habit'of unmarried priests of living under the same roof with "spiritual

sisters " {(Tu^eitraxrai). This habit dated from an earlier age, and was a reaction against celibacy.

Cyprian had raised his protest against it, and the Council of Nicaea forbade unmarried priests

to live with any females except close relations. Chrysostom's unpopularity was increased by

his irritability and obstinacy, and his subservience to a proud and violent archdeacon, Sera-

pion. The Empress Eudoxia was jealous of his influence over Arcadius and angry at his un-

compromising severity against sin and vice. She became the chief instrument of his downfall.

The occasion was furnished by an unauthorized use of his episcopal power beyond the

lines of his diocese, which was confined to the city. At the request of the clergy of Ephesus

and the neighboring bishops, he visited that city in January, 401, held a synod and deposed six

bishops convicted of shameful simony. During his absence of several months he left the

' Neandkr (vol. I.) gives large extracts from these ascetic treatises with many judicious and discriminating observations.

2 Socrates (VI. 5) says that some justified this habit by his delicate stomach and weak digestion, others attributed it to his rigid

jibstinence. His enemies construed it as pride, and based upon it a serious accusation.
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episcopate of Constantinople in the hands of Severian, bishop of Gabala, an unworthy and
adroit flatterer, who basely betrayed his trust and formed a cabal headed by the empress and
her licentious court ladies, for the ruin of Chrysostom. On his return he used unguarded
language in the pulpit, and spoke on Elijah's relation to Jezebel in such a manner that

Eudoxia understood it as a personal insult. The clergy were anxious to get rid of a bishop

who was too severe for their lax morals.

CHAPTER VIII.— Chrysostom and Theophilus. Hisfirst Deposition and Banishment.

At this time Chrysostom became involved in the Origenistic controversies which are

among the most violent and most useless in ancient church history, and full of personal in*

vective and calumny.' The object in dispute was the orthodoxy of the great Origen, which

long after his death was violently defended and as violently assailed.

Theophilus of Alexandria, an able and vigorous but domineering, contentious and un-

scrupulous prelate, was at first an admirer of Origen, but afterwards in consequence of a

personal quarrel joined the opponents, condemned his memory and banished the Origenistic

monks from Egypt. Some fifty of them, including the four " Tall Brethren," so-called on

account of their extraordinary stature, fled to Constantinople and were hospitably received by

Chrysostom (401). He had no sympathy with the philosophical speculations of Origen, but

appreciated his great merits, and felt that injustice was done to the persecuted monks. He
interceded in their behalf with Theophilus, who replied with indignant remonstrance against

protecting heretics and interfering in another diocese.

Theophilus, long desirous of overthrowing Chrysostom, whom he had reluctantly conse-

crated, set every instrument in motion to take revenge. He sent the octogenarian bishop

Epiphanius of Salamis, a well-meaning and learned but bigoted zealot for orthodoxy, to Con-

stantinople, as a tool of his hierarchical plans (402) ; but Epiphanius soon returned and died

on the ship (403). Theophilus now traveled himself to Constantinople, accompanied by a

body-guard of rough sailors and provided with splendid presents. He appeared at once as

accuser and judge, aided by Eudoxia and the disaffected clergy. He held a secret council of

thirty-six bishops, all of them Egyptians except seven, in a suburb of Chalcedon on the Asiatic

side of the Bosphorus, and procured in this so-called synod at the Oak, the deposition and

banishment of Chrysostom, on false charges of immorality and high treason (403). Among
the twenty-nine charges were these : that Chrysostom had called the saintly Epiphanius a fool

and a demon, that he abused the clergy, that he received females without witnesses, that he

ate sumptuously alone and bathed alone, that he had compared the empress to Jezebel.

The innocent bishop refused to appear before a packed synod of his enemies, and appealed

to a general council. As the sentence of banishment for Hfe became known, the indignation

of the people was immense. A single word from him would have raised an insurrection ; but

he surrendered himself freely to the imperial officers, who conveyed him in the dark to the har-

bor and put him on board a ship destined for Hieron at the mouth of the Pontus. Theophilus

entered the city in triumph and took vengeance on Chrysostom's friends.

The people besieged the palace and demanded the restoration of their bishop. Constan-

tinople was almost in a state of insurrection. The following night the city was convulsed by

an earthquake, which was felt with peculiar violence in the bedroom of Eudoxia and fright-

ened her into submission. She implored the emperor to avert the wrath of God by recalling

Chrysostom. Messengers were despatched with abject apologies to bring him back. A whole

fleet of barks put forth to greet him, the Bosphorus blazed with torches and resounded with

songs of rejoicing. On passing the gates he was borne aloft by the people to the church,

seated in the episcopal chair and forced to make an address. His triumph was complete,

* ScHAFF, Church History^ III. 698 sqq.
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but of short duration. Theophilus felt unsafe in Constantinople and abruptly sailed in the

night for Alexandria.

The feelings with which Chrysostom went into his first and second exile, he well describes

in a letter to Bishop Cyriacus: " When I was driven from the city, I felt no anxiety, but said

to myself: If the empress wishes to banish me, let her do so; *the earth is the Lord's.' If

she wants to have me sawn asunder, I have Isaiah for an example. If she wants me to be

drowned in tne ocean, I think of Jonah. If I am to be thrown into the fire, the three men in

the furnace suffered the same. If cast before wild beasts, I remember Daniel in the lion's

den. If she wants me to be stoned, I have before me Stephen, the first martyr. If she

demands my head, let her do so; John the Baptist shines before me. Naked I came from

my mother's womb, naked shall I leave this world. Paul reminds me, * If I still pleased men, -

I would not be the servant of Christ.'
"

CHAPTER IX.— Chrysostom and Eudoxia. His second Banishment, a.d. 403.

The restored patriarch and the repentant empress seemed reconciled, and vied with one

another in extravagant laudations for two months, when the feud broke out afresh and ended

in perpetual exile and death.

Eudoxia was a beautiful, imperious, intriguing and revengeful woman, who despised her

husband and indulged her passions. Not content with the virtual rule of the Roman empire,

she aspired to semi-divine honors, which used to be paid to the heathen Caesars. A column

of porphyry with her silver statue for public adoration was erected in September, 403, on the

forum before the church of St. Sophia, and dedicated amid boisterous and licentious revelry,

which disturbed the sacred services.

Chrysostom ascended the pulpit on the commemoration day of the martyrdom of John

the Baptist, and thundered his righteous indignation against all who shared in these profane

amusements, the people, the prefect, and the haughty woman on the throne. In the heat of

his zeal the imprudent words are said to have escaped his lips : "Again Herodias is raging,

again she is dancing, again she demands the head of John on a platter." ' The comparison of

Eudoxia with Herodias, and himself (John) with John the Baptist was even more directly

personal than his former allusion to the relation of Jezebel and Elijah. Whether he really

spoke these or similar words is at least doubtful, but they were reported to Eudoxia, who as a

woman and an empress could never forgive such an insult. She demanded from the emperor

signal redress. In the conflict of imperial and episcopal authority the former achieved a phy-

sical and temporary, the latter a moral and enduring victory.

The enemies of Chrysostom flocked like vultures down to their prey. Theophilus directed

the plot from a safe distance. Arcadius was persuaded to issue an order for the removal of

Chrysostom. He continued to preach and refused to leave the church over which God had

placed him, but had to yield to armed force. He was dragged by imperial guards from the

cathedral on the vigil of the resurrection in 404, while the sacrament of baptism was being

administered to hundreds of catechumens. " The waters of regeneration," says Palladius,

" were stained with blood." The female candidates, half dressed, were driven by licentious

soldiers into the dark streets. The eucharistic elements were profaned by pagan hands. The
clergy in their priestly robes were ejected and chased through the city. The horrors of that

night were long afterwards remembered with a shudder. During the greater part of the Eas-

ter week the city was kept in a state of consternation. Private dwellings were invaded, and

« According to the report of Socrates, VI. 18, and Sozomenus, VIII. 20. A homily which begins with this exordium : TraAti'

*Hp*i»6ia< (Lttivtrai, ndXiv rapdaotrai, iraAii' opxcirai, jraAic iir'i niveucL rrjv Kt^taX'rfv tow 'lotdtfvov (rfrel Aa^<^l' (comp. Mark vi. 25), is

unworthy of his pen and rejected as spurious by Tillemont, Savile and Montfaucon. But it is quite probable that Chrysostom made

acme allusion to Eudoxia which might be construed by his enemies in that way. See Nkander, II. 177 sq.
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suspected Joannites—the partisans of Chrysostom—thrown into prison, scourged and tortured.

Chrysostom, who was shut up in his episcopal palace, twice narrowly escaped assassination.

At last on June 5, 404, the timid and long hesitating Arcadius signed the edict of ban-

ishment. Chrysostom received it with calm submission, and after a final prayer in the cathe-

dral with some of his faithful bishops, and a tender farewell to his beloved Olympias and her

attendant deaconesses, he surrendered himself to the guards and was conveyed at night to the

Asiatic shore. He had scarcely left the city, when the cathedral was consumed by fire. The
charge of incendiarism was raised against his friends, but neither threats,* nor torture and mutila-

tion could elicit a confession of guilt. He refused to acknowledge Arsacius and Atticus as his

successors; and this was made a crime punishable with degradation, fine and imprisonment.

The clergy who continued faithful to him were deposed and banished. Pope Innocent of

Rome was appealed to, pronounced the synod which had condemned Chrysostom irregular,

annulled the deposition, and wrote him a letter of sympathy, and urged upon Arcadius the

convocation of a general council, but without effect.

CHAPTER X.— Chrysostom in Exile. His Death, a.d. 404-407.

Chrysostom was conveyed under the scorching heat of July and August over Galatia and

Cappadocia, to the lonely mountain village Cucusus, on the borders of Cilicia and Armenia,

which the wrath of Eudoxia had selected for his exile. The climate was inclement and variable,

the winter severe, the place was exposed to Isaurian brigands. He suffered much from fever

and headache, and was more than once brought to the brink of the grave. Nevertheless the

bracing mountain air invigorated his feeble constitution, and he was hopeful of returning to

his diocese. He was kindly treated by the bishop of Cucusus. He received visits, letters

and presents from faithful friends, and by his correspondence exerted a wider influence from

that solitude than from the episcopal throne.

His 242 extant letters are nearly all from the three years of his exile, and breathe a noble

Christian spirit, in a clear, brilHant and persuasive style. They exhibit his faithful care for

all the interests of the church and look calmly and hopefully to the glories of heaven. They

are addressed to Eastern and Western bishops, presbyters, deacons, deaconesses, monks and

missionaries; they describe the fatigues of his journey, give advice on a variety of subjects,

strengthen and comfort his distant flock, urge the destruction of heathen temples in Phoenicia,

the extirpation of heresy in Cyprus, and encourage the missions in Persia and Scythia.' Two
letters are addressed to the Roman bishop Innocent I., whose sympathy and assistance he

courted. Seventeen letters—the most important of all— are addressed to Olympias, the dea-

coness, a widow of noble birth, personal beauty and high accomplishments, who devoted her

fortune and time to the poor and the sick. She died between 408 and 420. To her he

revealed his inner Hfe, upon her virtues he lavished extravagant praise, which offends modern

taste as fulsome flattery. For her consolation he wrote a special treatise on the theme that

"No one is really injured except by himself." ""

The cruel empress, stung by disappointment at the continued power of the banished bishop,

forbade all correspondence and ordered his transfer by two brutal guards, first to Arabissus,

then to Pityus on the Caucasus, the most inhospitable spots in the empire.

The journey of three months on foot was a slow martyrdom to the feeble and sickly old

man. He did not reach his destination, but ended his pilgrimage five or six miles from Comana

in Pontus in the chapel of the martyr Basiliscus on the 14th of September, 407, in his sixtieth

year, the tenth of his episcopate. Clothed in his white baptismal robes, he partook of the

1 See Tom. iii. of the Bened. ed. (in MIgne, III. 529 sqq.)

2 Comp. on Olympias the Memoirs of Tillemont, XI. 416-440; Stephens, /. <r., 280, 367-373 ; and Venablks in Smith fir> Wace^

IV. 73-75. The letters to Olympias and Innocent are also published in Lomler's selection (pp. 165-252).
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eucharist and commended his soul to God. His last words were his accustomed doxology, the

motto of his life: " Glory be to God for all things, Amen." '

He was buried by the side of Basiliscus in the presence of monks and nuns.

He was revered as a saint by the people. Thirty-one years afterwards, January 27, 438,

his body was translated with great pomp to Constantinople and deposited with the emperors

and patriarchs beneath the altar of the church of the Holy Apostles. The young Emperor

Theodosius II. and his sister Pulcheria met the procession at Chalcedon, kneeled down before

the coffin, and in the name of their guilty parents implored the forgiveness of heaven for the

grievous injustice done to the greatest and saintliest man that ever graced the pulpit and epis-

copal chair of Constantinople. The Eastern church of that age shrunk from the bold specu-

lations of Origen, but revered the narrow orthodoxy of Epiphanius and the ascetic piety of

Chrysostom.

The personal appearance of the golden-mouthed orator was not imposing, but dignified

and winning. He was of small stature (like David, Paul, Athanasius, Melanchthon, John

Wesley, Schleiermacher). He had an emaciated frame, a large, bald head, a lofty, wrinkled

forehead, deep-set, bright, piercing eyes, pallid, hollow cheeks, and a short, gray beard.'

CHAPTER XI.—His Character.

Chrysostom was one of those rare men who combine greatness and goodness, genius and

piety, and continue to exercise by their writings and example a happy influence upon the

Christian church. He was a man for his time and for all times. But we must look at the

spirit rather than the form of his piety, which bore the stamp of his age.

He took Paul for his model, but had a good deal of the practical spirit of James, and of

the fervor and loveliness of John. The Scriptures were his daily food, and he again and again

recommended their study to laymen as well as ministers. He was not an ecclesiastical states-

man, like St. Ambrose, not a profound divine like St. Augustin, but a pure man, a practical

Christian, and a king of preachers. "He carried out in his own life," says Hase, "as far as

mortal man can do it, the ideal of the priesthood which he once described in youthful enthu-

siasm." He considered it the duty of every Christian to promote the spiritual welfare of his

fellowmen. " Nothing can be more chilHng," he says in the 20th Homily on Acts, " than

the sight of a Christian who makes no effort to save others. Neither poverty, nor humble

station, nor bodily infirmity can exempt men and women from the obligation of this great duty.

To hide our light under pretense of weakness is as great an insult to God as if we were to

say that He could not make His sun to shine."

It is very much to his praise that in an age of narrow orthodoxy and doctrinal intoler-

ance he cherished a catholic and irenical spirit. He by no means disregarded the value of

theological soundness, and was in hearty agreement with the Nicene creed, which triumphed

over the Arians during his ministry in Antioch ; he even refused a church in Constantinople

which the Arian Goths claimed. But he took no share in the persecution of heretics, and

even sheltered the Origenistic monks against the violence of Theophilus of Alexandria. He
hated sin more than error, and placed charity above orthodoxy.

Like all the Nicene Fathers, he was an enthusiast for ascetic and monastic virtue, which

shows itself in seclusion rather than in transformation of the world and the natural ordinances

of God. He retained as priest and bishop his cloister habits of simplicity, abstemiousness

and unworldliness. He presents the most favorable aspect of that mode of life, which must

be regarded as a wholesome reaction against the hopeless corruption of pagan society. He

See the frontispiece in the edition of Fronto DuCi«us, and in the monograph of Stephens.
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thought with St. Paul that he could best serve the Lord in single life, and no one can deny

that he was unreservedly devoted to the cause of religion.*

He was not a man of affairs, and knew little of the world. He had the harmlessness of

the dove without the wisdom of the serpent. He knew human nature better than individual

men. In this respect he resembles Neander, his best biographer. Besides, he was irritable

of temper, suspicious of his enemies, and easily deceived and misled by such men as Sera-

pion. He showed these defects in his quarrel with the court and the aristocracy of Constan-

tinople. With a little more worldly wisdom and less ascetic severity he might perhaps have

conciliated and converted those whom he repelled by his pulpit fulminations. Fearless

denunciation of immorality and vice in high places always commands admiration and respect,

especially in a bishop and court preacher who is exposed to the temptations of flattery. But

it is unwise to introduce personalities into the pulpit and does more harm than good. His

relation to Eudoxia reminds one of the attitude of John Knox to Mary Stuart. The contrast

between the pure and holy zeal of the preacher and the reformer and the ambition and vanity

of a woman on the throne is very striking and must be judged by higher rules than those of

gallantry and courtesy. But after all, the conduct of Christ, the purest of the pure, towards

Mary Magdalene and the woman taken in adultery is far more sublime.

The conflict of Chrysostom with Eudoxia imparts to his latter hfe the interest of a
romance, and was over-ruled for his benefit. In his exile his character shines brighter than,

even in the pulpit of Antioch and Constantinople. His character was perfected by suffering.

The gentleness, meekness, patience, endurance and devotion to his friends and his work which

he showed during the last three years of his life are the crowning glory of his career. Though
he did not die a violent death, he deserves to be numbered among the true martyrs, who are

ready for any sacrifice to the cause of virtue and piety.

CHAPTER Xll.— TAe Writings of Chrysostom.

Chrysostom was the most fruitful author among the Greek Fathers. Suidas makes the

extravagant remark that only the omniscient God could recount all his writings. The best

have been preserved and have already been noticed in chronological order. They may be

divided into five classes: (i) Moral and ascetic treatises, including the work on the Priest-

hood; (2) About six hundred Homilies and Commentaries; (3) Occasional, festal and pane-

gyrical orations; (4) Letters; (5) Liturgy.

His most important and permanently useful works are his Homilies and Commentaries,

which fill eleven of the thirteen folio volumes of the Benedictine edition. They go together

;

his homilies are expository, and his commentaries are homiletical and practical. Continuous

expositions, according to chapter and verse, he wrote only on the first eight chapters of Isaiah,

and on the Epistle to the Galatians. All others are arranged in sermons with a moral appli-

cation at the close. Suidas and Cassiodorus state that he wrote commentaries on the whole

Bible. We have from him Homilies on Genesis, the Psalms, the Gospel of Matthew, the

Gospel of John, the Acts, the Pauline Epistles including the Hebrews, which he considered

Pauline. Besides, he delivered discourses on separate texts of Scripture, on church festivals,

eulogies on apostles and martyrs, sermons against the Pagans, against the Jews and Judaizing

Christians, against the Arians, and the famous twenty-one orations on the Statues.

He published some of his sermons himself, but most of them were taken down by short-

* Luther's intense aversion to monkery, although he himself passed through its discipline, must be taken into account in his unfav-

orable judgments of Chrysostom, Jerome and other Fathers except St. Augustin, whom he esteemed very highly. Of Chrysostom he
must have read very little, or he could not have called him a " rhetorician full of words and empty of matter." He spoke well, how-
ever, of Theodoret's commentaries on the Pauline Epistles, which is an indirect testimony in favor of Chrysostom's exegesis. See

SCHAFF, Church Hist. vol. VI. 536.

2
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hand writers.' Written sermons were the exceptions in those days. The preacher usually

was seated, the people were standing.

Of the letters of Chrysostom we have already spoken.

The Liturgy of Chrysostom so-called is an abridgment and improvement of the Liturgy

of St. Basil (d. 379), and both are descended from the Liturgy of James, which they super-

seded. 'I'hey have undergmie gradual changes. It is impossible to determine the original

text, as no two copies precisely agree. Chrysostom frequently refers to different parts of the

divine service customary in his day, but there is no evidence that he composed a liturgy, nor

is it probable.^ The Liturgy which bears his name is still used in the orthodox Greek and

Russian chuich on all Sundays, except those during Lent, and on the eve of Epiphany, Eas-

ter and Christmas, when the Liturgy of Basil takes its place.

CHAPTER Xlll.—ms Theology a?id Exegesis.

Chrysostom belonged to the Antiochian school of theology and exegesis, and is its sound-

est and most popular representative. It was founded by his teacher Diodor of Tarsus (d.

393), developed by himself and his fellow-student Theodore of Mopsuestia (d. 429), and fol-

lowed by Theodoret and the Syrian and Nestorian divines. Theodore was the exegete, Chry-

sostom the homilist, Theodoret the annotator. The school was afterwards condemned for its

alleged connection with the Nestorian heresy; but that connection was accidental, not neces-

sary. Chrysostom's mind was not given to dogmatizing, and too well balanced to run into

heresy.

The Antiochian school agreed with the Alexandrian school founded by Origen, in main-

taining the divine inspiration and authority of the Scriptures, but differed from it in the method

of interpretation, and in a sharper distinction between the Old and the New Testaments, and

the divine and human elements in the same.

To Origen belongs the great merit of having opened the path of bibHcal science and

-criticism, but he gave the widest scope to the allegorizing and mystical method by which the

Bible may be made to say anything that is pious and edifying.^ Philo of Alexandria had

used that method for introducing the Platonic philosophy into the Mosaic writings. Origen

was likewise a Platonist, but his chief object was to remove all that was offensive in the Hteral

sense. The allegorical method is imposition rather than exposition. Christ sanctions para-

bolic teaching and typical, but not allegorical, interpretation. Paul uses it once or twice, but

only incidentally, when arguing from the rabbinical standpoint.

The Antiochian school seeks to explain the obvious grammatical and historical sense,

which is rich enough for all purposes of instruction and edification. It takes out of the Word
what is actually in it, instead of putting into it all sorts of foreign notions and fancies.

Chrysostom recognizes allegorizing in theory, but seldom uses it in practice, and then

TOore by way of rhetorical ornament and in deference to custom. He was generally guided

by sound common sense and practical wisdom. He was more free from arbitrary and absurd

interpretations than almost any other patristic commentator. He pays proper attention to

the connection, and puts himself into the psychological state and historical situation of the

writer. In one word, he comes very near to what we now call the grammatico-historical exe-

gesis. This is the only sohd and sound foundation for any legitimate use of the Scriptures.

The sacred writers had one definite object in view; they wished to convey one particular

sense by the ordinary use of language, and to be clearly understood by their readers. At the

« 6fu7pa<<»ot, Socrates, VI. 5. The t«nn occurs also in the Septuagint (Ps. xlv. 2) and m Philo. The Byzantine wntei-s use the

verb ofuYpa<<)ta), to write fast, and the noun ofuypa^n'a, the art 0/ writing/ast.
" The liturgical references in Chrysostom's works are carefully collected by Bingham, in Bk. XV. of his Antiquities. Comp.

Stephens, p. 419 sqq.

3 Allegorical interpreUtion makes the wnter say something else than what he meant, aAAo fiif ayoptvti,, oAAo S« voei.
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same time the truths of revelation are so deep and so rich that they can be indefinitely ex-

panded and applied to all circumstances and conditions. Interpretation is one thing, appli-

cation is another thing. Chrysostom knew as well as any allegorist how to derive spiritual

nourishment from the Scriptures and to make them " profitable for teaching, for reproof, for

correction, for instruction in righteousness ; that the man of God may be complete, thoroughly

furnished unto every good work." ' As to the text of the Greek Testament, he is the chief

witness of the Syro-Constantinopolitan recension, which was followed by the later Greek
Fathers.^ He accepts the Syrian canon of the Peshito, which includes the Old Testament

with the Apocrypha, but omits from the New Testament the Apocalypse and four Catholic

Epistles (2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, and Jude) ; at least in the Synopsis Veteris et novi Testamenti

which is found in his works, those five books are wanting, but this does not prove that he did

not know them.^

The commentaries of Chrysostom are of unequal merit. We must always remember that

he is a homiletical commentator who aimed at the conversion and edification of his hearers. He
makes frequent digressions and neglects to explain the difficulties of important texts. Gram-
matical remarks are rare, but noteworthy on account of his famiHarity with the Greek as his

mother tongue, though by no means coming up to the accuracy of a modern expert in philology.

In the Old Testament he depended altogether on the Septuagint, being ignorant of Hebrew,

and often missed the mark. The Homilies on the Pauline Epistles are considered his best,

especially those to the Corinthians, where he had to deal with moral and pastoral questions.

The doctrinal topics of Romans and Galatians were less to his taste, and it cannot be said

that he entered into the depths of Paul's doctrines of sin and grace, or ascended the height

of his conception of freedom in Christ. His Homilies on Romans are argumentative ; his

continuous notes on Galatians somewhat hasty and superficial. The eighty HomiUes on

Matthew from his Antiochian period are very valuable. Thomas Aquinas declared he would

rather possess them than be the master of all Paris. The eighty-eight Homilies on John, also

preached at Antioch, but to a select audience early in the morning, are more doctrinal and

controversial, being directed against the Anomceans (Arians).'* We have no commentaries

from him on Mark and Luke, nor on the CathoHc Epistles and the Apocalypse. The fifty-

five homilies on the Acts, delivered at Constantinople between Easter and Whitsuntide, when
that book was read in the public lessons, contain much interesting information about the

manners and customs of the age, but are the least polished of his productions. Erasmus, who
translated them into Latin, doubted their genuineness. His life in Constantinople was too

much disturbed to leave him quiet leisure for preparation. The Homilies on the Hebrews,

likewise preached in Constantinople, were published after his death from notes of his friend,

the presbyter Constantine, and the text is in a confused state.

The Homilies of Chrysostom were a rich storehouse for the Greek commentators, com-

pilers and epitomizers, such as Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophylact, and Euthymius Ziga-

benus, and they are worth consulting to this day for their exegetical as well as their practical

value.

The theology of Chrysostom must be gathered chiefly from his commentaries. He
differs from the metaphysical divines of the Nicene age by his predominantly practical ten-

1 On the school of Antioch, see Schaff, Church Hist. II. 816-818 ; III. 612, 707, 937; Neander, Chrysost. I. 35 sqq.; Forster,

Chrysostomus in seinevi Verhdltniss zur Antioch. Schule {i2>6g); Reuss, Geschichte des N. 7!., 6th ed. (1887), sees. 320, 518, 521; Far-

RAR, History 0/Interpretation (1886), pp. 210 sqq., 220 sqq. Reuss pays this tribute to Chrysostom (p. 593): " The Christian people

of ancient times never enjoyed richer instruction out of the Bible than from the golden mouth of a genuine and thoroughly equipped

biblical preacher." Farrar calls Chrysostom "the ablest of Christian homilists and one of the best Christian men," and "the
bright consummate floAVer of the school of Antioch."

2 Westcott & HoRT, Gr. Test., II. 141 sqq.; Schaff, Companion to the Greek Test. (3rd ed.), p. 206.

3 Reuss, /. c. sec. 320 (p. 359); Holtzmann, Einleitung ins N. T., ed. II. (1886), p. 171.

4 So called because they taught that the Son is unlike or dissimilar (avofioio?) to the Father and of a different substance, in

opposition to the Nicene doctrine of equal substance (o/ioovaia), and the semi-Arian doctrine of like^ or similar substance (o/xoiovata).
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dency, and in this respect he approaches the genius of the Western church. He lived between
the great trinitarian and christological controversies and was only involved incidentally in

the subordinate Origenistic controversy, in which he showed a charitable and liberal spirit. He
accepted the Nicene Creed, but he died before the rise of the Nestorian and Eutychian

heresies. Speculation was not his forte, and as a thinker he is behind Athanasius, Gregory
of Nyssa, and John of Damascus. He was a rhetorician rather than a logician.

Like all the Greek fathers, he laid great stress on free-will and the co-operation of the

human will with divine grace in the work of conversion. Cassian, the founder of Semi-
Pelagianism, was his pupil and appealed to his authority. Julian of Eclanum, the ablest

opponent of Augustin, quoted Chrysostom against original sin ; Augustin tried from several

passages to prove the reverse, but could only show that Chrysostom was no Pelagian. We
may say that in tendency and spirit he was a catholic Semi-Pelagian or Synergist before

Semi-Pelagianism was brought into a system.

His anthropology forms a wholesome contrast and supplement to the anthropology of

his younger contemporary, the great bishop of Hippo, the champion of the slavery of the

human will and the sovereignty of divine grace.

We look in vain in Chrysostom's writings for the Augustinian and Calvinistic doctrines of

absolute predestination, total depravity, hereditary guilt, irresistible grace, perseverance of

saints, or for the Lutheran theory of forensic and solifidian justification. He teaches that

God foreordained all men to hoHness and salvation, and that Christ died for all and is both
willing and able to save all, but not against their will and without their free consent. The
vessels of mercy were prepared by God unto glory, the vessels of wrath were not intended by
God, but fitted by their own sin, for destruction. The will of man, though injured by the
Fall, has still the power to accept or to reject the offer of salvation. It must first obey the
divine call. " When we have begun,'' he says, in commenting on John i. ;^S, "when we have
sent our will before, then God gives us abundant opportunities of salvation." God helps
those who help themselves. " When God," he says, " sees us eagerly prepare for the contest
of virtue, he instantly supplies us with his assistance, hghtens our labors and strengthens the
weakness of our nature." Faith and good works are necessary conditions of justification and
salvation, though Christ's merits alone are the efficient cause. He remarks on John vi. 44,
that while no man can come to Christ unless drawn and taught by the Father, there is no ex-
cuse for those who are unwilling to be thus drawn and taught. Yet on the other hand he fully

admits the necessity of divine grace at the very beginning of every good action. " We can do
no good thing at all," he says, " except we are aided from above." And in his dying hour he
gave glory to God "for all things."

Thus Augustinians and Semi-Pelagians, Calvinists and Arminians, widely as they dififer

in theory about human freedom and divine sovereignty, meet in the common feeling of personal
responsibility and absolute dependence on God. With one voice they disclaim all merit of
their own and give all glory to Him who is the giver of every good and perfect gift and works
in us" both to will and to work, for his good pleasure " (Phil. ii. 12).'

» I add the remarks of Stephens on the difference between Chrysostom and Augustin (p. 430): " Unquestionable as the intellec-
tual genius of Chrysostom was, yet it is rather in the purity of his moral character, his single-minded boldness of purpose, and the
glowing piety which burns through all his writings, that we find the secret of his influence. If it was rather the mission of Augustin
to mould the minds of men so as to take a firm grasp of certain great doctrines, it was the mission of Chrysostom to inflame the whole
heart with a fervent love of God. Rightly has he been called the great teacher of consummate holiness, as Augustin was the great
teacher of efficient grace

; rightly has it been remarked that, like F<5nelon, he is to be ranked among those who may be termed disci-
ples of St. John, men who seem to have been pious without intermission from their childhood upwards, and of whose piety the leading
characteristics are case, cheerfulness and elevation ; while Augustin belongs to the disciples of St. Paul, those who have been con-
verted from error to truth, or from sin to holiness, and whose characteristics are gravity, earnestness, depth. If Augustin has done
more valuable service in building up the church at large, Chrysostom is the more lovable to the individual, and speaks out of a heart
overflowing to God and man, unconstrained by the fetters of a severe and rigid system. Yet it is precisely on this account that he has
not been so generally appreciated as he deserves. His tone is too catholic for the Romanist, or for the sectarian partisan of any
denomination. ' It would be easy to produce abundant instances of his oratorial abilities; I wish it were in my power to record as
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As to the doctrines which separate the Greek, Roman and Protestant churches, Chrysos-

torn faithfully represents the Greek Catholic church prior to the separation from Rome. In

addition to the oecumenical doctrines of the Nicene Creed, he expresses strong views on

baptismal regeneration, the real presence, and the eucharistic sacrifice, yet without a clearly

defined theory, which was the result of later controversies; hence it would be unjust to press

his devotional and rhetorical language into the service of transubstantiation, or consubstantia-

tion, or the Roman view of the mass.'

His extravagant laudations of saints and martyrs promoted that refined form of idolatry

which in the Nicene age began to take the place of the heathen hero-worship. But it is all

the more remarkable that he furnishes no support to Mariolatry, which soon after his death

.triumphed in the Greek as well as the Latin church. He was far from the idea of the sinless

perfection and immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary. He attributes her conduct at the

wedding of Cana (John ii. 3, 4) to undue haste, a sort of unholy ambition for the premature

display of the miraculous power of her Son ; and in commenting on Matthew xii. 46-49, he

charges her and his brethren with vanity and a carnal mind.^ He does not use the term theo-

tokos, which twenty years after his death gave rise to the Nestorian controversy, and which

was endorsed by the third and fourth oecumenical councils.

As to the question of the papacy he considered the bishop of Rome as the successor of

Peter, the prince of the Apostles, and appealed to him in his exile against the unjust con-

demnation of the Council at the Oak. Such appeals furnished the popes with a welcome op-

portunity to act as judges in the controversies of the Eastern church, and greatly strengthened

their claims. But his Epistle to Innocent was addressed also to the bishops of Milan and

Aquileia, and falls far short of the language of submission to an infallible authority. He
conceded to the pope merely a primacy of honor {TzpoffTaaca, apy-rf), itot a supremacy of

jurisdiction. He calls the bishop of Antioch (Ignatius and Flavian) likewise a successor of

Peter, who labored there according to the express testimony of Paul. In commenting on

Gal. i. 18, he represents Paul as equal in dignity (jVot^/xo?) to Peter.^ He was free from

jealousy of Rome, but had he lived during the violent controversies between the patriarch

of new Rome and the pope of old Rome, it is not doubtful on which side he would have stood.

In one important point Chrysostom approaches the evangelical theology of the Refor-

mation, his devotion to the Holy Scriptures as the only rule of faith. " There is no topic

on which he dwells more frequently and earnestly than on the duty of every Christian man
and woman to study the Bible ; and what he bade others do, that he did pre-eminently him-

many of his evangelical excellencies.' Such is the verdict of a narrow-mincled historian [Milner], and the comparative estimation in

which he held St. Augustin and St. Chrysostom may be inferred from the number of pages in his History given to each: St. Augus-
tin is favored with 187, Chrysostom with 20. But he whose judgment is not cramped by the shackles of some harsh and stiff theory of

gospel truth will surely allow that Chrysostom not only preached the gospel, but lived it. To the last moment of his life he exhibited

that calm, cheerful faith, that patient resignation under affliction, and untiring perseverance for the good of others, which are pre-

eminently the marks of a Christian saint. The cause for which he fought and died in a corrupt age was the cause of Christian

holiness.'"
,

1 In his comments on Heb, ix. 26 (Horn. XVII. on Hebrews, in the Bened. ed. XII. 241 sq.; in the Oxford translation, p. 213), he

expresses himself on the sacrificial aspect of the eucharist in these words :
" Christ is our High Priest, who offered the sacrifice that

cleanses us. That sacrifice we offer now also, which was then offered, which cannot be exhausted. This is done in remembrance of

what was then done. For, saith He, ' Do this in remembrance of Me.' It is not another sacrifice that we make (TroiovfAcc), as the

High Priest of old, but always the same, or rather we perform a remembrance of a sacrifice (/tiaXAov 6e dva/xvTjo'ti' epya^oixei^a t^o-ias)."

The word remembrance would favor the Protestant rather than the Roman view, which demands an actual, though unbloody, repe-

tition of the sacrifice of the cross in the mass. Other passages, however, are much stronger, though highly rhetorical, e. g.^ De
Sacerd. III. 4 :

" When you behold the Lord slain, and lying there, and the priest standing over the sacrifice and praying, and all

stained with that precious blood, do youthen suppose you are among men, and standing upon earth? Are you not immediately

transported to Heaven ?" In another place he says, *' Christ lies slain (ret^v^e'vos) upon the altar." And yet the people were so indif-

ferent that Chrysostom laments : " In vain is the daily sacrifice, in vain stand we at the altar ; there is no one to take part" (Third

Hom. on Ephesians).

2 See his 21st Homily on John, and his 44th Homily on Matthew. Comp. Stephens, p. 417 sqq.

3 See his letter to Innocent I. and his comments on Gal. i. and ii. The passages of Chrysostom on Peter and his successors are

collected in Berington & Kirk, The Faith 0/ Catholics, e^A. 3, vol. II. 32-35, 80, but the important passage from his Commentary oa
Galatians is omitted. See Treat, The Catholic Faith (1888), p. 396.
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self."' He deemed the reading of the Bible the best means for the promotion of Christian

life. A Christian without the knowledge of the Scriptures is to him a workman without tools.

Even the sight of the Bible deters from sin, how much more the reading. It purifies and

consecrates the soul, it introduces it into the holy of holies and brings it into direct com-

munion with God.''

CHAPTER yHY.— Chrysostom as a Pre'acher.

The crowning merit of Chrysostom is his excellency as a preacher. He is generally and

justly regarded as the greatest pulpit orator of the Greek church. Nor has he any superior

or equal among the Latin Fathers. He remains to this day a model for preachers in large cities.

He was trained in the school of Demosthenes and Libanius, and owed much of his

literary culture to the classics. He praises " the polish of Isocrates, the gravity of Demos-

thenes, the dignity of Thucydides, and the sublimity of Plato." He assigns to Plato the first

rank among the philosophers, but he places St. Paul far above him, and glories in the victory

of the tent-maker and fishermen over the wisdom of the Greeks.

^

He was not free from the defects of the degenerate rhetoric of his age, especially a

flowery exuberance of style and fulsome extravagance in eulogy of dead martyrs and living

men. But the defects are overborne by the virtues : the fulness of Scripture knowledge, the

intense earnestness, the fruitfulness of illustration and application, the variation of topics,

the command of language, the elegance and rhythmic flow of his Greek style, the dramatic

vivacity, the quickness and ingenuity of his turns, and the magnetism of sympathy with his

hearers. He knew how to draw in the easiest manner spiritual nourishment and lessons of

practical wisdom from the Word of God, and to make it a divine voice of warning and com-
fort to every hearer. He was a faithful preacher of truth and righteousness and fearlessly

told the whole duty of man. If he was too severe at times, he erred on virtue's side. He
preached morals rather than dogmas, Christianity rather than theology, active, practical Chris-

tianity that proves itself in holy living and dying. He was a martyr of the pulpit, for it was

chiefly his faithful preaching that caused his exile. The effect of his oratory was enhanced

by the magnetism of his personality, and is weakened to the reader of a translation or even

the Greek original. The living voice and glowing manner are far more powerful than the

written and printed letter.

Chrysostom attracted large audiences, and among them many who would rather have

gone to the theatre than hear any ordinary preacher. He held them spell-bound to the close.

Sometimes they manifested their admiration by noisy applause, and when he rebuked them
for it, they would applaud his rebuke. " You praise," he would tell them, "what I have said,

and receive my exhortation with tumults of applause ; but show your approbation by obedi-

ence ; that is the only praise I seek."

The great mediaeval poet assigns to Chrysostom a place in Paradise between Nathan

the prophet and Anselm the theologian, probably because, Hke Nathan, he rebuked the

sins of the court, and, like Anselm, he suffered exile for his conviction.^ The best French

pulpit orators—Bossuet, Massilon, Bourdaloue—have taken him for their model, even in his

faults, the flattery of living persons. Villemain praises him as the greatest orator who com-
bined all the attributes of eloquence. ^ Hase calls his eloquence "Asiatic, flowery, full of spirit

* Stephens, p. 422. 2 Comp. the rich extracts from his writings bearing on the Bible, in Neander, I. 211-226.

3 De Sacerd., IV. 6. 4 Paradiso, XII. 136-139:

" Natdn pro/eta e il metropolitano

Chrjsostomo^ ed A nselmo, e quel Donate,

Che alia prim' arte de^nb poner mano.''

5 Tableau, etc., p. 154 :
" Ce sont ces qualit^s plus hautes, ou plutot c'est la reunion de tous les attributs oratoires, le naturel^

2epath^tique ft la grandeur, qui ont /ait de saintJean Chrysostome leplus grande orateur de f^glise primitive, le plus Matant
inietprite de cette memorable ipoqut^
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and of the Holy Spirit, based on sound exegesis, and with steady appHcation to Hfe." ' Eng-

lish writers compare him to Jeremy Taylor. Gibbon (who confesses, however, to have read

very few of his Homihes) attributes to him " the happy art of engaging the passions in the

service of virtue, and of exposing the folly as well as the turpitude of vice, almost with the

truth and spirit of a dramatic representation." Dean Milman describes him as an " unrivalled

master in that rapid and forcible appHcation of incidental occurrences which gives such Hfe and

reahty to eloquence. He is at times, in the highest sense, dramatic in manner." Stephens

thus characterizes his sermons : ""

"A power of exposition which unfolded in lucid order, passage by passage, the meaning

of the book in hand; a rapid transition from clear exposition, or keen logical argument, to

fervid exhortation, or pathetic appeal, or indignant denunciation; the versatile ease with

which he could lay hold of any httle incident of the moment, such as the lighting of the lamps

in the church, and use it to illustrate his discourse ; the mixture of plain common sense, sim-

ple boldness, and tender affection, with which he would strike home to the hearts and con-

sciences of his hearers—all these are not only general characteristics of the man, but are

usually to be found manifested more or less in the compass of each discourse. It is this rare

union of powers which constitutes his superiority to almost all other Christian preachers with

whom he might be, or has been, compared. Savonarola had all, and more than all, his fire

and vehemence, but untempered by his sober, calm good sense, and wanting his rational

method of interpretation. Chrysostom was eager and impetuous at times m speech as well

as in action, but never fanatical. Jeremy Taylor combines, hke Chrysostom, real earnestness

of purpose with rhetorical forms of expression and florid imagery; but, on the whole, his style

is far more artificial, and is overlaid with a multifarious learning, from which Chrysostom's

was entirely free. Wesley is almost his match in simple, straightforward, practical exhorta-

tion, but does not rise into flights of eloquence like his. The great French preachers, again,

resemble him in his more ornate and declamatory vein, but they lack that simpler common-

sense style of address which equally distinguished him."

1 " Seine Beredtsamkeit ist asiatisch, bilderreich, geistvoll und H. Geistes voU, auf gesunder Schri/tauslegung, mit steter

Anwendung au/'s Leben, in setnen Forderungen an Andere sittlich ernst ohne asketische Ueber5i>annung:'—Kirchenge-

ichichte, I. 511.

2 St, Chrysostom^ p. 426 sq.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TREATISE ON THE PRIESTHOOD.

The events recorded in this celebrated treatise on the Priesthood must have occurred

when St. John Chrysostom was about twenty-eight years of age. His father had died when
he was a young child ; his mother was a devout Christian, but had not destined him for the

clerical vocation. The great ability which he showed in early youth seemed to mark him out

for distinction in one of the learned professions, and at the age of eighteen he began to attend

the school of Libanius, the most celebrated sophist of the day, who had won a great reputation

as a professor of philosophy and rhetoric, and as an eloquent opponent of Christianity, not

only in his native city, Antioch, but also in Athens, Nicomedia, and Constantinople. The
artificial character however of his writings indicates the decadence of literary power ; he could

skillfully imitate the style of ancient writers but he could not inform himself with their spirit

;

" his productions " says Gibbon [ch. xxiv], " are for the most part the vain and idle composi-

tion of an orator who cultivated the science uf words."

In the school of Libanius Chrysostom no doubt studied the best classical Greek author?,

and although he retained little admiration for them in later life and probably read them but

rarely, his tenacious memory enabled him to the last to adorn his homihes with quotations from

Homer, Plato and the Tragedians. In the school of Libanius also he began to practise his

nascent power of eloquence, and a speech which he made in honor of the Emperors is highl)r

commended in an extant letter of his master. Thus the Pagan sophist helped to forge the

weapons which were destined to be turned against his own cause. When he was on his death-

bed being asked by his friends who was most worthy to succeed him, " it would have been

John " he replied, " if the Christians had not stolen him from us."

In due time Chrysostom began to practise as a lawyer ; and as the profession of the law

was reckoned one of the surest avenues to political distinction for a man of talent, and the

speeches of Chrysostom excited great admiration, a briUiant and prosperous career seemed ta

lie before him. But the soul of the young advocate had drunk draughts from a purer well-

spring than the school of Libanius could supply, and like many other Christians in that age

when society, even Christian society, was deeply tainted by Pagan sentiments and habits of

life, especially in a profligate city Hke Antioch, he recoiled from the contrast between the

morality of the world in which he lived, and the standard of holiness which was presented in

the Gospel. The chicanery and rapacity also prevalent in the profession which he had

adopted became especially repugnant to his conscience. And these feehngs were strength-

ened by the influence of his intimate friend Basil who had been a fellow pupil with him at

the school of Libanius.

The first book of the treatise on the Priesthood opens with a description of his friendship

with Basil; how they studied the same subjects together under the same teachers, and how
entirely harmonious they were in all their tastes, and incHnations [ci and ii.] Nevertheless

when Basil decided to follow what Chrysostom calls the "true philosophy," by which he
means a life of religious seclusion and study, Chrysostom could not immediately make up his

mind to follow his example. The balance he says was no longer even between them ; the
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scale of Basil mounted heavenward, while his own was depressed by the weight of earthly in-

terests, and youthful ambitions. For a time he continued to practise in the law courts and

to frequent the theatre, and other places of amusement. But gradually the study of Scripture,

the longing for renewed intercourse with his friend, and the influence of Meletius the amiable

;and saintly Bishop of Antioch so wrought upon his mind that he resolved tD abandon his

secular calling. And in the first place after the usual course of probation he was baptized.

It may seem surprising that he had not been baptized in childhood; but a corrupt practice of

-delaying baptism (which Chrysostom himself often reprobates in his Homilies) was prevalent

at that time. It was due in some persons to a notion that sin before Baptism was compara-

tively venial, in others to a dread of binding themselves or their children to the purity of Hfe

which was demanded by the Baptismal vows. In the case of Chrysostom it is possible, I

think, that the distracted condition of the church in Antioch may have operated as a reason,

perhaps the chief reason for the delay. At the date of his birth (about a.d. 345) and for six-

teen years afterwards the See was occupied by Arian Bishops of the most worldly time-serving

type. The good Catholic Bishop Meletius was appointed in 361 and it was probably some

seven or eight years later that Chrysostom was baptized by him, and ordained to the office of

Reader in the Church.

There can be no doubt that Baptism, from whatever cause delayed, must have come
home to the recipient at last with all the more solemnity of meaning. It was often a decisive

turning point in the life, the beginning of a definite renunciation of the world, and dedication

of the whole man to God. To Chrysostom it evidently was this. For a time he became an

enthusiastic ascetic; and then settled down into that more tranquil, but intense glow of piety

which burned with unabated force to the close of his life. His baptism and the relinquish-

ment of his secular calling are probably alluded to in the following treatise c. 3. where he

speaks of " emerging a little from the flood of worldliness " in which he had been involved.

His friend Basil who received him with open arms does not seem to have joined any monastic

community, but merely to have been living in retirement and practising some of the usual

monastic austerities. The two friends now formed a plan for withdrawing together to some
•quiet retreat, there to support one another in habits of study, meditation, and prayer, c. 4.

The execution of the project was delayed for a time by the passionate entreaties of Chrysos-

tom's mother that he would not deprive her of his companionship and protection, c. 5. He
must have been a poor companion however, for we learn (vi. c. 12) that he rarely went outside

the house, maintained an almost perpetual silence, and was constantly absorbed in study and

prayer. He and Basil in fact formed with a few other friends a voluntary association of

youthful ascetics who lived under a strict rule. We might compare it with the association or

club formed by John Wesley and his brother at Oxford which first earned for them the nick-

name of " Methodists." Chrysostom and his friends placed the general regulation of their

studies and religious life under Diodorus and Carterius the presidents of the two principal

monastic communities in the neighborhood of Antioch. Diodorus was a man of learning and

ability, opposed to those mystical and allegorical interpretations of Holy Scripture which often

disguised rather than elucidated the real meaning of the sacred text, so that to his training

probably we are largely indebted for that clear, sensible practical method of exposition in

which Chrysostom so remarkably excels nearly all the ancient fathers of the Church.

Not long after the two friends had adopted this course of life, probably about the year

374, they were agitated by a report that they were likely to be advanced to the Episcopate

<c. 6.) By a custom which was then common in the Church they were liable if elected by the

clergy and people to be forcibly seized and ordained however unwilling they might be to

accept the dignity [see notes to chapters 6 and 7]. Basil entreated his friend that in this

crisis of their lives they might act as in former times in concert, and together accept, or
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evade if possible the expected but unwelcome honor. Chrysostom affected assent to this

proposal, but secretly resolved to entrap Basil into the sacred office for which he considered

him to be as eminently fitted, as he deemed himself to be unworthy. The Church should

not on account of his own feebleness be deprived if he could help it, of the able ministrations

of such a man as Basil. Accordingly when some agents of the electing body [as to the com-

position of this body, see note 3, p. 21] were sent to seize the two young men, Chrysostom con-

trived to hide himself. His language c. 6. seems to imply that he had some intimation of

their coming which he purposely withheld from Basil who consequently was caught. He
made at first a violent resistance, but the officials led him to suppose that Chrysostom had

already submitted, and under this delusion he acquiesced. When he discovered the trick which

had been played upon him he naturally reproached Chrysostom bitterly for his unkind

treachery. But the conscience of Chrysostom seems to have been quite at ease throughout

the transaction. He regarded it as a pious fraud and when he saw the mingled distress and

anger of his friend he could not refrain, he says, from laughing aloud for joy, and thanking

God for the success of his stratagem. The remainder of the ist Book [chs. 8, 9] is occupied

by Chrysostom's vindication of his conduct, the principle that deceit for a righteous end is

often salutary and justifiable being maintamed with an ingenuity and skill which bespeaks a

man who had recently practised in the law-courts. His arguments indeed savor somewhat

unpleasantly of casuistry, and it must be confessed that in his conduct on this occasion there

is a tinge of something like oriental duplicity which is repugnant to our moral sense. On the

other hand it must be borne in mind that neither in the East nor in the West, for many ages

were " pious frauds " absolutely condemned by the conscience of Christendom ; there was always

an inclination to judge each case on its own merits, and to condone if not to approve those in

which the balance of evidence was in favor of a righteous or holy purpose, and a beneficial

result. And it must also be owned, in justice to Chrysostom, that one of the qualities most

conspicuous in him throughout the whole of his subsequent career is fearless, straightforward

honesty alike in act and in speech ; and this under the pressure very often of strong tempta-

tion to dissemble and temporize.

The remaining books on the Priesthood treat of the pre-eminent dignity, and sanctity of

the priestly office and the peculiar difficulties and perils which beset it. They abound with

wise and weighty observations instructive for all times, but they are also interesting from the

light which they throw upon the condition of the Church and of society in the age when

Chrysostom lived. It is to be noted that he is speaking of the priesthood generally and that

it is not always easy to say in any given passage which of the first two orders in the ministry

he has in his mind. In many instances perhaps he was not thinking of one more than the

other. Where, as was very commonly the case, the jurisdiction of a bishop did not extend

very far beyond the limits of the city in which his See was placed, his functions would more

nearly resemble those which in our day are discharged by the incumbent of a large town

parish than those which are performed by the modern Bishop of a large diocese. He was the

chief pastor of the people, as well as the overseer of the clergy. Chrysostom's friend Basil

has been confused by some with the great Basil, Bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia, who was

"fifteen years older than Chrysostom, by others with Basil Bishop of Seleucia, who was many

}

p^ears younger. Nothing in fact is known about him beyond what is recorded in this treatise^

but lie has been conjecturally identified with Basil Bishop of Raphnea in Syria, not far from

Antioch, who attended the Council of Constantinople in 381.
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TREATISE ON THE PRIESTHOOD.

BOOK I.

Contents.

/ i. yow basil excelled all the friends of chrysostom.

in-^he unanimity of basil and chrysostom, and their joint study of all subjects.

iii. the balance upset in the pursuit of the monastic life.

iv. the proposal to occupy a common home.

V. THE FOND ENTREATIES OF CHRYSOSTOM's MOTHER.

VI. THE DECEIT EMPLOYED BY CHRYSOSTOM IN THE MATTER OF ORDINATION.

VII. CHRYSOSTOM's DEFENCE IN REPLY TO OBJECTIONS.

VIII. THE GREAT ADVANTAGE OF DECEIT WHEN WELL TIMED ; CONCLUSION AND GENERAL REMARKS.

1. I HAD many genuine and true friends,

men who understood the laws of friendship,

and faithfully observed them ; but out of this

large number there was one who excelled all

the rest in his attachment to me, striving to

outstrip them as much as they themselves out-

stripped ordinary acquaintance. He was one
of those who were constantly at my side; for

we were engaged in^^TTie "same studies, and
employed the same teachers.^ We had the

same eagerness and zeal about the studies at

wKich we worked, and a passionate desire_grq,7

duced by the same circumstances was equally

strong in both of us. For not only when we
were attending school, but after we had left it,

when it became necessary to consider what
course of life it would be best for us to adopt,

_we found ourselves to be of the same. mind.
2. And in addition to these, there were other

things also which preserved and maintained
this concord unbroken and secure. For as

regarded the greatness of our fatherland

neither had one cause to vaunt himself over

the other, nor was I burdened with riches, and
he pinched by poverty, but our means corre-

sponded as closely as our tastes. Our families

also were of equal rank, and thus everything

concurred with our disposition.

Androgathius in philosophy, Libanius in rhetoric.

3. But when it became our duty to pursue
the blessed life of monks, and the true philo-

sophy,'' our balance was no longer even, but

his scale mounted high, while I, still entangled
In the lusts of this world, dragged mine down
and kept it low, weighting it with those fancies

in which youths are apt to indulge. For the

future our friendship indeed remained as firm

as it was before, but our intercourse was in-

terrupted; for it was impossible for persons

who were not interested about the same things

to' spend much time together;! But as soon as

I also began to emerge a little from the flood

of worldliness, he received me with open arms

;

yet not even thus could we maintain our
former equality: for having got the start of

me in time, and having displayed great ear-

nestness, he rose again above my level, and
soared to a great height.

4. Being a good man, however, and placing a
high value on my friendship, he separated him-
self from all the rest (of the brethren), ariiST

spent the whole of His time with me, which he
had desired to do before, but had been pre-

vented as I was saying by my frivolity. For
it was impossible for a man who attended the

law-courts, and was in a flutter of excitement

2 An expression frequently employed by St. Chrysostom in the
sense of a life of religious contemplation and study.
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about the pleasures of the^stagg^JLo be often in

~lHe' company of one who_was_nailed_ t6~Tirs

BooksTlihBnever set footln tKe mart'et place.

X)onsequently when the hindrances were re-

moved, andJie had brought me int()^the sam^

condition oPhte as himself, he"gave free vent

to the desire -"v\rith ii^hich he had long been

laboring. He could not bear leaving me even

'for a moment, and he persistently urged that

we should each of us abandon our own home
and share a common .faelUog :—in fact he

persuaded me, and the afifair was taken in

hand.

5. But the continual lamentations of my
mother hindered me from granting him the

favor, or rather from receiving this boon at

his hands. For when she perceived that I

was meditating this step, she took me into her

own private chamber, and, sitting near me on

the bed where she had given birth to me, she

shed torrents of tears, to which she added
words yet more pitiable than her weeping, in

the following lamentable strain : My child, it

was not the will of Heaven that I should long

enjoy the benefit of thy father's virtue. For

his death soon followed the pangs which I en-

dured at thy birth, leaving thee an orphan

and me a widow before my time to face all the

horrors of widowhood, which only those who
have experienced them can fairly understand.

For no words are adequate to describe the

tempest-tossed condition of a young woman
who, having but lately left her paternal home,
and being inexperienced in business, is sud-

denly racked by an overwhelming sorrow, and
compelled to support a load of care too great

for her age and sex. For she has to correct

the laziness of servants, and to be on the watch
for their rogueries, to repel the designs of re-

lations, to bear bravely the threats of those

who collect the public taxes,' and harshness in

the imposition of rates. And if the departed

one should have left a child, even if it be a

girl, great anxiety will be caused to the mother,

although free from much expense and fear:

but a boy fills her with ten thousand alarms

and many anxieties every day, to say nothing

of the great expense which one is compelled
to incur if she wishes to bring him up in a

liberal way. None of these things, however,

induced me to enter into a second marriage,

or introduce a second husband into thy father's

house: but I held on as I was, in the midst of

the storm and uproar, and did not shun the

iron furnace^ of widowhood. My foremost

help indeed was the grace from above ; but it

» For an account of the oppressive way in which the public taxes
were collected, see Gibbon's History (Milman's edition), vol. iii. 78.

3 The iron furnace was a Hebrew proverbial expression signify-

ing " a furnace hot enough to melt iron," and so a condition of
peculiar trial. See Deut. iv. 20, and Jer. xi. 4.

was no small consolation to me under those

terrible trials to look continually on thy face

and to preserve in thee a living image of him
who had gone, an image indeed which was a
fairly exact likeness.

On this account, even when thou wast an
"infant, and hadst not yet learned to speak, a
time when children are the greatest delight to

their parents, thou didst afford me much com-
fort. Nor indeed can you complain that, al-

though I bore my widowhood bravely, I dimin-
ished thy patrimony, which I know has been
the fate of many who have had the misfortune

to be orphans. For, besides keeping the whole
of it intact, I spared no expense which was
needful to give you an honorable position,

spending for this purpose some of my own
fortune, and of my marriage dowry. Yet do
not think that I say these things by way
of reproaching you; only in return for all

these benefits I beg one favor: do not plunge
me into a second widowhood ; nor revive the

grief which is now laid to rest : wait for my
death : it may be in a little while I shall de-

part. The young indeed look forward to a
distant old age ; but we who have grown old ^

have nothing but death to wait for. When,
then, you shall have committed my body to

the ground, and mingled my bones with thy

father's, embark for a long voyage, and set

sail on any sea thou wilt : then there will be
no one to hinder thee : but as long as my life

lasts, be content to live with me. Do not, I pray
you, oppose God in vain, involving me without

cause, who have done you no wrong, in these

great calamities. For if you have any reason

to complain that I drag you into worldly cares,

and force you to attend to business, do not be
restrained by any reverence for the laws of

nature, for training or custom, but fly from
me as an enemy; but if, on the contrary, I do
everything to provide leisure for thy journey
through this life, let this bond at least if nothing

else keep thee by me. For couldst thou say

that ten thousand loved thee, yet no one will

afford thee the enjoyment of so much liberty,

seeing there is no one who is equally anxious

for thy welfare.

6. These words, and more, my mother spake
to me, and I related them to that noble youth.

But he, so far from being disheartened by these

speeches, was the more urgent in making the

same request as before. Now while we were
thus situated, he continually entreating, and
I refusing my assent, we were both of us dis-

turbed by a report suddenly reaching us that

we were about to be advanced to the dignity of

3 This must be regarded as a kind of rhetorical expression, as

we learn from Chrysostom's " Letter to a young widow " (see page
), that his mother was not much past 40 at this time.
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the episcopate.' As soon as I heard this rumor
I was seized with alarm and perplexity: with

alarm lest I should be made captive against

my will, and perplexity, inquiring as I often

did whence any such idea concerning us could

have entered the minds of these men; for

looking to myself I found nothing worthy of

such an honor. But that noble youth having
come to me privately, and having conferred

with me about these things as if with one who
was ignorant of the rumor, begged that we
might in this instance also as formerly shape
our action and our counsels the same way: for

he would readily follow me whichever course

I might pursue, whether I attempted flight or

submitted to be captured. Perceiving then
his eagerness, and considering that I should
inflict a loss upon the whole body of the

Church if, owing to my own weakness, I were
to deprive the flock of Christ of a young man
who was so good and so well quaHfied for the

supervision of large numbers, I abstained from
disclosing to him the purpose which I had
formed, although I had never before allowed
any of my plans to be concealed from him. I

now told him that it would be best to post-

pone our decision concerning this matter to

another season, as it was not immediately
pressing, and by so doing persuaded him to

dismiss it from his thoughts, and at the same
time encouraged him to hope that, if such a
thing should ever happen to us, I should be
of the same mind with him. But after a short

time, when one who was to ordain us arrived, I

kept myself concealed, but Basil, ignorant of

this, was taken away on another pretext, and
made to take the yoke, hoping from the prom-
ises which I had made to him that I should
certainly follow, or rather supposing that he
was following me. For some of those who
were present, seeing that he resented being
seized, deceived him by exclaiming how strange

it was that one who was generally reputed to

be the more hot tempered (meaning me), had
yielded very mildly to the judgment of the

Fathers, whereas he, who was reckoned a much
wiser and milder kind of man,had shown himself
hotheaded and conceited, being unruly, restive,

and contradictory.^ Having yielded to these

remonstrances, and afterwards having learned
that I had escaped capture, he came to me in

» en-io-KOTT^s is the reading of most mss., but four have I'ep-

wcruvTjs " the priesthood," which Bengal adopts, thinking that
neither Basil nor Chrysostom could have been elected for the
higher order at so early an age, but see below, p. 4, note i.

2 Forcible ordinations were not uncommon in the Church at
this time. St. Augustin was dragged weeping by the people be-
fore the Bishop, and his ordination demanded. St. .Martin of
Tours was torn from his cell, and conveyed to ordination under a
guard. Possid. Vita Aug. 4 ; Sulp. Severus, Vit. St. Martin,
i. 224. The affectation of reluctance to be consecrated became a
fashion in the Coptic Church. The patriarch elect of Alexandria
is still brought to Cairo loaded with chains, as if to prevent his
escape. Stanley, Eastern Church, vii. p. 226.

deep dejection, sat down near me and tried to

speak, but was hindered by distress of mind
and inability to express in words the violence

to which he had been subjected. No sooner
had he opened his mouth than he was pre-

vented from utterance by grief cutting short

his words before they could pass his lips. See-

ing, then, his tearful and agitated condition, and
knowing a? I did the cause, I laughed for joy,

and, seizing his right hand, I forced a kiss

on him, and praised God that my plan had
ended so successfully, as I had always prayed
it might. But when he saw that I was de-

lighted and beaming with joy, and understood

that he had been deceived by me, he was yet

more vexed and distressed.

7. And when he had a little recovered from
this agitation of mind, he began : If you have
rejected the part allotted to you, and have no
further regard for me (I know not indeed for

what cause), you ought at least to consider

your own reputation; but as it is you have
opened the mouths of all, and the world is

saying that you have declined this ministry

through love of vainglory, and there is no one
who will deliver you from this accusation. As
for me, I cannot bear to go into the markef
place ; there are so many who come up to me
and reproach me every day. For, when they

see me anywhere in the city, all my intimate

friends take me aside, and cast the greater

part of the blame upon me. Knowing his in-

tention, they say, for none of his affairs could

be kept secret from you, you should not have
concealed it, but ought to have communicated
it to us, and we should have been at no loss

to devise some plan for capturing him. But
I am too much ashamed and abashed to tell

them that I did not know you had long been
plotting this trick, lest they should say that our

friendship was a mere pretence. For even if

it is so, as indeed it is—nor would you yourself

deny it after what you have done to me—yet it

is well to hide our misfortune from the out-

side world, and persons who entertain but a

moderate opinion of us. I shrink from telling

them the truth, and how things really stand

with us, and I am compelled in future to keep

silence, and look down on the ground, and
turn away to avoid those whom I meet. For
if I escape the condemnation on the former

charge, I am forced to undergo judgment for

speaking falsehood. For they will never be-

Heve me when I say that you ranged Basil

amongst those who are not permitted to know
your secret affairs. Of this, however, I will

not take much account, since it has seemed
agreeable to you, but how shall we endure

the future disgrace ? for some accuse you of

arrogance, others of vainglory: while those
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who are our more merciful accusers, lay both

these offences to our charge, and add that we
have insulted those who did us honor, although

had they experienced even greater indignity

it would only have served them right for pass-

ing over so many and such distinguished men
and advancing mere youths,' who were but

yesterday immersed in the interests of this

world, to such a dignity as they never have

dreamed of obtaining, in order that they may
for a brief season knit the eyebrows, wear

dusky garments, and put on a grave face.

Those who from the dawn of manhood to ex-

treme old age have diligently practised self-

discipline, are now to be placed under the

government of youths who have not even

heard the laws which should regulate their ad-

ministration of this office. I am perpetually

assailed by persons who say such things and
worse, and am at a loss how to reply to them

;

but I pray you tell me : for I do not suppose

that you took to flight and incurred such hatred

from such distinguished men without cause or

consideration, but that your decision was made
with reasoning and circumspection: whence
also I conjecture that you have some argu-

ment ready for your defence. Tell me, then,

whether there is any fair excuse which I can

make to those who accuse us.

For I do not demand any account for the

wrongs which I have sustained at your hands,

nor for the deceit or treachery you have prac-

tised, nor for the advantage which you have

derived from me in the past. For I placed

my very life, so to say, in your hands, yet you
have treated me with as much guile as if it

had been your business to guard yourself

against an enemy. Yet if you knew this de-

cision of ours to be profitable, you ought not to

have avoided the gain: if on the contrary in-

jurious, you should have saved me also from the

loss, as you always said that you esteemed me
before every one else. But you have done
everything to make me fall into the snare:

and you had no need of guile and hypocrisy

in dealing with one who was wont to display

the utmost sincerity and candor in speech and
action towards thee. Nevertheless, as I said, I

do not now accuse you of any of these things,

or reproach you for the lonely position in

which you have placed me by breaking off

those conferences from which we often de-

rived no small pleasure and profit; but all

these things I pass by, and bear in silence and
meekness, not that thou hast acted meekly in

» Chrysostom was about 28 at this time. The Council of Neo
Caesarea (about 320) fixed 30 as the a({e at which men were eligible

for the priesthood, and the same age at least must have been re-

Juired for a bishop, yet Remigius was consecrated to the See of
Leims at the age of 22, a.d. 457 ; and there are many other in-

stances of bishops, under the prescribed age.

transgressing against me, but because from
the day that I cherished thy friendship I laid

it down as a rule for myself, that whatever
sorrow you might cause me I would never

force you to the necessity of an apology. For
you know yourself that you have inflicted no
small loss on me if at least you remember what
we were always saying ourselves, and the out-

side world also said concerning us, that it was
a great gain for us to be of one mind and be
guarded by each other's friendship. Every
one said, indeed, that our concord would bring

no small advantage to many besides ourselves

;

I never perceived, however, so far as I am con-

cerned, how it could be of advantage to others

:

but I did say that we should at least derive

this benefit from it : that those who wished to

contend with us would find us difficult to

master. And I never ceased reminding you
of these things : saying the age is a cruel one,

and designing men are many, genuine love is

no more, and the deadly pest of envy has

crept into its place : we walk in the midst of

snares, and on the edge of battlements f those

who are ready to rejoice in our misfortunes, if

any should befall us, are many and beset us

from many quarters: whereas there is no one
to condole with us, or at least the number of

such may be easily counted. Beware that we
do not by separation incur much ridicule, and
damage worse than ridicule. Brother aided

by brother is like a strong city, and well forti-

fied kingdom. 3 Do not dissolve this genuine
intimacy, nor break down the fortress. Such
things and more I was continually saying, not
indeed that I ever suspected anything of this

kind, but supposing you to be entirely sound
in your relation towards me, I did it as a super-

fluous precaution, wishing to preserve in health

one who was already sound; but unwittingly,

as it seems, I was administering medicines to

a sick man : and even so I have not been for-

tunate enough to do any good, and have
gained nothing by my excess of forethought.

For having totally cast away all these consid-

erations, without giving them a thought, you
have turned me adrift like an unballasted
vessel on an untried ocean, taking no heed of

those fierce billows which I must encounter.

For if it should ever be my lot to undergo
calumny, or mockery, or any other kind of in-

sult or menace (and such things must fre-

quently occur), to whom shall I fly for refuge

:

to whom shall I impart my distress, who will

be willing to succour me and drive back my as-

sailants and put a stop to their assaults ? who

2 A metaphorical expression to denote a perilous position, as
those who walked on the edge of the walls would be exposed to
the missiles of the enemy.

3 Proverbs xviii. 19. lxx. version.
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will solace me and prepare me to bear the

coarse ribaldry which may yet be in store for

me. There is no one s-ince you stand aloof from

this terrible strife, and cannot even hear my
cry. Seest thou then what mischief thou hast

wrought? now that thou hast dealt the blow,

dost thou perceive what a deadly wound thou

hast inflicted ? But let all this pass : for it is

impossible to undo the past, or to find a path

through pathless difficulties. What shall I say

to the outside world ? what defence shall I

make to their accusations.

8. Chrysostom: Be of good cheer, I re-

plied, for I am not only ready to answer for

myself in these matters, but I will also en-

deavor as well as I am able to render an ac-

count of those for which you have not h-eld

me answerable. Indeed, if you wish it, I will

make them the starting-point of my defence.

For it would be a strange piece of stupidity

on my part if, thinking only of praise from the

outside pubUc, and doing my best to silence

their accusations, I were unable to convince my
dearest of all friends that I am not wronging

him, and were to treat him with indifference

greater than the zeal which he has displayed

on my behalf, treating me with such forbear-

ance as even to refrain from accusing me of

the wrongs which he says he has suffered from

me, and putting his own interests out of the

question in consideration for mine.

What is the wrong that I have done thee,

since I have determined to embark from this

point upon the sea of apology? Is it that I mis-

led you and concealed my purpose? Yet I

did it for the benefit of thyself who wast de-

ceived, and of those to whom I surrendered you

by means of this deceit. For if the evil of

deception is absolute, and it is never right to

make use of it, I am prepared to pay any pen-

alty you please : or rather, as you will never

endure to inflict punishment upon me, I shall

subject myself to the same condemnation which

is pronounced by judges on evil-doers when
their accusers have convicted them. But if the

thing is not always harmful, but becomes good

or bad according to the intention of those who
practise it, you must desist from complaining

of deceit, and prove that it has been devised

against you for a bad purpose ; and as long as

this proof is wanting it would only be fair for

those who wish to conduct themselves prudent-

ly, not only to abstain from reproaches and accu-

sation, but even to give a friendly reception to

the deceiver. For a well-timed deception, un-

dertaken with an upright intention, has such

advantages, that many persons have often had
to undergo punishment for abstaining from
fraud. And if you investigate the history of

generals who have enjoyed the highest reputa-

tion from the earliest ages, you will find that

most of their triumphs were achieved by strat-

agem, and that such are more highly com-

mended than those who conquer in open fight.

For the latter conduct their campaigns with

greater expenditure of money and men, so

that they gain nothing by the victory, but suffer

just as much distress as those who have been

defeated, both in the sacrifice of troops and

the exhaustion of funds. But, besides this, they

are not even permitted to enjoy all the glory

which pertains to the victory;, for no small

part of it is reaped by those who have fallen,

because in spirit they were victorious, their

defeat was only a bodily one : so that had it

been possible for them not to fall when they

were wounded, and death had not come and

put the finishing stroke to their labors, there

would have been no end of their prowess.

But one who has been able to gain the victory

by stratagem involves the enemy in ridicule

as well as disaster. Again, in the other case

both sides equally carry off the honors be-

stowed upon valor, whereas in this case they

do not equally obtain those which are be-

stowed on wisdom, but the prize falls entirely

to the victors, and, another point no less im-

portant is that they preserve the joy of the

victory for the state unalloyed ; for abundance

o-f resources and multitudes of men are not

I

like mental powers : the former indeed if con-

^ tinually used in war necessarily become ex-

hausted, and fail those who possess them,

I whereas it is the nature of wisdom to increase

I
the more it is exercised. And not in war only,

i

but also in peace the need of deceit may be

found, not merely in reference to the affairs

of the state, but also in private life, in the

dealings of husband with wife and wife with

husband, son with father, friend with friend,

and also children with a parent. For the daugh-

ter of Saul would not have been able to rescue

j

her husband out of Saul's hands ' except by

I

deceiving her father. And her brother, wish-

; ing to save him whom she had rescued when

he was again in danger, made use of the same

weapon as the wife.^

Basil: But none of these cases apply to

me : for I am not an enemy, nor one of those

who are striving to injure thee, but quite the

contrary. For I entrusted all my interests to

your judgment, and always followed it when-

ever you bid me.
Chrysostom: But, my admirable and ex-

cellent Sir, this is the very reason why I took

the precaution of saying that it was a good

thing to employ this kind of deceit, not only

in war, and in dealing with enemies, but also

I I Sam. xix. 12-18.
a I Sam. xx. 11.
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"ji peace, and in dealing with our dearest

friends. For as a proof that it is beneficial

not CMily to the deceivers, but also to those

who are deceived; if you go to any of the

physicians and ask them how they relieve their

patients from disease, they will tell you that

they do not depend upon their professional

skill alone, but sometimes conduct the sick to

health by availing themselves of deceit, and

blending the assistance which they derive from

it with their art. For when the waywardness

of the patient and the obstinacy of the corn-

plaint baffle the counsels of the physicians, it

is then necessary to put on the mask of deceit

in order that, as on the stage, they may be able

to hide what really takes place. But, if you

please, I will relate to you one instance of

stratagem out of many which I have heard of

being contrived by the sons of the healing

art.' A man was once suddenly attacked by

a fever of great severity ; the burning heat in-

creased, and the patient rejected the remedies

which could have reduced it and craved for a

draught of pure wine, passionately entreating

all who approached to give it him and enable

him to satiate this deadly craving—I say

deadly, for if any one had gratified this re-

quest he would not only have exasperated the

fever, but also have driven the unhappy man
frantic. Thereupon, professional skill being

baffled, and at the end of its resources and

utterly thrown away, stratagem stepped in and

displayed its power in the way which I will

now relate. For the physician took an earthen

cup brought straight out of the furnace, and

having steeped it in wine, then drew it out

empty, filled it with water, and, having ordered

the chamber where the sick man lay to be

darkened with curtains that the light might

not reveal the trick, he gave it him to drink,

pretending that it was filled with undiluted

And the man, before he had taken itwine.

in his hands, being deceived by the smell, did

not wait to examine what was given him, but

convinced by the odor, and deceived by the

darkness, eagerly gulped down the draught,

and being satiated with it immediately shook

ofif the feeling of suffocation and escaped the

imminent peril.' Do you see the advantage

» Literally," sons of physicians." Compare the expression " sons

of the prophets" in the Old Testament.
2 Clement of Alexandria (Stromata vii.) illustrates the same

doctrine of allowable deceit for a useful purpose by a similar ref-

crcQce to the practice of pbysiciaos.

of deceit? And if any one were to reckon up

all the tricks of physicians the Hst would run

on to an indefinite length. And not only those

who heal the body but those also who attend

to the diseases of the soul may be found con-

tinually making use of this remedy. Thus the

blessed Paul attracted those multitudes of

Jews : 3 with this purpose he circumcised Tim-

othy, '^ although he warned the Galatians in his

letter s that Christ would not profit those who
were circumcised. For this cause he submitted

to the law, although he reckoned the righteous-

ness which came from the law but loss after

receiving the faith in Christ.^ For great is

the value of deceit, provided it be not intro-

duced with a mischievous intention. In fact

action of this kind ought not to be called de-

ceit, but rather a kind of good management,

cleverness and skill, capable of finding out

ways where resources fail, and making up for

the defects of the mind. For I would not

call Phinees a murderer, although he slew two

human beings with one stroke : ^ nor yet EHas

after the slaughter of the loo soldiers, and

the captain,^ and the torrents of blood which

he caused to be shed by the destruction of

those who sacrificed to devils.^ For if we
were to concede this, and to examine the bare

deeds in themselves apart from the intention

of the doers, one might if he pleased judge

Abraham guilty of child-murder '° and accuse

his grandson " and descendant " of wickedness

and guile. For the one got possession of the

birthright, and the other transferred the wealth

of the Egyptians to the host of the IsraeHtes.

But this is not the case : away with the auda-

cious thought ! For we not only acquit them

of blame, but also admire them because oi

these things, since even God commended them

for the same. For that man would fairly de-

serve to be called a deceiver who made an

unrighteous use of the practice, not one who
did so with a salutary purpose. And often it

is necessary to deceive, and to do the greatest

benefits by means of this device, whereas he

who has gone by a straight course has done

great mischief to the person whom he has not

deceived.

3 Acts xxi. 26.

6 Philipp. iii. 7.

9 1 Kings xviii. 34.
13 Exod. zi. 2.

4 lb. xvi. 3.

7 Numb. XXV. 7.
*o Gen. xxii. 3.

5 Gal. V. 2.

8 2 Kings i. 9-13,
*i lb. xxvii. 19.
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i. the priesthood the greatest evidence of love to christ.

ii. the service of the priesthood greater than all other services.

iii. the priesthood has need of a large and excellent spirit.

iv. it is full of great difficulty and danger.

v. the office avoided by chrysostom out of his love to christ.

vi. a demonstration of the virtue of basil, and of his ardent love.

vii. in avoiding ordination chrysostom had no intention of insulting the electors.

viii. by his flight he saved them from blame.

I. That it is possible then to make use of

deceit for a good purpose, or rather that in such

a case it ought not to be called deceit, but a

kind of good management worthy of all ad-

miration, might be proved at greater length;

but since what has already been said suffices

for demonstration, it would be irksome and
tedious to lengthen out my discourse upon the

subject. And now it will remain for you to

prove whether I have not employed this art to

your advantage.

Basil: And what kind of advantage have

I derived from this piece of good management,
or wise policy, or whatever you may please to

call it, so as to persuade me that I have not

been deceived by you?
CHRYSOSTOM : What advantage, pray, could

be greater than to be seen doing those things

which Christ with his own lips declared to be
proofs of love to Himself?' For addressing the

leader of the apostles He said, " Peter, lovest

thou me? " and when he confessed that he did,

the Lord added, " if thou lovest me tend my
sheep." The Master asked the disciple if He
was loved by him, not in order to get informa-

tion (how should He who penetrates the hearts

of all men?), but in order to teach us how great

an interest He takes in the superintendence

of these sheep. This being plain, it will hke-

wise be manifest that a great and unspeakable

reward will be reserved for him whose labors

are concerned with these sheep, upon which

* John xxi. 15-17.

Christ places such a high value. For when
we see any one bestowing care upon members
of our household, or upon our flocks, we count

his zeal for them as a sign of love towards

ourselves : yet all these things are to be bought

for money:—with how great a gift then will

He requite those who tend the flock which He
purchased, not with money, nor anything of

that kind, but by His own death, giving his

own blood as the price of the herd. Where-
fore when the disciple said, "Thou knowest

Lord that I love Thee," and invoked the be-

loved one Himself as a witness of his love, the

Saviour did not stop there, but added that

which was the token of love. For He did not

at that time wish to show how much Peter

loved Him, but how much He Himself loved

His own Church, and he desired to teach Peter

and all of us that we also should bestow much
zeal upon the same. For why did God not

spare His only-begotten Son, but delivered

Him up, although the only one He had ? ^ It

was that He might reconcile to Himself those

who were disposed towards Him as enemies,

and make them His peculiar people. For

what purpose did He shed His blood ? It

was that He might win these sheep which He
entrusted to Peter and his successors. Natur-

ally then did Christ say, "Who then is the

faithful and wise servant, whom his lord shall

make ruler over His household." ^ Again, the

2 Rom. viii. 32 ;
John iii. 16.

3 Matt. xxiv. 45. Some Mss.'of Chrysostom have the future

KttTao-Trjo-ei, shall make ruler, but all mss. of the New Testament
have the aorist /caTe'o-Tno^*. made ruler.
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words are those of one who is in doubt, yet

the speaker did not utter them in doubt, but

just as He asked Peter whether he loved Him,
not from any need to learn the affection of the

disciple, but from a desire to show the ex-

ceeding depth of his own love : so now also

when He says, " Who then is the faithful and
wise servant ? " he speaks not as being ig-

norant who is faithful and wise, but as desir-

ing to set forth the rarity of such a character,

and the greatness of this office. Observe at

any rate how great the reward is
—

" He will ap-

point him," he says, " ruler over all his goods." '

2. Will you, then, still contend that you were

not rightly deceived, when you are about to

superintend the things which belong to God,
and are doing that which when Peter did the

Lord said he should be able to surpass the

rest of the apostles, for His words were, "Peter,

lovest thou me more than these? "^ Yet He
might have said to him, " If thou lovest me
practise fasting, sleeping on the ground, and
prolonged vigils, defend the wronged, be as a

father to orphans, and supply the place of a

husband to their mother." But as a matter of

fact, setting aside all these things, what does
He say? "Tend my sheep." For those things

which I have already mentioned might easily

be performed by many even of those who are

under authority, women as well as men ; but
when one is required to preside over the

Church, and to be entrusted with the care of

so many souls, the whole female sex must retire

before the magnitude of the task, and the ma-
jority of men also; and we must bring forward

those who to a large extent surpass all others,

and soar as much above them in excellence of

spirit as Saul overtopped the whole Hebrew
nation in bodily stature : or rather far more.^

For in this case let me not take the height of

shoulders as the standard of inquiry; but let

the distinction between the pastor and his

charge be as great as that between rational

man and irrational creatures, not to say even
greater, inasmuch as the risk is concerned
with things of far greater importance. He
indeed who has lost sheep, either through the

ravages of wolves, or the attacks of robbers, or

through murrain, or any other disaster befall-

ing them, might perhaps obtain some indul-

gence from the owner of the flock ; and even if

the latter should demand satisfaction the pen-
alty would be only a matter of money: but he
who has human beings entrusted to him, the ra-

tional flock of Christ, incurs a penalty in the

first place for the loss of the sheep, which goes

» Matt. xxiv. 47.
2 In some editions the words "tend my sl^eep" arc added

3 I Sam. X. 23. ? ^\J ^ ^

beyond material things and touches his own
hfe: and in the second place he has to carry-

on a far greater and more difficult contest.

For he has not to contend with wolves, nor to

dread robbers, nor to consider how he may
avert pestilence from the flock. With whom
then has he to fight ? with whom has he to

wrestle? Listen to the words of St. Paul.
" We wrestle not against flesh and blood, but

against principalities, against powers, against

the rulers of the darkness of this world, against

spiritual wickedness in high places." ** Do
you see the terrible multitude of enemies, and
their fierce squadrons, not steel clad, but en-

dued with a nature which is of itself an equiv-

alent for a complete suit of armor. Would
you see yet another host, stern and cruel, be-

leaguering this flock? This also you shall be-

hold from the same post of observation. For
he who has discoursed to us concerning the

others, points out these enemies also to us,

speaking in a certain place on this wise :
" The

works of the flesh are manifest, which are these,

fornication, adultery, uncleanness, lascivious-

ness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance,

emulation, wrath, strife,^ backbitings, whisper-

ings, sweUings, tumults," ^ and many more be-

sides ; for he did not make a complete list, but

left us to understand the rest from these.

Moreover, in the case of the shepherd of irra-

tional creatures, those who wish to destroy the

flock, when they see the guardian take to flight,

cease making war upon him, and are contented

with the seizure of the cattle : but in this case,

even should they capture the whole flock, they

do not leave the shepherd unmolested, but at-

tack him all the more, and wax bolder, ceasing

not until they have either overthrown him,

or have themselves been vanquished. Again,

the afflictions of sheep are manifest, whether it

be famine, or pestilence, or wounds, or what-

soever else it may be which distresses them,

and this might help not a Httle towards the

relief of those who are oppressed in these

ways. And there is yet another fact greater

than this which facilitates release from this

kind of infirmity. And what is that ? The
shepherds with great authority compel the

sheep to receive the remedy when they do not

willingly submit to it. For it is easy to bind

them when cautery or cutting is required, and
to keep them inside the fold for a long time,

whenever it is expedient, and to bring them
one kind of food instead of another, and to

cut them off from their supplies of water, and all

other things which the shepherds may decide

to be conducive to their health they perform
with great ease.

4 Ephes. vi. 12. 5 Gal. v. 19, 20, 21 6 2 Cor. zil. 20.
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3, But in the case of human infirmities, it

is not easy in the first place for a man to dis-

cern them, for no man " knoweth the things of

a man, save the spirit of man which is in

him." ' How then can any one apply the

remedy for the disease of which he does not

know the character, often indeed being un-

able to understand it even should he happen
to sicken with it himself? And even when it

becomes manifest, it causes him yet more
trouble: for it is not possible to doctor all

men with the same authority with which the

shepherd treats his sheep. For in this case

also it is necessary to bind and to restrain from
food, and to use cautery or the knife : but the

reception of the treatment depends on the will

of the patient, not of him who applies the

remedy. For this also was perceived by that

wonderful man (St. Paul) when he said to the

Corinthians
—"Not for that we have dominion

over your faith, but are helpers of your joy."
^

For Christians above all men are not permitted
forcibly to correct the failings of those who sin.

Secular judges indeed, when they have cap-

tured malefactors under the law, show their

authority to be great, and prevent them even
against their will from following their own de-
vices: but in our case the wrong-doer must
be made better, not by force, but by persuasion.

For neither has authority of this kind for the
restraint of sinners been given us by law, nor,

if it had been given, should we have any field

for the exercise of our power, inasmuch as

God rewards those who abstain from evil by
their own choice, not of necessity. Conse-
quently much skill is required that our patients

may be induced to submit wiUingly to the
treatment prescribed by the physicians, and
not only this, but that they may be grateful

also for the cure. For if any one when he is

bound becomes restive (which it is in his

power to be), he makes the mischief worse

;

and if he should pay no heed to the words
which cut like steel, he inflicts another wound
by means of this contempt, and the intention
to heal only becomes the occasion of a worse
disorder. For it is not possible for any one
to cure a man by compulsion against his will.

4. What then is one to do ? For if you
deal too gently with him who needs a severe
application of the knife, and do not strike

deep into one who requires such treatment,
you remove one part of the sore but leave the
other : and if on the other hand you make the
requisite incision unsparingly,the patient,driven
to desperation by his sufferings, will often fling

everything away at once, both the remedy
and the bandage, and throw himself down

headlong, "breaking the yoke and bursting

the band." ^ I could tell of many who have
run into extreme evils because the due penalty

of their sins was exacted. For we ought not,

in applying punishment, merely to proportion

it to the scale of the offence, but rather to

keep in view the disposition of the sinner, lest

whilst wishing to mend what is torn, you make
the rent worse, and in your zealous endeavors
to restore what is fallen, you make the ruin

greater. For weak and careless characters,

addicted for the most part to the pleasures of

the world, and having occasion to be proud
on account of birth and position, jnay yet, if

gently and gradually brought to repent of their

errors, be delivered, partially at least, if not

perfectly, from the evils by which they are pos-

sessed : but if any one were to inflict the dis-

cipline all at once, he would deprive them of

this slight chance of amendment. For when
i once the soul has been forced to put off shame

I

it lapses into a callous condition, and neither

I

yields to kindly words nor bends to threats,

nor is susceptible of gratitude, but becomes
far worse than that city which the prophet re-

proached, saying, "thou hadst the face of a

harlot, refusing to be ashamed before all men." *

Therefore the pastor has need of much discre-

tion, and of a myriad eyes to observe on every

side the habit of the soul. For as many are

uplifted to pride, and then sink into despair of

their salvation, from inability to endure severe

remedies, so are there some, who from paying

no penalty equivalent to their sins, fall into

negligence, and become far worse, and are

impelled to greater sins. It behoves the priest

therefore to leave none of these things unex-

amined, but, after a thorough inquiry into all

of them, to apply such remedies as he has ap-

positely to each case, lest his zeal prove to be
in vain. And not in this matter only, but also

in the work of knitting together the severed

members of the Church, one can see that he

has much to do. For the pastor of sheep has

his flock following him, wherever he may lead

them : and if any should stray out of the straight

path, and, deserting the good pasture, feed in

unproductive or rugged places, a loud shout

suffices to collect them and bring back to the

fold those who have been parted from it : but

if a human being wanders away from the right

faith, great exertion, perseverance and patience

are required ; for he cannot be dragged back

by force, nor constrained by fear, but must be

led back by persuasion to the truth from which

be originally swerved. The pastor therefore

ought to be of a noble spirit, so as not to de-

spond, or to despair of the salvation of wan-

« I Cor. ii. II. 2 2 Cor. i. 24. 3 Conf. Jer. v. 5. 4 Jer. iii. 3.
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derers from the fold, but continually to reason

with himself and say, " Peradventure God will

give them repentance to the acknowledging of

the truth, and that they may recover them-

selves out of the snare of the devil." ' There-

fore the Lord, when addressing His disciples,

said, " Who then is the faithful and wise serv-

ant.^ ""^ For he indeed who disciplines him-

self compasses only his own advantage, but the

benefit of the pastoral function extends to the

whole people. And one who dispenses money
to the needy, or otherwise succors the op-

pressed, benefits his neighbors to some ex-

tent, but so much less than the priest in

proportion as the body is inferior to the soul.

Rightly therefore did the Lord say that zeal

fgr the flock was a token of love for Himself.
[^ Basil: But thou thyself—dost thou not love

Christ?

Chrysostom: Yea, I love Him, and shall

never cease loving Him; but I fear lest I

should provoke Him whom I love.

Basil: But what riddle can there be more
obscure than this—Christ has commanded him
who loves Him to tend His sheep, and yet

you say that you decline to tend them because

you love Him who gave this command?
Ohrvsostom : My saying is no riddle, but

very intelligible and simple, for if I were well

qualified to administer this office, as Christ

desired it, and then shunned it, my remark
might be open to doubt, but since the infirmity

of my spirit renders me useless for this minis-

try, why does my saying deserve to be called

in question? For I fear lest if I took the

flock in hand when it was in good condition

and well nourished, and then wasted it through

my unskilfulness, I should provoke against

myself the God who so loved the flock as to

give Himself up for their salvation and ransom.
Basil: You speak in jest: for if you were

in earnest I know not how you would have
proved me to be justly grieved otherwise than

by means of these very words whereby you
have endeavored to dispel my dejection. I

knew indeed before that you had deceived

and betrayed me, but much more now, when
you have undertaken to clear yourself of my
accusations, do I plainly perceive and under-

stand the extent of the evils into which you
have led me. For if you withdrew yourself

from this ministry because you were conscious

that your spirit was not equal to the burden
of the task, I ought to have been rescued

from it before you, even if I had chanced to

have a great desire for it, to say nothing of

having confided to you the entire decision of

these matters: but as it is, you have looked

solely to your own interest and neglected

mine. Would indeed you had entirely ne-

glected them; then I should have been well

content : but you plotted to facilitate my cap-

ture by those who wished to seize me. For
you cannot take shelter in the argument that

public opinion deceived you and induced you
to imagine great and wonderful things con-

cerning me. For I was none of your wonder-
ful and distinguished men, nor, had this been
the case, ought you to have preferred public

opinion to truth. For if I had never permitted

you to enjoy my society, you might have
seemed to have a reasonable pretext for being

guided in your vote by public report ; but if

there is no one who has such thorough knowl-

edge of my affairs, if you are acquainted with

my character better than my parents and those

who brought me up, what argument can you
employ which will be convincing enough to

persuade your hearers that you did not pur-

posely thrust me into this danger: say, what
answer shall I make to your accusers?

Chrysostom: Nay! I will not proceed to

those questions until I have resolved such as

concern yourself alone, if you were to ask me
ten thousand times to dispose of these charges.

You said indeed that ignorance would bring

me forgiveness, and that I should have been
free from all accusation if I had brought you
into your present position not knowing any-

thing about you, but that as I did not betray

you in ignorance, but was intimately acquainted

with your affairs, I was deprived of all reason-

able pretext and excuse. But I say precisely

the reverse : for in such matters there is need
of careful scrutiny, and he who is going to

present any one as qualified for the priesthood

ought not to be content with pubHc report

only, but should also himself, above all and
before all, investigate the man's character.

For when the blessed Paul says, " He must
also have a good report of them which are

without," 3 he does not dispense with an exact

and rigorous inquiry, nor does he assign to

such testimony precedence over the scrutiny

required in such cases. For after much pre-

vious discourse, he mentioned this additional

testimony, proving that one must not be con-

tented with it alone for elections of this kind,

but take it into consideration along with the

rest. For public report often speaks false;

but when careful investigation precedes, no
further danger need be apprehended from it.

On this account, after the other kinds of evi-

dence he places that which comes from those

who are without. For he did not simply say,

" he must have a good report," but added the

«2 Tim. ii. 25. 3 Matt. xxiv. 45. 3 I Tim.
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words, " from them which are without," wishing

to show that before the report of those with-

out he must be carefully examined. Inasmuch,

then, as I myself knew your affairs better than

your parents, as you also yourself acknowl-

edged, I might deserve to be released from all

blame.
Basil: Nay this is the very reason why

you could not escape, if any one chose to in-

dite you. Do you not remember hearing from

me, and often learning from my actual con-

duct, the feebleness of my character? Were
you not perpetually taunting me for my pusil-

lanimity, because I was so easily dejected by
ordinary cares?

5. Chrysostom: I do indeed remember
often hearing such things said by you ; I would
not deny it. But if I ever taunted you, I did it

in sport and not in serious truth. However, I

do not now dispute about these matters, and I

claim the same degree of forbearance from
you while I wish to make mention of some of

the good quahties which you possess. For if

you attempt to convict me of saying what is

untrue, I shall not spare you, but shall prove

that you say these things rather by way of

self-depreciation than with a view to truth,

and I will employ no evidence but your own
words and deeds to demonstrate the truth of

my assertion. And now the first question I

wish to ask of you is this : do you know how
great the power of love is? For omitting all

the miracles which were to be wrought by the

apostles, Christ said, " Hereby shall men know
that ye are my disciples if ye love one an-

other," ' and Paul said that it was the fulfill-

ing of the law,^ and that in default of it no
spiritual gift had any profit. Well, this choice

good, the distinguishing mark of Christ's dis-

ciples, the gift which is higher than all other

gifts, I perceived to be deeply implanted in

your soul, and teeming with much fruit.

Basil: I acknowledge indeed that the

matter is one of deep concern to me, and
that I endeavor most earnestly to keep this

commandment, but that I have not even half

succeeded in so doing, even you yourself

would bear me witness if you would leave off

talking out of partiality, and simply respect

the truth.

6. Chrysostom: Well, then, I shall betake
myself to my evidences, and shall now do
what I threatened, proving that you wish to

disparage yourself rather than to speak the

truth. But I will mention a fact which has
only just occurred, that no one may suspect
me of attempting to obscure the truth by the

great lapse of time in relating events long

^ John xiii. 35. 2 Rom. xiii. 10.

past, as oblivion would then prevent any ob-
jection being made to the things which I

might say with a view to gratification.^ For
when one of our intimate friends, having been
falsely accused of insult and folly, was in ex-

treme peril, you then flung yourself into the

midst of the danger, although you were not sum-
moned by any one, or appealed to by the per-

son who was about to be involved in danger.

Such was the fact : but that I may convict you
out of your own mouth, I will remind you of

the words you uttered : for when some did not
approve of this zeal, while others commended
and admired it, " How can "I help myself ?

"

you said to those who accused you, " for I do
not know how otherwise to love than by giv-

ing up my life when it is necessary to save

any of my friends who is in danger: " thus re-

peating, in different words, indeed, but with the

same meaning, what Christ said to his disciples

when he laid down the definition of perfect

love. " Greater love," He said, " hath no man
than this that a man lay down his life for his

friends." If then it is impossible to find

greater love than this, you have attained its

limit, and both by your deeds and words have
crowned the summit. This is why I betrayed
you, this is why I contrived that plot. Do I

now convince you that it was not from any
maHcious intent, nor from any desire to thrust

you into danger, but from a persuasion of your
future usefulness that I dragged you into this

course?

Basil: Do you then suppose that love is

sufficient for the correction of one's fellow-

men?
Chrysostom : Certainly it would contrib-

ute in a great measure to this end. But if

you wish me to produce evidence of your
practical wisdom also, I will proceed to do so,

and will prove that your understanding exceeds
your lovingkindness.

At these remarks he blushed scarlet and
said, " Let my character be now dismissed

:

for it was not about this that I originally de-

manded an explanation ; but if you have any
just answer to make to those who are without,

I would gladly hear what you have to say.

Wherefore, abandoning this vain contest, tell

me what defence I shall make, both to those who
have honored you and to those who are dis-

tressed on their account, considering them to

be insulted.

7. Chrysostom: This is just the point to

which I am finally hastening, for as my ex-

3 The passage is awkwardly expressed in the original. What
Chrysostom says is that he will mention an event which has re-
cently occurred as an evidence of Basil's character, because if he
referred to events which were no longer fresh in people's recollec-

tion, the accuracy of his statements could not be tested, and he
might be suspected of partiality.
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planation to you has been completed I shall

easily turn to this part of my defence. What
then is the accusation made by these persons,

and what are their charges? They say that

they have been insulted and grievously

wronged by 'me because I have not accepted

the honor which they wished to confer upon
me. Now in the first place I say that no ac-

count should be taken of the insult shown to

men, seeing that by paying honor to them I

should be compelled to offend God. And I

should say to those who are displeased that it

is not safe to take offence at these things, but

does them much harm. For I think that those

who stay themselves on God and look to Him
alone, ought to be so religiously disposed as

not to account such a thing an insult, even if

they happened to be a thousand times dishon-

ored. But that I have not gone so far as

even to think of daring anything of this kind
is manifest from what I am about to say. For
if indeed I had been induced by arrogance

and vainglory, as you have often said some
slanderously affirm, to assent to my accusers, I

should have been one of the most iniquitous

of mankind, having treated great and excellent

men, my benefactors moreover, with contempt.
For if men ought to be punished for wronging
those who have never wronged them, how
ought we to honor those who have spontane-
ously preferred to honor us? For no one
could possibly say that they were requiting

me for any benefits small or great which they

had received at my hands. How great a pun-
ishment then would one deserve if one re-

quited them in the contrary manner. But if

such a thing never entered my mind, and I

declined the heavy burden with quite a differ-

ent intention, why do they refuse to pardon
me (even if they do not consent to approve),

but accuse me of having selfishly spared my
own soul? For so far from having insulted

the men in question I should say that I had
even honored them by my refusal.

And do not be surprised at the paradoxical
nature of my remark, for I shall supply a
speedy solution of it.

8. For had I accepted the office, I do not say
all men, but those who take pleasure in speak-
ing evil, might have suspected and said many
things concerning myself who had been elected
and concerning them, the electors: for in-

stance, that they regarded wealth, and admired
splendor of rank, or had been induced by flat-

tery to promote me to this honor: indeed I

cannot say whether some one might not have
suspected that they were bribed by money.
Moreover, they would have said, " Christ called

fishermen, tentmakers, and publicans to this

dignity,whereas these men reject those who sup-

port themselves by daily labor : but if there be
any one who devotes himself to secular learning,

and is brought up in idleness, him they receive
and admire. For why, pray, have they passed
by men who have undergone innumerable
toils in the service of the Church, and sud-
denly dragged into this dignity one who has
never experienced any labors of this kind, but
has spent all his youth in the vain study of
secular learning." These things and more they
might have said had I accepted the office:

but not so now. For every pretext for rrlalign-

ing is now cut away from them, and they can
neither accuse me of flattery, nor the others
of receiving bribes, unless some choose to act

like mere madmen. For how could one who
used flattery and expended money in order to

obtain the dignity, have abandoned it to others

when he might have obtained it? For this

would be just as if a man who had bestowed
much labor upon the ground in order that

the corn field might be laden with abun-
dant produce, and the presses overflow with
wine, after innumerable toils and great ex-

penditure of money were to surrender the

fruits to others just when it was time to reap
his corn and gather in his vintage. Do you
see that although what was said might be far

from the truth, nevertheless those who wished
to calumniate the electors would then have
had a pretext for alleging that the choice was
made without fair judgment and considera-

tion. But as it is I have prevented them from
being open mouthed, or even uttering a single

word on the subject. Such then and more
would have been their remarks at the outset.

But after undertaking the ministry I should
not have been able day by day to defend my-
self against accusers, even if I had done everv-

thing faultlessly, to say nothing of the many
mistakes which I must have made owing to

my youth and inexperience. But now I have
saved the electors from this kind of accusa-

tion also, whereas in the other case I should
have involved them in innumerable reproaches.

For what would not the world have said ?

" They have committed affairs of such vast in-

terest and importance to thoughtless youths,

they have defiled the flock of God, and Chris-

tian affairs have become a jest and a laughing-

stock." But now " all iniquity shall stop her

mouth." ' For although they may say these

things on your account, you will speedily teach

them by your acts that understanding is not

to be estimated by age, and the grey head is

not to be the test of an elder—that the young
man ought not to be absolutely excluded from
the ministry, but only the novice: and the

difference between the two is great.

» Ps. cvii. 42.
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I. ChrysOstom: As regards the insult to

those who have done me honor, what I have
already said might be sufficient to prove that

in avoiding this office I had no desire to put
them to shame; but I will now endeavor to

make it evident, to the best of my ability, that

I was not puffed up by arrogance of any kind.

For if the choice of a generalship or a king-

dom had been submitted to me, and I had
then formed this resolution, any one might
naturally have suspected me of this fault, or

rather I should have been found guilty by all

men, not of arrogance, but of senseless folly.

But when the priesthood is offered to me,
which exceeds a kingdom as much as the spirit

differs from the flesh, will any one dare to ac-

cuse me of disdain? And is it not preposte-

rous to charge with folly those who reject small

things, but when any do this in matters of

pre-eminent importance, to exempt such per-

sons from accusations of mental derangement,
and yet subject them to the charge of pride?

It is just as if one were to accuse, not of pride,

but of insanity, a man who looked with con-

I There are six chapters more, but the headings are wanting in
the Greek copies. They have been added by one of the Latin
translators, and are as follows :

XII. That the priest ought to be very wise.

XIII. Besides the gieatest forbearance other things also are
needed in the soul of a priest.

XIV. Nothing blunts the purity and keenness of the mind so
much as unregulated anger.

XV. Chrysostom points out another form of strife full of perils.

XVI. How great he ought to be, who has to confront such
storms.

XVII. How much there is to dread in the management of virgins.

tempt on a herd of oxen and refused to be a
herdsman, and yet were to say that a man
who declined the empire of the world, and the

command of all the armies of the earth, was
not mad, but inflated with pride. But this

assuredly is not the case; and they who say
such things do not injure me more than they

injure themselves. For merely to imagine it

possible for human nature to despise this dig-

nity is an evidence against those who bring

this charge of the estimate which they have
formed of the office. For if they did not con-

sider it to be an ordinary thing of no great ac-

count, such a suspicion as this would never

have entered their heads. For why is it that

no one has ever dared to entertain such a sus-

picion with reference to the dignity of the

angels, and to say that arrogance is the reason

why human nature would not aspire to the

rank of the angelic nature? It is because we
imagine great things concerning those powers,

and this does not suffer us to believe that a

man can conceive anything greater than that

honor. Wherefore one might with more jus-

tice indite those persons of arrogance who ac-

cuse me of it. For they would never have

suspected this of others if they had not previ-

ously depreciated the matter as being of no
account. But if they say that I have done
this with a view to glory, they will be convicted

of fighting openly against themselves and fall-

ing into their own snare; for I do not know
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what kind of arguments they could have sought

in preference to these if they had wished to

release me from the charge of vainglory.

2. For if this desire had ever entered my
mind, I ought to have accepted the office rather

than avoided it. Why? because it would have

brought me much glory. For the fact that

one of my age, who had so recently abandoned
secular pursuits, should suddenly be deemed
by all worthy of such admiration as to be ad-

vanced to honor before those who have spent

all their life in labors of this kind, and to ob-

tain more votes than all of them, might have

persuaded all men to anticipate great and

marvellous things of me. But, as it is, the

greater part of the Church does not know me
even by name : so that even my refusal of the

office will not be manifest to all, but only to a

few, and I am not sure that all even of these

know it for certain; but probably many of

them either imagine that I was not elected at

all, or that I was rejected after the election,

being considered unsuitable, not that I avoided

the office of my own accord.

3. Basil: But those who do know the truth

will be surprised.

Chrvsostom: And lo! these are they who,

according to you, falsely accuse me of vainglory

and pride. Whence then am I to hope for

praise ? From the many? They do not know the

actual fact. From the few? Here again the mat-

ter is perverted to my disadvantage. For the

only reason why you have come here now is to

learn what answer ought to be given to them.

And what shall I now certainly say on account

of these things? For wait a little, and you will

clearly perceive that even if all know the truth

they ought not to condemn me for pride and
love of glory. And in addition to this there

is another consideration : that not only those

who make this venture, if there be any such

(which for my part I do not believe), but also

those who suspect it of others, will be involved

in no small danger.

4. For the priestly office is indeed discharged

on earth, but it ranks amongst heavenly ordi-

nances; and very naturally so: for neither

man, nor angel, nor archangel, nor any other

created power, but the Paraclete Himself, in-

stituted this vocation, and persuaded men while

still abiding in the flesh to represent the minis-

try of angels. Wherefore the consecrated priest

ought to be as pure as if he were standing in

the heavens themselves in the midst of those

powers. Fearful, indeed, and of most awful

import, were the things which were used be-

fore the dispensation of grace, as the bells, the

pomegranates, the stones on the breastplate

and on the ephod, the girdle, the mitre, the

long robe, the plate of gold, the holy of holies,

the deep silence within.^ But if any one should

examine the things which belong to the dis-

pensation of grace, he will find that, small as

they are, yet are they fearful and full of awe,

and that what was spoken concerning the law
is true in this case also, that "what has been
made glorious hath no glory in this respect by
reason of the glory which excelleth." '^ For
when thou seest the Lord sacrificed, and laid

upon the altar,^ and the priest standing and
praying over the victim, and all the worship-

pers empurpled with that precious blood,^

canst thou then think that thou art still

amongst men, and standing upon the earth?

Art thou not, on the contrary, straightway

translated to Heaven, and casting out every

carnal thought from the soul, dost thou not

with disembodied spirit and pure reason con-

template the things which are in Heaven?
Oh! what a marvel! what love of God to

man ! He who sitteth on high with the Father

is at that hour held in the hands of all,^ and
gives Himself to those who are willing to em-
brace and grasp Him. And this all do through

I Exod. xxviii. 4 sq. 2 2 Cor. iii. 10.

3 The Holy Eucharist is frequently called by St. chrysostom
and other Greek Fathers the Sacrifice, sometimes the " unbloody
Sacrifice," partly as being an offering: of praise and thankssjivinif,

partly as beins a commemoration or representation of the sacrifice

of Christ. We must bear in mind that no controversy had then
arisen about this Sacrament, and that writers could freely use ex-
pressions which in later times would have been liable to objection
or misconstruction.

The passage before us must be read in the light of other pas-
sages in Chrysostom's works ; but one of these is sufficient to

indicate the sense in which it is to be understood. In Homily
xvii. c. 3. on the Epistle to the Hebrews, after contrasting the
many and ineffectual sacrifices of the Jews with the one perfect

and efficient sacrifice of Christ, he proceeds, " What then ? do we
not make an offering every day ? We do, certainly, but by making
a memorial of His death ; and this memorial is one, not many.
How one, not many? Because the sacrifice was offered once for

all, as that great sacrifice was in the Holy of Holies. This is a
figure of that great sacrifice, as that was of this: for we do not
offer one victim to-day and another to-morrow, but always the
same : wherefore the sacnfice is one. Well, then, as He is offered

in many places, are there many Christs ? No, by no means, but ev-
erywhere one Christ, complete both in this world and in the other,

one body. As then, though offered in many places, He is but one
body, so is there but one sacrifice. Our High Priest is He who
offers the sacrifice which cleanses us. We offer that now which
was offered then : which is indeed inconsumable. This takes

place now, for a memorial of what took place then. ' Do this,'

said He, ' for my memorial.' We do not then offer a different

sacrifice, as the high priest formerly did, but always the same ; or

rather we celebrate a memorial of a sacrifice."

4 This may be only a rhetorical expression, but perhaps there

is an allusion to a custom which prevailed in some churches, that

the worshippers, after receiving the cup, applied the finger to the
moistened lip, and then touched their breast, eyes and ears.

5 The caution mentioned just now in note 3 must be repeated
here. A comparison of passages in the writings of Chrysostom
and his contemporaries proves clearly enough that they did

not hold that the elements of bread and wine were transmuted
into the body and blood of Christ in such a sense as to cease to be
bread and wine. The authenticity of the letter of Chrysostom to

Cajsarius is doubtful, but whoever the writer may have been, he
is clearly representing the current orthodox belief of the Church
in his day. He maintains, in opposition to the Apollinarian, or

perhaps the Eutychian heresy, that there are two complete natures

m the one person of God the Son Incarnate, and he illustrates it

by the following reference to the holy elements in the Eucharist:
" Just as the bread before consecration is called bread, but when
the Divine Grace sanctifies it through the agency of the priest it

is released from the appellation of bread, and is deemed worthy of

the appellation of the ' Lord's Body,' although the nature of
bread remains in it, and we speak not of two bodies, but one body
of the Son : so here the Divine nature, being seated in the hu-
man body, the two together make up but one Son—one Person."
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the eyes of faith
!

' Do these things seem to

you fit to be despised, or such as to make it

possible for any one to be uphfted against

them?
Would you also learn from another miracle

the exceeding sanctity of this office? Picture

Elijah and the vast multitude standing around
him, and the sacrifice laid upon the altar of

stones, and all the rest of the people hushed
into a deep silence while the prophet alone

offers up prayer: then the sudden rush of fire

from Heaven upon the sacrifice:—these are

marvellous things, charged with terror. Nov/
then pass from this scene to the rites which
are celebrated in the present day; they are

not only marvellous to behold, but transcend-

ent in terror. There stands the priest, not

bringing down fire from Heaven, but the Holy
Spirit : and he makes prolonged supplication,'

not that some flame sent down from on high

may consume the offerings, but that grace de-

scending on the sacrifice may thereby en-

lighten the souls of all, and render them more
refulgent than silver purified by fire. Who
can despise this most awful mystery, unless

he is stark mad and senseless? Or do you
not know that no human soul could have en-

dured that fire in the sacrifice, but all would
have been utterly consumed, had not the as-

sistance of God's grace been great.

5. For if any one will consider how great a

thing it is for one, being a man, and compassed
with flesh and blood, to be enabled to draw
nigh to that blessed and pure nature, he will

then clearly see what great honor the grace of

the Spirit has vouchsafed to priests ; since by
their agency these rites are celebrated, and
others nowise inferior to these both in respect

of our dignity and our salvation. For they
who inhabit the earth and make their abode
there are entrusted with the administration of

things which are in Heaven, and have received

an authority which God has not given to

angels or archangels. For it has not been said

to them, " Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth

shall be bound in Heaven, and whatsoever ye
shall loose on earth shall be loosed in Heav-
en." 3 They who rule on earth have indeed
authority to bind, but only the body: whereas
this binding lays hold of the soul and pene-

^ Some MSS. omit the word Trto-rews " of faith," having in its

place Tore "at that time."
2 In the Liturgy which bears the name of St. Chrysostom, the

following invocation of the Holy Spirit occurs :
" Grant that we

may find grace in thy sight, that our sacrifice may become accept-
able to Thee, and that the Good Spirit of thy grace may rest upon
us, and upon these gifts spread before Thee, and upon all Thy
people," and presently the deacon bids the people, " Let us pray
on behalf of the precious gifts (/. e., the bread and wine) which
have been provided, that the merciful God who has received them
upon His holy spiritual altar beyond the heavens may in return
send down upon us the divine grace and the fellowship of the
Holy Ghost."

3 Matt, xviii. 18.

trates the heavens ; and what priests do here

belov/ God ratifies above, and the Master con-

firms the sentence of his servants. For indeed
what is it but all manner of heavenly authority

which He has given them when He says,
" Whose sins ye remit they are remitted, and
whose sins ye retain they are retained?"^

What authority could be greater than this?

"The Father hath committed all judgment
to the Son? "5 But I see it all put into the

hands of these men by the Son. For they have

been conducted to this dignity as if they were
already translated to Heaven, and had tran-

scended human nature, and v.^ere released

from the passions to which we are liable.

Moreover, if a king should bestow this honor
upon any of his subjects, authorizing him to

cast into prison whom he pleased and to re-

lease them again, he becomes an object of

envy and respect to all men ; but he who has

received from God an authority as much
greater as heaven is more precious than earth,

and souls more precious than bodies, seems to

some to have received so small an honor that

they are actually able to imagine that one of

those who have been entrusted with these

things will despise the gift. Away with such

madness! For transparent madness it is to

despise so great a dignity, without which it is

not possible to obtain either our own salvation,

or the good things which have been promised

to us. For if no one can enter into the king-

dom of Heaven except he be. regenerate

through water and the Spirit, and he who does

not eat the flesh of the Lord and drink His
blood is excluded from eternal life, and if all

these things are accomplished only by means
of those holy hands, I mean the hands of the

priest, how will any one, without these, be able

to escape the fire of hell, or to win those

crowns which are reserved for the victorious?

6. These verily are they who are entrusted

with the pangs of spiritual travail and the

birth which comes through baptism : by their

means we put on Christ, and are buried with

the Son of God, and become members of that

blessed Head. Wherefore they might not

only be more justly feared by us than rulers

and kings, but also be more honored than

parents; since these begat us of blood and the

will of the flesh, but the others are the authors

of our birth from God, even that blessed

regeneration which is the true freedom and
the sonship according to grace. The Jewish

priests had authority to release the body from

leprosy, or, rather, not to release it but only

to examine those who were already released,

and you know how much the office of priest

4 John XX. 23. 5 John v. 22.
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was contended for at that time. But our

priests have received authority to deal, not

\\ath bodily leprosy, but spiritual uncleanness

—not to pronounce it removed after examina-

tion, but actually and absolutely to take it

away. Wherefore they who despise these

priests would be far more accursed than

Dathan and his company, and deserve more

severe punishment. For the latter, although

they laid claim to the dignity which did not

belong to them, nevertheless had an excellent

opinion concerning it, and this they evinced

by the great eagerness with which they pursued

it ; but these men, when the office has been

better regulated, and has received so great a

development, have displayed an audacity which

exceeds that of the others, although manifested

in a contrary way. For there is not an equal

amount of contempt involved in aiming at an

honor which does not pertain to one, and in

despising such great advantages, but the latter

exceeds the former as much as scorn differs

from admiration. What soul then is so sordid

as to despise such great advantages? None
whatever, I should say, unless it were one sub-

ject to some demoniacal impulse. For I return

once more to the point from which I started:

not in the way of chastising only, but also

in the way of benefiting, God has bestowed a

power on priests greater than that of our

natural parents. The two indeed differ as

much as the present and the future life. For

our natural parents generate us unto this Hfe

only, but the others unto that which is to come.

And the former would not be able to avert

death from their offspring, or to repel the as-

saults of disease ; but these others have often

saved a sick soul, or one which was on the point

of perishing, procuring for some a milder chas-

tisement, and preventing others from falling

altogether, not only by instruction and ad-

monition, but also by the assistance wrought

through prayers. For not only at the time of

regeneration, but afterwards also, they have

authority to forgive sins. " Is any sick among
you?" it is said, "let him call for the elders

of the Church and let them pray over him,

anointing him with oil in the name of the

Lord. And the prayer of faith shall save the

sick, and the Lord will raise him up: and if

he have committed sins they shall be forgiven

him." ' Again : our natural parents, should

their children come into conflict with any men
of high rank and great power in the world, are

unable to profit them : but priests have recon-

ciled, not rulers and kings, but God Himself
when His wrath has often been provoked
against them.

Well! after this will any one venture to

condemn me for arrogance? For my part,

after what has been said, I imagine such re-

ligous fear will possess the souls of the hearers

that they will no longer condemn those who
avoid the office for arrogance and temerity,

but rather those who voluntarily come forward

and are eager to obtain this dignity for them-

selves. For if they who have been entrusted

with the command of cities, should they chance

to be wanting in discretion and vigilance, have

sometimes destroyed the cities and ruined

themselves in addition, how much power think

you both in himself and from above must he

need, to avoid sinning, whose business it is to

beautify the Bride of Christ?

7. No man loved Christ more than Paul:

no man exhibited greater zeal, no man was

counted worthy of more grace : nevertheless,

after all these great advantages, he still has

fears and tremblings concerning this govern-

ment and those who were governed by him.
" I fear," he says, " lest by any means, as the

serpent beguiled Eve through his subtlety, so

your minds should be corrupted from the sim-

pHcity which is in Christ." ^ And again, " I

was with you in fear and in much trembling ;
" ^

and this was a man who had been caught up

to the third Heaven, and made partaker of

the unspeakable mysteries of God,"* and had

endured as many deaths as he had lived days

after he became a believer—a man, moreover,

who would not use the authority given him

from Christ hst any of his converts should be

offended.5 If, then, he who went beyond the

ordinances of God, and nowhere sought his

own advantage, but that of those whom he gov-

erned, was always so full of fear when he con-

sidered the greatness of his government, what

shall our condition be who in many ways seek

our own, who not only fail to go beyond the

commandments of Christ, but for the most

part transgress them? "Who is weak," he

says, "and I am not weak? who is offended

and I burn not? "^ Such an one ought the

priest to be, or, rather, not such only: for

these are small things, and as nothing com-

pared with what I am about to say. And
what is this? "I could wish," he says, "that

myself were accursed from Christ for my
brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh." ^

If any one can utter such a speech, if any one

has the soul which attains to such a prayer, he

might justly be blamed if he took to flight:

but if any one should lack such excellence as

much as I do, he would deserve to be hated,

not if he avoided the office, but if he accepted

* James v. 14, 15.

2 2 Cor. xi. 3. 3 I Cor. ii. 3.

5 2 Cor. xi. 9 ; i Thcss. ii. 9.

7 Rom. ix. 3.

4 2 Cor. xii. 4.

6 2 Cor. xi. 29.
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it. For if an election to a military dignity

was the business in hand, and they who had
the right of conferring the honor were to drag

forward a brazier, or a shoemaker, or some
such artisan, and entrust the army to his

hands, I should not praise the wretched man
if he did not take to flight, and do all in his

power to avoid plunging into such manifest

trouble. If, indeed, it be sufficient to bear the

name of pastor, and to take the work in hand
hap-hazard, and there be no danger in this,

then let whoso pleases accuse me of vainglory

;

but if it behoves one who undertakes this care

to have much understanding, and, before un-

derstanding, great grace from God, and up-

rightness of conduct, and purity of life and
superhuman virtue, do not deprive me of for-

giveness if I am unwilling to perish in vain

without a cause.

Moreover, if any one in charge of a full-

sized merchant ship, full of rowers, and laden

with a costly freight, were to station me at the

helm and bid me cross the ^gean or the Tyr-
rhene sea, I should recoil from the proposal at

once: and if any one asked me why? I should

say, " Lest I should sink the ship." Well,

where the loss concerns material wealth, and
the danger extends only to bodily death, no
one will blame those who exercise great pru-

dence ; but where the shipwrecked are destined

to fall, not into the ocean, but into the abyss

of fire, and the death which awaits them is not
that which severs the soul from the body, but
one which together with this dismisses it to

eternal punishment, shall I incur your wrath
and hate because I did not plunge headlong!
into so great an evil?

8. Do not thus, I pray and beseech you. I

know my own soul, how feeble and puny it is

:

I know the magnitude of this ministry, and
the great difficulty of the work; for more
stormy billows vex the soul of the priest than
the gales which disturb the sea.

9. And first of all is that most terrible rock
of vainglory, more dangerous than that of the

Sirens, of which the fable-mongers tell such
marvellous tales : for many were able to sail

past that and escape unscathed ; but this is to

me so dangerous that even now, when no ne-
cessity of any kind impels me into that abyss, I

am unable to keep clear of the snare: but if

any one were to commit this charge to me, it

would be all the same as if he tied my hands
behind my back, and delivered me to the wild
beasts dwelling on that rock to rend me in

pieces day by day. Do you ask what those
wild beasts are ? They are wrath, despondency,
envy, strife, slanders, accusations, falsehood,
hypocrisy, intrigues, anger against those who
have done no harm, pleasure at the indecorous

acts of fellow ministers, sorrow at their pros-

perity, love of praise, desire of honor (which
indeed most of all drives the human soul

headlong to perdition), doctrines devised to

please, servile flatteries, ignoble fawning, con-
tempt of the poor, paying court to the rich,

senseless and mischievous honors, favors at-

tended with danger both to those who offer

and those who accept them, sordid fear suited

only to the basest of slaves, the abolition of

plain speaking, a great affectation of humility,

but banishment of truth, the suppression of

convictions and reproofs, or rather the excessive

use of them against the poor, while against

those who are invested with power no one dare
open his lips.

For all these wild beasts, and more than
these, are bred upon that rock of which I have
spoken, and those whom they have once cap-

tured are inevitably dragged down into such a

depth of servitude that even to please women
they often do many things which it is well not
to mention. The divine law indeed has ex-

cluded women from the ministry, but they en-

deavor to thrust themselves into it ; and since

they can effect nothing of themselves, they do
all through the agency of others; and they
have become invested with so much power
that they can appoint or eject priests at their

will
:

' things in fact are turned upside down,
and the proverbial saying may be seen realized—"The ruled lead the rulers:" and would
that it were men who do this instead of women,
who have not received a commission to teach.

Why do I say teach? for the blessed Paul did

not suffer them even to speak in the Church.^

But I have heard some one say that they have
obtained such a large privilege of free speech,

as even to rebuke the prelates of the Churches,

and censure them more severely than masters

do their own domestics.

10. And let not any one suppose that I sub-

ject all to the aforesaid charges: for there are

some, yea many, who are superior to these en-

tanglements, and exceed in number those who
have been caught by them. Nor would I

indeed make the priesthood responsible for

these evils: far be such madness from me.
For men of understanding do not say that the

sword is to blame for murder, nor wine for

drunkenness, nor strength for outrage, nor cour-

age for foolhardiness, but they lay the blame
on those who make an improper use of the

gifts which have been bestowed upon them by
God, and punish them accordingly. Certainly,

at least, the priesthood may justly accuse us

^ Chrysostom himself experienced the truth of this, for it was
through the influence of Eudoxia, the wife of the Emperor Arca-
dius. that he was deposed from the See of Constantinople and
banished.

2 I Cor. xiv. 34 ; i Tim. ii. 12.
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if we do not rightly handle it. For it is not

itself a cause of the evils already mentioned,
but we, who as far as lies in our power have
defiled it with so many pollutions, by entrust-

ing it to commonplace men who readily accept
what is offered them, without having first ac-

quired a knowledge of their own souls, or con-

sidered the gravity of the office, and when
they have entered on the work, being blinded

by inexperience, overwhelm with innumerable
evils the people who have been committed to

their care. This is the very thing which was
very nearly happening in my case, had not

God speedily delivered me from those dangers,

mercifully sparing his Church and my own
soul. For, tell me, whence do you think such
great troubles are generated in the Churches?
I, for my part, believe the only source of them
to be the inconsiderate and random way in

which prelates are chosen and appointed. For
the head ought to be the strongest part, that

it may be able to regulate and control the
evil exhalations which arise from the rest of

the body below; but when it happens to be
weak in itself, and unable to repel those
pestiferous attacks, it becomes feebler itself

than it really is, and ruins the rest of the body
as well. And to prevent this now coming to

pass, God kept me in the position of the feet,

which was the rank originally assigned to me.
For there are very many other qualities, Basil,

besides those already mentioned, which the
priest ought to have, but which I do not pos-
sess; and, above all, this one:—his soul ought
to be thoroughly purged from any lust after

the office : for if he happens to have a natural
inclination for this dignity, as soon as he at-

tains it a stronger flame is kindled, and the
man being taken completely captive will en-
dure innumerable evils in order to keep a
secure hold upon it, even to the extent of
using flattery, or submitting to something base
and ignoble, or expending large sums of money.
For I will not now speak of the murders with
which some have filled the Churches,' or the
desolation which they have brought upon cities

in contending for the dignity, lest some per-

sons should think what I say incredible. But
I am of opinion one ought to exercise so much
caution in the matter, as to shun the burden
of the office,'' and when one has entered upon
it, not to wait for the judgment of others
should any fault be committed which warrants
deposition, but to anticipate it by ejecting

» Possibly the buildinK, notthe body of Christians is here signi-
fied ; for in the contest between Damasus and Ursicinus for the
See of Rome, a.d. 367, which Chrysostom probably had in his
mind, 137 persons are said to have been slain in one of the Churches
in a single day.

2 According to another reading the passage must be rendered,
•' shuD the burden at the outset."

oneself from the dignity; for thus one might
probably win mercy for himself from God:
but to cling to it in defiance of propriety is to

I

deprive oneself of all forgiveness, or rather to

I

kindle the wrath of God, by adding a second

j

error more offensive than the first.

I
II. But no one will always endure the strain

;

I

for fearful, truly fearful is the eager desire after

this honor. And in saying this I am not in

opposition to the blessed Paul, but in com-
plete harmony with his words. For what says

he? " If any man desireth the office of a bish-

op, he desireth a good work." ^ Now I have
not said that it is a terrible thing to desire the

7vork^ but only the authority and power. And
this desire I think one ought to expel from
the soul with all possible earnestness, not
permitting it at the outset to be possessed by
such a feeling, so that one may be able to do
everything with freedom. For he who does
not desire to be exhibited in possession of this

authority, does not fear to be deposed from
it, and not fearing this will be able to do
everything with the freedom which becomes
Christian men: whereas they who fear and
tremble lest they should be deposed undergo
a bitter servitude, filled with all kinds of evils,

and are often compelled to offend against both
God and man. Now the soul ought not to be
affected in this way; but as in warfare we see

those soldiers who are noble-spirited fight will-

ingly and fall bravely, so they who have at-

tained to this stewardship should be contented
to be consecrated to the dignity or removed
from it, as becomes Christian men, knowing
that deposition of this kind brings its reward
no less than the discharge of the office. For
when any one suffers anything of this kind, in

order to avoid submitting to something which
is unbecoming or unworthy of this dignity, he
procures punishment for those who wrongfully

depose him, and a greater reward for himself.
" Blessed," says our Lord, "are ye when men
shall revile you and persecute you, and shall

say all manner of evil against you falsely for

my sake; rejoice and be exceeding glad, for

great is your reward in Heaven." • And this,

indeed, is the case when any one is expelled

by those of his own rank either on account of

envy, with a view to the favor of others, or

through hatred, or from any other wrong mo-
tive : but when it is the lot of any one to ex-

perience this treatment at the hand of oppo-
nents, I do not think a word is needed to

prove what great gain they confer upon him
by their wickedness.

It behoves us, then, to be on the watch on
all sides, and to make a careful search lest any

3 I Tim. iii. 1. 4 Matt. V. I
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spark of this desire should be secretly smoul-
dering somewhere. For it is much to be
wished that those who are originally free from
this passion, should also be able to avoid it

when they have lighted upon this office. But
if any one, before he obtains the honor, cher-

ishes in himself this terrible and savage mon-
ster, it is impossible to say into what a furnace

he will fling himself after he has attained it.

Now I possessed this desire in a high degree
(and do not suppose that I would ever tell

you what was untrue in self-disparagement)

:

and this, combined with other reasons, alarmed
me not a little, and induced me to take flight.

For just as lovers of the human person, as long

as they are permitted to be near the objects of

their affection, suffer more severe torment from
their passion, but when they remove as far as

possible from these objects of desire, they

drive away the frenzy: even so when those

who desire this dignity are near it, the evil be-

comes intolerable: but when they cease to

hope for it, the desire is extinguished together

with the expectation.

12. This single motive then is no slight one:

and even taken by itself it would have sufficed

to deter me from this dignity: but, as it is,

another must be added not less than the

former. And what is this? A priest ought
to be sober minded, and penetrating in dis-

cernment, and possessed of innumerable eyes

in every direction, as one who lives not for

himself alone but for so great a multitude.

But that I am sluggish and slack, and scarcely

able to bring about my own salvation, even
you yourself would admit, who out of love to

me art especially eager to conceal my faults.

Talk not to me in this connexion of fasting,

and watching, or sleeping on the ground, and
other hard disciphne of the body: for you
know how defective I am in these matters:

and even if they had been carefully practised

by me they could not with my present slug-

gishness have been of any service to me with
a view to this post of authority. Such things

might be of great service to a man who was
shut up in a cell, and caring only for his own
concerns: but when a man is divided among
so great a multitude, and enters separately into

the private cares of those who are under his

direction, what appreciable help can be given
to their improvement unless he possesses a
robust and exceedingly vigorous character?

13. And do not be surprised if, in connexion
with such endurance, I seek another test of

fortitude in the soul. For to be indifferent to

food and drink and a soft bed, we see is to

many no hard task, especially at least to such
as are of a rough habit of hfe and have been
brought up in this way from early youth, and

to many others also; bodily disciphne and
custom softening the severity of these laborious

practices: but insult, and abuse, and coarse
language, and gibes from inferiors,whether wauv
tonly or justly uttered, and rebukes vainly and
idly spoken both by rulers and the ruled—this

is what few can bear, in fact only one or two
here and there ; and one may see men, who
are strong in the former exercises, so com-
pletely upset by these things, as to become
more furious than the most savage beasts.

Now such men especially we should exclude
from the precincts of the priesthood. For if

a prelate did not loathe food, or go barefoot,

no harm would be done to the common inter-

ests of the Church ; but a furious temper causes
great disasters both to him who possesses it,

and to his neighbours. And there is no divine

threat against those who fail to do the things

referred to, but hell and hell-fire are threatened
against those who are angry without a cause.'

As then the lover of vainglory, when he takes

upon him the government of numbers, sup-

plies additional fuel to the fire, so he who by
himself, or in the company of a few, is unable
to control his anger, but readily carried away
by it, should he be entrusted with the direc-

tion of a whole multitude, hke some wild beast

goaded on all sides by countless tormentors,

would never be able to live in tranquillity

himself, and would cause incalculable mischief

to those who have been committed to his

charge.

14. For nothing clouds the purity of the

reason, and the perspicuity of the mental
vision so much as undisciplined wrath, rushing

along with violent impetuosity. " For wrath,'^

says one, "destroys even the prudent." "" For
the eye of the soul being darkened as in some
nocturnal battle is not able to distinguish

friends from foes, nor the honorable from the

unworthy, but handles them all in turn in the

same way; even if some harm must be suf-

fered, readily enduring everything, in order to

satisfy the pleasure of the soul. For the fire

of wrath is a kind of pleasure, and tyrannizes

over the soul more harshly than pleasure,

completely upsetting its healthy organization.

For it easily impels men to arrogance, and un-

seasonable enmities, and unreasonable hatred,

and it continually makes them ready to com-
mit wanton and vain offences ; and forces them
to say and do many other things of that kind,

the soul being swept along by the rush of

passion, and having nothing on which to fasten

its strength and resist so great an impulse.

Basil : I will not endure this irony of yours

any longer : for who knows not how far re-

moved you are from this infirmity?

I Matt. V. 22. 2 Prov. XV. I, the Septuagint version.
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Chrysostom : AVhy then, my good friend,

do you wish to bring me near the pyre, and to

provoke the wild beast when he is tranquil?

Are you not aware that I have achieved this

condition, not by any innate virtue, but by my
love of retirement ? and that when one who is

so constituted remains contented by himself,

or only associates with one or two friends, he

is able to escape the fire which arises from this

passion, but not if he has plunged into the

abyss of all these cares? for then he drags not

only himself but many others with him to the

brink of destruction, and renders thern more

indifferent to all consideration for mildness.

For the mass of people under government

are generally inclined to regard the manners

of those who govern as a kind of model type,

and to assimilate themselves to them. How
then could any one put a stop to their fury

when he is swelling himself with rage? And
who amongst the multitude would straightway

desire to become moderate when he sees the

ruler irritable? For it is quite impossible for

the defects of priests to be concealed, but

even trifling ones speedily become manifest.

So an athlete, as long as he remains at home,

and contends with no one, can dissemble his

weakness even if it be very great, but when
he strips for the contest he is easily detected.

And thus for some who live this private and

inactive life, their isolation serves as a veil to

hide their defects ; but when they have been

brought into public they are compelled to di-

vest themselves of this mantle of seclusion, and

to lay bare their souls to all through their visi-

ble movements. As therefore their right deeds

profit many, by provoking them to equal zeal,

so their shortcomings make men more indiffer-

ent to the practice of virtue, and encourage

them to indolence in their endeavours after

what is excellent. Wherefore his soul ought

to gleam with beauty on every side, that it may
be able to gladden and to enlighten the souls

of those who behold it. For the faults of or-

dinary men, being committed as it were in the

dark, ruin only those who practise them : but

the errors of a man in a conspicuous position,

and known to many, inflicts a common injury

upon all, rendering those who have fallen more
supine in their efforts for good, and driving to

desperation those who wish to take heed to

themselves. And apart from these things, the

faults of insignificant men, even if they are

exposed, inflict no injury worth speaking of

upon any one : but they who occupy the high-

est seat of honor are in the first place plainly

visible to all, and if they err in the smallest

matters these trifles seem great to others: for

all men measure the sin, not by the magnitude

of the ofifence, but by the rank of the offender.

Thus the priest ought to be protected on all

sides by a kind of adamantine armour, by in-

tense earnestness, and perpetual watchfulness

concerning his manner of life, lest some one

discovering an exposed and neglected spot

should inflict a deadly wound: for all who
surround him are ready to smite and over-

throw him : not enemies only and adversaries,

but many even of those who profess friendship.

The souls therefore of men elected to the

priesthood ought to be endued with such power
as the grace of God bestowed on the bodies

of those saints who were cast into the Babylo-

nian furnace.' Faggot and pitch and tow are

not the fuel of this fire, but things far more
dreadful: for it is no material fire to which

they are subjected, but the all-devouring flame

of envy encompasses them, rising up on every

side, and assailing them, and putting their life

to a more searching test than the fire then was
to the bodies of those young men. When then

it finds a little trace of stubble, it speedily fas-

tens upon it ; and this unsound part it entire-

ly consumes, but all the rest of the fabric,

even if it be brighter than the sunbeams, is

scorched and blackened by the smoke. For

as long as the life of the priest is well regu-

lated in every direction, it is invulnerable to

plots ; but if he happens to overlook some
trifle, as is natural in a human being, travers-

ing the treacherous ocean of this life, none of

his other good deeds are of any avail in ena-

bling him to escape the mouths of his accusers

;

but that little blunder overshadows all the rest.

And all men are ready to pass judgment on

the priest as if he was not a being clothed

with flesh, or one who inherited a human na-

ture, but like an angel, and emancipated from

every species of infirmity. And just as all men
fear and flatter a tyrant as long as he is strong,

because, they cannot put him down, but when
they see his affairs going adversely, those who
were his friends a short time before abandon
their hypocritical respect, and suddenly become
his enemies and antagonists, and having dis-

covered all his weak points, make an attack

upon him, and depose him from the govern-

ment ; so is it also in the case of priests. Those

who honored him and paid court to him a

short time before, while he was strong, as soon

as they have found some little handle eagerly

prepare to depose him, not as a tyrant only,

but something far more dreadful than that.

And as the tyrant fears his body guards, so

also does the priest dread most of all his neigh-

bours and fellow-ministers. For no others

covet his dignity so much, or know his afl'airs

so well as these ; and if anything occurs, be-

«Dan.
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ing near at hand, they perceive it before others,

and even if they slander him, can easily com-
mand belief, and, by magnifying trifles, take
their victim captive. For the apostolic saying
is reversed, " whether one member suffer, all

the members suffer with it ; or one member
be honored, all the members rejoice with it; " "^

unless indeed a man should be able by his

great discretion to stand his ground against

everything.

Are you then for sending me forth into so
great a warfare ? and did you think that my
soul would be equal to a contest so various in

character and shape? Whence did you learn
this, and from whom? If God certified this

to you, show me the oracle, and I obey; but
if you cannot, and form your judgment from
human opinion only, please to set yourself
free from this delusion. For in what concerns
my own affairs it is fairer to trust me than
others; inasmuch as "no man knoweth the
things of a man, save the spirit of man which
is in him." ^ That I should have made myself
and my electors ridiculous, had I accepted
this office, and should with great loss have
returned to this condition of life in which I

now am, I trust I have now convinced you by
these remarks, if not before. For not maHce
only, but something much stronger—the lust

after this dignity—is wont to arm many against
one who possesses it. And just as avaricious
children are oppressed by the old age of their

parents, so some of these, when they see the
priestly office held by any one for a protracted
time—since it would be wickedness to destroy
him—hasten to depose him from it, being all

desirous to take his place, and each expecting
that the dignity will be transferred to himself.

15. Would you like me to show you yet an-
other phase of this strife, charged with innu-
merable dangers? Come, then, and take a
peep at the public festivals when it is gener-
ally the custom for elections to be made to
ecclesiastical dignities, and you will then see
the priest assailed with accusations as nume-
rous as the people whom he rules. For all who
have the privilege of conferring the honor are
then spht into many parties; and one can
never find the council of elders ^ of one mind

1 I Cor. xii. 26. 2 I Cor. ii. n.
3 It is not possible to say precisely who the electors to bishoprics

were at this time, but probably a mixed body of the clerg-y and lead-
ing laymen of the diocese. Chrysostom calls the electors " fathers,"
i. ch. 6, and "great men," eh. 7, and here bespeaks of a "council
of elders," which may mean the whole body of clergy of the
second order, or a select body of laymen, or possibly the two com-
bined. In one way or other, during the first five centuries, the peo-
ple certainly had a considerable voice in the election of bishops.
Socrates, the historian, vi. c. 2, says that Chrysostom himself was
chosen for the See of Constantinople " by the common vote of all,
clergy and people." Pope Leo (a.d. 440-461) lays down the rule
that ^' when the election of a bishop is handled he is to be preferred
who is demanded by the unanimous consent of clergy and people,"
Epist. 84. A law of the Emperor Justinian restricted the right of
election to the clergy and the " optimates " or people of chief rank.

with each other, or about the man who has
won the prelacy; but each stands apart from
the others, one preferring this man, another
that. Now the reason is that they do not all

look to one thing, which ought to be the only
object kept in view, the excellence of the char-

acter; but other qualifications are alleged as

recommending to this honor ; for instance, of

one it is said, " let him be elected because he
belongs to an illustrious family," of another
" because he is possessed of great wealth, and
would not need to be supported out of the

revenues of the Church," of a third "because
he has come over from the camp of the adver-

sary; " one is eager to give the preference to

a man who is on terms of intimacy with him-
self, another to the man who is related to him
by birth, a third to the flatterer, but no one
will look to the man who is really quaHfied, or
make some test of his character. Now I am
so far from thinking these things trustworthy

criteria of a man's fitness for the priesthood,

that even if any one manifested great piety,

which is no small help in the discharge of that

office, I should not venture to approve him on
that account alone, unless he happened to

combine good abilities with his piety. For I

know many men who have exercised perpetual

restraint upon themselves, and consumed them-
selves with fastings, who, as long as they were
suffered to be alone, and attend to their own
concerns, have been acceptable to God, and
day by day have made no small addition to

this kind of learning ; but as soon as they en-

tered public life, and were compelled to cor-

rect the ignorance of the multitude, have, some
of them, proved from the outset incompetent
for so great a task, and others when forced to

persevere in it, have abandoned their former
strict way of living, and thus inflicted great in-

jury on themselves without profiting others at

all. And if any one spent his whole time in

the lowest rank of the ministry, and reached
extreme old age, I would not, merely out of
reverence for his years, promote him to the

higher dignity; for what if, after arriving at

that time of life, he should still remain unfit

for the office? And I say this now, not as

wishing to dishonor the grey head, nor as lay-

ing down a law absolutely to exclude from this

authority those who come from the monastic
circle (for there are instances of many who
issued from that body, having shone conspicu-

ously in this dignity) ; but the point which I

am anxious to prove is, that if neither piety of

itself, nor advanced age, would suffice to show
that a man who had obtained the priesthood

really deserved it, the reasons formerly alleged

would scarcely effect this. There are also men
who bring forward other pretexts yet more
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absurd; for some are enrolled in the ranks of

the clergy, that they may not range themselves

among opponents, and others on account of

their evil disposition, lest they should do great

mischief if they are overlooked. Could any-

thing be more contrary to right rule than this?

that bad men, laden with iniquity, should be

courted on account of those things for which

they ought to be punished, and ascend to the

priestly dignity on account of things for which

they ought to be debarred from the very thres-

hold of the Church. Tell me, then,^ shall we

seek any further the cause of God's wrath,

when we expose things so holy and awful to be

defiled by men who are either wicked or

worthless? for when some men are entrusted

with the administration of things which are

not at all suitable to them, and others of things

which exceed their natural power, they make

the condition of the Church like that of Euri-

pus.'

Now formerly I used to deride secular rul-

ers, because in the distribution of their honors

they are not guided by considerations of moral

excellence, but of wealth, and seniority, and

human distinction ; but when I heard that this

kind of folly had forced its way into our affairs

also, I no longer regarded their conduct as so

atrocious. For what wonder is it that worldly

men, who love the praise of the multitude, and

do everything for the sake of gain, should

commit these sins, when those who affect at

least to be free from all these influences are

in no wise better disposed than they, but al-

though engaged in a contest for heavenly

things, act as if the question submitted for

decision was one which concerned acres of

land, or something else of that kind? for they

take commonplace men ofif-hand, and set them

to preside over those things, for the sake of

which the only begotten Son of God did not

refuse to empty Himself of His glory and be-

come man, and take the form of a servant, and

be spat upon, and buffeted, and die a death

of reproach in the flesh. Nor do they stop

even here, but add to these offences others

still more monstrous; for not only do they

elect unworthy men, but actually expel those

who are well qualified. As if it were necessary

to ruin the safety of the Church on both sides,

or as if the former provocation were not suffi-

cient to kindle the wrath of God, they have

contrived yet another not less pernicious. For

I consider it as atrocious to expel the useful

men as to force in the useless. And this in

fact takes place, so that the flock of Christ is

* A narrow strait between the island of Eubcca and the main-

land of Greece, in which the tide was very rapid. Hence the

"condition of Euripus' became a proverbial expression indicative

of agitation and fluctuation.

unable to find consolation in any direction, or

draw its breath freely. Now do not such deeds

deserve to be punished by ten thousand thun-

der-bolts, and a hell-fire hotter than that with

which we are threatened [in Holy Scripture] ?

Yet these monstrous evils are borne with by

Him who willeth not the death of a sinner,

that he may be converted and live. And how

can one sufficiently marvel at His lovingkind-

ness, and be amazed at His mercy? They

who belong to Christ destroy the property of

Christ more than enemies and adversaries,

yet the good Lord still deals gently with them,

and calls them to repentance. Glory be to

Thee, O Lord ! Glory to Thee ! How vast is

the depth of Thy lovingkindness ! how great

the riches of Thy forbearance ! Men who on

account of Thy name have risen from insig-

nificance and obscurity to positions of honor

and distinction, use the honor they enjoy

against Him who has bestowed it, do deeds

of outrageous audacity, and insult holy things,

rejecting and expelling men of zeal in order

that the wicked may ruin everything at their

pleasure in much security, and with the utmost

fearlessness. And if you would know the

causes of this dreadful evil, you will find that

they are similar to those which were mentioned

before ; for they have one root and mother, so

to say—namely, envy ; but this is manifested

in several different forms. For one we are

told is to be struck out of the list of candi-

dates, because he is young ; another because he

does not know how to flatter ; a third because he

has offended such and such a person; a fourth

lest such and such a man should be pained at

seeing one whom he has presented rejected,

and this man elected ; a fifth because he is kind

and gentle ; a sixth because he is formidable to

the sinful ; a seventh for some other like rea-

son ; for they are at no loss to find as many

pretexts as they want, and can even make the

abundance of a man's wealth an objection

when they have no other. Indeed they would

be capable of discovering other reasons, as

many as they wish, why a man ought not to

be brought suddenly to this honor, but gently

and gradually. And here I should hke to ask

the question, " What, then, is the prelate to

do, who has to contend with such blasts? How
shall he hold his ground against such billows?

How shall he repel all these assaults?
"

For if he manages the business ^ upon up-

right principles, all those who are enemies

and adversaries both to him and to the candi-

dates do everything with a view to contention,

provoking daily strife, and heaping infinite

2 /. e., the business of elections. Chrysostom seems to have

passed on from the elections of bishops to the consideration of elec-

tions to clerical offices over which the bishop had to preside.
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scorn upon the candidates, until they have got

them struck off the hst, or have introduced

their own favorites. In fact it is just as if

some pilot had pirates sailing with him in his

ship, perpetually plotting every hour against

him, and the sailors, and marines. And if he

should prefer favor with such men to his own
salvation, accepting unworthy candidates, he
will have God for his enemy in their stead

;

and what could be more dreadful than

that? And yet his relations with them will

be more embarrassing than formerly, as they

will all combine with each other, and thereby

become more powerful than before. For as

when fierce winds coming from opposite direc-

tions clash with one another, the ocean, hither-

to calm, becomes suddenly furious and raises

its crested waves, destroying those who are

sailing over it, so also when the Church has

admitted corrupt men, its once tranquil sur-

face is covered with rough surf and strewn with

shipwrecks.

1 6. Consider, then, what kind of man he
ought to be who is to hold out against such a

tempest, and to manage skillfully such great

hindrances to the common welfare; for he
ought to be dignified yet free from arrogance,

formidable yet kind, apt t© command yet soci-

able, impartial yet courteous, humble yet not

servile, strong yet gentle, in order that he

may contend successfully against all these

difficulties. And he ought to bring forward

with great authority the man who is properly

qualified for the ofhce, even if all should op-

pose him, and with the same authority to re-

ject the man who is not so qualified, even if

all should conspire in his favor, and to keep
one aim only in view, the building up of the

Church, in nothing actuated either by enmity
or favor. Well, do you now think that I acted

reasonably in decHning the ministry of this

office? But I have not even yet gone through
all my reasons with you; for I have some
others still to mention. And do not grow
impatient of listening to a friendly and sincere

man, who wishes to clear himself from your
accusations ; for these statements are not only

serviceable for the defence which you have to

make on my behalf, but they will also prove of

no small help for the due administration of

the office. For it is necessary for one who is

going to enter upon this path of life to inves-

tigate all matters thoroughly well, before he
sets his hand to the ministry. Do you ask
why? Because one who knows all things

clearly will have this advantage, if no other,

that he will not feel strange when these things

befall him. Would you like me then to ap-

proach the question of superintending widows,
first of all, or of the care of virgins, or the

difficulty of the judicial function. For in each
of these cases there is a different kind of

anxiety, and the fear is greater than the anx-
iety.

Now in the first place, to start from that

subject which seems to be simpler than the

others, the charge of widows appears to cause
anxiety to those who take care of them only

so far as the expenditure of money is con-

cerned; but the case is otherwise, and here

also a careful scrutiny is needed, when they

have to be enrolled,' for infinite mischief has

been caused by putting them on the Hst with-

out due discrimination. For they have ruined

households, and severed marriages, and have
often been detected in thieving and pilfering

and unseemly deeds of that kind. Now that

such women should be supported out of the

Church's revenues provokes punishment from
God, and extreme condemnation among men,
and abates the zeal of those who wish to do
good. For who would ever choose to expend
the wealth which he was commanded to give

to Christ upon those who defame the name
of Christ? For these reasons a strict and ac-

curate scrutiny ought to be made so as to pre-

vent the supply of the indigent being wasted,

not only by the women already mentioned,

but also by those who are able to provide for

themselves. And this scrutiny is succeeded
by no small anxiety of another kind, to ensure

an abundant and unfailing stream of supply as

from a fountain; for compulsory poverty is

an insatiable kind of evil, querulous and un-

grateful. And great discretion and great zeal

is required so as to stop the mouths of com-
plainers, depriving them of every excuse. Now
most men, when they see any one superior to

the love of money, forthwith represent him as

well quahfied for this stewardship. But I do
not think that this greatness of soul is ever

sufficient of itself, although it ought to be pos-

sessed prior to all other qualities ; for without

this a man would be a destroyer rather than a

protector, a wolf instead of a shepherd ; nev-

ertheless, combined with this, the possession of

another quaHty also should be demanded.
And this quality is forbearance, the cause of

all good things in men, impelling as it were

and conducting the soul into a serene haven.

For widows are a class who, both on account

of their poverty, their age and natural dispo-

se That is, ' put upon the Church-roll." From apostolic times,

as we know from i Tim. v. 9, 10, the Church had recognized the

care of widows as a duty ; but one to be exercised with caution,

lest unworthy persons should take advantage of it. In Chrysos-
tom's time there was an " order of widows, which had departed

very much from the primitive simplicity and devotion to religious

works which distinguished the order of earlier days. The Church
strongly encouraged abstinence from a second marriage : and
many women seem to have taken a vow of widowhood, and secured

a place in the Church-roll, only in the hope of throwing a UeceiJt

veil over an irreligious, if not immoral life.
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sition, indulge in unlimited freedom of -speech

(so I had best call it) ; and they make an un-

seasonable clamor and idle complaints and

lamentations about matters for which they

ought to be grateful, and bring accusations

concerning things which they ought content-

edly to accept. Now the superintendent should

endure all these things in a generous spirit,

and not be provoked either by their unreason-

able annoyance or their unreasonable com-

plaints. For this class of persons deserve to

be pitied for their misfortunes, not to be in-

sulted ; and to trample upon their calamities,

and add the pain of insult to that which pov-

erty brings, would be an act of extreme bru-

tality. On this account one of the wisest of

men, having regard to the avarice and pride

of human nature, and considering the nature

of poverty and its terrible power to depress

even the noblest character, and induce it often

to act in these same respects without shame,

in order that a man should not be irritated

when accused, nor be provoked by continual

importunity to become an enemy where he

ought to bring aid, he instructs him to be affa-

ble and accessible to the suppliant, saying,

" Incline thine ear to a poor man and give him

a friendly answer with meekness.'" And
passing by the case of one who succeeds in

exasperating (for what can one say to him
who is overcome?), he addresses the man who
is able to bear the other's infirmity, exhorting

him before he bestows his gift to correct the

suppliant by the gentleness of his countenance

and the mildness of his words. But if any

one, although he does not take the property

(of these widows), nevertheless loads them with

innumerable reproaches, and insults them, and

is exasperated against them, he not only fails

through his gift to alleviate the despondency

produced by poverty, but aggravates the dis-

tress by his abuse. For although they may be

compelled to act very shamelessly through the

necessity of hunger, they are nevertheless dis-

tressed at this compulsion. When, then, owing

to the dread of famine, they are constrained

to beg, and owing to their begging are con-

strained to put off shame, and then again on

account of their shamelessness are insulted,

the power of despondency becoming of a com-

plex kind, and accompanied by much gloom,

settles down upon the soul. And one who
has the charge of these persons ought to be

so long-suffering, as not only not to increase

their despondency by his fits of anger, but also

to remove the greater part of it by his exhor-

tation. For as the man who has been insulted,

although he is in the enjoyment of great abun-

dance, does not feel the advantage of his

wealth, on account of the blow which he has

received from the insult ; so on the other hand,

the man who has been addressed with kindly

words, and for whom the gift has been accom-
panied with encouragement, exults and rejoices

all the more, and the thing given becomes
doubled in value through the manner in which

it is offered. And this I say not of myself,

but borrow from him whose precept I quoted

just now: "My son, blemish not thy good
deeds, neither use uncomfortable words when
thou givest anything. Shall not the dew as-

suage the heat? So is a word better than a

gift. Lo! is not a word better than a gift?

but both are with a gracious man." ^

But the superintendent of these persons

ought not only to be gentle and forbearing,

but also skillful in the management of prop-

erty; for if this qualification is wanting, the

affairs of the poor are again involved in the

same distress. One who was entrusted not

long ago with this ministry, and got together a

large hoard of money, neither consumed it

himself, nor expended it with a few exceptions

upon those who needed it, but kept the greater

part of it buried in the earth until a season of

distress occurred, when it was all surrendered

into the hands of the enemy. Much fore-

thought, therefore, is needed, that the resources

of the Church should be neither over abun-

dant, nor deficient, but that all the supplies

which are provided should be quickly distrib-

uted among those who require them, and the

treasures of the Church stored up in the hearts

of those who are under her rule.

Moreover, in the reception of strangers, and

the care of the sick, consider how great an

expenditure of money is needed, and how much
exactness and discernment on the part of

those who preside over these matters. For it

is often necessary that this expenditure should

be even larger than that of which I spoke just

now, and that he who presides over it should

combine prudence and wisdom with skill in

the art of supply, so as to dispose the affluent

to be emulous and ungrudging in their gifts,

lest while providing for the relief of the sick,

he should vex the souls of those who supply

their wants. But earnestness and zeal need to

be displayed here in a far higher degree ; for

the sick are difficult creatures to please, and

prone to languor ; and unless great accuracy

and care are used, even a slight oversight is

enough to do the patient great mischief.

17. But in the care of virgins, the fear is

greater in proportion as the possession is more

precious, and this flock is of a nobler character

* Ecclus iv. 8. 2 Ecclus. xviii. 15-17.
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than the others. Already, indeed, even into

the band of these holy ones, an infinite num-
ber af women have rushed full of innumerable
bad qualities; and in this case our grief is

greater than in the other; for there is just the

same difference between a virgin and a widow
going astray, as between a free-born damsel
and her handmaid. With widows, indeed, it

has become a common practice to trifle, and to

rail at one another, to flatter or to be impu-
dent, to appear everywhere in public, and to

perambulate the market-place. But the virgin

has striven for nobler aims, and eagerly sought

the highest kind of philosophy,' and professes

to exhibit upon earth the life which angels

lead, and while yet in the flesh proposes to do
deeds which belong to the incorporeal powers.

Moreover, she ought not to make numerous or

unnecessary journeys, neither is it permissible

for her to utter idle and random words ; and
as for abuse and flattery, she should not even

know them by name. On this account she

needs the most careful guardianship, and the

greater assistance. For the enemy of holi-

ness is always surprising and lying in wait for

these persons, ready to devour any one of them
if she should slip and fall; many men also

there are who lay snares for them ; and besides

all these things there is the passionateness of

their own human nature, so that, speaking

generally, the virgin has to equip herself for a

twofold war, one which attacks her from with-

out, and the other which presses upon her from
within. For these reasons he who has the

superintendence of virgins suffers great alarm,

and the danger and distress is yet greater,

should any of the things which are contrary to

his wishes occur, which God forbid. For if

a daughter kept in seclusion is a cause of

sleeplessness to her father, his anxiety about
her depriving him of sleep, where the fear is

so great lest she should be childless, or pass

the flower of her age (unmarried), or be hated

(by her husband),"" what will he suffer whose
anxiety is not concerned with any of these

things, but others far greater? For in this

case it is not a man who is rejected, but Christ

Himself, nor is this barrenness the subject

merely of reproach, but the evil ends in the

destruction of the soul ;
" for every tree," it is

said, " which bringeth not forth good fruit, is

hewn down and cast into the fire." ^ And for

one who has been repudiated by the divine

1 i. e.^ a life of religious contemplation, not, however, as a mem-
ber of a monastic community, for Chrysostom, throughout this

section, appears to be speaking of the canonical or ecclesiastical

virgins who were consecrated to a religious life, yet remained at

home under the care of their parents (if living) or of the Church.
The first notices of separate houses for women who had taken the
vow^ of virginity occur in the middle of the 4th century. St.

Ambrose mentions one at Bologna. De Virg. i. 10. St. Basil is

said to have founded some (See St. Greg. Naz. Orat. 47).
2 Ecclus. xlii. Q. 3 Matt. iii. 10.

Bridegroom, it is not sufficient to receive a
certificate of divorce and so to depart, but she
has to pay the penalty of everlasting punish-
ment. Moreover, a father according to the
flesh has many things which make the custody
of his daughter easy; for the mother, and
nurse, and a multitude of handmaids share in

helping the parent to keep the maiden safe.

For neither is she permitted to be perpetually

hurrying into the market-place, nor when she
does go there is she compelled to show herself

to any of the passers-by, the evening darkness
conceahng one who does not wish to be seen
no less than the walls of the house. And apart

from these things, she is relieved from every
cause which might otherwise compel her to

meet the gaze of men; for no anxiety al)out

the necessaries of hfe, no menaces of op-

pressors, nor anything of that kind reduces her
to this unfortunate necessity, her father act-

ing in her stead in all these matters ; while she

herself has only one anxiety, which is to avoid
doing or saying anything unworthy the modest
conduct which becomes her. But in the other

case there are many things which make the

custody of the virgin difficult, or rather impos-
sible for the father ; for he could not have her
in his house with himself, as dwelling together

in that way would be neither seemly nor safe.

For even if they themselves should suffer no
loss, but continue to preserve their innocence
unsullied, they would have to give an account
for the souls which they have offended, just

as much as if they happened to sin with one
another. And it being impossible for them
to live together, it is not easy to understand
the movements of the character, and to sup-

press the impulses which are ill regulated, or

train and improve those which are better or-

dered and tuned. Nor is it an easy thing to

interfere in her habits of walking out ; for her
poverty and want of a guardian does not per-

mit him to become an exact investigator of

the propriety of her conduct. For as she is

compelled to manage all her affairs she has

many pretexts for going out, if at least she is

not inclined to be self-controlled. Now he
who commands her to stay always at home
ought to cut off these pretexts, providing for

her independence in the necessaries of life,

and giving her some woman who will see to

the management of these things. He must also

keep her away from funeral obsequies, and
nocturnal festivals; for that artful serpent

knows only too well how to scatter his poison
through the medium even of good deeds. And
the maiden must be fenced on every side, and
rarely go out of the house during the whole
year, except when she is constrained by inex-

orable necessity. Now if any one should szy
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that none of these things is the proper work of

a bishop to take in hand, let him be assured

that the anxieties and the reasons concerning

what takes place in every case have to be re-

ferred to him. And it is far more expedient

that he should manage everything, and so be

delivered from the complaints which he must

otherwise undergo on account of the faults of

others, than that he should abstain from the

management, and then have to dread being

called to account for things which other men
have done. Moreover, he who does these

things by himself, gets through them all with

great ease ; but he who is compelled to do it

by converting every one's opinion does not

get relief by being saved from working single-

handed, equivalent to the trouble and turmoil

which he experiences through those who op-

pose him and combat his decisions. How-
ever, I could not enumerate all the anxieties

concerned with the care of virgins ; for when

they have to be entered on the Hst, they oc-

casion no small trouble to him who is entrusted

with this business.

Again, the judicial department of the

bishop's office involves innumerable vexa-

tions, great consumption of time, and diffi-

culties exceeding those experienced by men
who sit to judge secular affairs; for it is a

labor to discover exact justice, and when

it is found, it is difficult to avoid destroy-

ing it. And not only loss of time and diffi-

culty are incurred, but also no small danger.

For ere now, some of the weaker brethren hav-

ing plunged into business, because they have

not obtained patronage have made shipwreck

concerning the faith. For many of those who

have suffered wrong, no less than those who
have inflicted wrong, hate those who do not

assist them, and they will not take into account

either the intricacy of the matters in question,

or the difficulty of the times, or the hmits of

sacerdotal authority, or anything of that kind

;

but they are merciless judges, recognizing only

one kind of defence—release from the evils

which oppress them. And he who is unable to

furnish this, although he may allege innumer-

able excuses, will never escape their condem-

nation.

And talking of patronage, let me disclose

another pretext for fault-finding. For if the

bishop does not pay a round of visits every

day, more even than the idle men about

town, unspeakable offence ensues. For not

only the sick, but also the whole, desire to be

looked after, not that piety prompts them to

this, but rather that in most cases they pretend

claims to honor and distinction. And if he

should ever happen to visit more constantly

one of the richer and more powerful men, un-

der the pressure of some necessity, with a view

to the common benefit of the Church, he is

immediately stigmatized with a character for

fawning and flattery. But why do I speak of

patronage and visiting? For merely from

their mode of accosting persons, bishops have

to endure such a load of reproaches as to be

often oppressed and overwhelmed by despon-

dency ; in fact, they have also to undergo a
scrutiny of the way in which they use their

eyes. For the public rigorously criticize their

simplest actions, taking note of the tone of

their voice, the cast of their countenance, and

the degree of their laughter. He laughed

heartily to such a man, one will say, and ac-

costed him with a beaming face, and a clear

voice, whereas to me he addressed only a

slight and passing remark. And in a large

assembly, if he does not turn his eyes in every

direction when he is conversing, the majority

declare that his conduct is insulting.

Who, then, unless he is exceedingly strong,

could cope with so many accusers, so as either

to avoid being indited altogether, or, if he is

indited, to escape? For he must either be

without any accusers, or, if this is impossible,

purge himself of the accusations which are

brought against him ; and if this again is not

an easy matter, as some men deHght in mak-

ing vain and wanton charges, he must make a

brave stand against the dejection produced by

these complaints. He, indeed, who is justly

accused, may easily tolerate the accuser, for

there is no bitterer accuser than conscience

;

wherefore, if we are caught first by this most

terrible adversary, we can readily endure the

milder ones who are external to us. But he

who has no evil thing upon his conscience,

when he is subjected to an empty charge, is

speedily excited to wrath, and easily sinks into

dejection, unless he happens to have practised

beforehand how to put up with the foUies of

the multitude. For it is utterly impossible

for one who is falsely accused without cause,

and. condemned, to avoid feeHng some vexa-

tion and annoyance at such great injustice.

And how can one speak of the distress which

bishops undergo, whenever it is necessary to

cut some one off from the full communion of

the Church? Would indeed that the evil

went no further than distress ! but in fact the

mischief is not trifling. For there is a fear

lest the man, if he has been punished beyond

what he deserves, should experience that

which was spoken of by the blessed Paul and

"be swallowed up by overmuch sorrow."'

The nicest accuracy, therefore, is required in

this matter also, lest what is intended to be

I 2 Cor. ii.
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profitable should become to him an occasion

of greater damage. For whatever sins he may-

commit after such a method of treatment, the

wrath caused by each of them must be shared

by the physician who so unskillfully applied

his knife to the wound. What severe punish-

ment, then, must be expected by one who has

not only to render an account of the offences

which he himself has separately committed,
but also incurs extreme danger on account of

the sins committed by others? For if we
shudder at undergoing judgment for our own
misdeeds, believing that we shall not be able

to escape the fire of the other world, what
must one expect to suffer who has to answer

for so many others? To prove the truth of
this, listen to the blessed Paul, or rather not to
him, but to Christ speaking in him, when he
says :

" Obey them that have the rule over you,
and submit, for they watch for your souls as
they that shall give account." ^ Can the dread
of this threat be slight? It is impossible to

say: but these considerations are sufficient to

convince even the most incredulous and ob-
durate that I did not make this escape under
the influence of pride or vainglory, but merely
out of fear for my own safety, and considera-

tion of the gravity of the office.

I Hebrews xiii. 17,
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I. THOSE WHO ALLOW THEMSELVES TO BE FORCED INTO THE CLERICAL OFFICE, NO LESS THAN

THEY WHO ENTER UPON IT FROM AMBITIOUS MOTIVES, ARE SORELY PUNISHED HEREAFTER

FOR THEIR SIN.

II. THEY WHO ORDAIN UNWORTHY MEN, EVEN WHERE THEY DO NOT KNOW THEIR CHARACTER,

WILL SHARE THEIR PUNISHMENT.

III. THE PRIEST OUGHT TO HAVE GREAT POWERS OF SPEAKING.

IV. HE SHOULD BE FULLY PREPARED FOR CONTROVERSY WITH ALL ADVERSARIES—GREEKS, JEWS,

AND HERETICS.

V. HE SHOULD BE VERY SKILFUL IN ARGUMENT.

VI. IN WHICH SAINT PAUL ESPECIALLY EXCELLED.

VII. SO THAT HE BECAME ILLUSTRIOUS NOT SO MUCH FOR HIS MIRACLES AS FOR HIS WORDS.

VIII. HEREIN HE WOULD HAVE US EXCEL ALSO.

IX. FOR THE LACK OF THIS IN THE PRIEST MUST INJURIOUSLY AFFECT THOSE OVER WHOM HE

IS SET.

Basil heard this, and after a little pause

thus replied:

If thou wert thyself ambitious of obtain-

ing this office, thy fear would have been rea-

sonable ; for in being ambitious of undertak-

ing it, a man confesses himself to be quahfied

for its administration, and if he fail therein,

after it has been entrusted to him, he cannot

take refuge in the plea of inexperience, for he

has deprived himself of this excuse before-

hand,' by having hurriedly seized upon the

ministry, and whoever willingly and delibe-

rately enters upon it, can no longer say, " I

have sinned in this matter against my will

—

and against my will I have ruined such and

such a soul; " for He who will one day judge

him, will say to him, " Since then thou wert

conscious of such inexperience, and hadst not

ability for undertaking this matter without in-

curring reproach, why wert thou so eager and

presumptuous as to take in hand what was so

far beyond thy power? Who compelled thee to

do so? Didst thou shrink or fly, and did any

one drag thee on by force?" But thou wilt

hear nothing like this, for thou canst have

7rpoAa/3ta)»' yap avTO? eavTou ravTTfV a<f>ei\.eTo Trjf anoXoyiav.

nothing of this kind to condemn thyself for

;

and it is evident to all that thou wert in no

degree ambitious of this dignity, for the accom-

plishment of the matter was due to the action

of others. Hence, circumstances which leave

those who are ambitious of this office no chance

of pardon when they err therein, afford thee

ample ground for excuse.

Chrysostom: At this I shook my head and

smiled a Uttle, admiring the simple-mindedness

of the man, and thus addressed him : I could

wish indeed that matters were as thou sayest,

most excellent of men, but not in order that I

might be able to accept that office from which

I lately fled. For if, indeed, no chastisement

were to await me for undertaking the care of

the flock of Christ without consideration and

experience, yet to me it would be worse than

all punishment, after being entrusted with so

great a charge, to have seemed so base towards

Him who entrusted me with it. For what

reason, then, did I wish that thou wert not mis-

taken in this opinion of thine? truly for the

sake of those wretched and unhappy beings

(for so must I call them, who have not found

out how to discharge the duties of this office

well,though thou wert to say ten thousand times
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over that they had been driven to undertake

it, and that, therefore, their errors therein are

sins of ignorance)—for the sake, I say, of such

that they might succeed in escaping that un-

quenchable fire, and the outer darkness ' and
the worm that dieth not ^ and the punishment
of being cut asunder,^ and perishing together

with the hypocrites.

But what am I to do for thee? It is not as

thou sayest ; no, by no means. And if thou wilt,

I will give thee a proof of what I maintain,

from the case of a kingdom, which is not of

such account with God as the priesthood.

Saul, that son of Kish, was not himself at all

ambitious of becoming a king, but was going

in quest of his asses, and came to ask the

prophet about them. The prophet, however,

proceeded to speak to him of the kingdom,
but not even then did he run greedily after it,

though he heard about it from a prophet, but

drew back and deprecated it, saying, " Who
am I, and what is my father's house." \ What
then? When he made a bad use of the honor
which had been given him by God, were those

words of his able to rescue him from the

wrath of Him who had made him king? And
was he able to say to Samuel, when re-

buked by him :
" Did I greedily run and rush

after the kingdom and sovereign power? I

wished to lead the undisturbed and peaceful

life of ordinary men, but fkou didst drag me
to this post of honor. Had I remained in my
low estate I should easily have escaped all

these stumbling blocks, for were I one of the

obscure multitude, I should never have been
sent forth on this expedition, nor would God
have cornmitted to my hands the war against

the Amalekites, and if I had not had it com-
mitted to me, I should not have sinned this

sin." But all such arguments are weak as ex-

cuses, and not only weak, but perilous, inas-

much as they rather kindle the wrath of God.
For he who has been promoted to great honor
by God, must not advance the greatness of his

honor as an excuse for his errors, but should
make God's special favor towards him the mo-
tive for further improvement ; whereas he who
thinks himself at liberty to sin because he has
obtained some uncommon dignity, what does
he but study to show that the lovingkindness
of God is the cause of his personal transgres-
sion, which is always the argument of those who
lead godless and careless lives. But we ought

I Matt. XXV. 30. 2 Mark ix. 44.
3 Matt. xxiv. 51 ; Luke xii. 46. AtxoTO|u.i}0^vat. Some take

this word to express the severance of the unrighteous from the
godly priest, but others seek its meaning rather in the " dividing
asunder" of sacrificial victims (Heb. iv. 12), or in the punishment of
" sawing asunder " (Dan. lii. 29 ; Heb. xi. 37) : so that its use by
SS. Matthew and Luke would point to the distress caused by
the severance between conscience and practice, which will be the
reflective torment of lost souls.

4 I Sam, ix, 21.

to be on no account thus minded, nor to fall

away into the insane folly of such people, but
be ambitious at all times to make the most
of such powers as we have, and to be reverent
both in speech and thought.

For (to leave the kingdom and to come to

the priesthood, which is the more immediate
subject of our discourse) neither was Eli am-
bitious of obtaining his high office, yet what
advantage was this to him when he sinned
therein? But why do I say obtain it? not even
had he wished could he have avoided it, be-
cause he was under a legal necessity to accept
it. For he was of the tribe of Levi, and was
bound to undertake that high office which de-
scended to him from his forefathers, notwith-

standing which even he paid no small penalty
for the lawlessness ^ of his sons. And the very
first High Priest of the Jews,^ concerning whom
God spake so many words to Moses, when he
was unable to withstand alone the frenzy of

so great a multitude, was he not very nearly

being destroyed, but for the intercession of his

brother, which averted the wrath of God?''
And since we have mentioned Moses, it will

be well to show the truth of what we are say-

ing from what happened to him. For this

same saintly Moses was so far from grasping

at the leadership of the Jews as to deprecate
the offer, ''^ and to decHne it when God com-
manded him to take it, and so to provoke
the wrath of Him who appointed him ; and
not only then, but afterwards when he en-

tered upon his rule, he would gladly have died

to have been set free from it: " Kill me," saith

he, "if thou art going to deal thus with me."^
But what then? when he sinned at the waters

of strife, ''" could these repeated refusals be
pleaded in excuse for him? Could they prevail

with God to grant him pardon? And where-
fore was he deprived of the promised land?

for no other reason, as we all know, than for

this sin of his, for which that wondrous man
was debarred from enjoying the same bless-

ings which those over whom he ruled ob-

tained ; but after many labors and sufferings,

after that unspeakable wandering, after so

many battles fought and victories won, he
died outside the land to reach which he had
undergone so much toil and trial ; and though
he had weathered the storms of the deep, he
failed to enjoy the blessings of the haven after

all. From hence then thou seest that not

only they who grasp at this office are left with-

out excuse for the sins they commit in the dis-

5 irapavoixiai. If Trapotvia? be read, then " excesses" must be
understood :—the word meaning, ist, excess in drink ; and 2d,
excess of any kind,

6 Aaron. 7 Ex. xxxii. 10, ii. 8 Ex. iv. 13.

9 Numb. xi. 15. 'Ei &'ovT(aav ttoisk ixoi anoKTeivovfJie, lxx.
10 Numb. XX. 12.
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charge thereof, but they too who come to it

through the ambitious desire of others; for

truly if those persons who have been chosen

for this high office by God himself, though they

have never so often refused it, have paid such

heavy penalties, and if nothing has availed to

deliver any of them from this danger, neither

Aaron nor Eli, nor that holy man the Saint,

the prophet, the wonderworker, the meek
above all the men which were upon the face

of the earth,' who spake with God, as a man
speaketh unto his friend,'' hardly shall we
who fall so infinitely short of the excellence of

that great man, be able to plead as a sufficient

excuse the consciousness that we have never

been ambitious of the dignity, more especially

when many of the ordinations now-a-days do

not proceed from the grace of God, but are

due to human ambition. God chose Judas,

and counted him one of the sacred band, and
committed to him, as to the rest, the dignity

of the apostolic office
;
yea he gave him some-

what beyond the others, the stewardship of

the money.3 But what of that? when he

afterwards abused both these trusts, betraying

Him whom he was commissioned to preach,

and misapplying the money which he should

have laid out well; did he escape punish-

ment?* nay for this very reason he even

brought upon himself greater punishment, and

very reasonably too. For we must not use the

high honors given to us by God so as to offend

Him, but so as to please Him better. But he

who claims exemption from punishment where

it is due, because he has been exalted to higher

honor than others, acts very much like one of

those unbelieving Jews, who after hearing

Christ say, " If I had not come and spoken

unto them, they had not had sin," " If I had not

done among them the works which none other

did, they had not had sin," s should reproach

the Saviour and benefactor of mankind by re-

plying," Why, then, didst thou come and speak?

why didst thou work miracles? was it that

thou mightest punish us the more?" But these

are the words of madness and of utter sense-

lessness. For the Great Physician came not to

give thee over, but to heal thee—not to pass

thee by when thou wert sick, but to rid thee

entirely of disease. But thou hast of thine own
accord withdrawn thyself from his hands ; re-

ceive therefore the sorer punishment. For as

thou wouldest have been freed from thy

former maladies if thou hadst yielded to his

treatment, so if, when thou sawest him com-
ing to thine aid thou fleddest from him, thou

wilt no longer be able to cleanse thyself of

I Numb. xii. •?. 2 Ex. xxxiii. ii. 3 John xii. 6.

4 /. ^., because he had beea chosen an apostle.

5 John XV. 22-24.

these infirmities, and as thou art unable, thou
wilt both suffer punishment for them, and also

because for thy part thou madest God's soHci-

tude for thy good of none effect. Therefore

we who act like this are not subjected to the

same torment after as before we received

honor at God's hands, but far severer torment
after than before. For he who has not be-

come good even by being well treated, deserves

all the bitterer punishment. Since, then, this

excuse of thine has been shown to be weak,
and not only fails to save those who take ref-

uge in it, but exposes them so much the more,

we must provide ourselves with some other

means of safety.

Basil: Tell me of what nature is that?

since, as for me, I am at present scarce mas-
ter of myself, thou hast reduced me to such a
state of fear and trembling by what thou hast

said.

Chrysostom: Do not, I beseech and im-

plore thee, do not be so downcast. For while

there is safety for us who are weak, namely, in

not undertaking this office at all, there is

safety for you too who are strong, and this

consists in making your hopes of salvation

depend, next to the grace of God, on avoid-

ing every act unworthy of this gift, and of God
who gave it. For they certainly would be
deserving of the greatest punishment who,
after obtaining this dignity through their own
ambition, should then either on account of

sloth, or wickedness, or even inexperience,

abuse the office. Not that we are to gather

from this that there is pardon in store for those

who have not been thus ambitious. Yea, even
they too are deprived of all excuse. For in

my judgment, if ten thousand were to entreat

and urge, a man should pay them no atten-

tion, but should first of all search his own
heart, and examine the whole matter carefully

before yielding to their importunities. Now
no one would venture to undertake the build-

ing of a house were he not an architect, nor

will any one attempt the cure of sick bodies

who is not a skilled physician; but even

though many urge him, will beg off, and will

not be ashamed to own his ignorance ; and
shall he who is going to have the care of so

many souls entrusted to him, not examine
himself beforehand? will he accept this minis-

try even though he be the most inexperienced

of men, because this one commands him, or

that man constrains him, or for fear of offend-

ing a third? And if so, how will he escape

casting himself together with them into mani-

fest misery. Had he continued as he was, it

were possible for him to be saved, but now
he involves others in his own destruction. For

whence can he hope for salvation? whence
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to obtain pardon? Who will then successfully

intercede for us? they who are now perhaps

urging us and forcibly dragging us on? But
who will save these same at such a moment?
For even they too will stand in need in their

turn of intercession, that they may escape the

fire. Now, that I say not these things to

frighten thee, but as representing the matter
as in truth it is, hear what the holy Apostle
Paul saith to Timothy his disciple, his own and
beloved son, " Lay hands suddenly on no
man, neither be partaker of other men's
sins." ' Dost thou not see from what great

blamiC, yea and vengeance, we, so far as in us

lies, have delivered those who were ready to put
us forward for this office.

2. For as it is not enough for those who are

chosen to say in excuse for themselves, " I did

not summon myself to this office, nor could I

avoid what I did not see beforehand; " so

neither will it be a sufficient plea for those

who ordain them to say that they did not
know him who was ordained. The charge
against them becomes greater on account of

their ignorance of him whom they brought
forward, and what seems to excuse them only

serves to accuse them the more. For how
absurd a thing, is it not ? that they who want
to buy a slave, show him to the physician, and
require sureties for the sale, and information

about him from their neighbours, and after all

this do not yet venture on his purchase without
asking for some time for a trial of him ; while

they who are going to admit any one to so great

an office as this, give their testimonial and
their sanction loosely and carelessly, without
further investigation, just because some one
wishes it, or to court the favor, or to avoid the

displeasure of some one else. Who shall then
successfully intercede for us in that day, when
they who ought to defend us stand themselves
in need of defenders? He who is going to

ordain, therefore, ought to make diHgent in-

quiry, and much more he who is to be or-

dained. For though they who ordain him
share his punishment, for any sins which he
may commit in his office, yet so far from es-

caping vengeance he will even pay a greater

penalty than they—save only if they who
chose him acted from some worldly motive
contrary to what seemed justifiable to them-
selves. For if they should be detected so
doing, and knowing a man to be unworthy
have brought him forward on some pretext or
other, the amount of their punishment shall

be equivalent to his, nay perhaps the punish-
ment shall be even greater for them who ap-
pointed the unfit man. For he who gives

authority to any one who is minded to destroy
the Church, would be certainly to blame for

the outrages which that person commits. But
if he is guilty of no such thing, and says that

he has been misled by the opinions of others,

even then he shall not altogether remain un-
punished, but his punishment shall be a little

lighter than his who has been ordained. What
then? It is possible that they who elect may
come to the election deceived by a false re-

port. But he who is elected could not say,

"I am ignorant of myself," as others were
of him. As one who will receive therefore a
sorer punishment than they who put him for-

ward, so should he make his scrutiny of him-
self more careful than that which they make
of him ; and if they in ignorance drag him on,

he ought to come forward and instruct them
carefully about any matters whereby he may
stop their being misled; and so having shown
himself unworthy of trial may escape the bur-

den of so high an office.

For what is the reason why, in the arts of

war, and merchandize,^ and husbandry, and
other departments of this life, when some plan

is proposed, the husbandman will not un-

dertake to navigate the ship, nor the soldier to

till the ground, nor the pilot to lead an army,

under pain of ten thousand deaths? Is it not

plainly this? that each foresees the danger
which would attend his incompetence? Well,

where the loss is concerned with trifles shall

we use so much forethought, and refuse to

yield to the pressure of compulsion, but where
the punishment is eternal, as it is for those

who know not how to handle the Priesthood,

shall we wantonly and inconsiderately run

into so great danger, and then advance, as our

excuse, the pressing entreaties of others?

But He who one day will judge us will enter-

tain no such plea as this. For we ought to

show far more caution in spiritual matters

than in carnal. But now we are not found
exhibiting as much caution. For tell me : if

supposing a man to be an artificer, when he is

not so, we invited him to do a piece of work,

and he were to respond to the call, and then

having set his hand to the material prepared

for the building, were to spoil the wood and
spoil the stone, and so to build the house that

it straightway fell to pieces, would it be suffi-

cient excuse for him to allege that he had been

urged by others and did not come of his own
accord? in nowise; and very reasonably and
justly so. For he ought to have refused even

at the call of others. So for the man who only

spoils wood and stone, there will be no escape

from paying the penalty, and is he who de-

* I Tim. V. 23.

2 'Efinopiag, restricted here to commerce carried on by sea, as
I the context shows.
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stroys souls, and builds the temple of God care-

lessly, to think that the compulsion of others

is his warrant for escaping punishment? Is

not this very absurd? For I omit the fact

as yet that no one is able to compel the man
Avho is unwilling. But be it that he was sub-

jected to excessive pressure and divers artful

devices, and then fell into a snare ; will this

therefore rescue him from punishment? I

beseech thee, let us not deceive ourselves,

and pretend that we know not what is obvious

to a mere child. For surely this pretence of

ignorance will not be able to profit in the day

of reckoning. Thou wert not ambitious, thou

sayest, of receiving this high office, conscious

of thine own weakness. Well and good.

Then thou oughtest, with the same mind, to

have declined the solicitation of others; or,

when no one called thee, wast thou weak and

incapable, but when those were found ready to

offer thee this dignity, didst thou suddenly be-

come competent? What ludicrous nonsense!

worthy of the extremest punishment. For

this reason also the Lord counsels the man
who wishes to build a tower, not to lay the

foundation before he has taken his own ability

to build into account, lest he should give the

passers by innumerable opportunities of mock-
ing at him.' But in his case the penalty only

consists in becoming a laughing-stock ; while

in that before us the punishment is that of fire

unquenchable, and of an undying worm,-

gnashing of teeth, outer darkness, and being

cut asunder,^ and having a portion with the

hypocrites.

But my accusers are unwilling to consider any

of these things. For otherwise they would
cease to blame a person who is unwilhng

to perish without cause. It is not the manage-
ment of corn and barley, oxen or sheep, that

is now under our consideration, nor any such

like matters, but the very Body of Jesus. For

the Church of Christ, according to St. Paul,

is Christ's Body,^ and he who is entrusted with

its care ought to train it up to a state of health-

iness, and beauty unspeakable, and to look

everywhere, lest any spot or wrinkle,^ or other

like blemish should mar its vigor and comeli-

ness. For what is this but to make it appear

worthy, so far as human power can, of the in-

corruptible and ever-blessed Head which is

set over it? If they who are ambitious of

reaching an athletic condition of body need
the help of physicians and trainers,^ and exact

diet, and constant exercise, and a thousand

other rules (for the omission of the merest

» See Luke xiv. 28, zq. * Is. Ixvi. 24.

3 Matt. xxiv. 51. The Revised Version in the margin renders,
the lord of that servant shall severely scourge him. See above, p.
61, note. 4 Col. i. 18, 24. 5 Eph. v. 27.

6 n<u£oTpi/3uti', literally, those who teach boys wrestling.

trifle upsets and spoils the whole), how shall

they to whose lot falls the care of the body,

which has its conflict not against flesh and
blood, but against powers unseen, be able to

keep it sound and healthy, unless they far sur-

pass ordinary human virtue, and are versed in

all healing proper for the soul ?

3. Pray, art thou not aware that that body is

subject to more diseases and assaults than this

flesh of ours, is more quickly corrupted, and
more slow to recover? and by those who have
the heahng of these bodies, divers medicines

have been discovered, and an apparatus of dif-

ferent instruments, and diet suitable for the

sick; and often the condition of the atmos-

phere is of itself enough for the recovery of a

sick man ; and there are instances of seasona-

ble sleep having saved the physician all further

labor. But in the case before us, it is impos-

sible to take any of these things into consid-

eration ; nay there is but one method and way
of healing appointed, after we have gone
wrong, and that is, the powerful application of

the Word. This is the one instrument, the

only diet, the finest atmosphere. This takes

the place of physic, cautery and cutting, and
if it be needful to sear and amputate, this is

the means which we must use, and if this be
of no avail, all else is wasted; with this we
both rouse the soul when it sleeps, and reduce

it when it is inflamed ; with this we cut off ex-

cesses, and fill up defects, and perform all

manner of other operations which are requisite

for the soul's health. Now as regards the or-

dering of our daily life for the best, it is true

that the Hfe of another may provoke us to

emulation. But in the matter of spurious doc-

trine, when any soul is diseased thereby, then

there is great need of the Word, not only in

view of the safety of our own people, but in

view of the enemy without. If, indeed, one

had the sword of the spirit, and the shield of

faith,^ so as to be able to work miracles, and

by means of these marvels to stop the mouths

of impudent gainsayers, one would have little

need of the assistance of the Word ; still in the

days of miracles the Word was by no means
useless, but essentially necessary. For St.

Paul made use of it himself, although he was

everywhere so great an object of wonder for

his miracles ; and another ^ of those who be-

longed to the " glorious company of the Apos-

tles " exhorts us to apply ourselves to acquir-

ing this power, when he says: "Be ready

always to give an answer to every man that

asketh you a reason concerning the hope that

'tnatus Ro-
7 Eph. vi. 16, 17. . L,
8 I Pet. iii. 15. Hand seio an ita loqut Posstt primatus Ko-

mani defensorr Bengcl's Edition of this Treatise, Leipzig, 1834.

p. 145, note 17.
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is in you," and they all, with one accord, com-

mitted the care of the poor widows to Stephen,

foi no other reason than that they themselves

might have leisure " for the ministry of the

Word." ' To this we ought equally to apply

ourselves, unless indeed we are endued with a.

power of working miracles. But if there is

not the least sign of such a power being left

us, while on every side many enemies are con-

stantly attacking us, why then it necessarily

follows that we should arm ourselves with this

^,

" weapon, both in order that we may not be

wounded ourselves with the darts of the enemy,

and in order that we may wound him.
^

4. Wherefore it should be our ambition that

the Word of Christ dwell in us richly." For it

is not for one kind of battle only that we have

to be prepared. This warfare is manifold, and

is engaged with a great variety of enemies;

I
^ neither do all these use the same weapons, nor

do they practice the same method of attack

;

and he who has to join battle with all, must

needs know the artifices of all, and be at once

both archer and slinger, captain and general,

in the ranks and in command, on foot and on

horseback, in sea-fight and in siege. In com-

mon warfare, indeed, each man repels the ene-

my by discharging the particular duty which

he has undertaken. But here it is otherwise

;

and if any one wishes to come off conqueror

in this warfare, he must understand all forms

of the art, as the devil knows well how to in-

troduce his own assailants through any one

spot which may happen to be unguarded, and
• to carry off the sheep. But not so where he

perceives the shepherd coming equipped with

accurate knowledge at all points, and well ac-

quainted with his plottings. Wherefore we
ought to be well-guarded in all parts ; for a

city, so long as it happens to be surrounded

with a wall, laughs to scorn the besiegers, abid-

ing in grer.t security ; but if any one makes a

breach in the wall, though but of the size of a

gate, the rest of the circuit is of no use, al-

though the whole of it stand quite securely;

so it is with the city of God: so long as the

presence of mind and wisdom of the shepherd,

which answers to the wall, protect it on all

sides, all the enemy's devices end in his con-

fusion and ridicule, and they who dwell within

the wall abide unmolested, but wherever any

one has been able to demoHsh a single part,

though the rest stand never so fast, through

that breach ruin will enter upon the whole.

For to what purpose does a man contend

earnestly with the Greeks, if at the same time

he becomes a prey to the Jews? or get the

better of both these and then fall into the

clutches of the Manichaeans? ^ or after he has

proved himself superior to them even, if the>^

who introduce fatahsm'* enter in, and make
havoc of the flock? But not to enumerate

all the heresies of the devil, it will be enough

to say that unless the shepherd is well skilled

in refuting them all, the wolf, by means of

any one of them, can enter, and devour the

greater part of the flock. In ordinary warfare

we must always look for victory being won or

defeat sustained by the soldiers who are on

the field of battle. But in the spiritual war-

fare the case is quite different. For there it

often happens that the combat with one set of

enemies secures a victory for others who never

engaged in battle at all, nor took any trouble,

but were sittmg still all the while ; and he who
has not much experience in such occurrences

will get pierced, so to say, with his own sword,

and become the laughing-stock of friends and

foes alike. I will try by an example to make
clear what I am saying. They who receive

the wild doctrines of Valentinus and Marcion,^

and of all whose minds are similarly diseased^

exclude the Law given by God to Moses from

the catalogue of the Divine Scriptures. But

Jews so revere the Law, that although the

time has come which annuls it, they still con-

tend for the observance of all its contents,

contrary to the purpose of God. But the

Church of God, avoiding either extreme, has

trodden a middle path, and is neither induced

on the one hand to place herself under its

yoke, nor on the other does she tolerate its

being slandered, but commends it, though its

day is over, because of its profitableness while

its season lasted. Now it is necessary for him

who is going to fight with both these enemies,^

to be fully conversant with this middle course.

For if in wishing to teach the Jews that they^

are out of date in cUnging to the old law, he

begins to find fault with it unsparingly, he

gives no Httle handle to those heretics whp
wish to pull it to pieces ; and if in his ambi-

tion to stop their mouths he extols it immod-

erately, and speaks of it with admiration, as

Acts vi. 4. 2 Col. iii. 16.

3 The followers of Manes, cv Manichseus, who was born about

240 A.D. He taught that God was the cause of good, and matter

the cause of evil. This theory about matter led him to hold that

the body of Jesus was an incorporeal phantom. He eliminated the

Old Testament from the Scriptures, and held himself at liberty

also to reject such passages in the New Testament as were opposed

to his own opinions. See Robertson.: Hist, of the Christiaa

4 "oi' T-nv eifiapfxviriv eKra-yovTe?," sc. The Stoics. They were

still a numerous body, and St. Chrysostom himself wrote six

Homilies against them.
, , . r

5 Marcion and Valentinus (a.d. 140) were each founders of a
form of Gnosticism. Each held that the God of the Old Testament

was morally contrary to the God of the New : while the sysiem

of Valentinus represented the imaginative and speculative side ot

Gnosticism, that of Marcion represented its practical side, and

was rather religious than theological. The sect of the Valentm-

ians lasted as late as the 5th century ; and Marcionism was nc*

extinct till the 6th.
6 Sc. Jews and Marcionites.
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necessary for this present time, he unseals the

lips of the Jews. Again they who labor under
the frenzy of SabeUius and the craze of Arius,'

have both fallen from a sound faith for want
of observing a middle course. The name of

Christian is applied to both these heretics ; but

if any one examines their doctrines, he will find

the one sect not much better than the Jews,

and differing from them only in name, and
the other ^ very nearly holding the heresy of

Paul of Samosata,^ and that both are very

wide of the truth. Great, therefore, is the

danger in such cases, and the way of ortho-

doxy is narrow and hemmed in by threatening

crags on either side, and there is no little fear

lest when intending to strike at one enemy we
should be wounded by the other. For if any

one assert the unity of the Godhead, Sabellius

straightway turns that expression to the ad-

vantage of his own mental vagary,'^ and if he
distinguish the Persons, and say that the Father

is one, and the Son another, and the Holy
Spirit a third, up gets Arius, ready to wrest

that distinction of Persons into a difference

of substance ; ^ so we must turn and flee both

from the impious confounding of the Persons

hy the one, and the senseless division of the

substance by the other, confessing, indeed,

that the Godhead of the Father and of the

Son and of the Holy Ghost, is all one, while

we add thereunto a Trinity of Persons. For
then we shall be able to fortify ourselves

against the attacks of both heretics. I might

tell thee besides these, of several other adver-

saries against which, except we contend brave-

ly and carefully, we shall leave the field covered

with wounds.

5. Why should any one describe the silly chat-

ter of our own people? For these are not less

than the attacks upon us from without, while

they give the teacher even more trouble.

Some out of an idle curiosity are rashly bent

upon busying themselves about matters which

» Sabellius was condemned in a Council held in Rome,j^.D. 263,
tor holding that there is but one person in the Godhead, and that

the Word and Holy Spirit are only virtues or emanations of the
Deity. Arius held that our Lord Jesus Christ existed before His
Incarnation, that by Him as by an instrument the Supreme God
made the worlds, and that as being the most ancient and the
highest of created beings. He is to be worshipped ;' but that
He had a beginning of existence, and so is not God's co-eter-

nally begotten Son, nor of the very substance of the Supreme
God. See Liddon, Bampton Lectures, i. p. 25. The heresy of
Arius was condemned at the Council of Nicaea, A.D. 325.

» Sc. The Arians.
3 Paul of Samosata was appnainted Bishop of Antioch about

260 A.D. The Humanitanan movement culminated in his teach-
ing, which maintained that the Word was only in the Father, as
reason is in man ; that Jesus was a mere man, and that he is

called Son of God as having, in a certain sense, become such
through the influence of the Divine Word which dwelt in him, but
without any personal union.

4 /. e., while he maintained the Unity of the Godhead against
the Arians there was danger of slipping into the Sabellian error of

** confounding the Persons."
5 /', r., while he divided the Persons against the Sabellians he

had to guard against the Arian error of " dividing the sub-
stance " also.

are neither possible for them to know, nor of

any advantage to them if they could know
them. Others again demand from God an
account of his judgments, and force themselves
to sound the depth of that abyss which is un-
fathomable. " For thy judgments," saith the

Scriptures, " are a great deep," ^ and about
their faith and practice thou wouldest find

few of them anxious, but the majority curi-

ously inquiring into matters which it is not
possible to discover, and the mere inquiry into

which provokes God. For when we make a
determined effort to learn what He does not
wish us to know, we fail to succeed (for how
should we succeed against the will of God?);
and there only remains for us the danger aris-

ing from our inquiry. Now, though this be the

case, whenever any one authoritatively stops

the search, into such fathomless depths, he
gets himself the reputation of being proud and
ignorant ; so that at such times much tact is

needed on the Bishop's part, so as to lead his

people away from these unprofitable ques-
tions, and himself escape the above-named
censures. In short, to meet all these difficul-

ties, there is no help given but that of speech,

and if any be destitute of this power, the souls

of those who are put under his charge (I mean
of the weaker and more meddlesome kind) are

no better off than ships continually storm-

tossed. So that the Priest should do all that

in him lies, to gain this means of strength.

6. Basil: " Why, then, was not St. Paul am-
bitious of becoming perfect in this art? He
makes no secret of his poverty of speech, but
distinctly confesses himself to be unskilled,

even telling the Corinthians so,^ who were ad-

mired for their eloquence, and prided them-
selves upon it."

Chrysostom: This is the very thing which
has ruined many and made them remiss in

the study of true doctrine. For while they

failed to fathom the depths of the apostle's

mind, and to understand the meaning of his

words, they passed all their time slumbering

and yawning, and paying respect not to that

ignorance which St. Paul acknowledges, but
to a kind from which he was as free as any
man ever was in the world.

But leaving this subject to await our consid-

eration, I say this much in the meantime.
Granting that St. Paul was in this respect as

unskilled as they would have him to be, what
has that to do with the men of to-day? For
he had a greater power by far than power of

speech, power which brought about greater

results too ; which was that his bare presence,

even though he was silent, was terrible to the

6 Ps. xxxvi. 6. 7 2 Cor. xi. 6. See also, 2 Cor. x. lO;
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demons. But the men of the present day, if

they were all collected in one place, would not

be able, with infinite prayers and tears, to do
the wonders that once were done by the hand-
kerchief of St. Paul. He too by his prayers

raised the dead,' and wrought such other mi-

racles, that he was held to be a god by
heathen ;

^ and before he was removed from
this life, he was thought worthy to be caught

up as far as the third heaven, and to share in

such converse as it is not lawful for mortal

ears to hear.^ But the men of to-day—not

that I would say anything harsh or severe, for

indeed I do not speak by way of insult to

them, but only in wonder—how is it that they

do not shudder when they measure themselves

with so great a man as this? For if we leave

the miracles and turn to the life of this blessed

saint, and look into his angelic conversation,

it is in this rather than in his miracles that

thou wilt find this Christian athlete a con-

queror. For how can one describe his zeal

and forbearance, his constant perils, his con-

tinual cares, and incessant anxiety for the

Churches; his sympathy with the weak, his

many afflictions, his unwonted persecutions,

his deaths daily? Where is the spot in the

world, where is the continent or sea, that is a

stranger to the labours of this righteous man?
Even the desert has known his presence, for

it often sheltered him in time of danger. For
he underwent every species of attack, and
achieved every kind of victory, and there was
never any end to his contests and his triumphs.

Yet, all unawares, I have been led to do this

man an injury. For his exploits are beyond
all powers of description, and beyond mine in

particular, just as the masters of eloquence
surpass me. Nevertheless, since that holy

apostle will judge us, not by the issue, but by
the motive, I shall not forbear till I have stated

one more circumstance which surpasses any-

thing yet mentioned, as much as he himself

surpasses all his fellow men. And what is

this? After so many exploits, after such a

multitude of victories, he prayed that he might
go into hell, and be handed over to eternal

punishment, if so be that those Jews, who had
often stoned him, and done what they could
to make away with him, might be saved, and
come over to Christ.^ Now who so longed for

Christ? If, indeed, his feehngs towards him
ought not to be described as something
nobler than longing ; shall we then any more
compare ourselves with this- saint, after so

great grace was imparted to him from above,
after so great virtue was manifested in himself?
AVhat could be more presumptuous?

^ Acts XX. 10.

3 2 Cor. xii. 2-4.

2 Acts xiv i:

4 Rom. ix. 3.

Now, that he was not so unskilled, as some
count him to be, I shall try to show in what
follows. The unskilled person in men's esti-

mation is not only one who is unpracticed in

the tricks of profane oratory,^ but the man who
is incapable of contending for the defence of

the right faith, and they are right. But St.

Paul did not say that he was unskilled in both
these respects, but in one only; and in support
of this he makes a careful distinction, saying

that he was " rude in speech, but not in knowl-
edge."^ Now were I to insist upon the

polish of Isocrates, the weight of Demos-
thenes, the dignity of Thucydides, and the

sublimity of Plato, in any one bishop, St. Paul
would be a strong evidence against me. But
I pass by all such matters and the elaborate

ornaments of profane oratory; and I take no
account of style or of delivery

;
yea let a man's

diction be poor and his composition simple
and unadorned, but let him not be unskilled

in the knowledge and accurate statement of

doctrine ; nor in order to screen his own sloth,

deprive that holy apostle of the greatest of

his gifts, and the sum of his praises.

7. For how was it, tell me, that he confound-
ed the Jews which dwelt at Damascus,^ though
he had not yet begun to work miracles? How
was it that he wrestled with the Grecians and
threw them ? ^ and why was he sent to Tar-
sus? Was it not because he was so mighty and
victorious in the word, and brought his adver-

saries to such a pass that they, unable to

brook their defeat, were provoked to seek

his life? At that time, as I said, he had not

begun to work miracles, nor could any one
say that the masses looked upon him with as-

tonishment on account of any glory belonging

to his mighty works, or that they who con-

tended with him were overpowered by the

force of public opinion concerning him. For
at this time he conquered by dint of argument
only. How was it, moreover, that he con-

tended and disputed successfully with those

who tried to Judaize in Antioch? and how
was it that that Areopagite,^ an inhabitant of

Athens, that most devoted of all cities to the

gods, followed the apostle, he and his wife? was
it not owing to the discourse which they heard?

And when Eutychus '° fell from the lattice, was
it not owing to his long attendance even until

midnight to St. Paul's preaching? How do we
find him employed at Thessalonica and Co-
rinth, in Ephesus and in Rome itself? Did
he not spend whole nights and days in inter-

preting the Scriptures in their order ? and

5 Tepdpeiav, from repBpov, literally, a sail-rope. The man who
condescends to catching the ear by mere rhetorical artifice being
like the mountebank on the trapeze, fascinating the spectators in

a circus by his performances. ^ 2 Cor. xi. 6.

7 Acts ix. 22. ^ See Acts ix. 29. 9 Acts xvii. 34. ^° Acts xx. 9.
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why should any one recount his disputes with

the Epicureans and Stoics/ For were we re-

solved to enter into every particular, our story

would grow to an unreasonable length.

When, therefore, both before working mira-

cles, and after, St. Paul appears to have made
much use of argument, how can any one dare

to pronounce him unskillful whose sermons

and disputations were so exceedingly admired

by all who heard them ? Why did the Lycao-

nians' imagine that he was Hermes? The
opinion that he and Barnabas were gods in-

deed, arose out of the sight of their miracles

;

but the notion that he was Hermes did not

arise from this, but was a consequence of his

speech. In what else did this blessed saint

excel the rest of the apostles? and how comes
it that up and down the world he is so much
on every one's tongue? How comes it that

not merely among ourselves, but also among
Jews and Greeks, he is the wonder of won-

ders? Is it not from the power of his epis-

tles ? whereby not only to the faithful of to-day,

but from his time to this, yea and up to the

end, even the appearing of Christ, he has

been and will be profitable, and will continue

to be so as long as the human race shall last.

For as a wall built of adamant, so his writings

fortify all the Churches of the known world,

and he as a most noble champion stands in the

midst, bringing into captivity every thought

to the obedience of Christ, casting down im-

aginations, and every high thing which exalts

itself against the knowledge of God,^ and all

this he does by those epistles which he has

left to us full of wonders and of Divine wis-

dom. For his writings are not only useful to

us, for the overthrow of false doctrine and the

confirmation of the true, but they help not a

little towards living a good life. For by the

use of these, the bishops of the present day

fit and fashion the chaste virgin, which St. Paul

himself espoused to Christ,*^ and conduct her

to the state of spiritual beauty; with these, too,

they drive away from her the noisome pesti-

lences which beset her, and preserve the good
health thus obtained. Such are the medicines

and such their efficacy left us by this so-called

unskillful man, and they know them and their

power best who constantly use them. From
all this it is evident that St. Paul had given

himself to the study of which we have been

speaking with great diligence and zeal.

8. Hear also what he says in his charge to

his disciple : ^ " Give heed to reading, to exhor-

tation, to teaching," and he goes on to show
the usefulness of this by adding, *Tor in doing

this thou shalt save both thyself and them that

» Acts xvii.

4 2 Cor. xi.

2 Acts XIV. II.

5 I Tim. iv. 13,

3 2 Cor. X. 5.

hear thee." ^ And again he says, " The
Lord's servant must not strive, but be gentle

towards all, apt to teach, forbearing;" ^ and he
proceeds to say, " But abide thou in the things

which thou hast learned, and hast been as-

sured of, knowing of whom thou hast learned

them, and that from a babe thou hast known
the sacred writings which are able to make
thee wise unto salvation," ^ and again, " Every
Scripture is inspired of God, and also profita-

ble for teaching, for reproof, for correction,

for instruction which is in righteousness, that

the man of God may be complete." ^ Hear
what he adds further in his directions to Titus

about the appointment of bishops. "The
bishop," he says, "must be holding to the

faithful word which is according to the teach-

ing, that he may be able to convict the gain-

sayers." " But how shall any one who is un-

skillful as these men pretend, be able to con-

vict the gainsayers and stop their mouths? or

what need is there to give attention to reading

and to the Holy Scriptures, if such a state of

unskillfulness is to be welcome among us?

Such arguments are mere makeshifts and pre-

texts, the marks of idleness and sloth. But
some one will say, " it is to the priests that

these charges are given:"—certainly, for they

are the subjects of our discourse. But that

the apostle gives the same charge to the laity,

hear what he says in another epistle to other

than the priesthood :
" Let the word of Christ

dwell in you richly in all wisdom," '' and again,
" Let your speech be always with grace sea-

soned with salt, that ye may know how ye ought

to answer each one," ^^ and there is a general

charge to all that they " be ready to " '^ render

an account of their faith, and to the Thessa-

lonians, he gives the following command:
" Build each other up, even as also ye do." "*

But when he speaks of priests he says, " Let

the elders that rule well be counted worthy of

double honor, especially those who labor in

the word, and in teaching." '^ For this is the

perfection of teaching when the teachers both

by what they do, and by what they say as well,

bring their disciples to that blessed state of

life which Christ appointed for them. For ex-

ample alone is not enough to instruct others.

Nor do I say this of myself ; it is our Saviour's

own word. " For whosoever shall do and

teach them, he shall be called great.'^ Now
if doing were the same as teaching, the second

word here would be superfluous; and it had

been enough to have said " whosoever shall

6 I Tim. iv. 16. 7 2 Tim. ii. 24. ^ 2 Tim. iii. 14, 15.

9 2 Tim. iii. 16, 17, or " every Scripture inspired of God is also

profitable," etc., so rendered in the Revised Version.
10 Titus i. 7, 9. Revised Version. ^* Col. iii. 16,

" Col. iv. 6. >3 1 Peter iii. 15. M i Thess. v. 11.

»5 1 Tim. V. 17. »6 Matt. v. 19.
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do " simply. But now by distinguishing the

two, he shows that practice is one thing, and

doctrine another, and that each needs the help

of the others in order to complete edification.

Thou hearest too what the chosen vessel of

Christ says to the Ephesian elders :
" Where-

fore watch ye, remembering that for the space

of three years, I ceased not to admonish every

one, night and day, with tears." ' But what

need was there for his tears or for admonition

by word of mouth, while his Ufe as an apostle

was so illustrious? His holy life might be a

great inducement to men to keep the com-

mandments, yet I dare not say that it alone

could accomplish everything.

9. But when a dispute arises concerning mat-

ters of doctrine, and all take their weapons

fiom the same Scriptures, of what weight will

any one's life be able to prove? What then

will be the good of his many austerities, when

after such painful exercises, any one from the

Priest's great unskillfulness in argument fall

into heresy, and be cut off from the body of

the Church, a misfortune which I have myself

seen many suffering. Of what profit then

will his patience be to to him? None; no

more than there will be in a sound faith if the

life is corrupt. Wherefore, for this reason

more than for all others, it concerns him whose

office it is to teach others, to be experienced

1 Acts XX. 31.

in disputations of this kind. For though he
himself stands safely, and is unhurt by the

gainsayers, yet the simple multitude under his

direction, when they see their leader defeated,

and without any answer for the gainsayers,

will be apt to lay the blame of his discomfit-

ure not on his own weakness, but on the doc-

trines themselves, as though they were faulty

;

and so by reason of the inexperience of one,

great numbers are brought to extreme ruin

;

for though they do not entirely go over to the

adversary, yet they are forced to doubt about

matters in which formerly they firmly believed,

and those whom they used to approach with

unswerving confidence, they are unable to

hold to any longer steadfastly, but in conse-

quence of their leader's defeat, so great a storm

settles down upon their souls, that the mischief

ends in their shipwreck altogether. But how

dire is the destruction, and how terrible the

fire which such a leader brings upon his own
wretched head for every soul which is thus

lost, thou wilt not need to learn from me, as

thou knowest all this perfectly. Is this then

pride, is this vainglory in me, to be unwilling

to be the cause of the destruction of so many

souls ? and of procuring for myself greater

punishment in the world to come, than that

which now awaits me there ? Who would say

so? surely no one, unless he should wish to find

fault where there is none, and to moraUze

over other men's calamities. ^



BOOK V.

Contents.

I. PUBLIC PREACHING NEEDS MUCH LABOR AND STUDY.

II. HE WHO IS APPOINTED TO THIS WORK MUST BE INDIFFERENT TO PRAISE, AND ABLE IN

SPEAKING.

III. UNLESS HE HAVE BOTH THESE QUALIFICATIONS HE WILL BE UNSERVICEABLE TO THE

MULTITUDE.

IV. HE SHOULD ABOVE ALL TAKE NO NOTICE OF SLANDER.

V. THE SKILLFUL IN PREACHING NEED MORE STUDY THAN THE UNLEARNED.

VI. HE MUST NOT THINK TOO LITTLE, OR TOO MUCH OF THE UNREASONED VERDICT OF THE

MULTITUDE.

VII. HE MUST ORDER HIS WORDS WITH A VIEW TO PLEASING GOD ALONE.

VIII. HE WHO IS NOT INDIFFERENT TO PRAISE WILL UNDERGO MANY SUFFERINGS.

I. How great is the skill required for the

teacher in contending earnestly for the truth,

has been sufficiently set forth by us. But I

have to mention one more matter beside this,

which is a cause of numberless dangers,

though for my own part I should rather say

that the thing itself is not the cause, but they

who know not how to use it rightly, since it is

of itself a help to salvation and to much good

besides, whenever thou findest that earnest and

good men have the management of it. What

then, do I mean by this? The expenditure of

great labor upon the preparation of discourses

to be delivered in public. For to begin with,

the majority of those who are under the

preachers' charge are not minded to behave

towards them as towards teachers, but dis-

daining the part of learners, they assume in-

stead the attitude of those who sit and look

on at the public games; and just as the mul-

titude there is separated into parties, and

some attach themselves to one, and some to

another, so here also men are divided, and

become the partisans now of this teacher, now

of that, listening to them with a view to favor

or spite. And not only is there this hardship,

but another quite as great. For if it has oc-

curred to any preacher to weave into his ser-

mons any part of other men's works, he is ex-

posed to greater disgrace than those who steal

money. Nay, often where he has not even

borrowed anything from any one, but is only

suspected, he has suffered the fate of a thief.

And why do I speak of the works of others

when it is not permitted to him to use his own

resources without variety? For the pubHc are

accustomed to listen not for profit, but for

pleasure, sitting like critics of tragedies, and

of musical entertainments, and that facility of

speech against which we declaimed just now,

in this case becomes desirable, even more than

in the case of barristers, where they are obliged

to contend one against the other. A preacher

then should have loftiness of mind, far ex-

ceeding my own Httleness of spirit, that he

may correct this disorderly and unprofitable

pleasure on the part of the multitude, and

be able to lead them over to a more useful

way of hearing, that his people may follow

and yield to him, and that he may not be

led away by their own humors, and this it is

not possible to arrive at, except by two means

:

indifference to their praise, and the power of

preaching well.'

2. For if either of these be lacking,the remam-

ing one becomes useless, owing to its divorce

from the other, for if a preacher be indifferent

to praise, and yet cannot produce the doctrine

1 Chrysostom's own sermons were often interrupted by applause,

which he always severely reprimanded.
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"which is with grace seasoned with salt," ' he
becomes despised by the multitude, while he
gains nothing from his own nobleness of mind

;

and if on the other hand he is successful as a

preacher, and is overcome by the thought of

applause, harm is equally done in turn, both

to himself and the multitude, because in his

desire for praise he is careful to speak rather

with a view to please than to profit. And as

he who neither lets good opinion influence him,

nor is skillful in speaking, does not yield to

the pleasure of the multitude, and is unable to

do them any good worth mentioning, because

he has nothing to say, so he who is carried

away with desire for praise, though he is able

to render the multitude better service, rather

provides in place of this such food as will suit

their taste, because he purchases thereby the

tumult of acclamation.

3. The best kind of Bishop must, therefore,

be strong in both these points, so that neither

may supplant the other. For if when he stands

up in the congregation and speaks words cal-

culated to make the careless wince,^ he then

stumbles, and stops short, and is forced to

blush at his failure, the good of what he has

spoken is immediately wasted. For they who
are rebuked, being galled by what has been
told them, and unable to avenge themselves

on him otherwise, taunt him, with jeers at this

ignorance of his, thinking to screen their own
reproach thereby. Wherefore he ought, like

some very good charioteer, to come to an ac-

curate judgment about both these good things,

in order that he may be able to deal with

both as he may have need ; for when he is irre-

proachable in the eyes of all, then he will be
able, with just so much authority as he wishes,

both to correct and to remit from correction

all those who are under his rule. But without

this it will not be easy for him to do so. But
this nobleness of soul should be shown not

only up to the limit of indifference to praise,

but should go further in order that the gain

thus gotten may not in its turn be fruitless.

4. To what else ought he then to be in-

different? Slander and envy. Unseasonable
evil speaking,^ however (for of course the

Bishop undergoes some . groundless censure),

it is well that he should neither fear nor trem-

ble at excessively, nor entirely pass over ; but

we ought, though it happen to be false, or to

be brought against us by the common herd, to

try and extinguish it immediately. For noth-

ing so magnifies both an evil and a good re-

port as the undisciplined mob. For accus-

I Col. iv. 6.

a «irtaTv>|/ai,, literally, to purse up the mouth, as at the taste of
what is tart and sour.

3 Ka/ci)7opta— if KaTTjyopta be read, " accixsation " will be the
xneaniag.

tomed to hear and to speak without stopping
to make inquiry, they repeat at random every-

thing which comes in their way, without any
regard to the truth of it. Therefore the Bishop
ought not to be unconcerned about the multi-

tude, but straightway to nip their evil surmis-
ings in the bud

;
persuading his accusers, even

if they be the most unreasonable of all men,
and to omit nothing which is able to dispel an
ill-favored report. But if, when we do all this,

they who blame us will not be persuaded,
thenceforward we should give them no concern.

Since if any one be too quick to be dejected

by these accidents, he will not be able at any
time to produce anything noble and admirable.

For despondency and constant cares are

mighty for destroying the powers of the mind,
and for reducing it to extreme weakness.

Thus then must the Priest behave towards
those in his charge, as a father would behave
to his very young children ; and as such are

not disturbed either by their insults or their

blows, or their lamentations, nor even if they

laugh and rejoice with us, do we take much
account of it ; so should we neither be puffed

up by the promises of these persons nor cast

down at their censure, when it comes from them
unseasonably. But this is hard, my good
friend; and perhaps, methinks, even impos-

sible. For I know not whether any man ever

succeeded in the effort not to be pleased when
he is praised, and the man who is pleased at

this is Hkely also to desire to enjoy it, and the

man who desires to enjoy it will, of necessity,

be altogether vexed and beside himself when-
ever he misses it. For as they who revel in

being rich, when they fall into poverty are

grieved, and they who have been used to live

luxuriously cannot bear to live shabbily; so,

too, they who long for applause, not only when
they are blamed without a cause, but when
they are not constantly being praised, be-

come, as by some famine, wasted in soul,

particularly when they happen themselves to

have been used to praise, or if they hear others

being praised. He who enters upon the trial

of preaching with desires of this kind, how
many annoyances and how many pangs dost

thou think that he has? It is no more possi-

ble for the sea to be without waves than that

man to be without cares and grief.

5. For though the preacher may have great

ability (and this one would only find in a few),

not even in this case is he released from per-

petual toil. For since preaching does not come
by nature, but by study, suppose a man to

reach a high standard of it, this will then for-

sake him if he does not cultivate his power by
constant application and exercise. So that

there is greater labor for the wiser than for the
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unlearned. For there is not the same degree

of loss attending negligence on the part of the

one and the other, but the loss is in exact

proportion to the difference between the two

possessions. For the latter' no one would

blame, as they furnish nothing worth regard-

ing. But the former, unless they are con-

stantly producing matter beyond the reputa-

tion in which all hold them, great censure

attends on all hands; and besides these

things, the latter would meet with considera-

ble praise, even for small performances, while

the efforts of the former, unless they be

specially wonderful and startling, not only

fail to win applause, but meet with many fault-

finders. For the audience set themselves to

be critics, not so much in judgment of what

is said as of the reputation of the speaker, so

that whenever any one excels ail others in

oratorical powers, then especially of all others

does he need laborious study. For this man
is not allowed to avail himself of the usual plea

which human nature urges, that one cannot

succeed in everything ; but if his sermons do

not throughout correspond to the greatness of

the expectations formed, he will go away
without having gained anything but countless

jeers and censures; and no one takes this into

consideration about him, that dejection and

pain, and anxiety, and often anger, may step

in, and dim the clearness of his thoughts and
prevent his productions from coming from him
unalloyed,^ and that on the whole, being but

a man, he cannot be constantly the same, nor

at all times acquit himself successfully, but

naturally must sometimes fall short of the

mark, and appear on a lower level of ability

than usual. None of these things, as I said,

are they willing to take into consideration, but

charge him with faults as if they were sitting

in judgment on an angel; though in other

cases, too, a man is apt to overlook the good
performances of his neighbor, though they be

many and great, and if anywhere a defect ap-

pears, even if it be accidental, even if it only

occur at long intervals, it is quickly perceived,

and always remembered, and thus small and
trifling matters have often lessened the glory

of many and great doings.

6. Thou seest, my excellent friend, that the

man who is powerful in preaching has peculiar

need of greater study than others ; and besides

study, of forbearance also greater than what is

needed by all those whom I have already

mentioned. For thus are many constantly

springing up against him, in a vain and sense-

less spirit, and having no fault to find with

« Sc. The unlearned.
•' eiAiKpn'j}— literally, so that the sunlight fails to discern a flaw

in them.

him, but that he is generally approved of, hate

him; and he must bear their bitter malice

nobly, for as they are not able to hide this

cursed hatred, which they so unreasonably en-

tertain, they both revile, and censure, and
slander in private, and defame in public, and
the mind which has begun to be pained and
exasperated, on every one of these occasions,

will not escape being corrupted by grief. For
they will not only revenge themselves upon
him by their own acts, but will try to do so

by means of others, and often having chosen
some one of those who are unable to speak a

word, will extol him with their praises and
admire him beyond his worth. Some do this

through ignorance alone,^ some through igno-

rance and envy, in order that they may ruin

the reputation of the other, not that they may
prove the man to be wonderful who is not so,

and the noble-minded man has not only to

struggle against these, but often against the

ignorance of the whole multitude ; for since it

is not possible that all those who come to-

gether should consist of learned men, but the

chances are that the larger part of the con-

gregation is composed of unlearned people,

and that even the rest, who are clearer headed
than they, fall as far short of being able to

criticize sermons as the remainder again fall

short of them ; so that only one or two are

seated there who possess this power ; it follows,

of necessity, that he who preaches better than

others carries away less applause, and possi-

bly goes home without being praised at all, and
he must be prepared to meet such anomalies

nobly, and to pardon those who commit them
in ignorance, and to weep for those who ac-

quiesce in them on account of envy as wretched

and pitiable creatures, and not to consider that

his powers have become less on either of these

accounts. For if a man, being a pre-emi-

nently good painter, and superior to all in his

art, sees the portrait which he has drawn with

great accuracy held up to ridicule, he ought

not to be dejected, and to consider the pic-

ture poor, because of the judgment of the ig-

norant ; as he would not consider the drawing

that is really poor to be something wonderful

and lovely, because of the astonishment of

the inartistic.

7. For let the best artificer, be himself the

critic of his own designs, and let his per-

formances be determined to be good or

poor, according as the mind which designed

them gives sentence upon them. But let him
not even consider the opinion, so erroneous

and inartistic, of the outside world. Let, there-

fore, the man who undertakes the strain of

3 Another reading is fJiovia, infatuation.
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teaching never give heed to the good opinion

of the outside world, nor be dejected in soul

on account of such persons ; but laboring at

his sermons so that he may please God, (For

let this alone be his rule and determination,

in discharging this best kind of workmanship,

not acclamation, nor good opinions,) if, in-

deed, he be praised by men, let him not repu-

diate their applause, and when his hearers do

not offer this, let him not seek it, let him not

be grieved. For a sufficient consolation in

his labors, and one greater than all, is when he

is able to be conscious of arranging and order-

ing his teaching with a view to pleasing God.

8. For if he be first carried away with the

desire for indiscriminate praise, he will reap no
advantage from his labors, or from his power
in preaching, for the mind being unable to

bear the senseless censures of the multitude

is dispirited, and casts aside all earnestness

about preaching. Therefore it is especially

necessary to be trained to be indifferent to all

kinds of praise. For to know how to preach

is not enough for the preservation of that

power, if this be not added: and if any one
would examine accurately the man who is des-

titute of this art, he will find that he needs to

be indifferent to praise no less than the other,"

for he will be forced to do many wrong things

in placing himself under the control of popular

opinion. For not having the energy to equal

those who are in repute for the quality of their

preaching, he will not refrain from forming ill

designs against them, from envying them,

and from blaming them without reason, and
from many such discreditable practices, but

will venture everything, even if it be needful

to ruin his own soul, for the sake of bringing

down their fame to the level of his own insig-

nificance. And in addition to this, he will

leave off his exertions about his work ; a kind
of numbness, as it were, spreading itself over
his mind. For much toil, rewarded by scanty

praise, is sufficient to cast down a man who
cannot despise praise, and put him into a deep
lethargy, since the husbandman even when he
spends time over some sorry piece of land,

and is forced to till a rock, quickly desists

from his work, unless he is possessed of much
earnestness about the matter, or has a fear of

famine impending over him. For if they who
are able to speak with considerable power, need
such constant exercise for the preservation of
their talent, he who collects no materials at

all, but is forced in the midst of his efforts to

meditate ; what difficulty, what confusion, what
trouble will he experience, in order that he
may be able at great labor to collect a few
ideas ! and if any of those clergy who are under

» I. e.y The skillful preacher.

his authority, and who are placed in the infe-

rior order, be able in that position to appear
to better advantage than he; what a divine

mind must he have, so as not to be seized with

envy or cast down by despondency. For, for

one to be placed in a station of higher dignity,

and to be surpassed by his inferior in rank,

and to bear this nobly, would not be the part

of any ordinary mind, nor of such as my own,
but of one as hard as adamant ; and if, indeed,

the man who is in greater repute be very for-

bearing and modest, the suffering becomes so

much the more easily borne. But if he is

bold and boastful and vainglorious, a daily

death would be desirable for the other ; he will

so embitter his life, insulting him to his face,

and laughing at him behind his back, wresting

much of his authority from him, and wishing

to be everything himself. But he is possessed

of the greatest security, in all these circum-

stances, who has fluency in preaching, and the

earnest attention of the multitude about him,

and the affection of all those who are under
his charge. Dost not thou know what a pas-

sion for sermons has burst in upon the minds
of Christians now-a-days? and that they who
practice themselves in preaching are in especial

honor, not only among the heathen, but among
them of the household of the faith? How
then could any one bear such disgrace as to find

that all are mute when he is preaching, and
think that they are oppressed, and wait for the

end of the sermon, as for some release from
work ; while they Hsten to another with eager-

ness though he preach long, and are sorry when
he is about to conclude; and almost angry

when it is his purpose to be silent. If these

matters seem to thee to be small, and easily

to be despised, it is because of thine inexpe-

rience. They are truly enough to quench zeal,

and to paralyze the powers of the mind, un-

less a man withdraw himself from all human
passions, and study to frame his conduct after

the pattern of those incorporeal powers, who
are neither pursued by envy, nor by longing

for fame, nor by any other morbid feeling. If

then there be any man so constituted as to be

able to subdue this wild beast, so difficult to

capture, so unconquerable, so fierce; that is

to say, public fame, and to cut off its many
heads, or rather to forbid their growth alto-

gether; he will easily be able to repel these

many violent assaults, and to enjoy a kind of

quiet haven of rest. But he who has not freed

himself from this monster, involves his soul in

struggles of various kinds, and perpetual agita-

tion, and the burden both of despondency and

of other passions. But why need I detail

the rest of these difficulties, which no one will

be able, to describe, or to learn unless he has

had actual experience of them.
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I. Our condition here, indeed, is such as

thou hast heard. But our condition hereafter

how shall we endure, when we are compelled

to give our account for each of those who have

been entrusted to us? For our penalty is not

limited to shame, but everlasting chastisement

awaits us as well. As for the passage, " Obey
them that have the rule over you, and submit

to them, for they watch in behalf of your souls

as they that shall give account ;

" ' though I

have mentioned it once already, yet I will

break silence about it now, for the fear of its

warning is continually agitating my soul. For
if for him who causes one only, and that the

least, to stumble, it is profitable that " a great

millstone should be hanged about his neck,

and that he should be sunk in the depth of

thesea;"^' and if they who wound the con-

sciences of the brethren, sin against Christ

Himself,^ what then will they one day sufifer.

' Hcb. xiii. 17. a Matt, xviii. 6. 3 X Cor. viii. 12.

what kind of penalty will they pay, who de-

stroy not one only, or two, or three, but so

many multitudes? For it is not possible for

inexperience to be urged as an excuse, nor to

take refuge in ignorance, nor for the plea of

necessity or force to be put forward. Yea, if

it were possible, one of those under their charge

could more easily make use of this refuge for

his own sins than bishops in the case of the

sins of others. Dost thou ask why? Because

he who has been appointed to rectify the igno-

rance of others, and to warn them beforehand

of the conflict with the devil which is coming

upon them, will not be able to put forward ig-

norance as his excuse, or to say, " I have never

heard the trumpet sound, I did not foresee the

conflict." For he is set for that very purpose,

says Ezekiel, that he may sound the trumpet

for others, and warn them of the dangers at

hand. And therefore his chastisement is m-

evitable, though he that perishes happen to be

but one. " For if when the sword comes, the
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watchman does not sound the trumpet to the

people, nor give them a sign, and the sword
come and take any man away, he indeed is

taken away on account of his iniquity, but his

blood will I require at the watchman's hands." '

2. Cease then to urge us on to a penalty so

inevitable; for our discourse is not about an
army, or a kingdom ; but about an ofhce which
needs the virtues of an angel. For the soul

of the Priest ought to be purer than the very

sunbeams, in order that the Holy Spirit may
not leave him desolate, in order that he may
be able to say, " Now I live ; and yet no longer

I, but Christ liveth in me." ^ For if they who
dwell in the desert, and are removed far from
the city and the market-place, and the tumult
therein, and who enjoy all their time a haven
of rest, and of peacefulness, are not willing to

rely on the security of that manner of life, but
add to it numberless other safeguards, hedging
themselves round on every side, and studying

both to speak and to act with great circum-
spection, so that to the utmost extent of human
power they may draw near to God with assur-

ance, and with unstained purity, what power
and strength, thinkest thou, does the ordained
Priest need so as to be able to tear his soul

away from every defilement, and to keep its

spiritual beauty unsullied? For he has need
of far greater purity than they ; and whoever
has need of greater purity, he too is subject

to more pressing temptations than they, which
are able to defile him, unless by using con-
stant self-denial and much labor, he renders
his soul inaccessible to them. For beauty of

face, elegance of movement, an affected gait

and lisping voice, pencilled eyebrows and en-

amelled cheeks, elaborate braiding and dyeing
of hair, costliness of dress, variety of golden or-

naments, and the glory of precious stones, the
scent of perfumes, and all those other matters
to which womankind devote themselves, are

enough to disorder the mind, unless it happen
to be hardened against them, through much
austerity of self restraint. Now to be dis-

turbed indeed by such things is nothing won-
derful. But on the other hand, that the devil

should be able to hit and shoot down the souls of

men by the opposite of these—this is a matter
which fills us with astonishment and perplexity.

3. For ere now some men who have escaped
these snares, have been caught by others
widely differing from these. For even a neg-
lected appearance, unkempt hair, squalid dress,

and an unpainted face, simple behavior, and
homely language, unstudied gait, and unaf-
fected voice, a hfe of poverty, a despised, un-
patronized and lonely condition, have first

Ezek. xxxiii. 6. Gal. ii. 20.

drawn on the beholder to pity, and next to

utter ruin ; and many who have escaped the

former nets, in the way of gold ornaments and
perfumes, and apparel, and all the rest, of

which I have spoken as connected with them,

have easily fallen into these so widely differ-

ing from them, and have perished. When then

both by poverty and by riches, both by the

adornment and the neglect of the personal ap-

pearance, both by studied and unaffected

manners, in short by all those means which I

have enumerated, war is kindled in the soul

of the beholder, and its artifices surround him
on every side, how will he be able to breathe

freely while so many snares encompass him?
and what hiding-place will he be able to find

—I do not say so as to avoid being forcibly

seized by them (for this is not altogether

difficult)—but so as to keep his own soul un-

disturbed by polluting thoughts?

And I pass by honors, which are the cause

of countless evils. For those which come from
the hands of women are ruinous to the vigor

of self-restraint, and often overthrow it when a.

man does not know how to watch constantly

against such designs ; while those which come
from the hands of men, unless a man receive

them with much nobleness of mind, he is

seized with two contrary emotions, servile

flattery and senseless pride. To those who
patronize him, he is obliged to cringe; and
towards his inferiors he is puffed up, on ac-

count of the honors which the others confer,

and is driven into the gulf of arrogance. We
have mentioned these matters indeed, but

how harmful they actually are, no one could

well learn without experience. For not only

these snares, but greater and more delusive

than these, he must needs encounter, who has

his conversation in the world. But he who
is content with solitude, has freedom from all

this, and if at any time a strange thought cre-

ates a representation of this kind, the image
is weak, and capable of being speedily sub-

dued, because there is no fuel added to the

flame from without, arising from actual sight.

For the recluse has but himself to fear for ; or

should he be forced to have the care of others

they are easily counted : and if they be many,

yet they are less than those in our Churches,

and they give him who is set over them much
lighter anxiety about them, not only on ac-

count of their fewness, but because they are

all free from worldly concerns, and have neither

wife nor children, nor any such thing to care

about ; and this makes them very deferential

to their rulers, and allows them to share the

same abode with them, so that they are able

to take in their faiHngs accurately at a glance

and correct them, seeing that the constant
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supervision of a teacher is no little help towards

advance in virtue.

4. But of those who are subject to the Priest,

the greater number are hampered with the

cares of this life, and this makes them the

slower in the performance of spiritual duties.

Whence it is necessary for the teacher to sow

every day (so to speak), in order that by its

frequency at least, the word of doctrine may
be able to be grasped by those who hear. For

excessive wealth, and an abundance of power,

•and sloth the offspring of luxury, and many

•other things beside these, choke the seeds

which have been let fall. Often too the thick

growth of thorns does not suffer the seed to

drop even upon the surface of the soil. Again,

excess of trouble, stress of poverty, constant

insults, and other such things, the reverse of

the foregoing, take the mind away from anxiety

about things divine; and of their people's

sins, not even the smallest part can become

apparent; for how should it, in the case of

those the majority of whom they do not know

even by sight?

The Priest's relations with his people in-

volve thus much difficulty. But if any inquire

about his relations with God, he will find the

others to be as nothing, since these require

a greater and more thorough earnestness. For

he who acts as an ambassador on behalf of

the whole city—but why do I say the city? on

behalf of the whole world indeed—prays

that God would be merciful to the sins of all,

nor only of the living, but also of the departed.'

IVhat manner of man ought he to be? For

my part I think that the boldness of speech

of Moses and Elias, is insufficient for such

supplication. For as though he were entrusted

with the whole world and were himself the

father of all men, he draws near to God, be-

seeching that wars maybe extinguished every-

where, that tumults may be quelled ; asking for

peace and plenty, and a swift deliverance from

all the ills that beset each one, publicly and

privately ; and he ought as much to excel in

every respect all those on whose behalf he

prays, as rulers should excel their subjects.

And whenever he invokes the Holy Spirit, and

offers the most dread sacrifice, and constantly

handles the common Lord of all, tell me what

rank shall we give him? What great purity

and what real piety must we demand of him?

For consider what manner of hands they ought

1 All the ancient Liturgies contained prayers for the departed.

?t. Cyril of Jerusalem (Catech. Mystag., v. n. vi.), speaking of

the prayer after consecration, says : "and then we pray for our

lioly fathers and bishops, and for all that have fallen asleep before

us, believing that it will be a very great benefit to their souls to

have supplication offered for them whilst the holy and most awful

sacrifice is lying upon the altar," but the practice was not based

upon anything like the later Roman doctrine of purgatory. It

was the natural expression of a devout belief in the " communion

of saints." See Bingham's Antiquities, Book xv.

to be which minister in these things, and of

what kind his tongue which utters such words,^

and ought not the soul which receives so great

a spirit to be purer and holier than anything

in the world? At such a time angels stand by

the Priest ; and the whole sanctuary, and the

space round about the altar, is filled with the

powers of heaven, in honor of Him who lieth

thereon. For this, indeed, is capable of being

proved from the very rites which are being

then celebrated. I myself, moreover, have

heard some one once relate, that a certain

aged, venerable man, accustomed to see reve-

lations, used to tell him, that he being thought

worthy of a vision of this kind, at such a time,

saw, on a sudden, so far as was possible for

him, a multitude of angels, clothed in shining

robes, and encircling the altar, and bending

down, as one might see soldiers in the pres-

ence of their King, and for my part I believe

it. Moreover another told me, without learn-

ing it from some one else, but as being him-

self thought worthy to be both an ear and eye

witness of it, that, in the case of those who

are about to depart hence, if they happen to

be partakers of the mysteries, with a pure con-

science, when they are about to breathe their

last, angels keep guard over them for the sake

of what they have received, and bear them

hence. And dost thou not yet tremble to in-

troduce a soul into so sacred a mystery of this

kind, and to advance to the dignity of the

Priesthood, one robed in filthy raiment, whom
Christ has shut out from the rest of the band

of guests? 3 The soul of the Priest should

shine Hke a light beaming over the whole world.

But mine has so great darkness overhanging

it, because of my evil conscience, as to be

always cast down and never able to look up

with confidence to its Lord. Priests are the

salt of the earth.^ But who would easily put

up with my lack of understanding, and my in-

experience in all things, but thou, who hast

been wont to love me beyond measure. For

the Priest ought not only to be thus pure as

one who has been dignified with so high a

ministry, but very discreet, and skilled in

many matters, and to be as well versed in the

affairs of this life as they who are engaged in

the world, and yet to be free from them all

more than the recluses who occupy the moun-

tains. For since he must mix with men who

have wives, and who bring up children, who

possess servants, and are surrounded with

2 " And we pray and beseech Thee, send down thy Holy Ghost

upon us and upon these gifts here outspread, and make this bread

to be the precious body of thy Christ, and that which is in the cup

the precious blood of Christ, having so changed them by thy Holy

Spirit that to us who partake of them they may be for the cleans-

ing of our souls, the remission of sins, the communion of the Holy-

Spirit." (Liturgy of St. Chrysostom.)
^3Matt.Mii. 13. 4 Matt. V. 13.
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wealth, and fill public positions, and are per-

sons of influence, he too should be a many-
sided man—I say many-sided, not unreal, nor
yet fawning and hypocritical, but full of much
freedom and assurance, and knowing how to

adapt himself profitably, where the circum-
stances of the case require it, and to be both
kind and severe, for it is not possible to treat

all those under one's charge on one plan, since

neither is it well for physicians to apply one
course of treatment to all their sick, nor for a
pilot to know but one way of contending with

the winds. For, indeed, continual storms be-

set this ship of ours, and these storms do not
assail from without only, but take their rise

from within, and there is need of much con-
descension, and circumspection, and all these

different matters have one end in view, the

glory of God, and the edifying of the Church.

5. Great is the conflict which recluses under-
go, and much their toil. But if any one com-
pare their exertions with those which the right

exercise of the Priesthood involves, he will find

the difference as great as the distance between
a king and a commoner. For there, if the

labor is great indeed, yet the conflict is com-
mon to body and soul, or rather the greater

part of it is accomplished by the condition of

the body, and if this be not strong, the incli-

nation remains undeveloped, and is unable to

come out into action. For the habit of in-

tense fasting, and sleeping on the ground, and
keeping vigil, and refraining from the bath,

and great toil, and all, other means which they
use for the affliction of the body are given up,

when the body to be thus disciplined is not
strong. But in this case purity of soul is the

business in hand, and no bodily vigor is re-

quired to show its excellence. For what does
strength of body contribute towards our being
not self-willed, or proud, or headstrong, but
sober and prudent, and orderly, and all else,

wherein St. Paul filled up the picture of the

perfect Priest? But no one could say this of

the virtues of the recluse.

6. But as in the case of wonder-workers, a
large apparatus is required, both wheels and
ropes and daggers ; while the philosopher has
the whole of his art stored up in his mind,not re-

quiring any external apphances : So accordingly
in the case before us. The recluse requires

both a good condition of body, and a place
suitable for his course of life, in order that such

L

I The following descriptions of monastic life were no doubt drawn
from the habitsof the monks in the neighbourhood of Antioch, who
dwelt on the mountainous heights of Silpiusand Casius, south of
the city. They lived in separate huts or cabins, but were subject
to an abbot and a common rule, probably very similar to that
which Pachomius had recently established in Egypt, and which
became very generally adopted in the East. There are frequent
allusions to the habits of these monks in Chrysostom's Homilies.
See especially St. Matt. Hom. LXVIII. c. 3, and LXIX. c. 3 ; also
Life of St. Chrysostom by the translator, pp. 59-68, 3d ed.

may not be settled too far from intercourse with
their fellow men, and may have the tranquillity

which belongs to desert places, and yet fur-
ther, may not fail to enjoy the most favorable
climate. For nothing is so unbearable to a
body worn with fastings as a climate which is

not equable. And what trouble they are com-
pelled to take in the preparation of their cloth-
ing and daily food, as they are themselves am-
bitious of doing all with their own hands, I

need not speak of now. But the Priest will re-

quire none of these things to supply his wants,
but is unconcerned about them, and partici-

pates in all things which are harmless, while
he has all his skill stored up in the treasure-
house of his mind. But if any one admire a
solitary life, and retirement from the society
of the multitude, I should say myself that
such a life was a token of patience, but not a
sufficient proof of entire fortitude of soul. For
the man who sits at the helm in harbor, does
not yet give any certain proof of his art. But
if one is able to guide his ship safely in the
midst of the sea, no one would deny him to be
an excellent steersman.

7. It would be, therefore, in no wise excess-
ively surprising to us, that the recluse, Hving
as he does by himself, is undisturbed and does
not commit many and great sins. For he
does not meet with things which irritate and
excite his mind. But if any one who has de-
voted himself to whole multitudes, and has
been compelled to bear the sins of many, has
remained steadfast and firm, guiding his soul
in the midst of the storm as if he were in a
calm, he is the man to be justly applauded and
admired of all, for he has shown sufficient

proof of personal manliness. Do not thou,
therefore, for thy part wonder if I, who avoid
the market-place and the haunts of the multi-
tude, have not many to accuse me. For I ought
not to wonder, if I sinned not when asleep,

nor fell when I did not wrestle, nor was hit if

I did not fight. For who, tell me, who will be
able to speak against me, and reveal my de-
pravity ? Can this roof or cell ? Nay, they would
not be able to give tongue ? Would my
mother, who best of all knows my affairs ?

Well, certainly with her I am neither in com-
munication, nor have we ever come to a quar-
rel, and if this had happened, no mother is so
heartless and wanting in affection for her
child as to revile and accuse before all him
whom she travailed with, and brought forth,

and reared, if there were no reason to constrain
her, nor any person to urge her to such an act.

Nevertheless, if any one desires to make a care-
ful inspection of my mind,he will discover much
which is corrupt there. Nor art thou unaware
of this who art specially wont to extol me with
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praises before all. Now that I do not say

these things out of mere modesty, recollect

how often I said to thee, when this subject

A-as being discussed between us, " If any one
were to give me my choice whether I would
rather gain distinction in the oversight of the

Church, or in the life of the recluse, I would
vote a thousand times over for accepting the

former. For I have never failed to congratu-
late those who have been able to discharge
this office well, and no one will gainsay that

what I counted blessed I would not have
shunned were I able to take part in it fitly.

But what am I to do ? There is nothing so
prejudicial to the oversight of the Church as
this inactivity and negligence of mine, which
others think to be a sort of self-discipline, but
which I hold to be a veil as it were of my per-
sonal infirmity, covering the greater number
of my defects and not suffering them to ap-
pear. For he who is accustomed to enjoy
such great freedom from business, and to pass
his time in much repose, even if he be of a
noble nature, is confused by his inexperience,
and is disturbed, and his inactivity deprives

!

him of no small part of his natural ability.
'

But when, besides, he is of slow intellect, and
'

Ignorant also of these severe trials, which I

take it is my case, he will carry on this min-
istry which he has received no better than a
statue. Wherefore of those who have come to
such great trial, out of that school, few shine

;

and the greater part betray themselves, and
f.ill, and undergo much hardship and suffer-
m-s; and no wonder. For the trials and the
discipline are not concerned with the same
things. The man who is contending in no wise
differs from those who are untrained. He who
thus enters this list should despise glory, be su-
I>erior to anger, full of great discretion. But for
the exercise of these qualities there is no scopem his case who affects a secluded life. For he
does not have many to provoke him in order
that he may practise chastising, the force of his
anger: nor admirers and applauders in order
that he may be trained to despise the praises of
the multitudes. And of the discretion which
IS required in the Church, there is no taking
account in their case. Whenever, therefore,
they come to the trials of which they have
never had practical experience, they get be-
wildered, their heads are turned, they fall into
a state of helples.sness, and besides adding

\Z'^lu\ 'V\^'''.
^''^^"^"^e, may have often

lost that which they brought with them.
8. Basil: What then? shall we set over

the administration of the Church those whomove in society, and who are careful about
the concerns of this worid, who are adepts
at wrangling and vituperation, are full of

countless artifices, and versed in luxurious
ways?
Chrysostom: Hush, dear friend that

thou art
! Thou shouldest never entertain in

:

thy thoughts such men as these, when the

I

Priesthood is under discussion, but only such

j

as are able after mixing and associating with
all, to keep their purity undefiled, and their un-
woridliness, their holiness, constancy and
sobriety unshaken, and to possess all other
virtues which belong to recluses, in a greater
degree than they. He who has many defects,
but is able to hide them, by means of his se-
clusion, and to make them ineffectual, because

I

he does not associate with any one, when Ae

I

comes into society will gain nothing, but the
I position of a laughing-stock, and will run

I

greater risks still, which I was very nearly ex-
I

periencing myself, had not the providence of
j

God quickly warded off such fire from my
head. For it is not possible for one in such a
position to escape notice when he is so con-
spicuously placed, but everything then is de-
tected, and as the fire tests the material of
metals, so too the trial of the clerical office
searches the souls of mortal men; and if any
one be passionate or mean, or ambitious of
fame, if he be boastful, or anything else of the
kind, It unveils all ; and speedily lays bare his
defects, and not only lays them bare, but in-
creases their painfulness and strength. For
the wounds of the body, if they are galled, be-
come harder to heal, and the emotions of the
mind when chafed and irritated, are naturally
more exasperated, and those who possess them
are driven to commit greater sins. For they
excite him who does not restrain them, to love
of glory, and to boastfulness, and to desire for
this world's goods, and draw him downwards

,

both to luxury and laxity of life, and to lazi-
,

ness, and, little by little, to evils worse than
i

these which result from them. For many are
the circumstances in society which have the

;

power to upset the balance of the mind, and
,

to hinder its straightforward course;^ and first
of all IS his social intercourse with women,
l^or It IS not possible for the Bishop, and one
who is concerned with the whole flock, to have
a care for the male poition of it, but to pass
over the female, which needs more particular
forethought, because of its propensity to sins.
But the man who is appointed to the adminis-
tration of a Bishopric must have a care for
the moral health of these, if not in a greater,
at least in no less a degree than the others!
i^or It IS necessary to visit them when they are
sick, to comfort them when they are sorrow-
ful, and to reprove them when they are idle

Another reading gives its " career towards God.
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and to help them when they are distressed

;

and in such cases the evil one would find many
opportunities of approach, if a man did not

fortify himself with a very strict guard. For
the eye, not only of the unchaste, but of the

modest woman pierces and disturbs the mind.
Flatteries enervate it, and favors enslave it, and
fervent love—the spring one may say of all

good—becomes the cause of countless evils to

those who do not make a right use of it. Con-
stant cares too have ere now blunted the edge
of the understanding, and have made that

which was buoyant heavier than lead, while

anger has burst in like smoke, and taken pos-

session of all the inner man.

9. Why should any one speak of the injuries

that result from grief,' the insults, the abuse,

the censure from superiors, from inferiors, from
the v/ise, and from fools; for the class who
are wanting in right judgment are particu-

larly fond of censuring, and will never
readily allow any excuse. But the truly ex-

cellent Bishop ought neither to think Hghtly

of these, but to clear himself with all men of

the charges which they bring against him, with

great forbearance and meekness, pardoning

their unreasonable fault-finding, rather than

being indignant and angry about it. , For if

St. Paul feared lest he should incur a sus-

picion of theft, among his disciples, and there-

fore procured others for the management of
the money, that " no one " he says, " should

blame us in this abundance which is adminis-

tered by us,"" how ought we not to do all so

as to remove evil suspicions, even if they hap-
pen to be false, and most unreasonable, and
very foreign to our thought? For we are not
so utterly removed from any sin as St. Paul
from theft ; notwithstanding, though so far from
this evil practice, he did not, therefore, slight

the suspicion of the world, although it was
very absurd, and even insane. For it was
madness to have any such suspicion about
that blessed and admirable character. But
none the less does he remove far off the causes
of this suspicion, unreasonable though it was,

and such as no one who was in his senses

would entertain, and he neither disdained the

folly of the multitudes, nor did he say, " To
whose mind did it ever occur to suspect such
things of us, after the signs which I have
wrought, and the forbearance which has marked
my life, and when you all revered and admired
us?" Quite the contrary: he foresaw and
expected this base suspicion, and pulled it up
by the roots, or rather did not suffer it to grow
at all. Why? " Because," saith he, "we pro-

_
* According to a different reading, ra? X<r«ra5 /Sxa/Sa?, " The

injuries which remain."
» 3 Cor. viii. ao.

I vide things honest not only before the Lord,
,
but before all men."^ So great, yea and far

greater zeal must we use, to uproot and pre-
. vent floating reports which are not good, but
to see beforehand from afar whence they come,
and to remove beforehand the causes from
which they are produced, not to wait till they
are estabhshed and are the common topics in

every one's mouth. For then it is not easy in

;

the future to destroy them, but very difficult,

perhaps impossible, and not without mischief,

because this is done after many have been in-

: jured. But how far shall I continue pursuing
the unattainable? For to enumerate all the
difficulties in this direction, is nothing more
nor less than measuring the ocean. Even
when any one should clear himself from every
passion (which is a thing impossible) in order
to correct the failings of others, he is forced
to undergo countless trials, and when his own
infirmities are added, behold, an abyss of toil

and care, and all that he must sufler, who
wishes to subdue the evils in himself and in

those around him.

10. Basil: And now, art ^/lou free from toils?

hast thou no cares while thou livest by thy-

self?

Chrysostom: I have indeed even now.
For how is it possible for one who is a man,
and who is living this toilsome life of ours, to

be free from cares and conflict? But it is not
quite the same thing for man to plunge into a
boundless ocean and to cross a river, so great

is the difference between these cares and those.

For now, indeed, if I were able to become
serviceable to others, I should wish it myself,

and this would be a matter of prayer with me.
But if it is not possible to help another, yet if

it be practicable to save and rescue myself
from the waves, I shall be contented.

Basil: Dost thou then think this to be a
great thing? and dost thou fancy that thou wilt

be saved when thou art not profitable to any
other?

Chrysostom: Thou hast spoken well and
nobly, for I am not myself able to believe that

it is possible for one who has not labored for

the salvation of his fellow to be saved, nor
did it at all profit the wretched man in the

Gospel that he had not diminished his talent

;

but he perished through not increasing it and
bringing it doubled to his master.'* Neverthe-
less, I think that my punishment will be milder
when I am called to account, because I have
not saved others, than it would be if I should
destroy myself and others too by becoming far

worse after so great an honor. For now I

trust that my chastisement will be proportioned

3 2 Cor. viii. 21 ; Rom. xii. 17. 4 Matt. XXV. 24.
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to the amount of my sins, but after receiving

this office, I fear it would be not double, or

threefold, but manifold, because I should have

caused ver)' many to stumble, and after addi-

tional honor should have offended the God
who honored me.

1 1. For this very cause God accuses the Is-

raelites more vehemently, and shows that they

were worthy of greater chastisement, because

they sinned after so many honors had come

to them from Him, saying in one place: " But

you only have I known of all the families of

the earth, therefore will I punish you for your

iniquities," ' and again, " and I raised up of

your sons for prophets, and of your young men
for Nazarites ;

' and before the times of the

prophets, wishing to show that sins receive

sorer punishment by far when they occur in

the case of the Priest than in the case of the

laity. He enjoins as great a sacrifice to be

offered for the Priest as for the whole people,^

and this amounts to a proof on his part, that

the wounds of the Priesthood need more as-

sistance—that is, as great as those of all the

people together, and they would not have

needed a greater, except they were worse ; and
they are not worse in their nature, but are ag-

gravated through the dignity of the Priest,

who dares to commit them. And why do I speak

of the tncn who follow this ministration. For
the daughters of the Priests, •• who have no part

in the Priestly office, yet on account of their

father's dignity undergo a far bitterer punish-

ment for the same sins as others, and the

ofifense is the same in their case and in the

daughters of the laity; namely, fornication in

both ; yet the penalty is far severer for the

former. Dost thou see with what abundant
proof God shows thee that he demands much
greater punishment for the ruler than for the
ruled? For no doubt he who punishes to a
greater degree than others the daughter of a
certain man for that man's sake, will not ex-

act the same penalty from the man who is the
cause of her additional chastisement as from
others, but a much heavier one; and very
reasonably; for the mischief does not merely
involve himself, but it destroys the souls of
the weaker brethren and of them who look up
to him, and Ezekiel, writing to show this, dis-

tinguishes from one another the judgment of
the rams and of the sheep.^

12. Do we then seem to thee to entertain a
reasonable fear? for in addition to what has
been said, although much toil is needful on my
part, so that I should not be completely over-
whelmed by the passions of my soul, yet I

endure the toil, and I do not shun the conflict.

* Amos iiu a.

4 Lev. %x\. 9.

" Amosii. i

S Ex. xzziv.
3 Lev. iv. 3, 14.

For even now I am taken captive by vain-

glory, but I often recover myself, and I see at

a glance that I have been taken, and there are

times when I rebuke my soul, which has been

;
enslaved ; outrageous desires even now come

j

over me, but they kindle only a languid flame,

!
since my bodily eyes cannot fasten upon any
fuel to feed the fire. From speaking ill of

any, or from hearing any one evil spoken of,

I am utterly removed, since I have no one to

talk with ; for surely these walls would never

give tongue
;
yet it is not altogether in like

manner possible to avoid anger, although there

be none to provoke it. For often when the

recollection of outrageous men has come over

me, and of the deeds done by them, it makes
i my heart swell. But not permanently, for I

:
quickly subdue its kindling, and persuade it

i to be quiet, saying that it is very inexpedient
! and extremely despicable to leave one's own
: fault alone, and to busy one's self about the

faults of one's neighbors. But were I to come
' among the multitude, and to be invol,ved in

countless excitements, I should not be able to

have the benefit of this warning, nor to expe-
rience reflections which take me thus to task.

I

But just as they who are driven over precipices

I

by a torrent, or in some other way, are able to

foresee the destruction to which they are

finally going, and are unable to think of any

I

means of help, so I, when I have fallen into

j

the great tumult of my passions, shall be able

to see at a glance my chastisement daily in-

creasing. But to be master of myself as I am
j

now, and to rebuke diseases of this sort raging

on every side, would not be equally easy for

me as it was before. For my soul is weak
and puny, and easily mastered, not only by
these passions, but by envy, which is bitterer

! than all of them. Neither does it know how to

I

bear insults or honors temperately. But these

j

do exceedingly elate it, while those depress it.

!
As, then, savage wild beasts, when they are in

good condition, and in full vigor, overcame
those that fight with them, particularly, too,

:

if they be feeble and unskillful ; but if any
one were to weaken them by starvation, he will

put their rage to sleep, and will extinguish

most of their strength ; so that one, not over
valiant, might take up the conflict and battle

j

with them : so also with the passions of the
soul. He who makes them weak, places

I

them in subjection to right reason ; but he
who nourishes them carefully, makes his bat-
tie with them harder, and renders them so for-

,

midable that he passes all his time in bondage
and fear.

What then is the food of these wild beasts?
Of vainglory, indeed, it is honors and applause

;

of pride, abundance of authority and power

;
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of envy, the reputation of one's neighbors ; of

avarice, the munificence of the generous; of

incontinence, luxury and the constant society

of women ; and other passions have their proper

nutriment? And all these things will sorely

attack me if I come forth into the world, and
will tear my soul to pieces, will be the more
formidable and will make my battle with them
the harder. Whereas, while I am established

here they will be subdued ; and then, indeed,

only with great exertion
;
yet at the same time,

by the Grace of God, they will be subdued,

and there will not be anything worse then than

their bark. For these reasons I keep to this

cell, and am inaccessible, self-contained, and
unsociable, and I put up with hearing countless

complaints of this kind, although I would
gladly eiface them, and have been vexed and
grieved because I cannot; for it is not easy

for me to become sociable, and at the same
time to remain in my present security. There-
fore I beseech thee, too, to pity rather than to

censure one beset with such great difficulty.

But we cannot yet persuade thee. Accord-
ingly the time is now come that I should utter

to thee the only thing which I have left un-

spoken. Perhaps it may seem to many to be
incredible, but even so I shall not be ashamed
to bring it before the world, for though what
is said is proof of an evil conscience and of

many sins, yet, since God, who is about to judge

us, knows all accurately, what gain will result

to us from the ignorance of men? What then

is this, which is yet unspoken? From that day
on which thou didst impart to me the suspi-

cion of the bishopric, my whole system has

often been in danger of being completely un-

hinged, such was the fear, such the despon-

dency which seized my soul ; for on consider-

ing the glory of the Bride of Christ, the holi-

ness, the spiritual beauty and wisdom, and
comeliness, and then reckoning up my own
faults, I used not to cease bewailing both her

and myself, and amidst continual distress and
perplexity, I kept saying—who then made such

a suggestion as this? why has the Church of

God made so great a mistake ? why has she so

provoked her Master, as to be delivered over

to me, the unworthiest of all men, and to un-

dergo such great disgrace ? Considering these

things often by myself, and being unable to

bear the thought of so monstrous a thing, I

used to be like thunderstruck people, speech-

less, and unable either to see or hear. And
when this condition of great helplessness left

me, for there were times when it passed off,

tears and despondency succeeded to it, and
after the flood of tears, then fear again, en-

tered in their stead, disturbing, confusing and
agitating my mind. In such a tempest I used

to pass the time that is gone ; but thou wast
ignorant of it, and thoughtest that I was spend-
ing my time in a perfect tranquilHty, but I will

now try and unveil to thee the storm of my
soul, for it may be thou wilt henceforth pardori
me, abandoning your accusations. How then
shall I unveil this to thee? For if thouwould-
est see this clearly, it is not otherwise possible
than by laying bare my own heart ; but as this

is impossible, I will try and show you as well
as I can, by a certain faint illustration, the
gloom of my despondency, and from this image
please to infer my condition.

Let us suppose that the daughter of the
King of all the earth under the sun is the be-
trothed of a certain man, and that this damsel
has matchless beauty, transcending that of
human nature, and that in this respect she out-

strips by a long distance the whole race of
women; also that she has virtues of the soul^

so great as to distance by a long way the whole
generation of men that have been, or that

shall be ; and that the grace of her manners
transcends all standards of art, and that the
loveliness of her person is eclipsed by the
beauty of her countenance ; and that her be-
trothed, not only for the sake of these things,

is enamored of the maiden, but apart from
these things has an affection for her, and by
his ardor throws into the shade the most pas-

sionate of lovers that ever were. Then let us
suppose, whilst he is burning with love, he
hears from some quarter that some mean, ab-
ject man, low born, and crippled in body, in

fact a thoroughly bad fellow, was about to wed
this wondrous, well-beloved maiden. Have
we then presented to thee some small portion

of our grief ? and is it enough to stay my illus-

tration at this point? So far as my despon-
dency is concerned, I think it is enough ; for

this was the only purpose for which I intro-

duced the comparison, but that I may show
you the measure of my fear, and my terror^

let me proceed to another description.

Let there be an armament composed of in-

fantry, cavalry, and marines, and let a number
of triremes cover the sea, and phalanxes of
foot and horse cover most of the plains, and
the ridges of the mountains, and let the metal
of their armor reflect the sunshine, and the
glitter of the helmets and shields be reflected

by the beams which are emitted from them ; let

the clashing of spears and the neighing of
horses be borne up to the very heavens, and
let neither sea nor land appear, but only brass

and iron in every direction. Let the enemy
be drawn up in battle array opposite to these,

fierce and savage men, and let the time of the
engagement be now at hand. Then let some
one suddenly seize some young lad, one of
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those brought up in the country, knowing
nothing but the use of the shepherd's pipe and
crook : let him be clad in brazen armor, and let

him be led round the whole camp and be
shown the squadrons and their officers, the

archers, slingers, captains, generals, the foot

and horse, the spearmen, the triremes and
their commanders, the dense mass of soldiers

in the ships, and the multitude of engines of
war l)ing ready on board. Let him be shown,
moreover, the whole array of the enemy, their

|

repulsive aspect, and the varied stores and '

unusual quantity of their arms; the ravines'
also and precipices of the mountains, deep and
difficult. Let him be shown further on the

I

enemies' side, horses flying by some enchant-

1

ment and infantr)- borne through the air, and
sorcer)' of every power and form ; and let him
consider the calamities of war, the cloud of
spears, the hailstorm of arrows, that great mist
and obscurity, that gloomiest night which the
multitude of weapons occasions, eclipsing the
sunbeams with their cloud, the dust no less
than the darkness baffling the eyesight. The
torrents of blood, the groanings of the falling,
the shouts of the surviving, the heai>s of slain,
wheels bathed in blood, horses with their
riders thrown headlong down, owing to the
number of corpses, the ground a scene of
general confusion, blood, and bows, and ar-
rows, hoofs of horses and heads of men lying
together, a human arm and a chariot wheel
and a helmet, a breast pierced through, brains
sticking to swords, the point of a dart broken
oft with an eye transfixed upon it. Then let
him reckon up the sufferings of the naval
force, the triremes burning in the midst of
the waves, and sinking with their armed crews,
the roaring of the sea, the tumult of the sailors,'

'

the shout of the soldiers, the foam of the
waves mixed with blood, and dashing over
mto all the ships; the corpses on the decks
some sinking, some floating, some cast upon
the beach, oven^'helmed by the waves, and
obstructing the passage of the ships. And
when he has been carefully instructed in all
the tragedy of warfare, let the horrors of cap-
tivity and of slavery be added to it, worse than
any kind of death

; and having told him all this,
bid him mount his horse straightway, and takecommand of all that armament.

Dost thou really think that this lad would
be equal to more than the mere description,
and^would not, at the very first glance, lose

13. Do not think that I have exaggerated the
matter by my account, nor suppose that be-cause we are shut up in this body, as in some
prison hou.se and are unable to see anything
of the invisible world, that what has been said

is overstated. For thou wouldest see a far
greater and more formidabi econflict than this,

I

couldest thou ever behold, with these eyes of

j

thine, the devil's most gloomy battle array,

j

and his frantic onset. For there is no brass
or iron there. No horses, or chariots or

j

wheels, no fire and darts. These are visible

;

things. But there are other much more fear-
ful engines than these. One does not need
against these enemies breastplate or shield,
sword and spear, yet the sight only of this
accursed array is enough to paralyze the soul,
unless it happen to be very noble, and to
enjoy in a high degree as a protection to its

own courage the providential care of God.
And if it were possible by putting off this
body, or still keeping it, to see clearly and
fearlessly with the naked eye the whole of his
battle array, and his warfare against us,
thou wouldest see no torrents of blood, nor

!

dead bodies, but so many fallen souls, and
I

such disastrous wounds that the whole of that

I

description of warfare which I just now de-
i

tailed to thee thou wouldest think to be mere

I

child's sport and pastime rather than war: so

I

many are there smitten every day, and the

j

wounds in the two cases do not bring about the
,

same death, but as great as is the difference be-
tween the soul from the body, so great is the dif-

'. ference between that death and this. For when
j

the soul receives a wound, and falls, it does not

j

lie as a lifeless body, but it is thenceforth tor-

;

mented, being gnawed by an evil conscience

;

I

and after its removal hence, at the time of
judgment, it is delivered over to eternal pun-
ishment

; and if any one be without grief in
regard to the wounds given by the devil, his
danger becomes the greater for his insensibil-
ity. For whoever is not pained by the first

wound, will readily receive a second, and after
that a third. For the unclean spirit will not
cease assaulting to the last breath, whenever
he finds a soul supine and indifferent to his
first wounds

; and if thou wouldest inquire into
the method of attack, thou wouldest find this
much more severe and varied. For no one
ever knew so many forms of craft and deceit
as that unclean spirit. By this indeed, he has
acquired the greater part of his power, nor can
any one have so implacable a hatred against
his worst enemies as the evil one against the
human race. And if any one inquire into the
vehemence with which he fights, here again it
would be ludicrous to bring men into compar-
ison with him. But if any one choose out the
fiercest and most savage of beasts, and is
minded to set their fury against his, he will
find that they were meek and quiet in compar-
ison, such rage does he breathe forth when he
attacks our souls; and the period of the war-
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fare indeed in the former case is brief, and in

this brief space there are respites; for the

approach of the night and the fatigue of

slaughter, meal-times also, and many other

things, afford a respite to the soldier, so that

he can doff his armor and breathe a little, and
refresh himself with food and drink, and in

many other ways recover his former strength.

But in the case of the evil one it is not possi-

ble ever to lay aside one's armor, it is not pos-

sible even to take sleep, for one who would
remain always unscathed. For one of two
things must be : either to fall and perish un-

armed, or to stand equipped and ever watch-

ful. For he ever stands with his own battle

array, watching for our indolence, and labor-

ing more zealously for our destruction, than

we for our salvation.

And that he is not seen by us, and suddenly
assails us, which things are a source of count-

less evils to those who are not always on the

watch, proves this kind of war to be harder

than the other. Couldest thou wish us, then,

in ?uch a case to command the soldiers of

Christ? yea, this were to command them for

the devil's service, for whenever he who ought

to marshal and order others is the most inex-

perienced and feeble of all men, by betraying

through this inexperience those who have
been entrusted to his charge, he commands
them in the devil's interests rather than in

Christ's.

But why dost thou sigh? why weep? For
my ease does not now call for wailing, but for

joy and gladness.

Basil: But not my case, yea this calls for

countless lamentations. For I am hardly able

yet to understand to what degree of evil thou
hast brought me. For I came to thee wanting
to learn what excuse I should make on thy

behalf to those who find fault with thee ; but
thou sendest me back after putting another
case in the place of that I had. For I am no
longer concerned about the excuses I shall

give them on thy behalf, but what excuse I

shall make to God for myself and my own
faults. But I beseech thee, and implore thee,

if my welfare is at all regarded by thee, if

there be any consolation in Christ, if any com-
fort of love, if any bowels, and mercies,' for

thou knowest that thyself above all hast

brought me into this danger, stretch forth

thine hand, both saying and doing what is able

to restore me, do not have the heart to leave

me for the briefest moment, but now rather

than before let me pass my life with thee.

Chrysostom: But I smiled, and said, how
shall I be able to help, how to profit thee un-

der so great a burden of office? But since this

is pleasant to thee, take courage, dear soul, for

at any time at which it is possible for thee to

have leisure amid thine own cares, I will

come and will comfort thee, and nothing shall

be wanting of what is in my power.

On this, he weeping yet more, rose up. But
I, having embraced him and kissed his head, led

him forth, exhorting him to bear his lot

bravely. For I believe, said I, that through
Christ who has called thee, and set thee over

his own sheep, thou wilt obtain such assurance
from this ministry as to receive me also, if I

am in danger at the last day, into thine ever-

lasting tabernacle^

I Phil. ii. I.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LETTERS TO THEODORE.

These two letters, which are the earHest of Chrysostom's extant works, are addressed to

a friend who had been a member of the Httle ascetic brotherhood which Chrysostom and

Basil formed, soon after they had abandoned secular life, as described in the first book of the

Treatise on the Priesthood. Theodore, like Maximus, afterwards Bishop of Isaurian Seleucia,

who was another member of the same fraternity, had been a fellow student with Chrysostom

and Basil in the school of Libanius,' but was a few years younger than either of them. The
strain upon his powers of religious devotion had proved too much for him ; he had withdrawn

from the ascetic brotherhood, and relapsed for a season into worldly habits, being fascinated

by the beauty of a young lady named Hermione, whom he was anxious to marry. His fall

was regarded with almost as much sorrow and dismay by his austere friends as if he had

plunged into deadly vice. Prayers were continually offered, and great efforts made for his

restoration, amongst which must be reckoned the two letters which are here translated. They
are the productions of a youthful enthusiast, and as such allowances must be made for them

;

but they abound in passages of great beauty and power, especially upon the infinite love and

forbearance of God, as encouraging to repentance and withholding from despair and reckless-

ness into which Theodore seems to have been inclined to sink. The appeal of Chrysostom,

combined with the efforts of his other friends, was not in vain. Theodore once more re-

nounced the world and his matrimonial intentions, and retired into the seclusion of the fra-

ternity. In A.D. 383, when he was about thirty-three years of age, he was ordained priest, and

in 392 he became Bishop of Mopsuestia, where he died in a.d. 428 at the age of seventy-

eight. Chrysostom seems to have retained his affection to him to the last, and during his

own exile at Cucusus, a.d. 404-7, wrote a letter to him which is full of expressions of fervent

admiration and regard. He was a most voluminous writer, and may be regarded as the ablest

representative of the school of Biblical interpretation founded by Diodorus of Tarsus, under

whom he had studied, together with Chrysostom and Basil. A fierce controversy raged during

the fifth and sixth centuries respecting the orthodoxy of some of his writings which some

accused of preparing the way for Nestorianism. When this had died down his name was

comparatively forgotten, and it is only in modern times that his great merits as a commentator,

who boldly applied the historical and grammatical methods of examination to the books of

Holy Scripture, have been fully recognized.

Tillemont was of opinion that of the two letters of Chrysostom the second only was ad-

dressed to Theodore, who was afterwards Bishop of Mopsuestia. Montfaucon, however, Dupin,

and Savile, main tarn that both were addressed to him, and their view is confirmed by the fact

that Leontius of Byzantium (in Nest. et. Eutych. lib. iii. c. 7) and Isidore of Seville (de Script.

Eccl. c. 6.) mention two letters of Chrysostom to Theodore of Mopsuestia.

« See introduction to the " Treatise on the Priesthood.''
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AN EXHORTATION TO THEODORE AFTER

HIS FALL.

LETTER I.

" Oh ! that my head were water, and mine

eyes a fountain of tears! " ' it is seasonable for

me to utter these words now, yea much more
than for the prophet in his time. For al-

though I am not about to mourn over many
cities, or whole nations, yet shall I ffQurS^. -gy-gL

a soul which is of equal value wftli many such

"natioiis, yea even more precious. Forn one

mah"wRo' does the will of God is better than

ten thousand transgressors, then thou wast for-

merly better than ten thousand Jews. Where-
fore no one would now blame me if I were to

compose more lamentations than those which

are contained in the prophet, and to utter

complaints yet more vehement. For it is not

the overthrow of a city which I mourn, nor the

captivity of wicked men, but the desolation of

a sacred soul, the destruction" and" e^FaofffienT

1){ a Cliriyi-bearing temple.- For would not

any\)nti WTltrktiew in the days of its glory that

well-ordered mind of thine which the devil has

now set on fire, groan, imitating the lamenta-

tion of the prophet ; when he hears that bar-

barian hands have defiled the holy of holies,

and have set fire to all things and burned them
up, the cherubim, the ark, the mercy seat, the

tables of stone, the golden pot ? For this

calamity is bitterer, yea bitterer than that, in

proportion as the pledges deposited in thy soul

were far more precious than those. This tem-

ple is holier than that ; for it glistened not with

gold and silver, but with the grace of the

Spirit, and in place of the ark and the cheru-

bim, it had Christ, and His Father, and the

Paraclete seated within. But now all is changed,

Ip:natius the martyr had the
1 Jer. ix. I.

2 See I Cor. iii. i&, 17; and vi. 19
name 0eo(i)6pos, " the God-bearer, '

the time of his conversion, or of baptism, to remind him continu
ally of his Christian privileges and duties. See note, p. 73.

16, 17; and vi

the God-bearer, '^' which was probably given at

and the temple is desolate, and bare of its

former beauty and comeliness, unadorned with

its divine and unspeakable adornments, desti-

tute of all security and protection; it has',

neither door nor bolt, and is laid open to all'-

manner of soul-destroying and shameful'

thoughts; and if the thought of arrogance or-

fornication, or avarice, or any more accursed

than these, wish to enter in there is no one to

hinder them; whereas formerly, even as the

Heaven is inaccessible to all these, so also was
the purity of thy soul. Now perhaps I shall

seem to say what is incredible to some wha
now witness thy desolation and overthrow ; for

on this account I wail and mourn, and shall

not cease doing so, until I see thee again es-

tabUshed in thy former lustre. For althougk

this seems to be impossible to men, yet to God
all things are possible. For it is He "who
raiseth the poor from the earth, and lifteth up
the beggar from the dunghill, to set him with

the princes, even with the princes of his

people." It is He "who makes the barren

woman to dwell at home, a mother rejoicing-

over her children." ^ Do not then despair of

the most perfect change. For if the devil had

such great power as to cast thee down from

that pinnacle and height of virtue into the ex-

tremity of evil doing, much more will God be
able to draw thee up again to thy former con-

fidence; and not only indeed to make you-

what you were before, but even much happier..

Only be not downcast, nor fling away good

hopes, nor fall into the condition of the un-

godly. For it is not the multitude of sins-

which is wont to plunge men into despair, but:

impiety of soul. Therefore Solomon did not

make the unqualified stsitement " every one who
has entered into the den of the wicked, de-

spiseth ;
" but only " he who is ungodly." ^ For

3 Ps. cxiii. 7-9. 4 Prov. xviii. 3, lxx.
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it is such persons only who are affected in this

way when they have entered the den of the

i^-icked. And this it is which does not suffer

them to look up, and re-ascend to the position

from which they fell. For this accursed
thought pressing down like some yoke upon
the neck of the soul, and so forcing it to stoop,

hinders it from looking up to the Master.
Now it is the part of a brave and excellent
man to break this yoke in pieces, to shake off

the tormentor fastened upon him ; and to utter
the words of the prophet, "As the eyes of a
maiden look unto the hands of her mistress,

even so our eyes look unto the Lord our God
until He have mercy upon us. Have pity
ii])on us, C) Lord, have j)ity upon us, for we
have been utterly filled with contempt."

'

Truly dn-ine are these precepts, and decrees of
the hi^hes^Torm of spiritual wisdom. We
have been filled^ it is said, with cbhtempt, and
have undergone countless distresses; never-
theless we shall not desist from looking up to
God, neither shall we cease praying to him
until He has received our petition. For thisr^ is the mark of a/noble souJjinot to'Tecast^ <lown, nor be dismayed at the multitude of the
calamities^ which oppress it, nor to withdraw,
aiter praying many times without success, but
_to_peT^evere, until He have mercy upon us,
even as the blessed David saith.

^
2. For the reason why the devil plunges us

mto thoughts of despair is that he may cut off
the hope which is towards God, the safe
anchor, the foundation of our life, the guide
of the way which leads to heaven, the salvation
of penshmg souls. " For by hope "

it is said,
-"we are saved." ^ For this assuredly it is
which, like some strong cord suspended from
the heavens, supports our souls, gradually
<lrawmg towards that world on high those who
clmg firmly to it, and lifting them above the
tempest of the evils of this life. If any one
then becomes enerA'ated, and lets go this
sacred anchor, straightway he falls down, and
IS suffocated, havmg entered into the abyss of
wickedness. And the Evil One knowing this,
when he perceives that we are ourselves op-
pressed by the consciousness of evil deeds
steps m himself and lays upon us the addi-
tional burden, heavier than lead, of anxiety
arising from despair; and if we accept it, it
follows of necessity that we are forthwith
<^ragged down by the weight, and having been
parted from that cord, descend into the depth

Jnr.T^'^ ^^^'^ ^^^" ^^y^^'^ ^'^ "o^' having

Inl^ V?
^ commandments of the meek andJowly Master and executing all the injunctions

^IJnecruel tyrant, and implacable enemy of

«P«. »,3.

our salvation ; having broken in pieces the easy-
yoke, and cast away the light burden, and hav-

\

ing put on the iron collar instead of these
' things, yea, having hung the ponderous mill-

I

stone ^ from thy neck. Where then canst thou
' find a footing henceforth when thou art sub-
merging thy unhappy soul, imposing on thyself
this necessity of continually sinking down-
wards ? Now the woman who had found the
one coin called her neighbors to share her joy;
sayings "Rejoice with me;" but I shall now
invoke all friends, both mine and thine, for the
contrary purpose, saying not "Rejoice with
me" but "Mourn with me," and take up the
same strain of mourning, and utter the same
cry of distress with me. For the worst possible
loss has befallen me, not that some given
number of talents of gold, or some large
quantity of precious stones have dropped out
of my hand, but that he who was more pre-
cious than all these things, who was sailing
over this same sea, this great and broad sea
with me, has, I know not how, slipped over-
board, and fallen into the very pit of destruc-
tion.

3. Now if any should attempt to divert me
from mourning, I shall reply to them in the
words of the prophet, saying " Let me alone, I
will weep bitterly; labour not to comfort me." '^

For the mourning with which I mourn now is

not of a kind to subject me to condemnation
for excess in lamentation, but the cause is one
for which even Paul, or Peter, had they been
here, would not have been ashamed to weep
and mourn, and reject all kinds of consolation.
For those who bewail that death which is

common to all one might reasonably accuse of
much feebleness of spirit; but w^hen in place
of a corpse a dead soul lies before us, pierced
with innumerable wounds, and yet even in its
death manifesting its former natural comeli-
ness, and health, and beauty now extinguished,
who can be so harsh and unsympathetic as to
utter words of encouragement in place of wail-
mg and lamentation ? For as in the other
world the absence of mourning is a mark of
divine wisdom, so in this world the act of
mourning is a mark of the same. He who had
already mounted to the sky, who was laughing
to scorn the vanity of this life, who regarded
bodily beauty no more than if it had been in
forms of stone, who despised gold as it had
been mud, and every kind of luxury as mire,
even he, having been suddenly overwhelmed
with the feverish longing of a preposterous
passion, has ruined his health, and manly
strength, and the bloom of his youth, and

»Rc
\.J ^'^^*? "T*^*' "*• *^* mill- stone turned by an ass, as being-

Til
•" *=o™™on hand-mill. So in Matt, xviit 6.

I
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become a slave of pleasure. Shall we not
weep then, I pray you, for such a man and
bewail him, until we have got him back again ?

And where do these things concern the human
soul ? It is not possible indeed to discover
in this world the means of release from the

death of the body, and yet even this does not
stay the mourners from lamenting; but only
in this world is it possible to bring to naught
the death of the soul. For in Hades " we
read, "who will confess thee?"' Is' it not
then the height of stupidity that they who
mourn the death of the body should do this

so earnestly, although they know that they will

not raise the dead man to life by their lamen-
tation ; but that we should not manifest any-
thing of the kind, and this when we know that

often there is hope of conducting the lost soul

back to its former hfe ? For many both now
and in the days of our forefathers, having been
perverted from the right position, and fallen

headlong out of the straight path, have been
so completely restored as to ecHpse their former
deeds by the latter, and to receive the prize,

and be wreathed with the garland of victory,

and be proclaimed among the conquerors, and
be numbered in the company of the saints.

|

For as long as any one stands in the furnace
of pleasures, even if he has countless examples
of this kind before him, the thing seems to

\

him to be impossible ; but if he once gets a
short start upon the way out from thence, by
continually advancing he leaves the fiercer

part of the fire behind him and will see the

'

parts which are in front of him, and before his

footsteps full of dew and much refreshment

;

only let us not despair or grow weary of the

!

return ; for he who is so affected, even if he
\

has acquired boundless power and zeal, has
acquired it to no purpose. For when he has

|

once shut the door of repentance against him-
\

self, and has blocked the entrance into the
race-course, how will he be able while he

;

abides outside to accomplish any good thing,

either small or great ? On this account the
Evil One uses all kinds of devices in order to

;

plant in us this thought (of despair); for (if

he succeeds) he will no longer have to sweat

.

and toil in contending with us ; how should
\

he, when we are prostrate and fallen, and un-
|

willing to resist him ? For he who has been
\

able to slip out of this chain, will recover his
\

own strength and will not cease struggling

!

against the devil to his last gasp, and even if he
[

had countless other falls, he will get up again,
and will smite his enemy; but he who is in'

bondage to the cogitations of despair, and has
unstrung his own strength, how will he be able

» Ps. vi. s.

to prevail, and to resist, having on the contrary
taken to flight ?

I 4. And speak not to me of those who have
committed small sins, but suppose the case of
one who is filled full of all wickedness, and let

him practice everything which excludes him
from the kingdom, and let us suppose that this

man is not one of those who were unbelievers
from the beginning, but formerly belonged to

the believers, and such as were well pleasing

to God, but afterwards has become a forni-

cator, adulterer, effeminate, a thief, a drunkard,
a sodomite, a reviler, and everything else of

this kind ; I will not approve even of this man
despairing of himself, although he may have
gone on to extreme old age in the practice of
this great and unspeakable wickedness. For
if the wrath of God were a passion, one might
well despair as being unable to quench the
flame which he had kindled by so many evil

doings ; but since the Divine nature is passion-

less, even if He punishes, even if He takes
vengeance, he does this not with wrath, but
with tender care, and much lovingkindness

;

wherefore it behoves us to be of much good
courage, and to trust in the power of repent-
ance. For even those who have sinned against

Him He is not wont to visit with punishment
for His own sake ; for no harm can traverse

that divine nature ; but He acts with a view
to our advantage, and to prevent our perverse-

ness becoming worse by our making a prac-

tice of despising and neglecting Him. For
even as one who places himself outside the
light inflicts no loss on the light, but the

greatest upon himself being shut up in dark-

ness ; even so he who has become accustomed
to despise that almighty power, does no injury

to the power, but inflicts the greatest possible

injury upon himself. And for this reason God
threatens us with punishments, and often in-

flicts them, not as avenging Himself, but by
way of attracting us to Himself. For a physi-

cian also is not distressed or vexed at the in-

sults of those who are out of their minds, but

yet does and contrives everything for the pur-

pose of stopping those who do such unseemly
acts, not looking to his own interests but to

their profit ; and if they manifest some small

degree of self-control and sobriety he rejoices

and is glad, and appHes his remedies much
more earnestly, not as revenging himself upon
them for their former conduct, but as wishing

to increase their advantage, and to bring them
back to a purely sound state of health. Even
so God when we fall into the very extremity

of madness, says and does everything, not by
way of avenging Himself on account of our
former deeds ; but because He wishes to re-

lease us from our disorder; and by means of
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right reason it is quite possible to be convinced

of this.

5. Now if any one should dispute with us

concerning these things we will confirm them

out of the divine oracles. For who, I ask, be-

came more depraved than the king of the Baby-

lonians, who after having received such great

experience of God's power as to make obeis-

ance to His prophet, and command offerings

and incense to be sacrificed to Him was again

carried away to his former pride, and cast

bound into the furnace those who did not

honour himself before God. Nevertheless this

man who was so cruel and impious, and rather

a beast than a human being, God invited to

repentance, and granted him several oppor-

tunities of conversion, first of all the miracle

which took place in the furnace, and after that

the vision which the king saw but which Daniel
interpreted, a vision sufficient to bend even a
heart of stone; and in addition to these things

after the exhortation derived from events the
prophet also himself advised him, saying
"Therefore, O king, let my counsel please
thee, and redeem thy sins by alms, and thy in-

iquities by showing mercy to the poor; it may
be that long suffering will be shown to thy
offence." ' What sayest thou O wise and
blessed man ? After so great a fall is there
again a way of return ? and after so great a
disease is health possible ? and after so great
a madness is there again a hope of soundness
of mind ? The king has deprived himself be-
forehand of all hope, first of all by having
fgnored Him who created him; and conducted
ftim to this honour, although he had many evi-
dences of His power and forethought to re-
count which occurred both in his own case and
in the rase of his forefathers ; but after this
again when he had received distinct tokens of
God's wisdom and foreknowledge, and had seen
magic, and astronomy and the theatre of the
whole Satanic system of jugglery overthrown,
he exhibited deeds yet worse than the former.
For things which the wise magi, the Gaza-
renes, could not explain, but confessed that
they were beyond human nature, these a cap-
tive youth having caused to be solved for him,
so moved him by that miracle that he not only
himijelf believed, but also became to the whole
world a clear herald and teacher of this doc-
trine.' Wherefore if even before having re-
ceived such a token it was unpardonable in
him to Ignore God, much more so was it after
that miracle, and his confession, and the
teaching which was extended to others. For
if he had not honestly believed that He was
the only true God he would not have shown

s Dan. hr. rj.
» Dan. ii.

such honour to His servant, or have laid down
such laws for others. But yet after making
this kind of confession, he again lapsed into
idolatry, and he who once fell on his face and
made obeisance to the servant of God, broke
out into such a pitch of madness, as to cast
into the furnace the servants of God who did
not make obeisance to himself. What then?
did God visit the apostate, as he deserved to
be visited? No! He supplied him with
greater tokens of His own power, drawing him
back again after so great a display of arro-
gance to his former condition; and, what is

yet more wonderful, that owing to the abun-
dance of the miracles he might not again dis-
believe what was done, the subject upon which
He wrought the sign was none other than the
furnace which the king himself kindled for the
children whom he bound and cast therein.
Even to extinguish the flame would have been
a wonderful and strange thing ; but the benign
Deity in order to inspire him with greater fear,
and increase his dismay, and undo all his hard-
ness of heart, did what was greater and
stranger than this. For, permitting the furnace
to be kindled to as high a pitch as he desired,
He then exhibited his own peculiar power, not
by putting down the devices of his enemies,
but by frustrating them when they were set on
foot. And, to prevent any one who saw them
survive the flame from supposing that it was
a vision, He suffered those who cast them in
to be burned, thus proving that the thing seen
was really fire ; for otherwise it would not have
devoured naphtha and tow, and fagots and such
a large number of bodies; but nothing is

stronger than His command; but the nature
of all existing things obeys Him who brought
them into being out of nothing; which was
just what He manifested at that time; for the
flame having received perishable bodies, held
aloof from them as if they had been imperisha-
ble, and restored in safety, with the addition of
much lustre, the deposit entrusted to it. For
like kings from some royal court, even so did
those children come forth from the furnace, no
on 3 having the patience to look any longer at
the king, but all transferring their eyes from
him to the strange spectacle, and neither the
diadem nor the purple robe, nor any other
feature of royal pomp, attracted the multi-
tudes of unbelievers so much as the sight of
those faithful ones, who tarried long in the fire,
and then came out of it as men might have
done who had undergone this in a dream. For
the most fragile of all our features, I mean the
hair, prevailed more mightily than adamant
against the all-devouring flame. And the fact
that when they were cast into the midst of the
fire they suffered no harm was not the only
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wonder, but the further fact that they were
speaking the whole time. Now all who have
witnessed persons burning are aware, that if

they keep their Hps fast closed, they can hold

out for a short time at least against the con-

flagration ; but if any one chances to open his

mouth, the soul instantly takes its flight from

the body. Nevertheless after such great mira-

cles had taken place, and all who were present

and beheld were amazed, and those who were

absent had been informed of the fact by means
of letters, the king who instructed others re-

mained himself without amendment, and went
back again to his former wickedness. And yet

even then God did not punish him, but was
still long-sufl'ering, counselling him both by
means of visions and by His prophet. But
when he was not made anywise better by any

of these things, then at last God inflicted pun-

ishment upon him, not by way of avenging

himself on account of his former deeds, but as

cutting off the occasion of future evils, and
checking the advance of wickedness, and He
did not inflict even this permanently, but after

having chastised him for a few years. He re-

stored him again to his former honour, without

having suffered any loss from his punishment,

but on the contrary having gained the greatest

possible good ; a firm hold upon faith in God,
and repentance on account of his former mis-

deeds.'

6. For such is the loving-kindness of God

;

He never turns his face away from a sin-

cere repentance, but if any one has pushed
on to the very extremity of wickedness, and
chooses to return thence towards the path of

virtue, God accepts and welcomes, and does

everything so as to restore him to his former

position. And He does what is yet more mer-

ciful; for even should any one not manifest

complete repentance, he does not pass by one

which is small and insignificant, but assigns a

great reward even to this; which is evident

from what Esaias the prophet says concerning

the people of the Jews, speaking on this wise

:

" On account of his sin I put him to pain for a

little while, and smote him, and turned my
face away from him, and he was pained, and
walked sorrowfully, and then I healed him,

and comforted him." ^ And we might cite as

another witness that most ungodly king, who
was given over to sin by the influence of his

wife : yet when he only sorrowed, and put on
sackcloth, and condemned his off"ences, he so

won for himself the mercy of God, as to be re-

leased from all the evils which were impending
over him. For God said to Elias " Seest thiou

1 Dan. iv.

2 Isa. Ivii. 17, 18.

"words " in his ways."
Lxx., which has after " sorrowfully " the
1 beheld his ways and healed him, etc.

how Ahab is pricked in the heart before my
face? I will not bring the evil upon him in
his own days, because he hath wept before
me." 3 And after this again, Manasses, having
exceeded all in fury and tyranny, and having
subverted the legal form of worship, and shut
up the temple, and caused the deceit of idola-

try to flourish, and having become more un-
godly than all who were before him, when he
afterwards repented, was ranked amongst the
friends of God. Now if, looking to the mag-
nitude of his own iniquities, he had despaired
of restoration and repentance, he would have
missed all which he afterwards obtained: but
as it was, looking to the boundlessness of God's
tender mercy instead of the enormity of his

transgressions, and having broken in sunder
the bonds of the devil, he rose up and con-
tended with him, and finished the good course."

And not only by what was done to these men,
but also by the words of the prophet does God
destroy the counsels of despair, speaking on
this wise : "To-day, if ye will hear His voice,

harden not your hearts, as in the provoca-
tion." ^ Now that expression "to-day," may
be uttered at every time of life, even on the

verge of old age, if you desire it: for repent-

ance is judged not by quantity of time, but by
disposition of the soul. For the Ninevites did

not need many days to blot out their sin, but
the short space of one day availed to efface all

their iniquity: and the robber also did not
take a long time to effect his entrance into

Paradise, but in such a brief moment as one
might occupy in uttering a single word, did he
wash off all the sins which he had committed
in his whole life, and received the prize be-
stowed by the divine approval even before the

Apostles. And we also see the martyrs obtain

glorious crowns for themselves in the course,

not of many year^, but of a few days, and often

in a single day only.

7. Wherefore we have need of zeal in every
direction, and much preparation of mind : and
if we so order our conscience as to hate our
former wickedness, and choose the contrary

path with as much energy as God desires and
commands,we shall not have anything less on ac-

count of the short space of time : many at least

who were last have far outstripped those who
were first. For to have fallen is not a grievous

thing, but to remain prostrate after falling,

and not to get up again; and, playing the

coward and the sluggard, to conceal feebleness

of moral purpose under the reasoning of de-

spair. To whom also the prophet spoke in

perplexity saying " Doth he who falleth not rise

3 1 Kings xxi. 29. The words " because he hath wept before
me," are not in the lxx.

4 2 Chron. xxxiii. 10-19. 5 Ps. xcv. 9.
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up, or he who turneth away not turn back? " '

But if you inquire of me for instances of per-

sons who have fallen away after having be-

lieved, all these things have been said with

reference to such persons, for he who has fallen

belonged formerly to those who were standing,

not to those who were prostrate; for how
should one in that condition fall? But other

things also shall be said, partly by means of

parables, partly by plainer deeds and words.

Now that sheep which had got separated from

the ninety and nine/ and then was brought

back again, represents to us nothing else than

the falland return of the faithful ; for it was a

sheep not of some alien flock, but belonging

to the same number as the rest, and was for

merly pastured by the same shepherd, and it

strayetl on no common straying, but wandered
away to the mountains and in valleys, that is

to say some long journey, far distant from the

right path. Did he then suffer it to stray?

By no means, but brought it back neither driv-

ing it, nor beating it, but taking it upon his

shoulders. For as the best physicians bring

back those who are far gone in sickness with

careful treatment to a state of health, not only
treating them according to the laws of the
medical art, but sometimes also giving them
gratification: even so God conducts to virtue

those who are much depraved, not with great
severity, but gently and gradually, and sup-
porting them on every side, so that the sepa-
ration may not become greater, nor the error
more {)r()longed. And the same truth is im-
plied in the parable of the prodigal son as well
as in this. For he also was no stranger, but a
son, and a brother of the child who had been
well i)leasing to the father, and he plunged into
no ordinar)' vice, but went to the very extrem-
ity, so to say, of evil, he the rich and free and
well-bred son being reduced to a more miser-
able condition than that of household slaves,
strangers, and hirelings. Nevertheless he re-
turned again to his original condition, and had
his former honour restored to him. But if he
had despaired of his life, and, dejected by what
had befallen him, had remained in the foreign
land, he would not have obtained what he did
obtain, but would have been consumed with
hunger, and so have undergone the most pitia-
ble death

: but since he repented, and did not
despair, he was restored, even after such great
corruption, to the same splendour as before,
and was arrayed in the most beautiful robe, and
enjoyed greater honours than his brother who
had not fallen. For " these many years," saith
he "do I serve thee, neither transgressed I thy
commandment at any time, and yet thou never

* Jer. viu. 4. » Luke XV. 4, 5.

gavest me a kid, that I might make merry with

my friends ; but when this thy son is come who
hath devoured thy living with harlots, thou
hast killed for him the fatted calf." ^ So great

is the power of repentance.

8. Having then such great examples, let us

not continue in evil, nor despair of reconcilia-

tion, but let us say also ourselves " I will go to

my Father," and let us draw nigh to God. For
He Himself never turns away from us, but it

is we who put ourselves far off : for " I am a

God " we read " at hand and not a God afar

off." And again, when He was rebuking them
by the mouth of this prophet He said " Do not
your sins separate between you and me?"^
Inasmuch then as this is the cause which puts
us far from God, let us remove this obnoxious
barrier, which prevents any near approach be-
ing made.

But now hear how this has actually occurred
in real instances. Amongst the Corinthians
some man of mark committed a sin such as

was not named even among the Gentiles. This
man was a believer and belonged to the house-
hold of Christ ; and some say that he was act-

ually a member of the priesthood. What then?
Did Paul cut him off from the communion of
those who were in the way of salvation. By
no means: for he himself it is who rebukes the
Corinthians countless times, backwards and for-

wards, because they did not bring the man to

a state of repentance: but, desiring to prove
to us that there is no sin which cannot be
healed, he said again concerning the man who
had transgressed more grievously than the
Gentiles :

" Deliver such an one to Satan for

destruction of the flesh that his spirit may be
saved in the day of the Lord Jesus Christ." ^

Now this was prior to repentance : but after

he had repented "Sufficient," said he, "for
such an one is this punishment which was in-

flicted by the many 7" and he charged them by
a letter to console the man again, and to wel-
come his repentance, so that he should not be
got the better of by Satan. Moreover when
the whole Galatian people fell after having be-
lieved, and wrought miracles, and endured
many trials for the sake of their faith in Christ
he sets them up again. For that they had
done miracles he testified when he said:
" He therefore that supplieth to you the Spirit
and worketh miracles among you: "^ and that
they endured many contests for the sake of
the faith, he also testified when he says:

3 Luke XV. 29, 30.

* Jer. xxiii. 23, where the passage is interrogatorv, " Am I a
God at hand and not ?" etc., being a warning addressed to those
who hoped to elude the vigilance of God, so that it is not quite
appropriate here.

5 Isa. lix. 2, Chrysostom by mistake attributes the quotation
to Jeremiah.

6 I Cor. v. 5. 7 2 Cor. ii. 6. 8 Gal. iii. 5.
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" Have ye suffered so many things in vain if it

be indeed in vain." ' Nevertheless after mak-
ing so great an advance they committed sin

sufficient to estrange them from Christ con-
cerning which he declares saying :

" Behold,
I Paul tell you, that if ye be circumcised, Christ

will profit you nothing :
" and again " ye who

would be justified by the law are fallen away
from grace :

" ^ and yet even after so great a

lapse he welcomes them saying " my little chil-

dren of whom I am in travail again until Christ

be formed in you ^ " showing that after extreme
perversion it is possible for Christ to be formed
again in us: for He doth not desire the death
of a sinner, but rather that he should be con-
verted and live.

9. Let us then turn to Him, my beloved
friend, and execute the will of God. For He
created us and brought us into being, that He
might make us partakers of eternal blessings,

that He might offer us the kingdom of Heaven,
not that He might cast us into Hell and de-

liver us to the fire; for this was made not for

us, but for the devil : but for us the kingdom
has been destined and made ready of old time.

And by way of indicating both these truths He
saith to those on the right hand, " Come ye
blessed of my Father inherit the kingdom pre-

pared for you from the foundation of the

world :
" but to those on the left " Depart from

me, ye cursed, into fire everlasting prepared "

(he no longer says "for you" but) "for the

devil and his angels." ^ Thus hell has not
been made for us but for him and his angels

:

but the kingdom has been prepared for us
before the foundation of the world. Let us not
then make ourselves unworthy of entrance into

the bride-chamber: for as long as we are in

this world, even if we commit countless sins,

it is possible to wash them all away by mani-
festing repentance for our offences : but when
once we have departed to the other world,

even if we display the most earnest repentance
it will be of no avail, not even if we gnash our
teeth, beat our breasts, and utter innumerable
calls for succour, no one with the tip of his fin-

ger will apply a drop to our burning bodies,

but we shall only hear those words which the
rich man heard in the parable " Between us
and you a great gulf has been fixed." ^ Let
us then, I beseech you, recover our senses here
and let us recognize our Master as He ought
to be recognized. For only when we are in

Hades should we abandon the hope derived
from repentance : for there only is this remedy
weak and unprofitable : but while we are here,

even if it is applied in old age itself it exhibits

much strength. Wherefore also the devil sets

I Gal. Hi. 4.

4 Matt. XXV. 14.

r

' Gal. V. 2, 4,

5 Luke xvi, 26.

3 Gal. iv. 19.

everything in motion in order to root in us the
reasoning which comes of despair: for he
knows that if we repent even a little we shall

not do this without some reward. But just as
he who gives a cup of cold water has his

recompense reserved for him, so also the mam
who has repented of the evils which he has
done, even if he cannot exhibit the repentance
which his offences deserve, will have a com-
mensurate reward. For not a single item of

good, however small it may be, will be over-

looked by the righteous judge. For if He
makes such an exact scrutiny of our sins, as to
require punishment for both our words and
thoughts, much more will our good deedSy

whether they be great or small, be reckoned
to our credit at that day. Wherefore, even if

thou art not able to return again to the most
exact state of discipline, yet if thou withdraw
thyself in a slight degree at least from thy
present disorder and excess, even this will not
be impossible : only set thyself to the task at

once, and open the entrance into the place of
contest ; but as long as thou tarriest outside

this naturally seems difficult and impracticable

to thee. For before making the trial even if

things are easy and manageable they are

wont to present an appearance of much diffi-

culty to us : but when we are actually engaged
in the trial, and making the venture the greater

part of our distress is removed, and confidence

taking the place of tremor and despair, lessens

the fear and increases the faciHty of operation^

and makes our good hopes stronger. For this

reason also the wicked one dragged Judas out

of this world, lest he should make a fair begin-

ning, and so return by means of repentance ta

the point from which he fell. For although it

may seem a strange thing to say, I will not

admit even that sin to be too great for the suc-

cour which is brought to us from repentance-

Wherefore I pray and beseech you to banish

all this Satanic mode of thinking from your soul,

and to return to this state of salvation. For
if indeed I were commanding you to ascend to

your former altitude all at once, you would
naturally complain of there being much diffi-

culty in doing this : but if all which I now ask

you to do is to get up and return thence ia

the opposite direction, why do you hesitate,

and shrink, and make a retrograde movement?
Have you not seen those who have died in the

midst of luxury and drunkenness, and sport

and all the other folly of this life? Where are

they now who used to strut through the mar-
ket place with much pomp, and a crowd of at-

tendants? who were clothed in silk and redo-

lent with perfumes, and kept a table for their

parasites, and were in constant attendance at

the theatre? What has now become of all that
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parade of theirs? It is all gone;—the costly

splendour of their banquets, the throng of

musicians, the attentions of flatterers, the loud

laughter, the relaxation of spirit, the enerva-

tion of mind, the voluptuous, abandoned, ex-

travagant manner of life—it has all come to

an end. Where now have all these things taken
their flight? What has become of the body
which enjoyed so much attention, and cleanli-

ness. Go thy way to the coffin, behold the

dust, the ashes, the worms, behold the loath-

someness of the place, and groan bitterly. And
would that the penalty were limited to the
ashes! but now transfer thy thought from the
coffin and these worms to that undying worm,
to the fire unquenchable, to the gnashing of
teeth, to the outer darknes.s, to affliction and
slraitness, to the parable of Lazarus and the
rich man, who although the owner of so much
wealth, and clothed in purple could not be-
come the owner of even a drop of water; and
this when he was placed in a condition of such
great necessity. The things of this world are
in their nature no-wise better than dreams.
For just as those who work in the mines or
sufl^er some other kind of punishment more
severe than this, when they have fallen asleep
owing to their many weary toils and the ex-
treme bitterness of their life, and in their dreams
see themselves living in luxury and prosperity,
are in no wise grateful to their dreams after
they have awaked, even so that rich man hav-
ing become rich in this present life, as it were
in a dream, after his departure hence was
punished with that bitter punishment. Con-
sider these things, and having contrasted that
fire with the conflagration of desires which now
possesses thee, release thyself from the fur-
nace. For he who has thoroughly quenched
this furnace here, will have no experience of
that in the other world: but if a man does not
get the better of this furnace here, the other
will lay hold of him more vehemently when he
has departed hence. How long a time dost
thou wish the enjoyment of the present life to
be extended? For I do not suppose indeed
that more than fifty years remain to thee so as
to reach extreme old age, nor indeed is even
this at all assured to us: for how should theywho cannot be confident about living even to
the evening rely upon so many years as these?And not only is this uncertain, but there is

)nr ^P.^'^'^T^^^l^''
^^ ^ ^^^"g^ ^" °u^ affairs,

for often when life has been extended for along perio<l the conditions of luxury have notbeen extended with it, but have come, and at

yal'^Z%T\^^''''^^
departed. However, ifC V

'
• M-^"

^^"'"^ ^^^ argument's sake,
that you will live so many years, and will nofiusum any reverse of fortune what is this com

I

pared with the endless ages, and those bitter
jand intolerable punishments? For here in-
deed both good and evil things have an end,
and that very speedily: but there, both are
coextensive with immortal ages, and in their
quality differ unspeakably from the things
which now are.

lo. For when you hear of fire, do not sup-
pose the fire in that world to be like this : for
fire in this world burns up and makes away
with anything which it takes hold of; but that
fire is continually burning those who have once
been seized by it, and never ceases : therefore
also is it called unquenchable. For those also
who have sinned must put on immortality, not
for honour, but to have a constant supply of
material for that punishment to work upon

;

and how terrible this is, speech could never
depict, but from the experience of little things
It is possible to form some slight notion of
these great ones. For if you should ever be
in a bath which has been heated more than it

ought to be, think then, I pray you, on the fire
of hell: or again if you are ever inflamed by
some severe fever transfer your thoughts to
that flame, and then you will be able clearly to
discern the difference. For if a bath and a
fever so afl^ict and distress us, what will our
condtion be when we have fallen into that river
of fire which winds in front of the terrible
judgment-seat. Then we shall gnash our teeth
under the suffering of our labours and intolera-
ble pains: but there will be no one to succour
us: yea we shall groan mightily, as the flame
IS applied more severely to us, but we shall see
no one save those who are being punished with
us, and great desolation. And how should
any one describe the terrors arising to our souls
from the darkness? for just as that fire has no
consuming power so neither has it any power
of giving light: for otherwise there would not
be darkness. The dismay produced in us then
by this, and the trembling and the great as-
tonishment can be sufficiently realized in that
day only. For in that world many and various
kinds of torment and torrents of punishment
are poured in upon the soul from every side.
And if any one should ask, " and how can the
soul bear up against such a multitude of pun-
ishments and continue being chastised through
interminable ages, let him consider what hap-
pens in this world, how many have often borne
up against a long and severe disease. And
if they have died, this has happened not be-
cause the soul was consumed but because the
body was exhausted, so that had the latter not
broken down, the soul would not have ceased
being tormented. When then we have received
an incorruptible and inconsumable body there
is nothing to prevent the punishment being in-
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definitely extended. For here indeed it is im-

possible that the two things should coexist. I

mean severity of punishment and permanence
of being, but the one contends with the other,

because the nature of the body is perishable

and cannot bear the concurrence of both : but

when the imperishable state has supervened,

there would be an end of this strife, and both
these terrible things will keep their hold upon
us for infinite time with much force. Let
us not then so dispose ourselves now as if the

excessive power of the tortures were destructive

of the soul : for even the body will not be able

to experience this at that time, but will abide

together with the soul, in a state of eternal

punishment, and there will not be any end to

look to beyond this. How much luxury then,

and how much time will you weigh in the bal-

ance against this punishment and vengeance?
Do you propose a period of a hundred years

or twice as long? and what is this compared
with the endless ages ? For what the dream
of a single day is in the midst of a whole life-

time, that the enjoyment of things here is as

contrasted with the state of things to come.
Is there then any one who, for the sake of

seeing a good dream, would elect to be per-

petually punished? Who is so senseless as to

have recourse to this kind of retribution ? For
I am not yet accusing luxury, nor revealing

now the bitterness which lurks in it : for the

present is not the proper time for these re-

marks, but when ye have been able to escape
it. For now, entangled as you are by this

passion, you will suspect me of talking non-
sense, if I were to call pleasure bitter: but
when by the grace of God you have been re-

leased from the malady then you will know its

misery full well. Wherefore, reserving these

topics for another season, what I will say now
is just this : Be it so, that luxury is luxury,

and pleasure, pleasure, and that they have noth-

ing in them painful or disgraceful, what shall

we say to the punishment which is in store for

us? and what shall we do then if we have
taken our pleasure now, as it were in a shadow
and a figure, but undergo everlasting torment
there in reality, when we might in a short space
of time escape these tortures already mentioned,
and enjoy the good things which are stored up
for us? For this also is the work of the lov-

ing-kindness of God, that our struggles are not
protracted to a great length, but that after

struggling for a brief, and tiny twinkling of an
eye (for such is present fife compared with the

other) we receive crowns of victory for endless

ages. And it will be no small affliction to the
souls of those who are being punished at that

time, to reflect, that when they had it in their

power in the few days of this Hfe to make all

good, they neglected their opportunity and
surrendered themselves to everlasting evil.

And lest we should suffer this let us rouse our-
selves while it is the acepted time, while it is

the day of salvation,' while the power of re-

pentance is great. For not only the evils al-

ready mentioned, but others also far worse than
these await us if we are indolent. These in-

deed, and some bitterer than these have their

place in hell: but the loss of the good things

involves so much pain, so much affliction and
straitness, that even if no other kind of pun-
ishment were appointed for those who sin here,

it would of itself be sufficient to vex us more
bitterly than the torments in hell, and to con-
found our souls.

II. For consider I pray the condition of the

other life, so far as it is possible to consider
it ; for no words will suffice for an adequate
description : but from the things which are told

us, as if by means of certain riddles, let us try

and get some indistinct vision of it. " Pain
and sorrow and sighing," we read "have fled

away. What then could be more blessed

than this life? It is not possible there to fear

poverty and disease : it is not possible to see

any one injuring, or being injured, provoking,

or being provoked, or angry, or envious, or

burning with any outrageous lust, or anxious
concerning the supply of the necessaries of life,

or bemoaning himself over the loss of some
dignity and power : for all the tempest of pas-

sion in us is quelled and brought to nought,

and all will be in a condition of peace, and
gladness and joy, all things serene and tran-

quil, all will be daylight and brightness, and
light, not this present light, but one excelling

this in splendour as much as this excels the

brightness of a lamp. For things are not con-

cealed in that world by night, or by a gather-

ing of clouds : bodies there are not set on fire

and burned: for there is neither night nor
evening there, nor cold nor heat, nor any other

variation of seasons : but the condition is of a
different kind, such as they only will know
who have been deemed worthy of it ; there is

no old age there, nor any of the evils of old

age, but all things relating to decay are utterly

removed, and incorruptible glory reigns in

every part. But greater than all these things

is the perpetual enjoyment of intercourse with

Christ in the company of angels, and arch-

angels, and the higher powers. Behold now
the sky, and pass through it in thought to the

region beyond the sky, and consider the trans-

figuration to take place in the whole creation

;

for it will not continue to be such as it is now,
but will be far more brilliant and beautiful,

I 2 Cor. vi. 2. 2 Isa. i«xv. lo.
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and just as gold glistens more brightly than
|

to thee who alone had garments wrought with

lead, so will the future constitution of the uni- !
precious stones, and a crown upon his head,

verse be better than the present : even as the ;
and then promised to place thee in the ranks

blessed Paul saith " Because the creation also of this people, wouldst thou not do everything

itself shall be delivered from the bondage of, to obtain this promise? Open then even now
corruption." ' For now indeed, seeing that

it partakes of corruption, it is subject to many
things such as bodies of this kind naturally

experience: but then, having divested itself of

all these things, we shall see it display its

beauty in an incorruptible form: for inasmuch
as it is to receive incorruptible bodies, it will

in future be itself also transfigured into the

nobler condition. Nowhere in that world will

there be sedition and strife: for great is the

concortl of the band of saints, all being ever
in harmonv with one another. It is not possi-

ble there to fear the devil, and the plots of

demons, or the thrcatcnings of hell, or death,
either that death which now is, or the other
death which is far worse than this, but every
terror of this kind will have been done aw^ay.

And just as some royal child, who has been
brought up in mean guise, and subject to fear
and threats, lest he should deteriorate by in-

dulgence and become unworthy of his paternal
inheritance, as soon as he has attained the
royal dignity, immediately exchanges all his
former raiment for the purple robe, and the
diadem and the crowd of body-guards, and
assumes his state with much confidence, hav-
ing cast out of his soul thoughts of humility
and subjection, and having taken others in
their place; even so will it happen then to all

the saints.

And to prove that these words are no empty
vaunt let us journey in thought to the moun-
tain where Christ was transfigured : let us be-
hold him shining as He shone there; and yet
even then He did not display to us all the
splendour of the world to come. For that the
vision was accommodated to human eyes, and
not an exact manifestation of the reality is

plain from the ver>' words of the Evangelist
For what saith he? "He did shine as the
Sun." ' But the glory of incorruptible bodies
does not emit the same kind of light as this
body which is corruptible, nor is it of a kind
to be tolerable to mortal eyes, but needs in-
corruptible and immortal eyes to contemplate
It. But at that time on the mountain He dis-
closed to them as much as it was possible for

JJ^""//^
see without injuring the sight of the

beholders; and even so they could not endure

thine eyes, and look on that
assembly, composed not of men such as we
are, but of those who are of more value than
gold and precious stones, and the beams of the
sun, and all visible radiance, and not consist-
ing of men only but of beings of much more
dignity than men,—angels, archangels, thrones,
dominions, principalities, powers. For as con-
cerning the king it is not even possible to say
what he is like : so completely do his beauty, his
grace, his splendour, his glory, his grandeur and
magnificence elude speech and thought. Shall
we then, I ask, deprive ourselves of such great
blessings, in order to avoid suffering for a brief
period? For if we had to endure countless
deaths every day, or even hell itself, for the sake
of seeing Christ coming in His glory, and be-
ing enrolled in the company of the saints,

ought we not to undergo all tnose things?
Hear what the blessed Peter says; "it is good
for us to be here." ^ But if he, when he be-
held some dim image of the things to come.

It but fell upon their faces. Tell me, if anyone
led thee mto some bright place, where all were
siltmg arrayed in vestures of gold, and in the
midst of the multitude pointed out one other

•Rom.
» Matt. xvji. 2.

mimediately cast away all other things out of
his soul, on account of the pleasure produced
in it by that vision ; what would any one say
when the actual reality of the things is pre-
sented, when the palace is thrown open and it

is permitted to gaze upon the King Himself,
no longer darkly, or by means of a mirror,-* but
face to face ; no longer by means of faith, but
by sight?

12. The majority it is true of those who are
not very sensibly minded propose to be con-
tent with escaping hell ; but I say that a far
more severe punishment than hell is exclusion
from the glory of the other world, and I think
that one who has failed to reach it ought not
to sorrow so much over the miseries of hell, as
over his rejection from heaven, for this alone
is more dreadful than all other things in re-
spect of punishment. But frequently now when
we see a king, attended by a large body-guard,
enter the palace, we count those happy who
are near him, and have a share in his speech
and mind, and partake of all the rest of his
glory

; and even if we have countless bless-
ings, we have no perception of any of them,
and deem ourselves miserable when we look
at the glory of those who are round about him,
although we know that such splendour is sHp-
pery and insecure, both on account of wars,
and plots, and envy, and because apart from
these things it is not in itself worthy of any

3 Matt. xvii. 4 I Cor. xiii. 12,
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consideration. But where the king of all is ! the earth, and He shall gather together the

concerned, he who holds not a portion of the
|

congregation thereof into a prison, and shall

earth but the whole circuit of it, or rather who shut them up in a stronghold." ' And Malachi

comprehends it all in the hollow of his hand,

and measures the Heavens with a span, who
upholdeth all things by the word of His power,^

by whom all the nations are counted as nought,

and as a drop of spittle ;—in the case of such

a king I say shall we not reckon it the most

extreme punishment to miss being enrolled in

speaking concordantly with these said " Behold

the Lord almighty cometh, and who shall abide

the day of His coming or who shall stand

when He appeareth? for He cometh Hke a re-

finer's fire, and like fuller's soap: and He shall

sit refining and purifying as it were silver, and

as it were gold." ^ And again, " Behold," he

that company which is round about him, but I
saith, " the day of the Lord cometh, burnmg

be content if we merely escape hell? and what
j

like an oven, and it shall consume them, and

could be more pitiable than this condition of
,

all the aliens, and all who work iniquity shall

soul? For this king does not come to judge ; be stubble, and the day which is coming shall

the earth, drawn by a pair of white mules, nor
|

set fire to them saith the Lord almighty
;
and

riding in a golden chariot, nor arrayed in a there shall be left neither root nor branch." ^

purple robe and diadem. How then does He
|

And the man greatly beloved saith " I beheld

come? Hear the prophets crying aloud and until thrones were placed, and the Ancient of

saying as much as it is possible to tell to men : Days was seated, and his raiment was white

for one saith " God shall come openly, even our as snow, and the hair of his head was pure as

God and shall not keep silence: a fire shall be wool: His throne was a flame of fire, and the

kindled before Him, and a mighty tempest
\

wheels thereof burning fire
:
a stream of fire

shall be round about Him: He shall call the ' wound its way in front of Him. Thousand

Heaven from above and the earth that He thousands ministered unto Him, and ten

may judge His people." " But Esaias depicts thousand times ten thousand stood before

the actual punishment impending over us Him. The judgment was set and the books

speaking thus: " Behold the day of the Lord were opened." ^ Then after a Httle space " I

cometh, inexorable, with wrath and anger; to beheld," he says, "in a vision of the night and

lay the whole world desolate, and to destroy
|

behold " with the clouds of Heaven, one came

sinners out of it. For the stars of Heaven,
i

like the Son of Man, and reached unto the

and Orion, and the whole system of the heaven
^

Ancient of Days, and was brought near before

shall not give their light, and the sun shall be
|

Him, and to Him was given rule, and honor,

darkened in its going down,^ and the moon
;

and the kingdom, and all the people, tribes

shall not give her hght ; and I will ordain evils
;

and tongues serve Him. His dominion is an

against the whole world, and visit their sins \
everlasting dominion, which shall not pass

upon the ungodly, and I will destroy the inso-
|

away, and His kingdom shall not be destroyed,

lence of the lawless, and humble the insolence As for me Daniel, my spirit shuddered

of the proud, and they who are left shall be
\

within me, and the visions of my head troubled

more precious than unsmelted gold, and a
\

me." '" Then all the gates of the heavenly

man shall be more precious than the sapphire
I

vaults are opened, or rather the heaven itself

stone. For the heaven shall be disturbed ^ and
;
is taken away out of the midst " for the

the earth shall be shaken from its foundations, heaven," we read "shall be rolled up hke a

by reason of the fury of the wrath of the Lord ,

scroll," '' wrapped up in the middle hke the skm

of Sabaoth, in the day when His wrath shall
|

and covering of some tent so as to be trans-

come upon us.'^ 5 And again " windows " he formed into some better shape. Then all

saith " shall be opened from the Heaven, and i
things are full of amazement and horror and

the foundations of the earth shall be shaken :
|

trembling : then even the angels themselves

the earth shall be mightily confounded, the i are holden by much fear, and not angels only

earth shall be bent low, it shall be perplexed
|

but also archangels and thrones, and domin-

with great perplexity, the earth shall stagger ions, and principalities and authorities. " For

grievously like the drunkard and the reveller ; I
the powers" we read "of the heavens shall be

the earth shall shake as a hut, it shall fall, and
\

shaken," because their fellow-servants are re-

not be able to rise up again : for iniquity has I
quired to give an account of their Hfe in this

waxed mighty therein. And God shall set His
hand upon the host of the Heaven in the

height in that day, and upon the kingdoms of

1 Heb. i. r^. The other expressions in this passage are most of

them taken from Isaiah xl.

2 Ps. iv. 4. 3 There is a variation from the Lxx. here,
4 The LXX. has 0v/w.wd^<reTac, " shall be made wroth."
5 Isa. xiii. 9, 13.

world. '^ For if when a single city is being

judged before rulers in this world, all men

6 Isa. xxiv. 19-22, a very loose quotation from the lxx.

7 Mai. iii. 2, 3. ^ Mai. iv. i.

9 Dan. vii. 9, 10. Slightly varied from the lxx.: for the desig-

nation of Daniel as " greatly beloved," see Dan. x. 11.

10 Dan. vii. 13-15, acloserrenderingof the Hebrew than the lxx.
11 Isa. xxxiv. 4.

^^ Matt. xxiv. 29.
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shudder, even those who are outside the dan-

ger, when the whole world is arraigned before

such a judge as this who needs no witnesses,

or proofs, but independently of all these things

brings fon^-ard deeds and words and thoughts,

and exhibits them all as in some picture both

to those who have committed the sins and to

those who are ignorant of them, how is it not

natural that every power should be confounded
and shake? For if there were no river of fire

winding by, nor any terrible angels standing

by the side of the throne, but men were merely
summoned some to be praised and admired,

others to be dismissed with ignominy that

they might not see the glory of God, ("For let

the ungodly " we read " be taken away that he
may not see the glory of the Lord "

') and if

this were the only punishment would not the
loss of such blessings sting the souls of those
who were deprived of them more bitterly than
all hell itself? For how great an evil this is

cannot possibly be represented now in words;
but then we shall know it clearly in the ac-
tual reality. But now I pray add the punish-
ment also to the scene, and imagine men not
only covered with shame, and veiling their
heads, and bending them low, but also being
dragged along the road to the fire, and haled
away to the instruments of torture and de-
livered over to the cruel powers, and suffering
these things just at the time when all they who
have practised what is good, and wrought
deeds worthy of eternal life, are being
crowned, and proclaimed conquerors, and pre-
sented before the royal throne.

13. Now these are things which will happen
in that day: but the things which will follow,
after these, what language can describe to us
—the pleasure, the profit, the joy of being in
the company of Christ? For when the soul
has returned to the proper condition of nobil-
ity, and is able henceforth with much boldness
to behold its Master it is impossible to say what
great pleasure it derives therefrom, what great
gam, rejoicing not only in the good things ac-
tually m hand, but in the persuasion that these
thmgs will never come to an end. All that
gladness then cannot be described in words,
nor grasped by the understanding: but in a
dim kind of way, as one indicates great things
by means of small ones, I will endeavour to
make it manifest. For let us scrutinize those
who enjoy the good things of the world in this
present life, I mean wealth and power, and
glory, how, exulting with delight, they reckon
themselve* as no longer being upon the earth,
and this although the things which they are
enjoying are acknowledged not to be really

CoiJ.^i.T "***''^ ^ ^'^' '^'

good, and do not abide with them, but take
to flight more quickly than a dream : and even
if they should even last for a little time, their

favour is displayed within the limits of this pres-
ent life, and cannot accompany us further.

Now if these things uplift those who possess
them to such a pitch of joy, what do you sup-
pose is the condition of those souls which are
invited to enjoy the countless blessings in

Heaven which are always securely fixed and
stable? And not only this, but also in their

quantity and quality they excel present things

to such an extent as never entered even the heart
of man.^ For at the present time like an in-

fant in the womb, even so do we dwell in this

world confined in a narrow space, and unable
to behold the splendour and the freedom of the
world to come: but when the time of travail

arrives and the present life is delivered at the
day of judgment of all men whom it has con-
tained, those who have been miscarried go
from darkness into darkness, and from afflic-

tion into more grievous aflFliction: but those
which are perfectly formed and have preserved
the marks of the royal image will be presented
to the king, and will take upon themselves that
service which angels and archangels minister
to the God of all. I pray thee then, O friend,
do not finally efface these marks, but speedily
restore them, and stamp them more perfectly
on thy soul. For corporeal beauty indeed God
has confined within the limits of nature, but
grace of soul is released from the constraint
and bondage arising from that cause inasmuch
as it is far superior to any bodily symmetry:
and it depends entirely upon ourselves and the
grace of God. For our Master, being merci-
ful, has in this special way honoured our race,
that He has entrusted to the necessity of na-
ture the inferior things which contribute noth-
ing much to our advantage, and in their issue
are matters of indifference, but of the things
which are really noble He has caused us to
be ourselves the artificers. For if He had
placed corporeal beauty also under our con-
trol we should have been subjected to ex-
cessive anxiety, and should have wasted all

our time upon things which are of no profit,
and should have grievously neglected our soul.

For if, even as it is, when we have not this
power in ourselves, we make violent efforts,
and give ourselves up to shadow painting, and
because we cannot in reality produce bodily
beauty, cunningly devise imitations by means
of paints, and dyes, and dressing of hair, and
arrangement of garments, and pencilling of
eyebrows, and many other contrivances: what
leisure should we have set apart for the soul

source of this quotation.

Isa. Ixiv. 4, quoted i Cor. ii. 9.
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and serious matters, if we had it in our power
to transfigure the body into a really symmetri-
cal shape? For probably, if this were our
business, we should not have any other, but

should spend all our time upon it : decking the

bondmaid with countless decorations, but
letting her who is the mistress of this bond-
maid lie perpetually in a state of deformity

and neglect. For this reason God, having
delivered us from this vain occupation, im-
planted in us the power of working upon the

nobler element, and he who cannot turn an
ugly body into a comely one, can raise the

soul, even when it has been reduced to the

extremity of ugliness, to the very acme of

grace, and make it so amiable and desirable

that not only are good men brought to long

after it but even He who is the sovereign and
God of all, even as the Psalmist also when dis-

coursing concerning this beauty, said "And
the king shall have desire of thy beauty."

'

Seest thou not also that in the houses of pros-

titutes the women who are ugly and shameless

would hardly be accepted by prize-fighters, and
runaway slaves, and gladiators: but should
any comely, well-born and modest woman,
owing to some mischance, have been reduced
to this necessity, no man, even amongst those

who are very illustrious and great, would be
ashamed of marriage with her? Now if there

is so much pity amongst men, and so much
disdain of glory as to release from that bond-
age the women who have often been disgraced

in the brothel, and to place them in the posi-

tion of wives, much more is this the case with

God, and those souls which, owing to the

usurpation of the devil, have fallen from
their original noble condition into the harlotry

of this present life. And you will find the

prophets filled with examples of this kind, when
they address Jerusalem ; for she fell into for-

nication, and a novel form of it, even as Eze-
kiel says: "To all harlots wages are given,

but thou hast given wages to thy lovers, and
there hath been perversion in thee beyond all

other women," == and again another saith
" Thou didst sit waiting for them Hke a de-

serted bird." 3 This one then who hath com-
mitted fornication in this fashion God calls

back again. For the captivity which took place
was not so much by way of vengeance as for

the purpose of conversion and amendment;
since if God had wished to punish them out-

right, He would not again have brought them
back to their home. He would not have es-

tablished their city and their temple in greater

splendour than before :
" For the final glory of

this house " He said " shall exceed the

1 Ps. xlv. 12.

2 Ezek. xvi. 33, an inexact quotation from lxx. 3 Jer. iii. 2,

former." * Now if God did not exclude from
repentance her who who had many times com-
mitted fornication, much more will He em-
brace thy soul, which has now fallen for the

first time. For certainly there is no lover of
corporeal beauty, even if he be very frantic,

who is so inflamed with the love of his mistress

as God longs after the salvation of our souls

;

and this we may perceive both from the things

which happen every day and from the divine

Scriptures. See at least, both in the introduc-

tion of Jeremiah, and many other places of the

prophets, when He is despised and con-
temned, how He again hastens forward and
pursues the friendship of those who turn away
from him ; which also He Himself made clear

in the Gospels saying, " O Jerusalem ! Jerusa-
lem ! thou that killest the prophets and stonest

them that are sent unto thee, how often would
I have gathered thy children together even as a
hen gathereth her chickens under her wings,

and ye would not?" ^ And Paul writing to the

Corinthians said "that God was in Christ

reconciling the world unto Himself, not reck-

oning their trespasses unto them, and having
committed unto us the word of reconciliation.

We are ambassadors therefore on behalf of

Christ, as though God were entreating by us

;

we beseech you on behalf of Christ be ye
reconciled to God." ^ Consider that this has
now been said to us. For it is not merely
want of faith, but also an unclean life which
is sufficient to work this abominable enmity.
" For the carnal mind " we read " is enmity
against God." ^ Let us then break down the

barrier, and hew it in pieces, and destroy it,

that we may enjoy the blessed reconciliation,

that we may become again the fondly beloved
of God.

14. I know that thou art now admiring the

grace of Hermione, and thou judgest that

there is nothing in the world to be compared
to her comeliness ; but if you choose, O friend,

you shall yourself exceed her in comeliness and
gracefulness, as much as golden statues sur-

pass those which are made of clay. For if

beauty, when it occurs in the body, so fasci-

nates and excites the minds of most men, when
the soul is refulgent with it what can match
beauty and grace of this kind? For the

groundwork of this corporeal beauty is nothing

else but phlegm, and blood, and humor, and
bile, and the fluid of masticated food. For
by these things both eyes and cheeks, and all

the other features, are supplied with moisture

;

and if they do not receive that moisture, daily

ascending from the stomach and the liver, the

skin becoming unduly withered, and the eyes

4 Hagg. ii, 10.

6 2 Cor, V, 19, 20,

S Matt, xxiii. 37.

7 Rom, viii. 7.
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sunken, the whole grace of the countenance

forthwith vanishes ; so that if you consider what

is stored up inside those beautiful eyes, and

that straight nose, and the mouth and the

cheeks, you will affirm the well-shaped body to

be nothing else than a whited sepulchre;

the parts within are full of so much unclean-

ness. Morever when you see a rag with

any of these things on it, such as phlegm, or

spittle you cannot bear to touch it with even

the tips of your fingers, nay you cannot even

endure looking at it ; and yet are you in a flut-

ter of excitement about the storehouses and
depositories of these things? But thy beauty
was not of this kind, but excelled it as heaven
is superior to earth ; or rather it was much
better and more brilliant than this. For no one
has anywhere seen a soul by itself stripped of

the body; but yet even so I will endeavour to

present to you the beauty of this soul from an-
other source. I mean from the case of the

'

greater powers. Hear at least how the beauty '

of these struck the man greatly beloved ; for
j

wishing to set forth their beauty and being
unable to find a body of the same character,
he had recourse to metallic substances, and
he was not satisfied even with these, but took
the brilliancy of lightning for his illustration.'

Now if those powers, even when they did not
disclose their essential nature pure and bare,
but only in a very dim and shadowy way, nev-
ertheless shone so brightly, what must natu-
rally be their appearance, when set free from
ever)' veil.^ Now we ought to form some such
image of the beauty of the soul. " For they
shall be." we read " equal unto the angels." "

Now in the case of bodies the lighter and finer
kinds, and those which have retreated to the
path which tend towards the incorporeal, are
ver)' much better and more wonderful than the
others. The sky at least is more beautiful
than the earth, and fire than water, and the
stars than precious stones; and we admire the
rambow far more than violets and roses, and
all other flowers which are upon the earth.
And m short if it were possible with the bodily
eyes to behold the beauty of the soul you
would laugh to scorn these corporeal illustra-
tions, so feebly have they presented to us the
gracefulness of the soul. Let us not then ne-
glect such a possession, nor such great happi-
ness, and especially when the approach to that
kmd of beauty becomes easy to us by our
hopes of the things to come. " For our light
affliction," we read, "which is but for the mo-
ment, worketh for us more and more exceed-
ingly an eternal weight of glory, while we look
not at the things which are seen but at the

•Dm.
» Luke XX. 36.

things which are not seen ; for the things which
I are seen are temporal, but the things which are

I

not seen are eternal." ^ Now if the blessed

I

Paul called such afllictions as thou wottest of

I

light and easy, because he did not look at the

I

things which are seen, much more tolerable is

I it merely to cease from wantonness. For we
are not calling thee to those dangers which he
underwent, nor to those deaths which he in-

curred daily, • the constant beatings and scourg-
ings, the bonds, the enmity of the whole world,
the hatred of his own people, the frequent
vigils, the long journies, the shipwrecks, the
attacks of robbers, the plots of his own kins-
folk, the distresses on account of his friends,

the hunger, the cold, the nakedness, the burn-
ing, the despondency on account both of those
who belonged to him, and those who did not
belong to him. None of these things do we
now demand of thee ; all that we ask for is that
you would release yourself from your accursed
bondage, and return to your former freedom,
having considered both the punishment arising
from your wantonness, and the honor belong-
ing to your former manner of life. For that
unbelievers should be but languidly affected
by the thought of the resurrection and never
be in fear of this kind, is nothing wonderful

;

but that we who are more firmly persuaded
concerning the things of the other world than
those of the present, should spend our life in
this miserable and deplorable way and be no-
wise affected by the memory of those things,

but sink into a state of extreme insensibility

—

this is irrational in the highest degree. For
when we who believe do the deeds of unbe-
lievers, or rather are in a more miserable
plight than they (for there are some among
them who have been eminent for the virtue of
their life), what consolation, what excuse will

be left for us ? And many merchants indeed
who have incurred shipwreck have not given
way, but have pursued the same journey, and
this when the loss which has befallen them
was not owing to their own carelessness, but
to the force of the winds ; and shall we who
have reason to be confident concerning the
end, and know certainly that if we do not wish
it, neither shipwreck nor accident of any kind
will bring us damage, not lay hold of the work
again, and carry on our business as we did
aforetime, but lie in idleness and keep our
hands to ourselves? And would that we kept
them merely to ourselves and did not use them
against ourselves which is a token of stark
madness. For if any pugilist, leaving his an-
tagonist were to turn his hands against his own
head, and deal blows to his own face, should

3 2 Cor. 4 I Cor. XV. 31 2 Cor. xi 23-28.
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we not, I ask, rank him among madmen? For
the devil has upset us and cast us down;
therefore we ought to get up, and not to be
dragged down again and precipitate ourselves,

and add blows dealt by ourselves to the blows
dealt by him. For the blessed David also

had a fall like that which has now happened
to you; and not this only but another also

which followed it. I mean that of murder.
What then ? did he remain prostrate ? Did
he not immediately rise up again with energy
and place himself in position to fight the
enemy ? In fact he wrestled with him so
bravely, that even after his death he was the
protector of his offspring. For when Solomon
had perpetrated great iniquity, and had de-
served countless deaths, God said that He
would leave him the kingdom intact, thus
speaking " I will surely rend the kingdom out
of thine hand and will give it to thy servant.

Nevertheless I will not do this in thy days."
Wherefore ? " For David thy father's sake, I

will take it out of the hand of thy son." ' And
again when Hezekiah was about to run the
greatest possible risk, although he was a right-

eous man, God said that He would succour
him for the sake of this saint. " For I will

cast my shield," He saith, " over this city to

save it for my own sake, and for my servant

David's sake." ^ So great is the force of re-

pentance. But if he had determined with him-
self, as you do now, that henceforth it was im-
possible to propitiate God, and if he had said

within himself: "God has honoured me with
great honour, and has given me a place among
the prophets, and has entrusted me with the

government of my countrymen, and rescued
me out of countless perils, how then, when I

have offended against Him after such great

benefits, and have perpetrated the worst
crimes, shall I be able to recover his favour? "

If he had thought thus, not only would he not
have done the things which he afterwards did,

but he would have aggravated his former evils.

15. For not only the bodily wounds work
death, if they are neglected, but also those of

the soul; and yet we have arrived at such a
pitch of folly as to take the greatest care of

the former, and to overlook the latter; and
although in the case of the body it naturally

often happens that many wounds are incura-

ble, yet we do not abandon hope, but even
when we hear the physicians constantly de-
claring, that it is not possible to get rid of

this suffering by medicines, we still persist in

exhorting them to devise at least some sHght
alleviation; but in the case of souls, where
there is no incurable malady; for it is not

I Kings xi. 11. = 2 Kings xix. 34.

subject to the necessity of nature; here, as if

the infirmities were strange we are negHgent
and despairing ; and where the nature of the

disorder might naturally plunge us into de-
spair, we take as much pains as if there were
great hope of restoration to health ; but where
there is no occasion to renounce hope, we de-
sist from efforts, and become as heedless as if

matters were desperate; so much more ac-

count do we take of the body than of the soul.

And this is the reason why we are not able to

save even the body. For he who neglects the

leading element, and manifests all his zeal

about inferior matters destroys and loses both

;

whereas he who observes the right order, and
preserves and cherishes the more commanding
element, even if he neglects the secondary
element yet preserves it by means of saving

the primary one. Which also Christ signified

to us when He said, " Fear not them which kill

the body, but are not able to kill the soul ; but
rather fear Him who is able to destroy both
soul and body in Hell." ^

Well, do I convince you, that one ought
never to despair of the disorders of the soul

as incurable ? or must I again set other argu-

ments in motion ? For even if thou shouldst

despair of thyself ten thousand times, I will

never despair of thee, and I will never myself

be guilty of that for which I reproach others

;

and yet it is not the same thing for a man to

renounce hope of himself, as for another to

renounce hope of him. For he who has this

suspicion concerning another may readily ob-

tain pardon ; but he who has it of himself will

not. Why so pray ? Because the one has

no controlling power over the zeal and repent-

ance of the other, but over his own zeal and
repentance a man has sole authority. Never-

theless even so I will not despair of you;
though you should any number of times be
affected in this way; for it may be, that there

will be some return to virtue, and to restora-

tion to thy former manner of life. And now
hear what follows: The Ninevites when they

heard the prophet vehemently declaring, and
plainly threatening ;

" yet three days and Nine-

veh shall be overthrown," ^ even then did not

lose heart, but, although they had no confi-

dence that they should be able to move the

mind of God, or rather had reason to suspect

the contrary from the divine message (for the

utterance was not accompanied by any quali-

fication, but was a simple declaration), even

then they manifested repentance saying:
" Who knoweth whether God will repent and
be entreated, and turn from the fierceness of

His wrath, and that we perish not ? And God

3 Matt. X. 28. 4 Jonah iii. 4, lxx.
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saw their works that they turned from their

evil ways, and God repented of the evil which

He said He would do unto them and He did

it not." ' Now if barbarian, and unreasoning

men could perceive so much, much more ought

we to do this who have been trained in the

divine doctrines and have seen such a crowd of

examples of this kind both in history and actual

exi)erience. " For my counsels " we read " are

not as your counsels nor my ways as your

ways; but far as is the Heaven from the

earth, so far are my thoughts from your mind,

and my counsels from your counsels." " Now
if we admit to our favour household slaves

when they have often offended against us, on
their promising to become better, and place

them again in their former position, and some-
times even grant them greater freedom of speech

than before; much more does God act thus. For
if God had made us in order to punish us, you
might well have despaired, and questioned the

possibility of your own salvation; but if He
created us for no other reason than His own
good will, and with a view to our enjoying
everlasting blessings, and if He does and con-
trives everything for this end, from the first

day until the present time, what is there which
can ever cause you to doubt ? Have we pro-
voked Him severely, so as no other man ever
did ? this is just the reason why we ought
specially to abstain from our present deeds
and to repent for the past, and exhibit a great
change. For the evils we have once perpe-
trated cannot provoke Him so much as our
being unwilling to make any change in the
future. For to sin may be a merely human
failing, but to continue in the same sin ceases
to be human, and becomes altogether devilish.

For observe how God by the mouth of His
prophet blames this more than the other.
" For," we read, " I said unto her after she
had done all these deeds of fornication, return
unto me, and yet she returned not." ^ And
again

: from another quarter, when wishing to
show the great longing which He has for
our salvation, having heard how the people
promised, after many transgressions, to tread
the right way He said: " Who will grant unto
them to have such an heart as to fear me, and
to keep my commandments all their days, that
it may be well with them and with their chil-
dren forever ? " *> And Moses when reasoning
with them said, "And now, O Israel, what
doth the Lord thy God require of thee, but to
fear the Lord thy God, and to walk in all His
ways, and to love Him ? " s He then who is

so anxious to be loved by us, and does every-
thingfor this end, and did not spare even His

« Tonah iii. 9, lo. a Ua. Iv. 8, 9, varied a little from the lxx.
3 Jer. m. 7. 4 Deut. v, 29. 5 Deut. x. 12.

only begotten Son on account of His love
towards us, and who counts it a desirable thing

if at any time we become reconciled to Him-
self, how shall He not welcome and love us
when we repent ? Hear at least what He says

by the mouth of the prophet :
" Declare thou

first thy iniquities that thou mayest be justi-

fied." ^ Now this He demands from us in

order to intensify our love towards Him. For
when one who loves, after enduring many in-

sults at the hands of those who are beloved,
even then does not extinguish his fondness
for them, the only reason why he takes pains
to make those insults public, is that by dis-

playing the strength of his affection he may
induce them to feel a larger and warmer love.

Now if the confession of sins brings so much
consolation, much more does the endeavour to
wash them away by means of our deeds. For
if this was not the case, but those who had
once swerved from the straight path were for-

bidden to return to it again, perhaps no one,
except a few persons whose numbers would
be easily reckoned, would ever enter the king-
dom of Heaven ; but as it is we shall find the
most distinguished among those who have
fallen. For those who have exhibited much
vehemence in evil things, will also in turn ex-
hibit the same in good things, being conscious
what great debts they have incurred; which
Christ also declared when He spoke to Simon
concerning the woman: "For seest thou,"
saith He, " this woman ? I entered into thine
house, thou gavest me no water for my feet

;

but she hath washed my feet with her tears,

and wiped them with the hairs of her head.
Thou gavest me no kiss, but she since the time
I came in hath not ceased to kiss my feet.

Mine head with oil thou didst not anoint ; but
she hath anointed my feet with ointment.
Wherefore I say unto thee: her sins which
are many are forgiven; for she loved much;
but to whom little is forgiven, the same loveth
little. And He said unto her, thy sins are for-

given." 7

16. For this reason also the devil, knowing
that they who have committed great evils, when
they have begun to repent, do this with much
zeal, inasmuch as they are conscious of their
offences, fears and trembles lest they should
make a beginning of the work ; for after they
have made it they are no longer capable of
being checked, and, kindling like fire under
the influence of repentance, they render their
souls purer than pure gold, being impelled by
their conscience, and the memory of their

former sins, as by some strong gale, towards
the haven of virtue. And this is the point in

6 Isa. xliii. 26. 7 Luke vii. 44-48.
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which they have an advantage over those who
have never fallen, that they exercise more
vehement energy ; if only, as I said, they can

lay hold of the beginning. For the task which
is hard and difficult of accomplishment is to be
able to set foot on the entrance, and to reach

the vestibule of repentance, and to repulse and
overthrow the enemy there when he is fiercely

raging and assaulting us. But after this, he

will not display so much fury when he has once

been worsted, and has fallen where he was
strong, and we shall receive greater energy,

and shall run this good race with much ease.

Let us then in future set about our return, let

us hasten up to the city which is in Heaven,
in which we have been enrolled, in which also

we have been appointed to find our home as

citizens. For to despair of ourselves not only

has this evil that it shuts the gates of that city

against us, and that it drives us into greater

indolence and contempt, but also that it

plunges us into Satanic recklessness. For the

only cause why the devil became such as he is

was that he first of all despaired, and after-

wards from despair sank into recklessness.

For the soul, when once it has abandoned its

own salvation, will no longer perceive that it

is plunging downwards, choo >ing to do and say

everything which is adverse to its own salva-

tion. And just as madmen, when once they

have fallen out of a sound condition, are

neither afraid nor ashamed of anything, but

fearlessly dare all manner of things, even if

they have to fall into fire, or deep water, or

down a precipice; so they who have been
seized by the frenzy of despair are hencefor-

ward unmanageable, rushing into vice in every

direction, and if death does not come to put

a stop to this madness, and vehemence, they

do themselves infinite mischief. Therefore I

entreat you, before you are deeply steeped in

this drunkenness, recover your senses and
rouse yourself up, and shake off this Satanic

fit, doing it gently and gradually if it be not

possible to effect it all at once. For to me
indeed the easier course seems to be to wrench
yourself once for all out of all the cords which
hold you down, and transfer yourself to the

school of epentance. But if this seems to

you a difficult thing, that you should be will-

ing to enter on the path which leads to better

things, simply enter upon it, and lay hold on
eternal life. Yea, I beseech and implore you
by your former reputation, by that confidence
which once was yours, let us see you once
again standing on the pinnacle of virtue, and
in the same condition of perseverance as be-
fore. Spare those who are made to stumble
on thy account, those who aie falling, who are

becoming more indolent, who are despairing

of the way of virtue. For dejection now
holds possession of the band of brethren, while
pleasure and cheerfulness prevail in the coun-
cils of the unbelieving, and of those young
men who are disposed to indolence. But if

thou return again to thy former strictness of

life the result will be reversed, and all our
shame will be .transferred to them, while we
shall enjoy much confidence, seeing thee again

crowned and proclaimed victor with more
splendour than before. For such victories

bring greater renown and pleasure. For you
will not only receive the reward of your own
achievements, but also of the exhortation and
consolation of others, being exhibited as a
striking model, if ever any one should fall into

the same condition, to encourage him to get

up and recover himself. Do not neglect such
an opportunity of gain, nor drag our souls

down into Hades with sorrow, but let us

breathe freely again, and shake off the cloud
of despondency which oppresses us on thy ac-

count. For now, passing by the consideration

of our own troubles, we mourn over thy ca-

lamities, but if thou art willing to come 'o thy

senses, and see clearly, and to join the angelic

host, you will release us from this sorrow, and
will take away the greater part of sins. For
that it is possible for those who have come
back again after repentance to shine with

much lustre, and oftentimes more than those

who have never fallen at all, I have demon-
strated from the divine writings. Thus at

least both the publicans and the harlots inherit

the kingdom of Heaven, thus many of the last

are placed before the first.

17. But I will tell thee also of events which
have happened in our own time, and of which
thou mayest thyself have been witness. You
know probably that young Phoenician, the son
of Urbanus, who was untimely left an orphan,

but possessed of much money, and many slaves

and lands. This man, having in the first place

bidden complete farewell to his studies in the

schools, and having laid aside the gay clothing

which he formerly wore, and all his worldly

grandeur, suddenly arraying himself in a shabby
cloak, and retreating to the solitude of the
mountains, exhibited a high degree of Chris-

tian philosophy not merely in proportion to

his age, but such as any great and wonderful
man might have displayed. And after this,,

having been deemed worthy of initiation into

the sacred mysteries, he made still greater ad-

vances in virtue. And all were rejoicing, and
glorifying God, that one nurtured in wealth,

and having illustrious ancestors, and being still

a mere youth, should have suddenly trodden
all the pomps of this life under foot, and have
ascended to the true height. Now while he
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•was in this condition, and an object of admira-

tion, certain corrupt men, who according to

the law of kindred had the oversight of him

dragged him back again into the former sea

of worldliness. And so, having flung aside all

his habits, he again descended from the moun-

tains into the midst of the forum, and used to

go all round the city, riding on horseback, and

accompanied by a large retinue; and he was

no longer willing to live even soberly ; for being

inflamed by much luxury, he was constrained

to fall into foolish love intrigues, and there was

BO one of those conversant with him, who did

not despair of his salvation ; he was encom-

passed by such a swarm of flatterers, besides

the snares of orphanhood, youth, and great

wealth. And persons who readily find fault

with everything, accused those who originally

conducted him to this way of life,' saying that

he had both missed his spiritual aims, and
would no longer be of any use in the manage-
ment of his own affairs, having prematurely

abandoned the labours of study, and having

been consequently unable to derive any bene-

fit therefrom. Now while these things were
being said, and great shame was felt, certain

holy men who had often succeeded in this kind

of chase, and had thoroughly learned by ex-

perience that those who are armed with hope
in God ought not to despair at all of such
characters, kept a continual watch upon him,

and if ever they saw him appear in the market-
place they approached and saluted him. And
at first he spoke to them from horseback,
askance, as they followed by his side ; so great

was the shamelessness which had at first got
possession of him. But they, being merciful

and loving men, were not ashamed at all of

this treatment, but continually looked to one
thing only, how they might rescue the lamb
from the wolves ; which in fact they actually

accomplished by means of their perseverance.
For afterwards, as if he had been converted
by some sudden stroke, and were put to shame
by their great assiduity, if ever he saw them
in the distance approaching, he would in-

stantly dismount, and bending low would lis-

ten silently in that attitude to all which fell

from their lips, and in time he displayed even
greater reverence and respect towards them.
And then, by the grace of God having gradu-
ally rescued him out of all those entanglements,
they handed him over again to his former state
of seclusion and devout contemplation. And
now he became so illustrious, that his former
life seemed to be nothing in comparison with
that which he lived after his fall. For being
well aware by experience of the snare, and

* /. /., the life of mooastic seclusion.

having expended all his wealth upon the needy,

and released himself from all care of that kind,

he cut off every pretext for an attack from those

who wished to make designs upon him ; and
now treading the path which leads to heaven,

he has already arrived at the very goal of virtue.

This man indeed fell and rose again while

he was still young; but another man, after

enduring great toils during his sojourn in the

deserts, with only a single companion, and
leading an angelic life, and being now on the

way to old age, afforded I know not how a
little loophole to the evil one, through some
Satanic condition of mind, and carelessness;

and although he had never seen a woman
since he transferred himself to the monastic
life, he fell into a passionate desire for inter-

course with women. And first of all he be-
sought his companion to supply him with meat
and wine, and threatened, if he did not receive

it, that he would go down into the market-
place. And this he said, not so much out of

a longing for meat, as because he wished to

get some handle and pretext for returning

into the city. The other being perplexed at

these things, and fearing, that if he hindered
this he might drive him into some great evil,

suffered him to have his fill of this craving.

But when his companion perceived that this

was a stale device, he openly threw off shame,
and unmasked his pretence, and said that he
must positively himself go down to the city,

I

and as the other had not power to prevent

1

him, he desisted at last from his eff"orts, and
!
following him at a distance, watched to see

j

what the meaning of this return could possibly

I

be. And having seen him enter a brothel,

and knowing that he had intercourse with a
:

harlot there, he waited until he had satiated

I

that foul desire, and then, when he came out,

j

he received him with uplifted hands, and having
embraced and fervently kissed him, without

I

uttering any rebuke on account of what had

I

happened he only besought him, seeing that
' he had satiated his desire, to return again to

^

his dwelling in the wilderness. And the other,

put to shame by his great clemency, was im-
mediately smitten at the heart, and being full

of compunction for the deed which he had
perpetrated, followed him to the mountain

;

and there he begged the man to shut him up
in another hut, and, having closed the doors
of the dwelling, to supply him with bread and
water on certain days, and to inform those
who enquired for him that he was laid to rest.

And when he had said this, and persuaded
him, he shut himself up, and was there con-
tinually, with fastings and prayers and tears,

I

wiping off from his soul the defilement of his
i sin. And not long after when a drought had
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settled on the neighbouring region, and all in

that country were lamenting over it, a certain

man was commanded by a vision to depart,

and exhort this recluse to pray, and put an
end to the drought. And when he had de-

parted, taking companions with him, they

found the man, who formerly dwelt with him,

there alone ; and on enquiring concerning the

other they were informed that he was dead.

But they, believing that they were deceived,

betook themselves again to prayer, and again

by means of the same vision heard the same
things which they had heard before. And
then, standing round the man who really had
deceived them, they besought him to show the

other to them ; for they declared that he was
not dead but living. When he heard this, and
perceived that their compact was exposed, he
brought them to that holy man; and they

having broken through the wall (for he had
even blocked up the entrance) and having all

of them entered, prostrating themselves at

his feet, and informing him of what had hap-
pened, besought him to succour them against

the famine. But he at first resisted, saying that

he was far from such confidence as that ; for

he ever had his sin before his eyes, as if it had
only just taken place; but when they related

all which had happened to them they then in-

duced him to pray; and having prayed he put
an end to the drought. And what happened to

that young man who was at first a disciple of

John the son of Zebedee, but afterwards for a
long time became a robber chief, and then
again,having been captured by the holy hands of

the blessed Apostle returned from the robber
dens and lairs to his former virtue, thou art not
ignorant, but knowest it all as accurately as I

do ; and I have often heard thee admiring the

great condescension of the saint, and how he
first of all kissed the blood-stained hand of the

young man, embracing him, and so brought
him back to his former condition.'

18. Moreover also the blessed Paul not only
welcomes Onesimus the unprofitable runaway
thief, because he was converted, but also asks
his master to treat him who had repented, on
equal terms of honour with his teacher, thus
saying :

" I beseech thee for my son Onesimus,
whom I have begotten in my bonds, who was
aforetime unprofitable to thee, but now is

profitable to thee and to me, whom I have sent

back to thee; thou therefore receive him,
that is my very heart, whom I would fain have
kept with me, that in thy behalf he might min-
ister unto me in the bonds of the Gospel; but
without thy mind I would do nothing that thy

" The story is told by Clement of Alexandria in his treatise en-
titled " Who is the rich man that is saved ?" and has been inserted
by Eusebius in his History, iii. 23.

goodness should not be as of necessity, but of
free will. For perhaps he was therefore parted
from thee for a season that thou shouldest

have him back for ever ; no longer as a servant,

but above a servant, a brother beloved, speci-

ally unto me ; but how much rather to thee

both in the flesh and in the Lord ? If then
thou boldest me as a partner, receive him as

myself." ^ And the same apostle, in writing

to the Corinthians, said, " Lest when I come I

should mourn over many of those who have
sinned beforehand and have not repented ;" ^

and again, " as I have said beforehand, so do
I again declare beforehand, that if I come
again I will not spare." ^ Seeest thou who
they are whom he mourns, and whom he does
not spare ? Not those who have sinned, but

those who have not repented, and not simply

those who have not repented, but those who
have been called once and again to this work,

and would not be persuaded. For the ex-

pression " I have said beforehand and do now
say beforehand, as if I were present the second
time, and being absent I write," implies ex-

actly that which we are afraid may take place

now in our case. For although Paul is not
present who then threatened the Corinthians,

yet Christ is present, who was then speaking
through his mouth ; and if we continue obdu-
rate. He will not spare us, but will smite us
with a mighty blow, both in this world and the

next. " Let us then anticipate His counte-

nance by our confession," '^ let us pour out our
hearts before Him. For "thou hast sinned,"

we read, " do not add thereto any more, and
pray on behalf of thy former deeds; "^ and
again " a righteous man is his own accuser in

the first instance." ^ Let us not then tarry for

the accuser, but let us seize his place before-

hand, and so let us make our judge more
merciful by means of our candour. Now I

know indeed that you confess your sins, and
call yourself miserable above measure; but
this is not the only thing I wish, but I long

for you to be persuaded that it can justify you.

For as long as you make this confession un-

profitable, even if you accuse yourself, you
will not be able to desist from the sins which
follow it. For no one will be able to do any-

thing with zeal and the proper method, unless

he has first of all persuaded himself that he
does it to advantage. For even the sower,

after he has scattered his seed, unless he ex-

pects the harvest, will never reap. For who
would choose to fatigue himself in vain, if he
was not to gain any good from his labor ? So

2 Philem. 10-18. 3 2 Cor. xii. 21; xiii. 2.

4 Ps. xcv. 42, Lxx. 5 Ecclus. xxi. i.

6 Prov. xviii. 17; but a different meaning is given to the passage
in our English Version [Revised].
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then he also who sows words, and tears, and

confession, unless he does this with a good

hope, will not be able to desist from sinning,

being still held down by the evil of despair;

but just as that husbandman who despairs of

any crop of fruit will not in future hinder any

of those things which damage the seeds, so also

he who sows his confession with tears, but does

not expect any advantage for this, will not be

able to overthrow those things which spoil re-

pentance. And what does spoil repentance is

being again entangled in the same evils.

" For there is one " we read, " who builds, and

one who pulls down, what have they gained

more than toil ? He who is dipped in water

because of contact with a dead body, and then

touches it again, what has he gained by his

washing ? " ' Even so if a man fasts because

of his sins, and goes his way again, and doeth

the same things, who will hearken to his pray-

er ? And again we read " if a man goes back

from righteousness to sin the Lord will prepare

him for the sword," ^ and, " as a dog when he

has returned to his vomit, and become odious,

so is a fool who by his wickedness has returned

to his sin." ^

19. Do not then merely set forth thy sins

being thy own accuser, but as one who ought

to be justified by the method of repentance;

for thus thou wilt be able to put thy soul,

which makes its confession, to shame, so that

it falls no more into the same sins. For to

accuse ourselves vehemently and call ourselves

sinners is common, so to say, to unbelievers

also. Many at least of those who belong to

the stage, both men and women, who habitu-

ally practise the greatest shamelessness, call

themselves miserable, but not with the proper

aim. Wherefore I would not even call this

confession ; for the publication of their sins is

not accompanied with compunction of soul,

nor with bitter tears, nor with conversion of

life, but in fact some of them make it in quest

of a reputation for the hearers for candor of

speech. For offences do not seem so grievous

when some other person announces them as

when the perpetrator himself reports them.

And they who under the influence of strong

despair have lapsed into a state of insensibility,

and treat the opinion of their fellowmen with

contempt proclaim their own evil deeds with

much effrontery, as if they were the doings of

others. But I do not wish thee to be any of

these, nor to be brought out of despair to con-

fession, but with a good expectation, after cut-

ting away the whole root of despair, to mani-
fest zeal in the contrary direction. And what
is the root and mother of this despair ? it is

I Ecdut. zzxiv. » Ecclus. xxvi. 28. 3 Prov. xxvi.

indolence ; or rather one would not call it the

root only, but also the nurse and mother. For
as in the case of wool decay breeds moths, and
is in turn increased by them ; so here also in-

dolence breeds despair, and is itself nourished

in turn by despair ; and thus supplying each

other with this accursed exchange, they ac-

quire no small additional power. If any one
then cuts one of these off, and hews it in

pieces, he will easily be able to get the better

of the remaining one. For on the one hand
he who is not indolent will never fall into de-

spair, and on the other he who is supported by
good hopes, and does not despair of himself,

will not be able to fall into indolence. Pray
then, wrench this pair asunder, and break the

yoke in pieces, by which I mean a variable

and yet depressing habit of thought ; for that

which holds these two things together is not

uniform, but manifold in shame and character.

And what is this ? It happens that one who
has repented has done many great and good
deeds, but meanwhile he has committed some
sin equivalent to those good deeds, and this

especially is sufficient to plunge him into de-

spair, as if the buildings which had been set

up were all pulled down, and all the labor

which he had bestowed upon them had been,

vain and come to naught. But this must be
taken into account, and such reasoning must
be repelled, because, if we do not store up in

good time a measure of good deeds equivalent

to the sins which are committed after them,

nothing can hinder us from sinking grievously

and completely. But as it is, (right action ^)

like some stout breastplate does not suffer the

sharp and bitter dart to accomplish its work,

but even if it is itself cut through, it averts

much danger from the body. For he who de-

parts to the other world with many deeds both

good and bad, will have some alleviation in

respect of the punishment and the torment

there ; but if a man is destitute of these good
works, and takes only the evil with him, it is

impossible to say what great sufferings he will

undergo, when he is conducted to everlasting

punishment. For a balance will be struck

there between the evil deeds and those which
are not such; and should the latter weigh

down the scale they will to no small extent

have saved the doer of them, and the injury

arising from the doing of evil deeds is not so

strong as to drag the man down from the fore-

most place ; but if the evil deeds exceed, they

carry him off into hell fire, because the num-
ber of his good actions is not so great as to be
able to make a stand against this violent im-

pulse. And these things are not merely sug-

4 These words seem to be understood, although they are not
expressed in the original.
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gested by our own reasoning, but declared also

by the divine oracles ; for He Himself saith,

" He shall reward every man according to his

works." ' And not only in hell, but also in the

kingdom one will find many differences; for

He saith, "in my Father's house are many
mansions;"'' and, "there is one glory of the

sun, and another glory of the moon." ^ And
what wonder, if in dealing with such great

matters he has spoken with such precision,

seeing that He declares there is a difference

in that world even between one star and an-

other ? Knowing then all these things let us

never desist from doing good deeds, nor grow
weary, nor, if we should be unable to reach
the rank of the sun or of the moon, let us de-

spise that of the stars. For if only we display

thus much virtue at least, we shall be able to

have a place in Heaven. And though we
may not have become gold, or precious stone,

yet if we only occupy the rank of silver we
shall abide in the foundation ; only let us not

fall back again into that material which the

fire readily devours, nor, when we are unable

to accomplish great things, desist also from
small ones, for this is the part of extreme folly,

which I trust we may not experience. For
just as material wealth increases if the lovers

of it do not despise even the smallest gains, so

is it also with the spiritual. For it is a strange

thing that the judge should not overlook the

reward of even a cup of cold water, but that

we, if our achievements are not altogether

great, should neglect the performance of little

things. For he who does not despise the

lesser things, will exercise much zeal concern-
ing the greatest; but he who overlooks the

former will also abstain from the latter; and
to prevent this taking place Christ has defined

great rewards even for these small things. For
what is easier than to visit the sick ? Yet even
this He requites with a great recompense.
Lay hold then on eternal life, delight in the

Lord, and supplicate Him; take up again the

easy yoke, bow thyself beneath the light bur-

den, put a finish to thy life worthy of the be-

ginning; do not suffer so great a stream of

wealth to slip past thee. For if thou shouldst

continue provoking God by thy deeds, thou
wilt destroy thyself; but if before much dam-
age has been done, and all thy husbandry has
been overwhelmed with a flood, thou wilt dam
up the channels of wickedness, thou wilt be
able to recover again what has been spoiled

and to add to it not a little further produce.
Having considered all these things, shake off

the dust, get up from the ground, and thou
wilt be formidable to the adversary; for he

> Rom. ii. 6, « John xiv, 2, 3 I Cor, zv. 4x.

himself indeed has overthrown thee, as if thou
wouldst never rise again ; but if he sees thee
again lifting up thy hands against him, he will

receive such an unexpected blow that he will

be less forward in trying to upset thee again,

and thou thyself wilt be more secure against

receiving any wound of that kind in future.

For if the calamities of others are sufficient to

instruct us, much more those which we have
ourselves undergone. And this is what I ex-

pect speedily to see in the case of thy own
dear self, and that by the grace of God thou
art again become more radiant than before,

and displaying such great virtue, as even to be
a protector of others in the world above.

Only do not despair, do not fall back; for I

will not cease repeating this in every form of

speech, and wherever I see you, as well as by
the lips of others ; and if you listen to this you
will no longer need other remedies.

LETTER II.

I. If it were possible to express tears and
groans by means of writing I would have filled

the letter, which I now send to you, with them.
Now I weep not because you are anxious con-
cerning your patrimony, but because you have
blotted out your name from the list of the

brethren, because you have trampled upon the

covenant which you had made with Christ.

This is the reason why I shudder, this is the

cause of my distress. On this account do I

fear and tremble, knowing that the rejection

of this covenant will bring great condemna-
tion upon those who have enlisted for this

noble warfare, and owing to indolence have
deserted their proper rank. And that the
punishment for such is heavier than for others

is manifest for this reason. For no one would
indite a private individual for shunning mili-

tary service; but when once a man has be-
come a soldier, if he be caught deserting the

ranks, he runs a risk of suffering the most ex-

treme penalty. There is nothing strange, be-
loved Theodore, in a wrestler falHng, but in

his remaining in a fallen condition; neither is

it a grievous thing for the warrior to be
wounded, but to despair after the blow has

been struck, and to neglect the wound. No
merchant, having once suffered shipwreck, and
lost his freight, desists from sailing, but again

crosses the sea and the billows, and the broad
ocean, and recovers his former wealth. We
see athletes also who after many falls have
gained the wreath of victory ; and often, before
now, a soldier who has once ran away has
turned out a champion, and prevailed over the

enemy. Many also of those who have denied
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Christ ou-ing to the pressure of torture, have

fought again, and departed at last with the

crown of mart>Tdom upon their brows. But

if each of these had despaired after the first

blow, he would not have reaped the subse-

quent benefits. Even so now, beloved Theo-

dore, because the enemy has shaken thee a

little from thy position, do not thou give thy-

self an additional thrust into the pit, but stand

up bravely, and return speedily to the place

from which thou hast departed, and deem not

this blow, lasting but for a little while, any

reproach. For if you saw a soldier returning

wounded from war you would not reproach

him ; for it is a reproach to cast away one's

arms, and to hold aloof from the enemy; but

as long as a man stands fighting, even if he

be wounded and retreat for a short time, no
one is so unfeeling or ine.xperienced in matters

of war, as to find any fault with him. Exemp-
tion from wounds is the lot of non-combatants

;

but those who advance with much spirit

against the enemy may sometimes be wounded
and fall: which is exactly what has now oc-

curred in your case; for suddenly, while you
attempted to destroy the serpent you were
bitten. But take courage, you need a litle

vigilance, and then not a trace of this wound
will be left : or rather by the grace of God
thou wilt crush the head of the Evil One him-
self: nor let it trouble thee that thou art soon
impeded, even at the outset. For the eye, the
keen eye of the Evil One perceived the excel-

lence of thy soul, and guessed from many
tokens that a brave adversary would wax strong
against him; for he expected that one who
had promptly attacked him with such great
vehemence would easily overcome him, if he
persevered. Therefore he was diligent, and
watchful, and mightily stirred up against thee,
or rather against his own head, if thou wilt

bravely stand thy ground. For who did not
marvel at thy quick, sincere, and fervent
change to good? For delicacy of food was
disregarded, and costliness of raiment was de-
spised, all manner of parade was put down,
and all the zeal for the wisdom of this world
was suddenly transferred to the divine oracles

;

whole days were spent in reading, and whole
nights in prayer; no mention was made of thy
family dignity, nor any thought taken of thy
wealth

; but to clasp the knees and hasten to
the feet of the brethren thou didst recognize
as something nobler than high birth. These
things irritated the Evil One, these things
stirred him up to more vehement strife; but
yet he did not give a deadly blow. For if

after a long time, and continual fastings, and
sleeping on the bare ground and the rest of
the discipline he overthrew you, even then

there was no need to despair; nevertheless

one would have said that the damage was
great if defeat had taken place after many
toils, and labours, and victories ; but inasmuch
as he upset you as soon as you had stripped
for the contest with him, all that he accom-
plished was to render you more eager to do
battle with him. For that fell pirate attacked
thee just as thou wast sailing out of the har-
bor, not when thou hadst returned from thy
trading voyage, bringing a full cargo. And
as when one has attempted to stay a fierce

lion, and has only grazed his skin, he has done
him no injury but only stirred him up the more
against himself, and rendered him more con-
fident, and difficult to capture afterwards:
even so the common enemy of , all has at-

tempted to strike a deep blow, but has missed
it, and consequently made his antagonist more
vigilant and wary for the future.

2. For human nature is a slippery thing,

quick to be cheated, but quick also to recover
from deceit, and as it speedily falls, so also
does it readily rise. For even that blessed
man, I mean David the chosen king and
prophet, after he had accomplished many good
deeds, betrayed himself to be a man, for once
he fell in love with a strange woman, nor did
he stop there but he committed adultery on
account of his passion, and he committed mur-
der on account of his adultery ; but he did not
try to inflict a third blow upon himself because
he had already received two such heavy ones,
but immediately hastened to the physician,
and applied the remedies, fasting, tears, lam-
entation, constant prayer, frequent confession
of the sin ; and so by these means he propitiated
God, insomuch that he was restored to his

former position, insomuch that after adultery
and murder the memory of the father was able
to shield the idolatry of the son. For the son
of this David, Solomon by name, was caught
by the same snare as his father, and out of
complaisance to women fell away from the God
of his fathers.' Thou seest how great an
evil it is not to master pleasure, not to upset
the ruling principle in nature, and for a man
to be the slave of women. This same Solo-
mon then, who was formerly righteous and
wise but who ran a risk of being deprived of
all the kingdom on account of his sin, God
permitted .o keep the sixth part of the govern-
ment on account of the renown of his father.^

Now if thy zeal had been concerned with
worldly eloquence, and then thou hadst given
it up in despair, I should have reminded thee
of the law courts and the judgment seat and
the victories achieved there and the former

I Kings xi. 3, 4. > I Kings xi. 12, 13.
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boldness of thy speech, and should have ex-

horted thee to return to your labours in that

behalf: but inasmuch as our race is for heav-

enly things, and we take no account of the

things which are on earth, I put thee in re-

membrance of another court of justice, and of

that fearful and tremendous seat of judgment;
" for we must all be made manifest before the

judgment seat of Christ." ' "And He will

then sit as judge who is now disregarded by
thee. What shall we say then, let me ask at

that time ? or what defence shall we make, if

we continue to disregard Him? What shall

we say then ? Shall we plead the anxieties

of business ? Nay He has anticipated this by
saying, " What shall it profit a man if he gain

the whole world, and lose his own soul ? " ^ Or
that we have been deceived by others ? But
it did not help Adam in his defence to screen

himself behind his wife, and say " the woman
whom thou gavest me, she deceived me;"^
even as the serpent was no excuse for the

woman. Terrible, O beloved Theodore, is

that tribunal, one which needs no accusers,

and waits for no witnesses ; for " all things are

naked and laid open to Him " ^ who judges us,

and we must submit to give an account not of

deeds only but also of thoughts; for that judge
is quick to discern the thoughts and intents of

the heart.s But perhaps you will allege weak-
ness of nature as the excuse, and inability to

bear the yoke. And what kind of defence is

this, that you have not strength to bear the

easy yoke, that you are unable to carry the

light burden ? Is recovery from fatigue a
grievous and oppressive thing ? For it is to

this that Christ calls us, saying, " Come unto
me all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and
I will give you rest ; take my yoke upon you
and learn of me, for I am meek and lowly in

heart ; for my yoke is easy and my burden is

light." * For what can be lighter I ask, than
to be released from anxieties, and business,

and fears, and labors, and to stand outside the

rough billows of life, and dwell in a tranquil

haven ?

3. Which of all things in the world seems to

you most desirable and enviable ? No doubt
you will say government, and wealth, and pub-
lic reputation. And yet what is more wretched
than these things when they are compared
with the liberty of Christians. For the ruler

is subjected to the wrath of the populace and
to the irrational impulses of the multitude,

and to the fear of higher rulers, and to anxie-

ties on behalf of those who are ruled, and the
ruler of yesterday becomes a private citizen

to-day ; for this present life in no wise differs

» 2 Cor. V. 10.

4 Heb. iv. 13.

2 Matt. xvi. 26.

5 Heb. iv. 12.

3 Gen. iii. 12,

6 Matt, xi, 28.

from a stage, but just as there, one man fills

the position of a king, a second of a general,

and a third of a soldier, but when evening has
come on the king is no king, the ruler no ruler,

and the general no general, even so also in

that day each man will receive his due reward
not according to the outward part which he
has played, but according to his works. Well I

is glory a precious thing which perishes like

the power of grass ? or wealth, the possessors

of which are pronounced unhappy ? " For
woe " we read, " to the rich ;

" ^ and again,
" Woe unto them who trust in their strength

and boast themselves in the multitude of their

riches !
" ® But the Christian never becomes a.

private person after being a ruler, or a poor
man after being rich, or without honour after

being held in honour; but he abides rich even
when he is poor, and is exalted when he strives

to humble himself ; and from the rule which
he exercises no human being can depose him,
but only one of those rulers who are under the
power of this world's potentate of darkness.

"Marriage is right," you say; I also assent

to this. For " marriage," we read, " is honour-
able and the bed undefiled; but fornicators

and adulterers God will judge; "^ but it is no
longer possible for thee to observe the right

conditions of marriage. For if he who has
been attached to a heavenly bridegroom de-
serts him, and joins himself to a wife the act

is adultery, even if you call it marriage ten

thousand times over ; or rather it is worse than
adultery in proportion as God is greater than
man. Let no one deceive thee saying :

" God
hath not forbidden to marry; " I know this as
well as you; He has not forbidden to marry,

but He has forbidden to commit adultery,

which is what thou art wishing to do; and
may you be preserved from ever engaging thy-

self in marriage ! And why dost thou marvel
if marriage is judged as if it were adultery,,

when God is disregarded ? Slaughter has
brought about righteousness, and mercy has
been a cause of condemnation more than
slaughter ; because the latter has been accord-
ing to the mind of God, but the former has
been forbidden. It was reckoned to Phinees
for righteousness that he pierced to death the

woman who committed fornication, together

with the fornicator ; '° but Samuel, that saint

of God, although he wept and mourned and
entreated for whole nights, could not rescue

Saul from the condemnation which God issued

against him, because he saved, contrary to the

design of God, the king of the alien tribes

whom he ought to have slain." If then mercy
has been a cause of condemnation more than

7 Luke vi. 24.
10 Num. XXV, 7-1 1.

8 Ps. xHx. 6.

" I Sam. XV.
9 Heb. xiii. 4.
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slaughter because God was disobeyed, what

wonder is it if marriage condemns more than

adultery when it involves the rejection of

Christ ? For, as I said at the beginning, if

you were a private person no one would indict

you for shunning to serve as a soldier; but

now thou art no longer thy own master, being

engaged in the service of so great a king. For

if the wife hath not power over her own body,

but the husband,' much more they who live in

Christ must be unable to have authority over

their body. He who is now despised, the same
will then be our judge; think ever on Him
and the river of fire: " For a river of fire " we
read, " winds before His face ;

" "" for it is im-

possible for one who has been delivered over

by Him to the fire to expect any end of his

punishment. But the unseemly pleasures of

this life no-wise differ from shadows and
dreams; for before the deed of sin is com-
pleted, the conditions of pleasure are extin-

guished ; and the punishments for these have
no limit. And the sweetness lasts for a little

while, but the pain is everlasting.

Tell me, what is there stable in this world ?

Wealth which often does not last even to the

evening ? Or glory ? Hear what a certain

righteous man says: " My life is swifter than a
runner." ^ For as they dash away before they
stand still, even so does this glory take to flight

before it has fairly reached us. Nothing is

more precious than the soul; and even they
who have gone to the extremity of folly have
not been ignorant of this; for "there is no
equivalent of the soul" is the saying of a
heathen poet.* I know that thou hast become
much weaker for the struggle with the Evil
One; I know that thou art standing in the
very midst of the flame of pleasures; but if

thou wilt say to the enemy " We do not serve
thy pleasures, and we do not bow down to the
root of all thy evils ; if thou wilt bend thine
eye upward, the Saviour will even now shake
out the fire, and will burn up those who have
flung thee into it, and will send to thee in the
midst of the furnace a cloud, and dew, and a
rustling breeze, so that the fire may not lay
hold of thy thought or thy conscience. Only
do not consume thyself with fire. For the
arms and engines of besiegers have often been
unable to destroy the fortification of cities, but

jthe treachery of one or two of the citizens I

dwelling inside has betrayed them to the
i

enemy without any trouble on his part. And i

now if none of thy thoughts within betray thee,
should the Evil One bring countless engines
against thee from without he will bring them
in vam.

• I Cor. vii. 4.
3 Job tz. as.

» Dan. vii. 10.

4 Homer II. ix. 401.

4. Thou hast by the grace of God many and
!

great men who sympathize with thy trouble,

; who encourage you to the fight, who tremble
for thy soul,—Valerius the holy man of God,

I

Florentius who is in every respect his brother,

I

Porphyrius who is wise with the wisdom of

I

Christ, and many others. These are daily

I

mourning, and praying for you without ceas-

j

ing ; and they would have obtained what they
asked for, long ago, if only thou hadst been
willing to withdraw thyself a little space out of
the hands of the enemy. Now then is it not
strange that, whilst others do not even now
despair of thy salvation, but are continually pray-
ing that they may have their member restored
to them, thou thyself, having once fallen, art
unwilling to get up again, and remainest pros-
trate, all but crying aloud to the enemy: " Slay
me, smite me, spare not ? " " Does he who
falls not rise up again ? " s go speaks the divine
oracle. But thou art striving against this and
contradicting it ; for if one who has fallen de-
spairs it is as much as to say that he who falls

does not rise up again I entreat thee do not
so great a wrong to thyself; do not pour upon
us such a flood of sorrow. I do not say at the
present time, when thou hast not yet completed
thy twentieth year, but even if, after achieving
many things, and spending thy whole life in
Christ thou hadst, in extreme old age, experi-
enced this attack, even then it would not have
been right to despair, but to call to mind the
robber who was justified on the cross, the
labourers who wrought about the eleventh
hour, and received the wages of the whole
day. But as it is not well that those who have
fallen near the very extremity of life should
abandon hope, if they be sober minded, so on
the other hand it is not safe to feed upon this
hope, and say, " Here for a while I will enjoy
the sweets of life, but afterwards, when I have
worked for a short time, I shall receive the
wages of the whole working time. For I
recollect hearing you often say, when many
were exhorting you to frequent the schools ;

^

" But what if I bring my life to a bad end in a
short space of time, how shall I depart to Him
who has said * Delay not to turn to the Lord,
nor put off day after day ? '" 7 Recover this
thought, and stand in fear of the thief; for by
this name Christ calls our departure hence,
because it comes upon us unawares. Con-
sider the anxieties of life which befall us, both
those which are personal to ourselves, and
which are common to us with others, the fear
of rulers, the envy of citizens, the danger which

V"-
Libaniu"sp"esiSL^d1n''rt^J:^°"^P'^=

probably thos crwhich
7 Ecclus. V. 8.
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often hangs over us imperilling even life itself,

the labours, the distresses, the servile flatteries,

such as are unbecoming even to slaves if they

be earnest minded men, the fruit of our labours

coming to an end in this world, a fact which
is the most distressing of all. It has been the

lot indeed of many to miss the enjoyment of

the things for which they have laboured, and
after having consumed the prime of their man-
hood in labours and perils, just when they
hoped that they should receive their reward
they have departed taking nothing with them.
For if, after undergoing many dangers, and
completing many campaigns, one will scarcely

look upon an earthly king with confidence,

how will any one be able to behold the heavenly
king, if he has lived and fought for another all

his time.

5. Would you have me speak of the domes-
tic cares of wife, and children and slaves ? It

is an evil thing to wed a very poor wife, or a
very rich one ; for the former is injurious to the

husband's means, the latter to his authority and
independence. It is a grievous thing to have
children, still more grievous not to have any;
for in the latter case marriage has been to no
purpose, in the former a bitter bondage has to

be undergone. If a child is sick, it is the oc-

casion of no small fear ; if he dies an untimely
death, there is inconsolable grief ; and at every
stage of growth there are various anxieties on
their account, and many fears and toils. And
what is one to say to the rascalities of domes-
tic slaves ? Is this then life, Theodore, when
one's soul is distracted in so many directions,

when a man has to serve so many, to live for

so many, and never for himself ? Now amongst
us, O friend, none of these things happen, I

appeal to yourself as a witness. For during
that short time when you were willing to lift

your head above the waves of this world, you
know what great cheerfulness and gladness

you enjoyed. For there is no man free, save
only he who lives for Christ. He stands su-

perior to all troubles, and if he does not choose
to injure himself no one else will be able to do
this, but he is impregnable; he is not stung
by the loss of wealth ; for he has learned that

we " brought nothing into this world, neither

can we carry anything out; " ' he is not caught
by the longings of ambition or glory ; for he
has learned that our citizenship is in heaven ;

^

no one annoys him by abuse, or provokes him
by blows; there is only one calamity for a
Christian which is, disobedience to God ; but
all the other things, such as loss of property,

exile, peril of life, he does not even reckon to

be a grievance at all. And that which all

« I Tim. vi. 7, 2 Phil. iii. 20.

dread, departure hence to the other world,

—

this is to him sweeter than life itself. For as

when one has climbed to the top of a cliff and
gazes on the sea and those who are sailing

upon it, he sees some being washed by the

waves, others running upon hidden rocks, some
hurrying in one direction, others being driven
in another, like prisoners, by the force of the

gale, many actually in the water, some of them
using their hands only in the place of a boat
and a rudder, and many drifting along upon a
single plank, or some fragment of the vessel,

others floating dead, a scene of manifold and
various disaster; even so he who is engaged
in the service of Christ drawing himself out of

the turmoil and stormy billows of life takes his

seat upon secure and lofty ground. For what
position can be loftier or more secure than
that in which a man has only one anxiety,
" How he ought to please God ? " ^ Hast thou
seen the shipwrecks, Theodore, of those who
sail upon this sea ? Wherefore, I beseech
thee, avoid the deep water, avoid the stormy
billows, and seize some lofty spot where it is

not possible to be captured. There is a resur-

rection, there is a judgment, there is a terrible

tribunal which awaits us when we have gone
out of this world ;

" we must all stand before

the judgment-seat of Christ." ^ It is not in

vain that we are threatened with hell fire, it is

not without purpose that such great blessings

have been prepared for us. The things of

this life are a shadow, and more naught even
than a shadow, being full of many fears, and
many dangers, and extreme bondage. Do not

then deprive thyself both of that world, and of

this, when you may gain both, if you please.

Now that they who live in Christ will gain the

things of this world Paul teaches us when he
says :

" But I spare you ;
" ^ and again " But

this I say for your profit." ^ Seest thou that

even here he who cares for the things of the

Lord is superior to the man who has married ?

It is not possible for one who has departed to

the other world to repent ; no athlete, when he
has quitted the lists, and the spectators have
dispersed, can contend again.

Be always thinking of these things, and break
in pieces the sharp sword of the Evil One, by
means of which he destroys many. And this

is despair, which cuts off from hope those who
have been overthrown. This is the strong

weapon of the enemy, and the only way in

which he holds down those who have been
made captives is by binding them with this

chain, which, if we choose, we shall speedily

be able to break by the grace of God. I know
that I have exceeded the due measure of a

3 I Thess. iv. i.

5 1 Cor. vii. 28.

4 Rom. xiv. 10.

6 I Cor. vii. 35.
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letter, but forgive me ; for I am not willingly

in this condition, but have been constrained

by my love and sorrow, owing to which I forced

myself to write this letter also,' although many
would have prevented me. " Cease labouring in

vain and sowing upon rock " many have been

saying to me. But I hearkened to none of

them. For there is hope I said to myself that,

God Mi-illing, my letter will accomplish some-

thing ; but if that which we deprecate should

take place, we shall at least have the advantage

of escaping self reproach for keeping silence,

and we shall not be worse than sailors on the

sea, who, when they behold men of their own
craft drifting on a plank, because their ship has

This seems to implj a previous letter.

been broken to pieces by the winds and waves,
take down their sails, and cast anchor, and get
into a boat and try to rescue the men, although
strangers, known to them only in consequence
of their calamity. But if the others were un-
willing to be rescued no one would accuse
those of their destruction who attempted to
save them. This is what we offer; but we
trust that by the grace of God you also will do
your part, and we shall again see you occupy-
ing an eminent place in the flock of Christ.

In answer to the prayers of the saints may we
speedily receive thee back, dear friend, sound
in the true health. If thou hast any regard
for us, and hast not utterly cast us out of thy
memory, please vouchsafe a reply to our letter;

for in so doing thou wilt give us much pleasure.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LETTER TO A YOUNG WIDOW.

The date of the following letter can be determined within very narrow limits. It contains

a reference (c. 5) to the defeat and death of the Emperor Valens in the battle with the

Goths at Hadrianople, in a.d. 378, as a recent event. The Emperor who is described as

having been incessantly engaged in war ever since his accession (c. 4) must be Theodosius,

who succeeded Valens, and as the Goths are said to be still overrunning large regions with

impunity, and insolently mocking the timidity of the imperial troops (ib.) the letter must have

been written prior to the crushing defeat which Theodosius inflicted upon them in 382. The

whole epistle is deeply tinged with that profound sense of the unhappiness and instabihty of

human life which the moral corruption of society and recent calamities of the empire im-

pressed with pecuHar force on the minds of men
;
producing too often amongst Pagans either

a cynical gloom or reckless indifference, but leading Christians to cling more closely and

earnestly to the hopes and consolations of the Gospel.





LETTER TO A YOUNG WIDOW.

I. That you have sustained a severe blow,

and that the weapon directed from above has

been planted in a vital part all will readily ad-

mit, and none even of the most rigid moralists

will deny it ; but since they who are stricken

with sorrow ought not to spend their whole time

in mourning and tears, but to make good pro-

vision also for the healing of their wounds, lest,

if they be neglected their tears should aggravate

the wound, and the fire of their sorrow become
inflamed, it is a good thing to listen to words
of consolation, and restraining for a brief sea-

son at least the fountain of thy tears to sur-

render thyself to those who endeavour to con-

sole thee. On this account I abstained from
troubling you when your sorrow was at its

height, and the thunderbolt had only just fallen

upon you ; but having waited an interval and
permitted you to take your fill of mourning,
now that you are able to look out a little

through the mist, and to open your ears to

those who attempt to comfort you, I also would
second the words of your handmaids by some
contributions of my own. For whilst the tem-
pest is still severe, and a full gale of sorrow is

blowing, he who exhorts another to desist from
grief would only provoke him to increased

lamentations and having incurred his hatred
would add fuel to the flame by such speeches
besides being regarded himself as an unkind
and foolish person. But when the troubled
water has begun to subside, and God has al-

layed the fury of the waves, then we may freely

spread the sails of our discourse. For in a
moderate storm skill may perhaps play its part

;

but when the onslaught of the wind is irre-

sistible experience is of no avail. For these

reasons I have hitherto held my peace, and
even now have only just ventured to break si-

lence because I have heard from thy uncle
that one may begin to take courage, as some
of your more esteemed handmaids are now

venturing to discourse at length upon these

matters, women also outside your own house-
hold, who are your kinsfolk, or are otherwise

qualified for this office. Now if you allow

them to talk to you I have the greatest hope
and confidence that you will not disdain my
words but do your best to give them a calm
and quiet hearing. Under any circumstances
indeed the female sex is the more apt to be
sensitive to suffering; but when in addition

there is youth, and untimely widowhood, and
inexperience in business, and a great crowd of

cares, while the whole life previously has been
nurtured in the midst of luxury, and cheerful-

ness and wealth, the evil is increased many
fold, and if she who is subjected to it does not

obtain help from on high even an accidental

thought will be able to unhinge her. Now I

hold this to be the foremost and greatest evi-

dence of God's care concerning thee ; for that

thou hast not been overwhelmed by grief, nor
driven out of thy natural condition of mind
when such great troubles suddenly concurred
to afflict thee was not due to any human as-

sistance but to the almighty hand the under-
standing of which there is no measure, the wis-

dom which is past finding out, the " Father of

mercies and the God of all comfort." ^ " For
He Himself" it is said "hath smitten us, and
He will heal us ; He will strike, and He will

dress the wound and make us whole." ^

For as long as that blessed husband of thine

was with thee, thou didst enjoy honour, and
care and zealous attention; in fact you en-

joyed such as you might expect to enjoy from
a husband ; but since God took him to Him-
self He has suppfied his place to thee. And
this is not my saying but that of the blessed

prophet David for he says " He will take up
the fatherless and the widow," ^ and elsewhere

Cor. i. y Hosea vi. 2. 3 Ps. cxivi. 9.
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he calls Him "father of the fatherless and
judge of the widow; " ' thus in many passages

thou wilt see that He earnestly considereth the

cause of this class of mankind.
2. But lest the continual repetition of this

who was a widow, he asked of me the age of
my mother and the duration of her widow-
hood, and when I told him that she was forty
years of age of which tv^-enty had elapsed since
she lost my father he was astonished and ut-

name of widow should upset thy soul, and dis- tered a loud exclamation, and turning to those
concert thy reason, having been inflicted on present " Heavens !

"*
cried he "what women

thee in the very flower of thy age, I wish first there are amongst the Christians." So great
of all to discourse on this point, and to prove is the admiration and praise enjoyed by widow-
to you that this name of widow is not a title of hood not only amongst ourselves, but also
calamity but of honour, aye the greatest honour.
For do not quote the erroneous opinion of the

world as a testi nony. but the admonition of

the blessed Paul, or rather of Christ. For in

amongst those who are outside the Church.
And being aw^are of all this the blessed Paul
said " Let not a widow be enrolled under three-
score years of age."' And even after this great

his utterances Christ was speaking through him qualification of age he does not permit her to
as he himself said " If ye seek a proof of Christ, be ranked in this sacred society but mentions
who is speaking in me .^ " ^ What then does some additional requisites "well reported of
he say? " Let not a widow be enrolled under for good works, if she have brought up children
threescore years of age " and again " but the if she have lodged strangers if she have washed
younger widows refuse " ' intending by both the saints feet if she have relieved the afflicted,
these savings to indicate to us the importance if she have diligently followed every good
of the matter. And when he is making regu
lations about bishops he nowhere prescribes a
standard of age, but in this case he is ver}'

particular on the point, and, pray, why so ?

not because widowhood is greater than priest-

hood, but because widows have greater labour
to undergo than priests, being encompassed
on many sides by a variety of business public
and private. For as an unfortified city lies

exposed to all who wish to plunder it^ so a
young woman living in widowhood has many
who form designs upon her on ever)- side not
only those who aim at getting her money but
also those who are bent upon corrupting her
modesty. And besides these we shall find
that she is subjected to other conditions also

every
work."- Heavens ! what tesring and scrutiny !

how much \irtue does he demand from the
v^idow. and how precisely does he define it !

which he would not have done, had he not in-
tended to entrust to her a position of honour
and dignity. And "the younger widows '* he
says "refuse: and then he adds the reason;
"for when they have waxed wanton against
Christ they will marry." ^ By this expression
he gives us to understand that they who have
lost their husbands are wedded to Christ in
their stead. Observe how he asserts this by
way of indicaring the mild and easy nature of
this union; I refer to the passage "when
they have waxed wanton against Christ they
will marr\-." as if He were some gentle hus-

hkely to occasion her fall. For the contempt band who did not exercise authorit>°over them,
of servants their negligence of business, the but suffered them to live in freedom. Neither
loss of that respect which was formerly paid, did Paul confine his discourse on the subject
the sight of contemporanes in prosperity, and to these remarks, but also in another place
often the hankering after luxur>', induce women again he has manifested great anxiet>' about
to engage in a second marriage. Some there
are who do not choose to unite themselves to
men by the law of marriage, but do so secretly
and clandestinely. And they act thus in order
to enjoy the praise of widowhood; thus it is a
state which seems to be not reproached, but
admired and deemed worthy of honour among byssed^iFshe abide Thus'
men, not only amongst us who believe, but
even amongst unbelievers also. For

it where he says "Now she who liveth in
pleasure is dead while she liveth ; but she who
is a widow indeed and desolate hath set her
hope in God, and continueth in prayers and
supplicarions day and night." ' And wriring
to the Corinthians he savs " But she is more

You see what great
praise is bestowed upon widowhood, and this

wh^n T «.oc'c.;ii , T 1 ,

once in the New Testament, when the beaut>' of

TonhU r^ Kr"""? rVu^"""^' '¥' '^^ ^'^"^^>^ ^ls« ^^ clearly brought to light,

me^n in h^^ r
^"^

""V
^^

k^
^e exceeded all Nevertheless even the lustre of this state colld

Admiration fnr'/K'''
the gods) expressed not obscure the glories of widowhood, which

l^rZZn^L ^i^'^
^ ^^'^;

"u^'"-
^^^^^^ ^" brightl/all the same, keeping its own

wtTo sat l^sfd.^ H
^^' rT '" ""T ^^ '^^'" '•^^"^- ^^'^^^ ^^^^ ^'^ ^^ke menrion of widow-

hl^n^s^d tLtTw .i
^^' ^''^ '''"^" °°^ ^^^ ^^^"^ ''"^^ '"> '''^^' do not be cast down,having said that I was the son of a woman nor consider the matter a reproach; for if this

« P%. Ixviii. 5.

3 I Tim, V. ^
' a Cor. xiii.

4 Libanius.
S I Tim. V. lo.

7 I Tim, V. 6, 5.

6 I Tim. V. II,

8 I Cor. viL 40.
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be a matter of reproach- far more so is \-irginity.

But this is not the case ; no ! God forbid- For
inasmuch as we all admire and welcome women
who hve continently whilst their husbands are

yet alive must we not be delighted with those
who manifest the same good feeling concern-
ing their husbands when they have departed
this life, and praise them accordingly ? As I

was saying then, as long as you hved with the

blessed Therasius you enjoyed honour and
consideration such as is natural for a wife to

receive from a husband ; but now in his place

you have God who is the Lord of all, who hath
of old been thy protector and will be so now
still more and with yet greater earnestness

:

and as I have already said He hath displayed

no slight token of his pro\'idential care by.
having preserved thee whole and unharmed in i

the midst of such a furnace of anxiety and
sorrow, and not suflFering thee to undergo any-
thing undesirable. Now if He has not per-

j

mitted any shipwreck to take place in the midst >

of so much rough water, much more will He
preserve thy soul in calm weather and lighten ,

the burden of thy widowhood, and the conse-
quences of it which seem to be so terrible. .

3. Now if it is not the name of widow which
distresses you, but the loss of such a husband
I grant you that all the world over amongst
men engaged in secular affairs there have been
few like him, so affectionate, so gentle, so

humble, so sincere, so understanding, so de-
vout And certainly if he had altogether per-

ished, and utterly ceased to be, it would be
right to be distressed, and sorrowful ; but if he
has only sailed into the tranquil haven, and
taken his journey to Him who is really his

king, one ou^t not to mourn but to rejoice

on these accounts. For this death is not
death- but only a kind of emigration and trans-

lation from the worse to the better, from earth

to heaven, from men to angels, and archangels,

and Him who is the Lord of angels and archan-

;

_2ls. For here on earth whilst he was serving the
tmperor there were dangers to be expected and
many plots arising from men who bore ill-wilL

for in proportion as his reputation increased
did the designs also of enemies abound ; but
now that he has departed to the other world
'one of these things can be suspected. Where-
:'

'
'jportion as you grieve that God has

' IV one who was so good and worthy
rejoice that he has departed in

id honour, and being released
: -ich besets this present sea-
5 rreat peace and tranquillity,

r ' ace to acknowledge that
-' - han earth, and yet to
-- :ed from this world
t: :_- -__: _ .. .. :„_. Aessed husband of

thine had been one of those who lived a shame-
ful life contrar)' to what God approved it would
have been right to bewail and lament for him
not only when he had departed, but whilst he
was still hving : but inasmuch as he was one
of those who are the friends of God we should
take pleasure in him not only whilst lining, but
also when he has been laid to rest. And that

we ought to act thus thou hast surely heard
the words of the blessed Paul " to depart and
to be with Christ which is far better.** ' But
perhaps you long to hear your husband's words,

and enjoy the affection which you bestowed
upon him, and you yearn for his societ}-. and
the glory which you had on his account, and
the splendour, and honour, and securit}-, and
all these things being gone distress and darken
your life. Well ! the affection which you be-

stowed on him you can keep now just as yoa
formerly did.

For such is the power of love, it embrace^
and imites, and fastens together not only those
who are present, and near, and \-isible but also

those who are far distant ; and neither length

of time, nor separation in space, nor anj-thing

else of that kind can break up and sunder in

pieces the affection of the souL But if you
wish to behold him face to face (for this I

know is what you specially long for) keep thy
bed in his honour sacred from the touch of any
other man, and do thy best to manifest a life

like his, and then assuredly thou shalt depart
one day to join the same company with him,
not to dweU with him for five years as thou
didst here, nor for 20. or icxj. nor for a thou-

sand or twice that number but for infinite and
endless ages. For it is not any phj-sical rela-

tion, but a correspondence in the way of lining

which qualifies for the inheritance of those

regions of rest. For if it was identity- of moral
constitution which brought Lazarus although a
stranger to Abraham into the same heavenly
bosom with him, and qualifies many from east

and west to sit down with him, the place of

rest will receive thee also with the good Thera-
sius, if thou wilt exhibit the same manner of

life as his, and then thou shalt receive him
back again no longer in that corporeal beauty
which he had when he departed, but in lustre

of another kind, and splendour outshining the

rays of the sim- For this body, even if it

readies a very high standard of beauty is nev-
ertheless perishable ; but the bodies of those
who have been well pleasing to God, will be
invested with such glory as these eyes cannot
even look upon. And God has furnished us
with certain tokens, and obscure indications

of these things both in the Old and in the New

»F=
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Dispensation. For in the former the face of deprived even of her freedom also, and en-
Moses shone with such glory as to be intoler-

\
rolled amongst the household slaves, and com-

able to the eyes of the Israelites, and in the
'
pelled to lead a life more pitiable than any

New the face of Christ shone far more bril-

liantly than his. For tell me if any one had
promised to make your husband king of all the

earth, and then had commanded you to with-

draw for twenty years on his account, and had
promised after that to restore him to you with

the diadem and the purple, and to place you
again in the same rank with him, would you
not have meekly endured the separation with
due self-control ? Would you not have been
well pleased with the gift, and deemed it a
thing worth praying for ? Well then submit to
this now, not for the sake of a kingdom on
earth, but of a kingdom in Heaven; not to
receive him back clad in a vesture of gold but
robed in immortality and glory such as is fit-

ting for them to have who dwell in Heaven.
And if you find the trial very unbearable ow-
ing to its long duration, it may be that he will
visit you by means of visions and converse
with you as he was wont to do, and show you
the face for which you yearn: let this be thy
consolation taking the place of letters, though
indeed it is far more definite than letters.
For in the latter case there are but lines
traced with the pen to look upon, but in the
former you see the form of his visage, and his
gentle smile, his figure and his movements,
you hear his speech and recognize the voice
which you loved so well.

4. But since you mourn also over the loss
of security which you formerly enjoyed on his
account, and perhaps also for the sake of those
great hopes of distinction which were dawning
(for I used to hear that he would speedily ar-
live at the dignity of pr^efect, and this, I fancy,
It IS which more especially upsets and dis-
tresses thy soul) consider I pray the case of
those who have been in a higher official posi-
tion than his, and yet have brought their life
to a very pitiable end. Let me recall them
to your memory: you probably know Theodore
of Sicily by reputation: ' for he was one of the
most distinguished men ; he surpassed all in
bodily stature and beauty as well as in the
confidence which he enjoyed with the Em-
peror, and he had more power than any mem-
ber of the royal household, but he did not bear
this prosperity meekly, and having entered
into a plot against the Emperor he was taken
prisoner and miserably beheaded ; and his wife
who was not a whit inferior to thy noble self
in education and birth and all other respects
wasjmldenly^ti^

t AccordiiiK to Ammianus Marcellinus. B. xxxiv this Thi.oH„r^

?i;'r;j:f/''''£i'*"'v
"•= '» P-»«WycaIlVd Theodore of Sic'?? b^

La7f^ M^
*'*^"'* he attempted to make himself a tyrantTnffiisland. He was executed for treason in the year 371.

bondmaid, having this advantage only over the
rest that owing to the extreme severity of her
calamity she moved to tears all who beheld
her. And it is said also that Artemisia who
was the wife of a man of high reputation,
since he also aimed at usurping the throne,
was reduced to this same condition of poverty,
and also to blindness ; for the depth of her de-
spondency, and the abundance of her tears
destroyed her sight ; and now she has need of
persons to lead her by the hand, and to con-
duct her to the doors of others that she may
obtain the necessary supply of food.= And I
might mention many other families which
have been brought down in this way did I not
know thee to be too pious and prudent in dis-
position to wish to find consolation for thy
own calamity out of the misfortunes of others.
And the only reason why I mentioned those
instances to which I referred just now was
that you might learn that human things are
nothingness but that truly as the prophet says
"all the glory of man is as the flower of
grass." 3 For in proportion to men's elevation
and splendour is the ruin wrought for them,
not only in the case of those who are under
rule, but also of the rulers themselves. For it

would be impossible to find any private family
which has been immersed in such great ca-
lamities as the ills in which the imperial
house has been steeped. For untimely loss
of parents, and of husbands, and violent forms
of death, more outrageous and painful than
those which occur in tragedies, especially beset
this kind of government.
Now passing over ancient times, of those

who have reigned in our own generation, nine
m all, only two have ended their life by a
natural death ; and of the others one was slain
by a usurper,^ one in battle,^ one by a con-
spiracy of his household guards," one by the
very man who elected him, and invested him
with the purple,^ and of their wives some, as it

is reported, perished by poison, others died of
mere sorrow; while of those who still survive
one, who has an oiphan son, is trembling with
alarm lest any of those who are in power
dreading what may happen in the future should
destroy him

;

' another has reluctantly yielded
to much entreaty to return from the exile into

4 Constans by Magnentius.

r^ZL^^r."^^- ^^^^ ^^^}° discover any further information con-ceminj? Artemisia or her husband.
3 Is. xl. 5.

5 Constantine the younger,

r iKfJr'-^"
''

^^Yf-,**""*;
several other versions of his death. See

in Homily xTjadPhilipp''''^""^-
^^'y^''^"' '^P^^'' ^^isstory

8 W^H^i^fT ^^^"^ "^"^^'' became Augustus) by Constantius.

of one rv^T." /-Klf"' "^^"u^
^°" Varronianus had been deprived

01 one eye (see Gibbon as above).
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which she had been driven by him who held

the chief power.' And of the wives of the

present rulers the one who has recovered a

little from her former calamities has much
sorrow mingled with her joy because the pos-

sessor of power is still young and inexperienced

and has many designing men on all sides of

him ;
^ and the other is ready to die of fear, and

spends her time more miserably than criminals

condemned to death because her husband ever

since he assumed the crown up to the present

day has been constantly engaged in warfare

and fighting, and is more exhausted by the

shame and the reproaches which assail him on
all sides than by actual calamities.^ For that

which has never taken place has now come to

pass, the barbarians leaving their own country

have overrun an infinite space of our territory,

and that many times over, and having set fire

to the land, and captured the towns they are

not minded to return home again, but after the

manner of men who are keeping holiday rather

than making war, they laugh us all to scorn ;
-^

and it is said that one of their kings declared

that he was amazed at the impudence of our

soldiers, who although slaughtered more easily

than sheep still expect to conquer, and are not

willing to quit their own country ; for he said

that he himself was satiated with the work of

cutting them to pieces. Imagine A^hat the

feeUngs of the Emperor and his wife must be

on hearing these words !

5. And since I have made mention of this

war, a great crowd of widows has occurred to

me, who in past times derived very great lustre

from the honour enjoyed by their husbands,

but now are all arrayed in a dark mourning
robe and spend their whole time in lamenta-

tion. For they had not the advantage which

was enjoyed by thy dear self. For thou, my
excellent friend, didst see that goodly husband
of thine lying on his bed^ and didst hear his

last words, and receive his instructions as to

what should be done about the affairs of the

family, and learn how by the provisions of his

will they were guarded against every kind of

encroachment on the part of rapacious and
designing men. And not only this, but also

when he was yet lying dead thou didst often

fling thyself upon the body, and kiss his eyes,

and embrace him, and wail over him, and thou

didst see him conducted to burial with much

1 Doubtful, possibly first wife of Valentinian I., divorced from
him and sent into exile.

2 Constantia, wife of Gratian.
3 Flacilla, wife of Theodosius. The two emperors who died

natural deaths were Constantine the Great, and his son Constan-
tius. Compare this mournful list with the celebrated passage in

Shakespeare's Richard II., act III. sc. 2.

" For Heaven's sake let's sit upon the ground
And tell sad stories of the death of kings," etc.

4 See Introduction,

honour, and didst everything necessary for his

obsequies, as was fitting, and from frequent
visits to his grave thou hast no slight consola-

tion of thy sorrow. But these women have
been deprived of all these things, having all

sent out their husbands to war in the hope of
receiving them back again, instead of which it

has been their lot to receive the bitter tidings

of their death. Neither has any one come
back to them with the bodies of their slain, or

bringing anything save a message describing

the manner of their death. And some there

are who have not even been vouchsafed this

record, or been enabled to learn how their

husbands fell, as they were buried beneath a
heap of slain in the thick of battle.

And what wonder if most of the generals

perished thus, when even the Emperor himself

having been blockaded in a certain village with

a few soldiers did not dare to go out and op-

pose the assailants, but remained inside and
when the enemy had set fire to the building

was burnt to death together with all that were
therein, not men only, but horses, beams and
walls, so that the whole was turned into a heap
of ashes ? And this was the tale which they

who departed to war with the Emperor brought
back to his wife in place of the Emperor him-
self.5 For the splendours of the world differ

in no-wise whatever from the things which
happen on the stage, and the beauty of spring

flowers. For in the first place they flee away
before they have been manifested ; and then,

even if they have strength to last a little while,

they speedily become ready to decay. For
what is more worthless than the honour and
glory which is paid by the multitude ? what
fruit has it ? what kind of profit ? what serv-

iceable end does it meet ? And would that

this only was the evil ! but in fact besides fail-

ing to get anything good from the possession,

he who owns this most cruel mistress is con-

tinually forced to bear much which is painful

and injurious; for mistress she is of those who
own her, and in proportion as she is flattered

by her slaves does she exalt herself against

them, and ties them down by increasingly harsh

commands; but she would never be able to

revenge herself on those who despise and ne-

glect her; so much fiercer is she than any
tyrant and wild beast. For tyrants and wild

animals are often mollified by humouring, but

her fury is greatest when we are most com-
plaisant to her, and if she finds any one who
will listen to her, and yield to her in every-

thing there is no kind of command from which
in future she can be induced to abstain.

5 The best account of the destruction of the Emperor Valens
and his army in the battle of Hadrianople A.D. 378, is to be found
in Hodgkin's " Italy and her Invaders," vol. i, pp. 120^ (Claren-
don Press, Oxford).
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Moreover she has also another ally whom one

would not do wrong to call her daughter. For
after she herself has grown to maturity and
fairly taken root amongst us, she then pro-

duces arrogance, a thing which is no less able

than herself to drive the soul of those who
possess it into headlong ruin.

6. Tell me then dost thou lament this that

God hath reserved thee from such a cruel

bondage, and that He has barred every avenue
against these pestilential diseases ? For whilst

thy husband was living they ceased not con-

tinually assaulting the thoughts of thy heart,

but since his death they have no starting point

whence they can lay hold of thy understand-
ing. This then is a discipline which ought to

be practised in future—to abstain from lament-
ing the withdrawal of these evils, and from
hankering after the bitter tyranny which they
exercise. For where they blow a heavy blast

they upset all things from the foundation and
shatter them to pieces; and just as many
prostitutes, although by nature ill favoured and
ugly, do yet by means of enamels and pigments
excite the feelings of the youthful whilst they
are still tender, and when they have got them
under their control treat them more insolently
than any slave; so also do these passions,
vainglory and arrogance, defile the souls of
men more than any other kind of pollution.
On this account also wealth has seemed to

the majority of men to be a good thing; at
least when it is stripped of this passion of vain-
glory it will no longer seem desirable. At any
rate those who have been permitted to obtain
in the midst of their poverty popular glory
have no longer preferred wealth, but rather
have despised much gold when it was bestowed
upon them. And you have no need to learn
from me who these men were, for you know
them better than I do, Epaminondas, Socrates,
Aristeides, Diogenes, Krates who turned his
own land into a sheep walk.' The others
indeed, inasmuch as it was not possible for
them to get rich, saw glory brought to them in
the midst of their poverty, and straightway
devoted themselves to it, but this man threw
away even what he possessed; so infatuated
were they in the pursuit of this cruel monster.
Let us not then weep because God has rescued
us from this shameful thraldom which is an
object of derision and of much reproach; for
there is nothing splendid in it save the name
It bears, and in reality it places those who
possess It m a position which belies its appella-
tion, and ther- is no one who does not laugh
to scorn the man who does anything with a

Knit
floaruhed about 730
stowed the whole of

* <=y"'cphil^<Mopher, a disciple of Dio^t HeHe wa-s heir to a lar«e fortune, but be-- — •'• •!. uiKJu ni!. native city
l^Meniui relates many cunous »lorie« about hi

upon his native city Thebes,
im.

iJiogencs

View to glory. For it is only he who has not
an eye to this who will be enabled to win re-
spect and glory; but he who sets a great value
on popular glory, and does and endures every-
thing for the sake of obtaining it is the very man
who will fail to attain it, and be subjected to
all the exact opposites of glory, ridicule, and
accusation, scoffing, enmity and hatred. And
this is wont to happen not only among men,
but also among you women, and indeed more
especially in your case. For the woman who
is unafifected in mien, and gait, and dress, and
seeks no honour from any one is admired by
all women, and they are ecstatic in their praise
and call her blessed, and invoke all manner of
good things upon her; but a vain-glorious
woman they behold with aversion and detesta-
tion, and avoid her like some wild beast and load
her with infinite execrations and abuse. And
not only do we escape these evils by refusing
to accept popular glory, but we shall gain the
highest advantages in addition to those which
have been already mentioned, being trained
gradually to loosen our hold of earth and
move in the direction of heaven, and despise
all worldly things. For he who feels no need
of the honour which comes from men, will
perform with security whatever good things he
does, and neither in the troubles, nor in the
prosperities of this life will he be very seriously
afifected

; for neither can the former depress
him, and cast him down, nor can the latter
elate and puff him up, but in precarious and
troubled circumstances he himself remains ex-
empt from change of any kind. And this I
expect will speedily be the case with your own
soul, and having once for all torn yourself away
from all worldly interests you will display
amongst us a heavenly manner of life, and in
a little while will laugh to scorn the glory
which you now lament, and despise its hollow
and vain mask. But if you long for the secur-
ity which you formerly enjoyed owing to your
husband, and the protection of your property,
and immunity from the designs of any of those
persons who trample upon the misfortunes of
others " Cast thy care upon the Lord and He
will nourish thee."= "For look," it is said,
"to past generations and see, who ever placed
his hope on the Lord and was put to shame,
or who ever called upon Him, and was ne-
glected, or who ever remained constant to His
commandments and was forsaken? " ^ For He
who has alleviated this intolerable calamity,
and placed you even now in a state of tran-
quillity will also avert impending evils; for
that you will never receive another blow more
severe than this you would yourself admit.

» Ps. Iv. ;

3 Ecclus. ii. 10.
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Having then so bravely borne present troubles,

and this when you were inexperienced, you
will far more easily endure future events should

any of the things contrary to our wishes, which
God forbid, occur. Therefore seek Heaven,
and all things which conduce to life in the

other world, and none of the things here will

be able to harm thee, not even the world-ruler

of darkness himself, if only we do not injure

ourselves. For if any one deprives us of our
substance, or hews our body in pieces, none
of these things concern us, if our soul abides

in its integrity.

7. Now, once for all, if you wish your prop-

erty to abide with you in security and yet

further to increase I will show thee the plan,

and the place where none of those who have
designs upon it will be allowed to enter. What
then is the place ? It is Heaven. Send away
thy possessions to that good husband of thine

and neither thief, nor schemer, nor any other

destructive thing will be able to pounce upon
them. If you deposit these goods in the other

world, you will find much profit arising from
them. For all things which we plant in

Heaven yield a large and abundant crop, such
as might naturally be expected from things

which have their roots in Heaven. And if

you do this, see what blessings you will enjoy,

in the first place eternal life and the things

promised to those who love God, "which eye
hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have
they entered into the heart of man," and in

the second place perpetual intercourse with thy

good husband; and you will relieve yourself

from the cares and fears, and dangers, and
designs, and enmity and hatred which beset

you here. For as long as you are surrounded
with this property there will probably be some
to make attempts upon it ; but if you transfer

it to Heaven, you will lead a life of security

and safety, and much tranquillity, enjoying in-

dependence combined with godliness. For it

is very irrational, when one wishes to buy land,

and is seeking for productive ground, if.

Heaven being proposed to him instead of

earth, and the possibility presented of obtain-

ing an estate there he abides still on earth, and
puts up with the toils that are connected with
it ; for it often disappoints our hopes.

But since thy soul is grievously upset and
vexed on account of the expectation often en-

tertained that thy husband would attain the
rank of prefect, and the thought that he was
untimely snatched away from that dignity con-
sider first of all this fact, that even if tnis hope
was a very well grounded one nevertheless it

was only a human hope, which often falls to

the ground; and we see many things of this

kind happening in life, those which were con-

fidently expected having remained unfulfilled,

whereas those which never even entered the

mind have frequently come to pass, and this

we constantly see occurring everywhere in

cases of governments and kingdoms, and in-

heritances, and marriages. Wherefore even
if the opportunity were very near at hand, yet

as the proverb says " between the cup and the

lip there is many a slip " and the Scripture

saith " from the morning until the evening the

time is changed." *

So also a king who is here to-day is dead to-

morrow; and again this same wise man illus-

trating the reversal of men's hopes says
" many tyrants have sat down upon the ground,

and one that was never thought of has worn
the crown." ^ And it was not absolutely cer-

tain that if he lived he would arrive at this

dignity ; for that which belongs to the future

is uncertain, and causes us to have various

suspicions. For on what grounds was it evi-

dent that had he lived he would have attained

that dignity and that things would not have
turned out the other way, and that he would
have lost the office he actually held either from
falling a victim to disease, or from being ex-

posed to the envy and ill will of those who
wished to excel him in prosperity, or from
suffering some other grievous misfortune. But
let us suppose, if you please, that it was per-

fectly evident that in any case had he survived

he would have obtained this high distinction

;

then in proportion to the magnitude of the

dignity would have been the increased dangers,

and anxieties, and intrigues which he must
have encountered. Or put these even on one
side, and let us suppose him to traverse that

sea of difficulties safely, and in much tran-

quillity; then tell me what is the goal ? not
that which he has now reached ; no, not that,

but something different, probably unpleasant

and rndesirable. In the first place his sight

of heaven, and heavenly things would have
been delayed, which is no small loss to those

who have put their trust in things to come

;

and in the next place, even had he lived a very

pure life yet the length of his life and the exi-

gencies of his high office would have prevented

his departing in such a pure condition as has

now been the case. In fact it is uncertain

whether he might not have undergone many
changes and given way to indolence before he
breathed his last. For now we are confident

that by the grace of God he has taken his

flight to the region of rest, because he had not

committed himself to any of those deeds which
exclude from the kingdom of Heaven ; but in

that case after long contact with pubHc busi-

Ecclus. xviii. 26. 3 Ecclus. xi. 5.
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ness, he might probably have contracted great

defilement. For it is an exceedingly rare thing

for one who is moving in the midst of such

great evils to hold a straight course, but to go

astray, both wittingly and against his will, is a

natural thing, and one which constantly oc-

curs. But, as it is, we have been relieved

from this apprehension, and we are firmly per-

suaded that in the great day he will appear in

much radiance, shining forth near the King,

and going with the angels in advance of Christ

and clad with the robe of unutterable glory,

and standing by the side of the King as he

gives judgment, and acting as one of His chief

ministers. Wherefore desisting from mourn-
ing and lamentation do thou hold on to the

same way of life as his, yea even let it be more
exact, that having speedily attained an equal

standard of virtue with him, you may inhabit

the same abode and be united to him again

through the everlasting ages, not in this union
of marriage but another far better. For this

is only a bodily kind of intercourse, but then
there will be a union of soul with soul more
perfect, and of a far more delightful and far

nobler kind.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE HOMILIES ON S. IGNATIUS AND S. BABYLAS.

The following homilies have been selected out of a large number delivered by Chrysos-

tom on the festivals of saints and martyrs, not only because they are good samples of his dis-

courses on such occasions, but also on account of the celebrity of the two saints in whose

honour they were spoken. There is really very little known about Ignatius beyond the fact

that he was Bishop of Antioch, and suffered martyrdom at Rome in the reign of Trajan about

the year no a.d. : being torn to death by wild beasts in the colossal amphitheatre erected for

the display of such inhuman sports by the emperors of the Flavian dynasty. The tradition

that he was a disciple of St. John does not rest on any trustworthy evidence, but on the other

hand there is nothing inherently impossible or even improbable in the supposition.

According to a tradition which cannot be traced back earlier than the latter part of the

fourth century the reliques were translated from Rome to Antioch and deposited in the Chris-

tian cemetery outside the gates called the Daphnitic gate, because it led from the city to the

famous suburb of Daphne, on which we shall have more to say presently. It is clear from

the following eulogy that Chrysostom accepted this tradition, and his repeated invitation to

his hearers to "come hither" to enjoy the beneficent influence of the saint seems to imply

that his discourse was delivered in the " martyry," that is the chapel erected to contain the

martyr's remains, not in the " Great Church " of Antioch where he commonly preached. In

the next generation the reliques of the saint were again translated by the Emperor, the

younger Theodosius, to the building which had been the temple of the " Fortune of Antioch,"

and then the illustrious Christian martyr was substituted for the mythical goddess on the tute-

lary genius of the city.

The fame of S. Babylas rivalled and for a time almost threatened to overshadow that of

S. Ignatius. He had been Bishop of Antioch from about 237 to 250. The heroic courage

with which he had once repulsed the Emperor Philip from the church until he should have

submitted to penance for some offence committed, and his martyrdom in the persecution

under Decius were his original claims to popular veneration. But some later events shed a

fresh lustre on his name. In the year 351 the Caesar Gallus, brother of JuHan, being resident

in Antioch, transferred the reliques of Babylas from their resting place within the city to the

beautiful suburb the garden or grove of Daphne. " In the history of this spot we have a

singular instance of the way in which Grecian legend was transplanted into foreign soil.

Daphne the daughter of the river-god Ladon were according to the Syrian version of the

myth, overtaken by her lover Apollo near Antioch. Here it was, on the banks not of the

Peneus but of the Oronete, that the maiden prayed to her mother earth to open her arms and

shelter her from the pursuit of the amorous god, and that the laurel plant sprang out of the

spot where she vanished from the eyes of her disappointed lover. The house of Seleucus

Nicator, founder of the Syrian monarchy was said to have struck his hoof upon one of the

arrows dropped by Apollo in the hurry of his pursuit ; in consequence of which the king dedi-

cated the place to the god. A temple was erected in his honour, ample in its proportions,

sumptuous in its adornments ; the internal walls were resplendent with polished marbles, the
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lofty ceiling was of cypress wood. The colossal image of the god, enriched with gold and

gems, nearly reached the top of the roof. * * * With one hand the deity lightly

touched the lyre which hung from his shoulders and in the other he held a golden dish, as if

about to pour a Hbation on the earth "and sujiplicate the venerable mother to give to his

arms the cold and beauteous Daphne." ' The whole grove became consecrated to pleasure

under the guise of festivity in honor of the god. * * * It contained everything which

could gratify and charm the senses; the deej) impenetrable shade of cypress trees, the delicious

noise and coolness of falling waters, the fragrance of aromatic shrubs;" there were also baths,

and grottos, porticoes, and colonnades. Such materials for voluptuous enjoyment told with

fatal effect upon the morals of a people addicted at all times to an immoderate indulgence in

luxurious pleasure." ' Daphne became one of those places where gross and shameless vice

was practised under the sanction of religion. The intention of Caesar Gallus in translating the

reliques of Babylas to Daphne was as Chrysostom expresses it to " bring a physician to the

sick
;

" to introduce a pure and Christian association into a spot hitherto consecrated to

Pagan and licentious rites. The bones of the saint were laid near the shrine of Apollo, and

the Christian church standing hard by the heathen temple was a visible warning to any Chris-

tian who might visit the place to abstain from deeds abhorrent to the faith for which the bishop

had died. But the remains of the martyr were not permitted to rest in peace. When the

Emperor Julian visited Antioch 362, he consulted the oracle of Apollo at Daphne respecting

the issue of the expedition which he was about to make into Persia. But the oracle was

dumb. At length the god yielded to the importunity of prayers and sacrifices so far as to

explain the cause of his silence. He was offended by the proximity of dead men. " Break

op)en the sepulchres, take up the bones, and carry them hence." No name was mentioned,

but the demand was interpreted as referring to the remains of Babylas, and the wishes of the

afifronted deity were complied with. The Christians were commanded by Julian to remove

the bones of their saint from the neighbourhood of Apollo's sanctuary. They obeyed, but what

was intended to be a humiliation was converted into a triumph. The reliques were conveyed

to their resting place within the city as in a kind of festive procession, accompanied by crowds

along the whole way, four or five miles, chanting the words of the Psalm, " Confounded be all

they that worship carved images and delight in vain gods." In vain were some of the Chris-

tians seized and tortured. The popularity of the saint grew in proportion as Julian tried to

put it down ; and the insults done to him were speedily avenged. A fire, mysterious in its

origin, broke out soon after the removal of the martyr's reliques in the shrine of Apollo, con-

suming the roof of the building, and the statue of the god. At the time when Chrysostom

preached, about twenty years later, the columns and walls were still standing, the melancholy

wTCck serving as a memorial and witness of the judgment which had fallen upon the place.

The remains of Babylas were not brought back to Daphne, but removed from the city to

a magnificent church built to receive them on the other side of the Orontes. Near the close

of his discourse Chrysostom refers to the erection of this church and to the zeal of the Bishop

Meletius in promoting it, who actually took part in the work with his own hands, as we are

told that Hugh did in the building of the Minster at Lincoln. But although the body of the

mart>T rested elsewhere, his spirit and influence were supposed to inhabit in a special manner
the spot where he had put the heathen deity to silence and shame, and to confer blessings on
the pilgrims who resorted in crowds to his martyry in Daphne. The ruined and deserted

temple indeed, and the well preserved Christian church thronged with worshippers, standing

as they did side by side, formed a striking emblem of the two religions to which they were de-

voted

—

the one destined to crumble and vanish away, the other to endure and conquer.

« Gibboo, Tol. iv. p, m.* :MUni*n'»ed. • Life of St. John Chrysostom, by W. R. W. Stephens, pp. 101-3, sd cd.
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HOMILIES ON S. IGNATIUS AND S. BABYLAS.

[EULOGY.

On the holy martyr Saint Ignatius, the god-bearer,' arch-bishop of Antioch the great, who
was carried off to Rome, and there suffered martyrdom, and thence was conveyed back again
to Antioch.

I. Sumptuous and splend identertainers give
frequent and constant entertainments, alike
to display their own wealth, and to show good-
will to their acquaintance. So also the grace
of the Spirit, affording us a proof of his own
power, and displaying much good-will towards
the friends of God, sets before us successively
and constantly the tables of the martyrs.
Lately, for instance, a maiden quite young,
and unmarried, the blessed mart>T Pelagia,
entertained us, with much joy. To-day again,
this blessed and noble martyr Ignatius has
succeeded to her feast. The persons are dif-

ferent : The table is one. The wrestHngs are
varied : The crown is one. The contests are
manifold: The prize is the same. For in the
case of the heathen contests, since the tasks
are bodily, men alone are, with reason, ad-
mitted.

^
But here, since the contest is wholly

concerning the soul, the lists are open to each
sex, for each kind the theatre is arranged.
Neither do men alone disrobe, in order that
the women may not take refuge in the weak-
ness of their nature, and seem to have a plau-
sible excuse, nor have women only quitted
themselves like men, lest the race of men be

|

put to shame ; but on this side and on that

'

many are proclaimed conquerors, and are'
crowned, in order that thou mayest learn by I

means of the exploits themselves that in Christ

'

Jesus neither male nor female,^ neither sex.

I " Theophoros." This was probably only a second name as-
sumed by Ignatius, perhaps at the time of his conversion or bap-
tism. Legendary interpretations of it afterwards arose,which varied
according as it was understood in an active or passive sense the
god-bearer" or the /'god-borne." See Bishop Lightfoot's

Apostolic Fathers, vol, i,, part ii,, p. 25-28.
= Gal. iii. 28.

nor weakness of body, nor age, nor any such
thing could be a hindrance to those who run
in the course of religion ; if there be a noble
readiness, and an eager mind, and a fear of
God, fervent and kindling, be estabHshed in our
souls. On this account both maidens and
women, and men, both young and old, and
slaves, and freemen, and every rank, and every
age, and each sex, disrobe for those contests,
and in no respect suffer harm, since they have
brought a noble purpose to these wrestlings.
The season then already calls us to discourse
of the mighty works of this saint. But our
reckoning is disturbed and confused, not know-
ing what to say first, what second, what third,

so great a multitude of things calling for
eulogy surrounds us, on every side; and we
experience the same thing as if any one went
into a meadow, and seeing many a rosebush
and many a violet, and an abundance of Hlies,

and other spring flowers manifold and varied,

should be in doubt what he should look at
first, what second, since each of those he
saw invites him to bestow his glances on
itself. For we too, coming to this spiritual

meadow of the mighty works of Ignatius, and
beholding not the flowers of spring, but the
manifold and varied fruit of the spirit in the
soul of this man, are confused and in perplex-
ity, not knowing to which we are first to give
our consideration, as each of the things we see
draws us away from its neighbours, and entices
the eye of the soul to the sight of its own
beauty. For see, he presided over the Church
among us nobly, and with such carefulness as

Christ desires. For that which Christ declared
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to be the highest standard and rule of the

Episcopal office, did this man display by his

deeds. For having heard Christ saying, the

good shepherd layeth do\vn his life for the

sheep,' with all courage he did lay it down for

the sheep.

He held true converse with the apostles

and drank of spiritual fountains. What kind

of person then is it likely that he was who had

been reared, and who had everywhere held

converse with them, and had shared with them

truths both lawful and unlawful to utter, and

who seemed to them worthy of so great a dig-

nity? The time again came on, which de-

manded courage ; and a soul which despised all

things present, glowed with Divine love, and

valued things unseen before the things which

are seen ; and he lay aside the flesh with as

much ease as one would put off a garment.

What then shall we speak of first? The teach-

ing of the apostles which he gave proof of

throughout, or his indifference to this present

life, or the strictness of his virtue, with which

he administered his rule over the Church;

which shall we first call to mind? The martyr

or the bishop or the apostle. For the grace of

the spirit having woven a threefold crown,

thus bound it on his holy head, yea rather a

manifold crown. For if any one will consider

them carefully, he will find each of the crowns,

blossoming with other crowns for us.

2. And if you will, let us come first to the

praise of his episcopate. Does this seem to

be one crown alone? come, then, let us unfold

it in speech, and you will see both two, and
three, and more produced from it. For I do
not wonder at the man alone that he seemed
to be worthy of so great an office, but that he
obtained this office from those saints, and that

the hands of the blessed apostles touched his

sacred head. For not even is this a slight

thing to be said in his praise, nor because he
won greater grace from above, nor only because
they caused more abundant energy of the

Spirit to come upon him, but because they
bore witness that every virtue possessed by
man was in him. Now how this is, I tell you.
Paul writing to Titus once on a time—and
when I say Paul, I do not speak of nim alone,

but also of Peter and James and John, and
the whole band of them ; for as in one lyre,

the strings are diflferent strings, but the har-

mony is one, so also in the band of the apos-
tles the persons are different, but the teach-
ing is one, since the artificer is one, I mean the
Holy Spirit, who moves their souls, and Paul
showing this said, " Whether therefore they, or
I, so we preach." ' This man, then, writing

John z. II. » t Cor. XV. II,

to Titus, and showing what kind of man the

bishop ought to be, says, " For the bishop must

be blameless as God's steward ; not self-willed,

not soon angry, no brawler, no striker, not

greedy of filthy lucre ; but given to hospitality,

a lover of good, sober-minded, just, holy, tem-

perate, holding to the faithful word, which is

according to the teaching, that he may be able

both to exhort in the sound doctrine, and to

convict the gainsayers ;
" ^ and to Timothy

again, when writing upon this subject, he says

somewhat like this: "If a man seeketh the

office of a bishop, he desireth a good work.

The bishop, therefore, must be without re-

proach, the husband of one wife, temperate,

sober-minded, orderly, given to hospitality,

apt to teach, no brawler, no striker, but gentle,

not contentious, no lover of money. Dost
thou see what strictness of virtue he demands
from the bishop? For as some most excellent

painter from life, having mixed many colors,

if he be about to furnish an original Hkeness

of the royal form, works with all accuracy, so

that all who are copying it, and painting from

it, may have a likeness accurately drawn, so ac-

cordingly the blessed Paul, as though painting

some royal likeness, and furnishing an original

sketch of it, having mixed the different colors

of virtue, has painted in the features of the

office of bishop complete, in order that each

of those who mount to that dignity, looking

thereupon, may administer their own affairs

with just such strictness.

Boldly, therefore, would I say that Ignatius

took an accurate impression of the whole of

this, in his own soul; and was blameless and
without reproach, and neither self-willed, nor
soon angry, nor given to wine, nor a striker,

but gentle, not contentious, no lover of money,
just, holy, temperate, holding to the faithful

word which is according to the teaching, sober,

sober-minded, orderly, and all the rest which
Paul demanded. "And what is the proof of

this? " says one. They who said these things

ordained him, and they who suggest to others

with so great strictness to make proof of those

who are about to mount to the throne of this

office, would not themselves have done this

negligently. But had they not seen all this

virtue planted in the soul of this martyr would
not have entrusted him with this office.

For they knew accurately how great danger
besets those who bring about such ordina-

tions, carelessly and hap-hazard. And Paul
again, when showing this very thing to the

same Timothy wrote and says, " Lay hands sud-
denly on no man, neither be partaker of other A
men's sins." * What dost thou say? Has an- ^j

3 Titus i. 7-9. 4 1 Tim. V. 22,
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Other sinned, and do I share his blame and his

punishment? Yes, says he, the man who author-

izes evil; and just as in the case of any one
entrusting into the hands of a raging and in-

sane person a sharply pointed sword, with
which the madman commits murder, that man
who gave the sword incurs the blame ; so any
one who gives the authority which arises from
this office to a man living in evil, draws down
on his own head all the fire of that man's
sins and audacity. For he who provides the

root, this man is the cause of all that springs

from it on every side. Dost thou see how in

the meanwhile a double crown of the episco-

pate has appeared, and how the dignity of

those v/ho ordained him has made the office

more illustrious, bearing witness to every ex-

hibition of virtue in him?
3. Do you wish that I should also reveal to

you another crown springing from this very
matter? Let us consider the time at which he
obtained this dignity. For it is not the same
thing to administer the Church now as then,

just as it is not the same thing to travel along

a road well trodden, and prepared, after many
wayfarers ; and along one about to be cut for

the first time, and containing ruts, and stones,

and full of wild beasts, and which has never
yet, received any traveller. For now, by the

grace of God, there is no danger for bishops,

but deep peace on all sides, and we all enjoy
a calm, since the Word of piety has been ex-

tended to the ends of the world, and our rulers

keep the faith with strictness. But then there

was nothing of this, but wherever any one
might look, precipices and pitfalls, and wars,

and fightings, and dangers; both rulers, and
kings, and people and cities and nations, and
men at home and abroad, laid snares for the

faithful. And this was not the only serious

thing, but also the fact that many of the be-

lievers themselves, inasmuch as they tasted

for the first time strange doctrines, stood in

need of great indulgence, and were still in a
somewhat feeble condition and were often up-

set. And this was a thing which used to

grieve the teachers, no less than the fightings

without, nay rather much more. For the

fightings without, and the plottings, afforded

much pleasure to them on account of the hope
of the rewards awaiting them. On this ac-

count the apostles returned from the presence of

the Sanhedrin rejoicing because they had been
beaten ;' and Paul cries out, saying : "I rejoice in

my sufferings," ^ and he glories in his afflictions

everywhere. But the wounds of those at home,
and the falls of the brethren, do not suffer them
to breathe again, but always, like some most

* Acts V. 41. a Col.

heavy yoke, continually oppress and afflict the
neck of their soul. Hear at least how Paul,
thus rejoicing in sufferings, is bitterly pained
about these. "For who, saith he, is weak,
and I am not weak? who is offended, and I

burn not? "3 and again, "I fear lest when I

come I shall find you not such as I would,
and I be found of you such as ye would not," ^

and a little afterwards, " Lest when I come
again to you, God humble me, and I shall

mourn many of those who have sinned before,

and have not repented of their uncleanness,
and wantonness, and fornication which they
have committed." ^ And throughout thou
seest that he is in tears and lamentations on
account of members of the household, and
evermore fearing and trembling for the be-
Hevers. Just as then we admire the pilot, not
when he is able to bring those who are on
board safe to shore when the sea is calm, and
the ship is borne along by favourable winds, but
when the deep is raging and the waves con-
tending, and the passengers themselves within
in revolt, and a great storm within and with-
out besets those who are on board, and he is

able to steer the ship with all security ; so we
ought to wonder at, and admire those who
then had the Church committed to their hands,
much more than those who now have the
management of it; when there was a great
war without and within, when the plant of the
faith was more tender, and needed much care,

when, as a newly-born babe, the multitude in

the church required much forethought, and the
greatest wisdom in any soul destined to nurse
it; and in order that ye may more clearly

learn, how great crowns they were worthy of,

who then had the Church entrusted to them,
and how great work and danger there was in

undertaking the matter on the threshold and
at the beginning, and in being the first to en-

ter upon it, I bring forward for you the testi-

mony of Christ, who pronounces a verdict on
these things, and confirms the opinion which
has been expressed by me. For when he saw
many coming to him, and was wishing to show
the apostles that the prophets toiled more than
they, he says: "Others have laboured, and ye
have entered into their labour." ^ And yet the

apostles toiled much more than the prophets.

But since they first sowed the word of piety,

and won over the untaught souls of men to the

truth, the greater part of the work is credited to

them. For it is by no means the same thing for

one to come and teach after many teachers, and
himself to be the first to sow seeds. For that

which has been already practised, and has be-
come customary with many, would be easily

3 2 Cor. xi. 29.

S 2 Cor. xii. 21.

4 2 Cor. xii. 20,
6 John iv. 38.
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accepted ; but that which is now for the first

time heard, agitates the mind of the hearers,

and gives the teacher a great deal to do. This

at least it was which disturbed the audience

at Athens, and on this account they turned

away from Paul, reproaching him with,

" Thou bringest certain strange things to our

ears."' For if the oversight of the Church now
furnishes much weariness and work to those

who govern it, consider how double and treble

and manifold was the work then, when there

were dangers and fighting and snares, and
fear continually. It is not possible to set

forth in words the difficulty which those saints

then encountered, but he alone will know it

who comes to it by experience.

4. And I will speak of a fourth crown, arising

for us out of this episcopate. What then is this?

The fact that he was entrusted with our own
native city. For it is a laborious thing indeed

to have the oversight of a hundred men, and
of fifty alone. But to have on one's hands so

great a city, and a population extending to two
hundred thousand, of how great virtue and
"wnsdom dost thou think there is a proof ? For
as in the care of armies, the wiser of the gen-

erals have on their hands the more leading

and more numerous regiments, so, accord-
ingly, in the care of cities. The more able of
the rulers are entrusted with the larger and
more populous. And at any rate this city was
of much account to God, as indeed He mani-
fested by the very deeds which He did. At all

events the master of the whole world, Peter,

to whose hands He committed the keys of
heaven, whom He commanded to do and to
bear all. He bade tarry here for a long period.
Thus in His sight our city was equivalent to
the whole world. But since I have mentioned
Peter, I have perceived a fifth crown woven
from him, and this is that this man succeeded
to the ofiice after him. For just as any one
taking a great stone from a foundation hastens
by all means to introduce an equivalent to it,

lest he should shake the whole building, and
make it more unsound, so, accordingly,
when Peter was about to depart from here, the
grace of the Spirit introduced another teacher
equivalent to Peter, so that the building al-

ready completed should not be made more
unsound by the insignificance of the successor.
We have reckoned up then five crowns, from
the imjKjrtance of the oflfice, from the dignity
of those who ordained to it, from the difficulty
of the time, from the size of the city, from
the virtue of him who transmitted the episco-
pate to him. Having woven all these, it was
lawful to speak of a sixth, and seventh, and

» AcU xvii. ao.

more than these; but in order that we may
not, by spending the whole time on the con-
sideration of the episcopate, miss the details

about the martyr, come from this point, let

us pass to that conflict. At one time a griev-

ous warfare was rekindled against the Church,
and as though a most grievous tyranny over-

spread the earth, all were carried off from the
midst of the market-place. Not indeed charged
with anything monstrous, but because being
freed from error, they hastened to piety ; be-
cause they abstained from the service of de-
mons, because they recognized the true God,
and worshipped his only begotten Son, and for

things for which they ought to have been
crowned, and admired and honoured, for these
they were punished and encountered countless
tortures, all who embraced the faith, and much
more they who had the oversight of the
churches. For the devil, being crafty, and
apt to contrive plots of this kind, expected
that if he took away the shepherds, he would
easily be able to scatter the flocks. But He
who takes the wise in their craftiness, wishing
to show him that men do not govern His
church, but that it is He himself who every-

where tends those who believe on Him, agreed
that this should be, that he might see, when
they were taken away, that the cause of piety
was not defeated, nor the word of preaching
quenched, but rather increased ; that by these
very works he might learn both himself, and
all those who minister to him, that our affairs

are not of men, but that the subject of our
teaching has its root on high, from the heav-
ens ; and that it is God who everywhere leads
the Church, and that it is not possible for him
who fights against God, ever to win the day.
But the Devil did not only work this evil, but
another also not less than this. For not only
in the cities over which they presided, did he
suffer the Bishops to be slaughtered ; but he
took them into foreign territory and slew them

;

and he did this, in anxiety at once to take
them when destitute of friends, and hoping to
render them weaker with the toil of their

journey, which accordingly he did with this

saint. For he called him away from our city

to Rome, making the course twice as long, ex-
pecting to depress his mind both by the length
of the way and the number of the days, and
not knowing that having Jesus with him, as a
fellow traveller, and fellow exile on so long a
journey, he rather became the stronger, and
afforded more proof of the power that was
with him, and to a greater degree knit the
Churches together. For the cities which were
on the road running together from all sides,

encouraged the athlete, and sped him on his

way with many supplies, sharing in his conflict
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by their prayers, and intercessions. And they

derived no little comfort when they saw the

martyr hastening to death with so much readi-

ness, as is consistent in one called to the

realms which are in the heaven, and by means
of the works themselves, by the readiness and
by the joyousness of that noble man, that it

was not death to which he was hastening, but

a kind of long journey and migration from
this world, and ascension to heaven ; and he

departed teaching these things in every city,

both by his words, and by his deeds, and as

happened in the case of the Jews, when they

bound Paul, and sent him to Rome, and
thought that they were sending him to death,

they were sending a teacher to the Jews who
dwelt there. This indeed accordingly hap-

pened in the case of Ignatius in larger meas-
ure. For not to those alone who dwell in

Rome, but to all the cities lying in the inter-

vening space, he went forth as a wonderful

teacher, persuading them to despise the pres-

ent life, and to think naught of the things

which are seen, and to love those which are

to come, to look towards heaven, and to pay
no regard to any of the terrors of this present

life. For on this and on more than this, by
means of his works, he went on his way in-

structing them, as a sun rising from the east,

and hastening to the west. But rather more
brilliant than this, for this is wont to run on
high, bringing material light, but Ignatius

shone below, imparting to men's souls the in-

tellectual light of doctrine. And that light on
departing into the regions of the west, is hid-

den and straightway causes the night to come
on. But this on departing to the regions of

the west, shone there more brilliantly, confer-

ring the greatest benefits to all along the road.

And when he arrived at the city, even that he
instructed in Christian wisdom. For on this

account God permitted him there to end his

life, so that this man's death might be instruc-

tive to all who dwell in Rome. For we by
the grace of God need henceforward no evi-

dence, being rooted in the faith. But they who
dwelt in Rome, inasmuch as these was great

impiety there, required more help. On this

account both Peter and Paul, and this man
after them, were all slain there, partly, indeed,

in order that they might purify with their own
blood, the city which had been defiled with

blood of idols, and partly in order that they
might by their works afford a proof of the

resurrection of the crucified Christ, persuading
those who dwell in Rome, that they would
not with so much pleasure disdain this pres-

ent life, did they not firmly persuade them-
selves that they were about to ascend to the

crucified Jesus, and to see him in the heavens.

For in reality it is the greatest proof of the
resurrection that the slain Christ should show
forth so great power after death, as to per-

suade living men to despise both country and
home and friends, and acquaintance and life

itself, for the sake of confessing him, and to

choose in place of present pleasures, both
stripes and dangers and death. For these are

not the achievements of any dead man, nor of

one remaining in the tomb but of one risen

and living,. Since how couldest thou account,

when he was alive, for all the Apostles who
companied with him becoming weaker through

fear to betray their teachers and to flee and
depart ; but when he died, for not only Peter

and Paul, but even Ignatius, who had not

even seen him, nor enjoyed his companion-
ship, showing such earnestness as to lay down
life itself for his sake?

5. In order then that all who dwell in Rome
might learn that these things are a reality, God
allowed that there the saint should be per-

fected,' and that this was the reason I will

guarantee from the very manner of his death.

For not outside the walls, in a dungeon, nor
even in a court of justice, nor in some corner,

did he receive the sentence which condemned
him, but in the midst of the theatre, while the

whole city was seated above him, he under-

went this form of martyrdom, wild beasts be-

ing let loose upon him, in order that he might
plant his trophy against the Devil, beneath the

eyes of all, and make all spectators emulous
of his own conflicts. Not dying thus nobly

only, but dying even with pleasure. For not

as though about to be severed from life, but

as called to a better and more spiritual life, so

he beheld the wild beasts gladly. Whence is

this manifest? From the words which he
uttered when about to die, for when he heard

that this manner of punishment awaited him,

"may I have joy," said he, "of these wild

beasts." "" For such are the loving. For they

receive with pleasure whatever they may suf-

fer for the sake of those who are beloved, and
they seem to have their desire satisfied when
what happens to them is more than usually

grievous. Which happened, therefore, in

this man's case. For not by his death alone,

but also by his readiness he studied to emu-
late the apostles, and hearing that they, after

they had been scourged retired with joy, him-

self too wished to imitate his teachers, not

only by his death, but by his joy. On this

account he said, " may I have joy of thy wild

beasts," and much milder than the tongue of

the tyrant did he consider the mouths of these

;

and very reasonably. For while that invited

1 Sc, suffer a niartyr''s death.
2 Quoted from Epistle of Ignatius to the Romans, c. v.
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him to Gehenna, their mouths escorted him to

a kingdom. When, therefore, he made an end
of Hfe there, yea rather, when he ascended to

heaven, he departed henceforward crowned.
For this also happened through the dispensa-
tion of God, that he restored him again to us,

and distributed the martyr to the cities. For
that city received his blood as it dropped, but
ye were honoured with his remains, ye enjoyed
his episcopate, they enjoyed his martyrdom.
They saw him in conflict, and victorious, and
•crowned, but ye have him continually. For a
little time God removed him from you, and
with greater glory granted him again to you.
And as those who borrow money, return with
interest what they receive, so also God, using
this valued treasure of yours, for a little while,
and having shown it to that city, with greater
brilliancy gave it back to you. Ye sent forth
a Bishop, and received a martyr; ye sent him
forth with i)rayers, and ye received him with
crowns; and not only ye, but 'all the cities
which intervene. For how do ye think that
they behaved when they saw his remains being
brought back.? What pleasure was produced

!

how they rejoiced! with what applause on all

sides they beset the crowned one ! For as with
a noble athlete, who has wrestled down all his
antagonists, and who comes forth with radiant
glor>' from the arena, the spectators receive
him, and do not suffer him to tread the earth,
bringing him home on their shoulders, and
besetting him with countless praises: so also
the cities in order receiving this saint then
from Rome, and bearing him upon their shoul-
<iers as far as this city, escorted the crowned
one with praises, celebrating the champion, in
song; laughmg the Devil to scorn, because
his artifice was turned against him, and what
he thought to do against the martyr, this turned
out for his behoof. Then, indeed, he profited
and encouraged all the cities ; and from that
time to this day he enriches this city, and as
«ome perpetual treasure, drawn upon every
-day, yet not failing, makes all who partake of
It more prosperous, so also this blessed Ig-
natius filleth those who come to him with
blessings, with boldness, nobleness of spirit
and much courage, and so sendeth them home'

Not only to-day, therefore, but every day let
us go forth to him, plucking spiritual fruits from
him. Font is, it is possible for him who comes
hither with faith to gather the fruit of many

good things. For not the bodies only, but the
very sepulchres of the saints have been filled

with spiritual grace. For if in the case of
Elisha this happened, and a corpse when it

touched the sepulchre, burst the bands of death
and returned to life again,' much rather now,
when grace is more abundant, when the en-
ergy of the spirit is greater, is it possible that
one touching a sepulchre, with faith, should
win great power ; thence on this account God
allowed us the remains of the saints, wishing
to lead by them us to the same emulation, and
to afford us a kind of haven, and a secure
consolation for the evils which are ever over-
taking us. Wherefore I beseech you all, if

any is in despondency, if in disease, if under
insult, if in any other circumstance of this life,

if in the depth of sins, let him come hither
with faith, and he will lay aside all those things,
and will return with much joy, having pro-
cured a lighter conscience from the sight alone.
But more, it is not only necessary that those
who are in affliction should come hither, but
if any one be in cheerfulness, in glory, in
power, in much assurance towards God, let

not this man despise the benefit. For
coming hither and beholding this saint, he
will keep these noble possessions unmoved,
persuading his own soul to be moderate by
the recollection of this man's mighty deeds,
and not suffering his conscience by the mighty
deeds to be lifted up to any self conceit. And
it is no slight thing for those in prosperity not
to be puffed up at their good fortune, but to
know how to bear their prosperity with moder-
ation, so that the treasure is serviceable to all,

the resting place is suitable, for the fall-en, in
order that they may escape from their tempta-
tions, for the fortunate, that their success may
remain secure, for those in weakness in-
deed, that they may return to health, and for
the healthy, that they may not fall into weak-
ness. Considering all which things, let us
prefer this way of spending our time, to all de-
light, all pleasure, in order that rejoicing at
once, and profiting, we may be able to become
partakers with these saints, both of their dwell-
ing and of their home, through the prayers of
the saints themselves, through the grace and
lovingkindness of our Lord Jesus Christ, with
whom be glory to the Father with the Holy
Spirit, now and always forever and ever amen.

' 2 Kings xiii. 21.
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ON THE HOLY MARTYR, S. BABYLAS.
1. 1 WAS anxious to-day to pay the debt which

I promised you when I was lately here. But
what am I to do? In the meanwhile, the
blessed Babylas has appeared, and has called

me to himself, uttering no voice, but attract-

ing our attention by the brightness of his coun-
tenance. Be ye not, therefore, displeased at

the delay in my payment ; at all events, the
longer the time is, the more the interest will

increase. For we will deposit this money with
interest.' Since thus did the master command
who entrusted it to us. Being confident, there-

fore, about what is lent, that both the princi-

pal and the profit await you, let us not pass by
the gain which falls in our way to-day, but
revel in the noble actions of the blessed Baby-
las.

How, indeed, he presided over the Church
which is among us, and saved that sacred ship,

in storm, and in wave, and billow; and what
a bold front he showed to the emperor, and
how he lay down his life for the sheep and un-
derwent that blessed slaughter; these things

and such as these, we will leave to the elder

among our teachers, and to our common
father, to speak of. For the more remote
matters, the aged can relate to you but as

many things as happened lately, and within
our Hfetime, these, I a young man will relate

to you, I mean those after death, those after

the burial of the martyr, those which hap-
pened while he remained in the suburbs of

the city. And I know indeed that the Greeks
will laugh at my promise, if I promise to

speak of the noble deeds after death and
burial of one who was buried, and had crum-
bled to dust. We shall not assuredly on this

account keep silence, but on this very account
shall especially speak, in order that by show-
ing this marvel truly, we may turn their laugh-

ter upon their own head. For of an ordinary
man there would be no noble deeds after

death. But of a martyr, many and great

deeds, not in order that he might become
more illustrious (for he has no need of glory

from the multitude), but that thou, the unbe-
liever mayest learn that the death of the mar-
tyrs is not death, but the beginning of a better

life, and the prelude of a more spiritual con-
versation, and a change from the worse to the
better. Do not then look at the fact, that the
mere body of the martyr lies destitute of en-

ergy of soul ; but observe this, that a greater

power takes its place by the side of it, differ-

ent from the soul itself—I mean the grace of

* Luke xix. 23.

the Holy Spirit, which pleads to all on behalf
of the resurrection, by means of the wonders
which it works. For if God has granted
greater power to bodies dead and crumbled to

dust, than to all living, much more will he
grant to them a better life than the former, and
a longer, at the time of the bestowal of his

crowns ; what then are this saint's noble deeds?
But be not disturbed, if we take our discourse

a httle further back. For they who wish to

display their portraits to advantage, do not un-
cover them until they have placed the specta-

tors a little way off from the picture, making
the view clearer by the distance. Do you then
also have patience with me while I direct my
discourse into the past.

For when Julian who surpassed all in im-
piety, ascended the imperial throne, and
grasped the despotic sceptre, straightway he
lifted up his hands against the God who cre-

ated him, and ignored his benefactor, and look-

ing from the earth beneath to the heavens,

howled after the manner of mad dogs, who
alike bay at those who do not feed them and
those who do feed them. But he rather was
mad with a more savage madness than theirs.

For they indeed turn from, and hate their

friends and strangers alike. But this man
used to fawn upon demons, strangers to his

salvation, and used to worship them with every

mode of worship. But his benefactor, and
Saviour, and him who spared not the only Be-
gotten, for his sake, he turned from and used

to hate, and made havoc of the cross, the

very thing which uplifted the whole world

when it was lying prostrate, and drave away
the darkness on all sides, and brought in light

more brilliant than the sunbeams; nor yet

even then did he desist from his frenzy, but

promised that he would tear the nation of the

Gahlaeans, out of the midst of the world ; for

thus he was wont to call us; and yet if he
thought the names of the Christians an abom-
ination, and Christianity itself to be full of

much shame, for what reason did he not

desire to put us to shame by that means, but

with a strange name? Yea because he knew
clearly, that to be called by what belongs to

Christ, is a great ornament not only to men,

but to angels, and to the powers above. On
this account he set everything in motion, so

as to strip us of this ornament, and put a stop

to the preaching of it. But this was impos-

sible, O wretched and miserable man! as it

was impossible to destroy the heaven and to

quench the sun, and to shake and cast down
the foundations of the earth, and those things
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Christ foretold, thus saying: "Heaven and
earth shall pass away, but my words shall not
pass away." '

Well, thou dost not submit to Christ's words

;

rcept therefore the utterance which thus his

eeds give. For I indeed having been privi-

'le^ed to know what the declaration of God is,

Low strong, how invincible a thing, have be-

lieved that is more trustworthy than the order
of nature, and than experience in all matters.

But do thou still creeping on the ground, and
agitated with the investigations of human rea-

soning, receive the witness of the deeds. I

gainsay nothing. I strive not.

2. What then do the deeds say ? Christ said

that it was easier for heaven and earth to be
destroyed, than for any of his words to fail'

The emperor contradicted these words, and
threatened to destroy his decrees. Where then
is the emperor who threatened these things ?

He is perished and is corrupted, and is now in

Hades, awaiting the inevitable punishment.
But where is Christ who uttered these de-
crees? In Heaven, on the right hand of the
Father, occupying the highest throne of glory;
where are the blasphemous words of the Em-
peror, and his unchastened tongue? They are
become ashes, and dust and the food of worms.
Where is the sentence of Christ? It shines
forth by the very truth of the deed, receiving
its lustre from the issue of the events, as from
a golden column. And yet the emperor left
nothing undone, when about to raise war
against us, but used to call prophets together,
and summon sorcerers, and everything was full

of demons and evil spirits.

What then was the return for this worship?
The overturning of cities, the bitterest famine
of all famines. For ye know doubtless, and
remember, how empty indeed the market place
was of wares, and the workshops full of con-
fusion, when everyone strove to snatch up what
came first and to depart. And why do I speak
of famine, when the very fountains of waters
were failing, fountains which by the abundance
of their stream, used to eclipse the rivers. But
since I have mentioned the fountains, come,
forthwith, let us go up to Daphne, and conduct
our dhscourse to the noble deeds of the martyr.
Although you desire me still to parade the in-
decencies of the Greeks, although I too desire
this, let us abstain; for wherever the com-
memoration of a martyr is, there certainly also
IS the shame of the Greeks. This emperor
then, gomg up to Daphne used to weary
Apollo, praying, supplicating, entreating, so
tha^ the events of the future might be foretold^ u.- What then did the prophet, the great

" The dead preven t me
=» Luke xvi. 17,

to him.

God of the Greeks?
« Matt. xxiv.

from uttering," saith he, " but break open the

graves, dig up the bones, move the dead."
What could be more impious than these com-
mands? The Demon of grave-robbing, intro-

duces strange laws and devises new methods
of expelling strangers. Who ever heard of
the dead being driven forth? who ever saw
lifeless bodies ordered to be moved as he com-
manded, overturning from their foundations
the common laws of nature. For the laws of
nature are common to all men, that he who
departs this life should be hidden in the earth,

and delivered over for burial, and be covered
up in the bosom of the earth the mother of
all; and these lavvs, neither Greek, barbarian,

Scythian, nor if there be any more savage than
they, ever changed, but all I'everence them,
and keep them, and thus they are sacred and
venerated by all. But the Demon raises his

mask, and with bare head, resists the common
laws of nature. For the dead, he says, are
a pollution. The dead are not a pollution, a
most wicked demon, but a wicked intention is

an abomination. But if one must say some-
thing startling, the bodies of the living full

of evil, are more polluting than those of the
dead. For the one minister to the behests of
the mind, but the other lie unmoved. Now
that which is unmoved, and destitute of all

perception would be free from all accusation.
Not that I even would say that the bodies of
the living are by nature polluting; but that

everywhere a wicked and perverted intention
is open to accusations from all.

The dead body then is not a pollution O
Apollo, but to persecute a maiden who wishes :

to be modest, and to outrage the dignity of a
virgin, and to lament at the failure of the
shameless deed, this is worthy of accusation,
and punishment. There were at all events,
many wonderful and great prophets among
ourselves, who spake also many things con-
cerning the future, and they in no case used to
bid those who asked them to dig up the bones
of the departed. Yea Ezekiel standing near
the bones themselves was not only not hin-
dered by them, but added flesh, and nerves
and skin to them, and brought them back to life

again.3 But the great Moses did not stand
near the bones of the dead, but bearing off the
whole dead body of Joseph, thus foretold
things to come.'* And very reasonably, for their
words were the grace of the Holy Spirit. But
the words of these, a deceit, and a lie which is

no wise able to be concealed. For that these
things were an excuse, and pretence and that
he feared the blessed Babylas, is manifest
from what the emperor did. For leaving all the
other dead, he only moved that martyr. And

3 Ez. xxxvii. 4 Ex. xiii. 19.
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yet if he did these things, in disgust at him,

and not in fear, it were necessary that he
should order the coffin to be broken, thrown
into the sea, carried to the desert, be made to

disappear by some other method of destruc-

tion ; for this is the part of one who is dis-

gusted. Thus God did when he spake to the

Hebrews about the abominations of the Gen-
tiles. He bade their statues to be broken, not

to bring their abominations from the suburbs

to the city.

3. The msLTtyr then was moved, but the

demon not even then enjoyed freedom from
fear, but straightway learned that it is pos-

sible to move the bones of a martyr, but

not to escape his hands. For as soon as the

coffin was drawn into the city, a thunderbolt

came from above upon the head of his image,

and burnt it all up. And yet, if not before,

then at least there was likelihood that the im-

pious emperor would be angry, and that he

would send forth his anger against the testi-

mony of the martyr. But not even then did

he dare, so great fear possessed him. But
although he saw that the burning was intolera-

ble, and knew the cause accurately; he kept

quiet. And this is not only wonderful that he

did not destroy the testimony, but that he not

even dared to put the roof on to the temple

again. For he knew, he knew, that the stroke

was divinely sent, and he feared lest by form-

ing any further plan, he should call down that

fire upon his own head. On this account he

endured to see the shrine of Apollo brought to

so great desolation ; For there was no other

cause, on account of which he did not rectify

that which had happened, but fear alone. For

which reason he unwilHngly kept quiet, and
knowing this left as much reproach to the

demon, as distinction to the martyr. For the

walls are now standing, instead of trophies,

uttering a voice clearer than a trumpet. To
those in Daphne, to those in the city, to those

who arrive from far off, to those who are with

us, to those men which shall be hereafter, they

declare everything by their appearance, the

wrestling, the struggle, the victory of the

martyr. For it is likely that he who dwells far

off from the suburb, when he sees the chapel

of the saint deprived of a shrine, and the tem-

ple of Apollo deprived of its roof would ask

the reason of each of these things ; and then

after learning the whole history would depart

hence. Such are the noble deeds of the mar-

tyr after death, wherefore I count your city

blessed, that ye have shown much zeal about

this holy man. For then, when he returned

from Daphne, all our city poured forth into the

road, and the market places were empty of

men, and the houses were empty of women,
10

and the bedchambers were destitute of maid-
ens. Thus also every age and each sex passed

I

forth from the city, as if to receive a father

I

long absent who was returning from sojourn

far away. And you indeed gave him back to

the band of fellow enthusiasts. But the grace

of God did not suffer him to remain there for

good, but again removed him beyond the

river,' so that many parts of the country were
filled with the sweet savor of the martyr.

Neither even when he came hither was he
destined to be alone, but he quickly received,

a neighbor, and a fellow-lodger, and one of

similar Hfe.'^ For he shared with him the same
dignity, and for the sake of religion shewed
forth equal boldness. Wherefore he obtained

the same abode as he, this wonderful man
being no vain imitator, as it seems, of the

martyr. For for so long a time he laboured

there, sending letters continually to the em-
peror, wearying the authorities, and bringing

the ministry of the body to bear upon the

martyr. For ye know, doubtless, and remem-
ber that when the midday summer sun pos-

sessed the heaven, he together with his ac

quaintances, used to walk thither everyday,

not as spectator only, but also, as intending to

be a sharer in what was going on. For he often

handled stone, and dragged a rope,and Hstened,

in advance of the workmen themselves, to one

who wanted to erect any building, For he

knew, he knew what rewards lie in store for

him for these things. And on this account he

continued doing service to the martyrs, not
' only by splendid buildings nor even by contin-

ual feasts, but by a better method than these.

And what is this? He imitates their Hfe,

emulates their courage, throughout according

to his ability he keeps the image of the martyrs

alive, in himself. For see, they gave their

bodies to the slaughter, he has mortified the

members of his flesh which are upon the earth.

They stopped the flame of fire, he quenched

the flame of lust. They fought against the teeth

of beasts, but this man bore off the most

dangerous of our passions, anger. For all

these things let us give thanks to God, because

he hath thus granted us noble martyrs, and

pastors worthy of martyrs, for the perfecting of

the saints, for the edifying of the body of

Christ 3 with whom be glory, honor, and might

to the Father, with the Holy and lifegiving

Spirit, now and always, for ever and ever.

Amen.

1 Viz., to the church built on the other side of the Orontes,

where the reliques of the saint finally remained.
2 Meletius, Bishop of Antioch, a man of very saintly life who

died in 379 and was buried by the side of St. Babylas in the church

which he had been active in erecting, mentioned in the preceding

note.
3 Eph. iv. 12.
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CONCERNING LOWLINESS OF MIND.

HOMILY.
AGAINST THOSE WHO IMPROPERLY USE THE APOSTOLIC DECLARATION WHICH SAYS, " WHETHER

IN PRETENCE, OR IN SINCERITY, CHRIST IS PREACHED:" (Phil. i. l8), AND ABOUT HUM-
bleness of mind.

Introduction.

There is an allusion at the beginning of this Homily to some remarks recently made on the

parable of the Pharisee and the PubHcan. These occur in Chrysostom's fifth Homily
against the Anomoeans, one of a set of HomiHes which, from internal evidence, may
be assigned to the close of the year 386, or beginning of 387. The following homily

therefore was delivered at Antioch, probably just before Christmas 386. There were

some persons who explained the words of St. Paul cited in the title as signifying that

provided Christ was preached it mattered not whether the actual doctrines taught were

true or heretical. The main object of the homily is to vindicate the language of the

Apostle from this erroneous and mischievous interpretation.

I. When lately we made mention of the Phar-
isee and the publican, and hypothetically
yoked two chariots out of virtue and vice,' we
pointed out each truth, how great is the gain
of humbleness of mind, and how great the
damage of pride. For this, even when con-
joined with righteousness and fastings and
tithes, fell behind; while that, even when
yoked with sin, out-stripped the Pharisee's
pair, even although the charioteer it had was a
poor one. For what was worse than the pub
lican? But all the same since he made his

soul contrite, and called himself a sinner;
which indeed he was ; he surpassed the Phar-
isee, who had both fastings to tell of and
tithes ; and was removed from any vice. On
account of what, and through what? Because
even if he was removed from greed of gain
and robbery, he had rooted over his soul ^ the

1 Chrysostom is referring to his Homily " on the incomprehensi-
ble : against the Anomoeans," v. 6, 7. '"Ap/aara 6vo ttoitjcov toD
Aoyti), K.T.A., " the Pharisee's pair of horses being Righteousness
and Pride ; the publican's, Sin and Humility.

2 'Ettc TTji ^vxrjs. The fibres spreading and entwining over it.

mother of all evils—vain-glory and pride. On
this account Paul also exhorts and says " Let
each one prove his own work ; and then he
will have his ground of boasting for himself,

and not for the other." Whereas he publicly

came forward ^ as an accuser of the whole
world ;

"^ and said that he himself was better

than all living men. And yet even if he had
set himself before ten only, or if five, or if

two, or if one, not even was this endurable;

but as it was, he not only set himself before

the whole world, but also accused all men.
On this account he fell behind in the running.

And just as a ship, after having run through
innumerable surges, and having escaped many
storms, then in the very mouth of the harbour
having been dashed against some rock, loses

the whole treasure which is stowed away in her

—

so truly did this Pharisee, after having under-

gone the labours of the fasting, and of all the

3 HaprikOev. The word used at Athens of orators rising to
speak. IJape\0Jjv 6e cAefe ToidSe. Thucyd. ii. 59.

4 Fox said in parliament, " I cannot draw an indictment agairst
humanity."
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rest of his virtue, since he did not master his

tongue, in the very harbour underwent ship-

wreck of his cargo.' For the going home from

prayer, whence he ought to have derived gain,

having rather been so greatly damaged, is

nothing else than undergoing shipwreck in

harbour.
, , j

2. Knowing therefore these things, beloved,

even if we should have mounted to the very

pinnacle of virtue, let us consider ourselves

last of all ; having learned that pride is able to

cast down even from the heavens themselves

him who takes not heed, and humbleness of

mind to bear up on high from the very abyss

of sins him who knows how to be sober. For

this it was that placed the publican before the

Pharisee ; whereas that, pride I mean and an

overweening spirit, surpassed even an incor-

poreal power, that of the devil ; while humble-

ness of mind and the acknowledgment of his

own sins committed brought the robber into

Paradise before the Apostles. Now if the

confidence which they who confess their own

sins effect for themselves is so great, they who

are conscious to themselves of many good

qualities, yet humble their own souls, how
great crowns will they not win.^ For when

sinfulness be put together with humbleness of

mind it runs with such ease as to pass and

out-strip righteousness combined with pride.

If therefore thou have put it to with right-

eousness, whither will it not reach ? through

how many heavens will it not pass ? By the

throne of God itself surely it will stay its

course ; ^ in the midst of the angels, with much
confidence. On the other hand if pride, hav-

ing been yoked with righteousness, by the ex-

cess and weight of its own wickedness had
strength enough to drag down its confidence

;

if it be put together with sinfulness, into how
deep a hell will it not be able to precipitate

him who has it? These things I say, not in

order that we should be careless of righteous-

ness, but that we should avoid pride ; not that

we should sin, but that we should be sober-

minded. For humbleness of mind is the

foundation of the love of wisdom which per-

tains to us. Even if thou shouldest have built

a superstructure of things innumerable ; even
if almsgiving, even if prayers, even if fastings,

even if all virtue ; unless this have first been
laid as a foundation, all will be built upon it *

to no purpose and in vain ; and it will fall

down easily, like that building which had been

» This must be the sense ; though there is some little difficulty
in the oni^inal.

» cvircv^oKroi, Lit. light upon : as on the treasure of the par-
able, "hid in a field."

3 Its race beine ended : the goal won.
4 That is on whatever foundation, other than that which may

have been laid.

placed on the sand.^ For there is no one, no
one of our good deeds, which does not need
this ; there is no one which separate from this

will be able to stand. But even if thou
shouldest mention temperance, even if virgin-

ity, even if despising of money, even if any-

thing whatever, all are unclean and accursed

and loathsome, humbleness of mind being

absent. Everywhere therefore let us take her

with us,^ in words, in deeds, in thoughts, and
with this let us build these (graces).

3. But the things belonging to humbleness of

mind have been sufficiently spoken of ; not for

the value of the virtue ;
' for no one will be

able to celebrate it in accordance with its

value; but for the intelligence of your love.

For well do I know that even from the few
things that have been said you will embrace it

with much zeal. But since it is also necessary

to make clear and manifest the apostolic say-

ing which has been to-day read ; seeming as it

does to many to afford a pretext for indolence

;

so that some may not, providing for themselves

hence a certain frigid defence, neglect their

own salvation—to this let us direct our dis-

course. What then is this saying ? " Whether
in pretence," it says, "or in sincerity,^ Christ

is preached." ^ This many wrest absolutely '°

and just as happens, without reading what
precedes and what comes after it ; but having
cut it off from the sequence of the remaining
members, to the destruction of their own soul

they put it forward to the more indolent. For
attempting to seduce them from the sound
faith ; then seeing them afraid and trembling

;

on the ground of its not being without danger
to do this," and desiring to relieve their fear,

they bring forward this apostolic declaration,

saying, Paul conceded this, by saying, "Whether
in pretence or in sincerity, let Christ be pro-

claimed." But these things are not (true),

they are not. For in the first place he did

not say " let him be proclaimed," but " he is

proclaimed," and the difference between this

and that is wide. For the saying " let him be
proclaimed" belongs to a lawgiver; but the

saying "he is proclaimed" to one announcing
the event. For that Paul does not ordain a
law that there should be heresies, but draws
away all who attended to him, hear what he
says, " If any one preaches to you a gospel

besides what ye have received, let him be ana-

Comp. Chry-

5 O'lKoBofjiriv rtOeltrav.

iOtvTo." Iliad. B. 750.
6 IlapaAafi^avui^ci'. Take her to dwell with us.

sostom's expression, av(,r\v aptTr).

7 Karopdcufxa- The highest ^orm of duty ; Per/ectum ojfficiutn

quod Grcrci, KaTopOutna, Cic. De Off. i. 3.
8 aA^9<ia here is that of Aristotle's Ethics: sincerity.
9 Philip, i. i8.

»o 'An-Au)?. without reference to circumstances.
" TowTo jroicii/, /. ^., to be in that state. WoKtlv is not seldom

used where tradeif might be expected.
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thema, were it even I, were it even an angel
from the heavens." ' Now he would not have
anathematized both himself and an angel, if

he had known the act to be without danger.
And again—" I am jealous of you with a jeal-

ousy of God," he says; "for I have betrothed
you to one husband a chaste virgin: and fear

lest at some time, as the serpent beguiled Eve
by his wiliness, so your thoughts should be
corrupted from the singleness that is towards
Christ." ^ See, he both set down singleness,

and granted no allowance. For if there were
allowance, there was no danger; and if there

was no danger Paul would not have feared:

and Christ would not also have commanded
that the tares should be burned up, if it were
a thing indifferent to attend to this one or that

or another; or to all indiscriminately.^

4. What ever then is what is meant? I wish
to narrate to you the whole history from a
point a little earlier ;

^ for it is needful to know
in what circumstances Paul was when he was
writing these things by letter. In what cir-

cumstances therefore was he? In prison and
chains and intolerable perils. Whence is this

manifest? From the epistle itself. For earlier

than this he says, " Now I wish you to know,
brethren, that the circumstances in which I

am have come rather to the furtherance ^ of
the Gospel; so that my bonds have become
manifest in Christ in the whole Court, and to

all the others ; and a good many ^ of the breth-

ren, trusting to my bonds, the more exceed-
ingly dare fearlessly to speak the word."^
Now Nero had then cast him into prison. For
just as some robber having set foot in the
house, while all are sleeping, when stealing

every thing,^ if he see any one having lit a
lamp, both extinguishes the light and slays him
who holds the lamp, in order that he may be
allowed in security to steal and rob the prop-
erty of others ; so truly also the Caesar Nero
then, just as any robber and burglar while all

were sleeping a deep and unconscious slum-
ber ; robbing the property of all, breaking into

marriage chambers,^ subverting houses, dis-

playing every form of wickedness; when he
saw Paul having lighted a lamp throughout
the world; (the word of his teaching;) and
reproving his wickedness, exerted himself both

1 Gal. i. 8, Q.

2 2 Cor. xi. 2, 3. 'Ajto TTjs a7rA6Ti7T09 T^s ei? Xpto-Tdi/. That is,

from the singleness of affection and fidelity which must be main-
tained towards Him in that relation. Matt. vi. 22-24.

3 'AjrAtis. Without reference to the truth of their doctrine.
4 As from a fountain, lying higher, ai><a0ev

; ad ori^ine.
5 npoKOTrrji/, removal, clearing away, of obstacles to its advance.
6 Tous TrAeiovas. In the Greek of that day = TrAeioj/as : like

"LaX., flures^ a modified and weakened comparative.
7 Philip, i. 12-14.
8 •Y(f)aip6uMe«'os, lit. sccrctly taking for himself. Lat. surripio,

So, steal, stealth.

9 Comp. Cic. in Verr. u, i, 3, non adulterum^ sed expugna-
iorem pudicitice.

to extinguish what was preached, and to put
the teachers out of the way ; in order that he
might be allowed with authority to do anything-

he pleased ; and after binding that holy man,
cast him into prison. It was at that time then
that the blessed Paul wrote these things.

Who would not have been astounded? wha
would not have marvelled? or rather who
could adequately have been astounded at and
admired that noble and heaven-reaching soul

;

in that, while bound in Rome and imprisoned,

at so great a distance as that, he wrote a letter

to the PhiHppians? For you know how great

is the distance between Macedonia and Rome.
But neither did the length of the way, nor the

amount of time (required), nor the press of

business, nor the peril and the dangers com-
ing one upon another, nor anything else, drive

out his love for and remembrance of the disci-

ples; but he retained them all in his mind;
and not so strongly were his hands bound with

the chains as his soul was bound together and
rivetted by his longing for the disciples : '°

which very thing itself indeed also declaring,

in the preface of the Epistle he said, " On ac-

count of my having you in my heart, both in

my bonds, and in the defence and confirma-

tion of the Gospel." " And just as a King,

having ascended upon his throne at morning-
tide and taken his seat in the royal courts, im-

mediately receives from all quarters innumera-

ble letters; so truly he also, just as in royal

courts, seated in the dungeon, both received

and sent his letters in far greater number; the

nations from all quarters referring to his wis-

dom every thing about " what had taken place

among themselves ; and he administered more
business than the reigning monarch in propor-

tion to his having had a larger dominion en-

trusted to him. For in truth God had brought

and put into his hands not those who inhab-

ited the country of the Romans only, but also

all the barbarians, both land and sea. And by
way of showing this he said to the Romans,
" Now I would not that ye should be ignorant,

brethren, that ofttimes I have purposed to

come to you, and have been hindered until

the present ; in order that I might have some
fruit also among you, as among the rest of the

Gentiles too. Both to Greeks and barbarians,

both to wise and those without understanding

I am a debtor." '^ Every day therefore he was
in anxious thought at one moment for Corin-

thians, at another for Macedonians; how
PhiHppians, how Cappadocians, how Galatians,

how Athenians, how they who inhabited Pon-

»o ndflw, destderio : absence being a test of love.

" Philip, i. 7.
12 'Yjre'p. As Lat. super. Multa super Priamo ragitans, super

Hectare multa. Virg. yfe«. i. 750.
13 Rom, i. 13, 14,
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tus. how all together were. But all the same,

having had the whole world put into his hands,

he continually cared not for entire nations

only, but also for each single man ; and now
indeed he despatched a letter on behalf of

Onesimus, and now on behalf of him who
among the Corinthians had committed fornica

tion. For neither used he to regard this

—

that it was the individual who had sinned and
needed advocacy; but that it was a human
being; a human being, the living thing most
precious to God; and for whose sake the

Father had not spared even the Only-begotten.

5. For do not tell me that this or that man is

a runaway slave, or a robber or thief, or laden

with countless faults, or that he is a mendi-
cant and abject, or of low value and worthy of

no account ; but consider that for his sake the

Christ died ; and this sufficeth thee for a
ground for all solicitude. Consider what sort

of person he must be, whom Christ valued at

so high a price as not to have spared even his

own blood. For neither, if a king had chosen
to sacrifice himself on any one's behalf, should
we have sought out another demonstration of
his being some one great and of deep interest

to the King—/fancy not—for his death would
suffice to show the love of him who had died
towards him. But as it is not man, not angel,
not archangel; but the Lord of the heavens
himself, the only-begotten Son of God himself,
having clothed himself with flesh, freely gave
himself on our behalf. Shall we not do every-
thing, and take every trouble, so that the men
who have been thus valued may enjoy every
solicitude at our hands? And what kind of
defenceshall we have? what allowance? This
at least is the very thing by way of declaring
which Paul also said, " Do not by thy meat
destroy him for whose sake Christ died."

'

For desiring to shame, and to bring to solici-

tude, and to persuade to care for their neigh-
bours, those who despise their brethren, and
look down upon them as being weak, instead
of all ' else he set down the Master's death.

Sitting then in the prison he wrote the letter
to the Philippians from that so great distance.
For such as this is the love that is according
to God: ' it is interrupted by no one of human
things, since it has its roots from above in the
heavens * and its recompense. And what says
he? "Now I desire that ye should know,
brethren." 5 Seest thou solicitude for his

» Rom. xiv. 15.

!^!7*- '»^"»ay mean, as an equivalent, in the balance; com-prrhending and out-weighing all other considerations.

\
"•".• **"•' *.>•"»'" »» Y-P «?Td ©«bi' AuTTT, M'Tii-oiav «ts•^npi-r •/»y«^*Tai." 2 Cor. vii. 10.

4 E« T«r ovpai^r. Chrysostom seems to use «'« and not iv in

71^tI^I // *« P"=«.^'"K- ?:»"» '8 the (;reek idiom
; avrhv

77-

scholars? seest thou a teacher's carefulness?
Hear too of loving affection of scholars
towards their teacher, that thou mayest know
that this was what made them strong and un-
conquerable—the being bound together with
one another. For if "Brother helped by
brother is as a strong city;"'^ far more so
many bound together by the bonds of love
would have entirely repulsed the plotting of
the wicked demon. That indeed then Paul
was bound up with the disciples, requires not
even any demonstration further nor argument
for us, since in truth even when in bonds he
anxiously cared for them, and each day, he
was also dying for them, burning with his long-
ing.

6. And that the disciples too were bound up
with Paul with all perfectness ; ^ and that not
men only, but women also, hear what he says
about Phoebe. "Now I commend to you
Phoebe the sister, being a deaconess of the
Church which is in Cenchreae; that ye rnay
receive her in the Lord worthily of the saints,

and stand by her, in whatever matter she may
require you, since "^ she has proved a helper '°

of many; and of me myself."" But in this

instance he bore witness to her of her zeal
so far as help went (only;)'^ but Priscilla and
Aquila went as far even as death for Paul's
sake; and about them he thus writes, saying,
"Aquila and Priscilla salute you, who for my
life's sake laid down their own neck; " '^ for
death clearly. And about another again writ-
ing to these very persons he says, "Because
he went as far as death ; having counselled ill

for his life, in order that he might supply your
deficiency in your service towards me." '^

Seest thou how they loved their teacher? how
they regarded his rest ^s before their own life?
On this account no one surpassed them then.
Now this I say, not that we may hear only, but
that we may also imitate ; and not to the ruled
only, but also to those who rule is what we say
addressed; in order that both scholars may
display much solicitude about their teachers,
and the teachers may have the same loving
affection as Paul about those placed under
them

; not those present only, but also those
who are far off. For also Paul, dwelling in
the whole world just as in one house, thus

• /u ^T' ^^'V" '9- ^" o""" version it stands, " A brother offended
IS (harder to be won than) a strong city." Chrysostom quotes
exactly from the i.xx. On the other hand, Bor,0€o>, as governing
a dative, has no passive voice, at least in classical Greek. Bon-
Oovntyo': may, as here, be used by the Alexandrians.

7 Axpt^eiaf. As a chain accurately and closely linked ; so as
not to be severed asunder.

8 21/ncrTTjMi. Lit. establish, vouch for her.
9 Hrts, answering to I.at. ^ua with subjunctive, expressing the

HpoaraTi?, patroness
kom. xvi. 1, 2.

a relation well-known in Greece.

/. <-., fioyov
; a common ellipsis in Chrysostom.

'3 Rom. XVI. 3, 4. M Philip, ii. 30.
T-tv." Comp. 2 Cor. vii. 5.

'5 From trouble,
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continually took thought for the salvation of

all; and having dismissed every thing of his

own; bonds and troubles and stripes and
straits, watched over and inquired into each
day, in what state the affairs of the disciples

were ; and often for this very purpose alone

sent, now Timothy, and now Tychicus; and
about him he says, " That he may know your
circumstances, and encourage your hearts:"'
and about Timothy ;

" I have sent him, being
no longer able to contain myself; lest in some
way the tempter have tempted you." "" And
Titus again elsewhere, and another to another
place. For since he himself, by the compul-
sion of his bonds being often detained in one
place, was unable to meet those who were his

vitals, he met them through the disciples.

7. And then therefore being in bonds he
writes to the Phihppians, saying, " Now I desire

that ye should know, brethren," ^ calling the

disciples brethren. For such a thing as this is

love ; it casts out all inequality, and knows not

superiority and dignity; but even if one be
higher than all, he descends to the lowlier

position of all; just what Paul also used to

do. But let us hear what it is that he desires

they should know. " That the things which
happened unto me," he says, "have fallen out

rather to the furtherance of the gospel." "^

Tell me, how and in what way? Hast thou
then been released from thy bonds? hast thou
then put off thy chain? and dost thou with

free permission preach in the city? hast thou
then, having gone into an assembly, drawn out
many long discourses about the faith, and de-

parted after gaining many disciples? hast thou
then raised the dead and been made an object

of wonder? hast thou then cleansed lepers, and
all were astounded? hast thou driven away
demons, and been exalted? No one of these

things, he says. How then did the furtherance

of the gospel take place? tell me. "So that

my bonds," he says, "have become openly
known in the whole Court, and to all the

rest." 5 What sayest thou? this then, this was
the furtherance, this the advance, this the in-

crease of the proclamation—that all knew that

thou wast bound. Yes, he says: Hear at

least what comes next, that thou mayest learn

that the bonds not only proved no hindrance,

but also a ground of greater freedom of speech.
" So that several ' of the brethren in the Lord,

'n rehance on my bonds, more abundantly
dare fearlessly to speak the word." ^ What
sayest thou, O Paul? have thy bonds inspired

not anxiety but confidence? not fear but

Ephes. vi. 22. 2 i Thess. iii. 5. 3 Philip, i. 12.

4 Philip i. 12. 5 Philip, i. 13.

6 Tovs TrAetovas Again, plures, complures, a good many,
7 Philip, i. 14.

I

earnest longing? The things mentioned have

I

no consistency.'^ I too know it. For neither
did these things take place according to the
consistency of human affairs, he means,^ but
what came about was above nature, and the
successes were of divine grace. On this ac-
count what used to cause anxiety to all others,

I that to him afforded confidence. For also if

!

any one, having taken the leader of an army
and confined him, have made this publicly

known, he throws the whole camp into flight

;

and if any one have carried a shepherd away
from the flock, the security with which he
drives off the sheep is great. But not in Paul's

case was it thus, but the contrary entirely.

I

For the leader of the army was bound, and the

I

soldiers became more forward in spirit ; and
the confidence with which they sprung upon
their adversaries was greater: the shepherd

I

was in confinement, and the sheep were not

I

consumed, nor even scattered.

8. Who ever saw, who ever heard of, the

;

scholars taking greater encouragement in the
dangers of their teachers? How was it that they
feared not? how was it that they were not ter-

Irified? how was it that they did not say to

j

Paul, " Physician, heal thyself," '° deliver thy-

j

self from thy manifold perils, and then thou
will be able to procure for us those countless

I good things? How was it they did not say
these things? How! It was because they had
been schooled, from the grace of the Spirit,

that these things took place not, out of weak-
ness, but out of the permission of the Christ

;

in order that the truth might shine abroad
more largely; through bonds and imprison-
ments and tribulations and straits increasing

and rising, to a greater volume. Thus is the
power of Christ in weakness perfected." For
indeed if his bonds had crippled Paul '^ and
made him cowardly; either himself or those
belonging to him ; one could not but feel dif-

ficulty ; but if rather they prepared him to feel

confidence and brought him into greater re-

nown, one must be astounded and marvel, how
through a thing involving dishonour glory was
procured for the disciple—through a thing in-

spiring cowardice confidence and encourage-
ment resulted to them all. For who was not
astounded at him then, seeing him encircled

with a chain? Then demons took to flight

all the more, when they saw him spending his

8 'AxoAou^tai'. Comp. Xen. Exped. Cyri.'xi. iv. 19. ws ovk a/c6-

KavQa. etT) ; that the two things were incompatible.
9 <t>T)o-ti/. This word, so constantly used by Chrysostom, is some-

times almost redundant; the nominative to it, if any, being uncer-
tain. It may be redundant here ; or it may be equivalent to
Ae'yet ; he means. He does not say it.

1° Luke iv. 23.
11 AiaAa/ttTTTj. In Attic Greek the optative would be used to

express past time. But it may be noticed that Chrysostom nearly
always has the subjunctive, a usage probably of the Alexandrian pe-
riod of Greek literature. 2 Cor. xii. g.

12 'YweorKeAio-e, Lit. tripped up, causing a fall.
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time in a prison. For not so splendid does

the diadem make a royal head, as the chain

his hands; not owing to their proper nature,

but owing to the grace that darted brightness

on them.' On this account it was that great

encouragement resulted to the disciples. For

also they saw his body indeed bound, but his

tongue not bound, his hands indeed tightly

manacled," but his voice unshackled, and tra-

versing the whole world more swiftly than the

solar ray. And this became to them an en-

couragement; learning as they did from the

facts that no one of present things is to be

dreaded. For when the soul has been gen-

uinely imbued by divine longing and love, it

pays regard to no one of things present ; but

just as those who are mad venture themselves

against fire and sword and wild beasts and sea

and all else, so these too, maddened with a

most noble and most spiritual frenzy, a frenzy

arising from sanity,^ used to laugh at all things

that are seen. On this account, seeing their

teachers bound, they the more exulted, the

more prided themselves; by facts giving to

their adversaries a demonstration that on all

sides they were impregnable and indomitable.

9. Then therefore, when matters were in this

state, some of the enemies of Paul, desiring to

fan up the war to greater vehemence, and to

make the hatred of the tyrant, which was felt

towards him greater, pretended that they
themselves also preached

;
(and they did preach

the right and sound faith,) for the sake of the
doctrine advancing more rapidly: and this they
did, not with the desire to disseminate the
faith; but in order that Nero, having learnt

that the preaching was increasing and the
doctrine advancing, might the sooner have
Paul led away to execution.'' There w^ere

therefore two schools ; that of Paul's scholars
and that of Paul's enemies ; the one preaching
out of sincerity, and the others out of love of
contention and the hatred they felt towards
Paul. And by way of declaring this he said,
" Some indeed through envy and strife are
preaching Christ," (pointing out those his
enemies) " but some also through good pleas-
ure; "^ saying this about his own scholars.^
Then next about those ;

" Some indeed out of
contentiousness," (his enemies,) not purely,

« AmavBovaav. This properly is, dropping its flowers as a

vT^Vj ^"^^'^''"K' (if/ioresco. I strongly suspect that i-navQovaav
•hould be read ; which not only is just what is wanted, but gives
a latisfactory Kovernmcnt to di/tit?, which now it has not.

' E<r^i-yM<Vac. Comp. the chaining of Prometheus ;

"
'Apaaae

I^MkXov, oinyyt." I .at. strtngp, constrictus.
_ 3 'iM^fMvvvjfi. Not in its ethical, but in its etymological sense,

^•.oi Tijr^pcfo, sound m mind. The antithesis is doubtless in-
tentional.

4 To Bap«»poi. The Athenian place and mode of execution.
It cannot be literally rendered. The Tarpeian rook may be meant.Dejuerta saxo eves, Hor. Serm. This sentence proves " iArO-
V^.

J^"^^'
.•;»« truth, but sincerity. They preached " 'opB'r\v <cai

5 That i», heartUy. 6 PhUip. i. 15.

not soundly, but, " thinking that they are

thereby bringing pressure upon my bonds ;
^

but the others out of love; " (this again about

his own brethren;) "knowing that I am set^

'for the defence of the gospel." For what?

Nevertheless, in any way; whether in pre-

tence or in sincerity, Christ is being an-

nounced." ^ So that vainly and to no purpose

is this saying taken in reference to heresies.

For those who then were preaching were not

preaching corrupt doctrine; but sound and
right belief For if they were preaching cor-

rupt doctrine, and were teaching other things

contrary to Paul, what they desired was certain

not to succeed to them. Now what did they

desire? That the faith having grown, and the

disciples of Paul having become numerous, it

should rouse Nero to greater hostility. And
if they were preaching different doctrines, they

would not have made the disciples of Paul

numerous ; and by not doing so,'° they would
not have exasperated the tyrant. He does

not therefore say thij—that they were bringing

in corrupt doctrines—but that the motive from
which they were preaching, this was corrupt.

For it is one thing to state the pretext " of their

preaching, and another that their preaching

itself was not sound. For the preaching does

not become sound when the doctrine is laden

with deception ; and the pretext does not be-

come sound when the preaching indeed is

sound, but they who preach do not preach for

the sake of God, but either with a view of

enmity, or with a view to the favour of others.

10. He therefore does not say this—that they

were bringing in heresies ; but that it was not

from a right motive, nor through piety '^ that

they were preaching what they did preach.

For it was not that they might increase the

gospel that they were doing this ; but that they

might wage war against him, and throw him
into greater danger—on this account he ac-

cuses them. And see how with exactitude he
laid it.'3 " Thinking," he says, " that they were
putting pressure upon my bonds." "^ He did

not say, putting, but "thinking they were
putting upon," that is supposing, by way of

pointing out that even if they so supposed.

7 Philip. V. 17.
8 Ket/ixat. Perhaps lit. " I am lying "—here in prison.
9 Philip, i. 16-18.

*o (LIT) TTotoOi/Tes 6e. Referring to erroi'rjo-af, just used. But the
Greeks (as Aristophanes) sometimes use ttoiw in these cases, what-
ever word precedes; as in English. They generally repeat the
same word, <". ^., " /utai'flai'ei? ; Ou (utavflavo)," Arisloph. Here,
then, taken in, either way, it comes to the same. M»j, because hy-
pothetical, " if they did not make."
" Hpo^aaif. But it was not their pretext, but their real mo-

tive: V. 17. Any one conversant with Greek authors cannot fail

to notice that, with some mental process of their own, they at
times use expressions naturally suggesting the very contrary to
to what they must mean.

'' EiiAa^etai/, Lit. carefulness in handling anything holy—rev-
erence.

'3 AiiTo, ;'. ^., the change : eyKArjjxa, involved in eyKaAei,
M Philip, i. 17,

I
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Still he himself was not in such a position ; but
that he even rejoiced on account of the ad-
vance of the preaching. He added therefore,

saying, " But in this I both rejoice and will re-

joice:"' whereas if he held their doctrines
deception, and they were bringing in heresies,

Paul could not possibly rejoice. But since the
doctrine was sound and of genuine parentage,
on this account he says, " I rejoice and will

rejoice." For what if they^ are destroying
themselves by doing this out of contentious-
ness? Still, even unwillingly, they are strength-

ening my cause. Seest thou how great is Paul's
power? how he is caught by no one of the
devil's machinations? And not only is he not
caught ; but also by these themselves he sub-
dues him. For great indeed is both the
devil's craftiness,^ and the wickedness of those
who minister to him; for under pretence of
being of the same mind, they desired to extin-

guish the proclamation^ But "he who seizes

the cunning in their craftiness " ^ did not per-
mit that this should take place then. By way
of declaring this very thing at least Paul said,
" But the continuing in the flesh is the more
necessary for your sake; and this I con-
fidently know, that I shall continue and re-

main in company with you all." ^ For those
men indeed set their mind on casting me out
of the present life, and are ready to endure
anything for this object; but God does not
permit it on your account.

II. These things therefore, all of them, re-

member with exactness in order that you may
be able with all wisdom to correct those who use
the Scriptures without reference to circum-
stances ^ and at hap-hazard, and for the de-
struction of their neighbours. And we shall

be able both to remember what has been said,

and to correct others, if we always betake our-
selves to prayers as a refuge, and beseech the
God who gives the word of wisdom to grant
both intelligence in hearing, and a careful and
unconquerable guardianship of this spiritual

deposit in our hands. For things which often
we have not strength to perform successfully
from our own exertions, these we shall have
power to accomplish easily through prayers. I

mean prayers which are persevering. For
always and without intermission it is a duty to
pray, both for him who is in affliction, and
him who is in relief from it, and him who is in

I Philip. V. 18. 2 'Efcetvot, Lat. istt, " the men."
3 KaKoupyta, ^''napa ravras yap Ka/covp-yei," of the sophist Arist.

Rhet. iii. 2, 7.

4 KijpvvMa. In its proper sense, the thing preached, the Gos-
pel. But it more commonly is = Krjpu^t?, which word is scarcely
used at all.

5 I Cor. iii. iq. Apao-o-oMevo?, lit. clutches. Hence fipaxiu.rj, a
handful of copper, o-o<^ou?, falsely wise. " 2o0ia ; aperrj Te;(v>??."
Arist. Eth. Nick. 1. vi. Comp. Luke xvi. 8, of the dishonest
steward.

6 Philip, i. 24, 25. 7 'KnkSii.

dangers, and him who is in prosperity—for him
who is in relief and much prosperity, that these
may remain unmoved and without vicissitude,
and may never change ; and for him who is

in affliction and his many dangers, that he
may see some favourable change brought
about to him, and be transported into a calm
of consolation. Art thou in a calm? Then
beseech God that this calm may continue set-
tled to thee. Hast thou seen a storm risen up
against thee? Beseech God earnestly'' :;o

cause the billow to pass, and to make a calm
out of the storm. Hast thou been heard? Be
heartily thankful for this ; because thou hast
been heard. Hast thou not been heard?
Persevere,^ in order that thou mayest be heard.
For even if God at any time delay the giving,
it is not in hatred and aversion ; '" but from the
desire by the deferring of the giving perpet-
ually to retain thee with himself; just m the
way also that affectionate fathers do ;

" for they
also adroitly manage the perpetual and assidu-
ous attendance of children who are rather in-

dolent by the delay of the giving. There is to
thee no need of mediators in audience with
God ; nor of that much canvassing

;

'~ nor of
the fawning upon others ; but even if thou be
destitute, even if bereft of advocacy, alone,
by thyself, having called on God for help, thou
wilt in any case succeed.'^ He is not so wont
to assent when entreated by others on our
behalf, as by ourselves who are in need ; even
if we be laden with ten thousand evil deeds.
For if in the case of men, even if we have
come into countless collisions with them, when
both at dawn and at mid-day and in the even-
ing we show ourselves to those who are ag-
grieved against us, by the unbroken continu-
ance and the persistent meeting and interview
we easily demolish their enmity—far more in
the case of God would this be effected.

12. But thou art unworthy. Become worthy
by th> assiduity. For that it both is possible
that the unworthy should become worthy from
his assiduity; and that God assents more when
called on by ourselves than by others; and

8 'ExTevw?. Like a racer, with every muscle " stretched out."
Antilochus exclaims to his horses in the chariot race, 'El/u.^>JTOI',

Acat <r</>ajl' riraivcTov. II. xxiii. 403. Comp. Philip, iii. 13 ; tois
eiMirpoaOev eneKTeLvonevo^ 6tw/cw : the same metaphor.

9 Uapafj-etvov.
_
Wait, as it were, at the door ; napa, until an-

swered. Matt. vii. 7, Tw Kpovovrt (to him who continues knocking)
dvoivrjo-eTat.

10 A7ro<rTp6<|)6ju.6i/os. The Pagans adopted the expression liter-
ally, Diva solo fixos oculos aversa tenebat, Virg. ALti. i. 482.

H Here we have 7rotou<ri,asin English, after Ko.Tf-xtiv. See pre-
vious note. It might be Ka.Ti\ov<Ti., repeated.

12 nept6pow>j?, running about for votes and favour. Lat. ant~
hitio. " Non ego . . . Grammaticas ambire tribus et puljfita
dignory Hon Epist. i. ig, 40.

13 To understand this description we have to bear in mind that,
at Rome at least, legal advocates could claim no fees.- They were
forbidden, at least before the Imperial age, by the Cincian law.
Turpe reosemptd miseros defendere lingua. Ov. Amor. i. 10, 39.
Hence, the obtaining the services of an eminent lawyer required
interest and entreaty. So the Sicilians begged Cicero to undertake
the prosecution of Verres. Cic. in Verr. Div. c. 12.
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that he often delays the giving, not from the

wish that we should be utterly i)erplexed, nor

to send us out ' with empty hands ; but in

order that he may become the author of

greater good things to us—these three points I

will endeavour to make evident by the parable

which has to-day been read to you. The
woman of Chanaan had come to Christ pray-

ing on behalf of a daughter possessed by a

demon, and crying out with much earnestness,-

(it says,' " Have pity on me, Lord, my daugh-

ter is badly possessed by a demon." See, the

woman of a strange nation, and a barbarian,

and outside of the Jewish commonwealth.
For indeed what else (was she) than a dog,

and unworthy of the receiving her request?

For "it is not," he says, "good to take the

children's bread, and to give it to the dogs."

But, all the same, from her assiduity, she be-

came worthy. For not only did he admit her in-

to the nobility of children, dog as she was; but
also he sent her off with that high encomium
saying, " O woman, great is thy faith ; be it

done to thee as thou wilt." ^ Now when the

Christ says, " great is thy faith," seek thou no
other demonstration of the greatness of soul

which was in the woman. Seest thou how,
from her assiduity the woman, being unworthy,
became worthy? Desirest thou also to learn

that we accomplish (our wish) by calling on
him by ourselves more than by others? She
cried out, and the disciples having come to

him say, " Let her go away, for she is ^/ying

after us:"' and to them he says, "I am not
sent, unless to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel." ' But when she had come to him by
herself and continued crying, and saying,
" Yes, Lord, for even the dogs eat from the
table of their masters," ^ then he granted the
favour and says, " Be it done unto thee as
thou wilt." Seest thou how, when they were
entreating him, he repelled ; but when she who
needed the gift herself cried out, he assented?
For to them he says, " I am not sent, unless
to the lost sheep of the house of Israel;" but
to her"^ he said, " Great is thy faith; be it done
unto thee as thou wilt." Again, at the begin-
ning and in the prelude of her request he an-
swered nothing; but when both once and
twice and thrice she had come to him, then he

• 'V^wtu<^ta^, I. e., from the hall, as it were, of audience.
»'E«T«»'«iat. as above.
3 rfffti', the parable says. An instance, however, of its redun-

dancy before noticed. 'EXirfvov depends not on it, but on fiwiva.
4 Kvfapiatf. In Creek, as in Latin and German, the diminutive

•ometimes expresses contempt.
5 Matt. XV. 32, 26, 28. 6 Matt. v. 23. 7 Matt. v. 24.
"Matt. V. 27. That is, the bread thrown to them, when it

bad been used to cleanse the fingers. Gr. iiroMayfioAia, n6 anofxa-
vvoMot. Comp. the very apposite passaRc, in which Agaracritus,
a low person, says that this had been his own fare ; f, Manji/ yav
Awonay&aX^af oirovntvo^ rooovro^ «icTpo<f><iTji'. Cleon rejoins,
Awouay6aAiot% inrwifi Kvutv. w iro^iroi^jpt

; ir<L? ovv kwok ^opav
aiTovM'fo* Max«« 'TV, Anstoph. Equ.^12. Kvfipia. So " canicula,"
of the dog sur, invitum tidus. 9 Tavn; — auT^

granted the boon ; by the issue makmg us be-^

lieve that he had delayed the giving, not that

he might repel her " but that he might display

to us all the woman's endurance. For if he
had delayed in order that he might repel her,

he would not have granted it even at the end

;

but since he was waiting to display to all her
spiritual wisdom, on this account he was
silent." For if he had granted it immediately
and at the beginning, we should not have
known the woman's virtue.'^ " Let her go" '^ {^

says, " because she is clamouring behind us."

But what (says) the Christ? "Ye hear a
voice, but I see the mind: I know what she is

going to say. I choose not to permit the trea-

sure hidden in her mind to escape notice ; but
I am waiting and keeping silence; in order
that having discovered it I may lay it down in

publicity, and make it manifest to all.

13. Having therefore learned all these things,

even if we be in sins, and unworthy of receiv-

ing, let us not despair; knowing, that by assi-

duity of soul we shall be able to become worthy
of the request. Even if we be unaided by ad-
vocate and destitute, let us not faint; know-
ing that it is a strong advocacy—the coming
to God one's self by one's self with much
eagerness. Even if he delay and defer with
respect to the giving, let us not be dispirited;

having learned that the putting it off and delay
is a sure proof of caring and love for man-
kind. If we have thus persuaded ourselves;
and with a soul deeply pained and fervent, and
thoroughly roused purpose; and such as that
with which the woman of Chanaan approached,
we too come to him, even if we be dogs ; even
if we have done anything whatever dreadful;
we shall both rebut '^ our own crimes, and ob-
tain so great liberty of speech '^ as also to be
advocates for others ; in the way in which also

this woman of Chanaan not only herself en-
joyed liberty of speech and ten thousand en-
comiums, but had power to snatch her dear
daughter'^ out of her intolerable sufferings.

'o AiaKpovCTTjTai, as with rude violence. Lit. knock to a dis-
tance from himself, as with a hard blow.

"'Eori-ya. Not literally, for Christ had answered, "It is not
meet to take the children's bread." But that was silence, as far
as returning any favorable answer went.

'2 Trji/ av^piiav t^? yvvaLKo<:. Lit. the woman's manliness; a
courage above her sex. The antithesis is doubtless intentional.
" EVflifTta napdWrjXa fj^aXXov yvujpifxa,^^ Arist. Rhet. 'AvSpeia
^ Lat. 7'/>^;/j. Gibbon, using this in the general sense, has the
expression. " manly virtue," in reference to dper^s 'XvSpeva, Hom.
Odys. xvii. 322.

13 Or/all' again : with no nominative. Certainly not Christ—the
disciples said it. We might expect ^aaiv ; but this, I believe,
Chrysostom never uses in these cases. " It says,' /. e., the history,
or "he," the Evangelist. Sometimes n? is understood.
M 'An-OKpovtro/xffla. Rebut the charges brought against us.

" Ka<a," comp. the double sense of the Lat. crimen,
'5 IlappTjCTt'ai'. Here, liberty to address the Court. So King

Agnppa says, " Paul, thou art permitted to speak for thyself."
Acts xxvi. I. Chrysostom throughout maintains the metaphor of
the judicial process—aTrpoo-TareuTo? , (c.t.A

'6 ©vyoTptoi'. Here a diminutive of endearment, "yf/zV/a." fiT

SuKpaTifiioc <^«,ATaToi', Arist. Nub. 736. As the Greeks said, vtto-
KOpiaTlK(i>(.
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For nothing—nothing is more powerful than
prayer when fervent and genuine. This both
disperses present dangers, and rescues from
the penalties which take place at that hour.'
That therefore we may both complete our pas-
sage through the present life with ease/ and
depart thither ^ with confidence, with much
zeal and eagerness let us perform this perpet-

1 Katpov, " /ne'po? xP^^o^i'^ Aristotle, A critical moment.
2 Ew»coAias. Effect for cause ; contentedness for that which

creates it ; ease. Comp. O Melibae. Deus nobis hcec otia fecit

^

Virg. EcL i. 6.
-^

'

3 'Ekci. The Greek euphemism for the other world. Aristo-

ually. For thus shall we be able both to at-
tain the good things which are laid up, and to
enjoy those excellent hopes ; which God grant
that we may all attain ; by the grace and lov-
ing kindness and compassion of our Lord
Jesus Christ—with whom to the Father together
with the Holy Spirit be glory, honour, domin-
ion, to the ages of the ages.'^ Amen.

phanes speaks of the kindliness and contentedness of Sophocles in
both states of being, 'O S ev/co\os ii.iv kvQa.h evKoXo^ &' €<«t. RantSy
82. See last note.

4 Perhaps this common phrase, "ages (consisting) of ages," is
in contrast to ages of years. Comp. " magnus annus-menses.
Magnus ab integro sceclorunt nascitur ordo.^^ Vir. Eccl. IV. 5^
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CATECHUMENS.

FIRST INSTRUCTION.

To those about to be illuminated ;
^ and for what reason the laver is said to be of regen-

eration and not of remission of sins ; and that it is a dangerous thing not only to forswear

oneself, but also to take an oath, even though we swear truly.

I. How delightful and lovable is our band
of young brethren ! For brethren I call you,
even now before you have been brought forth,

and before your birth I welcome this relation-

ship with you: For I know, I know clearly,

to how great an honour you are about to be
led, and to how great a dignity; and those
who are about to receive dignity, all are wont
to honor, even before the dignity is conferred,
laying up for themselves beforehand by their

attention good will for the future. And this

also I myself now do. For ye are not about
to be led to an empty dignity, but to an actual
kingdoni : and not simply to a kingdom, but
to the kingdom of the Heavens itself. Where-
fore I beseech and entreat you that you re-

member me when you come into that king-
dom, and as Joseph said to the chief butler
*' Remember me when it shall be well with
thee," ^ this also I say now to you, do ye
remember me when it is well with you. I do
not ask this in return for interpreting your

^ I.e.. to be baptized. A common name for Baptism was " illumi-
nation,' partly with reference to the instructions which preceded it,

as Justin Martyr says ;
" The laver is called illumination because

the minds of those who learn these things are enlightened:"
partly also (perhaps rather) because baptism was regarded as a
translation from the kingdom of darkness into the kingdom of
light, the recipient becoming a child of God, and as such entitled
to the grace of the illuminating Spirit. Catechumens were divided
into four classes according to the stages of their preparation. It
is to those who were in the final stage, the competentes or elect as
they were called, that the following instructions are addressed.

Gen. xl. 14.

dreams, as he ; for I have not come to inter-

pret dreams for you, but to discourse of mat-
ters celestial, and to convey to you glad tid-

ings of such good things as " eye hath not
seen, and ear hath not heard and which have
entered not into the heart of man, such are
the things which God hath prepared for them
that love him." ^ Now Joseph indeed said to
that chief butler, " yet three days and Pharaoh
will restore thee to thy chief butlership." But
I do not say, yet three days and ye shall be
set to pour out the wine of a tyrant, but yet
thirty days, and not Pharaoh but the king of
Heaven shall restore you to the country which
is on high, Jerusalem, which is free—to the city

which is in the heavens ; and he said indeed^
" Thou shalt give the cup into the hands of
Pharaoh." But /say not that you shall give

the cup into the hands of the king, but that the

king shall give the cup into your hand—that

dread cup, full of much power, and more pre-

cious than any created thing. The initiated

know the virtue of this cup, and you your-

selves shall know it a little while hence. Re-
member me, therefore, when you come into

that kingdom, when you receive the royal

robe, when you are girt with the purple dipped
in the master's blood, when you will be

3 I Cor. ii. 9, 10.
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crowned with the diadem, which has lustre I

leaping forth from it on all sides, more brill-

iant than the rays of the sun. Such are the

gifts of the Bridegroom, greater indeed than

your worth, but worthy of his lovingkindness.

Wherefore, I count you blessed already be-

fore those sacred nuptials, and I do not only

count you blessed, but I praise your prudence

in that you have not come to your illumination

as the most slothful among men, at your last

breath, but already, like prudent servants, pre-

pared with much goodwill to obey your master,

have brought the neck of your soul with much
meekness and readiness beneath the bands of

Christ, and have received His easy yoke, and

have taken His light burden. For if the grace

bestowed be the same both for you and for

those who are initiated at their last hour, yet

the matter of the intention is not the same,

nor yet the matter of the preparation for the

rite. For they indeed receive it on their

bed, but you in the bosom of the Church,

which is the common mother of us all;

they indeed with lamentation and weeping,

but you rejoicing, and exceeding glad: they

sighing, you giving thanks; they indeed

lethargic with much fever, you filled with

much spiritual pleasure; wherefore in your

case all things are in harmony with the gift,

but in theirs all are adverse to it. For there

is wailing and much lamentation on the part

of the initiated, and children stand around
crying, wife tearing her cheeks, and dejected

friends and tearful servants; the whole aspect

of the house resembles some wintry and
gloomy day. And if thou shalt open the heart

of him who is lying there, thou wilt find it more
downcast than are these. For as winds meet-
ing one another with many a contrary blast,

break up the sea into many parts, so too the

thought of the terrors preying upon him assail

the soul of the sick man, and distract his mind
with many anxieties. Whenever he sees his

children, he thinks of their fatherless condi-
tion ; whenever he looks from them to his

wife, he considers her widowhood; when he
sees the servants, he beholds the desolation of

the whole house ; when he comes back to him-
self, he calls to mind his own present life, and
being about to be torn from it, experiences a
great cloud of despondency. Of such a kind is

the soul of him who is about to be initiated.

Then in the midst of its tumult and confusion,
the Priest enters, more formidable than the
fever itself, and more distressing than death
to the relatives of the sick man. For the en-
trance of the Presbyter is thought to be a
greater reason for despair than the voice of
the physician despairing of his life, and that
which suggests eternal life seems to be a sym-

bol of death. But I have not yet put the fin-

ishing stroke to these ills. For in the midst

of relatives raising a tumult and making prep-

arations, the soul has often taken its flight,

leaving the body desolate ; and in many cases,

while it was present it was useless, for when it

neither recognizes those who are present, nor
hears their voice, nor is able to answer those

words by which it will make that blessed cov-

enant with the common master of us all, but
is as a useless log, or a stone, and he who is

about to be illuminated lies there differing

nothing from a corpse, what is the profit of

initiation in a case of such insensibility?

2. For he who is about to approach these

holy and dread mysteries must be awake and
alert, must be clean from all cares of this life,

full of much self-restraint, much readiness ; he
must banish from his mind every thought for-

eign to the mysteries, and on all sides cleanse

and prepare his home, as if about to receive

the king himself. Such is the preparation of

your mind : such are your thoughts ; such the

purpose of your soul. Await therefore a re-

turn worthy of this most excellent decision
i from God, who overpowers with His recom-
' pense those who show forth obedience to

Him. But since it is necessary for his fellow

servants to contribute of their own, then we
will contribute of our own

;
yea rather not even

are these things our own, but these too are

our Master's. " For what hast thou," saith He,
" that thou didst not receive? but if thou didst

receive it, why dost thou glory, as if thou
hadst not received it? " ' I wished to say this

first of all, why in the world our fathers, pass-

ing by the whole year, settled that the children

of the Church should be initiated at this sea-

son ; and for what reason, after the instruction

from us, removing your shoes and raiment,

unclad and unshod, with but one garment on,

they conduct you to hear the words of the

exercisers. For it is not thoughtlessly and
rashly that they have planned this dress and
this season for us. But both these things

have a certain mystic and secret reason. And
I wished to say this to you. But I see that

our discourse now constrains us to something
more necessary. For it is necessary to say
what baptism is, and for what reason it enters

into our life, and what good things it conveys
to us.

But, if you will, let us discourse about the
name which this mystic cleansing bears: for

its name is not one, but very many and various.

For this purification is called the laver of re-

generation. " He saved us," he saith, " through
the laver of regeneration, and renewing of the

' 1 Cor. iv. 7.
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Holy Ghost." ' It is called also illumination,

and this St. Paul again has called it, " For call

to remembrance the former days in which
after ye were illuminated ye endured a great
conflict of sufferings;"^ and again, "For it

is impossible for those who were once illumi-

nated, and have tasted of the heavenly gift,

and then fell away, to renew them again unto
repentance." 3 It is called also, baptism:
" For as many of you as were baptized into

Christ did put on Christ." ^ It is called also

burial :
" For we were buried " saith he, " with

him, through baptism, into death." = It is

called circumcision :
" In whom ye were also

circumcised, with a circumcision not made
with hands, in the putting off of the body of

the sins of the flesh." ^ It is called a cross:

"Our old man was crucified with him that

the body of sin might be done away." ^ It is

also possible to speak of other names besides
these, but in order that we should not spend
our whole time over the names of this free

gift, come, return to the first name, and let us
finish our discourse by declaring its meaning

;

but in the meantime, let us extend our teach-

ing a little further. There is that laver by
means of the baths, common to all men, which
is wont to wipe off bodily uncleanness ; and
there is the Jewish laver, more honorable than
the other, but far inferior to that of grace;
and it too wipes off bodily uncleanness, but
not simply uncleanness of body, since it even
reaches to the weak conscience. For there

are many matters, which by nature indeed are

not unclean, but which become unclean from
the weakness of the conscience. And as in

the case of little children, masks, and other

bugbears are not in themselves alarming, but
seem to little children to be alarming, by rea-

son of the weakness of their nature, so it is in

the case of those things of which I was speak-
ing; just as to touch dead bodies is not natu-
rally unclean, but when this comes into contact
with a weak conscience, it makes him who
touches them unclean. For that the thing in

question is not unclean naturally, Moses him-
self who ordained this law showed, when he
bore off the entire corpse of Joseph, and yet

remained clean. On this account Paul also,

discoursing to us about this uncleanness which
does not come naturally but by reason of the
weakness of the conscience, speaks somewhat
in this way, " Nothing is common of itself save
to him who accounteth anything to be com-
mon." ^ Dost thou not see that uncleanness
does not arise from the nature of the thing,

but from the weakness of the reasoning about

* Titus iii. 5.

4 Gal. iii. 27.

7 Rom. vi. 6.

2 Heb. X. 32.

5 Rom. vi. 4.
8 Rom. xiv. 14.

3 Heb. vi. 4-6.

6Gal. ii. II.

it ? And again : "All things indeed are clean,

howbeit it is evil to that man who eateth
with offense." ^ Dost thou see that it is not
to eat, but to eat with offense, that is the
cause of uncleanness?

3. Such is the defilement from which the
laver of the Jews cleansed. But the laver of
grace, not such, but the real uncleanness
which has introduced defilement into the soul

as well as into the body. For it does not
make those who have touched dead bodies
clean, but those who have set their hand to
dead works : and if any man be effeminate, or
a fornicator, or an idolator, or a doer of what-
ever ill you please, or if he be full of all the
wickedness there is among men: should he
fall into this pool of waters, he comes up again
from the divine fountain purer than the sun's

rays. And in order that thou mayest not
think that what is said is mere vain boasting,

hear Paul speaking of the power of the laver,

"Be not deceived: neither idolators, nor for-

nicators, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor
abusers of themselves with men, nor covetous,
not drunkards, not revilers, not extortioners

shall inherit the kingdom of God." "" And
what has this to do with what has been
spoken? says one, "for prove the question
whether the power of the laver thoroughly
cleanses all these things." Hear therefore

what follows :
" And such were some of you,

but ye were washed, but ye were sanctified,

but ye were justified in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and in the spirit of our God."
We promise to show you that they who ap-

proach the laver become clean from all forni-

cation: but the word has shown more, that

they have become not only clean, but both
holy and just, for it does not say only "ye
were washed," but also "ye were sanctified

and were justified." What could be more
straiige than this, when without toil, and exer-

tion, and good works, righteousness is pro-

duced? For such is the lovingkindness of

the Divine gift that it makes men just without

this exertion. For if a letter of the Emperor,
a few words being added, sets free those who
are liable to countless accusations, and brings

others to the highest honors ; much rather will

the Holy Spirit of God, who is able to do all

things, free us from all evil and grant us much
righteousness, and fill us with much assurance,

and as a spark falling into the wide sea would
straightway be quenched, or would become
invisible, being overwhelmed by the multitude

of the waters, so also all human wickedness,

when it falls into the pool of the divine foun-

tain, is more swiftly and easily overwhelmed,

9 Rom. xiv. 20. *o X Cor. vi. 9, 10.
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and made invisible, than that spark. And for

what reason, says one, if the laver take away

all our sins, is it called, not a laver of remis-

sion of sins, nor a laver of cleansing, but a

laver of regeneration? Because it does not

simply take away our sins, nor simply cleanse

us from our faults, but so as if we were born

again. For it creates and fashions us anew,

not forming us again out of earth, but creating

us out of another element, namely, of the

nature of water. For it does not simply wipe

the vessel clean, but entirely remoulds it

again. For that which is wiped clean, even if

it be cleaned with care, has traces of its former

condition, and bears the remains of its defile-

ment, but that which falls into the new mould,

and is renewed by means of the flames, laying

aside all uncleanness, comes forth from the

furnace, and sends forth the same brilliancy

with things newly formed. As therefore any one

who takes and recasts a golden statue which

has been tarnished by time, smoke, dust, rust,

restores it to us thoroughly cleansed and glis-

tening: so too this nature of ours, rusted with

the rust of sin, and having gathered much smoke
from our faults, and having lost its beauty,

which He had from the beginning bestowed
upon it from himself, God has taken and cast

anew, and throwing it into the waters as into a

mould, and instead of fire sending forth the

grace of the Spirit, then brings us forth with

much brightness, renewed, and made afresh,

to rival the beams of the sun, having crushed
the old man, and having fashioned a new man,
more brilliant than the former.

4. And speaking darkly of this crushing,

and this mystic cleansing, the prophet of old

said, " Thou shalt dash them in pieces like a
potter's vessel." ' For that the word is in ref-

erence to the faithful, what goes before suffi-

ciently shows us, " For thou art my Son," he
says, " to-day have I begotten thee, ask of me
and I will give the heathen for thine inheri-

tance, the utmost parts of the earth for thy
possession." " Dost thou see how he has made
mention of the church of the Gentiles, and
has spoken of the kingdom of Christ extended
on all sides? Then he says again, "Thou
shalt rule them with a rod of iron ; " not
grievous, but strong :

** thou shalt break them
in pieces like a potter's vessel." ^ Behold
then, the laver is more mystically brought for-

ward. For he does not say earthen vessels

:

but vessels of the potter. But, give heed:
For earthen vessels when crushed would not
admit of refashioning, on account of the hard-
ness which was gained by them from the fire.

But the fact is that the vessels of the potter

« p». a, 9. • Pi. U.7, 3 Ps. ii. 9.

are not earthen, but of clay; wherefore, also,

when they have been distorted, they can
easily, by the skill of the artificer, be brought

again to a second shape. When, therefore,

God speaks of an irremediable calamity, he
does not say vessels of the potter, but an
earthen vessel ; when, for instance, he wished

to teach the prophet and the Jews that he de-

livered up the city to an irremediable calamity,

he bade him take an earthen wine-vessel, and
crush it before all the people, and say, " Thus
shall this city be destroyed, be broken in

pieces." ^ But when he wishes to hold out

good hopes to them, he brings the prophet to

a pottery, and does not show him an earthen

vessel, but shows him a vessel of clay, which
was in the hands of the potter, falling to the

ground : and brings him to it saying, " If this

potter has taken up and remodelled his vessel

which has fallen, shall I not much rather be
able to restore you when you have fallen? " s

It is possible therefore for God not only to

restore those who are made of clay, through
the laver of regeneration, but to bring back
again to their original state, on their careful

repentance, those who have received the power
of the Spirit, and have lapsed. But this is

not the time for you to hear words about re-

pentance, rather may the time never come for

you to fall into the need of these remedies,

but may you always remain in preservation of

the beauty and the brightness which ye are

now about to receive, unsullied. In order, then,

that ye may ever remain thus, come and let us

discourse to you a little about your manner of

life. For in the wrestling schools falls of the

athletes are devoid of danger. For the wrest-

ling is with friends, and they practice all their

exercises on the persons of their teachers.

But when the time of the contest has come,
when the lists are open, when the spectators

are seated above, when the president has ar-

rived, it necessarily follows that the com-
batants, if they become careless, fall and re-

tire in great disgrace, or if they are in earnest,

win the crowns and the prizes. So then, in

your case these thirty days are like some
wrestling school, both for exercise and prac-
tice : let us learn from thence already to get
the better of that evil demon. For it is to
contend with him that we have to strip our-
selves, with him after baptism are we to box
and fight. Let us learn from thence already
his grip, on what side he is aggressive, on what
side he can easily threaten us, in order that,

when the contest comes on, we may not feel

strange, nor become confused, as seeing new
forms of wrestling ; but having already prac-

4 Jcr, xix. II. 5 Jer. xviii. 6.
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ticed them amongst ourselves, and having

learnt all his methods, may engage in these

forms of wrestling against him with courage.

In all ways, therefore, is he accustomed to

threaten us, but especially by means of the

tongue, and the mouth. For there is no organ

so convenient for him for our deception and
our destruction as an unchastened tongue
and an unchecked utterance. Hence come
many slips on our part : hence many serious

accusations against us. And the ease of these

falls through the tongue a certain one showed,
when he said, " Many fell by the sword, but
not so many as by the tongue."' Now the

gravity of the fall the same person shows us

again when he says :
" To slip upon a pave-

ment is better than to slip with the tongue." ^

And what he speaks of is of this kind. Better it

is, says he, that the body should fall and be
crushed, than that such a word should go forth

as destroys the soul ; and he does not speak of

falls merely ; he also admonishes us that much
forethought should be exercised, so that we
should not be tripped up, thus saying " Make
a door and bars for thy mouth," ^ not that we
should prepare doors and bars, but that with

much security, we should shut the tongue off

from outrageous words ; and again in another

place, after showing that we need influence

from above, both as accompanying and pre-

ceding our own effort so as to keep this wild

beast within: stretching forth his hands to

God, the prophet said, " Let the lifting up of

my hands be an evening sacrifice, set a watch,

O Lord, before my mouth, keep the door of

my lips ;" and he who before admonished, him-
self too 4 says again, " Who shall set a watch be-

fore my mouth, and a seal of wisdom upon my
lips? " 5 Dost thou not see, each one fearing

these falls and bewailing them, both giving

advice, and praying that the tongue may have
the benefit of much watchfulness ? and for what
reason, says one, if this organ brings us such
ruin, did God originally place it within us?
Because indeed, it is of great use, and if we
are careful, it is of use only, and brings no
ruin. Hear, for example, what he says who
spoke the former words, " Death and life are

in the power of the tongue." ^ And Christ

points to the same thing when he says, " By thy
words thou shalt be condemned, and by thy
words thou shalt be justified." ^ For the

tongue stands in the midst ready for use on
either hand. Thou art its master. Thus in-

deed a sword lies in the midst, and if thou use
it against thine enemies, this organ becomes
a means of safety for thee. But if thou thrust

I Ecclus. xxviii. 22.

4 Ps. cxlii. 2, 3.

7 Mark xii. 27.

= Ecclus. XX. 18.

5 Ecclus. xxii. 27.

3 Ecclus. XX. 25.
6 Prov. xviii. 21.

its stroke against thyself, not the nature of the
iron, but thine own transgression becomes the
cause of thy slaughter. Let us then take this

view of the tongue. It is a sword lying in the

midst ; sharpen it for the purpose of accusing
thine own sins. Thrust not the stroke against

thy brother. For this reason God surrounded
it with a double fortification ; with the fence
of the teeth and the barrier of the lips, that it

may not rashly and without circumspection
utter words which are not convenient. Well,

dost thou say it will not endure this? Bridle it

therefore within. Restrain it by means of the

teeth, as though giving over its body to these

executioners and making them bite it. For it is

better that when it sins now it should be bit-

ten by the teeth, than one day when it seeks

a drop of water and is parched with heat, to

be unable to obtain this consolation. In
many other ways indeed it is wont to sin, by
raillery and blasphemy, by uttering foul words,

by slander, swearing, and perjury.

5. But in order that we may not by saying

everything at once to-day, confuse your minds,
we put before you one custom, namely, about
the avoidance of oaths, saying this much by
way of preface, and speaking plainly—that if

you do not avoid oaths, I say not perjury

merely, but those too which happen in the

cause of justice, we shall not further discourse

upon any other subject. For it is monstrous
that teachers of letters should not give a
second lesson to their children until they see

the former one fixed well in their memory, but
that we, without being able to express our first

lessons clearly, should inculcate others before

the first are completed. For this is nothing

else than to pour into a perforated jar. Give
great care, then, that ye silence not our mouth.
For this error is grave, and it is exceedingly

grave because it does not seem to be grave,

and on this account I fear it, because no one
fears it. On this account the disease is incur-

able, because it does not seem to be a disease

;

but just as simple speech is not a crime, so

neither does this seem to be a crime, but with

much boldness this transgression is com-
mitted: and if any one call it in question,

straightway laughter follows, and much ridi-

cule, not of those who are called in question

for their oaths, but of those who wish to rec-

tify the disease. On this account I largely

extend my discourse about these matters.

For I wish to pull up a deep root, and to wipe
out a long-standing evil: I speak not of per-

jury alone, but even of oaths in good faith.

But so and so, says one, a forbearing man,
consecrated to the priesthood, living in much
self-control and piety, takes an oath. Do not

speak to me of this forbearing person, this
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self-controlled, pious man who is consecrated

to the priesthood ; but if thou wilt, add that

this man is Peter, or Paul, or even an angel

descended out of heaven. For not even in

such a case do I regard the dignity of their

persons. For the law which / read upon
oaths, is not that of the servant, but of the

King : and when the edicts of a king are read,

let every claim of the servants be silent. But
if thou art able to say that Christ bade us use

oaths, or that Christ did not punish the doing
of this, show me, and I am persuaded. But
if he forbids it with so much care, and takes

so much thought about the matter as to class

him who takes an oath with the evil one (for

whatsoever is more than these, namely, than
yea and nay, saith he, is of the devil),' why
dost thou bring this person and that person
for>vard.'* For not because of the carelessness

of thy fellow servants, but from the injunc-

tions of his owTi laws, will God record his vote
against thee. I have commanded, he says,

thou oughtest to obey, not to shelter thy-

self behind such and such a person and con-
cern thyself with other persons' evil. Since
the great David sinned a grievous sin, is it

then safe for us to sin? Tell me: on this ac-
count then we ought to make sure of this

point, and only to emulate the good works of
the saints: and if there is carelessness, and
transgression of the law anywhere, we ought
to flee from it with great care. For our reck-
oning is not with our fellow-servants, but with
our Master, and to him we shall give account
for all done in our life. Let us prepare our-
selves therefore for this tribunal. For even
if he who transgresses this law be beyond
ever)-thing revered and great, he shall cer-
tainly pay the penalty attaching to the trans-
gression. For God is no respecter of persons.
How then and in what way is it possible to
flee from this sin? For one ought to show
not only that the crime is grievous, but to give
counsel how we may escape from it. Hast thou
a wife, hast thou a servant, children, friends,
acquaintance, neighbors? To all these enjoin
caution on these matters. Custom is a grievous
thing, terrible to supplant, and hard to guard
against, and it often attacks us unwilling and
unknowing

; therefore in so far as thou know-
est the power of custom, to such an extent
study to be freed from any evil custom, and
transfer thyself to any other most useful one.
For as that custom is often able to trip thee
up, though thou art careful, and guardest thy-
self, and takest thought, and consideration, so
If thou transferrest thyself to the good custom

« Matt. V. «.

of abstaining from oaths, thou wilt not be
able, either involuntarily or carelessly, to fall

into the fault of oaths. For custom is really

great and has the power of nature. In order
then that we do not continually distress our-

selves let us transfer ourselves to another cus-

tom, and ask thou each one of thy kindred and
acquaintance this favor, that he advise thee
and exhort thee to flee from oaths, and re-

prove thee, when detected in them. For the
watch over thee which takes place on their

part, is to them too counsel and a suggestion to
what is right. For he who reproves another
for oaths, will not himself easily fall into this

pit. For much swearing is no ordinary pit,

not only when it is about httle matters but
about the greatest. And we, whether buying
vegetables, or quarrelling over two farthings,

or in a rage with our servants and threatening
them, always call upon God as our witness.
But a freeman, possessed of some barren dig-
nity, thou wouldest not dare to call upon as
witness in the market to such things; but
even if thou attemptedst it, thou wilt pay the
penalty of thine insolence. But the King of
Heaven, the Lord of Angels, when disputing
both about purchases and money, and what
not, thou draggest in for a testimony. And
how can these things be borne? whence then
should we escape from this evil custom? After
setting those guards of which I spoke round
us, let us fix on a specified time to ourselves
for amendment, and adding thereto condemna-
tion if, when the time has passed, we have not
amended this. How long time will suffice for
the purpose? I do not think that they who
are very wary, and on the alert, and watchful
about their own salvation, should need more
than ten days, so as to be altogether free from
the evil custom of oaths. But 'if after ten days
we be detected swearing, let us add a penalty
due to ourselves, and let us fix upon the greatest
punishment and condemnation of the trans-
gression; what then is this condemnation?
This I do not fix upon, but will suffer you
yourselves to determine the sentence. So we
arrange matters in our own case, not only in
respect of oaths but in respect of other de-
fects, and fixing a time for ourselves, with most
grievous punishments, if at any time we have
fallen into them, shall come clean to our Mas-
ter, and shall escape the fire of hell, and shall
stand before the judgment seat of Christ with
boldness, to which may we all attain, by the
grace and lovingkindness of our Lord Jesus
Christ, with whom be glory to the Father to-
gether with the Holy Spirit for ever and ever:
Amen.
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SECOND INSTRUCTION.

To those about to be illuminated; and concerning women who adorn themselves with

plaiting of hair, and gold, and concerning those who have used omens, and amulets, and in-

cantations, all which are foreign to Christianity.

I. I HAVE come to ask first of all for some
fruit in return for the words lately said out of

brotherly love to you. For we do not speak
in order that ye should hear simply, but in

order that ye should remember what has been
said, and may afford us evidence of this, by
your works. Yea, rather, not us, but, God, who
knows the secrets of the heart. On this ac-

count indeed instruction is so called, in order

that even when we are absent, our discourse

may instruct your hearts." And be not sur-

prised if, after an interval of ten days only, we
have come asking for fruit from the seed sown.
For in one day it is possible at once to let the

seed fall, and to accomplish the harvest. For
'strengthened not by our own power alone, but
by the influence which comes from God, we
are summoned to the conflict. Let as many
therefore as have received what has been
spoken, and have fulfilled it by their works,

remain reaching forth to the things which are

before. But let as many as have not yet ar-

rived at this good achievement, arrive at it

straightway, that they may dispel the condem-
nation which arises out of their sloth by their

diligence for the future. For it is possible, it

is indeed possible for him who has been very

slothful, by using diligence for the future to

recover the whole loss of the time that is past.

Wherefore, He says, " To-day if ye will hear

his voice, harden not your hearts, as in the day
of provocation." ^ And this. He says, exhort-

ing and counselling us ; that we should never
despair, but so long as we are here, should

have good hopes, and should lay hold on
what is before us, and hasten towards the prize

of our high calling of God. This then let us

do, and let us inquire into the names of this

great gift. For as ignorance of the greatness

of this dignity makes those who are honored
with it more slothful, so when it is known it

renders thetn thankful, and makes them more
earnest ; and anyhow it would be disgraceful

and ridiculous that they who enjoy such glory

and honors from God, should not even know
what the names of it are intended to show

1 Catechism, or oral instruction, " Catechesis," in Greek, is

called by that name. Chrysostom says, a word derived from 17X'?,

a sound, in order that it may " resound " in your minds eftixri. It

is impossible to preserve the play upon words in the translation

consistently with an exact rendering.
2 Ps. xcv. 8.

forth. And why do I speak about this gift, for

if thou wilt consider the common name of our
race, thou wilt receive l!he greatest instruction

and incentive to virtue. For this name
" Man," we do not define according as they
who are without define it, but as the Divine
Scripture has bidden us. For a man is not
merely whosoever has hands and feet of a
man, nor whosoever is rational only, but who-
soever practices piety and virtue with bold-

ness. Hear, at least, what he says concerning

Job. For in saying that "there was a man
in the land of Ausis," ^ he does not describe

him in those terms in which they who are

without describe him, nor does he say this be-
cause he had two feet and broad nails, but he
added the evidences of his piety and said,
" just, true, fearing God, eschewing every evil

deed,"^ showing that this is a man; even as

therefore another says, " Fear God, and keep
his commandments, because this is the whole
man." ^ But if the name man affords such a
great incentive • to virtue, much rather the

term faithful. For thou art called faithful on
this account, because thou hast faith in God,
and thyself art entrusted from Him with right-

eousness, sanctification, cleansing of soul,

adoption, the kingdom of heaven. He en-

trusted thee with these, and handed them over
to thee. Thou in turn hast entrusted, and
handed over other things to him, almsgiving,

prayers, self-control and every other virtue.

And why do I say almsgiving? If thou givest

him even a cup of cold water, thou shalt not
indeed lose this, but even this he keeps with

caie against that day, and will restore it with

overflowing abundance. For this truly is

wonderful, that he does not keep only that

which has been entrusted to him, but in rec-

ompensing it increases it.

This too he has bidden thee do according

to thy power, with what has been entrusted to

thee, to extend the holiness which thou hast

received, and to make the righteousness which
comes from the laver brighter, and the gift

of grace more radiant ; even as therefore Paul
did, increasing all the good things which he

3 This is the Septuagint word for Uz, the situation of which is

a matter of great uncertainty. A curious note at the end of the
book of Job in the Septuagint states that it was on the borders of
the Euphrates.

4 Job i. I, 5 Eccles. xii. 13.
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received by his subsequent labors, and his

zeal, and his diligence. And look at the care-

fulness of God ; neither did he give the whole

to thee then, nor withhold the whole, but gave

part, and promised part. And for what rea-

son did he not give the whole then.-* In order

that thou mightest show thy faith about Him,
believing, on his promise alone, in what was
not yet given. And for what reason again

did he not there dispense the whole, but did

give the grace of the Spirit, and righteousness

and sanctification? In order that he might
lighten thy labors for thee, and by what has

been already given may also put thee in good
hope for that which is to come. On this ac-

count, too, thou art about to be called newly-
enlightened, because thy light is ever new, if

thou wilt, and is never quenched. For this

light of day, whether we will or no, the night

succeeds, but darkness knows not that light's

ray. " For the light shineth in the darkness,

and the darkness apprehended it not." ' Not
so bright at least is the world, when the sun-
beams come forth, as the soul shines and
becomes brighter when it has received grace
from the Spirit and learns more exactly the
nature of the case. For when night prevails,

and there is darkness, often a man has seen
a coil of rope and has thought it was a serpent,
and has fled from an approaching friend as
from an enemy, and being aware of some
noise, has become very much alarmed; but
when the day has come, nothing of this sort
could happen, but all appears just as it really
is; which thing also occurs in the case of our
soul. For when grace has come, and driven
away the darkness of the understanding, we
learn the exact nature of things, and what
was before dreadful to us becomes contempt-
ible. For we no longer fear death, after
learning exactly, from this sacred initiation,
that death is not death, but a sleep and a sea-
sonable slumber; nor poverty nor disease, nor
any other such thing, knowing that we are on
our way to a better life, undefiled and incor-
ruptible, and free from all such vicissitudes.

2. Let us not therefore remain craving
after the things of this life, neither after the
luxury of the table, or costliness of raiment.
For thou hast the most excellent of raiment,
thou hast a spiritual table thou hast the glory
from on high, and Christ is become to thee
all things, thy table, thy raiment, thy home,
thy head, thy stem. " For as many of you as
were baptized into Christ, did put on Christ." ^

See how he has become raiment for thee. Dost
thou wish to learn how he becomes a table
for thee? " He who eateth me," says He, " as

[**^°..'; 5- ov KaTi\afity, overcame it not.
jtd. lu. 37.

I live because of the Father, he also shall live

because of me ;" ^ and that he becometh a home
for thee, " he that eateth my flesh abideth in
me, and I in him ;

" and that He is a stem He
says again, "I am the vine, ye the branches," s

and that he is brother, and friend, and bride-
groom, " I no longer call you servants : for ye
are my friends;" ^ and Paul again, " I espoused
you to one husband, that I might present you
as a pure virgin to Christ ;" ^ and again, " That
he might be the first-born among many breth-
ren;" ^ and we become not his brethren only,
but also his children, " For behold," he says, " I
and the children which God has given me "

'

and not this only, but His members, and His
body. For as if what has been said were
not enough to show forth the love and the good
will which He has shown forth towards us. He
has added another thing greater and nearer
still, calling himself besides, our head. Know-
ing all these matters, beloved, requite thy
benefactor by the best conversation, and con-
sidering the greatness of the sacrifice, adorn
the members of thy body; consider what thou
receivest in thine hand, and never suffer it to
strike any one, nor shame what has been hon-
ored with so great a gift by the sin of a blow.
Consider what thou receivest in thine hand,
and keep it clean from all covetousness and
extortion ; think that thou dost not receive this
in thy hand, but also puttest it to thy mouth,
and guard thy tongue in purity from base and
insolent words, blasphemy, perjury, and all

other such things. For it is disastrous that
what is ministered to by such most dread mys-
teries, and has been dyed red with such blood,
and has become a golden sword, should be per-
verted to purposes of raillery, and insult, and
buffoonery. Reverence the honor with which
God has honoured it, and bring it not down to
the vileness of sin, but having reflected again
that after the hand and the tongue, the heart
receives this dread mystery, do not ever weave
a plot against thy neighbor, but keep thy
thoughts pure from all evil. Thus thou shalt
be able to keep thine eyes too, and thy hear-
ing safe. For is it not monstrous, after this
mystic voice is borne from heaven—I mean
the voice of the Cherubim—to defile thy hear-
ing with lewd songs,, and dissolute melodies?
and does it not deserve the utmost punishment
if, with the same eyes with which thou lookest
upon the unspeakable and dread mysteries,
thou lookest upon harlots, and dost commit
adultery in thy heart. Thou art called to a
marriage, beloved: enter not in clad in sor-
did raiment, but take a robe suitable to the

3 John vi. 57. The quotation is not exact.
4 John vi. 56. s John xv. 5. 6 John xv. 15.
7 2 Cor. xu 2. 8 Rom. viii. 29. 9 Is. viii. 18.
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marriage. For if when men are called to a
material marriage, though they be poorer than
all others, they often possess themselves of or

buy clean raiment, and so go to meet those who
called them. Do thou too who hast been
called to a spiritual marriage, and to a royal

banquet, consider what kind of raiment it

would be right for thee to buy, but rather there

is not even need to purchase, yea he himself
who calls thee gives it thee gratis, in order
that thou mayest not be able to plead poverty
in excuse. Keep, therefore, the raiment which
thou receivedst. For if thou losest it, thou
wilt not be able to use it henceforth, or to

buy it. For this kind of raiment is nowhere
sold. Hast thou heard how those who were
initiated, in old time, groaned, and beat their

breasts, their conscience thereupon exciting

them ? Beware then, beloved, that thou do not
at any time suffer like this. But how wilt thou
not suffer, if thou dost not cast off the wicked
habit of evil men? For this reason I said be-

fore, and speak now and will not cease speak-
ing, if any has not rectified the defects in his

morals, nor furnished himself with easily ac-

quired virtue, let him not be baptized. For
the laver is able to remit former sins, but
there is no little fear, and no ordinary danger
lest we return to them, and our remedy be-

come a wound. For by how much greater the

grace is, by so much is the punishment more
for those who sin after these things.

3. In order, therefore, that we return not to

our former vomit, let us henceforward disci-

pline ourselves. For that we must repent
beforehand, and desist from our former evil,

and so come forward for grace, hear what John
says, and what the leader of the apostles says

to those who are about to be baptized. For
the one says, " Bring forth fruit worthy of re-

pentance, and begin not to say within your-

selves, we have Abraham to our Father;" ' and
the other says again to those who question

him, " Repent ye and be baptized every one of

you in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ." ="

Now he who repents, no longer touches the

same matters of which he repented. On this

account, also, we are bidden to say, " I re-

nounce thee, Satan," in order that we may
never more return to him.^ As therefore hap-
pens in the case of painters from life, so let it

happen in your case. For they, arranging their

boards, and tracing white lines upon them.

* Luke iii. 8. » Acts ii. 38.
3 Alluding to the vow of renunciation made by converts at bap-

tism. A specimen of this vow may be read in the so-called Apos-
tolic Constitutions, vii. c. 42. "I renounce Satan and his works,
and his pomps, and his service, and his angels, and his inventions,
and all things that belong or are subject to him." This vow of
renunciation was uttered by the catechumens in the porch or
ante-chamber of the baptistery with outstretched hands, and faces
turned westwards. See below in Chapter V.

and sketching the royal Hkeness in outline,

before they apply the actual colors, rub out
some lines, and change some for others, recti-

fying mistakes, and altering what is amiss with
all freedom. But when they put on the color-

ing for good, it is no longer in their power to
rub out again, and to change one thing for

another, since they injure the beauty of the
portrait, and the result becomes an eyesore.

Consider that thy soul is the portrait ; before
therefore the true coloring of the spirit comes,
wipe out habits which have wrongly been im-
planted in thee, whether swearing, or false-

hood, or insolence, or base talking, or jesting,

or whatever else thou hast a habit of doing of
things unlawful. Away with the habit, in order
that thou mayest not return to it, after bap-
tism. The laver causes the sins to disappear.

Correct thy habits, so that when the colors

are applied, and the royal likeness is brought
out, thou mayest no more wipe them out in

the future; and add damage and scars to the
beauty which has been given thee by God."*

Restrain therefore anger, extinguish passion.

Be not thou vexed, be sympathizing, be not
exasperated, nor say, " I have been injured in

regard to my soul." No one is injured in regard
to the soul if we do not injure ourselves in

regard to the soul ; and how this is, I now say.

Has any one taken away thy substance? He
has not injured thee in regard to thy soul, but
thy money. But if thou cherish ill-will against
him, thou hast injured thyself in regard to thy
soul. For the money taken away has wrought
thee no damage, nay has even been profitable,

but thou by not dismissing thine anger wilt

give account in the other world for this cher-
ishing of ill-will. Has any one reviled thee
and insulted thee. He has in no way injured thy
soul, and not even thy body. Hast thou re-

viled in return and insulted? Thou hast in-

jured thyself in regard to thy soul, for for the
words which thou hast said thou art about to

render account there ; and this I wish you to

know chiefly of all, that the Christian, and
faithful man, no one is able to injure in regard

to the soul, not even the devil himself; and
not only is this wonderful, that God hath made
us inaccessible to all his designs, but that

he has constituted us fit for the practice of

virtue, and there is no hinderance, if we will,

even though we be poor, weak in body, out-

cast, nameless, bondservants. For neither

poverty, nor infirmity, nor deformity of body,
nor servitude, nor any other of such things

could ever become a hinderance to virtue;

and why do I say, poor, and a bondservant.

4 The illustration is that of a portrait-painter making a likeness
of the emperor, and there seems to be an allusion also to the divine
image in which man was originally made.
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and nameless? Even if thou art a prisoner, not

€ven this would be ever any hinderance to thee

as regards virtue. And how this is I proceed to

say. Has any of thy household grieved thee

and provoked thee? dismiss thy wrath against

him. Have bonds, and poverty, and obscur-

ity been any hinderance to thee in this respect?

and why do I say hinderance? They have both

helped and contributed to restrain pride.

Hast thou seen another prospering? do not

envy him. For not even in this case is poverty

a bar. Again, whenever thou needest to pray,

do so with a sober and watchful mind, and
nothing shall be a bar even in that case. Show
all meekness, forbearance, self-restraint, grav-

ity. For these things need no external helps.

And this especially is the chief point about
virtue, that it has no necessity for wealth,

j

power, glory, nor anything of that kind, but of

a sanctified soul alone, and it seeks for noth-
ing more. And behold, also, the same thing

happening in respect of grace. For if any
one be lame, if he has had his eyes put out,

if he be maimed in body, if he has fallen into

the last extremity of weakness, grace is not
hindered from coming by any of these things.

For it only seeks a soul receiving it with readi-
ness, and all these external things it passes
over. For in the case of worldly soldiers,

those who are about to enlist them for the
army seek for stature of body and healthy
condition, and it is not only necessary that he
who is about to become a soldier should have
these alone, but he must also be free. For if

anybody be a slave, he is rejected. But the
King of Heaven seeks for nothing of this kind,
but receives slaves into his army, and aged
people, and the languid in limb, and is not
ashamed. What is more merciful than this?
What could be more kind? For he seeks for
what is in our own power, but they seek for
what is not in our power. For to be a slave
or free is not our doing. To be tall, again,
or short is not in our own power, or to be
aged, or well grown, and such like. But to
be forbearing and kind, and so forth, are mat-
ters of our own choice ; and God demands of
us only those things of which we have control.
And quite reasonably. For He does not call
us to grace because of his own need, but be-
cause of doing us kindness; but kings, because
of services required by them ; and they carry
men oflF to an outward and material warfare,
but He to a spiritual combat ; and it is not only
m the case of heathen wars, but in the case of
the games also that one may see the same an-
alogy. For they who are about to be brought
mto the theatre, do not descend to the con-
test until the herald himself takes them be-
neath the gaze of all, and leads them round,

I

shouting out and saying, " Has any one a

J

charge against this person?" although in that
I case the struggle is not concerned with the soul,

but with the body. Wherefore then dost thou
demand proofs of nobleness? But in this case

there is nothing of the kind, but all is differ-

ent, our contest not consisting of hand locked
in hand, but in philosophy of soul, and excel-

lence of mind. The president of our conflicts

does the opposite. For he does not take us,

and lead us round and say, " Has any one a
charge against this man?" but cries out,

"Though all men, though demons, stand up
with the devil and accuse him of extreme and
unspeakable crimes, I reject him not, nor ab-
hor him, but removing him from his accusers,

and freeing him from his wickedness, thus I

bring him to the contest. And this is very
reasonable. For there indeed the president
contributes nothing towards the victory, in the
case of the combatants, but stands still in the
midst. But here, the President of the contests
for holiness becomes a fellow-combatant, and
helper, sharing with them the conflict against
the devil.

4. And not only is this the wonderful thing
that he remits our sins, but that he not
even reveals them nor makes them manifest
and patent, nor compels us to come forward
into the midst, and to tell out our errors, but
bids us make our defense to him alone, and
to confess ourselves to him. And yet among
secular judges, if any tell any of the robbers
or grave-riflers, when they are arrested, to tell

their errors and be quit of their punishment,
they would accede to this with all readiness,

despising the shame through desire of safety.

But in this case there is nothing of this kind,

but he both remits the sins, nor compels us to

marshal them in array before any spectators.

But one thing alone he seeks, that he who en-
joys this remission should learn the greatness
of the gift. How is it not, therefore, absurd
that in case where he does us service, he
should be content with our testimony only,

but in those where we serve him we seek for

others as witnesses, and do a thing for osten-
tation's sake? While we wonder then at his

kindliness, let us show forth our doings, and be-
fore all others let us curb the vehemence of
our tongue, and not always be giving utter-

ance. " For in the multitude of words there
wanteth not transgression." ' If indeed then
thou hast anything useful to say, open thy lips.

But if there be nothing necessary for thee to
say, be silent, for it is better. Art thou a handi-
craftsman ? as thou sittest at work, sing psalms.
Dost thou not wish to sing with thy mouth?
do this in thine heart; a psalm is a great com-

' Prov. X. 19.
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panion. In this case thou shalt undergo
nothing serious, but shalt be able to sit in thy
workshop as in a monastery. For not suita-

bleness of place, but strictness of morals will

afford us quiet. Paul, at least, pursuing his

trade in a workshop suffered no injury to his

own virtue.' Do not thou therefore say. How
can I, being a handicraftsman and a poor
man, be a philosopher? This is indeed the
very reason why thou mayest be a philoso-

pher. For poverty is far more conducive to

piety for us than wealth, and work than idle-

ness; since wealth is even a hinderance to

those who do not take heed. For when it is

needful to dismiss anger, to extinguish envy, to

curb passion, to offer prayer, to exhibit forbear-

ance and meekness, kindliness and charity,

when would poverty be a bar? For it is not
possible by spending money to accomplish
these things, but by exhibiting a right dis-

position ; almsgiving especially needs money,
but even it shines forth in greater degree
through poverty. For she who spent the two
mites was poorer than all men, and yet sur-

passed all.^ Let us not then consider wealth
to be anything great, nor gold to be better

than clay. For the value of material things is

not owing to their nature, but to our estimate
of them. For if any one would inquire care-

fully, iron is much more necessary than gold.

For the one contributes to no need of our life,

but the other has furnished us with the greater

part of our needs, ministering to countless arts

;

and why do I speak of a comparison between
gold and iron? For these stones ^ are more
necessary than precious stones. For of those

nothing serviceable could be made, but out

of these, houses and walls and cities are

erected. But do thou show me what gain could
be derived from these pearls, rather what harm
would not happen? For in order that thou
mayest wear one pearl drop, countless poor
people are pinched with hunger. What ex-

cuse wilt thou hit upon? what pardon?
Dost thou wish to adorn thy face? Do so

not with pearls, but with modesty, and dig-

nity. So thy countenance will be more full of

grace in the eyes of thy husband. For the

other kind of adorning is wont to plunge him
into a suspicion of jealousy, and into enmity,

quarrelsomeness and strife, for nothing is more
annoying than a face which is suspected. But
the ornament of compassion and modesty casts

out all evil suspicion, and will draw thy part-

ner to thee more strongly than any bond. For
natural beauty does not impart such comeliness
to the face as does the disposition of him who

I Acts xviii, 3. 2 Luke xxi. 2-4.
3 Alluding probably to the stones of the building in which he

was speaking.

beholds it, and nothing is so wont to produce
that disposition as modesty and dignity; so
that if any woman be comely, and her husband
be ill affected towards her, she appears to him
the most worthless of all women ; and if she
do not happen to be fair of face, but her
husband be well affected towards her, she ap-
pears more comely than all. For sentence is

given not according to the nature of what is

beheld, but according to the disposition of the
beholders. Adorn thy face then with mod-
esty, dignity, pity, lovingkindness, charity,

affection for thy husband, forbearance, meek-
ness, endurance of ill. These are the tints of

virtue. By means of these thou wilt attract

angels not human beings to be thy lovers. By
means of these thou hast God to commend
thee, and when God receives thee, he will cer-

tainly win over thy husband for thee. For if

the wisdom of a man illuminates his counte-
nance,^ much more does the virtue of a woman
illuminate her face; and if thou considerest
this to be a great ornament, tell me what will

be the advantage of the pearls in that day?
But why is it necessary to speak of that day,

since it is possible to show all this from what
happens now. When, then, they who thought
fit to revile the emperor were dragged to the

judgment hall, and were in danger of extreme
measures being taken, then the mothers, and
the wives, laying aside their necklaces, and
their golden ornaments, and pearls, and all

adornment, and golden raiment, wearing a sim-

ple and mean dress, and besprinkled with
ashes, prostrated themselves before the doors
of the judgment hall and thus won over the

judges; and if in the case of these earthly

courts of justice, the golden ornaments, and
the pearls, and the variegated dress would
have been a snare and a betrayal, but for-

bearance, and meekness, and ashes, and tears,

and mean garments persuaded the judge, much
more would this take place in the case of that

impartial and dread tribunal. For what reason
wilt thou be able to state, what defense, when
the Master lays these pearls to thy charge, and
brings the poor who have perished with hun-
ger into the midst? On this account Paul
said, " not with braided hair, or gold, or pearls,

or costly raiment. "^ For therein would be a
snare. And if we were to enjoy them contin-

ually, yet we shall lay them aside with death.

But arising out of virtue there is all security,

and no vicisSitude and changeableness, but
here it makes us more secure, and also ac-

companies us there. Dost thou wish to pos-

sess pearls, and never to lay aside this wealth?
Take off all ornament and place it in the hands

4 Eccles. viii. i. 5 I Tim. ii. 9.
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of Christ through the poor. He will keep all

thy wealth for thee, when He shall raise up thy

body with much radiancy. Then He shall in-

vest thee with better wealth and greater or-

nament, since this present is mean and absurd.

Consider then whom thou wishest to please,

and for whose sake thou puttest on this orna-

ment, not in order that the ropemaker and the

coppersmith and the huckster may admire.

Then art thou not ashamed, nor blushest thou

when thou showest thyself to them? doing all

on their account whom thou dost not consider

worthy of accosting.

How then wilt thou laugh this fancy to scorn ?

If thou wilt remember that word, which thou

sentest forth when thou wert initiated, I re-

nounce thee, Satan, and thy pomp, and thy

service. For the frenzy about pearls is a

pomp of Satan. For thou didst receive gold

not in order that thou mightest bind it on to

thy body, but in order that thou mightest re-

lease and nourish the poor. Say therefore

constantly, I renounce thee, Satan. Nothing is

more safe than this word if we shall prove it

by our deeds.

5. This I think it right that you who are

about to be initiated should learn. For this

word is a covenant with the Master. And just

as we, when we buy slaves, first ask those who
are being sold if they are willing to be our

servants: So also does Christ. When He is

about to receive thee into service, He first

asks if thou wishest to leave that cruel and
relentless tyrant, and He receives covenants

from thee. For his service is not forced upon
thee. And see the lovingkindness of God.
For we, before we put down the price, ask

those who are being sold, and when we have
learned that they are willing, then we put
down the price. But Christ not so, but He
even put down the price for us all; his prec-

ious blood. For, He says, ye were bought with

a price.' Notwithstanding, not even then does
He compel those who are unwilling, to serve

him ; but except thou hast grace. He says, and
of thine own accord and will determinest to

enroll thyself under my rule, I do not compel,
nor force thee. And 7ve should not have
chosen to buy wicked slaves. But if we should
at any time have so chosen, we buy them with
a perverted choice, and put down a corre-

sponding price for them. But Christ, buying
ungrateful and lawless slaves, put down the
price of a servant of first quality, nay rather
much more, and so much greater that neither
speech nor thought can set forth its greatness.
For neither giving heaven, nor earth, nor sea,

but giving up that which is more valuable than

I Cor. vii.

all these, his own blood, thus He bought us.

And after all these things, he does not require

of us witnesses, or registration, but is content

with the single word, if thou sayest it from thy

heart. " I renounce thee, Satan, and thy

pomp," has included all. Let us then say this,

"I renounce thee, Satan," as men who are about

in that world at that day to have that word
demanded of them, and let us keep it in order

that we may then return this deposit safe.

But Satan's pomps are theatres, and the circus,

and all sin, and observance of days, and in-

cantations and omens.
"And what are omens?" says one. Often

when going forth from his own house he has

seen a one-eyed or lame man, and has shunned
him as an omen. This is a pomp of Satan. For
meeting the man does not make the day turn

out ill, but to live in sin. When thou goest forth,

then, beware of one thing—that sin does not

meet thee. For this it is which trips us up.

And without this the devil will be able to do
us no harm. What sayest thou? Thou seest a
man, and shunnest him as an omen, and dost

not see the snare of the devil, how he sets

thee at war with him who has done thee no
wrong, how he makes thee the enemy of thy

brother on no just pretext; but God has bid-

den us love our enemies ; but thou art turned

away from him who did thee no wrong, hav-

ing nothing to charge him with, and dost thou

not consider how great is the absurdity, how
great the shame, rather how great is the dan-

ger? Can I speak of anything more absurd? I

am ashamed, indeed, and I blush : But for your
salvation's sake, I am, I am compelled to speak
of it. If a virgin meet him he says the day
becomes unsuccessful; but if a harlot meet
him, it is propitious, and profitable, and full

of much business; are you ashamed? and do
you smite your foreheads, and bend to the

ground? But do not this on account of the

words which I have spoken, but of the deeds
which have been done. See then, in this case,

how the devil hid his snare, in order that we
might turn away from the modest, but salute

and be friendly to the unchaste. For since he
has heard Christ saying that " He who looketh

on a woman to desire her, has already com-
mitted adultery with her," = and has seen
many get the better of unchastity, wishing by
another wrong to cast them again into sin, by
this superstitious observance he gladly per-

suades them to pay attention to whorish
women.
And what is one to say about them who

use charms and amulets, and encircle their

heads and feet with golden coins of Alexander

' a Matt. V. 28.
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of Macedon. Are these our hopes, tell me,
that after the cross and death of our Master,
we should place our hopes of salvation on an
image of a Greek king? Dost thou not know
what great result the cross has achieved? It

has abolished death, has extinguished sin, has
made Hades useless, has undone the power
of the devil, and is it not worth trusting for

the health of the body? It has raised up the
whole world, and dost thou not take courage
in it? And what wouldest thou be worthy to
suffer, tell me? Thou dost not only have
amulets always with thee, but incantations
bringing drunken and half-witted old women
into thine house, and art thou not ashamed,
and dost thou not blush, after so great phi-

losophy, to be terrified at such things? and
there is a graver thing than this error. For
when we deliver these exhortations, and lead
them away, thinking that they defend them-
selves, they say, that the woman is a Christian
who makes these incantations, and utters noth-
ing else than the name of God. On this ac-

count I especially hate and turn away from
her, because she makes use of the name of
God, with a view to ribaldry. For even the
demons uttered the name of God, but still

they were demons, and thus they used to say
to Christ, " We know thee who thou art, the
Holy One of God," ' and notwithstanding, he

< Mark i. 24.

le

rebuked them, and drave them away. On
this account, then, I beseech you to cleanse
yourselves from this error, and to keep hold
of this word as a staff; and just as without
sandals, and cloak, no one of you would choose
to go down to the market-place, so without
this word never enter the market-place, but
when thou art about to pass over the threshold
of the gateway, say this word first : I leave thy
ranks, Satan, and thy pomp, and thy service,

and I join the ranks of Christ. And never go
forth without this word. This shall be a staff

to thee, this thine armor, this an impregnable
fortress, and accompany this word with the sign
of the cross on thy forehead. For thus not
only a man who meets you, but even the devil
himself, will be unable to hurt you at all, when
he sees thee everywhere appearing with these
weapons ; and discipline thyself by these means
henceforth, in order that when thou receivest
the seal ^ thou mayest be a well-equipped sol-

dier, and planting thy trophy against the devil,

may receive the crown of righteousness, which
may it be the lot of us all to obtain, through
the grace and lovingkindness of our Lord
Jesus Christ, with whom be glory to the Father
and to the Holy Spirit for ever and ever

—

Amen.

* ^<?., baptism. So called because of the covenant then made
with God. So Tertullian calls it the signaculum fidei, the signa-
ture of the Christian faith as circumcision was of the Jewish faith.
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THREE HOMILIES CONCERNING THE POWER
OF DEMONS.

INTRODUCTION BY REV. W. R. W. STEPHENS.

The three following Homilies are closely connected in subject, and the opening sentence

of the third clearly proves that it was delivered two days after the second ; but it is impossible

to say whether that which is placed first was really delivered before the other two. It must

however have been spoken at Antioch, since Chrysostom refers at the beginning of it to his

sermons " on the obscurity of prophecies " in which passages occur which clearly imply that

he was not then a Bishop. The second of the three homilies here translated was delivered in

the presence of a Bishop, as is clearly indicated by the commencement, and as the third was

as already mentioned delivered two days after the second we may safely affirm that they were

all spoken at Antioch when Chrysostom was a presbyter there under the Episcopate of Flavian.

They deal with errors against which Chrysostom throughout his life most strenuously

contended. In an age of great depravity there seem to have been many who tried to

excuse the weak resistance which they made to evil, both in themselves, and in others, by

maintaining that the world was abandoned to the dominion of devils, or to the irresistible

course of fate. To counteract the disastrous effects of such philosophy, which surrendered

man to the current of his passions, it was necessary to insist very boldly and resolutely on
the essential freedom of the will, on moral responsibility, and the duty of vigorous exer-

tion in resisting temptation. And Chrysostom did this to an extent which some thought

carried him perilously near the errors of the Pelagian heresy. No one however has de-

scribed in more forcible language the powerful hold of sin upon human nature, and the in-

sufficiency of man to shake it off without the assistance of divine grace. What he does

most earnestly combat, both in the following homilies and very many others, is the doctrine

that evil was an original integral part of our nature : he maintains that it is not a substan-

tial inherent force (<56va//cc kvuTzdffraro^). If evil was a part of our nature in this sense it would

be no more reprehensible than natural appetites and affections. We do not try to alter

that which is by nature ((poffst) : sin therefore is not by nature, because by means of educa-

tion, laws, and punishments we do seek to alter that. Sin comes through defect in the

moral purpose {iTpoaips<7t<i). Our first parents fell through indolence of moral purpose {padoiiia)

and this is the principal cause of sin now. They marked out a path which has been trod-

den ever since: the force of will has been weakened in all their posterity: so that though

evil is not an inherent part of man's nature yet he is readily incHned to it (d^uppenij^ tt/jo? KaKidv)
;

and this tendency must be perpetually counteracted by vigorous exertion, and a bracing up of

the moral purpose, with the aid of divine grace. Profoundly convinced therefore on the one

hand of a strong and universal tendency to sin, but on the other of an essential freedom of the

will, Chrysostom sounds alternately the note of warning and encouragement,—warning against

I'Z
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that weakness, indolence, languor of moral purpose which occasions a fall,—encouragement to

use to the full all the powers with which man is gifted, in reliance on God's forbearance and love,

and on His willingness to help those who do not despair of themselves. Despair is the devil's

most potent instrument for effecting the ruin of man ; for it is that which prevents him from

rising again after he has fallen. St. Paul repented, and, not despairing, became equal to

angels: Judas repenting, but despairing, rushed into perdition.

HOMILY I.

AGAINST THOSE WHO SAY THAT DEMONS GOVERN HUMAN AFFAIRS, AND WHO ARE DISPLEASED

AT THE CHASTISEMENT OF GOD, AND ARE OFFENDED AT THE PROSPERITY OF THE WICKED
AND THE HARDSHIPS OF THE JUST.

I INDEED was hoping, that from the contin-

uance of my discourse, you would have had a

surfeit of my words: but I see that the con-

trary is happening: that no surfeit is taking

place from this continuance, but that your de-

sire is increased, that an addition is made not
to your satiety but to your pleasure, that the

same thing is happening which the winebib-
bers at heathen drinking-bouts experience;
for they, the more they pour down unmixed
wine, so much the rather they kindle their

thirst, and in your case the more teaching we
inculcate, so much the rather do we kindle
your desire, we make your longing greater,

your love for it the stronger. On this account,
although I am conscious of extreme poverty,
I do not cease to imitate the ostentatious
among entertainers, both setting before you
my table continuously, and placing on it the
cup of my teaching, filled full: for I see that
after having drunk it all, you retire again
thirsting. And this indeed has become evi-

dent during the whole time, but especially
since the last Lord's Day: For that ye par-
take of the divine oracles insatiably, that day
particularly shewed: whereon I discoursed
about the unlawfulness of speaking ill one of
another, when I furnished you with a sure sub-
ject for self accusation, suggesting that you
should speak ill of your own sins, but should
not busy yourselves about those of other peo-
ple : when I brought forward the Saints as ac-
cusing themselves indeed, but sparing others:
Paul saying I am the chief of sinners, and that
God had compassion on him who was a blas-
phemer, and a persecutor, and injurious,' and
calling himself one born out of due time, and
not even thinking himself worthy of the title
of Apostle:^ Peter saying " Depart from me be-
cause I am a sinful man :

" ^ Matthew styling
himself a publican even in the days of his
Apostleship

:
* David crying out and saying

3 Luke V. 8.
^ I Cor. XV. 8, 9.
4 Matt. X. 3-

" My iniquities have gone over my head, and
as a heavy burden have been burdensome to
me: " ^ and Isaiah lamenting and bewailing " I

am unclean, and have unclean Hps :" ^ The
three children in the furnace of fire, confessing
and saying that they have sinned and trans-

gressed, and have not kept the commandments
of God. Daniel again makes the same
lamentation. When after the enumeration of
these Saints, I called their accusers flies, and
introduced the right reason for the compari-
son, saying, that just as they fasten themselves
upon the wounds of others, so also the ac-
cusers bite at other people's sins, collecting
disease therefrom for their acquaintance, and
those who do the opposite, I designated bees,
not gathering together diseases, but building
honeycombs with the greatest devotion, and so
flying to the meadow of the virtue of the Saint

:

Then accordingly—then ye shewed your in-

satiable longing. For when my discourse was
extended to some length, yea to an intermina-
ble length, such as never was, many indeed
expected that your eagerness would be
quenched by the abundance of what was said.

But the contrary happened. For your heart
was the rather warmed, your desire was the
rather kindled: and whence was this evident?
The acclamations at least which took place at
the end were greater, and the shouts more
clear, and the same thing took place as at the
forge. For as there at the beginning indeed
the light of the fire is not very clear, but when
the flame has caught the whole of the wood
that is laid upon it, it is raised to a great
height

; so also accordingly this happened on
the occasion of that day. At the beginning
indeed, this assembly was not vehemently
stirred by me. But when the discourse was
extended to some length, and gradually took
hold of all the subjects and the teaching spread
more widely, then accordingly, then the desire

5 Ps. xxxvii. 5, 6 Isa. vi. 5.
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of listening was kindled in you, and the applause
broke forth, more vehemently. On this ac-

count, although I had been prepared to say

less than was spoken^ I then exceeded the

measure, nay rather / never exceeded the

measure. For I am wont to measure the

amount of the teaching not by the multitude

of the words spoken, but by the disposition of

the audience. For he who meets with a dis-

gusted audience, even if he abridge his teach-

ing, seems to be vexatious, but he who meets
with eager, and wide-awake, and attentive

hearers, though he extend his discourse to

some length, not even thus fulfils their desire.

But since it happens that there are in so

great a congregation, certain weak ones, una-

ble to follow the length of the discourse, I

wish to suggest this to them, that they should

hear and receive, as much as they can, and
having received enough should retire : There is

no one who forbids, or compels them to re-

main beyond their natural strength. Let them
not however necessitate the abridgement of

the discourse before the time and the proper

hours. Thou art replete, but thy brother still

hungers. Thou art drunk with the multitude

of the things spoken, but thy brother is still

thirsty. Let him then not distress thy weak-
ness, compelling thee to receive more than

thine own power allows : nor do thou vex his

zeal by preventing him from receiving all that

he can take in.

2. This also happens at secular feasts.

Some indeed are more quickly satisfied, some
more tardily, and neither do these blame those,

nor do they condemn these. But there indeed

to withdraw more quickly is praiseworthy, but

here to withdraw more quickly is not praise-

worthy, but excusable. There to leave off

more slowly, is culpable and faulty, here to

withdraw more tardily, brings the greatest

commendation, and good report. Pray why is

this? Because there indeed the tardiness

arises from greediness, but here the endur-

ance, and patience are made up of spiritual

desire and divine longing.

But enough of preamble. And we will pro-

ceed hereupon to that business which re-

mained over to us from that day. What
then was that which was then spoken? that

all men had one speech, just as also they

had one nature, and no one was different

in speech, or in tongue. Whence then comes
so great a distinction in speech? From the

carelessness of those who received the gift

—

of both of which matters we then spoke,

shewing both the lovingkindness of the Master
through this unity of speech, and the sense-

lessness of the servants through their distinc-

tion of speech. For he indeed foreseeing that

: we should waste the gift nevertheless gave it

:

i

and they to whom it was entrusted, waxed evil

over their charge This is then one way of ex-

planation, not that God wrested the gift from

j

us but that we wasted what had been given.

I

Then next after that, that we received after-

]
wards gifts greater than those lost. In place

of temporal toil he honoured us with eternal

I

life. In place of thorns and thistles he pre-

I

pared the fruit of the Spirit to grow in our
:
souls. Nothing was more insignificant than

j

man, and nothing became more honoured than
man. He was the last item of the reasonable

creation. But the feet became the head, and
by means of the first-fruits, were raised to the

royal throne. For just as some generous and
opulent man who has seen some one escape
from shipwreck and only able to save his bare

body from the waves, cradles him in his hands,

:
and casts about him a bright garment, and con-

;

ducts him to the highest honours ; so also

God has done in the case of our nature. Man
cast aside all that he had, his right to speak
freely, his communion with God, his sojourn

in Paradise, his unclouded life, and as from a
shipwreck, went forth bare. But God received

him and straightway clothed him, and taking

;

him by the hand gradually conducted him to

heaven. And yet the shipwreck was quite un-
pardonable. For this tempest was due entirely

not to the force of the winds, but to the care-

lessness of the sailor.

And yet God did not look at this, but had
compassion for the magnitude of the calamity,

and him who had suffered shipwreck in har-

bour, he received as lovingly as if he had un-

;

dergone this in the midst of the open sea.

I

For to fall in Paradise is to undergo shipwreck

I

in harbour. Why so ? Because when no sad-

ness, or care, or labours, or toil, or countless

I

waves of desire assaulted our nature, it was
upset and it fell. And as the miscreants

who sail the sea, often bore through the ship

with a small iron tool, and let in the whole

j

sea to the ship from below ; so accordingly

then, when the Devil saw the ship of Adam,
that is his soul, full of many good things, he

I

came and bored it through with his mere

;
voice, as with some small iron tool, and

:
emptied him of all his wealth and sank the

! ship itself. But God made the gain greater

j

than the loss, and brought our nature to the

royal throne. Wherefore Paul cries out and

I

says, " He raised us up with him, and made us

i

to sit with him, on his right hand in the

j

heavenly places, that in the ages to come he

i
might shew the exceeding riches of his grace

I in kindness towards us." ' What dost thou say?

' » Eph. ii, 6, 7.
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the thing has already happened and has an lost, but had only taken away what had been
end, and dost thou say " in order that he might given to us, as we furnished the reason why,

shew to the ages to come ? " Has he not shewn ?
,

(for let this be added) ; even this is enough of

He has already shewn, but not to all men, but

to me who am faithful, but the unbelieving has

not yet seen the wonder. But then, in that

day the whole nature of man will come for-

ward, and will wonder at that which has been
done, but especially will it be more manifest

to us. For we believe even now ; but hearing

and sight do not put a wonder before us in the

same way, but just as in the case of kings

when we hear of the purple robe, and the

diadem, and the golden raiment, and the royal

throne, we wonder indeed, but experience this

in greater degree when the curtains are drawn
aside and we see him seated on the lofty judg-
ment seat. So also in the case of the Only-
Begotten, when we see the curtains of heaven
drawn aside, and the King of angels descend-
ing thence, and with his body-guard of the
heavenly hosts, then we perceive the wonder
to be greater from our sight of it. For con-
sider with me what it is to see our nature
borne upon the Cherubim, and the whole
angelic force surrounding it.

3. But look, with me, too, at the wisdom of
Paul, how many expressions he seeks for, so
as to present to us the lovingkindness of God.
For he did not speak merely the word grace,
nor riches, but what did he say? "The ex-
ceeding riches of his grace in kindness." ' But
notwithstanding even so, he is below the

itself to shew his tender care towards us. For
not only to give, but also to take away what
was given, is a mark of the greatest loving-

kindness, and, if you will, let us lay bare the
matter, in the case of Paradise. He gave
Paradise. This of his own tender care. We
were seen to be unworthy of the gift. This of
our own senselessness. He took away the gift

from those who became unworthy of it. This
came of his own goodness. And what kind of
goodness is it, says one, to take away the
gift? Wait, and thou shalt fully hear. For
think, what Cain would have been, dwelling in

Paradise after his bloodguiltiness. For if,

when he was expelled from that abode, if

when condemned to toil and labour, and be-
holding the threat of death hanging over his

head, if seeing the calamity of his father be-
fore his eyes, and holding the traces of the
wrath of God still in his hands, and encom-
passed with so great horrors, he lashed out
into such great wickedness, as to ignore nature,

and to forget one born from the same birth

pangs, and to slay him who had done him no
wrong, to lay hold on his brother's person, and
to dye his right hand with blood, and when
God wanted him to be still, to refuse submis-
sion and to affront his maker, to dishonour his

parents ; if this man had continued to dwell in

Paradise—look, into how great evil he would

were laid upon him, he leapt with fatal leaps

;

and if these walls were set at nought, whither
would he not have precipitated himself?

Wouldest thou learn too from the mother
of this man, what a good result the expulsion
from the life of Paradise had, compare what
Eve was before this, and what she became
afterwards. Before this indeed, she consid-
ered that deceiving Devil, that wicked Demon
to be more worth believing than the com-
mandments of God, and at the mere sight of

mark
;
and even as the slippery bodies when I have rushed. For if when so many restraints

grasped by countless hands, escape our hold,
and slip through easily; so also are we unable
to get hold of the lovingkindness of God in
whatever expressions we may try to grasp it,

but the exceeding magnitude of it baffles the
feebleness of our utterances. And Paul there-
fore experiencing this, and seeing the force of
words defeated by its magnitude, desists after
saying one word: and what is this? "Thanks
be to God for his unspeakable gift." = For
neither speech, nor any mind is able to set
forth the tender care of God
he then says that it is past finding out, and
elsewhere " The peace of God which passeth
all understanding shall keep your hearts." ^

But, as I was saying, these two ways of ex-
planation are found in the meantime: one in-
deed that God has not wrested the gift that
we have lost; and next, that the good things
which have been given to us are even greater
than those which we have lost. And I wish also
to mention a third too. What then is the third ?
That even if he had not given the things after
these, which were greater than those we had

On this account the tree, she trampled under foot the law
which had been laid down by Him. But when
the expulsion from Paradise came, consider
how much better and wiser she grew. For
when she bare a son, she says " I have gotten
a man through the Lord." * She straightway
flew to the master, who before this had despised
the master, and she neither ascribes the matter
to nature, nor puts the birth down to the laws
of marriage, but she recognizes the Lord of
Nature, and acknowledges thanks to Him for
the birth of the little child. And she who be-
fore this deceived her husband, afterwards

« Eph. iL 7. • a Cor. ix. 13. 3 Phil. iv. 7. 4 Gen. iv. i,
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even trained the little child, and gave him a
name which of itself was able to bring the gift

of God to her remembrance : and again when
she bare another, she says " God hath raised

up seed to me in place of Abel whom Cain
slew." ' The woman remembers her calamity,

and does not become impatient but she gives

thanks to God, and calls the little child after

his gift, furnishing it with constant material for

instruction. Thus even in his very deprivation

God conferred greater benefit. The woman
suffered expulsion from Paradise, but by
means of her ejection she was led to a knowl-
edge of God, so that she found a greater

thing than she lost. And if it were profitable,

says one, to suffer expulsion from Paradise, for

what cause did God give Paradise at the be-

ginning? This turned out profitably to man,
on account of our carelessness, since, if at

least, they had taken heed to themselves, and
had acknowledged their master, and had known
how to be self-restrained, and to keep within

bounds, they would have remained in honour.
But when they treated the gifts which had
been given them with insolence, then it be-

came profitable, that they should be ejected.

For what cause then did God give at first?

In order that he might shew forth his own
lovingkindness, and because He himself was
prepared to bring us even to greater honour.

But we were the cause of chastisement and
punishment on all sides, ejecting ourselves

through our indifference to goods which were
given to us. Just as therefore an affectionate

father, at first indeed, suffers his own son to

dwell in his home, and to enjoy all his father's

goods, but when he sees that he has become
worthless of the honour, he leads him away
from his table, and puts him far from his own
sight, and often casts him forth from his

paternal home, in order that he, suffering ex-

pulsion, and becoming better by this sHght and
this dishonour, may again shew himself worthy
of restoration, and may succeed to his father's

inheritance: So has God done. He gave
Paradise to man. He cast him out when he
appeared unworthy, in order that by his dwell-

ing outside, and through his dishonour, he
might become better, and more self-restrained,

and might appear worthy again of restoration.

Since after those things he did become bet-

ter, he brings him back again and says " To-
day shalt thou be with me in Paradise."^

Dost thou see that not the gift of Paradise but
even the ejection from Paradise was a token
of the greatest tender care? For had he not
suffered expulsion from Paradise, he would not
again have appeared worthy of Paradise.

» Gen. iv, 25. 2 Luke xxiii. 43.

4. This argument therefore let us maintain
throughout, and let us apply it to the case of
the subject lying before us. God gave a
speech common to all. This is part of his lov-

ing kindness to men. They did not use the gift

rightly, but they lapsed to utter folly. He
took away again that which had been given.

For if when they had one speech, they fell

into so great folly, as to wish to build a tower
to heaven: had they not immediately been
chastised would they not have desired to lay

hold on the height of heaven itself? For
why? If indeed that were impossible for them,
yet notwithstanding their impious thoughts are

made out from their plan. All which things God
foresaw, and since they did not use their one-
ness of speech rightly, he rightly divided them
by difference of speech. And see with me, his

lovingkindness. " Behold," saith he " they all

have one speech, and this they have begun to

do." 3

For what reason did he not at once proceed
to the division of tongues, but first of all de-

fend himself, as if about to be judged in a law-

court? And yet at least no one can say to him
why hast thou thus done? yea he is at liberty

to do all things as he wills. But still as one
about to give account, he thus sets up a de-

fence, teaching us to be gentle and loving.

For if the master defends himself to his serv-

ants, even when they have done him this

wrong ; much more ought we to defend our-

selves to one another, even if we are wronged
to the highest degree. See at least how he

defends himself. " Behold they have all one
mouth and one speech" saith he, "and this

they have begun to do," as if he said let no
one accuse me of this when he sees the

division of tongues. Let no one consider that

this difference of speech was made over to

men from the beginning. "Behold they all

have one mouth, and one speech." But they

did not use the gift aright. And in order that

thou mayest understand that he does not chas-

tise for what has taken place so much as he
provides for improvement in the future, hear

the sequel " and now none of all the things will

fail them, which they set on foot to do."^

Now what he says, is of such a kind as this.

If they do not pay the penalty now, and be
restrained from the very root of their sins,

they will never cease from wickedness. For
this is what " none of the things will fail them
which they set on foot to do " means, as if he
said, and they will add other deeds yet more
monstrous. For such a thing is wickedness ; if

when it has taken a start it be not hindered,

as fire catching wood, so it rises to an un^

3 Gen. xi. 6, 4 Gen, xi. 6..
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speakable height. Dost thou see that the de-

privation of oneness of speech was a work of

much lovingkindness? He inflicted dififer-

ence of speech upon them, in order that they

might not fall into greater wickedness. Hold
fast this argument then with me, and let it

ever be fixed and immoveable in your minds,

that not only when he confers benefits but

even when he chastises God is good and lov-

ing. For even his chastisements and his pun-

ishments are the greatest part of his benefi-

cence, the greatest form of his providence.

Whenever therefore thou seest that famines

have taken place, and pestilences, and drought

and immoderate rains, and irregularities in the

atmosphere, or any other of the things which

chasten human nature, be not distressed, nor

be despondent, but worship Him who caused

them, marvel at Him for His tender care. For
He who does these things is such that He even
chastens the body that the soul may become
sound. Then does God these things saith

one? God does these things, and even if

the whole city, nay even if the whole universe

were here I will not shrink from saying this.

Would that my voice were clearer than a trum-
pet, and that it were possible to stand in a
lofty place, and to cry aloud to all men, and
to testify that God does these things. I do
not say these things in arrogance but I have
the prophet standing at my side, crying and
saying, " There is no evil in the city which the
Lord hath not done " '—now evil is an ambig-
uous term; and I wish that you shall learn
the exact meaning of each expression, in order
that on account of ambiguity you may not
confound the nature of the things, and fall into
blasphemy.

5. There is then evil, which is really evil

;

fornication, adultery, covetousness, and the
countless dreadful things, which are worthy of
the utmost reproach and punishment. Again
there is evil, which rather is not evil, but is

called so, famine, pestilence, death, disease, and
others of a like kind. For these would not be
evils. On this account I said they are called
so only. Why then ? Because, were they evils,

they would not have become the sources of
good to us, chastening our pride, goading our
sloth, and leading us on to zeal, making us
more attentive. " For when," saith one, " he
slew them, then they sought him, and they re-
turned, and came early to God."=' He calls
this evil therefore which chastens them, which
makes them purer, which renders them more
zealous, which leads them on to love of wis-
dom; not that which comes under suspicion
and IS worthy of reproach ; for that is not a

' Amos iii. 6. ' Pi. Uxviii. 34.

: work of God, but an invention of our own will,

I

but this is for the destruction of the other. He
; calls then by the name of evil the affliction,

which arises from our punishment ; thus nam-
ing it not in regard to its own nature, but ac-

cording to that view which men take of it.

;

For since we are accustomed to call by the
name of evil, not only thefts and adulteries,

I but also calamities ; so he has called the mat-
ter, according to the estimate of mankind.

I

This then is that which the prophet saith

j

" There is no evil in the city which the Lord
i

hath not done." This too by means of Isaiah

! God has made clear saying " I am God who
' maketh peace and createthfevil," ^ again nam-
ing calamities evils. This evil also Christ

I

hints at, thus saying to the disciples, " suffi-

cient for the day is the evil thereof," ^ that is

to say the affliction, the misery. It is manifest
then on all sides, that he here calls punish-
ment evil; and himself brings these upon us,

affording us the greatest view of his providence.
For the physician is not only to be commended
when he leads forth the patient into gardens

! and meadows, nor even into baths and pools

J

of water, nor yet when he sets before him a

I

well furnished table, but when he orders him
;

to remain without food, when he oppresses

I

him with hunger and lays him low with thirst,

! confines him to his bed, both making his house
a prison, and depriving him of the very light,

and shadowing his room on all sides with cur-

i

tains, and when he cuts, and when he cauter-
izes, and when he brings his bitter medicines,
he is equally a physician. How is it not then
preposterous to call him a physician who does
so many evil things, but to blaspheme God, if

at anytime He doeth one of these things, if He
bring on either famine or death, and to reject
his providence over all? And yet He is the only
true physician both of souls and bodies. On
this account He often seizes this nature of ours
wantoning in prosperity, and travailing with a
fever of sins, and by want, and hunger, and
death and other calamities and the rest of the
medicines of which He knows, frees us from
diseases. But the poor alone feel hunger, says
one. But He does not chasten with hunger
alone, but with countless other things. Him
who is in poverty He has often corrected with
hunger, but the rich and him who enjoys pros-
perity, with dangers, diseases, untimely deaths.
For He is full of resources, and the medi-
cines which He has for our salvation are
manifold.

Thus too the judges do. They do not
honour, or crown tJhose only who dwell in cities,

nor do they provide gifts alone, but they also

3 Isa. xlv. 7. 4 Matt. vi. 34.
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often correct. On this account both the sword
is sharpened by them, and tortures are pre-

pared ; both the wheel and the stocks, and the

executioners, and countless other forms of

chastisement. That which the executioner is to

the judges, famine is to God—as an executioner
correcting us and leading us away from vice.

This too, it is possible to see in the case of

the husbandmen: They do not then, only

protect the root of the vine, nor hedge it round
but prune it, and lop off many of the branches

;

on this account not only have they a hoe, but
a sickle too, suitable for cutting: yet notwith-

standing we do not find fault with them, but
then above all we admire them, when we see

them cutting off much that is unserviceable,

so as through the rejection of what is superflu-

ous to afford great security to that which re-

mains. How is it not then preposterous, that

we should thus approve of a father indeed and a

physician and a judge, and a husbandman, and
should neither blame nor censure him who
casts his son out of his house nor the physi-

cian who puts his patient to torture nor the

judge who corrects, nor the husbandman who
prunes : but that we should blame and smite

with countless accusations God, if he would at

any time raise us up, when we are as it were,

besotted through the great drunkenness which
comes of wickedness? How great madness
would it not be, not even to allow God a share

of the same self-justification, of which we allow

our fellow servants a share ?

6. Fearing these things for them who re-

proach God, I speak now, in order that they

may not kick against the pricks, and cover
their own feet with blood, that they may not

throw stones to heaven, and receive wounds
on their own head. But I have somewhat else

far beyond this to say. For omitting to ask

(I say this by way of concession) if God took
from us to our profit, I only say this ; that if

He took what had been given, not even thus,

could anyone be able to reproach Him. For
He was Lord of, his own. Among men indeed,

when they entrust us with money, and lend us

silver, we give them our thanks for the time
during which they lent it, we are not indignant

at the time at which they take back their own.
And shall we reproach God who wishes to take
back his own? Indeed now is this not the
extreme of folly? yea the great and noble

Job did not act thus. For not only when he
received, but even when he was deprived, he
gives the greatest thanks to God saying " The
Lord gave, the Lord hath taken away; may
the name of the Lord be blessed for ever."

'

But if it is right to give thanks for both these

Jobi.

even separately, and deprivation is not the
less serviceable than bestowal; what excusa-
bleness should we have, tell me, in recompens-
ing in a contrary spirit, and being impatient
with Him when we ought to worship, who is so

gentle, and loving and careful, who is wiser

than every Physician, and more full of affec-

tion than any father, juster than any judge,

and more anxious than any husbandman, in

healing these souls of ours? What then could
be more insane and senseless than they who in

the midst of so great good order, say that we
are deprived of the providence of God? For
just as if some one were to contend that the
soul was murky and cold, he would produce an
example of extreme insanity, by his opinion

;

so if any one doubts about the providence of

God, much rather is he liable to charges of
madness.
Not so manifest is the Sun, as the provi-

dence of God is clear. But nevertheless some
dare to say that Demons administer our
affairs. What can I do? Thou hast a loving

Master. He chooses rather to be blasphemed by
thee through these words, than to commit thine

affairs to the Demons and persuade thee by
the reality how Demons administer. For then
thou wouldest know their wickedness well by
the experience of it. But rather indeed now it

is possible to set it before you as it were by a
certain small example. Certain men possessed
of Demons coming forth out of the tombs met
Christ, and the Demons kept beseeching him
to suffer them to enter the herd of swine.

And he suffered them, and they went away,
and straightway precipitated them all headlong.^

Thus do Demons govern; and yet to them
the swine were of no particular account, but
with thee there is ever a warfare without a
truce, and an implacable fight, and undying
hatred. And if in the case of those with whom
they had nothing in common they did not even
endure that they should be allowed a brief

breathing space of time: if they had gotten

unto their power us their enemies who are

perpetually stinging them what would they not
have done? and what incurable mischief would
they not have accomplished? For for this

reason God let them fall upon the herd of

swine, in order that in the case of the bodies

of irrational animals thou mayest learn their

wickedness, and that they would have done
to the possessed the things which they did to

the swine, had not the demoniacs in their very

madness experienced the providence of God,
is evident to all: and now therefore when
thou seest a man excited by a Demon, worship
the Master. Learn the wickedness of the

2 Matt. viii. 28 sqq.
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Demons. For it is possible to see both things

in the case of these Demons, the lovingkind-

ness of God, and the evil of the Demons. The
evil of the Demons when they harass and dis-

turb the soul of the demented: and the loving-

kindness of God whenever he restrains and hin-

ders so savage a Demon, who has taken up his

abode within, and desires to hurl the man
headlong, and does not allow him to use his

own power to the full, but suffers him to ex-

hibit just so much strength, as both to bring
the man to his senses, and make his own
wickedness apparent. Dost thou wish to

form another example to see once more how
a Demon arranges matters when God allows
him to use his own power? Consider the
herds, the flocks of Job, how in one instant of
time he annihilated all, consider the pitiable

death of the children, the blow that was dealt
to his body: and thou shalt see the savage
and inhuman and unsparing character of the
wickedness of the Demons, and from these
things thou shalt know clearly that if God had
entrusted the whole of this world to their
authority, they would have confused and dis-

turbed everything, and would have assigned
to us their treatment of the swine, and of
those herds, since not even for a little breathing
space of time could they have endured to
spare us our salvation. If Demons were to
arrange affairs, we should be in no better con-
dition than possessed men, yea rather we
should be worse than they. For God did not
give them over entirely to the tyranny of the
Demons, otherAvise they would suffer far worse
things than these which they now suffer. And
I would ask this of those who say these things,
what kind of disorder they behold in the
present, that they set down all our affairs to
the arrangement of Demons? And yet we be-
hold the sun for so many years proceeding
day by day in regular order, a manifold band
of stars keeping their own order, the courses
of the moon unimpeded, an invariable succes-
sion of night and day, all things, both above
and below, as it were in a certain fitting har-
mony, yea rather even far more, and more ac-
curately each keeping his own place, and not
departmg from the order which God who made
them ordained from the beginning.

7- And what is the use of all this, says one,
when the heaven indeed, and sun, and moon,
and the band of stars, and all the rest keep
much good order, but our affairs are full of
confusion and disorder. What kind of con-
tusion O man, and disorder? A certain one,
says he, is rich, and overbearing. He is
rapacious and covetous, he drains the sub-
stance of the poor day by dav, and suffers
no temble affliction. Another lives in for-

bearance, self-restraint, and uprightness, and
is adorned with all other good qualities, and
is chastened with poverty and disease, and ex-
tremely terrible afflictions. Are these then the
matters which offend thee? Yes, these, says
he. If then thou seest both of the rapacious,
many chastened, and of those living virtu-

ously, yea some even enjoying countless goods,
why dost thou not abandon thine opinion, and
be content with the Almighty? Because it is

this very thing which offends me more. For
why when there are two evil men, is one
chastened, and another gets off, and escapes;
and when there are two good men, one is

honoured, and the other continues under pun-
ishment ? And this very thing is a very great
work of God's providence. For if he were to
chasten all the evil men, here; and were to
honour here all the good men, a day of judg-
ment were superfluous. Again if he were to
chasten no wicked man, nor were to honour
any of the good, then the base would become
baser and worse, as being more careless than
the excellent, and they who were minded to
blaspheme would accuse God all the more,
and say that our affairs were altogether de-
prived of his providence. For if when certain
evil men are chastened, and certain good men
punished, they likewise say that human affairs

are subject to no providence; if even this did
not happen what would they not say? and
what words would they not send forth? On this

account some of the wicked he chastens, and
some he does not chasten and some of the
good he honours and some he does not honour.
He does not chasten all, in order that he may
persuade thee, that there is a Resurrection.
But he chastens some in order that he may
make the more careless, through fear by means
of the punishment of the others, more in ear-
nest. Again he honours certain of the good, in
order that he may lead on others by his
honours to emulate their virtue. But he does
not honour all, in order that thou mayest learn
that there is another season for rendering to
all their recompense. For if indeed all were
to receive their deserts here, they would dis-
believe the account of the Resurrection. But if

no one were to receive his desert here, the
majority would become more careless. On this

account some he chastens, and others he does
not chasten, profiting both those who are
chastened, and those who are not chastened.
For he separates their wickedness from those,
and he makes the others by their punishment,
more self-restrained. And this is manifest
from what Christ himself said. For when they
announced to him that a tower had been
brought to the ground, and had buried certain
men, he saith to them "What think ye? that
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these men were sinners only? I say to you
nay, but if ye do not repent ye also shall suffer

the same thing." '

Dost thou see how those perished on ac-
count of their sin, and the rest did not escape
on account of their righteousness, but in order
that they might become better by the punish-
ment of the others? Were not then the chas-
tened unjustly dealt with says one? For they
could without being chastened themselves be-
come better by the punishment of others.

But if He had known that they would become
better from penitence God would not have
chastened them. For if when he foresaw that

many would profit nothing from his longsuf-

fering, he nevertheless bears with them, with
much tolerance, fulfilling his own part, and
affording them an opportunity of coming out
of their own senselessness to their sober senses

one day ; how could he deprive those who were
about to become better from the punishment
of others, of the benefit of repentance? So
that they are in no way unjustly treated, both
their evil being cut off by their punishment,
and their chastening is to be lighter there, be-
cause they suffered here beforehand. Again,
they who were not chastened are in no way
unjustly treated; for it was possible for

them, had they wished, to have used the long-

suffering of God, to accomplish a most excel-

lent change, and wondering at his tolerance, to

have become ashamed at his exceeding for-

bearance, and one day to have gone over to

virtue, and to have gained their own salvation

by the punishment of others. But if they
remain in wickedness, God is not to blame,
who on this account was longsuffering, that he
might recover them, but they are unworthy of

pardon, who did not rightly use the longsuffer-

ing of God : and it is not only possible to use
this argument as a reason why all the wicked
are not chastened here, but another also not
less than this. Of what kind then is this?

That if God brought upon all, the chastenings
which their sins deserved, our race would have
been carried off, and would have failed to

come down to posterity. And in order that

thou mayest learn that this is true, hear the
prophet saying " If Thou observedst iniquity

O Lord, who shall stand? " ^ And if it seems
good to thee to investigate this saying, leaving
the accurate enquiry into the life of each,
alone : (For it is not possible even to know all

that has been accomplished by each man) let

us bring forward those sins which all, without
contradiction, commit: and from these it will

be plain and manifest to us, that if we were
chastened for each of our sins, we should long

I Luke xiii, 4. 2 Ps. cxxix. 3.

ago have perished. He who has called his

brother fool, " is liable to the hell of fire " saith

He,3 Is there then any one of us who has
never sinned this sin? What then? ought he to

be straightway carried off? Therefore we
should have been all carried off and would
have disappeared, long ago, indeed very long

ago. Again he who swears, saith he, even if

he fulfil his oath, doeth the works of the

wicked one.'* Who is there then, who has not
sworn? Yea rather who is there who has never
sworn falsely? He who looketh on a woman,
saith he, with unchaste eyes,^ is wholly an
adulterer, and of this sin any one would find

many guilty. When then these acknowledged
sins are such and so insufferable, and each of

these of itself brings upon us inevitable chas-

tisement, if we were to reckon up the secret

sins committed by us, then we shall see es-

pecially that the providence of God does not
bring upon us punishment for each sin. So
that when thou seest anyone rapacious, covet-

ous, and not chastened, then do thou unfold
thine own conscience; reckon up thine own
life, go over the sins which have been com-
mitted and thou shalt learn rightly that in thine

own case first, it is not expedient to be chas-

tened for each of thy sins : for on this account
the majority make reckless utterances, since

they do not look on their own case before that

of others, but we all leaving our own alone,

examine that of the rest. But let us no longer

do this, but the reverse, and if thou seest any
righteous man chastened, remember Job : for

if any one be righteous, he will not be more
righteous than that man, nor within a small

distance of approaching him. And if he suf-

fer countless ills, he has not yet suffered so

much, as that man.
8. Taking this then into thy mind, cease

charging the master; learning that it is not
by way of deserting him does God let such an
one suffer ill, but through desire to crown him,

and make him more distinguished. And if

thou seest a sinner punished, remember the

paralytic who passed thirty eight years on his

bed. For that that man was delivered over

then to that disease through sin, hear Christ

saying " Behold thou art made whole ; sin no
more lest a worse thing happen to thee." ^

For either when we are chastened, we pay the

penalty of our sins, or else we receive the

occasion of crowning if, when we live in recti-

tude, we suffer ill. So that whether we live in

righteousness, or in sins, chastening is a use-

ful thing for us, sometimes making us more
distinguished, sometimes rendering us more
self-controlled, and lightening our punishment

3 Matt. V. 22.

5 Matt. V. 28.

4 Matt. V. 37.
6 John V. 5, 14.
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to come for us. For that it is possible that one
chastened here, and bearing it thankfully

should experience milder punishment there

hear St. Paul saying " For this reason many
are weak and sickly, and some sleep. For if

we judged ourselves, we should not be judged.

But when we are judged we are corrected by
the Lord, that we should not be condemned
with the world." ' Knowing all these things

therefore. Let us both moralize in this way on
the providence of God, and stop the mouths of

the gainsayers. And if any of the events which
happen pass our understanding, let us not

from this consider that our affairs are not gov-

erned by providence, but perceiving His prov-

idence in part, in things incomprehensible let

us yield to the unsearchableness of His wis-

dom. For if it is not possible for one not
conversant with it to understand a man's art,

much rather is it im])ossible for the human
understanding to comprehend the infinity of

the providence of God. " For his judgments
are unsearchable and his ways past finding

out " ^ But nevertheless from small portions
we gain a clear and manifest faith about the
whole, we give thanks to him for all that hap-
pens. For there is even another consideration
that cannot be contradicted, for those who wish
to moralize about the providence of God For
we would ask the gainsayers, is there then a
God? and if they should say there is not, let

us not answer them. For just as it is worth-
less to answer madmen, so too those who say

« X Cor. xi. 30-32. 2 Rom. xi. 33,

there is no God. For if a ship having few
sailors, and passengers, would not be conduc-
ted safely for one mile even, without the hand
which guides it, much more, such a world as
this, having so many persons in it, composed
of different elements, would not have continued
so long a time, were there not a certain provi-
dence presiding over it, both governing, and
continually maintaining this whole fabric, and
if in shame, through the common opinion of
all men, and the experience of affairs, they
confess that there is a God, let us say this to
them. If there is a God, as indeed there is,

it follows that He is just, for if He is not just
neither is He God, and if He is just He recom-
penses to each according to their desert. But
we do not see all here receiving according to
their desert. Therefore it is necessary to hope
for some other requital awaiting us, in order
that by each one receiving according to his
desert, the justice of God may be made mani-
fest. For this consideration does not only
contribute to our wisdom about providence
alone, but about the Resurrection ; and let us
teach others, and let us do all diligence to
shut the mouths of them who rave against the
master, and let us ourselves glorify him in all

things. For thus shall we win more of his care,
and enjoy much of his influence, and thus shall
we be able to escape from real evil, and obtain
future good, through the grace and lovingkind-
ness of our Lord Jesus Christ, By whom and
with whom be glory to the Father, with the
Holy Spirit, now and always, for ever and
ever. Amen.

HOMILY II.

AGAINST THOSE WH6 OBJECT BECAUSE THE DEVIL HAS NOT BEEN PUT OUT OF THE WORLD:
AND TO PROVE THAT HIS WICKEDNESS DOES NO HARM TO US—IF WE TAKE HEED: AND
CONCERNING REPENTANCE.

I. When Isaac, in old time, was desirous to
eat a meal at the hands of his son, he sent his
son forth from the house to the chace. But
when this Isaac was desirous to accept a meal
at my hands he did not send me forth from
the house, but himself ran to our table. What
could be more tenderly affectionate than he?
What more humble? who thought fit to shew
his warm love thus, and deigned to descend so
far. On this account surely, we also having
spent the tones of our voice, and the strength
of our feet over the morning discourse, when

[

we saw his fatherly face, forgot our weakness,
,

lay aside our fatigue, were uplifted with pleas-

j

ure
;
we saw his illustrious hoary head, and our

soul was filled with light. On this account
too, we set out our table with readiness, in
order that he should eat and bless us. There
is no fraud and guile, here, as there was then,
there. One indeed was commanded to bring
the meal—but another brought it. But /was
commanded to bring it, and brought it too.

i Bless me then, O my father, with spiritual bless-
ing, which we all also pray ever to receive, and
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which is profitable not only to thee, but also

to me, and to all these. Entreat the common
master of us all, to prolong thy life to the old

age of Isaac, For this is both for me, and
for these, more valuable, and more needful

than the dew of heaven, and the fatness of the

earth.

But it is time to proceed to set out our

table; what then is this? The remains of

what was lately said with a view to our love of

you. For still—still—we renew our discourse

concerning the Devil, which we started two
days ago, which we also addressed to the ini-

tiated, this morning when we discoursed

to them about renunciation, and covenant.

And we do this, not because our discourse

about the Devil is sweet to us, but because the

doctrine about him is full of security for you.

For he is an enemy and a foe, and it is a

great security to know clearly, the tactics of

your enemies. We have said lately, that he
does not overcome by force, nor by tyranny,

nor through compulsion, nor through violence.

Since were this so, he would have destroyed

all men. And in testimony of this we brought
forward the swine, against which the Demons
were unable to venture anything, before the

permission of the Master.^ The herds and
flocks of Job. For not even did the Devil

venture to destroy these, until he received

power from above. We learned therefore this

one thing first, that he does not overcome us

by force, or by compulsion; next after that,

we added that even when he overcomes by
deceitfulness, not thus does he get the better

of all men, Then again we brought that

athlete Job, himself into the midst, against

whom he set countless schemes going, and not

even thus got the better of him, but withdrew
defeated. One question still remains. What
then is this matter? That if he does not over-

come says one, by force, yet by deceitfulness.

And on this account it were better that he
should be destroyed. For if Job got the bet-

ter of him, yet Adam was deceived and over-

thrown. Now if once for all he had been
removed from the world, Adam would never
have been overthrown. But now he remains,

and is defeated indeed by one, but gets the

better of many. Ten overcame him, but he
himself overcomes and wrestles down ten

thousand and if God took him away from the

world, these ten thousand would not have
perished. What then shall we say to this?

That first of all they who overcame are more
valuable far than they who are defeated,

even if the latter be more, and the former less.

"For better is one," saith he "that doeth

> Matt. viii. 31.

the will of God than ten thousand transgres-

sors." ^ And next, that if the antagonist were
taken away he who overcomes is thereby in-

jured. For if thou lettest the adversary re-

main, the more slothful are injured, not on
account of the more diligent, but by their own
slothfulness ; whereas if thou takest away the
antagonist, the more diligent are betrayed on
account of the slothful, and neither exhibit

their own power, nor win crowns.

2. Perhaps ye have not yet understood what
has been said. Therefore it is necessary that

I should say it again more clearly. Let there

be one antagonist. But let there be also two
athletes about to wrestle gainst him, and of

these two athletes let one be consumed with
gluttony, unprepared, void of strength, nerve-
less; but the other diHgent, of good habit^

passing his time in the wrestling school, in

many gymnastic exercises, and exhibiting all

the practice which bears upon the contest. If

then thou takest away the antagonist, which &£
these two hast thou injured? The slothful,,

pray, and unprepared, or the earnest one who
has toiled so much? It is quite clear that it is

the earnest one: For the one indeed is

wronged by the slothful, after the antagonist
has been taken away. But the slothful, while
he remains, is no longer injured on account of
the earnest. For he has fallen, owing to his
own slothfulness.

I will state another solution of this question^
in order that thou mayest learn, that the Devil
does not injure, but their own slothfulness

everywhere overthrows those who do not take
heed. Let the Devil be allowed to be exceed-
ing wicked, not by nature, but by choice and
conviction. For that the Devil is not by
nature wicked, learn from his very names.
For the Devil, the slanderer that is, is called so
from slandering; for he slandered man to
God saying " Doth Job reverence thee for

nought? but put out thine hand, and touch
what he hath, see if he will not blaspheme
thee to thy face." * He slandered God again
to man saying "Fire fell from heaven and
burnt up the sheep." For he was anxious to
persuade him, that this warfare was stirred

up from above, out of the heavens, and he set
the servant at variance with the master, and
the master with his servant ; rather he did not
set them at variance, but attempted to indeed,,

but was not able, in order that whenever thom
mayest set another servant at variance with
his master, Adam with God, and believing the
Devil's slander, thou mayest learn that he
gained strength, not owing to his own power
but from that man's slothfulness and careless-

ness. He is called the Devil therefore on that
2 Ecclus. xvi. 3. 3 Job i. 9, II, 4 Job i. 16.
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account. But to slander, and to refrain from

slander is not natural, but an action which

takes place and which ceases to take place,

occurring and ceasing to occur. Now such

things do not reach the rank of the nature or

of the essence of a thing. I know that this

consideration about essence and accident is

hard to be grasped by many. But there are

they who are able to lend a finer ear, where-

fore also we have spoken these things. Do
you wish that I should come to another name?
You shall see that that also is not a name
which belongs to his essence or nature. He
is called wicked. But his wickedness is not

from his nature, but from his choice. For
even this at one time is present, at another

time is absent. Do not thou then say this to

me that it always remains with him. For it was
not indeed with him at the beginning, but

afterwards came upon him; wherefore he is

called apostate. Although many men are

wicked, he alone is called wicked by pre-emi-

nence. Why then is he thus called? Be-
cause though in no way wronged by us, having
no grudge whether small or great, when he saw
mankind had in honour, he straightway envied
him his good. What therefore could be worse
than this wickedness, except when hatred and
war exist, without having any reasonable
cause. Let the Devil then be let alone, and
let us bring forward the creation, in order that
thou mayest learn that the Devil is not the
cause of ills to us, if we would only, take heed:
in order that thou mayest learn that the weak
in choice, and the unprepared, and slothful,

even were there no Devil, falls, and casts him-
self into many a depth of evil. The Devil is

evil. I know it myself and it is acknowedged
by all, yet give heed strictly to the things
which are now about to be said. For they are
not ordinary matters, but those about which
many words, many times, and in many places
arise, about which there is many a fight and
battle not only on the part of the faithful
against unbelievers but also on the part of the
faithful against the faithful. For this is that
which is full of pain.

3. The Devil then is acknowledged, as I

said, to be evil by all. What shall we say about
this beautiful amd wondrous creation? Pray
is the creation too, wicked? and who is so
corrupt, who so dull, and demented as to ac-
cuse the creation? what then shall we say
about this? For it is not wicked, but is both
beautiful and a token of the wisdom and power
and lovingkindness of God. Hear at least
how the prophet marvels at it, saying, " How
^e thy works magnified O Lord! in wisdom
Thou hast made them all."' H e did go

« F». dr. «ir
—

I through them one by one, but withdrew before
! the incomprehensible wisdom of God. And
1 that he has made it thus beautiful and vast hear
a certain one saying, " From the vastness and

' beauty of the creatures, the originator of them
is proportionably seen."^ Hear too Paul say-
ing, " For the invisible things of Him, since
the creation of the world, are clearly seen,
being perceived through the things that are
made." 3 For each of these by which he
spake declared that the creation leads us to
the knowledge of God, because it causes us to
know the Master fully. What then? If we
see this beautiful and wondrous creation itself

becoming a cause of impiety to many, shall we
blame it? In no wise, but them who were
unable to use the medicine rightly. Whence
then is this which leads us to the knowledge
of God, a cause of impiety? "The wise"
saith he " were darkened in their understand-
ings, and worshipped and served the creature
more than the creator " * The Devil is no-
where here, a Demon is nowhere here, but the
creation alone is set before us, as the teacher
of the knowledge of God. How then has it

become the cause of impiety? Not owing to its

own nature, but owing to the carelessness of
those who do not take heed. What then?
Shall we take away even the creation? tell

me.
And why do I speak about the creation?

Let us come to our own members. For even
these we shall find to be a cause of destruction
if we do not take heed, not because of their
own nature, but because of our sloth. And
look; an eye was given, in order that thou
mayest behold the creation and glorify the
Master. But if thou dost not use the eye well,

it becomes to thee the minister of adultery.
A tongue has been given, in order that thou
mayest speak well, in order that thou mayest
praise the Creator. But if thou givest not
excellent heed, it becomes a cause of blas-

phemy to thee. And hands were given thee
that thou mayest stretch them forth unto
prayer. But if thou are not wary, thou stretch-

est them out unto covetousness. Feet were
given in order that thou mayest run unto good
works, but if thou art careless thou wilt cause
wicked works by means of them : Dost thou
see that all things hurt the weak man ? Dost
thou see that even the medicines of salvation
inflict death upon the weak, not because of
their own nature but because of his weakness?
God made the heaven in order that thou may-
est wonder at the work, and worship the mas-
ter. But others leaving the creator alone,
have worshipped the heaven ; and this from
their own carelessness and senselessness. But

a Wisd. xiii. 5. 3 Rom. i. 20. 4 Rom. i. 21, 35.
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why do I speiak of the creation? assuredly

what could be more conducive to salvation

than the Cross? But this Cross has become an
offence to the weak. " For the word of the

Cross is to them that are perishing, foolishness

:

but to those which are being saved, it is the

power of God." ' And again, " we preach

Christ crucified, unto Jews a stumbling-block

und unto Gentiles foolishness." ^ What could

be more fit for teaching than Paul, and the

apostles? But the Apostles became a savour

of death to many. He says at least " to one a
savour from death unto death : to the other a

savour from life unto life." ^ Dost thou see

that the weak is hurt even by Paul, but the

strong is injured not even by the Devil?

4. Dost thou wish that we should exercise

the argument in the case of Jesus Christ?

What is equal to that salvation? what more
profitable than that presence? But this very

saving presence, so profitable, became an ad-

ditional means of chastening to many. " For
for judgment" saith he "came I into this

world, that they which see not may see, and
that they which see may become bHnd." ^

What dost thou say? The light became a cause

of blindness? The light did not become a

cause of blindness, but the weakness of the

eyes of the soul was not able to entertain the

light. Thou hast seen that a weak man is hurt

on all sides, but the strong is benefited on all

sides For in every case, the purpose is the

cause, in every case the disposition is master.

Since the Devil, if thou wouldest understand
it, is even profitable to us, if we use him
aright, and benefits us greatly, and we gain no
ordinary advantages ; and this, we shewed in a

small degree from the case of Job. And it is

possible also to learn this from Paul : for writ-

ing about the fornicator he thus speaks " De-
liver such an one unto Satan for the destruc-

tion of the flesh, that the spirit may be
saved." ^ Behold even the Devil has become
a cause of salvation, but not because of his

own disposition, but because of the skill of the

Apostle. For as the physicians taking serpents

and cutting off their destructive members, pre-

pare medicines for antidotes; so also did

Paul. He took whatever was profitable of the

chastening that proceeds from the Devil, and
left the rest alone ; in order that thou mayest
learn that the Devil is not the cause of salva-

tion, but that he hasted to destroy and devour
mankind. But that the Apostle through his

own wisdom cut his throat : hear in the second
epistle to the Corinthians, what he saith about
this very fornicator, "confirm your love

towards him," " lest by any means such an one

I I Cor. i. 18.

4 John ix. 39.

2 I Cor. i. 23.

5 I Cor. V. 5.

3 2 Cor, it. 16,

should be swallowed up by over much sorrow.'*

And, " we be taken advantage of by Satan." ^

We have snatched beforehand the man from
the gullet of the wild beast, he saith. For the

Apostle often used the Devil as an execu-
tioner. For the executioners punish those
who have done wrong, not as they choose, but
as the judges allow. For this is the rule for

the executioner, to take vengeance, giving

heed to the command of the judge. Dost
thou see to what a dignity the Apostle
mounted? He who was invested with a body,

used the bodiless as an executioner; and that

which their common master saith to the Devil,

concerning Job: charging him thus, "Touch
his flesh, but thou shalt not touch his life ;

" ^

giving him a limit, and measure of vengeance,
in order that the wild beast might not be im-
petuous and leap upon him too shamelessly;

this too the Apostle does. For delivering the

fornicator over to him he says " For the de-

struction of the flesh," ^ that is " thou shalt not
touch his life." Dost thou see the authority

of the servant? Fear not therefore the Devil,

even if he be bodiless: for he has come in

contact with him. And nothing is weaker than
he who has come into such contact even
though he be not invested with a body, as

then nothing is stronger than he who has bold-

ness even though he bear about a mortal
body.

5. All these things have been now said by
me, not in order that I may discharge the

Devil from blame, but that I may free you
from slothfulness. For he wishes extremely
to attribute the cause of our sins to himself, in

order that we being nourished by these hopes,

and entering on all kinds of evil, may increase

the chastening in our own case, and may meet
with no pardon from having transferred the

cause to him. Just as Eve met with none.

But let us not do this. But let us know our-

selves Let us know our wounds. For thus

shall we be able to apply the medicines. For
he who does not know his disease, will give no
care to his weakness. We have sinned much

:

I know this well. For we are all liable for

penalties. But we are not deprived of pardon

;

nor shall we fall away from repentance for we
still stand in the arena, and are in the strug-

gles of repentance. Art thou old, and hast thou

come to the last outlet of life? Do not consider

even thus that thou hast fallen from repent-

ance, nor despair of thine own salvation, but
consider the robber who was freed on the cross.

For what was briefer than that hour in which
he was crowned? Yet notwithstanding even
this was enough for him, for salvation. Art

6 2 Cor, ii. 8, 7, 11. 7 Job ii. 8 I Cor. V. 5.

I.M
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thou young? Do not be confident in thy

youth, nor think that thou hast a very fixed

term of Hfe, " For the day of the Lord so

Cometh as a thief in the night." ' On this ac-

count he has made our end invisible, in order

that we might make our diligence and our

forethought plain. Dost thou not see men
taken away prematurely day after day? On
this account a certain one admonishes " make
no tarrying to turn to the Lord and put not off

from day to day," ' lest at any time, as thou

delayest, thou art destroyed. Let the old man
keep this admonition, let the young man take

this advice. Yea, art thou in security, and art

thou rich, and dost thou abound in wealth, and
does no affliction happen to thee? Still hear

what Paul says "when they say peace and
safety, then sudden destruction cometh upon
them.'' ^ Affairs are fulljof much change. We
are not masters of our end. Let us be mas-
ters of virtue. Our Master Christ is loving.

6. Do you wish that I shall speak of the ways
of repentance? They are many, and various,

and different, and all lead to heaven. The
first way of repentance is condemnation of

sins. " Declare thou first thy sins that thou
mayest be justified." * Wherefore also the pro-

phet said " I said, I will speak out, my trans-

gression to the Lord, and thou remittedst the

iniquity of my heart." ^ Condemn thyself

therefore for thy sins. This is enough for the

Master by way of self-defence. For he who
condemns his sins, is slower to fall into them
again. Awake thy conscience, that inward
accuser, in order that thou mayest have no
accuser at the judgment seat of the Lord.
This is one way of repentance, the best ; and
there is another not less than this, not to bear
a grudge against thine enemies to overcome
anger, to forgive the sins'of our fellow-servants.

For so will those which have been done
against the master be forgiven us. See the
second expiation of sins: " For if ye forgive

"

saith he, " your debtors, your Heavenly Father
will also forgive you." '^ Dost thou wish to
learn a third way of repentance? Fervent and
diligent prayer, and to do this from the bot-
tom of the heart. Hast thou not seen that
widow, how she persuaded the shameless
judge? 7 But thou hast a gentle Master, both

* t Thcsx. V. 2.

4 Iia. xliii. 26.

7 Lake zviii. 3.

« Ecclus. V. 8.

5 Ps. zxzii. 5.

3 I Thess. V. 3.
* Matt. vi. 14.

tender, and kind. She asked, against her ad-

versaries, but thou dost not ask against thine

adversaries, but on behalf of thine own salva-

tion. And if thou wouldest learn a fourth way,

I will say almsgiving. For this has a great

power and unspeakable. For Daniel saith to

Nebuchadnezzar when he had come to all

kinds of evil, and had entered upon all impiety,

"O King let my counsel be acceptable unto
thee, redeem thy sins by almsgiving and thine

iniquities by compassion on the poor." ^ What
could be compared with this lovingkindness?

After countless sins, after so many transgres-

sions, he is promised that he will be reconciled

with him he has come into conflict with if he
will show kindness to his own fellow-servants.

And modesty, and humility, not less than all

words spoken, exhaust the nature of sins. And
the publican is proof, being unable to declare

his good deeds, in sight of all, bringing forward

his humility, and laying aside the heavy burden
of his sins.^ See we have shewn five ways of

repentance: first the condemnation of sins,

next the forgiveness of our neighbours' sins,

thirdly that which comes of prayer, fourth that

which comes of almsgiving, fifth that which
comes of humility. Do not thou then be lazy;

but walk in all these day by day. For the ways
are easy, nor canst thou plead poverty. And
even if thou livest poorer than all, thou

art able to leave thine anger, and be humble,
and to pray fervently, and to condemn sins,

and thy poverty is in no way a hindrance. And
why do I speak thus, when not even in that

way of repentance in which it is possible to

spend money (I speak of almsgiving), not

even there is poverty any hindrance to us from
obeying the command? The widow who spent

the two mites is a proof."* Having learned

then the healing of our wounds, let us con-

stantly apply these medicines, in order that we
may return to health and enjoy the sacred

table with assurance; and with much glory,

reach Christ the king of glory, and attain to

everlasting good by the grace, and compassion,

and lovingkindness of our Lord Jesus Christ,

by whom and with whom be glory, power,

honour, to the Father, together with the all

holy, and good and quickening Spirit, now
and always and for ever and ever. Amen.

8 Dan. iv. 27,
^o Mark xii. 4s

9 Luke zviii. z>
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HOMILY III.

THAT EVIL COMES OF SLOTH, AND VIRTUE FROM DILIGENCE, AND THAT NEITHER WICKED
MEN, NOR THE DEVIL HIMSELF, ARE ABLE TO DO THE WARY MAN ANY HARM. THE
PROOF OF THIS FROM MANY PASSAGES, AND AMONGST OTHERS FROM THOSE WHICH RELATE

TO ADAM AND TO JOB.

I. The day before yesterday we set on foot

our sermon concerning the Devil, out of our
love for you. But others, the day before yes-

terday while these matters were being set on
foot here, took their places in the theatre, and
were looking on at the Devil's show. They
were taking part in lascivious songs; ye were
having a share in spiritual music. They were
eating of the Devil's garbage: ye were feeding
on spiritual unguents. Who pray decoyed
them? Who pray separated them from the

sacred flock? Did the Devil pray deceive

them? How did he not deceive you? you
and they are men alike; I mean as regards

your nature. You and they have the same
soul, you have the same desires, so far as

nature is concerned. How is it then that you
and they were not in the same place ? Because
you and they have not the same purpose. On
this account they indeed are under deception,

but you beyond deception. I do not say these

things again as discharging the Devil from ac-

cusation, but as desiring earnestly to free you
from sins. The Devil is wicked ; I grant this

indeed, but he is wicked for himself not
towards us if we are wary. For the nature of

wickedness is of this kind. It is destructive

to those alone who hold to it. Virtue is the

contrary. It is not only able to profit those

who hold to it, but those nearest at hand too.

And in order that thou mayest learn that evil

is evil in itself, but good is also good to others,

I provide thee with proverbial evidence :
" My

son" saith he "if thou art become evil, thou
shalt bear thine evils alone, but if wise, for

thyself and thy neighbour." '

They were deceived in the theatre, but ye
were not deceived. This is the greatest proof

of things, a clear testimony, and unquestiona-

ble reasoning, that in every case, the purpose
is master. Do thou accordingly use this

method of proof, and if thou seest a man liv-

ing in wickedness, and exhibiting all kinds of

evil ; then blaming the providence of God, and
saying that by the necessity of fortune and fate

and through tyranny of Demons He gave us

our nature, and on all sides shifting the cause
from himself indeed, and transferring it to the

* Prov, ix, Z2i

creator who provides for all; silence his

speech not by word, but by deed, shewing him
another -fellow servant living in virtue and for-

bearance. There is no need of long speeches,

no need of a complex plan, nor even of syllo-

gisms. By means of deeds the proof is brought
about. He said to him : thou art a servant,

and he is a servant ; thou art a man and he is

a man. Thou livest in the same world : thou
art nourished with the same nourishment under
the same heaven : How is it that thou art liv-

ing in wickedness, he in virtue? on this ac-

count God allowed the wicked to be mingled
with the good ; and did not give one law to

the wicked indeed, and appointed another
world as a colony for the good, but mixed
these and those ; conferring great benefit. For
the good appear more thoroughly approved
when they are in the midst of those who try to

hinder them from living rightly, and who en-
tice them to evil, and yet keep hold of virtue.

"For there must" he saith "be also heresies

among you that they which are approved may
be made manifest among you." ^

Therefore also on this account he has left

the wicked to be in the world, in order that

the good may shine the brighter. Dost thou
see how great is the gain? But the gain is not
owing to the wicked, but owing to the courage
of the good. On this account also we admire
Noe, not because he was righteous nor yet
because he was perfect alone, but because in

that perverse and wicked generation he pre-

served his virtue, when he had no pattern of
virtue, when all men invited him to wicked-
ness ; and he went his whole way contrary to
them, like some traveller, pursuing his way
while the great multitude is being borne along
vehemently. On this account he did not sim-

ply say "Noe was just, perfect," but added
" in his generation " ^ in that perverse, that

desperate generation, when there was no ac-

quisition of virtue. To the good indeed then
this was the gain from the wicked. Thus at

all events, also trees tossed about by contrary
winds, become stronger. And there is a gain
to the wicked from their mixing with the good.
They feel confusion, they are ashamed, they

2 I Cor, xi, 19, 3 Gen. vi. 9.
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blush in their presence ; and even if they do not

abstain from evil, yet nevertheless they dare

what they dare with secrecy. And this is no
small thing not to have transgression publicly

committed. For the life of the others be-

comes the accuser of the wickedness of these.

Hear at least what they say about the right-

eous man. " He is grievous to us, even when
beheld," ' and it is no small beginning of

amendment to be tormented at his presence.

For if the sight of the righteous man did not

torment them, this word would not have been
uttered. But to be stung, and pinched in con-

science at his presence, would be no little hin-

drance to indulging in wickedness with pleas-

ure. Dost thou see how great is the gain both
to the good from the wicked, and to the wicked
from the good? On this account God has
not set them apart, but allowed them to be
mingled together.

2. Let our argument also about the Devil
be the same. For on this account He hath
left him also to be here, in order that he
might render thee the stronger, in order that
he may make the athlete more illustrious, in

order that the contests may be greater. When
therefore any one says, why has God left

the Devil here? say these words to him, be
cause he not only does no harm to the wary
and the heedful, but even profits them, not
owing to his own purpose (for that is wicked),
but owing to their courage who have used that
wickedness aright. Since he even fixed upon
Job not on this account that he might make
him more illustrious, but in order that he might
upset him. On this account he is wicked both
because of such an opinion and such a pur-
pose. But notwithstanding he did no harm to
the righteous man, but he rather rejoiced in
the conflict as we accordingly shewed. Both
the Demon shewed his wickedness and the
righteous man his courage. But he does upset
many says one: owing to their weakness, not
owmg to his own strength : for this too has
been already proved by many examples.
Direct thine own intention aright then, and

l

thou shalt never receive harm from any, but
shall get the greatest gain, not only from the
good but even from the wicked. For on this

|

account, as I have before said, God has suf
fered men to be with one another, and espe-
cially the wicked with the good, in order that
they may bring them over to their own virtue.
Hear at least what Christ saith to his disciples,
"The Kingdom of heaven is like unto a
woman who took leaven and hid it in three
measures of meal.'" So that the righteous
have the power of leaven, in order that they

» Wild. ii. ,5. • Matt. xiii. 33.

may transfer the wicked to their own manner
of conduct. But the righteous are few, for the
leaven is small. But the smallness in no way
injures the lump, but that little quantity con-
verts the whole of the meal to itself by means
of the power inherent in it. So accord-
ingly the power also of the righteous has its

force not in the magnitude of their number,
but in the grace of the Spirit. There were
twelve Apostles. Dost thou see how little is

the leaven? The whole world was in unbe-
lief. Dost thou see how great is the lump?
But those twelve turned the whole world to
themselves. The leaven and the lump had the
same nature but not the same manner of con-
duct. On this account he left the wicked in

the midst of the good, that since they are of

the same nature as the righteous they may
also become of the same purpose.
Remember these things. With these stop the

mouths of the indolent, the dissolute, the
slothful, the indisposed towards the labours of
virtue, those who accuse their common Mas-
ter. "Thou hast sinned" he saith "be still."

^

" Do not add a second more grievous sin.'* It

is not so grievous to sin, as after the sin to

accuse the Master. Take knowledge of the
cause of the sin, and thou wilt find that it is

none other than thyself who hast sinned.

Everywhere there is a need of a good inten-

tion. I have shewn you this not from simple
reasoning only, but from the case of fellow-

servants living in the world itself. Do thou
also use this proof. Thus too our common
master will judge us. Learn this method of

proof, and no one will be able to reason with
you. Is any a fornicator? Shew him another
who is self-restrained. Is any covetous and
rapacious? Shew him one who gives alms.
Does he live in jealousy and envy? Shew him
one clean from passion. Is he overcome by
anger? Bring into the midst one who is living

in wisdom, for we must not only have re-

course to ancient example, but take our
models from present times. For even to-day
by the grace of God, good deeds are done not
less than of old. Is a man incredulous? and
does he think that the scriptures are false?

Does he not believe that Job was such as he
was? Shew him another man, emulating the
life of that righteous person. Thus will the
Master also judge us: He places fellow serv-

ants with fellow-servants, nor does he give sen-
tence according to his own judgment, in order
that no one may begin to say again, as that
servant said, who was entrusted with the talent,

and who instead of a talent brought the accu-
sation. " Thou art an austere man."^ For he

3 Gen. iv. 7. 4 Ecclus. xxi. I. S Matt. XXV 24.
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ought to mourn, because he did not double
the talent, but rendered his sin the more
grievous, by adding to his own idleness, his

accusation against the Master. For what saith

he? "I knew thee that thou art an austere

man." O miserable, and wretched, ungrateful

and lazy man ! Thou oughtest to have accused
thine own idleness, and to have taken away
somewhat from thy former sin. But thou in

bringing an account against the master hast

doubled thy sin instead of doubling thy talent.

3. On this account God places together

servants and servants in. order that the one set

may judge the other, and that some being
judged by the others may not be able for the

future to accuse the master. On this account,

he saith " The Son of Man cometh in the glory

of his Father." ^ See the equality of the glory:

he does not say in glory like to the glory of

the Father, but in the glory of the Father,

and will gather together all the nations. Ter-
rible is the tribunal: terrible to the sinful,

and the accountable. Since to those who are

conscious to themselves of good works, it is

desirable and mild. "And he will place the

sheep on his right hand, and the kids on his

left." ^ Both these and those are men. For
what reason then are those indeed sheep but
these kids? Not that thou mayest learn a dif-

ference in their nature, but the difference in

their purpose. But for what reason are they

who did not show compassion kids? Because
that animal is unfruitful and is not able to

contribute services, either by its milk, or by
progeny, or by its hair, to those who possess

it, being on all sides destitute of such a con-
tribution as this, on account of the immaturity
of its age. On this account he has called those

who bear no fruit, by comparison, kids, but
those on the right hand sheep. For from these

the offering is great, both of their natural wool,

their progeny, and their milk. What then
does he say to them? " Ye saw me hungering
and ye fed me, naked and ye clothed me, a

stranger and ye took me in." Again to those

he says the contrary. And yet both these and
those were aHke men, both these and those

received the same promises, the same rewards
were assigned to both on doing right. The
same person came both to these and to those,

with the same nakedness: and to these and to

those with the same hunger, and in the same
way and a stranger. All things were alike to

those and to these.

How then was the end not the same? Be-
cause the purpose did not permit it. For this

alone made the difference. On this account
the one set went to Gehenna, but the other

* Matt. xvi. 27.

12

» Matt. XXV. 33.

to the Kingdom. But if the Devil were the
cause to them of their sms, these would not be
destined to be chastened, when another sinned
and drove them on. Dost thou see here both
those who sin, and those who do good works?
Dost thou see how on seeing their fellow-serv-

ants they were silenced? Come and let us
bring our discourse to another example for thy
benefit. There were ten virgins he says.^

Here again there are purposes which are up-
right, and purposes which are sinful, in order
thou mayest see side by side, both the sins of
the one and the good works of the others.

For the comparison makes these things the
plainer. And these and those were virgins;

and these were five, and also those. All

awaited the bridegroom. How then did some
enter in, and others did not enter in? Be-
cause some indeed were churlish, and others

were gentle and loving. Dost thou see again
that the purpose determined the nature of the
end, not the Devil? Dost thou see that the judg-
ments were parallel, and that the verdict given
proceeds from those who are like each other?
Fellow-servants will judge fellow-servants.

Dost thou wish that I should shew thee a com-
parison arising from contrasts? for there is one
also from contrasts so that the condemnation
may become the greater. " The men of Nin-
eveh " he saith "shall rise up, and shall con-
demn this generation." -^ The judged are no
longer alike, for the one are barbarians, the

others are Jews. The one enjoyed prophetic
teaching, the others were never partakers of a
divine instruction. And this is not the only
difference, but the fact that in that case a
servant went to them, in this the master; and
that man came and proclaimed an overthrow;
but this man declared the glad tidings of a
kingdom of heaven. Which of these was it the

more likely, would believe? The barbarians,

and ignorant, and they who had never partaken
of divine teaching, or they who had from their

earhest age been trained in prophetic books?
To every one, it is plain, that the Jews would
be more likely to believe. But the contrary

took place. And these disbelieved the Master
when he preached a kingdom of heaven, but
those believed their fellow-servant when he
threatened an overthrow: in order that their

goodness, 'and these men's folly might be
manifested to a greater degree. Is there a
Demon? a Devil? chance? or Fate? has not
each become the cause to himself both of evil,

and of virtue? For if they themselves were
not to be liable to account, he would not have
said that they shall judge this generation. Nor
would he have said that the Queen of the

3 Matt. XXV. 4 Matt. xii. 41.
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South would condemn the Jews. For then

indeed not only will one people condemn
another people, but one man will often judge

a whole people, when they who, it is allowed,

might readily have been deceived, are found

to remain undeceived, and they who ought in

every way to have the advantage, turn out to

be worsted. On this account, we made men-
tion of Adam and of Job, for there is neces-

sity to revert to that subject, so as to put the

finish to our discourse. He attacked Adam
indeed by means of mere words, but Job by
means of deeds. For the one he denuded of all

his wealth, and deprived of his children. But
from this man he took not away anything,

great or little of his possessions. But let us

rather examine the very words and the method
of the plot. " The serpent came '^ saith he
"and said to the woman, What is it that

God hath said, ye shall not eat of every tree

which is in the garden?"' Here it is a ser-

pent; there a woman, in the case of Job:
mean while great is the difference between the

counsellors. The one ' is a servant, the other ^

a partner of the man's life. She is a helpmate,
but the other is under subjection. Dost thou
see how unpardonable this is? Eve indeed,
the servant in subjection deceived: but him"*

not even his partner, and helpmate could over-
throw. But let us see what he saith. " What
is this that God hath said, thou shalt not eat
of every tree? " Assuredly indeed God did not
say this but the opposite. See the villany of
the Devil. He said that which was not spoken,
in order that he might learn what was spoken.
What then did the woman? She ought to
have silenced him, she ought not to have ex-
changed a word with him. In fooHshness she
declared the judgment of the Master. There-
by she afforded the Devil a powerful handle.

4. See what an evil it is to commit ourselves
rashly to our enemies, and to conspirators
against us. On this account Christ used to say,
" Give not holy things to the dogs, neither cast
ye your pearls before the swine, lest they turn
and rend you." s And this happened in the case
of Eve. She gave the holy things to the dog,
to the swine. He trod under foot the words:
and turned and rent the woman. And see how
he works evil. " Ye shall not die the death "

saith he.*^

Give me your attention on this point, that
the woman was able to understand the deceit.
For he immediately announced his enmity,
and his warfare against God, he immediately
contradicted Him. Let it be so. Before this
thou declared.st the judgment to one who wish-
ed to learn it. After this why didst thou follow

' Gen. iij. 1,

4 I. e., Job.
» /. e., the Devil.
S Malt. vii. 6.

3 /. e.. Job's wife.
* Gen. lii. 4.

one who said the opposite? God said ye
shall die the death." The Devil made answer
to this and said "ye shall not die the death."

What could be clearer than this warfare?
From what other quarter ought one to learn

the enemy and the foe, than from his answer
returned to God? She ought then immedi-
ately to have fled from the bait, she ought to

have started back from the snare. " Ye shall

not die the death," saith he *' for God know-
eth, that on the day on which ye eat, your eyes
shall be opened, and ye shall be as Gods. In
hope of a greater promise she cast away the
goods in her hand. He promised that he would
make them Gods, and cast them down into

the tyranny of death. Whence then O woman
didst thou believe the Devil? What good didst

thou discern? Was not the trustworthiness of
the lawgiver sufficient to prove that the one
was God, both creator and framer of the world,

and the other the Devil and an enemy? And
I do not say the Devil. Thou thoughtest that

he was a mere serpent. Ought a serpent to
claim such equality that thou shouldest tell

him the Master's judgment? Thou seest that
it was possible to perceive the deceit, but she
would not, and yet God gave many proofs
of his own beneficence and shewed forth his

care of his works. For he formed man, who
had not existed before ; and breathed a soul
mto him, and made him according to his image,
making him ruler of all things upon the earth,

and granted him a helpmate, planted Para-
dise, and having committed to him the use of
the rest of the trees, refused him the taste of
one only: and this very prohibition he made for
man's advantage. But the Devil manifested
no good things by his deed, whether little, or
great: but exciting the woman with mere
words and puffing her up with vain hopes, thus
he deceived her. But nevertheless she con-
sidered the Devil to be more worthy of credit

than God, although God shewed forth his good
will by his works. The woman believed in
one who professed mere words, and nothing
else. Dost thou see how, from folly alone and
sloth, and not from force, the deceit hap-
pened? and in order that thou mayest learn
it more clearly hear how the scripture accuses
the woman: For it does not say, being de-
ceived, but " seeing the tree that it was fair,

she ate. " So that the blame belongs to her
uncontrolled vision, not to the deceit alone
which comes from the Devil. For she was
defeated by yielding to her own desire, not by
the wickedness of the Demon. On this ac-
count she did not have the benefit of pardon,
but though she said, "the serpent deceived
me," she paid the uttermost penalty. For it

was in her power not to have fallen. And in
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order that thou mayest understand this more
clearly, come, let us conduct our discourse to

the case of Job; from the defeated to the

vanquisher, from the conquered to the con-

queror. For this man will give us greater zeal,

so that we may raise our hands against the

Devil. There he who deceived and conquered
was a serpent ; here the tempter was a woman,
and she did not prevail: and yet at least she

was far more persuasive than he. For to Job
after the destruction of his wealth, after the

loss of his children, after being stripped bare

of all his goods, her wiles were added. But in

the other case there was nothing of this kind.

Adam did not suffer the destruction] of his

children, nor did he lose his wealth: he did

not sit upon a dunghill, but inhabited a Para-

dise of luxury and enjoyed all manner of fruits,

and fountains and rivers, and every other kind

of security. Nowhere was there labour or

pain, or despair and cares, or reproaches, and
insults, or the countless ills which assailed

Job: but nevertheless, when nothing of this

kind existed, he fell and was overthrown. Is

it not evident that it was on account of sloth?

Even so therefore as the other, when all these

things beset him, and weighed upon him, stood

nobly and did not fall, is it not evident that his

steadfastness was owing to his vigilance of soul?

5. On both sides, beloved, reap the utmost

gain, and avoid the imitation of Adam know-
ing how many ills are begotten of indolence

:

and imitate the piety of Job, learning how
many glorious things spring from earnestness.

Consider him, the conqueror throughout, and
thou shalt have much consolation in all pain

and peril. \ For as it were in the common
theatre of the world that blessed and noble

man stands forth, and by means of the suffer-

ings which happened to him discourses to all

to bear all things which befal them nobly, and
never give in to the troubles which come upon
them. For verily, there is no human suffering

which cannot receive consolation from thence.

For the sufferings which are scattered over the

whole world, these came together, and bore

down upon one body, even his. What pardon
then shall there be for him who is unable to

bear with thankfulness his share of the troubles

which are brought upon him? Since he ap-

pears not bearing a part only, but the entire

ills of all men, and in order that thou mayest
not condemn the extravagance of my words,

come, and let us take in hand severally the ills

that came upon him, and bring forward this

fulfilment of them. And if thou wishest, let

us first bring forward that which seems to be
the most unendurable of all, I mean poverty,

and the pain which arises from it. For every-

where all men bewail this. What was poorer

then than Job, who was poorer than the out-
casts at the baths, and those who sleep in the
ashes of the furnace, poorer in fact than all

men? For these indeed have one ragged gar-
ment, but he sat naked, and had only the gar-
ment which nature suppHes, the clothing of
the flesh, and this the Devil destroyed on all

sides, with a distressing kind of decay. Again
these poor folk are at least under the roof of

the porches at the baths, and are covered with
a shelter. But he continued always to pass his

nights in the open air, not having even the
consolation of a bare roof. And, what is still

greater, the fact that these are conscious of

many terrible evils within themselves, but he
was conscious of nothing against himself. For
this is to be noticed in each of the things

which happened to him, a thing which caused
him greater pain, and produced more perplex-

ity ; the ignorance of the reason of what took
place. These persons then, as I said, would
have many things with which to reproach
themselves. And this contributes no little to

consolation in calamity; to be conscious in

oneself of being punished justly. But he was
deprived of this consolation, and while exhib-
iting a conversation full of virtue, endured the

fate of those who had dared to do extreme
wickedness. And these folk who are with us,

are poor from the outset, and from the begin-
ning are versed in calamity. But he endured
calamity in which he was unversed, experienc-

ing the immense change from wealth. As then
the knowledge of the cause of what takes

place, is the greatest consolation ; so it is not
less than this, to have been versed in poverty
from the beginning, and so to continue in it.

Of both these consolations that man was de-

prived, and not even then, did he fall away.

Dost thou see him indeed come to extreme
poverty, even in comparison with which it is

impossible to find a fellow? For what could

be poorer than the naked who has not even
a roof over him? Yea rather not even was it

in his power to enjoy the bare ground, but he sat

upon the dunghill. Therefore whenever thou
seest thyself come to poverty, consider the suf-

fering of the just one, and straightway thou

shalt rise up, and shake off every thought of

despondency. This one calamity therefore

seems to men to be the groundwork of all

sufferings together. And the second after it,

yea rather before it, is the affliction of the

body. Who then was even so disabled ? Who
endured such disease? Who received or saw
any one else receive so great an affliction?

No one. Little by little his body was wasted,

and a stream of worms on every side issued

from his limbs, the running was constant, and
the evil smell which surrounded him was
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strong, and the body being destroyed little by

little, and decaying with such putrefaction, used

to make food distasteful and hunger was to

him strange and unusual. For not even was

he able to enjoy the nourishment which was

given to him. For saith he " I see my food to

be loathsome." ' Whenever then thou fallest

into .veakness, O man, remember that body
and that saintly flesh. For it was saintly and

pure, even when it had so many wounds. And
if any one belong to the army, and then un-

justly and without any reasonable pretext, be

hanged upon the j)illory, and has his sides

rasped to pieces, let him not think the matter

to be a reproach, nor let him give way to the

pain when he thinks upon this saint. But this

man, says one, has much comfort and consola-

tion in knowing that God was bringing these

sufferings upon him. This indeed especially

troubled and disturbed him, to think that the

just God who had in every way been served

by him, was at war with him. And he was not
able to find any reasonable pretext for what

i

took place, since, when at least he afterwards
|

learned the cause, see what piety he shewed, for 1

when God said to him " Dost thou think that
[

I have had dealings with thee in order that
|

thou mightest ap})ear righteous? "
-^^ conscious-

stricken he says " I will lay my hand upon my
moMth, once have I spoken but to a second
word I will not proceed," ^ and again "as far

as the hearing of the ear I have heard thee
before, but now mine eye hath seen thee,

wherefore I have held myself to be vile, and
am wasted away, and I consider myself to be
earth and ashes." *

I

6. But if thou thinkest that this is sufficient

for consolation, thou wilt thyself also be able to
experience this comfort. And even if thou
dost not suffer any of these misfortunes at the
hands of God but owing to the insolence of
men : and yet givest thanks and dost not bias-

1

pheme him who is able to prevent them in-

deed, but who permits them for the sake of
testing thee: just as they who suffer at the!
hands of God are crowned, so also thou shalt I

obtain the same reward, because thou hast
borne nobly the calamities which were brought
upon thee from men, and didst give thanks to
him who was able indeed to hinder them, but
not willing.

Behold then ! thou hast seen poverty and
disease, and both in the extremest degree
brought upon this just man. Dost thou wish
that I should shew thee the warfare at nature's
hands, in such excessive degree waged then
against this noble man? He lost ten children,
theten at one fell swoop, the ten in the

* Job vi, 7.

3 Job xl. 4, 5.

2 Job xl. 8,

4 Job xlii. 5.6.

very bloom of youth, ten who displayed much
virtue, and that not by the common law of
nature, but by a violent and pitiable death.
Who could be able to recount so great a
calamity? No one. Whenever therefore thou
losest son and daughter together, have recourse
to this just man, and thou shalt find altogether
much comfort for thyself. Were these then
the only misfortunes which happened to him?
The desertion and treachery of his friends,

and the gibes, and raillery, and the mockery
and derision, and the tearing in pieces by all,

was something intolerable. For the character
of calamities is not of such a kind, that they
who reproach us about our calamities are
wont to vex our soul. Not only was there no
one to soothe him but many even on many
sides beset him with taunts. And thou seest
him lamenting this bitterly, and saying "but
even you too fell upon me." s And he calls

them pitiless, and says " My neighbours have
rejected me, and my servants spake against
me, and I called the sons of my concubines,
and they turned away from me."^ "And
others" saith he "sport upon me, and I be-
came the common talk of all.^ And my very
raiment" saith he "abhorred me" '^ These
things at least are unbearable to hear, still

more to endure in their reality, extreme pov-
erty, and intolerable disease new and strange,
the loss of children so many and so good,
and in such a manner, reproaches and gibes,
and insults from men. Some indeed mocked
and some reproached and others despised ; not
only enemies, but even friends; not only
friends, but even servants, and they not only
mock and reproach, but even abhorred him,
and this not for two or three, or ten days, but
for many months ; and (a circumstance which
happened in that man's case alone) not even
had he comfort by night, but the delusions of
terrors by night were a greater aggravation of
his misfortunes by day. For that he endured
more grievous things in his sleep, hear what he
says "why dost thou frighten me in sleep, and
terrify me in visions?" ^ What man of iron,
what heart of steel could have endured so
many misfortunes? For if each of these was
unbearable in itself, consider what a tumult
their simultaneous approach excited. But
nevertheless he bore all these, and in all that
happened to him he sinned not, nor was there
guile in his Hps.

7. Let the sufferings of that man then be
the medicines for our ills, and his grievous
surging sea the harbour of our sufferings, and
in each of the accidents which befal us, let us
consider this saint, and seeing one person ex-

5 Job xix. 5.
^ Job ix. 31.

^ Job xix. 14, 16.

9 Job vii. 14.

7 Job xix. 9,
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hausting the misfortunes of the universe, we
shall conduct ourselves bravely in those which
fall to our share, and as to some affectionate

mother, stretching forth her hands on all sides,

and receiving and reviving her terrified chil-

dren, so let us always flee to this book, and
even if the pitiable troubles of all men assail

us, let us take sufficient comfort for all and so

depart. And if thou sayest, he was Job, and
for this reason bore all this, but I am not

like him ; thou suppliest me with a greater ac-

cusation against thyself and fresh praise of

him. For it is more likely that thou shouldest

be able to bear all this than he. Why pray?

Because he indeed was before the day of grace

and of the law, when there was not much
strictness of life, when the grace of the Spirit

was not so great, when sin was hard to fight

against, when the curse prevailed and when
death was terrible. But now our wrestlings

have become easier, all these things being re-

moved after the coming of Christ ; so that we
have no excuse, when we are unable to reach
the same standard as he, after so long a time,

and such advantage, and so many gifts given

to us by God. Considering therefore all these

things, that misfortunes were greater for him,

and that when the conflict was more grievous,

then he stripped for the contest ; let us bear all

that comes upon us nobly, and with much
thankfulness, in order that we may be able to

obtain the same crown as he, by the grace and
lovingkindness of Jesus Christ our Lord, with

whom be glory to the Father together with

the Holy Spirit, now and always and for ever

and ever. Amen.
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AGAINST MARCIONISTS AND MANICH^ANS.

ON THE PASSAGE "FATHER IF IT BE POSSIBLE LET THIS CUP PASS FROM ME, NEVERTHELESS
NOT AS I WILL BUT AS THOU WILT ;

" AND AGAINST MARCIONISTS AND MANICH^ANS

:

ALSO, THAT WE OUGHT NOT TO RUSH INTO DANGER, BUT TO PREFER THE WILL OF
GOD BEFORE EVERY OTHER WILL.

I. I LATELY inflicted a severe stroke upon
those who are grasping and wish to overreach
others ;

' I did this not in order to wound them
but in order to correct them ; not because I

hate the men, but because I detest their wick-
edness. For so the physician also lances the

abscess, not as making an attack upon the suf-

fering body, but as a means of contending
with the disorder and the wound. Well to-day
let us grant them a little respite, that they may
recover from their distress, and not recoil from
the remedy by being perpetually afflicted.

Physicians also act thus; after the use of the
knife they apply plasters and drugs, and let a
few days pass whilst they devise things to allay

the pain. Following their example let me to-

day, devising means for them to derive benefit

from my discourse, start a question concerning
doctrine, directing my speech to the words
which have been read. For I imagine that

many feel perplexed as to the reason why
these words were uttered by Christ : and it is

probable also that any heretics who are pres-

ent may pounce upon the words, and there-

by upset many of the more simple-minded
brethren.

In order then to build a wall against their

attack and to relieve those who are in perplex-
ity from bewilderment and confusion, let us
take in hand th-e words which have been cited,

and dwell upon the passage, and dive into the
depths of its meanings. For reading does not
suffice unless knowledge also be added to it.

Even as the eunuch of Candace read, but

I This was such a very common topic with Chrysostom that it

affords no clue to the date of the Homily,

until one came who instructed him in the
meaning of what he was reading he derived no
great benefit from it. In order therefore that

you may not be in the same condition attend
to what is said, exert your understanding, let

me have your mind disengaged from other
thoughts, let your eye be quick-sighted, your
intention earnest: let your soul be set free

from worldly cares, that we may not sow our
words upon the thorns, or upon the rock, or

by the way side, but that we may till a deep
and rich field, and so reap an abundant
harvest. For if you thus attend to what is

said you will render my labour lighter and
facilitate the discovery of that which you are

seeking.

What then is the meaning of the passage
which has been read " Father if it be possible

let this cup pass from me?" What does the

saying mean? For we ought to unlock the

passage by first giving a clear interpretation of

the words. What then does the saying mean?
" Father if it be possible take away the cross."

How sayest thou? is he ignorant whether this

be possible or impossible? Who would ven-

ture to say this? Yet the words are those of

one who is ignorant : for the addition of the

word "if," is indicative of doubt: but as I

said we must not attend to the words merely,

but turn our attention to the sense, and learn

the aim of the speaker, and the cause and the

occasion, and by putting all these things to-

gether turn out the hidden meaning. The un-

speakable Wisdom then, who knoweth the

Father even as the Father knoweth the Son,

how should he have been ignorant of this?
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For this knowledge concerning His passion

was not greater than the knowledge concern-

ing His essential nature, which He alone ac-

curately knew. " For as the Father knoweth

me" He says "even so know I the Father.'^'

And why do I speak of the only begotten Son
of God? For even the prophets appear not

to have been ignorant of this fact, but to have

known it clearly, and to have declared before-

hand with much assurance that so it must
come to pass, and would certainly be.

Hear at least how variously all announce
the cross. First of all the patriarch Jacob:
for directing his discourse to Him he says

"Out of a tender shoot didst thou spring up:" =

by the word shoot signifying the Virgin and
the undefiled nature of Mary. Then indicat-

ing the cross he said "Thou didst lie down
and slumber as a lion, and as a lion's whelp;

who shall raise him up?"^ Here he called

death a slumbering and a sleep, and with death
he combined the resurrection when he said

"who shall raise him up?" No one indeed
save he himself—wherefore also Christ said
" I have power to lay down my life, and I

have power to take it again," * and again " De-
stroy this temple and in three days I will raise

it up." 5 And what is meant by the words
"thou didst lie down and slumber as a lion?

"

For as the lion is terrible not only when he is

awake but even when he is sleeping, so Christ
also not only before the cross but also on the
cross itself and in the very moment of death
was terrible, and wrought at that time great
miracles, turning back the light of the sun,
cleaving the rocks, shaking the earth, rending
the veil, alarming the wife of Pilate, convict-
ing Judas of sin, for then he said " I have
sinned in that I have betrayed the innocent
blood ;" ^ and the wife of Pilate declared " Have
nothing to do with that just man, for I have
suffered many things in a dream because of
Him." 7 The darkness took possession of the
earth, and night appeared at midday, then
death was brought to nought, and his tyranny
was destroyed: many bodies at least of the
saints which slept arose. These things the
patriarch declaring beforehand, and demon-
strating that, even when crucified, Christ would
be terrible, said "thou didst lie down and
slumber as a lion." He did not say thou shalt
slumber but thou didst slumbe, rbecause it

would certainly come to pass. For it is the
custom of the prophets in many places to pre-
dict things to come as if they were already
past. For just as it is impossible that things
^hich have happened should not have hap-

* John X. 1$.

• M«tt. xxrii. 4.

• Gen. xlix. 9. Septuagint rendering.
4Iohnx. 18. 5 John ii. 19.
7 Matt, xxvij. 19.

pened, so is it impossible that this should not
happen, although it be future. On this ac-

count they predict things to come under the
semblance of past time, indicating by this

means the impossibility of their failure, the
certainty of their coming to pass. So also

spake David, signifying the cross; "They
pierced my hands and my feet." ^ He did not
say they "shall pierce" but " they pierced "

" they counted all my bones." ' And not only
does he say this, but he also describes the
things which were done by the soldiers.
" They parted my garments among themselves,
and upon my vesture did they cast lots." '°

And not only this but he also relates they gave
Him gall to eat, and vinegar to drink. For
he says " they gave me gall for my food, and
for my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink." ''

And again another one says that they smote
him with a spear, for " they shall look on Him
whom they pierced." '^ Esaias again in another
fashion predicting the cross said He was led
as a sheep to the slaughter, and as a lamb be-
fore his shearer is dumb, so openeth he not his

mouth." In his humiliation his judgment was
taken away." '^

2. Now observe I pray how each one of these
writers speaks as if concerning things already
past, signifying by the use of this tense the
absolute inevitable certainty of the event. So
also David, describing this tribunal, said,

"Why did the heathen rage and the people
imagine vain things? The Kings of the earth
stood up, and the rulers were gathered to-

gether against the Lord and against his

Christ." ^* And not only does he mention the
trial, and the cross, and the incidents on the
cross, but also him who betrayed him, declar-
ing that he was his familiar companion and
guest. " For," he saith, "he that eateth bread
with me did magnify his heel against me." 's

Thus also does he foretell the voice which
Christ was to utter on the cross saying " My
God, My God why hast thou forsaken me? " '^

and the burial also does he describe :
" They

laid me in the lowest pit, in dark places, and
in the shadow of death." '^ And the resurrec-
tion :

" thou shalt not leave my soul in hell,

neither shalt thou suffer thy Holy One to see
corruption ;

" '« and the ascension :
" God has

gone up with a merry noise, the Lord with the
sound of the trump." '' And the session on the
right hand :

" The Lord said to my Lord sit

thou on my right hand until I make thy foes
thy footstool." =° But Esaias also declares the
cause ; sayij^g, " for the transgressions of my

8 Ps. xxii. 17.
" Ps. Ixix. 22.
MPs. ii. 1, 2.

•7 Ps. Ixxxviii. 5.
«>Ps. ex. 1.

9 Ps. xxii. 18.
»2 Zach. xii. k
»S Ps. xli. 9.

*8Ps. xvi. II.

^o Ps. xxii. 19.
»3 Isa. liii. 7, 8
16 Ps. xxii. I.

*9 Ps. xlvii. 5.
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people is He brought to death," ' and because
all have strayed like sheep, therefore is he
sacrificed." ^ Then also he adds mention of
the result, saying " by his stripes we have all

been healed: " ^ and " he hath borne the sins of
many." ^ The prophets then knew the cross,

and the cause of the cross and that which was
effected by it, and the burial and the resurrec-
tion, and the ascension, and the betrayal, and
the trial, and described them all with accuracy

:

and is He who sent them and commanded
them to speak these things ignorant of them
Himself? What reasonable man would say
that? Seest thou that we must not attend
merely to the words? For this is not the only
perplexing passage, but what follows is more
perplexing. For what does He say? " Father
if it be possible let this cup pass from me."
Here he will be found to speak not only as if

ignorant, but as if deprecating the cross: For
this is what He says. " If it be permissible
let me not be subjected to crucifixion and
death." And yet when Peter, the leader of
the apostles, said this to Him, " Be it far from
thee Lord, this shall not happen unto Thee,"
He rebuked him so severely as to say; "get
thee behind me Satan, thou art an offence
unto me, for thou savourest not the things
which be of God, but those which be of
men: "^ although a short time before he had
pronounced him blessed. But to escape cru-
cifixion seemed to Him so monstrous a thing,

that him who had received the revelation from
the Father, him whom He had pronounced
blessed, him who had received the keys of
Heaven, He called Satan, and an offence, and
accused him of not savouring the things which
be of God because he said to Him, "Be it

far from thee Lord, this shall never be unto
Thee "—namely crucifixion. He then who
thus vituperated the disciple, and poured such
an invective upon him as actually to call him
Satan (after having bestowed such great praise
on him), because he said "avoid crucifixion,"

how could He desire not to be crucified? and
how after these things when drawing the pic-

ture of the good shepherd could He declare
this to be the special proof of his virtue, that
he should be sacrificed for the sake of the
sheep, thus saying, " I am the good shepherd

;

the good shepherd layeth down his life for the
sheep? "^ Nor did He even stop there, but
also added, "but he that is an hireling and
not the shepherd seeth the wolf coming and
leaveth the sheep, and fleeth.^' 7 jf ^hen it is

the sign of the good shepherd to sacrifice him-
self, and of the hireling to be unwilling to un-

I Isa. liii. 8.

4 Isa. liii. 12.

7 John X. 12.

2 Isa. liii. 6, 7.

5 Matt. xvi. 22, 23.

3 Isa. liii. 5.
6 John X. II

dergo this, how can He who calls Himself the
good shepherd beseech that he may not be
sacrificed? And how could He say "I lay
down my life of myself " ? For if thou layest
down thy life of thyself, how canst thou be-
seech another that thou mayest not lay it

down? And how is it that Paul marvels at
Him on account of this declaration, saying
"Who being in the form of God counted it

not a prize to be on an equahty with God^
but emptied Himself taking the form of a
servant, being made in the likeness of men,
and being found in fashion as a man he hum-
bled himself, becoming obedient even unto
death, yea, the death of the cross. "^ And He
Himself again speaks in this wise, " For this
cause doth my Father love me, because I la/
down my hfe that I may take it again." ^ For
if He does not desire to lay it down, but dep-
recates the act, and beseeches the Father, how-
is it that He is loved on this account? For
love is of those who are like minded. Andl
how does Paul say again " Love one another-
even as Christ also loved us and gave Himself
for us?" " And Christ Himself when He was
about to be crucified said " Father, the hour-
has come: glorify thy Son," ^' speaking of the
cross as glory: and how then does He depre-
cate it here when He urges it there? For
that the cross is glory listen to what the
evangelist says " the Holy Ghost was not yet
given, because Jesus was not yet glorified." '^

Now the hearing of this expression is " grace
was not yet given because the enmity towards
men was not yet destroyed by reason that the
cross had not yet done its work." For the
cross destroyed the enmity of God towards
man, brought about the reconciliation, made
the earth Heaven, associated men with angels^
pulled down the citadel of death, unstrung the
force of the devil, extinguished the power of
sin, delivered the world from error, brought
back the truth, expelled the Demons, destroyed
temples, overturned altars, suppressed the sac-
rificial offering, implanted virtue, founded the
Churches. The cross is the will of the Father,
the glory of the Son, the rejoicing of the Spirit,

the boast of Paul, "for," he says, " God forbid
that I should boast save in the cross of our
Lord Jesus Christ." '^ The cross is that which
is brighter than the sun, more brilliant than
the sunbeam : for when the sun is darkened'
then the cross shines brightly: and the sun is:

darkened not because it is extinguished, but
because it is overpowered by the brilliancy of
the cross. The cross has broken our bond, it

has made the prison of death ineffectual, it is

the demonstration of the love of God. " For
s Phil. ii. 6-8.

'I John xvii. i.

9 John X. 17.
^2 John vii. 39.

^° Ephes.
13 Gal. vi.
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Cod so loved the world that He gave His

only-begotten Son, that every one who believes

in Him should not perish." ' And again Paul

says " If being enemies we were reconciled to

God by the death of His Son." "^ The cross is

the impregnable wall, the invulnerable shield,

the safeguard of the rich, the resource of the

poor, the defence of those who are exposed to

snares, the armour of those who are attacked,

the means of suppressing passion, and of ac-

quiring virtue, the wonderful and marvellous

sign. " For this generation seeketh after a

sign : and no sign shall be given it save the

sign of Jonas "
; ^ and again Paul says, " for the

Jews ask for a sign and the Greeks seek wis-

dom, but we preach Christ crucified." * The
cross opened Paradise, it brought in the rob-

ber, it conducted into the kingdom of Heaven
the race of man which was about to perish, and
was not worthy even of earth. So great are

the benefits which have sprung and do spring

from the cross, and yet doth He not desire to

be crucified I ask? Who would venture to

say this? And if He did not desire it who
compelled Him, who forced Him to it? and
why did He send prophets beforehand an-

nouncing that He would be crucified, if He
was not to be, and did not wish to undergo it?

And for what reason does He call the cross a
cup, if He did not desire to be crucified?

For that is the word of one who signifies the
desire which he has concerning the act. For
as the cup is sweet to those who are thirsty so
also was crucifixion to Him : wherefore also

He said " With desire have I desired to eat
this Passover with you," ^ and this He meant
not absolutely, but relatively, because after that
evening the cross was awaiting Him.

3. He then who calls the thing glory, and
rebukes the disciple because he was trying to
hinder Him, and proves that what constitutes
the good shepherd is his sacrificing himself on
behalf of the sheep, and declares that he ear-

nestly longs for this thing, and willingly goes to
meet it, how is it that He beseeches it may not
come to pass? And if He did not wish it

what difficulty was there in hindering those
who came for that purpose? But in fact you
behold Him hastening towards the deed. At
least when they came upon Him He said
"Whom seek ye?" and they replied "Jesus."
Then He saith to them " Lo! I am He: and
they went backward and fell to the ground." ^

Thus having first crippled them and proved
that He was able to escape their hands, He
then surrendered Himself, that thou mightest
learn that not by compulsion or force, or the
tyrannical power of those who attacked Him,

• John iii. 16.

* I Cor. i. 2a.

» Rom. V. 10.

& Luke zxii. X5.

3 Matt. xii. 39.
6 John xviii. 6.

did He unwillingly submit to this, but willingly

with purpose and desire, preparing for it a
long time before. Therefore also were pro-

phets sent beforehand, and patriarchs foretold

the events, and by means of words and deeds
the cross was prefigured. For the sacrifice of

Isaac also signified the cross to us : wherefore

also Christ said "Abraham your father rejoiced

to see my glory and he saw it and was glad." ^

The patriarch then was glad beholding the

image of the cross, and does He Himself
deprecate it? Thus Moses also prevailed

over Amalek when he displayed the figure of

the cross: and one may observe countless

things happening in the Old Testament de-

scriptive by anticipation of the cross. For what
reason then was this the case if He who was
to be crucified did not wish it to come to pass?

And the sentence which follows this is yet

more perplexing. For having said " Let this

cup pass from me He added " nevertheless not

as I will but as Thou wilt." ^ For herein as

far as the actual expression is concerned we
find two wills opposed to one another: if at

least the Father desires Him to be crucified,

but He Himself does not desire it. And yet

we everywhere behold Him desiring and purpose

ing the same things as the Father. For when
He says "grant to them, as I and Thou are

one that they also may be one in us," ^ it is

equivalent to saying that the purpose of the

Father and of the Son is one. And when He
says " The words which I speak I speak not

myself, but the Father which dwelleth in me,
He doeth these works," '° He indicates the

same thing. And when He says " I have not

come of myself " " and " I can of my own self

do nothing " '^ he does not say this as signifying

that He has been deprived of authority, either

to speak or to act (away with the thought !),

but as desiring to prove the concord of his

purpose, both in words and deeds, and in

every kind of transaction, to be one and the

same with the Father, as I have already fre-

quently demonstrated. For the expression " I

speak not of myself " is not an abrogation of

authority but a demonstration of agreement.
How then does He say here "Nevertheless
not as I will but as Thou wilt"? Perhaps I

have excited a great conflict in your mind, but

be on the alert : for although many words have
been uttered I know well that your zeal is still

fresh : for the discourse is now hastening on to

the solution. Why then has this form of

speech been employed? Attend carefully.

The doctrine of the incarnation was very hard
to receive. For the exceeding measure of His
lovingkindness and the magnitude of His con-

7 John viii. 56.
*" John xiv. 10.

8 Matt. xxvi. 39.
** John vii. 28.

9 John xvii. :

" John V. 30.
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descension were full of awe, and needed much
preparation to be accepted. For consider
what a great thing it was to hear and to learn

that God the ineffable, the incorruptible, the
unintelligible, the invisible, the incomprehen-
sible, in whose hand are the ends of the earth,'

who looketh upon the earth, and causeth it to

tremble, who toucheth the mountains, and
maketh them smoke,^ the weight of whose
condescension not even the Cherubim were
able to bear but veiled their faces by the
shelter of their wings, that this God who sur-

passes all understanding, and baffles all calcu-

lation, having passed by angels, archangels, and
all the spiritual powers above, deigned to be-
come man, and to take flesh formed of, earth
and clay, and enter the womb of a virgin, and
be borne there the space of nine months, and
be nourished with milk, and suffer all things to

which man is Hable. Inasmuch then as that

which was to happen was so strange as to be
disbelieved by many even when it had taken
place. He first of all sends prophets before-

hand, announcing this very fact. For instance
the patriarch predicted it saying " Thou didst

spring from a tender shoot my son : thou didst

lie down and slumber as a Hon; "
^ and Esaias

saying " Behold the Virgin shall conceive and
bear a son and they shall call His name
Emmanuel ;

" '^ and elsewhere again " We be-
held Him as a young child, as a root in a dry
ground ;

" ^ and by the dry ground he means the
virgin's womb. And again " unto us a child is

born, unto us a son is giveni " ^ and again
" there shall come forth a rod out of the root

of Jesse, and a flower shall spring out of his

root." 7 And Baruch in the book of Jeremiah
says " this is our God : no other shall be reck-

oned by the side of Him : He found out every
path of knowledge and gave it to Jacob His
servant, and Israel his beloved. After these
things also He appeared upon the earth, and
held converse with men." ^ And David signi-

fying His incarnate presence said " He shall

come down like the rain into a fleece of wool,
and like the drop which distills upon the
earth " ^ because He noiselessly and gently en-
tered into the Virgin's womb.

4. But these proofs alone did not suffice,

but even when He had come, lest what had
taken place should be deemed an illusion. He
warranted the fact not only by the sight but
by duration of time and by passing through all

the phases incident to man. For He did not
enter once for all into a man matured and
completely developed, but into a virgin's womb,
so as to undergo the process of gestation and

^ Ps. xcv. 4.

4 Isa. vii. 14,
7 Isa. xi. I.

2 Ps. civ. 32.
5 Isa. liii. 2.

8 Bar. iii. 35-37.

3 Gen. xli*. g.
6 Isa. ix. 6.

9 Ps. Ixxii. 6.

birth and suckhng and growth, and by the
length of the time and the variety of the stages
of growth to give assurance of what had come
to pass. And not even here were the proofs
concluded, but even when bearing about the
body of flesh He suffered it to experience the
infirmities of human nature and to be hungry,
and thirsty, and to sleep and feel fatigue;
finally also when He came to the cross He
suffered it to undergo the pains of the flesh.

For this reason also streams of sweat flowed
down from it and an angel was discovered
strengthening it, and He was sad and down-
cast: for before He uttered these words He
said " my soul is troubled, and exceeding sor-
rowful even unto death." '° If then after all

these things have taken place the wicked
mouth of the devil speaking through Marcion
of Pontus, and Valentinus, and Manichoeus of
Persia and many more heretics, has attempted
to overthrow the doctrine of the Incarnation
and has vented a diabolical utterance declar-
ing that He did not become flesh, nor was
clothed with it, but that this was mere fancy,
and illusion, a piece of acting and pretence,
although the sufferings, the death, the burial,

the thirst, cry aloud against this teaching ; sup-
posing that none of these things had happened
would not the devil have sown these wicke i

doctrines of impiousness much more widely?
For this reason, just as He hungered, as He
slept, as He felt fatigue, as He ate and drank,
so also did He deprecate death, thereby mani-
festing his humanity, and that infirmity of
human nature which does not submit without
pain to be torn from this present hfe. For
had He not uttered any of these things, it

might have been said that if He were a man
He ought to have experienced human feelings.

And what are these ? in the case of one about
to be crucified, fear and agony. and pam
being torn from present life : for a sense of the
charm which surrounds present things is im-
planted in human nature: on this account
wishing to prove the reality of the fleshly

clothing, and to give assurance of the incarna-

tion He manifests the actual feelings of man
with full demonstration.

This is one consideration, but there is an-

other no less important. And what is this?

Christ having come to earth wished to instruct

men in all virtue: now the instructor teaches

not only by word, but also by deed : for this is

the teacher's best method of teaching. A pilot

for instance when he makes the apprentice sit

by his side shows him how he handles the

rudder, but he also joins speech to action, and
does not depend upon words alone or example

10 Matt. xxvi. 38.
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alone : in like manner also an architect when

he has placed by his side the man who is in-

tended to learn from him how a wall is con-

tructed, shows him the way by means of action

as well as by means of oral teaching ; so also

with the weaver, and embroiderer, and gold

refiner, and coppersmith ;—and every kind of

art has teachers who instruct both orally and

practically. Inasmuch then as Christ Himself

came to instruct us in all virtue. He both tells

us what ought to be done, and does it.

*' For," he says, " he who does and teaches

the same shall be called great in the kingdom
of heaven." ' Now observe ; He commanded
men to be lowly-minded, and meek, and He
taught this by His words: but see how He
also teaches it by His deeds. For having said
** Blessed are the poor in spirit, blessed are the

meek," ' He shows how these virtues ought to

be practised. How then did He teach them?
He took a towel and girded Himself and
washed the disciples' feet.^ What can match
this lowliness of mind? for He teaches this

virtue no longer by His words only but also by
His deeds. Again He teaches meekness and
forbearance by His acts. How so? He was
struck on the face by the servant of the high

priest, and said " If I have spoken evil bear
witness of the evil: but if well why smitest

thou me? '' * He commanded men to pray for

their enemies: this also again He teaches by
means of His acts: for when He had ascended
the cross He said " Father forgive them for

they know not what they do." s As therefore

He commanded men to pray so does He Him-
self pray, instructing thee to do so by his own
unflagging utterances of prayer. Again He
commanded us to do good to those who hate
us, and to deal fairly with those who treat us
despitefully: ^ and this He did by his own acts:

for he cast devils out of the Jews, who said
that He Himself was possessed by a devil. He
bestowed benefits on His persecutors. He fed
those who were forming designs against Him,
He conducted into His kingdom those who
were desiring to crucify Him. Again He said
to His disciples " Get you no gold nor silver

neither brass in your purses, " ^ thus training
them for poverty : and this also He taught by
His example, thus saying, " Foxes have holes,
and the birds of the air have nests, but the Son
of man hath not where to lay His head." *^

And He had neither table nor dwelling nor
anything else of that kind: not because He
was at a loss to obtain them, but because He
was instructing men to go in that path. After
the same manner then he taught them also to

« Matt. V. 19.
4 John xviii. 23.
7 Matt. X. o.

' Matt. V. 3, 4.
5 Luke xxiii. 34.
' Matt. viii. 30.

3 fohn xiii. 4, 5.
6 Matt. V, 44.

pray. They said to Him " Teach us to pray." ^

Therefore also He prays, in order that they

may learn to pray. But it was necessary for

them not merely to learn to pray but also how
they ought to pray: for this reason He deliv-

ered to them a prayer in this form :
" Our

Father which art in Heaven hallowed be thy

name, Thy kingdom come: Thy will be done,

as in Heaven, so on earth. Give us this day
our daily bread: and forgive us our debts as

we also forgive our debtors : and lead us not
into temptation:"'" that is into danger, into

snares. Since then He commanded them to

pray "lead us not into temptation," He in-

structs them in this very precept by putting it

in practice Himself, saying " Father if it be
possible, let this cup pass away from me, thus

teaching all the saints not to plunge into dan-
gers, not to fling themselves into them but to

wait for their approach, and to exhibit all pos-

sible courage, only not to rush forwards them-
selves, or to be the first to advance against

terrors. Why so, pray? both to teach us low-

liness of mind, and also to deliver us from the

charge of vainglory. On this account it is said

also in this passage that when He had spoken
these words "He went away and prayed:"
and after He had prayed He speaks thus to

His disciples " Could ye not watch with me
one hour? Watch and pray that ye enter not

into temptation." " Seest thou He not only

prays but also admonishes? "For the Spirit

indeed is willing," He said, " but the flesh is

weak." '^ Now this He said by way of empty-
ing their soul of vanity, and delivering them
from pride, teaching them self-restraint, train-

ing them to practice moderation. Therefore

the prayer which He wished to teach them,

He Himself also offered, speaking after the

manner of men, not according to His Godhead
(for the divine nature is impassable) but ac-

cording to His manhood. And He prayed as

instructing us to pray, and even to seek de-

liverance from distress ; but, if this be not per-

mitted, then to acquiesce in what seems good
to God. Therefore He said "Nevertheless

not as I will but as Thou wilt: " not because

He had one will and the Father another; but

in order that He might instruct men even if

they were in distress and trembling, even if

danger came upon them, and they were unwill-

ing to be torn from present life, nevertheless

to postpone their own will to the will of God:
even as Paul also when he had been instructed

practically exhibited both these principles ; for

he besought that temptations might be re-

moved from him, thus saying " For this thing

I besought the Lord thrice :
" '^ and yet since it

9 Luke xi. i. 'o Luke xi. 2-4.
" Matt, xxvi, 4.1.

" Matt. xxvi. 39-41
13 2 Cor. xii. 8.
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did not please God to remove it, he says
" Wherefore I take pleasure in infirmities, in

insults, in persecutions." ^ But perhaps what
I have said is not quite clear: therefore I will

make it clearer. Paul incurred many dangers
and prayed that he might not be exposed to

them. Then he heard Christ saying " my grace

is sufficient for thee, for my strength is made
perfect in weakness." ^ As soon then as he
saw what the will of God was, he in future

submitted his will to God's will. By means of

this prayer then Christ taught both these

truths, that we should not plunge into dangers,

but rather pray that we may not fall into them

;

I 2 Cor. xii. 10. = 2 Cor. xii, 9.

but if they come upon us we should bear them
bravely, and postpone our own will to the will

of God. Knowing these things then let us
pray that we may never enter into temptation:
but if we do enter it let us beseech God to

give us patience and courage, and let us
honour His will in preference to every will of

our own. For then we shall pass through this

present life with safety, and shall obtain the

blessings to come: which may we all receive

by the favour and lovingkindness of our Lord
Jesus Christ, with Whom be to the Father, to-

gether with the Holy Ghost, glory, might,

honour, now and for ever world without end.

Amen.
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HOMILY ON THE PARALYTIC LET DOWN
THROUGH THE ROOF.

I. Having lately come across the incident
of the paralytic ' who lay upon his bed beside
the pool, we discovered a rich and large treas-

ure, not by delving in the ground, but by div-

ing into his heart: we found a treasure not
containing silver and gold and precious stones,

but endurance, and philosophy, and patience
and much hope towards God, which is more
valuable than any kind of jewel or source of

wealth. For material riches are liable to the
designs of robbers, and the tales of false ac-

cusers, and the violence of housebreakers, and
the villany of servants, and when they have
escaped all these things, they often bring the
greatest ruin upon those who possess them by
exciting the eyes of the envious, and conse-
quently breeding countless storms of trouble.

But the spiritual riches escape all these occa-
sions of mischief and are superior to all abuse
of this kind, laughing to scorn both robbers,
and housebreakers, and slanderers, and false

accusers and death itself. For they are not
parted from the possessor by death, but on the
contrary the possession becomes then more
especially secured to the owners, and they ac-

company them on their journey to the other
world, and are transplanted with them to the
future life, and become marvellous advocates
of those with whom they depart hence, and
render the judge propitious to them.

This wealth we found in great abundance
stored in the soul of the paralytic. And you
are witnesses who with great zeal drew up
draughts of this treasure yet without exhaust-
ing it. For such is the nature of spiritual

wealth; it resembles fountains of water, or

I The allusion is most probably to Homily XII. against the
Anomoeans, in which "Chrysostom proves the equality of the Divine
Son with God the Father by a reference to the cure of the paraly-
tic by the pool of Bethesda. This Homily against the Anomoeans
was delivered at Constantinople, a. d, 398.

rather exceeds their plenteousness, being most
abundant when it has many to draw upon it.

For when it enters into any man's soul it is not

divided, not diminished, but coming in its en-

tireness to each remains continually uncon-
sumed, being incapable of ever failing : which
was just what took place at that time. For
although so many have applied to the treasure,

and all are drawing upon it as much as they

can—but why do I speak of you, seeing that it

has made countless persons rich from that

time to the present day, and yet abides in its

original perfection? Let us not then grow
weary in having recourse to this source of

spiritual wealth : but as far as possible let us

now also draw forth draughts from it, and let

us gaze upon our merciful Lord, gaze upon
His patient servant. He had been thirty and
eight years struggling with an incurable infirm-

ity and was perpetually plagued by it, yet he
did not repine, he did not utter a blasphemous
word, he did not accuse his Maker, but en-

dured his calamity bravely and with much
meekness. And whence is this manifest? you
say: for Scripture has not told us anything

clearly concerning his former life, but only that

he had been thirty-eight years in his infirmity

;

it has not added a word to prove that he did

not show discontent, or anger or petulance.

And yet it has made this plain also, if any one
will pay careful attention to it, not looking at

it curiously and carelessly. For when you hear

that on the approach of Christ who was a

stranger to him, and regarded merely as a man,
he spoke to him with such great meekness, you
may be able to perceive his former wisdom.

For when Jesus said to him " Wilt thou be
made whole? ^' he did not make the natural

reply " thou seest me who have been this long

time lying sick of the palsy, and dost thou ask
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me if I wish to be made whole? hast thou

come to insult my distress, to reproach me and

laugh me to scorn and make a mock of my
calamity? He did*not say or conceive anything

of this kind but meekly replied " Yea Lord." '

Now if after thirty-eight years he was thus

meek and gentle, when all the vigour and

strength of his reasoning faculties was broken

down, consider what he is likely to have been

at the outset of his trouble. For be assured

that invalids are not so hard to please at the

beginning of their disorder, as they are after a

long lapse of time: they become most intract

able, most intolerable to all, when the malady
is prolonged. But as he, after so many years,

was so wise, and replied with so much for-

bearance, it is quite clear that during the pre-

vious time also he had been bearing that

calamity with much thankfulness.

Considering these things then let us imitate

the patience of our fellow-servant: for his par-

alysis is sufticient to brace up our souls: for no
one can be so supine and indolent after having
observed the magnitude of that calamity as

not to endure bravely all evils which may be-

fall him, even if they are more intolerable than

all that were ever known. For not only his

soundness but also his sickness has become a
cause of the greatest benefit to us: for his

cure has stimulated the souls of the hearers to

speak the praise of the Lord, and his sickness

and infirmity has encouraged you to patience,

and urged you to match his zeal ; or rather it

has exhibited to you the lovingkindness of

God. For the actual deliverance of the man
to such a malady, and the j)rotracted duration
of his infirmity is a sign of the greatest care for

his welfare. For as a gold refiner having cast

a piece of gold into the furnace suffers it to be
proved by the fire until such time as he sees it

has become purer: even so God permits the
souls of men to be tested by troubles until

they become pure and transparent and have
reaped much profit from this process of sifting

:

wherefore this is the greatest species of benefit.

2. Let us not then be disturbed, neither dis-

mayed, when trials befall us. For if the gold
refiner sees how long he ought to leave the
piece of gold in the furnace, and when he
ought to draw it out, and does not allow it to
remain in the fire until it is destroyed and
burnt up: much more does God understand
this, and when He sees that we have become
more pure. He releases us from our trials so
that we may not be overthrown and cast down
by the multiplication of our evils. Let us then

« We must BuppoM that Chrysostoin considered such words to
be imphed in the answer actually given. They are not in the text
of John V. 7, but it seems scarcely possible that Chrysostom should
have lofKotten the passage, or that the quotation should not have
been sub«:quently corrected if be thought it misleading.

not be repining, or faint-hearted, when some
unexpected thing befalls us; but let us suffer

Him who knows these things accurately, to

prove our hearts by fire as long as He pleases

:

for He does this for a useful purpose and with
a view to the profit of those who are tried.

On this account a certain wise man axlmon-
ishes us saying " My Son, if thou come to serve

the Lord prepare thy soul for temptation, set

thy heart aright and constantly endure and
make not haste in time of trouble " ; " " yield to

Him " he says, " in all things," for He know-
eth exactly when it is right to pluck us out of

the furnace of evil. We ought therefore every-

where to yield to Him and always to give
thanks, and to bear all things contentedly,

whether He bestows benefits or chastisement
upon us, for this also is a species of benefit.

For the ])hysician, not only when he bathes and
nourishes the patient and conducts him into

pleasant gardens, but also when he uses cautery
and the knife, is a physician all the same: and
a father not only when he caresses his son, but
also when he expels him from his house, and
when he chides and scourges him, is a father

all the same, no less than when he praises him.
Knowing therefore that God is more tenderly

loving than all physicians, do not enquire too
curiously concerning His treatment nor demand
an account of it from Him, but whether He is

l)leased to let us go free or whether He pun-
ishes, let us offer ourselves for either alike ; for

He seeks by means of each to lead us back to

health, and to communion with Himself, and
He knows our several needs, and what is ex-

])edient for each one, and how and in what
manner we ought to be saved, and along that

path He leads us. Let us then follow whither-

soever He bids us, and let us not too carefully

consider whether He commands us to go by a
smooth and easy path, or by a difl[icult and
rugged one: as in the case of this paralytic.

It was one species of benefit indeed that his

soul should be purged by the long duration of

his suffering, being delivered to the fiery trial

of affliction as to a kind of furnace ; but it was
another benefit no less than this that God was
present with him in the midst of the trials, and
afforded him great consolation. He it was
who strengthened him, and upheld him, and
stretched forth a hand to him, and suffered

him not to fall. But when you hear that it

was God Himself do not deprive the paralytic

of his meed of praise, neither him nor any
other man who is tried and yet steadfastly en-

dures. For even if we be infinitely wise, even
if we are mightier and stronger than all men,
yet in the absence of His grace we shall not

' Ecclus. i. I, a.
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be able to withstand even the most ordinary-

temptation. And why do I speak of such in-

significant and abject beings as we are? For
even if one were a Paul, or a Peter, or a

James, or a John, yet if he should be deprived

of the divine help he would easily be put to

shame, overthrown, and laid prostrate. And
on behalf of these I will read you the words of

Christ Himself: for He saith to Peter " Behold
Satan hath asked to have you that he may sift

you as wheat, but I have prayed for thee that

thy faith fail not." ' What is the meaning of

"sift"? to turn and twist, and shake and stir

and shatter, and worry, which is what takes

place in the case of things which are win-

nowed: but I he says have restrained him,

knowing that you are not able to endure the

trial, for the expression "that thy faith fail

not " is the utterance of one who signifies that

if he had permitted it his faith would have
failed. Now if Peter who was such a fervent

lover of Christ and exposed his life for Him
countless times and sprang into the foremost

rank in the Apostolic band, and was pro-

nounced blessed by his Master, and called

Peter on this account because he kept a firm

and inflexible hold of the faith, would have
been carried away and fallen from profession

if Christ had permitted the devil to try him as

much as he desired, what other man will be
able to stand, apart from His help? There-

fore also Paul saith " But God is faithful, who
will not suffer you to be tempted above that

ye are able, but will with the temptation also

make the way of escape that ye may be able

to bear it." ^ For not only does He say that

He does not suffer a trial to be inflicted be-

yond our strength, but even in that which is

proportioned to our strength He is present

carrying us through it, and bracing us up, if

only we ourselves first of all contribute the

means which are at our disposal, such as

zeal, hope in Him, thanksgiving, endurance,

patience. For not only in the dangers which
are beyond our strength, but in those which
are proportioned to it, we need the divine as-

sistance, if we are to make a brave stand ; for

elsewhere also it is said " even as the suffer-

ings of Christ abound to lis, even so our com-
fort also aboundeth through Christ, that we
may be able to comfort those who are in any
trouble, by the comfort wherewith we ourselves

are comforted of God." ^ So then he who com-
forted this man is the same who permitted the

trial to be inflicted upon him. And now
observe after the cure what tenderness He
displays. For He did not leave him and de-

part, but having found him in the temple he
saith " behold ! thou art made whole ; sin no
more lest some worse thing happen unto
thee." * For had He permitted the punish-
ment because He hated him He would not
have released him. He would not have pro-

t vided for his future safety: but the expression

j

" lest some worse thing happen unto thee " is

the utterance of one who would check coming

j

evils beforehand. He put an end to the dis-

' ease, but did not put an end to the struggle:

I He expelled the infirmity but did not expel

1 the dread of it, so that the benefit which had
been wrought might remain unmoved. This
is the part of a tender-hearted physician, not

j

only to put an end to present pains, but to pro-

vide for future security, which also Christ did,

bracing up his soul by the recollection of past

I

events. For seeing that when the things

I

which distress us have departed, the recollec-

tion of them oftentimes departs with them,

I

He wishing it to abide continually, saith " sin

no more lest some worse thing happen unto-

I thee."

I

3. Moreover it is possible to discern His
forethought and consideration not only from
this, but also from that which seems to be a.

rebuke. For He did not make a public ex-

posure of his sins, but yet He told him that he

,
suffered what he did suffer on account of his

I

sins, but what those sins were He did not dis-

close; nor did He say "thou hast sinned" or
" thou hast trangressed," but He indicated the

fact by one simple utterance " sin no more ;

"

and having said so much as just to remind him
of it He put him more on the alert against

future events, and at the same time He made
manifest to us all his patience and courage

and wisdom, having reduced him to the neces-

sity of publicly lamenting his calamity, and
having displayed his own earnestness on the

man's behalf, "for while I am coming," he
says, " another steppeth down before me :

" ^ yet

he did not pubHcly expose his sins. For just

as we ourselves desire to draw a veil over our

sins even so does God much more than we

:

on this account He wrought the cure in the

presence of all, but He gives the exhortation

or the advice privately. For He never makes
a public display of our sins, except at any-

time He sees men insensible to them. For
when He says " ye saw me hungry, and fed

me not: and thirsty and gave me no drink," ^

He speaks thus at the present time in order

that we may not hear these words in time to

come. He threatens. He exposes us in this

world, that He may not have to expose us in

the other : even as He threatened to overthrow
2 1 Cor. X. 13.

3 Cor. i. 5, 4. Chrysostom transposes the clauses, and does
Luke xxii. 31, 3a.

Cor. i. 5, 4. Ch
not quote the exact words of the passage 4 John V, 14. 5 John V. 7. 6 Matt. XXV. 12.
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the city of the Ninevites ' for the very reason

that He might not overthrow it. For if He
wished to publish our sins He would not an-

nounce beforehand that He would publish

them: but as it is He does make this an-

nouncement in order that being sobered by

the fear of exposure, if not also by the fear of

punishment we may purge ourselves from

them all. This also is what takes place in the

case of baptism : for He conducts the man to

the pool of water without disclosing his sins

to any one : yet He publicly presents the boon

and riiakes it manifest to all, while the sins of

the man are known to no one save God Him-
self and him who receives the forgiveness of

them. This also was what took place in the

case of this paralytic, He makes the reproof

without the presence of witnesses, or rather

the utterance is not merely a reproof bat also

a justification; He justifies Himself as it were

for evil-entreating him so long, telling him and
proving to him that it was not without cause

and purpose that He had suffered him to be
so long aflflicted, for He reminded him of his

sins, and declared the cause of his infirmity.
** For having found him," we read, " in the

temple. He said unto him, sin no more lest

some worse thing happen unto thee."

And now since we have derived so much
profit from the account of the former paralytic

let us turn to the other who is presented to

us in St. Matthew's Gospel. For in the case

of mines where any one happens to find a
piece of gold he makes a further excavation
again in the same place: and I know that

many of those who read without care imagine
that one and the same paralytic is presented
by the four evangelists: but it is not so.

Therefore you must be on the alert, and pay
careful attention to the matter. For the ques-
tion is not concerned with ordinary matters,
and this discourse when it has received its

proper solution will be serviceable against
both Greeks and Jews and many of the here-
tics. For thus all find fault with the evangel-
ists as being at strife and variance: yet this is

not the fact. Heaven forbid ! but although the
outward appearance is different, the grace of
the Spirit which works upon the soul of each
is one, and where the grace of the Spirit is,

there is love, joy, and peace; and there war
and disputation, strife and contention are not.
How then shall we make it clear that this par-
alytic is not the same as the other, but a differ-

ent man? By many tokens, both of place and
time, and season, and day, and from the man-
ner of the cure, and the coming of the physi-
cian and the loneliness of the man who was

» Joiuih i. 3.

healed. And what of this? some one will say:

for have not many of the evangelists given
diverse accounts of other signs? Yes' but it is

one thing to make statements which are

diverse, and another, statements which are

contradictory; for the former causes no dis-

cord or strife : but that which is now presented
to us is a strong case of contradiction unless it

be proved that the paralytic at the pool was a
different man from him who is described by
the other three evangelists. Now that you
may understand what is the difference between
statements which are diverse and contradic-

tory, one of the evangelists has stated that

Christ carried the cross/ another that Simon
the Cyrenian carried it :

^ but this causes no
contradiction or strife. "And how," you say,
" is there no contradiction between the state-

ments that he carried and did not carry?"
Because both took place. When they went
out of the Praetorium Christ was carrying it

:

but as they proceeded Simon took it from Him
and bore it. Again in the case of the robbers,

one says that the two blasphemed :
* another

that one of them checked him who was reviling

the Lord. 5 Yet in this again there is no con-
tradiction : because here also both things took
place, and at the beginning both the men be-
haved ill: but afterwards when signs occurred,
when the earth shook and the rocks were rent,

and the sun was darkened, one of them was
converted, and became more chastened, and
recognized the crucified one and acknowledged
his kingdom. For to prevent your supposing
that this took place by some constraining force
of one impelling him from within, and to re-

move your perplexity, he exhibits the man to

you on the cross while he is still retaining his

former wickedness in order that you may per-
ceive that his conversion was effected from
within and out of his own heart assisted by the
grace of God and so he became a better man.

4. And it is possible to collect many other
instances of this kind from the Gospels, which
seem to have a suspicion of contradiction,
where there is no real contradiction, the truth
being that some incidents have been related
by this writer, others by that ; or if not occur-
ring at the same hour one author has related
the earlier event, another the later ; but in the
present case there is nothing of this kind, but
the multitude of the evidences which I have
mentioned proves to those who pay any atten-
tion whatever to the matter, that the paralytic
was not the same man in both instances. And
this would be no slight proof to demonstrate
that the evangelists were in harmony with each

' John xix. 17.

3 Matt, xxvii. 32 ; Mark xxv. 31
4 Matt, xxvii. 44 ; Mark xv. 32.

Luke xiii. 26.

5 Luke xxiii. 40.
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other and not at variance. For if it were the
same man the discord is great between the
two accounts : but if it be a different one all

material for dispute has been destroyed.
Well then let me now state the actual rea-

sons why I affirm that this man is not the same
as that. What are they? The one is cured
in Jerusalem, the other in Capernaum; the one
by the pool of water, the other in some house

;

there is the evidence from place : the former
during the festival : there is the evidence from
the special season : the former had been thirty
and eight years suffering from infirmity: con-
cerning the other the evangeHst relates nothing
of that kind : there is the evidence from time

:

the former was cured on the Sabbath : there is

the evidence from the day: for had this man
also been cured on the Sabbath Matthew
would not have passed by the fact in silence
nor would the Jews who were present have
held their peace : for they who found fault for
some other reason even when a man was not
cured on the Sabbath would have been yet
more violent in their accusation against Christ
if they had got an additional handle from the
argument of the special day. Moreover this

man was brought to Christ: to the other Christ
Himself came, and there was no man to assist

him. " Lord," said he," I have no man :
" where-

as this man had many who came to his aid,

who also let him down through the roof. And
He healed the body of the other man before
his soul : for after he had cured the paralysis
He then said " Behold thou art made whole,
sin no more:" but not so in this case, but
after He had healed his soul, for He said to
him " Son be of good cheer thy sins be for-
given thee," He then cured his paralysis.

That this man then is not the same as the
other has been clearly demonstrated by these
proofs, but it now remains for us to turn to
the beginning of the narrative and see how
Christ cured the one and the other, and why
differently in each case : why the one on the
Sabbath and the other not on the Sabbath,
why He came Himself to the one but waited
for the other to be brought to Him, why He
healed the body of the one and the soul of the
other first. For He does not these things
without consideration and purpose seeing that
He is wise and prudent. Let us then give our
attention and observe Him as He performs the
cure. For if in the case of physicians when
they use the knife or cautery or operate in any
other way upon a maimed and crippled patient,
and cut off a limb, many persons crowd round
the invalid and the physician who is doing
these things, much more ought we to act thus
in this case, in proportion as the physician is

greater and the malady more severe, being one

which cannot be corrected by human art, but
only by divine grace. And in the former case
we have to see the skin being cut, and matter
discharging, and gore set in motion, and to en-
dure much discomfort produced by the spec-
tacle, and great pain and sorrow not merely
from the sight of the wounds, but also from
the suffering undergone by those who are sub-
jected to this burning or cutting: for no one
is so stony-hearted as to stand by those who
are suffering these things, and hear them
shrieking, without being himself overcome and
agitated, and experiencing much depression of
spirit ; but yet we undergo all this owing to
our desire to witness the operation. But in

this case nothing of that kind has to be seen,

no appHcation of fire, no plunging in of an in-

strument, no flowing of blood, no pain or

shrieking of the patient; and the reason of
this is, the wisdom of the healer, which needs
none of these external aids, but is absolutely

self-sufficient. For it is enough that He
merely utters a command and all distress

ceases. And the wonder is not only that He
effects the cure with so much ease, but also

without pain, causing no trouble to those who
are being healed.

Seeing then that the marvel is greater and
the cure more important, and the pleasure

afforded to the spectators unalloyed by any
kind of sorrow, let us now carefully contem-
plate Christ in the act of heaHng. "And He
entered into a boat and crossed over and came
into His own city: and behold they brought to

him a man sick of the palsy lying on a bed

:

and Jesus seeing their faith said unto the sick

of the palsy " Son! be of good cheer: thy sins

are forgiven." ' Now they were inferior to the

centurion in respect of their faith, but superior

to the impotent man by the pool. For the

former neither invited the physician nor
brought the sick man to the physician; but
approached Him as God and said " Speak the

word only and my servant shall be healed." ^

Now these men did not invite the physician to

the house, and so far they are on an equality

with the centurion : but they brought the sick

man to the physician and so far they are infe-

rior, because they did not say " speak the word
only." Yet they are far better than the man
lying by the pool. For he said " Lord I have
no man when the water is troubled to put me
into the pool:" but these men knew that

Christ had no need either of water, or pool, or

anything else of that kind : nevertheless Christ

not only released the servant of the centurion

but the other two men also from their maladies,

and did not say :
" because thou hast proffered

Matt. ix. I, 2. 2 Luke vii. 7.
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a smaller degree of faith the cure which thou

receivest shall be in proportion;" but He dis-

missed the man who displayed the greater faith

-w-ith eulogy and honour, saying " I have not

found so great faith, no, not in Israel." ' On
the man who exhibited less faith than this one
he bestowed no praise yet He did not deprive

him of a cure, no! not even him who displayed

no faith at all. But just as physicians when
curing the same disorder receive from some
person a hundred gold pieces, from others half,

from others less and from some nothing at all :

even so Christ received from the centurion a

large and unspeakable degree of faith, but

from this man less and from the other not even
an ordinary amount, and yet He healed them
all. For what reason then did He deem the

man who made no deposit of faith worthy of

the benefit? Because his failure to exhibit

faith was not owing to indolence, or to insensi-

bility of soul, but to ignorance of Christ and
having never heard any miracle in which He
was concerned either small or great. On this

account therefore the man obtained indul-

gence: which in fact the evangelist obscurely
intimates when he says, " for he wist not who
it was," - but he only recognized Him by sight

when he lighted upon Him the second time.

5. There are indeed some who say that this

man was healed merely because they who
brought him beHeved ; but this is not the fact.

For "when He saw their faith" refers not
merely to those who brought the man but also
to the man who was brought. Why so? "Is
not one man healed," you say, " because an-
other has believed?" For my part I do not
think so unless owing to immaturity of age or
excessive infirmity he is in some way incapable
of believing. How then was it you say that
in the case of the woman of Canaan the
mother believed but the daughter was cured?
and how was it that the servant of the cen-
turion who believed rose from the bed of sick-
ness and was preserved. Because the sick
persons themselves were not able to believe.
Hear then what the woman of Canaan says:
" xMy daughter is grievously vexed with a devil 3

and sometimes she falleth into the water and
sometimes into the fire: " * now how could she
believe whose mind was darkened and pos-
sessed by a devil, and was never able to con-
trol herself, not in her sound senses? As
then in the case of the woman of Canaan so
also m the case of the centurion; his servant
lay ill in the house, not knowing Christ, him-
self, nor who He was. How then was he to

» Luke vii.
. T.

9- » John V. 13. 3 Matt. xv. 22.

Mai. .v!f
*°^^» '>«^'' «" the description of the lunatic lad in

two LjJItivi
^'"^"*«*°'°' speaking from memory, confuses the

believe in one who was unknown to him, and
of whom he had never yet obtained any ex-
perience? But in the case before us we can-
not say this: for the paralytic believed.

Whence is this manifest? From the very
manner of his approach to Christ. For do not
attend simply to the statement that they let

the man down through the roof: but consider
how great a matter it is for a sick man to have
the fortitude to undergo this. For you are
surely aware that invalids are so faint-hearted

and difficult to please as often td decline the-
treatment administered to them on their sick

bed, and to prefer bearing the pain which
arises from their maladies to undergoing the
annoyance caused by the remedies. But this

man had the fortitude to go outside the house,
and to be carried into the midst of the market
place, and to exhibit himself in the presence
of a crowd. And it is the habit of sick folk to
die under their disorder rather than disclose

their personal calamities. This sick man how-
ever did not act thus, but when he saw that
the place of assembly was filled, the approaches
blocked, the haven of refuge obstructed, he
submitted to be let down through the roof.

So ready in contrivance is desire, so rich in

resource is love. "For he also that seeketh
findeth, and to him that knocketh it shall be
opened." ^ The man did not say to his friends

"What is the meaning of this? why make this

ado? why push on? Let us wait until the
house is cleared and the assembly is dissolved

:

the crowds will withdraw, we shall then be able
to approach him privately and confer about
these matters. Why should you expose my
misfortunes in the midst of all the spectators,

and let me down from the roof-top, and behave
in an unseemly manner?" That man said
none of these things either to himself or to his

bearers, but regarded it as an honour to have
so many persons made witnesses of his cure.

And not from this circumstance only was it

possible to discern his faith but also from the
actual words of Christ. For after he had been
let down and presented Christ said to him,
" Son ! be of good cheer, thy sins are forgiven
thee." And when he heard these words he
was not indignant, he did not complain, he did
not say to the physician " What mean you by
this? I came to be healed of one thing and
you heal another. This is an excuse and a
pretence and a screen of incompetence. Do
you forgive sins which are invisible?" He
neither spoke nor thought any of these things,
but waited, allowing the physician to adopt the
method of healing which He desired. For this

reason also Christ did not go to him, but

5 Luke xi.
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waited for him to come, that He might exhibit

his faith to all. For could He not have made
the entrance easy? But He did none of these

things; in order that He might exhibit the

man's zeal and fervent faith to all. For as He
went to the man who had been suffering thirty

and eight years because he had no one to aid

him, so did He wait for this man to come to

him because he had many friends that He
might make his faith manifest by the man
being brought to Him, and inform us of the

other man's loneliness by going to him, and
disclose the earnestness of the one and the

patience of the other to all and especially to

those who were present. For some envious
and misanthropical Jews were accustomed to

grudge the benefits done to their neighbours
and to find fault with His miracles, sometimes
on account of the special season, saying that

He healed on the sabbath day; sometimes on
account of the life of those to whom the bene-
fit was done, saying " if this man were a pro-
phet He would have known who the woman
was who touched Him :

" ' not knowing that it

is the special mark of a physician to associate

with the infirm and to be constantly seen by
the side of the sick, not to avoid them, 'or

hurry from their presence—which in fact was
what He expressly said to those murmurers

;

" They that are whole have no need of a phy-
sician but they that are sick." ^ Therefore in

order to prevent their making the same accu-
sations again He proves first of all that they
who come to Him are deserving of a cure on
account of the faith which they exhibit. For
this reason He exhibited the loneHness of one
man, and the fervent faith and zeal of the
other: for this reason He healed the one on
the Sabbath, the other not on the Sabbath : in

order that when you see them accusing and
rebuking Christ on another day you may un-
derstand that they accused him on the former
occasion also not because of their respect for

the law, but because they could not contain
their own malice. But why did He not first

address Himself to the cure of the paralytic,

but said, " Son ! be of good cheer, thy sins are

forgiven thee?" He did this very wisely.

For it is a habit with physicians to destroy the
originating cause of the malady before they
remove the malady itself. Often for example
when the eyes are distressed by some evil

humour and corrupt discharge, the physician,

abandoning any treatment of the disordered
vision, turns his attention to the head, where
the root and origin of the infirmity is : even so
did Christ act: He represses first of all the
source of the evil. For the source and root

^ Luke vii. 39. 2 Matt. ix. 12.

and mother of all evil is the nature of sin.

This it is which enervates our bodies : this it

is which brings on disease : therefore also on
this occasion He said, " Son ! be of good cheer,
thy sins are forgiven thee." And on the other
He said, " Behold ! thou art made whole, sin no
more lest some worse thing happen unto
thee," intimating to both that these maladies
were the offspring of sin. And in the begin-
ning and outset of the world disease as the
consequence of sin attacked the body of Cain.
For after the murder of his brother, after that
act of wickedness, his body was subject to
palsy.3 For trembhng is the same thing as
palsy. For when the strength which regulates
a living creature becomes weakened, being no
longer able to support all the limbs, it deprives
them of their natural power of direction, and
then having become unstrung they tremble
and turn giddy.

6. Paul also demonstrated this : for when he
was reproaching the Corinthians with a certain
sin he said, " For this cause many are weak
and sickly among you." Therefore also
Christ first removes the cause of the evil, and
having said " Son ! be of good cheer, thy sins

are forgiven thee," He uplifts the spirit and
rouses the downcast soul: for the speech be-
came an efficient cause and having entered
into the conscience it laid hold of the soul
itself and cast out of it all distress. For noth-
ing creates pleasure and affords confidence so
much as freedom from self-reproach. For
where remission of sins is there is sonship.
Even so at least we are not able to call God
Father until we have washed away our sins in

the pool of the sacred water. It is when we
have come up from thence, having put off that
evil load, that we say " Our Father which art

in Heaven." But in the case of the man who
was infirm thirty and eight years why did He
not act thus, but cured his body first of all?

Because by that long period of time his sins

had been exhausted: for the magnitude of a
trial can lighten the load of sins ; as indeed we
read was the case with Lazarus, that he re-

ceived his evil things in full, and thereupon
was comforted: and again in another place we
read, " Comfort ye my people, say ye to the

heart of Jerusalem, that she hath received of

the Lord's hand double for her sins." -* And
again the prophet says " O Lord give us peace,
for thou hast requited all things to us, " ^ indi-

cating that penalties and punishments work
forgiveness of sins; and this we might prove

3 The allusion is to Gen. iv. 12, where the words rendered in
the English translation " a fugitive and a vagabond shalt thou
be" are in the lxx. rendered a-Tevtoy koL rpeixuiv ecrr], "groaning
and trembling shalt thou be :" but our English version is the
more correct.

4 Isa. xl. I, 2. 5 Isa. xxvi. 12.
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from many passages. It seems to me then

that the reason why He said nothing to that

man about remission of sins, but only secured

him against the future, was because the penalty

for his sins had been already worked out by

the long duration of his sickness: or if this was

not the reason, it was because he had not yet

attained any high degree of belief concerning

Christ that the Lord first addressed Himself

to the lesser need, and one which was manifest

and obvious, the health of the body; but in

the case of the other man He did not act thus,

but inasmuch as this man had more faith, and

a loftier soul. He spoke to him first of all con-

cerning the more dangerous disease: with the

additional object of exhibiting his equality of

rank with the Father. For just as in the

former case He healed on the Sabbath day
because He wished to lead men away from the

Jewish mode of observing it, and to take occa-

sion from their reproaches to prove Himself
equal with the Father: even so in this instance

also, knowing beforehand what they were going

to say. He uttered these words that He might
use them as a starting-point and a pretext for

proving His equality of rank with the Father.

For it is one thing when no one brings an ac-

cusation or charge to enter spontaneously
upon a discourse about these things, and quite

another when other persons give occasion for

it, to set about the same work in the order and
shape of a defence. For the nature of the

former demonstration was a stumbling block
to the hearers: but the other was less offen-

|

sive, and more acceptable, and everywhere we I

see Him doing this, and manifesting His i

equality not so much by words as by deeds.
|

This at any rate is what the Evangelist implied
when he said that the Jews persecuted Jesus
not only because He broke the Sabbath but
also because He said that God was His Father,
making Himself equal with God,' which is a
far greater thing, for He effected this by the
demonstration of His deeds. How then do
the envious and wicked act, and those who
repine at the good things of other people, and
seek to find a handle in every direction ?

"Why does this man blaspheme?" they say
for "no man can forgive sins save God
alone." ^ As they persecuted Him there be-
cause He broke the Sabbath, and took occa-
sion from their reproaches to declare His
equality with the Father in the form of a de-
fence, saying '* my Father worketh hitherto and
I work,"' ^ so here also starting from the accu-
sations which they make He proves from these
His exact likeness to the Father. For what
was it they said ? " No man can forgive sins save

» John V. 1 6. a Mark ii. 7. 3 John V.

God alone." Inasmuch then as they themselves
laid down this definition, they themselves intro-

duced the rule, they themselves declared the
law. He proceeds to entangle them by means
of their own words. " You have confessed,"
He says, " thatf orgiveness of sins is an attri-

bute of God alone: my equality therefore is

unquestionable." And it is not these men only
who declare this but also the prophet thus say-

ing :
" who is God as thou? " and then, indicat-

ing His special attribute he adds " taking away
iniquity and passing over unrighteousness." *

If then any one else appears thus doing the
same thing He also is God, God even as that
one is God. But let us observe how Christ
argues with them, how meekly and gently, and
with all tenderness. "And behold some of the
scribes said within themselves: this man blas-

phemeth." They did not utter the word, they
did not proclaim it through the tongue, but
reasoned in the secret recesses of their heart.

How then did Christ act? He made public
their secret thoughts before the demonstration

j

which was concerned with the cure of the par-

!
alytic's body, wishing to prove to them the

I

power of His Godhead. For that it is an at-

tribute of God alone, a sign of His deity to shew
the secrets of His mind, the Scripture saith
" Thou alone knowest men's hearts." ^ Seest
thou that this word " alone," is not used with a
view of contrasting the Son with the Father.
For if the Father alone knows the heart, how
does the Son know the secrets of the mind?
" For He Himself," it is said, "knew what was
in man "

;
^ and Paul when proving that the

knowledge of secret things is a special attribute

of God says, "and He that searchest the
heart," ' shewing that this expression is equiv-
alent to the appellation " God." For just as

when I say " He who causeth rain said," I signi-

fy none other than God by mentioning the deed,
since it is one which belongs to Him alone:
and when I say " He who maketh the sun to

rise,'' without adding the word God, I yet sig-

nify Him by mentioning the deed: even so
when Paul said " He who searcheth the

hearts," he proved that to search the heart is

an attribute of God alone. For if this expres-
sion had not been of equal force with the name
" God " for pointing out Him who was signi-

fied, he would not have used it absolutely and
by itself. For if the power were shared by
Him in common with some created being, we
should not have known who was signified, the

community of power causing confusion in the
mind of the hearers. Inasmuch then as this

appears to be a special attribute of the Father,
and yet is manifested of the Son whose equal-

4 Micah vii. 18.
6 John ii. 25.

5 I Kings viii. 39.
7 Rom. viii. 27.
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ity becomes thence unquestionable, therefore

we read "why think ye evil in your hearts? for

whether is easier: to say: Thy sins are for-

given thee or to say arise and walk? "

7. See moreover He makes a second proof
of His power of forgiving sins. For to forgive

sins is a very much greater act than to heal

the body, greater in proportion as the soul is

greater than the body. For as paralysis is a
disease of the body, even so sin is a disease of

the soul : but although this is the greater it is

not palpable : whereas the other although it be
less is manifest. Since then He is about to

use the less for a demonstration of the greater

proving that He acted thus on account of their

weakness, and by way of condescension to

their feeble condition He says "whether is

easier? to say thy sins are forgiven thee or to

say arise and walk?'' For what reason then
should He address Himself to the lesser act

on their account? Because that which is

manifest presents the proof in a more distinct

form. Therefore He did not enable the man
to rise until He had said to them " But that

ye may know that the Son of man hath power
on earth to forgive sins, (then saith He to the

sick of the palsy) arise and walk:" as if He
had said: forgiveness of sins is indeed a

greater sign: but for your sakes I add the less

also since this seems to you to be a proof of

the other. For as in another case when He
praised the centurion for saying "speak the

word only and my servant shall be healed: for

I also say to this man go and he goeth and to

the other come and he cometh," He confirmed
his opinion by the eulogy which He pro-

nounced: and again when He reproved the

Jews for finding fault with Him on the Sabbath
day saying that He transgressed the law. He
proved that He had authority to alter laws

:

even so in this instance also when some said

"He maketh Himself equal with God by
promising that which belongs only to the
Father," He having upbraided and accused
them and proved by His deeds that He did
not blaspheme supplied us with indisputable

evidence that He could do the same things as

the Father who begat Him . Observe at least

the manner in which He pleases to establish

the fact that what belongs to the Father only,

belongs also to Himself: for He did not sim-
ply enable the paralytic to get up, but also said
" but that ye may know that the Son of man
hath power on earth to forgive sins :

" thus it

was his endeavour and earnest desire to prove
above all things that He had the same author-

ity as the Father.

8. Let us then carefully hold fast all these

things, both those which were spoken yester-

day and the day before that, and let us beseech

God that they may abide immoveably in our
heart, and let us contribute zeal on our side,

and constantly meet in this place. For in this

way we shall preserve the truths which have
been formerly spoken, and we shall add others

to our store ; and if any of them slip from our
memory through the lapse of time we shall

easily be able to recover them by the aid of

continual teaching. And not only will the

doctrines abide sound and uncorrupt but our
course of life will have the benefit of much
diligent care and we shall be able to pass

through this present state of existence with

pleasure and cheerfulness. For whatever kind

of suffering is oppressing our soul when we
come here will easily be got rid of: seeing

that now also Christ is present, and he who
approaches Him with faith will readily receive

heaHng from Him. Suppose some one is

struggling with perpetual poverty, and at a loss

for necessary food, and often goes to bed-

hungry, if he has come in here, and heard'.

Paul saying that he passed his time in hunger
and thirst and nakedness, and that he experi-

enced this not on one or two or three days, but
constantly (this at least is what he indicates

when he says " up to the present hour we both
hunger and thirst and are naked)," ' he will

receive ample consolation, learning by means
of these words that God has not permitted him
to be in poverty because He hated him or

abandoned him : for if this were the effect of

hatred. He would not have permitted it in the

case of Paul who was of all men especially

dear to Him : but He permitted it out of His
tender love and providential care, and by way
of conducting him to a higher degree of spirit-

ual wisdom. Has some other man a body
which is beset with disease and countless suf-

ferings? The condition of these paralytics

may be an ample source of consolation and
besides these the blessed and brave disciple of

Paul who was continually suffering from dis-

orders, and never had any respite from pro-

longed infirmity, even as Paul also said " Use
a little wine for thy stomach's sake and thine

often infirmities,"'' where he does not speak

merely of infirmities as such. Or another hav-

ing been subjected to false accusation has ac-

quired a bad reputation with the public, ancf

this is continually vexing and gnawing his^

soul : he enters this place and hears " Blessed'

are ye when men shall reproach you and say-

all manner of evil against you falsely: rejoice*

ye and be exceeding glad for great is your
reward in Heaven: "^ then he will lay aside'

all despondency and receive every kind of

pleasure : for it is written " leap for joy, and

I I Cor. iv. n. 2 I Tim. V. 23. 3 Matt. V. II, 12,.
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be exceeding glad when men cast out your

name as evil." ' In this manner then God
comforts those that are evil spoken of, and
them that speak evil He puts in fear after

.another manner sa}ing " every evil word which

men shall speak they shall give an account

thereof whether it be good or evil."
^

Another perhaps has lost a little daughter

or a son, or one of his kinsfolk, and he also

having come here listens to Paul groaning over

this present life and longing to see that which
is to come, and oppressed by his sojourn in

this world, and he will go away with a sufficient

remedy for his grief when he has heard him
say " Now concerning them that are asleep I

would not have you ignorant brethren that ye

sorrow not even as others who have no hope." ^

He did not say concerning the dying," but

** concerning them that are asleep" proving

that death is a sleep. As then if we see any
one sleeping we are not disturbed or distressed,

expecting that he will certainly get up: even
so when we see any one dead, let us not be
disturbed or dejected for this also is a sleep,

a longer one indeed, but still a sleep. By giv-

ing it the name of slumber He comforted the

mourners and overthrew the accusation of the

unbelievers. If you mourn immoderately over
him who has departed you will be like that

unbeliever who has no hope of a resurrection.

He indeed does well to mourn, inasmuch as he
cannot exercise any spiritual wisdom concern-
ing things to come: but thou who hast re-

ceived such strong proofs concerning the future

life, why dost thou sink into the same weak-
ness with him? Therefore it is written "now
concerning them that are asleep we would not
have you ignorant that ye sorrow not even as
others who have no hope."

And not only from the New Testament but
from the Old also it is possible to receive
abundant consolation. For when you hear of

Job after the loss of his property, after the
destruction of his herds, after the loss not of
one, or two, or three, but of a whole troop of
sons in the very flower of their age, after the
great excellence of soul which he displayed,
even if thou art the weakest of men, thou wilt

easily be able to repent and regain thy cour-
age. For thou, O man, hast constantly at-

tended thy sick son, and hast seen him laid

« Lukc.vi. 22, 23." a Matt. xii. 36. 3 i Thess. iv. 13.

upon the bed, and hast heard him uttering his
last words, and stood beside him whilst he was
drawing his last breath and hast closed his

eyes, and shut his mouth: but he was not
present at the death struggle of his sons, he
did not see them breathing their last gasp,
but the house became the common grave of
them all, and on the same table brains and
blood were poured forth, and pieces of wood
and tiles, and dust, and fragments of flesh, and
all these things were mingled together in like

manner. Nevertheless after such great calam-
ities of this kind he was not petulant, but what
does he say—" The Lord gave, the Lord hath
taken away, as it seemed good unto the Lord
even so has it come to pass, blessed be 'the
name of the Lord for ever." ^ Let this speech
be our utterance also over each event which
befalls us ; whether it be loss of property, or
infirmity of body, or msult, or false accusation
or any other form of evil incident to mankind,
let us say these words " The Lord gave, the
Lord hath taken away; as it seemed good to
the Lord so has it come to pass ; blessed be
the name of the Lord for ever." If we practise
this spiritual wisdom, we shall never experience
any evil, even if we undergo countless suffer-
ings, but the gain will be greater than the loss,

the good will exceed the evil : by these words
thou wilt cause God to be merciful unto thee,
and wilt defend thyself against the tyranny of
Satan. For as soon as thy tongue has uttered
these words forthwith the Devil hastens from
thee: and when he has hastened away, the
cloud of dejection also is dispelled and the
thoughts which aflflict us take to flight, hurry-
ing off in company with him, and in addition
to all this thou wilt win all manner of blessings
both here and in Heaven. And you have a
convincing example in the case of Job, and of
the Apostle, who having for God's sake de-
spised the troubles of this world, obtained the
everlasting blessings. Let us then be trustful
and in all things which befall us let us rejoice
and give thanks to the merciful God, that we
may pass through this present life with seren-
ity, and obtain the blessings to come, by the
grace and lovingkindness of our Lord Jesus
Christ to whom be glory, honour and might
always, now and ever, world without end.
Amen.

* Job i. 21, Lxx. version.
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TO THOSE WHO HAD NOT ATTENDED THE
ASSEMBLY.

TO THOSE WHO HAD NOT ATTENDED THE ASSEMBLY; ON THE APOSTOLIC SAYING, " IF TKY
ENEMY HUNGER, FEED HIM," AND CONCERNING RESENTMENT OF INJURIES.

I. I DID no good as it seems by the pro-
longed discourse which I lately addressed to
you with a view to kindling your zeal for the
assemblies here:' for again our Church is

destitute of her children. Wherefore also I
am again compelled to seem vexatious and
burdensome, reproving those who are present,
and finding fault with those who have been
left behind : with them because they have not
put away their sloth, and with you because you
have not given a helping hand to the salvation
of your brethren. I am compelled to seem
burdensome and vexatious, not on behalf of
myself, or my own possessions, but on your
behalf and for your salvation, which is more
precious to me than anything else. Let him
who pleases take it in bad part, and call me
insolent and impudent, yet will I not cease
continually annoying him for the same pur-
pose ; for nothing is better for me than this
kind of impudence. For it may be, it may be,
that this at least if nothing else, will put you
to shame, and that to avoid being perpetually
importuned concerning the same things, ye
will take part in the tender care of your breth-
ren. For what profit is there to me in praise
when I do not see you making advances in
virtue ? and what harm is there from the silence
of the hearers when I behold your piety in-
creasing? For the praise of the speaker does
not consist in applause, but in the zeal of the
hearers for godliness : not in noise made just
at the time of hearing, but in lasting earnest-
ness. As soon as applause has issued from the

» The date of this Homily cannot be determined, but the allu-
sions which it contains to the Imperial palace and guard, and some
other pomtsof internal evidence prove that it was delivered at Con-
stantinople.

lips it is dispersed in air and perishes ; but the
moral improvement of the hearers brings an
imperishable and immortal reward both to him
who speaks and to them who obey. The
praise of your cheers makes the speaker illus-
trious here, but the piety of your soul affords
the teacher much confidence before the judg-
ment-seat of Christ. Wherefore if any one
loves the speaker, let him not desire the ap-
plause but the profit of the hearers. To
neglect our brethren is no ordinary wrong, but
one which brings extreme punishment, and an
inexorable penalty. And the case of the man
who buried the talent proves this: he was not
reproached at least on account of his own life

:

for as regarded the deposit itself he did not
turn out a bad man, since he restored it in-
tact : nevertheless he did turn out a bad man
as regarded his management of the deposit.
For he did not double that which was en-
trusted to him

; and so was punished. Whence
it is manifest that even if we are earnest and
well trained, and have much zeal about hear-
ing the holy scriptures this does not suffice for
our salvation. For the deposit must be
doubled, and it becomes doubled when to-
gether with our own salvation we undertake to
make some provision for the good of others.
For the man in the parable said " Lo ! there
thou hast that is thine: " but this did not serve
him for a defence: for it was said to him
" thou oughtest to have put the money to the
exchangers," ^

And observe I pray how easy the commands
of the Master are: for men indeed make those
who lend out capital sums at interest answera-

a Matt. XXV. 27.
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ble for recalling them ;
" you have made the

deposit," one says, "you must call it in: I

have no concern with the man who has re-

ceived it." But God does not act thus; He
only commands us to make the deposit, and

does not render us liable for the recall. For

the speaker has the power of advising, not of

persuading. Therefore he says :
" I make thee

answerable for depositing only, and not for the

recall." What can be easier than this? And yet

the servant called the master hard, who was

thus gentle and merciful. For such is the

wont of the ungrateful and indolent; they

always try to shift the blame of their offences

from' themselves to their masters. And there-

fore the man was thrust out with torture and

bonds into the outer darkness. And lest we
should suffer this penalty let us deposit our

teaching with the brethren, whether they be

persuaded by it, or not. For if they be per-

suaded they will profit both themselves and us

:

and if they are not, they involve themselves

indeed in inevitable punishment, but will not

be able to do us the slightest injury. For we
have done our part, by giving them advice:

but if they do not listen to it no harm will

result to us from that. For blame would at-

tach to us not for failing to persuade, but for

failing to advise: and after prolonged and
continual exhortation and counsel they and

not we, have to reckon henceforth with God.

I have been anxious at any rate to know
clearly, whether you continue to exhort your

brethren, and if they remain all the time in the

same condition of indolence: otherwise I

would never have given you any trouble : as it

is, I have fears that they may remain uncor-

rected in consequence of your neglect and in-

difference. For it is impossible that a man
who continually has the benefit of exhortation

and instruction should not become better and
more diligent. The proverb which I am about

to cite is certainly a common one, nevertheless

it confirms this very truth. For " a perpetual

dropping of water," it says, "wears a rock," yet

what is softer than water? and what is harder

than a rock? Nevertheless perpetual action

conquers nature: and if it conquers nature,

much more will it be able to prevail over the

human will. Christianity is no child's play,

my beloved: no matter of secondary impor-
tance. I am continually saying these things,

and yet I effect nothing.

2. How am I distressed, think you, when I

call to mind that on the festival days the mul-
titudes assembled resemble the broad expanse
of the sea, but now not even the smallest part

of that multitude is gathered together here?
Where are they now who oppress us with their

presence on the feast days? I look for them,

and am grieved on their account when I mark
what a multitude are perishing of those who
are in the way of salvation,' how large a loss

of brethren I sustain, how few are reached by
the things which concern salvation, and how
the greater part of the body of the Church is

like a dead and motionless carcase. "And
what concern is that to us?" you say. The
greatest possible concern if you pay no atten-

tion to your brethren, if you do not exhort and
advise, if you put no constraint on them, and
do not forcibly drag them hither, and lead

them away out of their deep indolence. For
that one ought not to be useful to himself

alone, but also to many others, Christ declared

plainly, when He called us salt,^ and leaven,^

and light : ^ for these things are useful and
profitable to others. For a lamp does not

shine for itself, but for those who are sitting in

darkness : and thou art a lamp not that thou

mayest enjoy the light by thyself, but that thou

mayest bring back yonder man who has gone
astray. For what profit is a lamp if it does

not give light to him who sits in darkness?

and what profit is a Christian when he benefits

no one, neither leads any one back to virtue?

Again salt is not an astringent to itself but

braces up those parts of the body which have
decayed, and prevents them from falling to

pieces and perishing. Even so do thou, since

God has appointed thee to be spiritual salt,

bind and brace up the decayed members, that

is the indolent and sordid brethren, and having

rescued them from their indolence as from
some form of corruption, unite them to the

rest of the body of the Church. And this is

the reason why He called you leaven: for

leaven also does not leaven itself, but, little

though it is, it affects the whole lump however
big it may be. So also do ye : although ye are

few in number, yet be ye many and powerful

in faith, and in zeal towards God. As then

the leaven is not weak on account of its little-

ness, but prevails owing to its inherent heat,

and the force of its natural quality, so ye also

will be able to bring back a far larger number
than yourselves, if you will, to the same de-

gree of zeal as your own. Now if they make
the summer season their excuse: for I hear of

their saying things of this kind, " the present

stifling heat is excessive, the scorching sun is

intolerable, we cannot bear being trampled and
crushed in the crowd, and to be steaming all

over with perspiration and oppressed by the

heat and confined space :

" I am ashamed of

them, believe me: for such excuses are

» Twi> <ru>^oiJiivuiv, this sijjfnifies *' members of the Church,"
merely, who, as such, are heirs of salvation, or as the English cate-
chism expresses it, are in a "state of salvation," although they
may forfeit their inheritance. Comp. Acts ii. 47.

2 Matt. V. 13. 3 Implied in Matt, xiii, 33. 4 Matt. v. 14.
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womanish : indeed even in their case who have
softer bodies^ and a weaker nature, such pre-

texts do not suffice for justification. Never-
theless, even if it seems a disgrace to make a

reply to a defence of this kind, yet is it neces-

sary. For if they put forward such excuses as

these and do not blush, much more does it be-

hove us not to be ashamed of replying to these

things. What then am I to say to those who
advance these pretexts? I would remind them
of the three children in the furnace and the

flame, who when they saw the fire encircling

them on all sides, enveloping their mouth and
their eyes and even their breath, did not cease

singing that sacred and mystical hymn to God,
in company with the universe, but standing in

the midst of the pyre sent up their song of

praise to the common Lord of all with greater

cheerfulness than they who abide in some
flowery field

:

' and together with these three

children I should think it proper to remind
them also of the lions which were in Babylon,

and of Daniel and the den :
^ and not of this

one only but also of another den, and the pro-

phet Jeremiah, and the mire in which he was
smothered up to the neck.^ And emerging
from these dens, I would conduct these per-

sons who put forward heat as an excuse into

the prison and exhibit Paul to them there, and
Silas bound fast in the stocks, covered with

bruises and wounds, lacerated all over their

body with a mass of stripes, yet singing praises

to God at midnight and celebrating their holy

vigil. For is it not a monstrous thing that

those holy men, both in the furnace and the

fire, and the den, and amongst wild beasts,

and mire, and in a prison and the stocks, and
amidst stripes and gaolers, and intolerable suf-

ferings, never complained of any of these

things, but were continually uttering prayers

and sacred songs with much energy and fervent

zeal, whilst we who have not undergone any
of their innumerable sufferings, small or great,

neglect our own salvation on account of a
scorching sun and a little short lived heat and
toil, and forsaking the assembly wander away,
depraving ourselves by going to meetings
which are thoroughly unwholesome ? When the

dew of thie divine oracles is so abundant dost

thou make heat thy excuse? "The water
which I will give him," saith Christ, " shall be
in him a well of water springing up into ever-

lasting life ;
" ^ and again ;

" He that believeth

on me as the Scripture hath said, out of his

belly shall flow rivers of living water." ^ Xell

me ; when thou hast spiritual wells and rivers,

1 Song of the Three Children in the Apocryphal addition to

Daniel iii.

2 Dan. vi. 24. 3 Jerem. xxxviii.5.

4 John iv. 14. S John vii. 38.
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art thou afraid of material heat? Now in the
market place where there is so much turmoil
and crowding, and scorching wind, how is it

that you do not make suffocation and heat an
excuse for absenting yourself? For it is im-
possible for you to say that there you can
enjoy a cooler temperature, and that all the
heat is concentrated here with us :—the truth

is exactly the reverse ; here indeed owing to
the pavement floor, and to the construction of
the building in other respects (for it is carried

up to a vast height), the air is hghter and
cooler: whereas there the sun is strong in

every direction, and there is much crowding,
and vapour and dust, and other things which
add to discomfort far more than these.

Whence it is plain that these senseless excuses
are the offspring of indolence and of a supine
disposition, destitute of the fire of the Holy
Spirit.

3. Now these remarks of mine are not so
much directed to them, as to you who do not
bring them forward, do not rouse them from
their indolence, and draw them to this table

of salvation. Household slaves indeed when
they have to discharge some service in com-
mon, summon their fellow slaves, but you when
you are going to meet for this spiritual minis-

try suffer your fellow servants to be deprived

of the advantage by your neglect. " But what
if they do not desire it?" you say. Make
them desire it by your continual importunity:

for if they see you insisting upon it they cer-

tainly will desire it. Nay these things are a,

mere excuse and pretence. How many
fathers at any rate are there here who have
not their sons standing with them? Was it so
difficult for thee to bring hither some of thy
children? Whence it is clear that the absence
of all the others who remain outside is due not
only to their own indolence, but also to your
neglect. But now at least, if never before,

rouse yourselves up, and let each person enter

the Church accompanied by a member of his

family: let them incite and urge one another

to the assembly here, the father his son, the

son his father, the husbands their wives, and
the wives their husbands, the master his slave,

brother his brother, friend his friend : or rather

let us not summon friends only but also ene-

mies to this common treasury of good things.

If thy enemy sees thy care for his welfare, he
will undoubtedly reUnquish his hatred.

Say to him :
" art thou not ashamed and

dost thou not blush before the Jews who keep
their sabbath with such great strictness, and
from the evening of it abstain from all work?
And if they see the sun verging towards set-

ting on the day of the Preparation they break

off business, and cut short their traffic: and if
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any one who has been making a purchase from

them, before the evening, comes in the even-

ing bringing the price, they do not suffer

themselves to take it, or to accept the money."
And why do I speak of the price of market
wares and transaction of business? Even if

it were possible to receive a treasure they

would rather lose the gain than trample on
their law. Are the Jews then so strict, and this

when they keep the law out of due season, and
cling to an observance of it which does not

profit them, but rather does them harm : and
wilt thou, who art superior to the shadow, to

whom it has been vouchsafed to see the Sun of

Righteousness, who art ranked as a citizen of

the Heavenly commonwealth, wilt thou not

display the same zeal as those who unseason-

ably cleave to what is wrong, thou who hast

been entrusted with the truth, but although

thou art summoned here for only a short part

of the day, canst thou not endure to spend
even this upon the hearing of the divine ora-

cles? and what kind of indulgence, pray, could
you obtain? and what answer will you have to

make which is reasonable and just? It is

utterly impossible that one who is so indiffer-

ent and indolent should ever obtain indulgence,
even if he should allege the necessities of
wordly affairs ten thousand times over as an
excuse. Do you not know that if you come
and worship God and take part in the work
which goes on here, the business you have on
hand is made much easier for you? Have you
worldly anxieties? Come here on that account
that by the time you spend here you may win
for yourself the favour of God, and so depart
with a sense of security; that you may have
Him for your ally, that you may become in-

vincible to the daemons because you are as-

sisted by the heavenly hand. If you have the
benefit of prayers uttered by the fathers, if you
take part in common prayer, if you listen to
the divine oraoles, if you win for yourself the
aid of God, if, armed with these weapons, you
then go forth, not even the devil himself will

be able henceforth to look you in the face,
much less wicked men who are eager to insult
and malign you. But if you go from your
house to the market place, and are found des-
titute of these weapons, you will be easily mas-
tered by all who insult you. This is the rea-
son why, both in public and private affairs,

many things occur contrary to our expectation,
because we have not been diligent about spirit-
ual things in the first place, and secondarily
about the secular, but have inverted the order.
For this reason also the proper sequence and
right arrangement of things has been upset,
and all our affairs are full of much confusion.
Can you imagine what distress and grief I

suffer when I observe, that if a public holy
day and festival is at hand there is a concourse
of all the inhabitants of the city, although
there is no one to summon them ; but when

I

the holy day and festival are past, even if we
should crack our voice by continuing to call

you all day long there is no one who pays any
heed? For often when turning these things
over in my mind I have groaned heavily, and
said to myself: What is the use of exhorta-
tion or advice, when you do everything merely
by the force of habit, and do not become a
whit more zealous in consequence of my
teaching? For whereas in the festivals you
need no exhortation from me, but, when they
are past you profit nothing by my teaching, do
you not show that my discourse, so far as you
are concerned, is superfluous?

4. Perhaps many of those who hear these
things are grieved. But such is not the senti-

ment of the indolent: else they would put
away their carelessness, like ourselves, who are
daily anxious about your affairs. And what
gain do you make by your secular transactions
in proportion to the damage you sustain? It

is impossible to depart from any other assem-
bly, or gathering, in the possession of so much
gain as you receive from the time spent here,

whether it be the law court, or council-cham-
ber, or even the palace itself. For we do not
commit the administration of nations or cities

nor the command of armies to those who enter
here, but another kind of government more
dignified than that of the empire itself; or
rather we do not ourselves commit it, but the
grace of the spirit.

What then is the government, more dignified
than that of the empire, which they who enter
here receive? They are trained to master un-
toward passions, to rule wicked lusts, to com-
mand anger, to regulate ill-will, to subdue
vainglory. The emperor, seated on the im-
perial throne, and wearing his diadem, is not
so dignified as the man who has elevated his

own inward right reason to the throne of gov-
ernment over base passions, and by his domin-
ion over them has bound as it were a glorious

diadem upon his brow. For what profit is

there, pray, in purple, and raiment wrought
with gold, and a jewelled crown, when the soul
is in captivity to the passions? What gain is

there in outward freedom when the ruling ele-

ment within us is reduced to a state of dis-

graceful and pitiable servitude. For just as
when a fever penetrates deep, and inflames all

the inward parts, there is no benefit to be got
from the outward surface of the body, although
it is not affected in the same way: even so
when our soul is violently carried away by the
passion within, no outward government, not
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even the imperial throne, is of any profit, since

reason is deposed from the throne of empire
by the violent usurpation of the passions, and
bows and trembles beneath their insurrection-

ary movements. Now to prevent this taking

place prophets and apostles concur on all sides

in helping us, repressing our passions, and
expelling all the ferocity of the irrational ele-

ment within us, and committing a mode of

government to us far more dignified than the

empire. This is why I said that they who
deprive themselves of this care ' receive a blow
in the vital parts, sustaining greater damage
than can be inflicted from any other quarter

;

inasmuch as they who come here get greater

gain than they could derive from any other

source: even as Scripture has declared. The
law said " Thou shalt not appear before the

Lord empty; "^ that is, enter not into the

temple without sacrifices. Now if it is not
right to go into the house of God without sac-

rifices, much more ought we to enter the

assembly accompanied by our brethren: for

this sacrifice and offering is better than that,

when thou bringest a soul with thee into the

Church. Do you not see doves which have
been trained, how they hunt for others when
they are let out? Let us also do this. For
what kind of excuse shall we have, if irra-

tional creatures are able to hunt for an ani-

mal of their own species, while we who have
been honoured with reason and so much wis-

dom neglect this kind of pursuit? I exhorted

you in my former discourse with these words

:

" Go, each of you to the houses of your
neighbours, wait for them to come out, lay

hold of them, and conduct them to their

common mother: and imitate those who are

mad upon theatre going, who diligently arrange

to meet each other and so wait at early dawn
to see that iniquitous spectacle." Yet I have
not effected anything by this exhortation.

Therefore I speak again and shall not cease

speaking, until I have persuaded you. Hear-
ing profits nothing unless it is accompanied by
practice. It makes our punishment heavier, if

we continually hear the same things and do
none of the things which are spoken. That
the chastisement will be heavier, hear the

statement of Christ. " If I had not come and
spoken to them they had not had sin : but now
they have no cloke for their sin." ^ And the

Apostle says " for not the hearers of the law
shall be justified." ^ These things He says to

the hearers ; but when He wishes to instruct

the speaker also, that even he will not gain

anything from his teaching unless his behav-

1 i. e., the care of their brethren
pears from what follows.

2 Exod. xxiii, 15. 3 John xv. 22,

That this is the meaning ap-

4 Rom, ii, 13,

iour is in close correspondence with his doc-
trine, and his manner of life is in harmony
with his speech, hear how the Apostle and the
prophet address themselves to him: for the
latter says " but to the sinner said God, why
dost thou preach my laws and takest my cove-
nant in thy mouth, whereas thou hast hated
instruction? " s And the Apostle, addressing
himself to these same again who thought great

things of their teaching, speaks on this wise

:

"Thou art confident that thou thyself art a

leader of the blind, a light of those who are in

darkness, an instructor of the foolish, a teacher

of babes : thou therefore that teachest another

teachest thou not thyself? " ^ Inasmuch then
as it could neither profit me the speaker to

speak, nor you the hearers to hear, unless we
comply with the things which are spoken, but
rather would increase our condemnation, let

us not limit the display of our zeal to hearing

only, but let us observe what is said, in our
deeds. For it is indeed a good thing to spend
time continually in hearing the divine oracles

:

but this good thing becomes useless when the

benefit to be derived from hearing is not linked

with it.

Therefore that you may not assemble here

in vain I shall not cease beseeching you with

all earnestness, as I have often besought you
before, "conduct your brethren to us, exhort

the wanderers, counsel them not by word only

but also by deed." This is the more powerful,

teaching,—that which comes through our man-
ners and behaviour—Even if you do not utter

a word, but yet, after you have gone out of

this assembly, by your mien, and your look,

and your voice and all the rest of your de-

meanour you exhibit to the men who have
been left behind the gain which you have
brought away with you, this is sufficient for

exhortation and advice. For we ought to go
out from this place as it were from some sacred

shrine, as men who have descended from
heaven itself, who have become sedate, and
philosophical, who do and say everything in

proper measure: and when a wife sees her

husband returning from the assembly, and a

father his son, and a friend his friend, and an

enemy his enemy, let them all receive an im-

pression of the benefit which you have derived

from coming here : and they will receive it, if

they perceive that you have become milder,

more philosophical, more devout. Consider

what privileges you enjoy who hast been ini-

tiated into the mysteries,^ with what company
thou offerest up that mystic hymn, with what
company thou criest aloud the " Ter sanctus."

5 Ps. iv. 16, 17. ^ Rom. ii. 19-21.

7 i. e., admitted to Holy Gommunion, which catechumens were
not permitted »o witness.
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Teach " them that are without " that thou hast
;
sentiment of him who uttered the former

joined the chorus of the Seraphim, that thou ! words. And what is the nature of this? the
art ranked as a citizen of the commonwealth saying that *' by so doing thou shalt heap coals
above, that thou hast been enrolled in the of fire on his head." For by these words he
choir of Angels, that thou hast conversed with does a wrong both to the doer and the re-
the Lord, that thou hast been in the company

\
ceiver: to the latter by setting his head on fire

of Christ. If we regulate ourselves in this way
we shall not need to say anything, when we go
out to those who are left behind : but from our
advantage they will perceive their own loss

and will hasten hither, so as to enjoy the same
benefits themselves. For when, merely by the

use of their senses, they see the beauty of your
soul shining forth, even if they are the most
stupid of men, they will become enamoured of

your goodly appearance. For if corporeal
beauty excites those who behold it, much more
will symmetry of soul be able to move the
spectator, and stimulate him to equal zeal.

Let us then adorn our inward man, and let us
be mindful of the things which are said here,
when we go out: for there especially is it a
proj)er time to remember them ; and just as an
athlete displays in the lists the things which he
has learned in the training school: even so
ought we to display in our transactions in the
world without the things which we have heard
here.

5. Bear in mind then the things which are said
here, that when you have gone out and the
devil lays hold of you either by means of anger
or vainglory, or any other passion, you may call

to remembrance the teaching which you have
received here and may be able easily to shake
off the grasp of the evil one. Do you not see
the wrestling-masters in the practising grounds,
who. after countless contests having obtained
exemption from wrestling on account of their
age, sit outside the lines by the side of the dust
and shout to those who are wrestling inside,
telling one to grasp a hand, or drag a leg, or
seize upon the back, and by many other direc-
tions of that kind, saying, " if you do so and
so you will easily throw your antagonist," they
are of the greatest service to their pupils?
Even so do thou look to thy training master,
the blessed Paul, who after countless victories
is now sitting outside the boundary, I mean
this present life, and cries aloud to us who are
wresthng, shouting out by means of his Epis-
tles, when he sees us overcome by wrath and
resentment of injuries, and choked by pas-
sion

;
" if thy enemy hunger feed him, if he

thirst give him drink ;
" '—a beautiful precept

full of spiritual wisdom, and serviceable both
to the doer and the receiver. But the re-
mainder of the passage causes much perplex-
ity, and does not seem to correspond to the

» Rom. xii. 20.

and placing coals upon it ; for what good will
he get from receiving food and drink in pro-
portion to the evil he will suffer from the
heaping of coals on his head? Thus then the
recipient of the benefit is wronged, having a
greater vengeance inflicted on him, but the
benefactor also is injured in another way.
For what can he gain from doing good to his
enemies when he acts in the hope of revenge?
For he who gives meat and drink to his enemy
for the purpose of heaping coals of fire on his
head would not become merciful and kind, but
cruel and harsh, having inflicted an enormous
punishment by means of a small benefit. For
what could be more unkind than to feed a per-
son for the purpose of heaping coals of fire on
his head? This then is the contradiction:
and now it remains that the solution should be
added, in order that by those very things which
seem to do violence to the letter of the law
you may clearly see all the wisdom of the law-
giver. What then is the solution ?

That great and noble-minded man was well
aware of the fact that to be reconciled quickly
with an enemy is a grievous and difficult thing;
grievous and difficult, not on account of its own
nature, but of our moral indolence. But he
commanded us not only to be reconciled with
our enemy, but also to feed him ; which was
far more grievous than the former. For if

some are infuriated by the mere sight of those
who have annoyed them, how would they be
willing to feed them when they were hungry?
And why do I speak of the sight infuriating
them? If any one makes mention of the per-
sons, and merely introduces their name in
society, it revives the wound in our imagina-
tion, and increases the heat of passion. Paul
then being aware of all these things and wish-
ing to make what was hard and difficult of
correction smooth and easy, and to persuade
one who could not endure to see his enemy,
to be ready to confer that benefit already
mentioned upon him, added the words about
coals of fire, in order that a man prompted by
the hope of vengeance might hasten to do this
service to one who had annoyed him. And
just as the fisherman surrounding the hook on
all sides with the bait presents it to the fishes
in order that one of them hastening to its ac-
customed food may be captured by means of
it and easily held fast : even so Paul also wish-
ing to lead on the man who has been wronged
to bestow a benefit on the man who has
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wronged him does not present to him the bare stantly retains his animosity, may suppress his

hook of spiritual wisdom, but having covered

it as it were with a kind of bait, I mean the

" coals of fire," invites the man who has been

insulted, in the hope of inflicting punishment,

to confer this benefit on the man who has an-

noyed him ; but when he has come he holds

him fast in future, and does not let him make
off, the very nature of the deed attaching him

to his enemy; and he all but says to him: "if

thou art not willing to feed the man who has

wronged thee for piety's sake: feed him at

least from the hope of punishing him." For

he knows that if the man once sets his hand to

the work of conferring this benefit, a starting-

point is made and a way of reconciliation is

opened for him. For certainly no one would

have the heart to regard a man continually as

his enemy to whom he has given meat and

drink, even if he originally does this in the

hope of vengeance. For time as it goes on

relaxes the tension of his anger. As then the

fisherman, if he presented the bare hook would

never allure the fish, but when he has covered

it gets it unawares into the mouth of the crea-

ture who comes up to it: so also Paul if he

had not advanced the expectation of inflicting

punishment would never have persuaded those

who were wronged to undertake to benefit

those who had annoyed them. Wishing then

to persuade those who recoiled in disgust, and

were paralysed by the very sight of their ene-

mies, to confer the greatest benefits upon

them, he made mention of the coals of fire,

not with a view of thrusting the persons in

question into inexorable punishment, but in

order that when he had persuaded those who

were wronged to benefit their enemies in the

expectation of punishing them, he might after-

wards in time persuade them to abandon their

anger altogether.

6. Thus then did he encourage the man who

has been wronged ; but observe also how he

unites again the man who has done the wrong

to him who has been provoked. First of all

by the very manner of the benefit : (for there

is no one so degraded and unfeeling as to be

unwilling, when he receives meat and drink, to

become the servant and friend of him who

does this for him): and in the second place

through the dread of vengeance. For the

passage, " by so doing thou shalt heap coals of

fire on his head " seems indeed to be addressed

to the person who gives the food ; but it more

especially touches him who has caused the

annoyance, in order that through fear of this

punishment he may be deterred from remaining

continually in a state of enmity, and being

aware that the reception of food and drink

might do him the greatest mischief if he con-

anger. For thus he will be able to quench the

coals of fire. Wherefore the proposed punish-

ment and vengeance both induces the one who
has been wronged to benefit him who has an-

noyed him, and it deters and checks him who
has given the provocation, and impels him to

reconcihation with the man who gives him

meat and drink. Paul therefore hnked the

two persons by a twofold bond, the one de-

pending on a benefit, the other on an act of

vengeance. For the difficulty is to make a

beginning and to find an opening for the

reconcihation : but when that has once been

cleared in whatever way it may be, all which

follows will be smooth and easy. For even if

at first the man who has been annoyed feeds

his enemy in the hope of punishing him, yet

becoming his friend by the act of giving him

food he will be able to expel the desire of

vengeance. For when he has become a friend

he will no longer feed the man who has been

reconciled to him, with an expectation of this

kind. Again he who has given the provoca-

tion, when he sees the man who has been

wronged electing to give him meat and drink,

casts out all his animosity, both on account of

this deed, and also of his fear of the punish-

ment which is in store for him, even if he be

excessively hard and harsh and stony hearted,

being put to shame by the benevolence of him

who gives him food, and dreading the punish-

ment reserved for him, if he continues to be

an enemy after accepting the food.

For this reason Paul did not stop even here

in his exhortation, but when he has emptied

each side of wrath he proceeds to correct their

disposition, saying, "be not overcome of evil."

" For if," he says, " you continue to bear re-

sentment and to seek revenge you seem indeed

to conquer your enemy, but in reahty you are

being conquered by evil, that is, by wrath :
so

that if you wish to conquer, be reconciled, and

do not make an attack upon your adversary;

"

for a brilliant victory is that in which by means

of good, that is to say by forbearance, you

overcome evil, expelHng wrath and resentment.

But the injured man, when inflamed with pas-

sion would not have borne these words.

Therefore when he had satisfied his wrath he

proceeded to conduct him to the best reason

for reconciliation, and did not permit him to

remain permanently animated by the wicked

hope of vengeance. Dost thou perceive the

wisdom of the lawgiver? And that you may
learn that he introduced this law only on ac-

count of the weakness of those who would not

otherwise be content to make terms amongst

themselves, hear how Christ, when He or-

dained a law on this same subject did not pro-
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pose the same reward, as the Apostle; but,

having said " Love your enemies, do good to

them that hate you," which means give them
food and drink, He did not add "for in so

doing ye shall heap coals of fire on their

heads: " but what did He say? "that ye may
become like your Father who is in Heaven." '

Naturally so, for He was discoursing to Peter,

James, and John and the rest of the apostolic

band: therefore He proposed that reward.

But if you say that even on this understanding
the precept is onerous you improve once more
the defence which I am making for Paul, but
you deprive yourself of every plea of indulg-

ence. For I can prove to you that this which
seems to you onerous was accomplished under
the Old Dispensation when the manifestation
of spiritual wisdom was not so great as it is now.
For this reason also Paul did not introduce the
law in his own words, but used the very ex-

pressions which were employed by him who
originally brought it in, that he might leave no
room for excuse to those who do not observe
it: for the precept "if thine enemy hunger
feed him, if he thirst give him drink " is not
the utterance of Paul in the first instance, but
of Solomon.^ For this reason he quoted the
words that he might persuade the hearer that
for one who has been advanced to such a high
standard of wisdom to regard an old law as
onerous and grievous which was often fulfilled

by the men of old time, is one of the basest
things possible. Which of the ancients, you
ask, fulfilled it? There were many, but
amongst others David especially did so more
abundantly? He did not indeed merely give
food or drink to his enemy, but also rescued
him several times from death, when he was in

jeopardy; and when he had it in his power to
slay him he spared him once, twice, yea many
times. As for Saul he hated and abhorred him
so much after the countless good services
which he had done, after his brilliant triumphs,
and the salvation which he had wrought in the
matter of Goliath, that ' he could not bear to
mention him by his own name, but called him
after his father. For once when a festival was
at hand, and Saul, having devised some
treachery against him, and contrived a cruel
plot, did not see him arrive—" where," said he,
" is the son of Jesse ? " ^ He called him by his
father's name, both because on account of his
hatred he could not endure the recollection of
his proper name, and also because he thought
to damage the distinguished position of that
righteous man by a reference to his low birth

;

—a miserable and despicable thought : for cer-
tainly, even if he had some accusation to bring

» Matt. V. 44. » Prov. XXV. 21, 22. 3 1 Sam. XX.

against the father this could in no wise injure

David. For each man is answerable for his

own deeds, and by these he can be praised and
accused. But, as it was, not having any evil

deed to mention, he brought forward his low
birth, expecting by this means to throw his

glory into the shade, which in fact was the
height of folly. For what kind of offence is it

to be the child of insignificant and humble
parents? Saul however did not understand
true wisdom in these things. He called David
then, "the son of Jesse," but when David
found him sleeping inside the cave, he did not
call him the "son of Kish," but by his title of
honour: "for I will not lift up my hand," he
said, "against the Lord's anointed."-* So
purely free was he from wrath and resentment
of injuries: he calls him the Lord's anointed
who had done him such great wrongs, who
was thirsting for his blood, who after his

countless good services had many times at-

tempted to destroy him. For he did not con-
sider how Saul deserved to be treated, but he
considered what was becoming for himself
both to do and to say, which is the greatest

stretch of moral wisdom. How so? When
thou hast got thy enemy in a prison, made fast

by a twofold, or rather by a triple chain, con-
finement of space, dearth of assistance, and
necessity of sleep, dost thou not demand a
penalty and punishment of him? "No," he
says ;

" for I am not now regarding what he
deserves to suffer, but what it behoves me to

do." He did not look to the facility for slay-

ing, but to the accurate observance of the
moral wisdom which was becoming to him.
And yet which of the existing circumstances
was not sufficient to prompt him to the act of
slaughter? Was not the fact that his enemy
was delivered bound into his hands a sufficient

inducement? For you are aware I suppose
that we hasten more eagerly to deeds for

which facihties abound, and the hope of suc-
cess increases our desire to act, which was just

what happened then in his case.

Well! did the captain who then counselled
and urged him to the deed,^ did the memory
of past events induce him to slay? no one of
these things moved him: in fact the very
facility for slaughter averted him from it : for

he bethought him that God had put Saul in his

hands for the purpose of furnishing ample
ground and opportunity for the exercise of
moral wisdom. You then perhaps admire him,
because he did not cherish the memory of any
of his past evils: but I am much more aston-
ished at him for another reason. And what is

this? that the fear of future events did not

Sam. 5 Abishai. i Sam. xxvi. 8.
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impel him to lay violent hands on his enemy.
For he knew clearly that if Saul escaped his

hands, he would again be his adversary; yet

he preferred exposing himself to danger by
letting go the man who had wronged him, to

providing for his own 'security by laying violent

hands upon his foe. What could equal then

the great and generous spirit of this man, who,
when the law commanded eye to be plucked

out for eye, and tooth for tooth, and retaliation

on equal terms,' not only abstained from doing

this, but exhibited a far greater measure of

moral wisdom ? At least if he had slain Saul at

that time he would have retained credit for

moral wisdom unimpaired, not merely because
he had acted on the defensive, not being him-
self the originator of violence, but also because
by his great moderation he was superior to the

precept " an eye for an eye." For he would
not have inflicted one slaughter in return for

one; but, in return for many deaths, which
Saul endeavoured to bring on him, having at-

tempted to slay him not once or twice but many
times, he would have brought only one death

on Saul ; and not only this, but if he had pro-

ceeded to avenge himself out of fear of the

future, even this, combined with the things

already mentioned, would procure him the

reward of forbearance without any deduction.

For he who is angry on account of the things

which have been done to him, and demands
satisfaction, would not be able to obtain the

praise of forbearance: but when a man dis-

misses the consideration of all past evils,

although they are many and painful, but is

compelled to take steps for self-defence from
fear of the future, and by way of providing for

his own security, no one would deprive him of

the rewards of moderation.

7. Nevertheless David did not act even

thus, but found a novel and strange form of

moral wisdom : and neither the remembrance
of things past, nor the fear of things to come,
nor the instigation of the captain, nor the soli-

tude of the place, nor the facility for slaying,

nor anything else incited him to kill ; but he
spared the man who was his enemy, and had
given him pain just as if he was some benefac-

tor, and had done him much good. What kind

of indulgence then shall we have, if we are

mindful of past transgressions, and avenge
ourselves on those who have given us pain,

whereas that innocent man who had undergone
such great sufferings and expected more and
worse evils to befall him in consequence of

saving his enemy, is seen to spare him, so as

to prefer incurring danger himself and to live

in fear and trembling, rather than put to a just

I Deut. xix. ai.

death the man who would cause him endless
troubles?

His moral wisdom then we may perceive,

not only from the fact that he did not slay

Saul, when there was so strong a compulsion,
but also that he did not utter an irreverent

word against him, although he who was in-

sulted would not have heard him. Yet we
often speak evil of friends when they are absent,

he on the contrary not even of the enemy who
had done him such great wrong. His moral
wisdom then we may perceive from these

things : but his lovingkindness and tender care

from what he did after these things. For when
he had cut off the fringe of Saul's garment,
and had taken away the bottle of water he
withdrew afar off and stood and shouted, and
exhibited these things to him whose life he had
preserved, doing so not with a view to display

and ostentation, but desiring to convince him
by his deeds that he suspected him without a
cause as his enemy, and aiming therefore at

winning him into friendship. Nevertheless

when he had even thus failed to persuade him,

and could have laid hands on him, he again

chose rather to be an exile from his country
and to sojourn in a strange land, and suffer

distress every day, in procuring necessary food
than to remain at home and vex his adversary.

What spirit could be kinder than his? He
was indeed justified in saying " Lord remember
David and all his meekness." "" Let us also

imitate him, and let us neither say nor do evil

to our enemies, but benefit them according to

our power: for we shall do more good to our-

selves than to them. " For if ye forgive your
enemies," we are told, "ye shall be forgiven." ^

Forgive base offences that thou mayest receive

a royal pardon for thy offences ; but if any one
has done thee great wrongs, the greater the

wrongs you forgive, the greater will be the

pardon which you will receive. Therefore we
have been instructed to say " Forgive us, as we
forgive," that we may learn that the measure
of our forgiveness takes its beginning in the

first place from ourselves. Wherefore in pro-

portion to the severity of the evil which the

enemy does to us is the greatness of the bene-

fit which he bestows. Let us then be earnest

and eager to be reconciled with those who have

vexed us, whether their wrath be just or un-

just. For if thou art reconciled here, thou art

delivered from judgment in the other world;

but if in the interval while the hatred is still

going on, death interrupting steps in and car-

ries the enmity away with it, it follows of ne-

cessity that the trial of the case should be

2 Psalm cxxxii. i, the Lxx, translation has not very accurately-

rendered the original. " Trouble," or " anxiety," as in our Eng-
lish version, is the meaning of the word here rendered " meekness."

3 Matt. vi. 14.
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brought fonvard in the other world. As then
many men when they have a dispute with one
another, if they come to a friendly understand-
ing together outside the law court save them-
selves loss, and alarm, and many risks, the
issue of the case turning out in accordance
with the sentiment of each party; but if they
severally entrust the affair to the judge the
only result to them will be loss of money, and
in many cases a penalty, and the permanent
endurance of their hatred ; even so here if we
come to terms during our present life we shall

relieve ourselves from all punishment; but if

while remaining enemies we depart to that ter-

rible tribunal in the other world we shall cer-

tainly pay the utmost penalty at the sentence
of the judge there, and shall both of us un-
dergo inexorable punishment: he who is un-
justly wroth because he is thus unjustly dis-

posed, and he wno is justly wroth, because
he has, however justly, cherished resentment.
For even if we have been unjustly ill-treated,

we ought to grant pardon to those who have
wronged us. And observe how he urges and
incites those who have unjustly given pain to
reconciliation with those whom they have
wronged. " If thou offerest thy gift before the
altar, and there rememberest that thy brother
hath ought against thee, go thy way; first be
reconciled to thy brother." ' He did not say,
^' assemble, and offer thy sacrific e,'^ but "be

» Matt. V. 2^, 24.

reconciled and then offer it." Let it lie there,
he says, in order that the necessity of making
the offering may constrain him who is justly
wroth to come to terms even against his will.
See how he again prompts us to go to the man
who has provoked us when he says " Forgive
your debtors in order that your Father may
also forgive your trespasses." For He did not
propose a small reward, but one which far ex-
ceeds the magnitude of the achievement.
Considering all these things then, and count-
mg the recompense which is given in this case
and remembering that to wipe away sins does
not entail much labour and zeal, let us pardon
those who have wronged us. For that which
others scarcely accomplish, I mean the blotting
out of their own sins by means of fasting and
lamentations, and prayers, and sackcloth, and
ashes, this it is possible for us easily to effect
without sackcloth and ashes and fasting if only
we blot out anger from our heart, and with
sincerity forgive those who have wronged us.
May the God of peace and iove, having ban-
ished from our soul all wrath and bitterness,
and anger, deign to grant that we being closely
knit one to another according to the proper
adjustment of the parts,^ may with one accord,
one mouth and one soul continually offer up
our hymns of thanksgiving due to Him : for to
Him be glory and power for ever and ever.
Amen.

Ephes. iv. 16.
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AGAINST PUBLISHING THE ERRORS OF THE
BRETHREN.

HOMILY
UPON THE NOT PUBLISHING THE ERRORS OF THE BRETHREN, NOR UTTERING IMPRECATIONS

UPON ENEMIES.

I. I ACCOUNT you happy for the zeal, be-

loved, with which you flock into the Father's

house. For from this zeal I have ground for

feeling confidence about your health also with
respect to the soul ; for indeed the school of the

Church is an admirable surgery—a surgery,

not for bodies, but for souls. For it is spiritual,

and sets right, not fleshly wounds, but errors

of the mind,' and of these errors and wounds
the medicine is the word. This medicine is

compounded, not from the herbs growing on
the earth, but from the words proceeding from
heaven—this no hands of physicians, but
tongues of preachers have dispensed. On
this account it lasts right through ; and neither

is its virtue impaired by length of time, nor
defeated by any strength of diseases. For cer-

tainly the medicines of physicians have both
these defects; for while they are fresh they
display their proper strength, but when much
time has passed; just as those bodies which
have grown old; they become weaker; and
often too the difficult character of maladies is

wont to baffle them ; since they are but human.
Whereas the divine medicine is not such as

this; but after much time has intervened, it

still retains all its inherent virtue. Ever since

at least Moses was born (for from thence
dates the beginning of the Scripture) it has
healed so many human beings ; and not only

I Siavota?, In Chrysostom equivalent to the vov<: of St. Paul
(Rom. xii. 2); the moral and spiritual mind. 'A/LiapT>//oiaTa. Lit.

missings of the mark : errors of the moral will. AtoroM is so used.
I John V. 20.

has it not lost its proper power, but neither
has any disease ever yet overcome it. This
medicine it is not possible to get by payment
of silver; but he who has displayed sincerity

of purpose and disposition goes his way having
it all. On account of this both rich and poor
alike obtain the benefit of this heaHng pro-

cess. For where there is a necessity to pay
down money the man of large means indeed
shares the benefit ; but the poor man often has
to go away deprived of the gain, since his in-

come does not suffice him for the making up
of the medicine. But in this case, since it is

not possible to pay down silver coin, but it is

needful to display faith and a good purpose, he
who has paid down these with forwardness of

mind, this is he who most reaps the advantage

;

since indeed these are the price paid for the

medicinal treatment. And the rich and the

poor man share the benefit alike ; or rather it

is not ahke that they share the benefit, but
often the poor man goes away in the enjoy-

ment of more. What ever can be the reason?
It is because the rich man, possessed before-

hand by many thoughts, having the pride and
pufied-up temper belonging to wealthiness;

living with carelessness and lazy ease as com-
panions, receives the medicine of the hearing

of the Scriptures not with much attention, nor

with much earnestness ; but the poor man, far

removed from delicate living and gluttony and
indolence ; spending all his time in handicraft

and honest labours ; and gathering hence much
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love of wisdom for the soul ; becomes thereby

more attentive and free from slackness, and is

wont to give his mind with more accurate care

to all that is said : whence also, inasmuch as

the price he has paid is higher, the benefit

which he departs having reaped is greater.

2. It is not as absolutely bringing an accu-

sation against those who are wealthy that I say

all this ; nor as praising the poor without refer-

ence to circumstances: for neither is wealth

an evil, but the having made a bad use of

wealth ; nor is poverty a virtue, but the having

made a virtuous use of poverty. That rich

man who was in the time of Lazarus was pun-

ished,' not because he was rich, but because

he was cruel and inhuman. And that poor

man who rested in the bosom of Abraham was
praised, not because he was poor, but because

he had borne his poverty with thankfulness.

For of things—(now attend carefully to this

saying ; for it will avail to put into you suffi-

cient religious knowledge, and to cast out all

unsound reasoning, and to bring about your hav-

ing your judgment right concerning the truth

of things)—well, of things some are by nature

morally good, and others the contrary; and
others neither good nor evil, but they occupy
the intermediate position. A good thing piety

is by nature, impiety an evil thing; a good
thing virtue, an evil thing wickedness; but
wealth and poverty in themselves are neither

the one nor the other; but from the will of

those who use them they become either the

one or the other. For if thou hast used thy
wealth for purposes of philanthropy, the thing

becomes to thee a foundation of good ; but if

for rapine and grasping and insolence, thou
hast turned the use of it to the direct opposite

;

but for this wealth is not chargeable, but he
who has used his wealth for insolence. So also

we may say of poverty : if thou have borne it

nobly by giving thanks to the Master, what has
been done becomes to thee a cause and ground
for receiving crowns ; but if on account of this

thou blaspheme thy Creator, and accuse Him
for His providence, thou hast again used the
thing to an evil purpose. But just as in that
case it is not wealth that is responsible for the
avarice, but the person who has made a bad
use of wealth, so also here we are not to lay

the blame of the blasphemy on poverty, but
on him who did not choose to bear the thing
in a sober spirit. For in every case both the
praise and the blame belong to our own will

and choice. Good is wealth, yet not abso-
lutely, but to him only to whom it is not sin;
and again poverty is wicked, but not abso-

* *<o\a^tTo. The imperfect denotes the continuous character
of the punishment. So «in;i'(iTo " had lasting praise." " » apcrn
«fi« €»raii'«T»j." Aristotle £/A.

'

lutely, but only in the mouth of the impious,

because he is discontented, because he blas-

phemes, because he is indignant, because he
accuses Him who has made him.

3 Let us not therefore accuse riches, nor
revile poverty absolutely, but those who do not

will " to use these virtuously ; for the things

themselves He in the middle. But as I was
saying (for it is good to return to the former
subject), both rich and poor enjoy the benefit

of the medicines administered here with the

same boldness and freedom; and often the

poor with more earnestness. For the special

excellence of the medicines is not this only,

that they heal souls, th^ their virtue is not
destroyed by length of time, that they are not
worsted by any disease, that the benefit is

publicly offered gratuitously, that the healing

treatment is on a footing of equality both for

rich and poor—but they have another quality

also not inferior to these good points. Pray
of what character is this? It is that we do not
publicly expose those who come to this surgery.

For they who go off to the surgeries of the out-

side world, have many who examine their

wounds, and unless the physician have first

uncovered the sore, he does not apply the

dressing ; but here not so, but seeing as we do
innumerable patients, we go through the med-
ical treatment of them in a latent manner.'

For not by dragging into publicity those who
have sinned do we thus noise abroad the sins

committed by them; but after putting forth

our teaching, as common to all, we leave it

entirely to the conscience of the hearers ; so

that each may draw to himself from what is

said the suitable medicine for his own wound.
For there proceeds the word of doctrine from
the tongue of the speaker, containing accusa-

tion of wickedness, praise of virtue, blame of

lewdness, commendation of chasteness, censure

of pride, praise of gentleness, just as a medi-
cine of varied and manifold ingredients, com-
pounded from every kind ; and to take what is

applicable to himself and salutary is the part

of each of the hearers. The word then issues

openly, and settling into the conscience of

each, secretly both affords the healing treat-

ment which comes from it, and before the

malady has been divulged, has often restored

health.

4. You at all events heard yesterday how I

extolled the power of prayer, how I reproached
those who pray with listlessness ; without hav-

ing publicly exposed one of them. Those then
who were conscious to themselves of earnest-

ness, accepted that commendation of prayer.

2 'Ede'Aoi'Ta?. In its theological sense. " ©eA7j(u.a <rap>c6s.'" Not
a classical, but an ecclesiastical word (John i. 13). So our Lord,
eiVi? tf«A«i, has the will.
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and became still more earnest by the praises,

while those who were conscious to themselves
of Hstlessness, accepted on the other hand the
rebuking, and put off their carelessness. But
neither these nor those do we know; and this

ignorance is serviceable to both—how, I now
tell you. He who has heard the commenda-
tions of prayer and is conscious to himself of

^ earnestness, were he to have many witnesses

F of the commendations, would have lapsed
towards pride ; but, as it is, by having secretly

accepted the praise, he is removed from all

arrogance. On the other hand he who is con-
scious to himself of listlessness, having heard
the accusation, has become better from the

accusation, as having no one of men a witness

of the rebuking; and this was of no ordinary

profit to him. For on account of the being
flurried at the opinion of the vulgar,' so long

as we may think that we escape notice in our
wickedness, we exert ourselves to become bet-

ter ; but when we have become notorious to

all, and have lost the consolation derived from
the escaping notice, we grow more shameless
and remiss rather. And just as sores become
more painful by being unbandaged and fre-

quently, exposed to cold air, so also the soul

after having sinned, if in the presence of many
it be rebuked for what it has done amiss,

grows thereby more shameless. In order there-

fore that this might not take place, the word
administered its medicine to you covertly.

And that you may understand ^ that the gain

which this covert treatment has is great, hear
what the Christ says. " If thy brother have
committed a fault against thee convince him
of it," and he did not say " between him and
the whole town," nor, " between thee and the

whole people," ^ but " only between thee and

[

him." Let the accusation, he says, be unwit-

;

nessed to, in order that the change to amend-
ment may be made easy of digestion. A great

good surely, the making the advice unpub-
lished. Sufficient is the conscience, sufficient

that incorruptible judge. It is not so much
thou who rebukest him who has done wrong as

his own conscience (that accuser is the

sharper), nor dost thou do it with the more
exact knowledge of the faults committed.

Add not therefore wound to wound by expos-

ing him who has done wrong; but administer

for thyself the counsel unwitnessed. This
therefore we are doing now—the very thing

that Paul also did, framing the indictment

against him who among the Corinthians had
sinned without citing of witnesses. And hear

1 04 TToXAoi, as opposed to ot xapUvres, those of culture and re-

finement. Arist. £^A.
~ A common sense of fiavOavoi. " MavBdvei^ ; ov /u.ai'dai'w."

Aristophanes ; who was a favorite author with Chrysostom.
3 The article here has this universal force. Matt, xviii. 15. I

how. " On this account," he says, " brethren, I
have applied these figures of speech to myself
and Apollos." And yet not he himself nor
Apollos were they who had rent the people in
schism and divided the Church; but all the
same he concealed the accusation, and just as
by some masks, by hiding the countenances of
the defendants by his own and Apollos' names,
he afforded them power to amend of that
wickedness. And again, " Lest in some way
after I have come God humble me, and I may
have to mourn many of those who have before
sinned, and have not repented over the un-
cleanness and lasciviousness which they had
committed."^ See how here also he indefi-
nitely mentions those who had sinned, in order
that he might not, by openly bringing the ac-
cusation, render the soul of those who had
sinned more shameless. Therefore, just as we
administer our reproofs with so much sparing
of your feehngs, so do ye also with all serious-
ness receive the correction ; and attend with
carefulness to what is said.

5. We discoursed to you yesterday about the
power which is in prayer. I pointed out ^ how
the devil then Hes in wait, deceiver that he is.

For since he sees very great gain accruing to
us from prayer, then most he assails us, in
order that he may disable us from our de-
fence;^ that he may send us off home empty-
handed. And just as before magistrates, when
the officers of the court who are about the per-
son of the magistrate have a hostile feeling

toward those who come before him, they by
their staves drive them away to a distance, pre-
venting their coming near and resorting to
lamentation and so obtaining compassion ; so
also the devil, when he has seen us coming to
the judge, drives us away to a distance, not by
any staff, but through our own slackness. For
he knows, he knows clearly, that if they have
come to him in a sober spirit, and have told
the sins committed, and have mourned with
their soul fervent, they will depart having re-

ceived full forgiveness; for God loves man-
kind; and on this account he is beforehand
with them, and debars them from access,^ in

order that they may obtain no one of the
things which they need. But the soldiers of
magistrates with violence scare away those who
are coming to them ; but he with no compul-
sion, but by deceiving us, and throwing us into

security. On this account we are not deserv-
ing even of allowance, since we voluntarily de-
prive ourselves of the good things. Prayer with

4 I Cor. iv. 6; 2 Cor. xii. 21.

5 'ESet^a. 'EvSei^i?. Lat. index {digitus)^ the fore-finger.
6 The idea seems to be that of making the accused entirely

forget the defence, such as used to be written for him by some
Attic orator.

7 evrev^t?, an Aristotelic term. '* t^? r:po<: Tov<i ttoAAous evreu-

f eojs " Khet., the way of addressing a large body.
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earnestness is a light of the understanding and

soul—a light unquenchable and perpetual. On '

this account he throws into our minds count-

less rubbish-heaps of imaginations; and things

which we never had imagined, these collecting

together at the very moment of prayer he

pours down upon our souls. And just as winds

often rushing from an opposite quarter by a

violent gust extinguish a lamp's flame as it is

being lighted, so also the devil, when he has

seen the flame of our prayer being kindled,

blowing it on every side with the blasts of

countless thoughts, does not desist before and

until he has quenched the light. But the very

thing which they who are kindling those lamps

do, this let us also do. And what do they do?

"When they see a violent wind coming, by lay-

ing their finger upon the opening of the lamp
they bar the entrance against the wind. For

so long as he assails from without we shall be

able to stand against him ; but when we have

opened to him the doors of the mind, and have
received the enemy inside ; after that we are

no longer able to withstand even a little ; but,

having on all sides completely extinguished the

memory,' just as a smoking lamp, he allows

our mouth to utter empty words. But just as

they put their finger upon the opening of the

lamp, so let us lay consideration upon our

mind: let us close off from the wicked spirit

the entrance, in order that he may not quench
our light of prayer. Remember both those
illustrations, both that of the soldiers and the

magistrate, and that respecting the lamp. For
with this purpose we adduce to you these illus-

trations; with which we are conversant, in

which we Hve, in order that, after we have de-

parted hence and have returned home, we may
from things of familiar occurrence receive a
reminder of what has been said.

6. Prayer is a strong piece of armour and a
great security. You heard yesterday how the
three children, fettered as they were, destroyed
the power of the fire ; how they trampled down
the blaze ; how they overcame the furnace, and
conquered the operation of the element. Hear
to-day again how the noble and great Isaac over-

came the nature itself of bodies through prayer.

They destroyed ^ the power of fire, this man to-

day loosed the bonds of incapacitated nature.

And learn how he effected this. " Isaac," it

says, " prayed ^ concerning his wife, because
she was barren." This has to-day been read
to you; yesterday the sermon was about
prayer ; and to-day again there is a demonstra-
tion of the power of prayer. See how the
grace of the Spirit has ordered that vyhat has

» Still continuing the simile of a wind.
a KartKvaav, de-struo, to take to pieces, pull down, a buildinff.
3<d«To. Denotes continuance in prayer. Coinp. Matt. vii. 7,8.

been read to-day harmonises with what was
said yesterday. "Isaac," it says, "prayed
concerning Rebecca his wife, because she was
barren." This first is worth inquiring into,

for what cause she was barren. She was of

a life admirable and replete with much chas-

tity—both herself and her husband. We can-

not lay hold^ of the life of those just ones, and
say that the barrenness was the work of sin.

And not only was she herself barren, but also

his mother Sarah, who had borne him; not

only was his mother barren and his wife, but
also his daughter-in-law, the wife of Jacob,
Rachel. What is the meaning of this band of

barren ones? All were righteous, all living in

virtue, all were witnessed to by God. For it

was of them that He said, " I am the God of

Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God
of Jacob." Of the same persons Paul also

thus speaks. " For which cause God is not
ashamed to call himself their God." ^ Many
are the commendations of them in the. New,
many the praises of them in the Old Testa-

ment. On all sides they were bright and illus-

trious, and yet they all had barren wives, and
continued in childlessness until an advanced
period. When therefore thou seest man and
wife living with virtue ; when thou seest them
beloved of God, caring for piety, and yet suf-

fering the malady of childlessness ; do not sup-

pose that the childlessness is at all a retribution

for sins. For many are God's reasons for the

dispensation, and to us inexplicable ; and for

all we must be heartily thankful, and think

those only wretched who live in wickedness

;

not those who do not possess children. Often
God does it expediently, though we know not

the cause of events. On this account in every

case it is our duty to admire His wisdom, and
to glorify His unspeakable love of man.

7. Well,^ this consideration indeed is able

to school us in moral character, but it is nec-

essary also to state the cause for which those

women were barren. What then was the

cause? It was in order that when thou hast

seen the Virgin bringing forth our common
Master, thou mightest not disbelieve. Where-
fore exercise thy mind in the womb of the

barren ; in order that when thou hast seen the

womb, disabled and bound as it is, being
opened to the bearing of children from the

grace of God, thou mightest not marvel at

hearing that a virgin has brought forth. Or
rather even marvel and be astounded ; but do
not disbelieve the marvel. When the Jew
says to thee, "how did the virgin bear?" say

to him " how did she bear who was barren and

4 ciriAa/Sea^ai, as in wrestling. 5 Heb. xi. 16.
6 'AAAa. This adverb is not always adversative. It is some-

times, as here, connective ; denoting a transition in treating the
subject. Comp. Aristophanes .(4 cAar«. 377-383.
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enfeebled by old age? " There were then two
hindrances, both the unseasonableness of her
age and the unserviceableness of nature ; but
in the case of the Virgin there was one hin-
drance only, the not having shared in marriage.
The barren one therefore prepares the way for

the virgin. And that thou mayest learn that it

was on this account that the barren ones had
anticipated it, in order that the Virgin's child-

birth might be believed, hear the words of
Gabriel which were addressed to her—For
when he had come and said to her, " thou shalt

conceive in the womb anxi bear a son, and
thou shalt call his name Jesus

;
" the Virgin

was astonished and marvelled, and said, " how
will this be to me, since I know not a man."
What then said the Angel? " The Holy Ghost
shall come upon thee." Seek not the sequence
of nature, he says, when that which takes place
is above nature ; look not round for marriage
and throes of child-birth, when the manner of
the birth is too grand for marriage. "And
liow will this be," she says, " since I know not
a husband." And verily on this account shall

this be, since thou knowest no husband. For
didst thou know a husband, thou wouldest not
have been deemed worthy to serve this minis-
try. So that, for the reason why thou disbe-
lievest, for this believe. And thou wouldest
not have been deemed worthy to serve this

ministry, not because marriage is an evil; but
because virginity is superior ; and right it was
that the entry of the Master should be more
august than ours ; for it was royal, and the king
enters through one more august. It was nec-
essary that He should both share as to birth,

and be diverse from ours. Wherefore both
these things are managed.

For the being born from the womb is com-
mon in respect to us, but the being born with-
out marriage is a thing greater than on a level

with us. And the gestation and conception in

the belly belongs to human nature ; but that
the pregnancy should take place without
sexual intercourse is too august for human
nature.' And for this purpose both these
things took place, in orden that thou mayest
learn both the pre-eminence and the fellow-
ship with thee of Him who was born.

8. And pray consider the wisdom of all that
was done. Neither did the pre-eminence in-

jure the likeness and kinship to us, nor did the
kinship to us dim the pre-eminence ; but both
were displayed by all the circumstances ; and
the one had our condition in its entirety, and
the other what was diverse compared with us.

But just as I was saying, on this account the
barren ones went before, in order that the
Virgin's child-birth might be believed, that she'

» 'AvTij, The use of ovtos in *he nominative in this sense ; ille^

might be led by the hand to faith in that
promise and undertaking which she heard
from the angel, saying, " The Holy Ghost shall
come upon thee, and the miraculous power ^ of
the Most High shall overshadow thee "—thus,
he says, thou art able to bear. Look not to
the earth; it is from the heavens that the
operation will come. That which takes place
is a grace of the Spirit

; pray inquire not about
nature and laws of marriage. But since those
words were too high for her, he wills to afford
also another demonstration. But do thou,
pray, observe how the barren one leads her on
the way to the belief in this. For since that
demonstration was too high for the Virgin's
intelligence, hear how he brought down what
he said to lower things also, leading her by
the hand by sensible facts. For " behold," he
says, "EHzabeth thy kinswoman—she also has
conceived a son in her old age; and this

month is the sixth to her who was called
barren." Seest thou that the barren one was
for the sake of the Virgin? since with what
object did he adduce to her the child-bearing
of her kinswoman? with what object did he
say, "in her old age?" with what object did
he add, "who was called barren? " It was by
way of inducing her by all these things, mani-
festly, to the believing the glad annunciation.
For this cause he spoke of both the age and
the disabhng effect of nature; for this cause
he awaited the time also which had elapsed
from the conception ; for he did not tell to her
the glad tidings immediately from the begin-
ning,3 but awaited for a six-months period to

have passed to the barren one, in order that

the puerperal swelling might, for the rest, be a
pledge of the pregnancy, and an indisputable

demonstration might arise of the conception.
And pray again look at the intelligence of

Gabriel. For he neither reminded her'* of

Sarah, nor of Rebecca, nor of Rachel; and
yet they also were barren, and they had grown
old, and that which took place was a marvel;
but the stories were ancient. Now things new
and recent and occurring in our generation are

wont to induce us into the belief of marvels

more than those which are old. On this ac-

count having let those women alone, that she

should understand from her kinswoman Eliz-

abeth herself what was coming upon her, he
brought it forward ; so as from her to lead her

to her own—that most awful and august child-

birth. For the child-birth of the barren one
lay between ours and that of the Master less

indeed than that of the Virgm, but greater

xioVipse^ seems to have been introduced m the Alexandrian period
of Greek literature. " 'Aurdi yop ovk eiart. 9eol," lxx.

2 The constant signification of Svva.fj.ii in the Gospels.
3 Upooifxiuiv, lit. the prelude, overture. Oi)u,as Moi;o- efitSo^e

4>C\ri<re Se <l>v\ov aoiSHiv, Hom. Od, 481.
4 'AuT^s, /f^* fi< awTijf.
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than ours. On this account it was by Eliza-

beth lying between, just as by some bridge,

that he lifted up the mind of the Virgin from

the travail which is according to nature, to

that which is above nature.

9. I did desire to say more, and to teach

you other reasons for which Rebecca, and

Rachel, were barren ; but the time does not

permit ; urging on the discourse to the power

of prayer. For on this account indeed I have

mooted all these points, that ye might under-

stand how the prayer of Isaac unbound the

barrenness of his wife ; and that prayer for so

long a time. " Isaac," it says, " continually

prayed about Rebecca his wife, and God lis-

tened to him." For do not suppose that he

invoked God and had immediately been lis-

tened to ; for he had spent much time in pray-

ing to God. And if you desire to learn how
much, I will tell you this too with exactness.

He had spent the number of twenty years in

praying to God- Whence is this manifest?

from the sequence itself. For the Scripture,

desiring to point out the faith and the endur-

ance and the love of wisdom of that righteous

man, did not break off and leave untold even

the time, but made it also clear to us, covertly

indeed, so as to rouse up our indolence ; but

nevertheless did not allow it to be uncertain.

Hear then how it covertly indicated to us the

time. " Now Isaac was forty years old when
he took Rebecca, a daughter of Bethuel the

Syrian." You hear how many years old he
was when he brought home his wife; "Forty
years old," it says, "he was when he took

Rebecca." But since we have learnt how
many years old he was when he married his

wife, let us learn also when he after all became
a father, and how many years old he was
then, when he begat Jacob ; and we shall be
able to see how long a time his wife had re-

mained barren; and that during all that time
he continued to pray to God. How many
years old then was he when he begat Jacob?
" Jacob," it says, " came forth laying hold with
his right hand of his brother's heel: on this

account he called him Jacob, and him Esau.
Now Isaac was sixty years old when he begat
them." If therefore when he brought Rebecca
home he was forty years old, and when he
begat the sons sixty, it is very plain that his

wife had remained barren for twenty years be-
tween, and during all this time Isaac continued
to pray to God.

10. After this do we not feel shame, and
hide our faces, at seeing that righteous man
for twenty years persevering ' and not desist-

ing ; we ourselves after a first or second peti-

" vapoft^Korra, waiting; as it were, like a beggar at the door.

tion often fainting and indignant? And yet

he indeed had in large measure liberty of

speech towards God," and all the same he felt

no discontent at the delay of the giving, but

remained patient, whereas we, laden with

countless sins, living with an evil conscience,

displaying no good will towards the Master ; if

we are not heard before having spoken, are

bewildered, impatiently recoil, desist from ask-

ing—on this account we always retire with,

empty hands. Who has for twenty years be-

sought God for one thing, as this righteous

man did? or rather who for twenty months
only? Yesterday I was saying that they are

many who pray with slackness, and yawning,

and stretching themselves, and continually

shifting their attitude, and indulging in every

carelessness in their prayers—but to-day I

have found also another damage attaching

itself to their prayers more destructive than

that one. For many, throwing themselves pros-

trate, and striking the ground with their fore-

head, and pouring forth hot tears, and groan-

ing bitterly from the heart ^ and stretching out

their hands, and displaying much earnestness,

employ this warmth and forwardness against

their own salvation. For it is not on behalf of

their own sins that they beseech God ; nor are

they asking forgiveness of the offences com-
mitted by them ; but they are exerting this ear-

nestness against their enemies entirely, doing

just the same thing as if one, after whetting

his sword, were not to use the weapon against

his enemies, but to thrust it through his own
throat. So these also use their prayers not

for the remission of their own sins, but about

revenge on their enemies; which is to thrust

the sword against themselves. This too the

wicked one has devised, in order that on all

sides we may destroy ourselves, both through

slackness and through earnestness. For the

one class by their carelessness in their prayers

exasperate God, by displaying contempt

through their slackness ; and the others, when
they display earnestness, display the earnest-

ness on the other hand against their own sal-

vation. "A certain person," he (the devil)

says, " is slack : that is sufficient for me with a
view to his obtaining nothing; this man is

earnest and thoroughly aroused; what then

must be done to accomplish the same result?

I cannot slacken his earnestness, nor throw

him into carelessness ; I will contrive his de-

a napprjaiav, a phrase of courtly ceremonial ; sometimes coupled

with Trpoo-aywyTj, the antecedent ceremony of introduction to a
king's presence. Xenphon Cyrop. vii. 5, 45. Both occur in Vir^.

A-ln. i. 520. " Postquam intro^essi^ et coram data copia fandi. '

The literal translation of irapprjcrla: coram = »rapa "in the pres-

ence." Comp. Chrysost. Horn. II. in 2 Cor. of the catechumens-
standing outside the holy rails, and not allowed to take part in the

Lord's Prayer. " ovStfirto ykp napprfviav KtKnivTat.."

3 Literally " from below." Comp. Virgil yEn. i. 37 ; imoqot
trahens de pectore vocem.
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struction in the other way. How so? I will

mianage that he use his earnestness for trans-

igressing the law:" (for the praying against

one's personal enemies is a transgression of

law). " He shall depart therefore not only

having gained nothing by his earnestness, but

also having endured the hurt which is greater

than that caused through slackness." Such as

these are the injuries of the devil: the one
sort he destroys through their remissness ; and
the other through their earnestness itself, when
it is shown not according to God's laws.

II. But it is also worth hearing the very words
of their prayer, and how the words are of a
puerile mind; of how infantile a soul. I am
ashamed in truth when about to repeat them

;

but it is absolutely necessary to repeat them,

and to imitate that coarse tongue. What then

are the words? "Avenge me of my enemies,

show them that I too have God (on my side)."

They do not then learn, man, that we have
God, when we are indignant and angry and
impatient ; but when we are gentle and meek
and subdued, and practise all love of wisdom.

So also God said, " Let your light shine before

men, that they may see your good works, and
glorify your Father who is in the heavens."

'

Perceivest thou not that it is an insult to God,
the making a request to God against thine

enemies? And how is it an insult? one will

say. Because He Himself said, "pray for

your enemies;" and brought in this divine law.

When therefore thou claimest that the legisla-

tor should relax his own laws; and callest

upon him to legislate in opposition to himself;

and supplicatest him who had forbidden thee

to pray against thine enemies to hear thee

praying against thine enemies; thou art not

praying in doing this, nor calling upon him;
but thou art insulting the lawgiver, and acting

with drunken violence towards him, who is

sure to give to thee the good things which re-

sult from prayer. And how is it possible to be
heard when praying, tell me, when thou exas-

peratest him who is sure to hear? For by
doing these things thou art pushing thine own
salvation into a pit, and art rushing down a

precipice, by striking thine enemy before the

king's eyes.^ For even if thou doest not this

with the hands, with thy words thou strikest

him, the thing which thou darest not do even
in the case of thy fellow-slaves. At least dare

to do this in a ruler's presence, and though
thou hast done countless public services, thou

wilt straightway surely be led away to execution.

Then (I ask) in the presence of a ruler dost

thou not dare to insult thine equal, but when

1 Matt. V. 16.
2 To strike any one within " the precincts of the court

has been made a capital offence.

16

doing this in God's presence, tell me, dost
thou not shudder, nor fear when in the time of
entreaty and prayer being so savage and turn-

ing thyself into a wild beast ; and displaying

greater want of feeHng than he who demanded
payment of the hundred pence ?3 For that

thou art more insolent than he, listen to the
story itself. A certain man owed ten thousand
talents to his master ; then, not having (where-
with) to pay, he entreated him to be long-

suffering, in order that, his wife having been
sold and his house and his children, he might
settle his master's claim. And the master
seeing him lamenting had compassion on him,
and remitted the ten thousand talents. He
having gone out and found another servant

owing him a hundred pence, seizing his throat

demanded them with great cruelty and in-

humanity. The Master having heard this

threw him into the prison, and laid on him
again the debt of the ten thousand talents

which he had before remitted; and he paid
the penalty of the cruelty shown towards his

j

fellow-servant.

12. Now do thou consider in how much more
unfeeling and insensible in a way thou hast

acted even than he, praying against thine

I enemies. He did not beg his master to de-

!
mand, but he himself demanded, the hundred

I

pence ; whereas thou even callest on the Mas-

I

ter for this shameless and forbidden demand.
\
And he seized his fellow-servant's throat not
before his lord's eyes, but outside ; while thou
in the very moment of prayer, standing in the

King's presence, doest this. And if he, for

doing this without either having urged his

master to the demand, and after going forth,

met with no forgiveness; thou, both stirring

up the Master to (exacting) this forbidden pay-

ment, and doing this before his eyes, what sort

of penalty will thou have to pay? tell me.
But thy mind is inflamed by the memory of the

enmity, and swells, and thy heart rises,^ and
when recurring in memory to him who has

caused pain, thou art unable to reduce the

swelHng of thy thought. But set against this

inflammation the memory resulting from thine

own sins committed the fear resulting from the

punishment to come. Recall to memory for

how many things thou art accountable to thy

master, and that for all those things thou owest

Him satisfaction; and this fear will surely

overcome that anger; since indeed this is far

more powerful than that passion. Recall the

memory of hell and punishment and vengeance

during the time of thy prayer ; and thou wilt

not be able even to receive thine enemy into

3 Matt, xviii. 38.

4 Possibly " stomach." Comp. Thuc. ii. 49, oitort e? ttjc «ap-
6t'av oTTjpifac. Lat. stontachor. A medical sense, and the meta-
phor here is medical throughout. So " cardiacus." Juvenal.
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thy mind.' Make thy mind contrite, humble
thy soul by the memory of the offences com
mitted by thee, and wrath will not be able even

to trouble thee. But the cause of all these

evils is this, that we scrutinise the sins of all

others with great exactitude ; while we let our

own pass with great remissness. Whereas we
ought to do the contrary—4:o keep our own
faults unforgotten ; but never even to admit a

thought of those of others. If we do this we
shall both have God propitious, and shall cease

cherishing immortal anger against our neigh-

bours, and we shall never have any one as an
enemy; and even if we should have at any
time we shall both quickly put an end to his

enmity, and should obtain speedy pardon for

Because it is filled with better thoughts. No room for him.

our own sins. For just as he who treasures up
the memory of wrong against his neighbour
does not permit the punishment upon his own
sins to be done away ; so he who is clear of
anger will speedily be clear of sins also. For
if we, wicked as we are and enslaved to pas-
sion, on account of the commandment of God
overlook all the faults committed against us,

much more will He who is a lover of mankind,
and good, and free from any passion, overlook
our delinquencies, rendering to us the recom-
pense of our kindly spirit towards our neigh-
bour in the forgiveness of our own sins : which
God grant that we may attain, by the grace
and lovingkindness of our Lord Jesus Christ,

to whom is the glory and the dominion, to the
ages of the ages. Amen.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TWO HOMILIES ON EUTROPIUS.

The interest of the two following discourses depends not only on their intrinsic value as

specimens of Chrysostom's eloquence, but also on the singular and dramatic character of the

incidents which gave occasion to them.

Arcadius the Emperor of the East like his brother Honorius the Emperor of the West
was a man of feeble intellect. The history of the Empire under their reign is a melancholy

record of imbecility on the part of the nominal rulers : of faithlessness and unscrupulous am-
bition on the part of their ministers. The chief administrator of affairs in the beginning of

the reign of Arcadius was Rufinus, an Aquitanian Gaul ; the very model of an accomplished

adventurer. His intrigues, his arrogance, his rapacious avarice excited the indignation of

the people, and he was at last assassinated by the troops to whom he was making an oration

in the presence of the Emperor. His place in the favour and confidence of Arcadius was soon

occupied by the eunuch Eutropius. The career of this person was a strange one. Born a

slave, in the region of Mesopotamia, he had passed in boyhood and youth through the hands of

many owners, performing the most menial offices incident to his position. At length Arnithus,

an old military officer who had become his master, presented him to his daughter on her

marriage ; and in the words of the poet Claudian " the future consul of the East was made
over as part of a marriage dowry.'^ ^ But the young lady after a time grew tired of the slave

who was becoming elderly and wrinkled, and without trying to sell him turned him out of her

household. He picked up a precarious living in Constantinople and was often in great want

until an officer about court took pity on him, and procured him a situation in the lower ranks

of the imperial chamberlains. This was the beginning of his rise. By the diligence with which

he discharged his humble duties, by occasional witty sayings, and the semblance of a fervent

piety he attracted the notice of the great Emperor Theodosius (the father of Arcadius), and

gradually won his confidence so as to be employed on difficult and delicate missions. On
the death of Theodosius he became in the capacity of grand chamberlain the intimate adviser

and constant attendant of Arcadius and the most subtle and determined rival of Rufinus. It

was by his contrivance that the scheme of Rufinus for marrying his own daughter to the

Emperor was defeated : and that Eudoxia the daughter of a Frankish general was substituted

for her. After the murder of Rufinus the government was practically in his hands ; but he

exercised his power more craftily than the vain and boastful Gaul. He contrived at first to

discharge all the duties which fell to his lot as chamberlain with humble assiduity, and sought

no other title than he already possessed. Slowly but surely however he cHmbed to the summit

of power by the simple process of putting out of the way on various pretexts all dangerous

competitors. He deprived his victims of their last hope of escape by abolishing the right of

the Church to afford shelter to fugitives. He sold the chief offices of the State, and the

command of the provinces to the highest bidders. By surrounding the Emperor with a crowd

of frivolous companions, by dissipating his mind with a perpetual round of amusements, by
taking him every spring to Ancyra in Phrygia where he was subjected to the enervating influ-

* In Eutrop. i. 104, 105.
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ence of a soft climate and luxurious style of living he made the naturally feeble intellect of

Arcadius more feeble still and withdrew it from the power of every superior mind but his

own. From the pettiest detail of domestic life to the most important affairs of state, the wily

minister at length ruled supreme. Arcadius was little more than a magnificently dressed

puppet, and the eunuch slave was the real master of half the Roman world. It was by his

advice that on the death of Nectarius in 397 Chrysostom had been appointed, very much

against his own will, to the vacant See of Constantinople. If Eutropius expected to find a

complaisant courtier in the new Archbishop he certainly sustained a severe disappointment.

Some little pretences which he made of assisting the work of the Church by patronising Chry-

sostom's missionary projects could not blind the Archbishop to the gross venality of his

administration, or exempt him from the censure and warnings of one who was too honest and

bold to be any respecter of persons. In fact when the Archbishop declaimed against the

cupidity and oppressions of the rich it was obvious to all that Eutropius was the most signal

example of those vices. At last the minister, not content to remain as he was—enjoying the

reality of power without the name—prepared the way for his own ruin by inducing the

Emperor to bestow on him the titles of Patrician and Consul. The acquisition of these ven-

erable names by the eunuch slave caused a profound sensation of shame and indignation

throughout the Empire, but especially in the Western capital, where they were bound up with

all the noblest and most glorious memories in the history of the Roman people. The name

of Eutropius was omitted from the Fasti or catalogue of consuls inscribed in the Capitol at

Rome. Amidst the general decadence and degeneracy of public spirit in the Empire the

West did not descend, could not have descended, to those depths of servile adulation to which

the Byzantines stooped at the inauguration of Eutropius as Consul. The senate, and all the

great officials military and civil, poured into the palace of the Caesars to offer their homage,

and emulated each other in the honor of kissing the hand and even the wrinkled visage of the

eunuch. They saluted him as the bulwark of the laws, and the second father of the Emperor.

Statues of bronze or marble were placed in various parts of the city representing him in the

costume of warrior or judge, and the inscriptions on them styled him third founder of the city

after Byzas, and Constantine. No wonder that Claudian declaimed with bitter sarcasm against

" a Byzantine nobility and Greek divinities " and invokes Neptune by a stroke of his trident

to unseat and submerge the degenerate city which had inflicted such a deep disgrace upon the

Empire.' A blow indeed was about to fall upon the eastern capital, directed not by the hand

of a mythic deity, but of a stout barbarian soldier. The consequences of it were averted from

the city only by the sacrifice of the new consul upon whom it fell with crushing effect. He

sank never to rise again. Tribigild, a distinguished gothic soldier who had been raised to the

rank of Tribune in the Roman army, had demanded higher promotion for himself and higher

pay for a body of military colonists in Phrygia of which he had the command. His petition

had been coldly dismissed by Eutropius ; Tribigild resented the affront and with the troops

which he commanded broke into revolt. Eutropius entrusted the conduct of an expedition

against him to one of his favorites, who suffered a most ignominious defeat in which he per-

ished, and the greater part of his army was cut to pieces. Constantinople was convulsed

with terror and indignation. Gainas another Goth in command of the city troops declared

that he could do nothing to check the progress of the revolt unless Eutropius was banished,

.
the principal author of all the evils of the State. His demand was backed by the Empress

Eudoxia, who had experienced much insolence from the minister. Eutropius was deprived of

his official dignity, his property was declared confiscated, and he was commanded to quit the

palace instantly under pain of death. Whither could the poor wretch fly who was thus in a

moment hurled from the pinnacle of power into the lowest depths of degradation and destitu-

» In Eutrop. ii. 39, 136.
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tion. There was but one place to which he could naturally turn in his distress—the sanctuar)r

of the Church ; but by the cruel irony of his fate, a law of his own devising here barred his

entrance. Yet he knew that the law prohibiting asylum had been resented and resisted by
the Church and it might be that the Archbishop would connive at the violation of the obnox-
ious measure by the very person who had passed it. He resolved to make the experiment.

In the humblest guise of a suppliant, tears streaming down his puckered cheeks, his scant grey
hairs smeared with dust, he crept into the Cathedral, drew aside the curtain in front of the

altar and clung to one of the columns which supported it. Here he was found by Chrysostom
/

in a state of pitiable and abject terror, for soldiers in search of him had entered the Church,
/

and the clattering of their arms could be heard on the other side of the thin partition which
concealed the fugitive. With quivering lips he craved the asylum of the church, and he was
not repulsed as the destroyer of the refuge which he now sought.' Chrysostom rejoiced in

the opportunity afforded to the church of taking a noble revenge on her adversary.^ He
concealed Eutropius in the sacristy, confronted his pursuers, and refused to surrender him.

"None shall violate the sanctuary save over my body: the church is the bride of Christ who
has entrusted her honor to me and I will never betray it." He desired to be conducted to

the Emperor and taken like a prisoner between two rows of spearmen from the Cathedral

to the palace ^ where he boldly vindicated the church's right of asylum in the presence of the

Emperor. Arcadius promised to respect the retreat of the fallen minister, and with diffi-

culty persuaded the angry troops to accept his decision. The next day was Sunday, and the

Cathedral was thronged with a vast multitude eager to hear what the golden mouth of the

Archbishop would utter who had dared in defence of the Church's right to defy the law, and
confront the tide of popular feeling. But few probably were prepared to witness such a
dramatic scene as was actually presented. The Archbishop had just taken his seat in the

"Ambon " or high reading desk a little westward of the chancel from which he was wont to

preach on account of his diminutive stature, and a sea of faces was upturned to him waiting

for the stream of golden eloquence when the curtain of the sanctuary was drawn aside and
disclosed the cowering form of the miserable Eutropius clinging to one of the columns of the

Holy Table. Many a time had the Archbishop preached to unheeding ears on the vain and

fleeting character of worldly honor, prosperity, luxury and wealth : now he would force atten-

tion, and drive home his lesson to the hearts of his vast congregation by pointing to a visible

example of fallen grandeur in the poor wretch who lay grovelling behind him.

Eutropius remained for some days within the precincts of the Church and then suddenly

departed. Whether he mistrusted the security of his shelter and hoped to make his escape in

disguise, or whether he surrendered himself on the understanding that exile would be substi-

tuted for capital punishment cannot be certainly known. Chrysostom declared that if he had
not abandoned the Church, the Church would never have given him up."* Anyhow he was

captured and conveyed to Cyprus, but soon afterwards he was tried at Constantinople on

various charges of high crimes and misdemeanors against the State, and condemned to suffer

capital punishment. He was taken to Chalcedon and there beheaded.^ The second of the

two following discourses was delivered a few days after Eutropius had quitted the sanctuary

of the Church.

I Horn. i. 2. 2 Horn. i. 3. 3 Horn. ii. i. 4 Horn. ii. i.

S For a fuller account of all these events, see Life of St. John Chrysostom by W. R. W. Stephens (pp. 298-256, 3d edition).





EUTROPIUS, PATRICIAN AND CONSUL,

HOMILY I.

ON EUTROPIUS, THE EUNUCH, PATRICIAN AND CONSUL.

1. "Vanity of vanities, all is vanity"—it is

always seasonable to utter this but more es-

pecially at the present time. Where are now
the brilliant surroundings of thy consulship?
where are the gleaming torches? Where is

the dancing, and the noise of dancers' feet, and
the banquets and the festivals? where are the
garlands and the curtains of the theatre ? where
is the applause which greeted thee in the city,

where the acclamation in the hippodrome and
the flatteries of spectators? They are gone

—

all gone : a wind has blown upon the tree shat-

tering down all its leaves, and showing it to us
quite bare, and shaken from its very root ; for

so great has been the violence of the blast,

that it has given a shock to all these fibres of

the tree and threatens to tear it up from the
roots. Where now are your feigned friends?

where are your drinking parties, and your sup-
pers? where is the swarm of parasites, and the
wine which used to be poured forth all day
long, and the manifold dainties invented by
your cooks? where are they who courted your
power and did and said everything to win your
favour? They were all mere visions of the
night, and dreams which have vanished with
the dawn of day: they were spring flowers,

and when the spring was over they all with-
ered: they were a shadow which has passed
away—they were a smoke which has dispersed,

bubbles which have burst, cobwebs which have
been rent in pieces. Therefore we chant con-
tinually this spiritual song—" Vanity of vani-

ties, all is vanity," For this saying ought to

be continually written on our walls, and gar-

ments, in the market place, and in the house,
on the streets, and on the doors and entrances,

and above all on the conscience of each one.

and to be a perpetual theme for meditation.
And inasmuch as deceitful things, and mask-
ings and pretence seem to many to be reahties

it behoves each one every day both at supper
and at breakfast, and in social assemblies to

say to his neighbour and to hear his neighbour
say in return "vanity of vanities, all is vanity."

Was I not continually telling thee that wealth
was a runaway? But you would not heed me.
Did I not tell thee that it was an unthankful
servant? But you would not be persuaded.

Behold actual experience has now proved that

it is not only a runaway, and ungrateful serv-

ant, but also a murderous one, for it is this

which has caused thee now to fear and trem-

ble. Did I not say to thee when you contin-

ually rebuked me for speaking the truth, " I

love thee better than they do who flatter

thee?" "I who reprove thee care more for

thee than they who pay thee court?" Did I

not add to these words by saying that the

wounds of friends were more to be relied upon
than the voluntary kisses of enemies.' If you
had submitted to my wounds their kisses would
not have wrought thee this destruction: for

my wounds work health, but their kisses have

produced an incurable disease. Where are

now thy cup-bearers, where are they who
cleared the way for thee in the market place,

and sounded thy praises endlessly in the ears

of all? They have fled, they have disowned

thy friendship, they are providing for their own
safety by means of thy distress. But I do not

act thus, nay in thy misfortune I do not aban-

don thee, and now when thou art fallen I pro-

tect and tend thee. And the Church which

^ Prov. xxvii. 6.
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you treated as an enemy has opened her bosom
!

and received thee into it ; whereas the theatres
'

which you courted, and about which you were
j

oftentimes indignant with me have betrayed
^

and ruined thee. And yet I never ceased say-
j

ing to thee " why doest thou these things ? "
j

" thou art exasperating the Church, and casting
;

thyself down headlong," yet thou didst hurry
|

away from all my warnings. And now the

hippodromes, having exhausted thy wealth,
|

have whetted the sword against thee, but the
|

Church which experienced thy untimely wrath :

is hurrying in every direction, in her desire to

pluck thee out of the net.

2. And I say these things now not as tramp-
j

ling upon one who is prostrate, but from a de-

' sire to make those who are still standing more

secure ; not by way of irritating the sores of

one who has been wounded, but rather to pre-

1

serve those who have not yet been wounded
in sound health ; not by way of sinking one

who is tossed by the waves, but as instructing

those who are sailing with a favourable breeze,
'

so that they may not become overwhelmed,
j

And how may this be effected? by observing
j

the vicissitudes of human affairs. For even
|

this man had he stood in fear of vicissitude

would not have experienced it ; but whereas

neither his own conscience, nor the counsels

of others wrought any improvement in him, do

ye at least who plume yourselves on your riches

profit by his calamity: for nothing is weaker

than human affairs. Whatever term therefore

one may employ to express their insignificance

it will fall short of the reality ; whether he calls

them smoke, or grass, or a dream or spring

flowers, or by any other name ; so perishable

are they, and more naught than nonentities ;

'

but that together with their nothingness they

have also a very perilous element we have a

proof before us. For who was more exalted

than this man? Did he not surpass the whole

world in wealth? had he not climbed to the

very pinnacle of distinction? did not all trem-

ble and fear before him? Yet lo! he has be-

come more wretched than the prisoner, more
pitiable than the menial slave, more indigent

than the beggar wasting away with hunger,

having every day a vision of sharpened swords

and of the criminal's grave, and the pubHc
executioner leading him out to his death ; and
he does not even know if he once enjoyed

past pleasure, nor is he sensible even of the

sun's ray, but at mid day his sight is dimmed
as if he were encompassed by the densest

gloom. But even let me try my best I shall

not be able to present to you in language the

sufifering which he must naturally undergo, in

the hourly expectation of death. But indeed

what need is there of any words from me,

when he himself has clearly depicted this for

us as in a visible image? For yesterday when
they came to him from the royal court intend-

ing to drag him away by force, and he ran for

refuge to the holy furniture,^ his face was then,

as it is now, no better than the countenance of

one dead : and the chattering of his teeth, and

the quaking and quivering of his whole body,

and his faltering voice, and stammering tongue,

and in fact his whole general appearance were

suggestive of one whose soul was petrified.

3. Now I say these things not by way of

reproaching him, or insulting his misfortune,

but from a desire to soften your minds towards

him, and to induce you to compassion, and to

persuade you to be contented with the punish-

ment which has already been inflicted. For

since there are many inhuman persons amongst

us who are inclined, perhaps, to find fault with

me for having admitted him to the sanctuary,

I parade his sufferings from a desire to soften

their hardheartedness by my narrative.

For tell me, beloved brother, wherefore art

thou indignant with me? You say it is be-

cause he who continually made W;ar upon the

Church has taken refuge within it. Yet surely

we ought in the highest degree to glorify God,

for permitting him to be placed in such a great

strait as to experience both the power and the

lovingkindness of the Church:—her power in

that he has suffered this great vicissitude in

consequence of the attacks which he made
upon her: her lovingkindness in that she whom
he attacked now casts her shield in front of

him and has received him under her wings,

and placed him in all security not resenting

any of her former injuries, but most lovingly

opening her bosom to him. For this is more
glorious than any kind of trophy, this is a bril-

liant victory, this puts both Gentiles and Jews
to shame, this displays the bright aspect of the

Church : in that having received her enemy as

a captive, she spares him, and when all have

despised him in his desolation, she alone like

an affectionate mother has concealed him
under her cloak,^ opposing both the wrath of

the king, and the rage of the people, and their

overwhelming hatred. This is an ornament
for the altar. A strange kind of ornament,

you say, when the accused sinner, the extor-

tioner, the robber is permitted to lay hold of

the altar. Nay! say not so: for even the

harlot took hold of the feet of Jesus, she who

i

was stained with the most accursed and un-

clean sin : yet her deed was no reproach to

I Twf ov6tv bvrtiiv ov6afjLivu)Tepa,

2 Holy vessels would be the literal rendering of the word (amv-
«<ri), but it is clear from what follows that the altar is intended.

3 Possibly an allusion to the curtain which, io Eastern Churches^

was drawn in front of the altar.
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Jesus, but rather redounded to His admiration
and praise : for the impure woman did no in-

jury to Him who was pure, but rather was the
vile harlot rendered pure by the touch of Him
who was the pure and spotless one. Grudge
not then, O man. We are the servants of the
crucified one who said " Forgive them for they
know not what they do." * But, you say, he
cut off the right of refuge here by his ordi-

nances and divers kinds of laws. Yes! yet
now he has learned by experience what it was
he did, and he himself by his own deeds has
been the first to break the law, and has become
a spectacle to the whole world, and silent

though he is, he utters from thence a warning
voice to all, saying " do not such things as I

have done, that ye suffer not such things as I

suffer." He appears as a teacher by means
of his calamity, and the altar emits great lustre,

inspiring now the greatest awe from the fact

that it holds the lion in bondage ; for any fig-

ure of royalty might be very much set off if

the king were not only to be seen seated on
his throne arrayed in purple and wearing his

crown, but if also prostrate at the feet of the
king barbarians with their hands bound behind
their backs were bending low their heads.
And that no persuasive arguments have been
used, ye yourselves are witnesses of the enthu-
siasm, and the concourse of the people. For
brilliant indeed is the scene before us to day,

and magnificent the assembly, and I see as

large a gathering here to-day as at the Holy
Paschal Feast. Thus the man has summoned
you here without speaking and yet uttering a
voice through his actions clearer than the
sound of a trumpet: and ye have all thronged
hither to-day, maidens deserting their boudoirs,
and matrons the women's chambers, and men
the market place that ye may see human
nature convicted, and the instability of worldly
affairs exposed, and the harlot-face which a
few days ago was radiant (such is the prosper-
ity derived from extortion) looking uglier than
any wrinkled old woman, this face I say you
may see denuded of its enamel and pigments
by the action of adversity as by a sponge

4. Such is the force of this calamity: it has
made one who was illustrious and conspicuous
appear the most insignificant of men. And if

a rich man should enter the assembly he de-
rives much profit from the sight : for when he
beholds the man who was shaking the whole
world, now dragged down from so high a pin-

nacle of power, cowering with fright, more
terrified than a hare or a frog, nailed fast to

yonder pillar, without bonds, his fear serving

instead of a chain, panic-stricken and trem-

bling, he abates his haughtiness, he puts down
his pride, and having acquired the kind of wis-
dom concerning human affairs which it con-
cerns him to have he departs instructed by
example in the lesson which Holy Scripture
teaches by precept :

—
"All flesh is grass and all

the glory of man as the flower of grass : the
grass withereth and the flower faileth " ^ or
" They shall wither away quickly as the grass,,

and as the green herb shall they quickly fail " ^

or " Hke smoke are his days," ^ and all pas-
sages of that kind. Again the poor man
when he has entered and gazed at this specta-
cle does not think meanly of himself, nor be-
wail himself on account of his poverty, but
feels grateful to his poverty, because it is a
place of refuge to him, and a calm haven, and
secure bulwark ; and when he sees these things
he would many times rather remain where he
is, than enjoy the possession of all men for a.

little time and afterwards be in jeopardy of his
own life. Seest thou how the rich and poor,
high and low, bond and free have derived no
small profit from this man's taking refuge
here? Seest thou how each man will depart
hence with a remedy, being cured merely by
this sight? Well! have I softened your pas-
sion, and expelled your wrath? have I extin-

guished your cruelty? have I induced you to
be pitiful? Indeed I think I have; and your
countenances and the streams of tears you
shed are proofs of it. Since then your hard
rock has turned into deep and fertile soil let

us hasten to produce some fruit of mercy, and
to display a luxuriant crop of pity by falling

down before the Emperor or rather by implor-
ing the merciful God so to soften the rage of
the Emperor, and make his heart tender that
he may gran^ the whole of the favour which
we ask. For indeed already since that day
when this man fled here for refuge no slight

change has taken place; for as soon as the
Emperor knew that he had hurried to this

asylum, although the army was present, and
incensed on account of his misdeeds, and de-
manded him to be given up for execution, the
Emperor made a long speech endeavouring to

allay the rage of the soldiers, maintaining that

not only his offences, but any good deed which
he might have done ought to be taken into

account, declaring that he felt gratitude for

the latter, and was prepared to forgive him as

a fellow creature for deeds which were other-

wise. And when they again urged him tO'

avenge the insult done to the imperial majesty,,

shouting, leaping, and brandishing their spears,

he shed streams of tears from his gentle eyes,

and having, reminded them of the Holy Table

* Luke xxiii. 34, 2 Is. xl. 6, 7. 3 Ps. xxxvii. 2. 4 Ps. cii. 4.
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to which the man had fled for refuge he suc-

ceeded at last in appeasing their wrath.

5. Moreover let me add some arguments

which concern ourselves. For what pardon

•could you deserve, if the Emperor bears no

resentment when he has been insulted, but ye

who have experienced nothing of this kind dis-

play so much wrath? and how after this as-

sembly has been dissolved will ye handle the

holy mysteries, and repeat that prayer by

which we are commanded to say " forgive us

as we also forgive our debtors " ' when ye are

demanding vengeance upon your debtor?

Has he inflicted great wrongs and insults on

you? I will not deny it. Yet this is the season

not for judgment but for mercy; not for re-

quiring an account, but for showing loving

kindness : not for investigating claims but for

conceding them; not for verdicts and ven-

geance, but for mercy and favour. Let no
one then be irritated or vexed, but let us

rather beseech the merciful God to grant him
a respite from death, and to rescue him from

this impending destruction, so that he may
put off his transgression, and let us unite to

approach the merciful Emperor beseeching

him for the sake of the Church, for the sake

of the altar, to concede the life of one man as

an offering to the Holy Table. If we do this

the Emperor himself will accept us, and even

» Matt. vi. 12.

before his praise we shall have the approval

of God, who will bestow a large recompense
upon us for our mercy. For as he rejects and
hates the cruel and inhuman, so does He wel-

come and love the merciful and humane man

;

and if such a man be righteous, all the more
glorious is the crown which is wreathed for

him : and if he be a sinner, He passes over his

sins granting this as the reward of compassion
shown to his fellow-servant. " For '' He saith
" I will have mercy and not sacrifice," ^ and
throughout the Scriptures you find Him always

enquiring after this, and declaring it to be the

means of release from sin. Thus then we
shall dispose Him to be propitious to us, thus

we shall release ourselves from our sins, thus

we shall adorn the Church, thus also our mer-
ciful Emperor, as I have already said, will

commend us, and all the people will applaud

us, and the ends of the earth will admire the

humanity and gentleness of our city, and all

who hear of these deeds throughout the world

will extol us. That we then may enjoy these

good things, let us fall down in prayer and
supplication, let us rescue the captive, the

fugitive, the suppliant from danger that we
ourselves may obtain the future blessings by
the favour and mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ,

to whom be glory and power, now and for ever,

world without end. Amen.

2 Hosea vi. 6.

HOMILY -II.

AFTER EUTROPIUS HAVING BEEN FOUND OUTSIDE THE CHURCH HAD BEEN

TAKEN CAPTIVE.

I. Delectable indeed are the meadow, and
the garden, but far more delectable the study

of the divine writings. For there indeed are

flowers which fade, but here are thoughts

which abide in full bloom ; there is the breeze

of the zephyr, but here the breath of the

Spirit; there is the hedge of thorns, but here

is the guarding providence of God; there is

the song of cicadae, but here the melody of the

prophets: there is the pleasure which comes
from sight, but here the profit which comes
from study. The garden is confined to one
place, but the Scriptures are in all parts of the

world; the garden is subject to the necessities

of the seasons, but the Scriptures are rich in

foliage, and laden with fruit ahke in winter

and in summer. Let us then give diligent

heed to the study of the Scriptures: for if

thou doest this the Scripture will expel thy

despondency, and engender pleasure, extirpate

vice, and make virtue take root, and in the

tumult of life it will save thee from suffering

like those who are tossed by troubled waves.

The sea rages but thou sailest on with calm
weather; for thou hast the study of the Scrip-

tures for thy pilot ; for this is the cable which
the trials of Hfe do not break asunder. Now
that I lie not events themselves bear witness.

A few days ago the Church was besieged:

an army came, and fire issued from their eyes,

yet it did not scorch the olive tree ; swords
were unsheathed, yet no one received a wound

;

the imperial gates were in distress, but the

Church was in security. And yet the tide of
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war flowed hither; for here the refugee was
sought, and we withstood them, not fearing
their rage. And wherefore prithee? because
we held as a sure pledge the saying " Thou art
Peter, and upon this rock I will build my
Church: and the gates of hell shall not prevail
agamst it." ' And when I say the Church I
mean not only a place but also a plan of life : =

I mean not the walls of the Church but the
laws of the Church. When thou takest refuge
in a Church, do not seek shelter merely in the
place but in the spirit of the place. For the
Church is not wall and roof but faith and hfe.
Do not tell me that the man having been

surrendered was surrendered by the Church;
if he had not abandoned the Church he would
not have been surrendered. Do not say that
he fled here for refuge and then was given up :

the Church did not abandon him but he aban-
doned the Church. He was not surrendered
from within the Church but outside its walls.
Wherefore did he forsake the Church ? Didst
thou desire to save thyself? Thou shouldst
have held fast to the altar. There were no
walls here, but there was the guarding provi-
dence of God. Wast thou a sinner? God
does not reject thee: for "He came not to
call the righteous but sinners to repentance." ^

The harlot was saved when she clung to His
feet. Have ye heard the passage read to-day?
Now I say these things that thou mayest not
hesitate to take refuge in the Church. Abide
with the Church, and the Church does not
hand thee over to the enemy: but if thou fliest
from the Church, the Church is not the cause
of thy capture. For if thou art inside the fold
the wolf does not enter: but if thou goest out-
side, thou art liable to be the wild beast's prey:
yet this is not the fault of the fold, but of thy
own pusillanimity. The Church hath no feet.
Talk not to me of walls and arms : for walls
wax old with time, but the Church has no old
age. Walls are shattered by barbarians, but
over the Church even demons do not prevail.
And that my words are no mere vaunt there is
the evidence of facts. How many have as-
sailed the Church, and yet the assailants have
perished while the Church herself has soared
beyond the sky? Such might hath the Church

:

when she is assailed she conquers : when snares
are laid for her she prevails: when she is in-
sulted her prosperity increases : she is wounded
yet sinks not under her wounds; tossed by
waves yet not submerged; vexed by storms
yet suffers no shipwreck ; she wrestles and is
not worsted, fights but is not vanquished.
Wherefore then did she suff'er this war to be?
That she might make more manifest the splen-

> Matt. xvi. 18.
3 Matt. ix. 13.

» ov Toirov ixbvov akka Kal rpovrov.

dour of her triumph. Ye were present on that
day, and ye saw what weapons were set in
motion against her, and how the rage of the
soldiers burned more fiercely than fire, and I
was hurried away to the imperial palace ' But
what of that? By the grace of God none of
those things dismayed me.

2. Now I say these things in order that ye
too may follow my example. But wherefore
was I not dismayed? Because I do not fear
any present terrors. For what is terrible?
Death? nay this is not terrible: for we speed-
ily reach the unruffled haven. Or spoliation
of goods? " Naked came I out of my mother's
womb, and naked shall I depart; "s or exile?
"The earth is the Lord's and the fulness
thereof; " ^ or false accusation? " Rejoice and
be exceeding glad, when men shall say all
manner of evil against you falsely, for great is

your reward in Heaven." ^ I saw the swords
and I meditated on Heaven; I expected death,
and I bethought me of the resurrection ; I be-
held the sufferings of this lower world, and I
took account of the heavenly prizes ; I ob-
served the devices of the enemy, and I medi-
tated on the heavenly crown : for the occasion
of the contest was sufficient for encourage-
ment and consolation. True! I was being
forcibly dragged away, but I suffered no in-
sult from the act ; for there is only one real
insult, namely sin : and should the whole world
insult thee, yet if thou dost not insult thyself
thou art not insulted. The only real betrayal
is the betrayal of the conscience : betray not
thy own conscience, and no one can betray
thee. I was being dragged away and I saw
the events—or rather I saw my words turned
into events, I saw my discourse which I had
uttered in words being preached in the market-
place through the medium of actual events.
What kind of discourse? the same which I

was always repeating. The wind has blown
and the leaves have fallen "The grass has
withered and the flower has faded." ^ The
night has departed and the day has dawned

;

the shadow has been proved vain and the truth

has appeared. They mounted up to the sky,

and they came down to the level of earth:

for the waves which were swelling high have
been laid low by means of merely human
events. How? The things which were tak-

ing place were a lesson. And I said to myself
will posterity learn self-control? or before two
days have passed by will these events have
been abandoned to oblivion? The warnings
were sounding in their ears. Again let me
utter, yet again I will speak. What profit will

there be ? Certainly there will be profit. For

4 See Introduction.
7 Matt. V. 12.

5 Job i. 21.
8 Is. xl. 8.

6 Ps, xxiv, 1.
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if all do not hearken, the half will hearken;

and if not the half, the third part : and if not

the third the fourth: and if not the fourth,

perhaps ten : and if not ten, perhaps five : and

if not five perhaps one : and if not one, I my-

self have the reward prepared for me. " The
grass withereth and the flower fadeth ; but the

word of God abideth for ever." '

3. Have ye seen the insignificance of human
affairs? have ye seen the frailty of power?
Have ye seen the wealth which I always called

a runaway and not a runaway only, but also a

murderer. For it not only deserts those who
possess it, but also slaughters them ; for when
any one pays court to it then most of all does

it betray him. Why dost thou pay court to

wealth which to-day is for thee, and to-morrow

for another? Why dost thou court wealth

which can never be held fast? Dost thou

desire to court it? dost thou desire to hold it

fast? Do not bury it but give it into the

hands of the poor. For wealth is a wild beast

:

if it be tightly held it runs away: if it be let

loose it remains where it is ;
" For," it is said,

" he hath dispersed abroad and given to the

poor; his righteousness remaineth forever."^

Disperse it then that it may remain with thee

;

bury it not lest it run away. Where is wealth?

I would gladly enquire of those who have de-

parted. Now I say these things not by way of

reproach, God forbid, nor by way of irritating

old sores, but as endeavouring to secure a

haven for you out of the shipwreck of others.

When soldiers and swords were threatening,

when the city was in a blaze of fury, when the

imperial majesty was powerless, and the pur-

ple was insulted, when all places were full of

frenzy, where was wealth then ? where was your
silver plate? where were your silver couches?
where your household slaves? they had all

betaken themselves to flight; where were the

eunuchs? they all ran away; where were your
friends? they changed their masks. Where
were your houses? they were shut up. Where
was your money? the owner of it fled: and the

money itself, where was that? it was buried.

Where was it all hidden? Am I oppressive

and irksome to you in constantly declaring

that wealth betrays those who use it badly?
The occasion has now come which proves the

truth of my words. Why dost thou hold it so

tightly, when in the time of [trial it profiteth

thee nothing? If it has power when thou fall-

est into a strait, let it come to thy aid, but if

it then runs away what need hast thou of it?

events themselves bear witness. What profit

was there in it? The sword was whetted,
death was impending, an army raging : there

Is. zl. 8. a Ps. cxii. 9.

was apprehension of imminent peril ; and yet
wealth was nowhere to be seen. Where did
the runaway flee? It was itself the cause
which brought about all these evils, and yet in

the hours of necessity it runs away. Never-
theless many reproach me saying continually

thou fasteneth upon the rich: while they on
the other hand fasten upon the poor. Well
I do fasten upon the rich: or rather not the
rich, but those who make a bad use of their

riches. For I am continually saying that I da
not attack the character of the rich man, but
of the rapacious. A rich man is on*^ thing, a
rapacious man is another: an affluent man is

one thing, a covetous man is another. Make
clear distinctions, and do not confuse things

which are diverse. Art thou a rich man? I

forbid thee not. Art thou a rapacious man?
I denounce thee. Hast thou property of thy
own? enjoy it. Dost thou take the property
of others? I will not hold my peace. Would-
est thou stone me for this? I am ready to

shed my blood : only I forbid thy sin. I heed
not hatred, I heed not war: one thing only da
I heed, the advancement of my hearers. The
rich are my children, and the poor also are my
children : the same womb has travailed with
both, both are the offspring of the same trav-

ail-pangs. If then thou fastenest reproaches
on the poor man, I denounce thee: for the
poor man does not suffer so much loss as the
rich. For no great wrong is inflicted on the

poor man, seeing that in his case the injury

is confined to money; but in thy case the in-

jury touches the soul. Let him who wills cast

me off, let him who wills stone me, let him
who wills hate me : for the plots of enemies
are the pledges to me of crowns of victory, and
the number of my rewards will be as the num-
ber of my wounds.

4. So then I fear not an enemy's plots : one
thing only do I fear, which is sin. If no one
convicts me of sin, then let the whole world
make war upon me. For this kind of war
only renders me more prosperous. Thus also

do I wish to teach you a lesson. Fear not the

devices of a potentate, but fear the power of

sin. No man will do thee harm, if thou dost

not deal a blow to thyself. If thou hast not
sin, ten thousand swords may threaten thee,

but God will snatch thee away out of their

reach: but if thou hast sin, even shouldest

thou be in paradise thou wilt be cast out.

Adam was in paradise yet he fell
; Job was on

a dung hill, yet he was crowned victorious.

What profit was paradise to the one? or what
injury was the dung hill to the other? No
man laid snares for the one, yet was he over-

thrown: the devil laid snares for the other, and
yet he was crowned. Did not the devil take
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his property? Yes, but he did not rob him of
his godhness. Did he not lay violent hands
upon his sons? yes: but he did not shake his
faith. Did he not tear his body to pieces?
yes but he did not find his treasure. Did he
not arm his wife against him? yes but he did
not overthrow the soldier. Did he not hurl
arrows and darts at him? yes but he received
no wounds. He advanced his engines but
could not shake the tower; he conducted his
billows against him, but did not sink the ship.
Observe this law I beseech you, yea I clasp
your knees, if not with the bodily hand, yet
in spirit, and pour forth tears of supplication.
Observe this law I pray you, and no one can
do you harm. Never call the rich man happy

;

never call any man miserable save him who
is hying in sin : and call him happy who lives
in righteousness. For it is not the nature of
their circumstances, but the disposition of the
men which makes both the one and the other.
Never be afraid of the sword if thy conscience
does not accuse thee : never be afraid in war
if thy conscience is clear. Where are they
who have departed? tell me. Did not all men
once bow down to them? did not those who
were in authority tremble greatly before them?
did they not pay court to them? But sin has
come, and all things are manifested in their
true lights; they who were attendants have
become judges, the flatterers are turned into
executioners ; they who once kissed his hands,
dragged him themselves from the church, and
he who yesterday kissed his hand is to-day his
enemy. Wherefore? Because neither did he
yesterday love him with sincerity. For the
opportunity came and the actors were un-
masked. Didst thou not yesterday kiss his
hands, and call him saviour, and guardian, and
benefactor? Didst thou not compose pane-
gyrics without end? wherefore to-day dost thou
accuse him? Why yesterday a praiser, and
to-day an accuser? why yesterday utter pane-
gyrics, and to-day reproaches? What means
this change? what means this revolution?

5. But I am not hke this: I was the subject
of his plots, yet I became his protector. I
suffered countless troubles at his hands, yet I
did not retahate. For I copy the example of
my Master, who said on the cross, " Forgive
them, for they know not what they do." Now
I say these things that you may not be per-
verted by the suspicion of wicked men. Now
many changes have taken place, since I had
the oversight of the city, and yet no -one learns
self-control? But when I say no one, I do
not condemn all, God forbid. For it is im-
possible that this rich soil when it has received
seed, should not produce one ear of corn : but
I am insatiable, I do not wish many to be

saved but all. And if but one be left in a
perishmg condition, I perish also, and deem
that the Shepherd should be imitated who had
nmety-nine sheep, and yet hastened after the
one which had gone astray.' How long will
money last? how long this silver and gold?
how long these draughts of wine? how long
the flatteries of slaves? how long these goblets
wreathed with garlands ? how long these satanic
drmkmg feasts, full of diabolical activity?

Dost thou not know that the present hfe is
a sojourn in a far country? for art thou a citi-
zen? Nay thou art a wayfarer. Understand-
est thou what I say? Thou art not a citizen,
but thou art a wayfarer, and a traveller. Say
not

:
I have this city and that. No one has a

city. The city is above. Present life is but a
journey. We are journeying on every day,
while nature is running its course. Some there
are who store up goods on the way: some who
bury jewellery on the road. Now when you
enter an inn do you beautify the inn? not so,
but you eat and drink and hasten to depart!
The present hfe is an inn : we have entered it,

and we bring present life to a close : let us
be eager to depart with a good hope, let us
leave nothing here, that we may not lose it

there. When you enter the inn, what do you
say to the servant? Take care where you put
away our things, that you do not leave any-
thing behind here, that nothing may be lost,
not even what is small and trifling, in order
that we may carry everything back to our
home. Thou art a wayfarer and traveller, and
indeed more insignificant than the wayfarer.
How so? I will tell you. The wayfarer
knows when he is going into the inn, and when
he is going out; for the egress as well as the
ingress is in his own power : but when I enter
the inn, that is to say this present life, I know
not when I shall go out : and it may be that I
am providing myself with sustenance for a long
time when the Master suddenly summons me
saying " Thou fool, for whom shall those things
be which thou hast prepared? for on this very
night thy soul is being taken from thee." ^

The time of thy departure is uncertain, "the
tenure of thy possessions insecure, there 'are
innumerable precipices, and billows on every
side of thee. Why dost thou rave about
shadows? why desert the reality and run after
shadows ?

6. I say these things, and shall not cease
saying them, causing continual pain, and dress-
ing the wounds ; and this not for the sake of
the fallen, but of those who are still standing.
For they have departed, and their career is

1 Luke XV . 4.

2 Luke xii. 20, a free quotation. Chrysostom transposes the
clauses andsubstitutes Kafi-^avovai " they are taking," for aTrair-.
bvaiv an'o <tov, " they are demanding from thee."
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ended, but those who are yet standing have

gained a more secure position through their

calamities. *' What then," you say, " shall we
do?" Do one thing only, hate riches, and

love thy life—cast away thy goods ; I do not

say all of them, but cut off the superfluities.

Be not covetous of other men's goods, strip not

the widow, plunder not the orphan, seize not

his house : I do not address myself to persons

but to facts. But if any one's conscience at-

tacks him, he himself is responsible for it, not

my words. Why art thou grasping where thou

bringest ill-will upon thyself? Grasp where

there is a crown to be gained. Strive to lay

hold not of earth but of heaven. " The king-

dom of Heaven belongs to violent men and

men of violence take it by force." ' Why dost

thou lay hold of the poor man who reproaches

thee? Lay hold of Christ who praises thee

for it. Dost thou see thy senselessness and
madness? Dost thou lay hold of the poor

man who has little? Christ says "lay hold

of me : I thank thee for it, lay hold of my
kingdom and take it by violence." If thou art

minded to lay hold of an earthly kingdom, or

rather if thou art minded to have designs

upon it thou art punished ; but in the case of

the heavenly kingdom thou art punished if

thou dost not lay hold of it. Where worldly

things are concerned there is ill-will, but where
spiritual there is love. Meditate daily on
these things, and if two days hence thou seest

another riding in a chariot, arrayed in raiment

of silk, and elated with pride, be not again dis-

mayed and troubled. Praise not a rich man,
but only him who lives in righteousness.

Revile not a poor man, but learn to have an
upright and accurate judgment in all things.

Do not hold aloof from the Church; for

nothing is stronger than the Church. The
Church is thy hope, thy salvation, thy refuge.

It is higher than the heaven, it is wider than
the earth. It never waxes old, but is always in

full vigour. Wherefore as significant of its

solidity and stability Holy Scripture calls it a
mountain : or of its purity a virgin, or of its

magnificence a queen ; or of its relationship to

God a daughter; and to express its produc-
tiveness it calls her barren who has borne
seven: in fact it employs countless names to

represent its nobleness. For as the master of

the Church has many names: being called the
Father, and the way,^ and the life,^ and the
light,^ and the arm,^ and the propitiation,^ and
the foundation,^ and the door," and the sinless

' Matt. xL 12, slightly altered by Chrysostom from the original
T> 0a<r4A<'ta rotv ovpavitu ^id^crai, the kingdom of Heaven suffereth
violence.

' John xiv. 6. 3 Ibid. 4 John i. 8, 9 ; viii. 12.
5 Perhaps Ps. xcviii. i ; Is. xxxiii. 2 ; li. 9, and other passages

•of the same kind.
6 I John ii. 2. 7 I Cor. iii. II. 8 John x. 7,

one,' and the treasure,'" and Lord, and God,
and Son, and the only begotten, and the form
of God," and the image'- of God so is it with

the Church itself: does one name suffice to

present the whole truth? by no means. But
for this reason there are countless names,
that we may learn something concerning God,
though it be but a small part. Even so the

Church also is called by many names. She is

called a virgin, albeit formerly she was an har-

lot: for this is the miracle wrought by the

Bridegroom, that He took her who was an
harlot and hath made her a virgin. Oh ! what
a new and strange event? With us marriage

destroys virginity, but with God marriage hath

restored it. With us she who is a virgin, when
married, is a virgin no longer : with Christ she

who is an harlot, when married, becomes a
virgin.

7. Let the heretic who inquires curiously

into the nature of heavenly generation saying

"how did the Father beget the Son?" inter-

pret this single fact, ask him how did the

Church, being an harlot, become a virgin?

and how did she having brought forth children

remain a virgin? "For I am jealous over

you," saith Paul, "with a godly jealousy, for I

espoused you to one husband that I might
present you as a pure virgin to Christ." '^

What wisdom and understanding! "I am
jealous over you with a godly jealousy.'*

What means this? "lam jealous," he says:

art thou jealous seeing thou art a spiritual

man? I am jealous he says as God is. And
hath God jealousy? yea the jealousy not of

passion, but of love, and earnest zeal. I am
jealous over you with the jealousy of God.

Shall I tell thee how He manifests His jeal-

ousy? He saw the world corrupted by devils,

and He delivered His own Son to save it.

For words spoken in reference to God have
not the same force as when spoken in refer-

ence to ourselves: for instance we say God is

jealous, God is wroth, God repents, God
hates. These words are human, but they have
a meaning which becomes the nature of God.
How is God jealous? " I am jealous over you
with the jealousy of God."'-* Is God wroth?
" O Lord reproach me not in thine indigna-

tion." '^ Doth God slumber? "Awake, where-
fore sleepest thou, O Lord? " '^ Doth God re-

pent? " I repent that I have made man." '^

Doth God hate? "My soul hateth your

feasts and your new moons." ^^ Well do not

consider the poverty of the expressions: but

grasp their divine meaning. God is jealous^

9 I John iii. 5 ; i Peter ii. 22.
10 Perhaps Matt. vi. 21 ; viii. 44. " Phil. li. 6.

'2 Col. i. 15. ^3 2 Cor. xi. 2. M2 Cor. xi. 2

»S Ps. vi. 2. »6 Ps, xliv. 23. *7 Gen. vi. 7.

18 Is. i. 14.
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for He loves, God is wroth, not as yielding to
passion, but for the purpose of chastising, and
punishing. God sleeps, not as really slumber-
ing, but as being long-suffering. Choose out
the expressions. Thus when thou hearest
that God begets the Son, think not of division
but of the unity of substance. For God has
taken many of these words from us as we also
have borrowed others from Him, that we may
receive honour thereby.

8. Dost thou understand what I have said?
Attend carefully my beloved. There are
divine names, and there are human names.
God has received from me, and He Himself
hath given to me. Give me thine, and take
mine He says. Thou hast need of mine: I

have no need of thine, but thou hast of mine

:

inasmuch as my nature is unmixed, but thou
art a human being, encompassed with a body,
seeking also corporeal terms in order that, by
borrowing expressions which are familiar to
thee, thou who art thus encompassed with a
body, mayest be able to think on thoughts
which transcend thy understanding. What kind
of names hath He received from me, and what
kind hath He given to me? He Himself is

God, and He hath called me God ; with Him
is the essential nature as an actual fact, with
me only the honour of the name :

" I have
said ye are gods, and ye are all children
of the most highest." ' Here are words, but
in the other case there is the actual reality.

He hath called me god, for by that name I

have received honour. He Himself was called
man, he was called Son of man, he was called
the Way, the Door, the Rock. These words
He borrowed from me; the others He gave
from Himself to me. Wherefore was He
called the Way? That thou mightest under-
stand that by Him we have access to the
Father. Wherefore was He called the Rock?
that thou mightest understand the secure and
unshaken character of the faith. Wherefore
was He called the Foundation? That thou
mightest understand that He upholdeth all

things. Wherefore was He called the Root?
That thou mightest understand that in Him we
have our power of growth. Wherefore was
He called the Shepherd? Because He feeds
us. Wherefore was He called a sheep? Be-
cause He was sacrificed for us and became a
propitiatory offering. Wherefore was He
called the Life? Because He raised us up
when we were dead. Wherefore was He
called the Light? Because He delivered us
from darkness. Why was He called an Arm?
Because He is of one substance with the
Father. Why was He called the Word? Be-

* Ps. Ixxxii. 6 ; comp, John x. 34.

cause He was begotten of the Father. For
as my word is the offspring of my spirit, even
so was the Son begotten of the Father.
Wherefore is He called our raiment? Because
I was clothed with Him when I was baptized.
Why is He called a table? Because I feed
upon Him when I partake of the mysteries.
Why is He called a house? Because I dwell
in Him. Why is He called an inmate of the
house? Because we become His Temple.
Wherefore is He called the Head? Because
I have been made a member of His. Why
is He called a Bridegroom? Because He hath
taken me as His bride. Wherefore is He
called undefiled? Because He took me as a
virgin. Wherefore is He called Master? Be-
cause I am His bondmaid.

9. For observe the Church, how, as I was
saying, she is sometimes a bride, sometimes a
daughter, sometimes a virgin, sometimes a
bondmaid, sometimes a queen, sometimes a
barren woman, sometimes a mountain, some-
times a garden, sometimes fruitful in children,
sometimes a lily, sometimes a fountain: She
is all things. Therefore having heard these
things, think not I pray you that they are cor-

poreal; but stretch thy thought further: for

such things cannot be corporeal. For exam-
ple : the mountain is not the maid : the maid
is not the bride : the queen is not the bond-
maid: yet the Church is all these things.

Wherefore? because the element in which they
exist is not corporeal but spiritual. For in a
corporeal sphere these things are confined
within narrow limits : but in a spiritual sphere
they have a wide field of operation. "The
queen stood on thy right hand." ^ The queen?
How did she who was down-trodden and poor
become a queen? and where did she ascend?
the queen herself stood on high by the side of

the king. How? because the king became a
servant ; He was not that by nature, but He
became so. Understand therefore the things

which belong to the Godhead, and discern

those which belong to the Dispensation. Un-
derstand what He was^ and what He becanie

for thy sake, and do not confuse things which
are distinct, nor make the argument of his lov-

ingkindness an occasion for blasphemy. He
was lofty, and she was lowly: lofty not by
position, but by nature. His essence was pure,

and imperishable : His nature was incorrupt-

ble, unintelligible, invisible, incomprehensible,

eternal, unchangeable, transcending the nature

of angels, higher than the powers above, over-

powering reason, surpassing thought, appre-

hended not by sight but by faith alone.

Angels beheld Him and trembled, the Cheru-

2 Ps. xlv. 10.
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bim veiled themselves with their wings, in awe.

He looked upon the earth, and caused it to

tremble: He threatened the sea and dried it

up: ' he brought rivers out of the desert: He
weighed the mountains in scales, and the

valleys in a balance.-' How shall I express

myself? how shall I present the truth? His

greatness hath no bounds, His wisdom is be-

yond reckoning, His judgments are untracea-

ble, His ways unsearchable.^ Such is His

greatness and His power, if indeed it is safe

even to use such expressions. But what am I

to do? I am a human being and I speak in

human language : my tongue is of earth and I

crave forgiveness from my Lord. For I do

not use these expressions in a spirit of pre-

sumption, but on account of the poverty of my
resources arising from my feebleness and the

nature of our huftian tongue. Be merciful to

me, O Lord, for I utter these words not in

presumption but because I have no others:

nevertheless I do not rest content with the

meanness of my speech, but soar upwards on

the wings of my understanding. Such is His

greatness and power. I say this, that without

dwelling on the words, or on the poverty of the

expressions, thou mayest also thyself learn to

act in the same way. Why dost thou marvel if

I do this, inasmuch as He also does the same,

when He wishes to present something to our

minds which transcends human powers? Since

He addresses human beings He uses also

human illustration, which are indeed insuffi-

cient to represent the thing spoken of, and

cannot exhibit the full proportions of the mat-

ter, yet suffice for the infirmity of the hearers.

lo. Make an effort, and do not grow weary

of my prolonged discourse. For as when He
manifests Himself, He is not manifested as

He really is, nor is His bare essence mani-

fested (for no man hath seen God in His real

nature ; for when He is but partially revealed

the Cherubim tremble—the mountains smoke,

the sea is dried up, the heaven is shaken, and

if the revelation were not partial who could

endure it?) as then, I say. He does not mani-

fest Himself as He really is, but only as the

beholder is able to see Him, therefore doth

He appear sometimes in the form of old age,

sometimes of youth, sometimes in fire, some-

times in air, sometimes in water, sometimes in

armour, not altering his essential nature, but

fashioning His appearance to suit the various

condition of those who are affected by it. In

like manner also when any one wishes to say

anything concerning Him he employs human
illustrations. For instance I say: He went up

into the mountain and He was transfigured

before them, and His countenance shone as

the sun, and His raiment became white as

snow.""* He disclosed, it is said, a little of

the Godhead, He manifested to them the God
dwelling amongst them "and He was trans-

figured before them." Attend carefully to the

statement. The writer says and He was trans-

figured before them, and His raiment shone as

the light, and His countenance was as the sun.

When I said "such is His greatness and
power" and added "be merciful to me O
Lord," (for I do not rest satisfied with the ex-

pression but am perplexed, having no other

framed for the purpose) I wish you to under-

stand, that I learned this lesson from Holy
Scripture. The evangelist then wished to de-

scribe His splendour and he says " He shone."

How did He shine? tell me. Exceedingly.

And how do you express this? He shone "as

the sun." As the sun sayest thou? Yea.

Wherefore? Because I know not any other

luminary more brilliant. And He was white

sayest thou as snow? wherefore as snow?
Because I know not any other substance which

is whiter. For that He did not really shine

thus is proved by what follows : the disciples

fell to the ground. If he had shone as the

sun the disciples would not have fallen ; for

they saw the sun every day, and did not fall:

but inasmuch as he shone more brilHantly

than the sun or snow, they, being unable to

bear the splendour, fell to the earth.

II. Tell me then, O evangelist, did He shine

more brightly than the sun, and yet dost thou

say, "as the sun?" Yea: wishing to make
that light known to thee, I know not any other

greater luminary, I have no other comparison

which holds a royal place amongst luminaries.

I have said these things that thou mayest not

rest contentedly in the poverty of the language

used: I have pointed out to thee the fall of

the disciples : they fell to the earth, and were

stupified and overwhelmed with slumber.

"Arise," He said, and lifted them up, and yet

they were oppressed. For they could not

endure the excessive brightness of that shin-

ing, but heavy sleep took possession of their

eyes : so far did the light which was manifested

exceed the light of the sun. Yet the evangel-

ist said "as the sun," because that luminary is

familiar to us and surpasses all the rest.

But as I was saying. He who was thus great

and powerful desired an harlot. I speak of

our human nature under that name. If a man
indeed desire an harlot he is condemned, and
doth God desire one? Yea verily. Again a

» Is. li. lo.

3 Rom. x'\. 33,
adjectives.

' Is. xl. 12. Septuagint.
Chrysostom has transposed the order of the

4 Matt. xvii. 2 : Mark ix. 2. Chrysostom mixes up the accounts
of the two Evangelists, and does not quote the exact words of
either.
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man desireth an harlot that he may become a
fornicator: but God that He may convert the

harlot into a virgin : so that the desire of the

man is the destruction of her who is desired

:

but the desire of God is salvation to her who
is desired. And why did He who is so great

and powerful desire an harlot? that He might
become the husband thereof. How doth He
act? He doth not send to her any of His
servants, He sendeth not angel, archangel.

Cherubim, or Seraphim ; but He himself draws
nigh Who loves her. Again when thou hearest

of love, deem it not sensuous. Cull out the

thoughts which are contained in the words,

even as an excellent bee settles on the flowers,

,

and takes the honey comb, but leaves the

herbs. God desired an harlot, and how doth
He act? He does not conduct her on high;

for He would not bring an harlot into Heaven,
but He Himself comes down. Since she could
not ascend on high. He descends to earth.

He Cometh to the harlot, and is not ashamed:
He Cometh to her secret dweUing place. He
beholds her in her drunkenness. And how
doth He come? not in the bare essence of

His original nature, but He becomes that

which the harlot was, not in intention but in

reality does He become this, in order that she

may not be scared when she sees Him, that

she may not rush away, and escape. He
Cometh to the harlot, and becomes man. And
how does He become this? He is conceived
in the womb, he increases little by little and
follows like me the course of human growth.

Who is it who does this? the Deity as mani-
fested, not the Godhead ; the form of the serv-

ant not that of the Master; the flesh which
belongs to me, not the essential nature which
belongs to Him : He increases little by little,

and has intercourse with mankind. Although
He finds the harlot, human nature, full of sores,

brutalised, and oppressed by devils, how does
He act? He draws nigh to her. She sees

Him and flees away. He calleth the wise men
saying "Why are ye afraid? I am not a judge,

but a physician. " I came not to judge the

world, but to save the world." ' Straightway

He calleth the wise men. Oh! new and
strange event. The immediate first-fruits of

His coming are wise men. He who upholds

the world lieth in a manger, and He who
careth for all things is a nursling in swaddling

bands. The temple is founded and the God
dwelleth therein. And wise men come and
straightway worship Him : the publican comes
and is turned into an evangelist: the harlot

comes and is turned into a maiden: the

Canaanitish woman comes and partakes of his

John xii. 47.

lovingkindness. This is the mark of one who
loves, to forbear demanding an account of sins,

and to forgive transgressions and offences.

And how does He act? He takes the sinner
and espouses her to himself. And what doth
He give her? a signet ring. Of what nature?
the Holy Spirit. Paul saith "now He who
establisheth us with you is God who hath also

sealed us, and given the earnest of the Spirit." '

The Spirit then He giveth her. Next He
saith " Did not I plant thee in a garden? " She
saith "yea?" And how didst thou fall from
thence? " The devil came and cast me out of

the garden." Thou wast planted in the gar-

den and he cast thee out: behold I plant thee

in myself, I uphold thee. How? The devil

dares not approach me. Neither do I take

thee up into Heaven; but something greater

than Heaven is here : I carry thee in myself

who am the Lord of Heaven. The shepherd
carries thee and the wolf no longer comes: or

rather I permit him to approach. And so the

Lord carrieth our nature: and the devil ap-

proaches and is worsted. " I have planted

thee in myself:" therefore He saith "lam
the root, ye are the branches :

" ^ so He planted

her in Himself. " But," she saith, "I am a

sinner and unclean." "Let not this trouble

thee, I am a physician. I know my vessel, I

know how it was perverted. It was formerly

a vessel of clay, and it was perverted. I re-

model it by means of the laver of regeneration

and I submit it to the action of fire." For ob-

serve : He took dust from the earth and made
the man ; He formed him. The devil came,

and perverted him. Then the Lord came,

took him again, and remoulded, and recast

him in baptism, and He suffered not his body
to be of clay, but made it of a harder ware.

He subjected the soft clay to the fire of the

Holy Spirit. " He shall baptize you with the

Holy Ghost and with fire:"^ He was bap-

tized with water that he might be remodelled,

with fire that he might be hardened. There-

fore the Prophet speaking beforehand under

divine guidance declared "Thou shalt dash

them in pieces like vessels of the potter." ^

He did not say Hke vessels of earthenware

which every one possesses: for by a potter's

vessels are meant those which the potter is

fashioning on the wheel: now the potter's ves-

sels are of clay, but ours are of harder ware.

Speaking beforehand therefore of the remould-

ing which is wrought by means of baptism he

saith, " thou shalt dash them in pieces like ves-

sels of a potter "—He means that He remodels

and recasts them. I descend into the water

2 2 Cor. i. 21, 22.

fohn XV. 5. In the original,

latt. iii. II.
3J0I
,4 Ma

I am the vine^'' etc.

5 Ps. ii. 9.
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of baptism, and the fashion of my nature is

remoulded, and the fire of the Spirit recasts

it, and it is turned into a harder ware. And
that my words are no empty vaunt hear what

Job says, " He hath made us as clay," ' and

Paul, " but we have this treasure in earthen

vessels." ^ But consider the strength of the

earthen vessel: for it has been hardened not

by fire, but by the Spirit. How was it proved

to be an earthen vessel? "Five times re-

ceived I forty stripes save one, thrice was I

beaten with rods, once was I stoned," ^ and yet

the earthen vessel was not shattered. "A day

and a night have I been in the deep." He
hath been in the deep, and the earthen vessel

was not dissolved : he suffered shipwreck and

the treasure was not lost; the ship was sub-

merged and yet the freight floated. " But we
have this treasure " he says. What kind of

treasure? a supply of the Spirit, righteousness,

sanctification, redemption. Of what nature,

tell me? "in the name of Jesus Christ rise up
and walk." * "^neas, Jesus Christ maketh
thee whole," ^ I say unto thee thou evil spirit,

go out of him.^

12. Hast thou seen a treasure more brilliant

than royal treasures? For what can the pearl

of a king do like that which the words of an

Apostle effected? Set crowns innumerable

upon dead men, and they will not be raised

:

but one word went forth from an Apostle, and
it brought back revolted nature, and restored

it to its ancient condition. " But we have this

treasure." O treasure which not only is pre-

served, but also preserves the house where it

is stored up. Dost thou understand what I

have said? The kings of the earth, and rulers

when they have treasures, prepare large houses,

having strong walls, bars, doors, guards, and
bolts in order that the treasure may be pre-

served: but Christ did the contrary: He placed

the treasure not in a stone vessel but in an
earthen one. If the treasure is great where-

fore is the vessel weak? But the reason why
the vessel is weak is not because the treasure

is great ; for this is not preserved by the ves-

sel, but itself preserves the vessel. I deposit

the treasure: who is able henceforth to steal

it? The devil has come, the world has come,
multitudes have come, and yet they have not

stolen the treasure: the vessel has been
scourged, yet the treasure was not betrayed;

it has been drowned in the sea, yet the treas-

ure was not shipwrecked: it has died yet the

treasure survives. He gave therefore the

earnest of the Spirit. Where are they who
blaspheme the Spirit's majesty? Give ye
heed. " He that establisheth us with you in

Christ is God who also hath given the earnest

of the Spirit." ^ You all know that the ear-

[
nest is a small part of the whole ; let me tell

you how. Some one goes to buy a house at

a great price ; and he says " give me an ear-

j

nest that I may have confidence : or one goes
' to take a wife for himself, he arranges about

I

dowry and property, and he says " give me an

I

earnest." Observe: in the purchase of a slave

I

and in all covenants there is an earnest. Since

then Christ made a covenant with us (for He
was about to take me as a bride) he also as-

signed a dowry to me not of money, but of

blood. But this dowry which He assigns is

the bestowal of good things " such as eye hath

not seen, and ear hath not heard, neither hath

entered into the heart of man." ^ He assigned

them for the dowry:—immortality, praise with

the angels, release from death, freedom from
sin, the inheritance of a kingdom (so great are

his riches), righteousness, sanctification, deliv-

erance from present evils, discovery of future

blessings. Great was my dowry. Now attend

carefully: mark what He does. He came to

take the harlot, for so I call her, unclean as

she was, that thou mightest understand the love

of the bridegroom. He came; He took me:
He assigns me a dowry: He saith "I give

thee my wealth." How? "Hast thou lost,"

He saith, "paradise?" take it back. Hast
thou lost thy beauty? take it back; take all

these things. But yet the dowry was not

given to me here.

13. Observe, this is the reason why He
speaks beforehand with reference to this

dowry; He warranted to me in the dowry the

resurrection of the body,—immortality. For
immortality does not always follow resurrec-

tion, but the two are distinct. For many have
risen, and been again laid low, like Lazarus
and the bodies of the saints.^ But in this case

it is not so, but the promise is of resurrection,

immortality, a place in the joyful company of

angels, the meeting of the Son of Man in the

clouds, and the fulfilment of the saying "so
shall we ever be with the Lord," '° the release

from death, the freedom from sin, the com-
plete overthrow of destruction. Of what kind
is that? "Eye hath not seen nor ear heard
neither have entered into the heart of man the

things which God hath prepared for them that

love Him." Dost thou give me good things

which I know not? He saith "yea; only be
espoused to me here, love me in this world."
" Wherefore dost thou not give me the dowry
here?" "It will be given when thou hast

come to my Father, when thou hast entered

the royal palace. Didst thou come to me!

« Job X. 9.

4 Acts iii. 6.

» 2 Cor. iv. 7.

5 Acts ix. 34.

3 2 Cor
6 Acts XVI

XI. 24, etc. 7 2 Cor. i. 21, 22.

9 John xi.; Matt, xxvii. 52.

8 I Cor. ii. 9.
»o I Thess. iv. 17.
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nay I came to thee. I came not that thou

shouldst abide here but that I might take thee

and return. Seek not the dowry here: all

depends on hope, and faith. "And dost thou

give me nothing in this world? " He answers.

" Receive an earnest that thou mayest trust

me concerning that which is to come : receive

pledges and betrothal gifts." Therefore Paul

saith "I have espoused you." ^ As gifts of

betrothal God has given us present blessings

:

they are an earnest of the future ; but the full

dowry abides in the other world. How so? I

will tell you. Here I grow old, there I grow

not old ; here I die, there I die not, here I

sorrow, there I sorrow not ; here is poverty, and

disease, and intrigue, there nothing of that kind

exists: here is darkness and light, there is

hght alone : here is intrigue, there is liberty

;

here is disease, there is health; here is Ufe

which has an end, there is hfe which hath no

end; here is sin, there is righteousness, and

sin is banished ; here is envy, there nothing of

the kind exists. " Give me these things " one

says ;
" Nay ! wait in order that thy fellow-serv-

ants also may be saved; wait I say. He
who establisheth us and hath given us the

earnest "—what kind of earnest? the Holy

Spirit, the supply of the Spirit. Let me speak

concerning the Spirit. He gave the signet

ring to the Apostles, saying "take this and

give it to all." Is the ring then portioned out,

and yet not divided? It is so. Let me teach

you the meaning of the supply of the Spirit

:

Peter received, and Paul also received the

Holy Spirit. He went about the world, he re-

leased sinners from their sins, he restored the

lame, he clothed the naked, he raised the

dead, he cleansed the lepers, he bridled the

devil, he strangled the demons, he held con-

verse with God, he planted a Church, levelled

temples to the earth, overturned altars, de-

stroyed vice, established virtue, made angels

of men.
14. All these things we were. But "the

earnest " filled the whole world. And when I

say the whole I mean all which the sun shines

upon, sea, islands, mountains, valleys, and hills.

Paul went hither and thither, like some winged

creature, with one mouth only contending

against the enemy, he the tentmaker, who

handled the workman's knife and sewed skms

together : and yet this his craft was no hm-

drance to his virtue, but the tentmaker was

stronger than demons, the uneloquent man

was wiser than the wise. Whence was this?

He received the earnest, he bore the signet

ring and carried it about. All men saw that

the King had espoused our nature : the demon

saw it and retreated, he saw the earnest, and
trembled and withdrew : he saw but the Apos-
tle's garments ^ and fled. O the power of the

Holy Spirit. He bestowed authority not on
the soul, nor on the body, but even on raiment

;

nor on raiment only but even on a shadow.

Peter went about and his shadow put diseases

to flight,^ and expelled demons, and raised the

dead to life. Paul went about the world, cut-

ting away the thorns of ungodHness, sowing

broadcast the seeds of godliness, like an ex-

cellent ploughman handling the ploughshare of

doctrine. And to whom did he go? To
Thracians, to Scythians, to Indians, to Mau-
rians, to Sardinians, to Goths, to wild savages,

and he changed them all. By what means?
By means of " the earnest." How was he suf-

ficient for these things? By the grace of the

Spirit. Unskilled, ill-clothed, ill-shod he was

upheld by Him "who also hath given the

earnest of the Spirit." Therefore he saith

" and who is sufficient for these things? * But

our sufficiency is of God, who hath made us

sufficient as ministers of the new Testament,

not of the letter but of the Spirit." ^ Behold

what the Spirit hath wrought: He found the

earth filled with demons and He has made it

heaven. For meditate not on present things

but review the past in your thought. For-

merly there was lamentation, there were altars

everywhere, everywhere the smoke and fumes

of sacrifice, everywhere unclean rites and mys-

teries, and sacrifices, everywhere demons hold-

ing their orgies, everywhere a citadel of the

devil, everywhere fornication decked with

wreaths of honour; and Paul stood alone.

How did he escape being overwhelmed, or

torn in pieces? How could he open his

mouth? He entered the Thebaid,' and made

captives of men. He entered the royal palace,

and made a disciple of the king.^ He entered

the hall of judgment, and the judge saith to

him " almost thou persuadest me to beconie a

Ch-istian," ' and the judge became a disciple.

He entered the prison, and took the jailor

captive.5 He visited an island of barbarians,

and made a viper the instrument of his teach-

ing. '° He visited the Romans, and attracted

the senate to his doctrine. He visited rivers,

and desert places in all parts of the world.

There is no land or sea which has not shared

in the benefits of his labours; for God has

given human nature the earnest of His signet.

X 2 Cor. xi. 2.

^Actsxix. II. 3 Acts v..15.

4 2 Cor ii 16 ^2 ^°^- "' 5' "*

6 Strictly spe"akin?, the name of the Egyptian desert in the

neiRhborhood of Thebes ; but here it must be used in a general

sense, to denote any wild country. The whole passage is highly

rhetoncal. „ . ^^ , a .. •••

7 He probably means Sergius Paulus. Acts xiii 12.

SActsxxvi 28 It is doubtful, however, whether this is the

right interpretation of the words. See the revised translation.

9 Acts xvi. 30, etc.
10 Acts xxviii
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and when He gives it He saith : some things

I give thee now, and others I promise. There-

fore the prophet saith concerning her "The
queen did stand upon thy right hand in a ves-

ture woven with gold." He does not mean
a real vesture, but virtue. Therefore the

Scripture elsewhere saith " How earnest thou

in hither not having a wedding garment?" so

that here he does not mean a garment, but

fornication, and foul and unclean living. As
then foul raiment signifies sin, so does golden

raiment signify virtue. But this raiment be-

longed to the king. He Himself bestowed the

raiment upon her: for she was naked, naked
and disfigured. "The queen stood on thy

right hand in a vesture woven with gold."

'

He is speaking not of raiment but of virtue.

Observe: the expression itself has great nobil-

ity of meaning. He does not say " in a vesture

of gold" but "in a vesture woven with gold."

Listen intelligently. A vesture of gold is one
which is gold throughout : but a vesture woven
with gold is one which is partly of gold, partly

of silk. Why then did he say that the bride

wore not a vesture of gold, but one woven with

gold? Attend carefully. He means the con-

sitution of the Church in its varied manifesta-

tions. For since we do not all belong to one
condition of life, but one is a virgin, another

a widow, a third lives a life of devotion—so

the robe of the Church signifies the constitu-

tion of the Church.

15. Inasmuch then as our Master knew that

if He carved out only one road for us, many
must shrink from it. He carved out divers

roads. Thou canst not enter the kingdom it

may be by the way of virginity. Enter it then
by the way of single marriage. Canst thou
not enter it by one marriage? Perchance
thou mayest by means of a second marriage.

Thou canst not enter by the way of conti-

nence: enter then by the way of almsgiving:
or thou canst not enter by the way of almsgiv-
ing? then try the way of fasting. If thou
canst not use this way, take that—or if not
that, then take this. Therefore the prophet
spoke not of a garment of gold, but of one
woven with gold. It is of silk, or purple, or
gold. Thou canst not be a golden part? then
be a silken one. I accept thee, if only thou
art clothed in my raiment. Therefore also

Paul saith "If any man builds upon this

foundation, gold, silver, precious stones." ""

Thou canst not be the precious stone? then;
be the gold. Thou canst not be the gold?

|

then be the silver, if only thou art resting upon
I

the foundation. And again elsewhere, " there
|

is one glory of the sun, and another glory of I

the moon, and another glory of the stars."

'

Thou canst not be a sun? then be a moon.
Thou canst not be a moon? then be a star.

Thou canst not be a large star? be content to
be a little one if only thou art in the Heaven.
Thou canst not be a virgin? then live conti-

nently in the married state, only abiding in the
Church. Thou canst not be without posses-
sions? then give alms, only abiding in the
Church, only wearing the proper raiment, only
submitting to the queen.^ The raiment is

woven with gold, it is manifold in texture. I

do not bar the way against thee : for the abun-
dance of virtues has rendered the dispensation
of the king easy in operation. " Clothed in a
vesture woven with gold, manifold in texture."

Her vesture is manifold: unfold, if you please,

the deep meaning of the expression here used,
and fix your eyes upon this garment woven
with gold. For here indeed some live celi-

bate, others live in an honourable estate of
matrimony, being not much inferior to them

:

some have married once, others are widows in

the flower of their age. For what purpose is

a paradise? and wherefore its variety? having
divers flowers, and trees, and many pearls.

There are many stars, but only one sun : there
are many ways of living, but only one paradise

;

there are many temples, but only one mother
of them all. There is the body, the eye, the
finger, but all these make up but one man.
There is the same distinction between the
small, the great, and the less. The virgin hath
need of the married woman; for the virgin

also is the product of marriage, that marriage
may not be despised by her. The virgin is

the root of marriage : thus all things have been
linked together, the small with the great, and
the great with the small. "The queen did
stand on thy right hand clothed in a vesture
wrought with gold, manifold in texture."
Then follows "Hearken! O daughter." The
conductor of the bride says that thou art about
to go forth from thy home to the home of the
bridegroom who in his essential nature far sur-

passes thee. I am the conductor of the bride.

"Hearken O daughter." Did she immedi-
ately become the wife? Yea: for here there
is nothing corporeal. For He espoused her
as a wife. He loves her as a daughter. He pro-
vides for her as a handmaid. He guards her as

a virgin. He fences her round like a garden,
and cherishes her hke a member: as a head
He provides for her, as a root he causes her to

grow, as a shepherd He feeds her, as a bride-
groom He weds her, as a propitiation He par-
dons her, as a sheep He is sacrificed, as a
bridegroom He preserves her in beauty, as a

« P«. xlv. 10. 2 I Cor. iii. 12. 3 z Qor. zv. 41. 4 i. e.y the Church.
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husband He provides for her support. Many
are the meanings in order that we may enjoy
a part if it be but a small part of the divine

economy of grace. " Hearken O daughter"
and behold, and look upon things which are

bridal and yet spiritual. Hearken O daughter.

She was at first a daughter of demons, a
daughter of the earth, unworthy of the earth

and now she has become a daughter of the

king. And this He wished who loved her.

For he who loves does not investigate charac-

ter: love does not regard uncomehness: on
this account indeed is it called love because it

oftentimes hath affection for an uncomely per-

son.' Thus also did Christ. He saw one who
was uncomely (for comely I could not call her)

and He loved her, and He makes her young,

not having spot or wrinkle. Oh what a bride-

groom ! adorning with grace the ungracefulness

of his bride! Hearken O daughter! hearken
and behold ! Two things He saith " Hearken "

and "Behold," two which depend on thyself,

one on thy eyes, the other on thy hearing.

Now since her dowry depended on hearing

—

(and although some of you have been acute

enough to perceive this already, let them tarry

for those who are feebler: I commend those

who have anticipated the truth, and make
allowances for those who only follow in their

track) since the dowry then depended on hear-

ing—(and what is meant by hearing? faith:

for " faith cometh by hearing " faith as opposed
to fruition, and actual experience) I said be-

fore that He divided the dowry into two, and
gave some portion to the bride for an earnest,

whilst He promised others in the future.

What did He give her? He gave her forgive-

ness of sins, remission of punishment, right-

eousness, sanctification, redemption, the body
of the Lord, the divine, spiritual Table, the

resurrection of the dead. For all these things

the Apostles had. Therefore He gave some
parts and promised others. Of some there

was experience and fruition, others depended
upon hope and faith. Now listen. What did

He bestow? Baptism and the Sacrifice. Of
these there is experience. What did He
promise? Resurrection, immortality of the

body, union with angels, a place in the joyful

company of archangels, and as a citizen in His
kingdom, immaculate life, the good things

"which eye hath not seen, nor ear heard nor

have entered into the heart of man, things

which God hath prepared for them that love

Him."
16. Understand what is said, lest ye lose it:

I am labouring to enable you to perceive it.

The dowry of the bride then was divided into

I The statement is grounded on a mistaken etymology. There
is also an allusion to the proverbial blindness of love.

two portions consisting of things present and
things to come ; things seen and things heard,
things given and things taken on trust, things
experienced, and things to be enjoyed here-
after; things belonging to present hfe, and
things to come after the resurrection. The
former things you see, the latter you hear.

Observe then what He says to her that you
may not suppose that she received the former
things only, though they be great and ineffable,

and surpassing all understanding. " Hearken
daughter and behold ;

" hear the latter things

and behold the former that thou mayest not say
"am I again to depend on hope, again on
faith, again on the future?" See now: I give

some things, and I promise others: the latter

indeed depend on hope, but do thou receive

the others as pledges, as an earnest, as a proof
of the remainder. I promise thee a kingdom

:

and let present things be the ground of thy
trust, thy trust in me. Dost thou promise me
a kingdom? Yea. I have given thee the

greater part, even the Lord of the kingdom,
for " he who spared not his own son, but gave
him up for us all, how shall He not with Him
also freely give us all things?"'' Dost thou
give me the resurrection of the body? Yea;
1 have given thee the greater part. What is

the nature of it? Release from sins. How is

that the greater part? Because sin brought

forth death. I have destroyed the parent, and
shall I not destroy the offspring? I have dried

up the root, and shall I not destroy the pro-

duce. Hearken O daughter and behold."

What am I to behold? Dead men raised to

life, lepers cleansed, the sea restrained, the

paralytic braced up into vigour, paradise

opened, loaves poured forth in abundance, sins

remitted, the lame man leaping, the robber

made a citizen of paradise, the pubHcan turned

into an evangelist, the harlot become more
modest than the maid. Hear and behold.

Hear of the former things and behold these.

Accept from present things a proof of the

others; concerning those I have given thee

pledges, things which are better than they are."

"What is the meaning of this thy saying?"

These things are mine. " Hearken O daughter

and behold." These things are my dower to

thee. And what doth the bride contribute?

Let us see. What I pray thee dost thou bring

that thou mayest not be portionless? What
can I, she answers, bring to thee from heathen

altars, and the steam of sacrifices and from

devils? What have I to contribute? what?

sayest thou? Thy will and thy faith.

"Hearken O daughter and behold." And
what wilt thou have me do? " Forget thy own

» Rom. viii. 32.
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people." What kind of people? the devils,

the idols, the sacrificial smoke, and steam,

and blood. " Forget thy own people, and thy

father's house." Leave thy father and come
after me. I left my Father, and came to thee,

and wilt thou not leave thy father? But when
the word leave is used in reference to the Son
do not understand by it an actual leaving.

What He means is " I condescended, I accom-
modated myself to thee, I assumed human
flesh." This is the duty of the bridegroom,
and of the bride, that thou shouldest abandon
thy parents, and that we should be wedded to

one another. " Hearken O daughter and be-

hold, and forget thy own people, and thy

father's house." And what dost thou give me
if I do forget them? "and the king shall desire

thy beauty." Thou hast the Lord for thy
lover. If thou hast Him for thy lover, thou
hast also the things which are his. I trust ye
maybe able to understand what is said: for

the thought is a subtle one, and I wish to stop
the mouth of the Jews.
Now exert your minds I pray: for whether

one hears, or forbears to hear I shall dig and
till the soil. " Hearken O daughter, and be-
hold, forget also thy own people, and thy
fathers house, and the king shall desire thy
beauty." By beauty in this passage the Jew
understands sensible beauty; not spiritual but
corporeal.

17. Attend, and let us learn what corporeal,
and what spiritual beauty are. There is soul
and body: they are two substances: there is a
beauty of body, and there is a beauty of soul.

AVhat is beauty of body? an extended eye-
brow, a merry glance, a blushing cheek, ruddy
lips, a straight neck, long wavy hair, tapering
fingers, upright stature, a fair blooming com-
plexion. Does this bodily beauty come from
nature, or from choice? Confessedly it comes
from nature. Attend that thou mayest learn
the conception of philosophers. This beauty
whether of the countenance, of the eye, of the
hair, of the brow, does it come from nature,
or from choice? It is obvious that it comes
from nature. For the ungraceful woman, even
if she cultivate beauty in countless ways, can-
not become graceful in body: for natural con-
ditions are fixed, and confined by limits which
they cannot pass over. Therefore the beauti-
ful woman is always beautiful, even if she has
no taste for beauty: and the ungraceful can-
not make herself graceful, nor the graceful
ungraceful. Wherefore? because these thmgs
come from nature. Well ! thou hast seen cor-
poreal beauty. Now let us turn inwards to
the soul : let the handmaid approach the mis-
tress! let us turn I say to the soul. Look
upon that beauty, or rather listen to it: for

thou canst not see it since it is invisible

—

Listen to that beauty. What then is beauty
of soul? Temperance, mildness, almsgiving,

love, brotherly kindness, tender affection, obe-
dience to God, the fulfilment of the law, right-

eousness, contrition of heart. These things

are the beauty of the soul. These things then
are not the results of nature, but of moral dis-

position. And he who does not possess these
things is able to receive them, and he who has
them, if he becomes careless, loses them. For
as in the case of the body I was saying that

she who is ungraceful cannot become grace-
ful ; so in the case of the soul I say the con-
trary that the graceless soul can become full of

grace. For what was more graceless than the
soul of Paul when he was a blasphemer and
insulter: what more full of grace when he said
" I have fought the good fight, I have finished

the course, I have kept the faith." ' What
was more graceless than the soul of the rob-

ber? what more full of grace when he heard
the words " Verily I say unto thee to-day shalt

thou be with me in paradise?"^ What was
more graceless than the publican when he
practised extortion? but what more full of

grace when he declared his resolution.^ Seest
thou that thou canst not alter grace of body,
for it is the result not of moral disposition, but
of nature. But grace of soul is suppHed out
of our own moral choice. Thou hast now re-

ceived the definition. Of what kind are they?
that the beauty of the soul proceeds from
obedience to God. For if the graceless soul
obeys God it puts off its ungracefulness, and
becomes full of grace. "Saul! Saul! " it was
said, "why persecutest thou me?" and he re-

plied "and who art Thou Lord?" "I am
Jesus." ^ And he obeyed, and his obedience
made the graceless soul full of grace. Again,
He saith to the pubhcan "come follow me " s

and the publican rose up and became an
apostle : and the graceless soul became full of

grace. Whence? by obedience. Again He
saith to the fishermen " Come ye after me and
I will make you to become fishers of men: " ^

and by their obedience their minds became
full of grace. Let us see then what kind of

beauty He is speaking of here. " Hearken O
daughter and behold, and forget thy own peo-
ple and thy father's house, and the king shall

desire thy beauty." What kind of beauty will

he desire? the spiritual kind. How so? be-
cause she is to ''forgef' He saith "hearken
and forget." These are acts of moral choice.

"Hearken!" he said: "an ungraceful one
hears and her ungracefulness being that of the

* 2 Tim. iv. 7.

3 Luke xix. 8.

5 Matt. ix. 9.

3 Luke xxiii. 43.
4 Acts ix. 4, 5.

6 Matt. iv. 19.
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body is not removed. To the sinful woman
He has said " Hearken," and if she will obey
she sees what manner of beauty is bestowed
upon her. Since then the ungracefulness of
the bride was not physical, but moral (for she
did not obey God but transgressed) therefore
he leads her to another remedy. Thou didst
become ungraceful then, not by nature, but by
moral choice: and thou didst become full of
grace by obedience. "Hearken O daughter
and behold and forget thy own people, and

thy father's house, and the king shall desire
thy beauty." Then that thou mayest learn
that he does not mean anything visible to sense,
when thou hearest the word beauty, think not
of eye, or nose, or mouth, or neck, but of
piety, faith, love, things which are within^
"for all the glory of the king's daughter is

from within." Now for all these things let us
offer thanks to God, the giver, for to Him
alone belongeth glory, honour, might, for ever
and ever. Amen.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TREATISE THAT NO ONE CAN HARM THE
MAN WHO DOES NOT INJURE HIMSELF.

This very beautiful treatise was composed when St. Chrysostom was in exile, probably
not long before his death, and was sent with a letter to his great friend the deaconess
Olympias in Constantinople.

Plato in the loth book of his Dialogue called the " Republic " employs an argument to
prove the immortality of the soul, so nearly resembling a portion of this treatise that I can
scarcely doubt St. Chrysostom had it in his mind. The following is the passage in the
Platonic dialogue as rendered in the excellent translation of Messrs. Davies & Vaughan. I
omit a few sentences here and there.

** Have you not learned, I asked, that our soul is immortal and never dies ?

He looked at me and said in amazement. No really I have not: but can you maintain
this doctrine ?

Yes as I am an honest man, I replied, and I think you could also. It is quite
easy to do it.

Proceed by all means.

So you call one thing good and another evil ?

I do.

And do we hold the same opinion as to the meaning of the two terms ?

What opinion do you hold ?

I hold that the term evil comprises everything that destroys and corrupts, and the term
good everything that preserves and benefits.

So do I.

Again; do you maintain that everything has its evil and its good? Do you say for

example that the eyes are liable to the evil of ophthalmia, the entire body to disease, corn
to mildew, timber to rot, copper and iron to rust o^ in other words that almost everything
is liable to some connatural evil and malady ?

I do.

And is it not the case that, whenever an object is attacked by one of these maladies it

is impaired; and in the end completely broken up and destroyed by it?

Doubtless it is so ?

Hence everything is destroyed by its own connatural evil and vice: otherwise if it be
not destroyed by this, there is nothing else that can corrupt it. For that which is good will

never destroy anything, nor yet that which is neither good nor evil.

Of course not.

If then we can find among existing things one which is liable to a particular evil which

can indeed mar it, but cannot break it up or destroy it, shall we not be at once certain that a

thing so constituted can never perish ?

That would be a reasonable conclusion.
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Well then is not the soul liable to a malady which renders it evil ?

Certainly it is: all those things which we were lately discussing—injustice, intemper-

ance, cowardice, and ignorance—produce that result."

Then having proved that although these things injure the soul they do not actually

destroy it he proceeds.

'*Well, it is irrational to suppose that a thing can be destroyed by the depravity of

another thing, though it cannot be destroyed by its own.

True it is irrational.

Yes it is: for you must remember that we do not imagine that a body is to be destroyed

by the proper depravity of its food whatever that may be, whether mouldiness or rottenness

or anything else. But if the depravity of the food itself produces in the body a disorder

proper to the body, we shall assert that the body has been destroyed by its food remotely,

but by its own proper vice or disease, immediately: and we shall always disclaim the notion

that the body can be corrupted by the depravity of its food which is a different thing from

the body—that is to say, the notion that the body can be corrupted by an alien evil without

the introduction of its own native evil.

You are perfectly correct.

Then according to the same reasoning I continued, unless depravity of body introduces

into the soul depravity of soul let us never suppose that the soul can be destroyed by an

alien evil without the presence of its own peculiar disease: for that would be to suppose

that one thing can be destroyed by the evil of another thing.

That is a reasonable statement.

Well then let us either refute this doctrine and point out our mistake or else, so long

as it remains unrefuted, let us never assert that a fever or any other disease, or fatal vio-

lence, or even the act of cutting up the entire body into the smallest possible pieces can

have any tendency to destroy the soul, until it has been demonstrated that in consequence

of this treatment of the body the soul itself becomes more unjust and more unholy. For

so long as a thing is exempt from its own proper evil, while an evil foreign to it appears in

another subject, let us not allow it to be said that this thing whether it be a soul or anything

else is in danger of being destroyed.

Well, certainly no one will ever prove that the souls of the dying become more unjust

in consequence of death." Here follows a passage to prove that even injustice does not

destroy the soul, after which he proceeds,

" Surely then when the soul cannot be killed and destroyed by its own depravity and

its own evil, hardly will the evil which is charged with the destruction of another thing

destroy a soul or anything else beyond its own appropriate object.

Hardly: at least that is the natural inference.

Hence, as it is destroyed by no evil at all, whether foreign to it or its own, it is clear

that the soul must be always existing, and therefore immortal.

It must."

If any one will compare this extract with chapters 2 to 6 in the following treatise he

cannot fail to be struck by the similarity of thought and language, although in the latter

case it is more apparent in the original than it can be in a translation. The aim of the two

writers is not indeed identical: Chrysostom's object is to prove that nothing can really

injure a man except sin—depravity of soul—Plato begins by proving this, and proceeds to

maintain that if even that which corrupts the soul cannot actually destroy it the soul must
be imperishable. They employ the same argument, only Plato carries it a step further

than Chrysostom.



A TREATISE

TO PROVE THAT NO ONE CAN HARM THE
MAN WHO DOES NOT INJURE HIMSELF,

I. I KNOW well that to coarse-minded per-

sons, who are greedy in the pursuit of present
things, and are nailed to earth, and enslaved
to physical pleasure, and have no strong hold
upon spiritual ideas, this treatise will be of a
strange and paradoxical kind: and they will

laugh immoderately, and condemn me for

uttering incredible things from the very
outset of my theme. Nevertheless, I shall

not on this account desist from my prom-
ise, but for this very reason shall proceed
with great earnestness to the proof of what
I have undertaken. For if those who take
that view of my subject will please not to

make a clamour and disturbance, but wait to

the end of my discourse, I am sure that

they will take my side, and condemn them-
selves, finding that they have been deceived
hitherto, and will make a recantation, and
apology, and crave pardon for the mistaken
opinion which they held concerning these
matters, and will express great gratitude to

me, as patients do to physicians, when they
have been relieved from the disorders which
lay seige to their body. For do not tell me
of the judgment which is prevailing in your
mind at the present time, but wait to hear the
contention of my arguments and then you
will be able to record an impartial verdict
without being hindered by ignorance from
forming a true judgment. For even judges in

secular causes, if they see the first orator

pouring forth a mighty torrent of words and
overwhelming everything with his speech do
not venture to record their decision without
having patiently listened to the other speaker
who is opposed to him; and even if the re-

marks of the first speaker seem to be just to

an unlimited extent, they reserve an unpreju-
diced hearing for the second. In fact the
special merit of judges consists in ascertain-
ing with all possible accuracy what each side
has to allege and then bringing forward their

own judgment.
Now in the place of an orator we have the

common assumption of mankind which in the
course of ages has taken deep root in the
minds of the multitude, and declaims to the
following effect throughout the world. "All
things " it says " have been turned upside
down, the human race is full of much confu-
sion and many are they who every day are
being wronged, insulted, subjected to violence
and injury, the weak by the strong, the poor
by the rich: and as it is impossible to num-
ber the waves of the sea, so is it impossible
to reckon the multitude of those who are the
victims of intrigue, insult, and suffering; and
neither the correction of law, nor the fear of

being brought to trial, nor anything else can
arrest this pestilence and disorder, but the

evil is increasing every day, and the groans,

and lamentations, and weeping of the suffer-

ers are universal; and the judges who are ap-

pointed to reform such evils, themselves inten-

sify the tempest, and inflame the disorder,

and hence many of the more senseless and
despicable kind, seized with a new kind of

frenzy, accuse the providence of God, when
they see the forbearing man often violently

seized, racked, and oppressed, and the auda-
cious, impetous, low and low-born man waxing
rich, and invested with authority, and becom-
ing formidable to many, and inflicting count-

less troubles upon the more moderate, and
this perpetrated both in town and country.
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and desert, on sea and land. This discourse

of ours of necessity comes in by way of

direct opposition to what has been alleged,

maintaining a contention which is new, as I

said at the beginning, and contrary to opin-

ion, yet useful and true, and profitable to

those who will give heed to it and be per-

suaded by it; for what I undertake is to prove

(only make no commotion) that no one of

those who are wronged is wronged by another,

but experiences this injury at his own hands.

2. But in order to make my argument
plainer, let us first of all enquire what injus-

tice is, and of what kind of things the mater-
ial of it is wont to be composed; also what
human virtue is, and what it is which ruins it;

and further what it is which seems to ruin it

but really does not. For instance (for I

must complete my argument by means of ex-

amples) each thing is subject to one evil

which ruins it; iron to rust, wool to moth,
flocks of sheep to wolves. The virtue of wine
is injured when it ferments and turns sour:

of honey when it loses its natural sweetness,

and is reduced to a bitter juice. Ears of

corn are ruined by mildew and drought, and
the fruit, and leaves, and branches of vines

by the mischievous host of locusts, other
trees by the caterpillar, and irrational crea-

tures by diseases of various kinds: and not
to lengthen the list by going through all pos-

sible examples, our own flesh is subject to

fevers, and palsies, and a crowd of other
maladies. As then each one of these things
is liable to that which ruins its virtue, let us
now consider what it is which injures the
human race, and what it is which ruins the
virtue of a human being. Most men think
that there are divers things which have this

effect; for I must mention the erroneous
opinions on the subject, and, after confuting
them, proceed to exhibit that which really

does ruin our virtue: and to demonstrate
clearly that no one could inflict this injury or
bring this ruin upon us unless we betrayed
ourselves. The multitude then having erron-

eous opinions imagine that there are many
different things which ruin our virtue: some
say it is poverty, others bodily disease, others
loss of property, others calumny, othiers death,
and they are perpetually bewailing and
lamenting these things: and whilst they are
commiserating the sufferers and shedding
tears they excitedly exclaim to one another,
** What a calamity has befallen such and such
a man! he has been deprived of all his for-

tune at a blow." Of another again one will

say: '* such and such a man has been attacked
by severe sickness and is despaired of by the
physicians in attendance.'* Some bewail and

lament the inmates of the prison, some those
who have been expelled from their country
and transported to the land of exile, others
those who have been deprived of their free-

dom, others those who have been seized and
made captives by enemies, others those who
have been drowned, or burnt, or buried by the
fall of a house, but no one mourns those who
are living in wickedness: on the contrary,

which is worse than all, they often congratu-
late them, a practice which is the cause of all

manner of evils. Come then (only, as I ex-

horted you at the outset, do not make a com-
motion), let me prove that none of the things

which have been mentioned injure the man
who lives soberly, nor can ruin his virtue.

For tell me if a man has lost his all either at

the hands of calumniators or of robbers, or
has been stripped of his goods by knavish
servants, what harm has the loss done to the
virtue of the man ?

But if it seems well let me rather indicate

in the first place what is the virtue of a man,
beginning by dealing with the subject in the
case of existences of another kind so as to

make it more intelligible and plain to the

majority of readers.

3. What then is the virtue of ahorse? is it to

have a bridle studded with gold and girths to

match, and a band of silken threads to fasten

the housing, and clothes wrought in divers

colours and gold tissue, and head gear studded
with jewels, and locks of hair plaited with gold

cord ? or is it to be swift and strong in its

legs, and even in its paces, and to have hoofs

suitable to a well bred horse, and courage
fitted for long journies and warfare, and to

be able to behave with calmness in the battle

field, and if a rout takes place to save its

rider? Is it not manifest that these are the
things which constitute the virtue of the

horse, not the others ? Again, what should

you say was the virtue of asses and mules ? is

it not the power of carrying burdens with

contentment, and accomplishing journies with

ease, and having hoofs like rock? Shall we
say that their outside trappings contribute

anything to their own proper virtue ? By no
means. And what kind of vine shall we
admire ? one which abounds in leaves and
branches, or one which is laden with fruit ? or

what kind of virtue do we predicate of an
olive ? is it to have large boughs, and great

luxuriance of leaves, or to exhibit an abun-
dance of its proper fruit dispersed over all

parts of the tree ? Well, let us act in the
same way in the case of human beings also:

let us determine what is the virtue of man,
and let us regard that alone as an injury,

which is destructive to it. What then is the
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virtue of man ? not riches that thou shouldest
fear poverty: nor health of body that thou
shouldest dread sickness, nor the opinion of
the public, that thou shouldest view an evil

reputation with alarm, nor life simply for its

own sake, that death should be terrible to

thee: nor liberty that thou shouldest avoid
servitude: but carefulness in holding true
doctrine, and rectitude in life. Of these
things not even the devil himself will be able
to rob a man, if he who possesses them guards
them with the needful carefulness: and that
most malicious and ferocious demon is aware
of this. For this cause also he robbed Job
of his substance, not to make him poor, but
that he might force him into uttering some
blasphemous speech; and he tortured his body,
not to subject him to infirmity, but to upset
the virtue of his soul. But nevertheless when
he had set all his devices in motion, and
turned him from a rich man into a poor one
(that calamity which seems to us the most
terrible of all), and had made him childless

who was once surrounded by many children,

and had scarified his whole body more cruelly

than the executioners do in the public tribu-

nals (for their nails do not lacerate the sides

of those who fall into their hands so severely
as the gnawing of the worms lacerated his

body), and when he had fastened a bad repu-
tation upon him (for Job's friends who were
present with him said " thou hast not received
the chastisement which thy sins deserve,"
and directed many words of accusation against
him), and after he had not merely expelled
him from city and home and transferred him
to another city, but had actually made the
dunghill serve as his home and city; after all

this, he not only did him no damage but ren-

dered him more glorious by the designs which
he formed against him. And he not only
failed to rob him of any of his possessions
although he had robbed him of so many
things, but he even increased the wealth of

his virtue. For after these things he enjoyed
greater confidence inasmuch as he had con-
tended in a more severe contest. Now if he
who underwent such sufferings, and this not at

the hand of man, but at the hand of the devil

who is more wicked than all men, sustained

no injury, which of those persons who say
such and such a man injured and damaged
me will have any defence to make in future ?

For if the devil who is full of such great

malice, after having set all his instruments in

motion, and discharged all his weapons, and
poured out all the evils incident to man, in a

superlative degree upon the family and the

person of that righteous man nevertheless did

him no injury, but as I was saying rather
18

profited him: how shall certain be able to ac-
cuse such and such a man alleging that they
have suffered injury at their hands, not at
theii* own ?

4. What then ? some one will say, did he
not inflict injury on Adam, and upset him,
and cast him out of paradise ? No: he did it

not, but the cause was the listlessness of him
who was injured, and his want of temperance
and vigilance. For he who applied such-
powerful and manifold devices and yet was
not able to subdue Job, how could he by in-
ferior means have mastered Adam, had not
Adam betrayed himself through his own list-

lessness ? What then ? Has not he been in-

jured who has been exposed to slander, and
suffered confiscation of his property, having
been deprived of all his goods, and is throwa
out of his patrimony, and struggles with ex-
treme poverty ? No ! he has not been in-

jured, but has even profited, if he be sober.

For, tell me, what harm did this do the apos-
tles ? Were they not continually struggling-

with hunger, and thirst and nakedness ? And
this was the very reason why they were so
illustrious, and distinguished, and won for

themselves much help from God. Again what
harm was done to Lazarus by his disease, and
sores, and poverty and dearth of protectors ?

Were they not the reasons why garlands of
victory were more abundantly woven for him ?

Or what harm was done to Joseph by his get-

ting evil reported of, both in his own land,

and in the land of strangers ? for he was sup-
posed to be both an adulterer and fornicator:

or what harm did servitude do him or expa-

triation ? Is it not specially on account of

these things that we regard him with admira-

tion and astonishment ? And why do I speak

of removal into a foreign land, and poverty,

and evil report, and bondage? For what
harm did death itself inflict on Abel, althouglv

it was a violent and untimely death, and per-

petrated by a brother's hand? Is not this

the reason why his praise is sounded through-

out the whole world ? Seest thou how the

discourse has demonstrated even more than it

promised ? For not only has it disclosed the

fact that no one is injured by anybody, but

also that they who take heed to themselves

derive the greater gain (from such assaults).

What is the purpose then it will be said of

penalties and punishments ? What is the

purpose of hell ? What is the purpose of

such great threatenings, if no one is either

injured or injures ? What is it thou sayest ?

Why dost thou confuse the argument ? For

I did not say that no one injures, but that no
one is injured. And how is it possible, you

will say, for no one to be injured when many
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are committing injury ? In the way which I

indicated just now. For Joseph's brethren

did indeed injure him, yet he himself was not

injured: and Cain laid snares for Abel, yet

he himself was not ensnared. This is the

reason why there are penalties and punish-

ments. For God does not abolish penalties

on account of the virtue of those who suffer;

but he ordains punishments on account of the

malice of those who do wickedly. For al-

though they who are evil entreated become
more illustrious in consequence of the de-

signs formed against them, this is not due
to the intention of those who plan the designs,

but to the courage of those who are the vic-

tims of them. Wherefore for the latter the

rewards of philosophy are made ready and
prepared, for the former the penalties of

wickedness. Hast thou been deprived of thy

money ? Read the word *' Naked came I out

of my mother's womb, and naked shall I re-

turn thither." * And add to this the apostolic

saying ** for we brought nothing into this

world; it is certain we can carry nothing

out."'' Art thou evil reported of, and have
some men loaded thee with countless abuse ?

Remember that passage where it is said
*' Woe unto you when all men shall speak

well of you ^'3 and '* rejoice ye and leap for

joy when they shall cast upon you an evil

name."* Hast thou been transported into

the land of exile ? Consider that thou hast

not here a fatherland, but that if thou wilt be
wise thou art bidden to regard the whole
world as a strange country. Or hast thou
been given over to a sore disease ? quote the

apostolic saying '* the more our outward man
decayeth, so much the more is the inward
man renewed day by day."s Has any one
suffered a violent death ? consider the case of

John, his head cut off in prison, carried in a

charger, and made the reward of a harlot's

dancing. Consider the recompense which is

derived from these things: for all these suf-

ferings when they are unjustly inflicted by
any one on another, expiate sins, and work
righteousness. So great is the advantage of

them in the case of those who bear them
bravely.

5. When then neither loss of money, nor
slander, nor railing, nor banishment, nor dis-

eases, nor tortures, nor that which seems
more formidable than all, namely death, harms
those who suffer them, but rather adds to

their profit, whence can you prove to me that
any one is injured when he is not injured at

all from any of these things ? For I will en-

' Job. J. 21. 2 I Tim. VI. 7. 3 Luke vi. 26.

4 There is a confusion in the quotation here between xMatt. v.

SI, and Luke vi. 22
5 2 Cor. iv. 16

deavour to prove the reverse, showing that
they who are most injured and insulted, and
suffer the most incurable evils are the persons
who do these things. For what could be
more miserable than the condition of Cain,
who dealt with his brother in this fashion ?

what more pitiable than that of Phillip^s wife
who beheaded John ? or the brethren of
Joseph who sold him away, and transported
him into the land of exile ? or the devil who
tortured Job with such great calamities ?

For not only on account of his other iniqui-

ties, but at the same time also for this assault
he will pay no trifling penalty. Dost thou
see how here the argument has proved even
more than was proposed, shewing that those
who are insulted not only sustain no harm
from these assaults, but that the whole mis-
chief recoils on the head of those who con-
trive them ? For since neither wealth nor
freedom, nor hfe in our native land nor the
other things which I have mentioned, bur
only right actions of the soul, constitute the
virtue of man, naturally when the harm is

directed against these things, human virtue

itself is nowise harmed. What then ? suppos-
ing some one does harm the moral condition
of the soul ? Even then if a man suffers

damage, the damage does not come from
another but proceeds from within, and from
the man himself. ** How so," do you say?
When any one having been beaten by another,
or deprived of his goods, or having endured
some other grievous insult, utters a blas-

phemous speech, he certainly sustains a
damage thereby, and a very great one, never-
theless it does not proceed from him who has
inflicted the insult, but from his own littleness

of soul. For what I said before I will now
repeat, no man if he be infinitely wicked
could attack any one more wickedly or more
bitterly than that revengeful demon who is

implacably hostile to us, the devil: but yet
this cruel demon had not power to upset or
overthrow him who lived before the law, and
before the time of grace, although he dis-

charged so many and such bitter weapons
against him from all quarters. Such is the
force of nobility of soul. And what shall I

say of Paul ? Did he not suffer so many dis-

tresses that even to make a list of them is no
easy matter? He was put in prison, loaded
with chains, dragged hither and hither,

scourged by the Jews, stoned, lacerated on
the back not only by thongs, but also by
rods, he was immersed in the sea, oftentimes
beset by robbers, involved in strife with his

own countrymen, continually assailed both by
foes and by acquaintance, subjected to count-

less intrigues, struggling with hunger and
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nakedness, undergoing other frequent and
lasting mischances and afflictions: and why-
need I mention the greater part of them ? he
was dying every day: but yet, although sub-
jected to so many and such grievous suffer-

ings, he not only uttered no blasphemous
word, but rejoiced over these things and
gloried in them: and one time he says '* I

rejoice in my sufferings/'' and then again
*' not only this but we also glory in afflic-

tions/' = If then he rejoiced and gloried

when suffering such great troubles what ex-

cuse will you have, and what defence will you
make if you blaspheme when you do not un-
dergo the smallest fraction of them.

6. But I am injured in other ways, one will

say, and even if I do not blaspheme, yet

when I am robbed of my money I am dis-

abled from giving alms. This is a mere pre-

text and pretence. For if you grieve on this

account know certainly that poverty is no bar
to almsgiving. For even if you are infinitely

poor you are not poorer than the woman who
possessed only a handful of meal/ and the
one who had only two mites,'* each of whom
having spent all her substance upon those who
were in need was an object of surpassing

admiration: and such great poverty was no
hindrance to such great lovingkindness, but
the alms bestowed from the two mites was so

abundant and generous as to eclipse all who
had riches, and in wealth of intention and
superabundance of zeal to surpass those who
cast in much coin. Wherefore even in this

matter thou art not injured but rather bene-
fited, receiving by means of a small contribu-

tion rewards more glorious than they who put

down large sums. But since, if I were to say

these things for ever, sensuous characters

which delight to grovel in worldly things, and
revel in present things would not readily en-

dure parting from the fading flowers (for

such are the pleasant things of this life)

or letting go its shadows: but the better sort

of men indeed cling to both the one and the

other, while the more pitiable and abject cling

more strongly to the former than to the

latter, come let us ^ strip off the pleasant and
showy masks which hide the base and ugly

countenance of these things, and let us ex-

pose the foul deformity of the harlot. For
such is the character of a life of this kind

which is devoted to luxury, and wealth and
power: it is foul and ugly and full of much
abomination, disagreeable and burdensome.

I Col. i. 24. 2 Rom. V. 3.

3 I Kings xvii. 12. ' Luke xxi. 2.

5 The passage is obscure, but St. Chrysostom seems to divide the
pleasures of this world into two classes : the more sensual he calls

flowers, the rest he calls shadows : the grosser natures cling to the

former more tenaciously than to any other kind. Comp. Homily
LXXVI. on St. Matt., near the end.

and charged with bitterness. For this indeed
is the special feature in this life which de-
prives those who are captivated by it of every
excuse, that although it is the aim of their
longings and endeavours, yet is it filled with
much annoyance and bitterness, and teems
with innumerable evils, dangers, bloodshed,
precipices, crags, murders, fears and trem-
blings, envy and ill-will, and intrigue, perpet-
ual anxiety and care, and derives no profit,

and produces no fruit from these great evils

save punishment and revenge, and incessant
torment. But although this is its character it

seems to be to most men an object of ambi-
tion, and eager contention, which is a sign of

the folly of those who are captivated by it,

not of the blessedness of the thing itself.

Little children indeed are eager and excited
about toys and cannot take notice of the
things which become full grown men. There
is an excuse for them on account of their im-
maturity: but these others are debarred from
the right of defence, because, although of full

age they are childish in disposition, and more
foolish tlian children in their manner of life.

Now tell me why is wealth an object of
ambition ? For it is necessary to start from
this point, because to the majority of those
who are afflicted with this grievous malady it

seems to be more precious than health and
life, and public reputation, and good opinion,

and country, and household, and friends, and
kindred and everything else. Moreover the
flame has ascended to the very clouds: and
this fierce heat has taken possession of land
and sea. Nor is there any one to quench this

fire: but all people are engaged in stirring it

up, both those who have been already caught
by it, and those who have not yet been caught,
in order that they may be captured. And you
may see every one, husband and wife, house-
hold slave, and freeman, rich and poor, each
according to his ability carrying loads which
supply much fuel to this fire by day and
night: loads not of wood or faggots (for the

fire is not of that kind), but loads of souls and
bodies, of unrighteousness and iniquity.

For such is the material of which a fire of this

kind is wont to be kindled. For those who
have riches place no limit anywhere to this

monstrous passion, even if they compass the

whole world: and the poor press on to get in

advance of them, and a kind of incurable

craze, and unrestrainable frenzy and irre-

mediable disease possesses the souls of all.

And this affection has conquered every other

kind and thrust it away expelling it from the

soul: neither friends nor kindred are taken

into account: and why do I speak of friends

and kindred ? not even wife and children are
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regarded, and what can be dearer to man than

these? but all things are dashed to the

ground and trampled underfoot, when this

savage and inhuman mistress Jias laid hold of

the souls of all who are taken captive by her.

For as an inhuman mistress, and harsh

tyrant, and savage barbarian, and public and
expensive prostitute she debases and exhausts

and punishes with innumerable dangers and
torments those who have chosen to be in

bondage to her; and yet although she is ter-

rible and harsh, and fierce and cruel, and has

the face of a barbarian, or rather of a wild

beast, fiercer than a wolf or a lion, she seems
to those who have been taken captive by her

gentle and loveabl^, and sweeter than honey.

And although she forges swords and weapons
against them every day, and digs pitfalls and
leads them to precipices and crags and
weaves endless snares of punishment for

them, yet is she supposed to make these

things objects of ambition to those who have
been made captive, and those who are desir-

ing to be captured. And just as a sow de-

lights and revels in wallowing in the ditch and
mire, and beetles delight in perpetually crawl-

ing over dung; even so they who are captivated

by the love of money are more miserable than
these creatures. For the abomination is

greater in this case, and the mire more offen-

sive: for they who are addicted to this pas-

sion imagine that much pleasure is derived

from it: which does notarise from the nature
of the thing, but of the understanding which
is afflicted with such an irrational taste. And
this taste is worse in their case than in that

of brutes: for as with the mire and the dung
the cause of pleasure is not in them, but in

the irrational nature of the creatures who
plunge into it, even so count it to be in the
case of human beings.

7. And how might we cure those who are

thus disposed ? It would be possible if they
would open their ears to us, and unfold their

heart, and receive our words. For it is im-
possible to turn and divert the irrational ani-

mals from their unclean habit; for they are

destitute of reason: but this the gentlest of

all tribes, honoured by reason and speech, I

mean human nature, might, if it chose, readily

and easily be released from the mire and the

stench, and the dung hill and its abomina-
tion. For wherefore, O man, do riches seem
to thee worthy such diligent pursuit ? Is it

on account of the pleasure which no doubt is

derived from the table ? or on account of the
honour and the escort of those who pay court
to thee, because of thy wealth ? is it because
thou art able to defend thyself against those
who annoy thee, and to be an object of fear

to all ? For you cannot name any other rea-

sons, save pleasure and flattery, and fear, and
the power of taking revenge; for wealth is not
generally wont to make any one wiser, or
more self-controlled, or more gentle, or more
intelligent, or kind, or benevolent, or superior

to anger, or gluttony or pleasure: it does not
train any one to be moderate, or teach him
how to be humble, nor introduce and implant
any other piece of virtue in the soul. Neither
could you say for which of these things it

deserves to be so diligently sought and de-

sired. For not only is it ignorant how to

plant and cultivate any good thing, but even
if it finds a store of them it mars and stunts

and blights them; and some of them it even
uproots, and introduces their opposites, un-

measured licentiousness, unseasonable wrath,

unrighteous anger, pride, arrogance, foolish-

ness. But let me not speak of these; for

they who have been seized by this malady
will not endure to hear about virtue and vice,

being entirely abandoned to pleasure and
therefore enslaved to it. Come then let us

forego for the time being the consideration of

these points, and let us bring forward the

others which remain, and see whether wealth

has any pleasure, or any honour: for in my
eyes the case is quite the reverse. And first

of all, if you please, let us investigate the

meals of rich and poor, and ask the guests

which they are who enjoy the purest and
most genuine pleasure; is it they who recline

for a full day on couches, and join breakfast

and dinner together, and distend their

stomach, and blunt their senses, and sink the

vessel by an overladen cargo of food, and
waterlog the ship, and drench it as in some
shipwreck of the body, and devise fetters, and
manacles, and gags, and bind their whole

body with the band of drunkenness and sur-

,feit more grievous than an iron chain, and
enjoy no sound pure sleep undisturbed by
frightful dreams, and are more miserable

than madmen and introduce a kind of self-

imposed demon into the soul and display

themselves as a laughing stock to the gaze of

their servants, or rather to the kinder sort

amongst them as a tragical spectacle eliciting

tears, and cannot recognize any of those who
are present, and are incapable of speaking or

hearing but have to be carried away from

their couches to their bed;—or is it they who
are sober and vigilant, and limit their eating

by their need, and sail with a favourable

breeze, and find hunger and thirst the best

relish in their food and drink ? For nothing

is so conducive to enjoyment and health as

to be hungry and thirsty when one attacks the

viands, and to identify satiety with the sim-
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pie necessity of food, never overstepping the
limits of this, nor imposing a load upon the
body too great for its strength.

8. But if you disbelieve my statement study
the physical condition, and the soul of each
class. Are not the bodies vigorous of those
who live thus moderately (for do not tell me
of that which rarely happens, although some
may be weak from some other circumstance,

but form your judgment from those instances

which are of constant occurrence), I say are

they not vigorous, and their senses clear,

fulfilling their proper function with much
ease ? whereas the bodies of the others are

flaccid and softer than wax, and beset with a
crowd of maladies ? For gout soon fastens

upon them, and untimely palsy, and prema-
ture old age, and headache, and flatulence,

and feebleness of digestion, and loss of appe-
tite, and they require constant attendance of

physicians, and perpetual doseing, and daily

care. Are these things pleasurable ? tell me.
Who of those that know what pleasure really

is would say so? For pleasure is produced
when desire leads the way, and fruition fol-

lows: now if there is fruition, but desire is

nowhere to be found, the conditions of pleas-

ure fail and vanish. On this account also

invalids, although the most charming food is

set before them, partake of it with a feeling

of disgust and sense of oppression: because
there is no desire which gives a keen relish

to the enjoyment of it. For it is not the

nature of the food, or of the drink, but the

appetite of the eaters which is wont to pro-

duce the desire, and is capable of causing
pleasure. Therefore also a certain wise man
who had an accurate knowledge of all that

concerned pleasure, and understood how to

moralize about these things said *' the full

soul mocketh at honeycombs: ''
' showing that

the conditions of pleasure consist not in the

nature of the meal, but in the disposition of

the eaters. Therefore also the prophet re-

counting the wonders in Egypt and in the

desert mentioned this in connexion with the

others " He satisfied them with honey out of

the rock/' =" And yet nowhere does it appear
that honey actually sprang forth for them out

of the rock: what then is the meaning of the

expression ? Because the people being ex-

hausted by much toil and long travelling, and
distressed by great thirst rushed to the cool

spring, their craving for drink serving as a

relish, the writer wishing to describe the pleas-

ures which they received from those fountains

called the water honey, not meaning that the

element was converted into honey, but that

* Prov, xxvii. 7. Septuagint. 2 Ps. Ixxxi. 16.

the pleasure received from the water rivalled
the sweetness of honey, inasmuch as those
who partook of it rushed to it in their eager-
ness to drink.

Since then these things are so and no one
can deny it, however stupid he may be: is it

not perfectly plain that pure, undiluted, and
lively pleasure is to be found at the tables of
the poor ? whereas at the tables of the rich
there is discomfort, and disgust and defile-
ment ? as that wise man has said ** even sweet
things seem to be a vexation.^' ^

9. But riches some one will say procure
honour for those who possess them, and en-
able them to take veugeance on their enemies
with ease. And is this a reason, pray, why
riches seem to you desirable and worth con-
tending for;—that they nourish the most dan-
gerous passion in our nature, leading on anger
into action, swelling the empty bubbles of
ambition, and stimulating and urging men to
arrogance ? Why these are just the very rea-
sons why we ought resolutely to turn our
backs upon riches, because they introduce
certain fierce and dangerous wild beasts into

our heart depriving us of the real honour
which we might receive from all, and intro-

ducing to deluded men another which is the
opposite of this, only painted over with its

colours, and persuading them to fancy that it

is the same, when by nature it is not so, but
only seems to be so to the eye. For as the

beauty of courtesans, made up as it is of dyes
and pigments, is destitute of real beauty, yet

makes a foul and ugly face appear fair and
beautiful to those who are deluded by it when
it is not so in reality: even so also riches

force flattery to look like honour. For I beg
you not to consider the praises which are

openly bestowed through fear and fawning:

for these are only tints and pigments; but
unfold the conscience of each of those who
flatter you in this fashion, and inside it you
will see countless accusers declaring against

you, and loathing and detesting you more
than your bitterest adversaries and foes.

And if ever a change of circumstances should

occur which would remove and expose this

mask which fear has manufactured, just as

the sun when it emits a hotter ray than usual

discloses the real countenances of those

women whom I mentioned, then you will see

clearly that all through the former time you
were held in the greatest contempt by those

who paid court to you, and you fancied you
were enjoying honour from those who tho-

roughly hated you, and in their heart poured
infinite abuse upon you, and longed to see

3 Referring to Prov. xxvii. 7.
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you involved in extreme calamities. For

there is nothing like virtue to produce honour,

—honour neither forced nor feigned, nor hid-

den under a mask of deceit, but real and

genuine, and able to stand the test of hard

times.

lo. But do you wish to take vengeance on

those who have annoyed you? This, as I

was saying just now, is the very reason why
wealth ought specially to be avoided. For it

prepares thee to thrust the sword against thy-

self, and renders thee liable to a heavier ac-

count in the future day of reckoning, and

makes thy punishment intolerable. For re-

venge is so great an evil that it actually

revokes the mercy of God, and cancels the

forgiveness of countless sins which has been

already bestowed. For he who received re-

mission of the debt of ten thousand talents,

and after having obtained so great a boon by
merely asking for it then made a demand of

one hundred pence from his fellow servant, a.

demand, that is, for satisfaction for his trans-

gression against himself, in his severity

towards his fellow servant recorded his own
condemnation; and for this reason and no
other he was delivered to the tormentors, and
racked, and required to pay back the ten

thousand talents; and he was not allowed the

benefit of any excuse or defence, but suffered

the most extreme penalty, having been com-
manded to deposit the whole debt which the

lovingkindnessof God had formerly remitted.'

Is this then the reason, pray, why wealth is so

earnestly pursued by thee, because it so

easily conducts thee into sin of this kind ?

Nay verily, this is why you ought to abhor it

as a foe and an adversary teeming with count-

less murders. But poverty, some one will

say, disposes men to be discontented and
often also to utter profane words, and con-
descend to mean actions. It is not poverty
which does this, but littleness of soul: for

Lazarus also was poor, aye ! very poor: and
besides poverty he suffered from infirmity, a
bitterer trial than any form of poverty, and
one which makes poverty more severely felt;

and in addition to infirmity there was a total

absence of protectors, and difficulty in finding
any to supply his wants, which increased the
bitterness of poverty and infirmity. For each
of these things is painful in itself, but when
there are none to minister to the sufferer's

wants, the suffering becomes greater, the
flame more painful, the distress more bitter,

the tempest fiercer, the billows stronger, the
furnace hotter. And if one examines the case
thoroughly there was yet a fourth trial be-

« M«tt. xviii. 23-35.

sides these—the unconcern and luxury of the

rich man who dwelt hard by. And if you
would find a fifth thing, serving as fuel to the

flame, you will see quite clearly that he was
beset by it. For not only was that rich man
living luxuriously, but twice, and thrice, or

rather indeed several times in the day he saw
the poor man: for he had been laid at his

gate, being a grievous spectacle of pitiable

distress, and the bare sight of him was suffi-

cient to soften even a heart of stone: and yet

even this did not induce that unmerciful man
to assist this case of poverty: but he had his

luxurious table spread, and goblets wreathed
with flowers, and pure wine plentifully poured
forth, and grand armies of cooks, and para-

sites, and flatterers from early dawn, and
troops of singers, cupbearers, and jesters;

and he spent all his time in devising every

species of dissipation, and drunkenness, and
surfeiting, and in revelling in dress and feast-

ing and many other things. But although he
saw that poor man every day distressed by
grievous hunger and the bitterest infirmity,

and the oppression of his many sores, and
by destitution, and the ills which result from
these things, he never even gave him a

thought: yet the parasites and the flatterers

were pampered even beyond their need; but

the poor man, and he so very poor, and en-

compassed with so many miseries, was not

even vouchsafed the crumbs which fell from
that table, although he greatly desired them:
and yet none of these things injured him, he

did not give vent to a bitter word, he did not

utter a profane speech; but like a piece of

gold which shines all the more brilliantly

when it is purified by excessive heat, even so

he, although oppressed by these sufferings,

was superior to all of them, and to the agita-

tion which in many cases is produced by
them. For if generally speaking poor men,
when they see rich men, are consumed with

envy and racked by malicious ill-will, and
deem life not worth living, and this even when
they are well supplied with necessary food,

and have persons to minister to their wants;

what would the condition of this poor man
have been had he not been very wise and
noble hearted, seeing that he was poor be-

yond all other poor men, and not only poor,

but also infirm, and without any one to pro-

tect or cheer him, and lay in the midst of the

city as if in a remote desert, and wasted away
with bitter hunger, and saw all good things

being poured upon the rich man as out of a

fountain, and had not the benefit of any
human consolation, but lay exposed as a per-

petual meal for the tongues of the dogs, for

he was so enfeebled and broken down in
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body that he could not scare them away ?

Dost thou perceive that he who does not in-

jure himself suffers no evil ? for I will again

take up the same argument.

1 1 . For what harm was done to this hero
by his bodily infirmity ? or by the absence of

protectors ? or by the coming of the dogs ? or

the evil proximity of the rich man ? or by the

great luxury, haughtiness and arrogance of

the latter ? Did it enervate him for the con-

test on behalf of virtue ? Did it ruin his for-

titude ? Nowhere was he harmed at all, but

that multitude of sufferings, and the cruelty

of the rich man, rather increased his strength,

and became the pledge for him of infinite

crowns of victory, a means of adding to his

rewards, an augmentation of his recompense,
and a promise of an increased requital. For
he was crowned not merely on account of his

poverty, or of his hunger or of his sores, or

of the dogs licking them: but because, having

such a neighbour as the rich man, and being

seen by him every day, and perpetually over-

looked he endured this trial bravely and with

much fortitude, a trial which added no small

flame but in fact a very strong one to the fire

of poverty, and infirmity and loneliness.

And, tell me,what was the case of the blessed

Paul? for there is nothing to prevent my
making mention of him again. Did he not

experience innumerable storms of trial ? And
in what respect was he injured by them ?

Was he not crowned with victory all the more
in consequence,—because he suffered hunger,

because he was consumed with cold and
nakedness, because he was often tortured with

the scourge, because he was stoned, because

he was cast into the sea ? But then some one
says he was Paul, and called by Christ. Yet

Judas also was one of the twelve, and he too

was called of Christ; but neither his being of

the twelve nor his call profited him, because

he had not a mind disposed to virtue. But
Paul although struggling with hunger, and at

a loss to procure necessary food, and daily

undergoing such great sufferings, pursued

with great zeal the road which leads to heaven:

whereas Jlidas although he had been called

before him, and enjoyed the same advantages

as he did, and was initiated in the highest

form of Christian life, and partook of the

holy table and that most awful of sacred

feasts, and received such grace as to be able

to raise the dead, and cleanse the lepers, and
cast out devils, and often heard discourses

concerning poverty, and spent so long a time

in the company of Christ Himself, and was

entrusted with the money of the poor, so that

his passion might be soothed thereby (for he

was a thief) evfen then did not become any

better, although he had been favoured with
such great condescension. For since Christ
knew that he was covetous, and destined to
perish on account of his love of money he not
only did not demand punishment of him for
this at that time, but with a view to softening
down his passion he was entrusted with the
money of the poor, that having some means
of appeasing his greed he might be saved
from falling into that appalling gulf of sin,

checking the greater evil beforehand by a
lesser one.

12. Thus in no case will any one be able
to injure a man who does not choose to injure
himself: but if a man is not willing to be
temperate, and to aid himself from his own
resources no one will ever be able to profit

him. Therefore also that wonderful history

of the Holy Scriptures, as in some lofty,

large, and broad picture, has portrayed the
lives of the men of old time, extending the
narrative from Adam to the coming of Christ:

and it exhibits to you both those who are
upset, and those who are crowned with victory
in the contest, in order that it may instruct

you by means of all examples that no one will

be able to injure one who is not injured by
himself, even if all the world were to kindle a
fierce war against him. For it is not stress of

circumstances, nor variation of seasons, nor
insults of men in power, nor intrigues beset-

ting thee like snow storms, nor a crowd of

calamities, nor a promiscuous collection of all

the ills to which mankind is subject, which
can disturb even slightly the man who is

brave, and temperate, and watchful; just as

on the contrary the indolent and supine man
who is his own betrayer cannot be made bet-

ter, even with the aid of innumerable minis-

trations. This at least was made manifest to

us by the parable of the two men, of whom
the one built his house upon the rock, the

other upon the sand:' not that we are to

think of sand and rock, or of a building of

stone, and a roof, or of rivers, and rain, and
wild winds, beating against the buildings, but

we are to extract virtue and vice as the mean-
ing of these things, and to perceive from

them that no one injures a man who does not

injure himself. Therefore neither the rain

although driven furiously along, nor the

streams dashing against it with much vehe-

mence, nor the wild winds beating against it

with a mighty rush, shook the one house in

any degree: but it remained undisturbed, un-

moved: that thou mightest understand that no
trial can agitate the man who does not betray

himself. But the house of the other man

Matt. vii. 24, etc
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was easily swept away, not on account of the

force of the trials (for in that case the other

would have experienced the same fate), but

on account of his own folly; for it did not fall

because the wind blew upon it, but because it

was built upon the sand, that is to say upon

indolence and iniquity. For before that

tempest beat upon it, it was weak and ready

to fall. For buildings of that kind, even if no

one puts any pressure on them, fall to pieces

of themselves, the foundation sinking and

giving way in every direction. And just as

cobwebs part asunder, although no strain is

put upon them, but adamant remains un-

shaken even when it is struck: even so also

they who do not injure therriselves become
stronger, even if they receive innumerable

blows; but they who betray themselves, even

if there is no one to harass them, fall of them-

selves, and collapse and perish. For even

thus did Judas perish, not only having been

unassailed by any trial of this kind, but hav-

ing actually enjoyed the benefit of much as-

sistance.

13. Would you like me to illustrate this

argument in the case of whole nations?

What great forethought was bestowed upon
the Jewish nation ! was not the whole visible

creation arranged with a view to their service ?

was not a new and strange method of life in-

troduced amongst them ? For they had not

to send down to a market, and so they had

the benefit of things which are sold for money
without paying any price for them: neither

did they cleave furrows nor drag a plough,

nor harrow the ground, nor cast in seed, nor

had they need of rain and wind, and annual

seasons, nor sunshine, nor phases of the moon,
nor climate, nor anything of that kind; they

prepared no threshing floor, they threshed no

grain, they used no winnowing fan for sepa-

rating the grain from the chaff, they turned

no mill-stone, they built no oven, they brought

neither wood nor fire into the house, they

needed no baker's art, they handled no spade,

they sharpened no sickle, they required no

other art, I mean of weaving or building or

supplying shoes: but the word of God was
everything to them. And they had a table

prepared off hand, free of all toil and labour.

For such was the nature of the manna; it was
new and fresh, nowhere costing them any
trouble, nor straining them by labour. And
their clothes, and shoes, and even their phy-

sical frame forgot their natural infirmity: for

the former did not wear out in the course of

so long a time nor did their feet swell al-

though they made such long marches. Of
physicians, and medicine, and all other con-

cern about that kind of art, there was no

mention at all amongst them; so completely

banished was infirmity of every kind: for it is

said *' He brought them out with silver and
gold; and there was not one feeble person

among their tribes. '' * But like men who had
quitted this world, and were transplanted to

another and a better one, even so did they

eat and drink, neither did the sun's ray when
it waxed hot smite their heads; for the cloud

parted them from the fiery beam, hovering all

round them, and serving like a portable

shelter for the whole body of the people.

Neither at night did they need a torch to dis-

perse the darkness, but they had the pillar of

fire, a source of unspeakable light, supplying

two wants, one by its shining, the other by
directing the course of their journey; for it

was not only luminous, but also conducted
that countless host along the wilderness with

more certainty than any human guide. And
they journeyed not only upon land but also

upon sea as if it had been dry land; and they

made an audacious experiment upon the laws

of nature by treading upon that angry sea,

marching through it as if it had been the hard

and resisting surface of a rock; and indeed

when they placed their feet upon it the ele-

ment became like solid earth, and gently

sloping plains and fields; but when it received

their enemies it wrought after the nature of

sea; and to the Israelites indeed it served as

a chariot, but to their enemies it became a

grave; conveying the former across with ease,

but drowning the latter with great violence.

And the disorderly flood of water displayed

the good order and subordination which

marks reasonable and highly intelligent men,
fulfilling the part at one time of a guardian,

at another of an executioner, and exhibiting

these opposites together on one day. What
shall one say of the rocks which gave forth

streams of water ? what of the clouds of birds

which covered the whole face of the earth by
the number of their carcases ? what of the

wonders in Egypt ? what of the marvels in

the wilderness? what of the triumphs and

bloodless victories ? for they subdued those

who opposed them like men keeping holiday

rather than making war. And they van-

quished their own masters without the use of

arms; and overcame those who fought with

them after they left Egypt by means of sing-

ing and music; and what they did was a fes-

tival rather than a campaign, a religious cer-

emony rather than a battle. For all these

wonders took place not merely for the pur-

pose of supplying their need, but also that

the people might preserve more accurately

» Ps. cv. 37. •
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the doctrine which Moses inculcated of the
knowledge of God; and voices proclaiming
the presence of their Master were uttered on
all sides of them. For the sea loudly de-
clared this, by becoming a road for them to
march upon, and then turning into sea again:
and the waters of the Nile uttered this voice
when they were converted into the nature of
blood; and the frogs, and the great army of
locusts, and the caterpillar and blight declared
the same thing to all the people; and the
wonders in the desert, the manna, the pillar

of fire, the cloud, the quails, and all the other
incidents served them as a book, and writing
which could never be effaced, echoing daily
in their memory and resounding in their
mind. Nevertheless after such great and re-

markable providence, after all those unspeak-
able benefits, after such mighty miracles,
after care indescribable, after continual teach-
ing, after instruction by means of speech, and
admonition by means of deeds, after glorious
victories, after extraordinary triumphs, after

abundant supply of food, after the plentiful

production of water, after the ineffable glory
with which they were invested in the eyes of
the human race, being ungrateful and sense-
less they worshipped a calf, and paid reverence
to the head of a bull, even when the memo-
rials of God^s benefits in Egypt were fresh in

their minds, and th^y were still in actual en-
joyment of many more.

14. But the Ninevites, although a barba-
rous and foreign people who had never parti-

cipated in any of these benefits, small or
great, neither words, nor wonders, nor works,
when they saw a man who had been saved
from shipwreck, who had never associated
with them before, but appeared then for the
first time, enter their city and say *'

3^et three
days and Nineveh shall be overthrown,"'
were so converted and reformed by the mere
sound of these words, and putting away their
former wickedness, advanced in the direction
of virtue by the path of repentance, that they
caused the sentence of God to be revoked,
and arrested the threatened disturbance of
their city, and averted the heaven-sent wrath,
and were delivered from every kind of evil.

For,'' we read, ' * God saw that every man
turned from his evil way, and was converted
to the Lord."^ How turned? I ask. Al-
though their wickedness was great, their in-

iquity unspeakable, their moral sores difficult

to heal, which was plainly shown by the pro-
phet when he said '' their wickedness ascended
even unto the heaven: ''3 indicating by the
distance of the place the magnitude of their

Jonah iii. 2 Jonah iii. lo. 3 Jonah i. 2.

wickedness; nevertheless such great iniquity
which was piled up to such a height as to
reach even to the heaven, all this in the
course of three days in a brief moment of
time through the effect of a few words which
they heard from the mouth of one man and
he an unknown shipwrecked stranger they so
thoroughly abolished, removed out of sight,
and put away, as to have the happiness of
hearing the declaration " God saw that every
one turned from his evil way, and He re-
pented of the evil which God said He would
do them." Seest thou that he who is tem-
perate and watchful not only suffers no injury
at the hands of man, but even turns back
Heaven-sent wrath ? whereas he who betrays
himself and harms himself by his own doing,
even if he receives countless benefits, reaps
no great advantage. So, at least, the Jews
were not profited by those great miracles, nor
on the other hand were the Ninevites harmed
by having no share in them; but inasmuch as
they were inwardly well-disposed, having laid
hold of a slight opportunity they became bet-
ter, barbarians and foreigners though they
were, ignorant of all divine revelation, and
dwelling at a distance from Palestine.

15. Again, I ask, was the virtue of the
" three children " corrupted by the troubles
which beset them? Whilst they were still

young, mere youths, of immature age, did
they not undergo that grievous affliction of
captivity ? had they not to make a long jour-

ney from home, and when they had arrived
in the foreign country were they not cut off

from fatherland and home and temple, and
altar and sacrifices, and offerings, and drink
offerings, and even the singing of psalms ?

For not only were they debarred from their

home, but as a consequence from many forms
of worship also. Were they not given up into

the hands of barbarians, wolves rather than
men ? and, most painful calamity of all, when
they had been banished into so distant and
barbarous a country, and were suffering such
a grievous captivity were they not without

teacher, without prophets, without ruler?
" for," it is written, *' there is no ruler, nor
prophet, nor governor, nor place for offering

before Thee and finding mercy." ^ Yea
moreover they were cast into the royal palace,

as upon some cliff and crag, and a sea full of

rocks and reefs, being compelled to sail over

that angry sea without a pilot, or signal man,
or crew, or sails; and they were cooped up in

the royal court as in a prison. For inasmuch
as they knew spiritual wisdom, and were
superior to worldly things, and despised all

4 Song of the Three Children, v. 15.
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human pride and made the wings of their

soul soar upwards, they counted their sojourn

there as an aggravation of their trouble. For
had they been outside the court, and dwelling

in a private house they would have enjoyed

more independence: but having been cast

into that prison (for they deemed the splen-

dour of the palace no better than a prison,

no safer than a place of rocks and crags) they

were straightway subjected to cruel embar-

rassment. For the king commanded them to

be partakers of his own table, a luxurious,

unclean and profane table, a thing which was

forbidden them, and seemed more terrible

than death; and they were lonely men hemmed
in like lambs amongst so many wolves. And
they were constrained to choose between
being consumed by famine or rather led off

to execution, and tasting of forbidden meats.

What then did these youths do, forlorn as they

were, captives, strangers, slaves of those who
commanded these things. They did not con-

sider that this strait or the absolute power of

him who possessed the state sufficed to justify

their compliance; but they employed every

device and expedient to enable them to avoid

the sin, although they were abandoned on
every side. For they could not influence

men by money: how should they, being cap-

tives ? nor by friendship and social inter-

course ? how should they being strangers ?

nor could they get the better of them by any
exertion of power: how was it possible being

slaves ? nor master them by force of numbers:
how could they being only three ? Therefore
they approached the eunuch who possessed

the necessary authority, and persuaded him
by their arguments. For when they saw him
fearful and trembling, and in an agony of

alarm concerning his own safety, and the

dread of death which agitated his soul was
intolerable: *'for I fear" said he "my lord the

king, lest he should see your countenances
sadder than the children which are of your
sort and so shall ye endanger my head to the

king,"' having released him from this fear

they persuaded him to grant them the favour.

And inasmuch as they brought to the work
all the strength which they had, God also

henceforth contributed his strength to it.

For it was not God's doing only that they
achieved those things for the sake of which
they were to receive a reward, but the begin-
ning and starting point was from their own
purpose, and having manifested that to be
noble and brave, they won for themselves the

help of God, and so accomplished their aim.
i6. Dost thou then perceive that if a man

» Dan. i. lo.

does not injure himself, no one else will be
able to harm him? Behold at least youth-
fulness, and captivity and destitution, and re-

moval into a foreign land, and loneliness, and
dearth of protectors, and a stern command,
and great fear of death assailing the mind oif

the eunuch, and poverty, and feebleness of

numbers, and dwelling in the midst of bar-

barians, and having enemies for masters, and
surrender into the hands of the king himself,

and separation from all their kindred, and
removal from priests and prophets, and from
all others who cared for them, and the cessa-

tion of drink offerings and sacrifices, and loss

of the temple and psalmody, and yet none of

these things harmed them; but they had more
renown then than when they enjoyed these

things in their native land. And after they
had accomplished this task first and had
wreathed their brows with the glorious garland
of victory, and had kept the law even in a for-

eign land, and trampled under foot the

tyrant's command, and overcome fear of the

avenger, and yet received no harm from any
quarter, as if they had been quietly living at

home and enjoying the benefit of all those

things which I mentioned, after they had
thus fearlessly accomplished their work they

were again summoned to other contests. And
again they were the same men; and they
were subjected to a more severe trial than the

former one, and a furnace was kindled, and
they were confronted by the barbarian army
in company with the king: and the whole
Persian force was set in motion and every-

thing was devised which tended to put deceit

or constraint upon them: divers kinds of

music, and various forms of punishment, and
threats, and what they saw on every side of

them was alarming, and the words which they
heard were more alarming than what they

saw; nevertheless inasmuch as they did not

betray themselves, but made the most of their

own strength, they never sustained any kind

of damage: but even won for themselves

more glorious crowns of victory than before.

For Nabuchadonosor bound them and cast

them into the furnace, yet he burnt them not,

but rather benefited them, and rendered them
more illustrious. And although they were
deprived of temple (for I will repeat my
former remarks) and altar, and fatherland,

and priests and prophets, although they were
in a foreign and barbarous country, in the

very midst of the furnace, surrounded by all

that mighty host, the king himself who
wrought this looking on, they set up a glori-

ous trophy, and won a notable victory, having

sung that admirable and extraordinary hymn
which from that day to this has been sung
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throughout the world and will continue to be
sung to future generations.

Thus then when a man does not injure
himself, he cannot possibly be hurt by an-
other: for I will not cease harping constantly
upon this saying. For if captivity, and
bondage, and loneliness and loss of country
and all kindred and death, and burning, and
a great army and a savage tyrant could not
do any damage to the innate virtue of the
three children captives, bondmen, strangers
though they were in a foreign land, but the
enemy's assault became to them rather the
occasion of greater confidence: what shall be
able to harm the temperate man ? There is

nothing, even should he have the whole world
in arms against him. But, some one may
say, in their case God stood beside them, and
plucked them out of the flame. Certainly He
did; and if thou wilt play thy part to the best
of thy power, the help which God supplies will

assuredly follow.

17. Nevertheless the reason why I ad-
mire those youths, and pronounce them
blessed, and enviable, is not because they
trampled on the flame, and vanquished the
force of the fire: but because they were
bound, and cast into the furnace, and deliv-

ered to the fire for the sake of true doctrine.
For this it was which constituted the com-
pleteness of their triumph, and the wreath of
victory was placed on their brows as soon as
they were cast into the furnace and before the
issue of events it began to be weaved for

them from the moment that they uttered
those words which they spoke with much
boldness and freedom of speech to the king
when they were brought into his presence.
" We have no need to answer thee concerning
this thing: for our God in Heaven whom we
serve is able to rescue us out of the burning
fiery furnace: and He will deliver us out of
thy hands, O King. But if not, be it known
unto thee, O King, that we will not serve thy
Gods nor worship the golden image which
thou hast set up." ' After the utterance of
these words I proclaimed them conquerors;
after these words having grasped the prize of
victory, they hastened on to the glorious
crown of martyrdom, following up the confes-
sion which they made through their words
with the confession made through their deeds.
But if when they had been cast into it, the
fire had respect for their bodies, and undid
their bonds, and suffered them to go down
into it without fear, and forgot its natural
force, so that the furnace of fire became as a
fountain of cool water, this marvel was the

^ Dan. iii. 16-18.

effect of God's grace and of the divine won-
der-working power. Yet the heroes them-
selves even before these things took place, as
soon as they set foot in the flames had erected
their trophy, and won their victory, and put
on their crown, and had been proclaimed con-
querors both in Heaven and on earth, and so
far as they were concerned nothing was want-
ing for their renown. What then wouldst
thou have to say to these things ? Hast thou
been driven into exile, and expelled from thy
country? Behold so also were they. Hast
thou suffered captivity, and become the serv-
ant of barbarian masters. Well ! this also
thou wilt find befell these men. But thou
hast no one present there to regulate thy state
nor to advise or instruct thee ? Well ! of at-

tention of this kind these men were destitute.
Or thou hast been bound, burned, put to
death ? for thou canst not tell me of anything
more painful than these things. Yet lo I

these men having gone through them all,,

were made more glorious by each one of
them, yea more exceedingly illustrious, and
increased the store of their treasures in
Heaven. And the Jews indeed who had both
temple, and altar, and ark and cherubim, and
mercy-seat, and veil, and an infinite multitude
of priests, and daily services, and morning
and evening sacrifices, and continually heard
the voices of the prophets, both living and de-
parted, sounding in their ears, and carried

about with them the recollection of the won-
ders which were done in Egypt, and in the
wilderness, and all the rest, and turned the
story of these things over in their hands, and
had them inscribed upon their door posts and
enjoyed the benefit at that time of much
supernatural power and every other kind of
help were yet no wise profited, but rather
damaged, having set up idols in the temple
itself, and having sacrificed their sons and
daughters under trees, and in almost every
part of the country in Palestine having offered

those unlawful and accursed sacrifices, and
perpetrated countless other deeds yet more
monstrous. But these men although in the

midst of a barbarous and hostile land, having
their occupation in a tyrant's house, deprived
of all that care of which I have been speakings
led away to execution, and subjected to burn-
ing, not only suffered no harm there from small

or great, but became the more illustrious^

Knowing then these things, and collecting

instances of the like kind from the inspired

divine Scriptures (for it is possible to find

many such examples in the case of various

other persons) we deem that neither a diffi-

culty arising from seasons or events, nor com-
pulsion and force, nor the arbitrary authority
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of potentates furnish a sufficient excuse for

us when we transgress. I will now conclude

my discourse by repeating what I said at the

l>eginning, that if any one be harmed and in-

jured he certainly suffers this at his own

hands, not at the hands of others even if

there be countless multitudes injuring and

insulting him: so that if he does not suffer

this at his own hands, not all the creatures

who inhabit the whole earth and sea if they

combined to attack him would be able to hurt

one who is vigilant and sober in the Lord.

Let us then, I beseech you, be sober and vigi-

lant at all times, and let us endure all painful

things bravely that we may obtain those ever-

lasting and pure blessings in Christ Jesus our

Lord, to whom be glory and power, now and

ever throughout all ages. Amen.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LETTERS TO OLYMPIAS.

The .deaconess Olympias to whom seventeen of Chrysostom's extant letters are addressed

was thejnost eminent of his female friends. She belonged to a Pagan family of high rank,

and was born about 368. Her father Seleucus who was a count of the Empire died when
she was a young girl, and she was brought up under the guardianship of an uncle Procopius,

who was a^ devout Christian and a friend of Gregory of NazianziI5>s Gregory took great in-

fefe'st m her, speaking of her in his letters as "his own Olympias" and delighting to be ad-

dressed by her as "father." Her g.overness Theodosia, sister of St. Amphilochius of Iconium,"

was a woman whom Gregory exhorted her to imitate as the very pattern of Christian good-

ness. The orphan girl had great personal beauty, and was the heiress of a large fortune.

"Naturally therefore she had many suitors, and in 384 at the age of sixteen she was wedded to

Nebridius, a young man of high rank and irreproachable character. The marriage however

does not seem to have been a happy one, and perhaps in this fact as well as in the death of

her husband about two years after their union, Olympias saw a divine intimation that she

should not entangle herself again in the worldly cares and anxieties incident to married Hfe.

The Emperor Theodosius wished to unite her to a young Spaniard, Elpidius, a kinsman of

his own, and irritated by her refusal, ordered her property to be confiscated until she should

have attained her thirtieth year, unless she consented to the proposed union. Olympias how-

ever remained inflexible and in a letter of dignified sarcasm thanked the Emperor for relieving

her from a heavy burden. " He could not have conferred a greater blessing upon her unless

he had ordered her wealth to be bestowed upon the Churches and the poor." Theodosius

perceiving the uselessness, if not regretting the injustice, of his harsh decree, cancelled it, and

left her in the undisturbed enjoyment of her property. Henceforward her time and wealth

were devoted to the service of religion. She ministered to the necessities of the sick and

poor, and supported the work of the Church in Greece, Asia Minor and Syria with such lavish

donations, not only of her money but of her land, that even Chrysostom, who might be called

the great preacher of almsgiving, warned her against indiscriminate liberality, reminding her

that as her wealth was a trust committed to her by God she ought to be discreet in the man-

agement of it. This salutary advice gained him the ill-will of many avaricious bishops and

clergy who had profited, or hoped to profit, by her gifts. She in her turn requited the Arch-

bishop for his spiritual care by many little feminine attentions to his bodily wants, especially

by seeing that he was suppHed with wholesome food, and did not overstrain his feeble con-

stitution by a too rigid abstinence. She herself however practised the most austere asceticism,

renouncing the luxury of the bath, wearing none but old coarse clothing, and subjecting her-

self to severe restrictions in respect of food and sleep. y^*^
"

After the expulsion of Chrysostom from Constantinople 404, through the intrigues of his

enemies, Olympias suffered much from the persecution to which all his followers were sub-

jected. She was accused of having been concerned in causing the fire which broke out im-

mediately after his departure, and destroyed the Cathedral Church and the Senate House.
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Her intrepid demeanour before the praefect who tried in vain to frighten her into a confession

of guilt, or induce her to acknowledge Arsacius who had been intruded into the See by an

arbitrary exercise of imperial power, excited general admiration; and the tidings of her forti-

tude were a great consolation to the exiled archbishop in the midst of much bodily suffering,

and mental distress. It is not quite certain whether she was driven from Constantinople or

voluntarily retired from it ; nor have we any definite information concerning the remainder

of her life.



LETTERS TO OLYMPIAS,

TO MY LADY,

THE MOST REVEREND AND DIVINELY FAVORED
DEACONESS OLYMPIAS, I JOHN, BISHOP,

SEND GREETING IN THE LORD.

I. Come now let me relieve the wound of

thy despondency, and disperse the thoughts

which gather this cloud of care around thee.

For what is it which upsets thy mind, and why
art thou sorrowful and dejected? Is it be-

cause of the fierce black storm which has

overtaken the Church, enveloping all things

in darkness as of a night without a moon, and
is growing to a head every day, travailing to

bring forth disastrous shipwrecks, and increas-

ing the ruin of the world? I know all this as

well as you; none shall gainsay it, and if

you like I will form an image of the things now
taking place so as to present the tragedy yet

more distinctly to thee. We behold a sea up-

heaved from the very lowest depths, some sail-

ors floating dead upon the waves, others

engulfed by them, the planks of the ships

breaking up, the sails torn to tatters, the masts

sprung, the oars dashed out of the sailors'

hands, the pilots seated on the deck, clasping

their knees with their hands instead of grasp-

ing the rudder, bewaihng the hopelessness of

their situation with sharp cries and bitter lam-

entations, neither sky nor sea clearly visible,

but all one deep and impenetrable darkness,

so that no one can see his neighbour, whilst

mighty is the roaring of the billows, and mon-
sters of the sea attack the crews on every side.

But how much further shall I pursue the

unattainable ? for whatever image of our pres-

ent evils I may seek speech shrinks baffled

from the attempt. Nevertheless even when I

look at these calamities I do not abandon the

hope of better things, considering as I do who
the pilot is in all this—not one who gets the

better of the storm by his art, but calms the
raging waters by his rod. But if He does not
effect this at the outset and speedily, such is

His custom—He does not at the beginning

put down these terrible evils, but when they

have increased, and come to extremities, and
most persons are reduced to despair, then He
works wondrously, and beyond all expectation,

thus manifesting his own power, and training

the patience of those who undergo these ca-

lamities. Do not therefore be cast down.

For there is only one thing, Olympias, which

is really terrible, only one real trial, and that

is sin; and I have never ceased continually

harping upon this theme ; but as for all other

things, plots, enmities, frauds, calumnies, in-

sults, accusations, confiscation, exile, the keen

sword of the enemy, the peril of the deep,

warfare of the whole world, or anything else

you like to name, they are but idle tales. For
whatever the nature of these things may be

they are transitory and perishable, and operate

in a mortal body without doing any injury to

the vigilant soul. Therefore the blessed Paul,

desiring to prove the insignificance both of the

pleasures and sorrows relating to this life, de-

clared the whole truth in one sentence when
he said

—" For the things which are seen are

temporal."' Why then dost thou fear tem-

poral things which pass away like the stream

of a river. For such is the nature of present

things whether they be pleasant or painful.

And another prophet compared all human
prosperity not to grass, but to another material

even more flimsy, describing the whole of

it " as the flower of grass." For he did not

single out any one part of it, as wealth alone,

or luxury alone, or power, or honour ; but hav-

ing comprised all the things which are esteemed

splendid amongst men under the one designa-

» 2 Cor. iv. i8.
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tion of glory he said " all the glory of man is

as the flower of grass."
'

2. Nevertheless, you will say, adversity is a

terrible thing and grievous to be borne. Yet

look at it again compared with another image

and then also learn to despise it. For the

railings, and insults, and reproaches, and gibes

inflicted by enemies, and their plots are com-
pared to a worn-out garment, and moth-eaten

wool when God says " Fear ye not the reproach

of men, neither be ye afraid of their revilings,

for they shall wax old as doth a garment, and
like moth-eaten wool so shall they be consum-
ed." "" Therefore let none of these things which

are happening trouble thee, but ceasing to in-

voke the aid of this or that person, and to run

after shadows (for such are human alliances),

do thou persistently call upon Jesus, whom thou

servest, merely to bow his head; and in a

moment of time all these evils will be dissolved.

But if thou hast already called upon Him, and
yet they have not been dissolved, such is the

manner of God's deahng (for I will resume my
former argument) ; He does not put down evils

at the outset, but when they have grown to a

head, when scarcely any form of the enemy's
malice remains ungratified, then He suddenly
converts all things to a state of tranquillity and
conducts them to an unexpected settlement.

For He is not only able to turn as many things

as we expect and hope, to good, but many
more, yea infinitely more. Wherefore also

Paul saith " now to Him who is able to do ex-

ceeding abundantly above all that we ask or

think." 3 Could He not, for example, have pre-

vented the three children at the outset from
faUing into trial? But He did not choose to

do this, thereby conferring great pain upon
them. Therefore He suff"ered them to be de-

livered into the hands of barbarians, and the

furnace to be heated to an immeasurable height

and the wrath of the king to blaze even more
fiercely than the furnace, and hands and feet to

be bound with great severity and they them-
selves to be cast into the fire ; and then, when
all they who beheld despaired of their rescue,

suddenly, and beyond all hope, the wonder-
working power of God, the supreme artificer,

was displayed, and shone forth with exceeding
splendour. For the fire was bound, and the
bondmen were released; and the furnace be-
came a temple of prayer, a place of fountains
and dew, of higher dignity than a royal court,

and the very hairs of their head prevailed over
that all devouring element which gets the bet-
ter even of iron and stone, and masters every
kind of substance. And a solemn song of uni-
versal praise was instituted there by these holy

» Is. x\. 6. 'Is. 1. 7, 8. 3 Ephes. iii. 20.

men inviting every kind of created thing to

join in the wondrous melody; and they ut-

tered hymns of thanksgiving to God for that

they had been bound, and also burnt, as far at

least as the malice of their enemies had power;
that they had been exiles from their country,

captives deprived of their liberty, wandering
outcasts from city and home, sojourners in a
strange and barbarous land; for all this was
the outpouring of a grateful heart. And when
the malicious devices of their enemies were
perfected (for what further could they attempt
after their death?) and the labours of the heroes

were completed, and the garland of victory was
woven, and their rewards were prepared and
nothing more was wanting for their renown;
then at last their calamities were brought to an
end, and he who caused the furnace to be
kindled, and delivered them over to that great

punishment, became himself the panegyrist of

those holy heroes, and the herald of God's
marvellous deed, and everywhere throughout
the world issued letters full of reverent praise,

recording what had taken place, and becoming
the faithful herald of the miracles wrought by
the wonder-working God. For inasmuch as he
had been an enemy and adversary what he
wrote was above suspicion even in the opinion
of enemies.

3. Dost thou see the abundance of resource
belonging to God? His wisdom. His extraor-

dinary power. His loving-kindness and care?
Be not therefore dismayed or troubled but con-
tinue to give thanks to God for all things, prais-

ing, and invoking Him; beseeching and sup-

plicating ; even if countless tumults and troubles

come upon thee, even if tempests are stirred up
before thy eyes let none of these things disturb

thee. For our Master is not bafiled by the

difficulty, even if all things are reduced to the

extremity of ruin. For it is possible for Him
to raise those who have fallen, to convert those
who are in error, to set straight those who have
been ensnared, to release those who have been
laden with countless sins, and make them
righteous, to quicken those who are dead, to

restore lustre to decayed things,and freshness to

those which have waxen old. For if He makes
things which are not, come into being, and be-
stows existence on things which are nowhere by
any means manifest, how much more will He
rectify things which already exist. But you
will say there are many who perish, many who
are caught by snares. Many such things have
indeed often taken place, yet afterwards have
all received their appropriate correction, save

some few who have remained in an incurable

condition, even after the change in their cir-

cumstances. Why are you troubled and dis-

tracted because such a person is cast out and
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such another is put into his place? Christ was
crucified and the release of Barabbas the rob-

ber was demanded, and the depraved populace
clamoured for the preservation of the murderer
rather than of the Saviour and benefactor.

How many think you then stumbled at these

things? how many were destroyed? But I

must carry my argument yet further back.

Did not He who was crucified become imme-
diately after his birth a wanderer and a fugitive ?

was He not from the very cradle removed with

the whole household into a strange land, taking

that long journey into a barbarous region ? And
this removal gave occasion to torrents of blood,

and cruel murder and slaughter, and all the

children of tender age were cut to pieces just

as if they had been soldiers arrayed in battle,

and infants torn from the breast were handed
over to death, and even when the milk was in

their throats, the sword was driven through
their necks. What could be more distressing

than this tragedy? And these things were
done by him who sought to destroy Jesus, yet

the long-suffering God endured this tragical

cruelty, which caused so much bloodshed, and
forbore to prevent it although He had the

power, displaying his long-suffering for some in-

scrutably wise purpose. And when Jesus had
returned from the foreign land and was grown
up, war was rekindled against him on every
side. First of all the disciples of John were
envious of Him aad tried to slander Him, al-

though John himself behaved reverently to

Him, and they said " He who was with thee

beyond Jordan, behold the same baptizeth and
all men come to Him." ' For these were the

words of men who were already irritated, and
agitated by ill-will, and consumed by that pas-

sion. For the same reason also one of the dis-

ciples who said these things disputed with a
certain Jew and raised a contentious argument
about purifying, comparing one kind of baptism
with another, the baptism of John with that of

the disciples of Christ. " For there arose " it

is said, " a questioning on the part of John's
disciples with a certain Jew about purifying." ^

And when He began to work miracles how
many calumniators He had ! Some called Him
a Samaritan and demoniac saying " Thou art a
Samaritan and hast a Devil " ^ others "a de-

ceiver," saying " This man is not of God but

deceiveth the multitude "
"^ others "a sorcerer"

saying "He casteth out devils through Beelze-

bub the prince of the Devils " ^ and they continu-

ally said these things against Him and called

J/c
ohn iii. 26.

ohn ii. 25. St.Chrysostom here follows the same reading which
is foiind in the three oldest extant mss. of the New Testament, the
Sinaitic, Vatican and Alexandrian. The textus receptus has /Lterdi

'lovSat'oDj/ " with the Jews" instead of jaera Tovfidiou "with a Jew."
3 John viii. 48. 4 John vii. 12. 5 Matt, ix, 34.

Him an adversary of God, and a gluttonous,
and greedy man, and a drunkard, and a friend
of the wicked and depraved. " For " He said,

j

" the Son of man came eating and drinking and
j

they say behold a gluttonous man and a wine-

I

bibber, a friend of pubHcans and sinners." ^

t And when he was conversing with the harlot
I they called Him a false prophet; "For had
I

He been a prophet," one said, " He would have
known who this woman is which speaketh unto
Him ;

" 7 in fact every day they sharpened their
teeth against Him. And not only did the Jews
thus oppose Him, but even those who were
reputed to be his brethren were not sincerely
attached to Him, but even out of his own fam-
ily opposition was kindled against Him. See

I

at least how they also themselves were per-
verted, from the evangelist adding the remark
"for neither did His brethren beHeve on Him." ^

4. But since you call to mind many who
were offended and went astray,how many of

the disciples do you suppose were offended at

the time of the crucifixion? One betrayed

I

Him, the others took to flight, one denied Him,

j

and when all had abandoned Him He was led

I

away bound without companions. How many

I

then think you who had lately seen Him work-

j

ing His miracles, raising the dead, cleansing

lepers, casting out devils, multiplying loaves,

and doing all other kinds of wonderful deeds,

were offended at that season, when they beheld
Him led away and bound, surrounded by com-
mon soldiers, and followed by Jewish priests

making a tumult and uproar; alone in the

midst hemmed in by all his enemies, and the

traitor standing by and exulting in his deed?
And what was the effect think you when He
was being scourged? and probably a vast mul-
titude was present. For it was an illustrious

festival which brought all together, and this

drama of iniquity was enacted in the capital

city, and in the very middle of the day. How
many think you who were present then were
offended when they saw Him bound, scourged,

streaming with blood, examined before the

governors tribunal, and not one of His disci-

ples standing by? What was the effect again

when He was subjected to those manifold

kinds of mockery, successively repeated, when
they crowned Him with thorns, then arrayed

Him in a gorgeous robe, then put a reed in

His hand, then fell down and worshipped

Him, setting in motion every species of ribald-

ry and derision? How many think you were

offended, how many bewildered, how many
perplexed when they smote Him on the cheek

and said " prophesy unto us thou Christ who is

He that smote thee?"^ and when they led

6 Luke vii. 34.
8 John vii. 5.

7 Luke vii. jc

9 Matt. XXVI.
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Him hither and thither, and spent the whole

day in scoffs and abuse, and ribaldry and deri-

sion in the midst of the Jewish assembly? and
when the servant of the High-Priest dealt Him
a blow; and when the soldiers parted His gar-

ments amongst them and when He was led up
to the cross, having the marks of the scourge

upon His back, and was fastened to the wood,
how many think you were offended? For not

even then were those savage beasts softened,

but became more furious than before, and the

tragedy became more intense, and the ribaldry

increased. For some said "Ah! thou that de-

stroyest the temple, and in three days buildest

it up:"' and some, "He saved others, Him-
seJf He cannot save."

"^

And others said " If thou art the Son of God
come down from the cross and we will believe

thee."^

Again when they insulted Him by offering

Him gall and vinegar on the sponge how many
think you were offended? or when therobbers
reviled Him? or when as I have already said,

they made that dreadful and monstrous asser-

tion that the robber and housebreaker, the man
laden with the crime of murder deserved to be
released rather than Jesus, and having received

permission from the judge to make their choice

preferred Barabbas, desiring not only to crucify

Christ, but also to involve Him in infamy?
For they thought that by these means they
should be able to manufacture the belief that

Hq was worse than the robber, and such a great

transgressor that neither on the plea of mercy,
nor of the privilege of the Festival was it pos-

sible to save Him. For they did everything

with a view to slander His fame ; which also

was the reason why they crucified the two rob-

bers with Him. Nevertheless the truth was
not obscured, but shone forth all the more
clearly. And they accused Him of usurping
kingly power saying " Every one who maketh
himself a king is not a friend of Caesar " •* bring-

ing this charge of usurpation against one who
had not where to lay his head. Moreover they
brought a calumnious accusation of blasphemy
against Him. For the High Priest rent his

clothes saying " He hath spoken blasphemy;
what further need have we of witnesses ? " s And
what was the nature of his death? was it not a
violent one? was it not the death of capital

off"enders? of execrable criminals? was it not
of the vilest kind ? was it not the death of those
who have perpetrated the worst offences, and
are not worthy to draw even their last breath
upon the earth? And then as to the manner

» Matt, xxvii. 40. = Matt, xxvii. 42. 3 Matt, xxvii. 40.
4 John xix. 12. The latter part of the sentence, which is not

correctly quoted, was probably suggested by the words immedi-
ately preceding, " if thou let this man go, thou art not Caesar's
friend." S Matt. xxvi. 65.

I

of his burial, was It not accomplished as a mat-

I

ter of favour? For a certain one came and
begged for his body. Thus not even he who

j

buried Him belonged to his own friends, to

those whom He had benefited, to his disciples,

to those who had enjoyed such free and salu-

tary intercourse with Him, for all had taken to

flight, all had hurried away from Him. And
that base suspicion which his enemies contrived

in consequence of the resurrection when they
said " His disciples came and stole Him " ^ how
many think you were offended, how many for

a time upset by that? For the story prevailed

at that time, although it was a fabrication, and
was bought for money ; nevertheless it held its

ground amongst some people, after the seals

(of the sepulchre were broken) ^ after the mani-
fest appearance of the truth. For the multi-

tude did not know the prediction of the resur-

rection (and no wonder), inasmuch as even his

disciples did not understand it; for we read
" they did not know that He must rise again

from the dead." ^ How many therefore think

you were offended in those days? And yet the

long-suffering God patiently endured, ordering

all things according to His own inscrutable

wisdom.

5. Then again after those days the disciples

continued to live in hiding and secrecy, being

fugitives full of fear and trembling, continually

shifting from place to place, and even when
they began to appear after fifty days, and to

work miracles, they did not enjoy perfect secu-

rity; but even after those events there were
innumerable stumbling-blocks to offend the

weaker brethren, when they were scourged,

when the Church was distressed, when they

themselves were driven away, and their enemies
had the upper hand in many places, and raised

tumults. For when they had acquired much
confidence by means of the miracles which they

wrought,then the death of Stephen again caused
a severe persecution, and dispersed them all,

and involved the Church in confusion ; and the

disciples were again alarmed, fugitive, and dis-

tressed. And yet the Church continually grew,

when it flourished by means of the signs which
were wrought and became illustrious from the

manner of its introduction. One disciple for

example was let down through a window, and
so escaped the hands of the ruler ; others were
brought out of prison by an angel and so re-

leased from their fetters ; others were received

into the houses of common people and artisans

when they were driven out by those in author-

ity ; they were courteously treated in every way,

by female sellers of purple, by tentmakers, and

6 Matt, xxviii. 13.

7 These words in brackets are not in the original, but must be
understood, to make sense of the passage. 8 John xx. 9.
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tanners dwelling in the outskirts of the cities,

and by the sea shore. Frequently moreover

they did not dare to appear in the middle of

the towns ; and if they did venture there them-

selves their entertainers did not. And thus

amidst alternate trials, and respites from trial,

the fabric of the Church was wrought, and they

who once stumbled were afterwards set upright,

and they who wandered away were brought

back, and the ruined places were built up more

firmly than before. For this cause when Paul

prayed that the preaching of the word might

proceed by a smooth course only, God rich m
wisdom and resource did not yield to His dis-

ciple ; nay even when many times invoked he

would not consent but said " my grace is suffi-

cient for thee, for my strength is made perfect

in weakness." ' If then even now you will

reckon up the good things with the painful,

you will see that many events have occurred

which if not positive signs and wonders do yet

resemble signs, and are unspeakable proofs of

the great providence and succour of God. But

that you may not hear everything from me ,

without any trouble, I leave this as thy task,
|

that you may reckon up everything accurately

and compare them with the misfortunes, and
|

by occupying yourself with this good employ-

ment may divert your mind from despondency;

for you will derive much consolation from this

work.

Pray say many kind words from me to all

your blessed household. May you continue in

good health and good spirits, most reverend and

divinely favoured lady.

If you wish me to write long letters inform

me of this, and pray do not deceive me by say-

ing that you have thrown off all despondency,

and are enjoying a season of rest. For letters

are a remedy of the proper kind to produce

great cheerfulness in thee, and you will contm-

ually see letters from me. And when you write

to me again do not say *' I have much comfort

from your letters, for this I know of myself,

•but tell me that you have as much as I wish

you to have, that you are not confounded with

sorrow, that you do not pass your time m weep-

ing, but in serenity and cheerfulness.

TO OLYMPIAS.

Do not be anxious on my behalf, nor rack

yourself with soUcitude, on account of the

severity of the winter, and the weakness of my

digestion, and the incursions of the Isaurians.

For the winter is only what it is wont to be m
Armenia; nothing more need be said about it;

I 2 Cor. xii. 9.

27

and it does not very seriously injure me. For

in anticipation of these things I have devised

many plans for averting the mischief which

might arise from them ; keeping up a constant

fire, setting screens about the chamber in

which I live, using a large number of rugs, and

staying always indoors. This indeed is irk-

some to me, if it were not for the benefit to be

derived ; for as long as I remain indoors I am
not severely distressed by the cold ; but if I am
compelled to go out a Httle, and come in con-

tact with the outer air, I suffer no small dam-

age. Wherefore I beseech thee dear lady,

and entreat thee as a very great favour to pay

great attention to the restoration of thy bodily

health. For dejection causes sickness; and

when the body is exhausted and enfeebled, and

remains in a neglected condition, deprived of

the assistance of physicians, and of a whole-

some cUmate, and an abundant supply of the

necessaries of life, consider how great an ag-

gravation of distress is occasioned thereby.

Wherefore I beseech you, dear lady, to employ

various and skilled physicians, and to take

medicines which avail to correct these condi-

tions. For a few days ago when I suffered from

a tendency to vomiting, owing to the state of

the atmosphere, I had recourse amongst other

remedies to the drug which was sent me by my
most discreet mistress Syncletion, and I found

that no more than three days' appUcation of it

cured my infirmity. I beseech you therefore

to make use of this remedy also yourself and

to arrange that some more of it may be sent to

me. For having again felt somewhat upset, I

again had recourse to it, and completely cured

my disorder; for it allays the deep internal

inflammation, draws out moisture on the skm,

S causes a moderate degree of warmth, infuses

no little vigor, and excites an appetite for

food; and all these effects I experienced m
the course of a few days. Let then my most

honoured lord the Count Theophilus be ex-

horted to take means to send some of this to

me again. And do not be distressed at my

wintering here, for I am in a much more com-

fortable and sounder state of health than I was

last year; so that if you also would take the

requisite care of yourself, you would be m a

far more satisfactory condition. Now if you

say that your ailments have been produced by

despondency how is it that you again ask for

letters from me, seeing that you have not de-

rived any benefit from them in the direction of

cheerfulness, but have sunk so deeply under

the tyranny of despondency as even to desire

to depart out of this world. Are you ignorant

how great a reward even of sickness awaits

one who has a thankful spirit? Have I not

often, both in person, and through letters, dis-
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coursed to you concerning this theme? But
since the pressure of business perhaps, or the

peculiar nature of your sickness, and the quick

succession of changes in your condition do not

permit you to retain what I have said constantly

and clearly in your mind, Hsten once more
whilst I try to heal the wounds of thy despon-

dency by repeating the same incantations:

"for to write the same things," it is said, "to
nie indeed is not grievous, and for you it is

safe." '

2. What is it then which I say and write?

Nothing, Olympias, redounds so much to the

credit of any one as patient endurance in suf-

fering. For this is indeed the queen of virtues,

and the perfection of crowns ; and as it excels

all other forms of righteousness, so this partic-

ular species of it is more glorious than the rest.

Perhaps what I have said seems obscure; I

will therefore try to make it clearer. What
then is it that I affirm? Not the spoliation of

goods, even if one were to be stripped bare of

all one's possessions, not the loss of honours,

nor expulsion from one's country, and trans-

portation to a distant land, nor the strain of

labour and toil, nor imprisonment, and bond-
age, nor reproaches, and abuse, and scoffings

(not indeed that you are to think the courage-

ous endurance of such things a slight kind of

fortitude, as Jeremiah that great and eminent
prophet proves who was not a little distressed

by this kind of trial) ;
^ yet not even this, nor

the loss of children, even should they be torn

from us in one fell swoop, nor the perpetual

assaults of enemies, nor anything else of that

nature, no, nor even the head and crown of

things accounted painful, namely death, terri-

ble and loathsome though it be, is so oppressive

as infirmity of body. And this is proved by the

greatest hero of endurance,^ who, when he was
encompassed by bodily sickness, thought death
would be a release from the calamities which
were depressing him ; and when he underwent
all the other sufferings, was not sensible of

|

them, although he received blow after blow,
j

and at last a deadly one. For it was no slight
j

matter, but rather an evidence of the most
malignant cruelty on the part of his enemy in

;

dealing with one who was no novice in suffer-
\

ing, nor entering the lists for the first time,
j

but already exhausted with the frequent repe-
j

tition of assaults, to inflict upon him that deadly !

blow, the destruction of his children, so cruelly
,

inflicted moreover that all of either sex were '

destroyed at the same moment in early youth
and by a violent end, and so instantaneous was

;

their death that it involved their burial also

» Phil iii. I. ' Jer. XV. 3Sc. Job.

For their father neither saw them laid upon a
bed, nor kissed their hands, nor heard their

last words, nor touched their hanoa and knees,
nor did he shut their mouths, or close their

eyes when they were about to die, acts which
tend not a little to console parents who are
being parted from their children ; neither did
he follow some of them to burial, and find

others on his return home to console him for

those who had departed; but he heard that as

they were reclining on their couches at a ban-
quet, a banquet full of love, not of excess, a
table of brotherly kindness, they were all over-

whelmed ; and blood, and wine, the cups and
the ceihng, the table, and the dust, and the
limbs of his children, were all mingled together.

Nevertheless when he heard these things, and
others before these which were also distressing

;

for they too had perished in a distressing way;
flocks and whole herds had been destroyed, the

latter having been consumed by fire sent down
from heaven, (so said the evil messenger of this

tragedy,) and the former having been all seized

together by various enemies, and cut to pieces

as well as the shepherds themselves ; neverthe-

less I say when he saw this great storm stirred

up in a brief moment of time affecting his lands,

his house, his cattle, and his children, when he
saw billow following billow, and long lines of

rocks, and the darkness was profound, and the
surging waves unbearable, even then he was
not tortured by despondency, and scarcely

seemed to feel the things which had happened,
save so far as he was a man and a father. But
when he was delivered over to sickness and
sores, then did he also long for death, then did

he also bewail himself and lament, so that you
may understand how this kind of suffering is

more severe than all others, and this form of
patience the highest of all. Nor is the Devil
himself unaware of this fact; for when after

having set in motion all these trials he per-

ceived that the hero remained untroubled and
undismayed he rushed to this as the greatest

contest of all, saying that all the other calami-

ties were bearable, as loss of child, or property,

or anything else (for this is what is meant by
the expression " skin for skin " ^) but the deadly
blow was when pain was inflicted on a man's
body. And therefore when he had been worsted
after this contest, he had no longer a word to

utter, although on former occasions he had
made the most strenuous and shameless re-

sistance. In this instance however he found
that he could not invent any further shameless
device, but hid his face and retreated.

3. Think not however that it is an excuse

4 Job ii, 4.
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to justify you in desiring death, that Job desired

it, not being able to bear his sufferings. For
consider the time when he desired it, and the
disposition of his circumstances—the law was
not given, the prophets had not appeared, grace
had not been shed forth as it was afterwards,

nor had he the advantage of any other kind of

philosophy. For as a proof that more is de-

manded from us than from those who lived

then, and that harder tasks are assigned to us,

listen to Christ, when He says " Except your
righteousness exceed the righteousness of the

Scribes and Pharisees ye shall in no case enter

into the kingdom of Heaven." ' Do not think

therefore that to pray for death now is exempt
from blame, but hearken to the voice of St.

Paul when he says " To depart and to be with

Christ is far better, but to abide in the flesh is

more necessary for your sake." "" For in pro-

portion as the strain of the affliction is in-

creased are the garlands of victory multiplied

;

in proportion as the gold is heated does it be-

come purified, the longer the merchant makes
his voyage on the sea, the larger is the freight

which he collects. Do not then think that the

labour now allotted to you is a slight one, but

rather that it is higher than all which you have
undergone, I mean that which consists in in-

firmity of body. For in the case of I^azarus ^

(and although I may have often said this to

you, it nowise hinders me from saying it now)
this bodily infirmity availed for his salvation

;

and he departed to the bosom of the man who
possessed a dwelling which he shared with all

who passed by,'* and was continually shifting

his home on account of God's command, and
sacrificed his own son, his only begotten, who
had been given him in extreme old age ; al-

though Lazarus had done none of these things

yet he obtained this blessing inasmuch as he
cheerfully endured poverty, and infirmity, and
friendlessness. For this is so great a good to

those who bear anything bravely that it releases

any one who may have committed the greatest

sins from the heaviest burden of them ; or if

any one is an upright and just man it becomes
an additional ground of the greatest confi-

dence. For it is a bright wreath of victory for

the just, shining far above the brightness of the

sun, and it is the greatest means of purification

for those who have sinned. On this account
Paul delivers the man who had made the in-

cestuous marriage to " destruction of the flesh,"

purifying him by this means. For as a proof
that what was done did purify even from so

great a stain hear his words " that his spirit

may be saved in the day of the Lord." ^ And
* Matt. V. 20. 2 Phil. i. 23, 24. 3 Luke xvi.

4 Referring to the hospitality of Abraham as illustrated by his
reception of the divine visitors, Gen. xviii.

5 I Cor. V. 5.

when he was accusing others of another very
awful sin, that of partaking unworthily of the
holy table and those secret mysteries, and had
said that such a person will be " guilty of the
body and blood of the Lord," ^ observe how he
says that they also are purified from that griev-
ous stain

—
"therefore are niany weak and

sickly among you." ^ And then by way of
proving that they will not be confined to this

condition of punishment, but that some profit

will be derived from it, namely release from
the penalties to which the sin is liable, he
added: "for if we would judge ourselves, we
should not be judged. But now when we are
judged, we are chastened of the Lord, that we
should not be condemned with the world." ^

Moreover that they who have lived very right-

eously derive much benefit from such chastise-

ment is plain from the case of Job, who was
more illustrious after it than before, and from
the case of Timothy, who although he was such
a good man, and entrusted with such an im-
portant ministry, and made the circuit of the
world with Paul passed not two or three days,

nor ten or twenty, or a hundred, but many in

succession in ill health, his body being very
seriously enfeebled. Paul shows this where he
said " Use a little wine for thy stomach's sake,

and thine often infirmities." ^ And he who
raised the dead did not cure this man's infirmity,

but left him in the furnace of his sickness so

that he might therefrom contract a very great

abundance of confidence. For the lessons

which Paul himself had enjoyed from his Mas-
ter, and the training which he had received

from Him, he imparted to his disciple. For
although he was not subjected to bodily infirm-

ity, yet he was buffeted by trials not less se-

vere, which inflicted much physical pain. " For
there was given unto me " he says "a thorn in

the flesh, a messenger of Satan to buffet me ""*

meaning by this the blows, the bonds, the

chains, the imprisonments, the being dragged

about, and maltreated, and tortured by the

scourges of public executioners. Wherefore

also being unable to bear the pain occasioned

to the body by these things " for this I be-

sought the Lord thrice (thrice here meaning
many times) that I might be delivered from

this thorn." And then when he did not ob-

tain his petition, having learned the benefit of

the trial, he held his peace, and rejoiced at

the things which happened unto him.

Therefore even if you remain at home, and

are set fast in bed, do not consider your life

6 I Cor. xi. 27. 7 I Cor. xi. 30.

8 I Cor. xi. 31, 32. 9 I Tim. v. 23.

*o 2 Cor. xii. 7. The word rendered "thorn" more properly

signifies a " stake ;" and the expression, especially when compared
with Gal. iv. 14, would rather seem to indicate some painful bod-

ily infirmity, perhaps weakness of eyesight (see Gal. iv. 19) than

the indignities to which he was subjected.
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an idle one ; for you undergo more severe
|

pains than those who are dragged, and mal-

1

treated, and tortured by executioners, inasmuch 1

as in this excessive infirmity of yours you have

a perpetual executioner residing with you.

4. Do not then now desire death, nor neg-

lect the means of cure ; for indeed this would

not be safe. On this account Paul also ex-

1

horts Timothy to take the greatest care of him-

self. As regards infirmity then enough has

now been said. But if it is separation from

me which causes your despondency expect re-

lease from this. And I have not said this now
merely to encourage you, but I am sure that it

really will be the case. For if it were not des-

tined to happen, I should long ago, so at least

I think, have departed from this world, consid-

ering the trials which have been inflicted on

me. For to pass over all that occurred in

Constantinople, after my departure thence, you

may understand what sufferings I endured on

that long and cruel journey, most of which were

sufficient to produce death; what I endured

after my arrival here, after my removal from

Cucusus, and after my sojourn in Arabissus.

Yet I have survived all these things, and now
I am in sound health, and great security, so

that all Armenians are astonished that with

such a feeble and flimsy frame as mine I can

support such an intolerable amount of cold, or

that I can breathe at all, when those who are

habituated to the winter are suffering from it

in no common degree. Nevertheless I have

remained uninjured up to the present day,

having escaped the hands of robbers who have

repeatedly attacked us, and yet in daily want
of the necessaries of life, and deprived of the

use of a bath ; and although since my sojourn

here I have been constantly without this lux-

ury I am now so established in the habit that

I do not even long for the comfort to be de-

rived from it, but am in sounder health than

before. And neither the inclemency of the

climate, nor the desolation of the region, nor

the scarcity of provisions, nor the lack of at-

tendants, nor the unskillfulness of physicians,

nor the deprivation of the bath, nor perpetual

confinement in one chamber as in a prison,

and the impossibiHty of moving about which I

always used continually to need, nor perpetual

contact with fire and smoke, nor fear of rob-

bers, nor a constant state of siege, nor anything

else of this kind has got the better of me ; on
the contrary I am in a sounder condition of

health than I was elsewhere, although I then

received great care and attention. Taking all

these things then into consideration pray shake
ofif the despondency which now oppresses you,

and do not exact inordinate and cruel penances

from yourself. I sent you the treatise which I

have lately written, that " no one can harm
the man who does not injure himself," ' and
the letter which I now send your honour con-

tends for the same position. I beg you there-

fore to go over it constantly, and if your health

permits you, recite it aloud. For if you will,

it may prove an effectual remedy for you. But
if you are contentious with me, and do not try

to cure yourself, and will not rouse yourself

from these dismal swamps of despondency in

spite of the unlimited amount of advice and
exhortation which you enjoy I shall not on
my part readily consent to send you frequent

and long letters, if you are not to derive any

benefit in the way of cheerfulness from them.

How then shall I know this? not by your

merely saying so, but by a practical proof, in-

asmuch as you lately affirmed that it was noth-

ing but despondency which caused this sick-

ness of yours. Since then you have yourself

made this confession I shall not beheve that

you have got rid of your despondency unless

you have got rid of your bodily infirmity. For

if it is the former which causes your disorder,

as you say in your letter, it is obvious that

when that has been dispersed the other will be

removed at the same time, and when the root

has been plucked up, the branches perish with

it;—and if the branches continue flowering

and flourishing, and producing an unnatural

amount of fruit I cannot believe that you have

been set free from the root of your distress.

Therefore do not show me words but facts,

and, if you get well, you will see letters sent to

you again exceeding the limits of former com-
munications. Deem it then no small consola-

tion that I am alive, and in good health, and

that in the midst of such circumstances I have

been set free from sickness and infirmity,

which, as I know, is a great annoyance and

vexation to my enemies. It follows therefore

that you should deem this the greatest en-

couragement, and the crown of your consola-

tion. Do not call your household desolate,

which has now a higher place assigned to it in

Heaven by reason of the sufferings which it

endures. I was grievously distressed on ac-

count of Pelagius the monk.= Consider there-

fore what great rewards they deserve who
bravely hold their ground, when men who pass

their time in such a habit of disciphne and

endurance are found susceptible of degrada-

tion.

» Translated in this volume, see pages 270-284. „ , ,

2 If Pelagius the heresiarch were the person here alluded to,

this would be the earliest historical notice of him. But as Pelagius

was in Rome from 401 to 409, during which period he is mentioned

with respect by his contemporaries, and this letter must have been

written not later than 405 or 406, the identification is impossible.
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TO OLYMPIAS.

Having risen from the very gates of death
I address this letter to the discreet lady ; and I

am very glad that thy servants have met . me
just as I am anchoring at last in harbour. For
had they met me when I was still tossing on
the open sea, and experiencing the cruel waves
of bodily sickness, it would not have been easy
for me to deceive your cautious spirit, by send-
ing good tidings instead of sorrowful. For the
winter, which has become more than commonly
severe, brought on a storm of internal disorder

even more distressing, and during the last two
months I have been no better than one dead,

nay worse. For I had just enough life to be
sensible of the horrors which encircled me,
and day and dawn and noon were all one night

to me as I spent all my time closely conhned
to my bed, and in spite of endless contrivances

I could not shake off the pernicious effects of

the cold ; but although I kept a fire burning,

and endured a most unpleasant amount of

smoke, and remained cooped up in one cham-
ber, covered with any quantity of wraps, and
not daring to set a foot outside the threshold I

underwent extreme sufferings, perpetual vom-
iting supervening on headache, loss of appetite,

and constant sleeplessness. Thus restlessly

did I pass through my long dark sea of troubles

But not to distress thy mind by dwelling upon
my miseries, from all of them I am now re-

lieved. For as soon as spring approached, and
a little change in the temperature took place,

all my troubles spontaneously vanished. Nev-
ertheless I still require great care as regards
diet ; therefore I put only a light load on my
stomach, so that it may be able to digest it

easily. But it has occasioned me no little con-
cern to learn that my discreet mistress was
brought to the verge of death. Nevertheless
in consideraton of my great affection, and anx-
iety, and solicitude for your welfare I was re-

lieved from this care, even before the arrival

of your letters, many persons having come from
thence who brought me tidings of your resto-

ration to health.

And now I am exceedingly glad and de-
lighted to hear, not only that you have been
released from your infirmity, but above all that

you bear the things which befall you so bravely,

calling them all but an idle tale ; and, which is

indeed a greater matter, that you have applied
this name even to your bodily infirmity, which
is an evidence of a robust spirit, rich in the

fruit of courage. For not only to bear misfor-

tunes bravely but to be actually insensible to

them, to overlook them, and with such little

exertion to wreathe your brows with the gar-

land prize of patience, neither labouring,

nor toiling, neither feeling distress nor caus-
ing it to others, but as it were leaping and
dancing for joy all the while, this is indeed
a proof of the most finished philosophy.'
Therefore I rejoice, and leap for joy, I am in
a flutter of delight, I am insensible to my pres-
ent loneliness, and the other troubles which
surround me, being cheered, and brightened,
and not a httle proud on account of your
greatness of soul, and the repeated victories
which you have won, and this, not only for
your own sake, but also for the sake of that
large and populous city,^ where you are like a
tower, a haven, and a wall of defence, speak-
ing in the eloquent voice of example, and
through your sufferings instructing either sex
to strip readily for these contests, and descend
into the Hsts with all courage, and cheerfully
bear the toils which such contests involve.
And the wonder is that without thrusting
yourself into the forum, or occupying the pub-
lic centres of the city, but sitting all the while
in a small house and confined chamber you
serve and anoint the combatants for the con-
test, and whilst the sea is thus raging round
you, and the billows are rising to a crest, and
crags and reefs, and rocky ledges and fierce

monsters appear on every side, and everything
is shrouded in the most profound darkness
you, setting the sails of patience, float on with
great serenity, as if it was noonday, and calm
weather, and a favourable breeze wafting you
on, and so far from being overwhelmed by
this grievous tempest are not even sprinkled

by the spray ; and very naturally so ; such is

the force of virtue as a rudder. Now mer-
chants and pilots, and sailors and voyagers

when they see clouds gathering up, or fierce

winds rushing down upon them, or the breakers

seething with an abundance of foam keep their

vessels moored inside harbour; and if they

chance to be tempest-tossed in the open sea

they do their best, and devise every means to

bring their ship to some anchorage, or island

or shore. But you, although such innumera-

ble winds, and fierce waves burst upon you to-

gether, and the sea is heaved up from its very

depths owing to the severity of the storm, and

some are submerged, others floating dead upon

the water, others drifting naked upon planks,

you plunging into the mid ocean of calamities

call all these things an idle tale, sailing on with

a favourable breeze in the midst of the tem-

pest ; and naturally so ; for pilots, even if they

are infinitely wise in that science, nevertheless

have not skill sufficient to withstand every kind

1 Here, as often elsewhere, St. Chrysostora uses the word
<j)i\o<To<f>i.a in the sense of Christian training and moral discipline.

The monastic form of life was commonly called rj 4>i\o<To<})i.a, the
'* philosophy."

2 Sc. Constantinople.
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of storm ; consequently they often shrink from
doing battle with the waves. But the science

which you have is superior to every kind of

storm—the power of a philosophic soul—which
is stronger than ten thousand armies, more
powerful than arms, and more secure than

towers and bulwarks. For the arms, and bul-

warks, and towers which soldiers have, are serv-

iceable for the security of the body only, and
this not always, nor in every way ; but there

are times when all these resources are baffled,

and leave those vyho fly to them for refuge des-

titute of protection. But thy powers do not

repel the weapons of barbarians, nor the de-

vices of hostile men, nor any assaults and strat-

agems of that kind, but they have trampled

under foot the constraining forces of nature,

put down their tyranny and levelled their cit-

adel. And whilst ceaselessly contending with

demons, you have won countless victories, yet

have not received a single blow, but stand un-
wounded in the midst of a storm of darts and
turn the spears which are hurled at you back
upon those who discharge them. Such is the

wisdom of your art; by the sufferings which
you undergo you take vengeance on those who
inflict them; by the plots of which you are

the subject you put your enemies to pain, pos-

sessing in their malice the best foundation for

the materials of fame. And you, knowing these

things well yourself, and having gained percep-
tion by experience, naturally call them all an
idle tale. For how, pray, should you not call

them by that name, possessing as you do a
mortal body, and yet despising death as if you
were hastening to quit a foreign country, and
return to your own land; a chronic sufferer

from the most severe infirmity, and yet more
cheerfully disposed than the thriving and ro-

bust, not depressed by insults, nor elated by
honours and glory, the latter being a cause of

infinite mischief to many who after an illustri-

ous career in the priesthood, and after reaching

extreme old age, and the most venerable hoar
hairs, have fallen into disgrace on this account,

and become a common spectacle of derision

for those who wish to make merry. But you
on the contrary, woman as you are, clothed

with a fragile body, and subject to these se-

vere attacks, have not only avoided falling into

such a condition yourself, but have prevented
many others from so doing. They indeed be-

fore they had advanced far in the contest, even
at the very outset and starting point, have been
overthrown; whereas you, after having gone
countless times round the farther turning post,

have won a prize in every course, after playing

your part in manifold kinds of wrestling and
combats. And very naturally so; for the

wrestlings of virtue do not depend upon age,

or bodily strength, but only on the spidt and
the disposition. Thus women have been
crowned victors, while men have been upset:
so also boys have been proclaimed conquerors,,

while aged men have been put to shame. It

is indeed always fitting to admire those who
pursue virtue, but especially when some are

found to cling to it at a time when many are

deserting it. Therefore, my sweet lady, you
deserve superlative admiration, inasmuch as

after so many men, women, and aged persons
who seemed to enjoy the greatest reputation

have been turned to flight, all lying prostrate

before the eyes of the world, and this not after

a severe onslaught, nor any alarming muster
of the enemy's force, but overthrown before
the encounter and worsted before the struggle,

you on the contrary after so many battles and^

such large muster of the enemy are so far from
being unstrung, or dismayed by the number of

your adversities, that you are all the more vig-

orous, and the increase of the contest gives

you an increase of strength. For the recollec-

tion of what has been already achieved be-

comes the ground of cheerfulness, and joy, and
greater zeal. Therefore I rejoice, and leap

for joy; for I will not cease repeating this, and
taking about with me everywhere the material

of my joy; so that although my separation

from you distresses you, yet you have this very

great consolation arising from your successful

exploits; for I also who am banished to so

great a distance gain no small cheerfulness

from this cause,—I mean your courage.

TO OLYMPIAS.

Why do you lament? why do you belabour

yourself, and demand of yourself a punish-

ment which your enemies were not able to

demand from you, having thus abandoned
your soul to the tyranny of dejection? For
the letters which you sent to me by the hands
of Patricius have discovered to me the wounds
which have been inflicted on your mind.

Wherefore also I am very sorrowful and much
distressed that when you ought to be using

every exertion and making it your business to

expel dejection from your soul, you go about
collecting distressing thoughts, even inventing

things (so you say) which do not exist, and
tearing yourself to pieces for no purpose, and
to your very great injury. For why are you
grieved because you could not remove me
from Cucusus? Yet indeed, as far as you
were concerned, you did remove me, having

made every exertion and endeavour for this

purpose. And even if it has not been actually

accomplished you ought not to be vexed on
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that account. For perhaps it seemed good to
God that I should be set to run the longer
double course/ in order that the garland of
victory might be rendered more glorious
Why then are you vexed on account of these
thmgs, in consequence of which my fame is
spread abroad, when you ought to leap and
dance for joy and bind wreaths upon your
brow, because I have been deemed worthy of
so great an honour which far exceeds my
merits? Is it the desolation of this place
which grieves you ? Yet what can be pleas-
anter than my sojourn here ? I have quiet-
ness, and tranquillity, plenty of leisure and
good bodily health. For although the town
has neither market-place nor market that is

nothing to me. For all things are poured
abundantly upon me as out of a flowing
spring. I find my lord the Bishop here and
my lord Dioscorus are constantly employed
in providing for my refreshment. And the
good Patricius will tell you that as far as my
sojourn here is concerned I pass my time
cheerfully and gladly, surrounded by atten-
tion. But if you lament the events which
occurred in Caesarea, here again your conduct
is unworthy of yourself. For there also
bright garlands of victory were woven for me,
inasmuch as all were proclaiming and pub-
lishing my praises, and expressing wonder
and astonishment at the ill-treatment to which
I had been subjected followed by expulsion.
Meanwhile however do not let any one know
these things, although they are the theme of
much gossip. For my lord Poeanius has
disclosed to me that the presbyters of Phare-
trius himself = have arrived on the spot, who
declare that they were in communion with
me and had no communication or intercourse
or partnership with my adversaries. There-
fore to avoid upsetting them do not let any
one know these things. For certainly the
things which befell me were very grievous:
and if I had not suffered any other distress
the events which happened there would have
sufficed to procure innumerable rewards for
me: so extreme was the danger which I en-
countered. Now I beseech you to keep these
matters secret, and so I will give you a short
account of them
but rather to make
consists the material
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that

not m order to grieve you
you glad. For herein
of my gain, herein con-

sists my wealth, herein the means of getting
rid of my sins—that my journey is contin-
ually encompassed by trials of this kind, and

1 The single course in the Grecian games was the stadium, so
called because it was a stade in length. In the double course the
runner had to turn the post at the extremity of the stadium and
run back again.

2 Pharetrius was Bishop of Caesarea, and, as the sequel shows,
a malicious enemy of Chrysostom.

they are inflicted upon me by persons
from whom they were quite unexpected. For
when I was about to enter the region of Cap-
padocia, having escaped from that man of
Galatia, who nearly threatened me with
death, 3 many persons met me on the way say-
ing *' the lord Pharetrius is awaiting you, and
gomg about in all directions for fear of miss-
ing the pleasure of meeting you, and making
every possible endeavour to see you, and em-
brace you, and show you all manner of affec-
tionate regard; and he has set the monasteries
of men and women in motion for this pur-
pose. Now when I heard these things I did
not expect that any of them would really take
place, but formed an impression in my own
mind precisely the reverse: but of this I said
nothing to any of those who brought me this
message.

2. Now when I arrived late one evening at
Caesarea, in an exhausted and worn-out con-
dition, being in the very height of a burning:
fever, faint and suffering to the last degree,.
I lighted upon an inn situated just at the out-
skirts of the city, and took great pains to find
some physicians and allay this fiery fever;
for it was now the height of my tertian
malady. And in addition to this there was
the fatigue of the journey, the toil, the strain,
the total absence of attendants, the difficult/
of getting supplies, the want of a physician,,
the wasting effects of toil, and heat and sleep-
lessness; thus I was well nigh a dead man
when I entered the city. Then indeed I was.
visited by the whole body of the clergy, and
the people, monks, nuns, physicians, and I
had the benefit of great attention, as all paid
me every kind of ministration and assistance.
Yet even thus, being oppressed by the leth-
argy arising from the feverish heat I was in
an extremely distressed condition. At length
by degrees the malady was coming to an end
and abating. Pharetrius however nowhere
appeared; but waited for my departure, I

know not with what purpose in view. When
then I saw that my disorder had slightly

abated I began to form plans for my journey
so as to reach Cucusus, and enjoy a little re^

pose after the calamities of the way. And
whilst I was thus situated it was suddenly
announced that the Isaurians^ in countless
multitudes were overrunning the district of
Caesarea, and had burnt a large village, and'

were most violently disposed. The tribune^

having heard this, took the soldiers which he
had and went out. For they were afraid lest

the enemy should make an assault also upon

3 Probably Leontius, Archbishop of Ancyra in Galatia, a bitter
adversary of Chrysostom.

4 A predatory race of barbarians who inhabited the fastnesses
of Mount Taurus.
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the city, and all were in terror, and in an
agony of alarm the very soil of their country
being in jeopardy, so that even the old men
undertook the defence of the walls. While
affairs were in this condition suddenly
towards dawn a rabble' of monks (for so I

must call them, indicating their frenzy by the

expression) rushed up to the house where we
were, threatening to set fire to it, and to treat

us with the utmost violence unless we turned

out of it. And neither the fear of the Isau-

rians, nor my own infirmity which was so

grievously afflicting me, nor anything else

made them more reasonable, but they pressed

on, animated by such fierce rage that even the

proconsular soldiers were terrified. For they

kept threatening them with blows and boasted

that they had shamefully beaten many of the

proconsular soldiers. The soldiers having

heard these things, sought refuge with me,
and entreated and beseeched me, saying
** even if we are to fall into the hands of the

Isaurians deliver us from these wild beasts.''

When the governor heard this he hastened

down to the house intending to succour me.
But the monks would not pay any heed to his

exhortations, and in fact he was powerless.

Perceiving the great strait in which affairs

were placed and not daring to advise me
either to go out to certain death, or on the

other hand to stay indoors, owing to the ex-

cessive fury of these men, he sent to Phare-

trius beseeching him to grant a few days
respite on account of my infirmity and the

impending danger. But even then nothing
was effected, and on the morrow the monks
arrived even fiercer than before, and none of

the presbyters dared to stand by me and help

me, but covered with shame and blushes (for

they said that these things were done by the

instructions of Pharetrius) they concealed
themselves and lay hid, not responding even
when I called them. What need to make a

long story ? Although such great terrors were
imminent, and death well nigh a certainty,

and the fever was oppressing me (for I had
not yet got relief from the troubles arising

from that cause) I flung myself at high noon
into the litter, and was carried out thence, all

the people shrieking and howling, and impre-

cating curses on the perpetrator of these

deeds, whilst every one wailed and lamented.

But when I got outside the city, some of the

clergy also gradually came out and escorted

me, mourning as they went. And having
heard some persons say "Where are you
leading him away to manifest death?" one
of those who was warmly attached to me said

I There are many instances in the early history of the Eastern
Church of similar fanatical fury on the part of monks.

to me '* Depart I entreat you; fall into the
hands of the Isaurians, provided you get clear
away from us. For wherever you may fall,

you will fall into a place of security, if only
you escape our hands." Having heard and
seen these things the good Seleucia, the gen-
erous wife of my lord Ruffinus (a most atten-
tive friend she was to me), exhorted and
entreated me to lodge at her suburban house
which was about five miles from the city and
she sent some men to escort me, and so I

departed thither.

3. But not even there was this plot against
me to come to an end. P'or as soon as

Pharetrius knew what she had done, he pub-
lished, as she said, many threats against her.

But when she received me into her suburban
villa I knew nothing of these things; for when
she came out to meet me she concealed these
things from me, but disclosed them to her
steward who was there, and ordered him to

afford me every possible means of repose, and
if any of the monks should make an assault,

wishing to insult or maltreat me, he was to

collect the labourers from her other farms,

and thus marshal a force against them.
Moreover she besought me to take refuge m
her house, which had a fortress and was im-
pregnable, that I might escape the hands of

the bishop and monks. This however I

could not be induced to do, but remained in

the villa, knowing nothing of the plans which
were devised after these things. For even
then they were not content to desist from
their fury against me but Pharetrius beset
the lady as she says, straitly threatening her,

constraining and forcing her to expel me even
from the suburbs, so that at midnight, I

knowing nothing of these things, the lady
being unable to endure his annoyance, an-

nounced, without my knowledge, that the
barbarians were at hand, for she was ashamed
to mention the compulsion which she had
undergone. So in the middle of the night

Evethius the presbyter came to me, and hav-

ing roused me from sleep, exclaimed with a

loud voice ** Get up, I pray you, the barbar-

ians are upon us, they are close at hand."
Imagine my condition on hearing this !

Then, when I said to him what must we do ?

we cannot take refuge in the city lest we suf-

fer worse things than what the Isaurians are

going to do to us, he compelled me to go
out. It was midnight, a dark, murky night

without a moon—a circumstance which filled

up the measure of our perplexity—we had no
companion, no assistant, for all had deserted

us. Nevertheless under the pressure of fear

and in the expectation of immediate death, I

got up, suffering as I was, having ordered
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torches to be lit. These however the presby-
ter ordered to be put out, for fear as he said

lest the barbarians should be attracted by the
light and attack us; so the torches were ex-
tinguished. Then the mule which carried my
litter fell on its knees, the road being rugged,
and steep and stony, and I who was inside

was thrown down and narrowly escaped de-
.struction, after which I dismounted, and was
dragged along on foot, being held fast by
Evethius the presbyter (for he also had
alighted from his mule), and so I plodded on,

led, or rather hauled by the hand, for to walk
was impossible through such a difficult coun-
try, and amongst steep mountains in the mid-
dle of the night. Imagine what my suffermgs
must have been, encompassed as I was by
such calamities, and oppressed by the fever,

ignorant of the plans which had been made,
but in terror of the barbarians and tremblmg
with the expectation of falling into their

hands. Do you not think that these suffer-

ings alone, even if nothing else besides had
befallen me, would avail to blot out many of

my sins, and afford ample material for ob-

taining praise with God ? Now the reason of

all this, at least as I suppose, was, that as

soon as I arrived in Csesarea, those who were
in official positions, the learned men who were
ex-vicars, and ex-governors, the ex-tribunes

and indeed the whole people visited me every
day, paid me great attention, and treated me
as the apple of their eye; I suppose these

things irritated Pharetrius and that the envy
which drove me from Constantinople did not

refrain from pursuing me even here. This
at least is what I suppose, for I do not posi-

tively declare it but only suspect it to be the

fact.

And what is one to say about the other

events which happened on the way, the fears

and the perils ? as I recall them day by day,

and continually bear them in mind, I am
elated with pleasure, I leap for joy as one
who has a great treasure laid up in store for

him; for such is my position and feeling

about them. Wherefore also I beseech your
Honour to rejoice at these things, to be glad,

and leap for joy, and to glorify God who has

counted me worthy to suffer such things.

And I beseech you to keep these matters to

yourself, and not to divulge them to any one,

although for the most part the proconsular

soldiers can fill all the city (with the story) as

they themselves have undergone extreme
danger.

4. Nevertheless do not let any one know
this from your prudence, but rather put down
those who talk about it. But if you are dis-

tressed lest the consequences of my ill-treat-

ment should remain, know for certain that T
have shaken myself entirely free from them,
and that I am in better bodily health than
when I was sojourning in Caesarea. And why
do you dread the cold ? for a suitable dwell-
ing has been prepared for me, and my lord
Dioscorus does and arranges everything so
as to prevent my having the least sensation of
cold. And if I may form a conjecture from
the outset of my experience, the climate now
seems to me oriental in character, no less

than that of Antioch. So great is the warmth,
so pleasant is the temperature. But you have
grieved me much by saying, '* perhaps you
are annoyed with me as having neglected

you,^^ yet I despatched a letter many days ago
to your honour begging you not to move me
from this place. Now I have had occasion

to consider that you need a strong defence
and much toil and labour to be able to make
a satisfactory apology for this expression.

But perhaps you have made a partial apology,

by saying '* I am generally occupied in think-

ing how to increase my affliction.^' But I in

my turn reckon it as the greatest accusation

that you should say ''I take a pride in in-

creasing my sorrow by thinking over it:
*^ for

when you ought to make every possible effort

to dispel your affliction you do the devil's

will, by increasing your despondency and

sorrow. Are you not aware how great an evil

despondency is ?

As to the Isaurians, dismiss your fears in

future concerning them: for they have re-

turned into their own country: and the gov-

ernor has done everything necessary in this

respect; and I am in far greater security here

than when I was in Caesarea. For in future

I have no one to fear so much as the bishops,

with a few exceptions. On account of the

Isaurians then fear nothing: for they have

retreated, and when winter has set in they are

confined to their own homes, although they

may possibly come out after Whitsuntide.

And what do you mean by saying that you

have not the benefit of letters from me ? I

have already sent you three long letters, one

by the proconsular soldiers, one by Antonius,

and the third by Anatolius my servant; two

of them were a salutary medicine capable of

reviving any one who was desponding or

stumbling, and conducting him into a healthy

state of serenity. When you have received

these letters then go over them constantly and

thoroughly, and you will perceive their force

and enjoy experience of their healing power,

and benefit, and will inform me that you

have derived much advantage therefrom. I

have also a third letter ready, similar to these,

which I do not choose to send at the present
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time having been exceedingly vexed at your

saying **I accumulate sorrowful thoughts,

even inventing things which do not exist," an

utterance unworthy of yourself, which makes

me hide my head for shame. But read those

letters which I have sent, and you will no

longer say these things, even if you are infi-

nitely bent on being despondent.' I at least

have not ceased, and will not cease saying

that sin is the only thing which is really dis-

tressing; and that all other things are but

dust and smoke. For what is there grievous

in inhabiting a prison and wearing a chain?

or in being ill-treated when it is the occasion

of so much gain ? or why should exile be

grievous or confiscation of goods ? These

are mere words, destitute of any terrible real-

ity, words void of sorrow. For if you speak

of death you only mention that which is the

debt of nature: a thing which must in any

case be undergone even if no one hastens it:

and if you speak of exile you mention that

which only involves a change of country and

the sight of many cities: or if you speak of

confiscation of goods you mention what is

only freedom and emancipation from care.

c;. Do not cease to pay attention to Maru-

thas the Bishop, as far as it concerns you, so

as to lift him up out of the pit." For I have

special need of him on account of the affairs

in Persia. And ascertain from him, if you

can, what has been accomplished there

through his agency, and for what purpose he

has come home, and let me know whether you

have delivered the two epistles which I sent

to him: and if he is willing to write to me, I

will write again to him: but if he should not

be willing let him at least signify to your

prudence whether any thing more has taken

place there, and whether he is likely to ac-

complish anything by going thither again.

For on this account I was anxious to have an

interview with him. Nevertheless let all things

which depend on you be done, and take care

to fulfill your own part, even if all men are

rushing headlong to ruin. For your reward

will thus be perfected. By all means there-

fore make friends with him as far as it is pos-

sible. I beseech you not to neglect what I

am about to say, but to pay diligent heed to

it. The Marsian and Gothic monks where the

Bishop Serapion has constantly been con-

1 A short passage is omitted here in the translation. It refers to

the transaction of some business between Olympias and an un-

known bishop, Heracleides. The exact meaning is obscure, in

>he absence of any clue from historical knowledge of the in-

cident.
. . „ , , , M

2 He means, " to detach him from the influence of the hostile

party." Maruthas was Bishop of Martyropolis in Persia. He had

taken part in one of the synods at Constantinople which condemned
Chrysostom ; had returned to Persia, and after doing good work

there had revisited Constantinople, and Chrysostom seems to have

hopes of reclainiin-.r him to his side.

cealed have informed me that Moduarius the

deacon has come bringing word that Unilas,

that excellent bishop whom I lately ordained

and sent into Gothia, has been laid to rest,

after achieving many great exploits: and the

deacon was the bearer of a letter from the

king of the Goths begging that a bishop

might be sent to them. Since then I see no

other means of meeting the threatened catas-

trophe with a view to its correction save delay

and postponement (as it is impossible for

them to sail into the Bosporus or into those

parts at the present time), take measures to

put them off for a time on account of the

winter season: and do not by any means
neglect this: for it is a matter of the greatest

importance. For there are two things which

would specially distress me if they were to

happen, which God forbid: one is that a

bishop should be appointed by these men who
have wrought such great wickedness, ^ and

who have no right to appoint, and the other

is that any one should be made without con-

sideration. For you know yourself that they

are not anxious to create some worthy man
bishop, and if this should take place, which

heaven forbid, you are aware what will follow.

Use all diligence therefore to prevent either

of these things happening: but if it were pos-

sible for Moduarius quietly and secretly to

hasten out to me it would be of the greatest

advantage. But if this is not possible let

what is practicable under the circumstances

be done. For that which takes place in the

case of money,
case of the widow
good in the case of practical affairs. For as

that poor woman when she had cast two mites

into the treasury surpassed all those who had

cast in more, because she used up her whole

substance: even so they who devote them-

selves to the work in hand with all their might

discharge it completely, so far as they are

concerned, even if nothing results from it,

and they have their reward perfected.

I am very grateful to Hilarius the bishop:

for he wrote to me asking to be allowed to

depart to his own country, and to set things

in order there, and then to come back again.

As his presence therefore is of great service

(for he is a devout, inflexible, and zealous

man) I have urged him to depart and to re-

turn speedily. Take care then that the let-

ter is quickly and safely delivered to him and

not cast on one side: for he eagerly and ear-

nestly begged for letters from me, and his

presence is a great benefit. By all means

and actually occurred in the

in the gospel, also holds

3 /. e.y the party at Constantinople hostile to Chrysostom, and

the Archbishop Atticus whom they had placed in the See after the

death of Arsacius the first intruder.
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therefore have a care of the letters; and if

HeJladius the presbyter be not on the spot see
that they are deHvered to my friends by the
hands of some discreet man who has a head
on his shoulders.

TO OLYMPIAS.

Nothing strange or unnatural has befallen
your Piety, but only what is quite natural and
consonant to reason, that by a constant suc-
cession of trials the sinews of your soul should
become more braced, and your zeal and
energy for the struggle increased, and that
you should therefrom derive much joy. For
such is the nature of affliction;—when it lays
hold of a brave and noble soul, this is what it

is wont to effect. And as the fire makes the
piece of gold, when it is applied to it, of bet-
ter proof: so also affliction when it visits
golden characters renders them purer and
more proven. Wherefore also Paul said
"affliction worketh patience, and patience
probation.'^ ' For these reasons I also rejoice
and leap for joy, and derive the greatest con-
solation of this my solitude from a considera-
tion of thy fortitude. On this account, even
though innumerable wolves encompass thee,
and many crowds of wicked doers, I fear
nothing; but I pray both that existing temp-
tations may be suppressed, and that others
may not occur, thus fulfilling the Lord's pre-
cept who bids us pray that we may not enter
into temptation; but if it should be permitted
to happen again I have good confidence con-
cerning thy golden soul, which acquires there-
from the greatest riches for itself. For by
what means will they be able to terrify you,
who dare everything to their own destruction ?

Will it be by loss of goods ? But I know well
that these are counted by thee as dust and
cheaper than dirt. Or shall it be by expul-
sion from country and home. But you know
how to dwell in great and populous cities as
if they were uninhabited, spending the whole
of your time in quietness and rest, and tread-

ing worldly ambitions under foot. Or do
they threaten death ? This also you have
constantly practiced by anticipation, and if

they should drag you to slaughter, they will

be dragging a body which is already dead.
What need to speak more at length ? No one
will be able to do anything to thee of this

kind which he will not find you have already
abundantly made yourself undergo. For by
always walking in the narrow and strait path,

you have trained yourself in all these things.

Wherefore having practised this most beauti-

Rom. V. 3, 4.

ful art in the course of your training, you
now shine forth the more gloriously in the
contest itself, not only being in no wise dis-
turbed by the things which are happening,
but rather elated, and leaping and dancing
for joy. For the contests which you have
anticipated in your training you now under-
take with much ease, although it be in a
woman's body, feebler than a cobweb, tread-
ing under foot with derisive scorn the fury of
lusty men gnashing their teeth upon you;
being ready to suffer even worse things than
they prepare for you. Happy and thrice
happy are you by reason of the crowns of
victory to be won, but even more by reason
of the contest itself. For such is the nature
of these struggles, even before the prizes are
given even in the midst of strife they have
their recompense and reward;—the pleasure
which you are now enjoying, the cheerfulness,
the courage, the endurance, the patience, the
power which is proof against capture and
conquest and rises superior to all things; the
perfect training which renders you insensible
to any terror at the hands of any one, the
power of standing on a rock in the midst of
mighty billows of tribulation, and sailing in a
calm with a favourable breeze when the sea is

raging around you. These are the prizes of
affliction even in this world before the king-
dom of heaven is won. For I know very well
that, even at this present time, being elated
with joy, thou dost not consider thyself
clothed with a body, but if an opportunity
should summon thee to do it, thou wouldst
divest thyself of it more readily than others
do of the raiment which they wear. Rejoice
therefore and be glad both for thyself, and
for those who have died a blessed death, not
in a bed, nor in a house, but in prison, and
chains, and torment; and bewail those only
who do these things, and grieve for them.
But since you also wish to be informed con-
cerning my bodily health, let me tell you that

I have been relieved for the present from the

infirmity which was lately oppressing me,
and am now in a more comfortable condition:

the only fear is lest the winter on its return

should again make havoc of my feeble diges-

tion; and as far as the Isaurians are con-

cerned we now enjoy great security.

The following letter is added as a specimen,

out of a very large number, of the natural,

almost playful style, and tone of warm affec-

tion, in which Chrysostom wrote to his inti-

mate friends. All his extant letters were
written during his exile, and therefore there

is much repetition in their contents, and great

general similarity of character.
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TO CASTUS, VALERIUS, DIOPHAN-
TUS, CYRIACUS,-

PRESBYTERS OF ANTIOCH.

I AM not surprised that you call my long

letter a short one. For this is just the way
with lovers; they do not recognize such a

thing as satiety, they will not admit such a

thing as satisfaction, but the more they re-

ceive from the objects of their love the more
they seek. Therefore, even if the letter

which you have received had been ten times

as large as the former one, it would not have
escaped the epithet of "brief;'* in fact it

would have been called a small letter, and not

only would it have been so called, but it

would have actually seemed such in your
eyes. Hence I also in my turn am never
satisfied with the measure of affection for me
which you have attained, but am always seek-

ing to make additions to your love-draught,

and daily demanding the discharge of your
love debt which is always being paid, and yet

is always owing (for it is written, " owe no
man anything but to love one another "

'). I

am indeed continually receiving what I ask
in great abundance, yet never think that I

have received the whole. Do not cease then
to pay down this goodly debt, which has a

* Rom. xiii. 8.

twofold pleasure. For those who pay, and
those who receive, derive equal enjoyment,
inasmuch as they are both alike enriched by
the payment; which in the case of money is

an impossibility, for there the one who pays
becomes poorer, and only the man, who has
received is richer. But this is not what com-
monly happens in the covenant of love. For
he who pays it is not less bereft of it, as in

the case of money when it is transferred to

the receiver; but payment of love makes him
who pays richer than before. Knowing these

things then, O Sirs, most honoured and devout,

cease not continually displaying this excellent

disposition towards me. For although you
need no exhortation for this purpose from
me yet as I greatly long for your love I

remind you, even when you need it not, both
in order that you may constantly write to

me, and also inform me of the state of your
health. For even if you do not need any
one to remind you on this account, I shall

not desist from continually seeking this at

your hands; as it is a matter which I have
very much at heart. That it is a difficult task

owing both to the season of the year, and the

difficulty of the journey, and the scarcity of

travellers who will do this service for you I

am well aware: nevertheless as far as is pos-

sible and practicable in the midst of so much
difficulty, we exhort you to write constantly,

and crave this favour from your love.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CORRESPONDENCE OF ST. CHRYSOSTOM, AND
THE CHURCH AT CONSTANTINOPLE, WITH INNOCENT, BISHOP OF
ROME:

Of these four letters the last three were written during the final exile of St. Chrysostom
from Constantinople. The first was written a few weeks before his departure. The com-
plication of events which led to that exile cannot be unfolded here. The student will find
a full account of them in most historians of this period of the Church, both ancient and
modern, and in the Life of St. Chrysostom by the editor of this volume chapters XVI_
XIX. It must suffice to say here that Theophilus Patriarch of Alexandria having been
summoned by an imperial mandate to Constantinople to be tried on the charge of having
cruelly ill-treated certain Egyptian monks, formed a cabal amongst the enemies of St.

Chrysostom, and artfully contrived to change his own position from that of the accused into
that of the accuser. His devices were in the end only too successful, and in the summer
of the year 404 St. Chrysostom was driven from his see, never to return.

The first letter of St. Chrysostom seems to have been written soon after Easter 404
and refers to the events immediately preceding his expulsion.

The second was written, as we learn from the letter itself, after he had entered the third

year of his exile, probably near the close of the year 406.

Copies of the first letter were addressed also to Venerius Bishop of Milan, and Chro-
matins Bishop of Aquileia. It is interesting therefore as indicating the relation between
the Eastern and Western branches of the Church at the beginning of the fifth century. On
the one hand it illustrates the growing tendency of Christendom to appeal to the authority

of the Western Church, especially of the Bishop of Rome, on questions of ecclesiastical

discipline. The law-making, law-protecting spirit 01 the West is invoked to restrain the

turbulence and licentiousness of the East. No jealousy is entertained of the Patriarch of

the old Rome by the Patriarch of the new. But on the other hand it is to be noted that

the Bishop of Rome is in no sense addressed as a supreme arbitrator: aid and sympathy are

solicited from him as from an elder brother, and two other prelates of Italy are joint recip-

ients with him of the appeal.

To Chrysostom Innocent writes, as friend to friend and bishop to brother bishop, a

letter of Christian consolation and encouragement, not entering into the legal questions of

the case, and not pledging himself to decisive action of any kind. In his letter to the

Church of Constantinople he denounces the illegality of the late proceedings of Theophilus

and his accomplices, in the strongest terms; but insists upon the necessity of convoking an

oecumenical council as the only means of allaying the tempest. And it must be allowed

that he did his best to accomplish this object. He wrote a letter to Honorius, the Emperor

of the Western Empire, who resided at Ravenna, describing the pitiable condition of the

Church at Constantinople. The Emperor issued an order for the convention of an Italian

synod, and the synod, swayed no doubt by Innocent, requested Honorius to write to his

brother Arcadius the Eastern Emperor urging the convention of a general council to be held
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in Thessalonica which would be a convenient meeting-point for the prelates of East and

West. Honorius complied, and the letter was despatched under the care of a deputation

from the Italian Church, consisting of five bishops, two priests and a deacon. They were

the bearers also of letters from Innocent, and the Bishops of Milan and Aquileia, and of a

memorial from the Italian synod, recommending that Chrysostom should be reinstated in

his see before he was required to take his trial before the Council. The party hostile to

Chrysostom however had now such complete sway over the court at Constantinople that the

deputation never succeeded in getting an audience with the Emperor, and after suffering

many insults and indignities, returned to Italy without having accomplished anything.

The letters of Innocent were probably written in Latin, and afterwards translated into

Greek. The Greek version is in several passages clumsy and obscure.



CORRESPONDENCE OF ST. CHRYSOSTOM
WITH THE BISHOP OF ROME.

LETTER FROM ST. JOHN CHRYSOS-
TOM TO INNOCENT, BISHOP OF
ROME.

TO MY LORD, THE MOST REVEREND AND DI-
VINELY BELOVED BISHOP INNOCENT, JOHN
SENDS GREETING IN THE LORD.

I. I SUPPOSE that even before receiving our
letter your Piety has heard of the iniquity
which has been perpetrated here. For the
magnitude of our distress has left scarcely a
single portion of the world uninformed of this

grievous tragedy: for report carrying the tid-

ings of what has happened to the very extremi-
ties of the earth, has everywhere caused great
mourning and lamentation. But inasmuch
as we ought not to mourn, but to restore
order, and to see by what means this most
grievous storm of the Church may be stayed,
we have deemed it necessary to persuade my
lords, the most honoured and pious bishops
Demetrius, Pansophius, Pappus and Eugen-
ius to leave their own churches, and venture
on this great sea voyage, and set out on a
long journey from home, and hasten to your
Charity, and, after informing you clearly of
everything, to take measures for redressing
the evils as speedily as possible. And with
them we have sent the most honoured and
beloved of our Deacons, Paulus and Cyriacus,
but we also ourselves, in the form of a letter,

will briefly instruct your Charity concerning
the things which have come to pass. For
Theophilus, who has been entrusted with the
presidency of the Church in Alexandria, hav-
ing been commanded to repair alone to Con-
stantinople, certain men having brought an
accusation against him to the most devout
Emperor, arrived bringing with him no small

multitude of Egyptian Bishops, as if wishing

to show from the outset, that he came for
war and antagonism; moreover when he set
foot in the great and divinely beloved Con-
stantinople he did not enter the Church ac-
cording to the custom and the law which has
prevailed from ancient time, he held no inter-
course with us, and admitted us to no share
in his conversation, his prayers, or his society:
but as soon as he disembarked, having hur-
ried past the vestibule of the Church, he de-
parted and lodged somewhere outside the
city, and although we earnestly entreated
him, and those who had come with him, to
be our guests (for everything had been made
ready, and lodgings provided, and whatever
was suitable) neither they, nor he consented.
We seeing this, were in great perplexity, not
being able to discover the cause of this unjust
hostility; nevertheless we discharged our
part, doing what became us, and continually
beseeching him to meet us and to say for
what cause he hazarded so great a contest at
the outset, and threw the city into such con-
fusion. But as he did not choose to state the
reason, and those who accused him were
urgent, our most devout Emperor summoned
us and commanded us to go outside the walls

to the place where Theophilus was sojourn-

ing, and hear the argument against him. For
they accused him of assault, and slaughter

and countless other crimes; but knowing as

we did the laws of the fathers, and paying re-

spect and deference to the man, and having
also his own letters which prove that law-

suits ought not to be taken beyond the border,

but that the affairs of the several provinces

should be treated within the limits of the

province, we would not accept the office of
judge, but deprecated it with great earnest-

ness. But he, as if striving to aggravate the

former insults, having summoned my arch-
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deacon, by a stretch of arbitrary power, as

if the Church were already widowed, and had

no bishop, by means of this man seduced all

the clergy to his own side; and the Churches

became destitute, as the clergy in each were

gradually withdrawn, and instructed to hand

in petitions against us, and trained to prepare

accusations. And having done this he sent

and summoned us to trial, although he had

not yet cleared himself of the charges brought

against him, a proceeding directly contrary to

the canons and to all the laws.

2. But we being aware that we were not

cited to a trial (for otherwise we would have

presented ourselves any number of times) but

to the presence of an enemy and an adver-

sary, as was clearly proved by all which oc-

curred both before and after, despatched cer-

tam bishops to him, Demetrius of Pesinus,

Eulysius of Apamea, Lupicinus of Appiaria,'

and the presbyters Germanus and Severus,

who replied with the moderation which be-

came us, and said, that we did not decline to

be judged, but to appear before an open

enemy, and manifest adversary. For how

could one who had not yet received any bills

of indictment against me, and had acted from

the outset in the manner described, and sev-

ered himself from the Church, from commu-

nion, and from prayer, and was training ac-

cusers, and seducing the clergy, and desolat-

ing the Church, how, I say, could he with

justice mount the throne of the judge which

was not in any sense befitting him ? For it is

not suitable that one who belongs to Egypt

should act as judge of those who are in

Thrace, and this a man who is himself under

an accusation, and an enemy and adversary.

Nevertheless he, in no way abashed, but

hurrying on to the completion of his design,

although we had declared our readiness to

clear ourselves of the charges in the presence

of a hundred yea or a thousand bishops, and

to prove ourselves innocent as indeed we are,

would not consent: but in our absence, when

we were appealing to a synod, and demand-

ing a trial, and not shrinking from a hearing

of our cause, but only from open enmity, he

both received our accusers and absolved those

who had been excommunicated by me, and

from them, who had not yet cleared them-

selves of the offences laid to their charge, he

received complaints = against me, and had

minutes made of the proceedings, all which

things are contrary to law, and the order of

the canons. But what need is there of a long

story ? He did not cease doing and contriv-

1 Pesinus was in Galatia, Apamea in Bithynia, Appiaria I have

not identified. ., . , , . . r -«,„
2 Libellos, a technical word signifying a formal petition of com-

plaint or accusation.

ing everything until, with all possible display

of arbitrary power and authority, he ejected

us from the city and the church, when the

evening was far advanced and all the people

were streaming after us. Being drawn by

the pubhc informer 3 through the midst of the

city, and dragged along by force I was taken

down to the sea, and thrust on board ship,

and made a night voyage, because 1 appealed

to a synod for a just hearing of my cause.

Who could hear these things without tears,

even if he had a heart of stone ?

But seeing, as I said before, that we ought

not merely to lament the evils which have

been done, but also to amend them, I beseech

your Charity to rouse yourself and have com-

passion, and do everything so as to put a stop

to the mischief at this point. For even after

what I have mentioned he did not desist from

his deeds of iniquity, but sought to renew the

former attack. For when the most devout

Emperor had turned out those who shame-

lessly rushed into the Church, and many of

the Bishops present seeing their iniquity had

retreated into their own dioceses, flying from

the incursion of these men as from a fire de-

vouring all things, we were again invited to

the city, and to the Church, from which we

had been unjustly expelled, more than thirty

bishops introducing us, and our most pious

Emperor sending a notary for this purpose,

while Theophilus immediately took to flight.

For what purpose, and from what cause?

When we entered the city we besought our

most pious Emperor to convene a synod for

prosecuting the offenders in the late transac-

tions. Being conscious therefore of what he

had done, and dreading conviction, the im-

perial letters having been sent in every direc-

tion, convoking all men from all quarters,

Theophilus secretly at midnight flung himself

into a boat, and so made his escape, taking all

his company with him.

3. But even then we did not desist, sup-

ported as we were by a clear conscience, from

making the same supplication again to the

most devout Emperor: and he, acting as be-

came his piety, sent to Theophilus again, sum-

moning him from Egypt, and his associates,

in order to give an account of the late pro-

ceedings, and informing him that he was not

to suppose that the one-sided deeds which he

had so unjustly perpetrated in our absence,

and in violation of so many canons, would

suffice for his defence. He did not however

submit to the royal mandate, but remained at

home, alleging an insurrection of the people

in excuse, and the unseasonable zeal of cer-

3 Curiosus, an official whose duty it was to investigate charges,

and inform the Emperor of offenders.
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tain persons who were attached to him, as he
pretended: and yet before the arrival of the

imperial letters this same people had deluged
him with abuse. But we do not make much
of these matters now, but have said what we
have said as wishing to prove the fact that he
was arrested in his mischievous course. Yet
even after these things we did not rest, but
were urgent in our demand that a tribunal

should be formed for the purpose of enquiry
and defence: for we said that we were ready

to prove that we ourselves were guiltless, but

that they had flagrantly transgressed. For
there were some Syrians amongst those pres-

ent with him at that time, who were left be-

hind here; and we accosted them expressing

our readiness to plead our cause, and fre-

quently importuned them on this behalf,

demanding that the minutes (of the late trans-

actions) should be given up to us, or that the

formal bills of indictment, or the nature of

the charges, or ttie accusers themselves, should

be made known; and yet we did not obtain any
of these things, but were again expelled from
the Church. How am I to relate the events

which followed, transcending as they do every

kind of tragedy ? What language will set

forth these events ? what kind of ear will re-

ceive them without shuddering? For when
we were urging these things, as I said before,

a dense troop of soldiers, on the great Sab-

bath itself,' as the day was hastening towards

eventide, having broken into the Churches
violently drove out all the clergy who were
with us, and surrounded the sanctuary with

arms. And women from the oratories = who
had stripped themselves for baptism just at

that time, fled unclothed, from terror at this

grievous assault, not being permitted to put

on the modest apparel which befits women;
indeed many received wounds before they

were expelled, and the baptismal pools were

filled with blood, and the sacred water red-

dened by it. Nor did the distress cease even

at this point; but the soldiers, some of whom
as we understand were unbaptized, having

entered the place where the sacred vessels

were stored, saw all the things which were in-

side it, and the most holy blood of Christ, as

might happen in the midst of such confusion,

was spilt upon the garments of the soldiers

aforesaid: and every kind of outrage was

committed as in a barbarian siege. And the

common people were driven to the wilderness,

and all the people tarried outside the city,

» i. e.^ Easter Eve.
2 oiKoi ev(CTT7piot. Churches were sometimes so called, more

often, however, private chapels as distinguished from parish

churches. The meaning here is not very obvious
;
perhaps some

chambers attached to the Church, where catechumens prayed be-

fore baptism, are referred to.

and the Churches became empty in the midst
of this great Festival, and more than forty
bishops who associated with us were vainly
and causelessly expelled together with the
people and clergy. And there were shrieks
and lamentations, and torrents of tears were
shed everywhere, in the market places, in the
houses, in the desert places, and every part
of the city was filled with these calamities;

for owing to the immoderate extent of the
outrage not only the sufferers, but also they
who did not undergo anything of the kind
sympathized with us, not only those who held
the same opinions as ours, but also heretics,

and Jews, and Greeks, and all places were in

a state of tumult and confusion, and lamenta-
tion, as if the city had been captured by
force. And these things were perpetrated

contrary to the intention of our most pious

Emperor, under cover of night, the Bishops
contriving them, and in many places conduct-

ing the attack, nor were they ashamed to

have sergeants 3 instead of deacons marching
in front of them. And when day dawned all

the city was migrating outside the walls under

trees and groves, celebrating the festival, like

scattered sheep.

4. All which happened afterwards I leave

you to imagine; for as I said before it is not

possible to describe each separate incident.

The worst of it is that these evils, great and

serious as they are, have not even now been

suppressed nor is there any hope of their

suppression; on the contrary the mischief is

extending itself every day, and we have be-

come a laughing stock to the multitude, or

rather I should say, no one laughs even if he

is infinitely lawless, but all men mourn, as I

was saying, this new kind of lawlessness, the

finishing stroke of all our ills.

What is one to say to the disorders in the

other Churches ? For the evil did not stop

even here, but made its way to the east. For

as when some evil humor is discharged from

the head, all the other parts are corrupted, so

now also these evils, having originated in this

great city as from a fountain, confusion has

spread in every direction, and clergy have

everywhere made insurrection against bishops,

there has been schism between bishop and

bishop, people and people, and will be yet

more; every place is suffering from the throes

of calamity, and the subversion of the whole

civilized world. Having been informed then

of all these things, my lords, most honoura-

ble and devout, exhibit the courage and zeal

which becomes you, so as to put a stop to

this great assault of lawlessness which has

been made upon the Churches. For if this

3 Campiductores—their special business was to drill recruits.
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custom were to prevail, and it became lawful

for any persons who desired it to enter strange

dioceses, so widely separated, and expel

those whom one wished to remove, and do
whatever they pleased according to their own
arbitrary power, be assured that all things will

go to ruin, and an implacable kind of war will

overrun the whole world, all men attacking

others, and being in turn attacked. There-

fore to prevent such confusion overtaking the

whole earth yield to our entreaties that ye will

signify by writing that these lawless transac-

tions executed in our absence, and after hear-

ing one side only, although we did not de-

cline a trial, are invalid, as indeed they are

by the very nature of the case, and that those

who are convicted of having committed such
iniquities must be subjected to the penalty of

the ecclesiastical laws; and for ourselves, who
have not been detected or convicted, or

proved liable to punishment may we continue

to have the benefit of your correspondence,

and your love, and all other things which we
have enjoyed aforetime. But if even now
those who have committed such lawless acts

are willing to disclose the charges on the

strength of which they have unjustly expelled

us, neither memoranda, nor formal bills of

indictment being given, nor the accusers hav-

ing appeared': yet if an impartial tribunal is

formed, we will submit to be tried, and will

make our defence, and prove ourselves guilt-

less of the things laid to our charge, as indeed

we are: for the things which they have done
are outside the bounds of every kind of order,

and every kind of ecclesiastical law and canon.

And why do I say ecclesiastical canon ? Not
even in the heathen courts would such auda-
cious deeds ever have been committed, or

rather not even in a barbarian court, neither

Scythians, nor Sarmatians would ever have
judged a cause in this fashion, deciding it

after hearing one side only, in the absence of

the accused, who only deprecated enmity,

not a trial of his case, who was ready to call

any number of judges, asserting himself to

be innocent and able to clear himself of the

charges in the face of the world, and prove
himself guiltless in every respect.

Having considered therefore all these

things, and having been clearly informed of

all particulars by my lords, our most devout
brethren the bishops, may you be induced to

exert your zeal on our behalf; for in so doing
ye will confer a favour not upon ourselves

alone but also upon the Church at large, and
ye will receive your reward from God who
does all things for the peace of the Churches.
Fare thee well always, and pray for me, most
honoured and holy master.

TO INNOCENT, BISHOP OF ROME, GREETING
IN THE LORD.

Our body it is true is settled in one place,

but the pinion of love wings its way round
every part of the world. Even so we also

although we be separated by a journey of

such great extent are nigh to your Piety, and
in daily communion with you, beholding with

the eyes of love the courage of your soul, the

sterling nature of your disposition, your firm-

ness and inflexibility, the great consolation,

constant and abiding, which you bestow upon
us. For in proportion as the billows mount
higher, and concealed reefs increase, and the

hurricanes are many does your vigilance wax
stronger: and neither the great length of the

journey between us, nor the large amount of

time consumed, nor the difficulty in dealing

with events has disposed you to become
supine: but ye continue to imitate the best

class of pilots who are on the alert at those

times most especially when they see the

waves crested, the sea swelling, the water

dashing vehemently, and the deepest dark-

ness in day-time. Therefore also we feel great

gratitude towards you, and we long to send

you showers of letters, thus affording our-

selves the greatest gratification. But since

we are deprived of this, owing to the desola-

tion of the place; (for not only of those who
arrive from your regions, but even of those

who dwell in our part of the world no one

could easily have intercourse with us, both on

account of the distance, the spot in which we
are confined being situated at the very ex-

tremity of the country, and also the terror of

robbers acting as a bar to the whole journey:)

we beseech you rather to pity us because of

our long silence, than to condemn us for in-

dolence on that account. For as a proof that

our silence has not been due to negligence,

we have now at last after a long time secured

our most honoured and beloved John the

presbyter, and Paul the deacon, and we send

a letter through them, and continue to ex-

press our gratitude to you, that you have sur-

passed even affectionate parents in your good
will and zeal concerning us. And indeed so

far as your Piety is concerned all things

would have been duly amended, and the ac-

cumulation of evils and offences have been
swept away, and the Churches would have en-

joyed peace and a glassy calm, and all things

would have floated along with a smooth
stream, and the despised laws arid violated

decrees of the fathers would have been vindi-

cated. But since in reality none of these

things has taken place, they who perpetrated

the former deeds striving to aggravate their
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former iniquities, I omit any detailed narra-
tive of their subsequent proceedings: for the
narrative would exceed the limits not merely
of a letter but even of a history; only this I

beseech your vigilant soul, even if they who
have filled everything with confusion be im-
penitently and incurably corrupt, let not those
who have undertaken to cure them become
faint-hearted or despondent, when they con-
sider the magnitude of the thing to be accom-
plished. For the contest now before you has
to be fought on behalf of nearly the whole
world, on behalf of Churches humbled to the
ground, of people dispersed, of clergy as-

saulted, of bishops sent into exile, of ances-
tral laws violated. Wherefore we beseech
your Diligence, once, twice, yea many times,
in proportion as the storm increases, to man-
ifest still greater zeal. For we expect that

something more will be done for the purpose
of amending these wrongs. But even if this

should not take place, ye at least have your
crown made ready for you by the merciful
God, and the resistance offered by your love
will be no small consolation to those who are
wronged: for now that we are passing the
third year of our sojourn in exile exposed to

famine, pestilence, wars, continual sieges, in-

describable solitude, daily death, and Isaurian

swords, we are not a little encouraged and
comforted by the constant and abiding nature
of your disposition and confidence, and by
revelling in your abundant and genuine love.

This is our wall of defence, this is our secur-

ity, this our calm haven, this our treasure of

infinite blessings, this our gladness, and
ground of much joy. And even if we should
be carried off again to some spot more deso-
late than this, we shall carry this love away
with us as no small consolation of our suffer-

ings.

TO THE BELOVED BROTHER JOHN, INNOCENT.

Although the innocent man ought to ex-

pect all good things, and to crave mercy from
God, nevertheless we also, counselling resig-

nation, have sent an appropriate letter by the

hands of Cyriacus the deacon; so that inso-

lence may not have more power in oppressing,

than a good conscience has in retaining hope.
For thou who art the teacher and pastor of

so many people needest not to be taught that

the best men are ever frequently put to the

test whether they will persevere in the perfec-

tion of patience, and not succumb to any toil

of distress: and certainly conscience is a

strong defence against all things which un-

justly befall us: and unless any one conquer
these by patient endurance he supplies an

argument for evil surmising. For he ought
to endure all things who trusts first of all in
God, and then in his own conscience; seeing
that the noble and good man can be specially
trained to endurance, inasmuch as the holy
Scriptures guard his mind; and the sacred
lessons which we deliver to the people abound
in examples, testifying a^ they do that nearly
all the saints have been continually oppressed
in divers ways, and are tested as by a kind of
scrutiny, and so attain to the crown of
patience. Let conscience itself console thy
love, most honoured brother, which in afflic-

tion supplies the consolation of virtue. For
under the eye of the Master Christ, the con-
science, having been purged, will find rest in
the haven of peace.

INNOCENT, BISHOP, TO PRESBYTERS AND DEA-
CONS, AND TO ALL THE CLERGY AND PEO-
PLE OF THE CHURCH OF CONSTANTINOPLE,
THE BRETHREN BELOVED WHO ARE SUB-
JECT TO THE BISHOP JOHN, GREETING.

From the letters of your love which ye have
sent by the hands of Germanus the presbyter,
and Casianus the deacon, I have studied
with anxious care the scene of calamity which
ye have placed before my eyes, and by re-

peated perusal of your description I tho-
roughly perceived under what great distress

and toil your faith is labouring: and this is a
matter which can be cured only by the conso-
lation of patience: for our God will speedily
grant an end to such great afflictions, and He
will aid you in your endurance of these
things. Moreover whilst praising the state-

ment of your case which contains many testi-

monies encouraging to patience I notice this

necessary consolation placed at the beginning
of the epistle of your love: for the consola-

tion which we ought to have written to you,
ye have anticipated by your letter. For this

is the kind of patience which our Master is

wont to supply to those who are in distress,

in order that the servants of Christ when they

are in affliction may console themselves by
reflecting that the things which they them-
selves are suffering have happened to the

saints also in former times. And we also

from your letter shall be able to derive con-

solation: for we are not estranged from sym-
pathy with you, inasmuch as we also are

chastised in your persons. For who will be
able to endure the offences committed by
those men who ought to be specially zealous

promoters of the tranquillity of the Church
and of concord itself. At the present time,

by a perversion of custom, guiltless priests

are expelled from the presidency of their own
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Churches. And this is what your chief

brother, and fellow minister, John, your bish-

op has unjustly suffered, not having obtained

any hearing: no crime is charged against him

none is heard. And what is the object of

this iniquitous device? that no pretext for

a trial may occur, or be sought, other men

are introduced into the places of living priests,

as if those who start from an offence of this

description could be judged by any one to

have anything good or to have done anything

right ' For we understand that such deeds

have never been perpetrated by our fathers;

or rather that they were prevented by the fact

that no one had authority given him to ordain

another to take the place of one who was still

living For a spurious ordination cannot de-

prive the priest of his rank: seeing that neither

can he be a bisliop who is wrongfully substi-

tuted for another. And as regards the obser-

vance of the canons we lay it down that we

ought to follow those, which were defined at

Nicfea, to which alone the Catholic Church

is bound to pay obedience and recognition.

And if others are brought forward by certain

men, which are at variance with the canons

framed at Nicaea, and are proved to have

been composed by heretics, let them be re-

jected by the Catholic bishops. For the in-

ventions of heretics ought not to be appended

to the Catholic canons; for by their adverse

and unlawful decrees they are always intend-

ing to weaken the design of the canons of

Nicsa. Not only therefore do we say that

these ought not to be followed, but rather that

they should be condemned amongst heretical

I I have followed the Latin here. The Greek version of the

passage seems to me hopelessly coufused.

and schismatic decrees, as was formerly done

in the Council of Sardica by the bishops who

were before us.' For it were more fitting,

most honoured brethren, that good deeds

should be condemned than that things done

in direct opposition to the canons should have

any validity. But what are we to do against

such things at the present time ? A synodical

decision of them is necessary, and we have

long declared that a synod ought to be con-

vened, as it is the only means of allaying the

agitation of such tempests as these: and if we

obtain this it is expedient that the healing of

these evils should be committed to the will of

the great God, and His Christ our Lord. All

the disturbances then which have been caused

by the envy of the devil for the probation of the

faithful will be mitigated; through the firm-

ness of our faith we ought not to despair of

anything from the Lord. For we ourselves

also are considering much by what means the

oecumenical synod may be brought together

in order that by the will of God these disturb-

ing movements may be brought to an end.

Let us therefore endure for a while, and for-

tified by the wall of patience let us hope that

all things may be restored to us by the assist-

ance of our God. Moreover all things which

ye say ye have undergone we have learned by

accurate enquiry from our fellow bishops who

have already taken refuge in Rome, although

for the most part at different times, that is to

say, Demetrius, Cyriacus, Eulysius and Pal-

ladius, who are here with us.
_^

2 The Council of Sardica was convened a.d. 343, (or a.d 344 ?j

with a view of settling the Arian
^P^^'-^Y'-^^y; , T^^^.u^^^S?^

bishoDS however, of whom the majority belonged to the Arian

faction 'seclded from Sardica, and held a separate counal at

PhilTppopolis, where they drew up a creed which was condemned

by the Western bishops as heretical.
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PREFACE TO THE BENEDICTINE EDITION.

1. Among the events which occurred in the time of John Chrysostom,' there is none
more memorable than that sedition of the inhabitants of Antioch, in which the Statues of
the Emperor Theodosius and Flacilla his wife were thrown down and dragged about the
city, at which Theodosius was so exasperated, as even to think of destroying the city

entirely. This afforded ample matter for our Chrysostom to exercise his powers of preach-
ing. For as the people of Antioch were fluctuating between hope and fear (sudden acci-

dents offering of course daily some fresh cause for hope or alarm) Chrysostom, compelled
as he was to adapt his style to circumstances as they arose, almost always without prepara-

tion, delivered on the spur of the occasion these Homilies, which are certainly well deserv-

ing of admiration. At one time his object here is to console a people struggling with

present distress; at another, to strengthen minds that were sinking under the extremity of

danger; and above all, by repeated admonition, to persuade the people of Antioch, on
occasion of the threatened calamities, to correct the vices and to wipe away the crimes that

had thus provoked God^s wrath; which endeavour on the part of Chrysostom certainly

ended in results agreeable to his desire, as he sometimes acknowledges.

2. But the cause of this great sedition was, according to the testimony of Zosimus,

excess of taxation, which was daily inventing new imposts; an exaction required either for

the celebration of the fifth year upon which Arcadius had entered, from the time he was

proclaimed under the title of Augustus, and the tenth year of the Emperor Theodosius,

commencing in the year 388, or for the expenses of the war against the tyrant Maximus,'

or on account of both these events, as well as for other necessities of the state. The peo-

ple of Antioch, that is to say, the superior class of the citizens, dismayed at the burden of

this impost, first approached the prefect, and with tears lamented the excess of the tax that

had been announced, and implored the Divine assistance. And next, a multitude of vaga-

bonds and foreigners of the lowest class of the people,^ in a state of excited feeling, broke

out into deeds of violence. At first they turned every thing upside down in the public

baths; hence they proceeded to the prefect's palace, and attacked the doors and windows,

and were scarcely repelled, when they turned their rage in another direction, and attacked

the painted tablets of the Emperors with stones, covered them with filth, and reduced them

to a ruinous condition, while they loaded the Augusti themselves with curses and reproaches.

At length they threw down the Statues of the Emperor Theodosius and Flacilla his deceased

wife,4and dragged them through the streets of the city; and had already commenced

further outrages, when they were put down by a band of archers, dispatched from the pre-

fect. The sedition being thus extinguished, fear took the place of madness, and the

expectation of impending punishment caused the burdensome tax that had been imposed to

1 [That is events which occurred at Antioch during St. Chrysostom's sojourn in that city.—Ed.]

2 [And the Goths who were threatening the Danubian frontier.—Ed.]

3 [These low foreign adventurers were sometimes hired by actors to get up applause in the theatre, or by men of rank, not over-

popular, to raise a cheer when they appeared in public—Ed.]

4 See Hom. XXI., where St. Chrysostom speaks of him as especially pained at this.
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be entirely forgotten. What followed afterwards will be narrated below in the review of the

Homilies. Something must now be said as to the year of the sedition, in which these

Homilies were delivered.

3. Dismissing the narrative of Sozomen and Theodoret, according to whose account,

this sedition, and the delivery of these discourses, must have been after the war against

Maximus, learned men, and Tillemont especially (at length in note 27 appended to his Life

of the Emperor Theodosius) have proved from far more certain notes of time, that these

events took place before the war against Maximus. In opposition to that former opinion,

he produces a most convincing argument from Chrysostom's own words, who in the six-

teenth Homily (No. 2.), testifies that this was the second year since he had begun to preach;

but he began when he was first ordained presbyter at the end of the year 385, or at the

beginning of 386. Wherefore these discourses ought to be attributed either to the year

388, or rather 387. For the former opinion Baronius contends, and after him, Petavius and

Henry Valesius, who assign them to the year 388, for this reason, that the tenth year of the

reign of Theodosius then commenced, for the celebration of which the tax before mentioned

was imposed. But what is adduced from Libanius for the defence of this opinion is full of

perplexity,* and is capable of being twisted to support either opinion. A still more certain

indication than any of these is gathered from the circumstance, that the Emperor Theodo-

sius was certainly at Constantinople during the winter and Lent of the year 387, in which

year also the sedition must necessarily have occurred; for at the time of the sedition he was

most certainly staying at Constantinople,' but on the other hand at the same season in the

year immediately following, he was living at Thessalonica. But what is alleged to the

contrary from the celebration of the tenth year of Theodosius, which commenced in the

year 388, amounts, as I said, to nothing; since it is evident from the Fasti of Idatius and

of Marcellinus, that he anticipated by one year the celebration of the tenth year of his

reign, in order that he might celebrate his tenth together with his son Arcadius, who entered

upon the fifth year of his reign in 387; just in the same manner as Maximianus Herculius

did, when he celebrated the twentieth, though it was only the eighteenth, year of his reign,

along with Diocletian, whose twentieth year of empire it was.'

4, But another and not a less difificulty arises, which has been already treated of in the

Preface to the work, "Against the Jews;" viz. that in a certain discourse against the Jews,

held in the month of September of the year 386, Chrysostom in reproving many of the

Christians at Antioch who fasted and kept Easter* with the Jews, or at the time observed

by the Jews, ** Behold," saith he, "the first day of unleavened bread in this year falls on

Sunday, and it is necessary that we should fast throughout the whole week, and after the

Passion is past, and the Cross and the Resurrection arrived,^ we should continue fasting;

and very often the same thing occurs, that after the Passion has passed away, and the Cross

and the Resurrection arrived, we are still keeping the fast, the week being not yet finished.**

From these words it is further evident, that those Christians, who acted as Jews in keeping

* /. e.^ so far as the inference is concerned. His testimony is explicit to the fact that the tax was levied for that purpose, and he

was on the spot.

3 See the opening of the oration of Libanius, written as //"to be delivered by him there, and Hom. XVII. 6, and Horn. XXI. (2).

3 [See also Lt/e 0/ St. John Chrysostom^ chapter xi. by Stephens, where the sedition at Antioch is described, and a summary of

the Homilies on the Statues is given.

—

Ed,]

4 Pascha is either Passover or Easter. St. Thos. Aquinas, in the Hymn Lauda Sion^ appropriates it to the Christian Festival,

calling the Jewish Phase vetus.

5 X. <., the actual days of them on the Jewish computation. This appears the true answer to the difficulty. The Jews kept the

Passover this year earlier than the Christians : viz. on the 14th day of the moon, or April 18. See FArt de- Verifier Us Dates on

the year. Thus the supposed difficulty becomes a confirmation of the date otherwise determined. Montfaucon understood it, " we
must ... if we follow the JudaLzers." Tillemont is at a loss to explain the title of Homily III. against the Jews. Against those

v<ha tvould/ast the first Passover. It may mean either the original., or that which then happened to be the earlier. The VioxA/ast

is explained by takmg it as their expression for keep. He thinks it necessary to tell them that the true Passover is not fasting, but

the Holy Communion. Ben. t. i. p. 611, b. And this agrees with what he says is the common case, viz. that the Christian Easter is

«o much later, as is required to complete the week.
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the fast and celebrating the Passover, must sometimes have fasted when other Christians
were celebrating the Paschal feast, and at other times not so; for example, they fasted on
the day of the Resurrection when the Jews celebrated the feast of the Passover later than
the rest of the Christians did, but they did not fast when the Jews celebrated the same feast
earlier than the Christians. But in the discourse of Chrysostom above mentioned, and held
about the month of September of the year ^d>6, he is doubtless treating of Lent and Easter
of the year 387. But in that year, according to the Paschal tables, the feast fell on the 25th
of April, that is to say, as late as it can possibly occur. How then could these judaizing
Christians be fasting this year during the Paschal feast, and celebrate that feast too late,

when this could not occur later than on the 25th of April, on which day the other non-
judaizing Christians celebrated it this year, at least if the Paschal tables are to be relied
upon? This is certainly a very great difficulty; but one which, as Tillemont himself con-
fesses, is not sufficient to overturn the marks of the period by which we assign the Homily,
"Against the Jews/' to the month of September, in the year 386. For as we have said in

the Preface to the Homilies against the Jews, it has not yet been made out to us so cer-

tainly, whether the people of Antioch always followed by an invariable rule the Alexandrian
reckoning as to the Feast of the Lord's Passover, and if they had always followed it, can
we affirm that they never fell into error in their reckoning ? Certainly the persons best
skilled in the Paschal reckonings, whom I have consulted, have admitted that an error of

this sort sometimes does happen in such reckonings, and did happen not many years since;

and that it is not always safe to prefer the Paschal indications to any other notes of time.

5. Tillemont, however, who notices this kind of difficulty, and discusses it in his notes

to the Life of Chrysostom, where he treats of the Homilies against the Jews, has not men-
tioned it in the notes to the Life of the Emperor Theodosius, where he arranges these

Homilies of Chrysostom to the people of Antioch as if the Feast of Easter had fallen on
the 25th of April, as the Paschal tables have it. The first Homily therefore he places a

little before the sedition; but the sedition on the 26th of February, ten days before Lent,

which at Antioch began on the Monday of our Quinquagesima, falling that year on the 8th

of March. The second Homily either on the Thursday, or the Saturday before Lent; viz.

on the 6th of March, the eighth day after the sedition. The third on the follort^ing Sunday,

the 7th of March, or thereabout. The fourth, on the Monday following, March 8. The
fifth, on Tuesday, March 9. The sixth, about the next Wednesday, on March 10. The
seventh, on Thursday, March 11. The eighth, on Friday, March 12. The ninth on the

Monday of the second week in Lent, March 15. The tenth, after the lapse of a few days.

The eleventh, (considering it transposed,) on the Monday of the fourth week in Lent,

March 29. The twelfth, on the following Tuesday, March 30. The thirteenth, on the fol-

lowing Wednesday, March 31. The fourteenth, a little after that one which is numbered

the eighteenth, which was delivered on the fifth Sunday in Lent, April 5. The fifteenth,

on the Saturday of the second week in Lent, or March 20. The sixteenth, on the third

Saturday in Lent, March 21. The seventeenth, about the end of the fourth week in Lent.

The eighteenth, Sunday, April 5, or thereabout. The nineteenth, after the fourteenth,

about April 11. The twentieth, on Easter Day, April 25. The twenty-first, about the

same time as the twenty. second following it, which was delivered on the Friday after Pas-

sion Sunday, April 16." Thus does Tillemont endeavour to restore with the utmost accuracy

the deranged order of these Homilies, Whilst however we agree with him in many things,

we are compelled to differ from him in others. The order of the Homilies, as he lays it

down, we may here further represent in one tabular view.

« The second before Easter. It has lately become common to call the week immediately before Easter " Passion Week," but this

name belongs to the week before it. The proper title of the last is the " Great " or " Holy " Week.
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Tillemont's ist is placed in Edition of Fronto Ducaeus First

2d Second

3d Third

4th Fourth

5th Fifth

6th Sixth

.yi-tj
Seventh

8th Eighth

9th Ninth

loth Tenth

J it^h
Fifteenth

I2th Sixteenth

jath Eleventh

14th
'.'.!'."."/.*. Twelfth

jeth Thirteenth

j5fjj
Seventeenth

17th Eighteenth

j^fiY^
Fourteenth

jqtj^ Nineteenth

20th Twenty-second

2ist Twenty-first

22d Twentieth

But before we discourse singly of the Homilies, and make a few observations as to the

order as well as the argument of each, it may be worth while to remark, that from the title

of the Homily which formerly was numbered the twenty-second, but now the twentieth,

which title it has in the notes of Fronton, and in our Mss. ; it must have been spoken ten

days before Easter; and that from these words likewise, just before the end of the Homily,

** Forty days have already passed away," Tillemont justly infers, that Lent among the

people of Antioch began on the Monday after Quinquagesima; and that among them the

whole Lent extended through seven weeks; and he rightly assigns this Homily to a Friday

during Lent;^ so that that day was both the fortieth from the beginning of the fast, and

the tenth before Easter. Hence we hold it as a thing established, that Lent, which in

divers Churches was defined by various limits, was observed at Antioch during seven =

weeks.

Moreover, since for the causes before related, we may account the diurnal Paschal

tables, which place the Easter of the year 387 upon the 25th of April, as of doubtful

authority,^ at least those for the use of the Church at Antioch; we have not discovered with

certainty on what day the people of Antioch kept Easter in this year 387, we shall abstain

from mentioning the day of the month in the review of the Homilies, and we shall account

it sufficient to have indicated, when that may be safely done, on what day of the week the

Homilies were spoken.

The first Homily, then, was delivered a few days before the sedition at Antioch, as is

discoverable from these words in No. (3.) of the second Homily; ''I lately protracted a

long discourse to your charity and I have received ^ a reward for my labours. But

what was the reward ? To punish the blasphemers in the city, and to chastise those who

. treat God with contempt, and to restrain the violent." Without doubt these words have

reference to the f^rst Homily, one of great length, on the subject of the sorrows of the

Saints, and the providence of God towards His Elect, who are tormented in this life, where

'"Feriamsextam Quadragesima." This looks like a reprint, as he is more definite.
. , .

« As now in the Greek Church. The Latins do not count the week in which Ash-Wednesday is, as not being a whole one.

3 It has been shewn, in a former note, that there is no reason for this doubt.

4 *' accept;'' it should be, as in Text, " t r<r^/," " I demanded."
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at last he thus expresses himself in a manner certainly worthy of observation. ** But since

our discourse has now turned to the subject of blasphemy, I desire to ask one favour of you
all in return for this address and speaking with you, which is, that you will correct on my
behalf those who blaspheme in this city. And should you hear any one in the public

thoroughfare, or in the midst of the forum, blaspheming God; go up to him, rebuke him;

and should it be necessary to inflict blows, spare not to do so. Smite him on the face;

strike his mouth; sanctify thy hand with the blow." Which truly would be a mode of

correction not suited to modern usage.

The second Homily, Tillemont refers either to the Thursday or to the Saturday before

Lent; but it may more safely be pronounced to have been spoken "about'' that time,

seven days having been completed as Chrysostom himself says, since the sedition, during

which he declares that he had been silent, because the people of Antioch, being in conster-

nation from the mighty calamity and from the immensity of the danger, were in no fit state

for the hearing of Sermons; moreover, that this evil was one sent from God, on account of

their having neglected the correction of their blaspheming brethren; and after he has drawn

a beautiful picture of their state, he concludes the discourse, after having preached at length

on riches, the use of riches, alms-giving, and poverty.

The third Homily follows close on the second. But we suppose with Tillemont, that

it was delivered on Quinquagesima Sunday (to speak according to modern custom).

Chrysostom treats here of the departure of Flavian the Bishop of Antioch to Constantinople

for the purpose of appeasing the Emperor, and consoles the people with the hope of his

succeeding. He then proves at length that there is no utility in fasting, unless there be an

abstinence from vices. But after making a few remarks on avoiding slander, he deplores

the present calamity, and relates some harsh sevei:ities. "Some," saith he, *' have per-

ished by the sword, some by fire; some given to wild beasts; and not men only but chil-

dren. And neither this immaturity of age, nor the tumult of the people, nor the circum-

stance that they were infuriated by demons when they perpetrated such deeds, nor that the

exaction was thought to be intolerable, nor poverty, nor having offended in company with

all, nor promising that they would never hereafter dare to repeat such deeds, nor any thing

else could at all rescue them; but they were led away to the pit without reprieve, armed

soldiers conducting and guarding them on either side, lest any one should carry off the

criminals; whilst mothers also followed afar off, seeing their children beheaded, but not

daring to bewail their calamity; for terror conquered grief, and fear overcame nature."

All these evils were inflicted on the people of Antioch by the Prefects or Magistrates

before Theodosius had heard any thing of the sedition, as Chrysostom says in the same

place. But he concludes the address by admonishing that they should abstain from slan-

der, from enmities, and from oaths.

The fourth Homily, delivered as it seems on the Monday, which was the beginning of

Lent, describes the advantages gained from the calamity. He speaks of the people of

Antioch as changed and brought back from their former habits. But at the close he again

repeats the same admonition, which he reminds them that he had given in the foregoing

Homily, that is to say, concerning slanders, enmities, and oaths. But in No. (6.), he says,

that he should speak throughout this week concerning oaths.

The fifth Homily was pronounced on the day following, that is, on the Tuesday, as

Chrysostom says at the beginning of it. In this Chrysostom consoles the people of Antioch

as usual, under their sadness, and exhorts them to a contempt for death. In the ena also

he treats No (7 ) of the avoidance of oaths, and indicates somewhat of the order of the

foregoing and following Homilies in these words. " Let us therefore persuade it (our soul)

to make this first change for the better by the avoidance of oaths; for although I spake to

21
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you yesterday and the day before * on this same subject, yet neither to-day, nor to-morrow,

nor the day after, will I desist from giving my counsel on this subject."

In the sixth Homily, delivered on the Wednesday of the first week, he imparts conso-

lation to the afflicted, and urges them to hope for a prosperous turn of affairs. He speaks

of the delays the messengers had met with, who were gone to announce to the Emperor the

sedition at Antioch, as proceeding from God; and from thence deduces a favourable hope

for his hearers, and bids them feel confidence of obtaining pardon by the petition of Fla-

vian the Bishop; and after he had discoursed on the subject of not being afraid of death, he

again speaks as usual against oaths.

The seventh Homily was delivered, as is evident from many indications, on the day

following. ** It is the fifth day," says Chrysostom, '* we are engaged in speaking words of

comfort to your charity. " But this fifth day is reckoned by beginning from the Sunday,

so that he must be speaking of the fifth day of the week. He here treats of the first words

of Genesis, *' In the beginning God made heaven and earth; " and he observes, that God

is not only good when He chastises, but also when He confers favours;'' and concludes by

exhorting to avoid oaths.

The eighth Homily Tillemont supposes to have been spoken on the day following the

seventh Homily, that is, on the Friday. But Chrysostom disclaims it, who testifies at the

outset that he discoursed on the passage, " In the beginning God made heaven and earth,

lately " {r.pipriv) not yesterday (/^^c), which without doubt belongs to the seventh Homily,

Therefore the present Homily is to be assigned to the Saturday; ^ which these words just

immediately after the beginning would also incline us to think. ** The week hath nearly

arrived at its close with us." The argument of the Homily he draws from these words,

*' God was walking in Paradise in the cool of the day." On this he observes the wicked are

always timid and fearful, but the godly full of confidence. Finally, he treats according to

his custom of the avoiding of oaths, and says, that it is now the sixth day since he had been

admonishing as to the observance of this law.

The ninth Homily Tillemont with probability allots to the Monday of the second week

in Lent. But as to this matter no indication presents itself by which we may lay down any

thing certain or probable. This discourse was, however, delivered after a silence of one or

more days, as Chrysostom expressly states* at the beginning; contrary to which is the

opinion of Tillemont, who, whilst he allots the eighth Homily to the Friday of one week,

and the ninth to the Monday of the week following, says in the Life of Chrysostom, Art.

(15.), that the intervening Sabbaths and Lord's days were doubtless distinguished by dis-

courses of Chrysostom, which discourses have been lost. Chrysostom, at the commence-

ment of this, praises the people of Antioch, that yielding to his admonitions they were

taking pains to expel the practice of oaths. On these words also, ** The heavens declare

the glory of God,^' he speaks at length, and sets forth God's providence in the order and

harmony of the natural world, and at length he concludes the address by admonishing that

oaths should be abstained from.

The tenth Homily was not delivered on the day following the ninth, although it follows

up the same argument, as is shewn by the word, Ttpiprjv 'Mately." But Chrysostom here

congratulates his auditors that they had yielded to his admonitions. He declares it is far

better to hear the word of God than to fast. He then proves that the world could not pos-

« Lat. has only " the day before yesterday."

a This must be a slip of the pen. [The sentences have clearly got transposed, and we should read " not only good when He con-

fers favours, but also when He chastises."

—

Ed.]

3 Both arguments may stand, as the common use of nptf-qv is undoubted.

4 By using the word irpartji/. But this may be in anticipation of his reference to Hom. VH. But if this Homily were delivered on

Monday, the first day of strict fasting, the scruples of the congregation would be accounted for. No difficulty remains but the use of

wpifTjy, in Hom. X., against which is iTriovaav, Placing the trials, and Hom. XI.-XVIII. a week later throughout, seems less consistent.
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sibly subsist without a divine Providence, and he ends, at length, by an exhortation to

abstain from oaths.

The eleventh Homily, Tillemont supposes to have been delivered after that which here
has the inscription of the fifteenth, as well as after the sixteenth which follows it. The
argument he employs is this; In this Homily he says, the subject is concerning certain

dangers and distresses which the city of Antioch had already passed through, which events

seem to have taken place after the arrival of Hellebichus and Caesarius. But that arrival of

Hellebichus and Caesarius is mentioned in the Title of the seventeenth Homily/ long after

the eleventh of which we are now treating.

Supported by this argument, Tillemont thinks that not only the fifteenth, but also the

sixteenth ought to be placed before the eleventh. But besides that all the Manuscripts,

without exception, preserve the very same order as the published Editions, we have not a

sufficiently accurate knowledge of all the events, the dangers, terrors, and threats of the

time, that for a reason of this sort we should deem there ought to be any change in the

order. Chrysostom has spoken of many things, but was perhaps silent on many more.

Wherefore, until something more certain be brought to light, we think the ancient order

must be adhered to. In this Homily Chrysostom at the beginning gives thanks, because

the city breathed again after the terror that had fallen on it, since multitudes had taken

flight in consequence of suspicions that had been thrown out among them. For some days

Chrysostom was silent (as he himself says) during this season of calamity and terror. But

Tillemont assigns this Homily to the Monday of the fourth week in Lent, and indeed with

the best reason, as we shall shew when we come to the thirteenth Homily. In the present

Homily he treats principally of the wisdom of God in the constitution of man, and at the

end concerning the avoiding of oaths.

The twelfth, as well as the thirteenth, for the same reason as above, Tillemont makes

later than the fifteenth and sixteenth. But I know not in what way he understands that

passage in this twelfth Homily, No. (2.) *'0n the three foregoing days, then, we have

investigated one method of acquiring the knowledge of God, and have brought it to a con-

clusion, explaining how 'the ^visible 'heavens declare the glory of God,' and what is the

meaning of that which is said by Paul; * The invisible things of Him from the creation of

the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made; '
and we have

shewed how from the creation of the world, and how by heaven, and earth, and sea, the

Creator is glorified. But to-day," etc. Here Chrysostom clearly refers to a series of these

Homilies in the order in which they were delivered befo4-e the twelfth, that is to say, the

ninth, the tenth, and the eleventh. In the ninth (No. 2.) he places as the argument of his

discourse the saying of Paul, "The invisible things of Him,'' etc. as well as that of the

Psalms, " The heavens declare the glory of God.'' In the tenth (No. 2.) likewise he

declares that he is pursuing this very argument. In the eleventh (No. 2.) also he testifies

that he is insisting on the same argument. Is not Tillemont doing violence to the words

of Chrysostom, when he wishes the tenth and the eleventh to be inserted between the

fifteenth and sixteenth? This, however, he only proposes, half doubtingly, in note (29) on

the Emperor Theodosius, No. 10, 11 seqq. and he confesses, that the order which we have

laid down is clearly indicated by Chrysostom; but for what reason I know not, he afterwards

departs from the same order. But when Chrysostom says, " on the three past days," it is

not to be understood of three successive days, but of the three last days on which he had

preached. In this twelfth Homily, likewise, which was delivered on the Tuesday of the

fourth week, he dwells on the same subject of the wisdom of God in the creation of the

X See note at the beginning of that Homily and the preceding; it is almost certain from the whole character of Horn XVII. th^t it

was not delivered immediately after the events referred to. Probably many had returned, whom St. Chrysostom wished to mform of

the events during their absence.
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world. He afterwards treats of the natural law, the knowledge of which God hath implanted

in man, and on the avoidance of oaths.

The thirteenth Homily was spoken the day after the twelfth. At the commencement

he returns thanks to God that the face of affairs was changed, and the fear removed, which

had been such that '* the greater part of the city," as he says, " had taken refuge from the

fear and danger of that occasion in secret places, in deserts, and hollows." Hence he

proceeds to speak of many who were dragged to the tribunal; of the horrible inquisition

that took place by means of the scourge; of others who were hurried away to punishment;

of a mother and sister of a certain person, who, whilst he was undergoing his trial within,

were rolling in the dust at the vestibule. Chrysostom describes pathetically these events

which had been transacted a few days before, that is to say, before he delivered the

eleventh discourse. But the words which Chrysostom uses in the beginning, o"iav rr^v

T.apskOoTxrav eldo/iev rerpdda xai oiav ttjV r.apooffav opwfxev vDv, Bernard Brixianus thus renders,

" Quale praeteritum vidimus quatriduum et quale nunc videmus praesens: " I know not for

what reason we have left this untouched. For although rer/ja? is sometimes taken to signify

the fourth day, yet in ecclesiastical language, even from the time of Clemens Alexandrinus,

rerpd? is the fourth day of the week, so that the Translation should be corrected, and

should stand, " Qualem feriam quartam praeteritam vidimus," etc. In which it is declared,

that the Homily was delivered on the fourth day of the week, and that indeed the fourth

week in Lent, or perhaps the third, according to another mode of reckoning; since for

many ages downwards the Greeks call that the first Sunday and week of the fast' which we

call the first of Lent. But this is only a question as to a name. The Homily was however

delivered on the fourth day of the week, and from the series of the Homilies, as well as

from the silence of Chrysostom, there seems plainly to be an interval of some days between

the tenth and eleventh Homilies. In this Homily, moreover, after much premised on that

calamity of Antioch, he comes down to the former argument concerning man^s creation,

and concludes his discourse by an exhortation after his manner on avoiding oaths.

The fourteenth Tillemont thinks ought to be placed after the eighteenth; influenced by

this reason, that Chrysostom says at the beginning, *' Not a little did the devil yesterday

disturb our city, but God hath also not a little comforted us again." These words, he

observes, denote that the arrival of Hellebichus, and of news from Constantinople, had

already occurred. But these are mere conjectures spoken at random.^ How many sus-

picions and terrors think you were cast abroad among the people of Antioch, whilst they

hung in doubt, and were ignorant to what result so unhappy an affair might lead ? But how

can we possibly argue respecting these terrors and reports, when we are doubtless ignorant

of the greater part of them, and have so obscure a perception of what we do know, that we

can scarcely gather from thence any indication of the time ? This Homily is almost wholly

on the subject of avoiding oaths.

The fifteenth Homily, Tillemont would have it, was delivered between the tenth and

eleventh, both for the reasons above mentioned, and because Chrysostom has these words

at the commencement. "Edsi xa\ rij/iepov xai tw -Kporipo) fl-a/3/5«rcu rov r.ep\ vrj(Treia<^ xivr^ffai Xoyov.

** It had been right both to-day and on the former Sabbath, to let the discourse turn on the

subject of fasting.*' Where he understands the expression, ra> Tzporipuj, as though it were

TtD TzptoToj,—the first Saturday in Lent, entertaining however some doubts on the point. But

we, as well as Bernard Brixianus, understand it of the earlier or preceding one.^ And we

1 See Sir H. Nicolas, CAron. of History, p. 117. Gloss, of Dates, art. Hebdomads Graces, observes, that the Greeks named the

weeks as beginning on Monday, and taking in Sunday at the end. Still they count Monday the second day, etc. Thus the first Sun-

day would be the same as with the Latins, but the first week earlier. It seems probable that this was a week earlier than here stated,

seeHom. XVIII.
2 And dependent on the erroneous notions, that Horn. XVII. was delivered immediately on the arrival of the commissioners.

3 It may be that, or the first in Lent, considered as the last on which he had preached.

I
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have already proved in a former paragraph, that no other Homily can be placed between

the tenth and the eleventh. On the occasion of the dread with which the people of Antioch *

were affected, he enlarges on the advantage of fear, and at the end he preaches against the

custom of swearing, and of requiring an oath from others.

The sixteenth Homily was delivered when all were deliberating upon making their

escape from the city, in consequence of a certain report, that a sack was to take place.

Tillemont endeavours also to change the position of this Homily, and to place it between

the tenth and eleventh, which, however, as we have said in our remarks upon the twelfth, it

cannot admit of. Tillemont further supports his argument by these words: in No. 6, the

holy Doctor says, *' We have passed through the second week of the fast." He infers,

therefore, that two weeks only of the fast hajd passed away, and Tillemont on that ground

determines, that it ought to be moved out of its place. He supposes it was spoken on the

third Sunday in Lent, reckoning for the first Sunday that which preceded the first day of

the fast, which we call Quinquagesima Sunday. But what if at Antioch at that time, that

was called the first Sunday of Lent, which according to modern custom occurs as the first

within the fast?^ For the fast did begin the Monday after Quinquagesima, and now it

begins on the Wednesday, and the people of Antioch might not reckon that week for the

first week of Lent, just as we do not reckon it as so, and in that way this Homily would

have been delivered one week later, that is to say, taking the Sunday after the modern

custom. But even then a great difficulty would remain, for this Homily would precede the

thirteenth and following ones. Certainly all these points are full of perplexity, as Tillemont

himself confesses, who is compelled to leave the question, without entirely coming to any

conclusion upon it. Perhaps familarity, and longer handling, will add to our knowledge on

so obscure a subject, which it is possible we may be able to determine, in drawing up the

life of Chrysostom at the end of his works,^ more clearly and accurately. For which reason

we have purposely determined to leave the matter doubtful. That one point only we

contend for, that this Homily cannot be placed between the tenth and eleventh, for the

reasons above mentioned. Certain things being premised as to the timidity of the people

of Antioch, and the avoiding of oaths, Chrysostom borrows the argument of the Homily

from those words of Paul, " Paul, a prisoner of Jesus Christ, and Timothy our brother;''

and shews that Paul was more glorious from bonds, than from the power of miracles.

The seventeenth was delivered after Ellebichus, or Hellebichus, (styled Magister Mdi-

tum), and C^sarius, (styled Magister), the persons sent by the Emperor for the purpose of

instituting an inquiry into the sedition, had arrived at Antioch. This Hellebichus, Master

of the Horse or 4 Foot, is found mentioned elsewhere, and was distinguished by a reputation

for justice and clemency. C^sarius, also styled elsewhere Master of the Offices, enjoyed a

similar reputation for high character. But this Homily was pronounced when the people of

Antioch were almost free from fear.
'' We expected," says Chrysostom (No. i.), innum-

erable horrors, that the property of all was to be plundered; the habitations consumea

together with their inmates; the city snatched away from the midst of the world; and all its

relics obliterated, and its soil ploughed up: but, lo ! all these things stood only in expect-

ance, and came not actually to pass." Next he relates how the monks descended from he

mountains to Antioch, that they might appease the judges, while at the same time all the

Greek philosophers deserted the city; and in what way also the priestsjtrenuously exerted

1 Printed, Constantinople.
^j^j^ to have been the case from

2 He may exclude the rvpo<f>dyoi, or cheese-week, as not one of the strictest lasung yt-

Homily XVIII., which cannot well be placed anywhere but on the fourth
^u^f/^;-/^ ^^'^^^^^^^^^ ^ tat ilTranscribing. The

3 This is chiefly a reprint of this preface Here nothing b^"-^-^r^ i^w^^^^^^ ^ 1^"^^ ^^^^^ '^^ -^"™ °^ ^
difficulty arises from the mistaken notion, that it was before the tnals, whereas it was prooao y

messenger from Caesarius. See Tabular View.

4 In the Life " and Foot."
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themselves on behalf of the people. He declares the penalties imposed by the Emperor to

be light and easy, and no matter of grief or complaint, though the orchestra and public bath

were closed, and the dignity of a metropolis taken away from the city of Antioch. The true

dignity of Antioch was, that the disciples of Christ were first called Christians there; that

the people of Antioch had brought assistance to the saints at Jerusalem, when struggling

with famine; that not magnitude, but piety, is the ornament of cities. Finally, however,

he says that some were yet remaining in prison ; and that others were sent into exile. This

Homily Tillemont assigns to the fourth week of Lent, after Wednesday, but only from con-

jecture.'

The eighteenth Homily was spoken after half the fast was over, as Chrysostom himself

says at the beginning. But Tillemont thinks it may probably be assigned to the fifth Sun-

day of Lent. He treats moreover of the true reason for fasting; of contempt for riches
;

of godly sorrow, &c.

The nineteenth Homily was delivered as the title has it, rrj KopiaKfj r^<s ^nKTio^ofiivrj^^ or as

Fronto Ducaeus reads it, r^? ffwZofiivij.<$, Among the Cappadocians, lni<noZoixivy} is Ascen-

sion Day, as Allatius says in his book on the Sundays and Weeks of the Greeks, adding

that the Sunday thus called is the fifth after Easter, ="
i. e. the one which precedes the Ascen-

sion of our Lord. But Savile says that it is ^ the first Sunday after Easter ; from whence he

got his information I know not. Yet there seems no doubt that it was some one of the last

Sundays in Lent, or, as Tillemont supposes, Passion-Sunday, to which I rather incline.

Chrysostom, who had been detained at home for some time by sickness, after he has pre-

faced his subject with some remarks on the Festival of the Martyrs, which had been just

celebrated at Antioch, and on the arrival of the rustics, speaks according to his custom

against oaths, and illustrates their pernicious effects by many examples.

Hitherto, in the number and order of the Homilies, we have followed the editions of

Savile and Fronto Ducaeus. But henceforth it is otherwise; for that which follows as the

twentieth in former editions, is without doubt the twenty-first and last on the Statues. But

the twenty-first is a Catechesis, which we h^ve placed second after another Catechesis, which

was inscribed as the first, as we remark in the Notice placed at the end of the Homilies on

the Statues, and in front of the Catechetical Lectures ; since this Catechesis ought to be

placed entirely without the series of the Homilies on the Statues. But the Homily, which

is in former editions the twenty-second, is without doubt the twentieth, which was delivered

ten days before Easter. Therefore we proceed in this order.

The twentieth Homily has these words in the title, according to manuscripts mentioned

by Fronto Ducaeus, and likewise in some of ours, and particularly that in the Royal Library,

numbered 1971. EkiXd-q dk Tzpo diKa ijixepvJv r^? ayia^ Koi ^(ootzoloo too Kopioo i][xu}v ^Ir^ffoo Xpiffrou

ix v£Kpu)v dvaaTOLffsw?. *' It was spoken ten days before the holy and life-giving Resur-

rection of our Lord Jesus Christ from the dead." This therefore is in perfect accordance

with that saying of Chrysostom, a little before the end of the Homily, *' Forty days have

passed away." This sermon then was delivered on the Friday after the Sunday which we

call Passion-Sunday. For this day was the fortieth, beginning from the Monday after Quin-

quagesima, which was the commencement of Lent. But it was likewise the tenth before

Easter, reckoning Easter itself with it. The Homily is almost throughout against enmity

and the remembrances of injuries, and at the close is, according to Chrysostom's accustomed

manner, directed against oaths.

The twenty-first Homily, which is the last on the Statues, seems, from what he says just

* The Life adds, The rank of metropolis was transferred from Antioch to Laodicea, according to Theordoret, 1. 5, c. 10.

2 In the Life, and in Pref. to vol. 4, it is proved from Hom. L de Anna (i), that this Homily was actually delivered on that day.

This being so, Flavian would be the " Leader " of the Festival.

3 Dominica in albis.
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at the beginning, to have been delivered on the very day of the Lord's Resurrection, and

after the return of Flavian the Bishop ; whose journey to the Emperor, and address to the

same on behalf of the city's preservation, as well as the Emperor's reply full of lenity in

which he pardons the citizens, are all particularly related by Chrysostom, occupying the

whole of this discourse. But even until the return of Flavian, the people of Antioch were

terrified by every day's reports, and fluctuated between hope and fear, as Chrysostom

observes a little after the beginning.
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HOMILIES OF ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM,
ARCHBISHOP OF CONSTANTINOPLE,

ADDRESSED TO THE PEOPLE OF ANTIOCH,

CONCERNING THE STATUES.

HOMILY I.

THE ARGUMENT.

This Homily was delivered in the Old Church ' of Antioch, while St. Chrysostom was yet a
Presbyter, upon that saying of the Apostle, i Tim. v. 23,

'* Drink a little wine for thy

stomach's sake, and thy often infirmities."

I. Ye have heard the Apostolic v^ice, that

trumpet from heaven, that spiritual lyre !

For even as a trumpet sounding a fearful and
warlike note, it both dismays the enemy, and
arouses the dejected spirits on its own side,

and filling them with great boldness, renders

those who attend to it invincible against the

devil ! And again, as a lyre, that gently

soothes with soul-captivating melody, it puts

to slumber the disquietudes of perverse

thoughts; and thus, with pleasure, instills into

us much profit. Ye have heard then to-day

the Apostle discoursing to Timothy of divers

necessary matters ! for he wrote to him as to

the laying on of hands, saying, " Lay hands

suddenly on no man, neither be partaker of

other men's sins." =" And he explained the

grievous danger of such a trangression, by
showing that so men will undergo the punish-

ment of the sins perpetrated by others, in

common with them, because they confer the

power on their wickedness by the laying on

of hands. Presently again he says, '* Use a

1 So called, because situated in the more ancient part of the city

of Antioch, near the river Orontes. It was also called the Apos-

tolic Church, as being that founded by the Apostles.

This Homily was spoken a little before the breakmg out of the

sedition. It has, however, always been classed with the rest be-

cause alluded to in the next Homily.
2 I Tim. V. 22.

little wine for thy stomach^s sake, and thine

often infirmities.^' To-day also he has dis-

coursed to us concerning the subjection of

servants, and the madness of misers, as well

as on the arrogance of the rich, and on vari-

ous other matters.

2. Since then it is impossible to go through

every part, what part of the words rehearsed

would you have us select for the subject of

our address to your charity?' For as in a
meadow, I perceive in what has been read a
great diversity of flowers; a multiplicity of

roses and violets, and of lilies not a few; and
everywhere the various and copious fruit of

the Spirit is scrttered around, as well as an
abundant fragrance. Yea, rather the reading:

of the divine Scriptures is not a meadow only,

but a paradise; for the flowers here have not

a mere fragrance only, but fruit too, capable

of nourishing the soul. What part then of

the things rehearsed do you desire that we
bring before you this day? Do you wislx

what seems the more insignificant, and easy

for any one to understand, to be that which:

we should handle at present? To me, in-

deed, this seems proper, and I doubt not you

3 Gr. "unto your love," a title by which St. Chrysostom ad^

dresses liis hearers ; as we say, " Your Grace," " Your Majesty-
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will concur in this opinion. What then is this

that might seem plainer than anything else ?

What but that, which seems so easy, and ob-

vious for any one to say ? Well ! what is

that? "Use a little wine for thy stomach's

sake, and thine often infirmities." Well

then, let us employ the whole of our dis-

course upon this subject; and this we would

do, not for the love of praise, nor because we

study to exhibit powers of oratory (for the

things about to be spoken are not our own,

but such as the grace of the Holy Spirit may
inspire); but in order that we may stir up

those hearers who are too listless, and may
convince them of the greatness of the treasure

of the holy Scriptures; and that it is neither

safe, nor free from peril, to run through them

hastily. For if indeed a text so simple and

obvious as this one, which seems to the mul-

titude to contain nothing that need be insisted

on, should appear to afford us the means of

abundant riches, and openings toward the

highest wisdom, much rather will those

others, which at once manifest their native

wealth, satisfy those who attend to them with

their infinite treasures. Assuredly then, we
ought not hastily to pass by even those sen-

tences of Scripture which are thought to be

plain; for these also have proceeded from the

grace of the Spirit; but this grace is never

small, nor mean, but great and admirable,

and worthy the munificence of the Giver.

3. Let us not therefore listen carelessly;

since even they who roast the metallic earth,

when they have thrown it into the furnace,

not only take up the masses of gold, but also

collect the small particles with the utmost

care. Inasmuch, then, as we Hkewise have

to roast ' the gold drawn from the Apostolic

mines, not by casting it into the furnace, but

by depositing it in the thoughts of your

souls; not lighting an earthly flame, but kin-

dling the fire of the Spirit, let us collect the

little particles with diligence.' For if the

saying be brief, yet is its virtue great. For

pearls too have their proper market, not owing

to the size of the substance, but the beauty

of their nature. Even so is it with the read-

ing of the divine Scriptures; for worldly in-

struction rolls forth its trifles in abundance,
and deluges its hearers with a torrent of vain

babblings, but dismisses them empty-handed,
and without having gathered any profit great

or small. Not so however is it with the grace

of the Spirit, but, on the contrary, by means

of small sentences, it implants divine wisdom
in all who give heed, and one sentence often

times affords to those who receive it a sufii-

cient source of provision for the whole journey

of life.3

4. Since then its riches are so great, let us

arouse ourselves, and receive that which is

spoken with a watchful mind; for I am pre-

paring to plunge our discussion to an extreme
depth. The admonition itself hath no doubt
seemed beside the purpose, and superfluous

to many: and they are apt to talk much in

this way, '* Was Timothy of himself not able

to judge what it was needful to make use of,

and did he wait to learn this of his teacher.'^

And then did the teacher not only give direc-

tions, but also set them down in writing,

graving it there as on a column of brass in

his Epistle to him ? and was he not ashamed
to give directions about things of this nature,

when writing in a public manner, to his disci-

ple?^' For this end then, that thou mayest
learn that the admonition, so far from being

beside the purpose, was a necessary and
highly profitable one; and that the thing pro-

ceeded not from Paul, but from the grace of

the Spirit, viz. that this should have been (I

say) not a spoken precept, but one deposited

in letters, and to be handed down to all

future generations through the Epistle, I

shall proceed at once to the proof.

5, For besides the subjects which have

been mentioned, there is another, about which
some are no less perplexed, enquiring within

themselves on what account God permitted a

man possessing such confidence towards Him,^
whose bones and relics expelled demons,^ to

fall into such a state of infirmity; for it is not

merely that he was sick, but constantly, and

for a length of time; and by these recurring

and prolonged infirmities he was not per-

mitted to have even a brief respite. " How
does this appear," it maybe asked? From
the very words of Paul, for he does not say,

on account of the *' infirmity,^' but on account

of the "infirmities;" and not merely "in-

firmities," but he clearly speaks of these as

being constant, when he says "thine often

infirmities." Let those then attend to this,

whoever they are, who being given over to a

lingertng "> sickness are querulous and de-

jected under it.

' The operation of roasting the ore, in the Cornish mines, con-
sists in placing it in a comminuted state in a furnace of a particular

construction, where it is subjected to a strong heat, but not so

strong as to smelt it ; by which the arsenic, sulphur, and other im-
purities, are carried off in the form of vapor, leaving the heavier
jnetallic substance behind. —Tr.

2 See on Rom. xvi. 5, Horn. XXXI.

3 Socr. H, E. iv. 23. Pambos was nineteen years in learning

Ps. xxxix. I. He excelled even St. Antony in exactness of speech.

Pall. Hist. Laus. c. 10.

4 Or. the teacher, as he is called emphatically, Doctor Gentium,
see I Tim. ii. 7.

5 Or, " claims," nappritriav. See 1 Tim. iii. 13. Suicer misin-

terprets the word as used by St. Chrysostom in Gen. Horn. IX. sec.

4, of what man lost in the fall; it means there not power, but confi-

dence before God.
6 See on Rom. xvi. 5, Horn. XXXI.
7 An old translation has " slight," as if it were Mi»cp^.
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6. But the subject of enquiry is not only,
that being a holy man he was sick, and sick
so continually, but that he was at the same
time entrusted with the public affairs of the
world. For if he had been one of those who
have retreated to the tops of mountains; who
have fixed their cells in solitude, and who
have chosen that life which is free from all

business, the matter now enquired into were
no such difficulty; but that one thrust forward
in the throng, and in whose hands the care of
so many Churches was placed, and who
superintended whole cities and nations; nay,

the world at large,' with so much alacrity and
diligence, should be subjected to the strait-

ening of infirmities ! This it is which may
most of all bewilder one who does not duly
consider it. Because, even if not for himself,

yet for others at least, it was necessary he
should have health. " He was the best gen-
eral,'' says the objector. "The war was
waged by him, not only against the unbe-
liever, but against demons, and against the

devil himself. All the enemy contended with
much vehemence, scattering the forces, and
capturing prisoners;^ but this man was able to

bring back myriads to the truth, and yet he
was sick ! For if," he says, *' no other in-

jury to the cause had come of this sickness,

yet this alone was sufficient to discourage and
relax the faithful. If soldiers, when they
see their general detained in bed, become
discouraged and slack for the fight, much
rather was it probable that the faithful should

betray somewhat of human nature, when they

saw that teacher, who had wrought so many
signs, in continual sickness and suffering of

body."

7. But this is not all. These sceptics pro-

pose yet a further enquiry, by asking for

what reason Timothy neither healed himself,

nor was healed by his instructor, when he

was reduced to this state. Whilst the Apos-
tles raised the dead, cast out devils, and con-

quered death with abundant ease, they could

not even restore the body of one sick man !

Although with respect to other bodies, both

during their own lives and after death, they

manifested such extraordinary power, they

did not restore a stomach that had lost its

vigour ! And what is more than this, Paul is

not ashamed, and does not blush, after the

many and great signs which he had displayed

even by a simple word; yet, in writing to

Timothy, to bid him take refuge in the heal-

ing virtue of wine drinking. Not that to

drink wine is shameful. God forbid ! For

I He appears to have acted beyond his local charge, as in join-

ing in the address of several Epistles (see 2 Cor. i, i, Phil. i. i, Col.

i. i), and in various missions, as Phil. ii. 19, 22.

= 2 Tim. ii. 26.

such precepts belong to heretics; but the
matter of astonishment is, that he accounted
it no disgrace not to be able, without this
kind of assistance, to set one member right
when it was disordered. Nevertheless, he
was so far from being ashamed of this, that
he has made it manifest to all posterity.*
You see then to what a depth we have brought
down the subject, and how that which seemed
to be little, is full of innumerable questions.
Well then, let us proceed to the solution; for
we have explored the question thus deep, in

order that, having excited your attention, we
might lay up the explanation in a safe store-

house.

8. But before I proceed to solve these
questions, permit me to say something of the
virtue of Timothy, and of the loving care of
Paul. For what was ever more tender hearted
than this man, who being so far distant, and
encircled with so many cares, exercised so

much consideration for the health of his dis-

ciple's stomach, and wrote with exact atten-

tion about the correction of his disorder?

And what could equal the virtue of Timothy ?

He so despised luxury, and derided the

sumptuous table, as to fall into sickness from
excessive austerity, and intense fasting. For
that he was not naturally so infirm a person,

but had overthrown the strength of his stom-

ach by fasting and water drinking; you may
hear Paul himself carefully making this plain.

For he does not simply say, '* use a little

wine;" but -having said before, ** drink no
longer water," he then brings forward his

counsel as to the drinking of wine. And this

expression "no longer" was a manifest,

proof, that till then he had drunk water, and

on that account was become infirm. Who
then would not wonder at his divine wisdom
and strictness? He laid hold on the very

heavens, and sprang to the highest point of

virtue. And his Teacher testifies this, when
he thus speaks, " I have sent unto you Tim-
othy, who is my beloved and faithful son in

the Lord; "4 and when Paul calls him '* a

son," and a "faithful and beloved son,"

these words are sufficient to show that he

possessed every kind of virtue. For the

judgments of the saints are not given accord-

ing to favour or enmity, but are free from all

prejudice. Timothy would not have been so

enviable, if he had been Paul's son naturally,

as he was now admirable, inasmuch as having

no connection with him according to the

flesh, he introduced himself by the relation-

ship of piety into the Apostle's adoption;

3 z. e., by his precept to Timothy, o (Paris reprint) seems a mis-

print for oTi. Hoogeveen questions whether on can be used as

^are. If that is not the sense here, the consaTiction is imperfect.

4 I Cor. iv. 17,
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preserving the marks of his spiritual wisdom *

with exactness in all things. For even as a

young bullock'' linked to a bull, so he drew

the yoke along with him, to whatever part of

the world he went: and did not draw it the

less on account of his youth, but his ready will

made him emulate the labours of his teacher.

And of this, Paul himself was again a witness

when he said, '* Let no man despise him, for

he worketh the work of the Lord as I also

do. "3 See you how he bears witness, that the

ardour of Timothy was the very counterpart of

his own ?

9. Furthermore, in order that he might not

be thought to have said these things out of

favour or kindness, he makes his hearers

themselves to be witnesses of the virtue of

his son, when he says, ** But ye know the

proof of him, that, as a son with a father, so

he hath served with me in the Gospel;"'* that

is, ** ye have had experience of his virtue,

and of his approved soul." At the same
time, however, that he had reached to this

height of good works, he did not thereby

grow confident; but was full of anxiety and

fear, therefore also he fasted rigidly, and was

not affected as many are, who, when they

have kept themselves to it but ten, or perhaps

twenty months,^ straightway give up the mat-

ter altogether. He, I say, was in no wise

thus affected, nor did he say anything like

this to himself. *' What further need have I

of fasting? I have gotten the mastery of

myself; I have overcome my lusts; I have

mortified my body; I have affrighted demons;
I have driven away the devil; I have raised

the dead; I have cleansed lepers; I am be-

come terrible to the adverse powers; what fur-

ther need have I of fasting, or to seek safety

from that quarter?" Anything like this he

did not say, he did not think of; but, in pro-

portion as he abounded with innumerable

good works, so much the more did he fear

and tremble.** And he learnt this spiritual

wisdom from his preceptor; for even he, after

he had been rapt into the third heaven, and

transported to paradise; and had heard un-

utterable words; and taken part in such mys-

teries; and traversed the whole world, like

some winged being, when he wrote to the

Corinthians, said, I fear 'Mest by any means

* Gr. philosophy, which is almost always used by St. Chrysostom
im this practical sense. " Divine wisdom " has been sometimes put

for it.

2 /ioaxo?. 3 I Cor. xvi. 10. * Phil. 11. 22.

5 A course of discipline was usual with those who intended to

live a truly Christian life. St. Chrysostom spent four years in retire-

ment. St. Augustin also practised self-discipline before his baptism

(Conf. ix. 14, Tr. p. 165), and afterwards x. 47, p. 230; see the end
of Hom. XXVI. on Rom. xvi. 2, 4. And of men's fallin: off soon

after baptism, on Rom. vi. 3 ; Hom. X. p. 160, which passage fav-

ours the reading "days," adopted by Savile.

6 St. Paul does not say, " I fear ;' but he does say that he used

means like these.

having preached to others, I myself should
be a castaway/' 7 And if Paul was afraid after

so many signal good works; he who was able

to say, ** The world is crucified unto me, and
I unto the world ;"^ much more does it be-

come us to fear; and the rather in proportion

as we have stored up^ numerous good works.

For then the devil becomes fiercer; then he
is more savage, when he beholds us regulating

our lives with carefuhiess ! When he sees the

cargo of virtue stowed together, and the hid-

ing become heavy, then he is in haste to

accomplish a more grievous shipwreck ! For
the insignificant and abject man, although

he may be supplanted and fall, brings not so

great an injury to the common cause. But
the man who has been standing most conspic-

uously as it were on some eminence of virtue,

and who is one manifestly seen and known of

all men, and admired of all; when he is as-

saulted and falls, causes great ruin and loss.

Not only because he falls from this elevation

but makes many of those who look up to him
more negligent. And as it is in the body,

some other limb may be destroyed without

there being any great damage, but if the eyes

be deprived of sight, or the head be seriously

injured, the whole body is rendered useless;

so also we must say of the saints, and of

those who have performed the highest good
works; when such are extinguished, when
they contract any stain, they bring upon all

the rest of the body a universal and/ intolera-

ble injury !

10. Timothy then, being aware of all these

things, fortified himself on every side; for he
knew that youth is an age of difficulty; that

it is unstable; easily deceived; very apt to

slip; and requires an exceedingly strong

bridle. It is indeed a sort of combustible

pile easily catching anything from without,and

quickly kindled; and for that reason he took

care to smother it on all sides; and strove to

abate the flame in every way. The steed '° that

was unmanageable and restive he curbed
with much vehemence, until he had tamed
him of his wanton tricks; until he had made
him docile; and delivered him under entire

control, into the hands of that reason which
is the charioteer." *' Let the body," saith he,

"be infirm; but let not the soul be infirm;

let the flesh be bridled; but let not the race

of the spirit towards heaven be checked.''

'0.1
7 I Cor. ix. 27. 8 Gal. vi.

9 o-vvetAijxores. " Have shared," makes no sense here. Valck-
enaer, Opusc. i. p. 208, corrects the same word in Or. i. de Laud.
St. Paul, fin. Read (Tvvti.kox6re<:. Att. from avAAeyw.

>o See on Rom. vii. 6 ; Hom. XII. p. 191.
" Or, " which guided himself." A less easy construction, but

better suited to the context. Compare Plato's famous illustration

(probably known to St. Chrysostom), Phaedrus, 246, in which Rea-
son is represented as a charioteer driving a chariot drawn by tw©
horses, one of an aspiring, the other of a grovelling nature.
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But moreover, one might especially wonder
at the man for this, that being thus diseased,
and struggling with such an infirmity, he did
not become indifferent to God's business, but
flew everywhere faster than those who have
sound and vigourous constitutions; now to

Ephesus; now to Corinth; often to Mace-
donia and Italy; appearing everywhere, by
land and by sea, with the Teacher, sharing in

everything his struggles and continuous dan-
gers; while the spiritual wisdom of his soul

was not put to shame by his bodily infirmity.

Such a thing is zeal for God ! such lightness

of wing does it impart ! For as with those
who possess well-regulated and sound consti-

tutions, strength is of no avail, if the soul is

abject, slothful, and stupid; so with those

who are reduced to extreme weakness, no
hurt arises from their infirmity, if the soul be
noble and well awake.

II. The admonition however, and the

counsel, such as it is, appears to some to

give authority for drinking wine too freely.

But this is not so. If indeed we closely in-

vestigate this very saying, it rather amounts
to a recommendation of abstinence. For just

consider that Paul did not at first, nor at the

outset give this counsel. But when he saw
that all strength was overthrown, then he
gave it; and even then not simply, but with a

certain prior limitation. He does not say

merely, "Use wine," but "a little" wine;

not because Timothy needed this admonition
and advice, but because we need it. On this

account, in writing to him, he prescribes the

measure and limit of wine-drinking for us;

bidding him drink just so much as would
correct disorder; as would bring health to the

body, but not another disease. For the im-

moderate drinking of wine produces not fewer

diseases of body and of soul, than much
drinking of water, but many more, and more
severe; bringing in as it does upon the mind
the war of the passions, and a tempest of

perverse thoughts, besides reducing the firm-

ness of the body to a relaxed and flaccid con-

dition. For the nature of land that is long

disturbed by a superabundance of water, is

not thereby so much dissolved, as the force

of the human frame is enfeebled, relaxed,

and reduced to a state of exhaustion, by the

continual swilling of wine. Let us guard

then against a want of moderation on either

side, and let us take care of the health of the

body, at the same time that we prune away
its luxurious propensities. For wine was

given us of God, not that we might be

drunken, but that we might be sober; that we
might be glad, not that we get ourselves pain.

*' Wine," it says, ** maketh glad the heart of

man," ^ but thou makest it matter for sadness;
since those who are inebriated are sullen
beyond measure, and great darkness over-
spreads their thoughts. It is the best medi-
cine, when it has the best moderation to
direct it. The passage before us is useful
also against heretics, who speak evil of God's
creatures; for if it had been among the num-
ber of things forbidden, Paul would not have
permitted it, nor would have said it was to
be used. And not only against the heretics,
but against the simple ones among our breth-
ren, who when they see any persons disgrac-
ing themselves from drunkenness, instead of
reproving such, blame the fruit given them
by God, and say, *' Let there be no wine."
We should say then in answer to such, '* Let
there be no drunkenness; for wine is the work
of God, but drunkenness is the work of the
devil. Wine maketh not drunkenness; but
intemperance produceth it. Do not accuse
that which is the workmanship of God, but
accuse the madness of a fellow mortal. But
thou, while omitting to reprove and correct

the sinner, treatest thy Benefactor with con-
tempt !"

12. When, therefore, we hear men saying
such things, we should stop their mouths; for

it is not the use of wine, but the want of

moderation which produces drunkenness.
Drunkenness ! that root of all evils. Wine
was given to restore the body's weakness, not

to overturn the soul's strength; to remove
the sickness of the flesh, not to destroy the

health of the spirit. Do not then, by using

the gift of God immoderately, afford a handle

to the foolish and the impudent. For what is

a more wretched thing than drunkenness !

The drunken man is a living corpse. Drunk-
enness is a demon self-chosen, a disease with-

out excuse, an overthrow that admits of no
apology; a common shame to our kind. The
drunken man is not only useless in our as-

semblies; not only in public and private

affairs; but the bare sight of him is the most

disgusting of all things, his breath being

stench. The belchings, and gapings, and

speech of the intoxicated, are at once un-

pleasant and offensive, and are utterly abhor-

rent to those who see and converse with them;

and the crown of these evils is, that this

disease makes heaven inaccessible to drunk-

ards, and does not suffer them to win eternal

blessedness: for besides the shame attending

those who labour under this disease here, a

grievous punishment is also awaiting them

there ! Let us cut off then this evil habit,

and let us hear Paul saying, "Use a little

5 Ps. ciii. IS.
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wine.'' For even this little he permits him

on account of his infirmity; so that if infirm-

ity had not troubled him, he would not have

forced his disciple to allow himself even a

small quantity, since it is fitting that we

should always mete out even the needful meat

and drink, which are given us, by occasions

and necessities; and by no means go beyond

our need, nor do anything unmeaningly and

to no purpose.

13. But since we have now learnt the ten-

der care of Paul, and the virtue of Timothy,

come and let us, in the next place, turn our

discourse to the actual solution of those

questions. What then are the questions ?

For it is necessary again to mention them,

that the solution of them may be plainer.

For what reason then did God permit that

such a saint, and one entrusted with the

management of so many matters, should fall

into a state of disease; and that neither

Timothy himself nor his teacher had strength

to correct the disorder, but needed that assist-

ance which was to be had by drinking wine ?

Such, indeed, were the questions proposed.

But it is needful to bring forward a precise

solution; so that if any should fall not only

into the like sickness and disease, but into

poverty, and hunger, and bonds, and tor-

ments, and discomfitures, and calumnies, and

into all those evils which belong to the pres-

ent life, although they were great and won-

derful saints, you may still be able to find,

even for their case, in the things which are

to-day to be advanced, an exact and very

clear reply to those who are disposed to find

fault. For ye have heard many asking such

questions, as, ** Why ever is it that such an

one, a moderate and meek man, comes to be

dragged daily before the seat of judgment by
another who is lawless and wicked, and to

suffer evils without number, and God permits

this? For what reason again was another

man, upon false accusation, unjustly put to

death ? " " Such a man,'* says the objector,

*'was drowned; another was thrown down a

precipice; and we might speak of many saints,

as well in our own days as in the days of our

forefathers, who have suffered divers and

chequered tribulations." To the end, there-

fore, that we may see the reason of these

things, and that we ourselves may not be dis-

turbed, nor overlook the case of others who
thus meet with a stumbling-block, we should

attend with earnest heed to the reasons now
about to be advanced.

14. For of the diversified and manifold

affliction which befalls the saints, I have rea-

sons eight in number to declare unto your

love. Therefore let all direct themselves to

me with the strictest attention, knowing that

there will be no pardon nor excuse left us
hereafter for stumbling at the things which
happen, if after all, when there are so many
reasons, we are just as much perplexed and
disturbed as if there were not one to be found.

The first reason then is, that God permits

them to suffer evil, that they may not too

easily be exalted into presumption, by the

greatness of their good works and miracles.

The second, that others may not have a
greater opinion of them than belongs to

human nature, and take them to be gods and
not men.
The third, that the power of God may be

made manifest, in prevailing, and overcom-
ing, and advancing the word preached,

through the efficacy of men who are infirm

and in bonds.

The fourth, that the endurance of these

themselves may become more striking, serv-

ing God, as they do, not for a reward; but

showing even such right-mindedness as to

give proof of their undiminished good will

towards Him after so many evils.

The fifth, that our minds may be wise con-

cerning the doctrine of a resurrection. For
when thou seest a just man, and one abound-

ing in virtue, suffering ten thousand evils,

and thus departing the present life, thou art

altogether compelled, though unwillingly, to

think somewhat of the future judgment; for

if men do not suffer those who have laboured

for themselves, to depart without wages and

recompense; much more cannot God design,

that those who have so greatly laboured should

be sent away uncrowned. But if He cannot

intend to deprive those of the recompense of

their labours eventually, there must needs be

a time, after the end of the life here, in which

they will receive the recompense of their

present labours.

The sixth, that all who fall into adversity

may have a sufficient consolation and allevia-

tion, by looking at such persons, and remem-
bering what sufferings have befallen them.

The seventh, that when we exhort you ta

the virtue of such persons, and we say to

every one of you, " Imitate Paul, emulate

Peter," ye may not, on account of the sur-

passing character of their good works, sloth-

fully shrink from such an imitation of them,

as deeming them to have been partakers of a

different nature.

The eighth, that when it is necessary to-

call any blessed, or the reverse, we may learn

whom we ought to account happy, and whom
unhappy and wretched.

These then are the reasons; but it is neces-

sary to establish them all from the Scriptures,
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and to show with exactness that all that has

been said on this subject is not an invention

of human reasoning, but the very sentence of

the Scriptures. For thus will what we say be

at once more deserving of credit, and sink the

deeper into your minds.

15. That tribulation then is profitable to

the saints, that they may exercise moderation

and lowliness, and that they may not be puffed

up by their miracles and good works, and

that God permits it for this end; we may hear

David the prophet, and Paul saying the same.

The former says, ** It is good for me, Lord,

that I have been in trouble, that I might learn

thy statutes:
"

' and the latter having said, '' I

was caught up into the third heaven, and "

transported to Paradise, goes on to say,

**And lest I should be exalted above measure

through the abundance of the revelations,

there was given me a thorn in the flesh, the

messenger of Satan to buffet me." =* What can

be clearer than this ? " That I might not be

exalted above measure," for this reason, saith

he, God permitted " the messengers of Satan

to buffet me;" by messengers of Satan, in-

deed, he means not particular demons, but

men ^ ministering for the devil, the unbeliev-

ers, the tyrants, the heathens, who persever-

ingly molested, and unceasingly worried him.

And what he says is just this: ** God was able

to repress these persecutions and successive

tribulations; but since I had been caught up

into the third heaven, and transported to

Paradise, lest through the abundance of these

revelations I might be lifted up and think

much of myself, he permitted these persecu-

tions, and suffered these messengers of Satan

to buffet me with persecutions and afflictions,

that I might not be too much exalted." For

although Paul and Peter, and all that are like

them, be holy and wonderful men, as indeed

they are, yet they are but men, and require

much caution lest they should be too easily

exalted; and as saints more than others.

For nothing is so apt to exalt to presumption

as a conscience full of good works, and a soul

that lives in confidence. To the end, there-

fore, that these might suffer nothing of this

kind, God permitted that there should be

temptations and tribulations; these being

powerful to keep them down, and to persuade

to the exercise of moderation in all things.^

16. That this very particular also contrib-

utes much to the showing forth of God's

power, you may learn even from the same

Apostle, who told us the former. In order

that you may not say, (what indeed unbe-

I Ps. cxix. 71. = 2 Cor. xii. 2, 4, 7.

3 So he explains it also on the passage, on 2 Cor., Horn. A-S.V1,

See also on Rom. viii. 6, Trans, p. 251, and Bp. Bull, berm. v.

2

lievers think), that God in permitting this, is

some infirm being, and suffers such persons
to be continually afflicted, from not being
able to deliver His own from dangers: this

very thing, I say, observe how Paul has
demonstrated by means of these events,

showing not only that the events were far

from accusing Him of weakness, but that they
proved His power more strikingly to all.

For having said, ** There was given me a
thorn in the flesh; a messenger of Satan to

buffet me," and having thus signified his

repeated trials, he goes on to add, ** For this

thing I besought the Lord thrice, that it

might depart from me; and He said unto
me. My grace is sufficient for thee, for My
strength is perfected in weakness."* "My
power," He means, *' is seen then when ye

are in weakness; and yet through you, who
seem to grow weak, the word preached is

magnified, and is sown in all quarters.'^

When therefore he was led to the dungeon,

after having received a great number of

stripes, he took prisoner the keeper of the

prison. s His feet were in the stocks, and his

hands in the chain; and the prison shook at

midnight while they were singing hymns.

See you, how His power was perfected in

weakness? If Paul had been at large, and

had shaken that building, the thing would not

have been so wonderful. *' For this reason,

He saith, " remain bound; and the walls shall

be shaken on every side, and the prisoners

shall be loosed; in order that My power may
appear the greater, when through thee, con-

fined and in fetters, all that are in bonds shall

be loosed." This very circumstance then it

was which at the time astounded the keeper

of the prison, that being so forcibly confined,

he, through prayer alone, prevailed to shake

the foundations, and throw open the doors of

the prison, and to unbind all the prisoners.

Nor is this the only occasion. But with

Peter too, and Paul himself, as well as the

other disciples, one may see this occurring

constantly; and in the midst of persecution,

the grace of God ever flourishing, and ap-

pearing by the side of the tribulations, and

thus proclaiming His power. Wherefore He
saith, "My grace is sufficient for thee, for

My strength is perfected in weakness."

17. But to show that many would be too

often ready to imagine things of them above

human nature, unless they saw them enduring

such afflictions, hear how Paul was afraid on

this very point; " For though I would desire

to glory, I shall not be a fool, but now I for-

bear, lest any man should think of me above

4 2 Cor. xii. 8, 9.
5 Acts xvi. 24.
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that which he seeth me to be, or that he

heareth of me."* But what is it that he

means ? I am able, he declares, to speak of

far greater miracles; but I am unwilling;

lest the magnitude of the miracles should

raise too high a notion of me among men.
For this reason Peter also, when they= had
restored the lame man, and all were wonder-

ing at them, in order to restrain the people,

and persuade them that they had exhibited

nothing of this power of themselves, or from
their native strength, says, '* Why look ye so

earnestly on us, as though by our own power
or holiness we had made this man to walk ?

" 3

And again at Lystra, the people were not

only filled with astonishment, but led forth

bulls, after crowning them with garlands, and
were preparing to offer sacrifice to Paul and
Barnabas. Observe the malice of the Devil.

By those very same persons through whom
the Lord was at work, to purge out ungodli-

ness from the world, by the same did that

enemy try to introduce it, again persuading

them to take men for gods; which was what

he had done in former times. And this is

especially that which introduced the principle

and root of idolatry. For many after having

had success in wars, and set up trophies, and
built cities, and done divers other benefits of

this kind to the people of those times, came
to be esteemed gods by the multitude, and
were honoured with temples, and altars; and
the whole catalogue of the Grecian gods is

made up of such men. That this, therefore,

may not be done towards the Saints,'^ God
permitted them constantly to be banished,

—

to be scourged,—to fall into diseases; that

the abundance of bodily infirmity, and the

multiplicity of those temptations, might con-

vince those who were then with them, both

that they were men, who wrought such won-
ders, and that they contributed nothing of

their own power; but that it was mere grace,

that wrought through them all these miracles.

For if they took men for gods, who had done
but mean and vile things, much rather would
they have thought these to be such, had they

suffered nothing proper to humanity, when
they performed miracles, such as no one had
ever before seen or heard of. For if when

* 2 Cor. xii. 6.

= Or, " he," referring tool Trepl ; St. John, however, may be in-

cluded.
3 Acts iii. 12.

4 The heathen altars, 0a>/xol, must not be confounded with the
Christian BvaiaarVipia raised over the relics of saints fo God. St.

Aug. ser. 273, c. 7, in Nat. Mart. Fructuosi irrc. de Sanctis, i

<Ben. t. 5). " When didst thou ever hear me, or any of my breth-
ren and colleagues, say at the memorial of St. Theogenes, ' I ofjf r

to thee, St. Theogenes ;' or, ' I offer to thee, Peter ;' or, ' I offer

to thee, Paul ?' and if it be said to you, ' Do you worship fcolis)

Peter ?' Answer, . . .
' I do not worship Peter, but I worship

God, whom Peter also worships.' Then doth Peter love thee.
'

This passage of St. Chrysostom is, however, remarkable, as pointing
out a tendency which has since been carried to excess.

they were scourged, thrown down precipices,

imprisoned, banished, and placed in peril

every day, there were, notwithstanding, some
who fell into this impious opinion, how much
rather would they have been thus regarded,

had they endured nothing which belongs to

human nature !

18. This then is the third cause of afflic-

tion; and the fourth is, that the saints might
not be supposed to serve God from a hope of

present prosperity. For many of those who
live in debauchery, when blamed as they often

are by many, and invited to the labours of

virtue; and when they hear the saints com-
mended for their cheerfulness under great

hardships,5 attack their character- on this

ground; and not men only, but the devil him-
self hath taken up this suspicion. For when
Job was surrounded with great wealth, and
enjoyed much opulence, that wicked demon,

^

being reproached by God on his account, and
having nothing to say; when he could neither

answer the accusations against himself, nor

impugn the virtue of this just man; took
refuge at once in this defence, speaking thus,
" Doth Job fear thee for nought ? Hast thou

not made an hedge about him on all sides/''
" For reward then," saith he, "that man is

virtuous, enjoying thereby so much opu-

lence." What then did God? Being desir-

ous to show, that it was not for reward that

his saints serve Him, He stripped him of all

his opulence; gave him over to poverty; and
permitted him to fall into grievous disease.

Afterwards reproving him,^ that he had sus-

pected thus without cause. He saith, " He
yet holdeth fast his integrity; to no purpose
didst thou move me to destroy his substance."

For it is a sufficient reward, and compensa-
tion to the saints, that they are serving God;
since this indeed to the lover is reward

enough, to love the object of his love;' and
he seeks nothing besides, nor accounts any-

thing greater than this. And if such be the

case with regard to a man, much more in

relation to God; which therefore that God
might demonstrate. He gave more than the

devil asked; for the latter said, "Put forth

thine hand, and touch him;"'" but God said

5 errl Tjfj rZiv SetvSjv €V\f/v\ia. One would have expected ei' rot?

fieii'ol? ; but perhaps the trne'reading is Seiuujv, making the sense
" for the noble spirit of such and such persons."

6 See St. <>reg. Mor. in P., Job 1. i, c. 8, o, 23, &c. He com-
ments on three senses, the Historical, the Allegorical, and the

Moral. In the allegorical, Job represents Christ, in the moral.

His Church. In the words, 7vhence earnest thou., he understands
that Satan is called to account for his own ways. In Hast thou
considered., &c., he sees a type of the Incarnation.

7 Job i. 9, 10. 8 .Satan. Job ii. 3, Lxx.
9 eptofiet'ov. The Benedictine translator is mistaken in rendering

this " to love one who loves him," see on Rom. ix. 6, Hom. XVI.
Tr. p. 284. " For even being loved by Christ was not the only

thing he cared for, but loving Him exceedingly. And this last he
cared most for."

10 Job ii, 5, 6.
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not thus, but, '* I deliver him unto thee."

For just as in the contests' of the outer

world, the combatants that are vigorous, and
in high condition of body,^ are not so well

discerned, when they are enwrapt all around
with the garment soaked in oil; but when
casting this aside, they are brought forward

unclothed into the arena; then above all they

strike the spectators on every side with as-

tonishment at the proportion of their limbs,

there being no longer anything to conceal

them; so also was it with Job. When he was

enveloped in all that wealth, it was not visible

to the many, what a man he was. But when,

like the wrestler, that strips off his garment,

he threw it aside, and came naked to the con-

flicts of piety, thus unclothed, he astonished

all who saw him;^ so that the very theatre of

angels shouted at beholding his fortitude of

soul, and applauded him as he won his crown !

For, as I have already observed, he was not

so well seen of men, when clad in all that

wealth, as when, casting it away like a gar-

ment, he exhibited himself naked as it were

in a theatre, in the midst of the world, and

all admired his vigor of soul, evidenced as

this was not only by his being stripped of all

things, but by the conflict, and by his patience

in respect of his infirmity. And as I said

before, God Himself did not smite him; in

order that the devil might not again say,

" Thou hast spared him, and hast not inflicted

so great a trial as was necessary:" but he

gave to the adversary the destruction of his

cattle, and power over his flesh. *' I am
sure," saith He, '*of this wrestler; therefore

I do not forbid thee to impose on him what-

ever struggles thou desirest." But as those

who are well skilled in the sports of the

palaestra, and have reason to rely on their art

and bodily strength, often do not seize their

antagonists upright, nor take an equal advan-

tage, but suffer them to take them by the mid-

dle,^ that they may make a more splendid con-

quest; so also God gave to the devil to take

this saint by the waist, that when he had

overcome, after an attack so greatly to his

disadvantage, and stretched his adversary on

the ground, his crown might be so much the

more glorious !

19. It is tried gold ! Try it as thou desir-

est; examine it as thou wishest, thou wilt not

1 Ttt)v e^oidev, as being Pagan. . .,

2 See St. Chrysostom on i Tim. iv. 8, where " bodily exercise

means training for these games, or similar exercise for health. On
the "garment." see Horn. III. c. (3), and on i 1 im. 11., Horn.

VIII., Mor. J^adr. Agon. ii. 2, Grcev. t. 8, he is mistaken m taking

it to be a mere subligactiluin.

3 Job i. 21.
, , , 1 Ti •• £.

4 See the wrestling match at Patroclus' funeral, II. xxiii. 726,

&c., where Ulysses, after an even trial, gives Ajax this advantage,

and overthrows him by superior skill ; and Ajax gives it in return,

and gains an even fall by his greater weight and strength.

find in it any dross. This shows us not only
the fortitude of others, but also brings much
farthers consolation; for what saith Christ,
" Blessed are ye when men shall revile you
and persecute you, and shall say all manner
of evil against you falsely for my sake. Re-
joice and be exceeding glad, for great is your
reward in heaven: for in like manner did their

fathers unto the prophets."^ Again, Paul
writing to the Macedonians in his desire to
console them, says, '* For ye, brethren, be-
came followers of the churches of God which
are in Judea. For ye also have suffered like

things of your own countrymen, even as they
have of the Jews."^ And again, he consoles
the Hebrews in like manner, reckoning up all

the just who had lived ^ in furnaces; in pits;

in deserts; in mountains; in caves; in hun-
ger; and in poverty. ^ For communion of suf-

fering brings some consolation to the fallen.

20. But that this also introduces arguments
for the resurrection, hear the same Paul
again, saying, " If after the manner of men
I have fought with beasts at Ephesus, what
shall it profit me if the dead are not raised." '°

And further, "If in this life only we have
hope, we are of all men the most miserable.""

We suffer, he tells us, innumerable evils dur-

ing the present life; if then there is no other

life to be hoped for, what can be more
wretched than our condition ? Hence it is

evident that our affairs are not bounded
within the limits of this present state; and

this becomes manifest from our trials. For

God could never suffer those who have en-

dured so many and so great evils, and who
have spent all the present life in trials and

dangers without number, to be without a rec-

ompense of far greater gifts; and if he could

not suffer this, it is certain that he has pre-

pared another, a better and brighter life, in

which he will crown those who have wrestled

in the cause of godliness, and proclaim their

praises in the presence of the whole world.

So that when you see a just man straitened

and afflicted; and in sickness, and in poverty,

as well as innumerable other woes, till he

ends this present life; say to thyself, that if

there were no resurrection and judgment,

God would not have permitted one, who en-

dured such great evils for His sake, to depart

hence without enjoying any good thing; from

whence it is evident, that for such He has

prepared another life, and one which is

sweeter and much more endurable. For if

5 erepav al. erepots " brings the rest much."
6 Matt. v. II, 12. The last clause of this passage seems quoted

from the parallel passage, Luke vi. 23.

8 The word hiayovra^, in the Greek, comes last, and so separated

from the " furnaces."

9 Heb. xi. 34, 35- _ ^° ^ Cor. xv. 32. *» i Cor. .19.
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it were not so, then he would not suffer many
of the wicked to luxuriate through the present

life; and many of the just to remain in ten

thousand ills: but since there is provided

another life, in which he is about to recom-

pense every man according to his deserts;

one for his wickedness, another for his virtue;

on that account he forbears, while he sees the

former enduring evil, and the latter living

in luxury.

21. And that other' reason too I will en-

deavor to bring forward from the Scriptures.

But what was it ? It was, that we might not

say, when exhorted to the same virtue, that

they were partakers of another nature, or

were not men. On this account, a certain

one speaking of the great Elias, says, *' Elias

was a man of like passions with us."'' Do
you perceive, that he shows from a commun-
ion of suffering,3 that he was the same kind

of man that we are? And again, " I too am
a man of like passions with you." * And this

guarantees a community of nature.

2 2. But that you may learn that this also

teaches us to consider those blessed whom we
ought to consider blessed, is evident from

hence. For when you hear Paul saying,
*' Even unto this present hour we both hun-

ger, and thirst, and are naked, and are buf-

fetted, and have no certain dwelling place.'' s

And again; "Whom the Lord loveth he

chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom
he receiveth;"^ it is certain that it is not those

who are enjoying quietness, but those who
are in affliction for God's sake, and who are

in tribulation, whom we must applaud, emu-
lating those who live virtuously, and cultivate

piety. For so speaks the prophet: '* Their

right hand is a right hand of iniquity. Their

daughters beautified, ornamented after the

similitude of a temple. Their garners full,

bursting from one into another; their sheep

fruitful; abundant in their streets; their oxen

fat. There is no breaking down of the fence,

nor passage through; nor clamor in their

streets. They call the people blessed whose
affairs are in this state." ^ But what dost thou

say, O prophet? *' Blessed," saith he, " the

people whose God is the Lord;" not the

people affluent in wealth, but one adorned

with godliness;^ that people, saith he, I es-

teem happy, although they suffer innumerable

hardships !

» TTjv irtpav. ' James v. 17. 3 Trat^?.

4 Wisd. vii. I. S I Cor. iv. 11. ^ Heb. xii. 6.

7 Ps. cxliv. 11-T5.
8 St. Chrysostom, it must be observed, in this quotation as else-

where, follows the Septuagint Version. In the present instance

that version is only supported by the Vulgate, Syriac, and Arabic.

See Walton's Polyglott. But the Tarxum follows the Hebrew
(our sons, v. 12), as do the English Translations. It is obvious

that Job xxiv. or Ps. Ixxiii. might have been alleged, but this doc-

trine « clearer and more frequent in the New Testament.

23. But if it were necessary to add a ninth*

reason, we might say, that this tribulation

maketh those who are troubled more ap-

proved; " For tribulation worketh patience;

and patience, probation; and probation, hope;
and hope maketh not ashamed. "'° Do you
see that the probation, \^hich comes of tribu-

lation, fixes in us the hope of the good things

to come, and that the abiding in trials causes

us to have a good hope of the future ? So
that I did not say rashly, that these tribula-

tions themselves mark out to us hopes of a
resurrection, and make those who are tried

the better; for, he saith, *' as gold is tried in

a furnace, so an acceptable man in the fur-

nace of humiliation.""

24. There is besides a tenth reason to

mention; and what is it, but the one I have
before frequently referred to ? viz. that if we
have any spots, we thus put them away.

And the patriarch, making this matter plain,

said to the rich man, *

' Lazarus hath received '*

his evil things," '^ hence " he is comforted."

And besides this, we may find another rea-

son, which is to this effect; that our crowns

and rewards are thus increased. For in pro-

portion as tribulations are more intense, so

also are the rewards augmented; yea, even

far more: " for the sufferings of the present

time," it is said, " are not worthy to be com-
pared to the glory that shall be revealed in

us.""* Thus many then being the reasons

which we have to advance for the afflictions

of the saints, let us not take our trials amiss,

or be distressed, or disturbed on account of

them; but both ourselves discipline our own
souls, and teach others to do the same.

25. And if, O beloved, thou seest a man
living in virtue, keeping fast hold of spiritual

wisdom, pleasing God, yet suffering innum-

erable ills, do not stumble ! And although

thou seest any one devoting himself to spirit-

ual affairs, and about to achieve something

useful, yet presently supplanted, be not dis-

couraged ! For I know there are many who
ofttimes propose a question to this effect:

'* Such a one," say they, " was performing a

pilgrimage to some Martyr's shrine; and

whilst conveying money to the poor, met
with a shipwreck, and lost all. Another man,

in doing the like, fell among robbers, and

scarcely saved his life, leaving the place in a

state of nudity." What then should we say ?

Why that in neither of these cases need one

be sad. For if the one met with a shipwreck.

9 St. Chrysostom has not exactly kept to his order of enumera-
tion in these reasons, but considers the last three under one head,

probably for the sake of brevity.
10 Rom. V. 3-5. " Ecclus. ii. 3.

12 " aneKafiev," which word he seems justified in applying to

I^zarus too by the "likewise^' the article bears out '^ his evil

things." '3 Luke xvi. 25. M Rom. viii. 18.
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yet he hath the fruit of his righteousness

complete inasmuch as he fulfilled all his own
part. He collected the money together, he
stowed it away,' he took it with him, he de-

parted on his pilgrimage; but the shipwreck
that followed was not of his own will. *' But
why did God permit it?" In order that he
might make the man approved. "But,"
says one, *' the poor were deprived of the

money." Thou dost not so care for the

poor, as the God who made them ? for if they

were deprived of these things. He is able to

provide a greater supply of wealth for them
from another quarter.

26. Let us not then call Him to account for

what He does; but let us give Him glory in

all things. For it is not lightly and to no
purpose that He often permits such events.

But beside that He does not overlook those

that would have enjoyed comfort from such

wealth; and instead of it, affords them some
other supply of sustenance; He also makes
him who suffers the shipwreck more approved,

and provides him a greater reward; inasmuch
as the giving thanks to God, when one falls

into such calamities, is a far greater matter

than giving alms. For not what we give in

alms only, but whatever we have been de-

prived of by others, and borne it with forti-

tude; this too brings us much fruit. And
that you may learn, that the latter is indeed

the greater thing, I will make it evident from

what befell Job. He, when a possessor of

wealth, opened his house to the poor, and

whatever he had he bestowed; but he was not

so illustrious when he opened his house to the

poor, as when, upon hearing that his house

had fallen down, he did not take it im-

patiently. He was not illustrious when he

clad the naked with the fleece of his flock, as

he was illustrious and renowned when he

heard that the fire had fallen, and consumed
all his flocks, and yet gave thanks. Before,

he was a lover of man; now, he was a lover

of Wisdom. Before, he had compassion on

the poor; but now he gave thanks to the

Lord ! And he did not say to himself,
'

' Why
is it that this hath happened? The flocks

are consumed from which thousands of the

poor were supported; and if I was unworthy

to enjoy such plenty, at least He should have

spared me for the sake of the partakers."

27. Nothing of this sort did Job utter, no

nor think, because he knew that God was

dispensing all things for good. That you

may learn, moreover, that he gave a heavier

blow to the devil after this, when, being

stripped of all things, he gave thanks, than

when, being in possession of them, he gave
alms; observe, that when he was in posses-
sion, the devil could utter a certain suspicion,

and however false, he yet could utter itr

'* Doth Job serve thee for nought?" But
when he had taken all, and stripped him of
everything, and the man yet retained the
same good will towards God, from that time
his shameless mouth was stopped, and had
nothing further to allege. For the just man
was more illustrious than in his former state.''

For to bear nobly and thankfully the priva-

tion of all things, is a far greater thing than it

was to give alms whilst living in affluence;

and it has been accordingly demonstrated in

the case of this just man. Before, there was
much benignity to his fellow- servants; now,

there was exceeding love shown towards the

Lord!
28. And I do not lengthen out this dis-

course without purpose; forasmuch as there

are many, who, often whilst engaged in works

of mercy, as supporting widows, have been

spoiled of all their substance. Some again,

by the accident of some fire, have lost their

all; some have met with shipwreck; others,

by false informations and injuries of that

sort, though they have done many alms-deeds,

have fallen into the extremes of poverty,

sickness, and disease, and have obtained no

help from any one. Lest we should say then,

as many often do, " No man knoweth any-

thing; "''s what has just been said may suffice

to remove all perplexity on this point. Sup-

pose it is objected that '* such an one, after

having done many alms-deeds, has lost all ?

"

And what if he had lost all? If he gives

thanks for this loss, he will draw down much

greater favour from God ! And he will not

receive twofold, as Job did, but a hundredfold

in the life to come. But if here he does

endure evil, the very circumstance of his sus-

taining all with fortitude will bring him a

greater treasure; for God permits him to fall

from plenty to poverty, for the purpose of

calling him thus to the more frequent exer-

cises, and greater conflicts. Hath it hap-

pened as is often the case, that the fire seiz-

ing upon thy house, hath burnt j^t up and

devoured all thy substance?

X Or, devoted it aneOero.

Remember

2 So Ben. render Xa^LTrpdrepo? yap aTro tojv ^poTepwv o «i^aio?

^.. No other sense seems possible yet this is bad Greek : Probably

?he right reading is yap v a^h, and^ the sense, he was more .llus-

^"Tl^pSvlraUxprsSnl^fit.sho^ seem, intended to deny

that there isany evidence of a particular Providence. Comp. Iph.

in Taur., 480.

Hai'Ta yap to. roiv Oetov

Ei? i</>ayes epTrei, K0v6ev oIS' ovSeU icaKOU.

'H yap Tvxe nap^yay ets to &va-(J.ade<:.

" The Gods' decree

Moves all to unseen ends, and none can tell

What ill shall meet him ; fortune blinds our way.

But the sentiment of Iphigenia will admit a pious interpretation.
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what happened to Job; give thanks to the

Lord, who though he was able to forbid, did

not forbid it; and thou wilt receive as great

a reward as if thou hadst deposited all thy

wealth in the hands of the poor ! But dost

thou spend thy days in poverty and hunger,

and in the midst of a thousand dangers?

Remember Lazarus who had to buffet with

disease, and poverty, and desolateness, and

those other innumerable trials; and that after

so high a degree of virtue !
' Remember the

Apostles, who lived in hunger, and thirst, and

nakedness; the prophets, the patriarchs, the

just men, and you will find all these not

among the rich or luxurious, but among the

poor, the afflicted, and the distressed !

29. Saying these things to thyself, give

thanks unto the Lord, that he hath made
thee to be of this part, not hating thee, but

loving thee greatly; since He would not

have permitted those men either to suffer

thus, if he had not exceedingly loved them,

because He made them more illustrious by

these evils. There is nothing so good as

thanksgiving; even as there is nothing worse

than blasphemy. We should not wonder,

that when we become intent upon spiritual

things, we suffer much that is grievous.

For as thieves do not dig through and assid-

uously keep watch there, where there is hay,

and chaff, and straw, but where there is gold

and silver; so also the devil besets those es-

pecially who are engaged in spiritual matters.

Where virtue is, there are many snares !

where alms-giving is, there is envy ! But we
have one weapon which is the best, and suf-

ficient to repel all such engines as these; in

everything to give thanks to God. Tell me,

did not Abel, when offering the first fruits to

God, fall by the hand of his brother? But

yet God permitted it, not hating one who had

honoured him, but loving him greatly; and

beside that which came of that excellent sac-

rifice, providing him another crown by mar-

tyrdom. Moses wished to protect a certain

one who was injured, and he was put into the

extremest peril, and banished his country. ="

This too God permitted, that thou mightest

learn the patience of the saints. For if,

foreknowing that we should suffer nothing of

a grievous kind, we then put our hands to

the work of religion, we should not seem to

be doing anything great, as having such a

pledge of safety. But as it is, those who do
such things are the more to be wondered at,

even for this; because, though they foresee

dangers, and punishments, and deaths, and
ten thousand evils, still they did not desist

from those good works, nor become less zeal-

ous from the expectation of terrors ^

30. As, therefore, the Three Children said,

"There is a God in heaven, who is able to

deliver us; and if not, let it be known unto
thee, O king, that we will not serve thy gods,

and that we will not worship the golden image
which thou hast set up.''^ Do thou also,

when about to perform any duty to God, look

forward to manifold dangers, manifold pun-
ishments, manifold deaths; and be not sur-

prised, nor be disturbed, if such things hap-

pen. For it is said, " My Son, if thou come
to serve the Lord, prepare thy soul tor

temptation.^' 5 Yov surely no one choosing to

fight, ^ expects to carry off the crown without

wounds ! And thou, therefore, who hast un-

dertaken to wage a complete combat ^ with the

devil, think not to pursue a life without

danger, and full of luxury ! God hath not

pledged to thee His recompense and His
promise here; but everything that is splendid

for thee in the future life ! Be glad and
rejoice then, if when thou hast thyself done
any good action, thou receive the contrary,

or if thou see another suffering this; inas-

much as this becomes to thee the source of a

higher recompense ! Do not be downcast:

nor give up thy zeal, nor become the more
torpid; but rather press onward with more
eagerness; since even the Apostles, when
they preached, although scourged, stoned,

and constant inmates of the prisons, did not

only after deliverance from dangers, but also

in those very dangers, announce with greater

forwardness the message of Truth. Paul is

to be seen in prison, yea, even in chains,

instructing and initiating:® and moreover
doing the very same in a court of justice, in

shipwreck, in tempest, and in a thousand

dangers. Do thou too imitate these saints,

and cease not from good works, so long as

thou art able; and although thou seest the

devil thwarting thee ten thousand times, never

fall back! Thou perchance, bearing with thee

thy wealth, hast met with shipwreck; but

Paul carrying the word, far more precious

than all wealth, was going to Rome, and was

wrecked; and sustained innumerable hard-

ships. And this he himself signified, when he

said, " Many times we desired to come unto

you, but Satan hindered us."' And God
permitted it; thus revealing the more abun-

« St. Chiysostom is frequent in his praises of the f>atience of

Lazarus, as m his Disc. Quod nemo Iceditur nisi a seipso^ sec. 10,

Ben. iii. p. 4^5, and in his Homilies de Lazaro, Ben. i. p, 720, &c.
2 Exod. ii.

3al. deaths. 4 Dan. iii. 17, 18. 5 Eccles. ii. i. ^ irvKreveiv.

7 irayKparia^tiv. The Pancration "consists of the two exercises

of wrestling and boxing ; from the former it borrows the custom of

throwing down ; from the latter, that of beating adversaries."

Pott. Ant. c. 21.

8 Baptizing, fJivaTayuiyovvTa. Tr. 9 i Thess. ii. 18.
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dantly His power, and showing that the mul-

titude of things which the devil did, or pre-

vented from being done, neither lessened nor

interrupted the preaching of the Gospel. On
this account Paul gave God thanks in all

things; and knowing that he was himself

thereby rendered more approved, he exhibited

his exceeding forwardness on every occasion,

letting none of these impediments prevent

him I

31. As often then as we are frustrated in

spiritual works, so often let us again take

them in hand; and let us not say, '* for what

reason did God permit these impediments?'*

for He permitted them to this end, that He
might show thy alacrity much more to others,

and thy great love; this being the special

mark of one that loves, never to desist from

those things which are approved by him whom
he loves. The man, indeed, who is flaccid

and listless, will fall back from the first shock;

but he who is energetic and alert, although he

be hindered a thousand times, will devote

himself so much the more to the things of

God; fulfilling all as far as he is able; and in

everything giving thanks. This then let us

do ! Thanksgiving is a great treasure; large

wealth; a good that cannot be taken away; a

powerful weapon ! Even as blasphemy in-

creases our present mishap; and makes us

lose much more beside than we have lost

already. Hast thou lost money? If thou

hast been thankful, thou hast gained thy

soul; and obtained greater wealth; having

acquired a greater measure of the favour of

God. But if thou blasphemest, thou hast,

besides this, lost thine own safety; and hast

not regained possession of thy wealth; yea

and thy soul, which thou hadst, thou hast

sacrificed !

32. But since our discourse has now turned

to the subject of blasphemy, I desire to ask

one favror of you all, in return for this my
address, and speaking with you; which is,

that you will correct on my behalf the blas-

phemers of this city. And should you hear

any one in the public thoroughfare, or m the

midst of the forum, blaspheming God; go up

to him and rebuke him; and should it be

necessary to inflict blows, spare not to do so.

Smite him on the face; strike his mouth;

sanctify thy hand with the blow, and if any

should accuse thee, and drag thee to the place

of justice, follow them thither; and when the

judge on the bench calls thee to account, say

boldly that the man blasphemed the King of

angels ! For if it be necessary to punish

those who blaspheme an earthly king, much

more so those who insult God. It is a com-

mon crime, a public injury; and it is lawful

for every one who is willing, to bring forward
an accusation. Let the Jews and Greeks
learn, that the Christians are the saviours of
the city; that they are its guardians, its

patrons, and its teachers. Let the dissolute

and the perverse also learn this; that they
must fear the servants of God too; that if at

any time they are inclined to utter such a
thing, they may look round every way at each
other, and tremble even at their own shadows,
anxious lest perchance a Christian, having
heard what they said, should spring upon
them and sharply chastise them. Have you
not heard what John did ? He saw a man
that was a tyrant overthrowing the laws of

marriage; and with boldness, he proclaimed

in the midst of the forum, ** It is not lawful

for thee to have thy brother Philip's wife." '

But I urge thee on, not against a prince or

a judge; nor against the marriage ordinance

outraged; nor in behalf of fellow-servants

insulted. But I require thee to castigate an

equal, for insolence against the Lord. Truly,

if I had said unto thee, punish and correct

those kings or judges who transgress the laws,

would you not say that I was mad ? But

John forsooth acted thus. So that even this

is not too much for us. Now then, at least,

correct a fellow-servant; an equal; and al-

though it should be necessary to die, do not

shrink from chastising =" a brother. This is

thy martyrdom, since John was also a martyr.

And although he was not commanded to sac-

rifice, nor to worship an idol, yet for the

sacred laws that were despised, he laid down

his head. Do thou too then contend, even

to the death, for the truth, and God will fight

for thee ! And make me not this cold reply.

" What matters it to me ? I have nothing in

common with him."^ With the devil alone

we have nothing in common, but with all

men we have many things in common; for

they partake of the same nature with us- they

inhabit the same earth, and they are nourished

with the same food; they have the same

Lord; they have received the same laws, and

are invited to the same blessings with our-

selves. Let us not say then, that we have

nothing in common with them; for this is a

Satanic speech; a diabolical inhumanity.

Therefore let us not give utterance to such

words, but exhibit such a tender care as be-

comes brethren !

^^. This indeed I, for my part, engage

with the strictest certainty, and pledge myself

to you all, that if all you ,who are present

will but choose to take in hand the safety of

1 Mark vi. 18.
. , . j • .•

2 <rw</)poi/t<eiv, which implies a kind intention.

3 t. e., the blasphemer. Tr.
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the inhabitants of this city, we shall speedily

have it amended throughout. And this, even

although but the least part of the city is here;

the least as to multitude, but the chief part

<is it respects piety. Let us take in hand the

safety of our brethren ! One man inflamed

with zeal is sufficient to reform a whole com-
munity ! But when not merely one, or two,

or three, but so great a multitude are able to

take on them the care of the neglected, it is

in no other way but by our own supineness,

and not from our want of strength, that the

majority perish and fall. Is it not indeed ab-

surd ? When we happen to see a fight taking

place in the forum, we go into the midst of

it, and reconcile the combatants ! But why
do I speak of a fight ? If, perchance, we see

an ass fallen down, we all make haste to

stretch out a hand to raise him up. Yet we

neglect our perishing brethren ! The blas-

phemer is an ass; unable to bear the burden
of his anger, he has fallen. Come forward
and raise him up, both by words and by
deeds; and both by meekness and by vehem-
ence; let the medicine be various. And if

we thus administer our own part, and take
pains for the safety of our neighbours,we shall

soon become objects of desire and affection

to the very persons who have the benefit of

our correction; and what is more than all, we
shall enjoy those good things which are laid

up in store. Which God grant that we may
all obtain, by the grace and mercy of our
Lord Jesus Christ; through whom and with
whom, to the Father with the Holy Ghost, be
glory and power and honor, both now and
always, and forever and ever. Amen.

HOMILY 11.

Spoken in Antioch in the Old Church, as it was called, while he was a presbyter, on the

subject of the calamity that had befallen the city in consequence of the tumult con-

nected with the overthrow of the Statues of the Emperor Theodosius, the Great and

Pious. And on the saying of the Apostle, " Charge them that are rich that they be

not high-minded,'' i Tim. vi. 17. And against covetousness.

I. What shall I say, or what shall I speak
of? The present season is one for tears, and
not for words; for lamentation, not for dis-

course; for prayer, not for preaching. Such
is the magnitude of the deeds daringly done;

so incurable is the wound, so deep the blow,

even beyond the power of all treatment, and
craving assistance from above. Thus it was
that Job, when he had lost all, sat himself

down upon a dunghill; and his friends heard

of it, and came, and seeing him, while yet

afar off, they rent their garments, and
sprinkled themselves with ashes, and made
great lamentation.' The same thing now
ought all the cities around to do, to come to

our city and to lament with all sympathy
what has befallen us. He then sat down on
his dunghill; she is now seated in the midst

of a great snare. For even as the devil then

leaped violently the flocks, and herds, and
all the substance of the just man, so now hath

he raged against this whole city. But then,

as well as now, God permitted it; then,

indeed, that he might make the just man more

» Job ii. 8, 12.

illustrious by the greatness of his trials; and
now, that he may make us more sober-

minded by the extremity of this tribulation.

Suffer me to mourn over our present state.

We have been silent seven days, even as the

friends of Job were.= Suffer me to open my
mouth to-day, and to bewail this common
calamity.

2. Who, beloved, hath bewitched us ? Who
hath envied us ? Whence hath all this change
come over us ? Nothing was more dignified

than our city ! Now, never was anything

more pitiable ! The populace so well ordered

and quiet, yea, even like a tractable and well

tamed steed, always submissive to the hands
of its rulers, hath now so suddenly started off

with us, as to have wrought such evils, as

one can hardly dare to mention.

I mourn now and lament, not for the great-

ness of that wrath which is to be expected,

but for the extravagance of the frenzy which

has been manifested ! For although the

Emperor should not be provoked, or in anger,

although he were neither to punish, nor take

2 Job ii. 13.
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vengeance; how, I pray, are we to bear the
shame of all that has been done ? I find the
word of instruction broken off by lamentation;

scarcely am I able to open my mouth, to part

my lips, to move my tongue, or to utter a

syllable ! So, even like a curb, the weight of

grief checks my tongue, and keeps back what
I would say.

3. Aforetime there was nothing happier

than our city; nothing more melancholy than
it is now become. As bees buzzing around
their hive, so before this the inhabitants every
day flitted about the forum, and all pro-

nounced us happy in being so numerous.
But behold now, this hive hath become soli-

tary ! For even as smoke does those bees,

so fear hath driven away our swarms; and
what the prophet says, bewailing Jerusalem,

we may fitly say now, ** Our city is become
* like a terebinth that hath lost its leaves,'

and as a garden that hath no water,

'

"
" For

in like manner as a garden when its irrigation

fails, exhibits the trees stripped of their

leaves, and bare of their fruits, so has it now
fared with our city. For the help from above
having forsaken her, she stands desolate

stripped of almost all her inhabitants.

4. Nothing is sweeter than one's own
country; but now, it has come to pass that

nothing is more bitter ! All flee from the

place which brought them forth, as from a

snare. They desert it as they would a dun-

geon; they leap out of it, as from a fire. And
just as when a house is seized upon by the

flames, not only those who dwell therein, but

all who are near, take their flight from it with

the utmost haste, eager to save but their bare

bodies; even so now too, when the wrath of

the Emperor is expected to come as a fire ^

from above, every one presses to go forth in

time, and to save the bare body, before the

fire in its progress reaches them. And now
our calamity has become an enigma; a flight

without enemies; an expulsion of inhabitants

without a battle; a captivity without capture !

We have not seen the fire of barbarians, nor

beheld the face of enemies; and yet we ex-

perience the sufferings of captives. All men
now hear of our calamities; for receiving our

exiles, they learn from them the stroke whicn

has fallen upon our city.

5. Yet I am not ashamed, nor blush at this.

Let all men learn the sufferings of the city,

that, sympathizing with their mother, they

may lift up their united voice to God from

the whole earth; and with one consent entreat

the King of heaven for their universal nurse

1 E. v., as an oak whose leaf fadeth, Heb. ^0)^ which may
be either tree.

2 Isa. i. 30.
3 Ben. TTupa?, " burning pile " (as of beams, &c.).

and parent.* Lately our city was shaken ;s

but now the very souls of the inhabitants tot-

ter ! Then the foundations of the houses
shook, but now the very foundations of every
heart quiver; and we all see death daily be-
fore our eyes ! We live in constant terror,

and endure the penalty of Cain; a more piti-

able one than that of those who were the
former inmates of the prison; undergoing as
we now do a new and strange kind of siege,

far more terrible than the ordinary kind. For
they who suffer this from enemies, are only
shut up within the walls; but even the forum
has become impassable to us, and every one
is pent up within the walls of his own house !

And as it is not safe for those who are be-

seiged to go beyond the walls, while the

enemy without is encamped around; so

neither, to many of those who inhabit this

city, is it safe to go out of doors, or to ap-

pear openly; on account of those who are

everywhere hunting for the innocent as well

as the guilty; and seizing them even in the

midst of the forum, and dragging them to the

court of justice, without ceremony, and just

as chance directs.^ For this reason, free-

men sit in doors shackled up with their domes-
tics; anxiously and minutely enquiring of

those to whom they may safely put the ques-

tion, "Who has been seized to-day; '^ who
carried off; 7 or punished? How was it? and

in what mannner?" They live a life more
wretched than any kind of death; being com-

pelled daily to mourn the calamities of others;

while they tremble for their own safety, and

are in no better case than the dead; inas-

much as they are already dead with tear.

6. But if any one who is devoid of this fear

and anguish, chooses to enter the forum, he

is presently driven back to his ov/n dwelling,

by the cheerless spectacie-, linding hardly

perchance one or two people, and those hang-

ing their heads and creeping about with

downcast looks, wnere Dut a few days before

the multitude swept along more incessantly

thanUhe streams 'of rivers. Yet all these

have now been driven away from us! And,

as when many trees in a thick wood of oak are

cut down in all directions, the spectacle be-

comes a melancholy one, even like that of a

head with many patches of baldness; even so

the city itself, its inhabitants being dimin-

4 St. Chrysostom alludes more than once in these Homilies to

the distinction referred to in Acts xi. 26, as one that all must still

'^^'^S^Antioch suffered much from earthquakes before and after this

period It was almost demolished by this visitation, a.d. 340, and

so again at several periods afterwards. More than 60,000 of its

inhabitants perished from the same cause, a.d. 588.

6A7rA(i? Kal <i? Itvx^v, /. ^., without fegard to the ordlinary

forms of justice used in apprehending the guilty or suspected.

7 Or executed, aTr^x^'?, see Hom. III. (6).

8 Or " more than rivalled," a7rf'(cpvirTei'.
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ished and but few appearing here and there,

is now become dreary, and sheds a heavy
mist of sorrow over those who witness it.

And not the ground only, but the very nature

of the air, and even the circle of the sun's

beams, seem now to me to look mournful,

and to shine more dimly; not that the ele-

ments change their nature, but that our eyes

being confused by the cloud of sadness, are

unable to receive the light of the rays clearly,

or with the same relish. This is what the

prophet of old bewailed, when he said, " The
sun shall go down at noon, and the day shall

be darkened."' And this he said, not as

though the Day Star^' should be eclipsed, or

the day should disappear, but because those

who are in sorrow, are not able to perceive

the light even of noon day on account of the

darkness of their anguish; which indeed has

been the case now. And wherever any one
looks abroad, whether upon the ground or

upon the walls; whether upon the columns
of the city, or upon his neighbours, he seems
to see night and deep gloom; so full is all of

melancholy ! There is a silence big with

horror, and loneliness everywhere; and that

dear hum of the multitude is stifled; and
even as though all were gone beneath the

earth, so speechlessness hath now taken pos-

session of the city; and all men seem like

stones, and being oppressed by the calamity

like a gag on their tongues; they maintain

the profoundest silence, yea, such a silence

as if enemies had come on them, and had
consumed them all at once by fire and sword !

7. Now is it a fit season to say, " Call for

the mourning women, that they may come,
and for the cunning women, and let them
take up a wailing. Let your^ eyes run down
with water, and your eyelids gush out with

tears."* Ye hills take up wailing, and ye

mountains lamentation ! Let us call the

whole creation into sympathy with our evils.

So great a city, and the head of those which

lie under the eastern sky, is in danger of

being torn away from the midst of the civil-

ized world ! She that had so many children,

has now suddenly become childless, and there

is no one who shall come to her aid ! For he

who has been insulted has not an equal in

dignity upon earth; for he is a monarch; the

summit and head of all here below ! On this

account then let us take refuge in the King
that is above. Him let us call in to our aid.

If we may not obtain the favour of heaven,

there is no consolation left for what has be-

fallen us !

8. Here I could wish to end this discourse;

' Amos viii. 9.

3 E. v., that our eyes may.
2 rov aarpov.
4 Jer, ix. 17, 18.

for the minds of those who are in anguish are

indisposed to extend their discourses to a
great length. And as when some dense cloud
has formed, and flying under the solar rays,

returns back to him all his splendour again,

so indeed does the cloud of sadness, when it

stands before our souls, refuse to admit an
easy passage for the word, but chokes it and
restrains it forcibly within. And this is the

case not only with those who speak, but with

those who hear; for as it does not suffer the

word to burst forth freely from the soul of

the speaker, so neither does it suffer it to

sink into the mind of those who listen, with

its natural power. Therefore also the Jews
of old time, while slaving at the mud and
bricks, had not the heart to listen to Moses,

while he repeatedly told them great things

respecting their future deliverance; despond-

ency making their minds inaccessible to the

address, and shutting up their sense of hear-

ing. I could have wished then, as to myself,

to have put an end here to my discourse;

but thinking that it is not only the nature of

a cloud to intercept the forward passage of

the sun's rays, but that often just the opposite

happens to Lhe cloud; since the sun continually

falling upon it with much warmth, wears it

away, and frequently breaks through the midst

of it; and shining forth all at once, meets
cheerfully the gaze of the beholders. This

also I myself expect to do this day; and the

word being continually associated with your

minds, and dwelling in them, I hope to burst

the cloud of sadness, and to shine through

your understandings again, with the custom-

ary instruction !

9. But afford me your attention ! Lend
me your ears awhile ! Shake off this de-

spondency ! Let us return to our former

custom; 5 and as we have been used always

to meet here with gladness, so let us also do

now, casting all upon God. And this will

contribute towards our actual deliverance

from calamity. For should the Lord see that

His words are listened to carefully; and that

our love of divine wisdom stands the trial of

the difficulty of these times. He will quickly

take us up again, and will make out of the

present tempest a calm and happy change.

For this too is a thing in which it behoves the

Christian to differ from the unbelievers, the

bearing all things nobly; and through hope

of the future, soaring above the attack of

human evils. The believer hath his stand on

the Rock; for this reason he cannot be over-

thrown by the dashing of the billows. For

should the waves of temptation rise, they

5 Ji9os.
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cannot reach to his feet. He stands too lofty

for any such assault. Let us not then sink

down, beloved ! We do not care so much for

our own safety, as God who made us. There
is not so much solicitude on our part, lest we
suffer any dreadful misfortune, as with Him
who bestowed upon us a soul, and then gave
us so many good things beside. Let us

mount on the wings of these hopes, and hear

the things about to be spoken with our accus-

tomed readiness.

lo. I made a prolonged discourse lately unto
you beloved, and yet I saw all following it

up, and no one turning back in the middle of

the course/ I return thanks to you for that

readiness, and have received the reward of

my labours. But there was another reward,

besides that attention, which I asked of you
at that time; perchance you know and recol-

lect it. And what was the reward ? That
you should punish and chastise the blas-

phemers that were in the city; that ye should

restrain those who are violent and insolent

against God ! I do not think that I then

spoke these things of myself; but that God,
foreseeing what was coming, injected these

words into my mind; for if we had punished

those who dared to do such things, that which

has now happened would never have hap-

pened. How much better would it have

been, if necessity so required, to run into

danger; yea, to suffer in castigating and cor-

recting such persons (which would have

brought us a martyr's crown), than now to

fear, to tremble, and to expect death, from

the insubordination of such persbns ! Be-

hold, the crime was that of a few, but the

blame comes on all ! Behold, through these,

we are all now placed in fear, and are our-

selves suffering the punishment of what these

men dared to do ! But if we had taken them
in time, and cast them out of the city, and

chastised them, and corrected the sick mem-
ber, we should not have been subjected to

our present terror. I know that the manners

of this city have been of a noble character

from old times; ^^ but that certain strangers,

and men of mixed race,—accursed and perni-

cious characters,—hopeless of their own
safety, have perpetrated what has been per-

petrated. For this very reason I was always

lifting up my voice, and unceasingly bearing

1 ovSe'va €< fie'oTjs viroa-rpexf/avTa t^s o5ov. He'evidently alludes

to the first Homily—a long one—and which it appears froni what

he has just said, was preached seven days before this, Tr. Mont-

faucon counts the seven days from the sedition. The order of

reading the Epistles as lessons perhaps cannot be ascertained.

The Codex Ebneri {^oAl. Auct. B. 123), has marks, but orf later

date than the text, for reading on the several days of thirty-four

weeks : the passage presently mentioned and that m Hom. 1. tall

on Thursday and Friday in the 27th, but this does not seem to the

purpose.
2 See Hom. III. (i.) fin.

my testimony, saying. Let us punish the
madness of those blasphemers,— let us control
their spirit, and provide for their salvation;

—yea, though it be necessary to die in doing
it, the deed would yet bring us great gain:—
let us not overlook the insult done to our
common Lord; overlooking such things will

bring forth some great evil to our city !

II- These things I foretold, and they have
now actually taken place;—and we are pay-
ing the penalty of that listlessness ! You
overlooked the insult that was done unto
God !—Behold, he hath permitted the Em-
peror to be insulted, and peril to the utmost
to hang over all, in order that we might pay
by this fear the penalty of that listlessness;

was it then vainly, and to no purpose I fore-

told these things, and assiduously urged your
Charity? But nevertheless, nothing was
done. Let it, however, be done now; and
being chastened by our present calamity, let

us now restrain the disorderly madness of

these men. Let us shut up their mouths,
even as we close up pestiferous fountains;

and let us turn them to a contrary course,,

and the evils which have taken hold of the

city shall undoubtedly be stayed. The
Church is not a theatre, that we should listen

for amusement. With profit ought we to

depart hence, and some fresh and great gain

should we acquire ere we leave this place.

For it is but vainly and irrationally we meet
together, if we have been but captivated for

a time, and return home empty, and void of

all improvement from the things spoken.

12. What need have I of these plaudits,,

these cheers and tumultuous signs of ap-

proval ?3 The praise I seek, is that ye show-

forth all I have said in your works. Then
am I an enviable and happy man, not when
ye approve, but when ye perform with all

readiness, whatsoever ye hear from me ?

Let every one then correct his neighbour, for

*' edify ye one another,"^ it is said, and if we
do not this, the crimes of each one will brin^

some general and intolerable damage to the

city. Behold, while we are unconscious of

any part in this transaction, we are no less

affrighted than those who were daringly en-

gaged in it ! We are dreading lest the wrath

of the Emperor should descend upon all;

and it is not sufficient for us to say in de-

fence, " I was not present; I was not an ac-

complice, nor a participator in these acts."

*' For this reason," he may reply, *' thou shalf.

be punished, and pay the extreme penalty,,

because thou wert not present; and didst not

3 Of public applause in the Church, see Bingham s Christian-

Antiquities, vol. 4, p. 593 sqq., New Ed.
4 I Thess, V. II.
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check, nor restrain the rioters, and didst not

run any risk for the honour of the Emperor !

Hadst thou no part in these audacious deeds ?

I commend this, and take it well. But thou

didst not check these things when being done.

This is a cause of accusation !
" Such words

as these, we shall also hear from God, if we
silently suffer the continuance of the injuries

and insults committed against Him. For he

also who had buried his talent in the earth,

was called to account, not for crimes done

by himself, for he had given back the whole

of that which was entrusted to him, but be-

cause he had not increased it; because he had

not instructed others; because he had not

deposited it in the hands of the bankers; that

is, he had not admonished, or counselled, or

rebuked, or amended those unruly sinners

who were his neighbours. On this account he

was sent away without reprieve to those in-

tolerable punishments ! But I fully trust that

though ye did not before, ye will now at least

perform this work of correction, and not

overlook insult committed against God. For

the events which have taken place are suffi-

cient, even if no one had given any warning,

to convince men ever so disposed to be in-

sensible, that they must exert themselves for

their own safety.

13. But it is now time that we should pro-

ceed to lay out before you the customary

table from St. Paul, by handling the subject

of this day's reading, and placing it in view

for you all. What then was the text read to-

day?' *' Charge them that are rich in this

world that they be not high-minded.'' =^ When
he says, "the rich in this world," he makes

it manifest, that there are others who are

rich, that is, in the world to come: such as

was that Lazarus, poor as to the present life,

but rich as to the future; not in gold and

silver, and such like perishable and transitory

store of wealth; but in those unutterable

good things "which eye hath not seen, nor

ear heard, nor hath it entered into the heart

of man." ^ For this is true wealth and opu-

lence, when there is good unmixed, and not

subject to any change. Not such was the

case of that rich man who despised him, but

he became the poorest of mankind. After-

wards at least when he sought to obtain but a

drop of water, he did not get possession even

of that, to such extreme poverty was he

come. For this reason he calls them rich

"in the present world," to teach thee that

along with the present life, worldly wealth is

annihilated. It goes no further, neither does

' On the ancient usages of the Church as to the reading of select

Eanions of the Old and New Testament at stated seasons, see

ingham's Christian Antiquities^ b. 14, c. 3.

2 I Tim. vi. 17. 3 I Cor. ii. 9.

it change its place with its migrating posses-

sors, but it often leaves them before their

end; which therefore he shows by saying,
" Neither trust in uncertain riches;" for

nothing is so faithless as wealth; of which I

have often said, and will not cease to say,

that it is a runaway, thankless servant, having

no fidelity; and should you throw over him
ten thousand chains, he will make off drag-

ging his chains after him. Frequently, in-

deed, have those who possessed him shut

him up with bars and doors, placing their

slaves round about for guards. But he has

over-persuaded these very servants, and has

fled away together with his guards; dragging

his keepers after him like a chain, so little

security was there in this custody. What
then can be more faithless than this ? what

more wretched than men devoted to it ?

When men endeavour with all eagerness to

collect so frail and fleeting a thing, they do

not hear what the prophet saith: " Woe unto

them who trust in their power, and boast

themselves in the multitude of their riches." ^

Tell me why is this woe pronounced ?—" He
heapeth up treasure," saith he, " and knoweth

not for whom he will gather it, "s—forasmuch
as the labor is certain, but the enjoyment

uncertain. Very often you toil and endure

trouble for enemies. The inheritance of your

wealth after your decease, coming as it does,

in many instances, to those who have injured

you, and plotted against you in a thousand

ways, has assigned you the sins for your part,

but the enjoyment to others !

14. But here, it is worthy of enquiry, for

what reason he does not say, " Charge those

who are rich in the present world, not to be

rich; charge them to become poor; charge

them to get rid of what they have;" but,

*' charge them, not to be high-minded." For

he knew that the root and foundation of

riches is pride; and that if any man under-

stood how to be unassuming, he would not

make much ado about the matter. Tell me,

indeed, for what reason thou leadest about so

many servants, parasites, and flatterers, and

all the other forms of pomp ? Not for neces-

sity, but only for pride; to the end that by

these thou mayest seem more dignified than

other men ! Besides, he knew that wealth

is not forbidden if it be used for that which is

necessary. For as I observed,^ wine is not

a bad thing, but drunkenness is so. A covet-

ous man is one thing, and a rich man is

another thing. The covetous man is not rich;

he is in want of many things, and while he

needs many things, he can never be rich.

4 Ps. xlix. 6. 5Ps. 6 Horn. I.
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The covetous man is a keeper, not a master,
of wealth; a slave, not a lord. For he would
sooner give any one a portion of his flesh,

than his buried gold. And as though he were
ordered and compelled of some one to touch
nothing of these hidden treasures, so with all

earnestness he watches and keeps them,
abstaining from his own, as if it were an-

other's. And certainly, they are not his own.
For what he can neither determine to bestow
upon others, nor to distribute to the necessi-

tous, although he may sustain infinite pun-
ishments, how can he possibly account his

own ? How does he hold possession of those

things, of which he has neither the free use,

nor enjoyment ? But besides this,—Paul is

not accustomed to enjoin everything on every

man, but accommodates himself to the weak-
ness of his hearers, even, indeed, as Christ

also did. For when that rich man came to

him, and asked him concerning Life, he did

not say at once, '* Go, sell that thou hast,''

'

but omitting this, he spoke to him of other

commandments. Nor afterwards, when he

challenged ^ Him and said, *' What lack I

yet?'' did He simply say, "Sell what thou

hast;" but, " If thou wilt be perfect, go and
sell that thou hast." ^ "I lay it down for

your determination. I give you full power
to choose. I do not lay upon you any nec-

essity." For this reason also, Paul spoke

nothing to the rich concerning poverty, but

concerning humility; as well because of the

weakness of his hearers, as because he per-

fectly knew, that could he bring them to ex-

ercise moderation, and to be free from pride,

he should also quickly free them from eager-

ness about being rich.

15. And further, after giving this admoni-

tion, *' not to be high-minded," he also

taught the manner in which they would be

able to avoid being so. And how was it ?

That they should consider the nature of

wealth, how uncertain and faithless it is !

therefore he goes onto say, *' Neither trust

in uncertain riches." The rich man is not

one who is in possession of much, but one

who gives much. Abraham was rich, but he

was not covetous; for he turned not his

thoughts to the house of this man, nor pryed

into the wealth of that man; but going forth

he looked around wherever there chanced to

be a stranger, or a poor man, in order that he

might succour poverty, and hospitably enter-

tain the traveller. He covered not his roof

with gold, but fixing his tent near the oak,

he was contented with the shadow of its

1 Matt. xix. 16.
2 Or "invited," as some read, iTpo<re*coAeVoTO. Ben. wpoeKa.-

Aeaaro.
3 Matt. xix. 21.

leaves. Yet so illustrious was his lodging,
that -angels were not ashamed to tarry with
him; for they sought not splendour of abode,
but virtue of soul. This man then let us
imitate, beloved, and bestow what we have
upon the needy. That lodging was rudely
prepared, but it was more illustrious than the
halls of kings. No king has ever entertained
angels; but he, dwelling under that oak, and
having but pitched a tent, was thought worthy
of that honour: not receiving the honour on
account of the meanness of his dwelling, but
enjoying that benefit on account of the mag-
nificence of his soul, and the wealth therein
deposited.

16. Let us too, then, adorn not our houses,
but our souls in preference to the house.
For is it not disgraceful to clothe our walls

with marble, vainly and to no end, and to

neglect Christ going about naked ? What
does thy house profit thee, O man ! For wilt

thou take it with thee when thou departest ?

This thou canst not take with thee, when thou
departest. But thy soul, when thou depart-

est, thou shalt assuredly take with thee I

Behold now this great danger has overtaken

us ! Let your houses stand by you ! Let
them deliver you from the threatened peril .

but they cannot ! And ye yourselves are

witnesses, who are leaving them solitary, and
hurrying forth to the wilderness; fearing

them as ye would do snares and nets ! Let

riches now lend aseustance ! But it is no

time for them to do so ! If then the power

of riches is found wanting before the wrath

of man, much rather will this be the case,

before the divine and inexorable tribunal

!

If it is but a man that is provoked and

offended, and even now gold is of no avail,

much more will the power of money be utterly

impotent then, when God is angry, who has

no need of wealth ! We build houses that we
may have a habitation; not that we may make
an ambitious display. What is beyond our

wants, is superfluous and useless. Put on a

sandal which is larger than your foot ! you

will not endure it; for it is a hindrance to the

step. Thus also a house larger than neces-

sity requires, is an impediment to your prog-

ress towards heaven. Do you wish to build

large and splendid houses ? I forbid it not;

but let it be not upon the earth ! Build thy-

self tabernacles in heaven, and such that thou

mayest be able to receive others;^—taberna-

cles which never fall to pieces. Why art thou

mad about fleeting things; and things that

must be left here ? Nothing is more slippery

4 He may allude to Luke xvi. 9, but in Horn, ^e Laz. 3, he cau-

tions men against thinking that friends could save them if they

did not themselves do good works.
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than wealth. To-day it is for thee; to-

morrow it is against thee. It arms the eyes

of the envious everywhere. It is a hostile

comrade, a domestic enemy; and ye are wit-

nesses of this, who possess it, and are in

every way burying and concealing it from

view; as even now too our very wealth makes

tlie danger more insupportable to us ! Thou
seest indeed the poor ready for action, dis-

engaged, and prepared for all things; but

the wealthy in great perj^lexity, and wander-

ing about, seeking where they may bury their

gold, or seeking with whom they may deposit

it ! Why, O man, dost thou seek thy fellow

slaves? Christ stands ready to receive, and

to keep thy deposits for thee; and not to

keep only, but also to augment them, and to

pay them back with much interest. Out of

His hand no man can forcibly take them
away. And He not only keeps the deposit,

but for this very thing He also frees thee

from thy perils. For among men, they who
receive treasures in trust think that they have

done us a favour, in keeping that of which

they took charge; but with Christ it is the

contrary; for He does not say that He has

conferred, but that He has received a favour,

when He receives thy deposited treasures;

and for the guardianship which He exercises

over thy wealth. He does not demand a rec-

ompense of thee, but gives thee a recom-

pense !

17. What defence then can we claim, or

what excuse, when we pass by Him who is

able to keep, and who is thankful for the trust

giving in return great and unspeakable re-

wards, and in place of this guardianship

commit our treasures to men who have not

the power to keep them, and who think they

grant us a favour, and pay us back at last only

that which was given them. Thou art a

stranger and a pilgrim with respect to the

things here ! Thou hast a country which is

thine own in the heavens ! There transfer

all;—that before the actual enjoyment, thou

mayest enjoy the recompense here. He
who is nourished with good hopes, and is

confident respecting things to come, hath here

already tasted of the kingdom ! For nothing

ordinarily so repairs the soul, and makes a

man better, as a good hope of things to come

;

so that if thou transfer thy wealth there, thou

mayest then provide for thy soul with suita-

ble leisure. For they who spend all their

endeavours upon the decoration of their dwell-

ing, rich as they are in outward things, are

careless of that which is within, letting their

soul abide desolate and scpialid, and full of

cobwebs. But if they would be indifferent to

exterior things, and earnestly expend all their

attention upon the mind, adorning t'ais at all

points; then the soul of such men would be
a resting place for Christ. And having

Christ for its inhabitant, what could ever be
more blessed .> Wouldest thou be rich?

Have God for thy friend, and thou shalt be
richer than all men !—Wouldest thou be rich ?

Be not high-minded !—This rule is suitable

not only to things future, but to things pres-

ent. For there is no such object of envy, as

a man of wealth; but when pride is super-

added, a two-fold precipice is formed; the

war becomes fiercer on all sides. ]Uit if you
know how to exercise moderation, you under-

mine the tyranny of envy by your humility;

and you possess whatever you do possess with

safety. For such is the nature of virtue, that

it not only profits us, as it respects futurity,

but it also here bestows a present reward.

18. Let us not then be high-minded in

reference to riches, or indeed to any other

thing; for if even in spiritual things the man
who is high-minded is fallen, and undone,
much more so as to carnal things. Let us

be mindful of our nature. Let us recollect

our sins. Let us 'understand what we are;

and this will provide a sufficient groundwork
for complete humility. Tell me not, *' I have
laid up the revenues of this or that number
of years; myriads of talents of gold; gains

that are increasing every day." Say as much
as you will, you say all in vain, and to no
jnirpose. Very often in one hour, yea, in one
short moment, just as the light dust, when
the wind rushes down upon it from above,

are all these things swept out of the house by
a blast. Our life is full of such examples,

and the Scriptures abound with lessons of

this sort. He who is rich to-day, is poor to-

morrow. Wherefore, I have often smiled,

when reading wills that said, let such a man
have the ownership of these fields, or of this

house, and another the use thereof. For we
all have the use, but no man has the owner-

ship.' For although riches m.ay remain with

us all our lifetime, undergoing no change, we
must transfer them in the end, whether we will

or no, into the hands of others; having en-

joyed only the use of them, and departing to

another life naked and destitute of this own-

ership ! Whence it is plain, that they only

have the ownership of property, who have

despised its use, and derided its enjoyment.

For the man that has cast his substance away
from him, and bestowed it on the poor, he

uses it as he ought; and takes with him the

ownership of these things when he departs,

not being stripped of the possession even in

» 4«airoTfio, literally, the lordship.
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I death, but at that time receiving all back
again; yea, and much more than these things,

at that clay of judgment, when he most needs
their protection,' and when we shall all have
to render up an account of the deeds we have
done. So that if any one wishes to have the
possession of his riches, and the use and the
ownership entire, let him disencumber him-
self from them all; since, truly, he who doth
not this must at all events be separated from
them at death; and frequently before his

death will lose them, in the midst of dangers
and innumerable ills.

19. And this is not the only disaster, that

the change comes suddenly; but that the rich

man comes unpractised to the endurance of

poverty. But not so the poor man; for he
confides not in gold and silver, which are

hfeless matter, but in *'God, who giveth us

all things richly to enjoy." So that the rich

man stands in more uncertainty than the poor
man, experiencing, as he does, frequent and
diversified changes. What is the sense of

this ? " Who giveth to us all things richly to

enjoy."' God giveth all those things with

liberality, which are more necessary than

riches; such, for example, as the air, the

water, the fire, the sun; all things of this

kind. The rich man is not able to say that

he enjoys more of the sunbeams than the

poor man; he is not able to say that he

breathes more plenteous air: but all these

are offered alike to all. And wherefore, one
may say, is it the greater and more necessary

blessings, and those which maintain our life,

that God hath made common; but the smaller

and less valuable (I speak of money) are not

thus common. Why is this ? In order that

our life might be disciplined, and that we
might have training ground for virtue. For
if these necessaries were not common, perhaps

they who are rich, practising their usual

covetousness, would strangle those who were

poor. For if they do this for the sake of

money, much rather would they do so for the

things referred to. Again, if money was also

an universal possession, and were offered in

the same manner to all, the occasion for

almsgiving, and the opportunity for benevo-

lence, would be taken away.

20. That we may live then securely, the

sources of our existence have been made
common. On the other hand, to the end that

we may have an opportunity of gaining crowns

and good report, property has not been made

^ Trpotrrturiaf. Corap. Horn. adv. Jud. vii. v. fin., where he

speaks of the intercession of thr>s« whose xouls vie. may have bene-

fitted as even of more avail ; aisf> in the Homilies on 2 Cor. iv. 13,

no. 3, V. fin., he refers to Luke xvi. 9, and soon after calls the poor

itpovarai., m this sense. See Cat. A ur. on that passage.
2 I Tim. vi. 17.

common; in order that hating covetousness,
and following after righteousness, and freely
bestowing our goods upon the poor, we may
by this method obtain a certain kind of relief
for our sins.' God hath made thee rich,
why makest thou thyself poor? He hath
made thee rich that thou mayest assist the
needy; that thou mayest have release of
thine own sins, by liberality to others. He
hath given thee money, not that thou mayest
shut it up for thy destruction, but that thou
mayest pour it forth for thy salvation. For
this reason also He hath made the possession
of riches uncertain and unstable, that by this

means he might slack the intensity of thy
madness concerning it. For if its i)ossessors,

even now whilst they can have no confidence
in regard to it, but behold a multitude of
snares produced from this quarter, are so
inflamed with the desire of these things; if

the elements of security and stability were
added to wealth, whom would they have
spared? From whom would they have re-

frained ? From what widows ? From what
orphans ? From what poor?

21. Wherefore let us not consider riches to

be a great good; for the great good is, not to

possess money, but to possess the fear of

God and all manner of piety. Behold, now
if there were any righteous man here, having
great boldness toward God,* notwithstanding

he might be the poorest of mortals, he would
be sufificient to liberate us from present evils !

For he only needed to spread forth his hands
towards heaven, and to call upon God, and
this cloud would pass away ! But now gold

is treasured up in abundance; and yet it is

more useless than mere clay for the purpose

of deliverance from the impending calamities !

Nor is it only in a peril of this kind; but

should disease or death, or any such evil be-

fall us, the impotency of wealth is fully

proved, since it is at a loss, and has no con-

solation of its own to offer us amidst these

events.

22. There is one thing in which wealth

seems to have an advantage over poverty,

viz. that it lives in a state of daily luxury,

and is supplied with an abundance of pleasure

in its banquets. This however may also be

seen exemplified at the table of the poor;

and these enjoy there a pleasure superior to

that of the rich. And marvel not at this, nor

think what I say a paradox; for I will make
the matter clear to you from the evidence of

facts. Ye know of course, and ye all confess

1 Plato de Lcgg. x. fnot x\.) uses irapafj.v9coy not, as Stephanus

takes it, for " an expiation," but "a means of persuasion;" the

word used here probably means relief.

4 nappr}<rlay, as is said of Timothy, Horn. I. 5. Corap. Ja

V. 16.
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that in feasts it is not the nature of tiie

viands, but the disposition of those who feast

upon them, which usually causes the pleas-

ure; for instance, when any one comes to the

table hungry, the food will taste sweeter than

any delicacy, or condiment, or a thousand

exquisite preparations for the palate, although

it may be the most common article of diet.

But he who without tarrying for necessity, or

first waiting till he is hungry, (as the custom
is with the wealthy), when he comes to the

table, notwithstanding he finds the most re-

fined dainties spread before him, has no sen-

sation of pleasure, his appetite not being pre-

viously excited. And that you may learn

that this is the actual state of the case, be-

sides that you are all witnesses to it, let us

hear the Scripture telling us the same truth;

"The full soul," it is said, " loaths the

honey comb, but to the hungry soul every

bitter thing is sweet." ' Yet what can be

sweeter than honey, and the honey comb ?

Still he saith it is not sweet to the man that

is not hungry. And what can be more disa-

greeable than bitter things ? And yet to

those who are poverty stricken they are sweet.

But that the poor come to the meal with need

and hunger, and that the rich do not wait for

this is manifest, I suppose, to every one.

Hence they do not reap the fruit of a genuine

and unmixed pleasure. Nor is it only in the

article of food, but any one may perceive

that the same thing occurs with respect to

drinks; and as in the one case hunger is the

cause of pleasure, far more than the quality

of the viands, so also in the other, thirst

usually makes the draught sweetest, although

what is drunk is only water. And this is

that which the prophet intimated, when he

said, " He satisfied them with honey out of

the rock."^' But we do not read in any part

of Scripture that Moses brought honey out of

the rock, but throughout the history we read

of rivers, and waters, and cool streams.

What then is it that was meant? For the

Scripture by no means speaks falsely. Inas-

much, then, as they were thirsty and wearied

with drought, and found these streams of

water so cooling, in order to show the pleas-

ure of such a draught, he calls the water

honey, not as though its nature were changed
into honey, but because the condition of the

drinkers made these streams sweeter than

honey. You see how the condition of the

thirsty is wont to make the draught sweet ?

Yea oftentimes have many of the poor, when
wearied, and distressed, and parched with

thirst, partaken of such streams even with

' Prov. xxvii. 7. 2 Ps. Ixxx. 16, Ixxxi. 16, Lxx.;

such pleasure as I have said. But the rich,

whilst drinking wine that is sweet, and has
the fragrance of flowers, ^ and every perfection

that wine can have, experience no such en-
joyment.

23. The same thing happens as every one
may perceive with regard to sleep. For not
a soft couch, nor a bedstead overlaid with

silver, nor the quietness that exists through-
out the house, nor anything else of this kind,

are so generally wont to make sleep sweet and
pleasant, as labour and fatigue, and the need
of sleep, and drowsiness when one lies down.
And to this particular the experience of facts,

nay, before actual experience, the assertion

of the Scriptures bears witness. For Solo-

mon, who had passed his life in luxury, when
he wished to make this matter evident, said,

"The sleep of a labouring man is sweet,

whether he eat little or much ? " '^ Why does
he add, "whether he eat little or much?"
Both these things usually bring sleeplessness,

viz. indigence, and excess of food; the one
drying up the body, stiffening the eyelids and
not suffering them to be closed; the other

straitening and oppressing the breath, and
inducing many pains. But at the same time
so powerful a persuasive is labour, that though
both these things should befall him, the serv-

ant is able to sleep. For since throughout
the whole day, they are running about every-

where, ministering to their masters, being
knocked about^ and hard pressed, and having
but little time to take breath, they receive a

sufficient recompense for their toils and
labours in the pleasure of sleeping. And thus

it hath happened through the goodness of

God toward man, that these pleasures are not

to be purchased with gold and silver, but with

labour,with hard toil,with necessity, and every
kind of discipline. Not so the rich. On the

contrary, whilst lying on their beds, they are

frequently without sleep through the whole
night; and though they devise many schemes,

they do not obtain such pleasure. But the

poor man when released from his daily labours,

having his limbs completely tired, falls almost
before he can lie down into a slumber that is

sound, and sweet, and genuine, enjoying this

reward, which is not a small one, of his fair

day's toils. Since therefore the poor man
sleeps, and drinks, and eats with more pleasure

than the rich man, what further value is left

to riches, now deprived of the one advantage
they seemed to have over poverty? For this

reason also, from the beginning, God tied

the man to labour, not for the purpose of pun-

3 av9o<rfiiav, Plutus, 807. * Eccl. v. 12.

5 Konrofievoi.. Used thus Dem. 01. 2, as we say " knocked
about," not as Ben., vapulantes.
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isbing or chastising, but for amendment and
education. VVhen Adam lived an unlabourious

life, he fell from Paradise, but when the

Apostle laboured abundantly, and toiled hard,

and said, *' In labour and travail,working night

and day,'' ' then he was taken up into Para-

dise, and ascended to the third heaven !

24. Let us not then despise labour; let us

not despise work; for before the kingdom of

Heaven, we receive the greatest recompense
from thence, deriving pleasure from that cir-

cumstance; and not pleasure only, but what
is greater than pleasure, the purest health.

For in addition to their want of relish, many
diseases also attack the rich; but the poor are

freed from the hands of physicians; and if at

times they do fall into a sickness, they recover

themselves quickly, being far removed from

all effeminacy, and having robust constitu-

tions. Poverty, to those who bear it wisely,

is a great possession, a treasure that cannot

be taken away; the stoutest of staves; a way
of gain ^ that cannot be thwarted; a lodging

that is safe from snares. The poor man, it

may be objected, is oppressed. But then

the rich man is still more subject to adverse

designs. The poor man is looked down upon

and insulted. But the rich man is the subject

of envy. The poor man is not so easily as-

sailed as the rich man, offering, as the latter

does on every side, countless handles to the

devil, and to his secret foes; and being the

servant of all, on account of the great extent

of his business. Standing in need of many
things, he is compelled to flatter many per-

sons, and to minister to them with much
servility. But the poor man, if he knows how
to be spiritually wise, is not assailable even

by the devil himself. Job therefore, strong

as he was before this, when he lost all, be-

came still more powerful, and bore away an^

illustrious victory from the devil !

25. But besides this, the poor man cannot

possibly be injured, if he knows how to be

spiritually wise. Now what I said of pleasure,

that it consisted not in a costly provision of

meats, but in the disposition of those who eat,

this also I say respecting an insult; that the

insult is either created or destroyed, not by

the intention of those who insult, but by the

disposition of those who bear it. For ex-

amole. Some one hath insulted thee with

much language, fit or unfit to repeat. If thou

shalt laugh at the insults, if thou take not

the words to heart, if thou showest thyself

superior to the blow, thou art not insulted.

And just as if we possessed an adamantine

body, we should not be hurt, were we even

attacked on all sides by a thousand darts, for

darts beget wounds not from the hand of him
who hurls them, but from the bodies of those

who receive them, so too in this case, insults

are constituted real and dishonourable ones,

not from the folly of those who offer them,
but from the weakness of the insulted. For
if we know how to be truly vvise, we are in-

capable of being insulted, or of suffering any
serious evils. Some one it may be hath

offered thee an insult, but thou hast not felt

it? thou hast not been pained. Then thou

art not insulted, but hast given rather than

received a blow ! For when the insulting

person perceives that his blow did not reach

the soul of those who were reviled, he is him-

self the more severely fretted; and whilst

those who are reproached remain silent, the

insulting blow is turned backwards, and recoils

of its own accord upon him who aimed it.

26. In all things then, beloved, let us be

spiritually wise, and poverty will be able to

do us no harm, but will benefit us exceed-

ingly, and render us more illustrious and-

wealthy than the richest. For tell me who
was poorer than Elias ? Yet for this reason

he surpassed all the wealthy, in that he was

so poor, and this very poverty of his was his

own choice from an opulence of mind. For

since he accounted the wealth of all riches to

be beneath his magnanimity, and not worthy

of his spiritual wisdom, therefore he welcomed

this kind of poverty; so that if he had con-

sidered present things as of much worth, he

would not have possessed only a mantle.

But so did he contemn the vanity of the life

that now is, and regard all gold as clay cast

into the street, '^ that he possessed himself of

nothing more than that covering. Therefore

the king had need of the poor man, and he

who iiad so much gold hung upon the words

of him who had nothing more than a sheep-

skin. Thus was the sheepskin s more splen-

did than the purple, and the cave of the just

man than the halls of kings. Therefore also

when he went up to heaven, he left nothmg to

his disciple save the sheepskin. "By the

help of this," said he, " I have wrestled with

the devil, and taking this, be thou armed

against him !
" For indigence is a powerful

weapon, an unassailable retreat, an unshaken

fortress ! Elisha received the sheepskm as

the greatest inheritance; for it was truly

such; a more precious one than all gold.

And thenceforth^ that Elias was a twofold

person; an Elias above and an Elias below !

I I Thess. ii. 9.

23

2 KTi)<rt?. 3 Sav. a more.

S^Zr^"^'. Klngn. ., Lxx., lit. sheepskin, the Hebrew is

j^ii^J .^hich does not fix the material, they may have judged by

2 Kings i. 8.

6 Sav. eic Tore.
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I know ye account that just person blessed,

and ye would each desire to be that person.

What then if I show you that all among us,

who are initiated,' have received something
far greater than he did ? For Ellas left a

sheepskin to his disciple, but the Son of God
ascending left to us His own flesh ! Elias

indeed, cast off his mantle, before he went
up; but Christ left it behind for our sakes;

and yet retained it when He ascended. Let
us not then be cast down. Let us not lament,

nor fear the difficulty of the times, for He
who did not refuse to pour out His blood for

all, and has suffered us to partake of His

I Or ixffjiv<TTayuiyr)iJLevoi. The baptized : those who were ad-
mitted to the mystic privileges of the faithful ; a term adopted
from St. Paul's iivarripi.oi', i Cor. iv. i. It was also used in the
ancient mysteries. See Bingham, b. i., c. iv., sec. i, 2.

flesh and of His blood again,= what will He
refuse to do for our safety ? Confident then
in these hopes, let us beseech Him continu-
ally; let us be earnest in prayers and suppli-

cations; and let us with all strictness give our
attention to every other virtue; that so we
may escape the danger that now threatens,

and obtain the good things to come; which
God grant we may all be worthy of, through
the grace and lovingkindness of our Lord
Jesus Christ, by Whom, and with Whom be
glory to the Father together with the Holy
Ghost, forever and ever. Amen.

2 This passage was quoted in favor of Transubstantiation against
Bp. Ridley in the disputation at Oxford, a.d. 1554. See Foxe,
Acis a7id Alon.^voX. vi. p. 468, New Ed. It is scarcely necessary
to remark, that the words of St. Chrysostom here, and m many
other passages, if examined in their whole bearing, do not of
necessity imply any change of the material substance of the holy
elements.

HOMILY III.

On the departure of Flavian,* Bishop of Antioch, who was gone on an embassy to the

Emperor Theodosius, on behalf of the city. Of the dignity of the Priesthood. What
is true fasting. Slander worse than devouring the human body. And finally of those

who had been put to death on account of the sedition; and against those who com-

plained that many innocent persons were apprehended.

I. When I look on that throne, deserted

and bereft of our teacher, I rejoice and
weep at the same time. I weep, because I

see not our father with us ! but I rejoice that

he hath set out on a journey for our pres-

ervation; that he is gone to snatch so great

a multitude from the wrath of J;he Emperor !

Here is both an ornament to you, and a

crown to him ! An ornament to you, that

such a father hath been allotted to you; a

crown to him, because he is so affectionate

towards his children, and hath confirmed by
actual deeds what Christ said. For having

learnt that **the good shepherd layeth down
his life for the sheep," = he took his depart-

ure ; venturing his own life for us all, not-

» This Flavianus was one of those who maintained the true

faith against the Arians, but allowed himstlf to be ordained Bishop
of Antioch as successor to Meletius, who was placed there by the

Arians, but afterwards became orthodox. Paulinus had been con-
secrated Bishop for the orthodox by Lucifer, and should have had
full possession of the see at the death of Meletius, to whom many
of the orthodox had adhered. Hence Flavianus was not acknowl-
edged by the Roman and Alexandrian patriarchs till after the

death of Paulinus, and of another who succeeded him, and the
elevation of his friend St. John Chrysostom to the see of Constan-
tinople. Socr. iii. 6, v. 9, 15. St. Chrysostom may allude to these
circumstances in Rom. iii. 11; Horn. VII. Tr.

a John X. 11.

withstanding there were many things to hin-

der his absence, and enforce his stay. And
first, his time of life, extended as it is to the
utmost limits of old age; next, his bodily

infirmity, and the season of the year, as well

as the necessity for his presence at the holy

festival; and besides these reasons, his only
sister even now at her last breath ! He has
disregarded, however, the ties of kindred, of

old age, of infirmity, and the severity of the

season, and the toils of the journey; and
preferring you and your safety above all

things, he has broken through all these re-

straints. And, even as a youth, the aged
man is now hastening along, borne upon the

wings of zeal ! For if Christ (saith he) gave
Himself for us, what excuse or pardon should

we deserve, having undertaken the charge

of so numerous a people, if we were not

ready to do and to suffer anything for the

security of those committed into our hands.

For if (continues he) the patriarch Jacob,
when in charge of flocks, and feeding brute

sheep, and having to give account to man,
passed sleepless nights, and bore heat and
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cold, and all the inclemency of the elements,
to the end that not one of those animals might
perish, much less doth it become us, who
preside over those, who are not irrational,

but spiritual sheep; who are about to give an
account of this charge, not to man, but to

God, to be slack in any respect, or shrink
from anything which might benefit the flock.

Besides, in proportion as the latter flock is

superior to the former; men to brutes, and
God to men; so it behoves us to manifest a
greater and more intense anxiety and dili-

gence. He knows well that his concern is

now, not for one city only, but for the whole
of the East. For our city is the head and
mother of all that lie towards the East. For
this reason he would encounter every danger,
and nothing would avail to detain him here.

2. On this account I trust that there may
be a good hope; for God will not disdain to

look upon such earnestness and zeal, nor will

He suffer his servant to return without suc-

cess. I know that when he has barely seen

our pious Emperor, and been seen by him, he
will be able at once by his very countenance
to allay his wrath. For not only the words
of the saints, but their very countenances
are full of grace. And he is a person too

endowed with abundant wisdom; and being
well skilled in the divine laws, he will say to

him as Moses said to God, '* Yet now, if thou
wilt forgive their sin;—and if not, slay me
together with them."' For such are the

bowels of the saints, that they think death

with their children sweeter than life without

them. He will also make the special season

his advocate and shelter himself behind the

sacred festival of the Passover; and will

remind the Emperor of the season when
Christ remitted the sins of the whole world.

He will exhort him to imitate his Lord. He
will also remind him of that parable of the

ten thousand talents, and the hundred pence.

I know the boldness of our father, that he

will not hesitate to alarm him from the par-

able, and to say, ** Take heed lest thou also

hear it said in that day, ' O thou wicked

servant, I forgave thee all that debt, because

thou desirest me; you ought also to forgive

thy fellow-servants !
'
^ Thou dost to thyself

a greater benefit than them, since by pardon-

ing these few offences thou gainest an amnesty
for greater." To this address he will add

that prayer, which those who initiated him
into the sacred mystery taught him to offer

up, and say, "Forgive us our debts, as we
forofive our debtors." ^

I Ex. xxxii. 31, 32, 2 Matt. xvin. 32, 33.
_

3 Matt. vi. 12. The use of the Lord's Prayer was at this period

confined to those who were initiated or baptized. St. Chrysostom

3. He will moreover inform him, that the
offence was not common to the whole city,
but the deed of certain strangers and adven-
turers, men that act upon no deliberate plan,
but with every sort of audacity and lawless-
ness; and that it would not be just for the dis-
orderly conduct of a few to extirpate so great
a city, and to punish those who had done no
wrong; and that even though all had been
transgressors, they had paid a sufficient pun-
ishment, being consumed by fear so many
days, and expecting every day to be put to
death, and being exiles and fugitives; thus
living more wretchedly than condemned
criminals, carrying their life in their hands,
and having no confidence of escape !

" Let
this punishment (he will say) suffice. Carry
not thy resentment further ! Make the Judge
above merciful to thyself, by humanity
towards thy fellow-servants ! Think of the
greatness of the city, and that the question
now is not concerning one, or two, or three,

or ten souls, but of a vast multitude too
numerous to be reckoned up ! It is a ques-
tion which affects the capital of the whole
world. This is the city in which Christians

were first called by that name.'* Honor
Christ. Reverence the city which first pro-

claimed that name, so lovely and sweet to all !

This city hath been the tabernacle of Apos-
tles; the dwelling place of the just ! And
now this is the first and only instance of

insurrection against its rulers; and all past

time will bear favourable witness to the man-
ners of the city. For had the people been
continually given to sedition, it might have
been necessary to make an example of such
iniquity; but if this hath happened only once

in all time, it is plain that the offence has not

arisen from the habit of the city, but that it

was the transgression of those who had in an

evil hour by mere' random chance arrived

there.

4. These things and more than these the

priest will say with still greater boldness; and

the Emperor will listen to them; and one is

humane, and the other is faithful; so that on

both sides we entertain favourable hopes.

But much more do we rely upon the mercy of

God, than upon the fidelity of our Teacher

and the humanity of the Emperor. For whilst

the Emperor is supplicated, and the priest is

supplicating. He Himself will interpose,

softening the heart of the Emperor, and ex-

citing the tongue of the priest; facilitating

calls it the prayer of the faithful, and others of the Fathers speak

in a similar manner. See Bingham, A nt. vol. I., p. 37, new ed.; St.

Cyr. Cat. xxiii. 11; St. Cypr. ^<r Or. Tract, vii. 6. p. 182; St.

Chrys. Horn, on Rom. VII. 15.
, ,,».,.,..

4 Acts xi. 26, probably in derision; the people of Antioch being

notorious for the invention of scurrilous nick-names.
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his utterance;—preparing the mind of the

other to receive what is said and with much

indulgence, to accede to the petitions. For

our city is dearer to Christ than all others

both because of the virtue of our ancestors,

and of your own. And as Peter was the first

among the apostles to preach Christ, so as I

said before, this city was the first of cities

that adorned itself by assuming the Christian

appellation, as a sort of admirable diadem.

But if where only ten just men were found,

God promised to save all who dwelt therein,

why should we not expect a favourable issue,

and become assured of all our lives, when

there are not only ten, twenty, or twice so

many onlv, but far more; who are servmg

God with all strictness.

5. I have heard many saying, ** The

threats of a king are like the wrath of a

lion ;
" ' being full of dejection and lamenta-

tion. What then should we say to such?

That He who said, ''The wolves and the

lambs shall feed together; and the leopard

shall lie down with the kid, and the lion shall

eat straw like the ox," ' will be able to con-

vert the lion into a mild lamb. Let us there-

fore supplicate Him; let us send an embassy

to Him; and He will doubtless allay the

Emperor's wrath, and deliver us from the

impending distress. Our Father hath gone

thither on this embassy. Let us go on em-

bassy from hence to the Majesty of heaven !

Let us assist him by prayers ! The com-

munity of the Church can do much, if with a

sorrowful soul, and with a contrite spirit, we

offer up our prayers ! It is unnecessary to

cross the ocean, or to undertake a long jour-

ney. Let every man and woman among us,

whether meeting together at church, or re

maining at home, call upon God with much

earnestness, and He will doubtless accede to

these petitions.

Whence does this appear evident? Be-

cause He is exceedingly desirous, that we

should always take refuge in Him, and in

everything make our requests unto Him; and

do nothing and speak nothing without Him.

For men, when we trouble them repeatedly

concerning our affairs, become slothful and

evasive, and conduct themselves unpleasantly

towards us; but with God it is quite the re.

verse. Not when we apply to him continually

respecting our affairs, but when we fail to do

so, then is he especially displeased. Hear

at least what He reproves the Jews for, when

He says, ** Ye have taken counsel, but not

of Me, and made treaties,^ but not by My

1 Prov. xix. 12. ./ J^- xi- 6- 7-

3 So i.xx. E. v., co7'fr with a covertn^, if this be taken for

protection, the sense is the same, and apposite here, as it refers to

Spirit." ^ For this is the custom of those who

love; they desire that all the concerns of their

beloved should be accomplished by means of

themselves; and that they should neither do

anything, nor say anything, without them.

On this account did God not only on that

occasion, but again elsewhere, uttering a

reproof, speak the same language. " They s

have reigned, but not by Me; they have

ruled, and they made it not known to Me." *

Let us not then be slow to take refuge in Him
continually; and whatever be the evil, it will

in any case find its appropriate solution.

6. Doth a man affright you? Hasten to

the Lord above, and thou wilt suffer no evil.

Thus the ancients had release from their

calamities; and not men only, but also

women. There was a certain Hebrew woman,

Esther was her name. This Esther rescued

the whole people of the Jews, when they were

about to be delivered over to destruction, by

this very method. For when the Persian

king gave orders that all the Jews should be

utterly destroyed, and there was no one who

was able to stand in the way of his wrath,

—

this woman having divested herself of the

splendid robe, and clothed herself with sack-

cloth and being besprinkled with ashes, sup-

plicated the merciful God to go in with her

to the king; and offering up herprayer^to

Him, these were the words she uttered, ''O

Lord, make my words acceptable, ^ and put

eloquent speech in my mouth." ^ Let this be

the prayer which we offer to God for our

Teacher. For if a woman, supplicating on

behalf of the Jews, prevailed to allay the

wrath of a barbarian, much rather will our

Teacher, entreating on behalf of so great a

city, and in conjunction with so great a

Church, be able to persuade this most mild

and merciful Emperor. For if he hath re-

ceived authority to loose sins committed

against God, much more will he be able to

take away and blot out those which have been

committed against a man. He is also him-

self a ruler and a ruler of more dignity than

the other. For the sacred laws take and place

under his hands even the royal head. And

when there is need of any good thing from

above, the Emperor is accustomed to fly to

the priest; but not the priest to the Emperor.

He' too hath his breast-plate, that of right-

seeking help from Egypt. The Hebrew HDC?: admits both by a

double derivation, see "j^Q and "^pD-

SS^LXx'^' E v.. They hai'e set up kings, but not by Me:

they have made princes, and I knew it «^/; which is more exact.

BaatXcvo,, however, is used by the lxx for ' to make one king.

6 Hos viii A 7 This clause is not in our text.

8 From the additions to the Book of Esther, in the Apocrypha,

ch. xiv. 2, 3, ij.

9 Sav. and M. om. For,
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eousness.' He too hath his girdle, that of
truth, and sandals ^ of much greater dignity,

those of the Gospel of peace. He too hath
a sword, not of iron, but of the Spirit; he too
hath a crown resting on his head. This
panoply is the more splendid. The weapons
are grander, the license of speech greater, ^

and mightier 4 the strength. So that from the
weight of his authority, and from his own
greatness of soul; and more than all the rest,

from the hope which he has in God, he will

address the Emperor with much freedom and
much discretion.

7. Let us not then despair of our safety,

but let us pray; let us make invocation; let

us supplicate; let us go on embassy to the
King that is above with many tears ! We
have, this fast too as an ally, and as an assist-

ant in this good intercession. Therefore, as

when the winter is over and the summer is

appearing, the sailor draws his vessel to the

deep; and the soldier burnishes his arms, and
makes ready his steed for the battle; and the

husbandman sharpens his sickle; and the

traveller boldly undertakes a long journey,

and the wrestler strips and bares himself for

the contest. So too, when the fast makes its

appearance, like a kind of spiritual summer,
let us as soldiers burnish our weapons; and
as husbandmen let us sharpen our sickle; and
as sailors let us order our thoughts against

the waves of extravagant desires; and as trav-

ellers let us set out on the journey towards
heaven; and as wrestlers let us strip for the

contest. Eor the believer is at once a hus-

bandman, and a sailor, and a soldier, a

wrestler, and a traveller. Hence St. Paul

saith, "We wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against

powers. Put on therefore the whole armour
of God.'^s Hast thou observed the wrestler ?

Hast thou observed the soldier? If thou art

a wrestler, it is necessary for thee to engage
in the conflict naked. If a soldier, it behoves
thee to stand in the battle line armed at all

points. How then are both these things

possible, to be naked, and yet not naked; to

1 The imperial armature is here compared not with the Ecclesi-

astical dress, but with the spiritual armour, which the Church has

somewhat differently, according to her discretion, represented by
outward forms. What is applied by St. Paul to the individual

Christian is here used specially of one who represents our Lord m
authority as well as m person. Compare on the breastplate, Ex.

xxvii. 15, Isa. lix. 7; on the girdle, Ex. xxviii. 40, Isa. xi. 5, Rev.
i. 13, Eph. vi. 14 ; on the sandals, Isa. lii. 7, Eph. vi. 15 ;

on the

sword, Heb. iv. 12, Eph. vi. 17; on the crown, Ex. xxix. 6, Eph. vi.

17 ; see also Fabr. Ag. ii. 34 {Gra;v. Thes. viii. p. 2095)- Martene
de Ant. Eccl. Rit. \. i. c. 4, art. i,sec. 12; Durand. Rat. Div. Off.

lib. 3.
2 See on Rom. viii. 25 ; Horn. XIV. Mor., where the shoes are

especially noticed as a part of imperial magnificence.
^^

3 jael^oji/ 17 TTapprjcj-ia, lit. " greater the boldness of speech,' but

the context seems to give this meaning.
4 i. e., than those belonging to an emperor. See Const. AJ>. n.

34, and note 1 1 of Cotelerius, p. 247.

5 Eph. vi. 12.

be clothed, and yet not clothed ! How ? I

will tell thee. Divest thyself of worldly
business, and thou hast become a wrestler.

Put on the spiritual armour, and thou hast
become a soldier. Strip thyself of worldly
cares, for the season is one of wrestling.

Clothe thyself with the spiritual armour, for we
have a heavy warfare to wage with demons.
Therefore also it is needful we should be
naked, so as to offer nothing that the devil may
take hold of, while he is wrestling with us;

and to be fully armed at all points, so as on
no side to receive a deadly blow. Cultivate

thy soul. Cut away the thorns. Sow the

word of godliness. Propagate and nurse with

much care the fair plants of divine wisdom,
and thou hast become a husbandman. And
Paul will say to thee, *' The husbandman that

laboureth must be first partaker of the fruits.
"*

He too himself practised this art. Therefore
writing to the Corinthians, he said, "I have
planted, Apollos watered, but God gave the

increase. ''
7 Sharpen thy sickle, which thou

hast blunted through gluttony—sharpen it by
fasting. Lay hold of the pathway which leads

towards heaven; rugged and narrow as it is,

lay hold of it, and journey on. And how
mayest thou be able to do these things ? By
subduing thy body, and bringing it into sub-

jection. For when the way grows narrow,

tiie corpulence that comes of gluttony is a

great hindrance. Keep down the waves of

inordinate desires. Repel the tempest of evil

thoughts. Preserve the bark; display much
skill, and thou hast become a pilot. But we
shall have the fast for a groundwork and in-

structor in all these things.

8. I speak not, indeed, of such a fast as

most persons keep, but of real fasting; not

merely an abstinence from meats; but from

sins too. For the nature of a fast is such,

that it does not suffice to deliver those who
practise it, unless it be done according to a

suitable law.^ " For the wrestler," it is said,

" is not crowned unless he strive lawfully.-"^

To the end then, that when we have gone

through the labour of fasting, we forfeit not

the crown of fasting, we should understand

how, and after what manner, it is necessary

to conduct this business; since that Pharisee

also fasted,^° but afterwards went down empty,

and destitute of the fruit of fasting. The

6 2 Tim. ii. 6. St. Chrys. ad loc. Horn. IV. explains yfrj/, " be-

fore any other person." Hammond's interpretation " labounng

first," requires a different order in the Greek.

7 I Cor. iii. 6. _ , . .

8 See Fatr. Agon. iii. i, where St. Chrysostom s interpretation

on the passage (Hom. IV. in Ep. ad Tim.) is shown to be correct.

Galen. Com. i, ad Aph. xviii. fol. 45, is cited. " And they that

contend by rule (or strive lawfully) eat only bread for breakfast

and meat for dinner." There were other rules for the contest it-

self. See Hammond on i Cor. ix. notes f and g.

9 2 Tim. ii. 5.
'° Luke xvni. 12.
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Publican fasted not; and yet he was accepted

in preference to him who had fasted; in order

that thou mayest learn that fasting is unprofi-

table, except all other duties follow with it.

The Ninevites fasted, and won the favour of

God." The Jews fasted too, and. profited

nothing, nay, they departed with blame.

^

Since then the danger in fasting is so great to

those who do not know how they ought to

fast, we should learn the laws of this exercise,

in order that we may not " run uncertainly,"

nor " beat the air," nor while we are figluing

contend with a shadow. Fasting is a medi-

cine; but a medicine, though it be never so

profitable, becomes frequently useless owing

to the unskilfulness of him who employs it.

For it is necessary to know, moreover, the

time when it should be applied, and the req-

uisite quantity of it; and the temperament

of body that admits it; and the nature of the

country, and the season of the year; and the

corresponding diet; as well as various other

particulars; any of which, if one overlooks,

he will mar all the rest that have been named.

Now if, when the body needs healing, such

exactness is required on our part, much more

ought we, when our care is about the soul,

and we seek to heal the distempers of the

mind, to look, and to search into every par-

ticular with the utmost accuracy.

9. Let us see then how the Ninevites

fasted, and how they were delivered from that

wrath
—*' Let neither man nor beast, herd

nor flock, taste anything," ^ saith (the pro-

phet). What sayesl thou ? Tell me—must
even the irrational things fast, and the horses

and the mules be covered with sackcloth ?

•* Even so," he replies. For as when, at the

decease of some rich man, the relatives clothe

not only the men servants and maid servants,

but the horses also with sackcloth, and give

orders that they should follow the procession

to the sepulchre, led by their grooms; thus

signifying the greatness of the calamity, and

inviting all to pity; thus also, indeed, when

that city was about to be destroyed, even the

irrational nature was enveloped in sackcloth,

and subjected to the yoke of fasting. '* It is

not possible," saith he, '*that irrational crea-

tures should learn the wrath of God by means

of reason; let them be taught by means of

fasting, that this stroke is of divine infliction.

For if the city should be overturned, not only

would it be one common sepulchre for us, the

dwellers therein, but for these likewise. In-

asmuch then as these would participate in

the punishment, let them also do so in the

fast. But there was yet another thing which

they aimed at in this act, which the prophets

also are wont to do. For these, when they

see some dreadful chastisement proceeding

from heaven, and those who are to be pun-

ished without anything to say for themselves;

—laden with shame,—unworthy of the least

pardon or excuse: —not knowing what to do,

nor from whence they may procure an advo-

cacy for the condemned, they have recourse

to the things irrational; and describing their

death in tragical fashion, they make interces-

sion by them, putting forward as a plea their

pitiable and mournful destruction. When
therefore, aforetime, famine had seized upon

the Jews, and a great drought oppressed their

country, and all things were being consumed,

one of the prophets spoke thus, " The youn<5

heifers leaped in their stalls; the herds of

oxen wept, because there was no pasture; all

the cattle of the field looked upward to Thee,

because the streams of waters were dried

up."* Another prophet bewailing the evils

of drought again speaks to this effect:

*' The hinds calved in the fields and forsook

it, because there was no grass. The wild

asses did stand in the forests; they snuffed

up the wind like a dragon; their eyes did fail,

because there was no grass, "s Moreover,

ye have heard Joel saying to-day, " Let the

bridegroom go forth of his chamber, and the

bride out of her closet;—the infants that suck

the breast."^ For what reason, I ask, does

he call so immature an age to supplication ?

Is it not plainly for the very same reason ?

For since all who have arrived at the age of

manhood, have inflamed and provoked God's

wrath, let the age, saith he, which is devoid

of transgressions supplicate Him who is pro-

voked.
10. But, as I said before, we may see what

it was that dissolved such inexorable wrath.

Was it, forsooth, fasting only and sackcloth?

We say not so; but the change of their whole

life. Whence does this appear ? From the

very language of the prophet. For he who
hath discoursed of the wrath of God, and of

their fasting,^ himself too, when speaking of

the reconciliation, and teaching us the cause

of the reconciliation, speaks to this effect;

* 'And God saw their works.
'

'
^ What kind of

' Jonah iii. 10.

'Isa. Iviii. 3, 7; I Cor. ix. 26. 3 Jonah iii. 7.

4 Joel i. 17. 5 Jer. xiv. 5.

6 Joel ii. 16. This passage of scripture is read for the epistle

in the service of our Church on Ash Wednesday as it also stands

in the Roman Missal, it is read in the Greek Church on the same

day. Ash Wednesday was not, however, constituted the first day

of Lent till a later period, see Bingham, vol. vi. p. 456, b. xxi., c.

I, sec. 5. This Homily seems to have been preached on Quinqua-

gesinia Sunday, called by the Greeks, xvptaKt) t^s anoKpiov [Lat.

carnelevale, or in ditnissione carnium, hence carnival] as the

r,»vt ;= x^? Tvpo^xxYOu (e^S), denoting degrees of abstinence. See

note near the end of the next Homily. ^

7 6td Tr\v vritTTeiav, with the article it

Lent, without it " fasting."
8 Jonah iii. 10.

is " the Fast, " or here
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works ? That they had fasted ? That they
had put on sackcloth ? Nothing of the sort:

but passing all these points in silence, he
adds, "That they turned every one from
their evil ways, and th^ Lord repented of the
evil that He had said He would do unto
them." Seest thou, that fasting did not res-

cue from this danger, but it was the change
of life, which rendered God propitious and
kind to these barbarians ?

11. I have said these things, not that we
may disparage fasting, but that we may honour
fasting; for the honour of fasting consists not
in abstinence from food, but in withdrawing
from sinful practices; since he who limits his

fasting only to an abstinence from meats, is

one who especially disparages it. Dost thou
fast ? Give me proof of it by thy works ! Is

it said by what kind of works ? If thou seest

a poor man, take pity on him ! If thou seest

an enemy, be reconciled to him ! If thou
seest a friend gaining honour, envy him not

!

If thou seest a handsome woman, pass her
by ! For let not the mouth only fast, but
also the eye, and the ear, and the feet, and
the hands, and all the members of our bodies.

Let the hands fast, by being pure from rapine
and avarice. Let the feet fast, by ceasing
from running to the unlawful spectacles. Let
the eyes fast, being taught never ^ to fix

themselves rudely upon handsome counte-
nances, or to busy themselves with strange
beauties. For looking is the food of the

eyes, but if this be such as is unlawful or

forbidden, it mars the fast; and upsets the

whole safety of the soul; but if it be lawful

and safe, it adorns fasting. For it would be
among things the most absurd to abstain from
lawful food because of the fast, but with the

eyes to touch even what is forbidden. Dost
thou not eat flesh ? Feed not upon lascivi-

ousness by means of the eyes. Let the ear

fast also. The fasting of the ear consists in

refusing to receive evil speakings and calum-
nies. **Thou shalt not receive a false re-

port," = it says.

12. Let the mouth too fast from disgraceful

speeches and railing. For what doth it profit

if we abstain from birds and fishes; ^ and yet

bite and devour our brethren ? The evil

speaker eateth the flesh of his brother, and
biteth the body of his neighbour.. Because of

this Paul utters the fearful saying, "If ye
bite and devour one another, take heed that

* H7j8enoT€. This shows he did not mean only a temporary ab-
stinence from -s-zm, but a discipline to cure us of it for the future.

2 E. v., rat'se Heb. J<tL*ri- Exod. xxiii. i, lxx.
3 It would seem from this passage that not even the use of fish

was then allowed during the season of Lent. On the strictness of

the ancient fasts, consult Bingham, vol. 7, p. 208, new ed. Tr.

(The like is now practiced in the Greek Church. Smith's Account
of G. C, p. 35, and reports of recent travellers.)

,

ye be not consumed one of another." Thou
hast not fixed thy teeth in the flesh, but thou
hast fixed the slander in the soul, and in-
flicted the wound of evil suspicion; thou
hast harmed, in a thousand ways, thyself and
him, and many others, for in slandering a
neighbour thou hast made him who listens to
the slander worse; s for should he be a wicked
man, he becomes more careless when he finds
a partner in his wickedness; and should he
be a just man, he is lifted to arrogance, and
puffed up; being led on by the sin of others
to imagine great things concerning himself.
Besides,^ thou hast struck at the common
welfare of the Church; for all those who hear
not only accuse the supposed sinner, but the
reproach is fastened on the Christian commu-
nity; neither dost thou hear the unbelievers
saying, ** Such a person is a fornicator, or a
libertine; " but instead of the individual who
hath sinned, they accuse all Christians. In
addition to this,^ thou hast caused the glory
of God to be blasphemed; for as His Name
is glorified when we have good report, so
when we sin, it is blasphemed and insulted !

13. A fourth reason is, that thou hast dis-

graced him who is ill reported; and hast thus
rendered him more shameless than he was,

by placing him in a state of enmity and hos-
tility. Fifthly, thou hast made thyself liable

to chastisement and vengeance; by involving*
thyself in matters which in no way concerned
thee. For let not any one tell me in reply,

"Then I am an evil speaker when I speak
falsely, but if I speak what is true, I cease to

be so." Although it be with truth thou
speakest evil, this also is a crime. For that

Pharisee spake evil of the Publican with

truth; but nevertheless this availed him not.

For was not the latter, I ask, a publican and
a sinnei ? It is manifest to every one that he
was a publican. But at the same time inas-

much as the Pharisee spoke ill of him, he
departed from the temple with the loss of

every advantage. Dost thou wish to correct

a brother? Weep; pray unto God; taking

him apart, admonish, counsel, entreat him !

So also Paul did, " Lest," saith he, "when
I come again, my God will humble me among
you, and I shall bewail many which have

sinned already, and have not repented of the

uncleanness and fornication and lascivious-

ness which they have committed.'' ^ Show
thy charity towards the sinner. Persuade

him that it is from care and anxiety for his

welfare, and not from a wish to expose him,

that thou puttest him in mind of his sin.

Take hold of his feet; embrace him; be not

4 Gal. V. 15.

7 3d reason.

S ist reason.
8 npayfiaTa irXe'fas.

6 2d reason.
9 2 Cor. xii. 21.
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ears,

ashamed, if thou truly desirest to cure him.

Physicians too do things of this sort, often-

times, when their patients are hard to please;

'

by embraces and entreaties they at length

persuade tliem to take a salutary medicine.

Thus also do thou. Show the wound to the

priest; = that is the part of one who cares for

him, and provides for him, and is anxious on

his behalf.

14. But not only do I now admonish the

evil speakers; but those besides, who hear

others ill spoken of, I exhort to stop up their

and to imitate the prophet who saith,

Whoso privily slandereth his neighbour, him

will I punish.'' 3 Say to thy neighbour,
'

'
Hast

thou any one to praise or highly to commend ?

I open my ears, to receive the fragrant oil;

but if thou hast any evil to say, I block up

the entrance to thy words,—for I am not to

admit dung and dirt. What profit doth it

afford me to learn that such a one is a bad

man ? The greatest injury indeed results from

this, and the worst loss !
" Say to him, " Let

us be anxious about our own faults; how we

may render up an account of our own trans-

gressions; and exhibit this sort of curiosity

and meddlesome activity respecting our own

lives. What excuse or pardon shall we find;

whilst we never even take into consideration

our own affairs, but thus inquisitively pry into

those of others !
" And as it is mean and ex-

tremely disgraceful to peer into a house, and

to observe what is within as one passes, so

also to make inquisition into another man's

life is the last degree of illiberality. But

what is yet more ridiculous is, that those who

lead this sort of life, and are neglectful of

their own affairs, when they have mentioned

any of these secret matters, beseech and

adjure him who has heard it, not to mention

it more to any other person; thus making it

plain that they have done an action which

deserves censure. For if thou beseechest

him to tell this to no other person, much
more did it not become thee to tell these

things first to him. The matter was safe

while in thy possession; now, after betraying

it, thou art grown anxious for its safety. If

thou art desirous that it be not carried abroad

to another,-* do not thyself tell it. But when

thou hast betrayed the custody of the matter

to another, thou doest what is superfluous

and useless, in charging him, and putting

2 This passage is erroneously quoted by Montfaucon, Synods.

Diatr. 1. t. 13, p. 179, as if it spoke of confessinK ones own sins

privately. St. Chrysostom certainly did not regard this as neces-

sary. The original practice was a public confession of crimes.

him on oath for the safety of what has been

spoken.

15. "But it is sweet to slander." Nay,

it is sweet not to speak evil. For he that

hath spoken evil is luenceforth contentious;

he is suspicious and he fears, repents, and

gnaws his own tongue. Being timorous and

trembling, lest at any time, what he said

should be carried to others, and bring great

peril, and useless and needless enmity, on the

sayer. But he who keeps the matter to him-

self, will spend his days in safety, with much
pleasantness. " Thou hast heard a word," we
read, * Met it die with thee; and be bold; it

wills not burst thee." ^ What is the meaning

of this ? "let it die with thee ? " Extinguish

it; bury it; neither permit it to go forth, nor

even to move at all; but, as the best course,

be careful not to tolerate otliers in the prac-

tice of evil speaking. And should you per-

chance, at any time receive an impression

from it, bury it, destroy what has been

uttered, deliver it over to oblivion; in order

that you may become like those who have not

heard' it; and spend the present life with

much peace and security. Should the slan-

derers learn that we abhor them more than

those do whom they accuse, they themselves

will henceforth abandon this evil habit, and

correct the sin; and will afterwards applaud,

and proclaim us as those who were their

saviours and benefactors. For, as to speak

well, and to applaud, is the beginning of

friendship, so to speak ill and to calumniate,

has been the beginning and foundation of

enmity, and hatred, and a thousand quarrels.

From nothing else have our own affairs been

more neglected, than from the habit of pry-

ing into and meddling with the concerns of

others; for it is not possible for one who is

given to evil speaking, and busying himself

with other men's lives, ever to look after his

own life. His whole study being expended

upon meddling with other men's matters, all

those which belong to himself must of neces-

sity be left at hazard and neglected. For it

is well if one who spends all his leisure on the

anxious consideration of his own sins, and

the judgment of them, can make any prog-

ress. But when thou art always busy about

other men's matters, when wilt thou pay any

heed to thy own evils ?

16. Let us flee then, beloved, let us flee

slander ! knowing that it is the very gulph

of Satan, and the place where he lurks with

his snares. For in order that we may be

careless of our own state, and may thus render

Private confession was at first subservient to this,

b. XV. c. 8, sec. 6 ; xviii. c. 3, sees. 2, 7, 8 ; Socr

3 Ps. ci. 5.

See P.ingham,
7. 19; Soz. vii. 16.

4 Punct. Sav.

5 ov \Ly\ is used thus with the future indicative at least in th«

third person. See Kiihner, Gr. Gram. 779, 2 Gid. Col. 176.

6 Kcclus. xix. 10.
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our account heavier, the devil leads us into

this custom. But more than this; it is not

only a very serious matter, that we shall here-

after have to give account of what we have
spoken, but that we shall make our own
offences the heavier by these means; depriv-

ing ourselves of all excuse. For he who
scans with bitterness the conduct of others,

can never obtain pardon for the sins com-
mitted by himself. For God will determine

the sentence, not only from the nature of our

transgressions, but from the judgment which

thou hast passed upon others. Therefore

He gave the admonition, *' Judge not, that

ye be not judged."' For the sin, of what-

ever kind, will not there appear any more
such as it was when committed, but will re-

ceive a great and unpardonable addition from

the judgment passed by thee upon thy fellow

servants. For as he who is humane, and

merciful, and forgiving, cuts away the greater

mass of his sins, so he who is bitter, and

cruel, and implacable, greatly increases the

magnitude of his own offences. Let us

then expel from our mouth all slander, know-

ing that if we do not abstain from it, though

we might feed upon ashes, this austerity

would avail us nothing. " For not that which

entereth into, but that which cometh out of

the mouth defileth the man." = If any one

were to stir up a cesspool, when you were

passing, say, would you not reproach and

rate the man who did it ? This then also do

with respect to the slanderer. For the stirred

cesspool does not so grossly offend the sense

of those who smell that ill savour, as the

stirring up other men's sins, and the exposure

of an impure life, offends and disturbs the

soul of those who hear of it. Therefore let

us abstain from evil speaking, from foul lan-

guage, from blasphemy; and let us not speak

ill of our neighbour, nor of God !

17. For many of our evil speakers have

run into such madness, as to lift up their own
tongue from their fellow servants against

their Master. But how great an evil this is,

you may learn from the affairs in which we

are now involved. A man is insulted, and, lo!

we are all fearing and trembling, both those

who were guilty of the insult, and those who
are conscious of nothing of the kind ! But

God is insulted every day ! Why do I say

every day ?—every hour rather, by the rich,

by the poor, by those who are at ease, by the

afflicted, by those who calumniate, and those

who are calumniated, and yet no one ever

hears a word of this ! Therefore He has

permitted our fellow servant ^ to be insulted,

Matt. vii. I. 2 Matt. XV. 17, 18. 3 The Emperor.

in order that from the danger which has
happened through this insult, thou mayest
learn the benignity of the Lord ! And not-
withstanding that this is our first and only
offence, we do not on that account expect to
gain an excuse, or pardon. But we provoke
God every day, and we show no signs of
returning to Him, and yet He endures it with
all long-suffering ! Seest thou then how great
the benignity of the Lord is ? Yet, in this

present outrage, those who had done amiss
were taken and thrust into prison, and paid
the penalty; nevertheless we are still in fear,

for he who has been insulted has not as yet
heard ^ what has taken place, nor pronounced
sentence, and we are all trembling. But God
every day hears of the insults offered Him,
and no one heeds it, although God is thus

merciful and loving toward man. With Him
it suffices only to acknowledge the sin, and so

to cancel the accusation. But with man it

is altogether the reverse. When those who
have sinned confess, then they are punished

the more; which indeed has happened in the

present instance. And some have perished

by the sword, some by fire; some given to

wild beasts, and not men only, but children.

And neither this immaturity of age, nor the

tumult of the people, nor the circumstance

that they were infuriated by demons when
they perpetrated these deeds; ^ nor that the

exaction was thought to be intolerable;^ nor

poverty, nor having offended in company with

all; nor promising that they would never

hereafter dare to repeat such deeds; nor any-

thing else, could at all rescue them; but they

were led away to the pit,^ without reprieve;

armed soldiers conducting and guarding them

on either side, lest any one should carry off

the criminals; whilst mothers also followed

afar otf, seeing their children beheaded, but

not daring to bewail their calamity; for terror

conquered grief, and fear overcame nature !

And just as when men beholding from the

land those who are shipwrecked, are deeply

distressed, but are not able to approach and

to rescue the drowning, so too here, the

mothers restrained through fear of the sol-

diers, as it were by so many waves, not only

dared not go near to their children, and res-

4 The two capitals of Antioch and Constantinople were separ-

ated by the distance of 800 miles. See Gibbon, c. 27.

5 He clearly means the same persons. See boz. vii. 23. 1 his

might be pleaded as an excuse where demoniacal possession was a

commonly acknowledged fact. ,.,,., • , ».

6 He probably refers to a tax which had been imposed on the

citizens to defray the expenses of celebrating the loth year of Theo-

dosius, whose treasury was exhausted by the late war with the

Goths. (Sozomen and Theodoret mistake the date. See Pref. Ed.)

See Gibbon, c. 27. • .u .. • •

7 TO BipaBpov. Xen. Hell. 1. 7. 2i< seems to imply that cnnii-

nals at Athens were first put to death, a-nd then thrown »nto the

Barathrum But they were sometimes thrown in alive, to be killed

by the fall. The places so called may have differed both in na-

ture and in use.
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cue them from condemnation, but were afraid

even to shed tears ?

i8. Assuredly ye gather from thence the

mercy of God, how unspeakable, how bound-

less, how transcending all description ! Here

indeed the person who has been insulted is of

the same nature;* and only once in all his

lifetime has experienced this; and then it was

not done to his face; nor while he was present

to see or hear it; and nevertheless, none of

those who perpetrated these deeds obtained

pardon. But with regard to God nothing of

the kind can be said; for the interval between

man and God, is so great, as no language can

at all express; and throughout every day He
is insulted, although present, and seeing and

hearing it: and yet He sends not forth the

lightning, nor commands the sea to overflow

the land, and submerge all men; nor does He
bid the earth to cleave asunder and swallow

up all the contumelious; but He forbears,

and suffers long, and still offers to pardon

those who have insulted Him, if they only

repent and promise to do these things no

more ! Truly now is the season to proclaim,
•' Who can utter the mighty acts of the Lord ?

who can show forth all His praise ? " ' How-

many men have not only cast down, but also

trodden under foot the images of God ! For

when thou throttlest a debtor, when thou

strippest him, when thou draggest him away,^

thou tramplest under foot God's image.

Hear for a certainty Paul saying, that "a
man ought not to cover his head, forasmuch

as he is the image and glory of God."-^ And
again, hear God Himself saying, "Let us

make man in Our Image, after Our like-

ness, "s But if thou sayest that man is not

of the same substance as God,— what matters

that ? For neither was the brazen statue of

the same substance as the Emperor; yet

nevertheless, they who defied it paid the

penalty. Thus also with regard to mankind,

if men are not of the same substance as God,

(as indeed they are not), still they have been

called His image; and it were fitting they

should receive honour on account of the appel-

lation. But thou for the sake of a little gold

dost trample them under foot, dost throttle

them, and drag them away; and hast not to

this day in any wise paid the penalty !

19. May there be then speedily some
favourable and propitious change ! This cer-

tainly I foretell and testify, that although this

cloud should pass away, and we yet remain

in the same condition of listlessness, we shall

» ou<Tia?. » Ps. cvi. 2,

3 Some add oTaf /tara/SdAAjj?, lit. "when thou th rawest him
down ;" it may have some special meaning. See on Rom. ii. 18,

Hem. XI. Comp. Ja. iii. 9.

4 I Cor. xi. 7. 5 Gen. 1. 26.

again have to suffer much heavier evils than

those we are now dreading; for I do not so

much fear the wrath of the Emperor, as your

own listlessness. Surely it is not sufficient

by way of apology that we supplicate^ two or

three days, but it is necessary that we should

make a change in our whole life,^ and that

whilst abstaining from wickedness we should

persevere continually in virtue. For as those

who are sickly, unless they keep up a con-

stant regimen, would find no advantage by
their observing a two or three days' disci-

pline; so those who are in sin, if they do not

exercise sobriety at all times, will find no
benefit in two or three days* amendment.
For as it is said, that he who is washed, and
is again afterwards polluted with the mire,

hath gained nothing; so he who has repented

for three days, and has again returned to his

former state, has accomplished nothing. Let

us not therefore, now act as we have always

done hitherto. For many times, when we have

been surprised by earthquakes, as well as

famine and drought, after becoming more
sober and gentle fo,r three or four days, we
did but return again to the former course.

For this cause our present troubles have hap-

pened. But if we have not done so before;

yet, now at least let us all persevere in the

same piety; let us preserve the same meek-
ness, that we may not again need another

stroke. Was not God able to have prevented

what has taken place ? He did, however,

permit it, that He might make those who
despised Him more sober-minded, through

dread of a fellow-servant

!

20. But let not any one say, that many of

the guilty escaped, and that many of the in-

nocent incurred punishment. For I hear of

numerous persons who frequently say this;

not only in the case of the present sedition,

but also in many other circumstances of this

nature. What then should I reply to those

who make such observations ? Why, that if

he who was captured was innocent of the

present sedition, he had wrought some other

transgression before this still more grievous,

for which, not having afterwards repented,

he has paid the penalty at the present time.

For thus is the custom of God to deal with

us. When we sin. He does not straightway

visit the transgression, but lets it pass, giv-

ing us space ^ for repentance, in order that

we may be amended and converted. But if,

because we have not paid the penalty, we
suppose that the offence too is blotted out,

and make light of it; then somewhere, where

6 XiraveOo'ai.
7 Sav. and M. " the change that of our whole life :" the Greek

reads best so.

^ irpoBfafiiav.
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we think not of it, we are sure afterwards to

be punished. And this takes place in order

that, when we sin and are not punished, we
may not be free from fear, unless we amend,
knowing that we shall certainly fall into pun-

ishment where we do not expect it. So that

if thou sinnest, beloved, and art not punished,

do not grow presumptuous, but for this very

cause be the more alarmed, knowing that it

is an easy matter with God to recompense
again when he pleases. For this reason then

he hath not punished thee, that thou rnightest

receive space for repentance. Let us not

therefore say, that such a person whilst inno-

cent incurred punishment; and another whilst

guilty escaped, for he who incurred it, being

guiltless, as I observed, paid the punishment

of other transgressions; and he who now
escapes it, if he repents not, will be captured

in another snare. If our minds are thus dis-

posed, we shall never forget our own sins,

but, always fearful and trembling lest we
should have to pay the penalty, we shall

readily recollect them. For nothing is so apt

to bring sin to remembrance as punishment

and chastisement. And this is shown by

Joseph's brethren. For when they had sold

the just man, and thirteen years had passed

away, suspecting they had fallen into punish-

ment, and fearing for their lives, they re-

membered their sin, and said one to another,
" We are verily guilty concerning our brother

Joseph."' Seest thou, how fear brought

their guilt to recollection? And yet when
they were sinning they perceived it not, but

when they were fearful of being punished,

then they remembered it ? Knowing, there-

fore, all these things, let us make a change

and amendment of our lives; and let us think

of religion and virtue, before we think of

deliverance from the impending distress.

21. And in the meanwhile I desire to fix

three precepts in your mind, to the end that

you may accomplish me these during the

fast,—viz. to speak ill of no one; to hold no

one for an enemy; and to expel from the

mouth altogether the evil custom of oaths.

And as when we hear that some money tax

.
« Gen. xlii. 21.

is imposed, each one going within, and call-

ing his wife and children and servants, con-
siders and consults with them how he may
pay this tribute, so also let us do with respect
to these spiritual precepts. Let every one
when he has returned home call together his

wife and children, and let him say, that a
spiritual tribute was imposed this day: a
tribute by which there will be some deliver-

ance and removal of these evils; a tribute

which does not make those who pay it poor,

but richer; that is to say, to have no enemy,
to speak evil of no man, and to swear not at

all. Let us consider; let us think; let us

resolve how we may fulfill these precepts.

Let us exert every endeavour. Let us admon-
ish each other. Let us correct each other,

that we may not go to the other world as

debtors, and then, needing to borrow of

others, suffer the fate of the foolish virgins,

and fall from immortal salvation. If we thus
set our lives in order, I warrant you and
promise, that from this there will be deliver-

ance from the present calamity, and a removal

of these dreadful ills; and what is greater

than all, there will be the enjoyment of the

good things to come. For it were fitting that

I should commit to you the whole body of

virtue; but I think it the best method of cor-

rection, to take the laws by parts, and reduce

them to practice, and then to proceed to

others. For as in a given field, the husband-

man, digging it all up piecemeal, gradually

comes to the end of his task; so we too if we
make this rule for ourselves, in any wise to

reduce to a correct practice these three

precepts during the present Lent, and to

commit them to the safe custody of good

habit, we shall proceed with greater ease to-

the rest; and by this means arriving at the

summit of spiritual wisdom, we shall both

reap the fruit of a favourable hope in the

present life; and in the life to come we shall

stand before Christ with great confidence, and

enjoy those unspeakable blessings; which,

God grant, we may all be found worthy of,

through the grace and loving kindness of

Jesus Christ our Lord, with Whom be glory

to the Father and the Holy Spirit forever and

ever. Amen,
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HOMILY IV.

An exhortation to the people respecting fortitude and patience, from the examples of Job

and the Three Children in Babylon. The Homily concludes with an address on the

subject of abstaining from oaths.

1. Blessed be God ! who hath comforted

your sorrowing souls, and stayed your agi-

tated spirits ! For that ye have received no

small consolation is evident by the desire and

readiness to listen which ye are now showing.

For it is impossible that a soul in anguish,

and oppressed with the cloud of despondency,

should have power to hear with readiness

anything that is spoken. But I see you are

attending to us with much good will, and with

an intense earnestness; and that you have

shaken off gloomy thoughts, and put aside

the sense of present distress, in your affec-

tionate desire of listening. For this cause, I

thank God heartily together with you, that

the calamity has not overmatched your phil-

osophy; nor fear relaxed your vigour ;
nor

tribulation quenched your alacrity; nor dan-

ger dried up your zeal: nor the fear of men
overcome the desire for God ; nor the difficulty

of the times overthrown your earnestness;

nay, so far from overthrowing, it has strength-

ened it; so far from slackening, it has given

it more intensity; so far from quenching, has

kindled it the more. The forum is indeed

empty, but the church is filled; the former

supplies material for melancholy, the latter is

an occasion of joy and spiritual gladness !

When therefore, beloved, you betake your-

self to the forum, and the sight of the solitude

calls forth a groan, fly back to thy Mother,

and straightway she will console thee with the

multitude of her offspring and will show thee

the chorus of the Brethren complete, and will

drive away all thy despondency ! For in the

city we are as earnestly longing to see human
beings, as those who inhabit the deserts; but

when we take refuge in the church, we are

straitened for room by the multitude. And
as when the sea is in uproar, and rendered

furious by the violent tempest, fear compels

all to fly for refuge from without into the

harbour; so also now, the waves of the forum,

and the tempest of the city, drives together

every one from all sides into the church, and

by the bond of love knits the piembers close

to one another.

2. Let us then give thanks to God even

for these things, that we have reaped so much
fruit from the tribulation; that we have re-

ceived so great an advantage from the trial.

If there were no trial, there would be no
crown; if there were no wrestlings, there

would be no prize; if there were no lists'

marked out, there would be no honours; if

there were no tribulation, there would be no
rest; if there were no winter, there would be
no summer. And this may be observed, not

only amongst men, but even with the very

seeds; for if, in that case, we expect the ear

of corn to spring and flourish, there must be
much rain, much gathering of the clouds, and
much frost; and the time of sowing is also a

rainy season. Since therefore the winter, a

winter not of the elements, but of souls, has

now set in, let us too sow in this winter that

we may reap in the summer; let us sow tears,

that we may reap gladness. This is not my
word, it is a prophetic promise, **They who
sow in tears, shall reap in joy."' The rain

which cometh down, doth not so make the

seeds to sprout and grow, as the shower of

falling tears maketh the seed of godliness to

spring up and flourish. This it is that

cleanseth the soul; watereth the mind, and
causeth the growing germ of doctrine to push

rapidly forwards. For this reason also, it is

needful to plough up a deep furrow. This

the Prophet signified when he spoke thus,
" Break up your fallow ground, and sow not

among thorns." 3 Therefore, as when he

who has set the plough on the field, turns up
the earth from below, preparing beforehand

a safe lodgment for the seeds, in order that

they may not lie dispersed over the surface,

but may be hidden in the very womb of the

earth, and deposit their roots in safety: so

also it is our business to act; and making use

of the plough of tribulation to break up the

depth of the heart. For another Prophet

admonishes of this, when he says, '^Rend
your hearts and not your garments. "-^ Let

us then rend our hearts, that if any evil

plant, any treacherous thought be present in

1 o-KcififxaTa, elsewhere translated "arena," see Fabr. A^: ii. 7.

Graev. viii. 1963, he quotes St. Ephraim De Lucid Spirituali. In
luctaminibus hujus sceculi, &c. Ed. Rom. Gr. Lat. iii. 577, Voss.

p. 371. " The most perfect combatants are ever to be found fear-

less and active within the lines (scamma), but the timid and feeble

fly this way and that before they begin to strive, and for their

great softness and laziness will not exert themselves in the scamma.
Now the scamma, beloved brethren, is the central place \n which
the wrestlers strive ;" this may explain eA/cwvrat, p. 18 ; see also

Voss's note, p. 123.
2 Ps. cxxv. 5. 3 Jer. iv. 3. *> Joel 11. 13.
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us, we may tear it up by the roots, and
provide a pure soil for the seeds of godliness.
For if we do not now break up the fallow
ground; if we do not now sow; if we do not
now water it with tears, whilst it is a time of
tribulation and fasting, when shall we ever be
brought to compunction ? Will it be when we
are at ease, and in luxury ? But this is im-
possible. For ease and luxury generally lead
to indolence, just as tribulation leads back
again to diligence; and restores to itself the
mind that had wandered abroad, and been
dreaming after a multitude of objects.

3. Let us not then grieve on account of
this despondency, but even give thanks to

God, for great is the gain that comes of trib-

ulation. The husbandman, when he has
sown the seed he had gathered with so much
labour, prays that a shower may come; and
the ignorant man, looking on, will be sur-

prised at all that takes place; and perhaps say
to himself, "what can this man be doing?
He is scattering what he has collected; and
not only scattering, but he is also mixing it

up in the earth with much industry, so that it

will be no easy matter for him to collect these

together again; and besides mixing them
with the earth, he is moreover desiring a

heavy rain, so that all he has cast therein

will rot, and become mire." Such a person

is also terrified when he observes the thun-

ders bursting through the clouds, and the

lightnings striking downwards. But not so

the farmer. He is glad and rejoices whilst

beholding the heavy rain. For he does not

regard what is present, but awaits the future.

He does not attend to the thunderings, but

is reckoning the number of his sheaves. He
thinks not of the decaying seed, but of the

flourishing ears of corn; not of the tedious

rain, but of the delightful dust of the thresh-

ing floor. Thus indeed, also, should we
regard, not our present tribulation, nor the

pain of it, but the benefit that may arise from
it—the fruit that it will bring forth. Let us

wait for the sheaves of the threshing floor;

for if we be sober, we shall be able to collect

much fruit from the present time, and to fill

the granaries of our minds. If we be sober,

we shall not only be far from taking any harm
from this trouble, but we shall also reap in-

numerable benefits. But should we be sloth-

ful, even tranquillity will destroy us ! Either

of these things is injurious to him who takes

no heed; but they both profit him who lives

with strictness. And even as gold if it be

covered with water, still shows its own proper

beauty, and although it should fall into the

furnace, would again come forth brighter

than before; but on the other hand, should

clay or grass be mixed with water, the one
dissolves and the other corrupts; and should
they fall into the fire, the one is parched and
the other is burnt up; so also in truth it is

with the just man and the sinner ! For
should the former enjoy repose, he remains
illustrious, even as gold is when immersed in
water; and though he falls into trial, he be-
comes the more illustrious, like gold when
subjected to the test of fire; but the sinner,
if he obtains rest, is enervated and corrupted
like the grass and the clay, when they come
in contact with water; and should he undergo
trial, he is burnt up and destroyed, in the
same way as the grass and the clay are by
the action of fire !

4. Let us not then "be out of heart for the
present evils; for if thou hast any sins' re-

maining, they will disappear, and easily be
burnt up by the tribulation; but if thou pos-
sessest virtue, thou wilt become thereby more
illustrious and distinguished; for if thou art

continually vigilant and sober, thou wilt be
superior to all injury. For it is not the
nature of the trials, but the listlessness of
those who are tried, that is apt to cause their

overthrow. So that if thou desirest to re-

joice, and to enjoy ease and pleasure, seek
neither for pleasure nor ease, but seek for a
soul full of patience, and one that is able to

manifest fortitude; since if thou hast not

this, not only will trial put thee to shame,
but repose will destroy and overthrow thee

yet more signally. For to prove that it is

not the attack of evils, but the listlessness

of the mind which subverts our salvation,

hear what Christ saith: *' Whosoever hear-

eth these sayings of mine, and doe^h them, I

will liken him unto a wise man, which built

his house upon a rock; and the rain de-

scended, and the floods came, and the winds

blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell

not, for it was founded upon a rock." And
again: ** Every one who heareth these say-

ings of mine, and doeth them not, shall be

likened unto a foolish man, which built his

house upon the sand; and the rain descended,

and the floods came, and the winds blew,

and beat upon that house; and it fell, and

great was the fall of it." ' Do you perceive

that it was not the attack of these trials that

produced the overthrow, but the folly of the

builders? For there was rain there, and

there was rain here; there were floods there,

1 ojotapTia?. This seems from the contrast to mean " sinful

habits,' which trouble affords facilities for amending. Had he

meant'removing^w//^, he would probably have said a^Laprri^Lara,

or K-qkUa^, as Horn. I. 22. See also Hom. III. 21, where he

speaks of the removal of guilt as depending on the use made of

chastisement. Also on Rom. v. 11; Horn. IX.; see also Hom. V.

(5), Hom. VI. (5), ana Hom. VII. (i).

2 Matt. vii. 24-27.
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and there were floods here; here the beating
of winds, and there again the same. The
one man built a house, and the other built a

house. The building was the same; the

trials were the same; but the end was not the

same; because there was not the same
foundation. For the folly of the builder, not

the nature of the trials, caused the fall of the

building; otherwise the house that was
founded upon the rock should have fallen,

whereas nothing of that kind befell it. But
do not suppose that these things were spoken
merely of a house; for the discourse relates

to a soul, giving proof by its works that it

hears the divine word, or rejects it. Thus
Job builded up his soul. The rain de-

scended;—for the fire fell from heaven and
devoured all his flocks; the floods came;—the

frequent,—the constant,—the successive mes-
sengers of his calamities, telling him of the

destruction of his herds— of his camels—of

his children. The winds blew,—the bitter

words of his wife:
—** Curse God," she said,

**and die.''' Yet the house fell not: the

soul was not supplanted: the just man did

not blaspheme; but even gave thanks thus,

saying, *' The Lord gave and the Lord hath
taken away. As it pleased the Lord, so is it

come to pass."" Seest thou that not the

nature of the trials, but the negligence of the

indolent, is wont to cause the overthrow?
since tribulation makes the strong man
stronger. Who saith this ? It is the man who
lived in tribulation, the blessed Paul; he
speaks thus: ** Tribulation worketh patience,

and patience probation,and probation hope." ^

And even as the violence of the wind, when
it rushes upon strong trees, and sways them
in all directions, does not root them up, but
renders them still firmer and stronger by
these attacks; so the soul that is holy, and
lives in a religious state, is not supplanted by
the inroads of trial and tribulation, but stim-

ulated thereby to more patience; even as the

blessed Job, whom they made more illustrious

and honourable.

5. At the present time then, a man is angry
with us, a man of like passions, and of like

soul, and we are afraid: but in the case of

Job it was an evil and malignant demon who
was angry; nay, he was not simply angry,

but set in motion all sorts of machinations,

and brought forward every stratagem; and
yet even with all he could not conquer the

fortitude of the just man. Butf here is a
man, who is at one time angry, at another
time is reconciled; and we are nevertheless

dead with fear. On that occasion it was a

I Job ii. 9. Jobi. 3 Rom. V. 3, 4.

devil that waged war, who is never reconciled

to human nature, but has engaged in a war
without treaty, and a battle without truce

against our race; yet nevertheless, the just

man laughed his darts to scorn. What apol-

ogy then, or what pardon can be ours, if we
cannot sustain a human trial; we who are

taught such spiritual wisdom under grace;

when this man before grace, and before the

Old Testament, endured this most grievous

war so nobly ! These things, beloved, we
should therefore always discourse of with one
another; and by words of this kind encourage
ourselves. For ye are witnesses, and your
conscience is a witness how much gain we
have already received from this trial ! The
dissolute man hath now become sober; the

bold man meek; the slothful man active.

They who never at any time saw a church,

but constantly spent their time at the theatre,

now remain in the church the whole day long.

Tell me then, dost thou grieve on this ac-

count, that God hath made thee earnest

through fear; that He hath led thee by trib-

ulation to a sense of thine own safety ? But
is thy conscience pained ? Yea, is thy mind
pierced every day as with a dart, expecting
death, and the greatest wrath ? Nevertheless,

from thence too we shall gain a great advance
toward virtue, if our piety is made more
earnest by means of the distress. For God
is able to free you from all these evils this

day. But not until He sees that you are

purified; not until He sees that a conversion
has taken place, and a repentance firm and
unshaken, will He entirely remove the tribu-

lation. The goldsmith, until he perceives

the gold well refined, will not draw it out from
the furnace; and even so God will not take

away this cloud before He hath thoroughly
amended us. For He Himself who hath per-

mitted this trial, knows the time for removing
it. So it is also with one who plays the harp; he
neither overstrains the string, lest he break it,

nor relaxes it too much, lest he mar the con-

sonance of its harmony. Thus does God
act. He neither places our souls in a state

of constant repose, nor of lengthened tribu-

lation; making use of both these at His dis-

cretion; for he neither suffers us to enjoy
continual repose, lest we should grow listless,

nor on the other hand does he permit us to

be in constant tribulation, lest we sink under
it, and become desperate.

6. Let us then leave to Him the time for

the removal of our evils; let us only pray;

let us live in piety: for this is our work, to

turn to virtue; but to set us free from these

evils is God's work ! For indeed He is more
desirous to quench this fire than thou who art
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tried by it: but He is waiting for thy salva-
tion. As tribulation then came of rest, so
also after tribulation, rest must be expected.
For neither is it always winter, nor always
summer; neither are there always waves, nor
always a calm; neither always night, nor
always day. Thus tribulation is not perpet-

ual, but there will be also repose; only in our
tribulation, let us give thanks to God always.

For the three youths were cast into the fur-

nace, and did not even for this forget their

piety; neither did the flames affright them,
but more earnestly than men sitting in a
chamber, and suffering nothing to alarm
them, did they, whilst encircled by the fire,

send up to heaven those sacred prayers'

—

therefore the fire became a wall unto them,
and the flame a robe; and the furnace was a
fountain; and whereas it received them
bound, it restored them free. It received

bodies that were mortal, but abstained from
them as if they had been immortal ! It knew
their nature, yet it reverenced their piety !

The tyrant bound their feet, and their feet

bound the operation of the fire ! O marvel-

lous thing ! The flame loosed those who were
bound, and was itself afterwards bound by
those who had been in bonds; for the piety

of the youths changed the nature of things;

or rather it did not change the nature, but,

what was far more wonderful, it stayed the

operation of them, even whilst their nature

remained. For it did not quench the fire,

but though burning, made it powerless. And
it was truly marvellous and unaccountable,
that this not only happened with respect to

the bodies of these saints, but also with re-

spect to their garments, and their shoes.

And as it was in the case of the Apostles, the

garments of Paul expelled diseases and
demons,^ and the shadow ^ of Peter -^ put

death to flight; so indeed also in this case,

the shoes of these youths extinguished the

power of the fire.

7. I know not how I should speak, for the

wonder surpasses all description ! The force

of the fire was both quenched and not

quenched: for whilst it came in contact with

the bodies of these saints, it was quenched;
but when it was needful to burst their bonds,

it was not quenched; wherefore it broke their

bonds, but touched not their ancles. s Do
you see how very near it was ? Yet the fire

was not deceived, and dared not penetrate

1 St. Chrysostom refers to the Benedicite, or " Song of the

Three Children.'' In his book Quod netno Iceditur nisi a seipso,

he calls it " That admirable and marvellous song, which from that

day to this hath been sung every where throughout the world,and
shall yet be sung in future generations." Ben. t. iii. 464 ;

E.

Quoted by Bingham, b. xiv. c. ii., sec. 6, New Ed., vol. iv., p. 461.

2 Acts xix. 12. 3 So Sav. and M. Ben.|o-(ctai.

4 Acts V. 15. 5 Dan. iii. 25.

within the bonds. The tyrant bound, and
the flame set loose; that thou mightest learn
at once the fierceness of the barbarian, and
the submissiveness of the element. For what
reason did he bind, when he was about to cast
into the fire? In order that the miracle
might be the greater; that the sign might be
the more unaccountable; that thou mayest
not suppose that the things seen were an
optical delusion. For if that fire had been
no fire, it would not have consumed the
bands; and what is much more, it would not
have seized upon the soldiers who were placed
without the furnace; but as the case was, it

showed its power upon those without; but
towards those within, its submissiveness.
But observe, I pray, in everything, how the
devil by the very same means with which he
fights with the servants of God, pulls down
his own power; not intentionally, but because
the wisdom and abundant contrivance of God
turns all his weapons and devices upon his

own head; which assuredly happened on that

occasion. For the devil at that time inspiring

the tyrant, neither suffered the heads of the

saints to be cut off with the sword, nor that

they should be delivered to wild beasts, nor
punished in any such manner; but that they
should be thrown into the fire; to the end
that not even any relics of these saints should

remain, their bodies being altogether con-

sumed, and their ashes being mingled with

the ashes of the fagots. But God accordingly

employed this very circumstance for the tak-

ing away of impiety.** And how ? I will tell

you. Fire is accounted by the Persians to

be a god; and the barbarians, who inhabit

that country even now honour it with much
worship. God, therefore, being desirous to

pull up by the roots the material of impiety,

permitted the punishment to take this form,

in order that He might give the victory to

His servants before the eyes of all these fire-

worshippers; persuading them by the plain

fact, that the gods of the Gentiles are in

dread not of God only, but even of the serv-

ants of God.
8. Consider, moreover, how the crown of

this victory was woven by the adversaries,

and the enemies themselves were made wit-

nesses of this trophy. For " Nebuchadnez-

zar," it says, "sent to gather together the

princes, the governors, and the captains, the

judges, the sheriffs, and all the rulers of the

provinces, to come to the dedication of the

image, and they were all gathered together."

'

6t^5 aa-e/3eia9, used especially of Heathenism, as "ungodli-

ness " Horn. I. 15, so eixre^eia perhaps ; Tit. i. i, for ri^-Ztt re^

ligion, but this use of the words, belongs rather to the Fathers

than to the New Testament.
7 Dan. iii. 2.
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The enemy prepares the theatre, and he

himself collects together the spectators, and

prepares the lists; a theatre too, not of chance

persons, or of some private individuals, but

of all those who were honourable and in

authority, to the end that their testimony

may be worthy of credit with the multitude.

They had come summoned for one thing; but

they all departed having beheld another

thing. They came in order to worship the

image; and they departed, having derided the

image, and struck with wonder at the power

of God, through the signs which had taken

place with respect to these young men. And
observe, where the field for this display was

spread out. No city, nor select enclosure

furnished room for this theatre of the whole

world, but smooth and naked plains. For in

the plain of Dura, outside the city, he set up

the image, and the herald came and cried,

•* To you it is commanded, O people, nations,

and languages, that at what time ye hear the

sound of the cornet, flute, harp, sackbut,

psaltery, dulcimer, and all kinds of music, ye

fall down and worship the golden image;"

(for a fall indeed it was to worship the idol);

"and whoso falleth not down, and worship-

peth, shall the same hour be cast into the

midst of a burning fiery furnace."' Seest

thou how difficult these struggles are made;

how irresistible the snare; and how deep the

gulph, and a precipice on either hand ? But

be not afraid. In whatever degree the enemy
increases his machinations, so much the more

does he display the courage of the young

men. For this reason is there this symphony

of so many musicians; for this reason the

burning furnace; in order that both pleasure,

and fear, may besiege the souls of those

present. Is there any one of harsh and un-

yielding character among them? "Let the

melody of every kind of music," saith he,
*' enchant and soften him." But is he supe-

rior to this artifice, " let the sight of the flame

affright and astound him." Thus was fear

as well as pleasure present; the one entering

to assault the soul by the ears, the other by

the eyes. But the noble character of these

youths was not by any such means to be con-

quered; but even as, when they fell into the

fire, they mastered the flames, even so they

derided all desire and all fear. For it was

for them the devil had prepared all these

things beforehand. For he had no doubts of

his own subjects, but was exceedingly confi-

dent that no one would resist the royal man-
date. But when all fell down, and were sub-

dued, then the youths alone are led into the

midst; in order that from this too the con-

quest may become the more illustrious, they

alone conquering and being proclaimed vic-

tors among so vast a multitude. For this

would not have been so surprising if they had

acted courageously at the first, when as yet

no one had been overthrown. But the great-

est, and most astonishing fact was, that the

multitude of those who fell down, neither

affrighted, nor enfeebled them. They did not

say to themselves any such things as many
are ofttimes wont to say ;

'* If we were the

first, and the only persons to worship the

image, this would have been a sin: but if we
do this with so many myriads, who will not

make allowance ? who will not think us worthy

of defence?" nothing of that sort did they

say or think, when they beheld the prostrate

forms ^ of so many tyrants.^ Consider thou

also with me the wickedness of those who
were their accusers, and how maliciously and

bitterly they brought the accusation ! * * There

are," say they, ** certain Jews whom thou

hast set up over the works of the province of

Babylon.''^ They did not merely make
mention of the nation, but they also bring to

mind their honourable condition, that they

may inflame the wrath of the king; almost

as if they had said, "These slaves, these

captives, who are without a city, thou hast

made rulers over us. But they shew con-

tempt for such honour, and treat insolently

him who has given them this honour !

'^

Therefore they say this; "The Jews whom
thou hast set over the works of the province

of Babylon, obey not thy decree, nor serve

thy gods.'''* The accusation becomes their

greatest praise; and the crimes imputed,

their encomium; a testimony indeed that is

indubitable, since their enemies bring it for-

ward. What then does the king ? He com-

mands that they should be brought into the

midst, so that he may affright them in every

way. But nothing dismayed them, neither the

wrath of the king, nor their being left alone

in the midst of so many, nor the sight of the

fire, nor the sound of the trumpet, nor the

whole multitude looking fire at them; for de-

riding all these things, as if they were about

to be cast into a cool fountain of water, they

entered the furnace uttering that blessed

sentence, " We will not serve thy gods, nor

worship the golden image which thou hast

set up. "5

9. I have not referred to this history with-

out reason, but that ye may learn that

whether it be the wrath of a king, or the

» Dan. iii. 4, 6.

2 iTTutnaTa, usually of fallen carcases.

3 Or princes, rvpayvuv,
5 Dan. iii. 18.

4 Dan. iii. 12.
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violence of soldiers, or the envy of enemies,

or captivity, or destitution, or fire, or furnace,

or ten thousand terrors, nothing will avail to

put to shame or terrify a righteous man.
For if where the king was godless the youths

were not dismayed at the tyrant's wrath,

how much more ought we to be confident,

having an emperor who is humane and mer-

ciful, and to express thankfulness to God for

this tribulation, knowing from what has now
been said, that tribulations render men more
illustrious both in the presence of God and

of man, if they know how to bear them with

fortitude ! For indeed if these had not been

made slaves, we should not have known their

freedom ! If they had not been captives, we
should not have learned their nobility of soul

!

If they had not been exiles from their coun-

try below, we should not have known the

excellency of their citizenship above ! If the

earthly king had not been angry with them,

we should not have known the favour with

which they were regarded by the heavenly

King!
10. Thou too then, if thou hast Him for

thy Friend, be not despairing, although thou

fallest into the furnace: and in like manner
if He be angry, think not thou art safe though

thou be in Paradise. For Adam indeed was

in Paradise, yet, when he had provoked God,

Paradise profited him nothing. These youths

were in the furnace; yet, since they were ap-

proved, the furnace injured them not at all.

Adam was in Paradise, but when he was

supine, he was supplanted ! Job sat down

on the dunghill, yet, since he was vigilant

he prevailed 1 Yet how much better was

Paradise than a dunghill ! still the excellency

of the place benefitted in no degree the in-

habitant; forasmuch as he had betrayed him-

self; as likewise indeed the vileness of the

place did to one no injury, who was fortified

on every side with virtue. As to ourselves

then, let us fortify our souls; for if the loss

of wealth should threaten us, or even death,

and yet no one can rob us of our religion, we

are the happiest of men, Christ commended
this when he said, "Be ye wise as ser-

pents.'' ' For just as he exposes the whole

body in order that he may save the head,^

so also do thou. Although it should be nec-

essary to expose wealth, or the body, or the

present life, or all things, for the purpose of

preserving thy religion; be not cast down !

For if thou depart hence in possession of

that, God will restore to thee all things with

more abundant splendour, and will raise agam

thy body with greater glory; and instead of

riches, there will be the good things that

surpass all power of description. Did not

Job sit naked on a dunghill, sustaining a life

more grievous than ten thousand deaths ?

Yet since he did not cast away his piety, all

his former things came back to him in greater

abundance, soundness and beauty of body;

his full band of children; his possessions;

and what was greater than all, the splendid

crown of his patience. For as it happens

with trees, should any one pluck away the

fruit and the leaves together; should he even

cut ofi: all the branches letting; the root only

remain; the tree will rise again entire, with

greater beauty, so indeed is it also with us.

If the root of piety remain, although wealth

be taken away, although the body destroyed,

all things again revert to us with greater glory

than before. Casting away therefore all

anxiety and superfluous care, let us return to

ourselves; and let us adorn the body and the

soul with the ornament of virtue; converting

our bodily members into instruments of

righteouness and not instruments of sin.

II. And first of all, let us discipline our

tongue to be the minister of the grace of the

Spirit, expelling from the mouth all virulence

and malignity, and the practice of using dis-

graceful words. For it is in our power to

make each one of our members an instrument

of wickedness, or of righteousness. Hear

then how men make the tongue an instru-

ment, some of sin, others of righteousness !

" Their tongue is a sharp sword." ^ But an-

other speaks thus of his own tongue: " My
tongue ' is the pen of a ready writer. " s The

former wrought destruction; the latter wrote

the divine law. Thus was one a sword, the

other a pen, not according to its own nature,

but according to the choice of those who em-

ployed it. For the nature of this tongue and

of that was the same, but the operation was

not the same. And again, as to the mouth

likewise, we may see this same thmg. For

these had a mouth full of filth and of wicked-

ness, therefore against such it is said by way

of accusation, *' Their mouth is full of curs-

ing and bitterness;"' not such was his but

'* Mv mouth shall speak of wisdom, and the

meditation of my heart shall be of under-

standing "^ Again, there were others who

had their hands full of iniquity, and accusing

these he said,
'' Iniquities are in their hands.

Christ. II. xvi.
1 Matt. X. 16.

r. . T. ^
2 So St. Jerome, Cat. Aur., St. Aug., Doct.

(24); Comp. Gen. iii. 15. Luc. xvi. 8, 9; Ongen on Prov. 1. 2.

24

4 The^references in the Psalms are made to the English version,

IT. a„7so onlui p" cxlvl, which ,h.y divide, beginning the.r

^%'S'il?:r;"- 'P=."V.6. 7Ps.xli..,.
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and their right hand is filled with gifts.*"

But he himself had hands practised in noth-

ing but in being stretched out towards

heaven. Therefore he said of these too,
** The lifting up of my hands (let it be) an

evening sacrifice/'' The same may also be
perceived with reference to the heart; for

their heart indeed was foolish, but this man's
was true; hence he speaks of them thus,
" Their heart is vain; " but of his own, ** My
heart is inditing of a good matter.'* 3 And
as to the ear, one may see that the case is

the same; for some have a sense of hearing

like that of beasts, which is not to be charmed
or moved to pity; and reproaching such the

Psalmist says, '*They are like the deaf

adder, that stoppeth her ears."'* But his ear

was the receptacle of the divine words, and
this he again makes manifest, when he says,
** I will incline mine ear to a parable, I will

open my dark speech upon the harp.^'s

12. Knowing these things then, let us for-

tify ourselves with virtue on all sides, and
thus we shall avert the wrath of God, and let

us make the members of the body instru-

ments of righteousness; and let us discipline

eyes, and mouth, and hands, and feet, and
heart, and tongue, and the^ whole body, to

be employed only in the service of virtue.

And let us remember those three precepts, of

which I discoursed ^ to your Charity, exhort-

ing you to consider no one as an enemy, nor

to speak evil of any one of those who have

aggrieved you; and to expel from your mouth
the evil custom of oaths. And with respect

to the two former precepts, we will discourse

to you on another occasion; but we shall

speak to you during the whole of the present

week respecting oaths; thus beginning with

the easier precept. For it is no labour at all

to overcome the habit of swearing, if we
would but apply a little endeavour, by remind-

ing each other; by advising; by observing;

and by requiring those who thus forget them-
selves, to render an account, and to pay the

penalty. For what advantage shall we gain

by abstinence from meats, if we do not also

expel the evil habits of the soul ? Lo, we
have spent the whole of this day fasting; and
in the evening we shall spread a table, not

such as we did on yester-eve, but one of an

altered and more solemn kind.^ Can any
one of us then say that he has changed his

1 Ps. xxvi. lo. Or, more perspicuously, according to the usual
sense of the Hebrew, bribes.

2 Ps. cxli. 2. 3 Ps. V. 9, Lxx.; Ps. xlv. i.

>> Ps. Iviii. 4. 5 Ps. xlix. 4. 6 Sav. our.

7 i. e., at the close of the last Homily.
8 <Tty.voTifiav. Tillemont supposes as well as Montfaucon, that

the precedmg Homily (the 3d) was delivered on Quinquagesima
Sunday, and that this (the 4th) was preached on the Monday,
which explains this allusion, Tr. The Lent fast began with that

life too this day; that he has altered his ill

custom, as well as his food ? Truly, I sup-
pose not ! Of what advantage then is our
fasting ? Wherefore I exhort,' and I will not
cease to exhort, that undertaking each pre-

cept separately, you should spend two or
three days in the attainment of it; and just

as there are some who rival one another in

fasting, and shew a marvellous emulation in

it; (some indeed who spend two whole days
without food; and others who, rejecting from
their tables not only the use of wine, and of

oil, but of every dish, and taking only bread
and water, persevere in this practice during
the whole of Lent); so, indeed, let us also

contend mutually with one another in abolish-

ing the frequency'" of oaths. For this is

more useful than any fasting; this is more
profitable than any austerity. And this same
care which we display in abstaining from
food, let us exhibit with respect to abstinence

from oaths; since we shall be chargeable
with the reproach of extreme folly, while we
regard not things that are forbidden, and ex-

pend all our care upon things indifferent; for

to eat is not forbidden, but to swear is for-

bidden; we, however, abstaining from those

things that are permitted, daringly venture

upon those things that are forbidden ! On
this account I beseech your Charity to make
some change, and to let the beginning of it

be visible from this day. For if we spend
the whole of the present fast with such zeal,

having in this week attained the practice of

not swearing at all; and in the following hav-

ing extinguished wrath; and in that which
succeeds it, having pulled up evil-speaking

by the roots; and after that, having amended
what yet remains; thus going forward in our

course, we shall come by little and little to

the very summit of virtue; and we shall es-

cape the present danger; and shall make God
propitious; and the multitude will come back
again to our city; and we shall teach the

fugitives that we are to place our hopes of

safety neither in security of place, nor in

flight and retirement; but in piety of soul,

and in virtue of manners. And thus shall

we obtain the good things of this and of the

future life; which, God grant ! we may all be

found worthy of, by the grace and loving-

kindness of our Lord Jesus Christ, through

whom and with whom be glory to the Father,

together with the Holy Ghost, now and for

ever and ever. Amen.

Monday. During Lent the Greek Church allows the use of fish

on Sundays.
9 Or, beseech.
xo vi<j[)d6as, lit. snowflakes. Comp. //. iii. 222.
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HOMILY V.

The exhortation of the last Homily is continued in this. The people are exhorted to bear
with fortitude the impending wrath of the Emperor. The cases of Job and the

Ninevites are referred to as examples. It is shewn that men ought not to fear death,

but sin. What it is to die miserably is explained; and the Homily concludes with an

earnest dissuasive against the use of oaths.

I. The discourse concerning the three

young men, and the Babylonian furnace, did,

as it would seem, yesterday give no small

comfort to your Charity; and still more the

example in the case of Job, and that dunghill

more to be venerated than any kingly throne.

For from seeing a royal throne no advantage
results to the spectators, but only a tempo-
rary pleasure, which has no profit; but from
the sight of Job's dunghill, one may derive

every kind of benefit, yea, much divine wis-

dom and consolation, in order to patience.

Therefore to this day many undertake a long
pilgrimage,' even across the sea, hastening

from the extremities of the earth, as far as

Arabia, that they may see that dunghill; and
having beheld it, may kiss the land, which
contained the wrestlmg-ground =" of such a

victor, and received the blood that was more
precious than all gold ! For the purple

shines not so brilliantly, as did that body
when dyed ^ not in another^s blood, but in its

own ! Even those very wounds were more
precious than all manner of jewels ! For the

nature of pearls is of no help to our life; nor

do they satisfy any necessary want on the

part of those who have them. But those

wounds are a consolation for all sadness; and
that thou mayest learn this to be the truth,

suppose any one were to lose a beloved and
only son. Shew him ten thousand pearls,

and you will not console his grief, or lighten

his anguish; but recall to his mind the

wounds of Job, and thou wouldest easily be
able to minister comfort by speaking thus:
" Why sorrowest thou, O man? Thou hast

lost one son; but that blessed man, after he
had been bereaved of the whole family of his

children, both received a plague in his own
flesh, and sat down naked upon the dunghill,

streaming with gore from every part, and his

flesh gradually wasting away; even he who
was just, and true, so devout a man, who ab-

stained from every evil deed, and had even

1 Comp. Horn. I. 23; Horn. XXXI. on Rom. xvi. 4.
2 TT)i/ fie^ajneVr/v to. a-Kafx/xaTa, see Horn. IV., this word can only

mean the prepared place, i.ot the spectators.
3 /SaTTTi^Oju-evov, perhaps rather " drenched." but the mention of

the purple favors "dyed;" the present tense dees not admit
*' baptized," though theallusion is well sustained in Ben. tinctum.

God for a witness to his virtue.** By speak-
ing thus thou wouldest extinguish all the

sufferer's sadness, and remove all his distress.

Thus the wounds of the just man become
more useful than pearls !

2. Figure to yourselves then this wrestler;

and imagine that you see that dunghill, and
himself sitting in the midst of it ! That
golden statue ! set with gems ! I know not

how to express it: for I am unable to find

any material so precious as to compare it with

that body stained with blood ! So far above
every substance, however costly, was the

nature of that flesh, beyond all comparison

more precious, and those wounds more
splendid than the sun's beams; for these

illumine the eyes of the body; but those en-

lighten the eyes of the mind ! those struck

the devil with utter blindness ! Therefore it

was, that after that blow, he started back and

appeared no more. And do thou, O beloved,

learn thence too what advantage there is in

tribulation ! For when the just man was

rich, and enjoyed ease, he had the means of

accusing him. However falsely, yet still he

had it in his power to say, *' Doth Job serve

thee for nought ?
'* But after he had stripped

him and made him poor, he dared not even

open his mouth any more. When he was

wealthy, he prepared to wrestle with him, and

threatened to overthrow him; but when he

had made him poor, and taken away all he

had, and thrown him into the deepest dis-

tress, then he started back. When indeed

his body was sound, he lifted up his hands

against him,4but when he had battered his

flesh, then he fled,—defeated ! Seest thou

how to the vigilant, poverty is much better

and more beneficial than riches; and infirm-

ity and sickness, than health; and trial, than

tranquillity; inasmuch as it makes the com-

batants more illustrious and vigorous ?

3. Who hath seen or heard of such an

astonishing contest? The fighters in worldly

contests, when they have battered the heads

of their adversaries, are then victorious, and

are crowned ! But this adversary, when he

4 Or buffetted with him, \<ilpa% atrrfjpev.
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had battered the body of the just man, per-

forating it with ulcers of every kind, and

had reduced him to great weakness, was then

conquered, and drew back. Even when he

had pierced his ribs in every direction, he

was no gainer thereby; for he spoiled him
not of his hidden treasure, but he made him
more conspicuous to us; and through that

piercing he gave to all the privilege to look

into his interior, and to discern completely

the whole of his wealth ! When he expected

to prevail, then he withdrew with much
ignominy, and never again uttered a syllable !

What is the matter, O devil ? For what cause

withdrawest thou ? Was not everything done

that thou chosest? Hast thou not taken

away his flocks, his herds, his droves of

horses and of mules? Hast thou not also

destroyed his troop of children ? and battered

his flesh to pieces. For what reason with-

drawest thou ? ''Because," saith he, "every
thing I chose ' is come to pass, and yet that

which I most desired should come to pass,

and for which I did all those things, is not

come to pass; he hath not blasphemed ! For

it was in order to this, continues he, that I

was doing all those things; and as this is not

come to pass, I am no gainer by having de-

prived him of his wealth; or by the destruc-

tion of his children; or by the plague inflicted

upon his body; but the reverse of what I

purposed hath come to pass; I have made my
enemy more illustrious; I have added lustre

to his reputation." Perceivest thou, O be-

loved, how great was the reward of tribula-

tion ? His body was fair and sound before,

but it became more venerable, when pierced

through and through by these wounds !

And thus wool, fair as it is before the dyeing,

when it becomes purple, takes an indescriba-

ble beauty, and an additional grace. But if

he had not stripped him, we should not have

known the good condition == of the victor; if

he had not pierced the body with ulcers, the

rays within would not have shone forth. If

he had not made him sit down upon a dung-
hill, we should not have known his wealth.

For a king sitting on a throne is not so illus-

trious, as this man was notable and conspicu-

ous, whilst sitting upon his dunghill ! For
after the royal throne, comes death; but after

that dunghill, the kingdom of heaven !

4. Collecting then all these reasons, let us

raise ourselves from the dejection which op-

presses us. For I have laid these histories

before you, not that ye may applaud what is

» i\9iki\aa.^ desired is i^ovK6\i.-f\v . See Plat. Gorg. where Socra-
tes argues that a tyrant has no great power, since, though he can
do all he chooses, a 6o«c«i auTcu, he cannot attain what he wishes,
& /3ovA<Tai.

2 (Vf^iav. See Horn. I. 16.

spoken, but that ye may imitate the virtue

and the patience of such noble men; that ye
may learn from the very facts, that there is

nothing of human ills to be dreaded, save sin

only; neither poverty, nor disease, nor insult,

nor malicious treatment, nor ignominy, nor

death, which is accounted the worst of all

evils. To those who love spiritual wisdom,

such things are only the names of calamities;

names which have no substantial reality.

But the true calamity consists in offending

God, and in doing aught which is displeasing

to Him. For tell me, what is there in death

which is terrible ? Is it because it transports

thee more quickly to the peaceful haven, and

to that life which is free from tumult ? Al-

though man should not put thee to death,

will not the very law of nature, at length

stealing upon thee, separate the body from

the soul; and if this event which we fear does

not happen now, it will happen shortly.

5. I speak thus, not anticipating any

dread or melancholy event: ^ God forbid!

But because I am ashamed for those who are

afraid of death. Tell me, whilst expecting

such good things as " eye hath not seen, nor

ear heard, nor have entered the heart of

man," ^ dost thou demur about this enjoy-

ment, and art negligent and slothful; and not

only slothful, but fearful and trembling?

And is it not shameful that thou art distressed

on account of death, whereas Paul groaned

on account of the present life, and writing to

the Romans said, "The creation groaneth

together, and ourselves also which have the

first fruits of the Spirit do groan." s And he

spoke thus, not as condemning the things

present, but longing for the things to come.
'* I have tasted," saith he, " of the grace, and

I do not willingly put up with the delay.^ I

have the first fruits of the Spirit, and I press

on towards the whole. I have ascended to

the third heaven; I have seen that glory

which is unutterable; I have beheld the shin-

ing palaces; I have learnt what joys I am
deprived of, while I linger here, and therefore

do I groan." For suppose any one had con-

ducted thee into princely halls, and shewn

thee the gold everywhere glittering on the

walls, and all the rest of the glorious show; if

from thence he had led thee back afterward

to a poor man's hut, and promised that in a

short time he would bring thee back to those

palaces, and would there give thee a perpet-

ual mansion; tell me, wouldest thou not

indeed languish with desire, and feel im-

patient, even at these few days ? Thus think

3 /. <r., as connected with the present events.

4 I Cor. ii. 9; Isa. Ixiv. 4.
...

^ Rom. vm. 22, 23.

6 ov areyoi. Cf. i Thess. iii. i.
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then of heaven, and of earth, and groan with
Paul, not because of death, but because of

the present life !

6. But grant me, saith one, to be like Paul,

and I shall never be afraid of death. Why,
what is it that forbids thee, O man, to become
like Paul ? Was he not a poor man ? Was
he not a tent maker ? Was he not a man of

humble position ? For if he had been rich

and high born, the poor, when called upon
to imitate his zeal, would have had their

poverty to plead; but now thou canst say

nothing of this sort. For this man was one
who exercised a manual art, and supported
himself too by his daily labours. And thou,

indeed, from the first hast inherited true

religion from thy fathers; and from thy

earliest age hast been nourished in the study

of the sacred writings; but he was "a blas-

phemer, and a persecutor, and injurious,"'

and ravaged the Church ! Nevertheless, he

so changed all at once, as to surpass all in the

vehemence of his zeal, and he cries out, say-

ing, "Be ye imitators of me, even as I also

am of Christ."^ He imitated the Lord; and
wilt not thou who hast been educated in piety

from the first, imitate a fellow-servant; one

who by conversion was brought to the faith at

a later period of life ? Knowest thou not,

that they who are in sins are dead whilst they

live; and that they who live^ in righteous-

ness, although they be dead, yet they live?^

And this is not my word. It is the declara-

tion of Christ speaking to Martha, " He that

believeth in me though he were dead yet

shall he live."s Is our doctrine, indeed, a

fable? If thou art a Christian, believe in

Christ; if thou believest in Christ, shew me
thy faith by thy works/ But how mayest

thou shew this? By thy contempt of death:

for in this we differ from the unbelievers.

They may well fear death; since they have

no hope of a resurrection. But thou, who art

travelling toward better things, and hast the

opportunity of meditating on the hope of the

future; what excuse hast thou, if whilst as-

sured of a resurrection, thou are yet at the

same time as fearful of death, as those who
believe not the resurrection ?

7, But I have no fear of death, says one,

nor of the act of dying, but of a miserable

death, of being beheaded. Did John then,

I ask, die miserably ? for he was beheaded.

Or did Stephen die miserably? for he was

stoned; and all the martyrs have thus died

wretchedly, according to this objection: since

some have ended their lives by fire; and

others by the sword; and some cast into the
ocean; others down a precipice; and others
into the jaws of wild beasts, have so come by
their death. To die basely, O man, is not
to come to one's end by a violent death, but
to die in sin ! Hear, at least, the prophet
moralising on this very matter, and saying,
'*The death of sinners is evil."^ He does
not say that a violent death is evil; but what
then? "The death of sinners is evil/'*
And justly so; for after the departure from
this life, there is an intolerable punishment;
undying vengeance, the envenomed worm;
the fire unquenchable, the outer darkness,
the chains indissoluble; the gnashing of
teeth, the tribulation, and the anguish, and
the eternal justice.'

8. Since therefore such evils await sinners,

what advantage can it be to them, though
they should end their days at home, and in

their bed ? Even so, on the other hand, it

can do no harm to the righteous to lay down
the present life through sword, or steel, or
fire, when they are to depart to the good
things that are immortal. Truly " the death
of sinners is evil." Such a death was that

of the rich man, who despised Lazarus. He,
when he had term.inated his life by a natural

end, at home and on his bed, and with his

relatives about him, experienced after his

departure to the other world a fiery torment;

nor was he able to obtain there even a little

comfort, out of all the pleasure he had en-

joyed in the present life ! But not so was it

with Lazarus; for when lying upon the pave-

ment, while the dogs came and licked his

sores, he had suffered a violent death (for

what could be more painful than hunger?),

but on his departing hence he enjoyed eter-

nal blessings, luxuriating in the bosom of

Abraliam ! In what respect, then, did it in-

jure him that he died a violent death? or

what did it profit the rich man, that he died

not with violence ?

9. But, says some one, "We have no fear

of dying by violence, but of dying unjustly;

and of bemg punished in a similar way with

the guilty,—we who have had nothing to da
with the crimes of which we are suspected."

What sayest thou, tell me ? Art thou afraid

» I Tim. i. 13.

3 ^(Di/Te?, but Ben. Mar. ovt«s, who are.

b John xi. 5.

2 I Cor. xi. 6.

4 I Tim. V. 6.

6 Jas. ii, 18.

7 In this rendering of the Septuagint there is a coincidence with

that of the Targum, and the Vulgate, ^thiopic, and Arabic ver-

sions. But the Syriac is conformable with the Hebrew. The dis-

crepancy may be accounted for by a slight difference in the reading

of the vowel points.
, , r,- , r •

8 Ps. xxxiv. 21. This passage is quoted by Bishop Latimer at

the close of a sermon upon the epistle for the twenty-third Sunday-

after Trinity, preached a. d. 1552. His words are, Mors /ecca-

torum pessivta. "Death to sinners is the worst thing that can

happen unto them." " What meaneth he by that ? he signifieth

unto us, that the wicked be not enough punished here, therefore it

shall be worse with them after their death. So that it shall be a
change: they that have their pleasure here, and live according to

their desires, they shall come to afflictions in the other world.

9 See Horn, III. on Rom. i. 18.
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of dying unjustly, and wouldest thou wish

to die justly. But who is there so wretched

and miserable, that when he had the alterna-

tive of dying unjustly, would rather depart

by an act of justice ? For if it be necessary

to fear death, it is necessary to fear it when

it comes upon us justly; since he indeed who

dies unjustly, is by this very means made a

partaker with all the saints. For many of

those who were approved and distinguished

by God, have been subjected to an unjust

end; and first of all Abel. For it was not

that he had sinned against his brother, or

done Cain any harm; but inasmuch as he had

honoured God, therefore was he slaughtered.

But God permitted it. Was it, think you,

because He loved him, or because He hated

him ? Most clearly, because He loved him,

and wished to make his crown the brighter,

by that most unjust murder. Seest thou

then, that it becomes us not to be afraid of

dying by violence; nor yet of dying unjustly;

but of dying in a state of sin? Abel died

unjustly. Cain lived, groaning and trem-

bling ! Which then, I would ask, was the

more blessed of the two; he who went to rest

in righteousness, or he who lived in sin; he

who died unjustly, or he who was justly pun-

ished ? Would you have me declare unto

your Charity, whence it is that we are afraid

of death ? The love of the kingdom hath not

penetrated us, nor the desire of things to

come inflamed us: otherwise we should de-

spise all present things, even as the blessed

Paul did. Add to this, on the other hand,

that we do not stand in awe of hell; therefore

death is terrible. We are not sensible of the

unsufferable nature of the punishment there;

therefore, instead of sin, we fear death; since

if the fear of the one held possession of our

souls, the fear of the other would not be able

to enter.

lo. And this I will endeavour to make
manifest, not from anything of a remote

nature, but from what is at our own doors;

and from the events which have happened

among us in these days. For when the

Emperor's letter came, ordering that tribute

to be imposed which was thought to be so

intolerable, all were in a tumult; all quarrelled

with it; thought it a sore grievance, resented

it; and when they met one another said,

•* Our life is not worth living, the city is un-

done;—no one will be able to stand under

this heavy burden; " and they were distressed

as if placed in the extremest danger. After

this, when the rebellion was actually perpe-

trated, and certain vile, yea, thoroughly vile

persons, trampling under foot the laws, threw

down the statues, and involved all in the

utmost peril; and now that we are in fear for

our very lives, through the indignation of the

Emperor, this loss of money no longer stings

us. But instead of such complaints, I hear

from all a language of a different kind.

"Let the Emperor take our substance, we

will gladly be deprived of our fields and pos-

sessions, if any one will but ensure us safety

for the bare body." As therefore, before

the fear of death pressed upon us, the loss of

our wealth tormented us; and after these law-

less outrages had been perpetrated, the fear

of death succeeding, expelled the grief for

that loss; so if the fear of hell had held pos-

session of our souls, the fear of death would

not have possessed them. But even as it is

with the body, when two kinds of pain seize

upon us, the more powerful usually over-

shadows the weaker one, so also would it now

happen; if the dread of future punishment

remained in the soul, that would overshadow

all human fear. So that if any one endeav-

ours always to have the remembrance of hell,

he will deride every kind of death; and this

will not only deliver him from the present

distress, but will even rescue him from the

flame to come. For he who is always afraid

of hell, will never fall into the fire of hell;

being made sober by this continual fear !

II. Permit me, that I now say to you at a

fitting time, "Brethren, be not children in

understanding; howbeit in malice be ye chil-

dren." ' For this is a childish terror of ours,

if we fear death, but are not fearful of sin.

Little children too are afraid of masks, but

fear not the fire. On the contrary, if they

are carried by accident near a lighted candle,

they stretch out the hand without any con-

cern towards the candle and the flame; yet a

mask which is so utterly contemptible terri-

fies them; whereas they have no dread of fire,

which is really a thing to be afraid of. Just

so we too have a fear of death, which is a

mask that might well be despised; but have

no fear of sin, which is truly dreadful; and,

even as fire, devours the conscience ! And
this is wont to happen not on account of the

nature of the things, but by reason of our

own folly; so that if we were once to con-

sider what death is, we should at no time be

afraid of it. What then, I pray you, is

death ? Just what it is to put off a garment.

For the body is about the soul as a garment;

and after laying this aside for a short time

by means of death, we shall resume it again

with the more splendour. What is death at

most? It is a journey for a season; a sleep

longer than usual ! So that if thou fearest

* I Cor. xiv. 20.
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death, thou shouldest also fear sleep ! If for
those wha are dying thou art pained, grieve
for those too who are eating and drinking,
for as this is natural, so is that ! Let not
natural things sadden thee; rather let things
which arise from an evil choice make thee
sorrowful. Sorrow not for the dying man;
but sorrow for him who is living in sin !

12. Would you have me mention another
reason on account of which we fear death?
We do not live with strictness, nor keep a
clear conscience; for if this were the case
nothing would alarm us, neither death, nor
famine, nor the loss of wealth, nor anything
else of this kind. For he who lives virtu-

ously, cannot be injured by any of these
things, or be deprived of his inward pleasure.
For being supported by favourable hopes,
nothing will be able to throw him into dejec-
tion. What is there that any one can possi-
bly effect, by which he can cause the noble-
minded man to become sorrowful? Take
away his riches ? He has yet wealth that is

in the heavens ! Cast him out of his country ?

He will take his journey to ^ that city which
is above ! Load him with fetters ? He has
still his conscience free, and is insensible to

the external chain ! Put his body to death ?

Yet he shall rise again ! And as he who
fights with a shadow, and beaten the air, will

be unable to hit any one; so he who is at war
with the just man, is but striking at a shadow,
and wasting his own strength, without being
able to inflict any injury upon him. Grant
me then to be sure of the kingdom of heaven;
and, if thou wishest, slay me this day. I

shall be thankful to thee for the slaughter;

forasmuch as thou sendest me quickly to the
possession of those good things! "This,
however,'' says some one, "is what we es-

pecially lament, that hindered as we are by
the multitude of our sins, we shall not attain

to that kingdom, * * Such being the case then,

leave off lamenting death, and lament thy
sins, in order that thou mayest be freed from
them ! Grief, indeed, hath had its existence,

not that we should sorrow for the loss of

wealth, nor for death, nor for anything else

of that kind, but that we may employ it for

the taking away of our sins." And I will

make the truth of this evident by an example.
Healing medicines ^ have been made for those

diseases only which they are able to remove;
not for those which are in no respect assisted

by them. For instance (for I wish to make
the matter still plainer), the medicine which

* a-reXel «i9, al. reXei els, is free of.
2 afiaprrjiJiaTtov^ see Horn. IV. 4.
3 Thus in Plat. Gorg. 78. Socrates argues that it is best to be

punished when one does wrong, comparing punishment to medi-
cine.

is able to benefit a malady of the eyes only,
and no other disease, one might justly say
was made only for the sake of the eyes; not
for the stomach, nor for the hands, nor any
other member. Let us then transfer this
argument to the subject of grief; and we shall
find, that in none of those things which hap-
pen to us, is it of any advantage, except to
correct sin; whence it is apparent that it hath
had its existence only for the destruction of
this. Let us now take a survey of each of
those evils which befall us, and let us apply
despondency as a remedy, and see what sort
of advantage* results from it.

13. Some one is mulcted in property: he
becomes sad, but this does not make good
his loss. Some one hath lost a son: he
grieves, but he cannot raise the dead, nor
benefit the departed. Some one hath been
scourged, beaten, and insulted; he becomes
sorrowful. This does not recall the insult.

Some one falls into sickness, and a most
grievous disease; he is dejected. This does
not remove his disease, but only makes it the
more grievous. Do you see that in none of

these cases does sadness answer any useful

purpose ? Suppose that any one hath sinned,

and is sad. He blots out the sin; he gets

free from the transgression. How is this

shewn ? By the declaration of the Lord; for,

speaking of a certain one who had sinned.

He said, ** Because of his iniquity I made
him sad for a while; and I saw that he was
grieved, and he went on heavily; and I healed

his ways.'' 5 Therefore also Paul saith,
** Godly sorrow worketh repentance unto sal-

vation not to be repented of."*^ Since then

what I have said clearly shews, that neither

the loss of riches, nor insult, nor abuse, nor

stripes, nor sickness, nor death, nor any other

thing of that kind can possibly be relieved by
the interference of grief, but sin only can it

blot out and do away, it is evident that this

is the only reason why it hath its existence.

Let us therefore no more grieve for the loss

of wealth, but let us grieve only when we
commit sin. For great in this case is the

gain that comes of sorrow. Art thou

amerced? Be not dejected, for thus thou

wilt not be at all benefited. Hast thou

sinned? Then be sorry: for it is profitable;

and consider the skill and wisdom of God.

Sin hath brought forth for us these two things,

sorrow and death. For *'in the day thou

eatest," He saith, '*thou shalt surely die;"

4 M. what is the advantage that.

5 Isa. Ivii. 17. The English version seems rather to give the

sense of the Hebrew, and is less pointedly apposite, though it too

implies that trouble is given for our good, and, as the context also

implies, sorrow too.
6 2 Cor. vii. 10.
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and to the woman, ** In sorrow thou shalt

bring forth children.
'

'

' And by both of these

things he took away sin, and provided that

the mother should be destroyed by her off-

spring. For that death as well as grief takes

away sin, is evident, in the first place, from
the case of the martyrs; =• and it is plain too

from what Paul saith to those who had sinned,

speaking on this wise, " For this cause many
are weak and sickly among you, and many
sleep. '^3 Inasmuch, he observes, as ye have

sinned, ye die, so that ye are freed from sin

by death. Therefore he goes on to say,
*' For if -we would judge ourselves, we should

not be judged. But when we are judged, we
are chastened of the Lord, that we should

not be condemned with the world."'* And
even as the worm is brought forth from the

wood, and devours the wood; and a moth
consumes the wool, from whence it origi-

nates; so grief and death were born of sin,

and devour sin.

14. Let us not then fear death, but let us

only fear sin, and grieve on account of this.

And these things I speak, not anticipating

any thing fearful, God forbid ! but wishing

you when alarmed to be always thus affected,

and to fulfil the law of Christ in very deed.

For '* he," saith Christ, " that taketh not his

cross, and followeth after Me, is not worthy
of Me." s This He said, not that we should

bear the wood upon our shoulders, but that

we should always have death before our

eyes. Even so as Paul, that is, died daily,

and laughed at death, and despised the pres-

ent life. For indeed thou art a soldier, and
standest continually at arms; but a soldier

who is afraid of death, will never perform a

noble action. Thus then neither will a

Christian man, if fearful of dangers, perform
anything great or admirable; nay, besides

this, he will be apt to be easily vanquished.

But not so is it with the man who is bold and
lofty minded. He remains impregnable and
unconquerable. As then the Three Children,

when they feared not the fire, escaped from
the fire, so also we, if we fear not death, shall

entirely escape from death. They feared not

Gen. li. 17.
2 Martyrdom was held to be a kind of second baptism, or instead

of baptism to those on whom it came before they could be baptized.
St. Cyr. Cat. in. (7); St. Cypr. Ejc. to Mart.; Kp. 73. ad Jud.,
Ed. Ben. p. 136. Tertullian says, " This is a baptism which
will either supply the place of water-baptism to one that has not
received it, or will restore it to one that has lost for defaced) it.

De Bapt. c. xvi., quoted by Wall on Inf. Bapt. c. vi., i. ii.,

p. IQO.

3 So St. Auj?. Sernt. de Script, cxlviii. (al. 10. de Div.) on Acts
V. 4, Origen, xv. 15, on Matt. xix. 21, Kd. Ben. iii. 673. C. thinks
Ananias to have had this benefit, but he supposes his death not to
have been an immediate judgment, but the «ffect of his feeling at
the moment. fEcumenius speaks of i Cor. xi. 31, as not merely
threatening death, but future punishment. Photius, Cat. Cramer,
p. 223, speaks as St. Chrysostom.

4 I Cor. xi. 31, 32. 5 Matt. x. 38.

the fire (for it is no crime to be burnt), but
they feared sin, for it is a crime to commit
impiety. Let us also imitate these and all

such, and let us not be afraid of dangers, and
then we shall pass safely through them.

15. As for me, '*I am not a prophet nor
the son of a prophet,"^ yet I understand
clearly thus much of the future, and I pro-

claim, both loudly and distinctly, that if we
become changed, and bestow some care upon
our souls, and desist from iniquity, nothing

will be unpleasant or painful. And this I

plainly know from the love of God toward

man, as well as from those things which He
hath done for men, and cities, and nations,

and whole populations. For He threatened

the city of Nineveh, and said, *' There are

yet three days,^ and Nineveh shall be over-

thrown."^ What then, I ask. Was Nineveh
overthrown ? Was the city destroyed ? Nay,
quite the contrary; it both arose, and became
still more distinguished; and long as is the

time which has elapsed, it has not effaced its

glory, but we all still celebrate and admire it

even to this day.^ For from that time it hath

been a sort of excellent haven for all who
have sinned, not suffering them to sink into

desperation, but calling all to repentance;

and by what it did, and by what it obtained

of God's favour, persuading men never to de-

spair of their salvation, but exhibiting the

best life they can,'° and setting before them
a" good hope, to be confident of the issue as

destined in any wise to be favourable. For

who would not be stirred up on hearing of

such an example, even if he were the laziest

of mortals ?

16. For God even preferred that His own
prediction should fall to the ground, so that

the city should not fall. Or rather, the pro-

phecy did not even so fall to the ground.

For if indeed while the men continued in the

same wickedness, the sentence had not taken

effect, some one perhaps might have brought

a charge against what was uttered. But if

when they had changed, and desisted from

their iniquity, God also desisted from His

6 Amos vii. 14.

7 Tpei? Tjjoiepai. Thus it has always been read in the Septua-

gint, even from the first ages of the Church (note in Ed. Par. 1834),

But this reading, it should be remarked, is not supported by the

Targum, or the Vulgate, or Syriac, which all read fcrty days, as in

the Hebrew copies (St. Jerome on the passage corrects the error,

and Theodoret says that the Syriac, and Hebrew, and the trans-

lations of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion, read forty. Ori-

gen, Hom. XVI. on Num. xxiii. 19, Ed. Ben. ii. p. 330, d. corrects

the i.xx. from the Hebrew.)
8 Tonal: iii.

, . t-
9 Nineveh was entirely ruined in the reign of the Emperor

Hadrian, and though it was afterwards rebuilt by the Persians,

and not finally destroyed till about the seventh century, it seems

probable that St. Chrysostom alludes here rather to its moral than

to its actual glory at that time.
10 /3iov apiarov, " best life." The article is not used, and the

words added seem nearly to express what is intended to be under-

stood. , , , ," Gr. The good hope, i. e., the hope of the better alternative.
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wrath, who shall be able any longer to find
fault with the prophecy, or to convict the
things spoken of falsehood. The same law
indeed which God had laid down from the
beginning, publishing it to all men by the
prophet, was on that occasion strictly ob-
served. What then is this law? "I shall
speak a sentence," saith He, " concerning a
nation or a kingdom, to pluck up, and to pull
down, and to destroy it; and it shall be, that
if they repent of their evil, I will also repent
of the wrath which I said I would do unto
them."' ^ Guarding then this law, he saved
those who were converted and released from
His wrath those who desisted from their
wickedness. He knew the virtue of the bar-
barians; therefore He hastened the prophet
thither. Thus was the city agitated at the
time, when it heard the prophet's voice, but
instead of being injured it was benefited by
fear. For that fear was the cause of its

safety. The threatening effected the deliv-
erance from the peril. The sentence of
overthrow put a stop to the overthrow. O
strange and astonishing event ! the sentence
threatening death, brought forth life ! The
sentence after it was published became can-
celled; the very opposite to that which takes
place among temporal judges ! for in their
case the proclamation of the sentence causes
it to become valid, is fully to ratify it; but
on the contrary, with God, the publication of
the sentence, caused it to be cancelled. For
if it had not been published, the offenders
would not have heard; and if they had not
heard, they would not have repented, and if

they had not repented,^ they would not have
warded off the punishment, nor would they
have obtained that astonishing deliverance.
For how is it less than astonishing, when the
judge declares sentence, and the condemned
discharge the sentence by their repentance !

They, indeed, did not flee from the city as

we are now doing, but remaining in it they
caused it to stand. It was a snare, and they
made it a fortification ! It was a gulph, and
a precipice, and they turned it into a tower
of safety ! They had heard that the build-

ings would fall, and yet they fled not from the
buildings, but they fled from their sins !

They did not depart each from his house as

we do now, but each departed from his evil

way; for, said they, **why should we think
the walls have brought forth the wrath ? we
are the causes of the wound; we then should
provide the medicine." Therefore they

1 Jer. xviii. 7, 8.

2 The clause, " and if they had not repented," inserted from
Savile. Both the general sense, and the parallel with Rom. x. 14,
seem to require it.

trusted for safety, not to a change of habita-
tions,3 but of habits.*

17. Thus did the barbarians! and are we
not ashamed, and ought we not to hide our
faces, whilst instead of changing our habits,
as they did, we change only our habitations;
privily removing our goods, and doing the
deeds of men that are drunken ? Our Mas-
ter is angry with us; and we, neglecting to
appease His wrath, carry about our house-
hold stuff from place to place, and run hither
and thither, seeking where we may deposit
our substance; while we ought rather to seek
where we may deposit our soul in safety; or
rather, it behoveth us not to seek, but to
entrust its safety to virtue and uprightness of
life. For when we were angry and displeased
with a servant, if he, instead of defending
himself against our displeasure, went down to
his apartment, and collecting together his

clothes, and binding up together all his mov-
ables, meditated a flight, we could not tamely
put up with this contempt. Let us then
desist from this unseasonable endeavour, and
let us each say to God, " Whither shall I go
from Thy Spirit, and whither shall I flee from
Thy presence? "5 Let us imitate the spirit-

ual wisdom of the barbarians. They repented
even on uncertain grounds ! For the sen-

tence had no such clause, "If ye turn and
repent, I will set up the city;" but simply,
*' Yet three days, and Nineveh shall be over-

thrown.'^^ What then said they? '*Who
knoweth whether God will repent of the evil

He said He would do unto us ?
'^ Who know-

eth ? They know not the end of the event,

and yet they do not neglect repentance !

They are unacquainted with God's method
of shewing mercy, and yet they change upon
the strength of uncertainties ! For neither

was it in their power to look at other Ninevites

who hpd repented and been saved; nor had
they read prophets; nor had they heard pa-

triarchs; nor had they enjoyed counsel, or

partaken of admonition; nor had they per-

suaded themselves that they should certainly

propitiate God by repentance. For the

threatening did not imply this: but they were

doubtful, and hesitating concerning it; and

yet they repented with all diligence. What
reason then shall we have to urge, when
those, who had no ground for confidence as

to the issue, are seen to have exhibited so

great a change; but thou who hast ground of

confidence in the mercy of God, and who hast

frequently received many pledges of His

care, and hast heard prophets, and apostles,

and hast been instructed by actual events;

3 tortixiv.

S Ps. cxxxix. 7.

4 TpOTTtdV.

6 Jonah iii. 9.
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hast yet no emulation to reach the same
measure of virtue as these did ! Great as-

suredly was their virtue !but greater by far

was the mercy of God ! and this may be seen
from the very greatness of the threat. For
this reason God did not add to the declara-

tion, "But if ye repent, I will spare:" in

order that Ijy setting forth a sentence with-

out limitation, He might increase the fear,

and having increased the fear, He might con-

strain them more speedily to repentance.

1 8. The prophet is indeed ashamed, fore-

seeing what the issue vvould be, and conjec-

turing that what he had prophesied, would
remain unaccomplished; God however is not

ashamed, but is desirous of one thing only,

viz. the salvation of men, and corrects His
own servant. For when he had entered the

ship, He straightway there raised a boister-

ous sea; in order that thou mightest know
that where sin is, there is a tempest; where
there is disobedience, there is the swelling of

the waves.' The city was shaken because of

the sins of the Ninevites; and the ship was
shaken because of the disobedience of the

prophet. The sailors therefore threw Jonah
in the deep, and the ship was preserved.

Let us then drown our sins, and our city will

assuredly be safe ! Flight will certainly be
no advantage to us; for it did not profit him;
on the contrary, it did him injury. He fled

from the land indeed, but he fled not from
the wrath of God; he fled from the land, but
he brought the tempest after him on the sea;

and so far was he from obtaining any benefit

by his flight, that he plunged those also who
received him into the extremest peril. And
whilst he sat sailing in the ship, although the

sailors, the pilots, and all the necessary ap-

paratus of the ship were there present, he
was placed in the utmost danger. After,

however, having been thrown out into the

deep, and having put away his sin by means
of the punishment, he had been conveyed
into that unstable' vessel, I mean, the whale's

belly, he enjoyed great security. This was
for the purpose of teaching thee, that as no
ship can be of any use to him who is living

in sin, so him who has put away his sin, the

sea cannot drown, nor monsters destroy. Of
a truth, the waves received, but they did not

suffocate him. The whale received him, but
did not destroy him; but both the animal and
the element gave back to God unhurt that

with which they were entrusted; and by all

< tcXvSitivtov.

» irtpfiaTiarov, this word means " vast," " immeasurable," and
does not suit the sense : avtpfjLa.Ti<rTov is undoubtedly the right
reading, unless indeed St. Chrysostom used one for the other, as
Suidas. Hesychius gives it " without ballast," and so Aristotle
ipftari^eiy, but II. i. 486, cp/xara are props used onshore.

these things the prophet was taught to be
humane and merciful; and not to be more
cruel than wild beasts, or thoughtless sailors,

or unruly waves. For even the sailors did
not immediately at first give him up, but after

much compulsion; and the sea and the mon-
ster guarded him with great kindness; all

these things being under God^s direction.

19. Therefore he came back again; he
preached; he threatened; he persuaded; he
preserved; he affrighted; he amended; he
established; by one, and that the first preach-
ing ! Many days he needed not, nor contin-

ued counsel; but speaking these simple words
only, he brought all to repentance ! On this

account God did not lead him directly from
the ship into the city; but the sailors com-
mitted him to the sea; the sea to the whale;
the whale to God; God to the Ninevites; and
by this long circuit he brought back the

fugitive, that he might instruct all, that it is

impossible to fly from the hands of God;
that whithersoever any one may roam, drag-

ging his sin after him, he will have to undergo
a thousand evils; and though no mortal were
present, yet on every side the whole creation

will rise up against him with the utmost
vehemence ! Let us not then provide for our
safety by flight, but by a change of the moral
character. Is it for remaining in the city

that God is angry with thee, that thou should-

est fly ? It is because thou hast sinned, that

He is indignant. Lay aside therefore the

sin, and where the cause of thy wound lies,

thence remove ^ the fountain of the evil. For
the physicians too give us directions to cure
contraries by contraries. Is fever, for in-

stance, produced by a full diet ? They sub-

ject the disease to the regimen of abstinence.

Does any one fall sick from sadness ? They
say that mirth is the suitable medicine for it.

Thus also it befits us to act with respect to

diseases of the soul. Hath listlessness ex-

cited the wrath ? let us shake this off by
zeal, and let us manifest in our conduct a ,

great change. We have the fast, a very great

auxiliary and ally in our warfare; and be-

sides the fast, we have the impending dis-

tress, and the fear of danger. Now then, in

season, let us be at work on the soul; for we
shall easily be able to persuade it to whatever
we choose; since he who is alarmed and
trembling, and set free from all luxury, and
who lives in terror, is able to practise moral

wisdom without difficulty, and to receive the

seeds of virtue with much alacrity.

20. Let us therefore persuade it to make

3 avaaretAov. divert as a stream. The metaphor is explained

by the sequel, the " wound " meaning an incision made for surgi-

cal purposes.
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this first change for the better, by the avoid-
ance of oaths; for although I spake to you
yesterday, and the day before/ on this same
subject; yet neither to-day, nor to-morrow,
nor the day after, will I desist giving my
counsel on this subject. And why do I say
to-morrow and the day following? Until I

see that you are amended, I will not abstain
from doing so. If those, indeed, who trans-

gress this law, are not ashamed, far less

should we who bid them not transgress it, feel

this frequency of the admonition to be a mat-
ter worthy of shame. For to be continually

reminding men of the same topics is not the
fault of the speaker, but of the hearers,

needing as they do perpetual instruction,

upon simple and easily-observed precepts.

What indeed is easier than not to swear ? It

is only a good work of habit. It is neither

labour of the body, nor expenditure of wealth.

Art thou desirous to learn how it is possible

to get the better of this infirmity, how it is

possible to be set free from this evil habit ?

I will tell thee of a particular method by
which if pursued thou wilt certainly master it.

If thou seest either thyself or any other per-

son, whether it be one of thy servants, or of

thy children, or thy wife, ensnared in this

vice; when thou hast continually reminded
them of it, and they are not amended, order

them to retire to rest supperless; ' and impose
this sentence upon thyself, as well as upon
them, a sentence which will bring with it no
injury, but a gain. For such is the nature

of spiritual acts; they bring profit and a

; speedy reformation. The tongue when con-

stantly punished, when straitened by thirst,

and pained by hunger, receives a sufficient

admonition, even whilst no one is its monitor;

and though we were the most stupid of mor-
tals, yet when we are thus reminded by the

greatness of the punishment during a whole
day, we shall need no other counsel and ex-

hortation.

21. Ye have applauded what I have spoken.

But still shew me your applause too by deeds.

Else what is the advantage of our meeting
here ? Suppose a child were to go to school

every day, yet if he learnt nothing the more
for it, would the excuse satisfy us that he

every day went there ? Should we not esteem
it the greatest fault, that going there daily,

he did it to no purpose. Let us consider this

with ourselves, and let us say to ourselves.

1 This passage will serve to shew, that during the season of

Lent it was the practice to have sermons daily at Antioch. Bing-
ham has given a variety of quotations to the same effect. B. xiv.

C. iv., sec. 7, vol. iv. p. 536, New Ed.
2 The supper, it should be remembered, was the chief meal of

the day among the Greeks and Romans. And with those who
observed the fast strictly the only meal: see Hom. VI. [6], and
Horn. IV. 12.

For SO long a time have we met together at
church, having the benefit of a most solemn
Communion,^ which has in it much profit;

and should we return back again just as we
came, with none of our defects corrected, of
what advantage is our coming here ? For
most actions are done, not for themselves,
but for the effects which follow through their
means; as, for example, the sower does not
sow for the mere sake of sowing, but in order
that he may reap too; since if this were not
to follow, the sowing would be a loss, the
seeds rotting without any kind of advantage.
The merchant doth not take a voyage merely
for sailing's sake, but that he may increase
his substance by going abroad; since, if this

be not attained beside, extreme mischief will

result, and the voyage of merchants were but
for loss. Let us indeed consider this in rela-

tion to ourselves. We also meet together in

the church, not for the mere purpose of
spending time here, but in order that we may
return having gained a great and spiritual

benefit. Should we then depart empty, and
without having received any advantage, this

our diligence becomes our condemnation !

In order that this may not occur, and extreme
mischief result, on departing from this place,

let friends practise with one another; fathers

with children; and masters with ser^'ants; and
train yourselves to perform the task as-

signed you; so that when ye come back
again, and hear us giving you counsel on the
same subjects, ye may not be put to shame
by an accusing conscience, but may rejoice

and be glad, whilst ye perceive that ye have
accomplished the greatest part of the admo-
nition.

22. Let us not moralize on these things

here only. For this temporary admonition
does not suffice to extirpate the whole evil;

but at home also, let the husband hear of

these things from the wife, and the wife

from the husband. And let there be a kind

of rivalry among all in endeavouring to gain

precedence in the fulfilment of this law; and
let him who is in advance, and hath amended
his conduct, reproach him who is still loiter-

ing behind; to the end that he may stir him
up the more by these gibes. He who is

deficient, and hath not yet amended his con-

duct, let him look at him who hath outstripped

him, and strive with emulation to come up
with him quickly. If we take advice on these

points, and are anxiously concerned about

3 trvvafew? ^piKoiSecrTaTTji. The word avva^i.^ is of frequent

occurrence in St. Chrysostom, but is of somewhat ambiguous sig-

nification, and means commonly the service of the Church ; but

iiere and in some other passages, it seems to mean the Communion
service. See a passage in Homily IX. on Penitence, where the
same expression receives a most striking commentary.
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them, our other affairs will speedily be well

adjusted. Be thou solicitous about God's

business, and he will take care of thine ! And
do not say to me, " What if any one should

impose upon us the necessity of taking oaths ?

What if he should not believe us?" For

assuredly, where a law is transgressed, it is

improper to make mention of necessity; for-

asmuch as there is but one necessity which

cannot be dispensed with, viz. that of not

offending God ! This, however, I say fur-

ther; cut off in the meantime superfluous

oaths, those that are taken uselessly, and

without any necessity; those to your own
family, those to your friends, those to your

servants; and should you take away these,

)^ou will have no further need of me for the

others. For the very mouth that has been

well disciplined to dread and to avoid the

frequent oath, should any one constrain it a

thousand times, would never consent to re-

lapse again into the same habit. On the

contrary, as now, with much labor and vast

importunity, by alarming, threatening, ex-

horting, and counselling, we have scarcely

been able to bring it over to a different habit,

so in that case, although any one were to im-

pose ever so great necessity, he could not

possibly persuade to a transgression of this

law. And as a person would never choose to

take a particular poison, however urgent the

necessity might be, so neither would he to

utter an oath !

23. Should this amendment then take

place, it will be an encouragement and in-

ducement to the attainment of the remaining

parts of virtue. For he who has not accom-

plished anything at all becomes listless, and

quickly falls; but he who is conscious with

himself that he has fulfilled at least one

precept, coming by this to have a good hope,

will go on with greater alacrity towards the

rest; so that, after he has reached one, he

will presently come to another; and will not

halt until he has attained the crown of all.

For if with regard to wealth, the more any

one obtains of it, the more he desires, much
rather may this be seen with reference to

spiritual attainments. Therefore I hasten,

and am urgent that this work may take its

commencement, and that the foundation of

virtue may be laid in your souls. We pray

and beseech, that ye will remember these

words, not only at the present time, but also

at home, and in the market, and wheresoever
ye pa^s your time. Oh ! that it were possi-

ble for me familiarly to converse with you !
*

then this long harangue of mine would have

been unnecessary. But now since this may
not be, instead of me, remember my words:

and while you are sitting at table, suppose
me to enter, and to be standing beside you,

and dinning into you the things I now say to

you in this place. And wheresoever there

may be any discourse concerning me among
you, above all things remember this precept,

and render me this recompense for my love

toward you. If I see that you have fulfilled

it, I have received my full return, and have

obtained a sufficient recompense for my
labours. In order then that ye may both

render us the more active, and that yourselves

too may be in the enjoyment of a good hope;

and may provide for the accomplishment of

the remaining precepts with greater facility;

treasure up this precept in your souls with

much care, and ye will then understand the

benefit of this admonition. And since a

vestment broidered with gold is a beautiful

and conspicuous object, but seems much more
so to us when it is worn upon our own per-

son; thus also the precepts of God are beau-

tiful when being praised, but appear far more
lovely when they are rightly practised. For

now indeed ye commend what is spoken dur-

ing a brief moment of time, but if ye reduce

it to practice, you will alike commend both

yourselves and us all day long, and all your

lives long. And this is not the grand point,

that we shall praise one another; but that

God will accept us; and not only accept us,

but will also reward us with those gifts that

are great and unspeakable ! Of which may
we all be deemed worthy, through the grace

and lovingkindness of our Lord Jesus Christ,

through whom, and with whom, to the Father

together with the Holy Ghost, be glory, now
and always, for ever and ever. Amen.

I St. Chrysostom perhaps here refers to the interruption of his

private pastoral duties, which were occasioned by the existing cal-

amity. Possibly also to the numbers of his congregation. Seethe

end of the next Homily. In Horn. LXXXV. on St. Matt, near the

end, he estimates his congregation at 100,000. Ed. Ben. p. 810.
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HOMILY VI,

This Homily is intended to shew that the fear of Magistrates is beneficial. It also contains
an account of what occurred, during their journey, to those who were conveying the
tidings of the sedition to the Emperor. The case of Jonah is further cited in illustra-

tion. The exhortation on the fear of death is here continued; and it is shewn, that

he who suffers unjustly, and yet gives thanks to God, by whose permission it happens,
is as one suffering for God's sake. Examples are again adduced from the history of

the Three Children, and the Babylonian furnace. The Homily concludes with an
address on the necessity of abstaining from oaths.

I. We have spent many days addressing
words of comfort to your Charity. We would
not, however, on that account lay the subject

aside; but as long as the sore of despondency
remains, we will apply to it the medicine of

consolation. For if in the case of bodily

wounds, physicians do not give over their

fomentations, until they perceive that the pain

has subsided; much less ought this to be
done in regard to the soul. Despondency is

a sore of the soul; and we must therefore

foment it continually with soothing words.
For not so naturally is warm water efficacious

to soften a hard tumour of the flesh, as words
of comfort are powerful to allay the swelling

passions of the soul.^ Here, there is no need
of the sponge as with physicians, but instead

of this we employ the tongue. No need of

iire here, that we may warm the water; but
instead of fire, we make use of the grace of

the Spirit. Suffer us then to do so to-day.

For if we were not to comfort you, where else

could ye obtain consolation ? The judges

affright; the priests therefore must console !

The rulers threaten; therefore must the

Church give comfort ! Thus it happens with

respect to little children. The teachers

frighten them, and send them away weeping
to their mothers; but the mothers receiving

them back to their own bosoms, keep them
there, embrace them, and kiss them, while

they wipe away their tears, and relieve their

sorrowing spirits; persuading them by what
they say, that it is profitable for them to fear

their teachers. Since therefore the rulers

also make you afraid, and render you anxious,

the Church, which is the common mother of

us all, opening her bosom, and cradling us

in her arms, administers daily consolation;

telling us that the fear of rulers is profitable,

and profitable too the consolation that comes
from hence.'' For the fear of the former

does not permit us to be relaxed by listless-

S. Ign. ad Pol. c. 2. from the Church.

ness, but the consolation of the latter does
not allow us to sink under the weight of sad-
ness; and by both these means God provides
for our safety. He Himself hath armed
magistrates with power; that they may strike

terror into the licentious; and hath ordained
His priests that they may administer conso-
lation to those that are in sorrow.

2. And both these things are taught us by
the Scripture, and by actual experience of
recent events. For if, whilst there are mag-
istrates and soldiers living under arms, the

madness of a few individuals, a motley crew
of adventurers, hath kindled such a fire

among us, in so short a moment ^ of time,

and raised such a tempest, and made us all to

stand in fear of shipwreck, suppose the fear

of magistrates to be wholly taken away ? To
what lengths would they not have gone in

their madness ? Would they not have over-

thrown the city from its foundations, turning

all things upside down, and have taken our
very lives ? If you were to abolish the public

tribunals, you would abolish all order from
our life. And even as if you deprive the

ship of its pilot, you sink the vessel; or as, if

you remove the general from the army, you
place the soldiers bound in the hands of the

enemy; so if you deprive the city of its

rulers, we must lead a life less rational than

that of the brutes, biting and devouring one

another; the rich man, the poorer; the

stronger man, the weaker; and the bolder

man, him who is more gentle. But now by

the grace of God none of these things hap-

pen. For they who live in a state of piety,

require no correction on the part of the mag-

istrates; for ** the law is not made for a right-

eous man, ''4 saith one. But the more numer-

ous being viciously inclined, if they had no

fear of these hanging over them, would fill

the cities with innumerable evils; which Paul

knowing, observed, " There is no power, but

3 pOTTlJ. Tim.
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of God, the powers that be are ordained of

God/'' For what the tie-beams =* are in

houses, that rulers are in cities; and in the

same manner as if you were to take away the

former, the walls, being disunited, would fall

in upon one another of their own accord; so

were you to deprive the world of magistrates,

and of the fear that comes of them, houses

at once, and cities, and nations, would fall on

one another in unrestrained confusion, there

being no one to repress, or repel, or persuade

them to be peaceful, by the fear of punish-

ment !

3. Let us not then be grieved, beloved, by
the fear of our rulers, but let us give thanks

to God that He hath removed our listless-

ness, and rendered us more diligent. For
tell me, what harm hath arisen from this con-

cern and anxiety ? Is it that we are become
more grave, and gentle; more diligent, and
attentive ? that we see no one intoxicated,

and singing lascivious airs ? Or is it that there

are continual supplications,^ and prayers, and
tears ? that unseasonable laughter, and im-

pure words, and all dissoluteness is banished;

and that the city is now in all respects, like

the pattern of a modest and virtuous woman ?

Dost thou grieve, I ask, for any of these

reasons? For these things, assuredly, it

were right to rejoice, and to be thankful to

God, that by the terror of a few days He hath

put an end to such stupidity !

'* Very true,'* saith some one, '* if our dan-

ger did not go beyond fear, we should have

reaped a sufficient benefit; but we are now in

dread lest the mischief should proceed much
farther, and we should be all placed in the

extremest peril/'

Nevertheless, I say, fear not. Paul com-
forteth you, saying, **God is faithful, who
will not suffer you to be tempted above that

ye are able, but will with the temptation also

make the way of escape, that ye may be able

to bear it."* He indeed Himself hath said,

" I will never leave thee, nor forsake thee." s

For had He resolved to punish us in deed,

and in actual endurance. He would not have

given us over to terror during so many days.

For when He would not punish. He affrights;

since if He were intending to punish, fear

would be superfluous, and threatening super-

fluous. But now, we have sustained a life

more grievous than countless deaths; fearing

and trembling during so many days, and

being suspicious of our very shadows; and

paying the punishment of Cain; and in the

midst of our sleep, starting up, through con-

' Rom. xiii. i. _

2 ii> Tali olieiait Twv fuAwv ai i^avTu<r(i9, literally, " strappings

of beams ;" or " bondings of the timbers."
3Atr<u. 4 X Cor. x. 13. 5 Heb. xiii. 5; Josh. i. 5.

stant agony of mind. So that if we have
kindled God's wrath, we have appeased Him
in the endurance of such a punishment. For
if we have not paid the satisfaction due to our
sins, yet it hath been enough to satisfy the
mercy of God.

4. But not this, but many other grounds
for confidence ought we to have. P'or God
hath already given us not a few pledges for

favourable hopes. And first of all, those who
carried the evil tidings departing hence with
the speed of wings, supposing they should
long ere this have reached the camp,^ are yet
delayed in the midst of their journey. So
many hindrances and impediments have
arisen; and they have left their horses, and
are now proceeding in vehicles; whence their

arrival must of necessity be retarded. For
since God here stirred up our priest, and
common father, and persuaded him to go
forth, and undertake this embassy, he de-
tained the messengers for a while, when they
were but half way on their road, lest arriving

before him they might kindle the fire, and
make our teacher's efforts to mend matters
useless, when the royal ears had become in-

flamed. For that this hindrance on the road,

was not without God's interposition is evident
from this. Men who had been familiar with

such journeys all their lives, and whose con-
stant business it was to ride on horseback,
now broke down through the fatigue of this

very riding; so that what hath now happened
is the reverse of what took place in the case
of Jonah. For God hastened him when un-
willing, to go on his mission. But these, who
were desirous to go. He hindered. O strange

and wonderful event ! He wished not to

preach of an overthrow; and God forced him
to go 7 against his will. These men with

much haste set forward to be the bearers of a
message of overthrow, and against their will

again He has hindered them ! For what
reason think you ? Why, because in this case

the haste was an injury; but in the other case,

haste brought gain. On this account. He
hastened him forward by means of the whale;
and detained these by means of their horses.

Seest thou the wisdom of God ? Through the

very means by which each party hoped to

accomplish their object, through these each
received an hindrance. Jonah expected to

6 TO a-rparoiTtSov. The common Lexicons quote only Can. 7, of
Sardica for the use of this word, to signify the court of an Emperor.
Du Cange, Gioss. Med. Gr.^ shews it to be common, quoting St.

Basil, Ep. 127, al. 59, &c.; St. Kx.\vdLna.%\\x?>., Apol. ad Constantium,
c. 4, St. Macar. Horn. XV. p. 213 (ist ed.) sec. 30, and other pas-
sages. The term is accounted for by the acknowledged dependence
of the Emperors on the army, and their constantly having a strong
guard about them. Compare our expression, " head-quarters " to
denote the seat of government. Theodosius was now at Constan-
tinople.

7 aviaTr\atv.
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escape by the ship, and the ship became his

chain. These couriers, by means of their
horses, expected the more quickly to see the
Emperor; and the horses became the obsta-
cles; or rather, neither the horses in one
case, nor the ship in the other, but the Prov-
idence of God everywhere directing all things
according to its own wisdom !

5. Consider also His care over us, and how
He both affrighted and consoled us. For
after permitting them to set out on the very
day when all these outrages were committed,
as if they would report all that had taken
place to the Emperor; He alarmed us all at

their sudden departure. But when they were
gone, and two or three days had elapsed, and
we thought the journey of our Priest would
now be useless, as he would arrive when it

was too late. He delivered us from this fear,

and comforted us by detaining them, as I

observed, midway; and by providing persons
commg to us from thence by the same road,

to announce to us all the difficulties they had
met with on their journey, that we might thus

take a little breath, as indeed we did, and
were relieved of a great part of our anxiety.

Having heard of this, we adored God who had
done it, who hath even now more tenderly

than any father disposed all things for us,

delaying by some invisible power those evil

messengers, and all but saying to them,
^* Why do ye hasten? Why do ye press on,

when ye are going to overwhelm so great a

city ? For are ye the bearers of a good mes-
sage to the Emperor ? Wait there till I have
made ready my servant, as an excellent phy-
sician, to come up with you and anticipate

you in your course.^' But if there was so

much of providential care in the first break-

ing out of this wound of iniquity, much more
shall we obtain a greater freedom from
anxiety, after conversion, after repentance,

after so much fear, after tears and prayers.

For Jonah was very properly constrained,

in order that he might be forcibly brought to

repentance; but ye have already given strik-

ing evidences of repentance, and conversion.

Therefore, it is necessary that you should

receive consolation, instead of a threatening

messenger. For this reason also hath He
sent our common father hence, notwithstand-

ing the many things to hinder it. But if He
had not been tender of our safety, He would
not have persuaded him to this, but would
have hindered him, however disposed he

might be to undertake the journey.

6. There is a third reason by which I may
possibly persuade you to have confidence; I

mean, the present sacred season/ which
I Tillemont, Theodos. art. vi., mentions a law of his against

alniost all, even unbelievers, respect; but to
which this our divinely-favoured Emperor has
shewn such reverence and honour, as to sur-
pass all the Emperors who have reigned with
a regard for religion before him. As a proof
of this, by sending a letter on these days in
honour of the feast, he liberated nearly all

those who were lodged in prison; and this
letter our Priest when he arrives will read to
him; and remind him of his own laws, and
will say to him, *' Do thou exhort thyself,
and remember thine own deeds ! Thou hast
an example for thy philanthropy at home !

Thou didst choose to forbear from executing
a justifiable slaughter, and wilt thou endure
to perpetrate one that is unjust. Reverenc-
ing the feast, thou didst discharge those who
had been convicted and condemned; and wilt

thou, I ask, condemn the innocent, and those
who have not committed any violence, and
this when the sacred season is present?
That be far from thee, O Emperor ! Thou,
speaking by this Epistle to all the cities, didst

say, * Would it were possible for me to raise

even the dead.' This philanthropy and
these words we now stand in need of. To
conquer enemies, doth not render kings so

illustrious, as to conquer wrath and anger;

for in the former case, the success is due to

arms and soldiers; but here the trophy is

simply thine own, and thou hast no one to

divide with thee the glory of thy moral wis-

dom. Thou hast overcome barbarian war,

overcome also Imperial wrath ! Let all un-

believers learn that the fear of Christ is able

to bridle every kind of authority. Glorify

thy Lord by forgiving the trespasses of thy

fellow-servants; that He also may glorify

thee the more; that at the Day of Judgment,
He may bend on thee an Eye merciful and
serene, being mindful of this thy lovingkind-

ness ! '' This, and much more, he will say,

and will assuredly rescue us from the Em-
peror's wrath. And not only will this fast be

of the greatest assistance to us in influencing

the Emperor in our favour, but also towards

enduring what befalls us with fortitude; for

we reap no small consolation from this sea-

son. For our very meeting together daily as

we do, and having the benefit of hearing

the divine Scriptures; and beholding each

other; and weeping with each other; and

praying, and receiving Benedictions,^ and' so

holding criminal processes in Lent, and one deferring all executions

thirty days. The massacre of Thessalonica, for which St. Ambrose
caused him to do penance, occurred after the date of these Homi-
lies, and that event forms a striking comment on Hom, III. 6.

St. Ambrose then required him to renew the last-mentioned law.

2 evAo-yi'a?. This word, rendered benediciionem by the Latin

translator, meant according to Kingham the very same as the Eu-
charist in the more ancient writers, and is always so applied by
Cyril of Alexandria, and Chrysostom. In after times, he further
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departing home, takes off the chief part of

our distress,

7. Let us, therefore, not despond, nor give

ourselves up by reason of our distress; but let

us wait, expecting a favourable issue; and let

us give heed to the things that are now about

to be spoken. For it is my purpose to dis-

course to you again to day respecting con-

tempt for death. I said to you, yesterday,

that we are afraid of death, not because he

is really formidable; but because the love of

the kingdom hath not kindled us, nor, the

fear of hell laid hold of us; and because be-

sides this we have not a good conscience.

Are you desirous that I should speak of a

fourth reason for this unseasonable distress,

one which is not less,' and truer than the

rest ? We do not live with the austerity that

becometh Christians. On the contrary, we

love to follow this voluptuous and dissolute

and indolent life; therefore also it is but

natural that we cleave to present things; since

if we spent this life in fastings, vigils, and

poverty of diet, cutting off all our extravagant

desires; setting a restraint upon our pleas-

ures; undergoing the toils of virtue; keeping

the body under ^ like Paul, and bringing it

into subjection; not *' making provision for

the lusts of the flesh; "3 and pursuing the

strait and narrow way, we should soon be

earnestly desirous of future things, and eager

to be delivered from our present labours.

And to prove that what I say is not untrue,

ascend to the tops of the mountains, and ob-

serve the monks who are there; some in

sackcloth; some in bonds; some in fastings;

some shut up^ in darkness. Thou wilt then

perceive, that all these are earnestly desiring

death, and calling it rest. For even as the

pugilist is eager to leave the stadium, in order

that he may be freed from wounds; and the

wrestler longs for the theatre to break up,

that he may be released from his toils; so

also he who by the aid of virtue leads a life

observes, that this term was applied to portions of bread blessed,

but distinct from the Eucharist (being the residue of that brought

for consecration), which was given to those who were not prepared

to communicate, b. xv., c. iv., sec. 3, vol. v., p. 155, new Ed. 1 he

term was evidently derived from the Apostolic phraseology, to

iroTTjpioi' rij? euAo-ytas, i Cor. x. 16. It is used in the plural, for

portions of the consecrated bread, both at communion, and when
reserved to be sent to the sick, or to other churches.

1 M. (and Hen. and Bas. Tr. apparently) read ovk eXarrov rotv

wpoTep<Jiv aXTjfleo-Tepav ; "not less the true one than those afore-

said." This use of the comparative, however, seems unusual.

2 viru)7ria<w«/, the same word as used by St. Paul, i Cor. ix. 27,

which alludes to the bruising of the face, or the parts under the

eye in the Greek games of boxing. Some read vnoirieCotv, " press-

ing down "as indeed do some copies of the text and commentators,

and among them St. Chrysostom ad loc, but this has less author-

ity in its favor.

3 Rom. xii. 14; Matt. vii. 14.
, , , . ,

4 This word may perhaps belong to the whole series of penances.

St. Chrysostom is not recommending such austerities at all, but

urging them to imitate in some measure a life whichjhey already

honored and esteemed holy. See on Rom. xiv. 23, Hom. XXVI.
religion to monks and her-

Tr. p. 229.

of austerity, and mortification, earnestly longs

for death in order that he may be freed from

his present labours, and may be able to have

full assurance in regard to the crowns laid up

in store, by arriving in the still harbour, and

migrating to the place where there is no fur-

ther apprehension of shipwreck. Therefore,

also, hath God provided for us a life that is

naturally laborious and troublesome; to the

end that being here urged by tribulation, we
may conceive an eager longing for future

blessings; for if now, whilst there are so

many sorrows, and dangers, and fears, and

anxieties, surrounding us on all sides, we

thus cling to the present life; when should we

ever be desirous of the life to come, if our

present existence were altogether void of

grief and misery?

8. Thus also God acted towards the Jews.

For wishing to infuse into them a desire of

returning (to Canaan), and to persuade them

to hate Egypt, He permitted them to be dis-

tressed by working in clay, and brick-making,

that being oppressed by that weight of toil

and affliction, they might cry unto God re-

specting their return. For if, indeed when

they departed after these things had hap-

pened, they did again remember Egypt, with

their hard slavery, and were urgent to turn

back to that former tyranny; what if they had

received no such treatment from these bar-

barians ? when would they have ever wished

to leave that strange land?5 To the end,

therefore, that we may not be too closely

attached to the earth, and grow wretched

whilst gaping after present things, and be-

come unmindful of futurity, God hath made

our lives here full of labour. Let us not then

cherish the love of the present life beyond

what is necessary. For what doth it profit

us ? or what is the advantage of being closely

rivetted to the desire of this present state?

Art thou willing to learn in what respect this

life is advantageous ? It is so, inasmuch as

it is the ground-work and starting point of

the life to come; the wrestling-school and the

arena for crowns of victory hereafter ! so that

if it does not provide these for us, it is worse

than a thousand deaths. For if we do not

wish to live so as to please God, it is better

to die. For what is the gain? What have

we the more ? Do we not every day see the

same sun, and the same moon, the same

winter, the same summer, the same course of

things? **The thing that hath been, shall

be; and that which is done, is that which

shall be done.'*^ Let us not then at once

pronounce those happy, who are alive, and

fin., where he accuses them of leaving religion 1

miU. Also on Rom. viii. 11, Horn. Xlll. Mor. 5 Numb. xi. 5, xiv. 4, &c. 6 Eccles.
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bewail the dead, but let us weep for those

who are in their sins, whether they be dead
or alive. And on the other hand, let us call

those happy in whatsoever condition they be,

who are in a state of righteousness. Thou,
forsooth, fearest and lamentest " one " death;

but Paul, who was dying daily,' was so far

from shedding a tear on that account, that he

rejoiced and exulted !

9.
*' O that I did endure the peril for

God,'^ saith some one, '* then I should have

no anxiety !
" But do not even now sink into

despondency; for not only indeed is he well

approved, who suffers in the cause of God:

but he who is suffering anything unjustly;^

and bearing it nobly, and giving thanks to

God who permits it, is not inferior to him

who sustains these trials for God's sake.

The blessed Job is a proof of this, who re-

ceived so many intolerable wounds through

the devil's plotting against him uselessly,

vainly, and without cause. Yet, nevertheless,

because he bore them courageously, and

gave thanks to God who permitted them, he

was invested with a perfect ^ crown. Be not

sad then on account of death; for it is natural

to die: but grieve for sin; because it is a

fault of the will. But if thou grievest for the

dead, mourn also for those who are born into

the world; for as the one thing is of nature,

so is the other too of nature. Should any

one, therefore, threaten thee with death, say

to him, '*I am instructed by Christ not to

* fear them which kill the body, but are not

able to kill the soul. '
" ^ Or should he threaten

thee with the confiscation of thy goods, say

to him, " Naked came I out of my mother's

womb, and naked shall I return thither. We
brought nothing into this world, and it i^s cer-

tain we can carry nothing out."s "And
though thou take me not, death will come

and take me; and though thou slay me not,

yet the law of nature will presently interfere

and bring the end." Therefore we should

fear none of these things which are brought

on us by the order of nature, but those which

are engendered by our own evil will; for

these bring forth our penalty. But let us

continually consider this, that as regards the

events which come upon us unexpectedly we

shall not mend them by grieving, and so we

shall cease to grieve.

10. And moreover we should think of this

again, that if we suffer any evil unjustly, dur-

ing the present life, we discharge a multitude

of sins. Therefore it is a great advantage to

have out the chastisement of our sins here,

and not there; for the rich man received no
evil here, and therefore he was scorched in

the flames there; and that this was the reason
why he did not enjoy any consolation,^ hear
in proof what Abraham saith, *' Son, thou
hast received thy good things; therefore thou
art tormented." But that to the good things

bestowed on Lazarus, not only his virtue, but
his having here suffered a thousand ills, con-
tributed, learn also from the patriarch's

words. For having said to the rich man,
" Thou hast received ' thy good things," he
goes on to say, "and Lazarus evil things,

and for this reason he is comforted."^ For
as they who live virtuously, and are afflicted,

receive a double reward from God, so he who
liveth in wickedness, and fares sumptuously,

shall have a double punishment. Again, I

declare this not for the purpose of accusing

those who have taken flight, for it is said,

'*Add not more trouble to a heart that is

vexed; '^^ nor do I say it because I wish to

rebuke; (for the sick man stands in need of

consolation); but for the purpose of endeav-

ouring to promote an amendment. Let us

not entrust our safety to flight, but flee from

sins, and depart from our evil way. If we
escape from these things, although we be in

the midst of ten thousand soldiers; not one of

them will be able to smite us; but not flying

from these, though we ascend to the very

summit of the mountains, we shall there find

innumerable enemies ! Let us again call to

mind those three children, who were in the

midst of the furnace, yet suffered no evil,

and those who cast them into it, how they that

sat around were all consumed. What is

more wonderful than this? The fire freed

those it held possession of, and violently

seized those whom it did not hold, to teach

thee, that not the habitation, but the habit of

life, bringeth safety or punishment. Those

within the furnace escaped, but those without

were consumed. To each alike were the

same bodies, but not the same dispositions.***

For this reason neither were the efi^ects on

them the same; for hay, although it lie with-

out the flame, is quickly kindled; but gold,

although it remain within, becomes the more

resplendent! ., ttT
II. Where now are those who said. Let

the Emperor take all, and grant us our

bodies free?" Let such go and learn what

is a free body. It is not immunity from

2 I Pet.' xL "i9!*2o : '\/or it " in this text is not in the original,

as is marked hy the italics in our version.
t ^^ ^ ;( \,^ hc,A

3 oKoKKripov. He seems to mean a reward as full as if he had

fered for God. See on Rom. v. 11, Horn. IX.
S Job 1. 21; I Tim. VI. 7.

25

suffered for God
4 Matt. X. 28.

6 jrapaju-vflta?. See Horn. II.

7 aTTcAa^e?. See Hom. I. 22.

8 Luke xvi. 25.
10 (^povJ/HAara,

19; also Hom. IV. (2).

9 Ecclus. iv. 3.
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punishment that makes the body free, but

perseverance in a life of righteousness. The
bodies of these youths, for instance, were

free, though they were given over to the fur-

nace, because they had before put off the

slavery of sin. For this alone is liberty; and

not an immunity from punishment, or from

suffering anything fearful. But having

heard of the furnace, call thou to mind the

"rivers of fire,''' which there shall be in

that fearful day. For as on the above occa-

sion, the fire seized upon some, but rever-

enced others, so also shall it be with those

rivers. If any one should then have hay,

wood, stubble, he increases^ the fire; but if

he has gold and silver, he^ becomes the

brighter. Let us therefore get together this

kind of material, and let us bear the present

state of things nobly; knowing that this trib-

ulation will both bring us deliverance from
that punishment if we understand how to

practise true wisdom,* and will also make us

better here; and not only us, but but often

those too, who throw us into trouble, if we
be vigilant; so abundant is the force of this

spiritual wisdom; which was the case then

even with the tyrant. For when he knew
that they had suffered no harm, hear how he

changed his language. *^ Ye servants of the

most high God, come forth, and come
hither. '' s Didst not thou say, a little before
*' Who is that God that shall deliver you
out of my hands ? " * What hath happened ?

W^hence this change ? Thou sawest those

without destroyed, and dost thou call on
those within ? Whence hath it come to pass

that thou art grown wise in such matters.

Thou seest how great a change took place in

the monarch ! Whilst he had not yet exer-

cised his power over them, he blasphemed,
but as soon as he had cast them into fire, he

began to shew moral wisdom. For this rea-

son also God permitted all to take place,

whatsoever the tyrant wished, in order that

He might make it manifest, that none will be
able to injure those who are kept by Him.
And what He did towards Job, He performed
here. For on that occasion also. He per-

mitted the devil to manifest all his power;
and not till he had exhausted all his darts,

and no further mode of plotting against him

* Dan. viii. lo. The risers (or as some read ri7ier) of fire.
This expression is taken from Dan. viii. lo, as appears b)r the
coincidence of eAKerat, Horn. V. on Rom. ii. t6, and e'iAxev

in i.xx. In Horn, de Per/. Car. near the end, Ben. vi. 298, E.,
he speaks of the fabled rivers of the heathen as a shadow of truth.

So Greg. Naz. in Jul. inv. ii., Or. v. 38, Ben. (iv. 46, p. 132, Col.).
2 See on i Cor. iii. 12, Hom. IX. (i).

3 Or it.

4 <t)iAo(ro4>ccf , which is a favorite word of St. Chrysostom, and
which he seems to use in a variety of passages to express the nobler
emotions of the mind

5 Dan. iii. 26. 6 Dan. iii. 15.

remained, was the combatant led out of the

field, that the victory might be brilliant and
indubitable. So here too He did the very
same thing. He willed to overthrow their

city, and God stayed him not: he willed to

carry them away captive, and He hindered

him not: he willed to bind them, and He
permitted; to cast them into the furnace, and
He allowed it: to heat the flame beyond its

measure, and this too He suffered; and when
there was nothing further left for the tyrant

to do, and he had exhausted all his strength,

then God manifested His own power, and the

patience of the youths. Seest thou how God
permitted these tribulations even to the end,

that He might shew the assailants the spirit-

ual wisdom of those whom they assailed, as

wellas His own providence. Both of which
circumstances also that man then discerned,

and cried out, *' Ye servants of the most high

God, come forth, and come hither."

12. But consider thou with me the mag-
nanimity of the youths; for they neither

sprang out before the call, lest some should

suppose they feared the fire; nor when they

were called did they remain within, lest any
one should think that they were ambitious

and contentious. "As soon," say they, ** as

thou hast learnt whose servants we are, as

soon as thou hast acknowledged our Lord,

we come forth to be heralds to all who are

present of the power of God." Or rather,

not only they themselves, but even the

enemy with his own voice, yea, both orally,

and by his epistle, proclaimed to all men
both the constancy of the combatantr., and
the strength of Him who presided over the

contest. And even as the heralds, when
they proclaim the names of the victorious

combatants in the midst of the theatre, men-
tion also the cities to which they belong;
" such an one, of such a city !'' So he too,

instead of their city, proclaimed their Lord,

by saying, '^Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-
nego, ye servants of the most high God,

come forth, and come hither." What is

come to pass, that thou callest them the serv-

ants of God ? Were they not thy servants ?

'
* Yea, '

' saith he, ' * but they have overthrown

'

my sovereignty; they have trampled under

foot my pride. They have shown by deeds,

that He is their true Lord. If they were the

servants of men, the fire would not have

feared them; the flame would not have

made way for them; for the creation knows

nothing of reverencing or honoring the serv-

ants of men." Therefore again he saith,

'' Blessed be the God of Shadrach, Meshach,

and Abednego."

7 KareAvaav.
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13. Contemplate with me also, how first

he proclaims the Arbiter of the contest.
*' Blessed be God, who hath sent His angel
and delivered His servants. ''* This of the
power of God. He speaks also of the virtue

of the combatants. '* Because they trusted
in Him, and have changed the king's word,
and have yielded their bodies, that they might
not worship any god except their own God."
Could anything equal the virtue of this ?

Before this, when they said, ** We will not
serve thy gods," he was inflamed more
fiercely than the very furnace; but now, when
by their deeds they had taught him this, he
was so far from being indignant, that he
praised and admired them, for not having
obeyed him ! So good a thing is virtue, that

it has even its enemies themselves to applaud
and admire it ! These had fought and con-
quered, but the vanquished party gave
thanks, that the sight of the fire had not ter-

rified them, but that the hope in their Lord
had comforted them. And He names the

God of the whole world after the three

youths, not at all circumscribing His sover-

eignty, but inasmuch as these three youths

were equivalent to the whole world." For
this reason he both applauds those who had
despised him, and passing by so many gover-

nors, kings, and princes, those who had
obeyed him, he stands in admiration of the

three captives and slaves, who derided his

tyranny ! For they did these things, not for

the sake of contention, but for the love of

wisdom; not of defiance, but of devotion;

not as being puffed up with pride, but fired

with zeal. For great indeed is the blessing

of a hope in God; which then also the bar-

barian learned, and making it manifest that

it was from that source they had escaped the

impending peril, he exclaimed aloud: *^ Be-

cause they trusted in Him !

*'

'

14. But I say all this now, and select all

the histories that contain trials and tribula-

tions, and the wrath of kings, and their evil

designs, in order that we may fear nothing,

save only offending God. For then also was

there a furnace burning; yet they derided it,

but feared sin. For they knew that if they

were consumed in the fire, they should suffer

nothing that was to be dreaded; but that if

they were guilty of impiety, they should un-

dergo the extremes of misery. It is the

greatest punishment to commit sin, though

we may remain unpunished; as on the other

hand, it is the greatest honour and repose to

live virtuously, though we may be punished.

For sins separate us from God; as He Him-

1 Dan. iii. 28.
2 Ecclus. xliv. 17, on Rom. i. 8, Horn. II. 3 Dan. iii. 28.

self speaks; *' Have not your sins separated
between you and Me?"* But punishments
lead us back to God. As one saith, " Give
peace; for Thou hast recompensed us for all

things." 5 Suppose any one hath a wound;
which is the most deserving of fear, gangrene,
or the surgeon's knife ? the steel, or the de-
vouring progress of the ulcer ? Sin is a gan-
grene, punishment is the surgeon's knife.
As then, he who hath a gangrene, although
he is not lanced, hath to sustain the malady,
and is then in the worse condition, when he
is not lanced; so also the sinner, though he
be not punished, is the most wretched of
men; and is then especially wretched, when
he hath no punishment, and is suffering no
distress. And as those who have a disease
of the spleen, or a dropsy, when they enjoy
a plentiful table, and cool drinks, and a variety

of delicacies, and condiments, are then es-

pecially in a most pitiable state, increasing as

they do their disease by luxury; but should
they rigorously subject themselves to hunger
and thirst, according to medical laws, they
might have some hope of recovery; so also

those who live in iniquity, if they are pun-
ished, may have favourable hopes; but if,

together with their wickedness, they enjoy

security and luxury, they become more
wretched than those who cram their bellies,

though they are in a state of dropsy; and so

much the more, as the soul is better than the

body. If then thou seest any who are in the

same sins, and some of them struggling con-

tinually with hunger, and a thousand ills;

while others are drinking their fill, and living

sumptuously, and gormandizing; think those

the better off, who endure sufferings. For
not only is the flame of voluptuousness cut

off by these misfortunes, but they also de-

part to the future Judgment, and that dread

tribunrl,^ with no small relief; and go hence.

4 Isa. lix. 2.

5 Isaiah xxvi. 12, Lxx., the Eng. V. is, " TAou hast wrought
all our works in tis." Compare, however, Isa. i. 5, xl. 2, liv. 8;

Dan. ix. 12, 16; Lev. xxvi. 34; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 21.

6 It was the common opinion of the Greek Fathers, that the fire

of the day of judgment would cause severe suffering to some of

those who would be finally saved, and that this mi?ht be mitigated

by a severe repentance, and in some degree by suffermg here, and

by the prayers of others. St. Chrys. on Phil. 1. 24 ; Horn. III.

Mor. Grig, on Ps. xxxvi. (al. xxxvii.) v. 8 ; Pen. n. 661, D.; St.

Cyr. Catech. xv. (9); Greg. Nyss. Or. de Mort. ed. 1638, t. 111.

634, d. speaks of a cleansing fire. But in Or. dc/un. PulchcricF,

p 460, he says, "such a soul, having nothing for which to be

judged, fears not Hell, dreads not Judgtnent. It abides free from

fear and astonishment, no evil conscience causing a fear oijuds;-

vient:' However, St. Chrys. on i Cor. iii. 15, Hom. IX. explains

the being saved as bv fire oi remaining undestroyed in eternal ^tor-

ment. This last ex'position is attributed to "the Greeks' by

Bellarmine, de Furg. lib. i. c. 5, having been defended by them in

the discussion on Purgatory preliminary to the Council of Flor-

ence. Labbe, t. xiii. p. 26-30. It is also held by Photius, (Ecum.

adloc. Theodoret, on i Cor. iii., takes the passage in general to

refer to teachers and their work as such, but explains the words

cited of a fiery trial of the teacher's own life. Euseb. (quoted as

Emisen. really a Gall. Bp. of later date), Bihl. Pat. Col. ni. 549,

speaksof rivers of fire (see p. 126); Hom. III. de Epiph., CEcumen-

ius on I Cor. iii. (doubtfully). Also the Commentary on Isaiah,

I
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having discharged here the penalty of the

greater part of their sins by the ills they have

suffered.

15. But enough of consolation. It is time

for us now, at last, to proceed to the exhorta-

tion on the subject of avoiding oaths, and to

remove that seeming palliation on behalf of

those who swear, which is but futile,' and

useless. For when we bring an accusation

against them, they allege the case of others

who do the very same thing; and they say,

*' such and such persons swear." Let us

then say to these, Nevertheless; such a man
does not swear: and God will give His judg-

ment concerning thee, from those who do

good works; for sinners do not profit sinners

by fellowship in transgressions; but they who
perform what is right condemn sinners.' For

they who gave not Christ food, or drink, were

many; but they rendered no aid to each

other. 3 Similar also was the case of the five

virgins, who found no pardon from compan-
ionship,* but being condemned by a compari-

son with those who had acted wisely, both

these and the former were alike punished.

16. Dismissing then this argument of frigid

self-deception, let us not look at the case of

those who fall, but at those who fashion their

conduct rightly; and let us endeavour to carry

along with us a memento of the present fast

when it is over. And as it oftens happens

when we have purchased a vestment, or a

slave, or a precious vase, we recall again the

time when we did so, and say to each other,
** That slave I purchased at such a festival;

that garment I bought at such a time; " so,

in like manner, if we now reduce to practice

this law, we shall say, I reformed the prac-

tice of swearing during that Lent; for till

then I was a swearer; but from barely hear-

ing an admonition, I have abstained from
the sin.

But *'the custom, '' it may be objected,
" is a hard thing to be reformed." I know
it is; and therefore am urgent to throw you
into another custom, which is good and pro-

fitable. For when you say, it is difficult for

me to abstain from what is habitual; for that

very reason, I say, you should make haste to

attributed to St. Basil, on c. ix. 19; Ben. t. i. p. 554 (cited as his by
Photius), speak of a cleansing by the Judgment fire. Origen, on
Ps. xxxvi. (^7) 14, Horn. III. i, says, " And, as I think, we must
all come to that fire. Though one be Paul or Peter, yet he comes
to that fire." So St. Ambr. on verse 15, sec. 26, of Ezekiel and
Daniel, and St. Hil. on Ps. cxviii. (119) 20, of the Blessed Virgin
herself, so applying Luc. ii.35. See Cat.Aur. on St. Matt. iii. ii,

12, Tr. p. 104, note e. St. Greg. Naz. Or. xxxix. c. 19, speaks of

Novatians, as " perhaps to be baptized in the fire of the other
world, in that last Baptism, which is longer and more painful."
There is nn minutely defined and universal doctrine on the sub-
ject. See on Fleury, b. 19, c. 31.

I i^ujfpii/, somewhat as we say, " cold comfort." See Herod.
. i. T08, and note of Baehr., also Dem. de Fals. Le^. 207.

s Comp. Hom. IX. on 1 Cor. iii. and sec Matt.xii. 41.
3 Matt. XXV, 35. 4 Matt. xxv. 10.

abstain, knowing for certain, that if you once ^

make another custom for yourself of not
swearing, you will want no labour afterwards.

Which is the more difficult thing; not to

swear, or to remain the whole day without
food; and to shrivel up^on water-drinking,

and meagre diet ? It is evident that the

latter surpasses the former; yet, notwith-

standing, custom has made this matter so
possible and easy of execution, that when
the fast comes round, although any one
should exhort a thousand times, or as fre-

quently constrain and compel one to partake

of wine, or taste of any other of those things

which are forbidden during fasts, yet a man
would prefer to suffer anything, rather than

touch the prohibited article of food;^ and
that not for want of relish for the table,

nevertheless, we bear it all with fortitude,

from the habit of our conscience. And the

case will be the same in regard to oaths; and
just as if now, any one were to impose ever

so great necessity, you would remain immov-
able, holding fast the habit; ^ so also in that

case, if any one should urge you ten thousand

times, you would not depart from your cus-

tom.
18. When you go home, therefore, dis-

course of all these things with those who
are in your house; and as many persons

often do, when they come back from a

meadow, having plucked there a rose, or a

violet, or some flower of that kind, they re-

turn twisting 9 it about with their fingers; and
as some, again, when they quit the gardens

to go home, take with them branches of trees,

with their fruit upon them; and as others,

moreover, from sumptuous feasts, carry away
leavings of the entertainment for their de-

pendents; so indeed do thou, departing from
hence, take an exhortation home to thy wife,

thy children, and all thine household. For
this admonition is more profitable than the

meadow, the garden, or the banquetting table.

These roses never wither; these fruits never

drop off; these dainties never corrupt. The
former yield a temporary delight; but the

latter a lasting advantage, not only after this

reformation has taken place, but in the very

act of reforming. For think what a good
practice this would be, having dismissed all

other matters public or private, to discourse'''

5 Implied in the aorist, ttoujo-jj?.

6 Tapix€ve<rdai, Dem. adv. Aristogit. i. 72, of the effect of long
imprisonment, lit. " to be dried like a mummy."

7 That this strictness was not quite universal appears from
Hom. IX. I. The feeling there referred to may have been partly

occasioned by this passage.
8 /. e.y cjf fasting.

9 Sav. Trepi<rTpe4>oKr«?. Ben. ntpi4>fpovTef. Thus St. Francis

de Sales recommends " culling flowers '' for the day from morning
devotions.

10 Deut. vi. 7.
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only of the divine laws continually, at the

table, in the forum, and in your other meet-

ings. Would we give our attention to these

things, we should say nothing of a dangerous

or injurious nature, nor should we sin unwit-

tingly. Giving our leisure to discourse re-

specting these things, we should be able to

withdraw our soul even from this despond-

ency that hangs over us, instead of looking

with so much anxiety as we do, whilst we say

one to another, " Hath the Emperor heard

what hath happened ? Is he incensed ? What
sentence hath he pronounced?" Hath any

one petitioned him? What? Will he him-

self endure to destroy utterly a city so great

and populous ?
*' Casting these and all such

cares upon God, let us be anxious only as to

what He hath commanded ! Thus shall we
rid ourselves of all these sorrows; and al-

though ten only among us should succeed,

the ten would quickly become twenty; the

twenty fifty; the fifty a hundred; the hundred

a thousand; the thousand all the city. And
just as when ten lamps are lighted, one may
easily fill the whole house with light, so also

with respect to right actions; should only ten

act rightly, we shall light up a general flame

throughout the city, to shine forth, and to

procure us safety. For not so naturally does

the fire, when it falls upon a forest, kindle

the neighbouring trees successively, as will

the emulation for virtue, when it seizes upon

a few minds, be mighty in its progress to

diffuse itself through the whole community.

19. Give me cause, then, to exult over you

both in the present life, and at that future

Day, when those to whom talents have been

entrusted, shall be summoned ! Your good

reputation is a sufficient reward for my
labours; and if I see you living in piety, I

have all I wish. Do, then, what yesterday I

recommended, and to-day will repeat, and

will not cease to say it. Fix a penalty for

those who swear; a penalty which is a gain,

and not a loss; and prepare yourselves hence-

forth so as you may give us a proof of suc-

cess. For I shall endeavour to hold a long

conversation with each of you, when this

assembly is dismissed; in order that in the

continuance of discourse I may discover the

persons who have been acting rightly, and

those who have not.= And if I find any one

still swearing, I shall make him manifest to

all who are amended, that by reproving, re-

buking, and correcting, we may quickly de-

liver him from this evil habit. For better it

is that he should amend through being re-

proached here, than that he should be put to

shame, and punished, in the presence of the
whole assembled universe, on that Day, when
our sins shall be revealed to the eyes of all

men ! But God forbid that any in this fair

assembly should appear there suffering such
things ! but by the prayers of the holy
fathers, 3 correcting all our offences, and hav-

«)//i)4>iO"aTo. 2 Sav. adds, " and those who have not.'

3 iv\ai^ Tuiv ayiitiv Trareptov. See on Rom. xvi. 24, Horn.
XXXIl., where the translation perhaps ought to be, "These imi-
tators of Paul. Only let us yield ourselves worthy of such inter-

cession." This rendering isconfirmed by its agreement with Horn.
XLl V. on Gen. xix. 29; Ben. iv. 448, 449. But there is a difficulty

in it owing to the reference to St. Paul's departure. This may be
explained as a turn of rhetoric. The passage on Gen. xix. does
not define whether saints on earth or above are spoken of ; but
from others it is probable he means the latter. The close of the
Homily on St. Meletius, Ben. ii. 522, A. speaks of such interces-

sion, and that of Horn, in SS. Bernicen and Prosd. Ben. ii. 645, D.
of invoking it. The Homily quoted above, on the intercession of

Abraham, warns men against trusting to prayers of saints so as to

neglect their own life. An expression like that in the text occurs
m a Homily de Sp. Sancto, attributed to St. Chrys. by Photius,

P>en. iii. 799, C.; Origen on Cant. ii. 5, asserts the intercession of
the saints, proving it from 2 Mac. xv. 14, and on Numb, xxxii.,

Horn. XXVI. 6, he asks, who doubts it? Horn. I. 7, on Ezekiel,

he invokes an angel, as holding that angels are present, though in

a rhetorical way. Lib. 2, in Job (fin.) sometimes cited as his, is

spurious, and the Com. on Lament, doubtful, and the manner of

invocation looks as if of later date. St. Cyprian, Ep. 57, ad Cor-

nel. /in. desivei, that whoever dies first may pray for the other; and
de Hab. Virg. fin. makes a similar request : and so Theodosia in

Euseb. de Mart. Pal. c. 7.

In the fourth century, the invocation of departed saints, or

prayer to God for their prayers, becomes common. So Eusebius,

on Ps. Ixxviii. (79) takes verse 11, Preserve Thou the sons 0/ the
slain (Heb. of death), i. e., of the martyrs. At the close of his

Com. on Isaiah, he prays just as St. Chrys. in the text. St. Athan-
as. ad Marcellin. ^i.t. i. p. loor, says we should sing the Psalms

exactly, " that the inspired writers may know their own words, and
pray with us, or rather, that the Holy Spirit who spoke in them,

hearing the words He dictated to them, may take our part " (av-

rai'TiAa/SrjTat, Comp. Rom. viii. 26). A direct address to the

Blessed Virgin "Queen, and Mother of God, intercede

for us!" is quoted as his {Serm. in Annunt. t. ii. p. 401), but is

spurious, as is there stated.

St. James, of Nisibis, Ser. 4, p. 72, seems to speak of an angel

presenting our prayers, which his editor connects with Tertullian's

Angehis Orationis, de Or. xii. and Tob. xii. 12. St. Hilary, on

Ps. cxxiv. (125) 2, takes the hills (as others constantly elsewhere),

for the saints and angels. On Matt. xxv. p. 736, he says, " none

shall be helped by another's works and merits, because everyone

must buy oil for his own lamp." This seems to imply the existence

of the same tendency which St. Chrysostom reproves, as quoted

above on Gen. xix. The Martyr Justina, early in this century, is

said by St. Greg. Naz. Or. xviii. p. 279 (Ben. Or. xxiv. 11, p. 443 d.),

to have implored the aid of the Virgin Mary.

In the latter part of the century, instances are more frequent.

St. Cyril of Jerusalem, Cat. Myst. v. (6), says, "Then we
commemorate also those who have fallen asleep before us, hrst,

patriarchs, prophets, apostles, martyrs, that at their prayers and

intervention God would receive our petition." St. Basil, Horn, ou

the Forty Martyrs, c. 8, t. 2, p. 155, speaks strongly of the value

of their intercession, and recommends asking it. Here is found

a pious woman praying for her children, the return of her husband,

his recovery when sick : let your prayers be made with the mar-

tyrs !" To Julian the Apostate, Ep. 360, al. 205, Ben. 111. 462. 1

also receive the holy apostles, prophets, and martyrs, and call on

them to supplication unto God, that through them, that is, through

their mediation, the merciful God may become propitious to me,

and a ransom of my sins may be made and granted. 1 o St. Am-
brose, Ep. 197, al. 55, Ben. iii. 288 he speaks of ^he '•elics of a

martyr as a protection to those who kept them. St. Ephraim, m
Martyres, t. iii. Gr. Lat. p. 251, has, " Victorious ^'^'^yi^ willing

sufferers for the love of your God and Saviour, ye that have bold-

ness of speech toward the Lord Himself;
'"^,r%'v ri^en^^fiy^t

for us that are worthless, and sinners, and full of listlessness, that

the grace of Christ may come upon us. Some prayers to the

Blessed Virgin, calling her the only hope of sinners, and givin|

her the titlelof our Lord, are ascribed to him. Such would s and

alone in this age, and long after. But one which has been long

known in Latin (ed. Voss, p. 543), has been generally thought

spurious. The last Roman Edition contains more, but even the

Mss. from which they are taken seem to ascribe them but doubt-

fuUv to him (" Pravers collected from Holy Scripture, but most of

them from St. Ephraim," &c.), especially as others precede these

He however, used invocation freely, though some allowance must

be made for his rich imagination, and his fondness for apostrophe.

Thus he apostrophises Faith, adv. Scrut. Ser. vi. Gr. Lat. m. 160.

t6i " O Faith ! I prav Thee adapt Thy vastness to our littleness

!

for 'while we may not see and measure thee, love can neither rest

nor be sflem !" " Come hither, O Faith, Gift of God to the Holy
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ing shown forth the abundant fruit of virtue,

may we depart hence with much confidence,

through the grace and lovingkindness of our

Church, and rest in this bosom !'' Several spurious passages, as

from the Christus Patiens attributed to St. Greg. Naz. 1. 2582 (but

rejected and objected to by the Ben. editor), are examined by Mr.

Palmer, Letter v. to Dr. Wiseman. The real practice of St. Greg.

Naz. appears in his funeral oration on St. Basil, Or. xx. fin. p. 373

(Ben. xliii. 82, p. 831). " But do thou, O divine and sacred head,

look on us from above, and either remove by thy intercessions the

thorn in the flesh that chastises us, or persuade us to bear it with

fortitude," &c. Or. vi. ad Gre^. Nyss. p. 140 (Ben. xi. 5, p. 245)^

he says, that martyrs are " Mediators for attaining a divine state

(flewais). St. Chrysostom is of the same date. St. (ireg. Nyss. on

St. Theodorus, speaks repeatedly of asking his intercession. "To
touch his rehcs, if any chance give one the opportunity. . . Then,

shedding on them the tear of piety and affection, as though to the

martyr, appearing in full presence, they present their entreaty for

intercession ; beseeching him, as an attendant* upon God, and in-

voking him as one who obtains favors at will," t. iii. p. 580, and so

6opu<^6p<f., A term which shows that an allusion to an earthly

court is intended.

Lord Jesus Christ, through whom, and with

whom, be glory to the Father together with

the Holy Spirit, for ever and ever. Amen.

in other parts of the oration ; and in p. 586, he begs him, if need
be, to call his brother-martyrs to his aid. And in the close of his

life of St. Ephraim, he both invokes him, " Remember us all, ask-

ing remission for our sins;" and speaks of a person having invoked
his help, in circumstances of danger, with success. St. Ambrose,
de Vid. c. 9, says, " The angels are to be entreated for us, who are
given us for our guard ; the martyrs are to be entreated, whose
patronage we may in a manner claim by the pledge of their bodies.

They can pray for our sins, who have washed in their own blood
their own sins, if such they had." These are most of the authors
alleged down to the end of the fourth century, but in most of the

later of them other passages of the same kind appear. Thus the
practice of direct invocation seems to have come in by degrees,

and that chiefly in the course of this century. Some passages re-

lating merely to the intercession of the saints have been passed
over, as they would rather confuse the view of the subject of seek-

ing it. Bellarmine, De Sanct:s,l. i. c. 19, and Coccius, Thesaur.
1. v., art. 4, give collections of passages. See on Fleury, Book 19,

c. 31, Tr. p. 202, note k.

HOMILY VII.

Recapitulation of former exhortations. Sin brought death and grief into the world, and they

tend to its cure. Grief serviceable only for the destruction of sin. Remarks upon

the passage, Gen. i, i. "In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth."

It is argued that God's forethought for man in the work of creation affords grounds of

comfort; and that mercy is shewn even in chastisement, as in the saying, "Adam,

where art thou ? '' Concluding admonition on the avoidance of oaths.

I. Yesterday, I discoursed unto your

Charity in many words, and upon many sub-

jects; and if out of this variety, it be not

possible for you to retain all, I wish more

particularly to recall to memory the observa-

tion, that God hath implanted the affection

grief in our natures for no other reason but

because of sin, and He hath made this evi-

dent from actual experience. For whilst we

are grieved and distressed through the loss

of wealth; or by reason of sickness, and

death, and the other evils that befall us, we

not only reap no consolation from our sorrow,

but we also increase the force of these

calamities. But if we are in pain and sorrow

'

for our sins, we diminish the weight of sin;

we make that little which is great; and very

often we blot it all out entirely. Ye should

continually remember this, I repeat, in order

that ye may mourn for sin only, and for

nothing besides; and the additional fact, that

sin, though it brought death and sadness into

our life, is again destroyed = by both these;

which I have recently made evident. There-

fore, let us fear nothing so much as sin and

« St. Greg. Nyss. de Beat. iii. t. i. 781.
a Or. in/unere Pulcherice, t. iii. 460.

transgression. Let us not fear punishment,

and then we shall escape ^ punishment. Even
as the Three Children were not afraid of the

furnace, and so escaped from the furnace.

Such indeed it becomes the servants of God
to be. For if those who were brought up
under the Old dispensation, when death was

not yet slain/ nor his " brazen gates broken

down," nor his "iron bars smitten in sun-

der; " 5 so nobly encountered their end,^ how
destitute of all defence or excuse ^hall we be,

if, after having had the benefit of such great

grace, we attain not even to the same meas-

ure of virtue as they did, now when death is

only a name, devoid of reality. For death is

nothing more than a sleep, a journey, a

migration, a rest, a tranquil haven; an escape

from trouble, and a freedom from the cares

of this present life !

2, But here let us dismiss the subject of

consolation; it is the fifth day we are engaged

in speaking words of comfort to your Charity,

and we might now seem to be troublesome.

For what hath been already said is sufificient

3 8ia<|)ev^6/uieda.

4 Hos. xiii. 14. which, however, is less clear in lxx.

5 Ps. cvii. 16; Isa. xlv. 2.

*> Or, " defied death," K<xm6\ii-r\<ja.v t^? xeAeuTTJ?.
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for those who give heed; but to those who
are pusillanimous it will be no gain, even
though we were to add to what we have said.

It is now time to direct our teaching to the
exposition of the Scriptures. For as, if we
had said nothing in reference to the present
calamity, one might have condemned us for

cruelty, and a want of humanity; so, were we
always discoursing of this, we might justly be
condemned for pusillanimity. Commending
then your hearts to God, who is able to
speak' into your minds, and to expel all

grief from within, let us now take up our ac-

customed manner of instruction; and that
especially since every exposition of Scripture
is matter of comfort and relief. So that,

although we may seem to be desisting from
the topic of consolation, we shall again light

upon the same subject by means of Scriptural

exposition. For that all Scripture furnishes
consolation to those who give attention to it,

I will make manifest to you from its own evi-

dence.^ For I shall not go about among the
Scripture narratives to search out certain

arguments consolatory; but in order that I

may make the proof of the matter which I

have undertaken plainer, we will take in hand
the book which has to-day been read to us;

and bringing forward, if you will, the intro-

duction and commencement of it, which may
especially seem to present no trace of conso-
lation, but to be altogether foreign to topics

of comfort, I will make that which I affirm

evident.

3. What then is this introduction? ''In

the beginning God made the heaven and the

earth, and the earth was invisible, and un-
formed,3 and darkness was upon the face of

the abyss." * Do these words seem to some
of you incapable of affording consolation

under distress ? Is it not an historical narra-

tive, and an instruction about the creation ?

Would you then that I show the consola-

tion that is hidden in this saying? Arouse
yourselves then, and attend with earnestness

to the things which are about to be spoken.
For when thou hearest that God made the

heaven, the earth, the sea, the air, the waters,

the multitude of stars, the two great lights,

the plants, the quadrupeds, the swimming
and the flying animals, and all things without

exception which thou seest, for thee, and for

thy safety and honour; dost thou not straight-

* See Isa. xl. 2, Heb. and lxx. * avroOep.
3 Or, unfurnished, E. V., without form, and void. This

rendering came in with the Genevan Bible. All the previous trans-

lations had void, and empty. Perhaps by the term void, was
meant just the same as the Septuagint d/caTatricevaa-Tos. The word
Bohu, -which occurs Deut. xxxii. 10, and Ps. cvii. 40, is in both
cases rendered a waste, or wilderness. See Dr.^Buckland's Bridge-

water Treatise, c. 2, and notes.
4 Gen. i. 12, lxx.

way take comfort and receive this as the
strongest proof of the love of God, when thou
thinkest that He produced such a world as
this, so fair, so vast and wonderful, for such
a puny being as thyself ! When therefore
thou hearest that, *' In the beginning God
made the heaven and the earth," run not
hastily over the declaration; but traverse in

thy mind the breadth of the earth; and reflect

how He hath spread out^ so sumptuous and
exquisite a table for us, and provided us with
such abundant gladness.^ And this is, in-

deed, the most marvellous thing, that He
gave us not such a world as this in payment
for services done; or as a recompense for

good works; but at the very time He formed
us. He honoured our race with this kingdom.
For He said, " Let us make man after our
image, and after our likeness." ^ What is

the sense of this, ** after our image, and after

our likeness ? " The image of government*
is that which is meant; and as there is no one
in heaven superior to God, so let there be
none upon earth superior to man. This then
is one, and the first respect, in which He did

him honour; by making him after His own
image; and secondly, by providing us with

this principality, not as a payment for serv-

ices, but making it entirely the gift of His own
love toward man; and thirdly, in that He
conferred it upon us as a thing of nature.

For of governments there are some natural,

and others which are elective;—natural as of

the lion over the quadrupeds, or as that of

the eagle over the birds; elective, as that of

an Emperor over us; for he doth not reign

over his fellow-servants by any natural

authority. Therefore it is that he often-

times loses his sovereignty. For such are

things which are not naturally inherent; ' they

readily admit of change and transposition.

But not so with the lion; he rules by nature

over the quadrupeds, as the eagle doth over

birds. The character of sovereignty is,

therefore, constantly allotted to his race; and

no lion hath ever been seen deprived of it.

Such a kind of sovereignty God bestowed

upon us from the beginning, and set us over

all things. And not only in this respect did

He confer honour upon our nature,'" but also,

by the very eminence of the spot in which we

5 ivTjKev, " sent up," /. e., " caused to grow."
6 ev<f>po<Tvvyfv. Comp. Acts xiv. 17. Fz^ng our hearts with

food andgladness.
7 Gen. i. 26.

. , , . • v
8 This of course does not exclude, but rather implies, an in-

trinsic resemblance. See St. Cyr. Cat.^n. (3), and xiv (5); St.

Aug. De C. D. xi. 26, xii. 23 ; Con/, xiii. 12; St. Greg. Nyss. on

the text, t. ii. p. 22 sqq.
, . • . -r-.i. •• n xt .u

9 So " nature " was usually understood. Arist. h.th. n. i. INotn-

ine that is by nature is made otherwise by habit ;^. ^., a stone

tends downwards by nature, and cannot be habituated to tend up-

wards."
»o Or, kind.
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were placed, fixing upon Paradise as our

choice dwelling, and bestowing the gift of

reason, and an immortal soul.

4. But I would not speak of these things:

for I say that such was the abundance of

God's care, that we may know His goodness,

and His love towards man, not only from the

way in which He hath honoured, but also

from the way in which He hath punished us.

And this, I especially exhort you to consider

with attention, that God is alike good, not

only whilst He is treating us with honour and

beneficence, but also whilst He is punishing

and chastising. And whether we should have

to carry on our contest and combat against

the heathen, or against the heretics, respect-

ing the lovingkindness and goodness of God,

we shall make His goodness evident, not only

from the cases in which He bestows honour,

but also from the cases in which He inflicts

punishment. For if He is good only whilst

honouring us, and not good whilst punishing

us. He were but half good. But this is not

the case. God forbid ! Among men this

may probably happen, when they inflict pun-

ishments in anger and passion; but God
being free from passion, whether He exer-

cise kindness, or whether He punish. He is

alike good. Nor less does the threat of hell

serve to show His goodness, than the promise

of the kingdom.' But how? I answer. If

He had not threatened hell, if He had not

prepared punishment, there are not many who
would have attained the kingdom.'' For the

promise of good things doth not so strongly

induce the multitude to virtue; as doth the

threat of evil things compel by fear, and
arouse them to the care of the soul. So that,

although hell be the opposite of the kingdom
of heaven, yet each hath respect to the same
end—the salvation of men; the one alluring

to itself, the other driving them towards its

opposite, and by the operation of fear cor-

recting those who are carelessly disposed.

5. I do not enlarge upon this subject with-

out reason; but because there are many who
often, when famines, and droughts, and wars

take place, or when the wrath of an Emperor
overtakes them, or when any other unexpected

events of this kind happen, deceive the sim-

pler class by saying, that these things are

unworthy of the Providence of God.
I am therefore compelled to dwell on this

part of my discourse, that we may not be
beguiled by words, but that we may plainly

» Gal. iii. 24.
3 I Tim. i. 9. St. Greg. Nyss. on the Beatitudes, Or. 3, t. i. p.

781, explains Blessed are they that mourn , first, of those whom
the fear of hell causes to mourn for their sins ; secondly, of those
who mourn for their present exclusion from the jjood things they
hope for hereafter. See on Rom. xiv. 13, Horn. XXV.

perceive, that whether He brings upon us a
famine, or a war, or any calamity, whatso-
ever. He doth it out of His exceeding great

care and kindness. For even those fathers,

who especially love their offspring, will for-

bid them the table, and inflict stripes, and
punish them by disgrace, and in endless other
ways of this kind correct their children when
they are disorderly; yet are they nevertheless

fathers, not only while doing them honour,

but when acting thus; yea, they are preemi-

nently fathers when they act thus.^ But if

men, who are frequently carried away beyond
what is meet by the force of angry feelings,

are yet held to punish those whom they love,

not from cruelty and inhumanity, but from a
kind care and regard; much rather is it proper

to be thus minded concerning God; who in

the exceeding abundance of His goodness,

far transcends every degree of paternal fond-

ness. And that you may not suppose that

what I say is a mere conjecture, let us, I pray

you, direct our discourse to the Scripture it-

self. When man, then, had been deceived

and beguiled by the wicked demon, let us

observe how God treated him, after his com-
mitting so great a sin. Did He then al-

together destroy him ? Yet the reason of the

thing in justice demanded this, that one who
had displayed nothing that was good, but,

after enjoying so much favour, had waxed
wanton even from the very first, should be
made away with, and utterly destroyed; yet

God acted not so; neither did He regard with

disgust and aversion him who had been so un-

grateful towards his Benefactor, but He comes
to him as a physician cometh to a sick man.

6. Do not, O beloved, pass over unthink-

ingly, what has just been said ! but consider

what an act it was, not to send an angel, or

archangel, or any other of his fellow-servants,

but that the Lord Himself should have de-

scended to him who had fallen from the right

way, and should have raised him when thus

cast down; and should have approached him,

One to one,-* as a friend comes to a friend

when he is unfortunate, and is plunged in

great distress ! For that He acted thus out of

His great kindness, the very words too which
He spake to him evidently show His ineffable

affection. And why do I say, all the words ?

The first utterance signifies at once His ten-

derness. For He said not, what it was prob-

ble a person treated so contemptuously would
say, " O wicked, yea most wicked man !

When thou hadst enjoyed so great favour from

Me, and hadst been honoured with such a sov-

ereignty, being exalted above all the crea-

3 Heb. xii. 9.

4 \j.Qvov 7rpb$ \i.6vov. There being no third party present.
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tiires upon the earth for no merit of thine
own; and having received in actual deeds the
pledges of My care, and a true manifestation
of My Providence, didst thou esteem a wicked
and pestiferous demon, the enemy of thy sal-

vation, to be worthy of more credit than thy
Lord and Benefactor? What proof did he
give of regard for thee, like that which I

have done ? Did I not make for thee the
heaven, the earth, the sea, the sun, the moon,
and all the stars ? For truly none of the
angels needed this work of creation; but for

thee, and for thy recreation, I made so great
and excellent a world; and didst thou esteem
mere words alone, a false engagement, and a
promise full of deceit, as more worthy to be
believed than the kindness and providence
that was manifested by deeds; that thou
gavest thyself over to him, and didst trample
My laws under foot!" These words, and
more of this kind, one who had been treated

contemptuously would probably say. But
God acted not so; but quite in the contrary
manner. For by His first word He at once
raised him up from his dejection, and gave
the fearful and trembling man confidence, by
being the first Himself to call him, or rather,

not by merely calling him first, but by ad-

dressing him by his own familiar appellation,

and saying, *^\dam, where art thou?"
Thus He shewed His tenderness, and the

great regard He had for him. For ye must
all know, that this is a mark of intimate

friendship." And thus those who call upon
the dead are wont to do, continually repeat-

ing their names. And so, on the other hand,
those who entertain^hatred and enmity against

any, cannot bear to mention the very names
of those who have aggrieved them. Saul,

for instance, though he had sustained no in-

jury from David, but had wronged him exceed-
ingly, since he abhorred and hated him, could

not endure to mention his proper name; but
when all were seated together, not seeing

David to be present, what said he ? He said

not, '* Where is David ? but, * Where is the son

of Jesse? '
" = calling him by his father's name.

And again, the Jews did the same with re-

spect to Christ, for since they abhorred and
hated Him, they did not say, "Where is

Christ ? " 3 but, " Where is that man ? " ^

1 Thus Thetis, //. i. 361, and throughout Homer sk t ovo/u.a^e

expresses affection ; the schohast, however, explains the word of

merely speaking at length, which seems almost absurd.
2 I Kings XX. 27.
3 From this peculiar illustration it would seem, that St. Chrys-

ostom supposed the term Christ to have been one of the familiar

names by which our Saviour was known. But the term Jesus of

Nazareth seems to have been His more general and distinctive ap-
pellation ; though it by no means follows that He was not as

familiarly known by the title of Christ among His followers, and
addressed as such, especially after Peter's confession. (See John
ix. 22- Matt, xxvii. 17, contrasted with verse 63.)

4 John vii. 11.

7. But God, willing to show even by this
that sin had not quenched His tenderness,
nor disobedience taken away His favor
toward him, and that He still exercised His
Providence and care for the fallen one, said,
"Adam, where art thou ?

" s not being igno-
rant of the place where he was, but because
the mouth of those who have sinned is closed
up; sin turning the tongue backward, and
conscience taking hold of it; so that such
persons remain speechless, held fast in silence
as by a kind of chain. And God wishing
therefore to invite him to freedom of utter-
ance, and to give him confidence, and to lead
him to make an apology for his offences, in

order that he might obtain some forgiveness,
was Himself the first to call; cutting off much
of Adam's distress by the familiar appellation,
and dispelling his fear, and opening by this

address the mouth that was shut. Hence
also it was that he said, *'Adam, where art

thou?" "I left thee," saith he, "in one
situation, and I find thee in another. I left

thee in confidence and glory; and I now find

thee in disgrace and silence !
" And observe

the care of God in this instance. He called

not Eve;—He called not the serpent,—but
him who had sinned in the lightest degree of

all, he brings first to the tribunal, in order

that beginning from him who was able to find

some degree of excuse, He might pass a more
merciful sentence, even against her who had
sinned the most. And judges, indeed, do
not deign to make inquiry in their own per-

son of their fellow-servants, and those who
are partakers of a common nature with them,
but putting forward some one of their atten-

dants to intervene, they instruct him to con-

vey their own questions to the criminal; and
through him they say and hear whatever they

wish, when they examine the offenders.*

But God had no need of a go-between in

dealing with man; but Himself in His own
person at once judges and consoles him.

And not only this is wonderful, but also that

he corrects the crimes that had been com-

mitted. For judges in general, when they

find thieves and grave-robbers, ^ do not con-

sider how they may make them better, but

how they may make them pay the penalty of

the offences committed. But God, quite on

the contrary, when He finds a sinner, con-

siders not how He may make him pay the

penalty, but how He may amend him, and

make him better, and invincible^ for the

5 Gen. iii. 9, Lxx.
6 What it was to be brought to the bar in those days may be

seen in Horn. XHI.
7 A common crime then, probably from the richness of burials.

See on Rom. vi. 18, Hom. XI.
. . >-

SixeiptoTov, i.e., to the adversary. See Hom. I., and ev^et-

poiTov, Hom. Vni. (2).
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future. So that God is at the same time a

Judge, a Physician, and a Teacher; for as a

Judge He examines, and as a Physician He
amends, and as a Teacher He instructs those

who have sinned, directing them unto all

spiritual wisdom.

8. But if one short and simple speech thus

demonstrates the care of God, what if we

should read through this whole judgment,

and unfold its entire records? Seest thou

how all Scripture is consolation and comfort ?

But of these records we will speak at a befit-

ting season; before that, however, it is nec-

essary to state at what time this Book was

given; for these things were not written in

the beginning, nor at once when Adam was

made,' but many generations afterwards; and

it were worth while to enquire for what reason

this delay took place, and why at length they

were given to the Jews only, and not to all

men; and why written in the Hebrew tongue;

and why in the wilderness of Sinai ? For the

Apostle doth not mention the place merely

in a cursory manner; but shews that in that

circumstance too there was a great subject of

contemplation for us, when he saith to us:
** For these are two covenants, the one from

Mount Sinai, which gendereth to bondage."^

9. Other things too besides these it were to

our purpose to enquire into. But I see that

the time doth not permit us to launch our

discourse upon so wide a sea; wherefore pru-

dently reserving these to a fit season, we
would again address you on the subject of

abstinence from oaths; and we would entreat

your Charity to use much diligence respecting

this matter. For what is it but an absurdity,

that not even a servant dares to call his rrias-

ter by name, nor to mention him unceremo-

niously, and casually, but that he should

everywhere bandy about the name of the

Lord of Angels familiarly with much irrever-

ence ! And if it be necessary to take the

book of the Gospel, thou receivest it with

hands that have been first washed; and fear-

fully and tremblingly, with much reverence

and devotion; and dost thou unceremoniously

bandy about upon thy tongue the Lord of

the Gospel ? Dost thou desire to learn how
the Powers above pronounce that Name; with

what awe, with what terror, with what won-

der? ** I saw the Lord," saith the prophet,
** sitting upon a throne, high, and lifted up;

around Him stood the Seraphim; and one

» ytvofjiivov. This seems the usual^ meaning, as Plut. Mar. p.

109 (cit. Steph.) «AA' oi€t ait 6(.atf>opav tlvat. i) n'r) yeVeafla? rj yevoixe-

vov d»ro-y«v«<rflai; but Luc. ix. 36, yivtvBaL seems to mean the com-

pletion of an event. He is speaking, however, of the whole Bible,

or at least the Pentateuch, not merely of the history of the Fall, as

appears from the sequel. Horn. VIII. 2, and the general argument

of those which follow.
2 Gal. iv. 24.

cried unto another, and said. Holy, Holy,

Holy, Lord God of Sabaoth; the whole earth

is full of His glory !" ^ Perceivest thou, with

what dread, with what awe, they pronounce
that Name, whilst glorifying and praising

Him ? But thou, in thy prayers and suppli-

cations, callest upon Him with much listless-

ness; when it would become thee to be full

of awe, and to be watchful and sober ! But
in oaths, where it is wholly unsuitable that

this wonderful Name should be introduced,

there thou makest a long string of divers

forms of imprecation ! What pardon then,

or what excuse shall we have, howsoever we
may plead this *' custom" ? It is said, that

a certain heathen orator, by a kind of foolish

habit, was continually moving his right

shoulder as he went along. ^ He conquered
this habit, however, by fastening sharp knives

on each side over his shoulders, so that the

fear of being cut controlled the member in its

unseasonable movement by fear of the wound !

Do thou too, then, act thus with regard to thy

tongue, and instead of the knife, suspend

over it the fear of God's chastisement, and
thou wilt assuredly get the better ! For it

seems impossible, utterly impossible, that

those should ever be overcome, who are

solicitous and earnest about this, and really

make it their business.

10. Ye applaud what is now said, but when
ye have amended, ye will applaud in a greater

degree not only us, but also yourselves; and

ye will hear with more pleasure what is

spoken; and ye will call upon God with a pure

conscience, who is so sparing of thee, O
man ! that He saith, *' Neither shalt thou

swear by s thy head.
'

'
^ But thou so despisest

Him as to swear even by His glory. " But
what shall I do," saith one, ** with those who
impose necessity on me?" What kind of

necessity can there be, O man ? Let all men
understand that thou wilt choose to suffer any-

thing rather than transgress the law of God;
and they will abstain from compelling thee.

For as a proof that it is not an oath which

rendereth a man worthy of credit, but the

testimony of his life, the uprightness of his

conversation, and his good reputation, many
have often split their throats with swearing,

and yet have been able to convince no one;

whereas others by a mere expression of

assent, have been esteemed more deserving

3 Is. vi. 3. ...
Demosthenes. Libanius says that it was in speaking he did

this, and that he cured himself by hanging a sword before his

shoulder in his private practice. Life of Dem. in Orat. A it. t. iv,

and so Plutarch. St. Chrys. mentions him also on St. Matt. Horn,

XVII. Ben. p. 232 a., /3a6i$wf may possibly be applied to the course

of a speech.
5 icara, "against," and so on St. Matt. Horn. XVII., Ben. p.

228 e., but Griesbach gives no reading except iv.

6 Matt. V. 36.
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of belief than they who swore never so much.
Knowing, therefore, all these things, and
placing before our eyes the punishment that

is in store for those who swear, as well as for

those who swear falsely, let us abstain from
this evil custom, that advancing from hence
to the correction of what remains, we may

enjoy the blessedness of the life to come,
which God grant that we may all be found
worthy to obtain, by the grace and love toward
man of our Lord Jesus Christ, through Whom
and with Whom to the Father with the Holy
Ghost be glory, and power, and honour, now
and ever, and world without end. Amen.

HOMILY VIIL

An exhortation to virtue—and particularly upon the passage, " God was walking in Paradise

in the cool of the day: "—and again on the subject of abstaining from oaths.

Ye have lately heard, how all Scripture

bringeth consolation and comfort, although it

be an historical narrative. For instance,

"In the beginning, God created the heaven
and the earth," ' was an historical declaration;

but it was shewn in our discourse, that this

sentence was one pregnant with comfort; as,

for example, that God made us a twofold

table,'' by spreading out the sea and the land

at the same time; by kindling above the two-

fold lights, the sun and moon; by determin-

ing the twofold seasons of their course, the

day and night, the one for labour, and the

other for rest. For the night ministers to

us no less benefit than the day. But as I

said with reference to trees, those which are

barren, rival in their utility those which bear

fruit; since we are thus not necessitated to

touch those trees which are pleasant for food,

for the purposes of building. The wild and
untamed animals are also subservient to our

need, in no less a degree than the tame ani-

mals; by driving us together, through the

fear of them, into cities; making us more
cautious, and binding us to one another; and
by exercising the strength of some, and free-

ing others from their sicknesses; for the

physicians concoct many medicines out of

these; 3 and by reminding us of our ancient

sin. For when I hear it said, " The fear of

you, and the drerd of you, shall be upon all

the wild beasts of the earth:"* and then

observe, that this honour was afterwards cur-

tailed, I am reminded of sin, which hath dis-

sipated the fear of us, and undermined our

J Gen. i. I.
J , ,.

2 rpane^av, i. e.,o{ refreshment, as " for thee and for thy recre-

ation," Horn. VII. (3). What he says presently of the trees has

not occurred in these Homilies.
3 Viz. the wild animals : 1. xxviii. of Pliny's Natural History is

devoted to " medicines from animals."
4 Gen. ix. 2.

authority. Thus I become a better and a
wiser s man, whilst I learn the harm that sin-

hath occasioned us. As then, what I said

was, that the things alluded to, and others of
a similar kind, which God, who is the Maker,
knoweth of, contribute not a little to our
present life; so now also I say, that the night

no less than the day brings along with it its

advantage, being a rest from labours, and a
medicine for disease. Often, indeed, physi-

cians, though exerting themselves in many
ways, and preparing an endless variety of

remedies, are not able to deliver the man
who is labouring under infirmity. But sleep

coming upon him of its own accord hath en-

tirely removed the disease, and freed them *

from an infinite deal of trouble. Night,

again, is not only a medicine for bodily

labours, but also for mental diseases, in giving-

rest to anguished souls. Ofttimes it happen-

eth that some one hath lost a son;^ and com-
forters without number have been of no avail

to withdraw him from tears and groans. But

on the approach of night, conquered by the

despotic power ^ of sleep, he hath closed his

eyelids in slumber, and received some small

relief from the miseries of the day time.

2. And now, I pray you, let us proceed to

the subject which hath given rise to these

observations. For well I know, that ye are

all eagerly awaiting this matter; and that each

one of you is in pain till he learn on what

account this Book was not given from the

beginning. But even now I do not see that the

6 The physicians.5 Or, more sober, aoxftpovea-Tepoi.

7 Comp. Apoll. JiA^d. A rg. iii. 746,

" The traveller now.

And the tired porter, claimed the boon of sleep.

The mother's self, of children late bereaved.

Sunk in deep slumber lay."

and Virgil's imitation, Mn. iv. 52a.

8 vvfta.vvihi.
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time is fit for a discourse on this subject.

And why so ? Because the week hath nearly

arrived at its close with us, and I fear to

touch upon a subject, the exposition of which

I should presently afterwards be obliged to

cut short. For the subject requires of us

several days in succession, and a continuous

effort of memory: wherefore we must again

defer it.* But take it not amiss ! we will

assuredly pay you the debt with interest; for

thus it is expedient both for you, and for us

^'ho are to discharge it. Meanwhile, how-

ever, let us now speak on that subject which

we left out yesterday. And what was it

we left out yesterday? " God was walking," it

says, '* in Paradise in the cool of the day. "^^

What is here meant, I ask? '*God was
walking!" God was not walking; for how
should He do this who is everywhere present,

and filleth all things ? But He caused a per-

ception of this sort in Adam, in order that

he migiit collect ^ himself; that he might not
be careless; that in flying and in hiding him-
self, he might present beforehand some por-
tion of the excuse, even before any words had
passed. For even as those who are about to

be led to the tribunal, to sustain the charges
respecting the crimes they have committed,
present themselves before those who are to
try them with a squalid, begrimed, sad, and
subdued visage, in order that from their ap-
pearance, they may incline them to loving-
kindness, mercy, and torgiveness, so also did
it hippen in the case of Adam. For it was
necessary that he should be led to this Trib-
unal in a subdued state. Therefore God took
him beforehand, and humbled him. But that
some one was walking there, he perceived;
but whence came he to suppose that God was
walking there ? Such is the habitual custom
•of those who have committed sin. They are
suspicious of all things; they tremble at
-shadows; they are in terror at every sound,
and they imagine that every one is approach-
ing them in a hostile manner. Often there-
fore the guilty, when they observe people
running on another business, suppose that
they are come against them; and when others
are conversing one with another on quite a
<Jifferent subject, they that are conscious of
sm suppose they are conversing about them.

3. For such is the nature of sin, that it

betrays whilst no one finds fault; it condemns
whilst no one accuses; it makes the sinner a

the u2 L^^U.?!^"
'*>•»""""'>; on Friday, but the reference to

1^7?Jf V , V' """„ yesterday," so that it was probably de-
Z-r.^

on ^"•H.^« Montfancon supposes. The Ln. rea'ding

St. l^iL'l
'*'''*™' ''"y* •" »uccession requires a con-

ffVOTCiAp.

Ac.

See Rom. xii. I, Horn. XX., where it is used of

timid being; one that trembles, at a sound;
even as righteousness has the contrary effect.

Hear, at least, how the Scripture describes

this cowardice of the former, and this bold-
ness o-f the latter. " The wicked flee when
no man pursueth." ^ Flow doth he flee when
ne man pursueth ? He hath that within
which drives him on—an accuser in his con-
science; and this he carries about everywhere;
and just as it would be impossible to flee

from himself, so neither can he escape the
persecutor within; but wherever he goeth,5
he is scourged, and hath an incurable wound !

But not such is the righteous man. Of what
nature then is he ? Hear: " The righteous
is bold as a lion !

" Such a man was Elias.

He saw, for instance, the king coming towards
him, and when he said, " Why is it that thou
pervertest Israel?"^ he answered, *'I per-
vert not Israel, but thou and thy father's

house. "7 Truly, the just man is bold as a
lion; for he stood up against the king just
as a lion doth against some vile cur. Al-
though the one had the purple, the other had
the sheepskin, which was the more venerable
garment of the two; for that purple brought
forth the grievous famine; but this sheepskin
effected a liberation from that calamity ! It

divided the Jordan ! It made Elisha a two-
fold ^ Elias ! O how great is the virtue of the
Saints ! Not only their words; not only their
bodies, but even their very garments are
always esteemed venerable by the whole crea-
tion. The sheepskin of this man divided the
Jordan ! the sandals of the Three Children
trampled down the fire ! The word of Elisha
changed the waters, so that it made them to
bear the iron on their surface ! The rod of
Moses divided the Red Sea and cleft ^ the
rock ! The garments of Paul expelled dis-
eases ! The shadow of Peter put death to
flight

! The ashes of the holy Martyrs '° drive
away demons ! For this reason they do all

things with authority, even as Elias did. For
he looked not on the diadem, nor the outward
pomp " of the king, but he looked on the soul
clad in rags, squalid, begrimed, and in a
more wretched condition than that of any
criminal; and seeing him the captive and
slave of his passions, he despised his power.
For he seemed to see a king but in a scene,

4 Prov. xxvm. i. 5 Sav. and M., aniji.
o ifo. Ti 6ia(rTpe(/)ei5. There is no authority for 7v/ty dost thou

instead of art thou he that. The word Per^^ertest. is the i.xx.
rendennfir of "IpJ?, disturbest, and seems to mean " turnest from
right worship, 'or "from allegiance;" but the meaning of the
Hebrew seems to be trouhlest (/. e., with famine), as in E. V.:
comp. los. vii. 25, where they render it "destroy.'"

7 I Kings xviii. 17, 18. 8 See Hom. II. 25.
9 Fs. Ixxviii. 15.
'o See Horn. I. 5. The like is said of the relics of St. Epipha.

nius, in the second part of the Homily against the Peril of Idolatry,
quoted from Cassiodori Hist. Eccl. Trip. ix. 48 (Soz. vii. 27).

'» 9a>'Taa'ia.
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and not a real one. For what was the advan-
tage of outward abundance, when the poverty
within was so great ? And what harm could

outward poverty do, when there was such a

treasure of wealth within ? Such a lion also

was the blessed Paul; for when he had entered
into the prison, and only raised his voice, he
shook all the foundations; he gnawed in

pieces * the fetters, employing not his teeth,

but words; on which account it were fitting

to call such men not merely lions, but
something more than lions; for a lion oft-

times, after he hath fallen into a net, is taken;

but the Saints when they are bound, become
still more powerful; just as this blessed man
did then in the prison, having loosed the

prisoners, shaken the walls, and bound the

keeper, and overcome him by the word of

godliness. The lion uttereth his voice, and
putteth all the wild beasts to flight. The
Saint uttereth his voice, and driveth away
the demons on every side ! The weapons of

the lion are a hairy mane, pointed claws, and
sharp teeth. The weapons of the righteous

man are spiritual wisdom, temperance,
patience, contempt of all present things.

Whoever hath these weapons shall not only
be able to deride wicked men, but even the

adverse powers themselves.

4. Study then, O man, the life according
to God, and no one shall conquer thee at any
time; and although thou ipayest be accounted
the most insignificant of men, thou shalt be
more powerful than all. On the other hand,
if thou art indifferent about virtue of soul,

though thou wert the most powerful of men,
thou wilt easily be worsted by all that assail

thee. And the examples already quoted
proved this. But if thou art desirous, I will

also endeavour to teach thee by actual facts ^

the unconquerableness of the righteous, and
the vulnerable condition of sinners. Hear
then how the prophet intimates both these

particulars. '* The ungodly," saith he, "are
not so, but are like the chaff which the wind
scattereth away from the face of the earth." ^

For even as chaff lies exposed to the gusts

of wind, and is easily caught up and swept
along, so is also the sinner driven about by
every temptation; for whilst he is at war with

himself, and bears the warfare about with
him, what hope of safety does he possess;

betrayed as he is at home, and carrying with

him that conscience, which is a constant

enemy ? Such, however, is not the nature of

the righteous man. But what manner of

1 Kare^ayev.
2 He seems to mean " by experience," /. e., if they would follow

his advice. The new Coll. Mss.,and from it Harmar, however,
read Si eTepwi*, " through other (examples)," which removes the
difficulty. 3 Ps. i. 5.

man is he ? Hear the same prophet, saying,
'*They that trust in the Lord are as Mount
Zion."^ What means then, **As Mount
Zion ? " "He shall not be shaken," saith he,
'* for ever." For whatever engines thou
bringest up, whatever darts thou hurlest, de-
siring to overturn a mountain, thou wilt never
be able to prevail; for how canst thou ? thou
wilt break in pieces all thine engines, and
exhaust thine own strength. Such also is the
righteous man. Whatever blows he may re-

ceive, he suffereth no evil therefrom; but de-
stroyeth the power of those who take counsel
against him, and not of men only, but of
demons. Thou hast heard often what en-
gines the Devil brought up against Job; but
not only did he fail to overthrow that moun-
tain, but drew back exhausted, his darts

broken to pieces, and his engines rendered
useless, by that assault

!

5. Knowing these things, let us take heed
to our life; and let us not be earnest as to

the goods that perish; neither as to the glory
that goeth out; nor as to that body which
groweth old; nor as to that beauty which is

fading; nor as to that pleasure which is fleet-

ing; but let us expend all our care about the
soul; and let us provide for the welfare of

this in every way. For to cure the body,
when diseased, is not an easy matter to every
one; but to cure a sick soul is easy to all;

and the sickness of the body requires medi-
cines, as well as money, for its healing; but
the healing of the soul is a thing that is easy
to procure, and devoid of expense. And the

nature of the flesh is with much labour de-

livered from those wounds which are trouble-

some; for very often the knife must be ap-

plied, and medicines that are bitter; but with

respect to the soul there is nothing of this

kind. It suffices only to exercise the will,

and the desire, and all things are accom-
plished. And this hath been the work of

God's providence. For inasmuch as from
bodily sickness no great injury could arise,

(for though we were not diseased, yet death
would in any case come, and destroy and
dissolve the body); but everything depends
upon the health of our souls; this being by
far the more precious and necessary, He hath

made the medicining of it easy, and void of

expense or pain. What excuse therefore, or

what pardon shall we obtain, if when the

body is sick, and money must be expended
on its behalf, and physicians called in, and
much anguish endured, we make this so much
a matter of our care (though what might re-

sult from that sickness could be no great

4 Ps. cxxiv. I,
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injury to us), and yet treat the soul with

neglect? And this, when we are neither

called upon to pay down money; nor to give

others any trouble; nor to sustain any suffer-

ings; but without any of all these things, by
only choosing and willing, have it in our
power to accomplish the entire amendment of

it; and knowing assuredly that if we fail to

do this, we shall sustain the extreme sentence,

and punishments, and penalties, which are

inexorable ! For tell me, if any'one promised
to teach thee the healing art in a short space
of time, without money or labour, wouldest
thou not think him a benefactor ? Wouldest
thou not submit both to do and to suffer all

things, whatsoever he who promised these

things commanded ? Behold, now, it is per-

mitted thee without labour to find a medicine
for wounds, not of the body, but of the soul,

and to restore it to a state of health, without
any suffering ! Let us not be indifferent to

the matter ! For pray what is the pain of

laying aside anger against one who hath ag-

grieved thee ? It is a pain, indeed, to re-

member injuries, and not to be reconciled !

What labour is it to pray, and to ask for a

thousand good things from God, who is ready
to give ? What labour is it, not to speak evil

of any one ? What difficulty is there in being
delivered from envy and ill-will? What trouble

is it to love one's neighbour ? What suffering

is it not to utter shameful words, nor to re-

vile, nor to insult another? What fatigue is

it not to swear? for again I return to this

same admonition. The labour of swearing is

indeed exceedingly great. Oftentimes, whilst

under the influence of anger or wrath, we
have sworn, perhaps, that we would never be
reconciled to those who have injured us.

Yet afterwards, when our wrath was quenched,
and our anger allayed, desiring to be recon-

ciled, and restrained by the obligation of

these oaths, we have suffered the same an-

guish, as if we were in a snare, and held fast

by indissoluble bonds. Of which fact the

Devil being aware, and understanding clearly

that anger is a fire; that it is easily extin-

guished, and that when it is extinguished,

then reconciliation and love follows; wishing
this fire to remain unquenched, he often binds
us by an oath; so that although the anger
should cease, the obligation of the oath re-

maining may keep up the fire within us; and
that one of these two things may take
place, either that being reconciled we are

forsworn, or that not being reconciled we
subject ourselves to the penalties of cherish-

ing malice.

6. Knowing these things then, let us avoid
oaths; and let our mouth continually practise

the saying, *' Believe me; ''* and this will be
to us a foundation for all pious behaviour;'
for the tongue, when it has been disciplined

to use this one expression, is ashamed, and
would blush to utter words that are disgrace-

ful and ugly; and should it at any time be
drawn away by habit, it will be checked
again, by having many accusers. For when
any one observes him who is not a swearer
giving utterance to foul words, he will take

his advantage over him, and ridicule, and
exclaim tauntingly, *^ Thou who sayest in all

affairs, * Believe me,* and venturest not to

utter an oath, dost thou disgrace thy tongue
with these shameful expressions?*' So that

being forcibly urged by those who are with

us, even if unwilling, we shall return again to

a pious behaviour. " But what," says one,
** if it be necessary to take an oath ?

'* Where
there is a transgression of the law, there is

no such thing as necessity. ** Is it possible

then," it is replied, '* not to swear at all?"
What sayest thou ? Hath God commanded,
and darest thou to ask if it be possible for

His law to be kept? Why, truly it is a thing

impossible that His law should not be kept;

and I am desirous to persuade you from pres-

ent circumstances of this; that so far from its

being impossible not to swear, it is impossible

to swear.3 For behold, the inhabitants of the

city were commanded to bring in a payment
of gold,* such as it might have seemed be-

yond the power of many to do; yet the greater

part of the sum has been collected; and you
may hear the tax gatherers saying, " Why
delay, man? Why put us off from day to

day ? It is not possible to avoid it. It is the

law of the Emperor, which admits of no
delay." What sayest thou, I ask? The
Emperor hath commanded thee to bring in

thy money, and it is impossible not to bring

it in ! God hath commanded thee to avoid

oaths ! and how sayest thou, it is impossible

to avoid them !

7. I am now for the sixth day admonishing
you in respect of this precept. Henceforth,

I am desirous to take leave ^ of you, meaning
to abstain from the subject, that ye may be

on your guard. There will no longer be any
excuse or allowance for you; for of right,

indeed, if nothing had been said on this mat-

ter, it ought to have been amended of your-|

selves, for it is not a thing of an intricate

* /. ^., instead of any stronger asseverations.
2 cuXa^e(a;.
3 That is, assuming men to act as reasonably in their relations

to God, as they do in their relations to man.
* The tax which was demanded previously to the sedition, and

before alluded to, Hom. III. 18.

5 o-vvTafao-flai, used as dnora^aaSai (that word having passed

rather to the sense of renouncing, see St. Cyr. Hier. Cat. xix.).

See Du Cange, who quotes Cone. Chalc. act i., and many other

passages.
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nature, or that requires great preparation.

But since ye have enjoyed the advantage of

so much admonition and counsel, what ex-

cuse will ye have to offer, when ye stand

accused before that dread tribunal, and are

required to give account of this transgres-

sion. It is impossible to invent any excuse;

but of necessity you must either go hence

amended, or, if you have not amended, be

punished, and abide the extremest penalty !

Thinking, therefore, upon all these things,

and departing hence with much anxiety about

them, exhort ye one another, that the things

spoken of during so many days may be kept
with all watchfulness in your minds, so that

whilst we are silent, ye instructing, edifying,

exhorting one another, may exhibit great

improvement; and having fulfilled all the

other precepts, may enjoy eternal crowns;

which God grant we may all obtain, through
the grace and lovingkindness of our Lord
Jesus Christ, by whom and with whom be
glory, to the Father, together with the Holy
Ghost, for ever and ever. Amen.

HOMILY IX.

Commendation of those who had laid aside the practice of swearing. It is shown that no

one need scruple about hearing the divine oracles in the Church after a meal. Answer

to the question. Why it was so long before the Holy Scriptures were given ? Com-

ment on the passage, "The heavens declare the glory of God,'' with a description

of the natural world. And finally, an admonition against swearing.

I. It was but lately that I spoke to you as

I do now to you again ! And O that I could

be always with you,—yea, rather am I always

with you, though not by bodily presence, yet

by the power of love ! For I have no other

life but' you, and the care of your salvation.

As the husbandman hath no other anxiety,

but about his seeds and his harvests; and the

pilot about the waves and the harbours; so

the preacher is anxious with respect to his

auditors and their progress, even as I am at

the present time ! Wherefore I bear you all

upon my mind, not only here, but also at

home. For if the multitude be great, and

the measure of my heart be narrow, yet love

is wide; and ''ye are not straitened in us."

I will not add what follows next," for neither

are we straitened with you. Whence is this

apparent? Because I have met with many
who have said, " We have performed the pre-

cept, by making rules for each other, defining

penalties for those who swear, and enforcing

punishment upon those who transgress this

law." A punishment which is indeed well

becoming you,^ and which is a sign of the

greatest charity. For I am not ashamed of

making myself busy in these matters, since

1 Comp. Phil. i. 24, Country Parson, c. 7.

2 Alluding to the passage, 2 Cor. vi. 11, 12. Ve are not strait-

ened in tis, but ye are straitened in your own bowels.
_

3 He seems to mean those who voluntarily submitted to it. He
had recommended masters to punish themselves, as well as tneir

dependents. See above.

this love of interference does not proceed

from idle curiosity but from tender care.* For

if it be no reproach to the physician to make
enquiry concerning the patient, neither is it

any fault in us to be ever asking about your

salvation; since thus being informed what has

been accomplished, and what has been left

undone, we shall be able to apply the further

remedies with the requisite knowledge.^

These things we have ascertained by enquiry;

and we give thanks to God that we have not

sown our seed upon rocks, nor dropped it

amidst thorns; and that we have_ neither

needed much time, nor long delay, in order

that we might reap the harvest. On this ac-

count I have you continually upon my heart.

On this account I do not feel the labours of

teaching, being eased of the burden by the

profit of the hearer. This reward is, indeed,

sufficient to recruit our strength, to give us

wings, to elevate us, and to persuade us to

undergo the utmost toil on your behalf.

2 Since therefore ye have manifested much

generosity of feeling, suffer us to discharge

the further debt of which we gave a promise

the other day; although indeed I see not all

present^ who were here when I made the

4 Country Parson, c. 32. S Country Parson, c. 34.

6 This Homily is placed by Montfaucon on the iMondav after

the last- it is difficult to find any especial reason for the circum-

stance here referred to; there was the same impediment when the

foUowing Homily was delivered. Perhaps the most probable ac-

count is that some persons began the fast with a stnctness from
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promise. What, I would ask, can be the

cause of this ? What hath repelled them from

our table ? He that hath partaken of a bodily

meal, it would seem, has thought it an in-

dignity after receiving material food, to come

to the hearing of the divine oracles. But not

rightly do they think thus. For if this were

improper, Christ would not have gone through

His large and long discourses after that

mystic supper; and if this had been unsuita-

ble, He would not, when He had fed the

multitude in the desert, have communicated

His discourses to them after that meal. For

(if one must say something startling on this

point), the hearing of the divine oracles at

that time is especially profitable. For when

thou hast made up thy mind that after eating

and drinking thou must repair also to the

assembly, thou wilt assuredly be careful,

though perchance with reluctance, of the duty

of sobriety; and wilt neither be led away at

any time into excess of wine, or gluttony.

For the thought, and the expectation of en-

tering the church, schools thee to partake of

food and drink with becoming decency; lest,

after thou hast entered there, and joined thy

brethren, thou shouldest appear ridiculous to

all present, by smelling of wine, and unman-

nerly eructation.' These things I now speak

not to you who are now present, but to the

absent; that they may learn them through

your means. For it is not having eaten that

hinders one's hearing, but listlessness. But

thou whilst deeming it to be a condemnation

not to fast, then addest another fault, which

is far greater and heavier, in not being a

partaker of this sacred food;=^ and having

nourished the body, thou consumest the soul

with famine. Yet what kind of apology hast

thou for doing this? For in the matter of

fasting thou hast, perhaps, bodily weakness

to plead, but what hast thou to say with re-

spect to hearing? For surely weakness of

body is no impediment to thy partaking of

the divine oracles ! If I had said, '* Let no

one who has breakfasted ^ mix with us;"

"let no one who has eaten be a hearer,"

thou wouldest have had some kind of excuse;

but now, when we would fain drag, entice,

and beseech you to come, what apology can

ye have for turning away from us? The un-

fit hearer is not he that hath eaten and drunk;

but he who gives no heed to what is said, who

yawns, and is slack in attention, having his

body here, but his mind wandering elsewhere,

and such a one, though he may be fasting, is

an unprofitable hearer. On the other hand,

the man who is in earnest, who is watchful

and keeps his mind in a state of attention,

though he may have eaten and drunk, will be

our most suitable hearer of all. For this

rule, indeed, very properly prevails with re-

lation to the secular tribunals and councils.

Inasmuch as they know not how to be spirit-

ually wise, therefore they eat not to nourish-

ment, but to bursting; and they drink often

to excess. For this reason, as they render

themselves unfit for the management of their

affairs, they shut up the court-houses and

council-chambers in the evening and at mid-

day. But here there is nothing of this sort,

—God forbid ! But he who has eaten will

rival him who fasts, as far as regards sobriety

of soul; for he eats and drinks, not so as to

distend the stomach, or to darken the reason,

but in such a way as to recruit the strength

of the body when it has become weakened.

3, But enough of this admonition. It is

time now to deal with our subject; although

our mind holds bapk and shrinks from giving

this instruction, on account of those who
are not come. And just as an affectionate

mother when she is about to spread out her

table, grieves and laments when all her chil-

dren are not there, thus also do I now suffer;

and when I think of the absence of our breth-

ren, I am reluctant to discharge my debt.

But ye have it in your power to rid me of this

tardiness. For if ye promise me that ye will

convey to them an exact report of all I say,

we shall readily pay you down the whole ;5

for thus the instruction, charitably afforded

on your part, will make up to them for their

absence; and ye will hear me the more atten-

tively, knowing that you must necessarily give

an account of these things to others. In

order then that our subject may be made the

clearer, let us take it up and repeat it from

the beginning. We were enquiring, then, the

other day, *' On what account the Scriptures

were delivered after so many years. For this

Book was delivered neither in the time of

Adam, nor of Noah, nor of Abraham, but in

that of Moses. And I hear many who say,

that if the Book was profitable, it ought to

which they afterwards fell off. The meal spoken of was an early

dinner. Eumaius takes his apiarov at daybreak, Od. xvi. 2. Lut

Athenaeus, 1. i. c. 9 and 10, savs that in his day such a meal was
called axpaTio-fia, and the Selnvov of the ancients, at mid-day,

ipiVTov (quoted by Perizonius on yElian. V. H. ix. ig).

I TToAAaKi?. But Sav. and M. jroXAij?, making the sense, thou

wilt assuredly, even if unwilling, observing great sobriety.'

= /. <»., the oracles of Scripture explamed at church. (See Horn,

11,12.) The Holy Communion was always received fasting.

3 :7pi<rT7}X(>)s.

4 A canon of Isaac I.ingonensis (in the eighth century). Tit.

viii. cap. 2, Labbe viii. 620, forbids any one to take an oath except

I

fasting. ' The Athenian courts did not sit after sunset, and the

great time for forensic business was the forenoon. Goeller on

Thuc. viii. 92. iElian. V. H. xii. 30, says that the luxurious Tar-

entines would be drunk even when the forum is fullest, TrepI jrArj-

Qovaa.v ayopdi'. v. Act. ii. 15 ; Perizonius on ^Elian, cites Dia
Chrys. Or. 67, de Glor. 2, who shews it was about that time.

5 i. e.y the promise of explaining that subject which had been

proposed in the two foregoing Homilies; namely, the reason why
the gift of Holy Scripture was so long delayed.
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have been delivered from the very beginning;

but if it was useless, it ought not to have

been delivered afterwards. But this is an

obsolete argument; for it is not quite true

that anything which is profitable ought to

have been delivered from the beginning, nor

if anything was delivered from the begin-

ning, is it quite necessary that the same should

continue afterwards/ For example; Milk is

useful, yet it is not always given; but it is

given to us only when we are children; and

solid food is useful; but no one ever gives it

us in the beginning of our life, but when we

have passed out of the age of childhood.

Again, the summer season is useful; but it

does not shew itself constantly; and the win-

ter season is advantageous; yet this too

makes room for others. What then? Do
they say that the Scriptures are not useful ?

I reply; they are most useful and most nec-

essary. And if so useful, for what reason

then, say they, were they not delivered to us

from the beginning? It was because God

was desirous of instructing the nature of man,

not by letters, but by things. == But what does

the expression "by things'* signify? By

means of the Creation itself.

4. Observe then, how the Apostle, alight-

ing upon this same topic, and directing him-

self to those very Greeks who said, that they

had not from the beginning learnt the knowl-

edge of God from the Scriptures, frames his

answer. Having said that, *'the wrath of

God is revealed from heaven against all un-

godliness and unrighteousness of men, who

hold the truth in unrighteousness; " ^ when

he saw that he was met by an objection; and

that many would still enquire, from whence

the Gentiles knew the truth of God, he goes

on to add, "Because that which may be

known of God is manifest in them." But

how is it manifest in them ? How were they

able to know God, and who hath shewed?

Declare this. **God," saith he, "hath

shewed it unto them." In what manner?

By the sending of what kind of prophet?

what evangelist ? what kind of teacher ? if the

holy Scriptures were not yet given. *' The

invisible things of Him," says he, " from the

creation of the world are clearly seen, bemg

understood by the things that are made, even

His eternal Power and Godhead."^ But

what he means is just this, He hath placed

I See Butler's Analogy, p. u. c 6, ^^ere the somewhat simU^^

God's worldr ^ j^ojn_ i_ 20.
3 Rom. 1. 18. 26

His Creation in the midst, before the eyes

of all men; in order that they may guess at

the Creator from His works; which, indeed^

another writer has referred to; " For from
the greatness and beauty of the creatures,

proportionably the Maker of them is seen.'^s

Seest thou the greatness? Marvel at the

power of Him that made it ! Seest thou the

beauty ? be astonished at the wisdom which

adorned it ! This it was which the prophet

signified when he said, " The heavens declare

the glory of God." ^ How then, tell me, do

they declare it? Voice they have none;

mouth they possess not; no tongue is theirs !

how then do they declare ? By means of the

spectacle itself. For when thou seest the

beauty, the breadth, the height, the position,

the form, the stability thereof during so long

a period; hearing as it were a voice, and

being instructed by the spectacle, thou ador-

est Him who created a body so fair and

strange ! The heavens may be silent, but

the sight of them emits a voice, that is louder

than a trumpet's sound; instructing us not by

the ear, but through the medium of the eyes;

for the latter is a sense which is more sure

and more distinct than the former.

5. For if God had given instruction by

means of books, and of letters, he who knew

letters would have learnt what was written;

but the illiterate man would have gone away

without receiving any benefit from this source,

unless some one else had introduced him to

it; and the wealthy man would have purchased

the Bible, but the poor man would not have

been able to obtain it. Again, he who knew

the language that was expressed by the let>

ters, might have known what was therein con-

tained; but the Scythian, and the Barbarian,

and the Indian, and the Egyptian, and all

those who were excluded from that language,,

would have gone away without receiving any

instruction. This however cannot be said

with respect to the heavens; but the Scy-

thian, and Barbarian, and Indian, and Egypt-

ian and every man that walks upon the earth,

shall hear this voice; for not by means of the

ears, but through the sight, it reaches our

understanding. And of the things that are

seen, there is one uniform perception; and

there is no difference, as is the case with re-

spect to languages. Upon this volume the

unlearned, as well as the wise man, shal be

alike able to look; the poor man as well as

the rich man; and wherever any one may

chance to come, there looking upwards

towards the heavens, he will receive a suffi-

cient lesson from the view of them: and the

5 Wisd. xiii. 5.

6 Ps. xix. 1.
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prophet himself intimated and indicated this

fact, that the creation utters this voice so as

to be intelligible to barbarians, and to

Greeks, and to all mankind without excep-
tion, when he spoke on this wise; ** There is

no speech, nor language, where there voice

is not heard/'' What he means is to this

effect, that there is no nation or tongue which
is unable to understand this language; but
that such is their utterance, that it may be
heard of all mankind. And that not merely
of the heavens, but of the day and night.

But how of the day and night ? The heavens,

indeed, by their beauty and magnitude, and
by all the rest, astonish the beholder, and
transport him to an admiration of the Crea-

tor; but as to the day and night, what can
these show us of the same kind ? Nothing
certainly of the same kind, but other things

which are not inferior to them; as for exam-
ple; the harmony, and the order which they
so accurately observe. For when thou con-

siderest how they distribute between them
the whole year, and mutually divide the

length of the whole space, even as if it were
by a beam and scales, thou wilt be astonished

at Him who hath ordered them ! For just as

certain sisters dividing their father's inheri-

tance among themselves with much affection,

and not insulting one another in the smallest

degree, even so too the day and the night

distribute the year with such an equality of

parts, with the utmost accuracy; =" and keep
to their own boundaries, and never push one
another aside. Never hath the day been long

in winter; and in like manner never hath the

night been long in summer, whilst so many
generations have passed away; but during so

^reat an interval and length of time one hath
not defrauded the other even in the smallest

degree; not of half an hour's space, no, nor

of the twinkling of an eye !

6. Therefore also the Psalmist,^ struck with

astonishment at the equality of this distribu-

tion, exclaimed, '* Night unto night sheweth
knowledge." If thou knowest how to medi-
tate wisely on these matters, thou wilt admire
the Being who fixed these immoveable
boundaries even from the beginning. Let
the avaricious hear these things; and those

who are coveting the wealth of others; and
let them imitate the equality of the day and
night. Let those who are puffed up and
high-minded also hear; and those who are

unwilling to concede the first places to others !

' Ps. xix. 3.

2 The diurnal motion of the earth, or, as they called it, of the
heavens, was taken by Plato for the very type of stability. The
exactness of its rate is far greater than the ancients had means to
appreciate, as is proved by constant observations, as well as by the
oldest eclipses.

3 «^aAfH})66? : St. Chrys. usually says " the prophet."

The day gives place to the night, and does
not invade the territory of others ! But thou,
whilst always enjoying honour, canst thou not
bear to share it with thy brethren ? Consider
also with me the wisdom of the Lawgiver.
In winter He hath ordered that the night
should be long; when the germs'* are tender,
and require more coolness; and are unable
to sustain the hotter rays of the sun; but
when they are somewhat grown, the day again
increases with them, and becomes then the
longest, when the fruit has now attained ripe-

ness. And this is a beneficial arrangement
not only for seeds, but for our bodies. For
since during winter, the sailor, and the pilot,

and the traveller, and the soldier, and the
farmer, sit down for the most part at home,
fettered by the frost; and the season is one
of idleness; God hath appointed that the
greater part of this time should be consumed
in night, in order that the length of the day
might not be superfluous, when men were
unable to do anything. Who can describe

the perfect order of the seasons; and how
these, like some virgins dancing in a circle,

succeed one another with the happiest har-

mony; and how those who are in the middle
cease not to pass over to the opposite ones
with a gradual and noiseless transition?

Therefore, neither are we overtaken by the

summer immediately after winter; nor by the

winter immediately after the summer; but
mid-way the spring is interposed; that while

we gently and gradually take up one season
after the other, we may have our bodies

hardened to encounter the summer heat with-

out uneasiness. For since sudden changes
to opposite extremes are productive of the

worst injury and disease, God hath contrived

that after winter we should take up the

spring, and after the spring the summer; and
after the summer the autumn; and thus trans-

port us to winter, so that these changes from
seasons which are opposite, should come upon
us harmlessly and by degrees, through the

aid of intermediate ones. Who then is so

wretched and pitiable, that beholding the

heavens; and beholding sea, and land; and
beholding this exact adjustment of the sea-

sons, and the unfailing order of day and night,

he can think that these things happen of their

own accord, instead of adoring Him who hath
arranged them all with a corresponding wis-

dom !

7. But I have yet somewhat more to say

on this head. For not only, indeed, does the

magnitude and beauty of the creation, but

4 crnepfxaTa. He seems to mean the young blade. These re-

marks are adapted to a climate in which the harvest is over before
midsummer.
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also the very manner of it, display a God
who is the artificer of the universe. For
since we were not present at the beginning,
whilst he was engaged in the work of forming
and creating all things; nor had we been
present, could we have known how they came
into being,^ the power that disposed them
being invisible; He hath made the mode of
this creation to become our best teacher, by
compounding all things in a manner which
transcends the course of nature. Perhaps
what I have said, is not sufficiently clear.

Therefore it is necessary that I should again
repeat it in a clearer manner. All men,
then, must admit that it is the course of

nature for water to be supported on the earth,

and not the earth on the waters. For the

earth being a certain dense, hard, unyielding,

and solid substance, is easily able to support
the nature of water; but the water, which is

fluid, and rare, and soft, and diffusive, and
giving way to all it meets with, must be un-
able to support any solid body, though it

were of the lightest kind. Often indeed
when a small pebble falls upon it, it yields,

and makes way, and sends it down to the

bottom. When therefore thou beholdest not

a small pebble, but the whole earth borne
upon the waters, and not submerged, admire
the power of Him who wrought these mar-
vellous things in a supernatural manner

!

And whence does this appear, that the earth

is borne upon the waters ? The prophet de-

clares this when he says, *' He hath founded
it upon the seas, and prepared it upon the

floods." = And again: "To him who hath

founded the earth upon the waters." ^ What
sayest thou ? The water is not able to sup-

port a small pebble on its surface, and yet

bears up the earth, great as it is; and moun-
tains, and hills, and cities, and plants, and
men, and brutes; and it is not submerged !

What do I say ? Is not submerged ? How
comes it to pass, that since the water has

been in close contact with it below, during so

long a period, it has not been dissolved, and
the whole of it become mud ? For the sub-

I See Job xxxviii. 4. = Ps. xxiv. 2.

3 Ps. cxxxvi. 6. Among the variety of opinions that anciently

prevailed respecting: the earth's form and situation, one of the

principal was, that the heavens and earth above this ocean was the

only visible universe ; and that all beneath the ocean wasHades,
or the invisible world. Hence when the sun set. he was said, tin-

gere se oceano : and when any went to Hades, tney must first pass
the ocean. Of this opinion were not only the ancient poets, but
some of the Christian Fathers, particularly Lactantius, and St.

Augustin, and others, who thought their opinion was favoured by
the Psalmist, in Ps. xxiv. 2, and cxxxvi. 6. Derham's Physico-
Tkeolog-y, p. 41. St. Chrysostom must evidently have adopted the

same opinion. St. Greg. Nyss. in Hexcejn. t. 1., p. 22 e., speaks of

the earth's conical shadow. See Plin. ii. 11. St. Bas. in Hex. i.

c. 9, explains the " founding on the waters," of their being spread
all round : ix. c. i, he speaks of various opinions as to its shape,

and some who thought it to be 180,000 stadia round. See St. Greg.
Naz. Or. xxviii. al. xxxiv. c. 28, and Philoponus de Mund. Cr. iii.

6-13; Galland, xii. p. 525.

Stance of wood, when soaked in water but a
little time, is rotted and dissolved; and why
do I say of wood ? What can be firmer than
iron ? yet often this is softened, when it re-
mains a long time in water; and well it may.
For it derives its substance from the earth.
Therefore many run-away servants, when
they make their escape, dragging their
shackles and chains along with them, go to
brooks of water, and thrust their shackled
feet therein, and after making the iron softer
by this means, they easily break it by strik-

ing it with a stone. Iron, forsooth, is soft-

ened, and wood is rotted, and stones are
worn away by the nature of water; yet so
great a mass as the earth hath remained such
a length of time lying upon the waters, with-
out being either submerged, or dissolved, and
destroyed !

^

8. And who is there that must not feel

astonished and amazed at these things; and
confidently pronounce that they are not the

works of nature, but of that Providence which'

is above nature ? Therefore one speaks thus:
** Who hangeth the earth upon nothing.''

s

And another observes, "In His hands are

the corners of the earth.'* ** And again:
" He hath laid the foundation of it upon the

seas.''^ And these declarations, though they

seem contrary to one another, have yet an
entire agreement. For he that said, " He
hath laid the foundation of it upon the seas,"

meant the same thing as he did who declared,
** He hath hung it upon nothing." For its

standing upon the waters is just the same
thing as hanging upon nothing. Where then

is it suspended and placed ? Hear the same
one saying, •' In His hands are the corners

of the earth." Not that God hath hands,

but that thou mayest know that His power it

is, providing for all things which holds to-

gether^ and supports the body of the earth !

But if thou believest not what I now say,

believe what thou beholdest I for even in

another element it is possible to find this ad-

mirable workmanship. For it is the nature

of fire to tend upward s,^ and to be always

mounting aloft; and although you force and

constrain it never ^o much, it cannot submit

to have its course directed downwards. For

often, when we are carrying a lighted torch,

although we incline its head downwards, we

cannot compel the force of the flame to direct

4 This line of argument, from arrangements above the course of

nature, is a dangerous one ; and it would be less difficult than in-

vidious, to search out instances of fallacy in modern writers. It

always brings men's ignorance into play.

5 Job xxvi. 7.
6 Ps. xcv. 4. ' 7 Ps. XXIV. 2. ^

8 (TvyKpaTovaa, but Sav. avyKpoTOvaa. There is constant van-

ation of reading wherever these words occur.

9 See in Bacon's No7<uin Organum, his Vindeniiatio prtma
de forma calidi, L. II. Aph. 20, Diff. 2, he says, "the motion

of heat is at once expansive, and a tendency upwards."
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itself to the ground; but still it turns upward,

and passes from below toward that which is

above. But with respect to the sun, God
hath made it quite the contrary. For He
hath turned his beams toward the earth, and

made his light to direct itself downward, all

but saying to him by the very shape (of the

heavens), **Look downward.—Shine upon
men, for thou wert made for them !

" The
light, indeed, of a candle cannot be made to

submit to this; but this star, great and mar-

vellous as it is, bends downward, and looks

toward the earth, which is contrary to the

nature of fire; owing to the power of Him
who hath commanded it. Wouldest thou

have me speak of another thing of the like

kind ? Waters embrace the back of the visi-

ble heaven ' on all parts; and yet they neither

flow down, nor are moved out of their place,

although the nature of water is not of this

kind. For it easily runs together into what

is concave; but when the body is of a convex
form, it glides away on all sides; and not

even a small portion = is capable of standing

upon such a figure.^ But, lo ! this wonder
is found to exist in the heavens; and the

prophet, again, to intimate this very circum-

stance, observes, " Praise the Lord, ye waters

that are above the heavens.'^'* Besides, the

water hath not quenched the sun; nor hath

the sun, which hath gone on his way beneath

for so long a time, dried up the water that

lies above.

9. Dost thou desire that we should lead

thee down again to the earth, and point out

the marvel ? Seest thou not this sea abound-

ing with waves, and fierce winds; yet this sea,

spacious, and large, and furious as it is, is

walled in with a feeble sand ! Mark also the

wisdom of God, He permitted it not to be at

rest, nor tranquil, lest thou shouldest sup-

pose its good order to be of mere natural

regulation; but remaining witliin its limits,

it lifts up its voice, and is in tumult, and

roars aloud, and raises its waves to a prodig-

ious height. But when it comes to the

shores, and beholds the sand, it breaks up,

and returns back again within itself; teaching

thee, by both these things, that it is not the

work of nature that it remains within its

' In accordance with the notions of his age, St. Chrysostom
supposed that the firmament was something solid; and it seems to

have been entirely a notion of modern times, that the visible heav-
ens are formed of a subtle ether. Thus Homer terms them xaA-
Ktov ovpavov, and x<iA»toPaT^ Sujuara ; and sometimes (nSripeiov

oiipavov. The notion of St. Chrysostom seems to have been sim-
ilar. He supposes a solid spherical arch, which he terms the visi-

ble heaven, which divided the waters above from those below it.

See (ien. i. 7. A similar idea seems to have prevailed among those
who translated the IJible into English, from the use of the word
firmatnenty which was however a mere copying of the Vulgate,
and the Greek crrepeco^a. It is remarkable that this idea is de-
fended by Drusius in his Loca Dijfficiliora Pentateuchiy and in

Sylvester's translation of Du Bartas's Weeks and Days.
2Sav. and M., of it. 3 ax^MaTos. 4 Ps. cxlviii. 4.

boundaries, but the work of Him whose
power restrains it ! For this cause accord-

ingly He hath made the wall feeble; and hath

not encompassed these shores with wood, or

stone, or mountains, lest thou shouldest im-

pute the regulation of the elements to such

things. And, therefore, God Himself, up-

braiding the Jews with this very circumstance,

said, '* Fear ye not Me, which have placed

the sand for the bound of the sea that it can-

not pass it.'' 5 But the marvellous thing is

not this only, that He hath made a great and
admirable world; and that He hath com-
pacted it in a way above the usual course of

nature; but that He hath also constituted it

out of opposite things; such as hot and cold,

dry and moist, fire and water, earth and air,

and that these contrary elements, of which

this whole universe consists, though contin-

ually at strife one with another, are not con-

sumed of one another. The fire hath not

overrun and burnt up all things; the water

hath not overflowed and drowned the whole

earth. With respect to our bodies, however,

these effects really take place; and upon the

increase of the bile, fever is generated; and

the whole animal frame sustains an injury;

and when there is a superabundance of

phlegm, many diseases are produced which

destroy the animal. But in the case of the

universe, nothing of this kind happens; but

each thing remains held as it were by a kind

of bridle and band; preserving, by the will

of the Creator, its own boundaries; and their

strife becomes a source of peace to the whole.

Are not these things evident even to a blind

man ? and are not even the simple easily able

to comprehend, that they were made, and are

upheld, by some Providence ? For who is so

silly and senseless, that beholding such a

mass of substances, such beauty, such com-

bination, the continual strife of such vast

elements, their opposition, and yet durability,

would not reason with himself and say, " If

there were not some Providence to uphold the

mass of these bodies, not permitting the uni-

verse to fall to pieces, it could not remain;

it could not have been lasting. So perfect is

the order of the seasons, such the harmony

of the day and night, so many the kinds of

brute animals, and plants, and seeds, and

herbs, that preserve their course, and yet, to

the present day, none has ever fallen into

decay or sudden dissolution.

10. We might continue to speak not only

of these things, but also of many others,

which are even more profound; and might

moralise even upon the Creation itself; but

5 Jer. V. 22.
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reserving these subjects for the morrow,' let

us earnestly endeavour to retain what has

been said, and to convey it to the rest.' I

know indeed, that the abstruseness of these

speculations has seemed strange to your ears;

but if we be a little vigilant, and accustom

ourselves to them, we shall easily be able to

teach others. Meanwhile, it is necessary

farther to say this to your Charity. Even as

God hath given us glory by means of this

great creation, so let us also glorify Him by

a pure conversation !
** The heavens declare

the glory of God," though only seen; and we

therefore should declare God's glory 3 not

only in speaking, but in silence, and in as-

tonishing all men by the brightness of our

life. For He saith, ** Let your light so shine

before men, that they may see your good

works, and glorify your Father which is in

heaven.''^ For when an unbeliever beholds

thee, who art a believer, subdued, modest,

and orderly in manners, he will wonder and

say, ''Truly great is the God of the Chris-

tians ! What manner of men hath He formed ?

What, and from what hath He made them ?

Hath He turned them from men into angels ?

If any one treats them contemptuously, they

revile not ! If any one beats them, they are

not enraged ! If any one does them an in-

jury, they pray for him who has put them in

pain! They have no enemy 1 They know

nothing of cherishing malice ! They are

guiltless of vain babbling ! They have not

learnt to utter a falsehood ! They cannot

endure a false oath, or rather, they swear not

at all, but would prefer to have their tongue

cut out, rather than to let an oath proceed

out of their mouth!" Such are the thmgs

which we should give them cause to say of

us; and we should exterminate our evil habit

of oaths, and pay at least as much honour to

God, as we do to our more valuable garments.

For how truly absurd is it, that when we have

one garment better than the rest, we do not

suffer ourselves to be continually wearmg it;

and yet everywhere we draggle about the

name of God without concern, or ceremony !

Let us not, I earnestly pray and beseech you,

let us not thus despise our own salvation;

but the care which we have used respecting

this precept from the beginning, let us carry

on even to the end. For I thus continually

exhort you on the subject of oaths, not as

though condemning you of listlessness, but

inasmuch as I have seen that ye are for the

most part reformed, I press you, and am

urgent that the whole work should be finished

off, and come to its perfection. Even so act

the spectators of public games. They excite

those who are near the prize, with the more
vehemence. Let us, then, by no means be-

come weary; for we have nearly reached the

completion of this amendment; and the dif-

ficulty was at the beginning. But novv that

the greater part of the evil habit has been cut

away, and less remains to correct, no labour

is necessary, but we only need a moderate
degree of watchfulness, and diligence for

some short time, in order that we ourselves

being amended, may also become instructors

to others; and that we may behold the Holy
Passover with much confidence, and that with

much pleasure we may reap a double or

treble measure of the customary gladness of

the festival. For not so much does it delight

us to be delivered from the toil and fatigue

of fasting, as to meet that holy season with

an illustrious and well-earned crown; a crown

indeed that is never to fade !

II. But in order that the amendment may
take place the more quickly, do this which I

tell thee. Inscribe upon the wall of thy

house, and upon the wall of thy heart, that

" flying sickle; "s and think that it is flying

forth on occasion of the curse, and con-

stantly remember it. And if thou observest

another person swearing, restrain, forbid, and

be careful for him, and be careful for thine

own domestics. For if we would look to

this, that we might not merely correct our-

selves, but also bring others to the same

point, we shall ourselves quickly arrive at the

goal; since while we undertake to instruct

others, we shall be ashamed and blush, should

we in our own case seem to leave those things

unperformed, which we enjoin upon them.

There is no need to say more; for much has

been already spoken on these matters; and

these things are now said only by way of re-

membrance. But may God, who is more

sparing of our souls than we are, make us

perfect in this, and every good work; that so

having completed the whole fruit of right-

eousness, we may be found worthy of the

kingdom of heaven, through the grace and

loviligkindness of our Lord Jesus Christ,

through Whom, and with Whom, to the

Father, with the Holy Ghost, be glory, for

ever and ever. Amen.

See Zech.

I Or the next day of preaching^

3 See on Rom. xi. 6, He[om. XVIII.

2 See his request.

A Matt. V. i6.

the'JeS '^.^ATntfpresent translation'of the Bible, which

ollows the Hebrew as well as the Vulgate, the \argum, and the

SvS (See St. Jerome on the place, who adds Aquila 1 heodo-

don and Symmachus.) The Septuagmt, which, St. Chrysostom

usually follows, instead of rO^i^, probably read t?:^, which sig-

nifies a reap-hook, or sickle : in this, as in some other instances

^he finalSr having been dropped through the carelessness of

transcribers. See Homily XV., conclusion.
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HOMILY X.

Commendation of those who came to hear after taking a meal.—Observations on the

physiology of the natural world; and against those who deify the creation; and on the

duty of not swearing.

even before this, abstinence from sin; since

he who, after he has taken a meal, has come

hither with suitable sobriety, is not very far

behind the man who fasts; even as he who
continues fasting, if he does not give earnest

and diligent heed to what is spoken, will de-

rive no great benefit from his fast. He who

eats, and yet takes a part in the sacred as-

sembly with suitable earnestness, is in much
better case than he who eats not at all, and

remains absent. This abstinence will by no

means be able to benefit us as much as the

participation in spiritual instruction conveyeth

to us benefit and advantage. Where indeed,

besides, wilt thou hear the things upon which

thou meditatest here? Wert thou to go to

the bench of justice? quarrels and conten-

tions are there ! or into the council-chamber?

there is anxious thought about political mat-

ters ! or to thine home ? solicitude on the

subject of thy private affairs afflicts thee in

every direction ! or wert thou to go to the

conferences and debates of the forum ? every

thing there is earthly and corruptible ! For

all the words that pass among those assem-

bled there, are concerning merchandize, or

taxes, or the sumptuous table, or the sale of

lands, or other contracts, or wills, or inheri-

tances, or some other things of that kind.

And shouldest thou enter even into the royal

halls, there again thou wouldest hear in the

same way all discoursing of wealth, or power,

or of the glory which is held in honour here,

but of nothing that is spiritual. But here on

the contrary everything relates to heaven,

and heavenly things; to our soul, to our life,

the purpose for which we were born, and why

we spend an allotted time upon earth, and on

what terms we migrate from hence, and into

what condition we^ shall enter after these

things, and why our body is of clay, what also

is the nature of death, what, in short, the

present life is, and what the future. The

discourses that are here made by us contain

nothing at all of an earthly kind, but are all

in reference to spiritual things. Thus, then,

it is that we shall have made great provision

for our salvation, and shall depart hence with

a good hope.

3. Since, therefore, we did not scatter the

seed in vain, but ye hunted out all who were

I. I JOY, and rejoice with you all, that ye

have actually put in practice that admonition

of ours, which we lately made with respect to

those who were absent, for the reason that

they were not fasting. For I think that

many of those who have dined * are to-day

present; and go to fill up this goodly assem-

blage; and that this is the fact, I conjecture

from the more brilliant spectacle that I see

around me, and the greater concourse of

hearers. Not in vain, it seems, did I lately

'

spend so many words on their account, ap-

pealing to your Charity, to draw them to

their Mother; 3 and to persuade them that it

is lawful, even after bodily nourishment, to

partake also of that which is spiritual. And
in which case, beloved, I ask, did ye act for

the better; at the time of the last assembly

when after your meal ye turned to your

slumbers; or now, when after the meal ye

have presented yourselves at the hearing of

the divine laws ? Was it best when ye loitered

about in the forum, and took part in meetings

which were no wise profitable; or now, when

ye stand with your own brethren, and hear

the prophetic oracles ? It is no disgrace,

beloved, to have eaten, but after eating to

remain at home, and so to be deprived of

this sacred banquet. For whilst thou re-

mainest at home, thou wilt be more slothful

and supine; but coming here thou wilt shake

off all slumber and listlessness; and laying

aside not only listlessness,* but also all sad-

ness, thou wilt be more at ease, and in better

heart in all the events that may happen.

2. What need then is there to say more ?

Stand only nigh the man who fasts, and thou

wilt straightway partake of his good odour;

for fasting is a spiritual perfume; and through

the eyes, the tongue, and every part, it mani-

fests the good disposition of the soul. I have

said this, not for the purpose of condemning

those who have dined, but that I may shew

the advantage of fasting. I do not, however,

call mere abstinence from meats, fasting; but

1 rKnanfKorwv. Suidas, however, places this meal about the

third hour.
2 npJtriv. Montfaucon assui^es that this word is never applied

to the preceding day: if so, Tr)v eiriovaav, Horn. 1 X. sec. lo, cannot

be the morrow, unless some accident delayed the delivery of this

Homily. It may be the next Synaxis.
3 See Horn. IV. i.

. - • u •

4 There is a play on the words d9v/xta and paOvfiia which it

seems impossible to preserve.
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absent, as I exhorted you; suffer us now to
return you a recompense; and having re-
minded you of a few things that were said
before, to repay you again what remains.
What then were those matters that were be-
fore treated of? We were enquiring how,
and in what manner, before the giving of the
Scriptures, God ordered H', v^vy^ vvivi^itia xxis dispensation
toward us; and we said, that by means of the
creation He instructed our race, stretching
out the heavens, and there openly unfolding
a vast volume, useful alike to the simple and
the wise, to the poor and to the rich, to Scy-
thians and to barbarians, and to all in general
who dwell upon the earth; a volume which is

much larger than the multitude of those in-
structed by it. We discoursed also at length
concerning the night, and the day, and the
order of these, as well as of the harmony
which is strictly preserved by them; and much
was said respecting the measured dance of
the seasons of the year, and of their equality.
For just as the day defraudeth not the night
even of half an hour throughout the whole
year, so also do these distribute all the days
among themselves equally. But, as I said
before, not only does the greatness and
beauty of the creation shew forth the Divine
Architect, but the very manner likewise in
which it is compacted together, and the
method of operation, transcending as it does,
the ordinary course of nature. For it would
have been in accordance with nature for
water to be borne upon the earth; but now
we see, on the contrary, that the earth is sup-
ported by the waters. It would have been in

accordance with nature that fire should tend
upwards; but now on the contrary we see the
beams of the sun directed towards the earth;
and the waters to be above the heavens, yet
not falling away;' and the sun running below
them, yet not quenched by the waters, nor
dispelling their moisture. Besides these
things we said that this whole universe con-
sists of four elements, these being adverse to
and at strife with one another; yet one does
not consume the other, although they are
mutually destructive. Whence it is evident
that some invisible power bridles them, and
the will of God becomes their bond.

4. To-day, I wish to dwell a little more on
this subject. Arouse yourselves, however,
and give earnest heed unto us ! And that
the wonder may appear more clearly, I will

draw the lesson concerning these things from
our own bodies. This body of ours, so
short, and small, consists of four elements;
viz. of what is warm, that is, of blood; of

407

' ov 5ioAiadaivovTa.

what IS dry, that is, of yellow bile; of what is
moist, that is, of phlegm; of what is cold
that IS, of black bile. And let no one think
this subject foreign to that which we have in
hand. " For He that is spiritual judgeth all
things; yet He Himself is judged of no
man.''- Thus also Paul touched upon prin-
ciples of agriculture, whilst discoursing to us
of the Resurrection; and said, *' Thou fool;
that which thou sowest is not quickened*
except it die. "3 But if that blessed man
brought forward questions of agriculture,
neither should any one blame us if we handle
matters pertaining to medical science. For
our discourse is now respecting the Creation
of God; and this ground-work of ideas will be
necessary for our purpose. As, therefore, I
said before, this body of ours consists of four
elements; and if either revolts against the
whole, death is the result of this revolt. As
for instance, by a superabundance " of bile"
fever is produced; and should this proceed
beyond a certain measure, it effects a rapid
dissolution. Again, when there is an excess
of the cold element, paralyses, agues, apo-
plexies, and an infinite number of other mala-
dies are generated. And every form of dis-
ease is the effect of an excess of these
elements; when either of them overpassing its

own bounds, acts the part of a tyrant against
the rest, and mars the symmetry of the
whole. Interrogate then him who says, that
all things are spontaneous and self-produced.
If this little and diminutive body, having the
advantage of medicines, and of medical skill,

and of a soul within which regulates it, and
of much moral wisdom, as well as innumera-
ble other helps, be not always able to con-
tinue in a state of order, but often perishes,
and is destroyed,when some disturbance takes
place within it; how could a world like this,

containing substances of such vast bulk and
compounded of those same elements, remain
during so long a time without any disturbance,
unless it enjoyed the advantage of a manifold
providence ? Neither would it be reasonable
to suppose that this body, which has the ben-
efit of superintendence both without and
within, should scarcely be sufficient for its

own preservation; and that a world such as

this is, enjoying no such superintendence,

should during so many years suffer nothing
of that sort which our body suffers. For
how, I ask, is it that not one of these ele-

ments hath gone beyond its own boundaries,

nor swallowed up all the rest ? Who hath

brought them together from the beginning?
Who hath bound ? Who hath bridled ? Who

* I Cor. ii. 15. 3 I Cor. XV. 38.
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hath held them together during so long a

period ? For if the body of the world were

simple and uniform, what I speak of would

not have been so impossible. But when there

hath been such a strife between the elements,

even from the beginning; who so senseless as

to think that these things would have come
together, and remained together when united,

without One to effect this conjunction ? For
if we who are evil-affected towards one an-

other not by nature, but by will, cannot come
spontaneously to an agreement as long as we
remain at variance, and hold ourselves un-

graciously towards one another; if we have

yet need of some one else to bring us into a

state of conjunction; and after this conjunc-

tion further to clench us, and persuade us to

abide by our reconciliation, and not again to

be at variance; how could the elements,

which neither partake of sense nor reason,

and which are naturally adverse, and inimical

to each other, have come together, and agreed

and remained with one another, if there were

not some ineffable Power which effected this

conjunction; and after this conjunction,

always restrained them by the same bond ?

5. Dost thou not perceive how this body
wastes away, withers, and perishes after the

secession of the soul, and each of the ele-

ments thereof returns to its own appointed

place ? ' This very same thing, indeed, would

also happen to the world, if the Power which

always governs it had left it devoid of Its own
providence. For if a ship does not hold to-

gether without a pilot, but soon founders,

how could the world have held together so

long a time if there was no one governing its

course? And that I may not enlarge, sup-

pose the world to be a ship; the earth to be

placed below as the keel; the sky to be the

sail; men to be the passengers;^ the subja-

cent abyss, the sea. How is it then that

during so long a time, no shipwreck has taken

place ? Now let a ship go one day without a

pilot and crew,^ and thou wilt see it straight-

way foundering ! But the world, though sub-

sisting now five thousand years, and many
more, hath suffered nothing of the kind.

But why do I talk of a ship ? Suppose one

hath pitched a small hut in the vineyards;

and when the fruit is gathered, leaves it

vacant; it stands, however, scarce two or

three days, but soon goes to pieces, and
tumbles down ! Could not a hut, forsooth,

stand without superintendence ? How then

could the workmanship of a world, so fair and

marvellous; the laws of the night and day;
the interchanging dances of the seasons; the
course of nature chequered and varied as it

is in every way throughout the earth, the

sea, the sky; in plants, and in animals that

fly, swim, walk, creep; and in the race of

men, far more dignified than any of these,

continue yet unbroken, during so long a
period, without some kind of providence?
But in addition to what has been said, follow

me whilst I enumerate the meadows, the gar-

dens, the various tribes of flowers; all sorts

of herbs, and their uses; -^ their odours, forms,

disposition, yea, but their very names; the

trees which are fruitful, and which are barren;

the nature of metals,—and of animals,—in

the sea, or on the land; of those that swim,
and those that traverse the air; the moun-
tains, the forests, the groves; the meadow
below, and the meadow above; for there is a
meadow on the earth, and a meadow too in

the sky; the various flowers of the stars; the

rose below, and the rainbow above ! Would
you have me point out also the meadow of

birds ? Consider the variegated body of the

peacock, surpassing every dye, and the fowls

of purple plumage. s Contemplate with me
the beauty of the sky; how it has been pre-

served so long without being dimmed; and
remains as bright and clear as if it had been
only fabricated to-day; moreover, the power
of the earth, how its womb has not become
effete by bringing forth during so long a time !

Contemplate with me the fountains; how they

burst forth and fail not, since the time they

were begotten, to flow forth continually

throughout the day and night ! Contemplate

with me the sea, receiving so many rivers,

yet never exceeding its measure ! But how
long shall we pursue things unattainable ! It

is fit, indeed, that over every one of these

which has been spoken of, we should say,
*'0 Lord, how hast Thou magnified Thy
works; in wisdom hast Thou made them
all"^

6. But what is the sapient argument of the

unbelievers, when we go over all these par-

ticulars with them; the magnitude, the beauty

of the creation, the prodigality, the munifi-

cence everywhere displayed ? This very

thing, say they, is the worst fault, that God
hath made the world so beautiful and so vast.

For if He had not made it beautiful and
vast, we should not have made a god of it;

but now being struck with its grandeur, and

» Xfi^iv. See on Rom. iii. 11, Horn. VIT.
3 en-i^aTa?. Usually soldiers on ship-board ; here clearly dis-

tinguished from the sailors.
3 Comp. Acts xxvii. 30, 31.

4 xpe'ia?: others read xpoi^i?! "colours."

5 Tou? 7rop</>upi'^o»'Ta9 o-rpovdov?. ^Elian, de Anitnalihus^ iii.

42, mentions a bird called Porphyrio, more esteemed even than the

peacock, so that none ever killed it for the table. See also Plin.

X. 46, but this expression may apply to various kinds.

6 Ps. civ. 24.
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marvelling at its beauty, we have thought it

to be a deity.' But such an argument is good
for nothing. For that neither the magnitude,
nor beauty of the world is the cause of this

impiety, but their own want of understanding,
is what we are prepared to show, proved by
the case of ourselves, who have never been so

affected. Why then have *' we " not made a

deity of it ? Do we not see it with the same
eyes as themselves ? Do we not enjoy the

same advantage from the creation with them-
selves ? Do we not possess the same soul ?

Have we not the same body ? Do we not

tread the same earth ? How comes it that

this beauty and magnitude hath not per-

suaded us to think the same as they do ? But
this will be evident not from this proof only,

but from another besides. For as a proof

that it is not for its beauty they have made a

deity of it, but by reason of their own folly,

why do they adore the ape, the crocodile, the

dog, and the vilest of animals ? Truly, " they

became vain in their imaginations, and their

foolish heart was darkened. Professmg
themselves to be wise, they became fools.''

^

7. Nevertheless, we will not frame our

answer from these things only, but will also

say something yet further. For God, foresee-

ing these things of old, destroyed, in His wis-

dom, this plea of theirs. On this account He
made the world not only wonderful and vast,

but also corruptible and perishable; and
placed therein many evidences of its weak-

ness; and what He did with respect to the

Apostles,^ He did with respect to the whole

world. What then did He with respect to

the Apostles ? Since they used to perform

many great and astonishing signs and won-

ders, He suffered them constantly to be

scourged, to be expelled, to inhabit the dun-

geon, to encounter bodily infirmities, to be in

continual tribulations, lest the greatness of

their miracles should make them to be ac-

counted as gods amongst mankind. There-

fore when He had bestowed so great favour

upon them, He suffered their bodies to be

mortal, and in many cases obnoxious to dis-

ease; and did not remove their infirmity, that

He might give full proof of their nature.

And this is not merely my assertion, but that

of Paul himself, who says, "For though I

would desire to glory, I shall not be a fool;

but now I forbear, lest any man should think

of me above that which he seeth me to be,

or that he heareth of me."* And again,

" But we have this treasure in earthen ves-

sels, "s But what is meant by*' earthen
vessels?" In this body, he means, which is

mortal and perishable. For just as the
earthen vessel is formed from clay and fire,

so also the body of these saints being clay,

and receiving the energy of the spiritual fire,

becomes an earthen vessel. But for what
reason was it thus constituted, and so great a
treasure, and such a plentitude of graces en-
trusted to a mortal and corruptible body ?

'* That the excellency of the power may be of

God, and not of us." For when thou seest

the Apostles raising the dead, yet themselves
sick, and unable to remove their own infirm-

ities, thou mayest clearly perceive, that the

resurrection of the dead man was not effected

by the power of him who raised him, but by
the energy of the Spirit. For in proof, that

they were frequently sick, hear what Paul
saith respecting Timothy, " Use a little wine
for thy stomach's sake, and thine often in-

firmities."^ And again, of another he saith,

"But Trophimus I have left at Miletus

sick." 7 And writing to the Philippians, he

said, '^ Epaphroditus was sick nigh unto

death." ^ For if, when this was the case,

they accounted them to be gods, and prepared

to do sacrifice unto them, saying, " The gods

are come down to us in the likeness of men; "'

had such infirmities not existed, to what ex-

tent of impiety might not men have proceeded,

when they beheld their miracles ? As then

in this case, because of the greatness of these

signs. He suffered their nature to remain in

a state of infirmity, and permitted those re-

peated trials, in order that they might not be

thought to be gods, thus likewise He did with

respect to the creation, a thing nearly parallel

to this. For He fashioned it beautiful and

vast; but on the other hand corruptible.

8. And both of these points the Scriptures

teach, for one in treating of the beauty of the

heavens thus speaks " The heavens declare

the glory of God."'° And again, " Who hath

placed the sky as a vault," and spread it out

as a tent over the earth. "'= And again,

*• Who holdeth the circle of heaven." '^ But

another writer, shewing that although the

world be great and fair, it is yet corruptible,

thus speaks; " Thou, Lord, in the beginning

hast laid the foundation of the earth, and the

1 See the argument of Balbus (the Stoic), Cic. de Nat. Dear. 1.

^, c. 17, 34, &c. Seneca, Nat. Qucest, ii. 45, says, that God may
likewise be called Mundu.s, or Fatum, or Providentia, or Natura.

2 Rom. i. 21, 22, 3 See Horn. I. 15. 4 2 Cor. xii. 6.

5 2 Cor. iv. 7. - . ^ , , TT -I-

6 I Tim V 23. The subject of the first of these Homilies,

7 2 Tim! iv. 20. 8 Phil. ii. 25. 9 Acts xiv. 11.

" The Hebrew pi means something small or thin, the Vulgate

h&snihilum. No ancient version has (Twr/a/w. Perhaps the word

is an emphatic allusion to the exquisitely minute consistence of the

blue ether. The Hebrews say that by this word is signified the

finest dust. In the revised version "gauze ' is suggested in the

margin.
12 Isa. xl. 22. , , • 1 u
13 This seems a slip of memory for eartJi in the same verse

;
but

' see Ecclus. xliii. 12.
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heavens are the works of Thine hands.

They shall perish, but Thou remainest, and

they all shall wax old as doth a garment, and

as a vesture shalt Thou fold them up, and

they shall be changed. ''' And again, David

saith of the sun, that " he is as a bridegroom

coming out of his chamber, and rejoiceth as

a giant to run his course." = Seest thou how
he places before thee the beauty of this star,

and its greatness ? For even as a bridegroom

when he appears from some stately chamber,^

so the sun sends forth his rays under the

East; and adorning the heaven as it were with

a saffron-coloured veil, and making the clouds

like roses, and running unimpeded all the

day; he meets no obstacle to interrupt his

course. Beholdest thou, then, his beauty?

Beholdest thou his greatness ? Look also at

the proof of his weakness ! For a certain

wise man, to make this plain, said, '* What is

brighter than the sun, yet the light thereof

suffers eclipse."'* Nor is it only from this

circumstance that his infirmity is to be per-

ceived, but also in the concourse of the

clouds. Often, at least, when a cloud passes

underneath him, though emitting his beams,

and endeavouring to pierce through it, he has

not strength to do so; the cloud being too

dense, and not suffering him to penetrate

through it.
" He nourishes the seeds, how-

ever,'^ s replies some one—Yes—still he does

not nourish them by himself, but requires the

assistance of the earth, and of the dew, and

of the rains, and of the winds, and the right

distribution of the seasons. And unless all

these things concur, the sun's aid is but

superfluous. But this would not seem to be

like a deity, to stand in need of the assist-

ance of others, for that which he wishes to

do; for it is a special attribute of God to

want nothing; He Himself at least did not

in this manner bring forth the seeds from the

ground; He only commanded, and they all

shot forth. And again, that thou mayest

learn that it is not the nature of the elements,

but His command which effects all things;

He both brought into being these very ele-

ments which before were not; and without

the need of any aid. He brought down the

manna for the Jews. For it is said, " He
gave them bread from heaven."^ But why
do I say, that in order to the perfection of

fruits, the sun requires the aid of other ele-

ments for their sustenance; when he himself

requires the assistance of many things for his

sustenance, and would not himself be suffi-

cient for himself. For in order that he may
proceed on his way, he needs the heaven as a

* Ps. cii. 25, 26.

4 Elcclus. xvii. 31.

2 Ps. xix. 6.

5 Sec PUn. ii. 6.

3 TraorraSo?.

6 Ps. Ixxviii. 24.

kind of pavement spread out underneath him;
and that he may shine, he needs the clear-

ness and rarity of the air; since if even this

become unusually dense, he is not able to

show his light; and, on the other hand, he
requires coolness and moisture, lest his rays

should be intolerable to all, and burn up
everything. When, therefore, other elements
overrule him, and correct his weakness (over-

rule as for example, clouds, and walls, and
certain other bodies that intercept his light:

—or correct his excess, as the dews, and
fountains, and cool air), how can such a one
be a Deity? For God must be independent,
and not stand in need of assistance, be the

source of all good things to all, and be hin-

dered by nothing; even as Paul, as well as

the prophet Isaiah, saith of God; the latter

'

thus making Him speak in His own Person,

*'I fill heaven and earth, saith the Lord."^
And again, "Am I a God nigh at hand, and
not a God afar off?''' And again, David
says, '*I have said unto the Lord, Thou art

my Lord, for Thou hast no need of my good
things. "'° But Paul, demonstrating this in-

dependence of help, and shewing that both
these things especially belong to God; to

stand in need of nothing, and of Himself to

supply all things to all; speaks on this wise,

"God that made the heaven, and the earth,

and the sea. Himself needeth not any thing,

giving to all life and all things.""

9. It would indeed be easy for us to take
a survey of the other elements, the heaven,

the air, the earth, the sea, and to shew the

imbecility of these, and how each requires the

assistance of his neighbour, and without this

assistance, is lost and destroyed. For as it

regards the earth, if the fountains fail it, and
the moisture infused from the sea and the

rivers, it quickly perishes by being parched.

The remaining elements too stand in need of

one another, the air of the sun, as well as

the sun of the air. But not to protract this

discourse; in what has been said, having given

a sufficient supply of reasons to start from
for those who are willing to receive them, we
shall be content. For if the sun, which is

the most surprising part of the whole crea-

tion, hath been proved to be so feeble and
needy, how much more the other parts of

the universe? What then I have advanced
(offering these things for the consideration of

the studious), I will myself again shew you
in discourse from the Scriptures; and prove,

7 St. Chrysostom here seems to have quoted from memory, and
to have mentioned Isaiah in mistake for Jeremiah, where these

passages occur, as above.
8 Jer. xxiii. 24. 9 Jer. xxiii. 23. »» Ps. xvi. 2.

" Acts xvii. 25. Here also St. Chrysostom quotes from mem-
ory, as the first clause shows.
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that not only the sun, but also the whole uni-

verse is thus corruptible. For since the
elements are mutually destructive, and when
much cold intervenes, it chastens the force

of the sun's rays; and on the other hand,
the heat prevailing, consumes the cold; and
since the elements are both the causes and
subjects of contrary qualities, and disposi-

tions, in one another; it is very evident that

these things offer a proof of great corrupti-

bility; and of the fact, that all these things

which are visible, are a corporeal substance.

lO. But since this subject is too lofty for

our simplicity, permit me now to lead you to

the sweet fountain of the Scriptures, that we
may refresh your ears. For we will not dis-

course to you of the heaven and the earth

separately, but will exhibit the Apostle de-

claring this very thing to us concerning the

whole creation, in these plain terms, that the

whole creation is now in bondage to corrup-

tion; and why it is thus in bondage, and at

what time it shall be delivered from it, and
unto what condition it shall be translated.

For after he had said, ** The sufferings of

this present time are not worthy to be com-
pared with the glory that shall be revealed in

us; " he goes on to add; " For the earnest

expectation of the creature waiteth for the

manifestation of the sons of God. For the

creature was made subject to vanity, not

willingly, but by reason of Him who hath

subjected the same in hope."* But what he

intends is to this effect; **The creature,''

:
he says, ** was made corruptible; '' for this is

^implied in the expression, *' being made sub-

ject to vanity. *' For it was made corruptible

by the command of God. But God so com-
manded it for the sake of our race; for since

it was to nurture a corruptible man, it was
necessary itself should also be of the same
character; for of course corruptible bodies

were not to dwell in an incorruptible creation.

But, nevertheless, he tells us, it will not re-

main so. " The creature ' also itself shall be

delivered from the bondage of corruption
;''

and afterwards, for the purpose of shewing

when this event shall take place, and through

whom, he adds, *' Into the glorious liberty of

the sons of God.'* For when we are raised,

his meaning is, and assume incorruptible

bodies; then also this body of the heaven, the

earth, and the whole creation, shall be incor-

ruptible, and imperishable. When, therefore,

thou beholdest the sun arising, admire the

« Rom. viii. 21.
. t- i- v

2 KTiffi?, rendered here creature, would be in modern English,

creation. " Creature " is used by Wiclif even for the act of cre-

ating, Rom. i. 20. " Creation " properly means the act, " creature

'

an instance or effect of it, general or particular, but of late the

latter only.

Creator; when thou beholdest him hiding him-
self and disappearing, learn the weakness of
his nature, that thou mayest not adore him as
a Deity! For God hath not only implanted in

the nature of the elements this proof of their

weakness, but hath also bidden His servants,
that were but men, command them; so that
although thou shouldest not know their serv-

itude from their aspect, thou mayest learn,

from those who have commanded them, that
they are all thy fellow-servants. Therefore
it was, that Joshua, the son of Nave,^ said,
" Let the sun stand still in Gibeon, and the
moon over against the valley of Ajalon.

'

And again the prophet Isaiah made the sun
to retrace his steps, under the reign of Heze-
kiah; and Moses gave orders to the air, and
the sea, the earth, and the rocks. Elisha
changed the nature of the waters; the Three
Children triumphed over the fire. Thou
seest how God hath provided for us on either

hand; leading us by the beauty of the ele-

ments to the knowledge of His divinity; and^
by their feebleness, not permitting us ta
lapse into the worship of them.

11. For the sake of all these things then,

let us glorify Him, our Guardian; not only
by words, but also by deeds; and let us shew
forth an excellent conversation, not only in

general, but in particular with regard to ab-

stinence from oaths. For not every sin brings

the same penalty; but those which are easiest

to be amended, bring upon us the greatest

punishment: which indeed Solomon inti-

mated, when he said, ** It is not wonderful if

any one be taken stealing; for he stealeth

that he may satisfy his soul that is hungry;

but the adulterer, by the lack of understand-

ing, destroyeth his own soul."^ But what
he means is to this effect. The thief is a
grievous offender, but not so grievous a one
as the adulterer: for the former, though it

be a sorry reason for his conduct, yet at the

same time has to plead the necessity arising

from indigence; but the latter, when no ne-

cessity compels him, by his mere madness
rushes into the gulph of iniquity. This also

may be said with regard to those who swear.

For they have not any pretext to allege, but

merely their contempt.

12. I know, indeed, that I may seem to be

too tedious and burdensome; and that I may-

be thought to give annoyance by continuing;

this admonition. But nevertheless, I do not

desist, in order that ye may even be shamed

by my shamelessness to abstain from the cus-

3 Instead of Joshua, the son of Nun., the Greek Fathers, follow-

ing the Septuagint, read of Nave : a mistake which originated

evidently from the final n or T of the Hebrew, so closely corres^

ponding with the ^ or v,

4 Prov. vi. 30, 32, Lxx.
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torn of oaths. For if that unmerciful and

cruel judge, paying respect to the importu-

nity of the widow, changed his custom, much
more will ye do this; and especially when he

who is exhorting you, doth it not for himself,

but for your salvation. Or rather, indeed, I

cannot deny that I do this for myself; for I

consider your benefit as my own success.

But I could wish that you, even as I labour,

and weary myself for your safety, would in

like manner make your own souls a matter of

anxiety to yourselves; and then assuredly

this work of reformation would be perfected.

And what need is there to multiply words ?

For if there were no hell, neither punishment

for the contumacious, nor reward for the

obedient; and I had come to you, and asked

this in the way of a favour, would ye not have

consented? would ye not have granted my

petition, when I asked so trifling a favour?

But when it is God who asks this favour, and
for the sake of yourselves, who are to grant

it, and not for Himself, Who is to receive it;

who is there so ungracious, who is there so

miserable and wretched, that he will not grant

this favour to God, when He asks it; and
especially when he himself who grants it, is

in future to enjoy the benefit of it ? Consid-

ering these things then, repeat over to your-

selves, when ye depart hence, all that has

been said; and correct in every way those

who take no heed to it; to the end that we
may receive the recompense of other men's
good actions, as well as our own, through the

grace and lovingkindness of our Lord Jesus
Christ, by Whom, and with Whom be glory

to the Father, with the Holy Ghost, for ever

and ever. Amen.

HOMILY XI

Thanksgiving to God for deliverance from the evils expected owing to the sedition; and

recollection of the events which took place at the time. Also against those who find

fault with the structure of the human body, and in general concerning the creation of

man; and, in conclusion, on success in avoiding oaths.

I. When I think of the past tempest, and

of the present calm, I cease not saying,
** Blessed be God, who maketh all things, and

changeth them; who hath brought light out

of darkness; who leadeth to the gates of

hell, and bringeth back; who chastiseth, but

killeth not.'" And this I desire you too to

repeat constantly, and never to desist. For

if He hath benefitted us by deeds, what par-

don shall we deserve, if we do not requite

Him even by words. Therefore, I exhort

that we never cease to give Him thanks;

since if we are grateful for the former bene-

fits, it is plain that we shall enjoy others also,

which are greater. Let us say, then, contin-

ually, Blessed be God, who hath permitted us

to spread before you in security the accus-

tomed table, whilst He hath also granted you

to hear our word with assurance of safety !

Blessed be God, that we no longer run hither

flying from the danger without, but only from

desire to hear; that we no longer meet one

another with agony, trembling, and anxious

thoughts; but with much confidence, having

I Amos V. 8 ; Job zzxvii. 15 ; i Sam. ik 6 ; a Cor. vL 19.

shaken off all our fear. Our condition, in-

deed, on former days was nothing better than

that of those who are tossed up and down in

the midst of the deep; and expecting ship-

wreck every hour. We were scared all day
long by innumerable rumours, and disturbed

and agitated on every side; and were every

day busy and curious to know who had come
from the court ?'' what news he had brought ?

and whether what was reported was true or

false? Our nights too we passed without

sleep, and whilst we looked upon the city,

we wept over it, as if it were on the eve of its

destruction.

2. For this cause yourselves too kept

silence on those former days, because the

whole city was empty, and all had migrated

to the deserts, and because those who were

left behind were overshadowed ^ by the cloud

of despondency. For the soul when once it

is filled with despondency, is not apt to hear

anything that may be said. For this cause,

when the friends of Job came, and saw that

tragedy of his house, and the just man sitting

2 Literally " camp," o-TpaTOjre'6ov.

3 Sav. iaKOTutaOai. Ben. K€<ccuca)<rflai, " were distressed.
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down upon the dunghill, and covered with
sores, they rent their garments, and groaned
and sat down by him in silence; making it

manifest that nothing is so suitable to the
afflicted at first, as quiet and silence. For
tne calamity was too great for consolation.
Therefore also the Jews, whilst they were iii

bondage to work in clay' and the brick-
making, when they saw Moses come to them,
were not able to give heed to his words, by
reason of their failure of spirit, and their
affliction. And what marvel is it that faint-
hearted men have felt this, when we find that
the Disciples also fell into the same infirmity.
For after that mystic Supper, when Christ
took' them apart and discoursed with them,
the disciples at first asked Him more than
once, "Whither goest Thou?" But when
He had told them what evils they should in a
little while afterwards encounter, the wars,
and the persecutions, and the universal
enmity, the stripes, the prisons, the tribunals,
the appearance before magistrates; then, their
souls oppressed as by a heavy burthen with
the dread of the things He had spoken, and
with the sadness of these approaching events,
remained henceforth in a state of stupor.
Christ, therefore, perceiving their conster-
nation, reproved it by saying, **I go to
My Father, and no one among you asketh
Me, Whither goest Thou? But because I

have said these things unto you, sorrow
hath filled your hearts." For this reason
also we were silent for some time past, await-
ing the present opportunity. For if a person
who is about to ask a favour of any one,
though the request be a reasonable one, waits
a fitting occasion to propose it, that he may
find him who is to grant the petition in a
mild and well-disposed frame of mind; and
that receiving assistance from the favourable
opportunity, he may obtain the benefit; how
much rather is it necessary that the speaker
should seek a fit season, so that he may
address his discourse to an auditor well

affected, and free from all care and despond-
ency; which accordingly we have done.

3. Inasmuch, then, as ye have now shaken
off despondency, we are desirous to recall

you to the recollection of former matters; so

that our discourse may be rendered the

clearer to you. For what we said of the

creation, that God not only made it beautiful,

and wonderful, and vast, but also weak and
corruptible; and moreover that He hath es-

tablished divers proofs of this; ordering both
these circumstances for our advantage; lead-

^ Or, "had" (\apSiv, which may refer to Judas' going out).

John xiii. 31. For it is plain they did not go out until the end of
the discourse. John xviii. i.

ing us on by its beauty to admiration of Him
who framed it; and by its weakness leading
us away from the worship of the creature;
this we may see, take place also in the case
of the body. For with respect to this too
there are many among the enemies to the
truth, as well as among those who belong to
our own ranks, who make it a subject of
enquiry, why it was created corruptible and
frail ? Many also of the Greeks and heretics
affirm, that it was not even created by God.'
For they declare it to be unworthy of God's
creative art, and enlarge upon its impurities,
its sweat, its tears, its labours, and sufferings,
and all the other incidents of the body. But,
for my part, when such things are talked of,

I would first make this reply. Tell me not of
man, fallen, degraded and condemned. But
if thou wouldest learn what manner of body
God formed us with at the first, let us go to
Paradise, and survey the Man that was
created at the beginning. For that body
was not thus corruptible and mortal; but like

as some statue of gold just brought from the
furnace, that shines splendidly, so that frame
was free from all corruption. Labour did
not trouble it, nor sweat deface it. Cares
did not conspire against it; nor sorrows be-
siege it; nor was there any other affection of
that kind to distress it. But when man did
not bear his felicity with moderation, but
threw contempt upon his Benefactor, and
thought a deceiving demon more worthy of
credit than God who cared for him, and who
had raised him to honour, and when he ex-
pected to become himself a god, and con-
ceived thoughts above his proper dignity,

then,—then indeed it was that God, to hum-
ble him by decisive acts, made him mortal,

as well as corruptible; and fettered him with

such varied necessities; not from hatred or

aversion, but in care for him, and to repress

at the very outset that evil and destructive

pride; and instead of permitting it to proceed

any further, He admonished him by actual

experience, that he was mortal and corrupti-

ble; thus to convince him that he must never

again think or dream of such things as he had
done. For the devil's suggestion, was, ** Ye
shall be as gods.'' ' Desiring then utterly to

eradicate this idea, God made the body Sub-

ject to much suffering and disease; to instruct

him by its very nature that he must never

again entertain such a thought. And that

2 Plato, in his Tintteus, 40, d. 42 e., makes the human body the

work of (good) demons, or created gods, because it would have
been of a more perfect nature if the Supreme God had made it.

Of lieretics who held such opinions as are here mentioned, see

Rom. viii. 5-7, Horn. XIII. Valentinus, Marcion, Basilides, and
other early heretics of the Gnostic school, held matter to be evil,

and the world made by evil beings.

3 Gen. iii. 5.
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this is true, is really most evident from what
befel him; for after such an expectation,

he was condemned to this punishment. Con-
sider also with me the wisdom * of God in this

matter. He did not allow him to be the first

to die, but permitted his son to suffer this

death; in order that seeing before his eyes

the body corrupting and decaying, he might
receive a striking lesson of wisdom ^ from that

spectacle; and learn what had come to pass,

and be duly chastened before he departed

hence.

4. Really then, as I said, this point is ap-

parent from what has already taken place;

but it will be made no less clear from what
yet remains to be stated. For if whilst we
are fettered with such necessities of the body;
and whilst it is the lot of all men to die, to

suffer corruption, to moulder in the sight of

all, and to dissolve into dust, so that the

Gentile philosophers made one and the same
comprehensive definition of the human race

(for when asked what man was, they
answered, he is an animal, rational and mor-
tal); if, forsooth, whilst all admitted this,

there were some who dared in the opinion of

the multitude to immortalize themselves; and
notwithstanding that the very sense of sight

bore witness to their mortality, were ambitious

to be called gods, and were honoured as such;

to what a length of impiety would not many
men have proceeded, if death had not gone
on teaching all men the mortality and cor-

ruptibility of our nature ? Hear, for instance,

what the prophet says of a barbarian king,

when seized with this frenzy. ** I will exalt,"

saith he, ** my throne above the stars of

heaven; and I will be like unto the Most
High." 3 Afterwards, deriding him, and
speaking of his death, he says, *' Corruption
is under thee, and the worm is thy cover-

ing; '** but his meaning is,
'* Dost thou dare,

O man, whom such an end is awaiting, to

entertain such imaginations?" Again, of an-

other, I mean the king of the Tyrians, when
he conceived the like aims, and was ambitious

to be considered as a God, he says, ** Thou
art not a God, but a man, and they that

pierce thee shall say so." s Thus God, in

making this body of ours as it is, hath from
the beginnmg utterly taken away all occasion

of idolatry.

5. But why dost thou marvel if this hath
happened in respect to the body, when even
with respect to the soul it is plain, that a

similar thing hath taken place. For God
made it not mortal, but permitted it to be
immortal; He constituted it however sub-

4 Isa. xiv. zx. 5 Ezek. xxviii. 9.

3 Isa. xiv. 13, 14.

ject to forgetfulness, to ignorance, to sadness,

and to care; and this, lest regarding its own
nobility of birth, it might take up a conceit
too high for its proper dignity. For if, even
while the case stands thus, some have dared
to aver, that it is of the Divine essence; to

what a pitch of frenzy would they not have
reached, if it had been devoid of these im-
perfections ? What, however, I affirmed re-

specting the creation, I affirm also respecting

the body, that both these things alike excite

my admiration of God; that He hath made it

corruptible; and that in its very corruptibil-

ity. He hath manifested His own power and
wisdom. For that He could have made it of

some better material. He hath evidenced
from the celestial and the solar substance.

For He that made those such as they are,

could have made this also like them, had He
thought proper to do so. But the cause of

its imperfection is what I before adverted to.

This circumstance by no means lowers the

admiration due to the Creator's workmanship,
but rather increases it; for the meanness of

the substance, manifests the resource and
adaptiveness of His art; since He hath intro-

duced such a harmony of parts in clay and
ashes, and senses so various and manifold

and capable of such spiritual wisdom.
6. In proportion, therefore, as thou findest

fault with the meanness of the substance, be
so much the more astonished at the greatness

of the art displayed. For this reason also, I

do not so much admire the statuary who
forms a beautiful figure out of gold, as him
who, by the resources of art, is able, even in

crumbling clay, to exhibit a marvellous and
inimitable mould of beauty. In the former
case, the material gives some aid to the artist,

but in the latter, there is a naked display of

his art. Wouldest thou learn then, how great

the wisdom of the Creator is, consider what
it is that is made out of clay ? What else is

there but brick and tile ? Nevertheless, God,
the Supreme Artist, from the same material

of which only the brick and tile is formed,

hath been able to make an eye so beautiful,

as to astonish all who behold it, and to im-

plant in it such power, that it can at once
survey the high aerial expanse, and by the

aid of a small pupil embrace the mountains,

forests, hills, the ocean, yea, the heaven, by
so small a thing ! Tell me not then of tears

and rheums, for these things are the fruit of

thy sin; but consider its beauty, and visual

power; and how it is that whilst it ranges

over such an expanse of air, it experiences no ;

weariness or distress ! The feet indeed be-
\

come tired and weakened even after going .

but a small distance; but the eye, in travers- 1

i
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ing a space so lofty and so wide, is not sensi-

ble of any infirmity. For since this is the

most necessary to us of all our members, He
has not suffered it to be oppressed with

fatigue; in order that the service it renders

us might be free and unfettered.

7. But rather, I should say, what language
is fully adequate to set forth the whole ex-

cellency of this member? And why do I

speak of the pupil and the visual faculty ? for

if you were to investigate that which seems
the meanest of all the members, I mean the

eyelashes, you would behold even in these

the manifold wisdom of God the Creator !

For as it is with respect to the ears of corn;

the beards, standing forth as a sort of spears,

repel the birds, and do not suffer them to

settle upon the fruits, and to break the stalk,

which is too tender to bear them; so also is it

with regard to the eyes. The hairs of the

eyelids are ranged in front, and answer the

purpose of beards and spears; keeping dust

and light substances at a distance from the

eyes, and any thing that might incommode
the sight; and not permitting the eyelids to

be annoyed. Another instance of wisdom,

no less remarkable, is to be observed in eye-

brows. Who can help being struck by their

position ? For they do not project to an im-

moderate degree, so as to obscure the sight;

nor do they retire farther back than is fitting;

but in the same manner as the eaves of a

house, they stand out above, receiving the

perspiration as it descends from the forehead,

and not permitting it to annoy the eyes.

For this purpose too there is a growth of hair

upon them, which serves by its roughness to

stay what descends from above, and affords

the exact protection that is needed, and con-

tributes also much appearance of beauty to

the eyes. Nor is this the only matter of

wonder ! There is another thing also which

is equally so. How is it, I ask, that the

hairs of the head increase, and are cut off;

but those of the eyebrows, not so ? For not

even this has happened undesignedly, or by

chance, but in order that they might not

darken the sight too much by becoming very

long; an inconvenience from which those

suffer who have arrived at extreme old age.

8. And who could possibly trace out all

the wisdom which is manifested by means of

the brain ! For, in the first place, He made
it soft, since it serves as a fountain to all the

senses. Next, in order that it might not

suffer injury owing to its peculiar nature. He
fortified it on every side with bones. Fur-

ther; that it might not suffer from friction,

by the hardness of the bones, He interposed

a middle membrane; and not only a single

one, but also a second; the former being
spread out on the under side of the skull, but
the latter enveloping the upper substance of
the brain, and the first being the harder of
the two. And this was done, both for the
cause that has been mentioned, and in order
that the brain might not be the first to receive
the blows inflicted upon the head; but that
these membranes first encountering them,
might free it from all injury, and preserve it

unwounded. Moreover, that the bone which
covers the brain is not a single and contin-

uous one, but has many sutures on every
side, is a circumstance which contributes
much to its security. For a ventilation of the
vapours that surround it may easily take
place outward through these sutures, so as to

prevent it from being suffocated;' and if a
blow should be inflicted upon it, on any par-

ticular point, the damage does not extend to

the whole. For if the bone had been one
and continuous, the stroke even when it fell

upon one part, only, would have injured the

whole; but now, by its being divided into

many parts, this can never happen. For if

one part should chance to be wounded, only

the bone that is situated near that part re-

ceives injury, but all the rest remain unhurt;

the continuity of the stroke being intercepted

by the division of the bones, and being una-

ble to extend itself to the adjacent parts. By
reason of this God hath constructed a cover-

ing for the brain of many bones; and just as

when one builds a house, he lays on a roof,

and tiles upon the upper part, so God hath

placed these bones above upon the head, and

hath provided that the hairs should shoot

forth, and serve as a kind of cap for it.

9. The very same thing also He hath done

with regard to the heart. For inasmuch as

the heart has preeminence over all the mem-
bers in our body, and that the supreme power

over our whole life is entrusted to it, and

death happens when it receives but a slight

blow; He hath fenced it about on every side

with stiff and hard bones, surrounding it by

the protection of the breast-bone = before, and

the blade-bones 3 behind. And what He did

with respect to the membranes of the brain.

He hath done in this instance also. For in

order that it might not be rubbed and pained

in striking against the hard bones which en-

compass it, in the throbbing and quick pulsa-

tion to which it is subject in anger and sim-

ilar affections. He both interposed many
membranes there, and placed the lungs by

1 This is an unfounded notion. What follows is true, since a

fracture usually stops at a suture (or joining) of the skull as a

crack in glass does at a cross cut of the diamond, to fipeyfj.a, above,

is strictly the parietal bone. See also Horn. V. fin. on hp. to Heb.
2 OcJpoKOi, 3 wM07r\aTaiS.
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the side of it to act the part of a soft bed to

these pulsations, so that the heart may break

its force on these without sustaining injury or

distress.

But why do I speak of the heart, and of

the brain, when if any one will investigate

even the very nails, he will see the manifold

wisdom of God displayed in these; as well by

their form, as by their substance and posi-

tion. I might also have mentioned why our

fingers are not all equal, and many other par-

ticulars besides; but to those who are inclined

to attend, the wisdom of God Who created

us, will be sufficiently clear from what has

been said. Wherefore, leaving this depart-

ment to be investigated with diligence by

those who are desirous of the task, I shall

turn myself to another objection.

lo. There are many forsooth, who, besides

what has been already referred to, bring

forward this objection. If man be the king

of the brutes, why have many animals an ad-

vantage over him in strength, agility, and

fieetness ? For the horse is swifter, the ox is

more enduring, the eagle is lighter, and the

lion stronger, than man. What then have we

to reply to this argument ? Thus much; that

from that circumstance we may especially

discern the wisdom of God and the honour

which He has put upon us. A horse, it is

true, is swifter than man, but for making

dispatch on a journey, the man is better fitted

than the horse. For a horse, though the

very swiftest and strongest that may be, can

scarcely travel two hundred stadia in a day;

"

but a man, harnessing a number of horses in

succession, will be able to accomplish a dis-

tance of two thousand stadia. Thus, the ad-

vantage which swiftness affords to the horse,

intelligence and art afford to the man in a

much' greater excess. The man, it is true,

has not feet so strong as the other, but then

he has those of the other which serve him as

well as his own. For not one of the brutes

has ever been able to subjugate another to

his own use; but man has the range of them

all; and by that variety of skill which is given

him of God, makes each of the animals sub-

servient to the employment best suited to

him. For if the feet of men had been as

strong as those of horses, they would have

been useless for other purposes, for difficult

ground, for the summits of mountains, for

climbing trees; for the hoof is usually an im-

pediment to treading in such places. So that

although the feet of men are softer than

theirs, they are still adapted to more various

uses, and are not the worse for their want of

strength, while they have the power of the

horse ministering to their aid, and at the

same time they have the advantage over him
in variety of tread. Again, the eagle has his

light pinion; but I have reason and art, by

which I am enabled to bring down and master

all the winged animals. But if thou would-

est see my pinion too, I have one much
lighter than he; one which can soar, not

merely ten or twenty stadia, or even as high

as heaven, but above heaven itself, and above

the heaven of heavens; even to *' where

Christ sitteth at the right hand of God !
"

"
^

II, Again, the irrational animals have their

weapons in their own body; thus, the ox has

his horns; the wild boar his tusks; the lion

his claws. But God hath not furnished the

nature of my body with weapons, but hath

made these to be extraneous to it, for the

purpose of shewing that man is a gentle ani-

mal; and that I have not always occasion to

use my weapons, for from time to time I lay

these aside, and from time to time resume

them. In order then that I might be free

and unfettered in this matter, not being at

all times compelled to carry my weapons,

He hath made these to be separate from my
nature. For it is not only in our possessing

a rational nature that we surpass the brutes,

but we also excel them in body. For God
has made this to correspond with the soul's

nobility, and fitted to excute its commands.

He has not, indeed, made the body such as

it is, without reason; but such as it ought to

be, as having to minister to a rational soul;

so that if it were not such as it is, the opera-

tions of the soul would be greatly impeded:

and this is manifest from diseases. For if

this nice adjustment of the body be diverted

from its proper condition in ever so small a

degree, many of the soul's energies are im-

peded; as, for instance, if the brain should

become too hot, or too cold. So that from

the body it is easy to see much of the Divine

Providence, not only because He made it at

first better than it is at present; nor because

even now He hath changed it for a useful

purpose, but also because He will raise it

again to much greater glory.

12. But, if thou art desirous to learn in a

different way what wisdom God hath shewn

respecting the body, I will mention that by

which Paul seems most especially to be con-

stantly struck. But what is this ? That He

> He must mean for a continuance, as the stadium was rather

less than our furlong:. The word harnessing, viro^evfa?, seems to

imply a vehicle. It is very likely that the persons mentioned had

not the advantage of relays of draught horses. Some read here

*»a thousand," for " two thousand ;" see note of Ducaeus.

2 Col. iii. I. So again Hom. XV. (3). Compare the lines in

one of Wesley's hvmns,
" And on the eagle wmgs of love,

To joys celestial rise-'
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hath made the members to excel one another,
though not in the same things ? Some He
hath appointed to surpass the rest in beauty,
and some in strength. Thus, the eye is

beautiful, but the feet are stronger. The
head is honourable, but it cannot say to the
feet, "I have no need of you.''^ And this

may be seen too with regard to irrational

animals; and the same in all the relations of
life. The king, for instance, has need of his

subjects, and the subjects of the king; just

as the head has need of the feet. And again,

as to brutes; some are more powerful than
the rest; and some more beautiful. Some
there are that delight us; some that nourish;

and some that clothe us. Thus the peacock
delights; and fowls and swine nourish; sheep
and goats provide us clothing; and the ox
and ass share our labours. There are also

others which provide us with none of these,

but which call our powers into active exercise.

Thus the wild animals increase the strength

of the hunters; and instruct our race by the

fear which they inspire, and render us more
cautious; and for medical purposes, they

supply no small contributions from their

bodies. = So that if any one say to thee,

"How art thou a lord of the brutes, whilst

afraid of the lion ? " Answer him, *' Things
were not ordered in this manner at the begin-

ning, when I was in favour with God, when I

dwelt in Paradise. But when I had offended

my Master, I fell under the power of those

who were my servants ! Yet not even now
entirely; since I possess an art by which I

overcome the wild animals." So also it hap-

pens in great houses; the sons, while they are

yet under age, are afraid of many of the serv-

ants; but when they have done amiss, their

dread is greatly heightened. And this we
may say also of serpents, and scorpions, and
vipers; that they are formidable to us by
reason of sin.

13. And not only as it regards our body,

and the various states of life, is this diversity

observable; nor is it confined to brutes; but

it may be seen also in trees; and the mean-
est of them may be observed to have an ex-

cellence above those which are greater; so

that all things are not alike in all, that all

may be necessary to us; and that we may
perceive the manifold wisdom of the Lord.

Do not then lay blame on God on account of

the body's corruptibleness, but for this the

rather do Him homage, and admire Him for

His wisdom and His tender care; His wis-

dom, that in so corruptible a body He hath

been able to display such harmony; His ten-

Cor, xii. 21.
27

8 See Horn. VIII.

der care that for the benefit of the soul He
hath made it corruptible, that He might re-

press her vanity, and subdue her pride !

Why then did He not make it thus from the
beginning, asks some one ? It was, I reply,
to justify Himself before thee by these very
works; and as much as to say by the result
itself, *' I called thee to greater honour, but
thou didst constitute thyself unworthy ot
the gift, banishing thyself from Paradise !

Nevertheless, I will not even now despise
thee, but I will correct thy sin, and bring thee
back 3 to heaven. Therefore for thine own
sake, I have permitted thee so long to decay
and suffer corruption, that in the fulness of
time the discipline of thy humility might be
established; and that thou mightest never
more resume thy former conceit.

14. For all these things then let us give
thanks to God who loveth man; and for His
tender care over us, render Him a recom-
pense, that will also be profitable to ourselves;

and as regards the commandment which I sa
frequently discourse of to you, let us use our
utmost diligence ! For I will not desist from
the exhortation until ye are amended: seeing

that what we aim at is not that we may
address you seldom or frequently, but that

we may continue speaking till we have per-

suaded you. To the Jews when God said

by the prophet, ** If ye fast for strife and
debate, to what purpose do ye fast for me ? " '^

And by us He saith to you, '* If ye fast unto

oaths and perjuries, to what purpose do ye
fast? For how shall we behold the sacred

Passover? How shall we receive the holy

Sacrifice? How shall we be partakers of

those wonderful mysteries by means of the

same tongue with which we have trampled

upon God's law, the same tongue with which

we have contaminated the soul ? For if no
one would dare to receive the royal purple

with filthy hands, how shall we receive the

Lord's Body with a tongue that has become
polluted ! For the oath is of the wicked one,

but the Sacrifice is of the Lord. "What
communion then hath light with darkness,

and what concord hath Christ with Belial ? " ^

15. That ye are desirous, indeed, to be rid

of this impiety, I know well; but since each

man may not be able easily to accomplish

this by himself, let us enter into fraternities

and partnerships in this matter; and as the

poor do in their feasts,^ when each one alone

would not be able to furnish a complete ban-

quet; when they all meet together, they each

4 Isa. Iviii. 4, 5.3 Or, take thee up.

fiSee^on^Rom/xHi. 14, Horn. XXIV., where St. Chrysostom

recommends sober conversation at such meetings.
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bring their contribution to the feast; so also

let us act. Inasmuch as we are of ourselves

too listless, let us make partnerships with

each other, and pledge ourselves to contribute

counsel, and admonition, and exhortation,

and rebuke and reminiscence, and threaten-

ing; in order that from the diligence of each

we may all be amended. For seeing that we
observe the affairs of our neighbour more
sharply than we do our own, let us be watch-

ful of the safety of others, and commit the

guardianship of ourselves to them; and let us

engage in this pious rivalry, to the end that

thus becoming superior to such an evil habit,

we may come with boldness to this holy feast;

and be partakers of the holy Sacrifice, with a
favourable hope and a good conscience;

through the grace and lovingkindness of our
Lord Jesus Christ, by whom and with whom,
be glory to the Father, with the Holy Spirit,

for ever and ever. Amen.

HOMILY XII,

Thanksgiving to God for the pardon granted to the offenders against the Emperor. Physical

discourse on the Creation. Proof that God, in creating man, implanted in him a

natural law. Duty of avoiding oaths with the utmost diligence.

I. Yesterday I said ** Blessed be God !''

and to-day again I say the very same thing.

For although the evils we dreaded have passed

away, we should not suffer the memory of

them to disappear; not indeed that we may
grieve, but that we may give thanks. For if

the memory of these terrors abide with us,

we shall never be overtaken by the actual

experience of such terrors. For what need

have we of the experience, whilst our memory
acts the part of a monitor ? Seeing then that

God hath not permitted us to be overwhelmed

in the flood of those troubles when upon us,

let us not permit ourselves to become care-

less when these are passed away. Then,

when we were sad, He consoled us, let us

give thanks to Him now that we are joyful.

In our agony He comforted us, and did not

forsake us; therefore let us not betray our-

selves in prosperity by declining into sloth.

*' Forget not," saith one, *' the time of famine

in the day of plenty." ' Therefore let us be

mindful of the time of temptation in the day

of relief; and with respect to our sins let us

also act in the same manner. If thou hast

sinned, and God hath pardoned thy sin, re-

ceive thy pardon, and give thanks; but be

not forgetful of the sin; not that thou should-

est fret thyself with the thought of it, but

that thou mayest school thy soul, not to

grow wanton, and relapse again into the same
snares.'

* Ecclus. xviii. 25. 2 See on Heb. vi. 4, Horn. IX. (4).

2. Thus also Paul did; for having said,
*' He counted me faithful, putting me into

the ministry, '' he goes on to add, *' who was
before a blasphemer, a persecutor, and in-

jurious." ^ *' Let the life of the servant,"

saith he, "be openly exposed, so that the

lovingkindness of the Master be apparent.

For although I have received the remission

of sins, I do not reject the memory of those

sins.^* And this not only manifested the

lovingkindness of the Lord, but made the

man himself the more illustrious. For when
thou hast learnt who he was before, then thou
wilt be the more astonished at him; and
when thou seest out of what he came to be
what he was, then thou wilt commend him the

more; and if thou hast greatly sinned, yet

upon being changed thou wilt conceive

favourable hopes from this instance. For in

addition to what has been said, such an ex-

ample comforts those who are in despair, and
causes them again to stand erect. The same
thing also will be the case with regard to our

city; for all the events that have happened
serve to shew your virtue, who by means of

repentance have prevailed to ward off such

wrath, whilst at the same time they proclaim

the lovingkindness of God, who has removed
the cloud that was so threatening, in conse-

quence of a small change of conduct, and so

raises up again all those who are sunk in de-

spair, when they learn, from our case, that

3 I Tim. i. 13, 13.
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he who looks upward for the Divine help, is

not to be overwhelmed, though innumerable
waves should encompass him on all sides.

3. For who hath seen, who hath ever

heard of sufferings such as were ours ? We
were every day in expectation that our city

would be overturned from its foundations

together with its inhabitants. But when the

Devil was hoping to sink the vessel, then God
produced a perfect calm. Let us not then be
unmindful of the greatness of these terrors,

in order that we may remember the magni-

tude of the benefits received from God. He
who knows not the nature of the disease will

not understand the physician's art. Let us

tell these things also to our children; and
transmit them to the remotest generations,

that all may learn how the Devil had endeav-

oured to destroy the very foundation of the

city; and how God was able visibly to raise

it up again, when it was fallen and prostrate;

and did not permit even the least injury to

befall it, but took away the fear; and dis-

pelled with much speed the peril it had been

placed in. For even through the past week

we were all expecting that our substance

would be confiscated; and that soldiers would

have been let loose upon us; and we were

dreaming of a thousand other horrors. But

lo ! all these things have passed away, even

like a cloud or a flitting shadow; and we have

been punished only in the expectation of

what is dreadful; or rather we have not been

punished, but we have been disciplined, and

have become better; God having softened the

heart of the Emperor. Let us then always

and every day say, '* Blessed be God !
" and

with greater zeal let us give heed to our as-

sembling, and let us hasten to the church,

from whence we have reaped this benefit.

For ye know whither ye fled at the first;

whither ye flocked together; and from what

quarter our safety came. Let us then hold

fast by this sacred anchor; and as in the sea-

son of danger it did not betray us, so now let

us not leave it in the season of relief; but let

us await with exact attention the stated as-

semblies and prayers; and let us every day

give a hearing to the divine oracles. And
the leisure which we spent in busily running

about after those who came from the court,'

whilst we were labouring under anxiety in

respect to the evils that threatened us; this

let us consume wholly in hearing the divine

laws, instead of unseasonable and senseless

pastimes; lest we should again reduce our-

selves to the necessity of that sort of occu-

pation.^

1 (TTpaToneSov. , * j
2 That is, of being "busy about the news from the court ana

the Emperor, upon which the fate of the city depended.

4. On the three foregoing days, then, we
have investigated one method of acquiring
the knowledge of God, and have brought it

to a conclusion; explaining how '* the heavens
declare the glory of God;**^ and what the
meaning of that is, which is said by Paul;
viz. ** That the invisible things of Him from
the creation of the world are clearly seen,
being understood by the things that are
made." And we shewed how from the
creation of the world, and how by heaven,
and earth, the sea, the Creator is glorified.

But to-day, after briefly philosophising on
that same subject, we will proceed to another
topic. For He not only made it,^ but pro-

vided also that when it was made, it should
carry on its operations; not permitting it to

be all immoveable, nor commanding it to be
all in a state of motion. The heaven, for in-

stance, hath remained immoveable, accord-

ing as the prophet says, '* He placed the

heaven as a vault, and stretched it out as a

tent over the earth. ^' ^ But, on the other

hand, the sun with the rest of the stars, runs

on his course through every day.^ And
again, the earth is fixed, but the waters are

continually in motion; and not the waters

only, but the clouds, and the frequent and

successive showers, which return at their

proper season. The nature of the clouds is

one, but the things which are produced out

of them are different. For the rain, indeed,

becomes wine in the grape, but oil in the

olive. And in other plants is changed into

their juices; and the womb of the earth is

one, and yet bears different fruits. The
heat, too, of the sun-beams is one, but it

ripens all things differently; bringing some
to maturity more slowly, and others more
quickly. Who then but must feel astonish-

ment and admiration at these things ?

5. Nay, this is not the only wonder, that

He hath formed it with this great variety and

diversity; but farther, that He hath spread it

before all in common; the rich and the poor,

sinners as well as the righteous. Even as

Christ also declared: " He maketh His sun

to rise upon the evil and the good, and send-

eth His rain upon the just and unjust."^

Moreover, when He stocked the world with

various animals, and implanted divers dis-

positions in the creatures, He commanded us

to imitate some of these, and to avoid others.

For example; the ant is industrious, and per-

3 Ps xix I.
'^ Rom. i. 20.

S aiTYiv, i. 'e. , ttji' ktio-iv, the Creation. ^^}^^- .^.'- ^^^r
7 Hom. IX. (3) (4), and notes. St. Chrys. on Hebr vm. i, Honi.

XIV (i) denies that the Heaven is either moveable or spherical.

Plato and most others, thought that the fi.xed stars moved with

the whole solid firmament, but Philoponus argues that a sphere

moving round its axis has motion of translation,andmay be called

fixed. See Mont. pref. to Cosmas yEgypt.^va. Coll. Nov. Pair, 1. 11.

8 Matt. V. 45.
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forms a laborious task. By giving heed then,

thou wilt receive the strongest admonition
from this animal not to indulge in sloth, nor
to shun labour and toil. Therefore also the

Scripture has sent the sluggard to the ant,

saying, **Go to the ant, thou sluggard, emu-
late his ways, and be wiser than he." * Art
thou unwilling, he means, to learn from the

Scriptures, that it is good to labour, and that

he who will not work, neither ought he to

eatP^* learn it from the irrationals! This
also we do in our families, when those who
are older, and who are considered superior,

have done amiss, we bid them to attend to

thoughtful children. We say, " Mark such
an one, who is less than you, how earnest

and watchful he is." Do thou then likewise

receive from this animal the best exhortation

to industry; and marvel at thy Lord, not

only because He hath made heaven and the

sun, but because He hath also made the ant.

For although the animal be small, it affords

much proof of the greatness of God's wis-

dom. Consider then how prudent the ant is,

and consider how God hath implanted in so

small a body, such an unceasing desire of

working ! But whilst from this animal thou
learnest industry; take from the bee at once
a lesson of neatness, industry, and social

concord ! For it is not more for herself ^

than for us, that the bee labours, and toils

ever}'' day; which is indeed a thing especially

proper for a Christian; not to seek his own
things, but the things of others. As then
she traverses all the meadows that she may
prepare a banquet for another, so also, O
man, do thou likewise; and if thou hast

accumulated wealth, expend it upon others;

if thou hast the faculty of teaching,^ do not

bury the talent, but bring it out publicly for

the sake of those who need it ! Or if thou
hast any other advantage, become useful to

those who require the benefit of thy labours !

Seest thou not that for this reason, especially,

the bee is more honoured than the other
animals; not because she labours, but be-

cause she labours for others ? For the spider

also labours, and toils, and spreads out his

fine textures over the walls, surpassing the

utmost skill of woman; but the creature is

without estimation, since his work is in no
way profitable to us; such are they that

labour and toil, but for themselves I Imitate
too the simplicity of the dove ! Imitate the
ass in his love to his master, and the ox also I

Imitate the birds in their freedom from

' Prov. vi. 6. 3 2 Thess. iii. lo.

3 See Wordsworth's Vernal Ode^ Poems, vol. 3. He however
only speaks of her as " a statist prudent to confer—upon the pub-
lic weal."

4 Ao-yovf iiiourKoXicur, v. i Tim. v. 17, Rom. xii. 7.

anxiety ! For great, great indeed is the
advantage that may be gained from irrational

creatures for the correction of manners.
6. From these animals Christ also instructs

us, when He says, " Be ye wise as serpents,
and harmless as doves." s And again; *' Be-
hold the fowls of the air, for they sow not,

neither do they reap, nor gather into barns;
yet your heavenly Father feedeth them."^
The prophet also, to shame the ungrateful

Jews, thus speaks; *' The ox knoweth his

owner, and the ass his master's crib; but
Israel doth not know me."^ And again;

"The turtle and the swallow and the crane
observe the time of their coming, but my
people knoweth not the judgment of the Lord
his God."^ From these animals, and such
as these, learn to achieve virtue, and be in-

structed to avoid wickedness by the contrary

ones. For as the bee follovveth good, so the

asp is destructive. Therefore shun wicked-
ness, lest thou hear it said, *'The poison of

asps is under their lips.''^ Again, the dog
is devoid of shame. Hate, therefore, this

kind of wickedness. The fox also is crafty,

and fraudulent. Emulate not this vice; but
as the bee, in flying over the meadows, does
not choose every sort of flower;" but select-

ing that which is useful, leaves the rest; so

also do thou; and whilst surveying the whole
race of irrational animals, if any thing profit-

able may be drawn from these, accept it; the

advantages which they have naturally, make
it thy business to practise of thine own free

choice. For in this respect also thou hast

been honoured of God; that what they have
as natural advantages He hath permitted thee

to achieve of thy own free choice, in order

that thou mayest also receive a reward. For
good works with them spring not from free

will, and reason, but from nature only. In

other words, the bee makes honey, not be-

cause it has learnt this by reason and reflec-

tion, but because it is instructed by nature.

Because if the work had not been natural,

and allotted to the race, some of them as-

suredly would have been unskilled in their

art; whereas from the time that the world

was first made, even to the present day, no
one hath observed bees resting from labour,

and not making honey. For such natural

characteristics are common to the whole race.

But those things which depend on our free

choice are not common; for labour is neces-

sary that they may be accomplished.

7. Take then all the best things, and clothe

thyself with them; for thou art indeed king

of the irrationals; but kings, if there be any

5 Matt.
i 8 Jer. V

6 Matt. vi. 26.

9 Ps. cxl. 3.

7 Isa. i. 3.
*o irai/ro.
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thing excellent possessed by their subjects,

be it gold or silver, or precious stones, or

sumptuous vestments, usually possess the

same in greater abundance. From the crea-

tion also, learn to admire thy Lord ! And if

any of the things thou seest exceed thy com-
prehension, and thou art not able to find the

reason thereof, yet for this glorify the Crea-

tor, that the wisdom of these works surpasses

thine understanding. Say not, wherefore is

this ? or, to what end ? for everything is use-

ful, even if we know not the reason of it.

As therefore, if thou goest into a surgery,

and seest many instruments lying before

thee, thou wonderest at the variety of the

implements though ignorant of their use; so

also act with respect to the creation. Al-

though thou seest many of the animals, and

of the herbs, and plants, and other things, of

which thou knowest not the use, admire the

variety of these; and feel astonishment for

this reason at the perfect workmanship of

God; that He hath neither made all things

manifest to thee, nor permitted all things to

be unknown. For He hath not permitted all

things to be unknown, lest thou shouldest

say, that the things that exist are not of prov-

idence. He hath not permitted all things to

be known to thee, lest the greatness of thy

knowledge should excite thee to pride. Thus

at least it was that the evil demon precipi-

tated ' the first man headlong and by means

of the hope of greater knowledge, deprived

him of that he already possessed. Therefore

also, a certain wise man exhorts, saying,
** Seek not out the things that are too hard

for thee; neither search the things that are

too deep for thee. But what is commanded
thee, think thereupon with reverence; for the

greater part of His works are done in secret." ^

And again; ** More things are shewed unto

thee than men understand." But this he

speaks for the purpose of consoling the man
who is sad and vexed, because he does not

know all things; for even those things he

observes, which thou art permitted to know,

greatly surpass thine understanding; for thou

couldest not have found them by thyself, but

thou hast been taught them of God. Where-

fore be content with the wealth given thee, and

do not seek more; but for what thou hast re-

ceived give thanks; and do not be angry on

account of those things which thou hast not

received. And, for what thou knowest, give

glory, and do not stumble at those things of

1 e|€TpaYijAi(rev (a word used of a horse who throws the rider

over his head), lit. brake the neck of, but the word is generally used

of overthrowing by treachery. St. Chrysostom also uses it ot ele-

vating with pride, which may be intended here. As Horn. XIU.

in Heb. v. fin.

2 Ecclus. iii. 21, 22, 23.

which thou art ignorant. For God hath

made both alike profitably; and hath revealed

some things, but hidden others, providing for

thy safety.

8. One mode, then, of knowing God, is

that by the creation, which I have spoken of,

and which might occupy many days. For
in order that we might go over the formation

of man only with exactness, (and I speak of

exactness such as is possible to us, not of

real exactness; since many as are the reasons

we have already given for the works of crea-

tion, many more of these there are, ineffable,

which God who made them knoweth, for of

course we do not know them all); in order

then, I say, that we might take an exact sur-

vey of the whole modelling of man; and that

we might discover the skill there is in every

member; and examine the distribution and

situation of the sinews, the veins, and the

arteries, and the moulding of every other

part; not even a whole year would suffice for

such a disquisition.

9. For this reason, here dismissing this

subject; and having given to the laborious

and studious an opportunity, by what has

been said, of going over Ukewise the other

parts of Creation; we shall now direct our

discourse to another point which is itself also

demonstrative of God's providence. What

then is this second point? It is, that when

God formed man, he implanted within him

from the beginning a natural law. And what

then was this natural law ? He gave utterance

to conscience within us; and made the knowl-

edge of good things, and of those which are

the contrary, to be self-taught. For we have

no need to learn that fornication is an evil

thing, and that chastity is a good thing, but

know this from the first. And that you

learn that we know this from the first,

the Lawgiver,^ when He afterwards gave laws,

and said, "Thou shalt not kill," -^ did not

add "since murder is an evil thing," but

simply said, " Thou shalt not kill; " for He
merely prohibited the sin, without teaching.

How was it then when He said, " Thou shalt

not kill" that He did not add, "because

murder is a wicked thing." The reason was,

that conscience had taught this beforehand;

and He speaks thus, as to those who know

and understand the point. Wherefore when

He speaks to us of another commandment,-

not known to us by the dictate of conscience,

He not only prohibits, but adds the reason.

When, for instance, He gave commandment

we
may

3 He seems to mean the Divine Lawgiver. See Horn, de Poenit.

VI (4) whe^e he speaks of the " One Law-giver of the two Cov-

enants:" and so on Ps. xlvi. (al. xlvii.) (5), Ben. t. 5, P- 196; A. m
Matt. Horn. XVL Ben. t. 7, p. 213, B.

4 Exod. XX. 13.
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respecting the Sabbath; ** On the seventh day
thou shalt do no work;" He subjoined also

the reason for this cessation. What was
this? "Because on the seventh day God
rested from all His works which He had
begun to make."* And again; ** Because
thou wert a servant in the land of Egypt. "="

For what purpose then I ask did He add a

reason respecting the Sabbath, but did no
such thing in regard to murder ? Because
this commandment was not one of the leading

ones. It was not one of those which were
accurately defined of our conscience, but a

kind of partial and temporary one; and for

this reason it was abolished afterwards. ^ But
those which are necessary and uphold our

life, are the following; "Thou shalt not

kill; Thou shalt not commit adultery; Thou
shalt not steal." On this account then He
adds no reason in this case, nor enters into

any instruction on the matter, but is content

with the bare prohibition.

lo. And not only from thence, but from
another consideration also, I will endeavour
to shew you how man was self-taught with

respect to the knowledge of virtue. Adam
sinned the first sin; and after the sin straight-

way hid himself; but if he had not known he
had been doing something wrong, why did he
hide himself? For then there were neither

letters, nor law, nor Moses. Whence then

doth he recognise the sin, and hide himself?

Yet not only does he so hide himself, but

when called to account, he endeavours to lay

the blame on another, saying, " The woman,
whom Thou gavest me, she gave ,me of the

tree, and I did eat." And that woman again

transfers the accusation to another, viz. the

serpent. Observe also the wisdom of God;
for when Adam said, **I heard Thy voice,

and I was afraid, for I was naked, and I hid

myself,"'* God does not at once convict him
of what he had done, nor say, " Why hast

thou eaten of the tree ? " But how ? " Who
told thee," He asks, " that thou wast naked,
unless thou hast eaten of that Tree of which
alone I commanded thee not to eat?" He
did not keep silence, nor did He openly con-

vict him. He did not keep silence, that He
might call him forth to the confession of his

I Exod. XX. lo. 2 Deut. xxi. 18.

3 KareXvOr} fxtra ravra. See on Matt. v. 17, Horn. XVI. (t), St.

Augustin, contr. Faust, vi. 4, speaks of it as allegorical, and now
become superfluous in the letter. And Ep. Iv. (al. cxix.),(Arl /no.

Jan. i. 2), c. 22, he writes, *' of all the Ten Commandments only
that of the .Sabbath is enjoined to be observed figuratively, whicn
figure we have received to be understood, not to be still celebrated
by rest of the body." St. Chrys. on Gen. ii. 3, Hom. X. (7), has,
" Now already from the beginning God offered us instruction typi-

cally (aivi-yfiaTmSuj?). teaching us to dedicate and separate the one
day in the circle of the week wholly to employment in things spir-

itual;" thus making the Sabbath a iy/>e of the Lord's Day, and
rest _/rofH secular, of rest in spiritual work.

4 Gen. iii. 10, 11, la.

crime. He did not convict him openly, lest

the whole might come from Himself, and the
man should so be deprived of that pardon
which is granted us from confession. s There-
fore he did not declare openly the cause from
whence this knowledge sprung, but he carried

on the discourse in the form of interrogation,

leaving the man himself to come to the con-
fession.

II. Again, in the case of Cain and Abiel,

the same proceeding is observable. For, in

the first place, they set apart the fruits of
their own labours to God. For we would
shew not from his sin only, but also from his

virtue, that man was capable of knowing both
these things. Wherefore that man knew sin

to be an evil thing, Adam manifested; and
that he knew that virtue was a good thing,

Abel again made evident. For without hav-
ing learnt it from any one, without having
heard any law promulgated respecting the
first fruits, but having been taught from
within, and from his conscience, he presented
that sacrifice. On this account I do not carry

the argument down to a later period; but I

bring it to bear upon the time of these earlier

men, when there were as yet no letters, as

yet no^ law, nor as yet prophets and judges;
but Adam only existed with his children; in

order that thou mayest learn, that the knowl-
edge of good and evil had been previously
implanted in their natures. For from whence
did Abel learn that to offer sacrifice was a
good thing; 7 that it was good to honour God,
and in all things to give thanks ?

*' Why
then?'' replies some one, "did not Cain
bring his offering? " This man also did offer

sacrifice, but not in like manner. And from

5 See Hom. VIII. 2. He does not mean that this of itself mer-
its pardon ; indeed the word is rather " allowance," or indulgence
{avyyvu>fjiri) ; but that it is a condition of pardon, and a great
means of recovery. Sec on Heb. vi. 5, and Hooker, b. vi. c. iv. 16,

where " Hom. (fe Poen. et con/y is an extract from one found
in the Greek. Ben. t. ii. 663, a. Sav. viii. 97, 12.

6 Sav. rep. as yet.

7 See Davison s " Inquiry into the Origin and Intent of Prim-
itive Sacrifice," reprinted in his Remains, where this view is main-
tained as at least probable, and freed from some objections. Arch-
bishop Magee, in his work on the Atonement, vol. i. no. 41, vol.

ii. no. 54, 58, &c., maintains the original, divine institution. It is

difficult now to judge what may have been likely to seem reasona-
ble and natural to our first parents, who had a stronger apprehen-
sion of natural things, as well as a more sensible communion with
God, than we. It may be observed, that such a view does not in-

terfere with the strictly typical character of the sacrifice, because
man is made in the image of God, and many things which he does
of mere nature, as well as moral actions not specially enjoined, are
typical, and represented as typical in Holy Scripture. And again,
sacrifice, if it originated in God's gift of reason, was certainly
sanctioned, and endowed with an atoning power, by His special
laws. The prevailing neglect of our Eucharistic oblation as such,
and separating in thought our partaking of the sacrifice of our
Lord from the sacrament of the altar, tend to obscure men's views
on this subject. It is, however, difficult to conceive how the sac-
rifice of ««z'w/fl/jshould have occurred to man, without some divine
indication beyond the permission to use them for food. St. Chrys.
on Gen. iv. Horn. XVIII. (5), speaks of nothing more than an of-

fering " out of our possessions" as taught by natural conscience
;

and of Abel's offermg being of the first-born, and of the best, as
a proof of his devotion. On this view the type would arise from
the divine permission of animal food.
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thence again the knowledge of conscience is

apparent. For when, envying him who had
been honoured, he deUberated upon murder,
he conceals his crafty determination. And
what says he; '* Come, let us go forth into

the field."' The outward guise was one
thing, the pretence of love; the thought
another, the purpose of fratricide. But if he

had not known the design to be a wicked one,

why did he conceal it? And again, after

the murder had been perpetrated, being asked

of God, *' Where is Abel thy brother?" he

answers, " I know not; Am I my brother's

keeper?" Wherefore does he deny the

crime ? Is it not evidently because he ex-

ceedingly condemns himself. For as his

father had hid himself, so also this man
denies his guilt, and after his conviction,

again says, " My crime is too great to obtain

pardon." =*

12. But it may be objected, that the Gen-
tile allows nothing of this sort. Come then,

let us discuss this point, and as we have done

with respect to the creation, having carried on

the warfare against these objectors not only

by the help of the Scriptures, but of reason,

so also let us now do with respect to con-

science. For Paul too, when he was engaged

in controversy with such persons, entered

upon this head. What then is it that th6y

urge ? They say, that there is no self-evident

law seated in our consciences; and that God
hath not implanted this in our nature. But

if so, whence is it, I ask, that legislators have

written those laws which are among them
concerning marriages, concerning murders,

concerning wills, concerning trusts, concern-

ing abstinence from encroachments on one

another, and a thousand other things. For

the men now living may perchance have

learned them from their elders; ^ and they

from those who were before them, and these

again from those beyond ? But from whom
did those learn who were the originators and

first enactors of laws among them ? Is it not

evident that it was from conscience? For

they cannot say, that they held communica-

tion with Moses; or that they heard the proph-

ets. How could it be so when they were

Gentiles? But it is evident that from the

very law which God placed in man when He

from the beginning, laws were
>, and arts discovered, and all other
For the arts too were thus estab-

formed him
laid down,
things.

lished, their originators having come to the
knowledge of them in a self-taught manner.

13. So also came there to be courts of

justice, and so were penalties defined, as

Paul accordingly observes. For since many
of the Gentiles were ready to controvert this,

and to say, " How will God judge mankind
who lived before Moses ? He did not send a
lawgiver; He did not introduce a law; He
commissioned no prophet, nor apostle, nor

evangelist; how then can He call these to

account?" Since Paul therefore wished to

prove that they possessed a self taught law;

and that they knew clearly what they ought
to do; hear how he speaks; " For when the

Gentiles who have not the law, do by nature

the things contained in the law, these having

not the law, are a law unto themselves; which

shew the work of the law written in their

hearts. " -* But how without letters ? * * Their

conscience also bearing witness, and their

thoughts the meanwhile accusing, or else

excusing one another. In the day when God
shall judge the secrets of men by Jesus

Christ according to my gospel." s And
again; **As many as have sinned without law,

shall perish without law; and as many as have

sinned in the law, shall be judged by the

law."^ What means, ** They shall perish

without law ? " The law not accusing them,

but their thoughts, and their conscience; for

if they had not a law of conscience, it were

not necessary that they should perish through

having done amiss. For how should it be so

if they sinned without a law? but when he

says, ''without a law," he does not assert

that they had no law, but that they had no

written law, though they had the law of

nature. And again; '' But glory, honour,

and peace, to every man that worketh good,

to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile."

'

14. But these things he spake in reference

to the early times, before the coming of

Christ; and the Gentile he names here is not

an idolater, but one who worshipped God

only; unfettered by the necessity of Judaical

observances, (I mean Sabbaths, and circum-

cision, and divers purifications,) yet exhibit-

ing all manner of wisdom and piety.^ And

1 Gen. iv. 9. This clause is added in the Vulgate as well as the

Septuagint. The Hebrew seems to present an hiatus after 172N^ 1

(said rather than sj>ake). The Targum of Jerusalem and that

called of Jonathan supply it, Tr. (The Samaritan and Syriac

and Aquila also contain this clause. Origen did not tind it in the

Hebrew, and Onkelos omits it. Michaelis quotes John xviu. 16, to

meet the difficulty. Some render the word told, and refer it to

trhat went before.)
2 Gen. iv. 13, lxx.

, . , , . . ^

3 7rp(iT<ov, Lat. majoribus natu, which suggests jpoovTwv, or

irpeapuTcpwi', but 6 Mss. agree. See Horn. 1

Field.

St. Matt. cd.

4 Rom. ii. 14, 15. 5 Rom. ii. 16. « Rom. ii. 12.

8 Th?term°EXAi,v, " Gentile," or literally " Greek," usually at

that time meant idolater. Thus we find many works of the Fath-

ers " against the Greeks." But on the passage referred to Horn.

V on Rom., he expressly includes Melchizedek and Job under the

name as there used. These expressions, therefore, indicate what

a man might be, though a Gentile, not what Gentiles usually

were Observe also that this description applies only to those

spoken of in verse 10. But the being out of the Jewish Covenant

applies also to the Gentiles in verses 8 and 9.
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again, discoursing of such a worshipper, he

observes, '* Wrath and indignation, tribula-

tion and anguish, upon every soul of man
that doeth evil, of the Jew first, and also of

the Gentile."' Again he here calls by the

name of Greek one who was free from the ob-

servance of Judaic customs. If, then, he had

not heard the law, nor conversed with the

Jews, how could there be wrath, indignation

and tribulation against him for working evil ?

The reason is, that he possessed a conscience

inwardly admonishing him, and teaching him,

and instructing him in all things. Whence
is this manifest ? From the way in which he ^

punished others when they did amiss; from
the way in which he laid down laws; from the

way in which he set up the tribunals of

justice. With the view of making this more
plain, Paul spoke of those who were living in

wickedness. "Who, knowing the ordinance

of God, that they which commit such things

are worthy of death, not only do the same,

but also consent with them that practise

them." 3 "But from whence," says some
one, "did they know, that it is the will of

God, that those who Uve in iniquity should

be punished with death ?
'^ From whence ?

Why, from the way in which they judged
others who sinned. For if thou deemest not

murder to be a wicked thing, when thou hast

gotten a murderer at thy bar, thou shouldest

not punish him. So if thou deemest it not

an evil thing to commit adultery, when the

adulterer has fallen into thy hands, release

him from punishment ! But if thou recordest

laws, and prescribest punishments, and art a

severe judge of the sins of others; what de-

fence canst thou make, in matters wherein
thou thyself doest amiss, by saying that thou
art ignorant what things ought to be done ?

For suppose that thou and another person

have alike been guilty of adultery. On what
account dost thou punish him, and deem thy-

self worthy of forgiveness ? Since if thou
didst not know adultery to be wickedness, it

were not right to punish it in another. But
if thou punishest, and thinkest to escape the

punishment thyself, how is it agreeable to

reason that the same offences should not pay
the same penalty ?-

15. This indeed is the very thing which
Paul rebukes, when he says, "And thinkest

thou this, O man, that judgest them which
do such things, and doest the same, that thou
shalt escape the judgment of God ? " * It is

not, it cannot be possible; for from the very
sentence, he means, which thou pronouncest
upon another, from this sentence God will

' Rom. ii. 9.
4 Rom. ii. 3.

2 al. they. 3 Rom. i. 32.

then judge thee. For surely thou art not just,

and God unjust ! But if thou overlookest
not, another suffering wrong, how shall God
overlook ? And if thou correctest the sins of

others, how will not God correct thee ? And
though He may not bring the punishment
upon thee instantly, be not confident on that

account, but fear the more. So also Paul
bade thee, saying, " Despisest thou the

riches of His goodness, and forbearance, and
longsuffering, not knowing that the goodness
of God leadeth thee to repentance ?" ^ Por
therefore, saith he, doth he bear with thee,

not that thou mayest become worse, but that

thou mayest repent. But if thou wilt not,

this longsuffering becomes a cause of thy
greater punishment; continuing, as thou dost,

impenitent. This, however, is the very thing

he means, when he says, " But after thy
hardness and impenitent heart treasurest up
to thyself wrath against the day of wrath, and
revelation of the righteous judgment of God.
Who will render to every man according to

his deeds." ^ Since, therefore. He rendereth

to every man according to his works; for this

reason He both implanted within us a natural

law, and afterwards gave us a written one, in

order that He might demand an account of

sins, and that He might crown those who act

rightly. Let us then order our conduct with

the utmost care, and as those who have soon
to encounter a fearful tribunal; knowing that

we shall enjoy no pardon, if after a natural

as well as written law, and so much teaching

and continual admonition, we neglect our own
salvation.

16. I desire then to address you again on
the subject of oaths; but I feel ashamed.
For to me, indeed, it is not wearisome both

by day and by night to repeat the same
things to you. But I am afraid, lest, having
followed you up so many days, I should seem
to condemn you of great listlessness, that you
should require continual admonition respect-

ing so easy a matter. And I am not only

ashamed, but also in fear for you ! for fre-

quent instruction, to those who give heed, is

salutary and profitable; but to those who are

listless, it is injurious, and exceedingly peril-

ous; for the oftener any one hears, the

greater punishment does he draw upon him-

self, if he does not practise what is told him.

With this accordingly God reproached the

Jews, speaking thus: " I have sent my proph-

ets, rising up early, and sending them; and
even then ye did not hearken. " ' We therefore

do this of our great care for you. But we
fear, lest, on that tremendous Day, this ad-

5 Rom. ii. 4. 6 Rom. ii. 5, 6. 7 Jer. xxix. 9.
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monition nnd counsel should rise up against
you all. For when the point to be attained

is easy, and he whose office it is continually
to admonish, desists not from his task, what
defence shall we have to offer? or what argu-
ment will save us from punishment? Tell
me, if a sum of money chance to be due to

you, do you not always, when you meet the

debtor, remind him of the loan ? Do thou
too' act thus; and let everyone suppose that

his neighbour owes him money, viz., the ful-

filling of this precept; and upon meeting him,
let him put him in mind of the payment,
knowing that no small danger lies at our
door, whilst we are unmindful of our breth-

ren. For this cause I too cease not to make
mention of these things. For I fear, lest by
any means I should hear it said on that day,
** O wicked and slothful servant, thou oughtest

to have put my money to the exchangers."''

Behold, however, I have laid it down,^ not

once, or twice, but oftentimes. It is left

then for you to discharge the usury of it.

Now the usury of hearing is the manifestation

of it by deeds, for the deposit is the Lord^s.

Therefore let us not negligently receive that

with which we are entrusted; but let us keep
it with diligence, that we may restore it with

much interest on That Day. For unless thou

bring others to the performance of the same
good works, thou shalt hear that voice, which
he who buried the talent heard. But God
forbid it should be this ! but may you hear

that different voice which Christ uttered, say-

ing to him who had made profit, ** Well done,

good and faithful servant; thou hast been

' t. <?.,
" as I am doing, and as thou wouldest in the case just

mentioned."
2 Matt. XXV, 26, 27.
3 /. <?., considering them as the exchangers, to whom he was

bound to deliver the truth entrusted to him, that its good effect

might multiply. See his Commentary on the passage, Horn.
LXXVIIL, and another application on Rom. xvi. 6, Hom. XXXI.

faithful over a few things, I will make thee
ruler over many things.^' *

17. And this voice we shall hear, if we
shew the same earnestness as he did. And
we shall shew this earnestness, if we do this

which I say. When you depart, whilst what
you have heard is yet warm within you, ex-
hort one another ! And just as ye each
salute at parting, so let every one go, from
hence with an admonition, and say to his

neighbour, ''Observe and remember that
thou keep the commandment; " and thus
shall we assuredly get the mastery. For
when friends also dismiss one with such
counsel; and on one's return home, one's
wife again admonishes one to the same effect;

and our word keeps its hold on you when
alone; we shall soon shake off this evil habit.

I know, indeed, that ye marvel why I am so
earnest respecting this precept. But dis-

charge the duty enjoined, and then I will tell

you. Meanwhile, this I say; that this precept
is a divine law; and it is not safe to trans-

gress it. But if I shall see it rightly per-

formed, I will speak of another reason, s which
is not less than this, that ye may learn that it

is with justice I make so much ado about this

law. But it is now time to conclude this

address in a prayer. Wherefore, let us all

say in common, *' O God, Who wiliest not

the death of a sinner, but that he should be
converted and live; grant that we, having

discharged this and every other precept, may
be found worthy so to stand at the tribunal

of Thy Christ, that having enjoyed great

boldness, we may attain the kingdom to Thy
glory. For to Thee belongeth glory, together

with Thine only begotten Son, and the Holy
Ghost, now and ever, and world without

end." Amen.

4 Matt. XXV. 21 S Sec Hom. XIV. (6).

HOMILY XIII.

A further thanksgiving to God for the change in the late melancholy aspect of affairs.

Reminiscence of those who were dragged away, and punished because of the sedition.

Exposition on the subject of the creation of man, and of his having received a natural

law. Of the complete accomplishment of abstinence from oaths.

I. With the same introduction and prelude

that I began yesterday and the day before, I

shall begin to-day. Now again I will say,

" Blessed be God !
" What a day did we see

last Wednesday !
^ and what in the present !

« TCTpaaa. Feriam quartam, the fourth day of the week. The

On that day how heavy was the gloom !

How bright the calm of the present ! That

was the day when that fearful tribunal was

day referred to was probably one of the days of silence mentioned

in the beginning of Hom. XL, where, first hne of sec. 2, read

"ourselves."
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set in the city, and shook the hearts of all,

and made the day to seem no better than

night; not because the beams of the sun were
extinguished, but because that despondency
and fear darkened your eyes. Wherefore,

that we may reap the more pleasure, I wish

to relate a few of the circumstances which

then occurred; for I perceive that a narrative

of these things will be serviceable to you, and
to all who shall come afterwards. Besides,

to those who have been delivered from ship-

wreck, it is sweet to remember the waves, and

the tempest, and the winds, when they are

come into port. And to those who have

fallen into sickness, it is an agreeable thing,

when the sickness is over, to talk over with

others the fevers by which they were nearly

brought to the grave. When terrors have

passed away, there is a pleasure in relating

those terrors; the soul no longer fearing

them, but deriving therefrom more cheerful-

ness. The remembrance of past evils always

makes the present prosperity to appear more
strikingly.

2. When the greater portion of the city

had taken refuge from the fear and danger of

that occasion, in secret places, in deserts, and
in hollows;^ terror besetting them in all

directions; and the houses were empty of

women, and the forum of men, and scarce two
or three appeared walking together across it,

and even these going about as if they had
been animated corpses: at this period, I pro-

ceeded to the tribunal of justice, for the pur-

pose of seeing the end of these transactions;

and there, beholding the fragments of the

city collected together, I marvelled most of

all at this, that although a multitude was
around the doors, there was the profoundest

silence, as though there had been no man
there, all looking upon one another; not one
daring to enquire of his neighbour, nor to

hear anything from him; for each regarded
his neighbour with suspicion; since many
already, having been dragged away, beyond
all expectation, from the midst of the forum,
were now confined within. Thus we all alike

looked up to heaven, and stretched out our
hands in silence, expecting help from above,

and beseeching God to stand by those who
were brought to judgment, to soften the

hearts of the judges, and to make their sen-

tence a merciful one. And just as when
some persons on land, beholding others suf-

fering shipwreck, cannot indeed go near to

them, and reach out the hand, and relieve

their distress, being kept back from them by

' <f>apayyai, usually " ravines,
near Antioch,

There were, however, caves

the waves; yet away on the shore, with out-
stretched hands and tears, they supplicate

God that He may help the drowning; so there
in like manner, did all silently and mentally
call upon God, pleading for those at the
tribunal, as for men surrounded by the waves,
that He would stretch out His hand, and not
suffer the vessel to be overwhelmed, nor the
judgment of those under trial to end in an
utter wreck. Such was the state of things in

front of the doors; but when I entered within

the court, other sights I saw which were still

more awful; soldiers armed with swords and
clubs, and strictly keeping the peace for the
judges within. For since all the relatives of

those under trial, whether wives, or mothers,
or daughters, or fathers, stood before the
doors of the seat of justice; in order that if

any one happened to be led away to execu-
tion, yet no one inflamed at the sight of the

calamity might raise any tumult or disturb-

ance; the soldiers drove them all afar off;

thus preoccupying their mind with fear.

3. One sight there was, more pitiable than
all; a mother, and a sister of a certain per-

son, who was among those under trial within,

sat at the very vestibule of the court of

justice, rolling themselves on the pavement,
and becoming a common spectacle to all the

bystanders; veiling their faces, and shewing
no sense of shame, but that which the

urgency of the calamity permitted. No maid
servant, nor neighbour, nor female friend,

nor any other relative accompanied them.
But hemmed in by a crowd of soldiers, alone,

and meanly clad, and grovelling on the

ground, about the very doors, they were in

more pitiable case than those who were un-
dergoing judgment within, and hearing as

they did the voice of the executioners, the

strokes of the scourge, the wailing of those

who were being scourged, the fearful threats

of the judges, they themselves endured, at

every scourging, sharper pains than those

who were beaten. For since, in the confes-

sions of others, there was a danger of accusa-

tions being proved, if they heard any one
scourged that he might mention those who
were guilty, and uttering ones, they, looking

up to heaven, besought God to give the

sufferer "some strength of endurance, lest

the safety of their own relations should be

betrayed by the weakness of others, while

incapable of sustaining the sharp anguish of

the strokes. And again, the same thing oc-

curred as in the case of men who are strug-

gling with a tempest. For just as when they

perceive the violence of a wave lifting up its

head from afar, and gradually mcreasing, and

ready to overwhelm the vessel, they are
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almost dead with terror, before it comes near
the ship; so also was it with these. If at any
time they heard voices, and cries that reached
them, they saw a thousand deaths before their
eyes, being in terror, lest those who were
urged to bear witness, giving way to their
torments, should name some one of those who
were their own relatives. And thus, one saw
tortures both within and without. Those
within the executioners were tormenting;
these women, the despotic force of nature,
and the sympathy of the affections. There
was lamentation within, and without ! inside,

on the part of those who were found guilty,

and outside on the part of their relatives.

Yea, rather not these only, but their very
judges inwardly lamented, and suffered more
severely than all the rest; being compelled to

take part in so bitter a tragedy.

4. As for me, while I sat and beheld all

this, how matrons and virgins, wont to live in

seclusion, were now made a common specta-

cle to all; and how those who were accustomed
to lie on a soft couch, had now the pavement
for their bed; and how they who had enjoyed
so constant an attendance of female servants
and eunuchs, and every sort of outward dis-

tinction, were now bereft of all these things;

and grovelling at the feet of every one, be-
seeching him to lend help by any means in

his power to those who were undergoing ex-

amination, and that there might be a kind of

general contribution of mercy from all; I ex-

claimed, in those words of Solomon, '* Vanity
of vanities, all is vanity/'^ For I saw both
this and another oracle fulfilled in every
deed, which saith, "All the glory of man is

as the flower of grass. The grass withereth,

and the flower falleth away.^'^* For then,

indeed, wealth, and nobility, and notoriety,

and the patronage of friends, and kinship and
all worldly things, were found worthless; the

sin, and transgression of the law which had
taken place, having put all these succours to

flight. And just as the mother of young
birds, when the nestlings have been carried

away, coming and finding her nest empty, is

unable to rescue her captive brood; but by
hovering around the hands of the fowler, in

this way displays her grief; even so did these

women then do, when their children were
snatched away from their dwellings, and shut

up within, as it were in a net, or a trap.

They could not indeed come in and deliver

the prisoners, but they manifested their

anguish by wallowing on the ground near the

very doors; by lamentation and groans; and
by endeavouring to approach as near as pos-

Eccl. i. a. 3 Isa, xlii. 6, 7.

sible to those who had captured them.
These things then beholding, I cast in my
mind That Dread Tribunal; and I said within
myself, *' If now, when men are the judges,
neither mother, nor sister, nor father, nor
any other person, though guiltless of the
deeds which have been perpetrated, can avail
to rescue the criminals; who will stand by us
when we are judged at the dread Tribunal of
Christ ? Who will dare to raise his voice ?

Who will be able to rescue those who shall

be led away to those unbearable punishments.
Notwithstanding they were the first men of
the city who were then brought to trial, and
the very chief of the nobility, yet they would
have been glad if it could be granted them to
lose all their possessions, yea, if need were,
their liberty itself, so that they might con-
tinue to enjoy this present life.

5. But to proceed. The day now hasten-
ing to its close, and late^ evening arriving,

and the final sentence of the court being
expected, all were in still greater agony, and
besought God that He would grant some
delay and respite; and incline the soul of the
judges to refer the facts that had been inves-

tigated to the decision of the Emperor; since

perchance some advantage might arise from
this reference/ Moreover, by the people,

general supplications s were sent up to the

Merciful God; imploring that He would save

the remnants of the city; and not suffer it

entirely to be razed from its foundations.

Nor could one see any one joining in this cry

but with tears. Nevertheless, none of these

things then moved the judges within, al-

though they heard. One thing only they
considered, that there might be a rigid en-

quiry into the deeds that had been perpe-

trated.

6. At last having loaded the culprits with

chains, and bound them with iron, they sent

them away to the prison through the midst of

the forum. Men that had kept their studs of

horses, who had been presidents of the

games,^ who could reckon up a thousand dif-

ferent offices of distinction which they had

held, had their goods confiscated, and seals

might be seen placed upon all their doors.

3 /SaduTttTT}?, which seems to imply darkness. See Luc. xxiv. i.

4 Or. " delay.'" virepOea-ii. But ujrepTi'fle^ai is "to refer" ia

Herodotus, as i. 8, and elsewhere.

5 AiTal. rhe term was originally used of any kind of prayer,

but about' this time was beginning to be applied to a special kind

of penitential prayer. St. Basil, A.D. 375, ep. 207 (al. 63), writes

to the Neocaesareans in defence of Airaveiai, to which they objected

as newly introduced ; and the prayers here mentioned seem to be

something distinct from the common service. See Bingham, b.

xiii. c. I, sec. 10. The passage he quotes from St. Augustin,

Horn. CLXXII. de Temp, is attributed by the Benedictine editor

to Caesarius, after some mss.
6 ayoji/ofleVas. Those who bore this office were men of distmc-

tion, and of wealth, as they usually furnished the spectacles jX

their own expense. Such were the Asiarchs, mentioned Acts xix.

31, and Mart, of St. Polycarp, c. 12. Sec note in ed, Jacobson.
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Their wives also being ejected from their

parents' home, each had Uterally to play the

part of Job^s wife. For they went " wander-

ing * from house to house and from place to

place, seeking a lodging."^ And this it was

not easy for them to find, every one fearing

and trembling to receive, or to render assist-

ance in any way to the relatives of those

who were under impeachment. Nevertheless,

though such events had happened, the suf-

ferers were patient under all; since they were

not deprived of the present life. And neither

the loss of wealth, nor dishonour, nor so much
public exposure, nor any other matter of that

nature, caused them vexation. For the

greatness of the calamity, and the circum-

stance of their having expected still worse
things, when they suffered these, had pre-

pared the soul for the exercise of a wise forti-

tude. And now they learnt, how simple a

thing is virtue for us, how easy and expedi-

tious of performance, and that from our

neglect only it seems to be laborious. They
who before this time could not bear the loss of

a little money with meekness, now they were
subject to a greater fear, although they had
lost all their substance, felt as if they had
found a treasure, because they had not lost

their lives. So that if the sense of a future

hell took possession of us, and we thought of

those intolerable punishments, we should not

grieve, even though for the sake of the law

of God we were to give both our substance,

and our bodies and lives too, knowing that

we should gain greater things; deliverance

from the terrors that are hereafter.

7. Perchance the tragedy of all I have told

you, has greatly softened your hearts. Do
not however take it amiss. For since I am
about to venture upon some more subtle

thoughts and require a more sensitive state of

mind on your part, I have done this inten-

tionally, in order that by the terror of the

description your minds might have shaken off

all listlessness, and withdrawn themselves
from all worldly cares, and might with the

more readiness convey the force of the things

about to be spoken into the depths of your
soul.

Sufficiently indeed, then, our discourse of

late 3 evinced to you, that a natural law of

good and evil is seated within us. But that

our proof of it may be more abundantly evi-

dent, we will again to-day apply ourselves

' Chrysostom here alludes to the history of Job as given in the
Septuagint. Job's wife is there made to address him in a long
speech, of which the words, " wandering from house to house,"
&c., are a part.

2 Job ii. 9, Lxx.
3 TrpouT)!', which seems to refer to the last Homily, as also xOi^ at

the beginning. This reference may, however, include also
Hom. XI.

Strenuously to the same subject of discourse.

For that God from the beginning, when He
formed man, made him capable of discrim-

inating both these, all men make evident.

Hence when we sin, we are all ashamed at

the presence of our inferiors; and oftentimes

a master, on his way to the house of a har-

lot, if he then perceives any one of his more
respectable servants, turns back, reddening

with shame, from this untoward path. Again,

when others reproach us, fixing on us the

names of particular vices, we call it an insult;

and if we are aggrieved, we drag those who
have done the wrong to the public tribunal.

Thus we can understand what vice is, and
what virtue is. Wherefore Christ, for the

purpose of declaring this, and shewing that

He was not introducing a strange law, or one
which surpassed our nature, but that which
He had of old deposited beforehand in our

conscience, after pronouncing those numer-

ous Beatitudes, thus speaks; *' All things

whatsoever ye would that men should do to

you, do ye even so to them."-* *' Many
words," saith He, **are not necessary, nor

laws of great length, nor a diversity of in-

struction. Let thine own will be the law.

Dost thou wish to receive kindness ? Be kind

to another. Dost thou wish to receive mercy ?

Show mercy to thy neighbour. Dost thou

wish to be applauded ? Applaud another.

Dost thou wish to be beloved? Exercise

love. Dost thou wish to enjoy the first rank ?

First concede that place to another. Become
thyself the judge, thyself the lawgiver of

thine own life. And again; *' Do not to an-

other what thou hatest."s By the latter pre-

cept, he would induce to a departure from

iniquity; by the former, to the exercise of

virtue. *' Do not thou to another," he

saith,* **what thou hatest." Dost thou hate

to be insulted ? Do not insult another. Dost

thou hate to be envied ? Envy not another.

Dost thou hate to be deceived ? Do not de-

ceive another. And, in a word, in all things,

if we hold fast these two precepts, we shall

not need any other instruction. For the

knowledge of virtue He hath implanted in

our nature; but the practice of it and the

correction He hath entrusted to our moral

choice.

7

8. Perhaps what is thus said, is obscure;

wherefore I will again endeavour to make it

more plain. In order to know that it is a

good thing to exercise temperance, we need

4 Matt. vii. 12. 5 Tobit iv. 16. ^ So Sav.

7 " The light of reason does not, any more than that of Rev-
elation, force men to submit to its authority." Butler, Analogy,

part ii. c. i. sec. i, where the relation of Christianity to natural re-

ligion is investigated. See also his Sermons, II. and III. on Hu-
man Nature, for the sense in which the term nature is here used.

See also Aristotle Eth. vi. 5, on (^poiojais.
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no words, nor instruction; for we ourselves
have the knowledge of it in our nature, and
there is no necessity for labour or fatigue in

going about and enquiring whether temper-
ance is good and profitable; but we all ac-
knowledge this with one consent, and no man
is in doubt as to this virtue. So also we
account adultery to be an evil thing, and
neither is there here any need of trouble or
learning, that the wickedness of this sin may
be known; but we are all self-taught in such
judgments; and we applaud virtue, though
we do not follow it; as, on the other hand,
we hate vice, though we practise it. And
this hath been an exceeding good work of

God; that He hath made our conscience, and
our power of choice already, and before the
action, claim kindred with virtue, and be at

enmity with wickedness.

9. As I said then, the knowledge of each
of these things resides within the conscience
of all men, and we require no teacher to in-

struct us in these things; but the regulation

of our conduct is left to our choice, and
earnestness, and efforts. And why was this ?

but because if He had made everything to

be of nature, we should have departed un-
crowned and destitute of reward; and even
as the brutes, who receive no reward nor
praise for those advantages which they have
naturally, so neither should we enjoy any of

these things; for natural advantages are not
the praise and commendation of those who
have them, but of the Giver. For this rea-

son, then, He did not commit all to nature;

and again. He did not suffer our will to un-

dertake the whole burden of knowledge, and
of right regulation; lest it should despair at

the labour of virtue. But conscience sug-

gests to it what ought to be done; and it

contributes its own exertions for the accom-
plishment. That it is a good thing to be
temperate, we all understand without diffi-

culty; for the knowledge is of nature: but

we should not be able without difficulty, with-

out bridling lust, and employing much exer-

tion, to practise the rule of temperance; for

this does not come to us by nature as the

knowledge does, but requires also a willing

mind and earnestnes^. And not only in this

respect has He made the burden lighter for

us, but also in another way again, by letting

even some good dispositions exist naturally

within us. For we are all naturally disposed

to feel indignation along with those who are

contemptuously treated, (whence it arises

that we become the enemies of those who are

insolent, though we ourselves may have suf-

fered no part of the grievance,) and to sym-

pathize in the pleasure of those who enjoy

assistance and protection; and we are over-
come by the calamities of others, as well as
by mutual tenderness.' For although calam-
itous events may seem to induce a certain
pusillanimity,^ we entertain nevertheless a
common fondness for each other. And to
this effect a certain wise man speaks signifi-

cantly; " Every animal loveth his like, and
man his neighbour." 3

10. But God hath provided many other
instructors for us besides conscience; viz.,

fathers for children, masters for servants,
husbands for wives, teachers for pupils, law-
givers and judges for those who are to be
governed, and friends for friends. And fre-

quently too we gain no less from enemies
than friends; for when the former reproach
us with our offences, they stir us up, even
against our will, to the amendment of them.
So many teachers hath He set over us, in

order that the discovery of what is profitable,

and the regulation of our conduct, might be
easy to us, the multitude of those things
which urge us on toward it not permitting us
to fall away from what is expedient for us.

For although we should despise parents, yet
while we fear magistrates, we shall in any
case be more submissive than otherwise.

And though we may set them at nought*
when we sin, we can never escape the rebuke
of conscience: and if we dishonour and repel

this, yet whilst fearing the opinion of the

many, we shall be the better for it. And
though we are destitute of shame with regard

to this, the fear of the laws will press on us

so as to restrain us, however reluctantly.

11. Thus fathers and teachers take the

young in hand, and bring them into order;*

and lawgivers and magistrates, those who are

grown up. And servants, as being more in-

clined to listlessness, in addition to what has

been previously mentioned, have their mas-

ters to constrain them to temperance; and

wives have their husbands. And many are

the walls which environ our race on all sides,

lest it should too easily slide away, and fall

into wickedness. Beside all these too, sick-

nesses and calamities instruct us. For pov-

erty restrains, and losses sober us, and dan-

ger subdues us, and there are many other

things of this sort. Doth neither father, nor

teacher, nor prince, nor lawgiver, nor judge

I KoX seems to be out of place. Without it the sense is, "are

afflicted in the calamities of others through mutual tenderness."

Or the true reading may be Kal ttjc, " and we have a mutual ten-

derness." but six Mss. agree.
, , •

2 That is, on the part of those who witness the calamity. In

allusion to the disposition of many to forsake their friends m ad-

versity. 3 Eccles. xiii. 19. • Siairrvauntv,

5 Compare Herbert's Poems, No. xvii.

" Lord, with what care hast Thou begirt us round I

Parents first season us : then schoolmasters

Deliver us to laws ;" &c.
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make thee fear ? Doth no friend move thee

to shame, nor enemy sting thee ? Doth no
master chastise ? Doth no husband instruct ?

Doth no conscience correct thee ? Still, when
bodily sickness comes, it often sets all right;

and a loss has made the audacious man to

become gentle. And what is more than this,

heavy misfortunes, which befal not only our-

selves but others too, are often of great ad-

vantage to us; and we who ourselves suffered

nothing, yet beholding others enduring pun-

ishment, have been no less sobered by it than

they.

12. And with respect to right deeds, any
one may see that this happens; for as when
the bad are punished others become better,

so whenever the good achieve any thing right,

many are urged onward to a similar zeal: a

thing which hath also taken place with respect

to the avoiding of oaths. For many persons,

observing that others had laid aside the evil

practice of oaths, took a pattern from their

diligence, and got the better of the sin;

wherefore we are the more disposed to touch
again on the subject of this admonition. For
let no one tell me that " many " have accom-
plished this; this is not what is desired, but

that ** all " should do so; and until I see this

I cannot take breath.' That Shepherd had a

hundred sheep, and yet when one of them
had wandered away, he took no account of

the safety of the ninety and nine, until he
found the one that was lost, and restored it

again to the flock. =* Seest thou not that this

also happens with respect to the body; for if

by striking against any obstacle, we have
only turned back a nail, the whole body sym-
pathizes with the member. Say not this;

that only a certain few have failed; but con-

sider this point, that these few being unre-

formed, will corrupt many others. Although
there was but one who had committed forni-

cation among the Corinthians, yet Paul so

groaned as if the whole city were lost. And
very reasonably, for he knew that if that

member were not chastened, the disease pro-

gressing onward would at length attack all

the rest. I saw, but lately, in the court of

justice, those distinguished men bound and
conducted through the forum; and while some
were wondering at this extraordinary degra-

dation, others said there was nothing to won-
der at; for that, where there is matter of

treason, 3 rank must go for nothing. Is it not

then much more true that rank must be of no
avail where is impiety ?

* /. ^., " to stop this exhortation ;" an allusion to the exercise
of running.

' Matt, xviii. 12, 13.
3 KaSoaiuKTif, so called as being against the sacred person of

the Emj)eror. See Ducange.

13. Thinking therefore of these things, let

us arouse ourselves; for if ye bring not your
own endeavours to the task, every thing on
our part is to no purpose. And why so ?

Because it is not with the office of teaching,
as it is with other arts. For the silversmith,

when he has fabricated a vessel of any kind,

and laid it aside, will find it on the morrow
just as he left it. And the worker in brass,

and the stone-cutter, and every other arti-

ficer, will each again take his own work in

hand, whatever it is, just in the state he
quitted it. But it is not so with us, but al-

together the reverse; for we have not lifeless

vessels to forge, but reasonable souls.

Therefore we do not find you such as we
leave you, but when we have taken you, and
with manifold labour moulded, reformed you
and increased your ardour on your departing
from this place, the urgency of business,

besetting you on every side, again perverts

you, and causes us increased difficulty.

Therefore, I supplicate and beseech you to

put your own liand to the work; and when ye
depart hence, to shew the same earnest re-

gard for your own safety, that I have here
shewn for your amendment,

14. Oh ! that it were possible that I could
perform good works as your substitute, and
that you could receive the rewards of those

works ! Then I would not give you so much
trouble. But how can I do this ? The thing

is impossible; for to every man will He ren-

der according to his own works. Wherefore
as a mother, when she beholds her son in a
fever, while she witnesses his sufferings* from
choking and inflammation, frequently bewails

him, and says to him, ** O my son, would that

I could sustain thy fever, and draw off its

flame upon myself!" so now I say. Oh!
that by labouring as your substitute, I could

do good works for you all ! But no, this is

not to be done. But of his own doings must
each man give the account, and one cannot

see one person suffer punishment in the

room of another. For this reason I am
pained and mourn, that on That Day, when
ye are called to judgment, I shall not be
able to assist you, since, to say the truth, no
such confidence of speech with God belongs

to me. But even if I had much confidence,

I am not holier than Moses, or more right-

eous than Samuel; of whom it is said, that

though they had attained to so great virtue,

they could not in any way avail to assist the

Jews; inasmuch as that people had given

themselves over to excessive negligence. s
|

Since, then, from our own works we shall be I

4 Or, throttlings, ayxo^^'*^' 5 Jer. XV. X.

ii
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punished or saved; let us endeavour, I be-
seech you, in conjunction with all the other
precepts, to fulfill this one; that, finally de-
parting this life with a favourable hope, we
may obtain those good things which are

promised, through the grace and lovingkind-
ness of our Lord Jesus Christ, through Whom
and with Whom, to the Father, with the Holy
Ghost, be glory both now and ever, world
without end. Amen.

HOMILY XIV,

After the whole people had been freed from all distress, and had become assured of safety,

certain persons again disturbed the city by fabricating false reports, and were con-

victed. Wherefore this Homily refers to that subject; and also to the admonition con-

cerning oaths; for which reason also, the history of Jonathan, and Saul, and that of

Jephthah, is brought forward; and it is shewn how many perjuries result from one oath.

I. Not a little did the devil yesterday dis-

turb our city; but God also hath not a little

comforted us again; so that each one of us

may seasonably take up that prophetic say-

ing, ** In the multitude of the sorrows that I

had in my heart, thy comforts have refreshed

my soul."* And not only in consoling, but

even in permitting us to be troubled, God
hath manifested His tender care towards us.

For to-day I shall repeat what I have never

ceased to say, that not only our deliverance

from evils, but also the permission of them
arises from the benevolence of God. For
when He sees us falling away into listless-

ness, and starting off from communion with

Him, and making no account of spiritual

things. He leaves us for a while; that thus

brought to soberness, we may return to Him
the more earnestly. And what marvel is it,

if He does this towards us, listless as we are;

since even Paul declares that with regard to

himself and his disciples, this was the cause

of their trials ? For inditing his second

Epistle to the Corinthians, he speaks thus:
** We would not, brethren, have you ignorant

of our trouble which came to us in Asia, that

we were pressed out of measure, above
strength, insomuch that we despaired even
of life; but we had the sentence of death

in ourselves."'' As though he would say,
*' Dangers so great hung over us, that we
gave up ourselves for lost; and no longer

hoped that any favourable change would take

place, but were altogether in expectation of

death." For such is the sense of that clause,
*' We had the sentence of death in ourselves."

But nevertheless, after such a state of des-

peration, God dispelled the tempest, and re-

^Ps. xciv. 19,
2 2 Cor. i. 8, 9.

moved the cloud, and snatched us from the
very gates of death. And afterwards, for

the purpose of shewing that his being per-

mitted to fall into this danger also was the
result of much tender care for him, he men-
tions the advantage which resulted from the
temptations, which was, that he might con-

tinually look to Him, and be neither high-

minded, nor confident. Therefore having
said this, " We had the sentence of death in

ourselves; "3 he adds also the reason;
" That we should not trust in ourselves, but
in God which quickeneth the dead." For it

is in the nature of trials to arouse us when we
are dozing, or falling down, and to stir us up,

and make us more religious. When, there-

fore, O beloved ! thou seest a trial at one
time extinguished, and at another time

kindled again, be not cast down ! Do not

despond, but retain a favourable hope, rea-

soning thus with thyself, that God does not

deliver us into the hands of our enemies either

because He hates or abandons us, but be-

cause He is desirous to make us more in

earnest, and more intimate with Himself.

2. Let us not then be desponding; nor let

us despair of a change for the better; but let

us hope that speedily there will be a calm;

and, in short, casting the issue of all the

tumults which beset us upon God, let us again

handle the customary points; and again bring

forward our usual topic of instruction. For

I am desirous to discourse to you further

concerning the same subject, to the end that

we may radically extirpate from your souls

the wicked practice of oaths. Wherefore it

is necessary for me again to have recourse to

the same entreaty that I made before. For

3 2 Cor. i, 9.
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lately I besought you, that each one taking

the head of John, just cut off, and the warm
blood yet dripping from it, you would thus go
home, and think that you saw it before your
eyes, while it emitted a voice, and said,

"Abhor my murderer, the oath!" What a

rebuke did not effect, this an oath effected;

what a tyrant's wrath was insufficient for, this

the necessity of keeping an oath brought
about ! And when the tyrant was publicly

rebuked in the hearing of all, he bore the

censure nobly; but when he had thrown him-
self into the fatal necessity caused by oaths,

then he cut off that blessed head. This same
thing, therefore, I entreat; and cease not

entreating, that wherever we go, we go bear-

ing this head; and that we shew it to all, cry-

ing aloud, as it does, and denouncing oaths.

For although we were never so listless and
remiss, yet beholding the eyes of that head
fearfully glaring upon us, and threatening us

if we swear, we should be more powerfully

kept in check by this terror, than by any
curb; and be easily able to restrain and avert

the tongue from its inclination toward oaths.

3. There is not only this great evil in an
oath, that it punishes those who are guilty

of it, both when violated, and when kept; a

thing we do not see take place with any other

sin; but there is another equally great evil

attending it. And what is that ? Why that

ofttimes it is utterly impossible even for those

who are desirous, and even make a point of

it, to keep their oath. For, in the first place,

he who is continually swearing, whether will-

ingly or unwillingly; knowingly or unknow-
ingly; in jest or in earnest; being frequently

carried away by anger and by many other

things, will most surely become perjured.

And no one can gainsay this; so evident and
generally allowed is the fact, that the man
who swears frequently, must also be a per-

jurer. Secondly, I affirm, that although he
were not carried away by passion, and did

not become the victim of perjury ' unwillingly

and unwittingly, yet by the very nature of

the case he will assuredly be necessitated

both consciously and voluntarily to perjure

himself. Thus, oftentimes when we are din-

ing at home, and one of the servants happens
to do amiss, the wife swears that he shall be
flogged, and then the husband swears the

contrary, resisting, and not permitting it. In

this case, whatever they may do, perjury

must in any case be the result; for however
much they may wish and endeavour to keep
their oaths, it is no longer possible; but
whatever happens, one or other of these will

« toOto nd9j), al. Jroijj, become guilty of.

be ensnared in perjury; or rather both in any
case.

4. And how, I will explain; for this is the
paradox. He who hath sworn that he would
flog the man-servant or maid-servant, yet
hath afterwards been prohibited from this,

hath perjured himself, not having done what
he hath sworn to do: and also, he hath in-

volved in the crime of perjury the party for-

bidding and hindering the oath from being
kept. For not only they who take a false

oath, but they who impose that necessity on
others, are liable to the same accusation.
And not merely in houses, but also in the
forum we may see that this takes place; and
especially in fights, when those who box with
one another swear things that are contrary.

One swears that he will beat, the other that
he will not be beaten. One swears that he
will carry off the cloak, the other that he will

not suffer this. One that he will exact the
money, the other that he will not pay it.

And many other such contradictory things,

those who are contentious take an oath to do.

So also in shops, and in schools, it may gen-
erally be observed that the same thing occurs.

Thus the workman hath often sworn that he
will not suffer his apprentice"" to eat or drink,

before he has finished all his assigned task.

And so also the pedagogue has often acted
towards a youth; and a mistress towards her
maid-servant; and when the evening hath
overtaken them, and the work hath remained
unfinished, it is necessary either that those
who have not executed their task should per-

ish with hunger, or that those who have sworn
should altogether forswear themselves. For
that malignant demon, who is always lying in

wait against our blessings, being present and
hearing the obligation of the oaths, impels

those who are answerable to indifference; or
works some other difficulty; so that the task

being unperformed, blows, insults, and per-

juries, and a thousand other evils, may take

place. And just as when children drag with

all their might a long and rotten cord in

directions opposite to each other; if the cord
snaps in the middle, they all fall flat upon
their backs, and some strike their heads, and
some another part of the body; so also they
who each engage with an oath to perform
things that are contrary, when the oath is

broken by the necessity of the case, both

parties fall into the same gulf of perjury;

these by actually perjuring themselves, and
those by affording the occasion of perjury to

the others.

5. That this also may be rendered evident.

2 TiZ fxaBriTjj.
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not only from what happens every day in

private houses, and the places of public con-

course, but from the Scriptures themselves, I

will relate to you a piece of ancient history,

which bears upon what has been said. Once,

when the Jews had been invaded by their

enemies, and Jonathan (now he was the son

of Saul) had slaughtered some, and put the

rest to flight; Saul, his father, being desirous

to rouse the army more effectually against the

remainder; and in order that they might not

desist until he had subjugated them all, did

that which was altogether opposite to what he

desired, by swearing that no one should eat

any food until evening, and until vengeance

was taken of his enemies. What, I ask, could

have been more senseless than this? For

when it was needful that he should have re-

freshed those who were fatigued and ex-

hausted, and have sent them forth with

renewed vigour against their enemies, he

treated them far worse than he had done

their enemies, by the constraint of an oath,

which delivered them over to excessive hun-

ger. Dangerous, indeed, it is for any one to

swear in a matter pertaining to himself; for

we are forcibly impelled to do many things by

the urgency of circumstances. But much
more dangerous is it by the obligation of

one's own oath, to bind the determination of

others; and especially where any one swears,

not concerning one, or two, or three, but an

unlimited multitude, which Saul then incon-

siderately did, without thinking that it was

probable that, in so vast a number, one at

least might transgress the oath; or that sol-

diers, and soldiers too on campaign, are very

far removed from moral wisdom, and know

nothing of ruling the belly; more especially

when their fatigue is great. He, however,

overlooking all these points, as if he were

merely taking an oath about a single servant,

whom he was easily able to restrain, counted

equally on his whole army. In consequence

of this he opened such a door for the devil,

that in a short time he framed, not two, three,

or four, but many more perjuries out of this

oath. For as when we do not swear at all,

we close the whole entrance against him, so

if we utter but a single oath, we afford him

great liberty for constructing endless per-

juries. And just as those who twist skems,

if they have one to hold the end, work the

whole string with nicety, but if there is no

one to do this, cannot even undertake the

commencement of it; in the same manner too

the devil, when about to twist the skein of

our sins, if he could not get the beginnmg

from our tongues, would not be able to un-

dertake the work; but should we only make

a commencement, while we hold the oath on
our tongue, as it were a hand, then with full

liberty he manifests his malignant art in the

rest of the work, constructing and weaving
from a single oath a thousand perjuries.

6. And this was just what he did now in

the case of Saul. Observe, however, what a

snare is immediately framed for this oath:
" The army passed through a wood, that con-

tained a nest of bees, and the nest was in

front of the people,' and the people came
upon the nest, and went along talking."'

Seest thou what a pit-fall was here ? A table

ready spread, that the easiness of access, the

sweetness of the food, and the hope of con-

cealment, might entice them to a transgres-

sion of the oath. For hunger at once, and

fatigue, and the hour, (for ''all the land," it

is said, " was dining)," ^ then urged them to

the transgression. Moreover, the sight of

the combs invited them from without to relax

the strain on their resolution. For the sweet-

ness, as well as the present readiness of the

table, and the difficulty of detecting the

stealth, were sufficient to ensnare their utmost

wisdom. If it had been flesh, which needed

boiling or roasting, their minds would not

have been so much bewitched; since while

they were delaying in the cookery of these,

and engaged in preparing them for food,

they might expect to be discovered. But now

there was nothing of this kind; there was

honey only, for which no such labour was

required, and for which the dipping of the

tip of the finger sufficed to partake of the

table, and that with secresy. Nevertheless,

these persons restrained their appetite, and

did not say within themselves, " What does

it concern us ? Hath any one of us sworn

this ? He may pay the penalty of his incon-

siderate oath, for why did he swear ? " Noth-

ing of this sort did they think; but religiously

passed on; and though there were so many

enticements, they behaved themselves wisely.

"The people went on talking." -* What is

the meaning of this word " talking ? " Why,

that for the purpose of soothing their pain

with words, they held discourse with one

another. .

7. What then, did nothing more come of

of the ground^ as lxx.

The clause in the

1 Some MSS. read rov aypov,
2 I Sam. xiv. 26, lxx.

^ So I XX I Kings xir. 24 (/. e., i bamuel).

Hebrew corresponling to tte Greek words .al naaa r, v. .p.ara,

is 1N2 V"li<'>'^2T -ir^2. E. V. - And all they of the land came

toaJodr It seems most "kely that the word JXD
was thus

taken, all the land went, i.e., to dmner, as the word 1^7

stands in LXX. for the name of the wood. ,,,,^„ ,

icioTw TTeh ?r-^1 *l'5n n:nl, E. V. And behold the honey

c"o'5.c?;;2f otL, however, the vaSktions of the LXX. catt be ac-

counted for as being paraphrastic.
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this, when al] the people had acted so wisely ?

Was the oath, forsooth, observed ? Not
even so was it observed. On the contrary,

it was violated ! How, and in what way ?

Ye shall hear forthwith, in order that ye may
also thoroughly discern the whole art of the

devil. For Jonathan, not having heard his

father take the oath, *' put forth the end of

the rod that was in his hand, and dipped it in

the honeycomb, and his eyes saw clearly," '

Observe, who it was whom he impelled to

break the oath; not one of the soldiers, but

the very son of him who had sworn it. For
he did not only desire to effect perjury, but

was also plotting the slaughter of a son, and
making provision for it beforehand; and was
in haste to divide nature against her own self,

and what he had done aforetime in the case

of Jephthah, that he hoped now again to ac-

complish. For he likewise, when he had
promised that the first thing that met him,

after a victorious battle, he would sacrifice,''

fell into the snare of child-murder; for his

daughter first meeting him, he sacrificed her,

and God did not forbid it. And I know,
indeed, that many of the unbelievers impugn
us of cruelty and inhumanity on account of

this sacrifice; but I should say, that the con-

cession 3 in the case of this sacrifice was a

striking example of providence and clemency;
and that it was in care for our race that He
did not prevent that sacrifice. For if after

that vow and promise He had forbidden the

sacrifice, many also who were subsequent to

Jephthah, in the expectation that God would
not receive their vows, would have increased

the number of such vows, and proceeding
on their way would have fallen into child-

murder. But now, by suffering this vow to

be actually fulfilled,^ He put a stop to all

such cases in future. And to shew that this

is true, after Jephthah's daughter had been
slain, in order that the calamity might be
always remembered, and that her fate might
not be consigned to oblivion, it became a law

among the Jews, that the virgins assembling
at the same season should bewail during
forty 5 days the sacrifice which had taken
place; in order that renewing the memory of

it by lamentation, they should make all men
wiser for the future; and that they might
learn that it was not after the mind of God
that this should be done, for in that case He
would not have permitted the virgins to be-

wail and lament her. And that what I have
said is not conjectural, the event demon-

' 1 Sam. xiv, 27. 2 Jud. xi, 31.

3 He means the absence of interference., for it was against the
law of Moses. Deut. xii. 31.

4 Jud. xi. 39.

5 Some Mss. read yj^wr, as the text. Judg, xi, 40.

strated; for after this sacrifice, no one vowed
such a vow unto God. Therefore also He
did not indeed forbid this; but what He had
expressly enjoined in the case of Isaac, that

He directly prohibited;*^ plainly shewing
through both cases, that He doth not delight

in such sacrifices.

8. But the malignant demon was labouring

hard now again to produce such a tragedy.

Therefore he impelled Jonathan to the tres-

pass. For if any one of the soldiers had
transgressed the law, it seemed to him no
great evil that would have been done; but

now being insatiate of human ills, and never

able to get his fill of our calamities, he
thought it would be no grand exploit if he

effected only a simple murder. And if he
could not also pollute the king's right hand
with the murder of his child, he considered

that he had achieved no great matter. And
why do I speak of child-murder? For he,

the wicked one, thought that by this means
he should compass a slaughter even more
accursed than that. For if he had sinned

wittingly, and been sacrificed, this would only

have been child-murder; but now sinning

ignorantly, (for he had not heard of the oath),

if he had been slain, he would have made the

anguish of his father double; for he would

have had both to sacrifice a son, and a son

who had done no wrong. But now to pro-

ceed with the rest of the history; "When
he had eaten, ' it is said, "His eyes saw

clearly." 7 And here it condemns the king

of great folly; shewing that hunger had

almost blinded the whole army, and diffused

much darkness over their eyes. Afterwards

some one of the soldiers, perceiving the

action, saith, '*Thy father sware an oath

upon all the people, saying, cursed be the

man who eateth any food to-day. And the

people were faint. And Jonathan said, My
father hath made away^ with the land.'*'

What does he mean by the word, "made
away with ? " Why, that he had ruined, or

destroyed them all. Hence, when the oath

was transgressed, all kept silence, and no one

dared to bring forth the criminal; and this

became afterwards no small matter of blame,

for not only are those who break an oath, but

those also who are privy to it and conceal it,

partakers of the crime.

9. But let us see what follows; "And
Saul said, Let us go down after the strangers, ^°

and spoil them. And the priest said. Let us

6 Gen. xxii. 12.

7 I Sam. xiv. 28. Or, " recovered their sight ;" see Acts xxn,

13, where the same word occurs in reference to the restoration of

St. Paul's sisfht.
8 i.xx., aitT]kka.xtv. Heb. "122?, E. V., troubled.

9 Used in this passage for the people.
«o kXko^vKuiv y usually put in Lxx. for the Philistines.
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draw near hither unto God."* For in old

times God led forth the people to battle; and
Avitnout His consent no one dared to engage
in the fight, and war was with them a matter
of religion. For not from weakness of body,

but from their sins they were conquered,

whenever they were conquered; and not by
might and courage, but by favour from above
they prevailed, whenever they did prevail.

Victory and defeat were also to them a means
of training, and a school of virtue. And not

to them only, but to their adversaries; for

this was made evident to them too, that the

fate of battle with the Jews was decided not

by the nature of their arms, but by the life

and good works of the warriors. The Mid-
ianites at least perceiving this, and knowing

that people to be invincible, and that to have

attacked them with arms and engines of war

would have been fruitless, and that it was

only possible to conquer them by sin, having

decked out handsome virgins, and set them
in the array,"" excited the soldiers to lascivi-

ousness, endeavouring by means of fornica-

tion to deprive them of God's assistance;

which accordingly happened. For when they

had fallen into sin, they became an easy

prey to all; and those whom weapons, and

horses, and soldiers, and so many engines

availed not to capture,^ sin by its nature de-

livered over bound to their enemies. Shields,

and spears, and darts were all alike found

useless; but beauty of visage and wantonness

of soul overpowered these brave men.

lo. Therefore one gives this admonition;
*' Observe not the beauty of a strange woman,
and meet not a woman addicted to fornica-

tion. '^ For honey distils from the lips of an

harlot, which at the time may seem smooth

to thy throat, but afterward thou wilt find it

more bitter than gall, and sharper than a two-

edged sword, "s For the harlot knows not

how to love, but only to ensnare; her kiss

hath poison, and her mouth a pernicious drug.

And if this does not immediately appear, it

is the more necessary to avoid her on that

account, because she veils that destruction,

and keeps that death concealed, and suffers

it not to become manifest at the first. So

that if any one pursues pleasure, and a life

full of gladness, let him avoid the society of

fornicating women, for they fill the minds of

their lovers with a thousand conflicts and

tumults, setting in motion against them con-

1 I Sam. xiv. 36. r -.7 t. *
2 errl t^s Traparafew?. An expression so proper to battle, that

it must be metaphorical, meaning " they adopted this method ot

3 This may perhaps be said with a tacit reference to Samson, as.

the Midianites did not gain any victory. See Numb. xxxi. 16 ;

Jud. iii. 6. ^ _,

4 Eccles. ix. 8, 3.
S Prov, v. 3, 4.

tinual strifes and contentions, by means of
their words, and all their actions. And just
as It is with those who are the most virulent
enemies, so the object. of their actions and
schemes is to plunge their lovers into shame
and poverty, and the worst extremities. And
in the same manner as hunters, when they
have spread out their nets, endeavour to
drive thither the wild animals, in order that
they may put them to death, so also is it

with these women. When they have spread
out on every side the wings ^ of lasciviousness

by means of the eyes, and dress, and lan-

guage, they afterwards drive in their lovers,

and bind them; nor do they give over until

they have drunk up their blood, insulting

them at last, and mocking their folly, and
pouring over them a flood of ridicule. And
indeed such a man is no longer worthy of

compassion but deserves to be derided and
jeered, since he is found more irrational than

a woman, and a harlot besides. Therefore

the Wise Man gives this word of exhortation

again, " Drink waters from thine own cistern,

and from the fountain of thine own well."'

And again; " Let the hind of thy friendship,

and the foal of thy favours, consort with

thee." ^ These things he speaks of a wife

associated with her husband by the law of

marriage. Why leavest thou her who is a

helpmate, to run to one who is a plotter

against thee? Why dost thou turn away
from her who is the partner of thy living, and

court her who would subvert thy life ? The
one is thy member and body, the other is

a sharp sword. Therefore, beloved, flee for-

nication; both for its present evils, and for

its future punishment.

1 1 . Perchance we may seem to have fallen

aside from the subject; but to say thus much,

is no departure from it. For we do not wish

to read you histories merely for their own

sake, but that you may correct each of the

passions which trouble you: therefore also we

make these frequent appeals,^ preparing our

discourse for you in all varieties of style;

since it is probable that in so large an as-

sembly, there is a great variety of distempers;

and our task is to cure not one only, but

many difi^erent wounds; and therefore it is

necessary that the medicine of instruction

should be various. Let us however return

thither from whence we made this digression:

"And the Priest said, Let us draw near unto

God. And Saul asked counsel of God.

6 A word often used metaphorically, here probably of wide

nets, spread out like wings.

7 rov V. 15.
There is an ellipsis in the Hebrew text here

• ' ^ gint.

_ read

eKTpoTrds, "digressions."

« Prov V. iq, LXX. 1 ncrc is au ciiih=>.o ... i..v, ^^^—... ..—

-

which may account for the difference between it and Jhe Septuagmt^

9 Or, -reproofs, ' errpoTra? ;
[but Savile and Oxf. mss. read
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Shall I go down after the strangers ? Wilt
Thou deliver them into my hands ? But on
that day the Lord answered him not." '

Observe the benignity and mildness of God
who loveth man. For He did not launch a

thunderbolt, nor shake the earth; but what
friends do to friends, when treated contempt-
uously, this the Lord did towards the servant.

He only received him silently, speaking by
His silence, and by it giving utterance to all

His wrath. This Saul understood, and said,

as it is recorded, *' Bring near hither all the

tribes of the people, and know and see in

whom this sin hath been this day. For as

the Lord liveth, Who hath saved Israel,

though the answer be against Jonathan my
son, he shall surely die."'' Seest thou his

rashness ? Perceiving that his first oath had
been transgressed, he does not even then
learn self-control, but adds again a second.

Consider also the malignity of the devil.

For since he was aware that frequently the

son when discovered, and publicly arraigned,

is able by the very sight at once to make the

father relent, and might soften the king's

wrath, he anticipated his sentence by the

obligation of a second oath; holding him by
a kind of double bond, and not permitting
him to be the master of his own determina-
tion, but forcing him on every side to that

iniquitous murder. And even whilst the

offender was not yet produced, he hath passed
judgment, and whilst ignorant of the crimi-

nal, he gave sentence. The father became
the executioner; and before the enquiry de-

clared his verdict of condemnation ! What
could be more irrational than this proceed-
ing?

12. Saul then having made this declara-

tion, the people were more afraid than before,

and all were in a state of great trembling and
terror. But the devil rejoiced, at having
rendered them all thus anxious. There was
no one, we are told, of all the people, who
answered. "And Saul said. Ye will be in

bondage, and I, and Jonathan my son, will

be in bondage. "' But what he means is to

this effect; " You are aiming at nothing else,

than to deliver yourselves to your enemies,
and to become slaves instead of free men;
whilst you provoke God against you, in not
delivering up the guilty person. '' Observe
also another contradiction produced by the

oath. It had been fitting, if he wished to find

the author of this guilt, to have made no such
threat, nor to have bound himself to ven-

Sam. xiv. 36, 37. =1 Sam. xiv, 38.

3 So Lxx., as though there had stood ^2^h for "l^rT'i Be^f on
' sidty and I and Jonathan my son will be on the other side^one

verse 40,

I

geance by an oath; that becoming less afraid,

j

they might more readily bring the offender
to light. -> But under the influence of anger,
and great madness, and his former unreason-
ableness, he again does that which is directly
contrary to what he desires. What need is

there to enlarge ? He commits the matter
to a decision by lot; and the lot falleth upon
Saul, and Jonathan; "And Saul said. Cast
ye the lot between me and Jonathan; and
they cast the lot, and Jonathan was taken.
And Saul said to Jonathan, Tell me, what
hast thou done? And Jonathan told him,
saying, I only tasted a little honey on the top
of the rod which is in my hand, and, lo ! I

must die."s who is there that these words
would not have moved and turned to pity?
Consider what a tempest Saul then sustained,
his bowels being torn with anguish, and the
most profound precipice appearing on either
hand ! But nevertheless he did not learn
self-control, for what does he say? *'God
do so to me, and more also; for thou shalt
surely die this day.^'^ Behold again the
third oath, and not simply the third, but one
with a very narrow limit as to time; for he
does not merely say, " Thou shalt die; " but,
"this day." 7 For the devil was hurrying,
hurrying him on, constraining him and driv-

ing him to this impious murder. Wherefore
he did not suffer him to assign any future
day for the sentence, lest there should be any
correction of the evil by delay. And the
people said to Saul, "God do so to us, and
more also, if he shall be put to death, who
hath wrought this great salvation in Israel.

As the Lord liveth, there shall not an hair of
his head fall to the ground; because he hath
wrought a merciful thing from God to-day.^' ^

Behold how, in the second place, the people
also swore, and swore contrary to the king.

13. Now recollect, I pray, the cord pulled
by the children, and breaking, and throwing
on their backs those who pull it. Saul swore
not once or twice, but several times. The
people swore what was contrary, and strained

in the opposite direction. Of necessity then
it followed, that the oath must in any wise
be broken through. For it were impossible
that all these should keep their oaths. And
now tell me not of the event of this trans-

action; but consider how many evils were
springing from it; and how the devil from
thence was preparing the tragedy and usur-

pation of Absalom. For if the king had
chosen to resist, and to proceed to the execu-
tion of his oath, the people would have been

4 «i? fie<rov. 5 1 Sam. xiv. 42, 43, ^ i Sam. xiv. 44.
7 The words this day are only found in the Scptuagint.
8 I Sam. xiv. 45.
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in array against him; and a grievous rebel-

lion' would have been set on foot. And
again, if the son consulting his own safety

had chosen to throw himself into the hands

of the army, he would straightway have be-

come a parricide. Seest thou not, that re-

bellion, as well as child-murder, and parri-

cide, and battle, and civil war, and slaughter,

and blood, and dead bodies without number,

are the consequences of one oath. For if

war had perchance broken out, Saul might

have been slain, and Jonathan perchance too,

and many of the soldiers would have been

cut to pieces; and after all the keeping of the

oath would not have been forwarded. So

that it is not for thee to consider that these

events did not occur, but to mark this point,

that it was the nature of the case to necessi-

tate the occurrence of such things. How-

ever, the people prevailed. Come then, let

us reckon up the perjuries that were the con-

sequence. The oath of Saul was first broken

by his son; and again a second and a third,

concerning the slaying of his son, by Saul

himself. And the people seemed to have

kept their oath. Yet if any one closely ex-

amines the matter, they too all became liable

to the charge of perjury. For they com-

pelled the father of Jonathan to perjure him-

self, by not surrendering the son to the

father. Seest thou how many persons one

oath made obnoxious to perjury,^ willingly

and unwillingly; how many evils it wrought,

how many deaths it caused ?

14. Now in the commencement of this dis-

course I promised to shew that perjury would

in any case result from opposite oaths; but

truly the course of the history has proved

more than I was establishing. It has ex-

hibited not one, two, or three individuals,

but a whole people, and not one, two, or three

oaths, but many more transgressed. I might

also make mention of another instance, and

shew from that, how one oath caused a still

greater and more grievous calamity. For

one oath3 entailed upon all the Jews the cap-

ture of their cities, as well as of their wives

and children; the ravages of fire, the invasion

of barbarians, the pollution of sacred things,

and ten thousand other evils yet more dis-

tressing. But I perceive that the discourse

is running to a great length. Therefore, dis-

missing here the narration of this history, I

beseech you, together with the beheading of

John, to tell one another also of the murder

I rvpavvU, here used for " rebellion " or " usurpation," as just

^^"^''it seems that all actually remained V"^"/^^?^""'' Ji'^rhe
remedy would have been in Jonathan's confessing as soon as he

knew his trespass, and an offering being made for him, according

to Lev. V. 4-6, see also Lev. v. i, iv. 22, and xxxvu. 2.

3 See Horn. XIX.

of Jonathan, and the general destruction of a

whole people (which did not indeed take

place, but which was involved in the obliga-

tion of the oaths); and both at home, and in

public, and with your wives, and friends, and

with neighbours, and with all men in general^

to make an earnest business of this matter,

and not to think it a sufficient apology that

we can plead custom.

15. For that this excuse is a mere pretext,

and that the fault arises not from custom but

from Ustlessness, I will endeavour to convince

you from what has already occurred. The
Emperor has shut up the baths of the city,

and has given orders that no one shall bathe;

and no one has dared to transgress the law,

nor to find fault with what has taken place,

nor to allege custom. But even though in

weak health perchance, men and women,

and children and old men; and many women

but recently eased from the pangs of child-

birth; though all requiring this as a neces-

sary medicine; bear with the injunction, will-

ingly or unwillingly; and neither plead in-

firmity of body, nor the tyranny of custom,

nor that they are punished, whereas others

were the offenders, nor any other thing of

this kind, but contentedly put up with this

punishment, because they were in expecta-

tion of greater evils; and pray daily that the

wrath of the Emperor may go no further

Seest thou that where there is fear, the bond

of custom is easily relaxed, although it be of

exceedingly long standing, and great neces-

sity ? To be denied the use of the bath is

certainly a grievous matter. For although

we be never so philosophic, the nature of the

body proves incapable of deriving any benefit

for its own health, from the philosophy of

the soul But as to abstinence from swear-

ing, this is exceedingly easy, and brings no

injury at all; none to the body, none to the

mind; but, on the contrary, great gain, much

safetv and abundant wealth. How then is

it any thing but absurd, to submit to the

greatest hardships, when an Emperor enjoins

if but when God commands nothing grievous

nir difficult, but what is fO'
tolerable and

easy, to despise or to deride it, and to

advance custom as an excuse ? Let u« not, I

entreat, so far despise our own safety, but

let us fear God as we fear man. I kr^ow that

ye shudder at hearing this, but what deserves

to be shuddered at is that ye fo ^t pay

even so much respect to God; and that whilst

yldil gently observe the Emperor's decrees,

ve trample under foot those which are divine,

and which have come down from heaven;

and consider diligence concerning these a

Secondary object. For what apology will
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there be left for us, and what pardon, if after

so much admonition we persist in the same
practices. For I began this admonition at

the very commencement of the calamity which
has taken hold of the city, and that is now on
the point of coming to an end; but we have
not as yet thoroughly put in practice even
one precept. How then can we ask a re-

moval of the evils which still beset us, when
we have not been able to perform a single

precept ? How can we expect a change for

the better ? How shall we pray ? With what
tongue shall we call upon God ? For if we
perform the law, we shall enjoy much pleas-

ure, when the Emperor is reconciled to the

city. But if we remain in the transgression,

shame and reproach will be ours on every
hand, inasmuch as when God hath freed us

from the danger we have continued in the

same listlessness.

i6. Oh ! that it were possible for me to

undress the souls of those who swear fre-

quently, and to expose to view the wounds
and the bruises which they receive daily from
oaths ! We should then need neither ad-

monition nor counsel; for the sight of these

wounds would avail more powerfully than all

that could be said, to withdraw from their

wickedness even those who are most addicted

o this wicked practice. Nevertheless, if it

be not possible to spread before the eyes the

shameful state of their soul, it may be possi-

ble to expose it to the thoughts, and to dis-

play it in its rottenness and corruption. For
as it saith, '*As a servant that is continually

beaten will not be clear of a bruise, so he
that sweareth and nameth God continually

will not be purified of his sin.'" ' It is im-
possible, utterly impossible, that the mouth
which is practised in swearing, should not
frequently commit perjury. Therefore, I

beseech you all, by laying aside this dreadful
and wicked habit, to win another crown.
And since it is every where sung of our city,

that first of all the cities of the world, she
bound on her brow^ the name of Christians,

so let all have to say, that Antioch alone, of
all the cities throughout the wold, hath ex-
pelled all oaths from her own borders. Yea,
rather, should this be done, she will not be
herself crowned alone, but will also carry
others along with her to the same pitch of
zeal. And as the name of Christians having
had its origin here, hath as it were from a
kind of fountain overflown all the world, even
so this good work, having taken its root and
starting-point from hence, will make all men
that inhabit the earth your disciples; so that

a double and treble reward may arise to you,
at once on account of your own good works,
and of the instruction afforded to others.

This will be to you the brightest of diadems !

This will make your city a mother city, not
on earth, but in the heavens ! This will

stand by us at That Day, and bring us the
crown of righteousness; which God grant that

we may all obtain, through the grace and
lovingkindness of our Lord Jesus Christ,

with Whom to the Father, together with the
Holy Spirit, be glory, now and ever, and
world without end. Amen.

^ Ecclus. xxiii. lo.

2 So Sav. and Oxf. Mss. areSjjcraTo, which is more spirited than
Ben. evfSvfTaro, " put on." Lat. induit rather favours the latter,

but Ducaeus prefers the former, and quotes four mss. for it.

HOMILY XV,

Again on the calamity of the city of Antioch. That fear is every way profitable. That

sorrow is more useful than laughter. And upon the saying, *' Remember that thou

walkest in the midst of snares." ' And that it is worse to exact an oath, than to com-

mit murder

I. To-DAY, and on the former Sabbath,

=

it had behoved us to enter on the subject of

fasting; nor let any one suppose that what I

said was unseasonable. ^ For on the days of

the fast, counsel and admonition on that sub-

ject are indeed not at all necessary; the very

« Eccliis. ix. 13. 2 /. e., Saturday.
3 As being at the close of the week, when the fast was just

going to be intermitted, or at least relaxed.

presence of these days exciting even those

who are the most remiss to the effort of fast-

ing. But since many men, both when about
to enter upon the fast, as if the belly were
on the point of being delivered over to a sort

of lengthened seige, lay in beforehand a

stock of gluttony and drunkenness ; and again,

on being set at liberty, going forth as from a

long famine and a grievous prison, run to the
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table with unseemly greediness, just as if they
were striving to undo again the advantage
gained through the fast, by an excess of

gluttony; it might have been needful, that

then as well as now, we should agitate the

subject of temperance. Nevertheless, we
have neither lately said any thing of that

kind, neither shall we now speak upon it.

For the fear of the impending calamity suf-

fices, instead of the strongest admonition and
counsel, to sober the soul of every one. For
who is there so miserable and degraded, as

to be drunken in such a tempest? Who is

there so insensible, when the city is thus

agitated, and such a shipwreck is threatened,

as not to become abstemious and watchful,

and more thoroughly reformed by this dis-

tress than by any other sort of admonition

and counsel ? For discourse will not be able

to effect as much as fear does. And this

very thing it is now possible to shew from the

events which have taken place. How many
words then did we spend before this in ex-

horting many that were listless, and counsel-

ling them to abstain from the theatres, and the

impurities of these places ! And still they

did not abstain; but always on this day they

flocked together to the unlawful spectacles of

the dancers; and they held their diabolical

assembly in opposition ^ to the full congrega-

tion of God's Church; so that their vehement
shouts, borne in the air from that place, re-

sounded against the psalms which we were

singing here. But behold, now whilst we
were keeping silence, and saying nothing on
the subject, they of themselves have shut up

their orchestra; and the Hippodrome has

been left deserted ! Before this, many of

our own people used to hasten to them; but

now they are all fled hither from thence to

the church, and all alike join in praising our

God!
2. Seest thou what advantage is come of

fear ? If fear were not a good thing, fathers

would not have set tutors = over their chil-

dren; nor lawgivers magistrates for cities.

What can be more grievous than hell ? Yet

nothing is more profitable than the fear of it;

for the fear of hell will bring us the crown of

the kingdom. Where fear is, there is no

envy; where fear is, the love of money does

not disturb; where fear is, wrath is quenched.

1 Or, " right opposite." avriKadiffraaav. The word may be

taken to imply that those spectacles were held in the immediate

neighbourhood of the church. Stage plays, and players, and all

who took part in the public games, were excluded from communion.
The act, considered little short of idolatry, with which it was con-

nected, was denounced in several Councils. See Bingham, b. xvi.

c. 4, sec. lo.
t 7.

2 nai&aywyovi. See Horn. vi. i, p. 114, where the teachers

are different from these. The paidagogos had the moral super-

vision of the child
;
part of his duty was to conduct him daily to

school. See Galatians iii. 24, revised version.

evil concupiscence is repressed, and every
unreasonable passion is exterminated. And
even as in a house, where there is always a
soldier under arms, no robber, nor house-
breaker, nor any such evil doer will dare to
make his appearance; so also while fear holds
possession of our minds, oohe of the base
passions will readily attack us, but all fly off

and are banishevj, being driven away in every
direction by the despotic power of fear. And
not only this advantage do we gain from
fear, but also another which is far greater.

For not only, indeed, does it expel our evil

passions, but it also introduces every kind of
virtue with great facility. Where fear exists,

there is zeal in alms-giving, and intensity of
prayer, and tears warm and frequent, and
groans fraught with compunction. For noth-

ing so swallows up sin, and makes virtue to

increase and flourish, as a perpetual state of

dread. Therefore it is impossible for him
who does not live in fear to act aright; as, on
the other hand, it is impossible that the man
who lives in fear can go wrong.

3. Let us not then grieve, beloved, let us

not despond on account of the present tribu-

lation, but let us admire the well-devised plan

of God's wisdom. For by these very means
through which the devil hoped to overturn

our city, hath God restored and corrected it.

The devil animated certain lawless men to

treat the very statues of the Emperor con-

temptuously, in order that the very founda-

tions of the city might be razed. But God
employed this same circumstance for our

greater correction; driving out all sloth by

the dread of the expected wrath: and the

thing has turned out directly opposite to what

the devil wished, by the means which he had

himself prepared. For our city is being puri-

fied every day; and the lanes and crossings,

and places of public concourse, are freed

from lascivious and voluptuous songs; and

turn where we will there are supplications,

and thanksgivings, and tears, instead of rude

laughter; there are words of sound wisdom

instead of obscene language, and our whole

city has become a Church, the workshops

being closed, and all being engaged through-

out the day in these general prayers; and

calling upon God in one united voice with

much earnestness. What preaching, what ad-

monition, what counsel, what length of time

had ever availed to accomplish these things ?

4. For this then let us be thankful, and let

us not be petulant or discontented; for that

fear is a good thing, what we have said hath

made manifest. But hear Solomon thus

uttering a lesson of wisdom concerning it;

Solomon, who was nourished in every luxury,
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and enjoyed much security. What then does

he say ?
*' It is better to go to the house of

mourning than to the house of laughter."'

What sayest thou, I ask ? Is it better to go

where there is weeping, lamentation, and

groans, and anguish, and so much sadness,

than where there is the dance, the cymbals,

and laughter, and luxury, and full eating and

drinking ? Yes, verily, he replies. And tell

me why is it so, and for what reason ? Be-

cause, at the former place, insolence is bred,

at the latter, sobriety. And when a person

goes to the banquet of one more opulent, he

will no longer behold his own house with the

same pleasure, but he comes back to his wife

in a discontented mood; and in discontent

he partakes of his own table; and is peevish

towards his own servants, and his own chil-

dren, and every body in his house; perceiv-

ing his own poverty the more forcibly by the

wealth of others. And this is not the only

evil; but that he also often envies him who
hath invited him to the feast, and returns

home having received no benefit at all. But

with regard to the house of mourning, noth-

ing of this sort can be said. On the contrary,

much spiritual wisdom is to be gained there,

as well as sobriety. For when once a person

hath passed the threshold of a house which

contains a corpse, and hath seen the departed

one lying speechless, and the wife tearing her

hair, mangling her cheeks, and wounding her

arms, he is subdued; his countenance be-

comes sad; and every one of those who sit

down together can say to his neighbour but

this, '*We are nothing, and our wickedness

is inexpressible !
" ^ What can be more full

of wisdom than these words, when we both

acknowledge the insignificance of our nature,

and accuse our own wickedness, and account

present things as nothing ? Giving utterance,

though in different words, to that very senti-

ment of Solomon—that sentiment which is so

marvellous and pregnant with Divine wisdom
—'* Vanity of vanities, all is vanity." ^ He
who enters the house of mourning, weeps

forthwith for the departed, even though he be

an enemy. Seest thou how much better that

house is than the other? for there, though

he be a friend, he envies; but here, though

he be an enemy, he weeps. This is a thing

which God requires of us above all, that we
should not insult over those who have occa-

sioned us grief. And not only may we
gather these advantages, but others also

» Eccles. vii. 3. This may be a proverbial misquotation ; St.

Chrysostom afterwards adopts the i.xx., house 0/ drinking : but

his remarks are equally suitable to the E. ^ . feasting. Laughter
is mentioned in verse 4.

2 This seems to be a proverbial saying, from the next sentence.

3 Eccles. i. 2.

which are not less than these. For each one
is also put in mind of his own sins, and of

the fearful Tribunal; of the great Account,

and of the Judgment; and although he may
have been suffering a thousand evils from
others, and have a cause for sadness at home,
he will receive and take back with him the

medicine for all these things. For reflecting

that he himself, and all those who swell with

pride, will in a little while suffer the same
thing; and that all present things, whether

pleasant or painful, are transitory; he thus

returns to his house, disburdened of all sad-

ness and envy, with a light and buoyant
heart; and hence he will hereafter be more
meek, and gentle, and benignant to all; as

well as more wise; the fear of things to come
having made its way into his soul, and con-

sumed all the thorns.

6. All this Solomon perceived when he

said, "It is better to go to the house of

mourning than to the house of drinking.''*

From the one grows listlessness, from the

other an earnest anxiety. From the one,

contempt; from the other, fear; a fear which

conducts us to the practice of every virtue.

If fear were not a good thing, Christ would

not have expended such long and frequent

discourses on the subject of punishment, and

vengeance to come. Fear is nothing less

than a wall, and a defence, and an impregna-

ble tower. For indeed we stand in need of

much defence, seeing that there are many
ambushments on every side. Even as this

same Solomon again says admonishingly,
** Perceive that thou goest in the midst of

snares, and that thou walkest on the battle^

ments of cities. '^^ Qh with how many good
things is this saying pregnant ! Yea, not

less than the former ! Let us then, write it,

each of us, upon our minds, and carry it

about ever in our memories, and we shall not

easily commit sin. Let us write it there,

having first learnt it with the utmost exact-

ness. For he does not say, " Observe'''^ that

thou goest in the midst of snares; but, " Per-

ceive !
" And for what reason did he say,

** Discern? "7 He tells us that the snare is

concealed; for this is indeed a snare, when
the destruction does not appear openly, and

the injury is not manifest, which lies hidden

on all sides. Therefore he says, "Per-

ceive !
" Thou needest much reflection and

diligent scrutiny. For even as boys conceal

traps with earth, so the devil covers up our

sins with the pleasures of this life.

7. But '* perceive; " scrutinizing diligently;

4 Eccles. vii. 3. S Ecclus ix. 13.

6 p\firt, " see," as anything obvious.

7 ejriycwtfi., " perceive,'' implies taking pains to discover.
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and if any kind of gain falls in thy way, look
not only at the gain, but inspect it carefully,

lest somewhere death and sin lurk within the
gain; and shouldest thou perceive this, Ry
from it. Again, when some delight or pleas-

ure may chance to present itself, look not
only at the pleasure; but lest somewhere in

the depth of the pleasure some iniquity

should lie enveloped, search closely, and if

thou discoverest it, hasten away ! And should

any one counsel, or flatter, or cajole, or

promise honours, or any other such thing

whatever, let us make the closest investiga-

tion; and look at the matter on all sides, lest

something pernicious, something perilous,

should perchance befall us through this ad-

vice, or honour, or attention, and we run

upon it hastily and unwittingly. For if there

were only one or two snares, the precaution

would be easy. But now, hear how Solomon
speaks when he wishes to set forth the multi-

tude of these; '* Perceive that thou goest in

the midst of snares; " he does not say, that

thou ** goest by " snares, but ** in the midst '^

of snares. On either side are the pit-falls;

on either side the deceits. One goes into the

forum; one sees an enemy; one is inflamed

by the bare sight of him ! one sees a friend

honoured; one is envious ! One sees a poor

man; one despises and takes no notice of

him ! One sees a rich man; one envies him !

One sees some one injuriously treated; one

recoils in disgust ! One sees some one acting

injuriously; one is indignant ! One sees a

handsome woman, and is caught ! Seest

thou, beloved, how many snares there are?

Therefore it is said, "Remember that thou

goest in the midst of snares." There are

snares in the house, snares at the table, and

snares in social intercourse. Very often a

person unwittingly, in the confidence of

friendship, gives utterance to some particular

of those matters which ought not to be re-

peated again, and so great a peril is brought

about, that the whole family is thereby

ruined !

8. On every side then let us search closely

into these matters. Often has a wife, often

have children, often have friends, often have

neighbours, proved a snare to the unheeding !

And why, it is asked, are there so many
snares ? That we may not fly low, but seek

the things that are above. For just as birds,

as long as they cleave the upper air, are not

easily caught; so also thou, as long as thou

lookest to things above, wilt not be easily

captured, whether by a snare, or by any other

device. The devil is a fowler. Soar, then,

too high for his arrows.^ The man who hath

» See on Rom. iii. 31, Horn. VIII.

mounted aloft will no longer admire any
thing in the affairs of this life. But as when
we have ascended to the top of the mountains,
the city and its walls seem to us to be but
small, and the men appear to us to be going
along upon the earth like ants; so when thou
hast ascended to the heights of spiritual wis-

dom, nothing upon the earth will be able to

fascinate thee; but every thing, yea even
riches, and glory, and honour, and whatever
else there be of that kind, will appear insig-

nificant when thou regardest heavenly things.

According to Paul all the glories of the

present life appeared trifling, and more un-
profitable than dead things. Hence his ex-

clamation, "The world is crucified unto
me,''^ Hence also his admonition, '*Set

your affections on things above. ''^ Above?
What kinds of things do you speak of pray?

Where the sun is, where the moon is ? Nay,
saith he. But where then ? Where angels

are ? where archangels ? where the cherubim ?

where the seraphim are ? Nay, saith he,

But where then ? " Where Christ sitteth at

the right hand of God."
9. Let us obey then, and let us think of

this continually, that even as to the bird

caught in the snare, wings are of no service,

but he beats them about vainly, and to no

purpose; so also to thee there is no utility in

thy reasonings, '^ when once thou art power-

fully captivated by wicked lust, but struggle

as much as thou mayest, thou art captured !

For this reason wings are given to birds;

that they may avoid snares. For this reason

men have the power of thinking; that they

may avoid sin. What pardon then, or what

excuse will be ours, when we become more

senseless than the brutes? For the bird

which has once been captured by the snare,

yet afterwards escaped, and the deer which

has fallen into the net, but has broken through

it, are hard to be captured again with the like;

since experience becomes ateacnerof caution

to every one. But we, though often snared in

the same nets, fall into the same again; and

though honoured with reason, we do not

imitate the forethought and care of the irra-

tional animals ! Hence how often do we,

from beholding a woman, suffer a thousand

evils; returning home, and entertaining an

inordinate desire, and experiencing anguish

for many days; yet, nevertheless, we are not

made discreet; but when we have scarcely

cured one wound, we again fall into the same

mischief, and are caught by the same means;

and for the sake of the brief pleasure of a

glance, we sustain a kind of lengthened and

continual torment. But if we learn con-

2 Gal. vi. 14. 3 Col. iii. 2. 4 Aoyiafioi.
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stantly to repeat to ourselves this saying/ we
shall be kept from all these grievous evils.

10. The beauty of woman is the greatest

snare. Or rather, not the beauty of woman,
but unchastened gazing ! For we should not

accuse the objects, but ourselves, and our own
carelessness. Nor should we say. Let there

be no women, but Let there be no adulteries.

We should not say. Let there be no beauty,

but Let there be no fornication. We should

not say, Let there be no belly, but let there

be no gluttony; for the belly makes not the

gluttony, but our negligence. We should

not say, that it is because of eating and drink-

ing that all these evils exist; for it is not

because of this, but because of our careless-

ness and insatiableness. Thus the devil

neither ate nor drank, and yet he fell ! Paul

ate and drank, and ascended up to heaven !

How many do I hear say, Let there be no
poverty ! Therefore let us stop the mouths
of those who murmur at such tilings. For it

is blasphemy to utter such complaints. To
such then, let us say. Let there be no mean-
ness of spirit. For poverty brings innumer-
able good things into our state of life, and
without poverty riches would be unprofitable.

Hence we should accuse neither the one nor

the other of these; for poverty and riches are

both alike weapons which will tend to virtue,

if we are willing. As then the courageous
soldier, whichever weapon he takes, displays

his own virtue, so the unmanly and cowardly
one is encumbered by either. And that thou
mayest learn that this is true, remember, I

pray, the case of Job; who became both rich,

and likewise poor, and handled both these

weapons alike, and conquered in both. When
he was rich, he said,

'

' My door was open to

every comer."' But when he had become
poor, " The Lord gave, and the Lord hath
taken away. As it seemed good unto the

Lord, so hath it come to pass."^ When he
was rich, he shewed much hospitality; when
he was poor, much patience. And thou,

then,—art thou rich ? Display much bounti-

fulness ! Hast thou become poor ? Shew
much endurance and patience ! For neither

is wealth an evil, nor poverty in itself; but
these things, either of them, become so

according to the free choice of those who
make use of them. Let us school ourselves

then to entertain no such opinions on these

subjects; nor let us accuse the works of God,
but the wicked choice of men. Riches are

not able to profit the little-minded: nor is

poverty able ever to injure the magnanimous.
11. Let us then discern the snares, and

I i. e., Ecclus. ix. 20. 2 Job xxxi. 32.
3 Job i. 31. This last clause is added in lxx. and Vul^^.

walk far off from them ! Let us discern the
precipices, and not even approach them !

This will be the foundation of our greatest
safety not only to avoid things sinful, but
those things which seem indeed to be indif-

ferent, and yet are apt to make us stumble
towards sin. For example; to laugh, to

speak jocosely, does not seem an acknowl-
edged sin, but it leads to acknowledged sin.

Thus laughter often gives birth to foul dis-

course, and foul discourse to actions still

more foul. Often from words and laughter

proceed railing and insult; and from railing

and insult, blows and wounds; and from
blows and wounds, slaughter and murder.
If, then, thou wouldest take good counsel for

thyself, avoid not merely foul words, and
foul deeds, or blows, and wounds, and mur-
ders, but unseasonable laughter, itself, and
the very language of banter; since these

things have proved the root of subsequent
evils. Therefore Paul saith, " Let no foolish

talking nor jesting proceed out of thy
mouth. '^'^ For although this seems to be a
small thing in itself, it becomes, however, the

cause of much mischief to us. Again, to live

in luxury does not seem to be a manifest and
admitted crime; but then it brings forth in

us great evils,—drunkenness, violence, extor-

tion, and rapine. For the prodigal and
sumptuous liver, bestowing extravagant serv-

ice upon the belly, is often compelled to

steal, and to seize the property of others, and
to use extortion and violence. If, then, thou
avoidest luxurious Uving, thou removest the

foundation of extortion, and rapine, and
drunkenness, and a thousand other evils; cut-

ting away the root of iniquity from its ex-

tremity. Hence Paul saith, that '* she who
liveth in pleasure is dead while she liveth.'^s

Again, to go to the theatres, or to survey the

horse-race, or to play at dice, does not seem,

to most men, to be an admitted crime; but it

introduces into our life an infinite host of

miseries. For spending time in the theatres

produces fornication, intemperance, and every

kind of impurity. The spectacle of the

horse-race also brings about fightings, railings,

blows, insults, and lasting enmities. And a

passion for dice-playing hath often caused

blasphemies, injuries, anger, reproaches, and

a thousand other things more fearful still.

12. Therefore, let us not only avoid sins,

but those things too which seem to be indif-

terent, yet by degrees lead us into these mis-

deeds. He, indeed, who walks by the side

of a precipice, even though he may not fall

4 A quotation made up of two passages, in Ephes. iv. 29, and

Ephes. V. 4.

5 I Tim. V. 6. •
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over, trembles; and very often he is overset
by this same trembling, and falls to the bot-
tom. So also he who does not avoid sins
from afar, but walks near them, will live in
fear, and will often fall into them. Besides,
he who eagerly looks at strange beauties,
although he may not commit adultery, hath
in so doing entertained lust; and hath become
already an adulterer according to the decla-
ration of Christ;" and often by this very lust

he is carried on to the actual sin. Let us
then withdraw ourselves far from sins. Dost
thou wish to live soberly? Avoid not only
adultery, but also the licentious glance !

Dost thou wish to be far removed from foul
words ? Avoid not only foul words, but also
inordinate laughter, and every kind of lust.

Dost thou wish to keep far from committing
murders? Avoid railing too. Dost thou wish
to keep aloof from drunkenness ? Avoid
luxury and sumptuous tables, and pluck up
the vice by the roots.

13. The licentiousness of the tongue is a
great snare, and needs a strong bridle.

Therefore also some one saith, ** His own
lips are a powerful snare to a man, and he is

snared by the words of his own mouth.'' =*

Above all the other members, then, let us
control this; let us bridle it; and let us expel
from the mouth railings, and contumelies,
and foul and slanderous language, and the
evil habit of oaths. For again our discourse
hath brought us to the same exhortation.

But I had arranged with your charity, yester-

day, that I would say no more concerning
this precept, forasmuch as enough has been
said upon it on all the foregoing days. But
what is to become of me ? I cannot bear to

desist from this counsel, until I see that ye
have put it in practice; since Paul also, when
he saith to the Galatians," Henceforth let no
man trouble me,''^ appears again to have
met and addressed them.-* Such are the

paternal bowels; although they say they will

depart, yet they depart not, until they see

that their sons are chastened. Have ye heard
to-day what the prophet speaks to us con-
cerning oaths ?

*' I lifted up mine eyes, and
I saw," saith he, *'and, behold, a flying

sickle, the length thereof twenty cubits, and
the breadth thereof ten cubits; and he said

to me, What seest thou ? and I said, I see a

flying sickle, twenty cubits in length, and ten

cubits in breadth. It shall also enter into

the house," saith he, 'of every one that

sweareth in my name, and shall remain ^ in

^ Matt. V. 28. 2 Prov. vi. 2. '3 Gal. vi. 17.

* He may mean Acts xviii. 23, but this seems to have been earlier.

Or perhaps that he spoke afterwards to those who held the like er-

ror. See on Acts, Horn. XXXIX.
S Karakvaet. in Lxx. means this, though it is possible St. Chrys.

may have taken it in the transitive sense, " shall destroy."

the midst, and shall pull down the stones and
the wood."^ What, forsooth, is this which
IS here spoken ? and for what reason is it in
the form of a ** sickle," and that a *' flying
sickle," that vengeance is seen to pursue the
swearers ? In order that thou mayest see that
the judgment is inevitable, and the punish-
ment not to be eluded. For from a flying
sword some one might perchance be able to
escape, but from a sickle, falling upon the
neck, and acting in the place of a cord,^ no
one can escape. And when wings too are
added, what further hope is there of safety ?
But on what account doth it pull down the
stones and the wood of the swearer's house ?

In order that the ruin may be a correction to
all. For since it is necessary that the earth
rnust hide the swearer when dead; the very
sight of his ruined house, now become a heap,
will be an admonition to all who pass by and
observe it, not to venture on the like, lest
they suffer the Hke; and it will be a lasting:

witness against the sin of the departed. The.-
sword is not so piercing as the nature of a»
oath ! The sabre is not so destructive as the
stroke of an oath ! The swearer, although
he seems to live, is already dead, and hath
received the fatal blow. And as the man
who hath received the halter,^ before he hath
gone out of the city and come to the pit,'

and seen the executioner standing over him,
is dead from the time he passed the doors of
the hall of justice: so also the swearer.

14. All this let us consider, and let us not
put our brethren on oath. What dost thou,

O man ? At the sacred table thou exactest
an oath, and where Christ lies slain, there thou
slayest thine own brother. Robbers, indeed,
murder on the highways; but thou slayest the
son in the presence of the mother: commit-
ting a murder more accursed than Cain him-
self; for he slew his brother in solitude and
only with present death; but thou slayest thy
brother in the midst of the church, and that

with the deathless death that is to come !

For think you that the church was made for

this purpose, that we might swear ? Yea, for

this it was made, that we might pray ! Is the

Table placed there, that we may make adjur-

ations ? It is placed there to this end, that

we may loose sins, not that we may bind

them. But thou, if thou heedest nothing

else, reverence at least that book, which
thou reachest forth in putting the oath; and
open the Gospel, which thou takest in hand;

when thou biddest swear; and when thou.

6 Zech. V. I, 4. St. Chrysostom, it should be observed, here-

only quotes a portion of these verses. See Horn. IX. fin.

7 From its hooked shape: fI'^os is rather the pointed weapon for

stabbing ;
^taxaipa the edged weapon for cutting.

8 anapriov.
9 ^dpadpov. Into which his bod^ would be thrown.
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hearest what Christ there declares concerning

oaths, shudder and desist ! What then does

He there say concerning oaths ?
*' But I say

unto you, Swear not at all,'^' And dost thou

convert the Law " which forbids swearing into

an oath. Oh, what contempt ! Oh, what
outrage ! For thou doest just the same thing

as if any one should bid the lawgiver, who
prohibits murder, become himself a party to

the murder. Not so much do I lament and
weep, when I hear that some persons are

slain 3 upon the highway, as I groan, and
shed tears, and am horrified, when I see any
one coming near this Table, placing his

hands upon it, and touching the Gospels, and
swearing ! Art thou in doubt, I ask, con-

cerning money, and wouldest thou slay a

soul ? What gainest thou to match the in-

jury thou doest to thine own soul, and to thy

neighbour ? If thou believest that the man is

true, do not impose the obligation of the

oath; but if thou knowest him to be a liar,

do not force him to commit perjury. " But
that I may have a full assurance: '^ saith one.

Yerily, when thou hast not sworn him» then

thou wilt receive a good and full assurance. '^

15. For now, when thou hast returned

home, thou wilt be continually the prey of

conscience, whilst reasoning thus with thyself;
*' Was it to no purpose, then, that I put him
upon his oath ? Was he not really perjured ?

Have I not become the cause of the sin?"
But if thou dost not put him upon his oath,

thou wilt receive much consolation on return-

ing home, rendering thanks to God, and say-

ing, *' Blessed be God, that I restrained my-
self, and did not compel him to swear vainly,

and to no purpose. Away with gold ! Per-

ish the money !
" for that which specially

gives us assurance is, that we did not trans-

gress the law, nor compel another to do it.

Consider, for Whose sake thou didst not put

any one on his oath; and this will suffice thee

for refreshment and consolation. Often, in-

deed, when a fight takes place, we bear being

insulted with fortitude, and we say to the

insulter, ** What shall I do with thee ? Such
an one hinders me, who is thy patron; he

keeps back my hands." And this is sufificient

to console us. So when thou art about to put

any one on his oath, restrain thyself; and
stop; and say to him who is about to swear,
•• What shall I do with thee ? God hath for-

» Matt. V. 3^.
2 Upon oaths, see Bingham, b. xxi. c. vii. sec. 4, sqq., who

however does not mention this use of the altar.
Zai>aC,o\i.ivov<i. The present participle is accounted for by the

fact that robbers took advantage of those troubles. See Libanius,
Or. de Sedit. adfin.

4 nXy)po(t)opia. This word occurs Heb. vi. 11, x. 22; and i Thess.
i. 5; and Col. ii. 2. The elliptical sense of the word will be under-
-stood by a reference to these passages.

bidden me to put any one on oath. He now
holds me back." This suffices both for the

honour of the Lawgiver, and for thy safety,

and for keeping him in fear who is ready to

swear. For when he seeth that we are thus
afraid to put others on oath, much more will

he himself be afraid to swear rashly. Would-
est thou say thus, thy return to thine own
home would be with much fulness of assur-

ance. Hear God, therefore, in His Com-
mandments, that He may Himself hear thee

in thy prayers ! This word shall be written

in heaven, and shall stand by thee on the Day
of Judgment, and shall discharge many sins.

16. This also let us consider not only with

respect to an oath, but to every thing. And
when we are about to do any good action for

God's sake, and it is found to bring loss

with it, let us look not merely at the loss

connected with the matter, but at the gain

which we shall reap by doing it for God.
That is to say, Hath any one insulted thee ?

Bear it nobly ! And thou wilt do so, if thou

thinkest not of the insult merely, but of the

dignity of Him who commands thee to bear

it, and thou bearest it meekly. Hast thou

given an alms ? Think not of the outlay, but

of the produce which arises from the outlay.

Hast thou been mulcted of money? Give
thanks, and regard not only the pain which

is the result of the loss, but the gain which
comes of thanksgiving. If we thus regulate

ourselves, none of those heavy events which
may befal us will give us pain; but from those

things which may seem to be grievous, we
shall be even gainers, and loss will be sweeter

and more desired than wealth, pain than

pleasure, and mirth and insult than honour.

Thus all things adverse will turn to our gain.

And here we shall enjoy much tranquillity,

and there we shall attain the kingdom of

heaven; which God grant that we may all be

deemed worthy to obtain, s by the grace and

5 Of remission of sins in the Holy Eucharist, see Theodorus in

Cat. on I Cor. xii. 31. " He that practiseth the greatest and

strongly forbidden sins, ought to abstain from the mysteries ;
for

to such an one it is not good to partake of them, until he first ab-

stain from his sins, through fear of the laws laid down. But of

other things, such as must befall men .... if we fall into such,

it is not well to deprive ourselves of the mysteries, but to come in

the greater fear .... inasmuch as remission also comes to us

from thence, when we abstain from what is in our power, and are

found not neglectful of the rest ; beside spiritual aid for the easier

amendment of life. For all things that are added to us by the

death of Christ, the same it is just should be accomphshed by the

symbols of His death." Ed. Cramer, p. 222. This is implied in

our own service, in the prayer after communicating, and in the

final answers of the catechism. So too in the Roman Canon of the

Mass, " Deliver me, by this Thy Holy Body and Blood, from all

my iniquities and all evils." Lit. of St. Basil, after the Gospel.

..." We pray and beseech Thj^ goodness, O Thou Lover of men,

that this Mystery which Thou didst institute for our salvation, be

not unto judgment to us, nor to Thy people, but to the wiping

away of our sins, and the remission of our negligences." Renaudot,

t i pp. 9, 58. Lit. of St. Cyril, in OraL Pads. ..." that we

may offer Thee this holy, reasonable, spiritual, unbloody Sacrifice

for the remission of our sins, and the pardon of the ignorances of

Thy people." lb. p. to, and Goar, p. 164. So Lit. St. Greg, after

the Invocation of the Holy Ghost, Ren, p. 106. Lit. St. Marc. pp.
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lovingkindness of our Lord Jesus Christ,

through Whom and with Whom, to the Father
with the Holy Spirit, be glory, dominion, and

143, 158 ; Canon Univ. Ethiop. p. 502; Lit. of St. Chrys., Prayer
of Oblation, Gear, p. 74. See also the note on TertuUian referred

honour, now and ever, and world without
end. Amen.

to, p. 266, note z,and St. Irenaeus, Fragm. ed. Pfaff, p. 27. " That
they who partake of these pledges (ifTirv'jrwi') may obuin remis-
sion of sins and eternal life,"

HOMILY XVL
This Homily was delivered on the occasion of the Prefect ' entering the Church, for the

purpose of pacifying the minds of the people, in consequence of a rumour of an in-

tended sack'' having been announced to him, when all were meditating flight. It

treats also on the subject of avoiding oaths, and on the words of the Apostle, " Paul,

a prisoner of Jesus Christ. '^ 3

I. I COMMEND the Prefect's consideration,

that seeing the city agitated, and every one

purposing a flight, he hath come here and

afforded you consolation, and hath led you

to entertain favourable hopes. But for you
I blushed, and was ashamed, that after these

long and frequent discourses ye should have

needed consolation from without.^ I longed

that the earth would open and swallow me up,

when I heard him discoursing with you,

alternately administering comfort, or blaming

such ill-timed s and senseless cowardice. For

it was not becoming, that you should be in-

structed by him; but you ought yourselves to

be teachers to all the unbelievers.^ Paul did

not permit even going to law before the un-

believers; 7 but thou, after so much admoni-

tion of our Fathers,^ hast needed teachers

from without; and certain vagabonds and

miscreants have again unsettled this great

city, and set it upon flight. With what eyes

shall we hereafter look upon the unbelievers,

we who were so timid and cowardly ? With

what tongue shall we speak to them, and

persuade them to exercise courage as to ap-

proaching evils, when we became through this

alarm more timid than any hare ?
*' But

what could we do," says some one, *'we are

1 apxovTO?, some read KOjotrjTo?, which seems to imply that this

officer was the Praetorian Praefect of the East. See note of Du-
•caeus. TlUemont, art. xxxiv. calls him "le Gouverneur.'

2 Trpai'Sa?, from the Latin Prseda. Ducseus takes it with Trpo?

Tor apxcvra, making it only a confiscation. Montfaucon does net

agree with Tillemont in dating the Homily, but it must have been

delivered after the return of Csesarius to the Emperor, and before

any news from him. The Prefect may be Hellebichus, who was

left at Antioch : but see Pref.
3 Philem. i. i.

4 /. ^., from one outside the pale of the church.

5 a/catpov. This word favours the supposition, that all real

ground of fear was at an end.
6 It appears from this, and from what follows, that the Prefect

-was a Pagan.
7 I Cor. vi. I. ^ See sec. 3.

but men !
" This is indeed the very reason

why we ought not to be terrified, because we
are men, and not brutes. For these are

scared by all manner of sounds and noises*

because they have not reasoning power, which
is adequate to dispel fear. But thou who
hast been honoured with the gift of speech
and reason, how is it that thou sinkest to

their ignoble condition ? Hath some one en-

tered the city, and announced the march of

soldiers against it? Be not terrified, but
leaving him, bend the knee: call upon thy

Lord: groan bitterly, and He will keep off

the dreaded event.

2. Thou hadst heard indeed a false report

of the march, and wert in danger of being

severed from the present life.^ But that

blessed Job, when the messengers came one

after another, and he had heard them an-

nouncing their dreadful news, and adding

thereto the insupportable destruction of his

children, neither cried nor groaned, but

turned to prayer, and gave thanks to the

Lord. Him do thou too imitate; and when
any comer announces that soldiers have en-

circled the city, and are about to plunder its

wealth, flee to thy Lord and say, ** The Lord

gave, the Lord hath taken away; as it seem-

eth good to the Lord, so is it done. BlesseO

be the name of the Lord for ever." 1 he ex-

perience of the actual events did not terrify

him; yet the mere report frightens thee.

And how are we to be accounted of, who when

we are commanded'" boldly to encounter

death itself, are thus affrighted by a false

rumour ! The man who is bewildered con-

9 He seems to mean, " wert almost dead with fear.

is harsh: the text may be in fault.

10 He means that Job had no such command.

But this
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structs fear which is unreal; and trouble which

is not visible; but he who abides in a settled

and tranquil condition of soul, breaks in

pieces even that which is real. Seest thou

not pilots; when the sea is raging, and the

clouds are rushing together, and the thunders

are bursting forth, and all on board are in

confusion, they seat themselves at the helm

without tumult or disturbance; giving earnest

heed to their own art, and considering how
they may ward off the effects of the approach-

ing storm. Be these thy example; and lay-

ing hold of the sacred anchor, the hope that

is in God, remain unshaken and immoveable.
** Whosoever heareth these sayings of mine,

and doeth them not, shall be likened unto a

foolish man, which built his house upon the

sand; and the rain descended, and the floods

came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that

house; and it fell, and great was the fall of

it."' Seest thou that it is the character of

folly to fall down headlong, and to be over-

thrown? Or rather, we were not only re-

duced to the condition of that foolish man,

but our fall was still more wretched. For
the house of that man fell down after the

rivers and rains had descended, and the

winds had beaten upon it; but we, when there

were no winds striking, nor floods invading,

nor blasts assaulting, before the experience of

disaster, were overturned by a mere rumour,

and dropped at once all the philosophy we
were meditating.

3. What think ye are now my thoughts?

How should I conceal,—yea, bury myself?

How must I blush with shame ? If I had not

been forcibly urged by our Fathers, I would

not have arisen, I would not have spoken,

whilst my mind was darkened with sadness

because of your pusillanimity. But neither

now have I been able to recover myself; since

anger and sorrow have laid such seige to my
soul. For who would not feel provoked and
indignant, that after so much teaching ye

should need the instructions of Gentiles, that

ye might be comforted and persuaded to bear

in a manly way the present alarm. Pray ye

therefore that free utterance may be given us

in opening our mouth; and that we may be

able to shake off this sadness, and to hold up
again a little; for indeed this shame on ac-

count of your pusillanimity hath greatly de-

pressed our spirits.

4. Lately, I addressed to your Charity

many things concerning the snares lying on
all sides of us; and concerning fear and sad-

ness, sorrow and pleasure; and also concern-

ing the sickle that flieth down upon the

houses of swearers. Now, out of all these

many matters, I would have you especially

to remember what I said respecting the
" winged sickle," and its settling in the swear-

er's house; and pulling down the stones and
the wood, and consuming the whole mass.
And withal, take heed to this; that it is the

extreme of folly to swear by taking the Gos-
pels, and to turn the very Law which forbids

swearing into an oath; and that it is better to

suffer loss of property than to impose an oath

on our neighbours; since this is a great

honour to be done to God. For when thou

sayest to God, " For thy sake I have not put
such a one, who hath robbed and injured me,
on his oath," God will pay thee back a great

recompense on account of this honour, both
here and hereafter. Say these things to

others, and observe them also yourselves. I

know that in this place we become more rev-

erent, and lay aside every evil habit. But
what is to be aimed at is, not that we be
lovers of wisdom here only, but that when
we depart, we may take this reverence out

with us, where we especially need it. For
those who carry water do not merely have
their vessels full when near the fountain, and
empty them when they reach home, but there

they put them away with especial caution,

that they may not be overturned, and their

labours rendered useless. Let us all imitate

these persons; and when we come home, let

us strictly retain what has been spoken; since

if ye here have gotten full, but return home
empty, having the vessels of your understand-

ings destitute of what ye have heard, there

will be no advantage from your replenishment

here. Shew me not the wrestler in the place

of exercise, but of actual contest; and relig-

ion not at the season of hearing, but at the

season of practice.

5. Thou applaudest what is said now.

When thou art required to swear, then re-

member all these things. If ye quickly ac-

complish this law, we will advance our teach-

ing to other and greater things. Lo ! this is

the second year that I am discoursing to

your Charity; and I have not yet been able

to explain a hundred lines ^ of the Scriptures.

And the reason is, that ye need to learn of

us whafye might reduce to practice at home,
and of yourselves; and thus the greater part

of our exhortation is consumed on ethical

discourse. But this ought not to have been
so; the regulation of manners you ought to

* Matt. vii. 26, 27.

2<rTixoi. Lines, or sentences. The ancients had two kind of

verses, one of which they called <TTi\oi, and the other p^/aara.

The stichoi were lines that contained a certain number of letters,

and were not limited by the sense as our modern verses. The
Codex Bezae and; Alex, are so divided into parts, shorter than
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have learnt at home, and of yourselves; but
the sense of the Scriptures, and the specula-
tions upon them, you might commit to us. If,

however, it were necessary that you should
hear such things of us, there was no need of
more than one day: for what there is to be
said is of no diversified or difficult character,
or such as requires any elaboration. For
when God declares His sentence, subtle
arguments are unseasonable. God hath said,
*' Thou shalt not swear." Do not then de-
mand of me the reasons of this. It is a royal
law. He who established it, knows the rea-

son of the law. If it had not been profitable.

He would not have forbidden it. Kings bring
in laws, and not all perchance profitable; for

they are men, and cannot be competent to

discover what is useful, like God. Neverthe-
less, we obey them. Whether we marry, or
make wills, or are about to purchase serv-

ants, or houses, or fields, or to do any other
act, we do these things not according to our
own mind, but according to the laws which
they ordain; and we are not entirely at liberty

to dispose of the things which concern our-
selves according to our own minds; but in

many cases we are subject to their will; and
should we do any thing that is contrary to

their judgment, it becomes invalid and use-

less. So then tell me, are we to pay so

much respect to the laws of men, and trample
under foot the law of God ? What defence,
or what pardon can such conduct be worthy
of ? He hath said, ** Thou shalt not swear."
In order that thou mayest do and speak all

things with safety, do not in practice lay

down a law contrary to His.

6. But enough of these matters. Let us

now proceed to lay before you one sentence

of those which have been read to-day, and
thus end this discourse. ** Paul, a prisoner

of Jesus Christ," saith he, *' and Timothy the

brother." ^ Great is the designation of Paul:

no title of principality and power, but he
speaks of bonds and chains ! Truly great

indeed ! Although many other things made
him illustrious; his being caught up into the

third heaven, his being transported to Para-

dise, his hearing unutterable words; yet he
sets down none of these, but mentions the

chain instead of all, for this made him more
conspicuous and illustrious than these. And
why so ? Because the one were the free gifts

of the Lord's lovingkindness; and the other

the marks of the constancy and patience of the

servant. But it is customary with those who
love, to glory more in the things which they

suffer for those who are beloved, than in the

* Philem. i.

benefits they receive from them. A king is

not so proud of his diadem, as Paul gloried
in his chains. And very justly. For a dia-
dem affords but an ornament to the crowned
head; but the chain is a much greater orna-
ment as well as a security. The kingly crown
often betrays the head it encircles, and allures
innumerable traitors, and invites them to the
lust of empire. And in battles this ornament
is so dangerous, that it must be hidden and
laid aside. Hence kings in battle, change
the outward dress, and so mingle in the crowd
of combatants; so much betrayal does there
result from the crown; but the chain will

bring nothing of this kind upon those who
have it, but altogether the contrary; since if

there be a war, and an engagement with
demons, and the hostile powers; the man who
is thus encompassed, by holding forth his

chain, repels their assaults. And many of
the secular magistrates not only bear the
name of office while they are in authority, but
when they have given up their authority.

Such a one is called an ex-consul, such a one
an ex-praetor. But he, instead of all such
titles, says, *'Paul the prisoner." And very
rightly. For those magisterial offices are no
complete evidences of virtue in respect to the
soul; for they are to be purchased by money,
and obtained by the solicitations of friends;

but this distinction that is obtained by bonds
is a proof of the soul's love of wisdom, and
the strongest sign of a longing for Christ.

And the former are soon gone, but this dis-

tinction has none to succeed to it. Behold at

least from that time to the present day how
long a time has passed, and yet the name of

this Prisoner has become increasingly illus-

trious. As to all the consuls, whoever they

were, of former times, they are passed into

silence; and not even their names are known
to the generality of mankind. But the name
of this Prisoner, the blessed Paul, is still

great here, great in the land of the barba-

rians, great also among the Scythians and
Indians; and were you to go even to the very

bounds of the habitable world, you would

hear of this appellation, and whithersoever

any one could come, he would perceive that

the name of Paul was borne in the mouths

of all men. And what marvel is it, if it be

so by land and sea, when even in the heavens

the name of Paul is great; with angels and

archangels and the powers above, and with

the King of these, even God !
*' But what

were the chains," says some one, ** that

brought glory to him who was thus fettered ?

Were they not formed of iron?" Of iron,

indeed, they were formed; but they contained

the grace of the Spirit, abundantly flourish-
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ing in them; since he wore them for Christ's

sake. Oh, wonder ! the servants were bound,
the Master was crucified, and yet the preach-

ing of the Gospel every day increases ! And
through the means by which it was supposed
that it would be extinguished, by these very

means it was kindled; and the Cross and
bonds, which were thought to be an abomina-
tion, these are now become the symbols of

salvation; and that iron was to us more pre-

cious than all gold, not by its intrinsic nature,

but for this cause and ground !

7. But here I see an enquiry arising out of

this point; and if you give me your attention,

I will both state the question exactly, and
will add the solution. What then is the sub-

ject of enquiry ? This same Paul once having

come before Festus, whilst discoursing to

him, and defending himself concerning the

charges which the Jews had alleged against

him, and telling how he had seen Jesus, how
he had heard that blessed voice; how he had
been struck with blindness and recovered
sight, and had fallen down and risen up again;

how he had come a captive into Damascus,
bound without chains; after speaking like-

wise of the Law and of the Prophets, and
shewing that they had foretold all these

things, he captured the judge, and almost
persuaded him to come over to himself. For
such are the souls of holy men: when they
have fallen into dangers, they do not consider

how they may be delivered from dangers, but

strive every way how they may capture their

persecutors. Just so did it then happen.

He came in to defend himself, and he de-

parted taking the judge with him !
* And to

this the judge bore witness, saying, "Almost^
thou persuadest me to be a Christian.^'

3

And this ought to have happened to-day;

and this Prefect, on coming among you, ought
to have admired your magnanimity, your for-

titude, your perfect tranquillity; and to have
gone away, taking with him a lesson from
your good order, admiring your assembly,
praising your congress, and learning from the

actual fact, how great a difference there is

between Gentiles and Christians !

8. But as I was saying:—When Paul had
caught him, and he said, ^'Almost thou per-

suadest me to be a Christian," Paul answered
thus, ** I would to God that not only thou,

but also all that hear me this day, were both
almost and altogether such as I am, except

* /. e., in conviction, though not in act. St. Chrysostom used
the word almost a few lines back. Agrippa is named presently,
but some there read Festus.

' iv oAiyw. St. Chrysostom clearly understood this as it is ren-
dered in ourEnglish version of 1611. See above " almost persuaded
kim," ax^^'ov lifti.<Tt. Modern scholars have attached a different
sense to the expression. Sec Revised Version.

3 Acts xxvi. 28.

these bonds." ^ What sayest thou, O Paul?
When thou writest to the Ephesians, thou

sayest, '* I therefore, the prisoner of the

Lord, beseech you, that ye walk worthy of the

vocation wherewith ye are called." ^ And
when thou speakest to Timothy, " Wherein I

suffer trouble as an evil-doer, even unta
bonds.'' ^ And again, when to Philemon,
thus; **Paul, a prisoner of Jesus Christ."^

And again, when debating with the Jews,

thou sayest, '* For the hope of Israel I am
bound with this chain.'' ^ And writing to the

Philippians, thou sayest, '* Many of the

brethren in the Lord, waxing confident by
my bonds, are much more bold to speak the

word without fear."^ Every where thou

bearest about the chain, everywhere thou

puttest forward thy bonds, and boastest in

the thing. But when thou comest to the

tribunal, thou betrayest thy philosophy, where

it were right to have spoken the most boldly,

and sayest to the judge, *' I would to God
that thou mightest become a Christian * with-

out * these bonds !
" Yet surely if the bonds

were good, and so good, that they could be

the means of making others to grow bold in

the cause of true religion; (for this very thing

thou didst declare before, when thou saidst,
'^ Many of the brethren, waxing confident by
my bonds, did speak the word without fear");

for what reason dost thou not glory in this

thing in the presence of the judge, but doest

even the reverse ?

9. Does not what I say appear a ques-

tion ? The solution of it, however, I will

bring forward at once. For Paul acted thus,

not from distress or fear, but from an abun-

dance of wisdom and spiritual understanding.

And how this was, I proceed to explain. He
was addressing a Gentile, and an unbeliever,

who knew nothing of our matters. Hence
he was unwilling to introduce him by way of

disagreeable things, but as he said, "I be-

came to them that are without law, as without

Iaw;"*° so he acted in the present instance.

His meaning is,
'* If the Gentile hear of

bonds and tribulations, he will straightway be

taking flight; since he knows not the power

of bonds. First, let him become a believer;

let him taste of the word preached, and then

he will even of himself hasten towards these

bonds. I have heard the Lord saying, " No
man putteth a piece of new cloth into an old

garment, for that which is put in to fill it up

taketh from the garment, and the rent is

made worse. Neither do men put new wine

into old wine-skins ; else the wine-skins

4 Acts xxvi. 29.
7Phil. i. I.

*° I Cor. ix. 21.

S Ephes. iv. 1

8 Acts xxviii.

6 2 Tim. ii. 9.

9 Philip, i. 14.
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burst. '^' The soul of this man is an old

garment: an old wine-skin. It is not renewed
by the faith, nor renovated by the grace of

the Spirit. It is yet weak and earthly. It

affects the things of this life. It flutters

eagerly after worldly show. It loves a glory

that is present. Should he hear at once, even

from the first, that if he becomes a Christian

he will become immediately a prisoner, and

will be encompassed with a chain; feeling

ashamed and indignant, he will recoil from the

word preached. Therefore, saith he, " Ex-

cept these bonds.'' "" Not as deprecating the

bonds themselves, God forbid ! But conde-

scending to the other's infirmity; for he him-

self loved and welcomed his bonds, even as a

woman fond of ornament doth her jewels of

gold. Whence is this apparent? *' I re-

joice," saith he, '* in my sufferings for you,

and fill up that which is behind of the afflic-

tions of Christ in my flesh. "^ And again;
" Unto you it is given in the behalf of Christ,

not only to believe on Him, but to suffer for

His sake." ^ And again; "And not only so,

but we also glory in tribulations." s Where-

fore, if he rejoices and glories in this, and

calls it a gift of grace, it is manifest that

when he was addressing the judge, he spoke

to him as he did, for the reason assigned.

Moreover, also in a different passage, when

he happened to find a necessity for glorying,

he shews the very same by saying, "Most
gladly, therefore, will I glory in my infirmi-

inties in reproaches, m necessities,

persecutions, in distresses, that the power of

Christ may rest upon me."^ And again;

"If I must needs glory, I will glory of the

things which concern mine infirmities." ^

And elsewhere, comparing himself with

others, and exhibiting to us his superiority

in the comparison, he thus speaks; **Are

they ministers of Christ ? (I speak as a fool),

I am more."^ And wishing to shew this

superiority, he did not say that he had raised

the dead, nor that he had expelled demons,

nor that he had cleansed lepers, nor that he

had done any other thing of the sort, but that

he had suffered those innumerable hardships.

Hence when he said, " I am more," he present-

ly cites the multitude of his trials ;
" In stripes,

above measure, in deaths oft, in prisons more

frequent of the Jews five times re-

ceived I forty stripes save one, once was I

stoned, thrice I suffered shipwreck, a night

and a day I have been in the deep; " ^ and all

the rest. Thus Paul everywhere glories in

tribulations; and prides himself upon this

1 Matt. ix. i6, 17 : Mark ii. 21 ;
Luke v. 36.

2 Acts xxvi. 28. 3 Coloss. i. 24. \
Py*P- • ^•

5 Rom. V. 3. 62 Cor. xu. 9, lo- ' 2 Cor. xi. 30.

8 2 Cor. XI. 23. 9 2 Cor. xi. 23, 25.
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circumstance exceedingly. And very justly.

For this it is which especially shews the power
of Christ, viz. that the Apostles conquered
by such means; by bonds, by tribulations,

by scourgings, and the worst of ills.

10. For these two things Christ had an-

nounced, tribulation and remission, labours

and crowns, toils and rewards, things pleasant

and sad. Nevertheless, to the present life

he assigns the sorrowful things; but for the

life to come, he has stored up those which
are pleasant; at once shewing that He did

not mean to deceive men, and wishing by this

arrangement to diminish the burden of

human woes. For the imposter first holds

out the things which are pleasant, and after-

wards brings forward those which are disa-

greeable. Thus for example:—Kidnappers,

when they intend to steal and carry off little

children, do not promise them blows and
stripes, or any other thing of that kind, but

offer them cakes, and sweetmeats, and such

like, by which the age of childhood is usually

gratified; in order that, enticed by these

things, they may sell their liberty, and may
fall into the utmost peril. Moreover, bird-

catchers, and fishermen, thus entice the prey

which they pursue, offering first their usual

food, and such as is agreeable to them, and

by this means concealing the snare. So that

this is especially the work of imposters, first

to hold out things which are agreeable, but

afterwards to introduce the things which are

disagreeable. But the case is altogether the

reverse with those who are really careful and

provident for others. Fathers at least act

quite in a contrary manner to kidnappers.

When they send their children to school, they

set masters over them, threaten them with

stripes, and encompass them with fear on all

sides. But when they have thus spent the

first portion of their lives, and their habits

are formed, they then put them in possession

of honour, and power, and luxury, and all

the wealth that is theirs.

II. And thus God has acted. After the

manner of provident fathers, and not after

that of kidnappers, He has first involved us

in things that are grievous; handing us over

to present tribulation, as it were to school-

masters and teachers; in order that being

chastened and sobered by these things, after

shewing forth all patience, and learning all

right discipline, we may afterwards, when

formed into due habits, inherit the kingdom

of heaven. He first prepares and fits us for

the management of the wealth He is to give,

and then puts us into the actual possession

of riches. For if He had not acted thus, the

giving of riches would have been no boon.
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but a punishment and a vengeance. For
even as a son that is senseless and prodigal,

when he has succeeded to a paternal inherit-

ance, is precipitated headlong by this very

thing, having none of the practical wisdom
requisite for the economy of wealth; but if

he be intelligent, and gentle, and sober, and
moderate, managing his paternal estate as is

befitting, he becomes by this means more
illustrious and distinguished: so must it also

necessarily happen in our case. When we
have acquired spiritual understanding, when
we have all attained to " perfect manhood, '^

and the measure of full stature;** then He
puts us in possession of all that He has prom-
ised: but now as little children He chastens

us, together with consolation and soothing.

And this is not the only advantage of receiv-

ing the tribulation beforehand, but there is

also another, not less than this. For the

man who first of all lives luxuriously, and
then has to expect punishment after his luxu-

rious living, has not even a sense of his pres-

ent luxury, merely by reason of the expecta-

tion of impending woes; but he who is first

in a sorrowful state, if he is anticipating the

enjoyment of good things afterwards, over-

looks present difficulties, in the hope of the

good things which are to come. Not only,

then, on account of our security, but also for

our pleasure and consolation hath He or-

dained that the things which are grievous

should be first; in order that being lightened

with the hope of futurity, we should be ren-

dered insensible to what is present. And this

Paul would shew and make plain, when he
said, *' Our light affliction, which is but for a

moment, worketh for us a far more exceed-

ing and eternal weight of glory. While we
look not at the things which are seen, but at

the things which are not seen." * He calls

tribulation light, not because of the intrinsic

nature of things that are grievous, but be-

cause of the expectation of good things to

come. For even as the merchant is indiffer-

ent to the labour that attends navigation,

being buoyed up with the hope of a cargo;

and as the boxer bravely sustains the blows on
his head, looking to the crown beyond; so

also indeed do we, earnestly gazing towards
heaven, and the good things that are in the

heavens, whatever evils come on us, sustain

them all with fortitude, being nerved with the

good hope of the things to come.
12. Therefore let us go home, taking with

us this saying;' for though it be simple and
short, it nevertheless contains much of the

doctrine of spiritual wisdom. He who is in

« 2 Cor. iv. i. e., Paul, a prisoner of Jesus Christ.

a State of grief and tribulation, hath a suffi-

cient consolation; he who lives in luxury and
abundance, hath that which may greatly sober
him. For when as thou sittest at the table

thou art reminded of this saying, thou wilt

speedily shrink from drunkenness and glut-

tony; learning through this sentence, how
needful it is for us to be striving; and thou
wilt say with thyself, ** Paul lived in bonds
and in dungeons, but I in drunkenness and
at a luxurious table ! What pardon then shall

I obtain ? " This also is a fit saying for

women; since those who are fond of orna-

ment, and expensive dresses, and bind them-
selves about with gold on every side, when
they remember this chain, will hate, I feel

assured, and abominate that adorning of

themselves; and will hasten to such bonds as

these. For those ornaments have often been
the cause of manifold evils, and introduced

a thousand quarrels into a family, and have
bred envy, and jealousy, and hatred. But
these loosed the sins of the wide world,

affrighted demons, and drove away the devil.

With these, while tarrying in prison, he per-

suaded the jailor; with these he attracted

Agrippa himself; with these he procured many
disciples. Therefore he said, '* Wherein I

suffer trouble as an evil-doer unto bonds, but
the word of God is not bound." ^ For just

as it is not possible to bind a sunbeam, or to

shut it up within the house, so neither the

preaching of the word; and what was much
more, the teacher was bound, and yet the

word flew abroad; he inhabited the prison,

and yet his doctrine rapidly winged its way
every where throughout the world !

Knowing these things then, let us not be
depressed, when adverse affairs meet us, but
then let us be more strong, then more power-
ful; *' for tribulation worketh patience."*

Let us not grieve for the calamities which be-

fall us, but let us in all things give thanks
unto God !

13. We have completed the second week
of the fast, but this we should not consider;

for going through the fast does not consist in

merely going through the time, but in going
through it with amendment of manners. Let
us consider this; whetner we have become
more diligent; whether we have corrected any
of our defects; whether we have washed away
our sins ? It is common tor every one to ask

in Lent, how many weeks eacn nas fasted;

and some maybe heard saymg that they have

fasted two, others three, and otners that they

have fasted the whole of the weeks. But
what advantage is it, if we have gone tiirough

3 a Wm. U. 9. « Rom, V. 3.
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the fast devoid of good works ? If another
says, '* I have fasted the whole of Lent," do
thou say, "'*

I had an enemy, but I was recon-
ciled; I had a custom of evil- speaking, but I

put a stop to it; I had a custom of swearing,
but I have broken through this evil prac-

tice." It is of no advantage to merchants,
to have gone over a great extent of ocean,
but to have sailed with a freight and much
merchandise. The fast will profit us nothing,

if we pass through it as a mere matter of

course, without any result. If we practise a

mere abstinence from meats, when the forty

days are past, the fast is over too. But if

we abstain from sins, this still remains, even
when the fast has gone by, and will be from
this time a continual advantage to us; and
will here render us no small recompense, be-

fore we attain unto the kingdom of heaven.

For as he who is living in iniquity, even be-

fore hell, hath punishment, being stung by
his conscience; so the man who is rich in

good works, even before the kingdom, will

have the benefit of exceeding joy, in that he

is nourished with blessed hopes.

14. Therefore Christ says, ** I will see you
again, and your heart shall rejoice, and your

joy no man taketh from you. " ^ A brief say-

ing, but one that hath in it much consolation.

What then is this, ^'your joy no man tak-

eth?" If thou hast money, many are able

to take away the joy that comes of thy

wealth; as, for instance, a thief, by digging

through the wall; a servant by carrying off

what was entrusted to him; an emperor by
confiscation; and the envious man by con-

tumely. Should you possess power, there

are many who are able to deprive you of the

joy of it. For when the conditions of office

are at an end, the conditions of pleasure will

also be ended. And in the exercise of office

itself too, there are many accidents occurring,

which by bringing difficulty and care, strike

at the root of thy satisfaction. If thou hast

bodily strength, the assaults of disease put a

stop to joy from that source. If thou hast

beauty and bloom, the approach of old age

withers it, and takes away that joy. Or if

thou enjoyest a sumptuous table, when even-

ing comes on the joy of the banquet is at an

end; for every thing belonging to this life is

liable to damage, and is unable to afford us a

lasting pleasure; but piety and the virtue of

the soul is altogether the reverse of this. If

thou hast done an alms, no one is able to

take away this good work. Though an army,

or kings, or myriads of calumniators and con-

spirators, were' to beset thee on all sides, they

« John xvi, 82.

could not take away the possession, once de-
posited in heaven; but the joy thereof con-
tinually abideth; for it is said, "He hath
dispersed, he hath given to the poor, his
righteousness endureth for ever. "=^ And
very justly; for in the storehouses of heaven
it is laid up, where no thief breaks in, nor
robber seizes, nor moth devours.^ If thou
pourest out continued and fervent prayers, no
man will be able to spoil thee of the fruit, of
them; for this fruit too is rooted in the
heavens; it is out of the way of all injury,

and remains beyond mortal reach. If when
evil-treated thou has done a kind action; if

thou hast borne with patience to hear thyself

evil spoken of; if thou hast returned bless-

ings for reproaches; these are good works
that abide continually, and the joy of them
no man taketh away; but as often as thou
rememberest these, thou art glad and re-

joicest, and reapest large fruits of pleasure.

So also, indeed, if we succeed in avoiding
oaths; and persuade our tongue to abstain

from this pernicious practice, the good work
will be finished in a short time, but the de-

light arising from it will be continuous and
unfailing.

17. And now, it is time that you should be

teachers and guides of others; that friends

should undertake to instruct and lead on
their neighbours; servants their fellow-serv-

ants; and youths those of their own age.

What if any one had promised thee a single

piece of gold for every man who was re-

formed, wouldest thou not then have used

every exertion, and been all day long sitting

by them, persuading and exhorting. Yet

now God promises thee not one piece of gold,

nor ten, or twenty, or a hundred, or a thou-

sand; no, nor the whole earth, for thy

labours, but He gives thee that which is

greater than all the world, the kingdom of

heaven; and not only this, but also another

thing besides it. And what kind of thing is

that? ''He who taketh forth the precious

from the vile,"4saith He, ''shall be as my
mouth.

'

' 5 What can be equal to this in point

of honour or security ? What kind of excuse

or pardon can be left to those, who after so

great a promise neglect their neighbour's

safety? Now if you see a blind man falling

into a pit, you stretch forth a hand, and

think it a disgraceful thing to overlook one

who is about to perish ? But daily beholding

all thy brethren precipitated into the wicked

custom of oaths, dost thou not dare even to

utter a word ? Thou hast spoken once, per-

haps, and he hath not heard. Speak there-

2 Ps cxii. 9. 3 Matt. vi. 19 ; Luke xii. 33.

4 i.e.^ the soul of a man from the vile state of sin. Sjer. xv. 19.
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fore twice, and thrice, and as often as it may
be, till thou hast persuaded him. Every day

God is addressing us, and we do not hear;

and yet He does not leave off speaking. Do
thou, therefore, imitate this tender care

towards thy neighbour. For this reason it

is that we are placed with one another; that

we inhabit cities, and that we meet together

in churches, in order that we may bear one

another's burdens, that we may correct one

another's sins. And in the same manner as

persons inhabiting the same shop, carry on a

separate traffic, yet put all afterwards into

the common fund, so also let us act. What-

ever advantages each man is able to confer

upon his neighbour, let him not grudge, nor

shrink from doing it, but let there be some
such kind of spiritual commerce, and recip-

rocity; in order that having deposited every

thing in the common store, and obtained

great riches, and procured a large treasure,

we may be all together partakers of the king-

dom of heaven; through the grace and loving^

kindness of our Lord Jesus Christ, by Whom
and with Whom, to the Father, with the Holy
Ghost, be glory, both now and ever, and
world without end. Amen.

HOMILY XVII.

Of the Commissioners (Hellebichus Commander of the Troops,^ and Caesarius Master of

the Offices ==) sent by the Emperor Theodosius for the inquisition of the offenders, on

account of the overturning of the Statues.

I. Most opportunely have we all this day

sung together, *' Blessed be the Lord God of

Israel, who only doeth wondrous things. " ^

For marvellous, and beyond all expectation,

are the things which have happened ? A
whole city, and so great a population, when
just about to be overwhelmed—to sink under

the waves, and to be utterly and instantly

destroyed—He hath entirely rescued from

shipwreck in a single moment of time ! Let

us give thanks then, not only that God hath

calmed the tempest, but that He suffered it

to take place; not only that He rescued us

from shipwreck, but that He allowed us to

fall into such distress; and such an extreme

peril to hang over us. Thus also Paul bids

us ** in every thing give thanks. " * But when
he says, ** In every thing give thanks," he

means not only in our deliverance from evils,

but also at the time when we suffer those

evils. *'For all things work together for

good to them that love God."5 Let us be

thankful to Him for this deliverance from
trials; and let us never forget them. Let

us devote ourselves to prayer, to continual

supplications, and to much piety.

1 <7TpaT>)XaT7js. See Dufresn*. This title was given to one who
had the general command of the troops in a province, or division

of the empire.
2 MoL-ynTTpo?. See Dufresne. Also Tillemont, //ist. des Emp.

Theod art. 33. Montfaucon has already called in question the
judgment of Tillemont's note on these Homilies, placing this be-
fore XI. It does not appear that this was delivered immediately
on the arrival of the Commissioners, but on occasion of some fresh

news from the Emperor after the trials.

3 Ps. Ixxii. 18. 4 I Thess. v. 18. 5 Rom., viii. 28.

2. When the sad conflagration of these

calamities was first kindled, I said, that it

was a season not for doctrine, but for prayer.^

The very same thing I now repeat, when the

fire has been extinguished—that it is now es-

pecially, and more than before, a time for

prayer; that now is the season especially for

tears and compunction, for an anxious soul,

for much diligence, and for much caution.

For at that time the very nature of our tribu-

lation restrained us, however unwillingly, and

disposed us to sobriety; and led us to become
more religious; but now when the bridle is

removed, and the cloud has passed away,

there is fear lest we should fall back again

into sloth, or become relaxed by this respite;

and lest one should have reason to say of

us too, "When He slew them, then they

sought Him, and returned, and enquired

early after God."^ Wherefore also Moses
admonished the Jews, saying, "When thou

shalt have eaten, and drunk, and art full,

remember the Lord thy God."« The good-

ness of your disposition will now be rendered

manifest, if you continue in the practice of

the same piety. For at that time, many im-

puted your earnestness to fear, and the ap-

proach of calamity; but now, it will be

purely your own achievement, if you still

persevere in maintaining this earnestness.

Since with a boy too, as long as he is guided

6 Hom. II. 7 Ps, Ixxviii. 34. 8Deut. vi. II, 12,
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by some tutor whom he fears, if he lives with
sobriety and meekness, there is nothing to

admire, for all persons ascribe the sobriety

of the stripling to his fear of the tutor.

But when he remains in the same seemly
behaviour, after the restraint from that quarter

is done away with, all persons give him credit

too for the sobriety that was seen in his

earlier age. Thus also let us act; let us con-

tinue in the same state of godly fear, in order

that for our former diligence too we may gain

much praise from God.

3. We had expected innumerable woes;

that our property would be plundered, that

the houses would have been burnt together

with their inmates, that the city would have

been plucked up from the midst of the world,

that its very fragments would have been

utterly destroyed, and that its soil would have

been placed under the plough ! But, lo ! all

these things existed only in expectation, and

did not come into operation. And this is

not the only wonder, that God hath removed
so great a danger, but that He hath also

greatly blessed us, and adorned our city; and

by this trial and calamity hath made us more
approved ! But how, I will state. When
those who were sent by the Emperor erected

that fearful tribunal for making inquisition

into the events which had taken place, and

summoned every one to give account of the

deeds which they had perpetrated, and vari-

ous anticipations of death pervaded the

minds of all , then the monks who dwelt on

the mountain-tops shewed their own true

philosophy. For although they had been

shut up so many years in their cells, yet at no

one's entreaty, by no one's counsel, when

they beheld such a cloud overhanging the

city, they left their caves and huts, and

flocked together in every direction, as if they

had been so many angels arriving from

heaven. Then might one see the city likened

to heaven, while these saints appeared every-

where; by their mere aspect consoling the

mourners, and leading them to an utter dis-

regard of the calamity. For who on behold-

ing these would not deride death, would not

despise life. And not only was this wonder-

ful, but that when they drew nigh to the

magistrates themselves, they spoke to them

with boldness on behalf of the accused, and

were all ready to shed their blood, and to lay

down their heads, so that they might snatch

the captured from the terrible events which

they expected. They also declared that they

would not depart until the judges should

spare the population of the city, or send them

themselves together with the accused to the

Emperor. "He," said they, "who rules

over our portion of the world is a godly man,
a believer, one who lives in the practice of
piety. We therefore shall assuredly recon-
cile him. We will not give you leave, nor
permit you to embrue the sword, or take off a
head. But if ye do not desist, we also are
quite resolved to die with them. We confess
that the crimes committed are very heinous;
but the iniquity of those deeds does not sur-

pass the humanity of the Emperor." One
of them is also reported to have uttered an-
other saying, full of wisdom, to this effect:*
" The Statues which have been thrown down
are again set up, and have resumed their

proper appearance; and the mischief was
speedily rectified; but if ye put to death the
image of God, how will ye be again able to

revoke the deed ! or how to reanimate those

who are deprived of life, and to restore their

souls to their bodies?" Many things too

they said to them of the Judgment.

4. Who could but be astonished ? Who
could but admire the moral wisdom of these

men ? When the mother of one of the ac-

cused, uncovering her head, and exposing

her grey hairs, laid hold of the horse of the

judge by the bridle, and running beside him
through the forum, thus entered with him the

place of justice, we were all struck with

astonishment, we all admired that exceeding

tenderness and magnanimity.^ Ought we not,

then, to have been much more impressed

with wonder at the conduct of these men?
For if she had even died for her son, it would

have been nothing strange, since great is the

tyranny of nature, and irresistible is the

obligation arising from the maternal pangs !

But these men so loved those whom they had

not begotten, whom they had not brought up,

yea rather, whom they had never seen, whom
they had not heard of, whom they had never

met, whom they knew only from their calam-

ity, that if they had possessed a thousand

lives, they would have chosen to deliver them

all up for their safety. Tell me not that they

were not slaughtered, that they did not pour

forth their blood, but that they used as much

boldness with their judges as it was likely

that no other men would do, but such as had

already renounced their own lives; and that

with this sentiment they ran from the moun-

tains to the tribunal. For, indeed, if they

had not before prepared themselves agamst

every sort of slaughter, they would not have

been able to speak thus freely to the judges,

or to have manifested such magnanimity.

For they remained all day long sitting before

1 The name of this monk was Macedonius (see Theodoret- Hist.

^W. No. xiii. where it is added that he spoke through an inter-

preter).
2 Sec Lib. ad Hclleb,
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the doors of the place of justice, being pre-

pared to snatch from the hands of the execu-

tioners those who were about to be led off to

punishment

!

5. Where now are those who are clad in

.threadbare cloaks, and display a long beard,

and carry staves in the right hand; the phil-

osophers of the world,' who are more abject

in disposition than the dogs under the table;

and do every thing for the sake of the belly ?

All these men then forsook the city, they all

hasted away, and hid themselves in caves !

But they only, who truly by works manifest

the love of wisdom, appeared as fearlessly in

the forum, as if no evil had overtaken the

city. And the inhabitants of the city fled

away to the mountains and to the deserts, but

the citizens of the desert hastened into the

city; demonstrating by deeds what, on the

preceding days, I have not desisted from

saying, that the very furnace will not be able

to harm the man who leads a virtuous life.

Such a thing is philosophy of soul, rising

superior to all things, and to all prosperous

or adverse events; for neither is it enfeebled

by the former, nor beaten down and debased

by the latter, but abides on the same level

through the whole course of things, shewing

its own native force and power ! Who, in-

deed, was not convicted of weakness by the

difficulty of the present crisis ? Those who
had held the first offices in our city,who were

in places of power, who were surrounded with

immense wealth, and who were in high favour

with the Emperor, leaving their houses utterly

deserted, all consulted their own safety, and

all friendship and kindred were found worth-

less, and those whom they formerly knew, at

this season of calamity, they desired not to

know, and prayed to be unknown of them !

But the monks, poor as they were, having

nothing more than a mean garment, who had

lived in the coarsest manner, who seemed
formerly to be nobodies, men habituated to

mountains and forests; as if they had been

so many lions, with a great and lofty soul,

whilst all were fearing and quaking, stood

forth and relieved the danger, and that, not

in the course of many days, but in a brief

moment of time ! And as distinguished war-

riors without coming into close conflict with

their adversaries, but merely by making their

appearance in the ranks, and shouting, put

the foe to rout, so also these in one day

descended, and said their say, and removed
the calamity, and returned to their own taber-

nacles. So great is the moral wisdom that

was brought among men by Christ.

I Ttt)f *fu)d«v. " Of those without •" a common phrase with St.

Chrysostom to denote those without tne pale of the Church.

6. And why do I speak of the rich, and of

those in authority? When those very per-

sons who had been invested with power to

judge the criminals; who acted with the high-

est authority, were entreated by these self-

same monks to grant a sentence of pardon,

they said, they had no power over the result;

for that it was unsafe and dangerous, not only

to insult the Emperor, but even to dismiss

those who had insulted him, when taken,

without punishment. But these men were

too powerful for any one to resist; and be-

sieging them by magnanimity and persever-

ance, they induced these officers by their im-

portunity to exercise a power which they had
not received from the Emperor; and even

succeeded in persuading the judges, when
men had been manifestly convicted of the

guilt, not to declare the sentence of condem-
nation, but to defer the final result to the de-

cision of the Emperor; and they promised

certainly to persuade him to grant a pardon

to those who had transgressed against him;

and they were about to set out on a journey

to him. But the judges, reverencing the

moral wisdom of these men, and being struck

with their loftiness of spirit, did not permit

them to undertake this long journey, but

promised that if they should only receive their

words in writing, they would themselves de-

part and successfully importune nhe Emperor
to dismiss all anger (which, indeed, we are

now expecting that he will). For when sen-

tence should have been given, they, on being

admitted into court, uttered words of the

highest wisdom, and besought the Emperor
by letters to shew mercy; and they reminded

him of the Judgment, and said that they

would lay down their own heads, if his mercy
was not granted. And the judges took down
these words in writing, and departed. This,

more than the brightest crown, will adorn

our city. And what has here taken place, the

Emperor will now hear; yea, the great City

will hear, and the whole world will hear, that

the monks who dwell at the city of Antioch,

are men who have displayed an apostolic

boldness; and now when their letters are read

at court, all men will admire their magna-
nimity; all men will call our city bkssed;

and we shall shake off our evil reputation;

and it will be known every where, that what

has happened \vas not the work of the inhab-

itants of the city, but of strangers and cor-

rupt-minded men; and that this testimony of

the monks will be a sufficient evidence of the

character of the city.

2 Bv<ro}nr}<Tti.v : same word as is rendered above " induced by
importunity." T-iterally, " to put out of countenance ;" to maka
another ashamed not to grant a request.
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7. Therefore, beloved, let us not be dis-
tressed, but let us entertain favourable hopes;
for if their boldness toward men has been
able to prevent such a danger, then what will
not their boldness toward God effect ? These
things also let us tell the Greeks, when they
dare to dispute with us respecting their phil-
osophers ! From hence it is manifest that
their stories of former days are false, but that
the things of old reported among us are
true; that is, the things concerning John, and
Paul, and Peter, and all the rest. For inas-
much as these monks have succeeded to the
piety of those men, they have consequently
exhibited their boldness. Inasmuch as they
were brought up in the same laws, they have
consequently imitated their virtues. So that
we stand in no need of writings for the pur-
pose of shewing the apostolical virtues, whilst
the very facts cry aloud, and the masters are
shewn forth by the scholars. We have no
need of disputation to display the trifling of
the Greeks, and the little-mindedness of their

philosophers, whilst their deeds now loudly
proclaim, as they did aforetime, that all with
them is a fable, a stage-play, a piece of acting.

8. And the same magnanimity was dis-

played by the priests too, as well as the
monks, and they shared among them the
charge of our safety. One ' of them, indeed,
proceeded to court, esteeming all things as
secondary to the love of you; and being him-
self ready, if he could not persuade the Em-
peror, to lay down his own life. And these,

who remained here, have displayed the same
virtues as the monks themselves; and holding
fast the judges with their own hands, they
would not let them enter into the court, be-
fore they gave a promise respecting the result

of the trial. And when they saw them mak-
ing signs of refusal, they again exerted them-
selves with much boldness; and as soon as

they saw that they did consent, embracing
their feet and knees, and kissing their hands,
they gave an exceeding proof of either virtue,

of liberty and meekness. For that theirs was
not the boldness of presumption, they plainly

signified by their kissing the knees, and em-
bracing the feet of the judges. Again, in

proof that this was not flattery, nor a kind of

fawning servility, nor the fruit of a slavish

spirit, their former acts attested their bold-

ness. And these are not the only good re-

sults we have reaped from the trial, but also

an abundance of sobriety and meekness; and
our city has become all at once a monastery."

* The bishop, spoken of in the opening of Horn. III. and in

Horn. XXI.
3 The state of monasteries at that time may be gathered from

Theodoret's Historia Relii^iosa ; the Collations of Cassian ; the

ascetic works, and parts of the correspondence of St. Basil ; the

Historia Lausiaca of Palladius, and many parts of St. Macarius.

Not thus would any one have adorned it,
had he erected golden statues in the forum'
as it has now been adorned and distinguished,'
in producing those beautiful images of virtue^
and displaying its true riches !

9. But it may be that the things which the
Emperor hath decreed are painful. No ! not
even these are really burdensome, but have
brought much advantage with them. For what
is there, I ask, which is oppressive in any of
them ? that the Emperor hath shut up the
Orchestra, that he hath forbidden the Hippo-
drome, that he hath closed and stopped up
these fountains of iniquity. May they never
again be opened ! From thence did the roots
of wickedness shoot forth to the injury of the
city !

3 From thence sprung those who blast
its character; men who sell their voices " to
the dancers, and who for the sake of three
obols prostitute their salvation to them, turn-
ing all things upside down ! Art thou dis-
tressed, O beloved ! for these things ? Truly
it were fitting that for these thou shouldest be
glad, and rejoice, and express thy thanks to
the Emperor, since his castigation hath
proved a correction, his punishment a disci-

pline, his wrath a means of instruction ! But
that the Baths are shut up? Neither is this

an intolerable hardship, that those who lead
a soft, effeminate, and dissolute life, should
be brought back, though unwillingly, to the
love of true wisdom.

10. But is it complained of, that the Em-
peror hath taken away the dignity of the city,

and hath no more permitted it to be called a
metropolis ? s But what was he to do ? Could
he praise what had been done, and acknowl-
edge it as a favour? Then who would not
have blamed him, for not shewing even the

outward form of indignation ? Seest thou not
that fathers do many things of a similar

nature towards their children ? They turn

away from them, and forbid them the table.

This also hath the Emperor done by impos-

ing such punishments as have nothing in

them hurtful, but carry with them much cor-

rection. Think what we expected, and what
has taken place, and then we shall especially

discern the favour of God ! Dost thou grieve

that the dignity of the city is taken away?
Learn what the dignity of a city is; and then

thou wilt know clearly, that if the inhabitants

do not betray it, no one else will be able to

take away the dignity of a city ! Not the

fact that it is a metropolis; nor that it con-

tains large and beautiful buildings;*' nor that

3 Such was the case, too, with the tumults at Alexandria. See

Libanius, Or. de Sed. *• i. e., their applause.

5 It appears that the metropolitan dignity of Antioch was trans-

ferred to Laodicea.
6 For such topics of praise, see the Antiochicus of Libanius,

who however also extols the virtue of the citizens.
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it has many columns, and spacious porticoes

and walks, nor that it is named in proclama-

tions before other cities, but the virtue and

piety of its inhabitants; this is a city's dig-

nity, and ornament, and defence; since if

these things are not found in it, it is the

most insignificant in the world, though it may
enjoy unlimited honour from Emperors !

Dost thou wish to learn the dignity of thy

city ? Dost thou wish to know its ancestry ?

I will tell it exactly; not only that thou may-

est know, but that thou mayest also emulate.

What then is after all the dignity of this city

of ours ?
** It came to pass, that the disci-

ples were first called Christians at Antioch." '

This dignity, none of the cities throughout

the world possesses, not even the city of

Romulus herself ! For this it can look the

whole world in the face; on account of that

love toward Christ, that boldness and virtue/

Dost thou wish farther to hear of a different

dignity and commendation belonging to this

city ? A grievous famine was once approach-

ing, and the inhabitants of Antioch deter-

mined, as far as each person had the means,

to send relief to the Saints dwelling at Jeru-

salem.3 Behold a second dignity, charity in

a time of famine ! The season did not make

them niggardly, nor the expectation of the

calamity backward in helping; but when all

are apt to be scraping up what is not their

own, then they distributed their own, not

merely to those who were near, but also to

those who were living afar off ! Seest thou

here the faith towards God, and the love

towards their neighbour? Wouldest thou

learn another dignity of this city? Certain

men came down from Judaea to Antioch, defil-

ing ^ the doctrine preached, and introducing

Jewish observances.s The men of Antioch

did not bear this novelty in silence. They

did not hold their peace, but having come

together, and made an assembly, they sent

Paul and Barnabas to Jerusalem, and caused

the Apostles to provide that pure doctrines,

cleared from all Jewish imperfection, might

be distributed throughout all parts of the

world ! This is the dignity of the city ! this

is its precedence ! this makes it a metropolis,

not in the earth, but in heaven; forasmuch

as that all other honours are corruptible, and

fleeting, and perish with the present life, and

often come to their end before the close of it,

as they have done in the present instance !

To me, a city that hath not pious citizens is

meaner than any village, and more ignoble

than any cave.

II. And why do I speak of a city? For

that thou mayest exactly understand that vir-

tue alone is the ornament of the inhabitants,

I will not speak to thee of a city, but I will

endeavour to demonstrate this by bringing

forward what is more venerable than any city

—the Temple of God which was in Jerusa-

lem. For this was the Temple in which were

sacrifices and prayers and services; where

was the Holy of Holies, and the Cherubim,

the Covenant,^ and the golden pot; ^ the great

symbols of God's providence towards that

people; where oracles from heaven were con-

stantly being received, where prophets be-

came inspired, where the fashioning was not

the work of human art, but proceeded from

the wisdom of God, where the walls were on

every side resplendent with much gold, and

where, in surpassing excellence, costliness of

material and perfection of art met together,

and demonstrated that there was no other

temple like this upon earth ! Yea rather, not

only the perfection of art, but also the wis-

dom of God assisted in that building. For

Solomon had learned all, not intuitively and

from himself, but from God;' and having re-

ceived tne design of it from the heavens, h^

then marked it out and erected it. Never*

theless, this Temple, thus beautiful and mar
vellous and saored, when those who used i^

were corrupted, was so dishonoured, despised^

and profaned, that even before the captivity

it was called "a den of robbers, a cave oi

hysenas;"^ and afterv/ards it was delivered

over to hands that were barbarous, polluted,

and profane !

12. Wouldest thou learn the sam^ truth

respecting cities ? What could be more illus-

trious than the cities of Sodom? For the

houses and the buildings were splendid, and

so were their walls; and the country was fat

and fertile, and *' like the Paradise of God.

"

'"

But the tent of Abraham was mean and small,

and had no fortification. Yet when a foreign

war took place, the strangers broke down and

took the walled cities, and departed, carrying

away their inhabitants captives. Abraham,

however, the citizen of the desert, they could

not resist when he attacked them ! And so

it was likely to be. For he had true piety:

a power much greater than numbers and the

defence of walls. If thou art a Christian, no

earthly city is thine. Of our City *' the

Builder and Maker is God."" Though we

» Actsxi. 26.
. • c A

2 These expressions imply'that the name Chnstian was fastened

on the disciples of Jesus by way of derision and reproach,

3 Acts xi. 28, 29.

4 Making turbid, t. e., by additions, ini.9o\ovvTti.

5 See Acts. XV. i.

6 i. e., the Tables, Ex. xxxiv. 28.

7 That contained the manna. Ex. xvi.

8 I Kings iv. 29 ; 2 Chron. iii. 3.

10 Gen. xiii. 10.

33; Heb. ix. 4.

9 Jer. vii.

" Heb. xi.
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may gain possession of the whole world, we
are withal but strangers and sojourners in it

all ! We are enrolled in heaven: our citizen-

ship is there ! Let us not, after the manner
of little children, despise things that are

great, and admire those which are little

!

Not our city^s greatness, but virtue of soul is

our ornament and defence. If you suppose
dignity to belong to a city, think how many
persons must partake in this dignity, who are

whoremongers, effeminate, depraved and full

of ten thousand evil things, and at last despise

such honour ! But that City above is not of

this kind; for it is impossible that he can be
a partaker of it, who has not exhibited every
virtue.

13. Let us not therefore be senseless; but

then let us grieve when any one deprives us

of our dignity of soul, when we commit sin,

when we have offended the common Lord of

all; since as regards the things that have now
befallen us, so far are they from injuring the

city, that if we are watchful, they will greatly

benefit us. For even already our city seems
to be like a decorous, noble, sober-minded
matron. Fear hath made her gentler and
more dignified, and hath delivered her from
those miscreants who were concerned in the

late audacious deeds. Let us therefore not

give way to womanish lamentations. For I

have heard many about the forum saying,

"Alas ! for thee, Antioch ! What hath be-

fallen thee ! How art thou dishonoured !

"

Truly when I heard, I smiled at the puerile

mind which could give vent to these words !

Such words were not becoming now; but

when thou seest men dancing, drunken, sing-

ing, blaspheming, swearing, perjuring them-

selves, and lying, then apply such a saying

as this: *'Alas ! for thee, O city, what hath

befallen thee !
" But if thou seest the forum

containing a few meek, modest, and tem-

perate persons, then pronounce the city,

" Blessed !
" For the fewness will never be

able to injure it in any respect, if there be

virtue withal; as on the other hand, numbers
will never profit it at all, whilst iniquity is

there. "If,'' saith the prophet, *'the num-
ber of the sons of Israel be as the sand of the

sea, the remnant shall be saved;
"

' that is to

say, ** Multitude will never prevail with Me."
So also Christ spoke. He called cities

wretched; not because of their littleness, nor

because they were not of metropolitan rank.=

And Jerusalem itself again. He calls wretched

for the very same reason, speaking thus;

"O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest

1 Isa. X. 22; Rom. ix. 27.
• j v

2 It is possible that a clause may have been omitted here. It

not, the next sentence refers back beyond this.

the prophets, and stonest them which are sent
unto thee! "3 For what advantage, I ask,
does a multitude bring, if their system of liv-

ing be vicious ? Nay, on the contrary, even
injury results from it. What else, indeed,
hath wrought the evils which have lately
sprung up ? Was it not the sloth, the reck-
lessness, and the depravity of the inhabi-
tants ? Did the dignity of the city, did the
magnificence of its architecture, or the cir-

cumstance that it was a metropolis, do it any
service ? If with the king who is on earth,

nothing could protect it when it had done
thus amiss, but all these privileges are taken
away; much more with the Lord of angels
will its dignity fail to protect it ? For at that

Day, it will nought avail us, that we have
dwelt in a metropolis, that has many spacious

porticoes, and other dignities of this kind !

And why do I say, at That Day .'' For as

regards the present life, what can it benefit

thee that this thy city is a metropolis ? Pray,

has any one restored a distressed family by
means of this ? or received any revenue from
this dignity? or dispelled sadness? or got

rid of any bodily infirmity ? or put away a

vice of the soul ? Beloved ! let us not trifle,

nor regard the opinions of the multitude, but

understand what is indeed the dignity of a

city; what it is that makes a city truly a

metropolis ?

14. I say all this, though I expect that the

city will again regain even this outward dis-

tinction, and appear in its own proper place

of precedence. For the Emperor is both

philanthropic and godly. But I am desirous

that if it should be restored, ye may not think

too much of this; nor be boastful of it; nor

place the honour of our city to that account.

When you wish to pronounce an encomium
on the city, tell me not of the suburb of

Daphne,^ nor of the height and multitude of

its cypresses, nor of its fountains of waters,

nor of the great population who inhabit the

city, nor of the great freedom with which its

market-place is frequented even to midnight,

nor of the abundance of its wares ! All these

are things of the outward sense, and remain

only as long as the present life. But if you

are able to mention virtue, meekness, alms-

giving, nocturnal vigils, prayers, sobriety,

true wisdom of soul; commend the city for

these things ! To those who inhabit the

desert, the presence of these things makes it

3 Matt, xxiii. 37. ^, • l -j r ..u

4 See Hom. I. contr. Jud. (6). The same is to be said of the

Synagogue. For though there be no idol there, yet devils inhabit

the place. Which I say not only of the Synagogue that is here,

but also of that in Daphne, where is that more abominable pit

which they call Matrona's, &c. See also Mace. iv. 33, and Liban-

ius Antioch. Reiske. t. i. pp. 302, 352. For some account of Daphne,

see Introduction to the Homily on St. Babylas in this volume.
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more illustrious than any city; and again the

vilest of all places/ should these things not

be found with its citizens. Let us make this

estimate not in the case of cities only, but

also of men. And if you see a big man, who
has been brought into good condition, tall,

and surpassing others in length of limb, do
not admire him, until you have ascertained

what the man's soul is. Not from the out-

ward comeliness, but from the beauty that

appertains to the soul, should we pronounce
any persons blessed ! David was little, and
short of stature; nevertheless, one so short

and little, and bare of all arms, brought down
at one blow so large an army, and that tower

of flesh; and this without hurHng spear, or

letting fly arrow, or unsheathing sword, but

doing all with a small pebble ! For this rea-

son a certain one exhorts, saying,'* Commend
not a man for his beauty, neither abhor a

man for his outward appearance. The bee
is little among such as fly, but her fruit is the

chief of sweet things." =

15. Thus also let us speak both of a city,

and of men, and utter such wisdom one to an

other, and be continually thankful to God, as

well for present as for past mercies; and call

upon Him in common with all our might,

that those who now dwell in prison 3 may be
discharged, and that those who are about to

be sent into exile may return back again.

They too are our members. With us they

have buffetted the waves, with us they have
withstood the storm ! Let us, then, beseech
the merciful God, that with us they may en-

* Ben. Koi TToAiv iravruv evrekecrrepav. Sav. ttoXiv, "and a
city the vilest." The former seems favoured by tKeiv-q^ following,

and would be the more forcible, supposing the audience duly af-

fected. The imperfect construction of the original is kept.
a Ecclus. xi. 2, 3.

3 The whole Senate of Antioch were imprisoned till the Em-
peror's pleasure should be known. See Libanius' Or. to HcUe-
Bichus, whom he praises for providing them tolerable lodging.

joy the calm! Let no one say, '*What
farther concerns me ? I am freed from dan-
ger; such an one may perish; such another
may be destroyed!" Let us not provoke
God by this indifference; but lament, as if we
ourselves were in the same peril. So let us
supplicate God with intense earnestness, ful-

filling that saying of Paul, *' Remember them
that are in bonds, as bound with them; and
them which suffer adversity, as being your-
selves also in the body.^ Weeping also with
them that weep; condescending to men of
low estate." s This will also be of the great-
est advantage to ourselves; for nothing useth
so much to delight God, as that we should be
very ready to mourn for our own members.
Him therefore let us supplicate in common,
both for things present, and for things to

come; in order that He may deliver us from
punishment hereafter. For the things pres-

ent, whatever they are, are endurable, and
have an end; but the torments there are im-
mortal, and interminable ! And while we are
consoled, let us also ourselves endeavour to

fall no more into such sins, knowing that

hereafter^ we shall enjoy no pardon ! Let
us, then, all in common prostrate ourselves

before God; and both while we are here, and
when we are at home, let us say, " Thou, O
Lord, art righteous in all things which Thou
hast done towards us; for Thou hast brought
upon us by a just judgment whatever Thou
hast brought." ^ if *' our sins rise up against

us, undertake for us, for thy Name's sake; " ^

and do not permit us any more to experience
such grievous troubles. ** Lead us not into

temptation, but deliver us from evil, for

Thine is the kingdom, the Power, and the
Glory, for ever and ever. Amen.

4 Heb. xiii. 3.
^ z. e./it not thus amended.
8 Jer. xiv. 7.

5 Rom. xii. 15, 16.

7 Neh. ix. 33.

HOMILY XVIII,

The former subject of the Sedition continued; also of fasting; and upon the Apostolic

saying, " Rejoice in the Lord always."'

I. I HAVE observed many persons rejoic-

ing, and saying one to another, **We have
conquered; we have prevailed; the half of

the fast is spent." But I exhort such per-

sons not to rejoice on this account, that the

half of the fast is gone, but to consider

» PhiU iv. 4.

whether the half of their sins be gone; and if

so, then to exult. For this is a fit subject of

gratification. This is what is to be sought
after, and for which all things are done, that

we may correct our defects; and that we may
not quit the fast the same persons as we en-

tered upon it, but in a cleansed state; and
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that having laid aside all that belongs to evil

habits, we may thus keep the sacred feast,

since if the case be otherwise, we shall be so
far from obtaining any advantage, that the
completion of the fast will be the greatest in-

jury to us. Let us, therefore, not rejoice
that we have gone through the length of the
fast, for this is nothing great; but let us re-

joice, if we have got through it with fresh
attainments, so that when this is over, the
fruit of it may shine forth. For the gain
of winter is more especially manifested after
the season is gone by. Then, the flourishing
corn, and the trees teeming with leaves and
fruit, proclaim, by their appearance, the ben-
efit that has accrued to them from the winter !

Let the same thing also take place with us.

For during the winter, we have enjoyed
divers and frequent showers, having been
during the fast partakers of a continued course
of instruction, and have received spiritual

seeds, and cut away the thorns of luxury.

2. Wherefore let us persevere, retaining

with all diligence what we have heard; that

when the fast is over, the fruit of the fast

may abound, and that by the good things we
gathered from the fast, we may remember the
fast itself.' If thus we fashion ourselves, we
shall, when the fast returns, welcome it again
with pleasure. For I see many who are so
feeble-minded, that at the present season
they are anxious about the following Lent;
and I have heard many saying, that after

their liberation from the fast, they are insen-

sible to any pleasure from this remission, on
account of their anxiety about the coming
year. What can be more feeble-minded than
this? I ask; and what is the cause of this.?

It is, that when the fast is arrived, we do not
take pains that the concerns of the soul may
be well ordered, but we limit the fast solely

to an abstinence from food. Since, were we
to reap the full benefit of it in a reformation
of conduct, we should wish the fast to come
round every day, receiving in very deed an
experience of its good effects; and we should

never cast away the desire of it, or be de-

jected and anxious whilst expecting it.

3. For there is nothing whatever that will

be able to afflict one who is well ordered in

mind, and careful about his own soul; but he
will enjoy a pure and continued pleasure.

And that this is true ye have to-day heard

from Paul, who exhorts us, saying, *' Rejoice

in the Lord always, and again I say, re-

joice."'' I know indeed that to many this

saying seems impossible. ** For how is it pos-

sible," says some one, '*that he who is but

a man, can continually rejoice ? To rejoice
is no hard matter, but to rejoice continually,
this seems to me to be impossible." For
many are the causes of sadness, which sur-
round us on all sides. A man has lost either
a son, or a wife, or a beloved friend, more
necessary to him than all kindred; or he has
to sustain the loss of wealth; or he has fallen
into sickness; or he has to bear some other
change of fortune; or to grieve for contempt-
uous treatment which he did not deserve; or
famine, or pestilence, or some intolerable ex-
action, or circumstances in his family trouble
him;—nay, there is no saying how many cir-
cumstances of a public or private nature are
accustomed to occasion us grief. How then,
he may say, is it possible to "rejoice
always?" Yea, O man ! it is possible; and
if it were not so, Paul would not have given
the exhortation; nor would a man endowed
with spiritual wisdom have offered such coun-
sel; and for this reason I have constantly
said to you, and will not cease to say, that
what ye could no where have learnt from any
other, that wisdom ye may here meditate.
For mankind are universally desirous of pleas-
ure,3 and of rejoicing; and for this, they do
all, say all, and undertake all things. There-
fore it is, that the merchant goes on a voy-
age, in order that he may amass wealth;

amasses wealth, to the end that hehe
and
may

» See end of Horn. VI. • Phil. »v. 4.

rejoice over what he has treasured up. The
soldier also for this reason exercises his war-
fare, and the husbandman his husbandry; for
this each man plies his art. Those also who
love dominion, love it for this end, that they
may obtain glory; and they desire to obtain
glory, that they may rejoice; and any one
may perceive that each of our undertakings is

directed to this point, and that every man
looking to this makes haste to go towards it

through a variety of means.

4. For as I said, all love gladness, but all

are not able to attain it, since they know not
the way which leads to it; but many suppose
that the source of it is in being rich. But if

this were its source, no one possessed of

wealth would ever be sad. But in fact many
of the rich think life not worth living, and
would infinitely prefer death when they expe-

rience any hardship; and of all men these

are the most liable to excessive sadness.

For you should not look to their tables, or
their flatterers, and parasites, but to the trou-

3 See Arist. Eth. i, ch. 5, and Plat. Phileb., where the general!

aim of human action is discussed. Speaking popularly, St. Chry-
sostomdoes not enquire by what name it is most correct tocall the
real object of our desires. He is satisfied with shewing that the
highest pleasure, satisfaction, joy, or whatever it may be called, is

found in God. And this is a better beginning, for practical pur-
poses, than a philosophical definition. But see Hooker, b. i. c. vii.

and Butler, ser. xi. xii. xiii.
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ble that comes of such things, the insults, the

calumnies, the dangers, and the distresses,

and what is far worse, that they meet these

reverses unpractised, and know not how to

take them philosophically, or to bear with

fortitude what befalls them; whence it hap-

pens that calamities do not appear to them

such as they are in their own nature, but even

things which are really light come to seem

intolerable; whereas, with regard to the poor,

the contrary takes place; things that are irre-

mediable seem easy to be borne, since they

are familiar with many such. For it is not

so much the nature of the events as the dis-

position of the sufferers, that makes the evils

which come upon us seem great or small.

And that I may not go a long way off for ex-

amples of both these facts, I will speak to

you of what has lately befallen ourselves.

Behold then how all the poor escaped, and

the populace are delivered from the danger,

and enjoy an entire freedom ! but those who
manage the affairs of the city, the men who
keep their studs of horses, and preside over

the public games, and such as have borne

other public charges,' they are now the in-

mates of the prison, and fear the worst; and

they alone pay the penalty of the deeds that

have been perpetrated by all, and are in a

state of constant terror; and they are now the

most wretched of men, not because of the

greatness of the danger, but on account of the

luxury in which hitherto they have lived !

Many, at least when exhorted by us, and

counselled to sustain these adverse affairs

with fortitude, said this, *' We never practised

any thing of the kind, and do not know how
to exercise such philosophy; this is why we
need so much consolation."

5. Others again suppose, that to enjoy

good health is the source of pleasure. But

it is not so. For many of those who enjoy

good health have a thousand times wished

themselves dead, not being able to bear the

insults inflicted on them. Others again

affirm, that to enjoy glory, and to have at-

tained to power, and to administer the high-

est offices, and to be flattered by multitudes,

is productive of continual gladness. But

neither is this the case. And why do I speak

of other offices of power ? For although we
were to mount up in thought to royalty itself,

and to him who lives in that station, we
should find it encompassed with a diversity

of troubles, and having so many necessary

causes the more of sadness, in proportion as

it is surrounded with a greater weight of

affairs. And what need is there to speak of

\Proof of wealth.

wars, and battles, and the insurrections of

barbarians ? Oftentimes he has reason to

fear those by whom he is surrounded at home.
For many of those monarchs who have es-

caped from the hands of their enemies, have

not escaped the conspiracies of their own
body-guards. And kings have of necessity

as many causes of sadness as there are waves

on the ocean. But if monarchy is unable to

render life devoid of grief, then what else

can possibly achieve this? Nothing, indeed,

of this life; but this saying of Paul alone,

brief and simple as it is, will of itself open to

us this treasure.

6. For many words are not needed, nor a

long round of argument, but if we only con-

sider his ex'pression, we shall find the way
that leads to it. He does not simply say,

" Rejoice always; " but he adds the cause of

the continual pleasure, saying, " Rejoice in

the Lord always." He who rejoices ** in the

Lord," can not be deprived of the pleasure

by any thing that may happen. For all

other things in which we rejoice are mutable

and changeable, and subject to variation.

And not only does this grievous circumstance

attend them, but moreover while they remain

they do not afford us a pleasure sufficient to

repel and veil the sadness that comes upon

us from other quarters. But the fear of God
contains both these requisites. It is stead-

fast and immoveable, and sheds so much
gladness that we can admit no sense of other

evils. For the man who fears God as he

ought, and trusts in Him, gathers from the

very root of pleasure, and has possession of

the whole fountain of cheerfulness. And as

a spark falling upon a wide ocean quickly

disappears, so whatever events happen to the

man who fears God, these, falling as it were

upon an immense ocean of joy, are quenched

and destroyed ! This indeed is most to be

wondered at, that whilst things which minister

sadness are present, the man should remain

joyful. For if there was nothing to produce

grief, it would be no great matter to him that

he was able continually to rejoice. But that

at a time when he is urged to sadness by the

pressure of many things, he is superior to all

these, and is blithe in the midst of sorrow,

this is truly a matter for astonishment ! And
as no one would have wondered that the three

Children were not burnt, if they had remained

far off from the furnace of Babylon ! (for

the circumstance that astonished all was, that

having been so long in such close contact

with the fire, they left it more free from hurt

than those who had not been in contact with

it); so also we are able to say of the saints,

that if no temptation had fastened itself upon
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them, we should not have wondered at their

continual rejoicing. But the point worthy
of admiration, and that which surpasses
human nature, is this, that being encircled on
all sides with innumerable waves, their condi-
tion is easier than that of those who enjoy an
entire calm !

7. From what has been said, it is evident
that amongst those who are outside the church
it is impossible to find any situation in life,

encircled with continual gladness from the

things without. But that the believer cannot
possibly be deprived of the enjoyment of a

continued pleasure is what I will now pro-

ceed to prove, to the end that ye may not

only learn, but also emulate this painless

condition of life. For suppose a man having
nothing for which to condemn himself, but
cherishing a good conscience, and yearning
after the future state^ and the fulfilment of

those good hopes; what, I ask, will be able

to throw such a person into sadness ? Does
not death seem the most insupportable of all

things ? Yet the expectation of this is so far

from grieving him, that it makes him the

more joyful; for he knows that the arrival of

death is a release from labour, and a speed-

ing toward the crowns and rewards laid up
for those who have contended in the race of

piety and virtue. But is it the untimely end
of his children ? Nay, he will also bear this

nobly, and will take up the words of Job,
" The Lord gave, the Lord hath taken away;

as it seemed good unto the Lord, so is it

come to pass. Blessed be the name of the

Lord for ever."' But if death and loss of

children cannot grieve, much less can the loss

of money, or dishonour, or reproaches, or

false accusations, at any time affect a soul so

great and noble; no, nor anguish of body,

since the Apostles were scourged, yet they

were not made sad. This, indeed, was a

great thing; but what is much more, instead

of being made sad, they considered their very

scourgings, as a ground of additional pleas-

ure. "And they departed from the presence

of the council, rejoicing that they were

counted worthy to suffer shame for the name
of Christ."^ Did any person insult and re-

vile such a one ? Well, he was taught by
Christ to rejoice in these revilings. " Re-

joice," 3 saith He, *'and be exceeding glad,

when they shall say all manner of evil against

you falsely for my sake; for great is your

reward in heaven. "^ But suppose a man
hath fallen into disease ? Well, he hath heard

1 Job i. 21.
2 Acts V. 41.
3 Sav. Blessed are ye^ Is'c.y as in text,

4 Matt. V. II, 12.

another admonishing, and saying, ** In dis-
ease and poverty trust thou in Him; for as
gold is tried in the fire, so are acceptable
men in the furnace of humiliation, "s Since,
therefore, neither death, nor loss of money,
nor bodily disease, nor dishonour, nor re-
proach, nor any other thing of that nature,
will be able to grieve him, but makes him
even the more joyful, what foundation for
sadness will he have at any time ?

8. "What then," says some one, "used
not the Saint to be in sadness ? Do you not
hear Paul saying, "I have great heaviness,
and continual sorrow in my heart? "' This,
indeed, is the thing to wonder at, that sorrow
brought a gain, and a pleasure that resulted
from the gain; for as the scourge did not
procure them anguish, but gladness; so also
again the sorrow procured them those great
crowns. And this is the paradox; that not
only the sadness of the world, but also its

joy, contains extreme loss; but in the case of

spiritual things, it is exactly the reverse; and
not the joy only, but the sadness too con-
tains a rich treasure of good things ! But
how, I proceed to Explain. In the world, a
person often rejoices, on beholding an enemy
in trouble; and by this joy he draws on him-
self a great punishment. Again, another

person mourns, on seeing a brother fall; and
because of this sadness he will procure for

himself much favour with God. Seest thou

how godly sorrow is better and more profit-

able than the joy of the world ? Thus also

Paul sorrowed for sinners, and for those who
disbelieved in God; and this sorrow was the

means of laying up a great reward for him.

But that I may make what I say more clear,

and that ye may know that although what I

assert is very strange, it is nevertheless true,

viz. that grief is often capable of refreshing

distressed souls, and of rendering a burdened

conscience light: consider how often women,
when they have lost their most beloved chil-

dren, break their hearts, and perish, if they

are forbidden to mourn, and to shed tears.

But if they do all which those who are sad,

are wont to do, they are relieved, and receive

consolation. And what wonder that this

should be the case with women, when you

may even see a prophet affected in a similar

manner ? Therefore he was continually say-

ing, *' Suffer me— I will weep bitterly --labour

not to comfort me, because of the spoiling of

the daughter of my people. "^ So that,

oftentimes, sadness is the bearer of consola-

tion; and if it is so with regard to this world,

much more with regard to spiritual things.

S Ecclus. ii. 4, 5.
6 Rom. ix. 2. 7 Isa. xxii. 4.
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Therefore he says, ** Godly sorrow worketh
repentance unto salvation, not to be repented
of." * This indeed seems to be obscure; but
what he says is to this effect: '* If thou
grievest over wealth, thou art nothing profited.

If for sickness, thou hast gained nothing, but

hast increased thy affliction."

9. And I have heard many, after such ex-

perience, blame themselves, and say, What
advantage is it that I have grieved ? I have
not recovered my money, and I have injured

myself. But if thou hast grieved on account
of sin, thou hast blotted it out, and hast

reaped the greatest pleasure. If thou hast

grieved for thy brethren who have fallen, thou
hast both encouraged and comforted thyself,

and hast also restored them; and even if thou
wert not to profit them, thou hast an abun-
dant recompense. And that thou mayest
learn that this grieving for those who have
fallen, though we should not at all benefit

them, still brings us a large reward, hear
what Ezekiel says; or rather, what God Him-
self speaks through him. For when He had
sent certain messengers to overturn the city,

and to consume all the dwellings with sword
and fire, along with their inhabitants, He
thus charges one of them: **Set a mark
upon the forehead of the men that groan, and
are in anguish." And after charging the

others, and saying, ** Begin ye from mine
holy ones," He goes on to add, ** But upon
whomsoever the sign is, touch them not.'*

'

For what reason, tell me ? Because although
they avail nothing, they nevertheless lament
the things which are done, and deplore them.
And again, He accuses others, saying, That
in their luxury, and gluttony, and enjoyment
of great security, when they beheld the Jews
carried away into captivity, they did not

grieve, nor partake of their sadness. And
hear what He says, reproaching them:
•' They suffered nothing in the affliction of

Joseph:'* 3 meaning by Joseph the whole
people. And again: " The inhabitants of

-^nan went not forth to bewail the house next
unto them."* For although they are justly

punished, God willeth that we should condole
with them, and not rejoice or insult. *' For
if I that punish,'' saith He, ** do not this re-

joicingly; nor take pleasure in their punish-

ment; for "" I do not at all will the death of

the sinner; " 5 it is right that thou shouldest

imitate thy Lord; and shouldest mourn for

this very thing, that the sinner hath provided
matter and occasion for a just punishment.'*
So that if any one entertains a godly sorrow,
he will thence reap a great advantage.

* 2 Cor. vii. 10.

4 Mich. i. 4.

2 Ezck. ix. ^.

5 Ezek. xviii. 3*.

3 Amos vi. 6.

10. Since therefore those who are scourged
are more blessed than the scourgers, and
those in tribulation among us than those who
are free from it outside the Christian pale;

and those who are sad are more blessed than
those in pleasure; what further source of trib-

ulation shall we have ? On this account we
should call no man happy, save him only
who lives according to God, These only the
Scripture terms blessed. For ** blessed," it

is said, *' is the man who hath not walked in

the counsel of the ungodly. Blessed is he
whom Thou chastenest, and teachest him out
of Thy law. Blessed are the undefiled in the
way. Blessed are all they who trust in Him.
Blessed is the people whose God is the Lord,
Blessed is he whom his soul condemneth not.

Blessed is the man that feareth the Lord."*
And again, Christ speaks thus-. ** Blessed
are they that mourn; blessed are the humble;
blessed are the meek; blessed are the peace-
makers; blessed are they who are persecuted
for righteousness' sake. "^ Seest thou how
the divine laws everywhere pronounce blessed

none of the rich, or of the well-born, or of

the possessors of glory, but the man who has
gotten hold of virtue. For what is required

of us is, that in every thing we do or suffer,

the fear of God should be the foundation;

and if you implant this as the root, not merely
will ease, and honour, and glory, and atten-

tion, produce fruits that shall be pleasurable

to thee; but hostilities also, and calumnies,

and contempt, and disgrace, and torments,

and all things without exception. And just

as the roots of trees are bitter in themselves,

and yet produce our sweetest fruits, so,

verily, godly sorrow will bring us an abundant
pleasure. They know, who have often prayed
with anguish, and shed tears, what gladness

they have reaped; how they purged the con-

science ; how they rose up with favourable

hopes ! For as I am always saying, it is not

the nature of the things, but our disposition,

which is wont to make us sad or joyful. If

then we can render the latter such as it ought

to be, we shall have a pledge for all gladness.

And just as, with the body, it is not so much
the nature of the air, or the things it meets
from without, as its own internal condition,

that either injures or assists it, so also it is in

the case of the soul; and much more so; for

in the one case, there is the necessity of

nature; in the other, the whole is seated in

the power of choice. Therefore Paul, when
he had endured innumerable evils—ship-

wrecks, wars, persecutions, plots, the assaults

of robbers, and things too numerous to be

6 Ps. i. I, xciv. 12, cxix. i, ii. 13, xxxiii. 12 ; Ecclus. xiv, 2 ; Ps.

cxii. z. 7 Matt. v. 3-10.
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recounted, dying also daily deaths—was so
far from grieving or being discontented, that
he gloried, and rejoiced, and said, '* I now
rejoice in my sufferings, and fill up that which
is behind of the afflictions of Christ in my
flesh.

' '

" And again :
* 'And not only so, but

we glory in tribulations." ^^ Now, glorying
signifies an extension of pleasure.

II. If then thou desirest joy, seek not
after riches, nor bodily health, nor glory, nor
power, nor luxury, nor sumptuous tables, nor
vestures of silk, nor costly lands, nor houses
splendid and conspicuous, nor any thing else

of that kind; but pursue that spiritual wisdom
which is according to God, and take hold of
virtue; and then nought of the things which
are present, or which are expected, will be
able to sadden thee. Why do I say to sad-

den ? Verily, the things that make others sad,

will prove to thee an accession of pleasure.

For scourges, and death, and losses, and
slanders, and the being evil entreated, and
all such things, when they are brought upon
us for God's sake, and spring from this root,

will bring into our souls much pleasure. For
no one will be able to make us miserable, if

we do not make ourselves such; nor, on the
other hand, blessed, if we do not make our-

selves such, following up the grace of God.
12. And that ye may learn that he only is

blessed, who feareth the Lord, I will now
demonstrate this to you, not by what has
happened in past times, but by what has be-
fallen ourselves. Our city was in danger of

being utterly effaced; and no man among the

rich, or eminent, or illustrious, dared to ap-

pear in public, but all fled, and hurried out
of the way. But they who feared God, the

men who passed their time in monasteries,

hastened down with much boldness, and set

all free from this terror; and the terrible

events that had taken place, and the threats

which had been expected to be put into exe-

cution, were so far from causing them to fear,

or from throwing them into anxiety, that

although they were placed far off from the

calamity, and had no share in it, they cast

themselves willingly into the midst of the

fire, and rescued all; and as for death, which
seems universally terrible and awful, they
awaited it with the utmost readiness, and ran

to meet it with more pleasure than others do
towards principalities and honours. And
why, but because they knew, that this is the

greatest principality and honour? And they

shewed in very deed that he only is blessed

who lays hold of the wisdom which is from
above, that he undergoes no change and sus-

1 Coloss. i. 24. « Rom. V. 3.

tarns no adversity, but enjoys a continued
tranquillity, and laughs to scorn all things
which seem to be sorrowful. At the present
time at least, those who were once in power
are oppressed by much sadness, inhabiting
the prison, and loaded with chains, and daily
expecting to be put to death. But these men
on the contrary enjoy the purest pleasure;
and if it be their lot to suffer anything terri-
ble, this, and the very things which seem
formidable to others, are welcome to them,
for they know well towards what point they
are running, and what lot will await them
when they depart hence. But whilst they
live with so much exactness, and smile at
death, they nevertheless grieve for others,
and reap therefrom, in turn, the greatest ad-
vantage. Let us then be in earnest to take
care of our souls, and nothing which may
come unlocked for can make us sad. And
on behalf of those who are in prison, let us
beseech God that He will deliver them from
their present calamity. For it was in God's
power at once to release us from this dire
evil, and not to suffer even the smallest part
of it to remain; but in order that we may not
again go back to our former negligence, He
hath provided that the torrent of these evils

should subside gently and by little and little,

holding us fast to the same pious resolutions.

13. And that this is true, and that many
would have gone back to their former supine-
ness, if we had been released from the whole
difficulty at once, is manifest from this cir-

cumstance; that whilst yet the remnants of
the calamity are left, whilst the sentence of
the Emperor is yet doubtful, and those who
conducted the affairs of the city are all in

prison,3 many of our fellow inhabitants,

through their inordinate desire of bathing,

run to the river, there making endless merri-

ment, behaving wantonly, leaping, dancing,

and dragging women after them. What par-

don can such be worthy of ? What kind of

excuse can they offer ? Or rather, what kind

of punishment and vengeance do they not

deserve? The head of the city is in the

public prison; our members are in exile; the

sentence concerning them is doubtful; and
dost thou, I ask, dance, sport, and laugh?

"Why, we could not endure," says some
one, *'to remain without the bath?" O
shameless disposition, sordid and perverted !

How many months, I ask, how many years,

have past ? Thou hast not been as yet shut

out from the bath for twenty days; and thou

art as much distressed and discontented, as

if thou hadst continued without washing for a

3 See Libanius ad Helleb.
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whole year ! Tell me, was this thy state,

when thou wert expecting an attack from the

military, when thou wert daily anticipating

bring put to death, when thou fleddest to the

deserts, and wast hurrying to the mountain
tops ? If any one had then proposed to thee

to remain *' a year " without the bath, so that

thou mightest be rescued from the impending
distress, wouldest thou not readily have ac-

cepted the proposal, and submitted to it?

When, therefore, it were becoming that thou
shouldest give thanks to God, Who hath freed

thee from all these things without any loss,

dost thou again grow wanton and contemptu-
ous; and when the fear has passed away, turn

back afresh to a worse state of negligence ?

Have these dire events really touched thee,

and yet art thou so desirous of the baths ?

Why, if the bath had been permitted, would
not the calamity of those who are yet in con-

finement have been suilficient to persuade
those who are not in the same grievous con-

dition to be forgetful of every luxury ? Life

itself is at stake, and dost thou remember the

baths, and desire to be luxurious ? Dost thou
despise the danger because thou hast now
escaped it ? Take heed lest thou entangle thy.

self in the necessity of a greater punishment,
and call back in larger measure the wrath
which is removed, and experience the very
thing which Christ declared concerning the

devils. For He says, that "when the un-

clean spirit is gone out, and afterwards find-

eth the house void and swept, he taketh seven
other spirits more wicked than himself, and
entereth into the soul, and the last state of

that man is worse than the first."' There-
fore let us also fear, lest now we are liberated

from our former evils, we afterwards by our
listlessness draw upon us those which are

greater ! I know that ye yourselves =" are free

from this folly; but ye should restrain, pun-
ish, and sober those who walk disorderly, that

ye may always rejoice even as Paul com-
manded, that both for our own good works,

and for our forethought for others, we may
eajoy both here and in the life to come an
abundant recompense; through the grace and
lovingkindness of our Lord Jesus Christ, by
Whom, and with Whom, to the Father, with

the Holy Ghost, be glory, honour, and ador-

ation, now and ever, and world without end.

Amen.
I Luke xi, 24, 96, 2 That is, those present.

HOMILY XIX.

On the Sunday called *' Episozomenes," ' to those who had come to Antioch from the

country—also on the subject of avoiding oaths.

I. Ye have revelled during the last few

days in the Holy Martyrs ! Ye have taken

your fill of the spiritual feast ! Ye have all

exulted with honest exultation ! Ye have
beheld their ribs laid bare, and their loins

lacerated; the blood flowing forth all around;

ten thousand forms of torture ! Ye have seen

human nature exhibiting that which is above
nature, and crowns woven with blood ! Ye
have danced a goodly dance throughout the

whole city; this, your noble captain' leading

you on; but sickness compelled me to remain
at home, although against my will. But if I

did not take a part in the festival, I partook

of the pleasure of it. If I could not have the

I T>J5 *E7ri<7-w^o/ie»T7?. The Sunday before Ascension Day,
which, according to Allatius, was called Episozomene by the Cap-
padocians ; but little seems to be certainly known on the subject.

The Homily is placed here on account of.the argument continued
in it. See Montf. Pref. The philosophers may not have returned,

or he may refer to the superiority of the ancients.
s Flavian, who had returned before Easter.

enjoyment of your public assembly, yet did I

share in your gladness. For such is the

power of love, that it makes those who are

not actually in the enjoyment to rejoice

equally with those who are; persuading them
to think the good things of their neighbour

common to themselves. Therefore even

whilst I sat at home, I was rejoicing with

you; and now whilst I am not yet entirely

freed from my sickness, I have risen up, and

run to meet you, that I may see your much
desired faces, and take a part in the present

festival.

2. For I think the present day to be a very

great festival indeed on account of our

brethren, who by their presence beautify our

city, and adorn the Church; a people foreign

to us in language,3 but in harmony with us

concerning the faith, a people passing their

3 It seems that they spoke not the Greek, but the Syriac lan-

guage.
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time in tranquillity, and leading an honest
and sober life. For among these men there
are no spectacles of iniquity—no horse rac-
ings, nor harlots, nor any of that riot which
pertains to a city, but every kind of licenti-
ousness is banished, and great sobriety flour-
ishes every where. And the reason is, that

-their life is a laborious one; and they have,
^ in the culture of the soil, a school of virtue
and sobriety, and follow that art which God
introduced before all others into our life.

" For before the sin of Adam, when he enjoyed
" much freedom, a certain tillage of the ground
was enjoined upon him; not indeed a labori-
ous or a troublesome one, but one which
afforded him much good discipline, for he was
appointed, it is said, ** to till the garden, and
to keep it." Each of these men you may

,
see at one time employed in yoking the
labouring oxen, and guiding the plough, and
cutting the deep furrow; and at another
acsending the sacred pulpit,' and cultivating
the souls of those under their authority; at
one time cutting away the thorns from the
soil with a bill-hook, at another purging out
the sins of the soul by the Word. For they
are not ashamed of work like the inhabitants
of our city, but they are ashamed of idleness,

knowing that this has taught every kind of
wickedness; and that to those who love it, it

has proved a teacher of iniquity from the
beginning.

3. These are our philosophers, and theirs

the best philosophy, exhibiting their virtue
not by their outward appearance, but by their

mind. The pagan philosophers are in char-
acter no wise better than those who are
engaged on the stage, and in the sports of
actors; and they have nothing to shew beyond
the threadbare cloak, the beard, and the long
robe ! But these, quite on the contrary, bid-
ding farewell to staff and beard, and the other
accoutrements, have their souls adorned with
the doctrines of the true philosophy, and not
only with the doctrines, but also wifch the real

practice. And were you to question any one
of these, who live a rustic life at the spade
and plough, as to the dogmas respecting
which the pagan philosophers have discoursed
an infinite deal, and have expended a multi-

tude of words, without being able to say any
thing sound; one of these would give you an
accurate reply from his store of wisdom.
And not only is this to be wondered at,, but
that they confirm the credibility of these

doctrines by their actions. For of the fact

that we have an immortal soul, and that we

I TO lepov firiixa. The whole of the raised part of the Church,
entered by none but the clergy, was so called. On the cases in

which secular occupations were allowed to the clergy, see Bing-
ham, b. vi. c. iv. sec. 13.

shall hereafter render an account of what we
have done here, and stand before a fearful
Tribunal, their minds are at once thoroughly
persuaded, and they have also regulated their
whole course of life by such hopes as these;
and have become superior to all worldly
show, instructed as they have been by the
sacred Scriptures, that ** all is vanity, yea,
vanity of vanities,''^ and they do not greedily
long for any of those things which seem to be
so splendid.

4. These too know how to philosophize
concerning God, even as God hath deter-
mined; and if, taking one of them, you were
now to bring forward some pagan philoso-
pher;—or rather, now you could not find
one !

3—But if you were to take one of these,
and then open the books of their ancient
philosophers, and go through them, and in-
stitute an enquiry by way of parallel as to
what these now answer, and the others in
their day philosophically advanced; you
would see how much wisdom belonged to the
former, and how much folly to the latter.

For whilst^ some of those would aver, that the
things existing were destitute of a providence,
and that the creation had not its origin from
God; that virtue was not sufficient for itself,

but stood in need of wealth, and nobility,

and external splendour, and other things still

more ridiculous; and whilst these, on the
other hand, would discourse wisely respecting
Providence, respecting the future Tribunals
of judgment, respecting the creative power of
God, bringing forth all things out of nothing,
as well as respecting all other points, although
at the same time they were entirely destitute

of worldly schooling; who could but learn

from hence the power of Christ, which hath
proved these unlearned and simple persons ta
be as much wiser than those, who make so
much boast of their wisdom, as men of dis-

cretion are seen to be in comparison of little

children ? For what harm can result to them
from their simplicity in regard to learning,

when their thoughts are full of much wisdom ?

And what advantage have those philosophers

from this learning, when the understanding
is devoid of right thoughts ? It were just as
if one should have a sword that had its hilt

of silver, whilst the blade was weaker than
the vilest lead. For truly these philosophers

have their tongue decked out with words and
names, but their understanding is full of mere
weakness and good for nothing. Not so with,

these philosophers, but quite the reverse.

Their understanding is full of spiritual wis-

2 Eccl. i. 2.

3 St. Chrysostom here satirically alludes to the flight of the
philosophers from the city during the panic succeeding the sedi-

tion. See Homily XVII.
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dom ' and their mode of life is a transcript of

their doctrines. Amongst these there are no
luxurious women; there are no ornaments of

dress, nor colours, nor paints; but all such
corruption of manners is discountenanced.

Hence the population under their charge are

the more readily trained to sobriety, and the

law which Paul gave, when he directed that

food and covering should be had, and nothing

more be sought after, they most rigidly ob-

serve." Amongst them, there are no perfumed
unguents to fascinate the senses; ^ but the

earth bringing forth herbs, prepares for

them a varied fragrance of flowers, above all

the skill of perfumers. For this reason,

their bodies as well as souls enjoy a sound
state of health, inasmuch as they have ban-
ished all luxury of diet, and driven off all the

evil floods of drunkenness; and they eat just

as much as suffices for subsistence. Let us

then not despise them because of their out-

ward appearance, but let us admire their

mind. For of what advantage is the external

habit, when the soul is more wretchedly clad

than any beggar ! The man ought to be
praised and admired, not for dress, nay more,
not even for his bodily form, but for his

soul. Lay bare the soul of these men, and
you will see its beauty, and the wealth it

possesses, in their words, in their doctrines,

and in the whole system of their manners !

5, Let the Gentiles then be ashamed, let

them hide their heads, and slink away on ac-

count of their philosophers, and their wisdom,
wretched as it is beyond all folly ! For the

philosophers that have been amongst them in

their lifetime have hardly been able to teach
their doctrines to a very few, who can easily

be numbered; and when any trifling peril

overtook them, they lost even these. But the

disciples of Christ, the fishermen, the publi-

cans, and the tent-makers, in a few years

brought over the whole world to the truth;

and when from that time, ten thousand perils

have been constantly arising, the preaching
of the Gospel was so far from being put down,
that it still flourishes and increases; and they
taught simple people, tillers of the ground,
and occupied with cattle, to be lovers of wis-

dom. Such are the persons, who beside all

the rest having deeply rooted in them that

love which is the source of all good things,^

have hastened to us, undertaking so long a

journey, that they might come and embrace
their fellow-members.

6. Come then, and in return for these
favours, (I speak of their love and kind feel-

ing), let us give them a provision, and so send

1 From the marg, reading, al. " philosophy."
2 I Tim, vi. 8. 3 Comp. Georg. ii. 466. 4 Eph. iii. 17.

them home; and let us again raise the ques-
tion concerning oaths; that from the minds
of all we may pluck up by the roots this evil

custom. But first, I desire to put you a little

in mind to-day of the things we spoke of

lately.s

When the Jews, having been released from
Persia, and set free from that tyranny, were
returned back to their own country, '' I saw,"
saith one, *' a flying sickle, twenty cubits in

length, and ten cubits broad. '^^ They heard
also the Prophet giving them this instruction,
'' This is the curse, that goeth forth over the

face of the whole land, and entereth into the

house of him that sweareth falsely; and it

shall rest in the midst thereof, and throw
down the timber and all the stones.'' When
we had read this passage, we also enquired
then why it was, that it should destroy not the

swearer only, but also his house, and we stated

this to be the reason; that God will have the

punishments of the most grievous sins to

remain continually visible; that all may after-

wards learn prudence. Inasmuch then as it

was necessary that the perjurer when dead
should be buried, and committed to the

bosom of the earth; in order that his wicked-

ness might not be buried along with him, his

house was made a heap, so that all who
passed by, beholding it, and learning the

reason of the overthrow, might avoid imitat-

ing the sin.

7. This also happened at Sodom. For
when they burned in their lust one towards

another, then too the very earth itself was
burned up, being kindled by the fire from
above. For He designed, that the vengeance
of this sin should permanently remain.

And observe the mercy of God ! Those
who had sinned. He caused not to continue

burning to the present day, but when they

had been for once in flames. He buried them;
and burning up the face of the ground. He
placed it visibly before all who after should

desire to look at these things; and now the

sight of the land, through all the generations

since, hath given an admonition beyond all

powers of speech, crying out, as it were, and

saying, " Dare not to do the deeds of Sodom,
lest ye suffer the lot of Sodom !

" For pre-

cept commonly makes not so deep an impres-

sion i/pon the mind as a fearful spectacle

does, which bears upon it the vestiges of

calamity through all time. And persons that

have visited these places bear witness, who

5 Binjfham asserts, that this Homily and Homily XV. appear to

have been preached on the same day, Afitzquities, b. 14, c. 4,

sec. 8, vol. 4. The opening of the Homily disproves this. Bing-
ham's mistake is easily accounted for, by the wording of this pas-

sage in the Greek.
6 Zech, v. X, 2.

1
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often, when they hear the Scripture discours-

ing of these things, are not much terrified;

but when they have gone and stood upon the

site, and see the whole surface of it dis-

figured, and have witnessed the effects of the

'fir'e, with soil no where visible, but every

thing dust and ashes, they come away aston-

ished with the sight, and taking with them a

strong lesson of chastity. For truly, the very

nature of the punishment was a pattern of

the nature of the sin ! Even as they devised

a barren intercourse, not having for its end
the procreation of children, so did God bring

on them such a punishment, as made the

womb of the land ever barren, and destitute

of all fruits ! For this reason also He threat-

ened to destroy the dwellings of the swearers,

in order that by their punishments, they may
make others to be more self-controlled.

8. But I am ready to shew to-day, not the

destruction of one, two, or three houses in

consequence of oaths, but that of a whole

city and of a people beloved of God; of a

nation that had always enjoyed much of the

divine care; and of a race that had escaped

many dangers.* For Jerusalem herself, the

city of God, which had the holy ark, and all

that divine service;—where there were once

prophets, and the grace of the Spirit, and the

ark; and the tables of the covenant, and the

golden pot;—where angels were frequent vis-

itors;—this city, 1 say, when a multitude of

wars took place, and many foreign nations

made attacks upon it, as if girt by a wall of

adamant, ever laughed them all to scorn, and

whilst the land was utterly destroyed, sus-

tained no injury ! And not only is this to be

wondered at, but that frequently in driving

out its enemies, it inflicted upon them a

heavy blow, and enjoyed so much of the

providential care of God, that God Himself

said, " I found Israel as a bunch of grapes in

the desert; and I beheld your fathers as the

earliest fruit on the fig tree.''^' And again,

of the city itself: "As olive berries on the

extremity of the highest bough, and they

shall say, Do them no harm."^ Neverthe-

less, the city beloved of God; that had es-

caped so many perils; that had been favoured

with pardon, amidst the multitude of its sins;

that alone had been able to avoid captivity,

whilst all the rest were carried away, not once

or twice, but very often; was ruined solely

by an oath. But how, I proceed to state.

9. One of their kings was Zedekiah. This

Zedekiah took an oath to Nebuchadnezzar,

I St. Chrysostom here carries on the argument against the use

of oaths, which he had broken off in Homily XIV., after endmg
the history of Saul and Jonathan.

a Hosea ix. lo. 3 Isa. Ixv. 8, not exactly as lxx.

king of the barbarians, that he would remain
in alliance with him. Afterwards he revolted,
and went over to the king of Egypt, disdain-
ing the obligation of his oath, and suffered
the things of which ye shall hear presently.
But first, it is necessary to mention the para-
ble of the prophet, in which he enigmatically
represented all these matters: **The word
of the Lord," saith he, " came to me, saying,
Son of man, put forth a riddle, and speak a
parable, and say, Thus saith the Lord God:
A great eagle, with great wings, and long ex-
tended, full of claws."* Here he calls the
king of the Babylonians an eagle, and speaks
of him as being *' great, and long-winged;"
and he calls him long-extended and '* full of

claws," on account of the multitude of his

army, and the greatness of his power, and
the swiftness of his invasion. For just as the

wings and claws of the eagle are his armour,
so are horses and soldiers to kings. This
eagle, he goes on to say, ** hath the leading

«

to enter into Lebanon." What is meant
by the '* leading ? " Counsel—design. And
Judaea is called Lebanon, because of its situ-

ation near that mountain. Afterwards, in-

tending to speak of the oaths and treaties,

**He took," saith he, "of the seed of the

land, and planted it in a fruitful field, that it

might take root by great waters. He placed

it to be looked upon; and it grew, and be-

came a weak vine, and of small stature, and

it stretched out its branches towards him, and

its roots were under him."*^ Here he calls

the city of Jerusalem ^ a vine; but in saying

that it stretched out its branches towards the

eagle, and that its roots were under him, he

refers to the treaties and alliances made with

him; and that it cast itself upon him. Next,

purposing to declare the iniquity of this, he

saith, "And there was another great eagle,"

(speaking of the Egyptian king), "with great

wings, and having many claws ;^ and the vine

did bend itself toward him, and its tendril

toward him, and shot out its branches, that

it might be watered. Therefore, I said,

Thus saith the Lord God: Shall it pros-

per ? " 9 That is to say, " after having broken

the oath, and the treaties, shall it be able to

remain, or to be safe, or to avoid falling?"

Presently, for the purpose of shewing that

this is not to happen, but that it is certainly

to be destroyed on account of the oath, he

discourses concerning its punishment, and

alleges the cause. " For its tender roots and

4 Ezek. xvii. 2, 3.

5 TO riYnfia, literally the generalshtp, as that ot an army.

6 Ezek. xvii. 5, 6,

7 Rather the king, who was of the seed (royal) of the land, but

made king by Nebuchadnezzar, 2 Kings xxiv. 17.

8 In this expression of many claws, and in some others, the

LXX. differs from the Hebrew. 9 Ezek. vu. 7, 8.
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its fruits shall become corrupt, and all which

springs therefrom shall be withered." ' And
for the purpose of shewing that it will not be

destroyed by human strength, but because it

hath made God its enemy by means of these

oaths, he subjoins, "Not by a mighty arm,

nor by much people, to pluck it up by its

roots.'' Such indeed is the parable, but the

prophet again explains it, when he says,

" Behold, the king of Babylon cometh against

Jerusalem."' And then, after saying some
other things between, he mentions the oaths

and the treaties. " For," saith he, " he shall

make a covenant with him; " ^ and presently,

speaking of the departure from it, he goes on

to say, *'And he will depart from him, by
sending messengers into Egypt, that they

might give him horses and much people."

And then he proceeds to shew that it is on

account of the oath that all this destruction

is to take place. " Surely in the place where
the king dwelleth that made him king, he

who hath despised My curse, and hath trans-

gressed My covenant, in the midst of Baby-

lon he shall die; and not by great power nor

by multitude, because he despised the oath

in transgressing this My covenant; I will

surely recompense upon his own head this

My oath which he hath dishonoured, and My
covenant which he hath broken; and I will

spread My net upon him.'^^ Seest thou, that

not once, or twice, but repeatedly, it is said

that because of the oath he was to suffer all

these things. For God is inexorable when
oaths are treated contemptuously. Nor
merely from the punishment which was
brought upon the city by the oath, but also

from the delay, and the postponement, may
it be seen how much God is concerned for

the inviolability of oaths. ** For it came to

pass," we are told, *' in the ninth year of the

reign of Zedekiah, on the tenth day of the

month, that Nebuchadnezzar the king of

Babylon came, and all his host, against Jeru-
salem, and pitched against it, and built a wall

against it round about, and the city was be-

sieged until the eleventh year of king Zede-
kiah, and the ninth day of the month, s and
there was no bread for the people to eat, and
the city was broken up."^ He might in-

deed, at once from the first day, have deliv-

ered them up, and have given them into the

hands of their enemies; but He permitted

that they should first be wasted for the space

of three years, and experience a most distress-

ing siege; to the end that during this inter-

val, being humbled by the terror of the forces

« Ezek. xvii. 9. 2 Ezek. xvii. 12.

4 Ezek. xvii. 16-20.

5 The/bjtriA, Jer. xxzix. 2; Hi. 6.

3 Ezek. xvii. 14.

6 2 Kings XXV. 1-4.

without, or the famine that oppressed the

city within, they might compel the king, how-
ever unwillingly, to submit to the barbarian;

and some alleviation might be obtained for

the sin committed. And to prove that this

is true, and no conjecture of my own, hear

what He saith to him by the prophet: *' If

thou shalt go forth to the king of Babylon's
princes, then thy soul shall live, and this city

shall not be burned with fire; and thou shalt

live, and thine house. But if thou wilt not
go forth to the king of Babylon's princes,

then shall this city be given into the hand of

the Chaldeans; and they shall burn it with

fire, and thou shalt not escape out of their

hand. And the king said, I am afraid of the

Jews that are fallen to the Chaldeans, lest

they deliver me into their hands and they
mock me. But Jeremiah said. They shall

not deliver thee. Obey, I beseech thee, the

word of the Lord, which I speak unto thee;

so shall it be better for thee, and thy soul

shall live. But if thou refuse to go forth, this

is the word that the Lord hath shewed me.
All the women that are left in the king of

Judah's house, shall be brought forth to the

king of Babylon's princes; and those shall

say, The men who are at peace with thee

have deceived thee, and have prevailed over
thee; they shall prevail when thy feet slip;

they are turned away from thee, and they
shall bring out all thy wives, and thy children

to the Chaldeans, and thou shalt not escape
out of their hand, for thou shalt be taken by
the hand of the king of Babylon, and this

city shall be burned with fire."''

10. But when He did not prevail with him
by this address, but he remained in his sin

and transgression, after three years, God de-

livered up the city, displaying at once His
own clemency and the ingratitude of that

king. And entering in with the utmost ease,

they "burnt the house of the Lord, and the

king's house, and the houses of Jerusalem,
and every great house, the captain of the

guard ^ burnt, and overthrew the wall of Jeru-
salem; "^ and everywhere there was the fire

of the barbarian, the oath being the conduc-
tor of the conflagration, and carrying about
the flame in all directions. **And the captain

of the guard carried away the rest of the

people that were left in the city, and the fugi-

tives that fell away to the king of Babylon."*

And the pillars of brass that were in the house
of the Lord the Chaldeans brake up, and the

bases, and the brazen sea that was in the

house of the Lord, did the Chaldees break in

7 Jer. xxxviii. 17-23.
8 Lxx., apx^M-ayeipos, chief0/ the cooks, the Hebrew is literally

o/the slaughterers.
9 2 Kings XXV. 9 ; Jer. xxxix. 8. »° Jer. xxxix. 9.
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pieces. And the pots, and the flesh-hooks,

and the bowls, and the censers, and all the

vessels of brass wherewith they ministered,

took they away. And the firepans, and all

the golden and silver bowls they took away.
Moreover, Nebuzaradan, the captain of the

guard, took away the two pillars, and the

bases, and the sea which Solomon had made
in the house of the Lord. And they took

away Seraiah the chief priest, and Zephaniah
the second priest, and the three keepers of

the door; and out of the city one eunuch that

was set over the men of war; and five men
that were in the king's presence; and Shap-

han the chief captain, and the principal

scribe, and threescore men. And he took

these, and brought them to the king of Baby-
lon, and the king smote them, and slew

them.''^

II. Be mindful therefore, I pray, now of

the *' flying sickle," that ** resteth in the

swearer's house; " and '' destroyeth the walls

and the timber and the stones." Be mind-

ful, I pray, how this oath entered into the

city, and overturned houses, and temple, and

walls, and splendid buildings, and made the

city an heap; and that neither the Holy of

Holies, nor the sacred vessels, nor any thing

else could ward off that punishment and ven-

geance, for that the oath had been trans-

gressed ! The city, indeed, was thus misera-

bly destroyed. But the king endured what

was still more wretched and deplorable.^ And
as the flying sickle overthrew the buildings,

so did it also cut him down in his flight.

For **the king,^' it says, **went forth by

night, by way of the gate, and the Chaldeans

encompassed the city, and the army of the

Chaldeans pursued after the king and over-

took him, and they took the king, and brought

him to the king of Babylon, and the king of

Babylon gave judgment ^ upon Zedekiah, and

slew his sons before his face, and put out the

eyes of Zedekiah, and bound him with fetters,

and carried him to Babylon." What is

meant by the expression, "he spake judg-

ment with him?" He demanded of him an

account of his conduct, he pleaded against

him; and first he slew his two sons, that he

might be a spectator of the calamity of his

house, and might behold ^ that deplorable

tragedy; and then he put out his own eyes.

For what reason, I ask again, did this occur ?

In order that he might go as a teacher to the

barbarians, and to the Jews who dwelt among
them; and that they who had eyes might dis-

* 2 Kings XXV. 13-20.
a 2 Kings xxv. 4-7.

3 Lit. spakejudgment with him, as E. V. mar.

4 The last Par. Ed. adopts 167? from Savile, and so M. and three

MSS. at Venice. Ben. ISe, N. R. and Lat. elfie.

cern by him who was bereft of sight, how
great an evil is an oath ! Nor only these;
but all who dwelt by the way, beholding the
man fettered and blinded, might learn by his

calamity the greatness of his sin. Therefore
one of the prophets declares, *' He shall not
see Babylon." s And another, ** He shall be
carried away to Babylon."^ And the pro-

phecy seems, indeed, to be contradictory.

But it is not so; for both of these are true.

For he saw not Babylon, though he was car-

ried away to Babylon. How then did he not
see Babylon? Because it was in Judaea he
had his eyes put out; for where the oath had
been set at nought, there also was it vindi-

cated, and he himself subjected to punish-

ment. And how was he carried away to

Babylon ? In a state of captivity. For since

the punishment was twofold, deprivation of

sight and captivity, the prophets took them
severally. The one saith, *' He shall not see

Babylon, '' speaking of the loss of his eyes;

the other saith, " He shall be carried away to

Babylon," signifying his captivity.

12. Knowing these things, then, brethren,

and gathering up what has been now ad-

vanced, as well as what has been said before;

let us at last desist from this evil custom,

yea, I pray and beseech you all ! For if in

the old dispensation, when the Jews had not

the strictest moral wisdom required of them,

but much condescension was extended to

them, such wrath was the effect of one oath;

such capture and captivity; what punishment

is it likely that those who swear should now
be subjected to, after an express law forbid-

ding the practice, and so large an addition of

precepts. Is it, indeed, all that is required,

that we come to the assembly, and hear what

is spoken? Why truly it is a reason for

greater condemnation, and for more inevita-

ble punishment, that we are continually hear-

ing, and yet do not what is bidden ! What

excuse shall we have, or what pardon, if as-

sembling here from earliest youth to latest

old age, and enjoying the advantage of so

much instruction, we remain just like them,

and do not take pains to correct a single de-

fect. Let no one henceforth allege custom.

For this is the very thing at which I am m-

dignant and provoked, that we are not able to

get the better of custom. And, pray, if we

do not get the better of custom, ho\v can we

get the better of concupiscence, which hath

its root even in the principles of our nature;

for it is natural to feel desire; but to desire

wickedly, comes after of choice. But this

practice of swearing takes not even its first

S Ezek. xii. 13.
6 Jer. xxxii. 5.
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principle from nature/ but from mere negli-

gence.

13. And that thou mayest learn that not

from the difficulty of the thing, but through

our inattention, this sin has advanced to such

a pitch, let us call to mind how many things

far more difficult than these, men accomplish;

and that too without expecting any recom-

pense therefrom. Let us think what services

the Devil imposes; how laborious, how
troublesome they are; and yet, the difficulty

has not become an obstacle to these services.

For what can be more difficult, I ask, than

when any young person delivering himself up

to those, who undertake to make his limbs

supple and pliant, uses his most strenuous

exertion to bend his whole body into the exact

shape of a wheel, and to turn over upon the

pavement; his powers being tasked at the

same time through the eyes, and through the

movement of the hands, as well as other con-

volutions for the purpose of being transformed

into the likeness of woman-kind. =" Yet neither

the difficulty of these feats, nor the degrada-

tion arising from them, are thought of. And
again, those who are dragged upon the

dancing-stage, and use the members of the

body as though they were wings, who that

beholds them can help being struck with

wonder ? So too they who toss knives aloft

in the air one after another, and catch them
all by the handle, whom might they not put

to shame of those who refuse to undergo any
labour for the sake of virtue ? And what can

any one say of those men, who balancing a

pole on the forehead, keep it just as steady

as a tree rooted in the ground ? And this is

not the only marvellous part of the affair;

but that they set little children to wrestle

with one another on the top of the tree; and
neither the hands, nor any other part of the

body assisting, the forehead alone sustains

the pole unshaken, and with more steadiness

than any kind of fastening. Again: another

walks on the slenderest rope, with the same
fearlessness as men do when they run over

level plains. Nevertheless these things,

which even in thought seem impracticable,

have become possible by art. What like this

have we, I ask, to allege concerning oaths?

What kind of difficulty ? what toil ? what art ?

» This is the readinj^ in some Mss. adopted by Savile, but the

Benedictine reads e* t>j? irpoaipeerews " from moral choice," or
*' purpose," /. <r., aiming at something supposed to be good.

2 Xenophon, in his Symposium, describes a dancing girl as per-

forming tricks of this kind, " turning over backwards, bent into

the form of a wheel," and " reading and writing while whirled on
a potter's wheel," &c. (on which Socrates takes occasion to say
how much women might learn). Wilkinson observes, that this

bears some resemblance to a feat indicated in Egyptian paintings,
not less than 1300 years before th€ age of Socrates. See Manners
and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, vol. ii. p. 415. Of the
degradation attached to such feats, see Herodotus, b. vi. c. 129.

what danger ? There is only needed on our
part a little earnestness, and the whole of

our task will be quickly performed.

14. And do not tell me, "I have accom-
plished the greater part of it; " but if thou
hast not accomplished the whole, consider

that thou hast not as yet done any thing;

for this little, if neglected, is destruction to

all the rest. Often indeed when men have
built a house, and put on the roof, they have
destroyed the whole fabric, by not making
any concern of a single tile that has been
shaken off from it. And one may see the

same thing occur with respect to garments;
for there too if a small hole is made, and not

repaired, a large rent is the consequence.
And this also is frequently the case in regard

to floods; for these, if they find but a small

entrance, let in the whole torrent. Thou
also, then, even if thou hast fortified thyself

all around, and but a small part be left still

unfortified, yet block up this also against the

devil, that thou mayest be made strong on all

sides ! Thou hast seen the sickle ! Thou
hast seen the head of John ! Thou hast

heard the history pertaining to Saul ! Thou
hast heard the manner of the Jewish captiv-

ity ! And beside all these, thou hast heard

the sentence of Christ declaring, that not only

to commit perjury, but to swear in any way,

is a diabolical thing, and the whole a device

of the evil one.^ Thou hast heard that every

where perjuries follow oaths. Putting all

these things then together, write them upon
thy understanding. Dost thou not see how
women and little children suspend Gospels*

from their necks as a powerful amulet, and
carry them about in all places wherever they

go. Thus do thou write the commands of

the Gospel and its laws upon thy mind. Here
there is no need of gold or property, or of

buying a book; but of the will only, and the

affections of the soul awakened, and the Gos-

pel will be thy surer guardian, carrying it as

thou wilt then do, not outside, but treasured

up within; yea, in the soul's secret chambers.

When thou risest up then from thy bed, and

3 So Cometh ofe^'il may be understood. St. Chrysostom scarcely

allows an oath in any case, unless perhaps as quoted on Eph. i. 14.

His words are sometimes marked as caute legenda. Other Fath-

ers, and the usual practice, allowed them on just occasions. See
Bingham, xvi. c. vii. sec. 4. Where, however, St. Athanasius uses

a qualified form of putting an oath. See also his Comment on Ps.

Ixiii. II, he speaks almost as strongly as St. Chrysostom, as does

also St. Basil, still using himself an affirmation before God, and
discussing questions of obligation by oath.

^

4 Texts or extracts from the Gospels. On 1 Cor. xvi. 9, Horn.

XLHI., he notices a like practice. Bingham says, b. xvi. c. y. sec.

6, that he, and St. Basil, and St. Epiphanius, complain of it, but

the passages he quotes do not do so. St. Chrys. tolerates this,

seemingly, but expressly denies its efficacy as a mere charm. On
the use of charms he is severe, though used by Christians, and
containing nothing of decidedly heathenish import. He considers

making the sign of the cross as opposed to these, and an act of

faith. See on Ep. to Col. Hom. VIII. Suicer in Eva-yveAtov, and
St. Chrys. in Matt. Hom. LXXII.
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when thou goest out of thine house, repeat
this law: "I say unto you, Swear not at
all." ' And the saying will be to thee a dis-
cipline; for there is no need of much labour,
but only of a moderate degree of attention.
And that this is true, may thus be proved.
Call thy son, and frighten him, and threaten
to lay a few stripes upon him, if he does not
duly observe this law; and thou wilt see, how
he will forthwith abstain from this custom.
Is it not therefore truly absurd, that little

children, out of the fear we inspire, should
perform this commandment, and that we
should not fear God as our sons fear us ?

15. What then I said before this, I now
again repeat. Let us lay down a law for
ourselves in this matter; not to meddle either
with public or private affairs until we have
fulfilled this law; and then surely under the
pressure of this obligation we shall easily
conquer, and we shall at once adorn ourselves,
and decorate our city. For consider what a
thing it would be to have it said every where
throughout the world, **A practice becoming
Christians is established at Antioch, and you
will hear no one giving utterance to an oath,
even though the greatest necessity is laid

upon him !
" This is what the neighbouring

cities will certainly hear; nay, not the neigh-
bouring cities only, but even to the ends of
the earth will the report be conveyed. For it

I Matt. V. 34.

IS indeed probable that both the merchants
who mix with you, and others who arrive
from this place, will report all these matters.
When, therefore, many persons in the way
of encomium mention the harbours of other
cities, or the markets, or the abundance of
wares, enable those who come from hence to
say, that there is that at Antioch, which is to
be seen in no other city; for that the men
who dwell there would sooner have their
tongues cut out, than suffer an oath to pro-
ceed from their mouths ! This will be your
ornament and defence, and not only so, but
it will bring an abundant reward. For others
also will certainly emulate, and imitate you.
But if, when a person has gained but one or
two,^ he shall receive so great a reward from
God; what recompense shall ye not receive
when ye are the instructors of the whole
world. It is your duty then to bestir your-
selves, to be watchful, and to be sober; know-
ing that not only from our own personal
good works, but from those we have also
wrought in others, shall we receive the best
recompense, and enjoy much favour with
God, which may He grant us all continually
to enjoy, and hereafter to obtain the king-
dom of heaven, in Christ Jesus our Lord; to
Whom with the Father, and the Holy Ghost,
be glory and power both now and ever, and
world without end. Amen.

Jas. V. 20.

HOMILY XX.'

That the fast of Lent is not sufficient to make us competent to partake of the Commu-
nion, but that holiness is the first thing required. How it is possible not to enter-

tain resentment, and that God takes much account of this law; and that the entertain-

ing of resentment punishes those who are guilty of it even before they reach the place

of torment.—Also concerning abstinence from oaths, and those who have not succeeded

in abstaining from swearing.

I. At length the season is verging towards
the end of the Fast, and therefore we ought
the more earnestly to devote ourselves to

holiness. For as in the case of those who
run a race, all their circuits will be of no

» Savile places this Homily after those on the Statues, putting
here the first Catechesis, as do most mss. In the new Coll. ms.

this is the iQth; its title has been cut out of the list of those on the

Statues, and reinserted by another hand. A New College ms. con-
sisting of select passages, quotes from it as one of them. It is not
in any of the Bodleian mss., but in that at Sion College it is placed
as in Savile. Montfaucon placed it here as considering the Cate-
chesis evidently out of place.

avail if they miss the prize; so neither will

any advantage result from these manifold
labours and toils with regard to the fast, if we
are not able to enjoy the sacred Table with a
good conscience. For this end are fasting

and Lent appointed, and so many days of

solemn assemblies, auditories, prayers, and
teachings, in order that by this earnestness ^

being cleansed in every possible way from

2 Ben. adds " for the commands of God," but it seems to be a
gloss ; 2 MSS. at Venice omit it.
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the sins which we had contracted during the

whole year, we may with spiritual boldness

religiously partake of that unbloody Sacrifice;

;

so that should this not be the result, we shall
|

have sustained so much labour entirely in

vain, and without any profit. Let every one,

therefore, consider with himself what defect

he hath corrected, what good work he hath

attained to; what sin he hath cast off, what

stain he hath purged away; in what respect

he has become better. And should he dis-

cover that in this good traffic he has made

any gain by the fast, and be conscious in

himself of much care taken of his wounds,

let him draw near ! But if he hath remained

negligent, having nothing to shew but mere

fasting, and hath done nothing which is right

besides, let his remain outside;' and then let

him enter, when he hath purged out all these

offences. Let no one rest on the fast merely;

whilst continuing unreformed in evil prac-

tices. For it is probable, that he who omits

fasting may obtain pardon, having infirmity

of body to plead; but it is impossible that he

can have an excuse who hath not amended his

faults. Thou hast not fasted, it may be, on

account of bodily weakness. Tell me for

what reason thou art not reconciled to thine

enemies ? Hast thou, indeed, here to allege

bodily infirmity? Again; if thou retainest

envy and hatred, what apology hast thou then

I ask ? For no one in offences of this kind is

able to take refuge in the plea of bodily in-

firmity. And this was a work of Christ's^

love toward man, viz. that the chief of the

precepts, and those which maintain our life,

should not be impaired in any degree through

the weakness of the body.

2. But since we need to practise all the

divine laws alike, and more especially that

which bids us consider no man as an enemy,

Hor retain resentment long, but forthwith to

be reconciled; suffer us to-day to discourse

to you concerning this commandment. For

as it is not to be imagined that the fornicator

and the blasphemer can partake of the sacred

Table, so it is impossible that he who hath

an enemy, and bears malice, can enjoy the

holy Communion. And this with good rea-

son. For a man when he has committed

fornication, or adultery, at the same time that

he hath accomplished his lust, hath also com-

pleted the sin; and should he be willing by

watchful living to recover from that fall, he

may afterwards, by manifesting great peni-

tence, obtain some relief. But he who is re-

sentful worketh the same iniquity every day,

and never brings it to an end. In the former
case the deed is over, and the sin completed;

but here the sin is perpetrated every day.

What excuse can we then have, I ask, for

delivering ourselves willingly to such an evil

monster ? How canst thou ask thy Lord to

be mild and merciful to thee, when thou hast

been so hard and unforgiving to thy fellow-

servant ?

3. But thy fellow-servant hath treated thee

with contempt perhaps ? Yes ! and thou hast

treated God with contempt oftentimes. And
what comparison is there between a fellow-

ser^rant and the Lord ? As to the former,

when he was perchance in some way injured,

he insulted thee, and thou wert exasperated.

But thou insultest the Lord, when thou art

neither treated with injustice nor ill-will by
Him, but receiving blessing of Him day by
day. Consider, then, that if God chose to

search out rigorously what is done against

Him, we should not live a single day. For
the prophet saith, "If Thou wilt be extreme

to mark iniquity, O Lord, O Lord, who shall

stand? "3 And, to pass by all those other

things, of which the conscience of every

sinner is aware, and of which he no has no
human witness, but God only; were we to be
called to account for those which are open

and admitted, what allowance could we ex-

pect for such sins? What if He were to

scrutinize our listlessness and negligence- in

our prayers; and how, whilst standing before

God and supplicating Him, we do not exhibit

even so much fear and reverence for Him as

servants do toward their masters, as soldiers

do toward their officers, as friends do toward

friends ? ^ When thou discoursest with a

friend, thou givest heed to what thou art

doing, but when waiting on God on account

of thy sins, and asking pardon for so many
offences, and thinking that thou shalt obtain

forgiveness, thou art often listless; and whilst

thy knees, are lying on the ground, thou suf-

ferest thy mind to wander every where, in the

market, or in the house, babbling the while

with thy mouth vainly and to no purpose !

And this we experience, not once or twice,

but frequently ! Did God then choose to

scrutinize this alone, do you think that we
could obtain pardon, or be able to find any

excuse ? Truly, I think not !

4. But what if the evil-speakings which we
unkindly utter every day one against another,

were brought forw^ard against us; as well as

the rash judgments with which we condemn
our neighbour; and that for no reason, but

» This alludes to the penitential discipline of the primitive

Church, which confined penitents of the lowest order to the church

porch. Consult Bingham in Antiq. viii. c. 3, and xviii. c. i.

2 Sav. God's.

3 Ps. cxxx. 3.

'sP4 Herbert oems, No. Ixviii.,

would not use a friend as I use Thee.'
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because we are fond of blaming, and given to

find fault; wliat, I say, should we be able to

allege in defence ? Again, should He scru-

tinize those roving glances of ours, and those
evil desires which we carry in the mind, so
frequently admitting disgraceful and impure
thoughts from the unlicensed wandering of

the eyes, what punishment must we not sus-

tain ? And should He demand a reason for

our revilings, (for He saith, " Whosoever
shall say to his brother, Thou fool, shall be
in danger of hell fire,") how could we, for-

sooth, open our mouths, or move our lips at

all, or say any thing great or small in reply?

Moreover, as to the vainglorious feelings we
allow in our prayers, our fastings, our alms-

giving, were we to scrutinize them,—I do not

say, were God, but were we ourselves, who
are the sinners, to do this,—should we be
able to lift up our eyes toward heaven?
Then, as to the deceits which we devise one
against another,—praising a brother now,

whilst he is present, and discoursing as with

a friend; and when he is absent, reviling

him; can we endure the punishments of all

these ? Then what of the oaths ? or what of

the lying ? what of the perjuries ? what of the

unjust anger, and of the envy with which we
too often regard men when honoured, not

enemies only, but also friends? Further-

more, what of the fact, that we are pleased

when others suffer evil, and account the mis-

fortunes of others a consolation for our own
distress ?

5. But suppose the penalty were exacted

for our listlessness in our solemn assemblies

what would our condition be ? For this ye

cannot but know, that often whilst God Him-
self is addressing us all by His prophet, we
are holding frequent and long conversations

with those near us, about matters which in

no way concern us. Passing by, then, all the

rest, should He choose to exact of us the

penalty due for this sin only, what hope of

salvation will there be ? For do not suppose

that this offence is a small one, but if thou

wouldest be aware of its magnitude, examine
how this very thing is regarded among men,
and then thou wilt perceive the enormity of

the sin. Just venture, when some magistrate

is talking to thee, or rather some friend who
is of somewhat superior dignity, to turn from

him, and enter into conversation with thy

servant; and thou wilt then perceive, what
thou venturest on in dealing thus with God !

For if he be any one of the more distinguished

classes, he will even demand reparation of

thee for such an insult. Yet God, whilst He
is treated with as great, and still greater con-

tempt than this, every day; and that not by

one, or two, or three persons, but by almost
all of us; is still forbearing and longsuffering,
not in regard to this alone, but to other
things which are far more grievous. For
these things are what must be admitted, and
what are obvious to all, and by almost all

men they are daringly practised. But there
are yet others, which the conscience of those
who commit them is privy to. Surely, if we
were to think of all this; if we were to reason
with ourselves, supposing even that we were
the crudest and harshest of men, yet upon
taking a survey of the multitude of our sins,

we should for very fear and agony be unable
to remember the injury done by others
towards ourselves. Bear in mind the river

of fire; the envenomed worm; the fearful

Judgment, where all things shall be naked
and open ! Reflect, that what are now hid-

den things, are then to be brought to light

!

But shouldest thou pardon thy neighbour, all

these sins which till then await their disclos-

ure are done away with here; and when thou
shalt depart this life, thou wilt not drag after

thee any of that chain of transgressions; so

that thou receivest greater things than thou
givest. For many such transgressions, in-

deed, we have often committed, which no
other person knoweth; and when we think,

that on That Day these our sins shall lie ex-

posed to the eyes of all, upon the public

theatre of the universe, we are in pain beyond
any punishment, being choked and strangled

by our conscience. Yet this shame, great as

it is; these sins, these punishments, great as

they are; there is a possibility of purging

away through forgiveness exercised toward

our neighbour.

6. For indeed there is nothing equal to this

virtue.^ Wouldest thou learn the power of

this virtue? "Though Moses and Samuel

stood before Me," saith God, "my soul

would not regard them."= Nevertheless,

those whom Moses and Samuel were not able

to snatch away from God's wrath, this pre-

cept when observed was able to snatch away.

Hence it is, that He continually exhorts those

to whom He had spoken these things, saying,

*^ Let none of you revengefully imagine ^ evil

against his brother in your heart," and " let

none of you think of his neighbour's malice. " ^

It is not said merely, forego wrath; but re-

tain it not in thy mind; think not of it; part

with all thy resentment; do away the sore.

For thou supposest that thou art paying him

back the injury; but thou art first tormenting

thyself, and setting up thy rage as an execu-

1 St Chrys. seems to mean, that there is none so remarkably

connected with promises of remission of sin, as Matt. v. 7, vi. 14

;

Luke vi. 37.
2 Jer. XV. I. 3 Zech. viii. 17, vii. 10, lxx.
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tioner within thee in every part, and tearing

up thine own bowels. For what can be more
wretched than a * man perpetually angry ?

And just as maniacs, who never enjoy tran-

quility, so also he who is resentful, and re-

tains an enemy, will never have the enjoyment
of any peace; incessantly raging, as he does,

and daily increasing the tempest of his

thoughts calling to mind his words and acts,

and detesting the very name of him who has

aggrieved him. Do you but mention his

enemy, he becomes furious at once, and sus-

tains much inward anguish; and should he

chance to get only a bare sight of him, he
fears and trembles, as if encountering the

worst evils. Yea, if he perceives any of his

relations, if but his garment, or his dwelling,

or street, he is tormented by the sight of

them. For as in the case of those who are

beloved, their faces, their garments, their

sandals, their houses, or streets, excite us,

the instant we behold them; so also should

we observe a servant, or friend, or house, or

street, or any thing else belonging to those

we hate and hold our enemies, we are stung

by all these things; and the strokes we en-

dure from the sight of each one of them are

frequent and continual.

7. What is the need then of sustaining such

a siege, such torment and such punishment ?

For if hell did not threaten the resentful;

yet for the very torment resulting from the

thing itself we ought to forgive the offences

of those who have aggrieved us. But when
deathless punishments remain behind, what
can be more senseless than the man, who
both here and there brings punishment upon
himself, while he thinks to be revenged upon
his enemy ! For suppose that we see him
still prosperous, then we are ready to die of

chagrin; but if in an adverse condition, we
are in fear, lest some propitious turn of

events should take place. But for both of

these there is stored up for us an inevitable

punishment. For, "Rejoice not," he saith,

**when thine enemy stumbleth."* And tell

me not of the greatness of the injuries re-

ceived; for it is not this which maketh thy
wrath to be retained; but this, that thou art

unmmdful of thine own offences; that thou
hast not before thine eyes either hell or the

fear of God ! To convince thee that this is

true, I will endeavour to make it manifest

from the events which have happened in this

city. For when the persons impeached of

those flagrant crimes were dragged to the

tribunal of justice;—when the fire was kindled

within, and the executioners stood around.

* Prov. xxiv. 17.

and were lacerating their ribSj^" if any one
standing beside them had proclaimed, ** If ye
have any enemies, dismiss your resentment,
and we shall be able to set you free from this

punishment;"—would they not have kissed

their very feet?^ And why do I say their

feet ? If one had bidden them take them
for their masters, they would not then have
refused. But if punishment that is human,
and hath its bounds, would have triumphed
over all anger, much more would the punish-

ment to come, if it had continual possession

of our thoughts, expel from the soul not only

resentment, but every evil imagination ? For
what is easier, I ask, than to get rid of re-

sentment against the injurer? Is there any
long journey to be undertaken ? Is there any
expenditure of money ? Is the aid of others

to be invoked ? It suffices only to resolve,

and the good deed at once reaches the goal.

What punishment, then, must we not deserve,

if on account of worldly affairs we stoop to

slavish occupations; and shew a servility un-

worthy of ourselves; and expend money; and
enter into conversation with porters, that we
may flatter^ impious men; and do and say all

manner of things, so that we may perfectly

attain the end we have in view; and yet can-

not endure, for the sake of God's laws, to

entreat a brother who hath injured us, but

consider it a disgrace to be the first to make
advances. Art thou ashamed, tell me, when
thou art going to be the first to make gain ?

Rather, on the contrary, you ought to be
ashamed of persisting in this passion; and
waiting until the person who has committed
the injury comes to you to be reconciled; for

this is a disgrace, and a reproach, and the

greatest loss.

8. For he who comes the first it is, who
reaps all the fruit; and when at the entreaty

of another thou layest aside thine anger, the

good work is to be accounted his; for thou

hast discharged the law as doing a favour to

him, not as obeying God. But if, when no

one entreats, when not even the man who has

done the injury approaches, or solicits thee,

thou thyself dismissing from thy thoughts all

shame, and all delay, runnest forward freely

to the injurer, and dost quell anger entirely,

the good deed becomes wholly thine own, and

thou shalt receive all the reward. If I say,

" Practise fasting," thy plea, perchance, is

a From Horn. XIII. 3, we know that the torture was chiefly by
scourging, but fire (if literally used, as it had often been in tor-

turing Christians) might be applied m various ways. The allusion

favours the insertion of the Homily in this place. A passage to-

wards the end of the Homily places it unquestionably m this

Lent.
3 /. (»., the feet of their enemies.
4 icoAaK«v<r«o/[xei/. The aorist implies that the object intended

is to get an audience. For a striking picture of such servility, see

Tac. Ann. iv. 77.
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bodily weakness. If I say, ''Give to the
poor/' it is poverty, and bringing up children.
If I say, " Make time for the assemblies of
the Church," it is worldly cares. If I say,
*'Give heed to what is spoken, and consider
the power of what is taught," it is want of
learning. If I say, "Correct another,^' you
say, '' When counsel is given him, he takes
no heed, for I have often spoken, and been
scorned. '" Frigid, as such pretences are, yet
you have some pretences to allege. But sup-
pose I say, *' Dismiss thine anger," which of
these wilt thou then allege ? '^ For neither
infirmity of body, nor poverty, nor lack of
culture, nor want of leisure, nor any other
thing of that kind hast thou to advance; but
this sin is above all other the most inexcusa-
ble. How wilt thou be able to stretch thine
hands toward heaven, or how to move thy
tongue, or to ask pardon? For although
God be desirous to pardon thy sins, thou thy-
self dost not suffer Him, while thou retainest
that of thy fellow-servant I But suppose that
he is cruel, fierce, and savage, and greedy of
revenge and retaliation ? Why for this rea-
son thou oughtest especially to grant forgive-
ness,' Hast thou been wronged much, and
robbed, and slandered, and injured in matters
of the first importance; and dost thou wish to
see thine enemy punished? Yet even for
this, it will be of use to thee to pardon him.
For suppose that thou thyself takest ven-
geance, and prosecutest it, either by words,
by deeds, or imprecation against the adver-
sary; then God will not afterwards prosecute
it too, inasmuch as thou hast taken thy
revenge; and not only will He not prosecute
the matter for thee, but will also demand a
penalty of thee as a despiser of Himself.
For if this same thing takes place amongst
mankind, viz. that if we beat the servant of
another, the master is indignant, and calls

the act an insult (for although we be treated
injuriously, whether by slaves, or by free-

men, it is fitting that we should await the
legal decisions of magistrates or masters); if

then even amongst men, to avenge ourselves
would not be safe, how much more so when
God is the avenger !

9. Hath thy neighbour wronged and
grieved thee, and involved thee in a thousand
ills? Be it so, yet do not prosecute ven-
geance on thine own part, lest thou do despite
to thy Lord ! Yield the matter to God, and
He will dispose of it much better than thou
canst desire. To thee He has given charge
simply to pray for the injurer; but how to

deal with him, He hath ordered thee to leave
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' See on Rom. xii. 21, Horn. XXII.

to Himself. Never canst thou so avenge
thyself, as He is prepared to avenge thee, if
thou givest place to Him alone, and dost not
utter imprecations on him who has aggrieved
thee; but sufferest God to be sole arbiter of
the sentence. For although we may pardon
those who have aggrieved us; although we
may be reconciled; although we may pray for
them; yet God does not pardon, unless they
themselves are converted, and become better.
And He withholds pardon, with a view to
their own advantage. For He praises thee,
and approves thee for thy spiritual wisdom;
but visits him, in order that he may not grow
worse by thy wisdom. So that the common
saying on this subject is not to the point.
For many there are, who when I reproach
them because after being exhorted to be
reconciled to their enemies, they will not be
persuaded to it, think fit to proffer this apol-
ogy, which is nothing less than a cloak for
their iniquity. ** I am unwilling," says one,.
" to be reconciled, lest I shoud make the man
worse, more ill-tempered, and more disposed
to treat me contemptuously hereafter." Be-
sides this, they also make this plea: " Many
people," say they, ''think it is weakness in
me to come first to a reconciliation, and to
entreat my enemy." All these things are
foolish; for the Eye that slumbers not has
seen thy good intention; wherefore, it behov-
eth thee to make no account of the opinion
of thy fellow-servants, when thou hast gained
the opinion of the Judge, Who is about to try
thy cause.

10. But if thy concern be, lest thine enemy
should become worse by thy clemency learn
this,—that it is not thus he is made worse;
but far rather if thou art unreconciled. For
although he were the vilest of men; although
he might neither confess nor publish it

openly; yet he will silently approve thy
Christian wisdom, and in his own conscience
will respect thy gentleness. Should he, how-
ever, persist in the same iniquity, whilst

thou art endeavouring to soften and concil-

iate, he will have to abide the heaviest pun-
ishment from God. And that ye may know,
that although we should pray for our enemies,
and for those who have injured us, God does
not pardon, if they are likely to become
worse by our forbearance, I will mention to

you an ancient piece of history. Miriam,

once spake against Moses. What then did
God do ? He sent a leprosy upon her, and
made her unclean; notwithstanding that in

other respects she had been meek and modest.
Afterwards, when Moses himself, the party

injured, besought that the wrath might be
removed, God consented not: but what did
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He say ?
*' If her father had but spit in her

face, should she not be ashamed ? Let her

remain," saith He, " without the camp seven

days."' But what He means is to this

effect. "If," saith He, *' she had a father,

and he had put her away from his presence,

would she not have undergone the rebuke?

I approve thee indeed for thy fraternal piety,

and thy meekness and clemency; but I know
when is the due time to remit her punish-

ment." Do thou then shew all humanity

towards thy brother; and do not pardon his

offences in the desire of a greater punishment

for him, but of thy tenderness and good will;

yet understand this very plainly, that the

more he shall slight thee, whilst thou art la-

bouring to conciliate, so much the greater

punishment will he draw down upon himself.

11. What sayest thou? tell me, Is he the

worse for thy attentions ? This is blame to

him, but thy praise. Thy praise, that, whilst

seeing him thus behave himself, thou didst

not desist from doing God's will in conciliating

him. But to him it is blame, because he has

not been made better by thy clemency.

But^" *'it is far more desirable that others

should be blamed because of us, than we be-

cause of them." Make me not this frigid

reply, of saying, '' I am afraid of its being

thought that I made an overture to him out

of fear; and that he will therefore despise me
the more." Such a reply indicates a child-

ish and foolish mind, agitated about human
approbation. Let him suppose, that it was

out of fear you made the first advance to

him; your reward will be so much the greater;

since, being aware of this beforehand, you

still consented to endure all for the fear of

God. For he who is in chase of human ap-

probation, and seeks reconciliation for that

end, curtails the recompense of reward; but

he who is quite sure of the fact, that many
will vilify and ridicule him, and even then

does not desist, from the attempt at reconcil-

iation, will have a twofold, yea, a threefold

crown. And this is indeed the man who does

it for the sake of God. Nor tell me, that the

man has wronged thee in this, or in that

particular; for if he hath displayed, in his

conduct towards thee, every kind of iniquity

that is in man, yet even so God hath enjoined

thee to forgive him all !

12. Lo ! I forewarn, and testify, and pro-

claim this with a voice that all may hear !

** Let no one who hath an enemy draw near

the sacred Table, or receive the Lord's Body !

Let no one who draws near have an enemy !

* Numb. xii. 14.
2 Benedictine " Paul saith," but this is not in Savile nor in the

Latin, and is omitted in a Venice ms. and some at Paris ; it is ac-

counted for by woAw, but Ducaeus suggests i Peter iii. 17.

Hast thou an enemy ? Draw not near ! Wilt

thou draw near? Be reconciled, and then

draw near, and touch the Holy Thing!"
Nor, indeed, is this my declaration. Rather

it is that of the Lord Himself, Who was cru-

cified for us. That He might reconcile thee

to the Father, He refused not to be sacrificed,

and to shed His blood ! And art thou un-

willing to utter a word, or to make the first

advance, that thou mayest be reconciled to

thy fellow-servant? Hear what the Lord

saith, concerning those who are in this dis-

position; ** If thou bring thy gift to the

altar, and there rememberest that thy brother

hath aught against thee "—He does not say,

**wait for him to come to thee," nor *' speak

with another as mediator," nor *' entreat some

other," but " do thou thyself make the ad-

vance towards him. " For the exhortation is,

*'Go thy way, first be reconciled to thy

brother. "3 O transcendent wonder! Does

He Himself account it no dishonour, that the

gift should be left unoffered, and dost thou

think it a mark of disgrace to go first and be

reconciled ? And how can such a case, I ask,

be deemed worthy of pardon ? Were you to

see a member of yours cut off,
^
would you

not use every exertion so that it might be

reunited to the body ? This do with regard

to thy brethren; when thou seest them cut off

from thy friendship, make all haste to recover

them ! Do not wait for them to make the

first advance, but press onward, that thou

mayest be foremost to receive the prize.

13. We are commanded to have only one

enemy, the devil. With him be thou never

reconciled ! But with a brother, never be at

enmity in thy heart. And if there should

be any narrowness of soul, let it be only an

ephemeral thing, and never last beyond a

day's space. For, *Met not the sun," he

saith, "go down upon your wrath."-* For

if, before evening, you are reconciled, you

will obtain some pardon from God. But if

you remain longer at enmity, that enmity is

no longer the result of your being suddenly

carried away by anger and resentment, but of

wickedness, and of a foul spirit, and one

which makes a practice of malice ! And this

is not the only terrible thing, that you de-

prive yourself of pardon, but that the right

course becomes still more difficult. For when

one day is past, the shame becomes greater;

and when the second has arrived, it is still

further increased; and if it reach a third, and

a fourth day, it will add a fifth. Thus the

five become ten; the ten, twenty; the twenty

an hundred; and thenceforth the wound will

3 Matt. V. 23, 24. 4 Ephes. iv. 26.
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become incurable; for as time goes on, the
breach becomes wider. But do thou, O man,
give way to none of these irrational passions;
nor be ashamed, nor blush, nor say within
yourself, "A short time ago we called each
other such names, and said a vast number of

things fit or not fit to be spoken; and shall I

now hurry at once to a reconciliation ? Who
then will not blame my excessive easiness ?

"

I answer, no one who has sense will blame
thy easiness; but when thou remainest im-
placable, then, all persons will deride thee.

Then thou wilt give to the devil the advan-

tage of this wide breach. For the enmity
becomes then more difficult to be got rid of,

not by mere lapse of time, but from the cir-

cumstances too that take place in the mean-
while. For as " charity covereth a multitude

of sins,'' ' so enmity gives a being to sins that

do not exist, and all persons henceforth, are

deemed worthy of credit who turn accusers;

who rejoice in the ills of others, and blaze

abroad what is disgraceful in their conduct.

14. Knowing all these things then, make
the first advance to a brother; lay hold of

him before he has entirely shrunk away from
thee; and should it be necessary to run

through all the city on the same day; should

it be necessary to go beyond the walls, or to

take a long journey; still leaving all other

things that may be in hand, attend only to

this one work of reconciling thy brother.

For if the work be laborious, reflect that it is

for God's sake thou undergoest all this, and
thou shalt receive sufficient consolation. Stir

up thy soul also when it is shrinking, and

backward, and bashful, and ashamed, by per-

petually harping on this theme and saying,

Why art thou delaying? Why art thou

shrinking and holding back ? our concern is

not for money, nor for any other of these

fleeting things, but for our salvation. God
bids us do all these things, and all things

should be secondary to His commands. This

matter is a sort of spiritual merchandise.

Let us not neglect it, let us not be slothful.

Let our enemy too understand that we have

taken much pains, in order to do what is

well-pleasing unto God. And though he may
again insult, or strike us, or do any other

such thing of a still more grievous kind, let

us sustain all things courageously, since we
are not so much benefitting him thereby, as

ourselves. Of all good works, this shall most

especially befriend us on That Day. We
have sinned and offended in many and great

matters, and have provoked our Lord.

Through His lovingkindness He hath given

us this way of reconciliation. Let us, then,
not betray this good treasure. For had He
not power to charge us simply to make recon-
ciliation, and not have any reward assigned
to it ? for whom hath He to gamsay or rec-

tify His appointment ? Nevertheless, through
His great lovingkindness. He hath promised
us a large and unspeakable reward, and one
which we must be especially desirous to ob-
tain, the pardon of our sins; thus also making
this our obedience more easy of perform-
ance,

15. What allowance then can be made for

us, if even when we might receive so great a
reward we still do not obey the Lawgiver,
but persist in our contempt; for that this is a
contempt is plain from hence. If the Em-
peror had laid down a law, that all those who
were enemies should be reconciled to one
another, or have their heads cut off, should

we not every one make haste to a reconcilia-

tion with his neighbour? Yes ! truly, I think

so ! What excuse then have we, in not as-

cribing the same honour to the Lord, that we
should do to those who are our fellow-serv-

ants ? For this reason we are commanded to

say, *' Forgive us our debts, as we forgive

our debtors." = What can be more mild,

what more merciful, than this precept ! He
hath made thee a judge of the pardon of

thine own offences ! If thou forgivest few

things, He forgives thee few ! If thou for-

givest many things. He forgives thee many I

If thou pardonest from the heart, and sin-

cerely, God in like manner also pardons thee !

If besides pardoning him thou accountest

him a friend, God will also thus deal with

thee; so that the more he has sinned, so

much the more is it necessary that we should

hasten to a reconciliation; since it becomes a

cause of greater offences being forgiven us.'

Art thou wilHng to learn'* that there is no

pardon for us, if we are mindful of injuries,

and that there is no one who can deliver us ?

I will make what I assert plain by an exam-

ple. Suppose that a neighbour has done you

a certain injury, that he has seized your

goods; has confiscated or embezzled them;

and not to confine myself to such a case, let

me add to it more things and worse beside,

and whatever you will; he has longed to de-

stroy you; he has exposed you to a thousand

perils; he has manifested every sort of malice

towards you; and left nothing undone that

human wickedness can do ? For not to go

« I Pet. iv. 8.

3 This and similar language of the Fathers ,s starthng to manv

but is hardly more than a transcript of ^^^ P^ff„ °'
g^Sl

Scripture they refer to. A general acknovdedgment^and explan-

ation of them occurs in the " Homily of Alms-deeds.

4 Or wouldest thou have proof.
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over every thing separately, suppose that he
has injured you to such an extent as no one
ever injured any before;—why, even in this

case, if you are resentful, you will not be
worthy of pardon. And I will explain how it

is so.

1 6. If one of your servants owed you an
hundred pieces of gold; and some one again
was indebted to him in a few pieces of silver;

and if the servants' debtor were to come, and
entreat and supplicate you that he might ob-

tain indulgence, and you were to call in your
own servant, and charge him, saying," For-
give this man the debt, and from the sum
thou owest me I will deduct this debt;"
should that servant afterwards be wicked and
shameless enough to seize on his debtor,

could any one then rescue him out of your
hands ? Would you not most assuredly inflict

a thousand stripes upon him, as having been
insulted to the last extremity ? And very
justly too. This also God will do: for He
will say to thee on That Day, *' O wicked and
villainous servant, yea, was it of thine own
thou forgavest him ? Out of what thou wert
indebted to Me, thou wert ordered to account
to him. For ''Remit," He saith, ''and I

will remit unto thee! although, to speak truly,'

if I had not added this condition, it would
have been even then thy duty to have re-

mitted at the instance of thy Lord. But in

this case, I did not command thee as a mas-
ter, but I asked it as a favour from a friend;

and I asked it out of My own property; and
I promised to give greater things in return;

and yet with all this, thou wert not made a
better man." Moreover men, when they act

in this manner, put down as much to their

own servants' accounts, as the measure of

the debt is. Thus, for example, suppose the

servant owes his master a hundred pieces of

gold; and the debtor of the servant owes
ten pieces, should the latter remit his debt,

the master does not remit him his hundred
pieces, but these ten only; and all the rest he
still demands. But it is not so with God; if

you remit a ' few things to your fellow-serv-

ant, He remits all your debt.

17. Whence does this appear? From the

very Prayer 3 itself. "For if," saith He,
*' ye forgive men their debts, your heavenly
Father will forgive your debts.''* And as

much as the difference is between " a hun-
dred pence" and *'ten thousand talents," s

so great is it between the debts on the one
side, and those on the other

!

« T Ven. adds, the things remitted are not equal.
» Sav. mar. those.
3 Often called emphatically, " The Prayer," as constantly in

the title of Comments on it. TertuUian de Oratione^ and the like.

4 Matt. vi. 14. 5 Matt, xviii. 24, a8.

What punishment then must he not de-
serve, who when he would receive ten thou-
sand talents, in the room of a hundred pence,

^

yet will not even so remit this small sum, but
offers up the Prayer against himself. For
when thou sayest, "Forgive us, as we for-

give," and afterwards dost not forgive, thou
art supplicating of God nothing else than that
He would entirely deprive thee of all excuse
or indulgence. "But I do not presume to
say,'' replies some one, *' Forgive me as I
forgive," but only, " Forgive me." But what
matters this ? For if thou say it not thyself,

yet God so doeth; as thou forgivest. He for-

gives. And this He hath made quite evident
from what follows; for there it is said, '* If

ye forgive not men, neither doth your
heavenly Father forgive you." Think not,

therefore, that it is a pious caution, not to
repeat the whole sentence; nor offer up the
Prayer by halves, but as He bade thee so
pray thou, in order that the very obligation
of that expression, putting thee daily in fear,

may compel thee to the exercise of forgive-

ness towards thy neighbours.

18. Do not tell me, " I have besought him
many times, I have intreated, I have suppli-

cated, but I have not effected a reconcilia-

tion." Never desist till you have reconciled
him. For He said not, ** Leave thy gift, and
go thy way." Entreat thy brother. But,
*'Go thy way. Be reconciled."' So that,

although you may have made many en-
treaties, yet you must not desist until you
have persuaded. God entreats us every
day, and we do not hear; and yet He does
not cease entreating. And dost thou then
disdain to entreat thy fellow-servant. How
is it then possible for thee ever to be saved ?

Suppose that thou hast often pleaded and
been repulsed; for this, however, thou wilt

obtain a larger reward. For in proportion
as he is contentious, and thou perseverest in

entreating, so much the more is thy recom-
pense increased. In proportion as the good
work is accomplished with greater difficulty,

and the reconciliation is one of much labour,

so much the greater will be the judgment on
him, hnd so much the brighter will be the

crowns of victory for thy forbearance. Let
us not merely applaud all this, but exemplify
it too in our deeds; and never recede from
the work, until we are restored to our former
state of friendship. For it is not enough
merely to avoid grieving an enemy, or doing
him an injury, or being in our minds un-

kindly disposed towards him; but it is neces-

sary that we should prepare him to be kindly

* Denarii. 7 Matt. V. 84.
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affected towards ourselves. For I hear mdny
saying, *'I have no hostility; I am not an-
noyed; neither have I any thing to do with
him." ' But this is not what God commands,
that thou shouldest have nothing to do with
him; but that thou shouldest have much to
do with him. For this reason he is thy
** brother."" For this reason He said not,
*' Forgive thy broth'er what thou hast against
him. But what then? " Go thy way. First be
reconciled to him;" and should he have " any
thing against thee," yet desist not, before
thou hast reunited the member in friendly

concord." But thou, who in order that thou
mayest obtain a useful servant, tellest out the

gold, and discoursest with many merchants,
and often undertakest long journeys, tell

me, art thou not up and doing to the utmost,
in order that thou mayest convert an enemy
into a friend ? And how then wilt thou be
able to call upon God, whilst thou art thus

neglecting His laws ? Assuredly, the posses-

sion of a servant will be of no great profit to

us; but the making an enemy a friend, will

render God propitious and favourable toward
us; and will easily set us free from our sins;

and gain us praise with men, as well as great

security in our life; for nothing can be more
unsafe than he who has even only a single

enemy. For our earthly reputation is in-

jured, whilst such a man is saying a thousand
evil things of us to every body. Our minds
are also in a state of fermentation, and our

conscience disturbed; and we are exposed to

a continual tempest of anxious thoughts.

19. Now since we are conscious of the

truth of all this, let us set ourselves free from
chastisement and vengeance; and let us shew
our reverence for the present feast, by doing

all that has been said; and those same
favours which we think to obtain from the

Emperor on account of the feast, let us our-

selves enable others to enjoy. For I hear,

indeed, many saying, that the Emperor, out

of his reverence for the Holy Passover, will

be reconciled to the city, and will pardon all

its offences. How absurd then is it, that

when we have to depend for our safety upon
others, we bring forward the feast, and its

claims; but that when we are commanded
to be reconciled one with another, we treat

this same feast with disdain, and think noth-

ing of it. No one, truly, so pollutes this

holy feast, as he does, who, whilst he is keep-

ing it, cherishes malignity. Or rather, I

might say, that such a person cannot possibly

keep it, though he should remain without

food ten days successively. For where there
is enmity and strife, there can be neither fast
nor festival. Thou wouldest not dare to
touch the holy Sacrifice with unwashed hands,^
however pressing the necessity might be.
Approach not then with an unwashed soul !

For this is far worse than the other, and
brings a heavier punishment. For< nothing
so fills the mind with impurity, as anger re-
maining constantly within it. The spirit of
meekness settles not where wrath or passion
exists; and when a man is destitute of the
Holy Spirit, what hope of salvation shall he
have, and how shall he walk aright ? Do not
then, O beloved, whilst thou art desirous to
be revenged of thine enemy, cast thyself
down headlong; nor cause thyself to be left

alone without the guardianship of God ! For,
in truth, if the duty were a difficult one, yet
the greatness of the punishment, which re-

sults from this action of disobedience, were
sufficient to arouse the most slothful and
supine, and to persuade them to undergo
every degree of labour. But now our argu-

ment has shewn that the duty is most easy, if

we are willing.

20. Let us not then be negligent of what is

our life, but let us be in earnest; and do
every thing, in order that we may be without

an enemy, and so present ourselves at the

sacred Table. For nothing,—nothing, I re-

peat, of what God commands will be difficult,

if we give heed: and this is evident from the

case of those who are already reformed.

How many used to be cheated by the habit

of using oaths, and to fancy this practice ex-

tremely difficult of reformation. Neverthe-

less, through the grace of God, when ye put

forth but a little effort, ye for the most part

washed yourselves clean of this vice. For

this reason I beseech you to lay aside also

what remains, and to become teachers of

others. And to those who have not yet

achieved it, but allege to us the length of

time during which they were before swearers,

and say that it is impossible for them to pluck

up in a short time that which has been rooted

for many years; I would make this answer,

that where any precept among those com-

manded by God requires to be put in due

practice, there is no need of length of time,

nor of a multitude of days, nor an interval of

years; but of fear only, and reverence of

1 Literally anything common with him, ox/Se ex<» ti. koivov jrpo?

avTov: see end of Horn. I.

2 /. e., is called so in this passage.

3 If such rules are found fault with because they do not neces-.

sarily involve holy living, it should be remembered that where

strictly kept, they are grounds for such an appeal as this ;
and why

not, in better men, for holy recollections? They are not truly

parallel to those censured by our Lord, which did not relate to the

treatment of holy things, and here they are treated quite as sub-

servient to duties of a higher order. The word here rendered ne-

cessity " may be "compulsion."
,. , , . , ..

4/. e., "and if thou bearest malice thy soul is unwashed;

for," &c.
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soul; and then we shall be sure to accom-

plish it, and that in a short time. But lest

you should suppose that I speak these things

at random, take a man whom you think much
addicted to swearing; one that swears more
times than he speaks; ' hand this man over to

me for only ten days, and if I do not rid him
of all his habit in these few days, pass the

severest sentence on me.

21. And that these words are not a vain

boast, shall be made manifest to you from

things that have already happened. What
could be more stupid than the Ninevites ?

What more devoid of understanding ? Yet,

nevertheless, these barbarian, foolish people,

who had never yet heard any one teaching

them wisdom, who had never received such

precepts from others, when they heard the

prophet saying, "Yet three days, and Nine-

veh shall be overthrown,"^ laid aside, within

three days, the whole of their evil customs.

The fornicator became chaste; the bold man
meek; the grasping and extortionate mod-
erate and kind; the slothful industrious.

They did not, indeed, reform one, or two, or

three, or four vices by way of remedy, but

the whole of their iniquity. But whence does

this appear, says some one ? From the words

of the prophet; for the same who had been

their accuser, and who had said, that *' the

cry of their wickedness hath ascended up
even to heaven: " ^ himself again bears testi-

mony of an opposite kind, by saying, "God
saw that every one departed from their own
evil ways." * He does not say, from fornica-

tion, or adultery, or theft, but from their
*' own evil ways.'' And how did they depart ?

As God knew, not as man judged of the mat-

ter. After this are we not ashamed, must
we not blush, if it turns out that in three days

only the barbarians laid aside all their wicked-

ness, but that we, who have been urged and
taught during so many days,^ have not got

the better of one bad habit ? These men had,

moreover, gone to the extreme of wickedness

before; for when you hear it said, " The cry

of their wickedness is come up before me; "

you can understand nothing else than the

excess of their wickedness. Nevertheless,

within three days they were capable of being

transformed to a state of complete^ virtue.

For where the fear of God is, there is no need

» i. e., more words than he can articulate. St. Chrysostom
supposes here a man who in his wrath loses the power of distinct

utterance. (Such may be the meaning, or, that he never speaks

without several oaths, or oftener speaks with an oath than without
one, irKdova b^ivvovra /utoAAoi' r) ff>9tyy6iJ.€i'ov.)

'•' Jonah ii. 4. 3 Jonah i. 5.

4 Jonah ill 10. St. Chr>'SOStom here of course supposes Jonah
to be the author of the book which bears his name.

5 He refers to his own instructions during Lent : sec the close

of this Homily.
6 oAokAtjpoi', wanting lU) constituent part.

of days, or of an interval of time; as likewise,

on the contrary, days are of no service where
there is a want of this fear. For just as in

the case of rusted ^ implements, he that rubs

them only with water, though he spend a
long time on them, will not rid them of all

that foulness; but he that puts them in a fur-

nace, will make them presently brighter than
even those newly fabricated: so too a soul,

stained with the rust of sin, if it cleanse itself

slightly, and in a negligent way, and be every
day repenting, will gain no further advan-
tage. But if it cast itself into the furnace,

as it were, of the fear of God, it will in a very
short time purge all away.

22. Let us not then be procrastinating till

to-morrow. For we ** know not what the

next day may bring forth; " ^ nor let us say,
" we shall conquer this habit by little and lit-

tle;" since this little and little will never
come to an end. Wherefore, dismissing that

excuse, we should say, *' If we do not reform
the practice of swearing to-day, we will not
leave off till we do,' though ten thousand
things were to press us; though it were nec-

essary to die, or to be punished, or to lose

all we have; we will not give the devil the

advantage of slackness, nor the pretext of

delay." Should God perceive thy soul in-

flamed, and thy diligence quickened, then He
also Himself will lend His assistance to thy
reformation ! Yea, I pray and beseech you,

let us be in earnest, lest we also hear it said

of us, "The men of Nineveh shall rise up,

and shall condemn this generation; '''° for

these, when they had once heard, reformed
themselves; but we are not converted after

frequent hearing. These were proficients in

every part of virtue, but we in no part.

They when they heard that their city would be
overthrown were affrighted; but we, though
we have heard of Hell, are not affrighted:

these, men who did not partake of the in-

structions of the prophets; we, enjoying the

advantage of perpetual teaching, and of much
grace.

23. These things I now speak to you, not

as if reproving you for your own sins, but for

the sake of others; for I know full well that

by you (as I have already observed), this law

concerning swearing has been accomplished.

But this does not suffice for our safety, un-

less by teaching we amend others, since he
who produced the one talent, restoring as he
did the whole portion committed to him, was

7 Or vessels, to ImBivraTitv aKtvuyv. 'lb? also means " venom,"
and stains are taken out of rough earthenware in the same manner.

8 Prov. xxvii. i.

9 ovK anoaTrfaofxtOa. irporepov. i. g., will not leave off the plan
proposed above, of attending to nothing else till this was accom-
plished.

»o Luke xi. 32.
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punished, because he had not enriched that

with which he was entrusted. Wherefore, let

us not regard this point, that we ourselves

have been set free from this sin; but until we
have delivered others from it, let us not de-

sist; and let every one offer to God ten

friends whom he has corrected; whether thou

hast servants, or apprentices: ' or if you have
neither servants, nor apprentices, you have
friends; these do thou reform. Further, do
not make me this reply; " We have banished

oaths for the most part, and we are rarely

caught in that snare;" but let even this

rarity of offending be got rid of. If you had

lost one piece of gold, would you not go

about to all persons, searching and making
enquiry, in order to find it? This do also

with regard to oaths. If you perceive that

you have been cheated out of one oath, weep,

lament, as though your whole substance were

lost. Again I say what I did before. Shut

up thyself at home; make it a subject of

practice and exercise along with thy wife, thy

children, and domestics. Say to thyself in

the first instance, *' I must not put a finger to

private or public matters until I have rectified

this soul of mine." If you will thus school

your own sons, they too will instruct their

children in turn, and thus this discipline,

reaching even to the consummation and ap-

pearing of Christ, will bring all that great

reward to those who go to the root of the

matter. If your son has learnt to say, " Be-

lieve me; " ^ he will not be able to go up to

the theatre, or to enter a tavern, or to spend

his time at dice; for that word, lying upon

his mouth instead of a bridle, will make him

however unwilling feel shame and blush.

But if at any time he should appear in these

places, it will quickly compel him to retreat.^

Suppose some persons laugh. Do thou on

the other hand weep for their transgression !

Many also once laughed at Noah whilst he

was preparing the ark; but when the flood

came, he laughed at them; or rather, the

just man never laughed at them at all, but

wept and bewailed ! When therefore thou

seest persons laughing, reflect that those

teeth, that grin now, will one day have to

sustain that most dreadful wailing and gnash-

ing, and that they will remember this same
laugh on That Day whilst they are grinding
and gnashing ! Then thou too shalt remem-
ber this laugh ! How did the rich man laugh
at Lazarus ! But afterwards, when he beheld
him in Abraham's bosom, he had nothing left

to do but to bewail himself !

24. Being mindful then of all these things,

be urgent with all, for the speedy fulfilment

of this precept. And tell me not, that you
will do this by little and little; nor put it off

till the morrow, for this to-morrow never

finds an end. Forty days* have already

passed away. Should the Holy Easter pass

away, I will thenceforward pardon no one,

nor employ further admonition, but a com-
manding authority, and severity not to be

despised. For this apology drawn from cus-

tom is of no force. Why may not the thief

as well plead custom, and get free from pun-

ishment? Why may not the murderer and

adulterer? Therefore I protest, and give

warning to all, that if, when I have met you

in private, and put the matter to the proof

(and I will certainly put it to the proof), I

detect any who have not corrected this vice,

I will inflict punishment upon them, by

ordering them to be excluded from the Holy

Mysteries ;s not that they may remain always

shut out, but that having reformed them-

selves, they may thus enter in, and with a

pure conscience enjoy the Holy Table; for

this is to be a partaker of the Communion !

God grant that through the prayers of those

who preside over us,^ as well as of all the

saints, having corrected these and all other

deficiencies, we may obtain the kingdom of

heaven through the grace and lovingkindness

of our Lord Jesus Christ, with Whom to the

Father, together with the Holy Spirit, be

glory, honour, and adoration, now and ever,

world without end. Amen.

3 As one who could not talk like others.

31

2 marevaov.

4 Forty days from Quinquagesima, leaving ten till Easter

Pref
5 St. Ambrose (Life by Paulinus, sec. 34), forbade Theodosius

to enter the church at all, after the massacre of T^?^^'?"'^^-. ^'•

Basil refused C^.«;«««/^« to Valens, who had joined the Anans,

but did not attempt to prevent his entering the church bee bt

Gree. Naz. Or. 20 (Ben. 43)- He even allowed him to present an

offering ; but this was an indulgence. Offenders would be liable

of course to Ecclesiastical censure, if they took a nearer place than

"nf^7;ptl];r.:atitleof bishops. See Bingham, b... c ..^e^^5^

Flavian was probably not yet returned, but would_^be always

supposed to

a single person,

called jraTcpes ii. iiw . -., — •_ :;,^ ....... 1

saints, where see of the intercession of saints in geacral.

The plural is sometimes used ot
pray for the people. The plural is sometimes u:.cu ^
son, especially one of dignity. Some other persons are

,es in Hom. XVI., and in Hom. VI. probably departed
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HOMILY XXI.

On the return of Flavian the Bishop, and the reconcihation of the Emperor with the city,

and with * those who had offended in overthrowing the Statues.

1. To-day, I shall begin with that very-

same saying with which I have ever been
used to open my address to you during the

season of danger, and shall say together with

you, '* Blessed be God," Who hath granted

us this day to celebrate this holy Feast with

much joy and gladness; and hath restored

the head to the body, the shepherd to the

sheep, the master to the disciples, the general

to the soldiers, the High Priest to the Priests !

Blessed be God, ** Who doeth exceeding
abundantly above what we ask or think !

" '

For to us it would have seemed sufficient,

had we been but delivered from the hitherto

impending evil; and for this we made all our
supplication. But the God who loveth man,
and ever in His giving surpasseth our prayers

by an excess of bounty, hath brought back
our Father too, sooner than we could at all

have expected. Who would, indeed, have
thought that in so few days, he would have
gone, and have had audience with the Em-
peror, and set us free from the calamity, and
again come back to us so quickly, as to be
able to anticipate the Holy Passover, and to

celebrate it with ourselves ? Behold, how-
ever, this event, which was so contrary to ex-

pectation, hath been realized ! We have re-

ceived back our Father; and we enjoy so

much the greater pleasure, inasmuch as we
have received him back now beyond our
hopes. For all these things, let us give

thanks to the merciful God, and be amazed
at the power, the lovingkindness, the wisdom,
and the tender care which has been mani-
fested on behalf of the city. For the devil

had attempted its entire subversion through
the daring crimes committed; but God, by
means of this same calamity, hath adorned
the city, the Priest, and the Emperor; and
hath made them all more illustrious.

2. The city hath won renown, because
when such a danger had overtaken her, pass-

ing by at once all those who were in power,

those who were surrounded with much wealth,

those who possessed great influence with the

Emperor, it fled for refuge to the Church,
and to the Priest of God, and with much

' Benedictine »rpb?, Savile eis, which rather implies a full stop
after "city," and that the Homily contained an invective
"against ' the offenders. It does contain a very strong one
obliquely.

3 Eph. iii. 20.

faith, rested itself entirely upon the hope
which is from above ! Many indeed, after
the departure of the common Father, were
ready to terrify those who lay in prison, by
saying, ** The Emperor does not lay aside 3

his wrath, but is still more provoked, and is

thinking of the utter ruin of the city." But
whilst they were whispering all this, and much
more, they who were then in bonds were not
the least intimidated, but upon our saying,
" These things are false, and they are a de-
vice of the devil, who desires to fill you with
consternation; '^ they replied to us,*' We need
no consolation to be addressed to us; for

we know where we have taken refuge from the
first; and upon what hope we have rested
ourselves. We have fixed our safety upon
the sacred anchor ! We have not entrusted
this to man, but to the Almighty God; there-

fore we are most assuredly confident, that the
result will be favourable; for it is impossible,
truly impossible, that this hope can ever be
confounded !

" To how many crowns, how
many encomiums, is this equivalent for our
city ? How much of God's favour will it

draw down upon us too in our other affairs !

For it is not, indeed it is not a thing belong-
ing to a soul of mean order to be watchful
against the attack of temptations, and to look
to God; and scorning all that is human, to

yearn after that Divine aid.

3. The city then hath thus won renown;
and the Priest again not less than the city,

for he exposed his life for all; and while there

were many things to hinder him, as the win-
ter, his age, the feast, and not less than
these, his sister, then at her last breath, he
raised himself above all these obstacles, and
did not say to himself, " What a thing is this ?

Our only remaining sister, she who hath
drawn the yoke of Christ along with me, and
who hath been my domestic companion so

long, is now at her last breath; and shall we
desert her, and go hence, and not behold her
expiring, and uttering her parting words ?

But she indeed was praying daily, that we
might close her eyes,'^ and shut and compose
her mouth, and attend to all other things

3 Sav. relax.

4 Ducaeus quotes //. xi. 453, AUn. ix. 486, Stat. Theb. 1. 2.

Alternd clauserunt luminadextrd. Plin. 22,37; Varro apud
Nonium ; Sigil. as illustrating the custom of doing these offices

for the dead among heathens.
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pertaining to the burial; but now in this case,

as one deserted, and deprived of a protector,
she will obtain none of these offices from her
brother; of him whom she especially desired
to obtain them; but when she gives up the
ghost, she will not see him whom she loved
more to have with her than all others ? And
will not this be heavier to her than dying
many times over ? Yes, although I were far

away, would it not be right to come with
speed, and do, and suffer any thing, for the
purpose of shewing her this kindness ? And
now when I am near, shall I leave her, and
taking my departure abandon her ? And how
then will she sustain the remainder of her
days ?

"

4. Yet, so far was he from saying any of

these things, that he did not even think of

them; but esteeming the fear of God above
all the ties of kindred, he recognized the fact,

that as tempests display the pilot, and dan-
gers the general, so also a time of trial makes
the Priest to become manifest. "All men,"
saith he, *'are eagerly looking on us; the

Jews as well as the Greeks; let us not con-

found the expectations which these have of

us; let us not overlook so great a shipwreck;

but having committed to God all things that

pertain to ourselves, let us venture our life

itself too !
'* Consider, moreover, the mag-

nanimity of the Priest, and the lovingkind-

ness of God ! All those things which he dis-

regarded, all those he enjoyed; in order that

he might both receive the reward of his

readiness, and that he might obtain a greater

pleasure by enjoying them contrary to ex-

pectation ! He preferred to celebrate the

festival in a foreign place, and far from his

own people, for the sake of the city's safety.

But God restored him to us before the Pas-

chal feast, so as to take a common part with

us in the conduct of the festival; in order

that he might have the reward of his choice,

and enjoy the greater gladness ! He feared

not the season of the year; and there was

summer during the whole period he was

travelling. He took not his age into account;

and he dispatched this long journey with just

as much ease as if he had been young and

sprightly ! He thought not of his sister's

decease nor was enervated by it, and when he

returned he found her still alive, and all

things which were disregarded by him, were

all obtained !

5. Thus, the priest hath indeed won re-

nown both with God and man ! This trans-

action hath also adorned the Emperor with a

splendour beyond the diadem ! First, in that

it was then made apparent that he would

grant that to the priests which he would not

to any other; secondly, that he granted the
favour without delay, and quelled his resent-
ment. But that you may more clearly under-
stand the magnanimity of the Emperor, and
the wisdom of the priest, and more than both
these, the lovingkindness of God; allow me
to relate to you a few particulars of the con-
ference which took place. But what I am
now about to relate I learnt from one of those
who were within the palace; for the Father
has told us neither much nor little on the
affair; but ever imitating the magnanimity of
Paul, he hides his own good deeds; and to
those who on all sides were asking him ques-
tions as to what he said to the Emperor; and
how he prevailed upon him; and how he
turned away his wrath entirely, he replied,
" We contributed nothing to the matter, but
the Emperor himself (God having softened
his heart), even before we had spoken, dis-

missed his anger, and quelled his resentment;
and discoursing of the events that had taken
place as if some other person had been in-

sulted, he thus went over all the events that

had happened without anger." But those

things which he concealed from humility, God
hath brought to light.

6. And what were these? I will proceed

to relate them to you by going a little farther

back in the story. When he went forth from

the city, leaving all in such great despondency,

he endured what was far more grievous than

we ourselves suffered, who were in the midst

of these calamities. For, in the first place,

meeting in the midst of his journey with

those who had been sent by the Emperor to

make inquisition upon the events which had

happened; and learning from them, on what

terms they were sent; and reflecting upon the

dreadful events that were in store for the city,

the tumults, the confusion, the flight, the

terror, the agony, the perils, he wept a flood

of tears, and his bowels were rent with com-

passion; for with fathers, it is usual to grieve

much more, when they are not able to be

present with their suffering children; which

was just what this most tender-hearted man
now endured; not only lamenting the calami-

ties which were in reserve for us, but that he

was far away from us, whilst we were endur-

ing them. But this was, however, for our

safety. For as soon as he had learned these

things from them; more warmly did the

fountain of his tears then gush forth, and he

betook himself to God with more fer\'ent sup-

plication; and spent his nights without sleep,

beseeching Him that He would succour the

city, while enduring these things, and make

the mind of the Emperor more placable.

And as soon as he came to that great city.
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and had entered the royal palace, he stood

before the Emperor at a distance,—speech-
less,—weeping,—with downcast eyes,—cov-

ering his face as if he himself had been the

doer of all the mischief; and this he did,

wishing first to incline him to mercy by his

posture, and aspect, and tears; and then to

begin an apology on our behalf; since there

is but one hope of pardon for those who have
offended, which is to be silent, and to utter

nothing in defence of what has been done.
For he was desirous that one feeling should
be got rid of, and that another should take
its place; that anger should be expelled, and
sadness introduced,' in order that he might
thus prepare the way for the words of his

apology; which indeed actually took place.

And just as Moses going up to the mount,
when the people had offended, stood speech-
less himself, until God called him, saying,
*' Let me alone, and I will blot out this peo-
ple; "=* so also did he now act. The Em-
peror therefore, when he saw him shedding
tears, and bending toward the ground, him-
self drew near; and what he really felt on
seeing the tears of the priest, he made evi-

dent by the words he addressed to him; for

they were not those of a person provoked
or inflamed, but of one in sorrow; not of one
enraged, but rather dejected, and under con-
straint of extreme pain.

7. And that this is true, ye will understand
when ye hear what were his words. For he
did not say, "What does this mean? Hast
thou come heading an embassy on behalf of

impious and abominable men, such as ought
not even to live; on behalf of rebels,^ of
revolutionists, who deserve the utmost pun-
ishment ?

" But dismissing all words of that

sort, he composed a defence of himself full

of respectfulness and dignity; and he enum-
erated the benefits, which during the whole
time of his reign he had conferred upon the
city; and at each of these he said, *' Was it

thus I should have been treated in return for

these things ? What injuries had I done, that
they should take such revenge ? What com-
plaint had they, great or small, that they
must not insult me only, but the deceased
also?* Was it not sufficient to wreak their

resentment against the living? Yet they
thought they were doing nothing grand, un-
less they insulted those now in their graves.
Granting that I had injured them, as they
suppose; surely it would have been becoming

» ddvfxiav here opposed to Ovfiov, and meaning especially such
sadness as represses violent emotion.

2 Exod. xxxii. 10. 3 rvpavviav.
4 St. Chrysostom here alludes to the pulling down the statues

of his wife and mother, which, together with his own and those of
his two sons, were dragged about the streets of Antioch during
the riot.

to spare the dead, who had done them no
wrong; for they could not have the same
complaint against them. Did I not ever
esteem this city above every thing, and ac-

count it as dearer than my native place ?

And was it not a matter of my continual
prayers to visit this city; and did I not make
this my oath s to all men ?

"

8. Upon this, the priest sobbing bitterly,

and shedding warmer tears, no longer kept
silence: for he saw that the defence of the
Emperor was raising our crime to a still

higher amount; but heaving from the bottom
of his heart ^ a deep and bitter sigh, he said,
'* We must confess, O Emperor, this love

which you have shewn towards our country !

We cannot deny it ! On this account, es-

pecially, we mourn, that a city thus beloved
has been bewitched by demons; and that we^
should have appeared ungrateful towards her

benefactor, and have provoked her ardent
lover. And although you were to overthrow;
although you were to burn; although you
were to put to death; or whatever else you
might do, you would never yet have taken on
us the revenge we deserve. We ourselves

have, by anticipation, inflicted on ourselves

what is worse than a thousand deaths ! For
what can be more bitter, than when we are

found to have unjustly provoked our benefac-

tor, and one who loved us so much, and the

whole world knows it, and condemns us for

the most monstrous ingratitude ! If Barba-
rians had made an incursion on our city,^ and
razed its walls, and burnt its houses, and had
taken and carried us away captive, the evil

had been less. And why so ? but because,

whilst you live, and continue such a generous
kindness towards us, there might be a hope
that all these evils would be got rid of; and
that we might again be brought back to our
former condition, and regain a more illustri-

ous liberty. But now, having been deprived
of your favour, and having quenched your
love, which was a greater security to us than
any wall, whom have we left to fly to ? Where
else shall we have to look, when we have
provoked so benign a lord, so indulgent a

father? So that while they seem to have
committed offences of the most intolerable

kind, they have on the other hand suffered

the most terrible evils; not daring to look

any man in the face; nor being able to look

upon the sun with free eyes; shame every-

where weighing down their eyelids, and com-
pelling them to hide their heads ! Deprived
of their confidence, they are now in a more

S He seems to mean some such expression as " so may I live to

see Antioch."

7 A kind of event then becoming familiar to the Roman world.
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miserable condition tlian any captives, and
undergo the umost dislionour; and wliilst
thinking of the magnitude of their evils, and
the height of insolence to which they 'have
rushed, they can scarce draw breath; inas-
much as they have drawn on their own heads
severer reproaches from all the inhabitants of
the world, than even from him who is seen to
have been insulted.

9. But yet, O Emperor, if you are willing,
there is a remedy for the wound, and a medi-
cine for these evils,

^
mighty as they are !

Often, indeed, has it occurred amongst pri-
vate individuals, that great and insufferable
offences have become a foundation for great
affection. Thus also did it happen in the
case of our human race. For when God
made man, and placed him in Paradise, and
held him in much honour; the devil could not
bear this his great prosperity, and envied him,
and cast him out from that dignity which had
been granted. But God was so far from for-
saking him, that He even opened Heaven to
us instead of Paradise; and in so doing, both
shewed His own lovingkindness, and punished
the devil the more severely. So do thou too
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now ! The demons have lately used all their
efforts, that they may effectually rend from
your favour that city which was dearest of all

to you. Knowing this then, demand what
penalty you will, but let us not become out-
casts from your former love ! Nay, though
it is a strange thing, I must say, display
towards us now still greater kindness than
ever; and again write this city's name among
the foremost in your love;—if you are indeed
desirous of being revenged upon the demons
who were the instigators of these crimes !

For if you pull down, and overturn, and raze
the city, you will be doing those very things
which they have long been desiring. But if

you dismiss your anger, and again avow that
you love it even as you did before, you have
given them a deadly blow. You have taken
the most perfect revenge upon them by shew-
ing, not only that nothing whatever has come
for them of their evil designs; but that all

hath proved the very opposite of what they
wished. And you would be just in acting
thus, and in shewing mercy to a city, which
the demons envied on account of your affec-

tion; for if you had not so exceedingly loved
her, they would not have envied her to such
a degree ! So that even if what I have as-

serted is extraordinary, it is nevertheless,

true, that what the city hath suffered, hath

been owing to thee, and thy love ! What burn-

ing, what devastation, so bitter as those words,

which you uttered in your own defence ?

10. You say now, that you have been in-

sulted, and sustained wrongs such as no Em-
peror ever yet did. But if you will, O most
gracious, most wise, and most religious Sov-
ereign, this contempt will procure you a
crown, more honourable and splendid than
the diadem you wear ! For this diadem is a
display of your princely virtue, but it is also
a token of the munificence of him who gave
It; but the crown woven from this your
humanity will be entirely your own good
work, and that of your own love of wisdom-
and all men will admire you less for the sake
of these precious stones,' than they will ap-
plaud you for your superiority over this wrath.
Were your Statues thrown down ? You have
It in your power again to set up others yet
more splendid. For if you remit the offences
of those who have done you injury, and take
no revenge upon them, they will erect a
statue to you, not one in the forum of brass,
nor of gold, nor inlaid with gems; but one
arrayed in that robe which is more precious
than any material, that of humanity and ten-
der mercy ! Every man will thus set you up
in his own soul; and you will have as many
statues, as there are men who now inhabit,
or shall hereafter inhabit, the whole world \

For not only we, but all those who come after
us, and their successors, will hear of these
things, and will admire and love you, just as
if they themselves had experienced this kind-
ness !

II. And to shew that I do not speak this in
a way of flattery, but that it will certainly be
so, I will relate to you an ancient piece of
history, that you may understand that no
armies, nor warlike weapons, nor money, nor
multitude of subjects, nor any other such
things are wont to make sovereigns so illus-

trious, as wisdom of soul and gentleness. It

is related of the blessed Constantine, that
on one occasion, when a statue of himself
had been pelted with stones, and many were
instigating him to proceed against the perpe-
trators of the outrage; saying, that they had
disfigured his whole face by battering it with
stones, he stroked his face with his hand,
and smiling gently, said, " I am quite unable
to perceive any wound inflicted upon my face.

The head appears sound, and the face also
quite sound.'' Thus these persons, over-
whelmed with shame, desisted from their un-
righteous counsel.

This saying, even to the present day, all

repeat; and length of time hath neither

I It is here evidently supposed that the Empteror appeared with
the crown actually upon his head. The magnificence of the Em-
peror's appearance is dwelt upon at length by Chrysostom in other
Ho
insinuate. See c. xxxii. where he quotes the Homily on Perfect

omilies, though with different feelings from what Gibbon would
sinuate. See c. xxxii. where he quotes --

•

-

Charity (6). Also on Eph. iv. i, Hom. IX
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weakened nor extinguished the memory of

such exalted wisdom. How much more
illustrious is such an action, than any num-
ber of warlike trophies ! Many and great

cities did he build, and many barbarous tribes

did he conquer; not one of which we now
remember; but this saying is repeated over
and over again, to the present day; and those

who follow us, as well as those who come
after them, will all hear of it. Nor indeed is

this the only admirable thing; that they will

hear of it; but that when men speak of it,

they do so with approbation and applause;

and those who hear of it, receive it with the

like; and there is no one who, when he has

heard it, is able to remain silent, but each at

once cries out, and applauds the man who
uttered it, and prays that innumerable bless-

ings may be his lot even now deceased. But
if amongst men, this saying has gained him
so much honour, how many crowns will he
obtain with the merciful God !

12. And why need I speak of Constantine,

and other men's examples, when it were fit-

ting that I should exhort you by considera-

tions nearer home, and drawn from your own
praiseworthy actions. You remember how
but lately, when this feast was near at hand,

you sent an epistle to every part of the world;

giving orders that the inmates of the prisons

should be set free, and their crimes be par-

doned. And as if this were not sufficient to

give proof of your generosity, you said in your
letters, **0 that it were possible for me to

recal and to restore those who are dead, and
to bring them back to their former state of

life!" Remember now these words. Behold
the season of recalling and restoring the

deceased, and bringing them back to former
life ! For these are indeed already dead,
even before the sentence hath been pro-

nounced; and the city hath now taken up its

tabernacle at the very gates of Hades !

Therefore raise it up again, which you can do
without money, without expense, without loss

of time or labour I It is sufficient merely for

you to open your lips, and you will restore to

life the city which at present lieth in dark-

ness. Grant now, that henceforth it may
bear an appellation derived from your phi-

lanthropy; for it will not be so much indebted
to the kindness of him who first founded it,

as it will be to your sentence. And this is

.exceedingly reasonable; for he but gave it its

beginning, and departed; but you, when it

had grown up and become great; and when
it was fallen, after all that great prosperity;

will have been its restorer. There would
have been nothing so wonderful in your hav-
ing delivered it from danger, when enemies

had captured, and barbarians overrun it, as

in your now sparing it. That, many of the

Emperors have frequently done; but should
you alone accomplish this, you will be first

in doing it, and that beyond all expectation.

And the former of these good deeds, the

protection of your subjects, is not at all won-
derful or extraordinary; but is one of those

events which are of continual occurrence; but

the latter, the dismissal of wrath after the

endurance of such provocations, is something
which surpasses human nature.

13. Reflect, that the matter now for your
consideration is not respecting this city only,

but is one that concerns your own glory; or

rather, one that affects the cause of Chris-

tianity in general. Even now the Gentiles,

and Jews, and the whole empire as well as

the barbarians, (for these last have also heard

of these events,) are eagerly looking to you,

and waiting to see what sentence you will

pronounce with regard to these transactions.

And should you decree a humane and merci-

ful one; all will applaud the decision, and
glorify God, and say one to another,
" Heavens ! how great is the power of Chris-

tianity, that it restrains and bridles a man who
has no equal upon earth; a sovereign, power-

ful enough to destroy and devastate all things;

and teaches him to practice such philosophy

as one in a private station had not been likely

to display ! Great indeed must be the God
of the Christians, who makes angels out of

men, and renders them superior to all the

constraining force of our nature !

"

14. Nor ought you, assuredly, to entertain

that idle fear; nor to bear with those who say

that other cities will become worse, and grow
more contemptuous of authority, if this city

goes unpunished. For if you were unable to

take vengeance; and they, after doing these

things, had forcibly defied you; and the power
on each side was equally matched; then rea-

sonably enough might such suspicions be en-

tertained. But if, terrified and half dead

with fear, they run to cast themselves at your

feet, through me; and expect daily nothing

else but the pit of slaughter, and are engaged

in common supplications; looking up to

heaven and calling upon God to come to their

aid, and to favour this our embassy; and have

each given charge about his private affairs,

as if they were at their last gasp; how can

such a fear be otherwise than superfluous?

If they had been ordered to be put to death,

they would not have suffered as much as they

do now, living as they have done so many
days in fear and trembling; and when the

evening approaches, not expecting to behold

the morning; nor when the day arrives, hop-

I
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ing to reach the evening! Many too have
fallen in with wild beasts, while pursuing their
way through desert places, and removing to
untrodden spots; and not men only, but also
little children and women; free born, and of
good condition; hiding themselves many
days and nights in caves, and ravines, and
holes of the desert ! A new mode of captiv-
ity hath indeed befallen the city. Whilst the
buildings and walls are standing, they suffer
heavier calamities than when cities have been
set on fire ! Whilst no barbarian foe is pres-
ent, whilst no enemy appears, they are more
wretchedly situated than if actually taken;
and the rustling only of a leaf scares them
all every day ! And these are matters which
are universally known; so that if all men had
seen the city razed to the ground, they would
not have been taught such a lesson of
sobriety, as by hearing of the calamities which
have now befallen it. Suppose not, there-
fore, that other cities will be made worse in

future ! Not even if you had overturned
other cities, would you have so effectually
corrected them, as now, by this suspense
concerning their fate, having chastised ' them
more severely than by any punishment

!

15. Do not, then, carry this calamity any
farther; but allow them henceforth to take
breath again. For to punish the guilty, and
to exact the penalty for these deeds, were easy
and open to any one; but to spare those who
have insulted you, and to pardon those who
have committed offences undeserving of par-
don, is an act of which only some one or
two are capable; and especially so, where
the person treated with indignity is the Em-
peror. It is an easy matter to place the city

under the subjection of fear; but to dispose
all to be loving subjects; and to persuade
them to hold themselves well affected towards
your government; and to offer not only their

common, but individual prayers for your
empire; is a work of difificulty. A monarch
might expend his treasures, or put innumera-
ble troops in motion, or do what else he
pleased, but still he would not be able to

draw the affections of so many men towards
himself as may now very easily be done.
For they who have been kindly dealt with,

and those who hear of it too, will be well

affected towards you, even as the recipients

of the benefit. How much money, how many
labours would you not have expended to win
over to yourself the whole world in a short

space of time; and to be able to persuade all

those men who are now in existence, as well

as all future generations, to invoke upon your

I auTows, " the Antiochenes," Some read auTa?, '* the cities,

which does not make so good sense.
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head the same blessings which they pray for
on behalf of their own children ! .^nd if you
will receive such a reward from ixien, how
much greater will you have from God ! And
this, not merely from the events which are
now taking place, but from those good deeds
which shall be performed by others in time to
come. For if ever it should be that an event
similar to what has now occurred should take
place, (which God forbid !) and any of those
who have been treated with indignity, should
then be consulting about prosecuting meas-
ures against the rioters; your gentleness and
moral wisdom will serve them instead of all
other teaching and admonition; and they will
blush and be ashamed, having such an ex-
ample of wisdom, to appear inferior. So
that in this way you will be an instructor to
all posterity; and you will obtain the palm
amongst them, even although they should
attain to the highest point of moral wisdom .'

For it is not the same thing for a person to
set the first example of such meekness him-
self, and by looking at others, to imitate the
good actions they have performed. On this
account, whatever philanthropy, or meekness,
those who come after you may display, you
will enjoy the reward along with them; for
he who provides the root, must be considered
the source of the fruits. For this reason,
no one can possibly now share with you the
reward that will follow your generosity, since
the good deed hath been entirely your own.
But you will share the reward of all those who
shall come after, if any such persons should
make their appearance; and it will be in your
power to have an equal share in the merit of
the good work along with them, and to carry
off a portion as great as teachers have with
scholars. And supposing that no such per-

son should come into being, the tribute of

commendation and applause will be accumu-
lating to you throughout every age.

16. For consider, what it is for all posterity

to hear it reported, that when so great a city

had become obnoxious to punishment and
vengeance, that when all were terrified, when
its generals, its magistrates and judges, were
all in horror and alarm, and did not dare to

utter a word on behalf of the wretched peo-

ple; a single old man, invested with the

priesthood of God, came and moved the heart

of the Monarch by his mere aspect and inter-

course; and that the favour which he be-

stowed upon no other of his subjects, he

granted to this one old man, being actuated

by a reverence for God's laws ! For in this

very thing, O Emperor, that I have been sent

hither on this embassy, the city hath done

you no small honour; for they have thus
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pronounced the best and the most honourable

judgmen*^ jn you, which is, that you respect

the priests of God, however insignificant they

may be, more than any office placed under

your authority !

17. But at the present time I have come
not from these only, but rather from One
who is the common Lord of angels and men,
to address these words to your most merciful

and most gentle soul, " If ye forgive men their

debts, your heavenly Father will forgive you
your trespasses."* Remember then that

Day when we shall all give an account of our

actions ! Consider that if you have sinned in

any respect, you will be able to wipe away
all offences by this sentence ^ and by this de-

termination, and that without difficulty and
without toil. Some when they go on an em-
bassy, bring gold, and silver, and other gifts

of that kind. But I am come into your royal

presence with the sacred laws; and instead

of all other gifts, I present these; and I ex-

hort you to imitate your Lord, who whilst He
is daily insulted by us, unceasingly mmisters

His blessings to all ! And do not confound
our hopes, nor defeat our promises. ^ For I

wish you withal to understand, that if it be
your resolution to be reconciled, and to re-

store your former kindness to the city, and to

remit this just displeasure, I shall go back
with great confidence. But if you determine

to cast off the city, I shall not only never re-

turn to it, nor see its soil again, but I shall

in future utterly disown it, and enrol myself

a member of some other city; for God forbid

that I should ever belong to that country,

which you, the most mild and merciful of all

men, refuse to admit to peace and reconcilia-

tion !

18. Having said this, and much more to the

same effect, he so overcame the Emperor,
that the same thing occurred which once hap-

pened to Joseph. For just as he, when he

beheld his brethren, longed to shed tears, but

restrained his feeling, in order that he might
not spoil the part which he was playing; '*

even so did the Emperor mentally weep, but

did not let it be seen, for the sake of those

who were present. He was not, however,

able to conceal the feeling at the close of the

conference; but betrayed himself, though
against his will. For after this speech was
finished, no further words were necessary,

but he gave utterance to one only sentiment.

» Matt, vi. 12.

2 No one who knows St. Chrysostom will suppose that he means
by this to exclude the other conditions of a sincere repentance, as

of course our Ix)rd did not, in the saying just before quoted, which
is equally unqualified.

3 Perhaps referring to promises the bishop had made to his flock,

of what they might expect from his intercession.

4 TTif viroKpio-if, i.e.^ his counterfeited ignorance of his brethren.

which did him much more honour than the
diadem. And what was that? *' How, said

he, ** can it be any thing wonderful or great,

that we should remit our anger against those
who have treated us with indignity; we, who
ourselves are but men; when the Lord of the
universe, having come as He did on earth,

and having been made a servant for us, and
crucified by those who had experienced His
kindness, besought the Father on behalf of

His crucifiers, saying, '* Forgive them, for

they know not what they do ? " s What mar-
vel, then, if we also should forgive our fellow-

servants ! And that these words were not a

pretence was proved by all that followed.

And not the least, that particular circum-

stance which lam now about to mention; for

this our priest, when he would have remained
there, and celebrated the feast together with

himself, he urged, though contrary to what
he would have wished,—to use all speed, and
diligence, to present himself to his fellow-

citizens. •* I know," said he, "that their

souls are still agitated; and that there are

many relics of the calamity left. Go, give

them consolation ! If they see the helms-

man, they will no longer remember the storm

that has passed away; but all recollection of

these sorrowful events will be effaced!"
And when the Priest was urgent, entreating

him to send his own son, he, wishing to give

the most satisfactory proof of his having en-

tirely blotted out from his soul every wrath-

ful feeling, answered; " Pray that these hin-

drances may be taken out of the way; that

these wars may be put an end to;^ and then

I will certainly come myself."

19. What could be gentler than such a

soul ? Let the Gentiles henceforward be
ashamed ; or rather, instead of being ashamed,
let them be instructed; and leaving their

native error, let ttiem come back 7 to the

strength of Christianity, having learned what
our philosophy is, from the example of the

Emperor and of the Priest ! For our most
pious Emperor stayed not at this point; but

when the Bishop had left the city, and come
over the sea, he dispatched thither also cer-

tain persons, being most solicitous and pains-

taking to prevent any waste of time lest the

city should be thus deprived of half its

pleasure, whilst the bishop was celebrating

the feast beyond its walls. Where is the

gracious father that would have so busied

himself on behalf of those who had insulted

him ? But I must mention another circum-

5 Luke xxiii. 34.
6 The allusion is to the war with Maximus, who had been ac-

knowledged F:mperor of Spain, Gaul and Britain, but was now
trying to wrest Italy from the rule of Valentinian II.

7 As being God's creatures, and having departed from Him.
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stance that redounds to the praise of the iustman/ For when he had accompHshed this
he did not make it his endeavour, as any one
else might have done, who was fond of ^lorv
to dehyertiiose letters himself, which were to
set us free from the state of dejection in which
we were; but since he was journeying at too
slow a rate for this, he thought proper to send
forward another person in his stead- oneamong those who were skilled in horseman-
ship, to be the bearer of the good news to the
city;Mest its sadness should be prolonged by
the tardiness of his arrival. For the only
thing he earnestly coveted was this; not that
he might come himself, bringing these
favourable tidings, so full of all that is delight-
ful, but that our country might as soon as
possible breathe freely again.

20 What therefore ye then did, in decking
the forum with garlands; lighting lamps,
spreading couches 3 of green leaves before
the shops, and keeping high festival, as if the
city had just come into being, this do ye
although in another manner, throughout all
time;—being crowned, not with flowers, but
with virtue;—kindling in your souls the light
which comes from good works; rejoicing with
a spiritual gladness. And let us never fail
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I The bishop.
~

" ~" ' "

« Comp. what is said of Caesarius, Lib. Reiske t i o 6oi Thi<!may relate to a different occasion, as it seems ifkely that 'there weretwo rescripts, the second of which conveyed the/«//pardSn
i> 1,1'^A ^- ^V"^: '" ^'? I'fe of St. Chrysostom, has rendered

^Lr.1
d°ors and shop windows set off with flowers and green

amone'tURn^i;'^'' ^^T' P"'"!^^ ^""f"'
=
^^e word stLTunt

alToweV seveZr el^hff ^ "T'^ °^ particular construction, whichallowed seven or eight to recline upon it at supper These wereprobably temporary couches, made of, or str^ewed with green

ind?;aises fh/"^^'" .^''- .
^^^^.^"'"^ '"^"^•«"« ^his feaft ng"

o?cas^ion H?c '^™?^^^V"i^^^^^ Hellebichus on the

2? a5iy^/2?^«
)

* ""^^ connected with the fast.

o give God thanks continually for all thesehings, not only that he hath freed us fromhese calamities, but that he also permittedthem to happen; and let us acknoJedge hisabundant goodness! for by both thefe hasHe adorned our city.^ Now all these thingsaccording to the prophetic saying, " Declareye to your children; and let your children

nlf^'^'
children; and their cL Id ren again

l..rn fu''^
^^^"^ ^° ^^^ consummation

ZT^^.l^''-
^^' ^^ ^^^'^ lovingkindness

towards the city, may call us blessed, in hav-ing enjoyed such a favour;-may marvel atour Sovereign, who raised up the city when itwas so grievously falling;-and may them-
selves be profited, being stimulated to pietyby means of all which has happened ' For
the history of what has lately happened to

I

us will have power to profit not only our-
selves, if we constantly remember it, but also
those who shall come after us. All these
things then being considered, let us always
give thanks to God who loveth man; not
merely for our deliverance from these fearful
evils, but for their being permitted to over-
take us,—learning this from the divine Scrip-
tures, as well as from the late events that
have befallen us; that He ever disposes all
things for our advantage, with that loving,
kindness which is His attribute, which God
grant, that we may continually enjoy, and so
may obtain the kingdom of heaven, in Christ
Jesus our Lord; to whom be glory and
dominion for ever and ever. Amen.

5 Joei'i^°^^
^^ sending the calamity and by delivering from it.
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Aaron, his office no palliation of his

sin, 61.

Abel, unharmed by death, 273.
Adam, fall of, due to his slothful-

ness, 181, 195, 273.
Advent, the second, 180.

Adversity not really terrible, 290.
Afflictions, part of God's providen-

tial dealings, 182.

Ahab, God's mercy in dealing

with, 95.
Angels, guard the dying Communi-

cant s soul, 76; present at the

Liturgy, 76; their character, 73.

Anger, ill effects of in a priest, 51.

Anomoeans, heresy of, referred to,

Apostles, unity of their doctrine, 136.

Applause in church deprecated by
Chrysostom, 223,

Aquila, friend of St. Paul, referred

to, 150.

Arcadius, Eastern Emperor referred

to, 245, 251, 252; embassy on
behalf of Chrysostom, 308.

Aristides, referred to, 126.

Arius, his heresy, 66, n.

Armenia, severity of winter in, 293.

Arsacius, usurper of the See of Con-
stantinople, 288.

Attendance at church, neglect of,

rebuked by Chrysostom, 224,

225.
Atticus, usurper of the See of Con-

stantinople, 302.

Awsis, Uz so called in the Septua-

gint, 165, n.

Babylas, St., removal of his bones
ordered by Julian, 142; effect of

this on shrine of Apollo, 143.

.Baptism, clerical described, 165;
" \ called a " seal," 171, n. ; require-

%fe'" ments for right reception of,

')L_ 167; sins hidden in, 168; differ-

J^ wat names given to, 160, 161.

\* lBasil,jhis friendship with Chrysos-

n. v" tom, 33, 34 ; entrapped by
V> Chrysostom into ordi»ation, 35^^

his remonstrances/36-44) -

•'

Beauty, corporeal and ^irittial con-

trasted, 102-104, 264.

Bishops, unsatisfactory mode of

electing, 50, 53, 54, n.; difficult

duties of, 58, 59; share the pun-
ishment of those on whom they
lay hands suddenly, 63.

Bishopric, age at which men were
eligible for a, 36, n.

Burial of the dead, a human instinct,

142.

CiESAREA and Cappadocia, Chrysos-
tom's visit to, 299.

Cain more unhappy than Abel, 274.

Canaan, the woman of, referred to,

154, 216.

Childlessness not to be regarded as

retribution for sin, 238.

Chrysostom, St., his friendship with

Basil, 33, 34; his purpose to

enter monastic retreat,, 34; re-

monstrances of his mother, 34;

entraps Basil into ordination,

but avoids it himself, 35, justi-

fies his conduct in so doing, 37,

38, 42-46. 49, 53; his conflict

with the passions of the soul,

80; his despondency and alarm

at the prospect of ordination,

81, 82; his reasons for adopting

a secluded life, ^STT; protects

Eutropiils, 247 maintains the

Church's right of asylum, 250,

251; his condition in exile, 293,

296, 297, 299, 300; appeals to

Innocent Bishop of Rome, 307;

his letters to Innocent, 309-313-

Chromatins, Bishop of Aquileia,

Chrysostom writes to, 307.

Church (as a building) duty of bring-

ing men to the, 225-227; a sur-

gery for souls, 235, 236; (as the

Christian body) various names

of the, 256.

Circumcision, a name given to bap-

tism, 161.

Communion, holy, the obligations

which it lays on the recipient,

166.

Constans, Emperor, 124, n.

Constantia, wife of Gratian, 125, n.

Constantine, the younger, 124, n.

Contradictions, some supposed in the

Gospels, how to be explained,

214.

Cross, signing oneself with the sign
of, 171; the power of, 171; an
offence and a blessing, 189; of

Christ, prefigured and predicted,

202; in what sense desired by
Him, 203, 204; why deprecated

by Him, 205.

Custom, the power of, 164.

Cyriacus, deacon, emissary from
Chrysostom to Innocent, 309.

Daniel, in the lion's den referred

to, 225.

Daphne, a suburb of Antioch con-

taining shrine of Apollo, 142.

David, his fall and repentance, 112;

his treatment of Saul, 230, 231.

Deceit, when justifiable, 37, 38.

Demetrius, Bishop of Pesinus, emis-

sary from Chrysostom to Inno-

cent, 309, 310.

Demons, conduct of, at Gadara, and
in the case of Job, specimens

what their government of the

world would be, 183, 184; pow-
erless without God's permission,

197.

Departed, prayers for the, 76, n.

Despair, the devil's instrument to

work man's ruin, 92, 93, 97,

106, 107.

Devil, the, evil by choice and not by
nature, 197 ; existence of the,

permitted for the sake of the

Christian athlete, 197; only mis-

chievous to the slothful, 198;

used by St. Paul as an execu-

tioner, 189; why called "apos-

tate," 188 ; why called " the

Devil," 188; why called ''the

wicked one," 188.

Dignity, offices of, in God's kingdom

entail responsibility, 62.

Diodorus of Tarsus, instructor of

Chrysostom, 87.

Diogenes, referred to, 126.

Domestic cares described, 115.

Earnest of the Spirit, meaning o£

the, 261.
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Eli, his inherited office no palliation

of his sin, 61.

Elisha, his wonder-working sepul-

chre, 140.

Enemies, St. Paul's advice how to

treat, 228; vengeance on, not to

be invoked, 241.

Epaminondas, referred to, 126.

Eucharist, the Holy, teaching of

Chrysostom concerning, 46,

47, n.

Eutropius, sketch of his life, 245-

247 ;
quits the asylum of the

Church, 253.

Eve, her fall, her own fault, 194; the

better for her expulsion from
Paradise, 180, i8i.

Evil, two senses in which the word
is to be understood, 188; a form
of, peculiar to each thing, 272.

Evils, inward not outward the ruin

of man, 279; why permitted by
God to come to extremity, 290.

Exile, no injury, 274.

Faith, different degrees of, 215, 216.

Festival days, large attendance at

Church on, 226.

Flacilla, Empress, wife of Thcodo-
sius, 125, n.

Forgiveness of injuries, duty of,

229-232.

Gainas, Gothic general, demands
surrender of Eutropius, 246.

Gallus Caesar, reference to, 124, n.

God, not chargeable with our sins,

61 ; the patience and loving-

kindness of, 93; His merciful

dealings with Nebuchadnezzar,

94 ; Ahab, 95 ; Hezekiah, 105 ;

the Ninevites, 105 ; His moral
government of the world indi-

cated, 184, 185; His ways past

finding out, 186 ; language de-

scriptive of, accommodated to

human mind, 256-258.
Good, a greater power than evil, 191.

Goths, incursions of , 119, 125.

Gratian, Emperor,^ 25, n.

rGfegory, of Naziahziis, ms~fnendship
\ for Olympias, 287. >

Hadrianople, battle of, referred to,

119, 125.

Heaven, the joys of, 99, 100, 102;

degrees of glory in, in.
Hell, not made for man, 97; nature

of sufferings in, 98, 99: degrees
of punishment in, in.

Hermione, a young lady beloved by
Theodore, 87, 103.

Hezekiah, God's merciful dealing

with, 105.

Holy Scripture, consolations of the,

under all forms of trial, 219,

220 ; advantages of studying,

252.

Holy Spirit, invocation of, in the

Liturgy, 76, n.; His enlighten-

ment of the soul, 166.

Honorius, Emperor, Innocent ap-
peals to on behalf of Chrysos-

tom, 307; writes to Arcadius on
behalf of Chrysostom, 308.

Hope never to be abandoned in this

world, 97.
Houses, comparison of the, on a

rock and sand referred to, 279.
Humility, the benefits of, 148.

Hunger, the best sauce, 276.

Ignatius, St., difficulties and dan-
gers of his Episcopate, 137 ;

personifies St. Paul's ideal of

the Christian bishop, 136; his

last journey to Rome, 139; his

martyrdom, 139 ; miracles

wrought at his sepulchre, 140;
removal of his bones to Antioch,

140 meaning of his name The-
ophorus, 135, n.

Illumination, a name for baptism,

159, n., 161.

Incarnation, the, predicted, 205 ;

reality of, how proved, 205 ; fig-

urative descriptions of in Holy
Scripture, 258-265.

Indolence, the mother of despair,

106.

Innocent, Bishop of Rome, Chrysos-
tom appeals to, 307; appeal of,

to Honorius, 307; Chrysostom's
letters to, 309-313; his letters

to Chrysostom and the Church
of Constantinople, 313, 314.

Isaac, perseverance of in prayer,

24G.

Isaurians, a predatory tribe, incur-

sions of, 293, 299.

Jesus Christ, desired the Cross,

203; rebuked St. Peter, 203;
His will identical with God the

Father's, 204; His power equal,

218; the incidents of His pas-

sion recounted, 291; His suffer-

ings a stumbling-block to many,
290, 292.

Jews, not saved by reason of their

privileges, 280, 283.

Job, his thanksgiving amidst afflic-

tion, 183; consideration of his

case a consolation in pain and
peril, 195, 196; his ignorance of

the reason of his afflictions, 195;
his saintliness not to be urged as

impossible for us, 197; his suf-

ferings in mind, body and es-

tate, 195, 196; his temptation
contrasted with that of Adam,
194; the devil unable to injure,

255 ; unharmed by the devil,

273; his sufferings unmitigated,

294.

John, St., story of his meeting the

robber-chief, 109.

John the Baptist, unharmed by
death, 274.

Joseph, the removal of his bones,

142, 161; unharmed by afflic-

tions, 294.

Jovian. Emperor, his death referred

to, 124, n.

Judas Iscariot, his apostleship no
palliation of his sin, 61; ruined

by despair, 97; not benefited by
privileges, 279.

Judgment, why all do not receive it

here, 184; the last, observations
on, loi, 102.

Julian, Emperor, referred to, 141,

142.

Kingdom, the heavenly, various

ways of entering, 262.

Krates, Cynic philosopher referred

to, 126, n.

Lazarus, parable of Dives and, 98,

236; not injured by poverty,

273, 278 ; his reward propor-
tioned to his sufferings, 295.

Love, supreme, importance of in a
pastor, 39, 40.

Lovingkindness of God, instances of,

94-96; inexpressible, 180.

Lupicinus, Bishop of Appiaria, emis-
sary from Chrysostom to The-
ophilus, 310.

Man, his expulsion from Paradise
more than redressed by God,
185.

Manasses, his repentance accepted,

95.
Manichaeans, their heresy, 65, 205.

Marcion, his heresy, 65, 205.

Marriage, honourable, 113.

Maruthas, Bishop of Martyropolis in

Persia, 302.

Meletius, Bishop of Antioch, his

zeal for the sepulchre of St.

Babylas, 143,

Modesty, the true female adornment,
169.

Mopsuestia, Theodore, Bishop of,

87.

Moses, held responsible though he
had deprecated his office, 61; re-

ferred to, 106.

Mother, of Chrysostom, referred to,

122.

Nebuchadnezzar, God's merciful

dealings with, 94, 95.

Nero, Emperor, referred to, 149,

152.

Nicsea, Canons of, 314.
Nineveh, men of, at the Judgment,

193-

Ninevites, their repentance accept-

ed, 95, 105, 281.

Olympias, deaconess, treatise ad-

dressed to her, 269; sketch of

her life, 287, 288; letters to and
from Chrysostom, 289-303.

Omens, the folly of, 170.

Ordinations, compulsory, 35, n.

Pansophius, a Bishop, emissary
from Chrysostom to Innocent,

309.
Pappus, a Bishop, emissary from

Chrysostom to Innocent, 309.

Parables, lessons of, 96, 98; of the

leaven, 192; of the sheep and
the kids, 193; of the Ten Vir-
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gins, 193; of the unprofitable
servant, 192, 193.

Paradise, the expulsion from, a mark
of Divine love, 180; the loss of,

compensated by greater bless-

ings, 180.

Paralytic, the (a) by the pool of Be-
thesda, 211, 2T2 ; the (b) let

down through the roof, 214; the

latter not to be confused with
the former, 215; faith of the

latter, 216: reasons why Christ

absolved him before healing

him, 217.

Paul, St. , his zeal and humility, 48

;

knowledge of the word of God
essential to his work, 64; pane-
gyric on his life and labours,

66, 67; what is meant by his

being "rude in speech," 67;
the power of his epistles, 68;

his deference to popular sus-

picion, 79; his dealings with the

Corinthian sinner, 96; his im-
prisonment at Rome, 149; his

care for the Churches, 149 ;

Epistle to the Hebrews quoted
as his, 161; on the power of

baptism, 161, 162; his impris-

onment at Philippi, 225; com-
pared to a training master of

wrestlers, 228; his advice con-

cerning treatment of enemies,

229; not injured by afflictions,

279; learned to rejoice in hard-

ship, 295.
Paul of Samosata, his heresy, 66, n.

Paulus, a deacon, emissary from
Chrysostom to Innocent, 309.

Peter, St., pastoral charge of Christ

to, 39, 40; Bishop of Antioch,

138; his martyrdom at Rome,
139; "the leader of the Apos-
tles," 167; rebuked by Christ,

203.

Pharetrius, Bishop of Caesarea, an
enemy to Chrysostom, 299.

Pharisee and Publican, parable of

referred to, 147.

Phineas, referred to, 113.

Phoenician, story of a young, 107,

108.

Plato, his argument to prove immor-
tality of the soul, 269, 270.

Poor, the, relish food more than the

rich, 276, 277.

Poverty, no bar to piety, 168; good
or evil according to the use

made of it, 236; unable to in-

jure the good, 274.

Prayer, perseverance in necessary,

153, 154; the power of, 237;

slackness in reproved, 240; for

vengeance on enemies rebuked,

241.

Preacher, the, his need of fluency,

and constant study, 7^; of in-

difference to praise, 70, 73; of

indifference to slander and envy,

71, 72; the proper aim of his

sermons to please God, 73.

Pride, the evils of, 148.

Priest, the Christian, greater than

the Jewish, 48; power of the,

greater than that of parents, 48;
moral dangers which beset the,

49, 50; sobriety and self-control

needful in, 51; his life contrast-

ed with that of the recluses,

75-77; his need of purity, 76;
his relations towards God, and
his flock, 75; his social inter-

course with the women of his

flock, 78, 79.

Priesthood, supreme importance of

the, 40; difficulties of the, 41;
careful scrutiny of character

needed for the, 42; sanctity of

the, 46, 47; knowledge of the

word of God essential for the,

64; not to be undertaken rashly

or merely on solicitation, 62, 63;
penalties when the office is ill-

discharged, 64; enemies of the,

65, 66.

Priscilla, wife of Aquilla, referred

to, 150.

Prodigal Son, parable of the, 96.

Punishment, the remedial discipline

of temporal, 186.

Rachel, wife of Jacob, 238.

Readers, their lives contrasted with

that of the priest, 75-77-

Rebecca, wife of Isaac, 238,

Redemption, our, by the blood of

Jesus Christ, 170.

Regeneration, laver of, 161, 162.

Repentance, instances of, accepted,

94-96, 103-106, 108; ruined by
despair, 92, 93, 97, 106, 107;

five different ways of: almsgiv-

ing ; forgiveness ; humility
;

prayer; self-condemnation, 190.

Resurrection of Jesus Christ, evi-

dence for, in the life of St. Ig-

natius, 139.

Rich, the, often pay less heed than

the poor to Holy Scripture, 235.

Riches, good or evil according to

the use made of them, 236; of

no use in time of danger, 254;

the evils of, 275-277.

Rufinus, chief minister at the court

of Constantinople, 245.

Sabellius, his heresy, 66, n.

Saints, their presence wholesome for

the wicked, 192.

Salvation, not profitable to the care-

less, 189.

Sarah, wife of Abraham, 238, 239.

Sardica, the Council of, 3I4-

Satan, his methods of warfare, 82;

"I renounce thee" a Christian

watchword, 170, 171.

Saul, accountable for his acts as

king, though he had deprecated

the throne, 61; king of Israel

referred to, 113; his treatment

of David, 230.

Seal, a name for baptism, 171.

Severus, a presbyter, emissary from

Chrysostom to Theophilus, 310.

Sheep, parable of the lost, 96.

Sin, the only real object of fear,

254; the only real source of mis-
ery, 255; the only thing really

injurious, 289.

Sinners, not rewarded according to
their iniquity and why, 185 ;

why they are left in the world,
igi, 192,

Soldiers, secular compared with sol-

diers of Christ, 168.

Spirit, earnest of the Holy, meaning
of, 261.

Stoics, the, referred to, 65, n.

Swearing, custom, sin, and danger
of : conquest of habit of, 163,

164.

Theodore, of Mopsuestia, friend of
Chrysostom, 87; letters to, 91-
116.

Theodore, of Sicily, a usurper,

124, n.

Theodosius, Emperor, referred to,

119, 125; tries to force Olympia
to marry, 287.

Theophilus, Patriarch of Alexandria,

his intrigues against Chrysos-
tom, 307, 309-311.

Therasius, Chrysostom consoles the

widow of, 121-128.

Three Children, the, unharmed by
trials, 281-283, 290.

Timothy, St., infirmities of, 295.

Tongues, confusion of, at Babel, 183;

a mark of God's lovingkindness,

182.

Transfiguration, the, of Christ, de-

scribed, 100.

Trials, benefits of, 212; Divine help

under, 212, 213.

Tribigild, revolt of, 246.

Unmerciful servant, parable of

the, 241, 278.

Vainglory, danger of in priests, 49.

Valens, Emperor, his defeat of the

Goths, 119, 125.

Valentinus, his heresy, 205.

Venerius, Bishop of Milan, Chrysos-

tom writes to, 307.

Virgin Mary, the, 239.

Virgins, of the Church, difficulties in

the care of, 56-58.

Virtue, the, of anything, what is

meant by, 272; of man, what it

is, 273.

Wealth, the snares of, 126.

Widows, of the Church, difiiculties

in the care of, 55; St. Paul's

instructions respecting, 122.

Women, intrusion of, into ecclesias-

tical affairs, 49.

World, only mischievous to the care-

less, 188; order in the natural,

forbids our ascribing jts govern-

ment to Demons, 1S4.

Worldly honours, precarious nature

of, 127.

Wrestling, illustration from the prac-

tice of trainers in, 228.

Wrongs, they who inflict them more
injured than they who receive

them, 274.
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HOMILIES ON THE STATUES.

INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Abel, beloved of God, yet slain, 342;
more blessed in his death than
Cain, 374; died the first to in-
struct Adam, 414; his sacrifice

good, 422.
Abraham, rich but not covetous: en-

tertaining angels, 349; tent of,

stronger than Sodom, 456.
Absolution, 356; at the altar, 443.
Accused at Antioch, tortured, 474.
Acrobats, 470.
Actions, few, for their own sake,

379; end of, 459, n.; the proof
of philosophy, 465.

Adam, fell when idle, 353, 369

;

wretchedness of his fall, 393;
what he merited, 392; fitted, by
humiliation, to appear before
God, 396 ; pride of, cast down,
413; his hiding was due to his
sense of guilt, 422; his being
made to confess, a mercy, 422.

Admonition, repeated, a shame, 379;
obligation and advantage of,

425, 437; to be repeated, 452;
not like seeing, 467; of others a
duty, 481.

Adultery, self-condemned, 429; in
desire, 443.

Advantages of nature and art not the
dignity of a city, 457.

Alms, given at martyrs' shrines. 340;
of less worth than thankfulness,

341; recompensed at the Judg-
ment, 350; riches given for, 351

;

means of pardon, 351.
Altars, raised by the heathen to men,

338; by Christians only to God,
though in memory of men,
338, n. ; Christian, for remission
of sin, 443.

Ambrose. St. , obliged Theodosius to

do penance, 383, n. ; on invoca-
tion of Saints and Angels, 390.

Angels, applauded Job's victory, 339;
invocation of, 390, n. ; visited

Jerusalem, 467.
Animals, wild, uses of, 395, 417;

their fear of man lessened at the

fall, 395 ; the vilest worshipped,
409; man dreads from sin, 417;
their excellences not of free-will,

and invariable, 420; sacrifice of,

discussed, 422, n. ; refugees of
Antioch, destroyed by, 487.

Art, a pattern of industry, 420.
Antioch, old church of, 331, n.

;

blasphemy prevailing in, 343;
hopes of reforming, 344; state
of after sedition, 344, 425, 453;
compared to Job, 344; disgraced
and deserted, 345, 364, 454, 463;
a mother of cities, 345, 355;
shaken as with an earthquakt;,

345; fears of the inhabitants,

346, 412, 419, 453; character of,

347>^ 355; schism at 354, n.;

Christians first so named there,

345. n., 355, 438; amended by
danger,382, 383, 418, 439, 455;
dealt with tenderly, 383, 419;
deliverance from danger, 412,

452; spared on repentance, 418;
inhabitants had recourse to God,
427, 439, 482; confiscation and
disruption at, 427; again dis-

turbed, 431; submission of the

people to the Emperor, 437;
cowardice in, 445 ; distinguished

in virtue, 456; exhortation be-

fore calamities, 463; accused
tortured, 474; prisoners at, their

trust in God, 482; the dead in-

sulted, 484; reproached for the

sedition, 484; wretched state

from terror, 486; public rejoic-

ings at, 389.

Apostles, powerful both living and
departed, 333; example of, 342;

dwelt in Antioch, 355; words of,

like music, 331 ; would have been

too magnified, but for suffer-

ings and infirmities, 337; perse-

cutions of, why permitted, 409;
despondent, were dull, 413; vic-

torious by suffering, 449; few

natural advantages of, 466.

Applause, in church, 347, 379, 394.

Armour, spiritual of the Bishop, 357,
n.; of all Christians, 357.

Arms, of the righteous, 396; of brutes
and men compared, 416.

Army, of Saul, wisely abstemious,

433; excessive hunger of, 434.
Art, great in the temple at Jerusa-

lem, 456.
Artificer, finds his work as he left

it, 430.
Ascension Day, Sunday before, how

styled, 464,
Ash Wednesday, epistle for, 358, n.

Asiarchs, 427, n.

Ass, fondness to its master, 420.
Assurance, greater from not exacting

oaths, 444.
Athanasius, St., strong against

oaths, 470, n.

Athenian courts, 400, n.

Audience, of the powerful, artifices

to obtain, 474.
Augustin, St., on the Sabbath,

422, n.

Avengers, 475.

Baptism, called initiation, 342, 354,
355; Lord's Prayer taught with,

355.
Barathrum, 361, n.

Basil, St., strong terms on the invo-

cation of saints, 389, n., 390 ;

strong against oaths, 470, n.;

kept Valens from communion,
481, n.

Basilides, 413, n.

Baths, closed, 455 ; highly prized,

464.
Battle, kings lay aside their crowns

in, 447.
Beatitudes, 392, n., 428.

Beauty of person not to be cherished,

397, 466; of woman a snare,

442; no criterion of merit,

458.
Bee, labouring for others, 420.

Beginning, a small, great results

from, 405, 470.
" Believe me," a phrase instead of
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swearing, 398, n.; as a bridle,

481.

Bema occupied by clergy alone,

465, n.

Benefits of God at the creation two-

fold, 395; doing, for others a

duty, 45 1 ; never to be desisted

from, 452; from reminding one

another of duty, 399.

Birds, 408 ; finding nests robbed,

427; flying high escape snares,

441 ; caught, cannot use wings,

441.

Bishop, how regarded, 354, 356,

383; dutyof, 355; a Priest, 355;
a High Priest, 482 ; a Ruler

and above emperors, 356; ar-

mour of, 357.
Blasphemy, evil of, 342, 361, 437;

adds to trouble, 343; to be

sharply corrected in others, 343,

347; a public wrong, 343; Job's

wife tempts him to, 366.

Blessed bread given to those who do
not communicate, 384, n. ; the

righteous alone to be held, 385;
who called, in Scripture, 462.

Blessedness, real, what, 340.

Blessings, the chief, common, 351.

Blind, fallen into a pit, 451.

Body, human, frailer than matter,

404; elementary parts of, 407;
becomes an earthen vessel, 409;

by whom framed, 413; feeble-

ness of, why, 413: as it was
framed at first, 413, 417; might
have been created better, 414;
fineness of, 415; excellent as

joined with the soul, 416; sus-

tains injury in spite of prudence,

437; effects upon, of externals,

462.
Boldness of monks, 453, 454.
Bones of the skull, a defence, 415;

around the heart, 415.

Brain, construction of, 415.

Bread, consecrated, reservation of

for sick, 384, n.

Brutes, fasted with the Ninevites,

358.
Burdens, duty of bearing another's,

452.
Burial, pomp of, 358.

Business, worldly, the clergy engaged
in, 465.

Butler, Bishop, on " Law of Nature,

"

428, n.

Cain, misery of, 345; consciousness

of his sin and denial, 423.
Camp, place so called, 382, n.

Careless, Christian ready to fast, 431.
Carnival, 358, n.

Catechism, Church of England on
Real Presence, 354 n.; on re-

mission of sin in the Eucharist,

444. n.

Chains, how got rid of, 403; of St.

Paul, 447; a security, 447; effi-

cacy of St. Paul's, 450.
Charms, texts of Scripture as, 470;

those used by Christians con-

demned, 470, n.

Chastity learnt from Sodom, 466.

Children, unreasonable in their fears,

374; little ones by whom fright-

ened and quieted, 381; to be
taught public deliverances, 419,

489; under instruction from
fathers and teachers, 429; pull-

ing at a rotten cord, 432; mur-
der of, prevented by not vowing,

434 ; fond of sweets, severe

training for, 449 ; virtue of,

proved, 453; wrestling at the

top of a pole, 470 ; fear their

fathers more than we fear God,

471.
Christ, teaching of, 348; scorned in

the poor, 349; keeps for us what
we give them, 350; left us His
flesh and blood, 354; instructed

after feeding, 400 ; instructs

from irrational creatures, 420;
taught the law of conscience,

428; instructs us to fear, 440;
forbids oaths, 444; set against

Himself by swearing on the

Gospel, 444, 446; gave warning
of sorrow before reward, 449;
judgment of, on cities, 457

;

teaches reconciliation by His
Sacrifice, 470.

Christianity, not universal, 401, n.

;

a stricter law than the Mosaic,

469.
Christians, the saviors of Antioch,

343; bear trials cheerfully, 346;
soldiers and wrestlers, 357; all

reproached for sins of any, 359;
should admonish each other,

425,451; name diffused world-

wide, 438; instructors and com-
forters of unbelievers, 445; un-
der training like heirs : with
heaven in view like the mer-
chant, 450; are citizens of heav-

en, 456.
Chrysostom, St. , requests the people

to check blasphemy, 343; silent

for seven days: as Job's friends,

344 ; bewails Antioch, 345 ;

hopes to cheer the people, 346 ;

speaks at length, and warns,

347; applauded, 347,379; made
bishop, 354, n.

;
proposes

three precepts for memory,
363; blesses God for comforting,

364; love and anxiety for his

people, 380, 399, 443; like a

mother for a sick child, 430 ;

watchfulness over his flock, 399;
regrets the absence of some,

400 ; repeats admonitions, 424,

443 ; rewarded through their

obedience, 380, 389, 399; con-

fidence for Antioch's rescue,

382; interpretation of i Cor. iii.

15, 387, n. ; intercourse with his

people, 389, 481; mode of deal-

ing with the unreformed, 389;
success of special preaching,

438; testimony of, as to relics,

396 ; opinion concerning the

earth, 403; shape and motion of

the heavens, 419; on the Sab-

bath, 422; notions about sacri-

fice, 422 ; admonitions about
theatres ineffectual, 439 ; on
remission in Eucharist, 443, n.,

444; indignation over the peo-
ple''s irreverence, 445, 446

;

teaching, practical not doc-

trinal, 447 ; welcome to the

country clergy, 465 ; forbids all

oaths, 470, n. ; offers to cure

the swearer, 480; threatens, 481;
gives thanks for Flavian's re-

turn, 482; his praises of city,

Bishop, Emperor, etc., 482.

Church (building), old at Antioch,

331; not a place of amusement,

347; full in time of distress,

364 ; then resorted to by the

wicked, 366 ; to be absent from
sinful, disgraceful, 400, 406 ;

no other place so good, 406; the

fittest place for thanksgiving

after deliverance, 419 ; a place

of prayer, 443; feelings in, are

not religious attainments, 446;
part of. reserved for clergy,

465, n.; common talk in, 473;
exclusion from, 481.

Church (community), prayers of,

356; injured by evil speaking,

359; Greek, its lenten obser-

vances, 359, n. ; mother of the

afflicted, 364, 386; influences

all ranks, 481; censure of, for

familiarity, 481.

Citizens of heaven, none without
virtue, 457.

City, strength of, in virtue, 457; by
virtue a pattern to the world,

471; contemptuous, infects oth-

ers, 486.

Clouds, cause different productions,

419.
Commander of troops, 452, n.

Common cause, most injured by fall

of the most eminent, 334.
Communication with others during

self-discipline, 379, 481; to the

absent, of religious instructions,

400; of the Pastor to all his

flock, 389; object of, 401; with

the wicked in guilt, 331; in suf-

ferings marks affiliation, 340;
in many things with all men,

343; of good with the disorderly,

464.
Confession, private to a Priest, 360;

of sins overcome, 418; an en-

couragement to others to repent,

419; a condition of pardon, 422.

Confusion, prevented by fear of

Rulers, 381.

Congregation, number of St. Chry-

sostom' s, 380, n., 406; eager

for instruction, 395; obedient to

his counsels, 399, 406, 430; one

bad member corrupts many, 430.

Conjurer's tricks shame our endeav-

ours at virtue, 470.

Conscience, roused by fear, 363; a

bad makes us suspicious: a

scourge, 396; a good makes
bold, 396; a natural law, 421;
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shewn from the case of Adam,
422; adds obligations to the en-
lightened, 424; proved from
sense of shame and reproach,
428; facilitates virtue, 429; dis-
turbed by having enemies, 479.

Consolation in adversity as witnessed
by the Saints, 336; effects of,

346; is for the sad, 381; derived
from religious communion with
others, 383; derived from every
part of the Bible, 391; from
God's chastising in mercy, 431,
434; mode of, 444; in temporal
distress to be sought from God's
ministers, 445.

Constantine, instance of mildness,
486.

Constantinople, distance from An-
tioch, 361.

Contemplation of heavenly things
like a view from an height, 441.

Conversation, on religious subjects
how good, 388; cheering effects

of, 489; reverted to by Saul's
army, 433; in divine service
wrong, 473.

Corn, ears of, 415.
Correction of others a means of self-

correction, 405.
Corruptibility of creation, 409, 411,
Covetousness, 348; is poverty, 349;

cured by considering the equality
of day and night, 402.

Councils, secular, customs of, 400.
Country, one's, how to be advanced,

471.
Courage from a good conscience, 396.
Cowards realize groundless fear, 445.
Cowardice unbecoming men, 446.
Creation, not to be disparaged, 335;

dishonors fawners, 386; a proof
of God's love for us, 391; when
written of, in Scripture, 394;
testifies to God, 401, 407; mode
of above the power of Nature,
403; consists of contraries har-
monized, 404; decay of, without
Providence, 408; deified, 408;
why subject to decay, 409, 411;
like the Apostles under persecu-
tion, 409; mutual dependence
of parts, 411; neither all at rest

nor all in motion, 419; the parts
not understood ought to amaze,
421.

Creature, use of word, 411, n.

Criminals, wretched appearance of
at the bar, 396.

Cross, the, a symbol of salvation,

448 ; sign of, not a charm, 470, n.

Crown, given for overcoming sin,

438 ; inferior to chains, 447

;

humanity gained by Theodosius,
485.

Custom, no match for fear, 437

;

easier overcome than concupis-
cence, 469.

Cyprian, St., on intercession of
Saints, 389, n.

503

403. n.
; unconcern of Saints

for, 448 ; of relapsing under
prosperity, 452.

Daphne, a suburb of Antioch, 457, n.
David, though small, a victor, 458.

'

Davison vindicates the idea of sacri-
fice, 422, n.

Day, unvarying and equal with
night, 402.

Death, proves vanity of riches, 351-;
no subject of alarm, 372; eager-
ness of St. Paul for, 372; base
if in sin, but not so from vio-
lence, 373; evil to sinners only,

373 ;
an unjust brings into

special communion with the
Saints, 374; unjust permitted by
God, 374 ; what is, 374, 390

;

having it before our eyes, 376 ;

soldier fearing, ignoble, 376 ;

dreaded for want of self-morti-
fication, 384; full of joy to the
godly, 461 ; courted by the
monks of Antioch, 463.

Debtors, treatment of, 362.
Debts, God's remission of to men,

and a creditor's compared, 478.
Deer, escaped from a snare, 441.
Degradation, attaching to athletics,

470.
Demosthenes, bad habit of: how

cured, 394.
Desertion of the Philosophers in dis-

tress, 454.
Dice-playing to be shunned, 442.
Differences, seeming, reconciled,

403, 469.
Difficulties for God's sake, 477; none

can stand against the fear of
God, 480.

Dignity of a city is its virtue, 456;
of no avail at the Judgment, 457.

Discipline, course of usual, 334, n;

under Christianity a preparation
for trials, 366; moral from war,

435.
Discontent from going to feasts, 440.
Discourse, subjects of, at conven-

tions, 406.

Diseases, their origin, 407.
Disposition, makes sad or cLeerful,

460, 463.
Dog, shameless, 420.

Doubt, Ninevites doubted the con-

sequences of their repentance,

377.
Dove, an example of simplicity, 420.

Dress, finery in, how cured, 450; not

to be despised or admired, 466,

Drunkenness, 335.

favors attendance.

Dancing, feats in, 470, n.

Danger of arguing about nature.

Eagle, under man's dominion, 416;

a king so styled, 467.

Ear, fasting of the, 359; to be closed

against slander, 360.

Earth, diurnal motion of a type, 402,

n.; supported on water, 403;
productiveness of, 404.

Earthquake, alluded to, 345, n.
;
362.

Easter, mercy suited to, 355; act of

human mercy at, 383, n.

Eating a meal no reason for staying

away from church, 400, 406;

moderation
400.

Edification, mutual of members of
a household in religious practice,

379. 480.
Elements, harmony and opposition

of, 404; weakness and depend-
ence of, 410.

Elijah, of like passions with us, 340;
his poverty, 353; twofold, 353,
396.

Elisha, his inheritance, 353; changed
the water, 396, 411.

Emotions, high term for, 386.
Emperor, see Theodosius, vengeance

expected from, 345 ; has no
equal on earth, 346; inferior to
a Bishop, 356; a fellow-servant,
361.

Emulation, in religious practice, 370,
379; in reforming the commun-
ity advantageous, 389; spirit of,

promotes self-restraint, 430.
Enemies, none to be held, 363, 370;

not reconciled without a third
person, 408; Jews knew right-

eousness prevailed in Israel,

435; misfortunes of, rejoiced in,

461 ; the sight of possessions of,

disturbs, 474 ;
good and bad

fortune alike annoys, 474 ; the
worse, the more reason for for-

giving, 475 ; implacable, how
treated by God, 475; the worst
softened by gentleness, 475 ;

like a limb cut off, 476; duty of
making friends of, 478 ; are

alone enough to cause insecur-

ity, 479.
Ephraim, St., quotations from,

389, n.

Episozomenes, title of a Sunday, 464.
Equanimity from true wisdom, 454.
Esther, prayer of, saved the Jews,

356.
Ether, consistence of, 409, n,

Eucharist, a greater gift than Eli-

sha's, 354; doctrine of, 354, n.;

fasting or sufficiency at, 400; an
oblation distinct, 422, n.; effi-

cacy for remitting sin, 444, n.;

the prize of fasting during Lent,

471 ; not to be approached un-

less healed of sins, 472; prohib-

ited the resentful, 472; and the

swearer, 481; hands washed be-

fore receiving, 479; object of ex-

clusion from, 481.

Evils, temporal, of little moment,
372; the worse make the less

unfelt, 374, 428; warded off by
repentance, 376; cannot touch

the righteous, 385 ; God merciful

amidst, 393; past, remembrance
of, 426; a source of pain, 444,

457; must run to God under,

448; an occasion of thanksgiv-

ing, 452; felt according to the

disposition, 459; comfort from,

463-
Evil speaking, mischief of, 359, 370;

pleasure of, 360; causes quar-

rels, 361; hinders pardon: spoils
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fasting, 361 ; breaking away
from, 363.

Examination of our path necessary,

440.
Example, partakes of our own na-

ture, 340; the irrational animals
are, 420; the old referred to the

young for, 420; effects of, 405,

429; of pilots in a storm, 446;
of one city upon the whole
world, 438; the giver of, pre-

cedes, 487.
Excellences, natural, liable to fail,

448.
Excuses for not seeking reconcilia-

tion, 474, 475, 478; concerning
inveterate swearing, 479.

Eye, government of the, 359; a surer

organ than the ear, 401 ; beauty
and power of, 414 ; eyebrows
like eaves, 415; of God, 475.

Faith, shewn by works, 373; like

an eagle's wing, 416.

Fall, sin of, 393; the human body
changed after, 413, 417; of an-

other bewailed is pleasing to

God, 461.

Fame, injured by enemies, 479.
Famine, relieved by the people of

Antioch, 456.

Fasting of Timothy, 33; easily mis-

judged, 334; moderation urged,

335; a help to prayer: bodily,

not enough, 357, 370, 406, 459;
of Ninevites accepted, 358; due
honor of, 359; of the eye, ear,

and tongue, 359, 406; general

practice, 370, 388, 450, n.; to-

gether with danger facilitates

repentance, 378; made easy by
custom, 388; from sin, 406, 472;
indulgence before and after, 438;
without fresh gains a loss, 459;
well used welcomed, 459; omis-

sion of, may be excused, 472.
Fathers, the view of, about the earth

403, n. ; upon oaths, 470, n.;

strong statements of, as in the

Bible, 477, n, ; most such, in

punishing their children, 392;
first severe then indulgent, 449;
grieve more when absent, 483.

Favour, the overcoming bad habits

accounted by God a, 412, Di-
vine, bestowed on Jerusalem,

467; the forgiving others a, ask-

ed by God, 478.
Fear, needful to holy men, 334; a

chastisement for carelessness,

347; of the Lord true riches,

351; a punishment, 355; awak-
ens conscience, 363; of harm
from man ignoble, 366; a good
man firm against, 369; without
the fear of hell death terrible,

374; of hell profitable, 374, 439;
prevents magnanimity, 376; of

Rulers promotes order, 381; ef-

fect of, on public morals, 382,

439; a most powerful motive,

392, 437; God s wrath a cure of

bad habits, 394; of scorpions

from sin, 417; prevents bad pas-

sions, like a soldier on guard,

439; breeds virtue, 439; why
Christ broadly taught, 440 ;

groundless made real, 446; an
ocean of joy, 460; of God over-

comes quickly, masters, 479 ;

purifies like a furnace, 480.

Feasts, evil of frequenting, 440; be-

get envy, 440.
Festival, of Easter an argument for

mercy, 355 ; in celebration of

martyrs, 464.
Festus, how approached by St. Paul,

448.
Fingers, unequal, 416.

Fire worshipped by the Persians:

then worshipped, 367; rivers of,

386; purgatorial, 387, n. ; in a

forest, 389; its property of ris-

ing, 404; used in torture, 474.
Firmament, use of word, 404.
Fish, 408; caught with baits, 449.
Flavian, Bishop of Antioch, 354, n.

;

leaves his sister almost dying,

354, 482 ; his boldness, 355;
prayers of, for his people, 482;
return from Constantinople,

482; obstacles to his journey,

483; magnanimity of, 483; ab-
sent, grieved for Antioch, 484;
silent like Moses, 484; will quit

Antioch if unpardoned, 488
;

proofs of forethought for the

people, 488,

Flattery of the great, 474.
Flesh, an unruly steed, 334.
Floods, 470.
Flowers, 408; yield a sweeter, than

artificial smells, 466.

Folly of laboring for worldly things,

and not to be reconciled, 479.
Food, carried away by guests, 38.

Forgiveness of sin by forgiving oth-

ers, 473; brings our minds into

peace, 474.
Fountains, 408.

Fowler, a zealous, 441; enticements
of, 449.

Fox, cunning of, 420.

Frailty of the body a cure for pride,

413.
Fraternities for mutual religious

help, 417.
Freedom, in righteousness, not im-

munity from punishment, 386.

Friend, a, shews dissatisfaction by
silence, 436.

Fruits of fasting, remain, 459; from
bitter roots, 462.

Fund, common, 452.

Gain, whatever promises, to be sus-

pected, 441; from evils, 444.
Games, alluded to, 339, 405; presi-

dents of, 427, n.
;

participants

of, excluded from the Com-
munion, 439, n.

Garment, oiled of wrestlers, 339, n.;

miraculous virtue of, 396; a rich,

how used, 405.
Gazing at the beauty of a woman a

snare, 442.

Gentiles, see Heathen, signif)ring a
worshipper of God, 423.

Gifts, Divine, on the temple, 456.
Glory of suffering for Christ, 447;

not happiness, 460; in shewing
mercy, 485.

Gluttony, 357: inexcusable before

prayer: incapacitates, 400; cured
by considering St. Paul, 450.

God, His work good, 335; power of

shewn in weakness, 337, 409;
love of Him, its own reward,

338; challenged Satan to try

Job, 339; cares more than we
for the poor, 341; not to be
called in question, 341, 362;
afflicts those He loves, 342; His
honour to be vindicated, 343,

347; cares for us more than our-

selves, 347 ; never weary of our

prayers, 356; blasphemed for

our sins, 359; His mighty long-

suffering, 361, 362 ; tempers
prosperity and adversity for our

good, 366; overrules Satan's

worst efforts to his loss, 367; if

our friend, nothing matters, 369;
cares less for His repute than

our salvation, 378; does not pun-
ish when the threats affect, 382;

overrules the designs of men,

383, 447; judges sinners by the

standard of the good, 388; His
love shewn in our punishment,

392, 413, 431; otherwise only

half good, 392; deals with fallen

man as a father, 392, 449; ten-

derness of in addressing Adam,
393; His walking was in Adam's
perception, 396; His providence

shewn in making the cure of the

soul easy, 397; instructs by the

creation, 401; His ordering of

the seasons and the day, 402;

uses weak instruments to shew
His power, 404; glorified man
in the works of creation, 405;
needs nothing, 410; the source

of all things, 410; skill of in

human frame, 414; known by
His works, 421; mercy and wis-

dom of bringing Adam to con-

fession, 422; why He delays

punishment, 424; His goodness

shewn in man's natural love of

virtue, 429; the leader of the

Jews in war, 435; silence toward

Saul from gentleness, 436; turns

causes of evil to good, 448; to

believers is the whole fountain

of cheerfulness, 460; ordains

suffering first, 450; unceasingly

gracious, 452; reproaches for

insensibility to the ills of others,

462; fear of, the foundation of

peace, 463; insulted worse than

man ever is, 473: our Avenger,

and despised when we avenge,

475; like a friend in requiring

forgiveness of others, 478 ; never

ceases to entreat us, 478; assists

earnest endeavours, 480; ex-

ceeds hopes, 482; takes occasion
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of offences to shew love, 485;
overrules all for good, 489.

Gods, heathen, who, 339; the vilest

animals made, 409; the Apostles
held to be, 409; ambition of
some men to be held, 413.

Good, what is, at one time is not
always, 401; temporal, yields

pleasure to the reverent, 463;
temporal, is mutable and insuffi-

cient, 460.
Gospel, the book of the, oaths taken

on, 443 ;
preaching of promoted

by conflicts, 448; like a sun-
beam, not bound, 450; portions

of worn by women and children,

470.
Government, two sorts of, natural

and elective, 391.
Grave, robbing, 393, n.

Greek Church, usage in fasting, 370,
n. ; Fathers of, opinions of on
Purgatory, 387, n.

Gregory, St. Naz, on invocation of

the Saints, 390, n. ; on Beati-

tudes, 392, n.

Grief, a medicine only profitable

when felt for sin, 375, 390; this

the end of it, 375, 390; temporal
ills, not cured by, 375; produced
by sin, 419.

Grief, a wound, how to be treated,

381 ; for infants as reasonable as

for the dead, 385; makes men
inattentive to instruction, 413;
spreads darkness over every

thing, 426; for the ills of others

pleasing to God, 458; a refresh-

ment, 461; fruits of, sweet, 463.

Guilt shared by those who give

power to the sinner, 331.

Habits, good to be formed, 363;
difficult to be overcome, 388;
easy, the subject being hard,

388; mastered in a given time,

370; almost mastered require

less pains, 405 ; in man acquired

by free-will, 420 ; easily con-

quered by fear, 437 ; under se-

vere training, 449; easier to be
overcome than nature, 469.

Hades, where, according to the

heathen, 403, n.

Hair of eyebrows and head, 415.
Hands of God, His power, 403.
Happiness in God alone, 460.

Harlot, bad influences of, 435.
Harm, none to God's people, 378;

limited to the sutures of the

bones, 415.
Hares, timidity of, 445.
Hatred, to be forsaken, 363 ; mark

of, to avoid naming the person,

393; disquiets, 473; is unbecom-
ing brothers : increases with

time, 476; to cease from is not

all enough, 478; cherished cor-

rupts fast or feast, 479; pollutes

the mind, 479.
Health, won by labour, 352; bad to

be borne with patiently, 332 ;

St, Timothy's, no hindrance to

his labours, 334; not happiness,
460; by sobriety, 466; ill, an
excuse for not fasting, 472, 475.

Hearing without doing of no avail,

379-
Heart, the chief member, well de-

fended, 415.
Heat, properties of, 403, n.

Heathenism, designation of, in Scrip-
ture, 367, n.

Heathen, the alleged reason for deify-
ing the universe, 408; by their
own folly make idols, 409; phi-
losophers were actors, 465; in-

structed by the example of Theo-
dosius, 488; the laws of, from
the conscience, 423; not respon-
sible without a natural law, 423;
not fit instructors for Christians,

445.
Heaven, hope of, 350; not won with-

out labour, 449.
Heavens, sight of, proclaims God:

effects of, 401 ; matter and form
of, 404; beauty of, 408; fixed,

419, n.

Hell, fear of, is profitable, 439.
Heralds in the games, 386.
Heretics, found fault with creation,

335; opinions of about the hu-
man body, 413.

Hippodrome, 439,
History, design of Scripture viewed

as, 410, n.

Honey, water so called, 352; as a
feast to Saul's army, resisted,

433.
Honour, bestowed on man in three

ways, 391; done to God is re-

warded, 446; worldly has no
real dignity, 456.

Hope, in God an anchor, 446; makes
present ill light, 450.

Horse, inferior to man in the foot,

416.

Hospitality, of Abraham, 349; of

Job, 442.
House not to be extravagantly adorn-

ed, 349; built on a rock, 365;
guarded is not robbed, 439; of

mourning and feasting, 440; of

the sinner overthrown a witness

to all, 259, 466; brought to ruin

by neglect of small repairs, 470.

Humility, produced by adversity,

337; scope for in the human
frame, 417.

Hunger, gives relish to food, 351.

Hunters, 435.
Husbandry, spiritual, 357, 365; the

first art, a school of virtue,

465.

Hut, in the vineyards, 408.

Idolatry, origin of, 337.

Ignorance of men brought out in

arguing about nature, 403, n.,

421.

Ignorant, the, taught by the creation,

402.
Illuminations, at Antioch, 4S9.

Image of God, 362; consists of

sovereignty, 391.

Implacability, in an enemy, punished
by God, 475.

Inattention, at prayers, 394; leaves
us without excuse, 473.

Incarnation, alluded to in Job, 339,
n.

Indifferent things, to be avoided^
442.

Indignation at the wrongs of others,
of nature, 429.

Inferiority of material calls for great-
er skill, 414.

Inferiors, men are ashamed to sin
before, 428.

Inheritance, needs previous training,

450.
Insensibility to the sins of others,

462.

Instincts, 420.
Instruction, spiritual, stored in the

mind, 388; like picking a flower,

399; increases obligations, 424;
conveyed formerly by things^

401 ;
given in church, 406; to be

obeyed on trust, 425; in virtue
by temporal ills, 429; requires
personal ardor and promptness,

430, 480;. like water from a well,

for use afterwards, 446; in mor-
als precedes that in revealed
truth, 446; inattention to, ex-

cused by dullness, 475.
Instruments, weakness of, shews

God's power, 409.
Insult, effect of, our own fault: re-

coils when slighted, 353; to-

wards aggressors an offence to

God, 440; from one under high
patronage, 444.

Intemperance, before and after fast-

ing, 439-
Intentions, provided by God are re-

warded, 341; known to God,

475-
Intercession to be made for Antioch,

346; arguments used in, 383;
of the poor, 351, n. ; bold, of

monks, 453, 454; of saints de-

parted, 389, n.

Invocation of saints and angels, 389,
n.

Iron softened by water, 403.

Isaiah commands the sun, 411.

Jacob, his care of Laban's sheep,

354.

Jailor at Philippi, 450.

Jephthah's vow allowed by God, 434.

Jerusalem, temple at, 456; wretched-

ness of, 457; favours of God
bestowed on, 467; a vine, 467.

Jesus of Nazareth, the common name
of our Lord, 393, n.

Jews in distress could not listen, 346;

reproved for not looking to God,

356; saved by Esther's prayer,

356; oppressed in Egypt to in-

crease their desire of Canaan,

384; would not name Christ

from hatred, 393; gave no heed

to Moses, 413.

Jewels, the pride of some women,

449.
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Job, his character shewn by afflic-

tion, 33S, 341; his wrestling

with Satan: tried as gold, 339;
Antioch compared to him, 344;
safest when poor, 353; his trust

in God, 366; loved before grace,

or the old covenant, 366; re-

warded for retaining godliness,

369; dunghill of, in Arabia, 371;
consolation to be derived from,

371; his body, preciousness of,

371, 372; an instance of the

merit of suflfering, 385; silence

of his friends, 412; a Gentile,

423, n. ; his virtue lofty in pros-

perity and adversity, 442; losses

of, led him to God, 445, 461.

John, St., Baptist, to be followed in

reproving sin, 343; his martyr-

dom a warning against oaths,

432, 470.

Jonah's flight of no avail, 378; how
taught mercy, 378; forced by
God, 382; author of the book
of, 480, n.

Jonathan's eating the honey, 434; if

slain, a double misery to Saul,434
Joseph sold, 363; wept, 488.

Joshua commands the sun's motion,

411.

Joy, from temporal good soon ends,

45 1 ; continual under misfortune

possible, 459; aim of all, 459;
aimof all, 459; in God, 460; of

the world brings loss, 461.

Judge, unjust, parable of, 412; man
made, of his own pardon, 477;
does not question or correct the

culprit, 393; sympathy of the

judges at Antioch, 427; rigour

of human, 427; shewed mercy
upon the intercession of the

monks, 453.
Judgment, the last, proved by the

afflictions of the saints, 339

;

riches of no avail in, 349; alms
help us in, 351 ; and mercy,

355; without benefit of others'

intercession, 427 ; rulers threat-

ened with, 453; harsh over oth-

ers visited on ourselves, 361;
rash on others without excuse,

472: temporal, effectual, 481.

Justice, courts of, originated in the

natural moral law, 423.

Kidnappers entice by pleasant

things, 449.
Kings excel their subjects in wealth,

421; make unreasonable laws,

447; doff their crowns in battle,

447; have more cause for sad-

ness than any, 46^^; armour of,

467; made glorious by mercy,

485; may easily conquer, but
not win, 487,

Knives, feats performed with, 470.
Knowledge of the creation from

God, 421: withheld to remove
occasion of pride, 421; of God
by His works, 421 ; of good and
evil by nature, 428; not for its

OWB lake, 435.

Labour brings sleep, 352; our saf-

est state, 353; spiritual reward
of> 357 ; of life ordained by
whom, 384.

Laughter often leads to sin, 442;
how to be met, 481.

Law, of Nature (see Conscience) the

ground of Christ's teaching,

428; against criminal suits in

Lent, 383, n. ; of God takes pre-

cedence of human laws, 398;
civil, of the heathen, from con-

science, 423; of kings not to be
questioned, 447.

Lazarus gained a reward, 340,385; ex-

ample of, 342, 3 73; truly rich, 348.
Learning, how long Pambos was

learning one verse, 332, n.

;

without wisdom avails nothing,

465-
Lebanon for Judaea, 467.
Legerdemain, feats of, 470.
Lent, Christian's working time, 357;

commencement of, 358, n.,

370 n.
;
precepts to learn in,

363; celebrated with daily ser-

mons, 379. n. ; covers sins of the

past year, 472.
Leprosy of Miriam, 475.
Lessons, Scripture, in worship, order

of, 347, n.; ifrom Jonah's his-

tory, 378; from the irrational

animals, 420.

Letter of the monks to Theodoslus,

454.
Libanius, 394, n.

Life, a burden, a cottage here, in

heaven a palace, 372; why made
laborious, 384; without religion

dull and wearisome, 385 ; a good,
honours God, 405 ; bordering on
sin like walking along a pjeci-

pice, 443; in the country favour-

able to virtue, 465.
Litanies, 362, n.

Longsuffering of God, 424.
Loss, by doing one's duty versus the

gain, 444; of children no grief

to the good, 461.

Love, its own reward, 338, n. ; shewn
in patient endurance, 341, 342;
in perseverance, 342; takes in-

terest in everything, 356 ; of

God absent, causes fear of death,

374; glories in suffering, 448;
maternal, 453 ; delights in all

that belongs to the object of it,

474; exercised in great offences,

485; delights in the good of

others, 464.
Lucifer, consecrates Paulinus, Bish-

op of Antioch, 354, n.

Lungs, position of, 415.
Lust, by looking, 443.
Luxury, tendencies of, 442; unfit for

trials, 459; untimely in public

troubles, 464.

Madmen, never at rest, 474.
Magee, Archbishop, on Sacrifice,

422, n.

Magistrates, out of office bear the

same titles, 447.

Magnanimity of monks at Antioch,

453-
Manichees, alluded to, 335.
Manners, purity of, 466.
Marcion, 413, n.

Martyrs, shrines of, places of alms-
giving, 340; become mediators,

389, n.

Martyrdom, of Abel, 342; of St.

John Baptist, 343; crown of,

how to win, 343, 347; has effi-

cacy of Baptism, 376, n.

Masters, approved by their scholars,

455; insulted by injuries done
to their servants, 475.

Matter, heretical opinions about,

413. n.

Meal, 399, n.
;
principal among the

Romans was supper, 379, n.

Means effecting opposite ends, 448;
all to be adopted to win an ene-
my, 477.

Mediator, the Bishop so employed
with the Emperor, 354.

Medicine, skill required to apply it,

358; the end of, 375; natural,

395; from animals, 395, n.

Meekness of the monks, 455; does
not anger an enemy, 475.

Melchisideck a Gentile, 423, n.

Members, the instruments of good
and evil according to our choice,

369; each its excellence, 417;
one cut off to be reunited, 476.

Membranes, covering the brain, 415.
Memorial, perpetual, of sin, 466.

Men, all have much in common, 343,
a spiritual fiock, 355; soon tire

of other's affairs, 356; images of

God, 362; the race after the

fall deserved destruction, 392;
command over the creation, 41 1

;

gentler than brutes, 416; to be
measured by virtue, not natural

gifts, 457; self-taught in good
and evil, 422, 428; in the Arts
and Sciences, 423; naturally at

enmity with vice, 429; disinter-

ested in love and hatred, 429;
of well regulated minds not dis-

tracted by events, 459; pleasure

the aim of all, 459.
Merchandise, spiritual, in doing

God's bidding, 477.
Merchants, labour in hope, 450;

cargo not distance their care,

451 ; labour for enjoyment after-

wards, 459.
Mercy, shewn to others, procures

mercy for ourselves, 355; of

judges at Antioch, 454; makes
kings glorious, 485.

Merit, not proved by titles of honour,

477.
Metropolis, avails naught for salva-

tion, 457.
Milk, for children a simile, 401.

Minister, his people's conduct his

glory, 347.
Miracles, by relics, 332, 333, 367;

power of, limited, 333; does not

dispense with fasting, 334;

tempt the ignorant to worship
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men, 338; an extraordinary, 367;
of the Apostles, not by their

own power, 409,
Miriam's punishment not remitted,

475.
Misfortunes of others open men's

hearts, 429, n.; subdue our

vanity, 429; light, felt by the

rich, 460; without excuse before

God, 472.
Monasteries, 455, n.

Monks, services of, 453; effects of

their intercession, 454; account

of one, 455; undismayed, 463.

Moral and Positive to Laws, differ-

ence between, 421 ; moral teach-

ing, 447-
Mortality, human, for overthrowing

pride, 413.
Mortification, spiritual acts of, 379;

incumbent on all, 384.

Moses, suffered for doing good, 342

;

disregarded by the people in ex-

treme distress, 346; wherein he

brought honey from the rock,

352; his intercession, 355; rod

of, 396; command over created

things, 411; his righteousness

availed not the Jews, 430.

Mothers miss their children at table,

400; case of a mother at Anti-

och, 453; grief often relieves,

461.

Mourning, sight of, sobers: reminds

of Judgment, 440; calls forth

sympathy from enemies, 440.

Mourner, to others like a cloud

parted by the sun's rays, 346.

Multitude, the, influenced by fear

and threats, 392; of inhabitants

avails nothing, 457.

Murder, why not reasoned about,

where forbidden, 421; by exact-

ing oaths, 443.
Mutability of earthly good, 460.

Nails, construction of, 416.

Name, calling by, a mark of affec-

tion, 393, n. ; common to our

Lord, 393, n. ; of God how pro-

nounced in heaven, 394.

National calamities ought to direct

us to God, 346; work national

amendments, 366.

Nature, overruled by the piety of

Saints, 367 ; what exists by,

comforts, 391; gifts of, com-

mend the Giver, 429; course of,

not to be maligned, 442; ties of,

are a great obligation, 453.

Nebuchadnezzar, change wrought in

him, 386; herald of his own de-

feat, 386.

Neighbours, spiritual good of, to be

furthered, 452; afflictions of, to

be shared, 458; good of, an en-

joyment, 464.

Night, as good as day, 395; succeeds

day without change, 402,

Ninevites, their fasting accepted,

358; why, 359; teach repentance

and hope, 376 ; forsook their

sins, the city saved, 377; their

disadvantages in comparison
with Jews and Christians, 377,
480 ; complete repentance of,

from fear, 480.
Noah, laughed at, 481.
Noise from ''spectacles" disturbed

divine service, 439.
Number, the, of fellows in sin no

profit, 388.

Oaths, testimony of the life instead,

394; how Satan works amidst,

398; only to be taken fasting,

400; have caused the worst evils,

432; binding others more dan-

gerous, 433; at the altar, 443;
either superfluous or perjury,

444; caused the ruin of Jerusa-

lem many times, 467; signified

in Ezekiel's parable, 467; occa-

sions of admitted by the Fa-
thers, 470, n.

Observances, formal, in religion use

of, to good and bad Christians,

479, n.

Occasions, passing, used for instruct-

ing, 374, 381, 398, 427, 437,

460, 463, 474.
Occurrences, incidental, often are of

God, 382.

Ocean, earth upon the, 403, n.

Offences, of every man against God
greater than towards other men,

472; great, an occasion of shew-

ing mercy, 485.

Openness of Christ's declaration to

His followers, 449.

Order, in nature and human fellow-

ship proclaims God, 401, 402.

Orders, holy, sin of giving to the

unworthy, 331.

Origen, on intercession of Saints,

389, n.

Ownership, unreal and real, 350,

351-

Pambos, how he learned Scripture,

332, n.

Paradise, St. Paul transported to,

447.
Pardon, of others gams our own,

355, 477, 488.

Partners in a shop, 452.

Passion, God free from, 392

.

Passover, a time of mercy, 3551

reverenced by pardon of of-

fences, 479.

Pastor, bound to suffer for his peo-

ple, 354; efficacy to his inter-

cessions, 356; how to be re-

garded by his people, 380; in-

tercourse with each severally,

389;' like a husbandman and a

pilot, 399; invigorated by suc-

cess 399; good of his flock, his

good, 412; to be followed trust-

fully, 425; concern of, for all,

4^o; living by husbandry: true

philosophers, 465.

Patience, 341; of Lazarus, praised

by St. Chrysostom, 342, n.;

punishes insolence, 353.

Paul, St. , teacher of the Gentiles, 332,

n. ; care for Timothy, 333; dis-

trusted himself, 334; kept hum-
ble by affliction, 337; strong
though in bonds, 337; his exam-
ple 342; hindered by Satan, 342;
adapts himself to hearers, 349;
his labours and reward, 353;
reproved sin, 359, eagerness to

die, 373, 385; advantages of
Christians over St. Paul, 373; his

garments, virtue of, 3(96; more
than a lion, 397; his illustrations

from nature, 407; recollection of

his sins, 419; proves a natural
law, 423; concern about one in-

cestuous person, 430; dangers of,

for his mending, 431; counted
all things loss, 441 ; feels pater-

nal anxiety, 443; glories in his

sufferings for Christ, 447, 462;
attempts to convert his judges,

448; recommends continual joy,

459; greatness of, in hiding

good deeds, 483.

Paulinus, Bishop of Antioch, 354, n..

Peacock, 408.

Penalty for swearing, 389, 399.
Penitential acts of use, 378.

Penitents, discipline of, 472, n,

Pentateuch, 394, n.

Perfection, precepts of, 348, 349;
how atlained, 370; St. Paul's

height within the reach of every

one, 373; of art in the temple,

456.
Perfume, spiritual, 406; of flowers

the best, 466.

Perjury from the habit of swearing,

in two ways, 432, 438; of both

persons swearing the contrary,

432; who forces another to, is

guilty himself, 432, 439; the

object of Satan, 433; guilt of,

shared by those privy to it, 434;
manifold from one oath, 436.

Persecutors, benefitted by the virtue

of their victims, 387.

Perseverance in prosperity a test of

virtue, 452.

Peter, St., the first to preach Christ,

356.

Pharisee, fasted in vain, 357; his

evil speaking, 359.

Philoponus on the heavens, 419, n.

Philosophers, cowardice of the heath-

en, 454 ; the simple made, 466,

Philosophy of this world shrinks from

danger, 454 ; worldly, falsified

by deeds, 455; pagan, is but in

the garb, 465 ; like a sword with

a silver hilt and leaden blade,

465 ; heathen, taught a few only,.

466.

Physician, spiritual, 360, 394; cures

by contraries, 378.

Piety, the chief good, 369; abides,

451-
Pilgrimages, 340; to the dunghill of

Job, 371; use of, 467.

Pilot, 408; his chief concern, 399;

in storms, 446, 483.

Place, importance of, for the deliv-

ery of the law, 394.
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Plato, 402, n. ; on the human body,

413, n. ; on the motions of heav-

enly bodies, 419, n.

Players, deprived of the holy Com-
munion, 439, n.

Pleasure depends on relish, 352 ;

present diminished, pain in view,

450.
Plural number, use of, 481, n.

Pole, balancing, 470.
Poor, God's care for, 341; represent

Christ for us, 349; trust in God,

351; relish food and sleep, 352.

Porch, of church for penitents,

472, n.

Porphyrio, a bird greatly esteemed,

408, n.

Porters, cajoled for favours, 474.
Pot, the golden, of the temple, 467.
Poverty, a benefit and protection,

342, 353, 372; of Elijah, 353;
of Job, 442; alleged to excuse

almsgiving, 475. »--

Power, of injuring the just, why
granted, 386; taken away easily,

451; of judges, 454.
Practice, laxity of, causes death to

be feared, 375 ; a matter of

choice and endeavours, 428
;

right, impossible without fear of

God, 439; the season of, is the

test of religion, 446 ; without
questioning, 447 ; of Saints

proves Scripture, 455.
Praise, of one another beside the

purpose, 380; to be suspected,

441 ; of men from reconciliation,

479-
Prayer, the only resource in trouble,

346 ;
power of, 351 ; recom-

mended, 354, 356; united pow-
erful, 356; of women, 356; to

be persevered in, 362; inatten-

tion at, 394, 472; natural as a

way of assisting the distressed,

426; penitential, a special kind,

427, n. ; fruit of, never lost,

451; most needful after deliver-

ance, 452; for fellows in afflic-

tion, 458; the Lorcfs^ taught in

Baptism, 355, n. ; how entitled,

478, n.; not to be used by
halves, 478.

Preaching, suits not extreme distress,

346; may solace the suffering,

346; to be heard for improve-
ment, 347; of the Gospel not

bound as the preacher, 450.
Precepts, three proposed to be learnt,

363; moral without the reason,

421; of the Gospel better car-

ried in heart than on paper, 470.

Preservation of the world by God,
403.

Pride, 348; how to check, in the

rich, 349; evil of, 350; spiritual,

on account of good works, 337;
remedied by considering the

weakness of the body, 413, 417;
preceded by ignorance, 421.

Priest, our wound to be shewn to,

360, n. ; consoles the afflicted

in adversity, 483.

Prison, likeness to, 345 ; emptied at

Easter, 383, 486; senate of An-
tioch confined in, 458, n.

" Prisoner," more glorious than any
title to St. Paul, 447.

Prodigal, the, unfit to manage an
inheritance, 450.

Promises, of God infinitely excellent,

451.
Prophecy, not false because not ac-

complished, 376.

Prosperity, no ground for security,

369, 450; present, heightened

by contrast, 425; transient, 427,

Proverbial sayings against Provi-

dence, 341, n.; of contempt for

others, 343.
Providence, denied by some, 341;

shewn in apparently accidental

cases, 382, 383; in the deliver-

ance of His children, 386; in

the use of weak means, 404;
proved from the human body,

407; in Flavian's journey, 483.

Publican, accepted without fasting,

358.
Punishment, a medicine, 375; of the

prosperous twofold, 384; inflict-

ed by parents, 392; severest for

sins easily avoided, 411 ; delayed

for repentance, 424; inflicted on
Antioch beneficial, 455; of an
inexorable enemy, 475.

Purgatory, doctrine of, 387, n.

Pusillanimity, to be always dwelling

on miseries, 391; to look to man
for comfort, 445.

Questions, raised to win attention,

333; on the permission of suffer-

ing, 336, 340; on brute animals
fasting, 358.

Quinquagesima, 358, n.

Racing, ill effects of, 442.
Rank not to be regarded in rebuking

vice, 430.
Reason, appropriates the superior

powers of brutes, 416; does not

constrain, 428, n.
;

given to

avoid sin, 441.

Reasons, of God's works, a few re-

vealed, 421; of God's laws not

to be required, 447.
Recollection of past evils useful, 418.

Reconciliation, the one seeking has

the whole merit, 474; endeav-

ours after, always acceptable to

God, 475 ; imputed to wrong
motives, 476 ; to God by the

Crucifixion, 476 ; every day
makes, more difficult, 476; only

to please God, 477; a' cause of

forgiveness, 477; repulses must
not quell, 478; very easy, 479.

Reflection on words of Scripture, 391

;

from the sight of grief, 440; on
being laughed at for doing right,

481.

Reformation, spiritual, of the com-
munity, rapid when begun, 389;
at Antioch, 455.

Relics of Timothy expelled demons.

332; of the Apostles, 333; of

Job in great repute, 371; virtue

of, 389, n. ; of martyrs expelled
demons, 396.

Relief from grieving, 462.

Religion, how designated in Scrip-

ture, 367, n.; training in, in-

creases obligation, 373; not to

left to the clergy, 384.
Reminding one another of duties,

399-
Remission from God, according to

our excusing, 477; full, by full,

478.
Repairs, small, neglected, bring

ruin, 470.
Repentance, pardon offered to, 362;

time given for, 363; procures
the removal of evils, 376 ;

speedy, from fear of God, 480;
duty of bringing others to, 481.

Reproach felt as a wrong, 428 ; a spur
to amendment, 429,

Reproof to be administered in love,

343. 359; calls forth love, 344;
an improvement of our talent,

348.
Repulse, no excuse for not being

reconciled, 472, 478.
Resentment is a practice of malice,

476 ; excludes from the holy

Communion, 476; precluded ^y
considering our sins, 472, 473;
continually forbidden, 473; mad-
ness: punished here and hereaf-

ter, 474; merits the worst pun-
ishment, 474; the most inexcus-

able of all sins, 475; gives ad-

vantage to Satan: is contempt
of God, 477; unjust toward our
worst foes, 473,

Reserve, practised by St. Paul and
our Lord, 349.

Responsibility from religious instruc-

tion, 398, 424.

Rest, must be preceded by tribula-

tion, 366.

Restraint upon vice provided by
God, 429; human on our free-

dom submitted to, 447; tribula-

tion is, 452.

Resurrection, proved by afflictions of

the Saints, 339; hope of, re-

moves fear of death, 373.

Revelation by letters would have
availed the learned and the rich

only, 401; by things is under-

stood by all men, 401.

Reward bestowed for pains, not nat-

ural gifts, 429 ; temporal and
spiritual contrasted, 451 ; of

grieving over the sins of others,

462.

Rich, the, more miserable than the

poor, 460.

Riches, the true, 348, 351, 353 I

J earthly, vanity of
, 348; wherein

not forbidden, 348; an encum-
brance, 349; where to deposit,

349. 350; the use of, only ours,

350; why not given equally, 351;
drive men to mean arts, 353; a
means of virtue, 442; liability
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to loss of, 451; not happiness,

460.

Ridicule, for well-doing, how to be
met, 481.

Righteous, arms of, 397; overthrow
demons, 397; never sad, 461;
alone happy, 462.

Robes, rich, look best on ourselves,

380.

Roman Catholic Church on Euchar-
ist, 444, n.

Roots, bitter, sweet fruits from, 462.

Rope walking, 470.

Ruin of Jerusalem by breaking oaths,

469.
Rule self-imposed for the cure of

faults, 471.

Rulers, God arms. 381; fear of,

proper, 381 ; like the supports of

a building, 382.

"Sabbath, why enjoined in Deca-
logue, 422; made a type of the

Lord's Day, 422, n.

Sacrament, more than Elisha had,

353.
Sacrifice, a dictate of the natural

law, 422, n. ; unbloody, 472.

Sadness, darkens the sight, 346; of

the rich, 459.
Saints, especially assailed, 334, 342;

eight reasons why afflicted, 336;

their power from God, 338;

motives of, for serving Him,

338; not to be worshipped, 338,

n. ; ninth and tenth reason why
afflicted, 340; their countenance,

355; a few save their country,

356; effects of their sanctity on
nature, 367; daunted by noth-

ing, 368; surmount all natural

ills, 375; the more tried, the

more glorious, 386; meekness
of, when magnified by men,

386; departed, intercession of,

389, n. ; unconcern for their

own safety, 448 ; the living, pro-

claim the virtues of their teach-

ers, 455; joy of, under trouble

wonderful, 461.

Salvation, obtained by few without

threats, 392;- precepts of, not

hindered by the body, 472.

Sand, the boundary of the sea, 404;

house built on, 446.

Satan aims most at the advanced, 334,

342; messengers of, 337; would

have men reckoned gods, 338;

called to account by Jehovah,

338; accuses Job, 339; assails

him, 339; foiled by Job's pa-

tience, 341 ; man has nothing in

common with, 343; his rage

against Antioch, 344; how he

resisted, 357; his spite at Job,

366; greatest efforts abortive,

367, 386; most defeated by the

righteous in adversity, 371; arts

of, to keep alive anger, 398;

attempts of, thwarted by God,

419, 439; specially flourishes

amidst oaths, 433; agency of,

in the case of Saul and the honey.

434. 436 ; reason of, urging
Jonathan to eat, 434; a fowler,

441; service of, often hard, 469;
author of swearing, 470; our
sole enemy, 476; disappointed
at the Emperor's clemency, 485.

Saul, would not from hatred name
David, 393; his prohibition to
eat defeated, 433, 436; rashness
of, 433, 436; grief over Jona-
than's confession, 436; likely

consequences of his oath, 437.
Scene of remarkable events affects

us, 467.
School, severity of, 381, 449.
Sciences, application to spiritual sub-

jects, 407.
Scripture Holy, as a lyre and a trum-

pet, 331; flowery meadow, 331;
a mine of wisdom, 332; to be
alleged in teaching, 336, 337;
allegorical sense of, 338, n.;

course of reading, 347, 348,

358, ns.; food from, 348; conso-

lation from every part of, 391,

394; an instance, 391; not need-

ed in the first ages, 400; en-

tirely agrees, 403; slowness in

explaining, 446; sense of, with

the clergy, 447; accounts of the

faithful verified in living Saints,

455-
Seal, set on confiscated houses, 427.

Seasons, order and harmony of,

402,

Secresy, a sign of guilt, 360.

Sedition, state of Antioch after, 344,

sqq. ; raised by a few strangers,

347, 355? 381 ; offenders in, pun-

ished, 362; what befel messen-

gers of, 382; how punished, 455;
turned to the honour of the city.

Bishop and Emperor, 482.

Self-possession, the best defence

against dangers, 446.

Septuagint, followed by St. Chrysos-

tom, 340, n.

Sermons, daily during Lent, 379, n.

Servants, sitting with, 345; consult-

ing with, 363; dare not name

their masters, 394; runaway,

how they break their chains,

403; their spiritual good, needs

attention, 405; have masters to

overcome sloth, 429; flogging

of, 432; not remitting debts at

their master's bidding, 478.

Servility to the powerful, 474, n.

Severity before indulgence, 449-.

Shame, of sinning before inferiors,

428; of not serving God better

after great mercies, 438; to wait

for advances to reconciliation,

474.

Sheep, parable of, 430.

Ship without pilot and crew, 408-

Shipwreck in retrospect, 426; spec-

tators of, help by their prayers,

426; of the state, 452.

Sick, the, glutton a pitiable object.

Sickle, flying, seen by the Prophet,

443-

Sickness, borne cheerfully, 332; no
bar to zeal, 334; proves wealth
vain, 351; no great evil, 397;
past is pleasant to remember,
420; an instructor, 429; of St.

Chrysostom, 464.
Silence, from suspicion, 426.
Significant, 480; the only hope of

offenders, 484,
Simplicity of the country clergy, 465;

of the Apostles, 466.

Sin, most hurtful in good men, 334;
comes not of God's work, 335;
pardon of, through affliction,

340, 387; shared by indifference,

348; how focused in pride, 348;
pardon of, through alms, 351;
through forgiving others, 355;
by Priests, 356; on repentance,

362; to be reproved, 360; our
own to be examined, 360; sure

to find us out, 363, 37S ; removed
through tribulation, 365, 3S5;

alone to be dreaded, 372, 374.

387; blotted out by grief, 376,

461; by death, 376, 390; here

punished better, 385; is misery

punishment aside, 387; strikes

dumb, 393; consciousness of

makes cowards, 396; makes vul-

nerable, 397; to abstain from,

no labour, 398 ; those easily

avoided most punished, 411 ;

forgiven, not to be forgotten,

418; the skein of our, 433; in-

creased by frequent instruction,

438; remitted in the Eucharist,

444, n.; is dishonour, 456 ;

great witness against, perpetu-

ated, 466; excludes from holy

Communion, 472; a//, exposed

at the Judgment, 430.

Sinner, the, like chaff, 397.

Sisters dividing an inheritance in

peace, 402.

Slander, to be buried, 360; a snare

of Satan, 360.

Sleep, sweet to the wear>-, 352; a

medicine, 395.

Sloth, requires chastisement, 431;

banished by fear, 439; danger

of, under prosperity, 452, 463.

Snares, beset us on all sides, 440;

wife, children, etc., may become,

441; same, catch men again,

441-

Sobriety, needful before gomg to

church, 400; of country people,

466.

Socrates, on the faculty of women
for learning, 470, n. ;

opinions

on punishment, 375, n.

Sodom, its greatness no defense,

456; a perpetual witness, 466.

Soldiers, Christians are, 357; Chris-

tian, incapacitated by dread,

376; employed at the trials at

Antioch, 426; intemperate par-

ticularly in battle, 433; on guard

prevent robbers, 439; alert for

conquest, 459) reverence their

officers, 472.

Solomon, made trial of luxur\-, 352;
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his thoughts on mirth, 440 ;

learned in Art and Science by
God, 456.

Sores, treatment of, 387.
Sorrow, an occasion of joy to Saints,

461.

Soul, the, to be adorned for Christ's

dwelling, 350 ; medicine for,

358; the only proper object of

concern, 397; subject to infirm-

ity to prevent pride, 414; wound-
ed by swearing, 438; stedfast,

is proof against danger, 446 ; of

unconverted, an old wine-skin,

449; philosophy of the even,

in all events, 454; dignity of, in

virtue, 457; like the body as af-

fected from without, 462; the

seat of philosophy, 465; beauty
of, to be admired, 466; under
the fear of God like a rusty tool

in the furnace, 480 ; sign of

greatness of, looking to God,
482.

Spark, falling on the ocean, 460,

Speculations, on the Universe above
us, 411; folly of, 421; improper
on Divine commands, 447.

Speech, how precious, is certain,

332; how restrained, 397.
Spider, not esteemed because he toils

for himself, 420.

Spirit Holy, gives matter for dis-

course, 332, 347; all His gifts

munificent, 332; His gold needs
His flame, 332; enters not where
wrath is, 479.

Stability, type of, 402.

Stadium, 416, n.

Stars, like flowers, 408.

State, without Rulers, illustrated,

381; dependence of members
on each other in, 417; not saved

by multitude, 457.
Statuary's skill on rude materials,

414.

Statues, of the Emperor demolished,

344; a device of Satan, 439;
Theodosius's mother and wife,

dishonoured, 484, n. ; for hu-

maneness, 485; of Constantine,

dishonoured, 485.
Stibadium, 489, n.

Storm, approaching, 446.
Striving, lawful, what, 357, n.

Substance, 362.

Suffering, for Christ, our glory, 447;
fellowship in, soothes, 339.

Sun, transcends nature, 404; a bride-

groom : not a god, 410; in con-

stant motion, 419.
Superfluous, what seems, may be full

of Divine wisdom, 332.
Surfeit, breaks sleep, 352.
Suspiciousness from gfuilt, 396.
Swearer, ought to reflect on martyr-

dom of St. John B., 432; house
of, ruined, 443.

Swearing, 363, 370, 379, 394, 417,

424, 443; easily overcome, 370,

379. 388, 398, 437; methods of

overcoming, 370, 379; t!ie ex-

cuse answered when imposed by

another, 380, 398; no excuse
that others swear, 388; insult to

God shewn by, 304; substitute

for, 398, 481; mode adopted to

overcome, 399; the easier the

worse, 411; abstaining from a
Divine precept, 425; of contra-

ries common in many relations,

432; Satan lies in wait for, 432,

433; doubling of Saul in, 437;
to abstain from easier than to

obey the Emperor, 437; forbid-

den by Christ, 444 ; worse in

Christians than in Jews, 469;
comes of negligence, 470; all,

from Satan, 470 ; difficulty of

curing, imaginary, 479; not to

be cured little by little, 480.
Sympathy in the joy of others, 429.
Synagogue at Daphne, 457, n.

Table of spiritual food from Holy
Writ, 348; of the rich not rel-

ished, 351,
Talents, parable of, 348; ten thou-

sand, parable of, 355, 478.
Tarentines, drunkenness and luxury

of, 400, n.

Taxes, 363, 398; indignation caused
by, 374-

Teacher, the, a title of St. Paul, 332;
to take fit seasons, 413; number
of natural, 430; differs from the

artificer as to consequences,
shares in the merit of his schol-

ars, 487.
Temperance, naturally approves it-

self, 428; practice of severe, 429.
Temple, the, honoured by God, dis-

honoured by sinners, 456.
Thankfulness, in trouble rewarded,

341.
Thanksgiving, contrasted with blas-

phemy, 342, 343; equals cross-

bearing, 385; for favours pro-

cures others, 412; repeated, 412,

425, 450; in distress, 452; for

evils, 489.
Theatres, forbidden, 359; one op-

posite the church, 439; cause

many evils, 442, 455,
Theodusius, statues of, thrown down,

344, 362; embassy to, 354; hopes
from his piety and clemency,

355, 356, 453, 457; baptized,

355; compared to Ahasuerus,

356; tax levied by 361, n,; not

present when insulted, 362; his

religious character, 383, 487;
opposite acts from, 383, n.

;

closing of the baths, 437; stop-

ped public amusements as a pun-
ishment, 455; like a father in

demeaning Antioch, 455; rever-

ence of, for Priests, 483; recep-

tion of Flavian, 484; his up-

braiding, restitution produced,

485; greater in pardoning than

in succouring Antioch, 486; by
pardoning shews the power of

Christianity, 486; reasons for

his expecting a reward from
God, 487 ; an example to posteri-

ty, 487; bidden to consider the

Judgment, 488; pardons Anti-
och, imitating Jesus, 488; proofs
of his entire forgiveness, 488.

Thessalonica, massacre at, 383, n.

Thirst gives relish to drink, 352.
Thoughts, bad, how dispelled, 331;

government of, 357.
Three Children, delivered by prayer,

367; song of, in use every where
and always, 367, n. ; a surpass-

ing miracle variously tried upon,

367; the reverse of the idolaters,

368; example of, 376, 385 ;

they and their executioners like

gold and hay, 385; freedom and
wisdom of, 386; motives in dis-

obeying the king, 387.
Times, stated, proper for contending

with particular bad habits, 370,
388; different things for differ-

ent times, 401.

Timothy, St., power of, with God,
332; his labours, 333, 335; his

abstinence, 333; spiritual son
and yokefellow to St. Paul, 334;
resolution in self-discipline, 335.

Title, the most illustrious of St.

Paul's, 447; of worldly dignity

soon perishes, 447; of metro-

polis taken from Antioch, 455.
Tongue, a snare, 443.
Torture, by scourging, 426, 474, n.

Translation of Scriptures, source of

error in, 405, n.

Transubstantiation, 354, n.

Treason, a subject of fear to kings,

460.

Trees, each kind has its excellence,

417; roots of, bitter, 462.

Trials at Antioch, terrors of, 426,

453; painful instance at, 426.

Tribulation of Saints a means of

pardon, 340; increased reward,

340, 342; a sign of God's love,

342, temptation by, 342; per-

mitted for good, 344, 365; a

seed time; 364; a rain, 365;
strengthens the good, 366; not

removed until amendment, 366;

exalts men, 369; suffering un-

justly like to, 385; comes before

joy, 449; present, subdued by
bright prospect, 450; to the

godly like a spark on the ocean,

460.

Tribunals, secular, closed at midday,

why, 160; at Antioch, 426.

Truth, shadows of, attained by the

heathen, 386, n.; to be applied

variously, 435.
Tutors compel to good conduct, 453.

Unbelievers, how affected by the

example of Christians, 405,

486.

Union of men for various purposes,

452.

Valens excommunicated, 481, n.

Valentinus on matter, 413, n.

Vanity, being subject to, 411.

Vengeance on our enemies defeats
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its own end, 475 ; God the Judge
for, 475.

Venture, by heathens acting upon
Prophecy, 377; its lessons, 401.

Verses, division of, in Bible among
the ancients, 446, n.

Vessels, earthen, 409.
Vice, hatred of, while followed, 429.
View, from the top of mountains,

441.
Vine, Jerusalem so called, 467.
Virgin, the, Mary, invocation of,

389, n.

Virgins, the ten, parable of, 388;

dancing, 402; God's disapproval

manifested through, 434.
Virtue, like a fine dress, looks best

on the person, 380; applauded

by its opponents, 387 ; a blessing,

reward aside, 387; some, natur-

al, 429; promoted by teachers,

429; school of, war, 435; bred

by ifear, 439 ; fruit of, rooted

above, 45 1 ; test by perseverance

in prosperity, 452; the defence

of a people, 456; easier in coun-

try life, 465

.

Void, meaning in Gen, i., 391, n.

Voyage, length of, no help to the

merchant, 451.

Vow, of Jephthah.what resulted, 454.

War, a religious matter with the

Jews, 435; defeat in from sin,

435-
arriors, great, by their presence

secure victory, 454.j

Washing of hands before taking the
Bible, 394; before receiving the
sacred elements, 479.

Watchfulness over those in our
charge, 354; needed especially
after deliverances, 453.

Water, honey to the thirsty, 352 ;

bearing the earth a marvel, 403 ;

fixed in the heavens unnatural,

404; in constant motion, 419

;

drawing of, 446.
Wicked, often prosper here, 340.
Wilkinson on the dancing represen-

ted in hieroglyphics, 470, n.

Will, rests with, to cure the soul,

397; in man effects what nature
does in brutes, 420.

Wings of zeal, 335; of birds, use of,

441 ; of the flying sickle, 443.
Wine, use of, lawful, 333, 348; to be

used for health, 335; perfumed,

352.
Wine-skin, 449.
Winter, good of, felt afterwards,

459-
Wisdom, force of, upon the wicked,

386; to be alone sought, 463;
among the humble, 465.

Wives have husbands as instructors,

430; keeping to, 435,

Women, their prayers heard, 356; at

Antioch, wretchedness during

disorder, 427; case of two, 426;

delight in their jewels, 449;
cured of finery by the thoughts

of St. Paul, 450; dancing, 470.

Woods, rot from immersion, 403.

Word of God never fails, 377; suffi-

cient to effect any thing, 410.
Words, exact use of, 332; not nec-

essary for instruction, 402.
Wordsworth's Vernal Ode, 420, n.

Works, good, may breed presump-
tion, 337; to be persevered in,

343; needful with fasting, 359;
each man's, the measure of his

moral nature, 430; bring joy,

451; laid up in heaven, 451.
Workshops closed, 439.
World, its wisdom vain, 332; Chris-

tians in, are strangers, 457; con-
verted by simple men, 466.

Worm, undying, 473.
Wounds of the soul, 438.
Wrath of God pacified by our for-

giveness, 473.
Wrestlers, stripped for contest, 339,

3571 give advantage to shew
their skill, 339, n.; rules for,

357, n.; must strive, 364, n.

;

tried in the lists, 446.

Xenophon, on dancing, 470, n.

Youth requires discipline, 334.

Zeal overcomes infirmity, 335; and
difficulties, 342 ; of one reforms

many, 344; of inhabitants of

Antioch for the faith, 456.

Zedekiah's oath brought ruin, 468;

a witness against breaking

oaths, 469.
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